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Skuse’s

Complete

Confectioner

(eleventh edition)

Revised and Edited by W. I. Bush

Q C41. Ltd.

A practical guide to all

branches of Candy Making.

Price, $6.00 Net

‘V. J. BUSH & CO., Inc.

370-—7th Avenue

NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Gardiner- Lucas

Company, Inc.
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Cnxrrenmar. Mann. AWAIDID

CROFT&ALLEN CO. HEi§§§?“i~'§3Eii§§ER

Jlanu/acluring Confeclioners

CHOCOLATES AND COCOAS

33d and Market sa. PHILADELPHIA, U. s. A.

  

We make a line of Specialties that should be in

every iobbing house in the United States:

500 Varieties of Penny Goods

50 Varieties of Pail Goods

100 Varieties of Nickel Goods

WRITE FOR PRICES

ESTABLISHED I884

ROCKHILL & VIETOR

Orange Oil

Vanillin

Spearmint Oil

Coumarine
 

CONNOISSEURS USE

9ll ARCH ST.. PHILA.

Confectioners’ Counter

Scales and Weights
  

-~.*‘."'1i~'i‘~\\\!"."i\'§7!\.v=-i_§»'

, §__ _ ,_‘_-.

Fine Brass Scales, Nickel-Plated

Scales, Brass Weights, etc., etc.

01 the Flneat Finish and Delizn

Bran Candy Shovel: and Scoops

Price Hal sent on rocelptoipoange stlmpl

Weetern Agency

ISIS Wahalh Avenue CHICAGO

Vanilla Beans

Our direct Importation

Vanilla

Concrete

Our own make

Vanilla essence without alcohol

VANILLIN

CUMARIN

Domestic and Imported

George Lueders & Co.

427 Washington Street

NEW YORK

MAIN OFFICE

22 Cliff Street, New York

Peppermint Oil

Flower Waters

UNGERER’S VQLATILE OILS

124 W. 19th Street, New York

AND FLAVDRING ' INGREDIENTS

326 W. Madison Street, Chicago

>:,,l “ Ix :.;T.Y:‘.Il':i?.!=:£i'!if Classified Directory
  

441 Arch Street, Philadelphia
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BOTH BLUNT

AND POINTED

on hand

Samples and prices

will convince you

that these are

the sticks you

ought to use.

U * \, N of a

"N"

N///

ZaS

'

Z 4/ Large stocks always \

*

£
Repetition is Reputation

CO. W H ITE & CAM PB E LL

387-393 FOURTH AVE.

--->**

EAR after year we keep Re

peating “Our Pat. 240 Satin”

is “Second to None” for tying

Candy Packages. We make four

other grades but will always stand

back of 240—Because

IT IS CONSTRUCTED RIGHT

WOVEN RIGHT

DYED RIGHT

FINISHED RIGHT

DELIVERED RIGHT

Tested for sixteen years

and “Made Good”

Let us serve you at any time.

Widths 2-3-5-7-9-12-16

\ #

LFRED JONAS

Manufacturer of Ice Cream Boxes

—and—

Candy Boxes, Candy Bags

1570 Fulton Street BROOKLYN, N.Y.

s'. Monsanto Dhemical Works."

East:...m. Manufacturers of SAINT Louis, USA. Inquiries Solicited

WANILLIN-C0LMARIN-SACCHARIN

25%:''

*
£-

-

£2. A_{\
£22.43 &

ICING ROSES AND FLOWERs

H. H. GEILFUSS’ SON
ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS

AND LEAVES

*–

$Wü.W' Bitlily, St. Pitfit's Hill ##| MItti'
PASTRY BAGS AND TUBES

@ ". Cake Ornaments Tin Poil Fancy Candy Boxes Tinted Motto Paper

*~ :W.” Isace Paper Candy Tongs Silk Lined Baskets Motto verses

**- - Weapor Cases Birthday Candles Costume Mottoes Glace Pruits

me: 18on Bon Cups Candle Holders Ice Cream Moulds Leaves on Stern

£: Paper Baking Cups Paper Sundae Cups PRICES ON REQUEST

1202 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

PHILIP J. GEILFUSS

-z

WRITE FOR SPECIAL list

PREMIUMS, NOVELTIES AND TOYs
FOR THE MANUFACTURING CONFECTIONERY TRADE

Suitable for Penny Pieces, Prize Boxes, Grab Bags, Ring Sticks, etc., etc.

CALUMET MANUFACTURING COMPANY "£"

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

NEW YORK

12 Platt Street

CHICAGO

209 N. LaSalle St.
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conFECTIONERs JournAL

sooner you start packaging bulk ice

in SEALRIGHT Liquid-Tight Paper

iners, the more quickly will you profit

savings afforded—increased sales, and

tisfaction Sealright Containers give as

eal, perfect package for bulk ice cream.

hy “Sealrights.” Do NotLeak->
om Construction Exclusively Sealright *\! 2

Order Thru Your Jobber-Write Us For Samples

3.

-

.RIGHT CO., Inc., Fulton, N.Y.
acturers in the World of Cylindrical Liquid-Tight Paper Containers

''Marrons in Vanilla Syrup,

Imported Waining and Glacéing.

KAY-WHITE all ready is in Vanilla'',£
Marron FNesselrode an - -

the short road Ice£ for : c.:

Try ye’s Favorite Confectio"> C e S Cl -

- andy profits E 'clusive shop can afford to be wit

for you.

hite Products selrode, Etc.

ependable, different £
v. of syrup).5% lbs.

'' '. 5 Tins–Net

iness C - ...ic-int-Marrons (exclu

£ ''* 23.4 lbs.

Or MARRONS FOR ASUNDAES

complete 6. / gal. Jars.' Case

NESSELRO SUNDAE
The right mixture of Mar

| rons and fruits blended with
a booklets on request a special Rhum punch fla

vor—for the fountain.

# Kerr 110, Inc.E PRODUCTS, Inc. G. 408-10-12 W. 1 *th St.

New York NEw York CTY

"75,

/L H. L. C. - 17:00.

| cle

*

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CONFECTIONERS JOURNAL

GET BUSY

NOW ON THE MARKET:

CHOCOPOPS FLYING TOPS lc.

PENNY COUGH DROPS PAINTEDTOPS 2c.

You Chn Sell

any caramels, you can sell

Dalsles

A sample will convince you

Write for it

E. H. Josselyn
714 N. Durham Street Baltimore

  

Something new in the toy line, Penny Specs, packed 100 in

n box. Don't forget our regular line of Premium Boxes

including OUR KIDDIES.

THE GEO. J. BRUNELL CO.

18 Park Street Webster, Mass.

  

"~'WWs~

.5-ur '~'

ROBERT KENNEDY

Manufacturer of

Porrme Conn

‘Selected White Rice, also

JAP hull-less, or Baby rice,

100 and 150 lb. sacks, spot

stock or field shipments,

$=*"."= xm l sack, ton, or car lots.

P0PPll@\qN
|s‘i'i}§'§'il'",iJv“<> Bradshaw Co .

M m’ New York

  

NarrowSilkRibbons

456 Fourth Ave. NEW YORK

RIBBONZENE

  

New York, Dec. 25th, 21.

    

All Abmrd for
Easter candy

Easter BIG
that’s the predic

‘ion——make your

plans NOW—buy your ,r 'Everything on hand and reiiigogzr NOW‘

Fruit Center Easta Eggs

ancl all high quality Reyam BI'B\d’ which

means nothing better!

Small whole Marnschino Pineapple Hearts 5 lb

Cherries-800 to 1400 bO,.@S_1,,,.C;0,,5 i 0' -
wcsunt. A ‘ delicious ’ ‘rider’

l - -b k M - ll

oe an ro en an‘ Glace Cherry Pieces——~~()_

schino Cherries. _
lb. [)3.1lS.

Pineapple Wedges—14(lO to

gal.——superior to Pine- Broken assorted Glace

apple Cubes. F:-uits—25-lb. pails.

Something New for the New Year!

"5EMl-GLACE_ _\/VHOLE CHE:.RRl_ES"——unexcc-lled

for all kmds_ of dippmg work—-nothing lll<€ it on market.

In 25-lb. pails-—-nuf ced.

For topping Easter Eggs

French Silver Dragees and Angelique.

PROMPT SHIPMENT AS USUAL—BI-ZST QUALITY AS USUAL

LOWER PRICES THAN usum.

The Cincinnati Extract Works

422-424 W. Fourth St. Cincinnati, Of

To Our Friends and Customers :—

  

May we use this New Year as an occasion

to send to you through spirit channel a flash

of that electric current that keeps the world

young and hearts alive.

  
Much of the drama of life centers around

business. Here the play demands faithful serv

ice, co-operation and good will. To those

from whom we have bought and those to

whom we have sold, we shall act our part as

best we can for the good of all. We shall try

to make ourselves needed and enjoy the glory

of making good.

  

 
 

  

  

Business is not wholly business. lt brings

to us something that is more than money—

more worthwhile than merely getting on. lt

brings friendship, human values, the opportu

nity to cheer one another, thus so, the Angels’

song of “Peace on earth, good will toward

men” is never silent so long as it echoes in the

heart of humanity.

May the NEW YEAR bring you health, hap

P'\ness and prosperity.

Very truly,

ROBERTSON CANDY CO.
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We Offer Complete and Attrac

tive Line in Valentine, Washing

ton’s Birthday, St. Patrick and

Easter Novelties

An Idea and Creation. Something Different in Window

Showing for the purpose of displaying all kinds of

Candies. MADE IN BOTH METAL AND

WOOD COMBINATIONS »

FANCY BOXES, including Hearts made from

Paper, Silk, Satin Tapestry with Figures, &c.

BASKETS, in the latest Floral and Figure

effects, lined, unlined and hand painted.

Dressed Dolls, in all the latest Fashions, and,

with Electric Light Attachment.

Tin Boxes, oblong, round Paper covered and

hand painted in great variety, both Flowers

and Figure Designs of all of the latest

up-to-date Sensations.

We are sole distributors in the United States and Canada for the

original manufacturer of High Class Satin Hand-painted Plain and

Pillow Top Candy Boxes. We will show most attractive and entire

new designs in this line.

If you cannot call, it will pay you to write us for quotations, sample: and particulars before placing your orders.

M. MICHAELIS & SONS 466 and 468 Broadway, N. Y.

BRANCH HOUSE: 229 South Second Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Easter Specialties

The demand throughout the country for all kinds of

candies will continue to grow during the New Year, but

more rapidly than during the past year.

Our industry is again assured of an abundant supply

of Sugar and other raw materials at lower prices and we,

therefore, are able to sell our products at reduced prices.

We request that those of our customers whom our

Salesmen do not usually reach early in the season kindly

Send us their orders as soon as possible for all those

EASTER SPECIALTIES which they have found to be

good sellers in many past years, and which they would

like to handle again this coming season.

OUR EASTER SPECIALTIES

as well as all our other confections, will continue to prove,

as they have for so many years past, to be

“THE BEST" | #.

and

Most Profitable Goods for | ######"d

SUITABLE for all CLIMATES

," We guarantee all our products to be absolutely free of all adulterants used

| by imitators of our goods and infringers upon our trade mark rights.

PH. WUNDERLE 118-132 Pegg Street, Philadelphia
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Chocolate Dipping Paper

Grade W Grade 31 Grade K. B.

For hand work— For penny and For high-grade

NOT embossed: bar goods: Enrober Work:

500 lbs. 250 lbs. 500 lbs. 250 lbs. 500 lbs. 250 lbs.

14c lb. 15c lb. 14c lb. 15c lb. 15c lb. 16c lb.

100 lbs. Less 100 lbs. Less 100 lbs. Less

16c lb. 20c lb. 16c lb. 20c lb. 17C Ib. 21c lb.

Stock Sizes Stock Size Stock Size

10x14 12x12 15%x35 15%x35' "

12x18 | * ,

Grade J Grade Y. R.

For hand work—PLAIN or to For high-grade Enrober Work *

be EMBOSSED : –PLAIN or to be EM

500 lbs. 250 lbs. BOSSED :

18c Ib. 19c lb. 500 lbs. 250 lbs.

20c lb. 21c lb.

# #: 100 lbs. Less
C ID. C ID. 22c lb. 25c lb.

Stock Sizes Stock Sizes

10x14 12x12 15%x35

10x35 12x18 15x35%

-

ROLLS: Grade W can be furnished in 24” and 30” widths.

** 31 44 ** 44 44 15%." and 31%.”.

“ KB “ “ ** “ 15%" and 31%.”.

** ** ** 44 “ 10-12-14-15-30” widths.

“ YR “ “ ** “ 15-15%-23%-24-24%-30%-31%”.

Average Cost Per Thousand Sheets-500-lb. Lots

Grade W–10x14. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.08 Grade J–10x14. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.60

12x12. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.08 12x12. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.60

12x18. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.90 12x18. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.25

- 10x35. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.80

PLAQUE, SIZES–Grade KB-15%x35. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $13.50

- 31-15%x35. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14.28

" YR-15%x35. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17.60

- 15x3534. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17.60

SPECIAL SIZES MADE TO ORDER-SHEETS OR ROLLS

CHOOLATEDDENGEAPER
* OUR PORCELAIN FINISH →

#'high finish on the bottom of chocolates so much desired.
R any othENROB y er paper on the market.

Order y

May be used many times. It will OUT

Stock sizes, 10 x 14, 12 x 12, 12 x 18, 15"/2 x 35, and 15 x 33°/4.

ER Papers, Sheets and Rolls with and without eyelet; plain or embossed. Odd sizes made to order.

our Embossed Dipping Paper as early as possible to avoid delay Samples cheerfully sent on request.

CARTER,RICE & CO. (Corporation), BOSTON, MASS., U.S. A.

EMBOSSED DiPPING PAPER QUOTATION GIVEN ON REQUEST

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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and <9 Full Line of

L1'00r10e and <S‘ug0r

Specie/I/‘es

PREMIERS

 

 

 

 

have been the Bigger
countryqs standard Pieces

tor over slxty years. Better

and_ Recent increases Prices

in manufacturing’ Quick

MACARETTES §ii’§°;lytII °£Z"11‘*;‘1ir Shipments

orders promptly.

Q V s

F. B. Washburn & Co., Brockton, ass.

Established I856
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Does your shipig case

help sell the goods?

An advertising opportunity

neglected by many candy

makers

S your shipping case a salesman—or just

a container?

Today of all times manufacturers should

utilize every selling force. The shipping

case is an advertising medium that is sel

dom exploited to full advantage. With

cases properly designed, with the shipper’s

name and message printed in colors, it is

possible to make an actual “moving bill

board” of every consignment.

Piled on station platforms—hauled in

express trucks through crowded streets—

delivered at the customer’s door in the very

districts where you want your name made

popular—Gair cases have real advertising

value and help to build sales volume.

Correct in design, unusually strong and

resilient, Gair cases afford adequate pro

tection for their contents and meet every

test of present day shipping conditions.

For such well known products as Mason's

Chocolate Peaks, Baker's Coconut, Drom

edary Dates, Domino Sugar, they have

helped solve packing and shipping prob

lems and proved a real stimulus to sales.

A complete service for candy makers

With our fifty-five years of package mer

chandising experience, we offer you service

which is unsurpassed. Our thoroughly

modem press equipment enables us to

impart even to the shipping case the essen

tial distinction that makes for sales. We

can reproduce your identifying trademark

so accurately, so vividly, on your shipping

cases that they will advertise your products

and win you new prestige wherever they go.

All our resources—unrivalled mechanical

facilities, years of knowledge and experi

ence, the skilled services of a staff of

experts—are at your disposal. Gair ser

vice covers every essential of modern

package merchandising: Folding boxes,

Labels, Lithography, Corrugated and Solid

fibre shipping cases.

Send a postal for the new Gair Ser

vice Booklet.

ROBERT GAIR COMPANY

350 Madison Avenue, New York

CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA BOSTON BUFFALO

=9l'lember of ~ Container Club
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“Central Hershey, cuba—owned by the Hershey Chocolate Company, Hershey,

Penna. Annual Capacity-One hundred and fifty thousand bags of sugar,

each containing three hundred twenty-five pounds.”

For many years we have felt the necessity for a high grade sugar to

meet our special requirements. Everybody knows the best sugar produced

is made from sugar cane and as Cuba has the most wonderful soil in the

world for the growing of sugar cane we naturally went to Cuba. With

this idea in mind we started to build our own sugar mill in Cuba about four

years ago with the result we have today, unquestionably, the finest and

most modern equipped factory in Cuba and we are now entering our third

grinding season.

Incidentally, Central Hershey is the only sugar mill out of a total of

two hundred mills in Cuba which produces white or refined sugar. Just

another step in our earnest endeavors to get the best raw materials at all

times.

Now as to Coatings:

Notwithstanding the high standard of quality, HERSHEY'S MILK

and SWEET COATINGS are now being sold at lower prices than any

time in our history and this is especially true of our wonderful MILK

COATINGS.

A word to the wise should be sufficient.

MILK COATINGS SWEET COATINGS LIQUORS

HERSHEY CHOCOLATE COMPANY

HERSHEY, PENNA.

COCOA BUTTER

:

|

:

N
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| HE flavoring strength of about

2,000 fresh ripe lemons

is carried in one gallon of

C X C Lemon.

|T||

LA CELLOPHANE

(Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.)

| “The peerless package wrapping paper” -

THE delicate aroma of

4's pounds of best Vanilla Beans

is held in one gallon of

Vanilla Isolate.

LA CELLOPHANE

not merely the name of a

product but the mark of

the complete guarantee of

FRANZ EULER & CO.
| HESE Flavors are Concentrates.

Examine samples and

judge for yourself.

Foote & Jenks

EXPERT FLAVOR SPECIALISTSNEW YORK

Jackson, Mich._2%TNG_ !

©| #3

With our

BEST WISHES FOR THE NEW YEAR

We offer the New

JUMBO WONDER

The Penny Piece without a rival

FRANZ EULER & CO.

173 LAFAYETTE STREET

ÍI

*

EASTER GOOD

Milk Choc. Rabbits Choc. Peanut Eggs Goose Eggs

| Choc, M M Rabbits Choc, MM Jelly Eggs Bantam Eggs

Gum Rabbits Turkey Eggs - Gum Eggs

Jelly Eggs >

|

A really remarkable line of Easter Goods. All good size quality pieces

and made to give satisfaction and bring back “repeats.” We are shipping

NOW. Do you want your order along with the others?

WALTERW.DEBEVOISE

163-165-167-169-171 Carlton Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Manufacturer of Candies that sell.
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Mark These

Two Dates

On Your Calendar

Feb. ZZ

March 17

  

  

Keystone
  

looks-ahead as

usual. Specialties

for Washington's

Birthday and St.

Patrick’s Day are

ready for you.

There’ll be more

celebrating than ever this year, so you’ll need

plenty of these for your candies.

‘The Refining, Purifying,

Deodorizing, Decolorizing

CARBON

HIGI-TLY EFFICIENT — AMERICAN MADE

  

  

Candy manufacturers and bot

RED OR GREEN GREEN ,1 - - d 1 -,,
CHERRIES PINEAPPLE °" “'° """°h ‘°§l°b“:“l‘ "id

VVhole, Whole and Broken Cubes and wedges. our expertsflv ow P eas

or Crushed; \Vhole Glace choicest quality. to explain how DARCO effects

or Glace Pieces.

ORDER NOW SO SHIPMENTS CAN

BE MADE PROMPTLY

great economies in production.

DARCO CORPORATION

(Controlled by Atlu Powder Company)

WILMINGTON, DELAWARB

Dept. C-1

Keystone Fruit Products Co.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

We make a line of

Easter Specialties

- IN

. Penny Goods

ALSO

Jelly Eggs and

M.M. Pan Eggs

PAPER BAGS r ,
For Peanuts, Bulk or Bar Confections—PIain o

Printed in 1 or 2 Colors

GLASSINE BAGS

CANDY BAGS

PEANUT BAGS

WRAPPING PAPER

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

TISSUE PAPER

EXCELSIOR TISSUE

TWINES, ETC.

Penny Goods of Hard Candy

M. M., Cream and Jelly

P-_\ - ___- .‘ 1- ‘.

The Blue Ribbon Candy Co.

749-51-53-55 W. Pratt St.

BALTIMORE, MD.

Klncnnrimirkw BROTHERS co.

DEPT. B.

Ohio and Kingabury Sta. CHICAGO, ILL.
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Quaker City Easter Goods

    

Chocolate

  

A Com lete Easter Line

Wonderful Jelly Eggs Chocolate Eggs of All Sizes

PRICES THAT WILL INTEREST YOU

  

 

  

Quaker City Chocolate and Confectionery Co.

PHILADELPHIA.
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ATTENTION! Some Real Business-Getters!

Stuffed Dates (in 5-lb. boxes), (with walnuts, N” Chocolate Coated Penny Dates (120 count)

almonds £ or peanut butter) # Chocolate Coated Stuffed Dates (5 lb.)

- * *\'/. Chocolate Coated Plain Dates (5 lb.)

Fig Walnuts (5 lbs.) *W/ Chocolate Coated Half Figs (120 count)

Date Balls (120 count) %N /$ Chocolate Coated Whole Figs (5 lb.)

Fig Balls (120 count) 2V* Chocolate Coated Fig Walnuts (5 lbs.)

JP-ade.Afari& Chocolate Covered Date Bars (24 count)

Chocolate Covered Fig Bars (24 count)

Our new plant is going at full speed. We manufacture Date and Fig Specialties only—

therefore we are enabled to quote low prices.

A Good Suggestion---Chocolate Covered Penny Dates (120 count)

THE BIGGEST VALUE AND TREAT FOR THE KIDDIES. WRITE FOR A SAMPLE ORDER.

We Solicit Your Patronage. May We Have the Pleasure of Serving You?

REVERE PRESERVING CO., Inc.

DATE and FIG SPECIALTIES

BEST IN QUALITY QUOTATIONS TO

LOWEST IN PRICE 20 FULTON PLACE WHOLESALERS & JOBBERS

BOSTON 16, MASS.

Ottens

“Quaker Brand”

Flavoring Extracts, Specialties, Food -

Colors for Confectioners and Ice Cream Manufacturers

Chocolate Thinners Icing Powders

Caramel Paste Substitutes Certified Colors

Oleo Fruit Concretes Vegetable Colors

True Fruit Extracts Ottens O-Van (Vanilla)

Non-Alcoholic Flavors Hardip

Invert Sugars Chuee-Veg

Marshmallow Powders Jack Frost Fontaine

Write for Samples and Prices

HENRY H. OTTENS MFG. CO., INC.

129-131 S. Front St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Canadian Factory: 3 Jarvis St., Toronto

t

*
*

:

.
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We back up every article and every claim we make for our fa

mous “Big 3” and additional lines of Candy Makers’ Specialties.

Our products are NOT IMITATIONS in Name or Quality, as

they are in a class by themselves.

They were originated 10 years ago and have gone through the

processes of perfection until they NOW stand at the top,—“UNRI
VALLED.”

“Our Customers are Satisfied Customers”

We are anxious to make YOU one of them.

Send for our new attractive price list, Candy Makers’ Guide or

*mples, but better still,—send us a trial order which will be shipped

On approval.

Egg-O-Creme—For starch cast work.

Ripe Creme—Used for the same pur

pose, but a cheaper article.

xi. Caramel Paste—For Standing or

Dipping Caramels.

No Better Products

STERLING,

SENNEFF-HERRC0.
INCORPORATED

Dipping Caramel Paste—For Dipping

Caramels only.

Nougat Whip—For light, Fluffy Nou

gat Bars or Hand Rolled Chocolate

Centers.

Special Nougat—For the same pur

pose, but not quite as light.

Mo Better Prices

ILLINOIS
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This Plat Shows Exhibit Spaces

The National Confectionery and

Coliseum, Chicago,
Choice of Location is Narrowing Down Fast

EXPOSITIONS COMPANY OF

*

T D --- D- | [_ _ _ ~~~~~~ T L_ \ Y L

_| fnergency 184 ||83 L |82 | [&t fmergency #9 Gift# |

so #: £xit s'88 |s'& T if: Isis: £xif 1%£E

© S. CN d

- *

# TFTII Roligo iss is is les is le: 16:Ida, 10 */ 10 * lowla" 10'x12' 10-1s." lo's io's le" io's 12" 10-12 || 10 - 12"
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-
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|U- , ' |,": ||...' ' ||'' § £
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|U| & *
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Taken as of Dec. 1st, 1921, for

Associated Industries Exposition
May 22-27, 1922
Write or Wire at Once for Space to

AMERICA *co:##9:SHICAGo

-1 ||M|| | £mergency) i; | 75 # £mergery 17:

E|||| £x// 50*###" $200. $200. £xif $150.E

". fisle 8-0 wide

I59 | 158 157 | 15 155 154 155 | 152 151
lo'-12 to-12- 10 - 12" lo's if lo's if' to-uz' fo' if | 10'x12' to'siz"

$275 |5275 |$27s $275. $275 $275. $275. $275 |$275

1: # 144 || |45 146 147 || |48 || |49 | : !
• 12" - 10'x12" | 10'-1z' 10' 12" | 10'12" | 10 - 12" | 10'. 12'

- E $275. $275. $275 || $275 |$275. $275. E.M.'

||5||114 || 13 || ||2 III | IIol!TV los
| lo'iz lo'-la | 10.12 | 10.1z. lo's ir is a GEptr. io."

$175,13275. |$275. |$275. #175. $275. I'3' +275

ill£|##! 1(#BBal

# #. #
6'sé 7%%

| |National | £Wille: * A's. GST3:

ift|{l'# £
'# chmaier # 69. 6.

# lift:##|#

||| 25 24 25 22 || 2 | 20 | 19
l 10'-12" 10 *if ld's if' 10 * if" 10'x12' 10'x12' 10’ x 12'

- #$27s $27s $275 |$275 |$215 $275 |$275 |

Z | | | | 2 | 15 14 | 15 || ||6 || |7 || ||8

/ 10'-1?' | 10' 12" | 10'. Iz' 10's 12" lo's 12" | 10 - 12" | 10 - 12" | 10'- if

N"PA, \ $275 |#275. $275. $275. |$275 |$275 |$275 |$2.75.

fis/e &o' wae

"S;

* the above floor Plan was made, and up to December 22nd the following additional spaces have been taken.

£ Company, No. 190 Wm. J. Stange Co., No. 76

S. E: Scale Co., No. 141 Panay Horizontal Show Jar Co., No. 139-162 (in place of No. 33)

“*onwasser Co., No. 144-145 Merrell-Soule Sales Corp., No. 120
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VEGETABLE .BUTTERS

The Old Reliable

The Progressive Confectioner uses products

which have been proven BEST for his pur

pose by over 25 years of quality and service.

KOKOREKA
Pure hard vegetable butter used for thinning choc

olate, caramel work, nougats, butter scotch, chews

and iudges.

KO-NUT

is king for salted nuts, a pure sweet neutral nut fat

for roasting salted nuts, popcorn work, slab dress

ing, kisses, chewing candies. ice cream cones and

as a filler.

PLASTIKO

A pure nut butter made plastic. Used for sandwich

work, caramels, filled candies and other candy work.

PARASUB

Hard stock substitute for parafiine and excellent

where a quick setting fat is required such as in

Easter work, penny dipping, lower priced chocolate

work, popcorn work, caraniels, kisses, etc.

Ask “ARMITAGE”

  

Our Practical Demonstrators

have solved many problems for candy makers. They are eager to give you experienced

technical advice on how to obtain the best results with our products, as well as suggesting

new uses for them that will save you money. ',

Any time you experience difliculty with your goods, write us. Our demonstrators will ad

vise you, and if desired, when in your city, Wlll work out your problems in your factory.

Write for free samples and booklet—“Science in Confectionery;” also for our new special literature

“Uses and Abuses of Chocolate Coating” “How to Salt Peanuts” and “Popping Corn with Ko-Nut.”

INDIA REFINING COMPANY

PHILADELPHIA

ORIGINAL Manufacturers of Refined Coconut Oil Products in the United States

Established I895

LARGE STOCKS CARRIED IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

 T 



AN UNBEATABLE COMBINATION

  

Mutt And Jeff And Eagle Brand Balloons

Sanitary

Sealed

Packages

-T
Mutt: “What are you

doing Jeff?”

' efi: “Selling Eagle

Brand Balloons.”

Mutt: "At last you're »

showing signs of A 1 ~

in tell igence. " c

4A~'

  

See other side

of sheet

  

Place This Carton on Your Counter or Show Case '1

and let the World’s Fun Makers D0 The Rest

Manufactured by The EAGLE Rubber Co.,Ashland,Ohio.U.SA.

NEW YORK OFFICE. 35 Union Square, West.

The Worlds Largest Manufacturers of Tog Balloons



Here They Come!

Prepare a Place

for The Nation’s Fun Makers

in Your Store

t MUTT and JEFF

TRADE MARK Rel. U. S. PAT. OFF. by H. C. Fisher

PICTURE BALLOONS

in Sanitary Packages

. TO RETAIL AT 5, 10 and 25 CENTS

The Packagesshown in Carton on opposite side this in

sert are a reproduction of the MUTT AND _]EFFpackages

which are attra'ctively lithographed in t_h_r_ee colors. The

inside of the package likewise carries a series of pictures.

In fact the general appearance of the package makes it sell

on sight, not to mention the value added to the package by

five balloons bearing imprints of these two popular charac

ters and their series of amusing pictures as shown in the

leading newspapers of the country. '

The ultimate consumer receives full valuein balloons alone

for the amount he pays for the package.

Three Sizes:

5c retail, size of package 3" x 3" (One Large Balloon)

l0c retail, size of package 3}/j" x 6%". (Two Balloons)

25c retail, size of package 4" x 10". (Five Balloons)

  

The above shows the open view of the large size package (representing "D" Assortment or 25c retail.) Note the pictures along the

margin on the inside of the package; also additional pictures of Mutt and jcfi‘ appear under the balloons, which cannot be seen in the

picture. -

The 25c retail package contains five balloons all of which sell regularly at 5c each. These packages are put up, in various assort

ments containing dilierent size balloons. "A_"—All Round Balloons. "B"—Three Round and Two Long Balloons. "C"—All

Round Balloons. "D"—All Long Balloons. “E’ —Two Round and Three Long Balloons.

72 Packages to Attractive Display Carton—exact reproduction shown on insert.

10c Retail package is exactly as the larger one in design containing 2 ballo0ns—either long or round. Packed 72 packages to carton.

Sc Retail Package Packed 144 to Display Carton.

AN EASIER WAY TO SELL TOY BALLOONS

Of course you've noticed how eagerly the children scramble for the section of the newspaper containing the Mutt and ]efi' cartoons

by Bud Fisher. They'll scramble just as hard for the Mutt and jet‘! Balloons which are decorated with these funny caricatures.

Eagle Brand Balloons have the exclusive right in the toy balloon industry for the reproduction of the Mutt and ]efl' characters.

have combined the ideas to help you boost your specialty profits.

Each carton of this special brand of Eagle Brand Balloons contains one gross sanitary packages like the above picture. The carton

is decorated in bri ht attractive colors and if placed on the counter or show case where the children can see it, it will become a real

silent salesman. hey'll sell themselves.

The sanitary packages simplify the merchandising of toy balloons. You sell five balloons at one time instead of just a single one and

they are so much easier to handle. Parents will appreciate this sealed package because it insures the balloons being delivered in a sani

tary condition. Each packagc contains five balloons decorated in colors with the comical antics of the famous Mutt and Jeff.

The balloons are made of the same high grade rubber as all Eagle Brand Balloons and Guaranteed fast non-poisonous colors—an

oth’er featur'e_that will "please the parents.

Mutt and.._leff..Balloons are a sure fire sales proposition. They mean a quick turnover and large repeat business—and every Mutt

and Jeff cartoon in the newspapers is an advertisement for you if you handle this opular brand of toy balloons.

Take advantage of this rapid scllirig, sure repeal sales proposition. It nieaus big grojitsfor you.

We manufacture Everything in Toy Balloons

to Retail from lc to $1.00 each

Advertising Balloons

Valve Balloons

Picture Balloons

_ ' Y Squawker Balloons r

““ ' ' Barking Dog Balloons

. All Sorts of Novelty Balloons

‘Also RUBBER PLAY BALLS

Inflated and Solid

All EAGLE BRAND Toy Balloon Specialties are

handled by the largest and most successful jobbers.

lf your jobber cannot supply you—Send us your

order together with yourjobbers name that we may make

it possible for him to supply you in the future.

Manufactured by The EAGLE Rubber C0., Ashland, Ohio, U. S. A.

NEW YORK OFFICE, 35 Union Square, West

W0rld’s Largest Manufacturers of Toy Balloons

  

We
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Manufactured by

L. S. Haehnlen

3817 Wyoming St., St. Louis, Mo.

A better appearance makes candies sell

more readily. This means more profits. Your

Easter Chocolate Marshmallow Candies

and all of your other Chocolate - Coated

Candies will appear to better advantage if

prepared with HAEHNLEN'S HARDENER.

They will have a higher gloss, will not turn

grey and will stand a higher temperature.

| Send for booklet and quotations that show how you can

please your trade and make more money for your firm.

Sole Distributors

Haug & Co., Inc.
295 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

WAN-MUL.
A HIGHLY CONCENTRATED WANILLA

* - MEXICAN BEANS #.

Will Not Freeze or Cook Out

3 drams (10 cents) Flavors 100 lbs. Candy

'4-07. (7c) Flavors a 5%-Gal. mix of Ice Cream

MANY satisfied use:Rs
Can be made into an Extract by adding warm water-1 pound

makes 2 gallons.

PRICE–PER POUND

1 pound Containers . . . . . . . . $5.00

5 pound Containers . . . . . . . . 4.50

Special Contract Price ORDER NOW

True Fruit Extracts -

STRAWBERRYRASPBERR APRICOT

Y PEACH $ -

7.50 per gallon in
BLACKBERRY GRAPE 6-gallon cases-one

£y CURRANT kind or assorted.

APP
"Apple CHERRY

Downey-Turnquist & Co.
Manufacturing Chemists

SODA WATER FLAVORS TRUE EXTRACTS

537 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill. ~

CANDY TONGS,

SPOONS AND FORKS

Made in gold or silver finish. Give that desir

able finishing touch to a high grade box.

Pattern No. 79 for #2 lb. boxes

We also specialize in embossed seals and bon

bon cups, tinsel cord, box mats, etc. Let us know

your wants.

William W. Bevan Co.

54 High Street, Boston, Mass.
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~ BALL ’EM OUT
Reg. U. S. Pat. Ofice

Attention Jobbers!

Your New Year's resolution should be to meet the demand of the particular public by supplying

them with the Ball ’Em Out Bar.

Supreme in its quality and flavor.

Wrapped in an attractive foil wrapper.

Competition is-unknown, as its composition is entirely new.

Your anticipation is gratified when you sample this bar with the “surprise center.”

VVrite us immediately for samples and prices that we may prepare for your demands.

THE STANDARD CANDY CO.

DULUTH, MINN.

  

ARE Up to a Stan

dard, Not Down to a

Price. The Best Con

fectioners Will Have

No Others.

 

  

GROWERS and SHELLERS

  

21.:_I
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THE BEST NEW YEAR’S

RESOLUTION

IS

USE AND SELL

WAN-ETA PRODUCTS

Massachusetts Chocolate Co.,

BURLINGTON, VT.

Makers of

BOSTON, MASS.

CHOCOLATE LIQUOR

CHOCOLATE COATING

COCOA POWDER

CONFECTIONERY
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“Tomorrow ls St. Valentine’s Day "

  

You’ll Sell VaIentine’s i

Day Candy By the TON l Tin This Heart-Shape Box 0

Get up a stunning window as fast as you can—featuring

your candy in this beautiful hinge cover, heart-shape \

Tindeco candy box—the timeliest package that you can get 5* i_~_

for Valentine’s Day selling. Y0u’ll see your candy moving tout as you never dreamed of before. Not only that, but ,

you’1l permanently attract a class of business that will mean '

something worth while to you. !

IPRICE PER HUNDRED

Rose Heart Plain Red Heart

(Gold Edge) .

In Lots of 1 lb. 2 lb. 1 lb. 2 lb. It

100 $36.00 , 8.00 $29.50 $30.50 2

250 35.50 37.00 29.00 29.505(1) 35.00 36.50 28.50 29.11"] ‘\

1,000 34.00 36.00 28.00 28.50 ‘ ,

2,500 33.50 35.50 27.50 28.00 , *

5.000 33.00 34.50 26.50 27.00 _ ' ._ \

l0,000 32.50 34.00 26.00 26.50 ‘ ’ . -» I

| .

. I . ‘ »

THE TIN DECORATING COMPANY OF BALTIMORE, MD. Q’ '~ \
 

(The Larges! Metal Decdhilirig Plan! In The World)

MANUFACTURER or

 

‘Packages "V43
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PlN\_l@l-IELS

If you are not handling

it, ask your Jobber

friends about it.

Packed, in the bullet

box.

Penny size, 120 count,

for the young people.

 

19!/NEY5

5c and 100

Cream, Solid and Nut Chocolate Bars

 

 

fill every need in any jobber’s

line of bar goods and are open

for the general jabbing trade

In Sc packages con throughout the country.

,
.

tainers of Z4, for the
grownqlps Inquiries and Business Solicited .

The Walter M. Lowney Company

4-27 Commercial Street

Massachusetts

F. M. PAIST COMPANY

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA. Boston -

 

Prepare to increase your sales in 1922 by having

plenty of our

NEW, BIGGER, BETTER, PENNY GOODS

in stock. We are also making some new

EASTER NOVELTIES _TO BE RETAILED AT

5c and 1c each

These are sure winners

ORDER NOW

Samples on request

The LAUER and SUTER Company, Baltimore, Md.
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IT’S A GO!

It’s Selling Big!

It’s A Wonder.’

It’s A 10c Piece!

 

but it’s worth more

ONCE TASTED THE PRICE IS FORGOTTEN

It’s PRICE is RIGHT, too!

40 Boxes

to the Case

 

 

The most

pleasing

and satis

fying candy

and nut

combination

ever ofiered

  

Nut and Chocolate Company

Wilkes-Barre, Pa. Suffolk, Va. New York San Francisco

Boston Chicago

Send for sample and get a few cases started to stimulate early

january business.
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Bacons

List of

Easter

Novelties

  

10c. Choc. Cream Rabbits

10c. Choc. Cream Fiddlers

10c. Choc. Cream Hogs "

10c. Choc. Cream Cats

10c. Choc. Cream Roosters

10c. Choc. Cream Squirrels

5c. Choc. Cream Rabbits

5c. Choc. Cream Porkers

5c. Choc. Cream Crosses

(All Goods Are Solid)

Full Line of Easter Eggs from 5c to ‘$5.0 ,
Plain and Decorated ' ' - I

PENNY CHOCOLATE CREAM EGGS

PENNY CHOCOLATE MM EGGS

Manufactured by

The D. Bacon Company, Harrisburg, Pa.

Write for prices.

HE HIGHEST ATTAINMENT in

Marshmallow making. Distinctly

superior in texture, llavor, package

and keeping quality.

Well advertised in popular magazines.

Quick sellers. I lb. ancl % lb. boxes.

5 lb. cartons.

Rochester Candy Works, Rochester, N.Y.

 Q'O}:[Qflfi;Q[‘Q'QI'I:I2II1I,I,I,l:II1u,I,I,II!I:u:n:I:n:n:I:c,l'n2IIZIQIXI'I:l:n,1:1{I}::I:|,n:n:|:I:u:I:I:n:u:n:n
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SOCIETE

LA CELLOPHANE
FRANCE

ANNOUNCE

Birn & Wachenheim
121 West 17th Street

NEWYORK

THEIR AMERICAN AGENTS

I NES I RA IS TI-IE TRADE NAME USED IN AMERICA

SAMPLES ON REQUEST

All full size sheets will now be trimmed on all four sides.

SUBAGENTS FOR CANADA

M. s. KILBY, Reg’d
TORONTO ONTARIO MONTREAL QUEBEC
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The Power of Color

Turns a Package

into Coin

The man who can properly use

color on a folding box or a wrapper is

an artist of no mean ability. Note the

word properly. That means more than

the ability to paint or draw. It means

a complete knowledge of color as it

relates to the buying impulse. The

intelligent use of color on

 

GARTONS, LABELS

WINDOW DISPLAYSPOSTERS ‘ ' ' H

means sales—-and turning a package UNEY 5CUTCH

into coin. The years have given us the (ImPT0v€d Bllfl-‘£1’ SCOICII)

skill that helps put selling speed into

merchandise of all kinds. This we do Q/1 quality Candy specialty. years

with good design and well placed of constantly increasing sales. Sold by

¢<>10r- We Prim millions of fine j obbcrs from coast to coast and from

cartons for thousands of top-notch Minncapolis to Naw Orlaans

concerns at the right price—-and in '

large °l‘ 91118“ q"°mifi¢9- The Scotch Without Regrets

For Summer Trade

THE UNITED STATES PRINTING

AND LITHOGRAPH COMPANY _

10 neces to a boat

Cincinnati, 130 Beech Street 30 oats to a box

C 24- boxes to a case

Also bulk, in 10 and 20 lb. cases

Samples and Prices on Request

J. N. COLLINS CO.

Minneapolis, Minn.
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J. E. McGOLRlCK . -

BROKER IN

llllliflll-BEANS lllllllll-BUTTER
75 FRONT STREET

  

  

Ice Cream Pails, Egg Boxes

Brick Ice Cream Boxes

Folding Candy Boxes

Pastry and Cake Boxes

‘ —— BRIGHTWOOD SPECIALr1£s—

l

l

NEW YORK CITY

Plain, Embossed and

Mounted

FOIL of QUALITY

STANDARD ROLLING

MILLS, INC.

SB Hudson Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

437 Berkshire Avenue

 

  

~ Easter Novelties!

Between these two,

Are profits for you.

Samples and prices

To Johbers only.

J. W. GLENN

Original Manufacturer

PURE CHEWING GUM NOVELTIES

65 Carroll Street Buffalo, N. Y.

  

Place That Order‘N0w!

THE EDWARD S. SMITH CO., Inc.

BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT '
_______ __il

  

One cent RABBITS

  

l
I

  

,lllllllllflllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli ‘ lHHlllllllll‘lllllllll‘llllil1'llIllll1l1lIlll\llll\‘l1ll1llll_ll.l‘llllllllllllillllllllllllllIllllllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIIlllllllllIllllllllllllIIllIllllllllllliIIllIIIIllllllllhllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllllllllllIIIllllllllllllllllllllIlIllllllIllIl\IlllIlllllflllll"'1

  

    

OLLS
REG.U.$.PlT.OFF.

  

OQBERTY

Delicious Combination of

POPCORN

SUGAR

COCOANUT

l'll»llile'llll‘llllllll'l'll

  

  

The “Steady Repeater” ofthe Popcorn Industry

Manufactured and Guaranteed by

Tl'l6 POPCOHI PPOCIHCIS C0., I Deshrosses St.,New York

 

  

P. S. OIJPERTY are packed I20 count

l‘-lllullllllll-llllllllllllllllllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll‘llilllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll ““il’l'\llililllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllI llllllllllllllillilllilllllllllllillllllllllll ‘ll? V. l illll‘lllll‘lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll‘llll\lllliilLlll;ll

TN‘l‘"llwl"Il‘llllillillllllllllllill‘llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllellll ‘l:1ll"‘|ll.llllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllIllllllllllllllelllllllllilllllllllllliliwllw. I"llllll‘lll‘ll‘ll'\l““‘5‘l‘ll‘:llll ll ii“ . “V l‘lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll i‘\l‘\lll‘l4“llFYi‘ i
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I Challenge L

the Biggestof ’Em

or even approaches, in flavor,

or in potency, my superb

 

 

Vanisco

One gallon does the work of

22 gallons of Vanilla extract

and does it BETTER, because

the flavor is richer, and

“ The Flavor Lasts ”

One ounce flavors 200 lbs. of candy or 40

gallons of Ice Cream-wonderfully!

Vanisco

has proved its case, year after year for many

got. They used to call me a “dang little nuis

ance,” now they call me their best friend.

That’s why so many salesmen of competing

extract houses ask me for a chance to handle

my line.

As one applicant said: “Billy, the only way

for a salesman to win is to pick winners; and

Vanisco is so hard to sell against that I’m

just itching to

show the rest of

years. _ my trade what a

Hundreds and hundreds of live candy man- winner you’ve

ufacturers, big and little, now tie to Vanisco— got. Too dum

m a n y .of ’em

know it now for

my comfort and

won’t trifle with any other Vanilla at any price.

How come?

Because I camped on their MASS

trail till I just made them

give Vanisco a test—and the

test opened their eyes to

what they had been missing.

Now “Billy Bell” can

have anything they’ve

  

that’s why I’m

here.”

Test it, Brother

Candymaker

Single Gallon . . . . $28.00

Single Pint . . . . . . 4.25

ll» The Tisco Company

concentrated

Soluble Flavors

2 oz. to 100 lbs. Candy

or Icing. Increase [loss

on cream Bon Bonn and

Patties. Minimize split

ting oi Cream Centers.

Add to finish of l-lIrd

Candies. Give body It

syrup.

Price Per Pint

WM. M. BELL, Pres.

2 East Lake St., CHICAGO

Northwest Oflice

523 Metropolita Life Bldg.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

cs--h_L~—~.Z L/-— .__ _ _/.

Southwest Ofiicc

208 E. Myrtle St.,

San Antonio, Texas

Peppermint

Tisco Mass Flavors

are not Oils. Emul

sions or Extracts.

Made only by the

Tisco Laboratories.
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BURGESS

PRODUCTS

Burgess’ New System

s: of Candy Making

- 7 and Formula Book!

BURGESS /* BURGESS NEW SYSTEM of

CREMEGG # / CANDY MAKING and FORMULA

FONDANT book contains many valuable recipes

and suggestions. This book is pub

BURGESS lished by Burgess Practical Service

SPECIAL Department, which will make a

N O UGAT- special effort to suggest a remedy for

any trouble you may have in the

manufacture of candy.

co

* This valuable service is maintained for our

many satisfied customers.

We will gladly

mail a copy

of this book BURGESS SUPPLY C0, Inc.

fo any
manufacturing NEW YORK, N.Y.

: Northwestern Representative Pacific Coast Representative

reques. A.Warren Peterson Co. Marston-Greening Co.

212 South 7th Street] 1271 East 6th Street

Minneapolis, Minn. Los Angeles, Cal.

FOR A BETTER YEAR

Follow the Example of Those Who

MADE MONEY

With Our Line of Penny and Five Cent

Business Stimulators

Known as the METRO “Better Candies”

The Metro Chocolate Co., Inc.
122-124 WASHINGTONAVE., BROOKLYN, N.Y.

Samples cheerfully sent.
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We take this opportunity to thank our friends in the candy indus

try for their hearty co-operation extended us during the

year 1921 and we wish to convey to you all a very

Happy and Prosperous New Year

HE Discriminating buyer is looking for a means to Insure a suc

cessful New Year and Needs Products which will Bring Pros

perity to him.

We are ready to go to Bat—

You are the Umpire

The consumers are the Fans.

Announcing for 1922

“ THE r

5° WORLD’S 5°
a smash a smash

CHAMPIONS”

Representing a sucker on stick with each individual pIayer’s

name imprinted across chest.

 

 

We are sure you are anxious to score a Winner and we are con

fident that this will be the Longest Hit of History.

Don't wait for the salesman to ca1l—we will cheerfully submit

samples and prices—LET’S GO.

THE EUCLID CANDY [CO.

Live Wire Candy Artists.

1397-1403 WEST SIXTH ST., CLEVELAND, O.
  

I1
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For Better Refrigerating

Brine at Low Cost

Whether in a large plant or in a small plant you will find

D0 that by using the superior brine medium,

That Youse Boxes are the product of

52 years of experience. -

That Youse creates Boxes for every 75% cdchm chloride

line of h1gh'grade candy‘ an increase of 15% in the quality of brine and a corresponding decrease

> in the cost of production will result. It furnishes a free-circulating

That Youse Boxes Carry An Appeal all_<aline brine which, under ordinary conditions, will not corrode or

_ i IXIJUTC the pipes. '

Whlch Means Increased Sales‘ Thirty-six distributing points throughout the country insure the

Concerning Paper Boxes

 

Th Y _ h _ d prompt shipment of your order.

at ouse gives as muc time an Wu.“ M Fm Begum

care and thought to small buyers as to "Dry Cold Air" and "Re

the la‘. est. frigerating Brine of Uni

g form Strength"

That Youse features extension top, 5EME'[‘-5()]_VAY CQ_

padded boxes; hand-painted, satin and

ribbon decorated; Easter and Valentine

specialities.

C.J.Youse Company 1 ‘(Established 1869) ' ---—- * A i . _i

HOLLIDAY & SARATOGA STS., . '

BALTIMORE, MD.

  

Syracuse, N. Y.
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The House for the Popular Candies“Coloniapl Brand"

' L 5c Bars
“Jordan Almonds” as

and

Pan Specialties

§
§
\\
%\

Colonial Matinee Mints

Colonial Cocoanut Delights

Colonial Nut Mellows

Colonial Butter Pufis

Colonial Nut Chews

Colonial “Martini”

\

s
s
s
s
s
s
§
§
s
s‘

§

Sure Repeaters

24 5;" to <3;-ton 40 cartons to case

IlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIll
  

lllll

Write for samples

or trial cases

l A Full Line of Easter Eggs I

H

Colonial Confectionery

Corporation ~

Howard & Norris Sts.

Phila., Pa. ‘N F

IllIllIllllllllllllllllllllilllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllfllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIlllllllllllllllflllllllllilvilli

G. CASALE & SONS

21 Dodworth St., Brooklyn. N. Y.

. llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIIllllllllllllmlIIIIIIIlIlIIIIIlllIIIIllllllllllllllllllllllllIll!IllIIllllHI!lllllllllllllllllHllIlllllllllllllllllllllllin .,~.|lliliifllilllllllllllllllllllllsa
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Crystal White

OUR SPECIALTY

33

|#

|GELATINE

Our gelatine is guaran

teed to be absolutely pure

and to stand the most se

Confectioners'

vere tests of all present

food laws.

Our fifty-four years of

Corn Syrup....

experience have so per

fected our gelatine that it

will produce incomparable

MERICANMAIIEPRODUCTS00.

marshmallow and Confec

tionery Specialties.

Milligan & Higgins Gelatine Co.

Established 1868

222-224 Front Street, New York City

No. 135 William Street

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

|#

1875 - Forty-Seven Years - 1922

Experience in Manufacturing

QUALITY CANDY BOXES

Q

PLAIN, FANCY, CARRIED IN STOCK

SPECIAL DESIGNS TO ORDER

Let Us Estimate on Your Requirements for 1922

“DEISROTH BOXES INSURE SALES”

ORDER YOUR VALENTINE HEART BOXES NOW!

W. H. DEISROTH CO., Inc.

713-15 Spring Garden St., Phila., Pa.

| ". SERVICE SUCCESS
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Year’s Call

In olden days Everybody kept Open House and Open

Heart on New Year's Day.

And Everybody made New Year's calls—

. And Everywhere blazing logs and good cheer greeted the

caller whose password was: “Happy New Year.” And

whatever misunderstandings there had been, went into

the past with the Old Year.

In the march of Progress, in the hurry of Everyday

affairs, old New Year's customs have been packed away

only to become fragrant memories of warm hand clasps

and good wishes.

Nucoa is getting out the old custom of making calls on

New Year's—is donning its silk hat and calling in spirit

on its friends from Maine to California—from Japan to

Australia.

And we're asking our loyal friends, many of whom we

have served for more than a quarter of a century, to join

us in ringing out the past year and its business trials, and

ringing in 1922 with hope and courage.

Here's a friendly hand clasp across the miles—and

A Happy New Year !

THE NUCOA BUTTER CO.

Makers of Coatsit Firmtex

Nucoa Butter Nucoline Plastic Nucoline

Complete warehouse stocks maintained at principal distributing centers

Refinery Sales Department

297 FOURTH AVENUE NEW YORK CITY

|

M

(:
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E A S T E R S P E CIA L T I ES

Have you ever seen

OUR

Line of Beautiful, Artistic Decorated Eggs

Chocolate Shells, filled with Blue Mountain Chocolates

6 Designs 6 Sizes

New, Artistic, High Grade

Chocolate Nests with Tinfoil Wrapped Eggs

4 Sizes

CHO.COLATE RAB BITS

8 Sizes

Fruit and Nut Eggs, 5 Sizes
Delicious flavored Vanilla Cream.

Full of Hawaiian Pineapple, French Cherry Glace, California Walnuts

NOVELTIES---YOU HAVE NEVER SEEN

THIS MEANS BUSINESS YOU MUST BE INTERESTED

Write us—and we will send our salesmen to call on you.

Cascade Industries Co., Inc., Cascade, Maryland

Manufacturers of BLUE MOUNTAIN CHOCOLATES

Pure as Nature

Plain or Embossed

Any Color Any Printing

Mounted on all kinds of paper \

In sheets or

in rell, for automatic packing machines

Lehmaier,Schwartz& Co., Inc.
Established 1878

Superior Quality Best of Service Howfast they go!
215 East Twenty-second St.

New York City

Samples and designs gladly -

furnished grown-ups, too. Wholesome purity

| |NT = 31 and popular flavor make them contin

CONA POSITION ual repeaters, lively profit-bringers.

Packed in air-tight tin cans in various

sizes. Write for prices.

MANUFACTURING CO. OF AMERICA

Philadelphia, U.S. A.

UATLANTICMINTs)

| Everybody wants them—kiddies and
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TheSlate

and

The Sponge

Remember the Little Red School

House, the slate with which you

started to learn the 3 Rs, and the

kindly sponge that wiped out all mis

takes and gave you a clean, fresh start

every day?

So Life's Great “checker board of alternate days and nights” is

the Slate on which we write our successes and our failures-on

which Father Time takes his “pencil in hand” and inscribes good

times and bad times.

/

#s

Frequently business difficulties loom up like mountains drawn

on the Slate. But mercifully along comes the New Year. We

are handed a brand new sponge soaked in Confidence and are

invited to wipe the Old Year out and take a fresh start.

1921 has been a year that has tried the bravest souls. So let us

as one discouraged brother suggests—“wring” it out. Or better

still let us use the kindly confidence-soaked sponge and start

1922 with clean, shining slates, and pencils sharpened to write

more business than in any of the previous years.

We are holding up our clean slate for each and every one of our

customers to read the first line written on it—

A Happy and Prosperous New Year

Anteriran (Juruantut Huffer (Juntparty

Makers of ACOMO, AcOMINE and MARoko

CHICAGO NEW YORK

297 Fourth Ave.

To insure prompt service, complete warehouse stocks are maintained at the principal distributing centers.

127 N. Dearborn St.

M.A. *£:@## A*): - - - - -

#&#:S ***** Pę *-*.*.*.*.*.*.*.* -> >*

* SANSW;S:XV: #########5.7%.<%.7%%
- -

-

-

**
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Nearly Five Million

Buyers of Good Candy

are being made acquainted with delicious Coffee Flavored

RADEMAKER's 's

& HOPJES

Through our Advertising in Good Housekeeping

and other Magazines and Newspapers

Famous for half a century

Imported from the Hague, Holland

Many of YOUR Customers— For 15c and Dealer's Name we

will send Acquaintance Packetar - -

**ong those who have sent for acquaintance packets of this
most delicious and Rademaker's Hopies are sold in 15c, 50c, $1.00,

on the mark ''£ confection. There is nothing $1.50 and $2.00 packages. Dealers wanted everywhere.

- **,which cquals the rich and individual flavor of -

Hopjes – People who have once tasted them will accept no INDI (H0(OIAIf [0, 11 W. 17th St, N.Y. (ily

substitute. Y

which for th
* Customers will insist on Rademaker's Hopjes,

largest si l e past three quarters of a century have enjoyed the Reproduction of our distinctive

*gle sales of any confection in Europe. advertising now appearing in

Wri prominent Magazines and News

rite today for Prices and Samples papers.

LINDT CH000LATE CO., ....'... 11 W. 17th St., N. Y. City
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1
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'
|

s we enter our Seventy-fifth 5

Jqlyear of consistent progress. ‘sea

we eel a keen appreciation of‘ '“*- fee;

your staunch oodwill and lc_>y- ' ‘S. “Z

al Friendship w 'cl1 have con~ 5tributed so much toward our = 5":

_ =_ Qé record ofsuecessful servtee. .' -

;\s\\§\\““._...- <__/tkiy this](e\_v)'ear dawn» !

5‘ lmg t withopportunities for Q

'1. _"_'=.___::- - your connnued pros rtty ! ¢

1*-1”."-_---—~,,,,¢ andbrvngyou confi _ence Q’/ For ever _ greater attatnment. g /.5

i NEW manna CONFECUONERY- COMPANY
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Manufacturers of ' j 724432 W hke Street

Specialties in Paper for ‘ Y '

Confectioners /~ CHICAGO’ ILL‘

We make n helzy fglding Cindy Box from _white

OI

 

 

  

  
  

¢h°¢°l=*° Divide" Pa“ F511°"
Layer Boards nctory to users. BQX Llnerfl

  

Dipping Papers

Bon Bon Cups

Pail Laces

Transparent Bags

Tissue Excelsior

SPECIAL SIZES MADE TO ORDER

Pail Liners

Circles of All Sizes

Glassine Nut Bags

White Bond-Paper Bags

STANDARD SIZES AND TI-IICKNESSES

READY I-‘OR SHIPMENT

  

  

  

Samples and

Prices

  

Line of HARD CAIVDIES and

FANCY GLOSS GOODS

¢7llade by the ¢7l4anufacturers of

“MARY JANES ” “DEAROS”
REG. U. S. PAT. OFF. REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

 

CHARLES N. MILLER CO.

BOSTON CHICAGO
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Purest in Quality and Best in Price

WE SPECIALIZE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF

Chocolate Coated Almonds Chocolate Coated Peanuts

Chocolate Coated Filherts Chocolate Coated Caramels

Our facilities enable us to quote lower prices than any other house in the country.

  

  

Also

FIVE CENT CHOCOLATE PEANUT BARS - Packed 40 to a box '

ONE CENT CHOCOLATE PEANUT BARS - Packed 100 to a box

These Are Excellent Eating Pieces and Big Sellers

  

 

   

Paris Exposition

1900

The Highest Award

Gold Medal and

Diploma

Was

A. M. TODD’S

GLOBE BRAND
l’-ANCYSHELLED RICE P0P Conn

Given

ESSENTIAL OILS

Crystal White Double Distilled

TIIE LARGEST ESSENTIAL

OII. WORKS IN TIIE WORLD

A. M. TODD COMPANY

Main Oliicc

KALAMAZOO, MICH.

ALW
CRISP TENDER Swear

c7 e .

flerf ic inson C"o.

Minneapolis Chicago
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Every Piece

a Sweet Surprise

Milady Chocolates

Every Piece a Sweet Surprise

81.25 the pound

Milady

Assorted Dipped Nuts

Sweet Chocolate

$142; lhc pound

Milady

True Fruits and Nuts

ln Chocolate

$140 the pound

Milady

Malted Milk Chocolates

Nougat, Caramel, Butterscotch

and Nut Cream Centers

31.25111: pound

Milady

Chocolate Covered Brazil Nuts

81.2; lhe pound

 

-.

CHQCOLATES

Cji/fore tempting than

ever before

To the lover of truly good candy the latest

box of Milady Chocolates has an appeal that

is almost irresistible. New delicacies have

been added, new centers, new shapes and

new flavors are included, making Milady

Chocolates more attractive and more deli

cious than ever before.

Most attractively arranged, with each cho

colate-coated delicacy in a uniform place,

these dainty confections, due to improved

and most secure packing, always reach the

purchaser in perfect condition——as inviting

in their appetizing arrangement as when

they leave our inspection department.

Territory Available for Quality \\"h0lesale Distributors

AMERICAN CANDY COMPANY

Makers of Rex Brand Confections

I\'llL\\/AUKEE, U. S. A. A _./Z
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'_ . . ., Its delicious eatingMoglded NBut and _ ‘ ' I 7 , 7 H‘ qualities and wonderful

ream ars . " " " "* " " '
Tin Foil Wrapped A ' C .1 giiiygggge zggeiferti

Knickerbocker c ’ '1 _ _ where,

Bars , _
Choc Whit’->Ped Cream ' i A ‘ ' -'1 Also complete variety
Choc.-Cocoanut Cream ., . I .-. , I i . .._. H , , °l 5'lb' bulk °h°°°lat°

Choc. Operanut ' " A i V i A I i "cam

Choc. Peanut Cluster

Butte; S¢otch Net Weight 1§{oz.—24 Bars to Carton -48 Cartons to Case

Samples and

R.§.'5l‘i.f°é'°.'Z.... 1). ARNOULD co., 3:2, s;;'.;:.3::~;t P--"--~ v»- R---m

GUM TRAGACANTH

VANILLA BEANS

GUM ARABIC

THURSTON 8: BRAIDICH

17 CLIFF ITIEIT

NIW YORK

 

 

Candy Jobbers, Ahoy!

We are embarking on the troublous sea of I922 com

petition. To navigate our ships successfully and safely,

we must have on board no deadhead cargo—onIy QUICK

MOVING, PROFITABLE merchandise. Before closing

the hatches, see C L O S E ’ S big line of

, Penny Goods - BIGGER AND BETTER.

Bar Goods - - NEW NUMBERS-FINEST QUALITY.

("A / 6E,MA5‘x .
M8” Easter Novelties

WRITE FOR SAMPLES 8: PRICES ALWAYS RELIABLE

The George Close Company Cambridge 39, Mass.

  

llllllllllllllllllllllIIlllllllllIIIIIlllllllllllllllllllllll IllIIlllllllllIllllIIIIIllIIIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIIllllllllIIllllllllllIIllIIllllllIlllllllll|ll|lIllllI.
-ll
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IE.

FLEXO

Chocolate Bars

y also

Dulce Favorite

Tubes Rope Twist

Bricks Cigars

Whips Cigarettes

Whistles Curved Stem Pipes

Indian Plug Navy Plug

Night Sticks ‘Buffalo Sticks

‘Lozenges *Wafers "

'Y & S; Scudder and M S1 R

Stick Licorice

_ Items marked with Star Shipped from Brooklyn factory only

NATIONAL LICORICE COMPANY
A CEDENTS

€sta ' lied 1845

MAIN OFFICE

MOLINE, ILL. BROOKLYN, N. Y. MONTREAL
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Milk Chocolate Covered Dark Coatings
Exceptionally

Raspberry Hearts Good A

vanilla Bar New Numbers Marshmallow Bar

Maple or Mint Wafers Always .

Lemon Sherbets Predqmlnate Peanut Crispy Krunch

THIS IS WHY WE ARE OFFERING AS LEADERS THE ABOVE

PENNY GOODS

Packed I20 Net Count—40 bx. to Case

X'Eo‘L‘E‘£IA*é*‘6.'5 HARD CANDY PENNY GOODS S€8I?%C1?hEE°

Hardie Brothers C0., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Quotations on Applic¢|tion— To the Jobbing Trade Only

Sold iCg‘jC.lli]tCFSfl only.

We Manufacture:

STICK CANDY MARSHMALLCW CCCDS PENNY CCUCS

LCZENCES ACIDULATED CCCDS PAIL SPECIALTIES

PAN WCRK HIGH CRADE CHCCCLATES IAP SPECIALTIES

A. B. CUM WORK FINE HAND MADE BCNBCNS PACKAGE CCCIJS

CREAM BCNBCNS MACHINE IIIPPEII CHOC’S. FRENCH MIXTURES.

THE cm. BLCME & sun co. BAITIMIIRE, MD.
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HENRY HEIDE’S

Diamond Brand Confectionery
 

A Distinctive and Complete Line of High Grade

Chocolates ail Confectionery

HENRY HEIDE New York
Incorporated
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This picture illustrates our current ad

vertisement in ThzSa!urday Ev¢rn‘ngPosI.

Lilerary Digzst, American. Red Book

and Pholoplay.

  

How keen is your mind?

——doesn't this headline from our current ad

vertisement challenge you?

  

FREE!

Display material

thnlwillmake your

store known as

headquarters for

playin curds.

Write to ay lo

The U. S. Play

ing Card Co.

Dept. 13

Cincinnati.U.S. A.,

or Windsor, Can.

PLAYING

CARDS

- ——will it not make the magazine readers in your

neighborhood read the advertisement in which

it appears and give them a new conception of J,

the value of card playing? //

  

Your reaction to it should be a realization of

the value of a playing card stock in attracting

business, and a decision to feature the cards

that everybody prefers:
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YOUR BUSINESS

will he a profitable one when your trade can always

get from you a full line of candy that has stood a test

of years, and is now being demanded throughout

the country.

Now is the TIME to CONSIDER only the old

STANDARD LINES.

THE BLUE BELL BRAND

is of this class of candy.

Write us for a catalogue of 5c Bars, Penny, Kiss and Bulk Goods.

THE ROBERT F. MACKENZIE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO
  

THIS WONDERFUL PACKAGE IS

WE A Sensational Seller of Several Seasons!

H P Something

" Entirely

Different

  

MILWAUKEE "" u H N »

._ __.g___.‘...‘___;_.____-..a_-__..i... - ___..._._.‘_. ..__._.....~a A _

The Largest Selling 5c Confectionery Specialty Ever Placed on the Market

Made by a special patent process

 

  

Every jobber should handle this Delicious Confection as the demand this Coming Season will be

greater than ever. If you have never tried this Delicious Confection write today for sample or send for

trisl case, 32 boxes in case; 24 pieces in box.

We Have Other BIG-SELLING 5c SPECIALTIES, Too

333-335 Fifth Street

9 MILWAUKEE, WIS.‘

  

Ambrosia Chocolate Company
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Peach Flavor

*

#

.
s

Artificial

A flavor so true to the fruit that

your goods are unmistakably

Peach without an unpleasant

ethereal after-taste.

Used for many years by candy

manufacturers of National prom

inence, and so good that we sell

it the world over.

Sample of this exceptional flavor

will be gladlysentwithout charge.

Write today on your business

Certified Food Colors

Amaranth, Orange I, Ponceau 3R,

Tartrazine, Indigo sodium

di sulphonate

recognized for their

Purity, Brilliancy and Uniformity

All Calco products are of highest quality.

Manufactured by us from our own pro

duced intermediates. When in need

write us.

stationery, please.

THE CALCO CHEMICAL COMPANY

Pharmaceutical Division

BOUND BROOK, N. J. NEW YORK
ALEX. FRIES & BRO.

312-14-16 E. Second St. Cincinnati, Ohio

Manufacturers of Flavors for 65 Years. —Western Agents:

Neumann-Buslee & Company, 321 N. Sheldon St., Chicago, Illinois

| /2
: tê N

AMERICA’S FAVORITE

Hildreth's Original and Only

Velvet Candy

Triple Sealed Package.

In Triple Sealed Packages

GREAT REDUCTION

January 1, 1922

Pre-war prices re-established.

10–20 & 35c packages revived.

Inside Waxed

Box

Without Wrapper

Inside

Waxed Sealed

Box with Around

Send for revised Price List and

Samples.

The finest seller on the market.

Has been the standard for over

30 years.

Sealed

Package For sale by the jobbing trade

Complete everywhere.

H. L. HILDRETH CO.

549 to 559 Albany Street

BOSTON 18, MASS.
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THE HONEY OF SUGA

. I _ I .

  

To liven

the post holiday season

We offer to any candy manufac

turer,—a group of new formulas for

making distinct novelties.

Their unique character and won

derful keeping quality will make

them not only live sellers, but fre

quent repeaters as well.

Use coupon

I

Service Department l

THE NULOMOLINE COMPANY I

Ill wnl Street I

New York, N. Y. I

Please send your novelty formulas. E

I

The Nulomoline Company

111 Wall Street

NEW YORK, N. Y.

Boston Chicago
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Have You Ever Tried Our

Gums, Paste & Cordials?

If not, write us for samples. You'll think as others think,

that they are

“Candies of Character”

and their cost is but a trifle more than the poorer kinds

Wallace & CO.
Makers of -

Brooklyn “Candies of Character’’ New York

Established 1870

TREED'S BUTTER SCOTCH PATTIES

THE PUREST CANDY MADE

PACKED IN PACKED IN

5 LB. 5 LB.

GLASS JARS TIN CANS

ONE POUND CANS -

The Most Popular and Successful Butter Scotch Pattie Package Ever Made

The delicious mellow satisfying flavor of Reed's Butter Scotch Patties combined with

the attractive appearance of the lithographed can, its convenient qualities and many

Possible uses in the home—after it has served as a candy container—has made the one

Pound can package of Reed's Butter Scotch Patties an immediate success wherever

it has been offered to the public.

*IN CASEs containing six dozen cANs in cARTONs of four cANs EACH

O R D E R NOW

| Eugene O. Reed Company, Fict's Chicago, Ill.
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(Trade Mark Registered)

©&Q&
SWEETENED & FLAVORED

The Ready-for-Service Cocoa Increases

Demand for Hot Chocolate

at the Fountain

The Quality Cocoa

Made from Special Ingredients

ADD HOT WATER ONLY!

Quick Service Guaranteed

THE PERFECI - • •

• - READY To 5ERV Every Drink UniformSend in Your Orders #: Ye'o: ry

Satisfies All Tastes
Prices and Samples on

Application
ADD water • • e

Liberal Discount to £- The Fountain Efficiency Cocoa

Jobbers

PACKED

10, 25, 50 and 100 lb. CANS

also

CARTONs—12 1-lb. Containers |

for Counter Sales

Manufactured only by

THE CRANDALL PETTEE CO.

144-150 Franklin Street, New York
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|E.

III.Val

4
C

We not only have the most

extensive and highest quality

line of Easter Pan Work,

But also–Easter Premiums

that bring you profit and a

Way to sell our goods.

If you are a Retailer send us

the name of Your Jobber and

We will have him show you

-What We Have.

Largest Manufacturers of Candy in the World

22 Factories

Makers of

NATI(#)Y(()
Address Inquiry to

NATITIONAIL CAINDY CO, ING

Executive Offices, Dept. 10

208 N. Broadway ST. LOUIS, MO. \\

ANDI
"Ilimuli.ID

H|

III:
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Big Sales Depend on Attractive Presentation

WARREN'S X-RAY DISPLAY CONTAINERS

Place your goods on the dealer's counter in the most at

tractive form. Original and snappy designs

make them real “eye catchers.”

We Manufacture

FOLDING PAPER BOXES

PATENTED IN of every description

UNITED STATES

CANADA
AND Let us know your package requirements.

GREAT BRITAIN

P. R. WARREN COMPANY

EVERETT - - - - MASS.

PITTSBURGH OFFICE: 802 MAY BUILDING

Telephone: Smithfield 975

CLEVELAND OFFICE:

1003 SCHOFIELD BUILDING

CLEVELAND, OHIO

|->
-

£

Aft:#. |* > Telephone: Main 3980

'P WARREN’s X-RAY DISPLAY CONTAINERS

Manufactured Exclusively in Canada by

Ribbon Candy Boxes Carried in Stock s: PAPER BOX COMPANY

l Samples furnished upon request. 372 ond Street, West, TORONTO, CAN.

<

•- -

+(nickerbocker “Made-Right”Sample Cases

Will help your Salesmen obtain BIGGER, BETTER and MORE ORDERS,

by displaying samples Quickly, Attractively, Fresh and Clean

No. 22 -

A BUSINESS BRINGER—One of many popular styles and sizes

Be sure you see our Catalog “J” for 1921

KNICKERBOCKER CASE COMPANY

Specialists and Original Designers of KNICKERBOCKER “MADE-RIGHT”

Sample Cases, Bags, Portfolios, Motor Luncheon Cases, Fishing Tackle Kits

Clinton Street at Milwaukee Avenue Chicago, Ill.
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“Gee! I Could Eat a Million!”

They sure are good, when made with

Pure – I Food

Gelatine

For purity, it is unsurpassed. Its uni

formity and high quality insures

marshmallows unexcelled for fluffy

tenderness and long retention of flavor.

There's a grade for every purpose. Ask

us for details.

The United Chemical & Organic Products Co.

4200 S. Marshfield Ave. 217 Broadway

Chicago, Ill. New York City

“UCopco Comes Packed In Red Drums”
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Certified Food Colors

Vegetable Colors
“ATLAS” No. 40 Carmine

COCHINEAL COLORS

Genuine Fruit Extracts

ALSO

NON-ALCOHOLIC FLAVORS

Concentrated in Paste Form (For Hard Candies)

Made from the real fruit

“ATLAS” Products are noted for their UNIFORMITY,

STRENGTH AND PURITY

Manufactured by

H. KOHNSTAMM & COMPANY
(ESTABLISHED 1851)

First Producers of Certified Colors

Hill||||||||
|g

#||

|
83-93 Park Place

NEW YORK

11-13 E. Illinois St.

CHICAGO

MA

|
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77 the Soo-light *

- Stacys & Aarshmallow/? ..

Velvet Sexture-Delicious Slavor

Y. Quarantced Jeeping Quality

O © St. ZZZZORochester S. acy Co %ars .."
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tieberts CODE

@9

Gyo -æs

EstaeLISHED 1854

wholesALE IMPORTERs AND MANuFACTURERS OF

confectioners' frticles, Ornaments and Materials

81 Barclay Street NEW YORK

16, 18 and 20 West Broadway

Manufacturers of Importers of

Gumpasteand Patent | Fancy Goods and

Composition Novelties

Cake Ornaments Ice Cream Specialties

lee Cream Moulds-700 Designs

Fixtures for Moulds

Foliage for Moulds

Paper Cases

Lace Papers

French Fruits Glace

French Fruit Juices

French Fruit Pulps

and Trimmings

Icing, Roses and Flowers

Gumpaste Flowers

Brides and Grooms

Gumpaste and Paper Leaves

Vases and Bouquets

Horse Shoes

Slippers

Canopy3:. French Marrons Entiers

Lace Papers French Marrons Debris

Composition Hands Imported Favors

Birthday Candle Holders

Palette Knives

• Sabatier's Knives

Ornamenting Tubee .

Mignonettes

Fancy Boxes-Hand Painted

Satin Candy Boxes

Wedding Cake Boxes

Rubber Bags -

-

- ond Paste Motto Papers, Verses o Uled

o:Paper = Costume*::

Dovelties- E

PAPIER MACHE . Appropriate for all SILK RIBBONS
*

1

IMITATIONs || - Eiolidays and FANCY CORDS

Latest Novelties for Easter

Valentine's Day, Washington's Birthday

St. Patrick's Birthday
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- soon ENOUGH -
TO BEA cure NAME‘

LIKE all commodities of intrin

sic value Ziegler’s Original H,

Milk Chocolate Stars bear a

name of distinction. The name

Ziegler appears on each star.

l

Our Milk Chocolate Stars 1

 

 

have become a staple seller with

the trade. Being a known qual

ity they are enjoying a steady te

peat business.

GEO. ZIEGLER CO.

MILWAUKEE, U. S. A.

  

Sterling i

/lfarkon ff:
GENUINE Q i\.
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SUPREME BRAND

TNougat Cream

“Uelvet-Fondant Cream

Caramel Cream

£Marshmallo Topping

‘Eitter Sweet Chocolate

Topping

‘Butter Skotch Sundae

BERGEN BRAND

Caramel Cream

6 Harrison Street

New York

-- "N

2%4 |

FONDAX(** org: Norse:

P. K. K. (The org: Karm

MAZETTA

J.---

|

)

Let Science Safeguard

Your Candy Making

UPREMEBRAND

will convince you

that Quality is our first

consideration. They

stand up right. They eat

right. Write for prices

and information.

Confectioners Cream Products Co.

ENGLEWOOD, N.J.
James A. Greaves

Selling Agent “

RealNamel'čan

NEW CROP WALNUT MEATS

We solicit your order

SANTA ANA, CALIF. 214 French Street

160 lb.

Barrels

50 lb.

Boxes

NO. 18861. HOLLY WREATH

Naturally prepared everlasting, 16

inches diameter with red bow, each

$1.00. -

My Xmas Catalogue No. 18 with illus

trations in colors of Artificial Flowers,

Plants, etc., mailed Free for the Ask

ing. FRANK NETSCHERT

61 Barclay St.,
New York

I- -]

MATTHEWS BROS.

Plain and Fancy Candy Boxes

Cartons and Folding Boxes

OF ALL KINDS

115 HOPKINS PLACE

BALTIMORE, MD.

| -]

Will improve candy quality.

Will reduce labor and time.

Will reduce expense.

Genuine Mazetta is:)

only by White Stokes Co.

Insist on the genuine and see that White

Stokes signature is on each package.

Send us your name for our mailing

list and receive our monthly letter

of information and new formulas.

WHITE STOKES COMPANY, Inc.

| 150 W. Lake St. 253 36th St. |

CHICAGO BROOKLYN

N.-----4
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wriginal

c:#####

GELATINE TOP BOXES

Made by

SYKES MFG. CORP.

MAKERS OF -

PARNIBECK FAMOUS CHOCOLATES

£e
*1AR }<TRADE

A BIG SELLER!

TRADE WINNER!!

MADE FROM FRESH FRUIT

SEND FOR A TRIAL ORDER

AND YOU WILL SEE THE

REASON FOR A REPEAT

PACKED 4 GAL. IN CRATE

DAGGETT CHOCOLATE CO.

BOSTON, MASS.

PAPER BOXES

IOf ThisWCharacter|Bring |

SURE SALES

We will produce a Gelatine Top Box for

any requirement

THE -ES).TEONAL onancEADE (IL.
Ü

Van Alst Avenue. TGITAIREST:

"I W.M. ENILONG ISLAND CITYFI. W = W

NEWEYORK

or Bulk

A necessary and satisfactory component of all

high grade confectionery specialties. It insures

light, fluffy marshmallows without crust. Made

in the largest and best equipped gelatine plant

in America. Free from injurious chemicals or

other impurities. A standard product, most

economical in the long run.

If you are particular

Specify CRYSTAL GELATINE

Write us today for Samples and Prices

CRYSTAL GELATINE COMPANY

121 Beverly Street Boston, Mass.

New York - Philadelphia - St. Louis -Chicago - San Francisco
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GIFT AND CANDY

-10. EACH

I,UCKY ROLLS

Gift and Candy in Every Roll. Packed 120–50 boxes to the case.

|- ... .

BREATHETTES

CARAMEL ROLLS

REGAL-Jelly and Cream Centers.

A Highly Flavored Breath Perfume in Glass Tubes. Either

Assorted or All Licorice Flavor. Packed 120–50 boxes to the case.

WONDER—Molasses and Cocoanut Centers. -c-3

RUTHETTES-Assorted Flavors, Cream Centers. Real Sports Ask for"our PEANUT STUMPS

Packed 120–44 boxes to case; 5 pound boxes (216 count) 25 boxes to case. - li
CARAMEL TWINS-Assorted flavors—packed 240; 44 boxes to case. A New Penny Carton price list Some Penny Piece

"ohn H. Dockman & Son, 32.34 E. Montgomery St., Baltimore, Md., II*

- -

5c—EASTER CANDIES-1Oc

RABBITS– CHICKENS– EGGS

BEST QUALITY MADE

T -- T

H H

E #

Y

R

S E

E F

L #

L T

::£ £: O R D E R

* THE£ine. ' O NC E

| 630-632 HUDSON ST. 'w':#k CITY, N. Y.
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CoVERSTAND

DISPLAY CONTAINERS

A modern Con

tainer that costs

less and gives

place for much

more display

Space.

Many advantages over other display

"tainers. Easily and quickly set up.

Practical and entirely satisfactory.

TURNSIDEs OF

ISPLAY CARD

IN THIS

POSITION AND

AST

TURN COWER UNDER

AND INSERT BETWEEN

SIDES OF CONTAINER

h
PATENTS PENDINGN

UNITED STATES-CANADA.GREATBRITAIN

Display *ontainers put your goods on the

't in an attractive way. Use the

COVERSTAND''' sales jump. Send

" * sample and prices.

HAMINFEISCHERC0.
w Paper Boxes of Every Description

82 Duane Street

Chicago Representative
New York City |

JAMES HoPSON, 108 west Lake street

Caramels

Makers of Hopton's Famous

Cream Caramels

Caramels

Made in a new exclusive size

and shape.

Caramels

Made and wrapped with

|

greatest care in our Snow

White Factory.

Caramels

A Full Line Packed in Count

and Bulk.

Caramels

Samples and Prices on Request.

| IDEAL CANDY CO., Inc.
| JOHNSON CITY, N.Y.

Successors to E. F. Hopton, Inc.

=== -
| - - =::=EEEn-E=EE
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From 1c to $2.50.

EASTER LINE

The greatest ever shown.

In all sizes Plain and Decorated Eggs.

Be sure to wait and see this great line.

Our salesmen will call early to see you.

Heidelberger Confectionery Co.

1610-30 North Mascher Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

CO
[tG

.. . r--

.i= i

:
:--

|
- -

.."

~ -

3. &

**ree wo

t

}

CHOCOLATES
and

“CHOCOLATE

BRACER”

If you desire a change from

Mild-Sweet Milk Chocolate

TRY A

Sportsman's

Hollis Cocoa

for all purposes

We offer you the

Best Cocoa Powder

at the lowest price

Write for Terms

W. G. HOLLIS

Franklin and Plum Sts. Reading, Pa.

D Agents Wanted in Every State

“Chocolate-Bracer”

“A Man’s Chocolate”

REG.

Also Mfrs, 16 to 1

of the PENNY

FAMOUS STICKS
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TransparentGlassineBag”

The show window for your goods

TRANSPARENT-AIR - PROOF

MOIST-PROOF– GREASE-PROOF,

‘XSilent Salesman

“X-Ray” die-cut bags for candies-confections

peanuts—chocolate bars, etc.

A quality product—an ideal package for your goods

ARTISTIC PRINTING TO SHOW UP

YOUR BRANDS OR TRADEMARKS

IN MOST ATTRACTIVE STYLE

Ander Herz company
Manufacturers

Nos.9-llBarrow St.,

NewYork-- N.Y. &
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ADVANCE BRAND

Chocolate Package Goods

1% lb., 1 lb., and 2 lb. Boxes

Chocolate Penny Goods—120 Count

Gum Work, Marshmallows and

Pure Sugar Hard Candies

American Mixed, Cut Rock, Etc.

Put up in 5 lb. Boxes, 35 lb. Pails,

110 lb. Kegs and 300-lb Barrels

MAKERS OF CELEBRATED

ADVANCE BRAND

Wild Cherry Drop Packages

WRITE FOR PRICE LIST

ADVANCE CANDY MFG. CORP.

511 to 519 EAST 72d ST.
NEW YORK CITY

THE ONLY
CHRISTO

RELIABLEBRAND LG

Sterilized and Preserved

Stuffed Glace Natural Fruits

Glace Stuffed Regular Prunes

Glace Stuffed Nutted Prunes

Glace Stuffed Regular Apricots

Glace Stuffed Grapefruit Apricots

Glace Stuffed Nutted Apricots

Glace Stuffed Cherries or Regular

Glace Pineapple

Glace Figs and Stuffed Dates

Glace Grapefruit

Turkish Delight— Nutted or Plain

For Particulars Write to

Christo Georgiades & Co.

148 39th Street - Brooklyn, N. Y.

J. W. STREETON CO.

Ribbon Manufacturers

357 Fourth Avenue NEW YORK, N.Y.

F | E, E, CD N

Ribbons particularly for the

Candy Manufacturer

Samples and prices upon request

Select Brand Quality and Service

Before Placing Your Order on

Glassine Bags -

Tissue Paper

Kraft Bags Waxed Paper

Get Our Quotations

SELECT PAPER CO.

219 East 23d Street

Special ties

New York City

DRY MILK!

CREMORA “A” (Dry Whole Milk)

has, by uniform quality and sterling merit,

won its way into nearly all of the large Milk

Chocolate plants in this country.

CREMORA “CS” (Dry Cream) con

tains 53% pure butter fat, makes delicious

Caramels, Fudge and Ice Cream.

THE DRY MILKCOMPANY, 15 Park Row, NewYork

U. S. Food Administration License No. Goos30 -

2
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Another New Holman Creation

NUTMALO

Z FOR lc

A Delicious, Fluffy Marshmallow

Coated with selected Ground Filberts

A WONDERFUL REPEAT!-ZR

Packed in 240 pieces to the box, 120 count

60¢ the box—48 boxes to the case

F. O. B. Philadelphia, Pa.

Announcing the Opening of Our

Satin Gloss Stuft Dainties Department

FIFTY VARIETIES

Packed in 10, 20 and 40 pound cans

Write for samples and prices

 

Holman’s Marshmallow Sheets for Caramel Work

Help to add TONE and TASTE

Packed in 25 pound cases

We are prepared to fill orders of any size for

Egg Drops, Gelatin Drops

Packed in S pound boxes—-10 boxes to the case

Our 4 for lc Marshmallows are WINNERS

This piece is the average 400 size packed

120 count—480 to the box-48 boxes to the case.

Our SUPERIOR MARSHMALLOW TOPPING is guaranteed against

deterioration for one year. Used by Confectioners

and Soda Dispensers

Packed in 5 and 30 pound cans and barrels.

Write for quotations.

The Holman Coniectionery Co.

2026-30 East Willard Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Cocoanut

Cream

Squares

In Cmaunut C,-am square; we otter the trade another

delicious eating and good selling piece that spells profit.

to the Jobber and Retailer and satistaction to the Con

sumer.

It is a quality confection made from fresh grated cocoa

nuts and rich fondant and heavily coated with bitter sweet

chocolate, ensuring a lasting flavor and a moist and creamy

center.

Packed 24 to a box. Retails for 5c.

€3

gfirsyhcn
('/lufrl/tll1’\

D. GOLDENBERG

Makers of Chocolate Peanut Chews '

Z935-37 Frankford Ave. Philadelphia, Pa.

I

Manufacturers of Pure Food Gelatines .

i BUILT on all the LATEST, UP-TO-DATE, LABOR comply with all STATE and NATIONAL PURE FOOD

. SAVING LINES to produce ALWAYS a uniform LAW REQUIREMENTS.

ARTICLE ‘ ITS SE 1 G T " RE A
Our RAW STOCK supplied by our OWNERS assures SMOOTHUCREAIXZURES OOD EXIU AND

THIS. '

Our Grades are of the HIGHEST QUALITY A TRIAL ORDER will convince you that these are

OBTAINABLE, clear to the point of TRANSPARENCY, the best grades of GELATINE in proportion to price that

S\VEET, FREE OF ODOR, and GUARANTEED to can be secured.

; ATLANTIC GELATINE COMPANY =

HILL STREET, WOBURN, MASS.

BRANCHES:

NEW YORK CHICAGO - SAN FRANCISCO BALTIMORE

3415 Woolworth Bldg. Suite 510-11 suite 240 Hansiord Block 1012 Union Trust Bldg. i

118 N. La Salle Street 268 Market Street |
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Pre-ICSCC-COC-IC-IG

&Q S A S.

<&#BUTTERB'A'66:
%9'>:34:#Q

*O

SPN's:

Exclusive

Distributors'

Everywhere

on one of the

Biggest
- * S \

::# and Best #:

£ SELLERS #BUTTERBAR:
0. ALT00NAPA MOUNTAINCITY CANDY CO.ALT00NAPA t

PESCC-ICSCOCC-CCDC2HEsclo-IC-C-C-C-C-> -

C

*~~
- E--->|->|->|- C --~~~ICC's

- s

Hour ouTPUT wil-L only #BUTTER BAR:
MADE BY

*MountAIN CITY CANDY co.ALT00NAPA"SUPPLY A LIMITED NUMBER [. -

#:"#####":

MOUNTAIN CITY CANDY CO.
ALTOONA PENNA
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Americas Standard

Candy Cup

Once tried -

always used

AMERICAN LACE PAPERCO

LARGEST PRODUCERS OF CANDY CUPS IN AMERICA

CANDY BOX MATS, LACES, MILWAUKEE WIS.

LAYER CARDS, DIVIDERS, ETC. CHICAGO - NEW YORK

PHILADELPHLA-BOSTON

Lyons, California Glace Fruit Co.'
Manufacturers of

California Glace and'" Hand Dipped

Crystallized Fruits
Highest grade Merchandise, always fresh, made

"tes an B from the choicest selected California Fruits. Pre

OT ()|S pared under strictly sanitary conditions.

To supply the demand for our product during the coming season

we have again enlarged our plant and will again considerably

Packa G d B Il- increase our output. Our goods are giving general satisfactiong Ell Ul and wherever once introduced are leading all other makes in

sales. We don't ask a customer to load up on stock, we carry the

- |- C Fruits i d only pack th ders, ly n

Complete Line Prices Right£on***

-

=- WE SPECIALIZE ON:

Assorted California Glace Fruits

in handsomely decorated wood boxes, 1, 2, 3 or 5 lb.

net weight; no need to repack.

A. - - • • ©

"Wanted Everywhere ||"'S'.renc or less money.

California Glace Stuffed Prunes

with all the flavor of the choice Santa Clara Valley

Prunes, in 1 and 34 lb. tins.

@%e " ". California Crystallized Strawberries

finer than the imported, in 1 lb. and 10 oz. fancy cartons

Send for Quotations

N |-> Write for Samples and Prices f

Baltimore, Md. *...* 535-551 Folsom Street, San Francisco, Cal.

*O-)
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Embossed Seals

Dainty embossed sticker seals in gold

and colors. Also artistic address

stickers, advertising stickers and box

labels. Send for our catalogue of

stock designs, such as "Rush,”

“C.O. D.,” “Perishable,” etc.

Or, if you want something distinctive, send us your

rough idea and we will submit color sketch and prices.

We are sticker specialists - we do nothing else.

Naturally we can serve you better because of that fact.

ST. LOUIS STICKER CO.

1631. WASHINGTONAVE.
,
ST.LOUIS, U.S.A.

-

£:
^ ( )"> Clover Mints Clover Mints

Medicated Work a Specialty

Specialties

Chop Sticks

Cachou's

Floral Dainties Beauties

Chocolate & Printed Wafers 10 for le

CLOVER WAFER ROLL 5c

SMITH & PETERS Philadelphia

Cigarettes

Diadems

Penny Roll Cachous

Milo Cigarettes

Ben Hurs

Penny Roll Lozenges

~

We Specialize in Paper

\.
-m

--

-

RX Q
“Toyco” Balloons

and the

Penny Retail Item

There is perhaps no single item

in the entire confectionery field

that repeats as quickly as the

“Toyco” No. 1 Sausage Balloon

Made to retail at 1c-and car

rying with it an attractive

profit to both the jobber and

the retailer.

s
: Packed in cases of 50, 66 or 120

*~ gross. Let us ship you a trial

k case. The price will please you.

R. Descriptive Price-list on request

*

Address

The Toycraft

RubberCompany

Department CJ

Ashland, Ohio

.# *...*&

-----
*..." "-4." * # - - - #-3: -

* > #: *::::~ + .2% ***. ...'

=

=

Vanoleum

(TRADE MARK REGISTERED)

The Original Concentrated

Vanilla Flavor

THE SAME AS ALWAYS

Used for over TWENTY

YEARS by leading Con

fectioners, Ice Cream

Manufacturers, Bakers,

Soda Dispensers and

Caterers.

EIIllll-SIONS

Demon, Orange and Maple

Corrizo Extract Co.

211-215 W. 20th Street, New York City, N. Y. |
".

|

-

|
for the Confectionery

Trade and Include:–

Dipping Paper

Wax Paper

Sealing Tape

Glassine Paper

– Plain and Embossed

Tinfoil Substitute

Layer Board

—White and Chocolate Color

Glazed and Fancy Papers of

every description

Matthias & Freeman Paper Co.

117 N. 7th Street Philadelphia, Pa.

\= /*

|.
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justly proud.

HROUGH an

unbroken career

of many years in

the manufacture

of candy wrap

pers the L.A. Liebs Company,

Inc., has attained a reputation

for quality, service and fair

dealing of which they are

|
=

E

=

"||||||||||||||||||||||

Some of the Reasons Why You

Will Want

DELFT GELATINES

-

Bacteria – gone
-

Gas in M-M — gone

Shrinkage– gone

Returns – gone

Chemicals– gone

Sulphur – gone

Uniformity—Here

*

DEL F.T.

HAROLD A. SINCLAIR, 160 Broadway, NEW YORK

No Package Line is

Complete Without

one or more boxes packed with

When you contemplate a new and distinctive

Package we will he pleased to assist

in its creation

L. A. Liebs Co.
INCORPORATED

Nine Clinton Street - - NEWARK, N.J.

- **

“Price is a relative term—Quality always a concrete fact.

A large and critical manuacturer, operating a laboratory and

understanding gelatine value, recently said:

“At first I was skeptical of your statement regarding freedom from

liquefying bacteria, but after using the goods all summer, I wish

to compliment you upon the achievement and to tell you Delft is

the finest gelatine I have ever used or analyzed, and am using 34

pounds as against 42 pounds before.”

This man made a saving of 20% by using Delft, and, of more

importance, greatly improved the quality of his product. Why not

do likewise?

Write us for samples and prices. % i .

Middle-Western Distributors:

ROCKHILL & VIETOR South-Western Distributors:

Frank Z. Woods, Manager BLANKE MFG. & SUPPLY CO.

180 N. Market Street, Chicago, Ill. 214 Washington Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

312-316 East 23rd Street, - NEW YORK
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Announcem
ent

Ralph Confectionery Works, Inc. de

sire to announce that their candy fac- Established 1855

tory which is equipped with the best FRIES & BRO., 92 Reade Street, New York

imported and domestic machinery is Manufacturers and Distributors of

now in full operation, and is able to ######"## Quality, Strength, Uniformity

take care of all demands for samples Peach Grape Strawberry Apricot Maple

'.: as orders promptly and satis- Raspberry R£" s:: ...'"

actorily.
ex-SS. arris

S. * *S.

Sixty years' experi- Y& S.

ence enables us to

RALPH CONFECTIONER
Y WORKS, Inc.

N. W. Cor. 3d Ave. and 26th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

supply the best

and most concen

trated flavors at a - * -

minimum cost. vTENrap

EASTER

The full imported line of Easter novelties, tremendous in variety, comprising every worth-while number. Rabbits, Ducks,

Chickens, Comics, Jumping Rabbits, Egg Boxes in beautiful designs, Baskets, Easter Grass, Jack Horner Pies, Fancy Ice

Cases, Dressed Kewpies, Snapping Mottoes.

St. Valentine Day Washington’s Birthday St. Patrick’s Day

Paper Heart Boxes China Cupids Natural Looking Cherry Sprays Silk Shamrocks

Satin Heart Boxes China Novelties Paper Hatchets in several sizes Big Assortment of fine looking figures

Fancy Valentines Figures of Washington Pipes, Jaunting Carts

Beautiful Dressed Kewpies Red, White and Blue Favors by the Green Favor Boxes

Metal Bow and Arrows hundredsCupids and Arrows Flags—all sizes We consider our Patrick Day line the

Jack Horner Pies Patriotic Snapping Mottoes finest shown in the country, both

Place and Tally Cards Paper Hats and Noisemakers Domestic and European novelties.

Always something new and exclusive at Shackman's.

SEND FOR SPRING HOLIDAY CATALOGUE

B. SHACKMAN & CO. 906 Broadway, New York city

% -

#

Chocolate Coatings

Chocolate Liquors

|
Cocoa Powder

| Cocoa Butter

-
To try Hooton Products and Hooton Service is to

Become a Regular User of Both

Have we heard from you lately 7

H00TON COCOAC0. H00TON CHOCOLATE CO.

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
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£

# We Specialize in

Damask and Silk Covered High-Grade Candy Boxes

Sweetmeat Boxes—with or without glass compartments

Our Mr. Newman

is in Europe and is

sending new ideas

each week of the

latest painted and

fancy trimmed

boxes.

* FNEWMAN

£nufacturers of

(lassine

We are able to of

fer these boxes at

unusually attract

ive prices, due to

the enormous quan

tity being made

exclusively for us.

Write for particulars.

31-35 East 21st Street

True Fruit Flavors

EVERYTHING

£

-

:#%
PAN"EMB0SSED-PRINTED

'' Printed in Gold £

| Gold Embossed ''

W Box Wrappers. %
Bar W.

rappers" ?

BAGS-ENVELOPES
Thomas M 7&oyal & Co

BRYN MAWR-PA * ~,

*...*- :
~~

Raspberry, Cherry, Peach,

Strawberry, Pineapple, Etc.

Derived from the fruit itself in a powerful

concentrated form Ioo.7% pure. e process of

manufacture retains entirely all the fresh fruit

flavor and aroma.

Our Products are pleasing others, why not

you?

Send for trial gallon today, price $8.oo.

Pure Food

Certified colors
our prices are low for the quality of our colors

H. C. RYLAND
ESSENTIAL OILS

52 Laight Street, New York

V
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PURE VANILLA EXTRACT
ATLANTIC IMPORTING CO.

617-623 Eleventh Avenue, New York

WALNUT KERNELS

Candy Manufacturers desiring to make connections at the “source of

supply” can get their supply through us. We are the largest ship.
pers of walnut kernels in this section. Good quality-prompt ship

ments.— Credit or trade acceptances from responsible parties.

BURBAGE PRODUCE CO.

Johnson City, Tennessee.

Est"ABLISHED 1876

SNYDER & WHEELER
BROKERS IN

All Grades Cocoa Beans

AND COCOA BUTTER

128 Pearl Street NEW YORK

Our 40 years experience has taught us there

is always a buyer for a quality product.

Try some of our leaders

Roman Punch Flavor . Egg Nog Flavor

Raspberry Fruit Flavor Maple Flavor

Honey Flavor Vanilex

WRITE FOR PRICES

Union Extract. VVOrks

WIDMAYER & JUNGLING

SucceSSOrS to

MERGENTIME & LAMM, 158 Chambers St., N. Y.

USE

Assorted f Novelties

Penny Prizes

and Increase Your Business

RINGS

For Ring Sticks and Bouquets

Prices as Low as $1.00 per Great Gross

Write for Samples

F. E. GLAWIN CO. 7040 Wentworth Ave., Chicago, Ill.

~|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||IIITTIL'Ill

The House of Penny Goods

For Big Easter Business-Prepare Now

- We thank all our customers for placing their Easter Orders now for . . . "
immediate delivery. As the holiday draws nearer we are usually oversold

and cannot give the service we like to render.

E

Packed 120

Penny M/M Eggs,

2 for 1c M/M Eggs, "... "

2 for lc Clear Candy Eggs-Asst.***

2 for lc Peanut Butter Eggs," "

Penny Choc. Cream Eggs, Packed 120

Penny Choc. M/M Rabbit, r* *
Easter Prize Novelties, "...

Monroe and Lafayette Streets

LEWIS BDOS.
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

= IIHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHiiiIHÉ>
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Lightning Pail Partitions

CITILTDDTL-DD

+:
( !)

| By far | Wherever |
| the | production |

D most . g: 0. and costs 0

| oCO110111- dro *

# ical # O considered #

and sat- you

0 isfactory 0 O will find #

Pail the |
0 Partition 0 0 Lightning #

| on the | Pail

market 04 || ". O Pockets #

|=|| ||= #

Enamel Finish Caramel Dividers

Enamel Finish Caramel

Dividers are designed espe

cially for the packingandship

ping of unwrapped caramels.

If you will let us know the

size of your container and

the quantity of caramels

packed in each, we will send

you a complete set ofEnamel

Finish Caramel Dividers

and demonstrate to you that

this is the most satisfactory

Ready for Packing and economical method of When Packed

packing your caramels.

<> CHICAGO CARTON COMPANY<>
4433 Ogden Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

*igners, Printers, Makers of Fibre Shipping Cases, Folding Paper

Boxes and Specialty Paper Packages
-
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#sthness Company.
718-724 N. Curtis St. CHICAGO, ILL.

Established 1880

Eastern Branch Western Branch

PITTSBURGH, PA. DENVER. COLO.

609 Chamber of Commerce Bldg. ". . ". . . .."

CREAMS FOR CHOCOLATE

CREAMCENTERS AND NoUGATS.~~

EGG sponCE nougAT KING

KANDY KoRE MARVELYWHIP

FULL CREAM CARAMEL PASTE

TRUE FRUIT EXTRACTS ARTIFICIAL EXTRACTS.

TRACTS AND COMPOUNDS DIPPING FRUITS

VANILLA EX
SODA FOUNTAIN FRUITS MARSHMALLOW TOPPING

#2 GALLON*u:GALLON JARS Gal'A's Hali's

WE MANUFACTURE AND HANDLE PRACTICALLY ALL

INGREDIENTS USED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF CANDY

two sma maxi I - 100 NET COUNT

* * - | 60 BOX CASES
BL00D ORANGE FLAW0R

WM. J. WISCHMANN

100 GRAND AVE., BROOKLYN, N.Y.

 

 

 



T is just as important to catch the eye by means of

a distinctive carton as to please the taste with the

good candy inside.

Over-elaborateness, whether it be cheap or expensive,

is to be avoided, as the tendency today is toward sub

dued color and simplicity in design.

The package can be subdued and still not be drab.

Some of the most effective packages we have seen

have stood out in the dealer's cases like hot house

roses in a bed of weeds because of refinement of colors

and design.

The better the product the more important it is that a

“correct" package be used.

There are a few people attracted by the gewgaws and

tinsel but the great American public has discrimination

and good taste.

The Nashua line of box papers offers some very suit

able inexpensive coverings and we would like to

submit a few samples for your consideration.

NASHua GumMED & COATED PAPER CO.
NashUa . N.H.
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NASHUA G

STRAIGHTFORWARD statement without at

tempt at embellishment seems to us most consistent

with the facts we aim to convey — with the sincerity of

our purpose and the significance of our message.

We manufacture paper — for certain purposes

box papers in hundreds of stock designs, colors and finishes

box papers to order in special designs embodying private trade marks,

emblems, or names —

gummed papers and fabrics for box stays, labels, etc.

wax papers for bread wrappers, box linings, candy wrappers and for

all uses for which wax paper is suitable.

Box papers are sold thru the box manufacturer with

whom we co-operate in every possible way and in only

exceptional cases do we have direct relations with the

purchaser of the completed boxes.

Every box manufacturer has or can easily obtain a full

line of Nashua Samples for your inspection and we ask

you to insist upon Nashua products because in so doing

you are certain to get the best possible product, at a fair

price under any and all conditions. The possibilities of

improving your containers — making them more attrac

tive and more practical — thru the use of Nashua

products will be explained fully to you by your box

maker.

UMMED & COATED PAPER

NASHUA, N. |-|. an

CO.

NASHUA, N. H.

BOSTON. MASS.

CONWAY BLDG.. CHICAGO

MIDDLETOWN, OHIO

Mills

OHIO

Sales Oflices

291 BROADWAY. N. Y. CITY

COUCH BLDG.. PORTLAND. ORE.

54 JURORS ST.- MONTREAL

PETERBORO. ONT.

NEW HAMPSHIRE NEW YORK CANADA

DREXEL BLDG., PHILADELPHIA

CUNARD BLDG.. SAN FRANCISCO

56 YONGE ST.. ARCADE, TORONTO
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RE6 U S PAITOIR

STAPLE GOODS

French Mixed Creams

Union Creams Sugar Almonds

Old Fashioned Licorice Chocolate Almonds

Gum Drops Premium Mixed

Chocolate Creams Gum Arabic Mixtures

Chocolate Candy Goods Marshmallows

Cream Almonds Chocolate Marshmallows

MADE BY
HAAWLEY at HOOPS

NEW YORK, N. Y.

 

 

  

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Peanut Specialties

All Big Sellers and

Good Money Makers

Send Your Order—For Prompt Shipment

Choc. Peanut Cluster Bars . . 100 to box—50c

Candies

for Kiddies

Peanut Bars . . . . . . . .100 to box—50c

The Ever Welovme ."’."?I 1 I IA33 £2 ‘iiiiigi

' . t ' . . . . . . 20 -60

Kinds. Made blv i>...°.‘l'..i‘.%.,...‘.§..°‘. . . . . . .1... :2 ..:_..:

Chocolate Almonds . . . 5 lbs. to box—$I.50
the Folks Who

Know how to make Talk about 5c Values

Try a Case of any of the followingRe t sBL Choc. Peanut Cluster Bars . . . . . . . . 24 to ll::xa—:Sc

Choc. Cocoanut Fruit Bars . . . . . . . 24 to box—65c

_ (Tin foil wrapped)

Virginia Nut Krisp Peanut Bars . . . . 24 to box—65c

Big Lunch Bars . .((?l..".in.e . 24 to box—50c

Unique Nut Cakes . - - . . . . . . . . 48 to box—60c

Unique Nut Bars . . . . . . . . . . . . 48 to box-—60c

Sugar Toasted Peanuts —— Packed in 40-lb.

Corrugated Shipping Cases

 

Rochester Marshmallow C0.

Rochester, N. Y.

REGAL and SUPERFINE Marshmallows ) ‘

Prices Sent Upon Request

Virginia Peanut Product Co.

79-81 Delevan Street Brooklyn, N. Y.
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D
82-92 Beaver Street •

129 Pearl Street |New York City

BROKERS IN

All Grades of Cocoa Beans

Cocoa Butter and Cocoa Products |

INC. 1902

" CZamaz 9% 9.2%. 3 #22, Zae. "
Manufacturer

s
of Collins' Ice Cream Powder and Vanilla Sugar

Shelled Nuts and Confection
ers’ Supplies

Highest Grades Best Qualities

CORN SYRUP

COCOAN
UTS PEANUT

S

ALMONDS FLAVOR
S GLACED FRUITS, Etc.

CHOCOLA
TES

Write for Prices

Full Line Fruit Juices, Crushed Fruits, Syrups, Etc., for the Soda Fountain.

PHILADEL
PHIA,

PA.

102 Chestnut Street

~

d'êm \{*-*.

|SUGAR Write this in your formula SUGAR

© 64 99

Franklin “CRYSTAL
A” Sugar

and you will be sure of the results you wish in paste

work, hard candy and high grade gum.

s'WüAR

S£%

< 4. /**** , -->

#"X''

*

*

The Franklin Sugar Refining Company -

PHILADEL
PHIA

-

@ “A Franklin Cane Sugar for every use” & l

*śN . . .

FRANKlin £
#RANULATED ''# -

ŠtóAR

*M.

#| |

'Sur
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two ten As

One Thousand Pounds a Week was the rate atW*.* Ditties

- sold in one store with this Window

Display. Cocoanut Ditties will make money for you too, because they please

the consumer. Cocoanut Ditties are guaranteed to keep well in all climates

and sell well in summer as well as in winter.

*** This cut shows our

- 10-lb. Tin. Six 10-lb.

- Tins to Crate.

'Is
... "*"

15-lb. Wood Cases

20-lb. Wood Pails

ALSO 5-lb. Paper Boxes

PACKED IN 1-lb. Fancy Boxes

1-lb. Litho. Tins

15c Packages

| -
...

|ES Also made in Chocolate Flavor called '' || ||
CHOCOLATE CARAMEL DITTIES " | || ". "

and packed in packages as per | * || || *:::::::

above except the 15c packages and \s - / ---

1-lb. Tins.

For Sale by all First Class Jobbers This cut shows our 25-lb. tin, one tin per crate

"M."''

If your Jobber cannot supply you, advise uS.

Insist on the Original and beware of Imitation.

COCOANUT DITTIES always repeat.

. Manufactured by -

" . The Ohio Confection Co., Cleveland, O, U.S.A.

81
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Buy a Box That

Fits Your Store

Only a few of the many sizes of spe

cial boxes are shown in this advertise

ment, as Set-up Boxes in quantity are

made to order to conform to the taste

of the customer
.

With slight variations the five boxes

shown are representat
ive of the major

ity of orders, so far as shapes and sizes

go, but where the Whitney Art Box

Shop excels is in the variety of artistic

coverings for the boxes.

This Departmen
t is in charge of C. J.

Edmunds, who has a national reputa

tion as a designer and for his ability in

composing correct color combination
s.

Orders intrusted to us have Mr. Ed

munds’ personal attention and custom

ers will be delighted with the beauty

and novelty of his creations.

As an example of the scope and

range of work produced in the Set-up

Box Department we mention the fact

that we work with covering material

ranging from the lower priced papers

to the most expensive Silks, Satins and

Tapestries.

AND IN EVERY INSTAN
CE YOU

WILL FIND OUR PRICES JUSTI

FIED BY THE QUALITY WE FUR

NISH.

Snappy Window Display Cards help

sell more candy. We have just issued

a series. You should have them. Write

to our Service Department for par

ticulars.

WHITNE
Y
& CO.

114-124 Water St. Leominster, Mass.
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1/4 Gr. 8301/1.

1/4 " 8201/2.

1/4 “ 7204.

1/4 “ 8286.

1/4 " 4213.

1/6 " 4200.

1/6 " 7206.

1/4 " 9.239.

1/6 “ 9228.

1/2 " 1275.

1/4 ** 1207

10-12 EAST 23rd STREET (Trade Mark)

For Better Products

At Lower Cost

Our experts have made a scientific study

of the right grades and varieties of cane

sugar to use in all types of products. They

have helped many of our customers to save

money and to increase quality at the same

time.

They will be glad to study your sugar needs,

and if possible, help you in the same way.

*
=

American Sugar Refining Company

The Most Complete Line of J'ugar in the World

For your profit and convenience we have selected small assortments of the

best and most popular selling Party Favors for each of the following holidays:

These selections are made from advance orders placed by some of the largest

retailers and wholesalers in

U-NEAK DINNER FAVORS

Valentine’s Day $25 ! Washington’s
Birthday $25 !

Red Basket Nut Cup with Bow 1/4 Gr. 802. Red R's' 25 G

and Gold Cupid on Handle...... @ $8.25 Gr, $2.06 American Silk Flag on handle. © $8.25 Gr.

Red Basket Nut Cup with Bow 1/4 “ 8.302/2. Red Basket Cup with # : “ 10.50 “

and Gold Heart and Arrow.... “ 8.25 “ 2.06 304 R'w':££
-

- - - - 7304. * 1te an ue -"''c'.' " " .. 2: 1/4 *

£loop: “ 9.00 “
Gold Cupid Standing on Flace card vs " " ":'W' , , .
Oval beside red cup............. “ 7.80 “ 1.95 1/6 “ 4300. Red, White and Blue ruffled horn

Red Flower with concealed Blow. that will stand erect on table with

out trimmed with Cupid........ “ 9.00 “ 2.25 American Silk Flag and Place

Red Ruffled Horn that will stand Card ........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . “ 12.00 “

£rect on table with Gold Cupid 1/12 “ A.663/8. Natural Wood finish Log Box that

holding heart place card........ “ 12.00 “ 2.00 stands erect trimmed with cher. .. 4

Ladies' Red Millinery Box tied ries and leaves...; . . . . . . .;; . . . . 12.00

with ribbon bow with Gold 1/6 “ A.663. Natural Wood finish Log Box to - -

hearts and arrows around sides stand erect ... . . . .:::::::::, . . . : . 9.00

and on top....................... “ 15.00 “ 2.50 1/12 “ 7311. Cherry Tree of artificial cherries

Red Turban Hat with feather and leaves on square 4 lb. box,
plume Gold heart trimmed..... “ 9.00 “ 2.25 Box has red shirred ruffle around - -

'Y'' with 1. * * c:#####, "Whit - - -

ontinenta
- * -

'. ' ' '. large gold “ 12.00 “ 2.00 / White a' BlueI' W"## “ 9.00

Red U.NEAK n., n. S. -
- 1/6 “ 9360. Fountain Hat wit ... W. & B. * -

£ l'": Snappers / Band and red spray top. ; ;, . “ 9.00

arrows .........£, , , , , 1/12 “ 176 U.N.'W' '

'N' Red R. R. "
--

#' ' ' ' , , , .
": trimmed with Gold t 1/6 “ 1301. Large U-NEAK R. W. & B. Bon

* * * * * * * * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ‘ 9.0) “ 2.25 Bon Snapping Motto, Silk Flag
-

pping - -

$25.17 Trim. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.00

Complete New Catalog IIlustrated in seven colors and Gold-sent upon request.

U-NEAK DINNER FAVORS, INC.

Here Is a $25 Investment That Will Return You $50

$2.06

2.62

2.25

2.25

1.50

$25.03

NEW YORK CITY

83
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Peerless

Marshmallow Sheet

“The Candy Maker's Friend”

Used Extensively by

High-Grade Candy Makers

|

1

#
(

!

||

|

|
The only marshmallow sheet that

will produce a perfect product

A CT I V E J O B B E R S WA N T E D

GIMBAL BROTHERS :
MANU FACTURERS |

First and Folsom Streets SAN FRANCISC0

---...-a-a-a-e-Assa"
v-ev-ev-a-re-r"" " M

{

:

{

|

i

jobber of twenty-five to forty. Per cent. or two

hundred fifty to four hundred thousand dollars

a year for "Oak Brand” Balloons alone.

Are you getting your portion of these profits?

The toy balloon business of today is a legitimate line

A" a jobber, it means distribution in profits to the

of business, especially when you are purchasing from
ho has invested a quarter of a

ke the business legitimate and

profitable to you.

A line from you will give 3” complete information

THE OAK RUBBER COMPANY

MANUFACTURERS

RAVENNA

One win

Dollars a

Year for

“Oak Brand"

Toy Balloons

and What It

Means to

You

- OHIO —l

New

Tray

Package

BEST ON

Manufactured Exclusively by

WILLIAMSPORT CANDY MFG. CO.,

EARTH

Williamsport, Pa.
-
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LOOK FOR THE NAME

| `--> %////ZZ

Avoid Imitations—

insist on MICHELBACH'S

Original Fruit and Nut Loaf

|

AND

©f
- - -

-
-

-

This specialty is a winner and a big

Packed full of repeater. It is packed full of the

finest varieties of fruits and nuts,

Fruits & Nuts together with the finest grade of

cream and coated with chocolate.

Let us know your requirements and

we will quote you price and advise

when we can ship.

::** WRITE FOR SAMPLESC and Cream, Coated with

hocolate and wrapped in tin foil.

E. MICHELBACH & SONS

Philadelphia, Pa.

-
-

 

 

 



“This is Jack”

He's the boy,

Who buys the balloons

From the dealers who buy

From the jobbers who buy

From the house–

THAT “JACK" BUILT.

Write for prices. Write for colored descriptive matter-and let us

show you how we actually help your salesmen seii the All Star

Balloon Assortment.

RICHARD D. BAKROW & SON

Bakrow Building

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

BALLOONS

RUBBER BALLS
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Satin Finish"HARD CANDY
IS UNQUESTIONABLY THE BEST MANUFACTURED

The Long Reputation of a Quarter of a Century is Convincing

$3

HOLIDAY SPECIALS
All the specialties mentioned here are of the usual high-grade

Satin Finish quality and are original and exclusive designs

St. Valentine's Day

Hard Candy Hearts, Red and Assorted, Many Sizes

Washington's Birthday

Hard Candy Hatchets—Two Sizes

Hard Candy Cherries—Two Sizes

Hard Candy Cherries on Stems—Two Sizes

St. Patrick's Day
Hard Candy Shamrocks | G Assorted

Hard Candy Paddy's Pipes ''. ssor

Hard Candy Paddy's Hats |
|Hard Candy Paddy's Faces

Hard Candy Blarney Stones

Easter

Jelly Eggs

Hard Candy Eggs •

Hard Candy Rabbits l : 72 and

Hard Candy Chickens |

Bottled Candies Satin Finish

Assortment of
of the

Most Exclusive Line Penny Goods

containing – 1n

HARD CANDIES

Dai o COCOANUT WORK

*hty and Attractive JELLY GOODS

Hard C di GUM £ops
PANNED

**asu Candies WRAPPED GOODS

"R&SMITHCo.:##P-P.
Hard Candy DAUPHIN ST.

-č
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EECH-NUT Mints are SO

delicious and so attractively

wrapped and boxed that they are

always a fast-moving sell r.

Refreshing and with a distinctive

flavor, they are simply irresistible.

And they come in just those

flavors people are most fond of

peppermint, wintergreen, clove,

cinnamon and licorice.

B E E C H - N UT P A C K I N G CO M P A NY

Canajoharie New York
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JAWBREAKERS! #-s:
* A happy surprise for the kiddies. - -

* A Profitable surprise for the wholesaler and dealer. R. •/o |

ORIGINAL SURPRISE JAW BREAKERS. Round, with high -

grade chewing gum in center. Assorted colors, Red and Black, packed 120 * -

count in a box, 45 boxes in a case, Little Indian price card in every box.

BUNNY SURPRISE JAW BREAKERS. Hard-boiled eggs. Egg WWW &W

shaped-also have high grade chewing gum in center. They change colors -\\\\\\ W

watch the kiddies smile. Highly polished in five colors, Red, Black, Yellow, W

Orange, Violet. Packed 120 count in a box, 45 boxes in a case. One of the

biggest selling pieces of penny goods on the market. ORDER NOW FOR EASTER.

Made b the manufacturers of

OMPLi-MiNTS

Send for price Billed thru

list today. wholesalers only

Samples sent on request.

MT

£

-

> - #. • * @ * * = -

EY. TH | T A. 's * * H

Reduced prices now in effect
On

Perfection Sample Cases

This case is No 11, Price $29.00

Perfection Sample Case Company
BLOOMINGTON ILLINOIS

=
|
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ANNOUNCEMENT

OUR 1922 POLICY

Reduce Prices, Allow Jobbers 20% Discount,

Increase Advertising, Maintain Quality,

Name Popular Prices, Allow Freight.

INCREASING VOLUME BEGETS REDUCED PRICES.— This

warrants a reduction in prices. We show our confidence in the candy business in

general and in “Taylor-Made” in particular by again doubling our capacity, thus

cutting our overhead administration and practically all expenses in half — this

reduces price.

20% DISCOUNT TO THE JOBBER.—This stated discount is in line with

the common consensus of opinion of the best jobbers, and their associations — in

which we fully agree—and, believing that the legitimate jobbers are entitled to a

20% margin, we now go on record by offering the legitimate candy jobbers 20% |
discount.

FREIGHT ALLOWANCE.-We offer to the recognized jobbers (the dis

counters) freight allowance, and, by the way, that's the only customers we aim to

sell; i. e., the better, the legitimate, discounting jobber.

INCREASED ADVERTISINC.—National, local, trade papers, magazines,–

by doubling our output and sales we increase our advertising appropriation fifty

per cent. Directed to enlarge your demands for our thoroughbred, the genuine

HONEY COMB CHOCOLATE CHIPs.

QUALITY has ever been our slogan—we aim to make the Best CHIPs known.

Specialization tends to uniformity and perfect process produces perfect products.

POPULAR PRICES-Made possible by doubling our business — new labor

saving machines and methods—small profits-greater turn-over– resulting in

NEW Reduced Prices January 1st that defy competition.

ONE GRADE ONLY, “TAYLOR-MADE,” the best, and with our name

always on each piece—save only for a few contracts with some large manufactur

ing confectionery jobbers who for private reasons prefer to sell under their own

label—but whether 200 COUNT, 5-fb Boxes, 25-fb Pails, Fancy Packages, or

5c Sammies Hav-A-Sac Packages, all of the same High Grade, the best we know

how to build — and we have built CHIPs for more than twenty-five years.

W. E. TAYLOR, Maker

January, 1922, The Original “TAYLOR MADE”

• -- - f : **

it the Creek, Mich., U. S. A. #2NEY:32:#" chocolate chips
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C. H. JONES COMPANY

276 West Broadway, New York

1, 2 CROWN VALENCIA ALMONDS, 28 lbs. to case, 31. 1921 Crop Bordeaux Walnut Halves, 55 lbs. to case,
$10,64 .......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Per 1b. 38c $36.30 .................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Per lb.

2. 3 CROWN VALENCIA ALMONDS, 28 lbs. to case, 32. 1921 Crop Chabert Walnut Halves, 55 lbs. to case,

$10,64 ....................................................Per lb, 38c $37.95 ................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .....Per lb.

3. 4 CROWN VALENCIA ALMONDS, 28 lbs. to case, 33. 1921 Crop Chabert Walnut Pieces, 55 lbs. to case.

$1260 ....................................................Per lb. 45c $31.90, Style ....................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Per lb.

4. SMALL JORDANETTE ALMONDS, 30/31 to oz., 34, 1921 Crop Chabert Style Walnut Halves, 55 lbs. to

28 lbs. to case, $12.60...................................Per 1b. 45c case, $34.65 .................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Per lb.

5. MEDIUM JORDANETTE ALMONDS, 27/28 to oz., 60. MACAROON CEYLON DESSICATED COCOA

28 lbs. to case, $12.60...................................Per lb. 45c NUT, 130 lbs. to case, $15.60........................... Per lb.

6. MEDIUM LARGE JORDANETTE ALMONDS. 23/25 61. MEDIUM SHRED COCOANUT, 130 lbs. to case,

to oz., 28 lbs. to case, $12.60...........................Per lb. 45c $15.60 ....................................................Per lb.

7. LARGE JORDANETTES, 21/22 to oz., 28 lbs. to 70. LONG NAPLES SHELLED FILBERTS, 112 lbs.

case, $12.60 ............................................. Per lb. 45c to bag, $30.24 .......................................... Per Ib.

8. EXTRA LARGE JORDANETTE ALMONDS, 18/20 80. GLACE CHERRIES (whole and pieces), 20 lbs. to

to oz., 28 lbs. to case, $13.44...........................Per lb. 48c case, $5.80 ..............................................Per 1b.

9. SMALL AVOLA STYLE, 28/30 to oz., 224 lbs. to 90. SHELLED BRAZIL. PIECES, 300 lbs. to bbl., $76,90... Per lb.

bag, $94.08 :::::::::::::::::::::::......................Per Ib. 42c 91. SHELLED WHOLE BRAZILS, 225 lbs. to bbly $108.00. Per lb.

10. ''A\ OLA STYLE, 24/26 to oz., 224 lbs. to Per 1b. 44c 100. 1920 Crop Sair Dates, 70 lbs. to case, $4.55............Per 1b.

£::::::::::::::::........................ - 101. 1920 Crop Hallowee Dates, 70 lbs. to case, $6.65........Per Ib.

11.''':£r. lb. 45c 102. 1921 Crop Hallowee Dates, 70 lbs. to case, $7.00........Per 1b.

12. GIANT AVOLA STYLE, 16/18 to oz., 224 lbs. to 104. 1921 Crop Tunish Dates, 50 packages to case, $11.25.... Per lb.

bag. $107.52 ............................................Per 1b. 48c 130. JONES MILK CHOCOLATE COATING, 100 lbs. to

13. SPECIAL SELECTED ALMONDS, 220 lbs. to bag, case, $21:00 .............................................Per lb.

* ....................................................Per 1b. 39c 151. COCOA POWDER, 224 lbs. to case, $4.48.............. Per lb.

14. MARCONA ALMONDS, 28 lbs. to case, $12.32.........Per 1b. 44c 160. No. 1 SPANISH PEANUTS, 120 lbs. to bag, $8.10....Per lb.

15. BLANCHED ALMONDS, 100 lbs. to case, $15.00......Per 1b. 15c 161. No. 2 SPANISH PEANUTS, 120 lbs. to bag, $6.00....Per 1b.

* 1921. Crop Bordeaux Walnut Pieces, 55 lbs. to case, 162. No. 1 VIRGINLA PEANUTS, 120 lbs. to bag, $9.60... Per lb.

sum " " " " " " " " " " " " " - * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Per lb. 60c 163. No 2 VIRGINIA PEANUTS, 120 lbs. to bag, $6.00... Per lb.

Subject to Prior Sales Shippers Weights

Terms: Net Cash, F. O. B. New York. Less than 100 lbs. Via Express

Check must accompany order where credit has not already been arranged.

6%c

9%c

22%c

21c

634c

5c

5c

•- PINEAPPLE CUBES

FOR DIPPING

": 6 FLAvors - 6 Colors

'" CREME DE MINT GREEN

Glass Jars ORANGE ORANGE

MARASCHINO RED

LEMON LEMON

NATURAL NATURAL

GRAPE PURPLE

Wonderfully - - Two sizes

Delicious! :£
Oun

Processed right to cordial when cream

dipped and chocolate covered

W (Note illustration)

| Order a case–6 cans assorted flavors–Today

| Prices and results will more

| than please you.

| Blanke-Baer Extract & Preserving Co.
| 3224-34 South Kingshighway St. Louis, Mo.
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Wilbur Quality

FOR EASTER NOVELTIES

  

April 16, 1922

for CHOCOLATE EGGS

\X/esuggest for the Finer Lines Superb, Cara

cas, Acme and Paragon Chocolate Liquors.

For Popular Priced Goods: Concord and Tioga

Liquors; Brandywine Vanilla, Aldine Vanilla,

Triumph, and Nonsweet Chocolate Coatings.

  

WI LBU R’s

CH0COLATE 2!: ;:g:.i%?:::?°.::i°‘é‘..X:;;%'“' “~CO NGS H. O. WILBUR 69’ SONS, INC.

for CHOCOLATE BUNNIES

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
  

‘ "!"m-qr 1r,-I-‘v v V Y’-—-,1 vv.-_-,,,‘\Q ‘av @..§f r vb-‘,..-.._‘ wt Lf, i‘. W F‘ ,,-,,>w,,§....~‘I' '7--\‘*‘ ’,».~.~._.,'r A ,,. .hr_-I» _»- -qy‘ 4 _"4J\ ‘W “Z; 1 J _

$3" *~'-1"-+:$'-_»'""@152-1'$:--»-'¥1--»*e';*.<K1-»i"-.*31§1Lf-'3':'11;--».-'1%‘-1%m;~_-m-L.-»*#;$:-'"r*1%-»'"'r;?~:r~»*‘I1$»i--~"' ;~>1--J.'1~¢;-“‘»:.~-of-»’"': .—m
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i
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HE Contribution of the Supply House

to the Confectionery Trade is

SERVICE. For over Forty Years Service

has been our Motto, and Success our Trade

.vi-w'¢q‘~

I-1»;¢::=»;3;-:.-412*

Y

0-W

2:1’-r"-<»I
""1

mark. Let us be of real Service to you.

1-4V'Yv
~--aw-Wzva-0I"

A-...¢\__@@._=-’-o_,~._g_ii"

<r

i"0'
]. W. ALLEN S1. CO.

110 No. PEORIA STREET CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
-~v-Y4
...g.':.~.'g.::

_‘_£51¢~_§‘L1

Machinery, Equipment and Supplies for the Confectioner

4I ‘»
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To the Candy-Maker

N making candies, whether

cheap or expensive, take

just as much pains in the cheap

goods as you would in the most

expensive chocolates or bon

bons. The competition in the

business is now so great that

the public at large have seen

almost all candies that are man

ufactured in this country. De

partment stores, grocery stores,

drug stores, stationei y stores

and fruit stores are all selling

candy, so you must use good

judgment and taste in the mak

ing of candy, in order that its

quality may look a little above

the average.

Keep covers on the corn syr

up as well as on the sugar bar

rel when not in use.

Keep a pail of clean water

beside the furnace for paddles.

Keep colors and flavors on

separate shelves; it saves time.

Keep all raw material where

it will be free from dirt.

Keep all tools, that are made

to hang up, hung up.

Keep a can of clean water

placed near the furnace.

Keep your candy thermometer

placed in this can when not in

use.

Have small boards made for

use when dipping chocolates or

bonbons.

Keep a coal box near the

fumace and see that it is filled

each night.

Have the kindling ready for

morning before leaving shop.

Keep a strong dipper hang

ing in the corn syrup barrel.

Keep an empty barrel near

furnace, to set kettle on when

not needed.

Keep scale clean, so that the

figures can be read at a glance.

Keep the sink clean and tidy.

Keep your kettles clean and

bright.

Have a place for every tool

and every tool in its place.

Have as little waste or scrap

as possible.

  

Mueller’s “Famous ”

LICORICE
("Made ‘Famous’ and kept ‘Famous’ by two generations")

Presenting attractive NEVV SPECIAL

TIES for 1922 that will make both friends

and profits. “Buy NOW—sell NOW"—this

is the slogan for the new year.

-nr~

ul.

“Famous" train assortment, the

greatest “kiddie latching” penny piece ever pre

sented—an assortment of 6 engines and cars in each box—-each engine and

each car separately mounted on a wonderfully delicious Licorice Panel, the

face of which is ridged to resemble tracks. The kiddie will want to collect

the entire train which couples up—and this is where you, Mr. Jobber, and

your retail customer become railroad enthusiasts. So order now and “All

Aboard" for profits.

his Wristwatch

Another “F a m o u s"

product which the kids

will “eat up." An at

tractively colored watch

dial mounted on a band

of toothsome “Famous"

licorice. So made that

the kiddie can wrap the

band around his wrist

and clasp it together

with the watch face.

Now is the time to order and sell.

Order From This List of Good

Old “Famous" Stand-hys

Cigarette:

Whopper:

Twisters

240 Tubes

Travelers’ Companion

Plug

Trio Tubes (120 Count)

whips

Cigars (banded)

120 Tubes

120 “Fnmous" Stick

Busters

Big 4 _ The

Chocomela ;'¢F,f"(‘;°§"'

  

Brick

Lozenges for Manufacturing

End: for Crab Bags

Sucker Sticks

Cogs

Prepared with the finest grade of Spgnigh licorice by

The John Mueller Licorice Co.
Wade and Freeman Sta. Cincinnati, O.

NOTE: All illustrations smaller than actual piece.
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MOTTO FOR THE MONTH

Just figure up the biz you’ve done

And your profit, in 1921.

Now a new year has begun,

Upon the whole, perhaps you’ve won.

And if you’re wise, you’ll advertise

Right now, and all the while.

You’ll earn, this year, a bigger pile.

 

All of the “Journal's” subscription agents bear

letters of identification. Do not pay money to any

one who cannot show proper credentials. Agents

have no authority to change subscription price, or

to “club” the “Confectioners Journal” with any

other publication at a cut rate. We will thank any

confectioner to let us know of any agent violating

our instructions.

Forget Christmas and Get Busy

CLOSE observers of the broader aspects of the

winter holiday trade express the opinion that

in the great centres of retailing the total of sales

made, if not the aggregate of Christmas money

spent has been in excess of recent years.

In less populous sections where employment

has been uncertain the reverse has been true, but

wherever there are parents and children the Christ

mas spirit has been potent.

The pinch of -economy seldom enters the door of

the candy shop. More than any other article of sea

sonable gift-making, confectionery is regarded

everywhere as the chief essential of a real Christmas

time of good cheer.

As a profitable factor in the rounding up of the

year’s business, the winter holiday trade generally

averages about the same. The big thing that counts

is the steady run of demand at the candy counter,

week by week, all through the year. And that de

mand of every day right along has got to be worked

for. There should be no let-up in keeping the public

coming your way. Barring bad weather conditions,

each day ought to end with some profit [O the good.

New and attractive ideas always draw notice. The

modern retailer has got to come out from behind the

counter and find the people all around him who

don’t know that he is in business. Get after them

in local newspapers, be a mixer, hand out goods that

make folks come back for more. Start something

and keep it going. That's the way to make 1922 the

kind of a year it ought to be.

 

The Outlook for 1922

OON after the coming of a new year we all

naturally brace up and take a fresh start in our

affairs. It's the American way of doing things.

Vt’e make new plans and talk them over as part of the

program we have in mind. If we are generally

agreed that 1922 is going to be a good selling year

we can do our part to make it so by doing our share

of plain hard work in the office, the factory, the store,

or on the road. There are, no doubt, some sections

of the country where, by reason of strikes or other

local causes, money is scarce and retail stores are

doing a reduced business. But, all the same, the

section, as a whole, is progressing steadily in the



direction of solid and lasting prosperity. The ca

pacity of the people of the United States for buying

and paying for what they want has never been fully

tested. We are not all joy riders. Last year more

money was deposited in savings institutions than

ever before in a like period. The prospect that the

government of our country will lead in the wonder

ful world agreement for the reduction of armaments

and that the enormous sums annually spent in naval

and military projects will be partly diverted to the

promotion of industry and trade, are the best ‘tomes

of confidence in the future that we have known in

many a year. The presence in Washington of

statesmen from many nations seeking a guarantee of

lasting peace, as against further wars, is the greatest

event in our national history. Why, then, should we

fear to go ahead and do our part as American citi

zens and men of business? '

 

As to Price Levels

SOME editorial writers are debating the question

“Have We Reached a Final Price Level ?” As

a matter of fact, there is no such thing in practical

business. Prices always have fluctuated for better

or for worse, according to passing conditions. Just

as the sum total of costs varies so much, selling costs

vary. Losses occur mostly where exact costs are not

ascertained, there is no room in these days for guess

work. You can’t fix a price and keep it fixed un

less you have got something to sell that everybody

wants and nobody else can supply. That don't mean

candy.

 

How About a Candy Year?

HEN the returns of last “Candy Day" came in

we heard quite a lot about making every day

a "candy day” right through the year. How about

it? A number of live-wire confectioners, mostly out

west, took the official "Candy Day” last fall seri

ously. They advertised in a big way in the local

papers and wore themselves out trying to keep up

with the rush that followed. “Candy Day" ought

to be once a week, anyhow. It's only a. matter of

making a noise in type, until everybody in your town

believes that you mean what you say, and then after

awhile you can put across six “candy days" every

week just as we talked about last September.

 

Getting Rid of the Dust

THE broom and dust-pan have no place in the up

to-date store. Use some type of vacuum clean

er. It will get the dirt and dust, and with certain at

tachments the dust upon the shelves can be mostly

removed. We must always have dust, but stirring

it up with a broom don't mean cleanliness in these

days.

1921

Every man's life repre
sents a book and every yle-nr

a pagein it. One page has

just been closed, and " what

is written therein is written,"

and no earthly power can

blot it out, or even a word

of it.

1922

__'l'hil page is now open,

and it is all important that

we turn over thepagc that

is filled and rclolva thnt the

present one be a cleaner.

brighter and more Cl'\.'1lll(llJlC

one than the last. This is

what we nrc here for.

.
. E5

  

Watch Washington

A SUBSTANTIAL reduction in both passenger

transportation and freight rates upon the part

of the railroad corporations is a necessary factor in

a return of business to a normal condition of pros

pcrity. This urgent matter will be up for discussion

before the Interstate Commerce Commission at

Washington, beginning on January 9th. A

The National Confectioners’ Association, as a

member of the National Industrial Traflic League.

will be represented at the hearings. It is not to be

assumed that transportation interests are in a posi

tion to make concessions with due regard to a safe

conduct of their business as common carriers. They

are suffering from numerous over-costs which arc

the aftermath of war times and forced production,

breeding expenses heretofore unknown, the chief of

which is a general wage scale away above the value

of the labor performed or the ability of the employers

to pay and save a profit.

Political expediency stands in the way of plain,

common-sense scaling of wages generally. The idle

worker, whether skilled or otherwise, has a vote and

the employing corporation, attempting to put him

back on his job at the old pre-war terms, is his

enemy. The safe thing has been to take it out of

the shippers of goods. The shippers must have cus

tomers to whom they can pass the buck. These are,

under the circumstances, few and far between. The

old healthy distribution of goods is suffering from

paresis. After labor has been satisfied the costs to

the consumer are often beyond his disposition to

pay. Meanwhile, business interests are hammering at

the doors of officialism at Washington to get this

deadlock from the laborer to the retailer and con

sumer settled. The holder of railroad securities

wants his dividends, nothing less than dire necessity

will drive the idle worker to go back to his job at

reduced wages, unless he can get the necessities of

life at old-fashioned prices. It’s mighty bad politics

to antagonize the wage worker. Before wages can

be reduced, permission must be had from Washing

ton. Until wages are reduced, business will wait

and watch.

It is proposed to effect freight reductions upon

certain selected commodities, to the unequal benefit

of sections, whereas, there should ensue equal treat
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ment of all articles of shipment wherever produced.

It is to urge this economic truth that the National

Industrial Traffic League will go to Washington this

month.

Another Candy-Date in the Field

DURING 1921 the confectionery trade of the

United States was blessed (?) by the birth of

four new papers, the parents of whom advanced in

a spirit of modesty, a modesty peculiarly their own,

that the dear little offsprings had been brought forth

to “fill a long-felt want,” or something like that,

and also to lead the discouraged and weary confec

tioner out of the Slough of Despond and unto that

land that is ever flowing with milk and honey.

Canada, like the good old U. S. A., has likewise

just seen a new journalistic child born in confec

tionery circles, and has given the name of “Candy"

to the infant. The Lancet Publishing Company,

of Toronto, standing sponsor for its good behavior.

When the CONFECTIONERS JOURNAL was intro

duced to the trade, forty-seven years ago, it was first

in the line of its publication, and therefore the first

paper to teach the confectioners the potency of ad

vertising, the possibility of national business, and the

advantages to be gained through co-operation.

Since the JOURNAL was founded there have been

many other papers brought out, most of the lot after

a precarious existence of a few months dropping

dead from fatigue. In the ]ouRNAL’s office there is

a big volume, commonly called the “cemetery” by the

ofiice force, in which is pasted copies of more de

funct candy papers than there are alleged live ones

today, and there are still blank pages left for some

more interments.

The reason why the defunct papers climbed the

golden stairs can be best affirmed by the statement

that they were not founded upon honesty, but were

merely put out as grafting enterprises to separate

the confiding advertiser from his hard-earned dollar.

Faked circulations supported by lying tongues kept

the papers going for a few months, but when the

advertiser got wise their demise followed.

If there ever was a time when honesty is required

of a publisher in making circulation statements, now

is just that moment, and the best way for him to

show that he is honest 's by a membership in the

Audit Bureau of Circulations of Chicago.

Titles of papers, artistic ( P) advertisements there

in; red-, white- and blue-, pink-, green- and lemon

tinted covers are all right, but they do not in them

selves give the advertiser the service he needs or what

he is told he is paying for. Nothing but an audit

of circulation by an independent bureau can prove

just what circulation a paper has.

This year, advertisers wise to their own interests,

will be still wiser and much richer, if they will as

sure themselves before signing advertising contracts

that the paper being considered is able to, and will

“deliver the goods."

 

Proposed Economic Conference

N International Economic Conference, to be in

vited by the Government of the United States,

is called for by the General Committee on the Limi

tation of Armament, in a resolution of the govern

ing board, made public last month. The proposed

Economic Conference will be as vital to the commer

cial and industrial relations of the nations of the

world as the present Disarmament Conference is to

their political and diplomatic relations. It will be

equally momentous in ushering in a new era of peace

ful and friendly adjustment of international prob

lems, and will be of the greatest consequence in re

moving economic barriers and consequent misunder

standing, such as in the past have led to war. Its

need is based upon the present uncertainty of world

production and instability of world markets. There

is not a business or laboring man in America who

will not be helped by an International Economic Con

ference, the committee believes. Its call can be as

sured, they are confident, if the country cried aloud

for it at this time and the voice of the people is ex

pressed through the “amplifier” of the platform, pul

pit and press.

The General Committee believes there is urgent

necessity for the people of America to let the presi

dent and the American delegates at the International

Disarmament Conference know that they are ready

to back them in whatever world agreements may be

deemed essential to the preservation of friendly in

ternational relations and the perpetuation of world

peace. A battalion of speakers, under the chairman

ship of Bishop McDowell, is ready to take the plat

form, immediately, to carry this message into every

village and city of the nation, and to awake public

opinion to concerted and effective action. More

than 1,000 speakers volunteered to speak for the

General Committee, within the first week after the

appeal was issued. Any city or organization will be

supplied with a speaker, upon notifying the Speak

ers’ Bureau, General Committee on the Limitation

of Armaments, 1319 F Street, Washington, D. C.

New Canada Custom Law

N amendment to the Canadian Customs Tariff

Act reads as follows:

“l2A. That all goods imported into Canada

which are capable of being marked, stamped,

branded, or labeled, without injury, shall be

marked, stamped, branded, or labeled in legi

ble English or French words, in a conspicuous

place that shall not be covered or obscured by

any subsequent attachment or arrangement, so

as to indicate the country of origin. Said mark

ing, stamping, branding, or labeling shall be as

nearly indelible and permanent as the nature

of the goods will permit;

“Provided, That all goods imported into Can

ada after the date of the coming into force of
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this section which do not comply with the fore

going requirements shall be subject to an addi

tional duty of 10 per cent. ad valorem to be

levied on the value for duty purposes, and in

addition such goods shall not be released from

customs possession until they have been so

marked, stamped, branded, or labeled under cus

toms supervision at the expense of the importer.

“(2.) This section shall come into force on

the 31st day of December, 1921.”

 

Our New Volume

HEN the CONFECTIONERS JOURNAL feels called

upon to say anything about permanent circula

tion we stand ready to put all the cards on the table,

face up, with no reservations. We hold :1 winning

hand in the game of effective business and have

nothing to qualify. This publication has, behind it.

a clean record of honest service performed through

nearly a half century. First in the field of trade

monthlies to promote the development of the con

fectionery industry in America, its publishers are

proud o_f past accomplishments and of the estima

tion in which it has been held in the past among its

advertisers and subscribers, which it now enjoys av-ti

intends to he increasingly worthv oi in the future.

Opportunity always awaits success and new vistas

of usefulness constantly invite continued perform

ance.

We have never printed an issue which was not bet

ter than the one preceding it. The history of the

CONFI-3CTIONER$ JOURNAL is equally the history of

the wonderful growth of the great far-spread busi

ness of candy manufacturing and sale and of all its al

lied industries. \Vhen the late Edward A. Heintz ven

tured upon the founding of this publication he had

to count upon a limited field of support, but he was

inspired by confidence in the future. That comi

dence was not mistaken. He was one of that small

group of men who laid the corner-stone of the

structure of co-operation when they founded the Na

tional Confectioners Association and so created the

impetus which has contributed to place the pro

duction of candy among the great lines of manu

facture of the country.

Those who succeeded him in the management of

the CONFI-IC'l‘I0.\'1‘.RS JOURNAL have been and con

tinue to be, as he was, imbued with a full sense of re

sponsibility to all, whether readers or rtdvertisers.

who have helped to make this publication what it is

today.

With this issue we enter upon a new volume and

a new year of_ further service. We believe that it is

going to be a good year. Individual success and

prosperity depend upon individual enterprise and

confidence. We wish for all to whom this message

may come a full reward for whatever they may do

to contribute, in the course of the coming year, to

the general welfare of themselves and of the splendid

line of productive industry with which they are

identified.

The Business Quiz

Questions

Z. What is meant by the “Structure of a Sale?"

2. VVhy are tall salesmen at a disadvantage and

sell less goods than shorter ones behind the counters

of a store?

3. What percentage of goods, including raw ma

tcrials, are bought by women buyers?

4. VVhat class of retailers receive the greatest pro

portion of the average American dollar?

5. If an article cost you $1, your running expense

15 per cent, and you wish to make a profit of 10 per

cent., how would you compute?

6. If you reduce an article selling for $1.50 and

which costs you $1 to 90 cents, what is your gross

loss?

 

Answers

1. The Structure of a Sale is classified in divi

sions as follows: (a) Pre-approach; (b) Attracting

Attention, (c) The Explanation, (d) Demonstra

tion, (e) Answering Objections, (f) The Close, (g'

The “Get-away,” (h) Self-checking Your Salesman

ship.

2. The reason why a tall salesman is under a dis

advantage and a shorter man the reverse is, the aver

age counter is 31 inches high. A tall salesman

awakes a feeling of awe in the minds of women

shoppers, a shorter one more confidence.

3. It has been determined that over 67 per cent.

of every dollar's worth of goods from raw mate

rial to finished product is either purchased by a

woman or she controls the sale.

4. Government investigators have discovered that

43 1-10 per cent. of each dollar goes for food.

13 2-10 per cent. for clothing, 5 6-10 per cent. for

fuel, light and heat, 17 7-10 per cent. for shelter.

20 4-10 per cent. for sundries.

5. The average merchant figures $1 plus 15 per

cent. selling expense, plus 10 per cent. profit means

marking goods $1.25. This is wrong for 25 per

cent. of $1.25 is 31 cents, which subtracted from

$1.25 leaves 94 cents, whereas the true cost is $1.

6. Once an article is marked to sell at $1.50 the

identity of the cost, which in this case is $1, is lost.

Thus the gross loss is 60 cents, or the difference be

tween 90 cents and $1.50.

 

Millions Saved Up for Christmas

T has been estimated that Christmas savings funds

to the total amount of $150,000,000 were dis

tributed last month by 4,000 banks, to about 5,000,

000 thrifty persons. This interesting fact goes far

to prove the hold which the Christmas spirit has

upon the hearts of the people generally, and the wide
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spread provision that is made to save money in or

der that there shall be a real Christmas in the homes

of millions of families where little children must not

be overlooked by Santa Claus.

i~

Meeting Executive Committee N. C. A.

T the meeting of the Executive Committee of

the N. C. A., in Chicago, on November 15th

and 16th, at the Hotel LaSalle, both the subject of a

national advertising campaign and the adoption of a

slogan to be used by the general trade were thor

oughly discussed.

In the matter of the advertising campaign it was

the consensus of opinion that certain preliminary

educational work would have to be done before an

active campaign could be undertaken. V. L. Price

was made chairman of this committee with four

other members to be selected later.

Out of a large number of suggested slogans the

committee tentatively selected one, but until its ap

proval by the various associations of manufacturers,

jobbers and retailers, no announcement will be made.

At the proper time the slogan will be given out by

the JOURNAL.

i‘,..>_i

“In Conference”

HIS is a badly overworked bluff that has comc

into use in recent years and which, while it may

impress a few callers not of any special consequence,

tends to develope dislikes where such excuses from

an interview cannot be afforded. If the man in

authority back there in the rear office is really as

busy as to warrant in delaying the man outside, the

latter should be courteously referred to an assistant

and sent on his way, if need be, with a pleasant word.

We are all “in conference” with somebody most

of the time in business hours, but in the long run we

manage to see quite a lot of visitors in a day and

now and then it leads to something worth while.

 

Waste Wastes Profits

HE ever-present problem of industrial waste is

a subject of more than ordinary attention at

this time. This evil can, no doubt, be subordinated.

but it cannot be wholly overcome in even the most

systematic factory practice. A percentage oi waste

in material, processes and marketing must be figured

into the cost account. Waste is, perhaps, no greater

in this country than with England and other manu

facturing nations, but we are less strenuous in find

ing its sources. Where margins of profit were

broad and production active, a certain amount of

waste counted but little. As matters now stand, it is

time well spent to find out how and where wasteage

exists in office, factory or store, and to devise ways

of reducing it.

The Pessimist in Business

PESSIMISM is a contagious disease. One in

dividual afflicted with it can adversely influence

a lot of other people who may happen > listen to

him. He is responsible to a considerable extent for

starting and keeping alive the contagion of doubt

and hesitation which produces dull trade and pro

longs hard times. After hearing him talk it takes

a man of firm good sense and intelligence to go

ahead heartily in making the most of his business.

Pessimism is a drag upon the wheels of industry and

an enemy of prosperity. You know people of that

dismal frame of mind. Keep away from zhem. It’=:

catching! L

 

Speculating on the Future of Prices

BY J. H. Tmzoos,

Sec.-Treas., National Association of Credit Men

E have pointed out from time to time the rela

tion of prices to active business and as con"

merce ‘is nothing more than the producing, buying

and selling, and transporting of commodities, its flu

ency depends on confidence, and confidence can never

control when there are suspicions as to the rightful

ness of prices. The student in working out his cycles

will naturally measure the future by what has hap

pened in the past and will reflect inasmuch as the

recession from all large wars of the past century

has brought lower prices, especially in foodstuffs,

that there can be an expectancy of a repetition of

this course after so tremendous a debacle as our re

cent war.

There is one difference, however, that we want

to point out and that may have a very deep effect

on the future process of prices. Heretofore the pro

ducing power of the nations was not materially af

fected even after the Napoleonic War, when our own

foodstuffs were greatly sought for in Great Britain

and the principal European ports. The recent war,

however, has affected economic conditions in Europe

beyond any previous war and it is not to be expected

that recovery will be within a sufficient period to

bring production back to normal and depress the

price of products of our own country to a point

where they will prevail at a low basis for any definite

term of years. Southern Europe which has always

produced large quantities of grain in the past, in

fact has been one of the granaries of the world, will

not come back for a long, long time.

The new countries of Europe are fighting for tl'lCl1'

very existence, and are not able really to sustain

themselves. With increased buying power tnere

should be an increased demand for our agricultural

products at least, and in our judgment this demand

will advance prices unless our own production is far
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A olfice by a majority of 23,000 votes.

in excess of normal years. Anticipating, therefore.

lower prices for years to come, especially in basic

commodities, doesn't seem to me well founded. The

prices of many of the basic commodities went very

low and an advance rather than a further depression

can be anticipated. The prices we are referring to

are the prices consumers pay for fabricated commod

ities and there has been too great a difference be

tween the basic and the fabricated price for the re

storing of confidence.

We have every reason to build up our capital and

have it ready for agricultural and industrial enter-

prises as our own commercial atmosphere clears and

conditions in Central Europe improve. I would not,

in this forecast, and which expresses merely my own

opinion, lay unwarranted beliefs for the future that

might encourage unwise investments or over-zealous

expectations. These ideas rather express merely that

we need not be concerned as to the future in the

same manner that we were led to regard prices fol

lowing previous wars of the last century.

 

Taking a Partner

FOR the man who has been going it alone and

doing fairly well the wisdom of joining hands

with a business associate is a matter for serious re

flection, almost as much so as taking a wife. Part

ners are generally wanted because of skill, experience

in selling goods, for more capital or because busi

ness has grown large enough to warrant the atten

tion of more than one. The main thing to consider

is good team work. This means goodwill, respect.

and confidence. It means steady, hard work for the

mutual good. Between comparative strangers, ')ropos

ing to join in business, good references ought to be

exchanged. It is wise to confer with mutual friends

before reaching a decision in such an important

move. Many of the business failures that constantly

occur are mainly caused by incompatibility between

partners.
 

Again George Harvey

EORGE HARVEY, the distinguished Ameri

can Ambassador to the Court of St. ]ames, is

not the only one of his name to receive political

preferment, for another George has come to the

front, this time the one honored being George U.

Harvey, President and Treasurer of the Internation

al Confectioner, Inc., New York, who was recently

elected as a representative of Queens Borough in the

Board of Aldermen of that city. He was elected to

In his new

position he will carry faithfulness of purpose and if

devotion to duty will advance him to higher honors.

who knows but what he yet may be heard in the

Halls of Congress, or maybe another George Harvey,

Ambassador. George has the ]oURNAL’s best

wishes.

Sweet Potato Syrup

R. H. C. GORE, of the Bureau of Chemistry,

U. S. Department of Agriculture, has been

experimenting for some time with sweet potatoes

as a source of syrup, the intention being primarily

to provide an economical outlet for the considerable

portion of the crop that may not be marketable, as

well as to establish an industry which would assist

in the diversification of agriculture in the southern

states.

The department has now decided to establish :\.

production unit or demonstration at Fitzgerald, Ga.,

where questions of cost of commercial production as

well as the market value of sweet potato syrup as

compared with syrup from corn, cane, malt, etc., can

be determined. Production is to be undertaken as

soon as machinery can be installed and if this

large scale experiment proves successful, commercial

manufacture of sweet potato syrup may be under

taken. Samples thus far produced are rich in sugar,

highly palatable, and of a fine brown color. It has

been used with satisfaction for baking, general table

purposes, and in the manufacture of candy.

Hearing on Standards for Cacao Products

Postponed

T the urgent request of a number of manufac

turers of cocoa products, the public hearing

upon the “tentative amended standards for cacao

products,” announced by the ]oint Committee on

Definitions and Standards, and set for December

13, 1921, has been postponed to January 12, 1922.

10 A. M. The hearing will be held at the Bureau of

Chemistry, United States Department of Agricul

ture, Washington, D. C.

 

 

Carbonated Candy

ACCORDING to the Public Ledger a man in

Chicago has invented carbonated candy.

The candy mixture, in a liquid or semi-liquid

state, is put into an air-tight metal container. Then

carbonic acid gas—the same gas that gives the fizz

to soda water—is forced into the container, the

mixture being simultaneously violently agitated.

The gas thus injected forces the air out of

the container and is at the same time incorporated

with the candy mixture, rendering the latter light

and porous and imparting a flavor, described as

peculiarly delicious by those who have eaten it.

——<»~>—-Q

F you want to build up bigger business, take par

ticular pains to consider the calls you have for

goods not hitherto carried.

 

E don’t like the fellow who criticizes our busi

ness methods, but he is probably a better

friend than the man who utters only compliments.
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Apple Candy

H. ABELL, in Bulletin No. 179, issued by the

0 Utah Agricultural College Experiment Station.

Logan, Utah, in speaking of apple candy has the fol

lowing to say:

The process of manufacture is not startlingly

new; it is simply the application of a few age-old

principles for the production of a modern article.

Apple candy is a new and economical form of apple

paste.

  

Peeling and Coring the Apples

Fruit pastes have been a common form for pre

serving fruits in tropical and Old World countries

for many years. These fruit pastes have been used

much as we use candy and also in combination with

cheese as a salad at meal time. In fact, in the south

ern states cheese and fruit pastes are widely used as

a salad.

High-grade pastes are made from apples, apricots,

cherries, gooseberries, grapes, guavas, kumquats,

pears, plums, quinces, and many other fruits as well

as vegetables. The fruit pulp is separated from the

seeds, cores, skin, etc., placed in a flat container with

a large quantity of sugar, corn syrup, or other sweet

ening, and cooked slowly with frequent stirring un

til quite stiff . The paste is then poured out to a

depth of one-half inch on a greased smooth surface,

such as marble, porcelain, or enamel, and allowed to

cool and dry for several days. When nearly dry

the paste is cut into desired shapes, rolled in pow

dered or granulated sugar and dried some more. It

is then stored in air-tight containers. VVhen care

fully made, and especially when several fruits are

blended, these fruit pastes are a delicious and whole

some confection. "

These fruit pastes should find a ready market if

they could be manufactured on a large scale. How

ever, the process required to cool and dry the fruit

pastes practically prohibits economical manufacture.

Hence the desirability of finding new ways and

means to utilize fruit pastes, as described in this bul

letin.

For many years the French have been experts at

making delicate confections called “fruits confits"

and “fruits glaces.” The former are fruits which

retain their natural form and color and have ab

sorbed quantities of sugar; the latter only differ

from the former in that they have been redipped

and given a crystalline coating of sugar, so that they

are dry to the touch and agreeable to handle. These

delicacies may be procured at many confectionerics

in America, but owing to the great cost of manu

facture are very expensive and therefore not with

in the reach of the majority of candy consumers.

W. P. James, while attempting to work out a con

centrated formof apple for the use of the soldiers

in the trenches in the late Vl/orld Vi/ar, discovered

a product that he recommends for use as candy. Ht)

calls it “apple flakes.” “Apple flakes” are made by

first removing the apple skin and then paring the en

tire apple down to the core into long, thin strips.

mixing with granulated sugar and drying in an air

blast.

Thus, "apple flakes" are the first candy-like form

which promised the possibility of utilizing large

quantities of apples, and that could be made avail

able to the general public.

This is truly a “candy age.’ A person needs only

to be observant to see that every candy kitchen and

candy store is thriving. The candy business is grow

ing rapidly and is assuming the importance of such

stable industries as transportation, mining, and mar.

ufacturing.

7

  

Grinding the Apples Through a Food Chopper

Among the causes of the recent rapid _;ro\vth of

the candy industry may be mentioned the coming of

prohibition, increased earnings and thus a seeking for

luxuries on the part of formerly poor people, candy

habit formed by soldiers in training, and the discor

ery of the high food value of candy.

With this increased demand for candy tlierc is sure

to be more or less cheap candy made with a doubtful

effect on the health of the consumer. On the other

hand, there is danger of over-eating of the best can

dies which are high in sugar content. Fruit candies,

which would be as palatable and valuable as sugar

candies, are also valuable for their acids, fruit esters.

and fruit sugars, and therefore would be healthfui,

especially as an aid to digestion.
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OUTLINE OF PERFECEED PROCESS

l. Apples washed, peeled, co/red and trimmed.

2. Ground up in food chopper and weighed.

3. Granulated sugar at rate of 15 pounds to 100

pounds of chopped apples thoroughly stirred in.

4. Spread one-half inch deep on drying trays and

evaporated for 36 to 48 hours. This dried mass is

called “apple leather” and it may be stored indefi

nitely.

5. “Apple Leather” is ground up in food chopper

and becomes a dry, paste-like.substance. This is also

a storage form, and is called “apple paste."

6. A syrup composed of three pounds of sugar and

one quart of water is made. This is stirred into four

pounds of dry paste. Nuts and cocoanut may also

be added.

7. The result is apple candy which may be molded

into any desirable form and then allowed to harden

slightly before use.

Dried-apple paste could be manufactured commer

cially in any evaporating plant in which the drying is

done on trays. '

The I111051 ion arises: “V\-’ill the public buy confec

tions made of apple candy?” In order to answer this

question the Department of Horticulture made the

candy up into chocolate-coated bars and offered it

for sale at a candy counter which makes a specialty

of candy bars. These apple candy bars sold quite

readily and in constantly increasing quantities dur

ing the five months of the test, and this without any

advertisement to swing local curiosity in their favor.

 

Marrons for Confectionery

HE work of growing chestnuts and preparing

them for a market is carried on in France, and

Lyons is the centre of this industry. Many varie

ties of chestnuts are grown in a number of depart

ments, and are called “Marrons” and “Chataignes."

The latter is the smaller, and the less desirable of

the two. The matron is cultivated only by graft

ing, while the chataigne grows wild. Among the

different varieties are the following: “Chataignes

des Bois” (wild chestnuts), small, but of little

savour; “Chataignes Ordinaires,” a little larger and

taller than the former; the “Yellow Spring,” early

and very productive; “Exalade,” the best of all; the

“Pealone,” a large, good eating fruit. The best

marrons are those known as “Marrons de Lyon,” of

which the fruit is large and almost round; the

shell is thin, and the epiderm light; the “Dauphin

oise,” the “Great Red,” the “Great Green,” the

“Partalonne,” the “Pelagrine,” the “Marron

d’Aubray,” the “Marron d’Agen," and the “Mar

ron du Luc.” In the Department of the Correze

the favorite marrons are the “Early Black,” the

“Early Red,” the “Early May,” the “Humineaux,”

the “Humineaux Rouge,” the “Matronne,” and the

“Correze.’ In some parts of France, in what are

called the schist lands, chestnuts form a very im

portant article of daily food. They are boiled, pul

verized, and eaten like mashed potatoes. In every

city, and nearly every village, during the autumn

and winter, they are sold in doorways and at street

corners fresh from large roasting pans. The chest

nut occupies a conspicuous place in confectionery.

Every confectioner buys and prepares them. In

the preparation, the nuts are first peeled and then

boiled in clear water, when the second skin is re

moved. They are then placed in a syrup highly

perfumed with Mexican vanilla. It is said that this

vanilla retains the perfume better than other kinds.

The fruit is left three days in the syrup, and then

set to drain. Afterwards it is treated to a thin coat

ing of vanilla, packed in boxes, and shipped. The

work of preparing chestnuts for the market goes on

night and day for three or four months of the year,

while the fruit is in condition. During the rest of

the year the establishment is engaged in preserving

other fruits. The wood of the chestnut tree is con

sidered valuable for many purposes. It is strong

and tenacious, and may be subjected for years to

the influence of air, wind, or water, without decay

ing. In some places the trees are cultivated solely

for the wood. It burns well and produces a great

heat, but is considered dangerous as fuel on ac

count of its tendency to throw out sparks. It makes

excellent charcoal. The wood finds many uses in

France, the smaller branches for hoops, lattice

work, small baskets, supports for vines, ladders,

etc. The tree flowers in May and ]une, and re

quires no special care in its cultivation on account

of its hardy character. It flourishes in gravelly soil

or shale. A calcareous soil is fatal to its growth.

 

Modern Miracles

E live in an age of ever-increasing marvels.

within a few weeks, through the co-ordination

of wireless, telephonic and cable systems, the progress

of the Disarmament Conference in Washington has

been reported verbally by correspondents within a

few moments to newspaper publishers all over the

world. In thousands of homes, provided with ordi

nary wireless fixtures, the music of operas. of con

certs and bands, lectures, sermons and reports of

important events are clearly heard. Mary Garden's

Grand Opera Company, in Chicago, now "broad

casts” concerts to home listeners five nights in each

week.

._.___‘...,___

N order to get a price with a profit for their sugar

I the Cubans project a tax on all sugars ground, be

fore February lst, next. Cuba is suffering from too

much of a good thing. The only way out is to

diversify crops.
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THE NEW YEAR. WHAT WILL YOU DO WITH IT?

HE New Year is here, and if I followed the

custom, I would smile cordially, wish you a

“Happy New Year,” in a good-natured and care-free

manner-—and let it go at that. But these are not

ordinary times, and it is therefore in order to depart

from ordinary customs. One of the first states of

mind we should assume. I believe, is a feeling

of profound thankfulness that we are not located I11

war—torn, harassed and struggling Europe; but that

we are in this happy and prosperous land, which

descended only a little ways in the frightful valley of

Business Chaos, and is now well up the slope, where

the strengthening rays of the Sun of Prosperity

shine upon us, rckindling our confidence, hope, am

bition and energy. Let us get that thought in our

minds good and hard, for it will be :1 foundation of

comfort and strength on which we can stand in the

coming days of our strenuous work.

Then let us also absorb the thought that though

we have advanced considerably up the slope from the

Valley of Despond, we have not by any means,

reached the summit. There is more to climb, the

ascent is steep, the rocks of danger are many and

threatening, and the clouds of disaster frequently

cover the face of the sun and seek to blot it out al

together. This calls for a rcpercussion in our

minds—as the highbrows are fond of saying. It

causes us to think, and almost “furiously to think.”

A good many of us are doing a good business, mak

ing money and prospering, thank you. W'hich

makes us glad. But there are rocks ahead of such,

unseen and under the surface. The tremendous

energy which the war woke up seems to remain and

is being transferred into industrial channels. Busi

ness methods are changing and changing mightily.

The complicated business of merchandising is be

coming more of a science. The buying of goods is

done much more carefully, more cautiously, more

systematically than before. The methods of appeal

in selling are numerous and far-reaching. The arts

of the salesmen have been refined to a remarkable de

gree. And then competition comes on apacc. And this

competition finds expression in :1 fine store, in the

very best location, furnished and stocked with the l3.St

word of store-attractiveness and management.

‘What are you going to do to offset this competition,

you who are now enjoying good business, though

practicing the rule-of-thumb methods?

Then, there are many of us who already have

rough sledding, who are now experiencing keen

competition and feeling its depressing effects. The

shoe pinches and it hurts. What are we going to do

to relieve the painful pressure?

Permit me to assist you all I can, even though it

be slight. Let us each and every one resolve, and let

us “resolute,” thus, “I will be as good 2. business

man as I possibly can.” Then let us live up to that

resolution. It will work wonders for us.

WOULD YOU MAKE A coon EXECUTIVE, FRIEND

CLERK?

VERY candy clerk believes that he or she would

make a good executive if given the opportunity

—a bang-up, first-class, Al, super-executive, of one

hundred per cent efficiency. And it is to their credit

that they think so, rather than a fault, because self

confidence is a wonderful power of helpfulness. In

fact the candy clerk who don’t have this belief is.

in my opinion, falling short of some of the require

ments essential to a first class clerk. But a. person

who has a good opinion of his abilities makes a great

mistake if he does not exert himself to the utmost to

live up to that opinion. This brings us plump up to

the question of what constitutes a good executive.

H. Gordan Selfridge, head and founder of the firm

of Selfridge & Company, Limited, London, England,

who built up the leading department store of that

city, gives his definition of a good executive, as fol

lows: “To do the right thing at the right time in

the right way. To do some things better than they

were ever done before. To eliminate crrors. To

know both sides of a question. To be courteous. To

set an example. To work for the love of work. To

anticipate requirements. To develop resources. To

master circumstances. To act from reason rather

than from rule. To be satisfied with nothing short

of perfection.”

I trust that every ambitious candy clerk who reads

this will read the above definition very slowly, very

carefully, with a pause at the end of every sentence.

During the pause ask yourself if you live up to that

sentence. There are eleven sentences in the defi

nition. Do you measure up to them all? If so you

can elevate your chin a trifle, swell out your chest

21 little and say: “Verily, I am a good executive, but

I will be careful to avoid the big head.” If you do

not live up to them, do not let it take the confidence
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—I came near saying “conceit”—from you. In

stead you should highly resolve to make yourself

what you thought yourself to be. Cut out the words,

paste them where you can see them every hour in the

day. Make them your guiding star and your ideal.

And, lo and behold, you will really change yourself

into a good executive in very truth—and great will

be your reward.

‘.‘oH, MY CLERKS, MY CLERKS.

MY com.”

A DRUGGIST who sold candy and cigars, along

with drugs and things, was asked what gave

him more concern than anything else in his business.

and he answered quickly with a desparing wail in

his voice: “My clerks, my clerks; they sure do get

my goat.” “And what is the matter with your

clerks?" asked the questioner. “Do they lack inter

est?" “I cannot say it is that,” answered the drug

gist. "They seem to lack education, imagination.

gumption, tact, initiative and such things. They

wait on people with cheerfulness and courtesy. They

are anxious to please and they show it by their ac

tions. words and manner. They are polite and pa

tient. And as I recite their virtues it seems _s.S

though they are perfect and altogether efficient. But

they lack something, which is hard to define in

words, and because of this lack they are more in the

class of order-takers than salesmen.

“I would feel that I were unduly captious and

critical, except for the fact that I had an illustra

tion of the difference between an order-taker and a

real salesman. The manufacturer of a line of toilet

specialties sent an expert retail salesman here to

assist me in selling his goods and to post up the

clerk in that department on the most successful argu

ments and methods. My clerk in that department was

an exceptionally bright and satisfactory saleswoman.

She had the art of making friends and pleasing cus

t0me1's, and I had a little chuckle to myself as I

anticipated the chagrin that expert would feel when

he found he could make no sales increase there. But

to my surprise the expert made a decided increase,

and though I watched him intently from time to

time, I found it hard to determine wherein he was

superior to my own clerk. I called him in the office

one day, along with the clerk, and asked him to ex

plain fully the method of his sales—which he gladly

did. He said that people have a dormant interest in

everything they buy, and it pleases them to have

the goods fully explained which they are considering.

Their interest appears very slight, and it requires

a real knowledge of the goods, and tact in present

ing this knowledge, in order to obtain their attention.

Then the real salesman is always bringing in the

power of suggestion, but so subtly that the listener

does not notice it. For instance, he will speak of the

listener using the goods, and doing so and so, in

stead of speaking of some unknown person using

THEY SURE DO GET

them. Again all his manner and demeanor will be

that of expectancy——of expecting the listener to buy

when the conversation is finished—and this exercises

a great influence in bringing the person it‘. sympathy

with the expectation and causing him to buy.

“My clerk was quick to grasp these subtle points

of the expert,” said the druggist. “She saw that a

profound knowledge of the goods was of the first

importance, then the knowledge of human nature,

and then the art of subtly playing on human nature

to influence the buying tendency.”

WINDOW DRESSING IS NOW A FINE ART

T will be helpful and valuable to any candy dealer

to note in store show-windows of various lines

of merchandise the great improvement that is occur

ring in the way of window dressing and window

advertising and to philosophize thereon. Notice for

instance the window advertisements of vacuum

cleaners. You will see a large cutout of an attractive

little housewife, becomingly dressed and so arranged

that she is actually holding a vacuum sweeper in

position for work. Stop a minute and study that

cutout. You will be surprised to note how life-like

is the face and the happy, smiling expression. It is

actually so natural that it gives the impression you

are looking at something which is alive. Then note

the clothing—the naturalness of it. You will de

part knowing there was only one way to produce

this marvelous effect-—the people took a young,

beautiful and attractive woman—-they garbed her in

chic and charming housewife clothes, they posed her

in a natural attitude with a sweeper in her hand, they

told her to look happy, to smile, to almost laugh, to

have a come—hither look in her eye. Then they snap

ped her. Then a high-grade artist put the naturai

color in her cheeks and clothing, and it was handed

over to the lithographer to enlarge and print upon

the cardboard, cut it out, mount it on an easel, with

every care for the finest little detail.

That's the way window advertising is now pro

duced-—the very best work of the best and highly

trained artists.

Then, too, if you will notice the show windows of

the department stores and the high-grade stores in

the fashionable part of any city, and if you will study

them closely, you will be surprised at the real artistic

skill which has been bestowed upon them. and the

attention to little details in order to produce the most

pleasing reaction in the minds of the observers. The

old way of dressing a window with the mind on

other things, and with the idea that any arrangement

is “good enough,” has gone by the board, and mer

chants put their heart in this work. They take the

utmost pride in it. They study other windows with

the utmost care. They train themselves to be "art

ists in window dressing.” And they reap the reward

in added prestige and increased business. Do like

wise, Friend Candyman.
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no YOU ADVERTISE? no YOU KEEP on voun Tons?

I N every trade paper I peruse, every lecture I hear,

every important conversation I have with a busi

ness executive, I catch one refrain--and that is on

the necessity of advertising. And also I catch an

other idea, particularly from the progressive people

—to the effect that a business man during the com

ing days must keep on his toes. They don’t merely

make the statements and let it go at that, but they

give good and sufiicient reasons why these things

should be done. They say that everybody is so all

fired busy automobiling, taking in the movies, at

tending dances and finding fault with the women's

clothes——and a thousand other things—that if a man

d0n’t advertise the world will plumb forget that he

is alive-—let alone being in business-—and they will

give him the absent treatment so his business will

be not. They cite cases by the score of prosperous

business houses, who, secure in their prosperity, at

tempted to live on their past prestige, and their busi

ness faded away. They cite other cases of young

and energetic fellows who entered the business game.

and who advertised by every possible method—by

their attractive store, their handsome show window,

their newspaper announcements, their various kinds

of circulars, their selling stunts—and who succeed

impressively and are now securely established as suc

cessful business men.

These papers and speakers also say that competi

tion will become so keen that a candy man must in

deed keep continually on his toes. He must be alert

and wide-awake to keep right up to the minute in

his goods and methods. He should remember that

the tastes and desires of the public continually

change. He should keep a delicate finger on the

public pulse, learn their every want and handle such

goods as will satisfy that want. He should at fre

quent intervals visit the store of every candy seller

in his locality, and observe with the eye of a hawk

everything relating thereto. Wherever that competi

tor has a feature which is superior to his, however

insignificant, he should make note and adopt that fea

ture if it will be an aid to his business. In all his

business he should be alert, watchful, progressive.

This is what is called “being on your toes." For it

is the boys who are on their toes who walk to busi

l'lt.‘SS SLICCCSS.
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DVERTISE your own good goods and good

service and leave it to the public to find out for

itself about the other fellow’s failings.

 

REPRESENTATIVE of the Canadian Gov

ernment writing from Japan, asserts that the

American goods on sale in Japanese cities sell well

because they are advertised in a highly artistic man

ner. The logical query is why should our manufac

turers restrict their artistic efforts to Iapan?

Angels’ Hair Candy Made from Gourds

IN Spain and the Canary Islands has long been

grown a kind of gourd, the size of a small water

melon, green blotched with white, which is very

good to eat. It is called “pantama,” and until re

cently botanists have supposed that it came from the

Far East, another name for it being “Siam gourd.”

It turns out, however, that this gourd is of Ameri

can origin, and was eaten by the people of Mexico

long before the days of Cortez and Montezuma, be

ing known to them as “chilacayote.” The Spaniards

took it to Europe and introduced it in their own

country.
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A CANDY MERCHANT OF INDIA SEI.LING HIS

S\VEETS BY THE OUNCE

A curious thing about it is that its white flesh,

when the gourd is cooked, resolves itself into long

filaments resembling vermicelli. Cut in quarters and

boiled forty-five minutes, the vegetable is then

transferred to cold water, whereupon, with a little

stirring, the pulp detaches itself from the rind and

takes the form of slender threads, which may be

served with soup, with milk, “nu gratin” with cheese,

or in various ways.

In the Canary Islands the vermicelli-like filaments

are converted into a delicious candy by putting them

into boiling syrup and cooking until the syrup cracks

in cold water. The candy thus made is pretty, trans

parent, light yellow in color, and is caller “angel.<'

hair," l§.rcl1an_(/0.



  

WHAT'S THE ANSWER?

AY, it seems_ there’s a lot of Dr. jekyls and Mr.

Hydes in our business, if you get me.

I’ll be doggoned if I see how they get away with

it, blamed if I do.

You know in the good old days when mamma

wiped our little noses all clean and pretty and sent

us to Sunday school so she could get some rest, you

and me used to be taught that no fellow that wasn't

all right could get along in business. And by

George, I believed it.

Today I ain’t so sure. I still believe the only

thing to do is to be square, understand, and that the

boy that gets the square habit is going to get along

better, but I ain't a-betting any more that any man

that ain’t square is going bust in a business way.

\Vait till I tell you something and you'll feel the

same:

In a town where I go there's a fellow gota store i

where he sells candy and ice cream and soft drinks.

It’s the biggest store in the place. I don"t sell him

because him and my house had a fuss about three

years ago and they don’t write to each other any

more.

That boy has got the worst name in that place

you ever heard of. Women! I understand they

passed one of them curfew laws out there calling all

the girls and women in off the streets at 9 o’clock,

just on account of him. Oh, he's fierce! He just

ain’t got any rep at all any more. He’s got just the

kind of name I used to feel I’d like to have, but it

was too blame strenuous. I give it up.

Now, you'd think that with a chap like that all

the good people in the place would boycott him,

wouldn’t you? Specially the women, wouldn’t you?

But, by George, not only don't they boycott him, but

they crowd in his store by the millions. Can you

beat it?

“Why the Methodist Church even gave him the

contract for Christmas candy last year," said one

of my customers to me. “Over my head, and I'm

a Methodist! just because he was eight cents a

pound lower than I was.”

Ain't it funny? Of course this boy's a good busi

ness man. He’s a peach and his store's a peach.

There ain’t anything wrong with it at all. He runs

it just the way I'd want to run a store if I had one.

If it wasn't ‘for his women business there wouldn’t

be a mite of anything against him and he'd be an

ornament to the town.

Here’s the point—whether people that think them

selves good ought to have anything to do in a busi

ness way with a fellow who, while he's a first-class,

A No. 1 business man, is otT—colored somewheres

else. That’s the point. I used to be taught in Sun

day school that they oughtn’t. Times have plumb

changed, ain’t they?

I'll give you another case. In another place where

I go there's a fellow who keeps the oldest store in

the town. His father kept it before him and people

got used to going there for their stuff just like they

get used to going to the bath room to take a bath.

Of course people don’t need to take a bath in the bath

room. They can take it in the dining room

or in the cellar. And they didn't need to go to

this store for ice cream or cake either—there was

other stores in the place. But being an old store

they did not get used to it and maybe that's the

answer to what happened.

He got in wrong with his Lodge. He was treas

urer of the Oddfellows and he got his accounts all

balled up. When the committee got on to it, they

found that he was over a thousand dollars short. It

was a small town and of course everybody got wise

right away. He borrowed the money off his mother

and paid it back, but there it was, you see. What do

they call that—it’s embezzlement, ain’t it? Don't

they put people in jail for that and look on ’em as

crooks and jail birds and all that sort of things?

Sure they do.

Well, if the Sunday School dope was right, you'd

expect all the good people in the place to say, “we

will buy no more goods of Jonas Murdock. He’s a

wicked man. He stole, and he has never professed

repentance. We will give our business lu some good

moral man who has always kept straight.”

Wouldn’t you think that? Seems to me you

would, but you can guess again, all of you. I asked

one of my customers what it had done to the other

man’s business—not a thing! Going on just the

same, just as good as it ever was.

D’ye know, I'm sorry about these sort of things,

because it's apt to make a fellow feel: “Gee, why

should I lie low?” I don't have to do anything like

that to get ahead. Look at Bill Smith and Hank

Jones and Cholly Brown.”

THE SrRoi.L1-:R.
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Selling Goods by

HOLDING THE ATTENTION OF THE CUSTOMERS

HE problem of sustaining the attention of the

customers presents two problems that can be

solved to a high degree of satisfaction with displays.

The first is the holding of the attention of the cus

tomers to the store. If people can’t be made to keep

thinking of the store, then the time comes when they

are going to begin to make their purchases else

where.

Attention can be held by giving more attention

to the store and the window displays. Both will be

more effective if they are changed with great fre

quency. They will also be more effective if some

worth while idea is worked into the displays each

week. It is not always necessary to utilize new ideas,

but the ideas must be presented in a dififerent way.

If sufiicient ingenuity is displayed the same idea

can be made to hold attention. This has been demon

strated by literature. There is hardly a story writ

ten that does not use the same ideas that appeared

in the earliest form of literature.' The story writ

ten around one man and two women or one woman

and two men is still a good story if it is well writ

ten. Yet these two ideas have been utilized ever

since mankind began to tell stories.

It is the new way in which the ideas are displayed

that holds the interest. Displaying goods in a new

way around an old idea will hold the interest of

people. This means that if the store is to hold its

place in the interest of the people it is necessary to

keep thinking up new ways of using old ideas. It

means a constant reading of the trade papers. It

means always keeping the eyes and the mind open

for new display ideas.

These may be found in places one little expects

to find them. A visit to any museum where speci

mens of any kind are displayed will suggest ideas.

In fact, in such a place a setting that will attract

people to the window may be found that can be

almost exactly duplicated in the window. The ad

vertising pages of the papers, even stories may sug

gest new ways of presenting old ideas.

Candy is closely connected with the relations of

men and women and a story of two men and a wom

an or two women and a man may suggest some way

of making a candy display. In fact, a popular book

of the time may be made the basis of .'l1e display.

The bookseller will usually be only too glad to co

operate in making the display and copies of the book,

with the proper passages indicated, may be used to

direct attention to the candy. The husband has prob

ably been paying too much attention to some other

woman or not enough to his wife. There is some

relation that has led to consequences that would have

been avoided if he had presented the right woman

each week or oftener with the right kind of candy

This is merely a suggestion of the innumerable

ways in which new ideas can be picked up. It is

Displaying Them

largely a matter of keeping the eyes, ears and mind

open.

The second problem is to hold the attention of the

customers who enter the store when all the clerks

are busy and who have to wait for their turn to be

served. In such a case many people become impa

tient. With nothing to hold their attention, the time

passes slowly. A five-minute wait seems like a halt

hour. As a matter of fact it is not uncommon to

hear people assert that they have been waiting for

  

To prevent people becoming impatient while they

are waiting to be served give them something to pla_v

with. When people are amused or are allowed to

amuse themselves time passes quickly. It matters lit

tle what they are given to play with as long as it

interests them.

an hour and a half when, as a matter of fact, they

have not yet waited ten minutes. It is not the actual

time but how long it seems to the customer that

counts.

It is possible by means of displays to hold the in

terest of the customer with greater or less effective

ness. The more interesting these displays are made,

the more information they give, the more certain they

are to hold the attention of the customer. There

fore, if the good work already done by the window

is to be made most effective, there must be made in

the store some sort of displays that will hold the at

tention of the customers until they can be served by

the clerks.

Give some people something to play with and the

will amuse themselves for a long time. A compara

tively long wait will seem short. This suggests mak

ing a display of things that people can handle. It

may be a display merely of the boxes in which cer

tain candy is packed. Each feature of the box is

emphasized and the customers are invited to handle

it and examine it. The cardboard from which the

box is made is shown, the box stamped and glued is

displayed, the covering of the box, the method in

which the candy is kept fresh in it, e-very feature

about it is explained on show cards and the customer

is invited to handle and examine the parts minutely.
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This is a very simple display, but the very fact

that it can be handled will cause many people to get

a lot of what borders on amusement from it. Any

little machine that can be operated by hand, such as

a pulverizing machine or mixing mach_ine. a model

of any machine that is used in the candy business

and which the customer can work himself, will hold

his attention while he is playing with it, and also the

attention of others who may be watching it. By

means of show cards these machines may be made to

increase the interest in the products offered for sale

by the store. It is well during the rush hours to

have displayed where the people can handle them

anything that they can play with. It will keep them

busy and interested while the clerks are unable to

serve them at once.

For the purpose of holding attention it is also well

to have an educational display or so in the store.

Show just how certain candy is made. Such a dis

play can be made on a large sheet of heavy card

board. In fact, such a display can be made extreme

ly interesting.

At the top of the cardboard is mounted a map

of the world or at least the parts from which the

material entering into the candy comes. Suppose

for example that a chocolate drop with a walnut on

top is to be made the subject of the display. Sup

pose that the chocolate came from Brazil, the sugar

from Cuba and the walnut from California. Then

we will need a map showing these portions of the

world. A pin is stuck into the map at the spot

where the plants from which the chocolate came

from. The name of the town and any other inter

esting data is given on a small piece of paper pasted

to the map at this point. Then a colored string is

carried from the pin to a small bottle of chocolate

fastened to the board by means of thread. The

sugar is treated in the same manner, and from the

pin in California that shows where the walnut tree

grew, there is a string running to a walnut fastened

by thread to a card. The source of eveiy ingredi

ent of that piece of candy can be shown in the same

way.

Strings run from the samples already mounted to

show just_how these are mixed together, samples

being shown in the same manner as in the case of

the raw material. The string from the walnut, for

example, runs down to the point where the piece of

candy is all ready to have the nut placed on top and

then joins it, the piece of candy being shown com

plete.

Such a display as this does not take up much room.

It is not especially hard to make. It may be set up

on a counter or show case where people are waiting

to be served and will hold their attention for a time

at least because it gives so much information and

is so interesting. All the details of the making of

any kind of candy sold may be shown in this man

ner, and as the store sells several different kinds, a

number of different displays are possible.

These displays also tend to create a desire for the

candy. The more interesting information there is

presented to the customers, the fewer customers are

going to leave the store in disgust because they can

not be waited upon as quickly as they would like to

be.

Show cards, posters, mounted clippings from ad

vertisements, pictures, photographs, everything that

  

Make a display that shows how many and what

parts of the world the material entering into the man

ufacture of the candy comes from and the attention

of the people who look at that display is bound to be

held for a longer time than would otherwise be the

case. All educational displays have an attention-hold

ing value if they are well-made.

is interesting and informative and has a bearing

upon the candy that is offered for sale will aid in

holding the attention of the customers. To make

it most effective all these will have to be changed

frequently however. After a person has seen them

a few times he begins to lose interest in them. Lay

them aside and show them again in a few months

and the interest is renewed. This means that the

same material may be used over again several times

if it is kept in good condition.

Judgment must of course be used to make these

displays, designed to hold attention, fit in with the

displays that are made to cause the people to buy

goods. They must always have some connection

with these other displays and just as close a connec

tion as is possible. If they are too far away from

them, they may serve to hold the attention away from

the idea of buying what is being offered for sale in

the quantities that the selling displays would entice

them to buy if attention was not distracted by the

displays designed to hold the people in the store

In other words, though the two classes of displays

have two different functions, it is still necessary to

build them all around the same basic idea if the

greatest selling force of the displays is to be real

ized. It can be seen from the suggestions already

made that it is possible in nearly all cases to do this.

In any case show cards can be used to tie the two

classes of displays together.
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AN IMPROVED METHOD OF WINDOW DISPLAY

THE value of the show window is becoming more

and more recognized and anything that adds to

its attractiveness or influence is of interest to every

progressive dealer. A novelty for the display of

confectionery in windows has been originated by

Harry M. Michaelis, of M. Michaelis & Sons, New

York, which is applicable to medium and high class

confectionery stores. It is a set of candy containers

for show windows. They consist of tall wooden

containers, medium height dishes and low trays.

The wooden containers are made of mahogany and

are very handsome. The dishes and the trays are

made of hammered brass, of copper, and of silver.

VVith this outfit a dealer can make a display in ac

  

cordance with the newest and latest method-—the

elevation effect—instead of the flat effect corres

ponding to the floor of the window. This elevation,

or pyramid effect, renders a window much more at

tractive than does a flat display. It is more pleas-

ing to the eye; the candy in each receptacle makes

an individual appeal and the psychological effect is

more effective. It is all the vogue in the con

fectionery stores of Paris and the European cities,

where many novel and attractive creations are

shown based on this idea.

The photograph above gives an idea of the neat

and attractive effect that can be obtained with the

aid of these containers, though it does not do justice

to the possibility of the idea. The low trays are

placed in the front of the window, the higher dishes

next, and the tall mahogany containers at the back.

The boxes shown at the right and left of the stands

were inserted to show how you can arrange your

own boxes, and of course are not advertising any

particular make of goods. Your boxes should be

arranged in pyramid form to correspond with the

rest of the display. Ribbon of various colors can

be used, and thus pleasing effects in colors obtained;

also flowers and plants are appropriate. Without

changing the arrangement of the show window in

any way you can display different lines of goods on

different days by merely placing in the containers

what you wish to show. For instance you can dis

play counter goods one day, chocolates another, and

 

peanut brittle, cocoanuts, hard candies, ett-., on other

days.

The electric lamps can be attached to any con

venient sockets. The lamps should always be placed

in an elevated position so the light shines down on

the display, and there should be no lights above the

_lamps ; the upper part of the window should be dark.

The cost of these fixtures is reasonable, and they

possess an economical feature because they do not

break, as do glass and china dishes. Many dealers

sell a tray along with the candy which it contains. Its

price is moderate and the purchaser can use it at

home to serve bon bons, or for some similar purpose

The trays come in two styles—with bail handles and

with side handles.
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Tokorimo

Shan's

CommentS

Hon. Editor

Confectionate Jurnal:

I HAVE very learnish frend of high brow perswa

shin what have more useless nolledge than any

body else I know. He come in much excite the other

day and order most expensif sunday with extry

froot and say it are in hooner of sellerbratin impor

tant sinetiffic discovvery what one of his colleegs

make.

“What are stupedjous infermashun?” i dally caw

shusly.

“It are world amazing,” he tremblingly accenchu

ate, so excite that he spill ice cream on Hon. vest.

“I spose you have heer of star call Beegelius?”

"No,” i regretfully smash, “it are so hard to keep

track of these here moshun pickchure ackters that

i have quit tryin. i read bout fattish our buckle, but

don't think he done it; and Bill hart he is a goin to

be married, somebbe he will need to be quick on the

draw, seein the way some wimmin are killin off their

husbans; and Dug Faro Banks is playin in 3 musket

ears, and—”

"No, no,” he intrup in disdane, “such ignrance

is pane full. What i am talkin bout is large impor

tant star call Beegelius in constellashun Gooboolius.

it are 98 times larger than the earth and it require

seven years for light to reach us travelin hunderd

eighty-five thousand miles a second.”

"Well,” i insanely divulge, “What of it. Did you

buy it from somebuddy?”

"I will explane,” he pashuntly economizes, “For

hunderds of years it has been spose that this star

Beegelius are proximately 37,948,267 miles from

earth until other day Hon. Stranomer make amazin

discovery and what you think it was?”

"I give up,” i say for fear i make foolish obser

Vashun.

"It are this,” he whoop with calumny, “Instead of

Beegelius bein 37,948,267 miles way from the earth

:: only 32,645,876. Now what you think of

t t?”

"I think,” i say solemly as occashun befits, “That

presdent Harding should be told of it at once. It

bein so much closer than any one spose it are in

grave dancher of becomin a spear of infloonce, or

mebbe contemplatin a attack on the peece of the

World and should be invite to considder grave ques

shun of limertashun of armyments. I think now

you remine me of it that i did heer of this place

call Beegelius. It were a circeler tellin how the

grater Beegelius oil company was just a gettin reddy

to drill on proved property and now was the time

to get in on the ground floor. I am glad now that

you tell me it are four or five millyun miles closer to

us than we thot. It seems nearer home.”

It are graterfying that govment have deside not

to indulge longer in luxery and noosance taxes. i

fer one will be most glad not to have infernal revnoo

offerser comin round reglar and colleckin 2.878 and

frownin at me suspishusly becaws there ain't any

more in the box. I unnerstand hated compettytor

cross street is a buyin a ottermobeel on monthly pay

ment plan, I have suspishun that he will find dif

fleculty in meetin oblergashuns now as I unnerstand

that he have been payin' the in stallments in pennies.

Sportin frend just drop in store and tell me that

John Mack Graw have paid normous price of sev

enty five or two hunnerd thousand dollers for a

pitcher and what do i think of that and I tell him

that i bet nex summer if he don't show mighty good

reasons he will be a movin pitcher.

Latest roomer what are goin’ round is that the

fillum magnets a seein how sucksessful Hon. Judge

Land Us has been a runnin base ball are now fig

gerin to have a High Commissioner who shall have

full power over whole film industry and will draw

hunderd thousand dollars year. All ready they are

reachin out and tryin to get Mr. Hon. Iiaze what

make such a sucksess of shootin train robbers.

If this are to be done i favor givin Hon. Haze

the job. He can tend all the moshun pitcher perfor

mances and deside which ones need killin, and he

ought to have a busy year ahead of him.

Judgin from the way rich industries are goin

after govment employes, and seein some of the fare

queens what they have in Hollywood I perdict there

will be somewhat of a scramble for the job. One

look at Mack Senate's studio would make a supreern

judge crawl right off the bench.

Judges are human.

Hoping you are the same

TOKORIMO SHAN.

P. S.—Last nite i tend a theatercal performance

and on the bill was Hon. Baby Ruth who make hom

ish runs. I unnerstand Judge Land Us fine him

3,652$ for bein a bad actor. He didn't fine him

enuff.

---

Busy Times Predicted

FEW weeks ago Samuel Vauclaim, of the

Baldwin Locomotive Works, addressed the

Association of National Advertisers at Lakewood,

N. J. He told his hearers that we are now entering

upon a new period of business development and ex

pansion. He instanced the new and unexpected bus

iness which is now coming into the great establish

ment of which he is the head. He urged the neces

sity of building up a foreign trade upon the princi

ples of good quality, promptitude and a liberal treat

ment of new customers.
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Illustrated Bookkeeping

MAKING A PICTURE OF THE STOCK.

N Keene, N. H., there is a grocer who has a stor

age system for his stock such that by merely

walking through his store and stock room he can esti

mate to within four hundred dollars on a stock hav~

ing a value of fromtforty to sixty thousand dollars

just how much he has. This man has his stock so

arranged that he has what might be called a visual

record of it. Each class of stock has a compartment

0
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7

6

5

4

5

2

1

. S

Han-De-Chocolate

Max. 1,000 packages

Mine
Minn H

  

$11 3 3

13$ 8 8

13$ ,, ,,

$11 6 6

11$ 5 5

33$ , 4

$33 _; 5

$33 2 2

$31 1 1

$31 S S

(/ll-'l\)O1iF>U'l0>§(D<OO

This shows the four steps of making a picture of one item of stock. First comes

the card itself, which should have as many vertical lines as are necessary to make

the picture. Next comes the insertion of the scale. The letter S indicates that line

is for pin storage purposes. The name of the item to be considered is now written

on the card together with the maximum and minimum stock and any other data

that may be important on such a record. The pins are then inserted to show the

exact amount of stock. In this case there are 753 packages.

pin for each vertical line even though all the lines are not used. The extra pins

are handy in case one in use is damaged. Four extra pins are shown in the draw

ing, which, of course, is more than is needed when the cards are mounted on a

display rack where a box of pins may be conveniently provided.

Han-De-Chocolate

Iiax. 1 ,00O packages

600 "

of its own. He knows just how much stock each

compartment will hold and it is just a case of judg

ing how near full each compartment is to estimate

the stock with a great deal of accuracy.
This grocer’s system gives him a crude picture of I

his stock. It enables him to see what he has. A con

fectioner with sufiicient space at his disposal could

apply the same system to his stock to even better

advantage than has this grocer. It is merely a case

of having separate com

partments for each kind

of candy and never plac

ing anything in those

compartments but the

candy that is supposed to

go in there. He can

even go so far as to rule

off lines on the floor and

walls of these compart

ments and number them

in such a way that he can

tell at a glance just how

much he has in each com

partment. V h e n h e

does that he is keeping

what might be called 2

picture record of his

stock.

But at best this gives

him but a crude picture.

Such a system requires

as a rule considerable

more space than would

be required if the stock

was packed in more

closely. It is a picture that

does not give the great

est possible accuracy.

By means of cards

mounted on wood or

mounting board and a

supply of pins, he can

keep a picture record

that is accurate and that

can be fitted in with any

stock-keeping record he

may now be using. Such

picture records of the

stock are now being used

in nearly all classes of

business and have

proved entirely satisfac

Ull-'l\'JOIl§(,'IO'lQO)'~OO

O71-'l\701IF>O10'$§(DOO

It is well to have a

tory.

The cards used in

making these pictures
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must have as many vertical lines as there are digits

in the figure representing the largest number of units

of any kind of stock ever carried. For example,

if the largest quantity of any kind of candy ever

carried is a thousand packages, boxes, pcunds, or

whatever the unit may be, then four vertical lines

will be needed on the stock card, one line for the one

and one line each for the three zeros in one thou

sand. It will be wise to have two or three extra ver

tical lines that can be used in case some line is added

where a larger number of units are carried in stock

and also to provide for keeping stock records of the

increased quantity of stock that the growth of the

business will require.

Across these vertical lines there must be ten hori

zontal lines. It is well to have eleven, using the bot

tom line as a storage for pins not in use and for

extra pins ready for use

if one being used should

be broken.

If eleven

used, then the bottom

line may be marked S,

signifying that it is to be

used as a place to stick

surplus pi_ns. The one

above this then becomes

1, the next one 2, the

next 3, the next 4, and so

on up, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0.

The zero line is not ab

solutely necessary, but it

does make it a little eas

ier to read the numbers

on the card. An addi

tional line or two does

not make much difi'er

ence in the cost of the

card, for stock cards that

are entirely satisfactory

can be purchased already

ruled.

If the zero line ap

pears at the top then, the

right vertical line will

represent from 1 to 10,

the line just to the left of

this 10to 100 by tens, the

line to the left of the

tens line 100 to 1,000 by

hundreds and so on. If

desired these values can

be indicated by writing

U or 1 at the top and

bottom of the right ver

tical line, 10 at the ex

tremities of the line to

lines are

 

the left of this, 100 at the ends of the next line to

the left, 1,000 over and under the next line and so

on. It is so easy to read the numbers on ’the cards,

however, that this is not at all necessary.

On the card, before it is mounted should be writ

ten the name of the article the stock record of which

is to be shown on the card, the maximum quantity

that should ever be allowed in stock and the mini

mum quantity and any other brief data that may be

of value on the card. The card is then mounted

on soft wood or map mounting board and is ready

for use.

If there are twenty-five units of the article in

stock, then one pin is stuck at the point where the

second line from the right crosses the 2 line and an

other where the right-hand line crosses the 5 line.

The pins are used in the same manner that the keys

 

At the left are shown two types of display racks upon which stock picture cards

may be mounted. The upper one, as is shown, can be placed on a table. The

lower one is attached to the wall by the bracket shown.

the number of three- by four-inch cards that can be mounted upon one face of a

l_eai_s|x feet by twenty-two inches in size and indicates how complete a picture

IS given on just one leaf.

At the right is shown
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of an old model adding machine are pressed to have

the figure recorded. When stock is taken out the

pins are moved down the right amount, and when

stock is added, moved up.

A spare pin may make it easier to perform the

operation of subtraction and addition. For example,

with twenty-five units in stock suppose that eighteen

are to be taken out. This, of course, leaves seven,

and all that is necessary is to remove the 20 pin,

stick it in the storage line and place the pin now at

5 at 7. In this case the subtraction is done in the

head. If the number was larger, however, it might

not be so easy to do it in the head.

By using spare pins one may do it in the same

manner he would with paper and pencil, and yet use

no paper and pencil. In the case already tited we

have to take 18 from 25. At the right we have to

take 8 from S. This means borrowing one from

the line to the left. Accordingly the 2 pin in that

line is dropped down to 1 and a spare pin placed

just above the unit line, indicating that 10 has been

borrowed. Then 8 from 15 leaves 7 and the S pin

is moved up to 7 and the spare pin at the 't)Q re

moved. In the case of the line to the left, we have

1 from 1, which means that the pin is removed.

Spare pins can be used in this manner to show

what has been borrowed and what is to be carried

to the next column to the left in subtracting and

adding, so that no more reliance need be placed on

mental calculations than would be the case if a pencil

and paper were being used. As a matter of fact the

process is considerably simpler in many ways than

making the calculations with the aid of pencil and

paper, because one has the lines right there to count

and does not have to use his mind at all unless he

desires to do so.

The maximum quantity that should ever be in

stock can be shown if desired on the card by using

colored paper disks at the proper points, one color

for the maximum and another color for the mini

mum, sticking these disks in place by means of glue,

paste or muscilage. These points may also be indi

cated by means of disks colored on the card with

ink or crayons. The advantage of having the maxi

mum and minimum shown in this way is that the

moment the pins go beyond either of these limits

it is apparent at once, while one might not always

compare the pins with the maximum and minimum

figures at the top of the card.

The cards showing a picture of the stock may be

used in many different ways. They may be used

in different sections of the stock room, they may be

used right where the goods are stored, so that one

can tell at once how many goods there are in that

spot. They may be used in the office as the per

petual stock record of the store.

At first thought it might seem that this would

make a very cumbersome record. The cards, how

ever, can be very small, as small or even smaller than

an ordinary business card. They can be mounted

upon the swinging leaves of a display stand, con

structed for the purpose of mounting cards upon

the leaves, and the record kept in surprisingly com

pact form.

Suppose for example that cards are used that are

four inches high and three inches wide, a size larger

than is likely to be needed by the confectioner. These

are mounted on a display fixture having leaves six

feet high and twenty-two inches wide. Then there

is room for eighteen cards in a vertical row and seven

in a horizontal row, or a total of 126 for each side

of the leaf, making 252 cards to each leaf, or about

four leaves per thousand cards. When these leaves

are swung close together and against the wall, if

they are in a wall frame they take up little more

room, if any more, than would be taken up if the

same amount of information was recorded on cards

and kept in a card file.

At. the same time. when the leaves are opened ther

is always before the eyes a picture showing the con

dition of the stock of 252 items. As has alreadv

been stated, however, these stock pictures can be.

used in conjunction with other systems of keeping

stock. It may be handy to have them in the stock

room, so that when anything is taken out or stock

a record will be made of it at the time. It has been

found that such a record will be made if this pic

ture record system is used where it is not always

made if a pencil memorandum must be made. Herc

it is a case of merely moving pins. There it may be
aicase of '3 broken lead in a pencil and an intention

of making the memorandum later.

 

Southern Ice Cream Men in Convention

HE Southern Association of Ice Cream Manu

facturers recently held its ninth annual conven

tion at Atlanta, Ga. One of the measures adopted re

quires a standard of butter fat of at least 8 per cent.,

and a total solid standard of at least 31 per cent. in

all ice cream manufactured by members. W. VV.

Campbell, of Shreveport, La., was elected president;

G. W. Clopton, of Decatur, Ala., secretary-treasurer.

 

Another Pan-American Conference

HE first Pan-American Congress met at \-Vash

ington in 1889. That this organization contin

ues to exist for the purpose of fostering internation

al trade is evidenced by an announcement that the

Fifth Congress will meet at Santiago, Chile, in Sep

tember next. It may be that in that connection some

solution will be found for the obstacles of one kind

and another which have hampered the sale of our

manufactured goods in South America.
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Legal Points

For the

Retail Merchan

LESLIE Cmms -

PUTTING NEW LIFE mro DOUBTFUL ACCOUNTS

IT goes without saying that if a retail merchant is

to succeed in his business he must collect in a rea

sonably prompt and efficient manner for the goods

he sells. And without doubt one of the most fre

quent causes of failure in this field may bc attributed

to lax collection methods. For, unless collections

are handled in an aggressive and consistent manner,

a merchant’s books may easily become encumbered

with dead accounts that will certainly reduce his

profits, and may, unless seasonably taken in hand,

ruin his chances of success.

And in this connection it may be stated broadly

that the time to collect an account is when it is due

or as soon thereafter as possible. For accounts do

not improve with age and if an account is allowed to

drift along and become say, one, two, maybe fi\'e

years old, the first thing the merchant knows it Wlll

be outlawed, and of course can never be collected by

law. And again, if the merchant allows an over-due

account to drift, without taking any action, the

debtor may move to another locality, and put the ac

count from his mind, which if he be judguieut proof,

will usually be just as bad for the merchant as though

the claim were outlawed.

However the collection of an account when it is

due, or soon thereafter, may be easier said than

done, for frequently debtors cannot pay upon the

proper time. In such a situtation it might be very

unwise for the merchant to attempt to collect, to the

embarrassment of the debtor, and such an attempt

might result in losing both the customer and the ac

count. The merchant should of course use tact and

judgment, and each account should be handled in the

light of the particular circumstances involved, which

precludes the application of hard and fast rules in

any collection procedure.

Nevertheless, when an account becomes consider

ably over-due, the merchant should keep his eye On

that account and if it shows signs of going dead on

him, ways and means of reviving it should be con

sidered. And in this connection a settled policy of

reducing such accounts to the form of promissory

notes has much to recommend it.

In the first place if such a debtor is approached

before the obligation has grown too old, he will us

ually be willing to give a note for the amount due.

the note to mature in say three, six, or even twelve

months. If his paper is not bankable and he has

friends that would add value to such a note not in

frequently he will also obtain their signatures as ad

ditional security. But even in the absence of such

indorsements it is a well-established collection fact

that the majority of debtors will make more effort

to meet an obligation in the form of a note than

they will to meet an ordinary account.

Then again, in reducing such an account to the

form of a note the right of the debtor to get up de

fenses to the account if it is ever sued en will be

greatly reduced. If suit is ever commenced the

merchant will base his action on the note, not the

account, and if the note is in the usually negotiable

form, as it should be, the debtor will indeed have to

have a defense of merit if he is to contend against a

suit based upon it.

And further, such a note should carry interest, and

provide for attorney fees, in case of suit, which will

help some in the event suit is filed. Also notes us

ually have a longer time to run before they are out

lawed than do mere open accounts, and where this

is the case, it forms another good reason for convert

ing the account to this form.

Of course the foregoing plan would not be neces

sary where the debtor was financially responsible

and could be forced to pay by suit, yet its use might

be advisable, even in such a case, for various rea

sons. Neither would it be necessary where an ac

count was active, that is, where the debtor was still

buying of the merchant and making payments from

time to time. But it is well worth applying on dor

mant accounts, that is, those that have ceased to be

active for one reason or another, and where the

debtor is not making any worth-while effort to pay;

especially is this true where the debtor is judgment

proof and cannot be forced to pay at law.

And it is believed that the accumulating of ac

counts of this class causes more failures in the mer

chant world than any other single cause. It follows

that if a merchant will catch them at the opportune

time, and salvage wherever possible, he will have

gone a long way toward guarding against a cumu

lative loss over a given period. And a settled col

lection policy of converting such accounts to ne

gotiable paper, just as soon as they are discovered, in

the event they cannot be collected at the time. will be

well worth the time of any merchant who follows it.

for it is one of the best methods known for putting

new life into doubtful accounts.

i<~»>i

Green Lights for Safety Exits

EMBERS of the Pennsylvania State Industrial

Board have under consideration the substitution

of green lights in place of those of red in industrial

plants as guides to safety, it being thought that

as red is used generally as a sign of danger it con

fuses the mind of many work people in the excite

ment of emergencies.
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JOSEPH NATHAN KANE

LETTERS OF CREDIT I-‘INAN.CE

IN general American manufacturers inwardly re

bel at the mere thought or suggestion of

crediting foreign purchasers with American mer

chandise or capital for any length of time. Insidious

propaganda has taken such a firm hold upon Ameri

can business men that they are in no way, shape,

manner, means or form trying to obtain the export

business which by all natural rights is theirs. If

the manufacturing confectioner will realize how

false all this is, and if he will study the familiar paths

in exports and the ease with which foreign business

could be transacted whether the customer happened to

be in Mexico, China or Spain, the barrier of fear and

prejudice would soon disappear.

Export financing is neither diflicult nor compli

cated. It is the outgrowth of years and years of

experience, reduced to the simplest fo1‘m. Ship

ments may be made to many different countries in

many different ways and terms may, likewise, be

numerous, but it will be found upon examination

that, as a rule, the question as to terms will be found

very similar.

There is nothing to prevent a merchant from ae

manding payment within ten days, while another in

sists on payments within thirteen days and another

in eighteen days. One may demand fifty per cent

on date of order and balance upon delivery, while

another may demand fifty-two per cent. with order

and forty-eight per cent. on delivery. These are not

different terms, from our standpoint, as we will

merely discuss general forms and conditions of pay

ment, and not particular terms and policies of dif

ferent merchants.

Payment for merchandise may be made in several

ways. The first is payment with the order. The

second, a letter of credit, payment against delivery

of order. The third method is by open account and

the fourth by drafts.

The first terms, “cash with order,” has been the

customary method of payment during the war.but

has since become obsolete in many industries. T0

guard against non-payment and cancellations and

other conditions, American confectioners and mer

chants demanded from all foreign purchasers cash

with the order. This, however, was not a good way

of doing business, as it was entirely too one-sided, all

the advantages being on the American side. Every

manufacturer did not demand payment in advance or

payment with order, some demanded half—payment

with order, others one-quarter payment, others de

manded three-quarters, etc., varying sums depend

ing upon the cases in question.

“Open Credit” was, and still is an old system, pri

marily, a “trust” system. Merchandise is exported,

and payment for same is made according to the

terms agreed upon, the payment being mostly de

pendent upon the purchaser’s honor.

The second method, the letter of credit, is one that

is worthy of considerable thought because it will be

upon this negotiable instrument that a good portion

of our future commerce will depend.

An open letter of credit is a document given by a

banker in one locality for presentation to a banker in

another locality, and authorizing the latter to make

payment of a specified sum to a specified person. A

circular letter of credit differs only in that it is issued

by a banker to his own branches or agents, authoriz

ing them to meet drafts by a specified person up to

a certain sum, the amount of such draft being regis

tered on the back of the letter.

In discussing the exportterm “cash against de

livery,” there are four common methods of carry-~

ing out this transaction. The first is place the bur

den upon the purchaser by requesting him to se l(l

direct to the exporter the amount in question as

soon as he ‘is notified that the goods are ready for

delivery. The second way is to place the burden

upon the exporter, who ships the goods, awaiting

the remittance from the importer who is supposed to

pay as soon as goods are delivered. The third and

fourth methods, however, are the ones which are the

most common and which are most aften employed.

The third method is to place a letter of credit in a

bank in the exporter's country authorizing the bank

to pay against delivery of the necessary documents,

the specified sum. The fourth method is the same,

except that the money is deposited in a bank, in the‘

importer’; or purchaser’s country, to whom the

documents must be presented.

From the purchaser’s standpoint there is practi

cally no dilference whether the third or fourth

method is adopted, but from the exportcr’s stand

point the third method is preferable.

The document which must be presented to the

bank in order to utilize the letter of credit varies. In.
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case the importer will attend to the forwarding of ~

the goods to destination, all that is necessary for the

bank to have is an invoice and a delivery order. If

Lllt‘ goods are coming from an inland point, invoices,

railroad bills of lading, and possibly an insurance

certificate is needed, depending upon the merchandise

and the character of the contract. If the goods are

purchased f. a. s. steamer, the commercial invoices

and a clean dock receipt are necessary.

If the exporter is supposed to make the shipment.

the bank requires commercial invoices, consular in

voices, certificates of origin, when necessary, steam

ship bills of lading, marine and war certificates of

insurance. etc.

As soon as this information is given to the bank

in proper form, the bank will pay the amount of the

invoice, or the full amount of the letter of credit,

depending upon its clauses and conditions. If

there is a surplus the bank will refund it to the im

porter. but if there is a deficit the bank has not the

authority to increase the amount nor give more to

the exporter than the stated amount of the credit.

The exporter has his choice of accepting the credit

and writing the importer to send him the balance

due, or else of refusing the credit, awaiting the ad

ditional money. When the amount is slight, the

former step is always the most profitable.

Letters of credit which are sent to the bank may

be of two kinds, confirmed (or irrevocable) or un

confirmed (or revocable). The former cannot be

canceled while the latter is subject to revocation at

any time by any of the interested parties, and on this

account is not as acceptable to the beneficiary as the

confirmed or irrevocable letter of credit.

All letters of credit must state the date on which

they are created, the date of expiration, the maxi

mum amount to be paid, the person by whom same is

to be paid, the person to whom same is payable, and

lastly, the name of the bank or banker granting the

credit.

The circular letter of credit is one which author

izes the bearer to obtain from banks in various parts

of the country, certain sums of money. This is not

used so much in export transactions, but in cases

where agents and salesmen must do considerable

traveling.

There is a new kind of letter of credit established

known as_ the revolving letter of credit which is

featured by the National City Bank.

Where the operations between two parties in dif

ferent countries are to be more or less continuous,

a convenient and economical form of credit may be

established. Under this form of credit, once the

conditions are agreed upon they may be made per

manent for future credits by simply embodying the

conditions under which the amounts may again be

come available. Through the medium of a credit

of this nature as the amounts drawn thereunder

are liquidated, they again become available under

the conditions of the original credit without the

necessity of further cabling or correspondence.

There are several ways in which this credit may

be carried, depending upon the circumstances, as it is

very elastic in its application and may be made to

serve any reasonable requirements of any con-

fectioner.

The use of credit acceptance may also be utilized

in export transactions.

It will be seen that a clear idea of financing export

shipments will overcome all difiiculties and that these

rules and regulations, as stated above, apply to the

United States only, and are those which every con

fectioner should know. It is not to be imagined that

letters of credit are the same all over the world, and

that these rules apply in every part thereof.

This is not the case, unfortunately.

In the United States, the life of a letter of credit

is decided upon by the statute of limitations of each

state. In Spain, unless the date for its use is clearly

specified, it expires after six months, except when

the letter of credit is with a foreign country, the

time being then extended to twelve months. In San

Salvador and Honduras the life of the letter of

credit is six months, while in Peru it is a year. In

other countries the matter is allowed to be decided

by the courts having in mind the considerations of

the case, such as the legal length of time during

which it is supposed to be used, the tenure of the

transaction, the capacity of the parties, the amount

of the credit, etc. Every South and Central Ameri

can country with the exception of Ecuador and

Venezuela provides that a letter of credit is not pro

testable, while these two countries provide, on the

contrary, that the letter of credit which is not paid

must be protested with the formalities required for

a bill of exchange.

It will be noticed that few countries agree as to

the letter of credit or other points of law, therefore.

it is necessary in discussing letters of credit or other

law subjects to particularly specify the countries in

which the laws and regulations apply. It is not

necessary, although useful for the American con

fectioner to know the laws of every country in the

world, as it is likewise not necessary to know the

laws of every State in the Union. However, the

man whose knowledge is greatest will go farthest in

business.

A careful study of banks and banking conditions

will show the American exporter that export afiairs

are not really tangled up, but are really simple, plain

and clear, once a little efifort is made to understand

them.
 

‘WATCH for opportunities to add new lines of

goods on which prices have not been cut be

low a profit basis.
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JACQUES FONTAINE

A SURVEY OF THE SODA WATER INDUSTRY

URING the last three months my business has

taken me to practically every city of any size

from New York to San Francisco, and as I call only

on soda fountain owners, this trip has given me

a wonderful opportunity to study at first hand con

ditions in different parts of the country and to know

who is getting the business and why.

I could scarcely credit my own conclusions as I

compared conditions in the various cities—business

in the same stores and frequently under the same

management, with conditions of two or three years

ago when I made this same trip, and the only ex

planation I can offer for the present situation is

that the world is still somewhat topsy turvy as a

result of the war and that the methods we pueviously

employed are not effective nor will they be until

pre-war conditions are actually restored. I firmly

believe that unless we realize immediately that this

is an era of low prices and that the low-price dealer

is the one that is getting the business today, some of

us fellows that are still working on the old-time

basis are soon going to find ourselves with no busi

ness and a lot of expensive equipment on our hands.

So sure am I that drastic measures and immediate

concerted action are necessary to keep the soda water

industry on a high plane and in the hands of mer- .

chants that will maintain right standards, that I am

following up my article of last month on the subject

of price and urging every owner of a soda fountain

to brace up and meet the situation like business men.

lf time and space would permit, I might give you

a complete resume of my trip, setting forth condi

tions exactly as I found them in New York and Bos

ton, Chicago, the Northwest and so on to the coast,

but in each city business was so much the same as

in every other city that a general report, with perhaps

a few concrete examples, will give you ihe facts.

It appears to be largely a question of price. Of

course, we know that there has been circulated for

many months past a widespread propaganda on re

duction of prices in all lines, and the soda water in

dustry was not overlooked in this campaign. People

whose incomes during the war were doubled and

tripled and in some instances quadrupled, naturally

raised their standards of living and spending accord

ingly, and high prices were no check on buying

Now, where there is not actual unemployment and

no income, wages have been materially reduced,

which entails another change in standards of living

and buying, and it all takes time. Some day we will

be settled on a sane, normal basis and everything

will be all right, but until that time comes we must

be governed accordingly, for we are dependent upon

the public for our business and their demands, nc

matter how whimsical, must be met. Economy is

at present the slogan of the people and all merchants

will tell you that their customers are doing more

“shopping around” right now than ever before, and

buying generally where prices are the lowest.

In the soda water business, some of the chain

stores were the very first to lower prices at their

fountains, even before they had received any marked

reductions from the manufacturers on materials. I

talked to a man at the head of one well known chain

early last spring and he told me their plans to reduce

prices and I argued against it, but he said that they

sold many other things besides soda water and that

if, through the medium of lower-priced drinks they

could get people into their stores they would consid

er it a good advertising proposition and could se!"

enough other merchandise to more than offset the

loss of profit at their fountains. His reasoning has

proven sound, for today his stores are doing a big

fountain business and making a profit.

Since them, other chain stores, five- and ten-cent

stores, some druggists and confectioners and other

fountain owners have come into line on reduced

prices and in every instance these merchants are

getting the bulk of the soda water business today.

Of course, every town and city boasts of its best

soda fountain—sometimes two or three retailers

compete for the exclusive trade, and in the past, re

gardless of price, such fountains did enjoy the cream

of the business and make the most money. We find

such fountains in hotels, in beautiful candy stores,

high-class drug stores, etc. Their equipment is ex

pensive, their overhead very high and they must get

higher prices to come out even, besides their trade

has always been exclusive, they have never catered to

the "masses” and they figure that low prices will

bring cheap trade. They don't realize that today

their exclusive customers have for the most part

joined the "masses” and are patronizing the low
priced fountains.
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Many of this class of exclusive retailers have very

fine luncheonettes in connection with their fountains

and have kept up their revenues in this way without

materially reducing prices, but the man who depends

entirely upon his fountain and has not lowered his

prices is not getting the business.

I called on one such dealer in a western city. His

was an exclusive fountain and confectionery busi

ness and there was almost no one in his store. I

know, and he told me again, how many thousand dol

lars he had invested in his fountain department, what

his sales were today as compared with former times,

and said he would actually lose money if he reduced

prices. He told me of a grocery concern in the same

block with him that began a few months ago to ad

vertise preserved fruits to serve over ice cream.

Later, to facilitate the sale of these, they put in ice

cream, and as a result his sales of bulk cream had

fallen off from fifteen to five gallons per day, “with

absolutely no investment for equipment,” he said.

“Those fellows are competing with me, selling the

makings for probably eight sundaes for from 65 to

75 cents. Where do I get off?”

Many other retailers raised practically the same

argument with the added complaint that 1ce cream

manufacturers were maintaining their sales volume

because of the various merchants, not fountain own

ers, now handling ice cream and flavors for home

made sundaes and consequently had not reduced

their prices. I found many retailers who claim that

ice cream alone costs them 3 cents for a soda or

sundae. If this is generally the case, it is up to you

retailers to go after the ice cream manufacturers for

lower prices and concerted action would procure a

reduction for you. -

I say to you, as I said to every merchant on my

trip, the present situation is only temporary. Soone,

or later things are going to be adjusted and people

generally are going to have a better sense of values,

a more stable buying power and a more sane and

Steady balance all around, but while we are waiting

for that period to come we must make a desperate

effort to hold our fountain trade lest we lose it

permanently to the chain stores, the five- and ten-cent

stores and the corner grocers. If lower prices are

what your trade want, and that generally seems to

be the demand, then you must be satisfied with a

smaller margin of profit, or no profit at all from your

fountain for the time being. You can charge the

difference up to advertising, if you like, or to your

other departments where sales are increased through

the medium of your fountain and the additional peo

ple it brings into your store. Certainly this is a

problem that confronts every soda fountain owner

and if you realize that your action today may make

or mar your fountain business for the future, you

must give it earnest consideration in making your

plans for 1922 business.

Save Your C. J.'s

DAILY newspaper and a fiction magazine are

of value only as vehicles of temporary read

ing. A trade publication such, for instance, as the

CoNFECTIONER's Journ AL, is intended as a guide,

mentor and friend to be preserved permanently for

convenient reference, both with regard to its prac

tical subject matter and its advertising pages. The

latter, especially, form a directory of everything that

the confectioner is likely to need in the course of

keeping up to date. If you have not in the past been

careful of your copies of the CoNFECTIONER's Jour

NAL, now is a good time to begin to file them where

they can be found in good order when wanted,

---

E HAVE some very nice pickled herring,'

suggested the delicatessen dealer. “Not for

y

5 *

International Film Service Co., Inc.

me,” replied the man who was doing the family

shopping. “There's no pleasure in getting thirsty

any more.”

A candy seller-in the villages; not so popular as the city

man who adds pictures to his attractions. He announces his

wares by a brass bowl contrivance which he strikes on the

inside with a hammer, making a sound that the Japanese
declare is musical. -
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The Seventh Annual Convention

W ESTE R N CONFECTION E R Y SALE SM E N 'S ASSOCIATION

HE Seventh Annual Convention of the Western

Confectionery Salesmen's Association was held

at the Hotel Pfister, Milwaukee, Wis., December 6, 7

and 8, and in point of number of attendants was

a most successful and en

*- joyable affair. This asso

| ciation is made up of a

* r “bunch” of live-wire,

* agreeable salesman who

- are taking an interest in

and backing up their or

| ganization for the com

mon good not only for the

members thereof, but for

- WM. PRENTISS, Jr.

New President

the general uplift and ad

vancement of the confec

tionery business.

The two committees

that made the meeting a

profitable one were as

follows: General Com

mittee—I. R. Gillette,

Chairman; A. E. Poole,

Alva H. Cook, Otto J.

Schoenleber, George E.

Sullivan, Victor C. Pflugradt, Emmet C. Boyles,

Charles H. Hesser; and Ladies' Entertainment Com

mittee—Mrs. Alva H. Cook, Chairman; Miss I. R.

Gillette and Miss Gretchen Schoenleber.

Both committees were fortunate in being headed

by capable and energetic chairmen who were untir

ing in their efforts to make every member and guest

happy during their stay in Milwaukee, and they

fully maintained the city's reputation for hospital

ity. Mrs. Alva H. Cook, the capable wife of the

publisher of the Northwestern Confectioner, and

Mrs. Gillette and Miss Schoenleber, the other two

members of the Ladies' Committee, won the hearts

of all through their graciousness of manner and

their concern for everybody's comfort.

The convention was called to order by President

George E. Sullivan, and Otto J. Schoenleber, Pres

ident of the Ambrosia Chocolate Co., Milwaukee,

introduced Mayor D. W. Hoan, who in a happy

speech, welcomed the salesmen to Milwaukee and

wished them a successful meeting. President Sulli

£th
e association. Both£: t eactivities O1

- ppear in this issue.

I. R. GILLETTE

New Vice-President

P. A. Grau, Executive Director of the Milwaukee

Association of Commerce, gave a good talk on the

value of organization.

The meeting then went in a body to the Pabst

Theatre, where Roger W. Babson, the well-known

statistician, gave an earnest address on the business

situation, comparing the confectionery industry with

other industries and sounding a hopeful note for the

year 1922, which he declared showed a bright out

look.

At the second day's session Herbert A. Dodge, of

the National Candy Co., brought to the members

another encouraging message, his subject being

“Business Will Be Good—If You Think So.” Mr.

Dodge's address breathed optimism in every sen

tence and was received with appreciation and ap

plause. Iverson C. Wells, Chicago, editor of Candy,

discussed “The Six Steps In Selling.”

At the afternoon session of Wednesday, Walter

C. Carlson, President of the Milwaukee Paper Box

Co., spoke on “Paper Boxes In Relation to the Candy

Industry,” stressing the fact that an attractive box

for candv is a very impor

tant factor in increasing

sales. Then, Walter C.

Hughes, Secretary of the

National Confectioners'

Association, brought a mes

sage to the members on

“Faith,” his subject being

“What We Most Need–

Faith.” This message ap

GEORGE E. BURLESON

Secretary-Treasure
r

pears on anothel

page of this issue

of the Journ AL

and should be care

fully read.

Another optimis

tic message was

given to the con

vention at Thurs

day's session by V.

L. Price, St. Louis,

President of the

National Candy Co., who laid emphasis upon

the value of the salesman's close touch with

the candy trade and his opportunity to inspire

MRS. ALVA. H. COOK

Chairman Ladies' Entertainment Committee
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a feeling of confidence among his customers. Mr.

Price announced that the N. C. A. Committee on

Advertising had adopted a slogan to be used in their
campaign to increase the sales of candy, but that

they were not yet ready to make public announce

ment.

When it came to the selection of officers for the

coming year, William Prentiss, Jr., Chicago, one of

the charter members of the organization, was elected

president to succeed George E. Sullivan, Chicago,

who will now head the Executive Committee. Other

officers chosen included: Vice-President, Irving R.

Gillette, Milwaukee, who served so ably as Chairman

of the Convention Committee; Secretary-Treasurer,

George E. Burleson, Chicago, re-elected; Executive

Committee: George E. Sullivan, Chairman; Martin

B. Andelfinger, N. L. Towle, Walter F. Leonard,

C. A. Phillips, C. H. Meister, Max Loeb, C. L. Hef

felman, Joseph Gibian, John T. Poole, A. E. Poole,

and E. W. Shahan. Edward F. Dalton, Chicago,

was chosen as chairman of next year's Convention

Committee, and Alva H. Cook, Milwaukee, was

elected Chairman of the Publicity Committee. Other

committees remained unchanged. Next year's con

vention will be held at Chicago.

The entertainment features were elaborate, both

for the men and for the visiting ladies. There were

luncheons, auto rides, theatre parties and a banquet.

The local confectioners were very liberal in present

ing fine candy souvenirs to both men and women,

as did several outside concerns.

THE FOLLOWING RESOLUTIONS WERE ADOPTED :

No presents or donations shall be made from

the funds of the association after January 1st, 1922.

Admitting heads of firms not active in sales

capacity to Associate Membership.

Members shall register with Secretary the name

of firms they represent.

Any member wilfully violating this provision

shall be suspended or expelled, but has a right to a

hearing before decisive action by the association.

Any salesman not a member, who seeks lines

carried by members and using unfair or unethical

means, shall not be eligible to membership if objec

tion is made.

That the association go on record as favoring

* reduction in passenger, pullman and freight rates,

* that a petition be presented to the proper au.

thorities.

That a booth or room be taken in connection with

the Chicago May Convention.

Thanking William Prentiss, Jr., for his past

*rvices and presenting him with a suitably inscribed

loving Cup.

Setting aside $200 for use of Publicity Committee,

$250 for expenses of booth at Chicago Convention,

"d $100 subject to disbursement by president.

ADDRESS OF PRESIDENT GEORGE E. SULLIVAN

It is a keen pleasure to preside over a body of

“live wires” of one of the largest industries of this

country. We are the connecting links between the

producers and the distributors. It is our privilege to

put on the market any item of merit that the manu

facturers produce. Have we been recognized as the

important factor in the industry? "The men" who

know the wants of the jobber and can put it over:

I believe, as time goes on, this organization will be

looked upon as the main cog in the wheel of success.

We'll try to leave a few thoughts with you that I

trust will be of benefit to all, also have a plan which

will be brought up before you that will make the

Western Confectionery Salesmen's Association a

clearing house for both manufacturer and salesman.

During the last few years many small manufac

turers have entered the field with lines of unknown

value and reputation. When a salesman presents

these lines to his established trade he assumes respon

sibility for them. Their virtues are his virtues, their

shortcomings his chagrin. The unheard-of manu

facturer has all to gain. The salesman ought to

know the goods, also the house who makes them,

before putting his efforts behind the line. Compe

tition forces a man to compete with himself for im.

provements, because either praise or censure are un

avoidable. Jobbers realize this; they feel greater

confidence with the known than with the unheard-of

factory lines. Confidence in the salesman gets the

first order, merchandise of merit—plus service

holds the account.

When we started out the first of the year full of

optimism, few of us realized what problems were be

fore us to solve, and I believe it was a good thing for

us. Jobbers and retailers had high-priced merchan.

dise in stock trying to sell without taking a loss. If

they had taken their losses at one slash and based

their selling price on what it would cost to repro

duce, then put every ounce of ability and energy into

their hardest selling work, the result would have been

different.

In times of business depression our greatest op

portunities are found, and as one of our old-timers

would say, “and I'll tell you why.” While all the

joy-killers were talking ten-cent bars were done for,

there were a few men who knew they had a piece

of good eating candy and knew it would go over

if presented to the public the right way. You all

know the story of my thirty-cent knife and how the

sales of this piece have gone beyond all expectation.

Many manufacturers have tried to imitate this piece

and their men have gone as far as to say “I have

an 'Oh Henry Bar,'” little realizing they were selling

the real “Oh Henry.” No doubt, the manufacturers

of this piece will send them checks if they knew just

how much to send. Anyway, this company inas al

ways supported this association, so we may call it
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square. It goes to show that merchandise of qual

ity—plus optimism—will win out in times when the

pessimistic fellow tries to “gum up” the candy busi

11eSS.

We fellows who are on the business fighting-line

must of necessity think and preach optimism because

we can't help but believe business has hit the bottom

and must rebound. Making sales today are diffi

cult, as men know that are facing the situation, but

nevertheless start out with a grim, determined faith

that the items you have to offer are right and show

the jobber just how he can get his dealer to sell at

a fair profit for a quick turnover.

We have become enthused in telling jobbers how

“rotten” business is with everyone and being in a

hole try to drag them in. Salesmen and jobbers will

have to shake themselves out of the old rut and

break in a new trail. It's not an easy task, but it's

got to be done and those who do it first and well will

reap the benefits. You get nowhere repeating fail

ures or howling hard times, or if you spend time

looking on both sides of you to see that you are not

going to be run down. You can't go ahead unless

you start—then keep going, as there is no standing

still in the game of success.

Take a chance is my motto, and if you lose take

another, some day you will make the grade. Because

of my optimism and absolute faith in the future of

the candy business, I say to myself, “If I don't put

this thing over, I shall put over something just as

good.” The time spent talking about what the other

fellow has done or is doing brings you nothing and

you have lost energy that ought to have paid you

real money.

Every salesman must be a better salesman and a

harder worker. Many are inferior simply because

they don't know how to be superior. They don't

understand the selling process and how to make suc

cess certain. They go at their demonstration in a

clumsy manner to do in a hard way what they should

do in the easy way.

Every new item ought to be studied and sold to

oneself before trying to interest a buyer who is not

interested in anything but your back going out of

the door.

If we all would recognize our opportunities and

live up to them, we could build up wonderful repu

tations as salesmen who not only sell, but leave a

constructive thought with the buyer that is remem

bered long after you leave. It has been my aim to

help every jobber solve his problems, and believe I

can say many jobbers have thanked me for the few

suggestions left on previous trips that have been of

help to them. Then there is the jobber that looks

at the price of everything with a microscope, not at

the value. All I can say is to convince him that

your price is right for the goods and are sorry you

can't sell it, but you do get it from jobbers who want

to build up a lasting trade on good merchandise. I

say this unhesitatingly and am prepared to back it

up by my experience and by experience of others.

REPORT OF GEORGE E. BURLESON, SECRETARY

TREASURER

In presenting to you my annual report as secretary

treasurer of your association, I wish first to apolo

gize for some neglects of duty imposed upon the of

fice by your Constitution and By-Laws---particular

ly in respect to sending you reports as so provided.

This neglect—or avoidance of duty—has been

caused by the fact that I have been on the road prac

tically all of the past year, and therefore it has been

impossible for me to get out such reports.

I would say, however, that there has been very

little of interest to warrant getting out these periodi

cal letters, aside from the fact that it is, of course,

desirable that members should be kept in close touch

with the organization in order to keep up their in

terest in getting new members and that they may be

reminded that our affairs are in good shape, both

financially and numerically, and that we are going

ahead.

I have tried to do this in my travels, having never

overlooked an opportunity to put in a good word for

the W. C. S. A. and to urge men who had seemingly

lost interest to keep up their dues and stay with us.

I would say further in this regard that our mem.

bers can do the association more real good by per

sonal contact while traveling their various routes,

than all the stereotyped letters that can be sent out

by the secretary, for I have no doubt that many such

letters—after being read—go into the waste basket

and no further thought is given the W. C. S. A.

until another letter comes along.

I, therefore, wish to impress upon you that we will

never get anywhere unless some of the enthusiasm

you show at our annual gathering is held on to, to

use upon the men you wish to get as members—fur

thermore, if you get some good ideas there pass them

along and tell where you got them, showing more

over the advantages of association.

We cannot, of course, expect to retain all of our

members from year to year—some drop out for

good reasons—but too many fail to keep up their

dues from sheer lack of interest—and it is that very

interest we must inject into the association, and if

you will analyze the detailed report and note espe

cially the outstanding dues and those dropped for

non-payment, you will realize what I am trying to

get home to you.

The association can only be built up on dues, and

to make us financially strong enough to increase the

amount of our Memorial Fund, as many have wished

us to do, we must have a larger loyal membership

who will stick and do their own part toward that

building up.
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It is true that we may get some additions to our

treasury from our annual program, but this cannot

be counted upon for this money is raised particularly

to defray expenses of our convention entertainment

features and may all be spent if needed for that pur

pose. -

It would seem unnecessary to refer to such mem

bers who only join at our annual meetings in order

to take advantage of the various entertainment fea

tures, but I regret very much to say that from my

records such seems to be the case, and I only men

tion this to say that it is the privilege of every mem

ber to take advantage of all entertainments, and it

is hoped that he will exercise that privilege—but

after that we want him to keep up his interest and

bring in at least one new member every year. It

does not take a very sharp pencil or very nuch paper

to figure out what our organization would amount

to if anywhere near this was done.

It is with much thankfulness that there is no re

port to be made of the loss of a member by death.

Total receipts from December 1, 1920, to Decem

ber 1, 1921, were $3,207.82. Total cash resources

from December 1, 1920, to December 1, 1921, were

$3,301.29.

In closing, I wish it to be understood that in all I

have said there has been no thought of criticism of

things done or left undone in the past, but have en

deavored to give you my thoughts with only the best

interests of our association at heart.

I take the occasion to thank the officers and mem

bers for their uniform courtesy, and especially wish

to testify to the efforts of our Convention Commit

tee, headed by Mr. I. R. Gillette, in making this, our

first gathering outside of Chicago, where we were

Organized, a success.

ADDRESS OF WALTER C. HUGHES, SECRETARY

TREASURER, N. C. A.

We are nearing the close of another year and at

this time it is proper and perhaps it will be profitable

for us to briefly review what we have accomplished

or failed to have accomplished during the past twelve

months.

We may also with equal propriety and hope of

benefit take a glance into the future and if we have

learned valuable lessons from past experiences, per

haps we may be able next year to avoid some of the

mistakes that we have made during the past year.

Never was there a truer saying than; “Time

flies,” or in the words of a good old Methodist

hymn:

“The days are gliding swiftly by,

Each cord on earth to sever.”

It seems only a few short months since I had the

pleasure of being with you at your annual convention

in Chicago. I can scarcely realize that full twelve

months have passed since the date of that convention.

The year 1921 in many respects is one of the

most important years of the last decade with the

exception of 1914 when Germany crossed the Bel

gian frontier and started the great World War,

and 1918 when the armistice was signed and the

war ceased.

That awful conflict has now passed into history,

but the changes that have been wrought in our politi

cal, social, and economic affairs will be felt until the

end of time. They are of such tremendous impor

tance and far-reaching consequences that it is utterly

impossible for anyone, no matter how learned, to

comprehend their real significance.

Millions of lives have been sacrificed; property

worth many billions destroyed; new nations have

been carved out of nations centuries old; and the

whole world changed to such an extent thai pre-war

atlases and encyclopedias have been thrown on the

scrap heap.

The total world national debts in 1921 are nearly

ten times what they were at the beginning of the war.

The national debt of the United States was in

creased during the war two thousand per cent. The

national debt of Great Britain was increased one

thousand per cent; Germany's, six hundred and

seventy-five per cent; Austria's, five hundred and

fifty per cent; Russia's, five hundred per cent;

France's, three hundred and fifty per cent; and

Italy's, three hundred and fifty per cent. In percent

age of increase, the United States is double that of

Great Britain, three times that of Germany, four

times that of Russia, and nearly six times that of

either France or Italy.

Since the armistice was signed the national debts

of the world, excluding Russia, have increased eigh

ty-eight billion dollars.

The paper money of the world increased thirty

nine billion dollars during the same period. This

increase of thirty-nine billion dollars in paper money

is not an indication of corresponding increase in

fundamental natural resources from which the wealth

of the world is derived, but it is merely a resort to

an economic fallacy made necessary by the urgent

need of the hour.

Nations, as well as individuals, cannot pay their

debts by issuing paper I. O.U.'s. The entire wealth

of the world has come from the earth in one form

or another and the debts of the world can be paid

only through the increase in the development of nat

ural resources from whence all wealth must come.

Unless these natural resources are developed, the

debts of the world cannot be paid. It is evident that

if the foreign nations are to pay the billions which

they owe the United States and owe to each other

they must develop their natural resources and

find a market for their products.

It is also evident that this condition will develop

the keenest rivalry for business amongst the foreign
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nations and make it all the more difficult for Amer

ican business men to obtain their share of the busi

ness in the markets of the world.

Germany with her wealth largely invested in sub

sidized industries and with labor costing one-sixth

of what similar labor costs in the United States,

after allowing for the depreciation in the value of the

mark, is underbidding the United States and Eng

land in many markets.

Germany and England, war enemies yesterday, are

business competitors in the world's markets today

and they are both active competitors of the United

States, and it is going to be a keen, bitter, cold

blooded fight for commercial supremacy.

The development of our natural resources is large

ly dependent upon the correct solution of our trans

portation problem which is the most important prob

lem now confronting the people of this country.

The recent threat of a general railroad strike was

the result of an endeavor on the part of railroad

executives to reduce labor costs as a means of lower

ing freight rates, and the determination of the rail

road employees to hold wages at the high levels which

they attained during the period of Federal control.

The action of the government in sponsoring the

Adamson law in 1916 has cost the Class 1 railroads

over two and a quarter billion dollars in increased

wages, all of which were ultimately passed on to the

consumers in increased freight rates.

To paraphrase a slogan made famous by an enter

prising eastern scale manufacturer: “The consumet

always pays the freight.” Yes, he always has, and

always will, and that is why he is so tremendously

interested in this question of railroad wages.

Out of each dollar received by the railroads in

1920 they paid 60 cents for labor and only 1 cent to

their bond- and stockholders.

The sins of past generations of railroad managers

have surely been passed on to the third and friarth

generations of their successors,

From “The public be damned” policy of the early

Vanderbilts, we are now suffering from a public re

action to that policy that came very near to the

danger line of extreme socialistic control. Let us

hope that a happy medium between these two ex

tremes may be found at no very distant date.

But, what about the railroad employees?

about their side of the question?

I recently discussed this question with one of the

oldest in point of service of the employees of one

of our largest and most important railroads.

This is what he thinks about it: “I have been

working for this railroad for thirty-five years. When

I was promoted to the job of conductor I received

$55 per month. I could take a dollar on Saturday

night and go to the grocery store and the meat mar

ket and buy a steak, two dozen eggs, five pounds of

sugar, two cans of vegetables and two loaves of

What

bread. I am now getting $192 per month. When

I go to the grocery store and the meat market and

buy the same things that I used to pay one dollar

for, I now have little left out of a five-dollar bill. I

would rather work for $55 per month right now than

what I am getting, if my dollar would purchase as

much as it did then l’’

That statement reflects the attitude of the railroad

employees on this question of reduced wages. Until

the cost of living has shown an appreciable decrease,

which it has failed to show thus far, the chances of

any material reduction in wages without a bitter

fight are extremely remote.

All of these conditions have had a decidedly de

pressing effect upon the industry in which you are

engaged.

Last year at this time we were saying: “Business

will be all right next year, and next fall it will be

fine," and so we jollied ourselves into believing that

we knew what we were talking about and tried to

whistle to keep up our courage.

This fall we have been doing exactly the same

thing that we did last fall, trying to jolly ourselves

into believing that business will surely be all right

next year.

I think that the average for the entire industry

is about 70 per cent, of the volume that we would

have had if general conditions had been favorable.

In some localities it is above that figure, in other

localities below, but the average is, I think, about as

I have stated.

There have been more failures in the industry dur

ing the past eighteen months than there were dur

ing the previous five years, and we may expect to

see more failures during the next eighteen months,

Competition is keen, there is over-production, the

potential capacity of the plants is at least double pres

ent-day requirements.

Prices are at the lowest point since the pre-war

period, in some instances eqtalling the extremely

low levels of 1911, 1912 and 1913.

When your boss balances his ledger for 1921 he

will be lucky if he keeps out of the red ink.

It is a dark and gloomy background that I have

painted in the picture that I want you to see with

your mind's eye.

Let us see if we cannot use more cheerful colors

when we are painting in the foreground of the pic:

t111"e.

Remember that both light and shadow are neces

sary in every picture, just as there must be light and

shadow, joy and sorrow, in the lives of all of us.

The gloomy colors of the background of the pic

ture are not the dark clouds of an approaching storm,

the storm has passed, and while it has left death,

devastation and destruction in its path, it has passed

—thank God for that

But what about the foreground of our picture?
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What about the future? With what kind of colors

shall we paint it?

The rainbow that we see through the rain is God's

promise of a fairer day. We must, therefore, have

a rainbow in our picture and for which we must use

bright colors.

Bright colors are cheerful and therefore, as we

begin to use them, we feel more encouraged and

hopeful, and the clouds of depression and doubt

begin to disappear.

And so in the business world we can find that

which encourages and cheers if we but look for it,

and have faith in the future.

The conditions that we are passing through right

now are just the conditions that we might expect to

See after all the trouble and turmoil that we have

gone through during the past five years.

Fundamental conditions are very much better than

they have been at any time since 1914—don't forget

that!

While here and there men are heard to predict that

there will be another World War in the rear future,

it is evident to anyone that there is a sincere world

desire to forever banish from this earth the hideous

nightmare of a World War such as we have just

passed through.

The Disarmament Conference will not accomplish

all that we would like to see it accomplish, but we

may be sure that these leaders of the nations are not

indulging in an idle pastime. -

They have a serious, sincere purpose, and great

good is bound to result from their deliberations.

We talk about “getting back to normal.” There

is now no such thing as “normal” in a comparative

sense, Normal, in the sense in which we once re

garded it, has entirely disappeared. It is a dead

language. New values have been established, we

are on a different plane from what we were before

the war. Business is going to find its level, but what

that level is cannot be determined until the whole

world has gradually quieted down and resumed the

regular habits of peace.

This will take time, it cannot be done in a month

or a year. It will take several years, but it is coming

as surely as the sunshine follows the rain

The prosperity of our industry, like the prosperity

of any other industry, is dependent upon the pros

perity of all other industries, just as the prosperity

of any nation is dependent upon the prosperty of

all other nations.

We cannot personally, industrially, or nationally

#0 it alone. The great war has made us all inter

dependent.

Gradually these problems are being solved. Grad

tally business conditions are improving. We are

headed in the right direction, our progress may be

slow, but we are progressing.

Foolish competitive methods will eliminate in

"any instances undesirable competitors.

The desire to cut and slash prices and resort to un

fair and disreputable sales methods will strely react

on the firm that adopts such methods.

They may apparently bring temporary success, but

in the long test of time they will fail, for such'.
ods never did nor never will build up a successful

permanent business. -

Therefore, have no fear of your competitor who

adopts such methods.

Remember the old story of the tortoise and the

hare, and that the race is not always to the swift.

Men have succeeded under the most adverse con

ditions and there is no reason why each and every

one of you should not succeed if you but make up

your minds to do so and have the faith to believe

that you can.

In the darkest days of the Civil War, Abraham

Lincoln put his trust in God and had the faith to

believe that the armies of the North would ulti

mately win, and win they did!

In the darkest days of the great World War, when

the Germans were within gunshot of Paris, France,

with her back to the wall, and fighting for her very

life, had faith that she would win, and the world

echoed with her immortal battle cry: “They shall

not pass,” and they did not pass!

When confronted with discouraging conditions we

frequently fail because we do not have the moral

stamina and courage and the faith to believe that we

can win.

What we most need is faith in ourselves, faith in

each other, faith in our glorious country, faith in our

industry, and the courage and character to make a

good fight and keep the faith, then the victory will

be ours.

Thus in the business world if we have the faith

that we ought to have as Christian men, we can sce

in the business sky the rainbow, God's promise of a

brighter and a better day.

TTRACTIVENESS, beauty of interior decor

ation and arrangement need not be eliminated

from a store just because business is business.

T' way to make customers believe that you

consider their best interests your own best in

terest is to feel and act that way.

T' store with only cheap goods attracts only

cheap people. The store with no cheap goods

attracts too few people to be successful in a big

Sense.

| | OW does the man with bigger expenses than

you sell at lower prices and get away with it?

He turns his stock oftener.

F you want to make an account hard to collect,

make no effort to collect it.
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THE JOBBER

wHAT ABOUT THE NEW YEAR’

N old plow horse who is conducting a candy job

bing business is generally a “practical man.”

He prides himself upon this, and he is entirely cor

rect in his opinion and his pride of the same. He

£ to be too practical to permit sentimental

oughts to intrude in the way of “reflections” at

New Year, or in making resolves to be quickly

broken. And that is where he makes a mistake—par

ticularly this year. -

For this year is “different.” The world has un

folded entirely different from what was expected.

Business is undergoing a radical change, as any one

can see who has an opportunity to study the trend

of events, and no one should be so “practical,” so tied

to the routine of his business, that he cannot take

the time, and open his mind to this great change

which is rapidly occurring. *

Every single detail of business is undergoing the

keenest scrutiny and analysis by the brightest minds.

Such is being weighed in the balance and subjected

to severe examination. If it is worthy of survival

it is continued. If not, it is discarded. If it can be

improved in even the slightest manner, the improve

ment is forthwith made. And, what is significant,

almost every detail is found capable of improvement,

and is being clianged forthwith. The result is that

a great though silent change, is being accomplished.

Rather it should be said that many little changes are

occurring, which in the aggregate, total a great

change in business methods.

But they are going on so silently, so quietly, any

particular detail seems so insignificant, that a business

man must have a keen vision to sense the change

which is occurring. And yet he must sense it—he

must shift his ideas and methods to take advantage

of it—or he will find himself outdistanced by keen

eyed competitors who have heretofore caused him

little concern.

This New Year which lies before us will, there

fore, mark many changes of many kinds. As a busi.

ness man stated: “It will no doubt see the passing

of a considerable procession of business concerns.

To the dispossessed it will be bitter indeed, but for

the country at large it will mean the hastening of the

day to better business methods and sounder prosper

ity. In deciding which companies shall fade away

and which will survive, the management will be the

test. For on the management of the business for the

next year or two will depend the fate of that busi

ness.” New methods must be placed, or the busi

ness will gradually fall behind. All methods must

be improved, all persons be developed to a higher

efficiency. This is for the management to do. But

the manager cannot do this unless he takes stock of

his mental equipment by reflection, discussion, read

ing and study. Unless he makes keen his vision to

observe. Unless he makes himself hungry for busi

ness facts and suggestions—and then uses his knowl

edge and his vision to train and develop his people

and improve the details of his business.

These are the New Year reflections which every

business man should indulge in, and which he neg

lects at large risks.

CHRISTMAS CANDY FOR THE PHILADELPHIA KIDDIES

A CCORDING to custom the candy trade of Phil

adelphia united to aid charitable organizations

in giving an enjoyable Christmas to the kiddies who

would otherwise not be provided for. The Philadel

phia Jobbing Confectioners' Association issued the

following circular to the trade:

"Gentlemen —For several years the members

of the Philadelphia Jobbing Confectioners' As

sociation made a joint cohtribution of candy

which was distributed to various charitable in

stitutions at Christmas. We can assure you

that our work was highly appreciated and we

have decided to repeat and double our efforts

this year. To accomplish that end we invite

the manufacturers of confectionery in our city

to join with us in this laudable purpose. The

unsettled condition of business, we recognize,

will leave many without this good cheer, hence

let us fill up this needed gap. The candy so col

lected will be distributed to the worthy poor by

the Salvation Army and Volunteers of America.

“Respectfully yours,

“L. Weglein, Jr.,

“Charles Schaefer,

“A. C. Keeley,

“Joseph Casani,

“Christian Pflaum, Jr.,

“Committee.”

To facilitate distribution the city was divided into

five zones, and one jobber was made the receiver and

distributor in each zone, as follows: Northeast

Zone, A. C. Keeley, 2215 North Front Street; North

west Zone, Pflaum Bros. & Co., 2055 Ridge Ave

nue; Southeast Zone, R. B. Davenport, 1633 Pass

yunk Avenue; Southwest Zone, L. Kramer, 1318

South Twenty-first Street; Manufacturers, Joseph

Casani, 317 North Second Street.

The responses to this appeal were generous beyond

all anticipations and brought gladness to the hearts

of many little ones.

POOR SALESMEN ? TRAIN 'EM INTO GOOD ONES

4 &T NOTICED an item in a recent issue of the

CoNFECTIONERs Journal where a candy job.

ber gave a little tap on the anvil regarding poor tra",
eling salesmen. He may have been right about it, and
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I expect he was, but I want to throw out a construc

tive thought, rather than a discouraging criticism,”

said a successful jobber in conversation the other

day. “A higher degree of ability and efficiency is

now expected of salesmen than formerly. Many

salesmen do not realize this, and others who do are

groping blindly, not knowing how to develop in

creased ability. Hence the increased importance and

responsibility of the sales-manager, or of the pro

prietor who has charge of the salesmen. His real

task is not to look for super-salesmen, but to train,

develop and teach his force of salesmen into the

higher efficiency which the business of today requires.

"I cannot express my idea better than by handing

you this clipping, cut from the pages of Forbes, con

taining the address of President George Edward

Smith, of the Royal Typewriter Company, to his

Sales-managers. Read what he says and see if you

do not agree with me that there is an idea here for

every candy jobber.”

"There is a quest on the part of managers for

Super-salesmen, men who will take over a territory,

cause the management no inconvenience at all, and

make a profit for the office and bring credit to the

manager. Managers hit upon such a man every once

in a while, just often enough to make them believe

they can secure them—and they go on hunting for

them. It is the lazy man's way of doing things.

"The manager who makes up his mind that he

cannot hire any better than ordinary men, that these

men must go through a course of training, and that

the responsibility of management is heavy and rests

upon him alone, is the manager who will gradually,

by training and experience, build up a selling organ

ization; but the idea of lying back and waiting to

accumulate a stable full of Man o' Wars will see

him in the poor-house.

"I do not look upon the average man as a sales.

man with the disapproval that I know some man

agers do, because if I were a manager I would be

willing, by leadership and management, to make suc

cessful men out of that raw material. It would be

Very easy to run the Pennsylvania Railroad, as Mr.

Vreelandsays, if you had Cassatts and General Atter

burys for track walkers and bridge tenders. It would

be a very easy thing to win with an army of Napo

leons. But the big trick is to run the Pennsylvania

Railroad with ordinary hunkies' and make it the

standard of the world, and to win the battles of Na

poleon with ordinary poilus.’

"This view some sales-managers have lost.”

A SUGGESTION BY A JOBBER

Editor CoNFECTIONERs Journal:—It seems to

me that an opportunity exists for the improvement

of the candy business in the idea of jobbers and

manufacturers getting together occasionally and ex

thanging views on subjects pertaining to their mutual

interests. One of the most serious difficulties which

seems to confront the candy jobber is the matter of

price-cutting by new men who are just entering the

jobbing field and are not aware of the many expenses

of conducting the business, and by small jobbers—

perhaps jobbers by courtesy—who do not maintain

an establishment that might justly entitle them to

be classed as jobbers, whose overheads are there

fore small, and who sell at cutthroat figures. This

accomplishes more harm than appears on the surface.

The harm does not consist in the amount of sales

made at these prices, but in the suspicion engen

dered in the minds of retailers that the legitimate

and established jobbers are taking advantage of

them.

There is a disposition on the part of some jobbers

to expect the manufacturers to exercise a strict su

pervision over their buyers and to protect the job

bers from such competition. But the manufacturers

with their minds intent on distribution to permit

their factories to run, are naturally predisposed to

sell freely without interposing unnecessary restric

tions.

If there could be occasional conferences between

representatives of the manufacturers and the jobbers

it seems to me that much good could be accom

plished. It is a matter which probably can never

be entirely eliminated, like thousands of other trou

bles to which the people of this world are ordained

to suffer. But if these representatives should meet

occasionally in a spirit of harmony, each with an ap

preciation of the worries of the other, there is not a

particle of doubt but what the jobbers could be

moved to exert their influence on price-cutters so

this evil would be lessened to a very considerable

extent. The world is finding that many ills which

appeared impossible of removing are either lessened

or smoothed away under the influence of friendly

discussions where each party earnestly endeavors to

appreciate the point of view of the other.

A JoBBER.

TELL YOUR SALESMEN TO KEENLY WATCH FOR

OPPORTUNITIES

A N old business proverb states that a difficulty

will halt an ordinary man, but a wide-awake

man will use it as a stepping stone to accomplish

his ends. A salesman who will develop his knowi

edge of human nature so he can turn little, untoward

incidents to his account is often rewarded by busi

ness out of all proportion to the act he performs.

S. C. Lambert, in a recent issue of Printers' Ink,

illustrates this point with several interesting anec

dotes taken from life. A salesman attended a meet

ing of an association of merchants in a certain city.

The last speaker of the meeting was the possessor

of a caustic tongue. He called himself a “plain

talker,” that is, he told people of their faults, told
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them good and hard, and was rather proud of it.

He talked thus to those assembled merchants, and

it riled them. The salesman saw his opportunity,

and though a stranger, asked permission to say a

few words. He praised the merchants; praised them

for their enterprise, their business judgment, their

progressive spirit—and his words brought down the

house. After the meeting the merchants gathered

around him, patted him on the back, shook his hand,

invited him to call and see them. He called. He

sold lots of goods. All owing to taking quick ad

vantage of an opportunity.

Another salesman called on one of his customers,

a jeweler, and found him in trouble. A creditor

who lived in the same city, was about to bring suit,

and the jeweler, having had a run of hard luck, was

unable to raise the necessary money. The salesman

knew the jeweler for many years—knew that he was

a hard worker, eflicient, honest, a capable business

ma.n—-and that he would come around all right if

given time. This salesman called on the creditor

and went into the matter thoroughly with him. He

explained that if the jeweler was not pushed he

would come out all right and would eventually pay

every dollar. The creditor agreed to the extension,

and thenceforth the jeweler gave practically all his

trade to that salesman. It may help a salesman to

repeat frequently that old law of philosophy, that

“action and reaction are equal.” This law is more

far-reaching than is supposed. It is generally sup

posed to apply to solid matter only, but it also applies

to human nature and to the mental and spiritual

kingdom. In the realm of a salesman’s business it

would seem to read thus: If you do a kind act to a

customer he will do a kind act for you.

 

THINKS JOBBERS SHOULD BE MORE MUTUALLY

HELPFUL

6 C T seems to me that business men—and this in

cludes candy jobbers—could study with profit

the Conference for the Limitation of Armaments,

held at Washington,” said Dennis T. Parsons, Port

Huron, Mich. Statesmen, leaders and newspapers

all unite that a-great work has been accomplished in

initiating the scrapping of hundreds of warships

and agreeing on a ten-year naval holiday, during

which no ships shall be built or laid down. On all

sides we hear this is an ep0ch—making performance.

But if you will read closely you will note occasional

remarks from the great leaders that this is not the

most important work of the conference. The great

work they have accomplished, and which will in

creasingly grow in importance, is the change they

have produced in men’s minds. And this change

will exert a greater influence to prevent wars than

could any limitation of navies or armies, no matter

how drastic. In other words, the peoples of the

world will now work together in a spirit of friendly

co-operation to promote the cause of peace, of har

mony, of goodwill and a higher and better civiliza

tion.'

Simply as a cold-blooded business problem, this

change of mind is going to prove the wisest and

most successful and profitable policy ever instituted

by the peoples of the world. And yet the change

is so simple as to be ridiculous. It merely consists

in cordially shaking hands and working together, in

stead of frowning and preparing for a scrap. I

want to express appreciation of the fact that the

candy jobbers have slowly and gradually initiated

this state of mind. They are friendly to each other.

They have the co-operative spirit. In the citiesthey

have their jobbers’ associations, where the friendly

co-operation is full and complete.

But this friendliness and co-operation could be

extended still further to the great interest of the

trade. There could be a free exchange of goods

with each other at cost price. Trade information of

value to all could be more widely distributed to the

general good. The newcomers who have not learned

the costs of conducting business, and the small job

ber, who believes in price-cutting, could perhaps be

influenced more effectually by friendly conversations

and systematic propaganda than by a cold and hos

tile avoidance. The criticisms which many job

bers level at manufacturers for selling certain peo~

ple, and for certain business methods, could be re

placed by friendly propaganda with more success of

accomplishment. In other words, this spirit of co

operation could be still further broadened with happy

results. '
 

Obituary

MEYER SANDS

YER SANDS, Vice-President of the Ohio

Confection Co., Cleveland, Ohio, and super

intendent of their factory, died at his home in that

city on November 27th, aged forty-four years. Mr.

Sands started as a shipping clerk and by industry

and ability worked his way to the responsible execu

tive position he held at the time of his death. He

was a member of the Cleveland Chamber of Coin

merce, Kiwanis Club, Masonic Fraternity and

Knights of Pythias. He is survived by his wife and

daughter.

ROBERT STEVENS BURGESS

I

UST as we close our last form, word comes to us

of the death on December llth of Robert Ste

vens Burgess, President of the Burgess Supply Co.,

Inc., of New York. Aside from the above we have

no further particulars. The deceased was active in

the affairs of his company when in health, and made

for himself and house a large circle of friends.
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ACH bright New Year's morning,

'A Their persons adorning

With the best old Manhattan could bring to its store,

Each little Dutch maiden,

With good wishes laden,

Came bobbing and curtseying up to the door.

The hausfrau would meet them,

And cheerily greet them,

And bid each wee lassie to take from her plate

A cookie nutritious,

With frosting delicious,

And nice little comfits that wrote out the date.

The town of Manhattan,

In velvet and satin,

Can scarcely remember its homespun attire.

But Centuries fleeting,

Can't banish the greeting,

When candy and custom together conspire.
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.. . UGH N. FALVEY, formerly Southern repre

' sentative of W. F. Schrafft & Sons Corp.,

Boston, Mass., now represents the A. G. Morse Corr:

pany, Inc., Chicago, in the States of Pennsylvania

and New ]ersey.

HE HARTER CANDY CO.’S five-story fac

tory at 114-116 Huron Street, Toledo, O., was

badly damaged by fire in November. The structure in

the rear was burned out and the two upper floors

were ruined, the lower floors being deluged with

water. Until the company determines how the dam

aged factory can be remodeled, temporary quarters

will be used. The Harter Company has been

in Toledo since 1916, having removed there in

that year from Tiflin, O. The officers are E.Harter, President; W. F. Donovan, Vice-President,

and W. F. Malone, Secretary and Treasurer.

EDWARD J. WALSH, long associated with

Riggi Brothers Co., Inc., as an officer, has re

signed as president of that company and joined

forces with the Banner Candy Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.,

candy specialists. Mr. Walsh has a large number

of friends in the Metropolitan territory, who wish

him success. "

 

RANK RYKERT, who for over twenty years

has been on the traveling force of Shoemaker

& Volkert, Inc., of Buffalo, N. Y., has resigned his

position to form a partnership with ]. W. Markham,

jobber, of the Kenmore District, Buffalo. They will

conduct a jobbing business and Mr. Rykert will call

on his old trade in his territory.

 

UE to many years of faithful service, Mitchell

D Weinstein has been elected secretary of the

Lindt Chocolate Co., Inc., New York, at the last

meeting of the board of directors of this corpora

tion. His new duties will in nowise interfere with

his activities as sales-manager of the company and

we are sure that his many friends will be very glad

to learn of his well-deserved advancement. The

Lindt Chocolate Co., Inc., intend moving from their

present quarters on February lst to their large and

spacious store at 39-41 East Twelfth Street, New

York, where they will display a comprehensive as

sortment of imported novelty containers besides their

large variety of high-grade imported confections.

 

THE Eighteenth Annual Meeting and Banquet

of the Confectionery Salesmen's Club of Phila

delphia was held Saturday, December 17th, 1921, in

Mosebach’s Casino, Thirteenth Street and Girard

Avenue.

About 100 members and their ladies attended the

meeting. As is the usual custom, the ladies played

cards from 3.30 to 6.30 P. M., while the men held

their annual meeting in the Grotto. At 7 P. M.,

after the prizes had been distributed to the ladies,

the orchestra played a march for the company on

their way to the Banqueting Hall. \/Vm. F. Baker,

the new president, called upon Wm. R. Molfatt to be

toastmaster of the occasion. The menu which was

in very good taste, and enjoyed by everybody, was

as follows:

Grape Fruit

Creme of Tomatoes

Tenderloin of Beef

Brown Potatoes Asparagus

Casino Punch

Chicken a la King

Ice Cream

Celery Olives

Coquilli of Halibut

Mushroom Sauce

Lettuce Salad

Fancy Cakes

Coffee Cigars Cigarettes

The banquet over, the toastmaster called upon the

new officers and other members for remarks. Greet

ings were exchanged by telegraph with the Candy

Club of New York, who were holding their annual

beefsteak dinner in New York at the same time.

Gifts were given to the Secretary, Ed. VV. Holt, and

the Treasurer, Walter R. Weir, and upon being

called upon by the toastmaster, a surprise feature

was handed the audience by Fred Cohn, who spoke

glowingly of the grand old man of the club, C. O.

Dryden, who had just finished his term of office

as president and then presented to Mr. Dryden on

behalf of the boys of the club, a silver-headed cane

inscribed as follows:

“Presented to C. O. Dryden, by the candy kids
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of Philadelphia, December 17th, 1921." “Pop,” as

he is affectionately called by the boys, was very much

pleased and later danced in a Paul ]ones to show he

was still in the game. Nevertheless, “so say we all

of us,” he was the engineer of a steam roller while

he was president.

After the banquet, speech-making and other fea

tures, a souvenir was given to the ladies. It consisted

of a set of glass—sugar bowl, cream pitcher -and

spoon tray. Dancing was indulged in until 11 P. M.,

when everybody went home happy at the thought of

the_ good time they had enjoyed.

The new officers of the club are: Wm. F. Baker,

President; Frank K. Bower, 1st Vice-President; Ed.

E. Glinz, 2nd Vice-President; Ed. W. Holt, Secre
tary; \Valter R. Weir, Treasurer. I

Six members were elected to the Board of Direc

tors as follows: Ed. H. Reid, Fred Cohn, Robt.

Kline, John M. Wickersham, Chas. C. Cortelyou, C.

O. Dryden.

F. SHEPARD CO., Milford, Mass, incor

0 porated to deal in confectionery, with capital

of $10,000, by H. F. Shepard, Frank D. Field,

Matthew T. Haynes and Theo. M. Sheldon.

PHINX CHOCOLATE CORPORATION,

New York City, incorporated under the laws of

that State, with capital of $20,000. The directors

are Philip Pearlman, Kaiman Sclmeider and Mat

thew Kaufman.

APITAL CITY CONFECTIONERY CORP..

Albany, New York, incorporated by C. H. and

D. Waite and W. Stock; capital, $5,000.

 

 

C. RYLAND, importer of extracts, co~.ors,

I etc., for confectioners, of 52 Laight Street.

New York City, has opened a Chicago branch with

stock, at 2704 Greenview Avenue, which branch

will be in charge of Max Berger, long identified with

the trade in that city.
ii.

YLVAN H. SUSSKIND, president of M. Getz

& Company, Incorporated, San Francisco, con

fectioners and bakers’ supplies, San Francisco, Calif .,

died in that city on November 21st.

 

HE RONDOUT CANDY WORKS recently

started operations in their factory at 29 Mill

Street, Kingston, New York. Edw. Mansbeck, for

merly proprietor of the Edwards Chocolate Factory,

Peekskill, has combined the business of that concern

with the new company, which also secures the serv

ices of Mrs. Pearl Seigal and David Seigal.

 

HE HEIDELBERGER CONFECTIONERY

CO., Philadelphia, Pa., announce the territories

of the following salesmen for 1922: Jack Fielder

will represent the company in New York and New

England States; Earl ‘W. Sweeney will represent

them in Pennsylvania and Ohio; S. S. McKnight wil‘:

travel in the Southern States; and]. W. J. Suter, ]r.,

will represent them in Maryland, District of Colum

bia and Delaware. . - *

H ODGE PEANUT & CANDY CO., Bingharn

' ton, New York, incorporated under the laws

of that State by S. A. and B. L. Hodge and T. B.

] ones; capital. $25.000.

OFF & GEBHARDT, Greater New York, in

corporated to deal in confectionery and syrups,

by J. Hoff, O. Gebhardt and G. A. Honnecker ; capi

tal, $20,000.

HE ROYAL CANDY CO., Hazard, Ky.,. in

corporated under the laws of that State to man

ufacture and deal in confectionery, by H. D. Young,

A. D. Moore and W. B. White; capital, $6,000.

HE VENUS CONFECTIONERY COM

PANY, of Louisville, Ky., has filed articles giv-.

ing notice of increase of its capital stock from $10,-.

000 to $20,000.

ANDRIN CO., 5723 North Clark Street, Chi-.

cago, Ill., manufacturing confectionery; incor

porated ; capital. $25,000; incorporators: Edward R.

Tiedebohl, Francis ]. Houlihen, Frank Michels.

 

AMPRAKE ICE CREAM CO., 201 West One

Hundred and Eleventh Street, Chicago, Ill.,

manufacturing ice cream, confectionery, etc., incor

porated; capital, $50,000; incorporators: ]ames Per

rie, Donald R. Bryant, Thomas Lamprake.

 

HE EDWARDS &.BROWN CO., 414 North

Morgan Street, Chicago, Ill., confectionery, in

corporated; capital, $25,000; incorporators: L. L.

Brown, E. L. Garey, D. E. Stull, E. R. Edwards.

LPHA CANDY CO., incorporated under the.

laws of Delaware, to conduct a general confec

tionery business, with capital stock of $50,000; by

Chauncey C. Cotton, Irene McCabe, L. I. Doran, of

Duluth, Minn. _i_

ANDYLAND CONFECTIONERY CO., in

corporated under the laws of Delaware, to con

duct a general confectionery business; by James Coo

per, ]ames A. Williams and C. C. Fitzpatrick; capi

tal, $15,000. i

AMUEL ]ARVIS, of the Sweet Shop at Bur

lington, Wisconsin, and Elkhorn, Wisconsin,

has started a candy factory in connection with his

Burlington store.
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B. C. CANDY CO., Sherman, Texas, cap?

. tal, $250,000; incorporators: T. E. Hopson,

C. A. Hopson and L. E. Hopson.

J. SULLIVAN, of Houston, will head the

. Texas Ice Cream Manufacturers’ Association

as a result of the election held December 9th, prior

to adjournment of the fourteenth annual convention

at the Texas Hotel, Fort Worth, Texas. N. C. Mat

thewson, of Marshall, was named vice-president,

while A. J. White, of San Antonio, was elected sec

retary and treasurer. San Antonio was selected as

the meeting place for 1922. A board of directors

elected consists of W. A. Cox, of San Antonio; A.

Rant. of El Paso; S. B. Bonner, of Temple; M.

Thomas, of Beaumont; S. S. Lard, of Fort \/Vorth;

J. D. Carruthers, of Wichita Falls; M. VV. Wort

man, of Waco; J. J. Juscan, of Sherman, and George

L. Boyd, of Sherman. More than 200 delegates

were in attendance on the closing day of the three

days’ convention.

NEW industry will be added to Janesville,

Wisconsin, with the announcement of G. A

Shurtlefi and son, Harry Shurtleff, that they will

begin the manufacture of candies. They have

opened temporary quarters at 121 North Mam

Street, with the expectations of acquiring a larger

place or possibly building a new structure as the

business develops.

HE MOUNTAIN CITY CANDY COM

PANY, which has been doing business at 1301

Fifth Avenue, Altoona, Pa., for the past year, has

moved to new quarters at Green Avenue and Seventh

Street. The company will now engage in the ex

clusive manufacture of candy. \Villiam Britten

ham is manager.

H UBER JOHNSON CANDY CO., Milwaukee,

Wis., incorporated; capital, 100 shares non

par stock; incorporators: Herman H. Huber, E. M.

Johnson, VValter F. Mayer.

 

HE BROWNIE STORES, Detroit, Michigan,

incorporated; to deal in confectionery, tobacco

etc., with capital stock of $100,000, under the law-1

of Michigan.

NTONI DZIMITROWICZ filed a certificate

in the ofifice of the county clerk to the effect

that he is to conduct a business in Utica, New York,

under the title of the Red Star Candy Co. Suppose

he conducted business under his own name!

 

HE VAN NUYS CONFECTIONERY on

Sherman \Vay, Van Nuys, Calif., formerly

owned by Baker & McGee, is now under new man

agement, having been purchased recently by R. G.

Rogers and James Mitchell, of Pasadena. The new

owners are planning a number of improvements.

 

HE LOG CABIN CANDY SHOPS, INC.,

with executive offices in the Forrest Building,

Buffalo, N. Y., was recently organized with officers

and directors as follows: Walter H. Williams, presi

dent; E. Preston Browder, vice-president; Robert L.

Hollinshead, secretary; VValter H. Williams, treas

urer. Directors: Charles Swigert, Charles Forrest,

R. L. Hollinshead, W. H. Williams and E. P. Brow

der. The company will open and operate a chain of

exclusive candy shops throughout the United States,

with plans to establish ten shops in Buffalo.

 

HE U. & S. CANDY COMPANY has opened a

factory in Heber Springs, Arkansas. The man

ager is G. B. Sandage. His associates are Mrs. G. 13.

Sandage and Mrs. E. F. Urban. They will manu

facture candy for wholesale. The factory is in \\-'est

Heber Springs.

DISSOLUTION of the Amboy Candy Company

and the organization of two new firms, the Am

boy Candy Company and the New Amboy Candy

Company was filed with the county clerk at Perth

Amboy, New Jersey. George and John Mellas,

brothers, were partners, each managing one store,

one at 38 and the other at 215 Smith Street, Perth

Amboy. John now takes over the store at 38 Smith

Street as the New Amboy Candy Company and

George will run the other himself.

 

 

HE SEMINOLE CANDY CO., Tampa, Flor

ida, recently moved into their new factory at

Newport Avenue and North A Street, where they

have greatly increased facilities for their growing

lmsiiiess.

HE NEW ENGLAND CONFECTIONERS

CLUB held its annual Christmas dinner at tlir

Boston City Club, Boston, Mass., on December 15th.

with 250 members and guests in attendance. Pres

ident N. Edwin Covel was in the chair and an orches

tra enlivened the proceedings. Following the dinner,

W. Van V. Warren, of the American Sugar Refin

ing Co., gave an illustrated talk on the “Manufacture

of Cane Sugar,” which was of much interest and ed

ucational value to those present. After the lecture,

Tufts College Mandolin and Glee Club gave a finc

selection of music.

HE ANDERSON C.-\RAMEL CO., VVheeling,

NV. Va., will move from their present location,

20 Sixteenth Street, to a large four-story building

at Thirty-seventh and Jacob Streets, where they will

have 10,000 square feet of fioor space. A line of

modern labor-saving machinery will be installed and
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the output of the company greatly increased. Thos.

Anderson, Wm. Dippel, Peter Vames, Albert Clark

and Earl McKnight are the proprietors.

HE SUPERIOR CANDY CO., State Street,

Springfield, Mass, whose store was badly

wrecked on August 31st, by a runaway train of

trolley cars, has reopened for business.

 

HE APPLE GUM COMPANY has been incor

porated -in Delaware with a capital of $1,000,

000. The directors and oFficers include George W’.

Loft of Loft Candy Stores; Vernon C. Brown, vice

president of the Sperry Hutchinson Company; Isaac

H. Blanchard, chairman of the board, Blanchard

Press; Cornelius C. Billings, Commissioner of Pat

ents under Presidents Roosevelt and Taft, and Ma

jor Joseph G. Kitchell, former president of the Eth

ridge Company, and formerly of the General Staff

who is president of the corporation.

ISS ELIZABETH SWARTZ and Miss

Louise Prochel have started in the candy man

ufacturing business on Main Street, Danville, N. Y

THOS. BAAKLIME has opened a new candy

store at Park and Huse Streets, Lawrence,

Mass.

TTO J. KOCH, who formerly resigned his office

of Secretary of the Robert A. Johnston Co.,

Milwaukee, Wis., last June, retired from the com

pany on December 31st.

E. RODDA CANDY CO, Lancaster, Pa.,

I will be represented by A. J. Latamore in Nev:

England and New York State; Wm. T. Brierly in

Baltimore, Washington and nearby trade; Chas. A.

Starke in the Southern States, and VVm. R. l\/Ioffatt

in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware and West

ern Maryland.

MERICAN CARAMEL CO., Lancaster, Pm,

will be represented by Chas. H. Crabb in New

England and New York State; \/V. VV. McClella1id

in Eastern Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware;

Wm. T. Brierly in Baltimore, Washington and vi

cinity; Irvin R. Hoskins, in Pennsylvania Main

Line, Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia.

E. FISHER, of Columbia, Pa., popularly

0 known as “Jack” Fisher, has become assistant

to Arno E. Sander, General Matiager of The Amer

ican Caramel Co. and the R. E. Rodda Candy Co.,

with headquarters in Lancaster, Pa.

 

HE MIDLAND CLUB will hold its annual

meeting at the Morrison Hotel, Chicago, on

January 25th and 26th.

The program for the first day will include regis

tration and organization, the President’s address,

reports of the Secretary and Treasurer, appointment

of committees, and any other business that may be

properly presented, followed by addresses. V. L.

Price will probably dwell upon National Advertising

and the suggested national slogan, “Everybody Likes

Candy.”

In the evening a dinner will be provided by the

club at 6.30, in the Rose Room, where all the meet

ings will be held for the members, their ladies and

their. friends. The meal will be finished by 8 o'clock.

in time for everybody to spend the evening according

to their own wishes and plans.

Thursday will be devoted to the business of the

club, followed by the report of the Nominating Com

mittee and the election of new ofiicers. Several very

important subjects will be presented to the members

for discussion and it is hoped that many will attend,

prepared to argue for or against the ideas brought

out by the resolutions, which may result in good,

practical constructive work.

Several gentlemen have been invited to address‘

the club upon topics of immediate and vital impor

tance.

HE New York City Candy Club held its annual

beefsteak dinner December 17th at Stewart's

Rathskeller. The attendance numbered about 500.

A splendid menu was served and good fellowship

prevailed. Considerable credit belongs to Fred I.

Gisburne for the arrangements of affairs and the

evening's entertainment. A. E. Sander was on the

job and, as usual, kept himself busy looking after

the comfort of the guests. His collar was evidence

of this fact at the close of the evening’s pleasure.

The popular and congenial A. C. Navatier, of New

ark, New Jersey, was present and he, too, never

seemed to tire in seeing that everybody received at‘.

abundance of the "good things served. Taking the

evening’s entertainment as a whole, it was a verv en

joyable occasion, which proved gratifying to all.

How Riley, who was recently married, was able

to get the night off, seemed to puzzle every one.

Herman Eltelberg was unable to attend, being busy

arranging his trousseau for the 25th. Good luck.

Herman. Dan Gillett, who was confined at home

with a severe cold, was missed by his many friends.

H. 0. Wilbur Celebrates His 87th

RECEPTION and dance was given on the

night of December 29th in the Bellevue-Strat

ford, Philadelphia, in celebration of the eighty-sev

enth birthday of the president and founder of H. O.

Wilbur & Sons, Inc. A large number of friends at

tended and the host was literally deluged with good

wishes for a further term of health and comfort.

Three generations are now represented in the busi

ness: H. O. VVilbur; his son, Dr. B. K. Wilbur, and

L. H. Wilbur, son of the late VV. N. Wilbur, 3.

brother of B. K.
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New Inventions

1,397,757. Confection Apparatus. Thomas Alva

Ebaugh, Kansas City, Mo. Filed Nov. 25, 1919.

Serial N0. 340,584. 19 Claims. (Cl. 9l—2.)

I
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1. In a confection machine, a frame, a chocolate

trough-shaped container longitudinally supported by

the frame and extending from end to end of the

"frame, dip trays carried by the frame and along the

edge of the container, and a conveyer running past

the dip trays.

7. In a confection machine, a frame, a trough

shaped chocolate container, carried by the frame, a

delivery hopper at one end of the container, a water

jacket about the container, dipping pans along the

edge of the container and extending over the same,

candy center-carrying supports adjacent to the dip

ping pans, and conveyor movable longitudinally of

the frame and past the dipping pans.

 

1,400,127. MACHINE FOR MAKING SPIR

AL STICK-CANDY. Fred E. Zaiss, Chicago, Ill.

Filed Sept. 11, 1918, Serial No. 253,563 Renewed

Serial No. 477,345.June 13, 1921. 27 Claims.

(Cl. 107_4.)
  

1, In a machine of the character described, the

combination of mechanism for shaping and continu

ously feeding a strip of material, means for twisting

the strip, means for severing the twisted strip into

lengths and means for severing the lengths into sticks

of commercial size.

1,400,128. MACHINE FOR MAKING CAN

DY. Fred E. Zaiss, Chicago, Ill. Filed Dec. 8,

1919. Serial No. 343,253. (Cl. 107

10.)

14 Claims.

  

1. In a machine of the character described, the

combination of a pair of rolls for shaping and feed

ing a strip of candy and provided with means to

shape different strips, mechanism for driving said

rolls, means for heating said rolls, mechanism for

acting upon the shaped strip after it leaves the rolls

and means for conjointly adjusting the rolls to bring

different portions thereof into position for co-oper

ation with mechanism for acting upon the shaped

strip.

_‘...,_i

Joseph Kalil has purchased the candy store at

Hoosac and Columbia Streets, Adams, Mass., from

Rollis Livanos.

W. C. Straight recently bought the confectionery

business of ]. C. Leonard at Sherman, N. Y.

The Rose Candy Co., is a recent candidate for

business at Ashland, Wisconsin.

The King Companv succeeds to the candy busi

ness of Harry Hedrich at Presque Isle, Maine.

Candyland is a new confectionery store opened

at 89 Hanover Street, Manchester, New Hampshire,

recently.

Hancom & Reynolds have started a new candy

factory in the Chandler Building, Maehias, Maine.

U. S. Townsend, confectionery, Newton, Ia., sold

out to ]ohn Davis and Paul Paulos.

Ted Stone opened a confectionery store at Burr

Oak, Mich.

F. C. Haver bought the Benson Candy Kitchen,

Benson, Nebr.
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BUSINESS

5 CENTS A WORD BLACK TYPE 10 CENTS

A

OPPORTUNITIES

YAYABLE IN ADVANCE MINIMUM CHARGE $1.00

Merchandise and Nownpnporo will not be forwarded to ndvertinorn unleoo accompanied by postage to cover

 

Help Wanted—Male

WANTED—CANDY MAKER, GOOD

on peanut and creak stock for small new

plant, good chance for reliable man. Bog

492, Huntington, W. Va. 564 94

~'

WANTED—- CANDY MAKER AND

mflllailer wanted bv small Philadelphia

factory. Man who is familiar with haii

dll_"_8' hall) and who has some executive

ability. to such a man we will give an

interest in the business and a substantial

salary. Give particulars in first letter.

Address C 106. care Confectioners Jour

nal. 564

-_~

WANTED—FOREMAN TO TAKE

charge of_ large hard g_oor_ls department

making high-grade specialties. Give full

particulars in reply. Address S 104, care

Confectioners Journal. 564

_~

WANTED — SUPERINTENDENT

for factorv eniploviniz about 300 girls.

Must have had experience in producing

highest grade chocolate goods, and in et

ficiently handling help proposition. Do

not apply unless you can comply with

these conditions. _Give references and

state salary expected. Address Lovell &

Covel Co., 128 Fulton St., Boston, Mass.

564, 79

WORKING SUPERINTENDENT FOR

small wholesale hard candv factorv in

Philadelphia, employing from six to eight

employees. Desire to go into other lines,

so need all-around man. A bright, ener

getic man who will hustle can secure an

interest in business. State qualifications,

experience, handling help, salary required,

references in first letter. Address R 104,

care Confectioners Journal. S64

_WANTED—TO GET IN TOUCH.

with a practical fudge man. One who can

turn out good commercial fudge at a iea

sonable Drice. Address N 104. care Con

fectioners Journal. 564

HARD CANDY MAKER WANTED.

Steady work to the right man. State

wages and ability. The Kellogg Sugar

Products Co., Lima, Ohio. 564, 99

FOREMAN—SPECIALIST ON

cream, gum, jelly and marshmallow penny

goods. Steady position, good pay. Ad

dress Beinhauer Bros. Candy Co., 617 W.

47th St., New York City. 564, 70

FOREMAN ——SPECIALIST ON CO

coanut penny goods. Steady position,

good pay. Address Beinhauer Bros. Can

dy Co., 617 West 47th St., New Ygiglz (éity.

, 1

WANTED FOR MEXICO—CANDY

maker. All-around man especially first

class hard goods; man with some experi

ence in fruit canning on small scale get

preference. Address Raymundo S. Gar

cia, Box 288, El Paso, Texas. 564, 66

WANTED—BY SMALL CANDY FAC

tory in South, a good, all-around candy

maker. One who can turn out a good

line of penny goods preferred. State abil

ity and salary expected_in first letter.

Steady position to the right man. Ad

dress O 100, care Confectioners JOl1_l'6I‘l‘3l.

a

 

 

 

 

 

 

Help Wanted—Male

WANTED—H I G H - G RA D E FAC

.tory manager who can turn out first-class

line of chocolate work and hard goods.

Must be able to turn out high-grade goods

for increasing business located _near Clu

cago. Fine opportunity for right man.

Address L 106, care Confectioners Jour

nal. 554

\VANTED—A FIRST-CLASS CANDY

maker with wide experience in all lines of

candy, making home-made and hard can

die: for first-class retail candy store, old

established and with a reputation for mak

ing the best in candies. To such a _man

who can deliver the goods there is a

permanent job with the best salary in the

country in the best candy city in the

United States. Wire application and write

us fully as to capabilities. No one but a

strictly high-grade man need apply. A. G.

Williams Honie-made Candy Co., Inc.,_S.

J. Wilson, President and manager, :15

Baronne St., New Orleans, La. 561tf, 29

WANTED—RETAIL CANDY

maker; steady position for first-class man

in clean day-light shop. No Greeks ap

 

ply. State wages and full particulars in

first letter. Ellis Confectionery, Chey

enne, Wyo. 564, 23

W A N T E D—EXPERIENCED

on hard goods. Submit references and

specify wages expected in first letter. Ad

dress R 100, care Confectioners _J0U5l'6l;3.l.

W A N T E D -- PRACTICAL CANDY

man for connection with New York manu

facturer. Attractive proposition for man

experienced on penny and bulk jelly,

marshmallow and cocoanut specialties. Ad

dress N 100, care Confectioners Jousrnal.

()4

WORKING FOREMAN—WE NEED

a man who can assist in the production of

our plant. Must be familiar with line of

popular-priced chocolates and confection

ery. A future and a steady position to

the right man. Address H 100, care Con

fectioners Journal. 564

WANTED—THOROUGHLY EXPE

rienced candy maker by small but grow

ing wholesale concern in Philadelphia.

Must be A-1 on hard goods, chocolate

cream work, also pan work. Must be

active producer and hustler. State age

and salary required. A steady position

will be offered to right arty. Answers

treated strictly confidential. Address D

102, care Confectioners Journal. 564

WANTED—-FOREMAN TO TAKE

charge of caramel, fudge cocoanut work

in plant selling jobbing trade. Splendid

chance for advancement to a man of prov

en ability. Confidential. Send full infor

mation in first letter. Address C 100, care

Confectioners Journal. 564

WANTED -—SUPERINTENDENT IN

a Pennsylvania factory. Man with speciai

training on hard candies, marshmallows,

cocoanut work and caramels, can find an

opening to his advantage. _VVrite fully.

Address A 100, care Confectioners Jour

nal. 554

MAN

 

 

Help Wanted—MaIe

WANTED—A FIRST-CLASS WORK

ing foreman for cream, gum and marsh

mallow department. Only_ those with high

est reference and experience considered;

Write stating wages desired. Address 1:‘

100, care Confectioners Journal. 564

WANTED-SUPERINTENDENT OF

proven ability, in a Maryland factory maii

ufacturing full line excepting chocolates.

Address D 100, care Confectioners _J5<g1ir

nal.

Help Wanted—Female

WANTED— EXPERIENCED FORE

lady in hand-dipping department capable

of taking charge and teaching inexperi

enced help. Give experience and salary

expected in first letter. Address S 100,

care Confectioners Journal. S64

 

 

Salesmen Wanted

 

WANTED—EXPERIENCED SALES

man to carry an A-I line of ice cream

cones for Slate: of Pennsylvanin and

New York. Address B 106, care Con

fectioners Journal. S64

WANTED—SALESMEN FOR ALL

territories. Folding paper boxes and

specialties. Remunerative side line. Ad

dress Box P 104, care Confectioners Jour

nal. 564

WANTED—EXPERIENCED SALES

man on fancy packages for New York

State. Give all particulars. Address G

104, care Confectioners Journal. 564

SALESMAN WANTED—ON COM

mission basis for staple line of hard

candy and penny specialties for Philadel

phia and surrounding towns, also for

State of Pennsvlvania. Address A 104.

care of Confectioners Journal. 564

CANDY SALESMAN FOR PENN

sylvania to handle exclusively a line of

5-cent bars. Easter eggs and penny goods.

Colonial Confectionery Corporation, N. E.

Cor. Howard and Norris Sts.. Philadel

phia. 564, S3

SUPPLY SALESMEN— RELIABLE

Import House dealing in shelled nuts,

dried fruits, established for several years.

Catering to the large manufacturing con

fectioners. Desires three salesmen, one

for New England and New York, one for

Eastern Middle States and one for the

South. Only men well known personaliy

by this trade need apply. When answer

ing state by whom now employed, how

long and in what capacity. Also where,

and how employed, and earnings for the

past ten years. A very unusual oppor

tunity for high class men. Address S 102,

care Confectioners Journal. 564

WANTED—FIRST-CLASS S A L E S

nian to sell a full line of materials to ice

cream and candy manufacturers. Great

opportunity for man who is able to pro

duce. Address T 100 care Confectiqners

Journal. 354
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Salesman Wanted

SALESMEN WANTED——AN ESTAB

lished eastern confectioners' machinery

house is seeking the acquaintance of sales

men having a knowledge of c0nfectioners'

machinery. If vou are acquainted with

the candy trade and its mechanical re

quirements, write us. We have a liberal

proposition to offer. Correspondence

strictly confidential. Address P 100, care

Confectioners Journal. 564

WANTED -- JOBBING SALESMAN

for Western territory. Address H 102,

care Confectioners Journal. S64

WANTED IMMEDIATELY—-TRAV

eling salesmen. A house manufacturing

hard candy in jars and in bulk, choco

lates in 5-pound boxes and fancy pack

ages, bars and specialties, and selling to

retailers exclusively, want several travel

ing salesmen to cover territory where

trade is established in the States of Mass

achusetts. Connecticut, New York. Penn

sylvania, Maryland, West Virginia, Ohio,

Indiana and Michigan. This territory

will be divided so as to be covered by

four men. Must carry our line exclusive

ly; salary or commission. Give us com

plete information in first letter regarding

age, experience in selling candy, territory

heretofore covered, territory you prefer.

where employed last, etc. Addrss G 102,

care Confectioners Journal. 564

SALESMEN W A N T E D—-“FLYING

Dixie" retails at Sc. Address A 102, tare

Confectioners Journal. 560tf

SALESMEN WANTED —- CALLING

on high-class jobbers to sell assorted

glace fruits in fancy wooden packages.

Good seller wherever introduced. Splen

-did opportunity for side-line men. Few

States still open. Give references. Fialla

& Eppler, Inc., 135 West 17th St., New

York City. 564, 19

WANTED—RELIABLE, HIGH

class salesmen calling on jobbing trade in

the Eastern, Northern, and Middle VVest

States to represent us on our original

line of 5- and 10-cent ocean candies. Our

patterns are new and different and big

repeaters. We are situated in the heart

of the world's pecan center and shell our

our pecans. In answering, state terri

tory covered, age, experience, and full

information about yourself. Strictly 5 pei

cent. proposition, direct and mail busi

ncss. Address Bobs Candy Co., Albany,

‘Ga. 564, 16

WANTED—COMMISSION MEN TO

sell our popular-priced cherry packages

and other specialties. Address Ladwig

Reuter Candy Company, 262 Jefferson St.,

Milwaukee, Wis. 564, l

SALESMEN WANTED WHO CAN

sell 5-cent specialties to the jobbing trade

in the Eastern territory on a commission

basis are offered an opportunity to be

come associated with a new enterprise

making several .s1>ei‘i8.lll(‘s above the aver

age in quality. Replies should contain

sufficient information to quickly deter

mine whether you are the man for this

proposition, territory covered, and lines

now sold. Address The Good Candy Co.,

New York City. 564, 49

 

Salesmen Wanted

W A N T E D— A N EXPERIENCED

candy salesman to sell a general line of

pail, penny goods and 5c specialties to the

jobbing trade only. Would prefer a man

familiar to the territory in question. \tVe

will be interested in three salesmen. The

territory we want covered is Kentucky,

Virginia, West Virginia, Ohio, Indiana,

Arkansas and possibly part of Illinois.

Address K 100, care Confectioners Jour

nal, giving age, married or single, what

experience in selling candy, also territory

familiar with and would prefer COV05I'6l‘I“lg.

Situations Wanted—MaIe

 

Situations Wanted-Male

 

CHOCOLATE AND COCOA MAN

Many years manufacturing fine coatings,

bar specialties, cocoa-powders — D u t c h

process. black. French and plain; mould

work; cocoa bean and machine expert;

producer, educated. had full charge had

ing big plant and started new plant; pre

fers Canadian or Middle \/Vest or \Vesr

crn firm. Address J 106 care Confectioncts

Journal. 564

POSITION WANTED BY SUPER

intendent of unquestionable ability. Onc

capable of handling help and modern

machinery to best advantage. thereby

maintaining maximum production at a.

minimum cost. Thoroughly Lll‘l(l6l'Sl3.l’lG3

the manufacturing of confections ,in all

branches. High-grade package and bulk

goods of all kinds. Goods systematizer

and cost accountant. Best reference. Ad

dress H 106, care Confectioners Journal.

564

CANDY MAKER —- FIRST-CLASS,

on all cream centers and all satin-finish

hard candies and full line of up-to-date

counter goods. Steady, reliable and can

manage help. Address G 106, care Coti

fectioners Journal. S64

CANDY MAKER -— A-1 ALL

around mechanic, wishes first-class retail

job. Address C. S., 209 8th St., Parkers

burg, W. Va. 564, 87

SUPERINTENDENT — TI-IOROUGH

executive, complete practical knowledge

manufacturing candies, chocolates and

chocolate from the bean; figuring cost,

etc., desires position. If in need of man

with ability, resourcefulness and experi

ence in all details in the candy and choc

olate business, please make offer. Ad

dress A 106, care Confectioners Joti5i'6n1al.

CHOCOLATE MAKER SUPERIN

tendent with many years’ practical expe

rience in Europe and America in produc

ing high-grade cocoas, liquors, milk choc

olate and coatings from raw bean up;

knows his business from A to Z; open

for position. Address L 104, care C:>.i

fectioners Journal. 564

SITUATION WANTED—Pan man ex

pert on hard and soft finish. Will be

open for position after Jan. lst. Address

J 104, care Confectioners Journal. 564

POSITION WANTED IN CHICAGO

I have 26 years’ experience making the

highest-grade of chocolate centers; bon

bons, marshmallows, gum work, caramels,

nougats, fudges, jellies, also pan work

for retail store, etc. I have worked for

some of the largest and highest-grade

houses in the country; have had charge

of help for the past ten years. Best of

reference. Address D. A, Zanone, 701

West 65th St., Chicago, Ill. 564, 67

MANAGER RETAIL CANDY ES

tablishment wants position—I am an ex

perienced buver of supplies for store and

factory, and an excellent handler of help

in both departments. I can introduce

several good selling specialties, but am

not a candy maker. I can improve your

business. Address F 104, care Confec

tioners Journal. 564 '

WANTED—POSITION AS SUPER

intend:-nt in a .~mall f.'t"tor\‘ or in retail

store, by all-around candy maker with 28

years’ experience. Willing to go in small

city. Address P 102, care Confectioners

Journal. 564

WANTED—POSITION AS WORK

irig foreman, on cream, gum and jelly

work. Years of experience. Address O

102, care Confectioners Journal. 564

SITUATIONS WANTED —- CANDY

maker. all-round retail man, twentv years‘

experience, wants position; Central or

Northern States preferred. A-1 hard

candy, buttercups, sticks, etc., fine, soft

center chocolates, fudges and all counter

goods. If you want an expert, here is

your opportunity, at reasonable salary.

Address Al. Fisher, General Delivery,

Tulsa, Oklahoma. 564. 42

POSITION WANTED BY ALL

around candv maker. Retail store. Thir

ty years' experience. Address B 104, care

Confectioners Journal. 564

CHOCOLATE SUPERINTENDENT —

open for position. Years of experience in

producing finest chocolate and cocoa in

all its branches from the cocoa bean up,

coatings, liquors, bar goods, rich red

cocoa powders of all descriptions, can

teach help, and understands all chocolate

machines, dress own mills. Best of ref

erence. Address L 100, care Confection

ers Journal. 564

S I T U A T I O N WANTED—FIRST

class enrober operator and chocolate man

is open for position as operator or de

partment foreman. Expert on Kihlgren

Stinger work. Can get big results. Pio

duce best quality, consistent with quail

tity. Sixteen years" experience. Best of

reference furnished. Address J 100, care

Confectioners Journal. 564

FACTORY MANAGER OR GENER

al Superintendent, with twenty-one years’

experience in all lines of high-grade

candy manufacture and plant manage

ment, capable of handling any amount

of help and can guarantee results at a

minimum cost. Can furnish best of ref

erence. Address E 100, care Confection

ers Journal. S64
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Situations Wanted—Male

P A N - M A N—FIRST-CLASS. ALL

round, to take charge of department. W .ir_it

to locate with a plant where the work is

steady. Address X 100, care Confection

rrs Journal. 554

 

 

Situations Wanted-—Female

 

POSITION WANTED IN NEW YORK

City, by n very competent chocolate wom

an, who understands the cnndy business

thoroughly; the handling of help and pro

duction to its fullest meaning. Only those

who have n real proposition please an

swer. Address E I04, cure Confectioners

Journsl. 564

AD_VERTISING ASSISTANT — AD

'vertising and university graduate, commer

cial teacher five years, advertising depart

ment experience. Reasonable salary. Ad

dress 117 3rd Ave. Warren. Pa. 564. 36

 

Machinery for Sale

FOR SALE—FIVE GAS FURNACES,

one alternating blower, $200 complete; one

\Verner ball machine without blower,

$350; one No. 1 Abbe sugar mill, brand

new, $100; one Beach-Russ vacuum pump,

double action, cost $600, will sell for $250.

Adldress O 104, care Confectioners Jag?

na .

IF YOU WISH TO BUY OR SELL

second-hand confectioners or bakers’ ma

chinery, write John P. Annen, 366 VVest

Oak St., Chicago. 564, 65

FOR SALE—CHOCOLATE-COATING

machine, pract_ically never used—-now in

New York City. Address H 104, care Con

fectioners Journal. 564

FOR SALE—MILLS POWER DROP

frame and rolls, Burkhard Jap mixer,

sizers, Mills tilting copper mixer, Butter

cup cutting machines, one hard candy ball

machine, 100-H. P. steam engine, 15-ton

ice machine, starch trays. Address D.

Auerbach & Sons, llth Ave., 46th-47th

Sts., New York City. 564, 60

FOR - SALE—BECHT CHOCOLATE

dipping machine; A-1 condition. Can be

seen in running order at our factory. I’.

VV. Beals Candy Co., 119 Jefferson Ave.,

\Vest Detroit, Mich. 564, 45

FOR SALE—WOODBURN SUGAR

MILL-—TYPE T-2. CAPACITY 900

pounds per hour; powders sugar to ex

treme fineness. In first-class condition.

Address H. A. Johnson Co., Dept. J., 221

227 Stnte St., Boston, Mass. 564, 55

FOR SALE-—ONE IMPROVED RA

cine automatic sucker machine, new type,

complete with one set of sucker rolls, one

continuous cutting head, one drop roll

with assorted animal designs. One Sim

plex vacuum gas cooker and one water

cooled, 3 x 8 steel slab. All of the above

equipment used only six months and guar

anteed to be in first-class condition. Ad

dress F 102, care Confectioners _JCl15l'6l'28l.

 

 

 

 

Machinery for Sale

WE HAVE A NUMBER OF TI-IE

most modern machines for sale that

manufacture ice cream crackers or sugar

wafers. Grand opportunity for a pa_rty in

that line of business or contemplating to

enter that line. Address Sweet Food Mfg.

Co., 29 South 11th St., Brooklyrg64N;wY.

 

Machinery Wanted

WANTED—TO BUY FOR CASH,

one 4 or 5 foot ball cream beater. Ad

dress Jobbers’ Candy Co., Bristol, Va.

564, /b

WANTED—MILLS POWER DROP

frame, rolls, steel cooling slabs and York

batch roller. Give motor current, condi

tion and price. Address L 102, care Con

fectioners Journal. 564

WANTED--CANDY MANUFACTUR

er is interested in buying complete line

candy machinery. Submit list of every

thing you wish to sell. Must be modern

 

type, first.-class condition. Give full de

scription and price. Address M 102, care

Confectioners Journal. 564

VVANTED -— SMALL SPRINGFIELD

depositor known as No. 3. Quote best

price. Address R 102, care Confectioners

Journal. 564

VVANTED — S I M P L E X VACUUM

cooker and Brach cutter. State lowest

cash price, age and condition of machine,

also motor current. Address K 102, care

Confectioners Journal. 564

WANTED — S I M P L E X VACUUM

gas cooker. State capacity and when pur

chased. Address E 102, care Confection

ers Journal. 564

_—VVANTED—TO PURCHASE 5 FOOT

ball cream beater. State best price. Ad

dress W 100, care Confectioners Journal.

564

 

For Sale

 

FOR SAl..E—A SPECIALTY MANU

fsctpring candy business. .Nntions|ly ad

vertised 25 years, shipping to every State

and some export. Few better known

businesses. Right party, young, active, ex

perienced, can gel terms; lease plant;

nominal rental with option to buy. Price

complete business, real estate and plant,

$100,000 cash or terms. Oflered to give

owner chance to retire. Address A I00,

cnre Confectioners Journal. 564

 

FOR SALE—WELL-EQUIPPED

plant manufacturing chocolate cooling

from the bean up. lnvestment fifty thon

snnd dollars. Plant located in California

and operating. Liberal concession to in

terested party. Reasons for selling given

in correspondence. Address D I04, care

Confectioners Journal. 564

For Sale

F O R S A L E-EXCEPTIONAL OP

portunity for hustler. Live-wire candy

shop in Western Illinois, big money-male

er. $10,000 cash required. Full particu

lars. Apply to M. Michaelis & Sons, 466

Broadway, New York City. 564, 18

FOR SALE—CONFECTIONERY

business; retail, wholesale and manufac

turing, established 35 years; North Cen

tral part of New York State, in one of the

best known summer resorts of the coun

try; winter population, 14,000; summer

population up

in city. Price about $11,000 cash. Ad

dress G 100, care Confectioners JOBS];-I/‘3l.

Specialties Wanted

MANUFACTURERS ATTENTION

Live company now selling glassware, sil

verware and utensils to confectioners in

Greater New York, desire exclusive rcp

resentation of a specialty or staple. Must

be a repeater. Have established trade and

adding new customers daily. For imme

diate action write your proposition now

to Box 34, 118 South 3rd St., Brooklyn,

New York. 564, 97

A GOOD SALESMAN WANTS A-l

line of penny and 5c suckers for South

and Southwest. Guarantee $50,000 a year

 

for right house. Address F 106, care

Confectioners Journal. 564

MANUFACTURERS — E A S T I-I R

goods and novelties wanted by thoroughly

experienced brokers. Well acquainted

and operating exclusively in small terri

tory. Washington, D. C. and vicinity, iii

cluding Baltimore, Md. Address Thomp

son & Co., 814 C St., S. E., Washington,

D. C. 564, S9

ACTIVE SALESMAN-WELL»

known to wholesale jobbing trade. VVaiit_.

strong line penny chocolates, penny re

peaters, nickel sellers and pailgoods for

Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington.

Strictly 5 per cent commission basis. Ad

dress E 106, care Confectioners Journal.

564-S-6

WANTED—LINE OF PAIL MIX

tures, chocolates, penny and 5c package

goods, for the jobbing trade in Virginia,

North Carolina, South Carolina. Eighteen

years’ experience with one line of con

fections. Address Geo. W. Harrington,

1206 East Franklin St., Richmosrgg, 8Ya.

, J

SALESMAN, PRODUCER. VERY

well known with New York and nearby

jobbers, desires a good reliable candy line.

Address M 104, care Confectioners Jour

nal. 564

CONFECTIONERY SALESMAN— A

business producer with large following

among jobbers and large volume buyers

in and about New York and bordering

States, wants agency for line of fancy

package chocolates, candies, bar goods

and specialties. Commission basis. Ad

dress M. A. S., 45 Powell St., Brooklyn,

N. Y. 564. 37

 

 

to 100,000. Best location '
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Specialties Wanted

_ PHILADELPHIA SALESMAN SELL

ing jobbing trade for many years wishes

line penny and bar goods on commission.

Guarantee to sell the goods. Address N

102, care Confectioners Journal. 564

HATTIESBURG SPECIALTY co.,

 

 

- Hettiesburg, Miss. Jobbers of specialties,

mostly candies, chewing- gum, cigars,

school supplies, brooms, coffees, toilet ar

ticles, etc., have just opened for business.

We want especially good lines of goods.

Those interested, write us sending cata

logues and jobbers’ prices, discounts, CIZC.

We also handle drop shipments. We will

sell no goods that are not strictly first

class. Address J 102, care Confectioners

Journal. 564

IF A MANUFACTURER OF SPEC

ialties is thinking of making a changc in

representation or expansion of outlet, wish

they would consider us, for we cover the

New England States and can give good

service. Address U 100, care Confection

ers Journal. 564

OLD LINE SALESMAN CALLING

on the jobbing trade regularly, Delawarc,

Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia and

Washington, D. C., wants good line penny

chocolates, pail goods, nickel sellers, and

popular-priced package goods, strictly 5

per cent. commission basis. Address C

102, care Confectioners Journal. 577, 8 Iii

ACE HIGH SALESMAN WITH CUL

tivated established jobbing trade West

Virginia, Maryland, Delaware, Virginia

and Washington, D. C., wants ~ood line

penny chocolates, penny repeaters ai.d

nickel sellers, coiiiinission basis. Address

B 102, care Confectioners Journal.

554, 10 M

 

~

Arthur Clow has taken over the Brandon Candy

Co., at Albert Lea, Minn.

L. E. Mattocks, confectionery, Deer Creek, Minn.,.

sold out to Andrew Johnson.

Dave Turgeon, confectionery, Grafton, N. Dak_.,

 

Stanley Luckles, confectionery and tobacco, Car

linville, Ill., sold out to Frank \Velte.

W. A. Honaker, soft drinks, confectionery and

cigars, Woodbine, Ia., sold out to VV. E. Copeland.

Sampson Bros. opened a confectionery store at

Hibbing, Minn.

H. J. Wagner 81 Son bought a confectionery busi

ness at Hunter, N. Dak.

James Greenwood leased the Wisconsin House,

Two Rivers, Wis. He will conduct a confectionery

business in connection.

Marion Olson sold his Ideal Ice Cream factory,

Waupaca, Wis., to Vernon and Harry Hanson.

Alfred Malueg succeeds W. L. Helms in the Prin

cess Candy Store and Ice Cream Parlor, Clintonvillc,

Wis.

Jarvis Daskal and Facklis opened the New Sweet

Shoppe and Restaurant at Elkhorn, Wis.

Sheboygan, \Vis.,John Alpert, confectionery,

sold out to Henry Gmach.

Specialties Wanted

_ A BROKERAGE CONCERN WITH A

live salesforce and an acquaintance among

the jobbers in New England, would con

sider general lines of candy. Address V

100, care Confectioners Journal. S64

SALESMAN—-SELLING -TO JOB

bers, open for additional line for Philadel

phia and surrounding territory. Address

M 100, care Confectioners Journal. 564

 

SALESMAN—-OLD-TIMER, WITH 20

years’ experience among the New York

confectionery trade, wants specialties iii

penny and Sc goods on commission basis

for New York, Long Island and part of

New Jersey. Address C 104, care Con

fectior-ers Journal. 564-5-6

Agents Wanted

LIVE B ROKERS WANTED—WE

have an excellent opportunity for the right

kind of representatives in the following

States: North Cnrolinn, South Carolina,

Georgia, Florida, Alnbnmn, Mississippi,

Washington, Oregon, Utah, Wyoming,

Louisiana, Arksnsns, Texas, Oklahoma,

New Mexico, Arizona, California, Nevada,

Colorado, Montana, ldsho. Must have

financial rating; be able to furnish refer

ences and show results. Write in detail

exact territory covered, lines handled, etc.

Address The J. H. Phelps Co., Cleveland,

Ohio. 564. Z8

Want to Purchase

WANTED TO BUY A HIGH-CLASS

confectionery. Must be in good town and

good location. Give all particulars. Ad

dress Box 123, Columbia City, Ind.

564, S9

Agency Wanted

FORMER JOBBER—WELL AC

quainted with the jobbers in Chicago and

vicinity, desires to ncl as representative

for n reliable out-of-town manufacturer.

Address K 104, cnre Confectioners Jour

nal. 564

 

Business Chances

FOR SALE—ONE-HALF INTEREST

in going candy manufacturing business,

with established trade and brand, selling

the jobbing trade throughout the East.

Small amount of cash, balance can be paid

in instalments. Good opportunity for

candy maker, salesman or office man with

small capital. Factory located in Phila

delphia. Address D 106, care Confection

ers Journal. S64

 

Accounts Wanted

C A N D Y MANUFACTURERS—W E

want accounts for Washington, D. C. and

vicinity, including Baltimore, Md. _Small

territory covered regularly by experienced

and competent salesmen, well acquainted

with jobbers and buyers for chain stores.

Penny, bar, bulk and package goods and

specialties. Address Thompson & Co., S14

C St., S. E., Washington, D. C. 564, 90

 

 

Machinery for Sale

FOR SALE—ONE NEW IMPROVED

 

confectioners’ furnace complete; never

been uncrated. A real bargain. Address

K 106, care Confectioners Journal. S64

 

sold out to Walter Dahl.

Alberta Candy Co., Chicago, Ill., decreased capi

tal from $100,000 to $50,000.

White Eagle Candy Co., 4128 Chene Street, De

troit, Mich., is now open for business.

Chas. Lahde, confectionery, Negaunee, Mich.,

sold out to John Kumpi.

R. K. Johnson bought a cigar and confectionery

business at Pipestone, Minn.

George A. Ball, bakery and confectionery, Walnut

Grove, Minn., sold out to Brantman & Hagel.

Mrs. Moore sold her ice cream and confectionery

business, at St. Paul, Nebr., to P. R. Beauchamp, Jr.

Chas. A. L’Esperano has opened a new confection

ery store at 65 Pleasant Street, Maiden, Mass.
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BANKRUPTCY SALE

Jersey City Plant of Continental Candy Corporation, Bankrupt

Westside and Claremont Aves., Jersey City, N. J.

_ Telephone Bergen 1118.

Including land and buildings, steam and electric power plants, refrigerating and air-condi

tioning system, candy making machinery and equipment, office furniture and equipment, and ac

counts receivable will be offered at public sale at 12 o’clock noon on January 18, 1922, in the ofiice

of the Hon. J. J. Townsend, Referee in Bankruptcy, at 299 Broadway, New York City.

The real estate includes a new eight-story and basement fireproof building of daylight con

struction, having net floor space of about 180,000 square feet, and suitable for any but very heavy

manufacturing, together with certain older adjoining buildings having a net floor space of about
46,000 square feet. V I

The machinery and equipment inventories include certain new machinery purchased for use

in the new building, but never used, together with machinery and equipment in use before manu

facturing operations were suspended. The used machinery is in serviceable condition, much of it

being practically as good as new.

The terms of the order of sale provide arrangements under which satisfactory bids for ma

chinery and equipment, if received at the fersey City factory sufliciently in advance of the date of the

public sale, may be promptly confirmed and accepted. The articles on which bids are invited in advance

of the public sale include all readily removable equipment that is required in a large candy manu

facturing plant. In this list are Steel and Wood Moguls, Starch Buck, Enrobers, Basket Dipping

Machines, Mixing Machines, various types and sizes of Movable Scales; various types and sizes of

Copper Kettles; Reducers, Refiners, Conge, Melangeurs, Mills, etc., used in the Chocolate Depart

ment; Cocoa Press, Revolving Pans with and without coils, Fig Paste Cutting Machines, Marshmal

low Beaters, Lozenge Press, Lozenge Cutters, Wrapping Machines, Paper Cutting Machines, Ma

chine Shop Equipment, Automatic Nailing Machines, Tables, Shovels, Platform Trucks, Starch

Trays and Starch, etc., used throughout-the factory; Desks, Chairs, Typewriters, Filing Cabinets

and other Oifice Equipment; Tables, Chairs, Dishes, Ranges and other Restaurant Equipment.

All machinery and fixtures are being offered “as is” at the Jersey City Factory, without guar

antee of any sort.

_ Bids must be accompanied by certified check for 10% of the amount; the terms for the bal

ance being cash on delivery.

This property may be inspected at any time, preferably by appointment. The method of sale

ofiers an opportunity for manufacturers to purchase almost any machine required in a candy fac

tory with full opportunity for inspection and examination.

The Jersey City Factory is readily accessible to New York via the Central Railroad of New

Jersey, Newark Branch, to the Westside Avenue Station which adjoins the property, or via the

Hudson Tubes to the Grove Street Station, and a Westside Avenue bus to the corner of Westside

and Claremont Avenues.

James B. A. Fosburgh, Trustee,

Continental Candy Corporation, Bankrupt.

First Comers Have the Widest Assortment to Choose From.
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FLORAL AND HOLLY PAPERS

Less Than Pre-War Prices

Floral sample books ready January 15th.

We also furnish special editions in moderate

quantities from unusual exclusive designs.

BREUKER & KESSLER CO.

LITHOGRAPHY
709 ARCH ST., PHILA., PA.

ON'T economize on store expenses along the

D line that makes for a reputation for stinginess.

[XI HEN you want to discover the source of a leak

in the store funds, don't nose around in the

dark. Go to the one who ought to know most about

it. -

I T may be a satisfaction to make your competitor

mad, but it is sure to result in hotter competi

tion in that quarter.

KEEPING people happy while in your store helps

to make them feel like spending their money.

J. McCabe opened a soft drink, cigar and coniec

tionery business at Reedsburg, Wis.

Harold Doyle has taken over the Chocolate Shop,

Rhinelander, Wis.

Totman & Ham, Inc., will Open a new confection

ery and cigar store at Broad and State Streets, Bos

ton, Mass.

C. B. Carlson has started in the candy business at

Higganum, Conn.

W' you begin to cut on your store expenses,

cut the advertising expense last-preferably

not at all.

"Every Taste a Pleasant Thought ’’

YOU REMEMBER ME

A Peanut and Cocoanut Blend made in

the good old Virginia way from our

24 Pkgs. to Carton

WESTMORELAND CANDY CO., Inc.

Special Formula

40 Cartons to a Case

Write for Samples and Prices

Manufacturers

RICHMOND, VA., U. S. A.

Look! Starch Boards

Why not b
facture themb'.' Starch Boa

rds from Us, who Imanu

or prices and testimoni sizes, any style. Write us

many satisfied customers.

..' BOX COMPANY
Loomis Sr.

Chicago, I

Double-Triple Ball Vendor
NEW, NOVEL PREMIUM FEATURES

Legitimate Everywhere

Sells more gum in a day than the

ordinary ball gum machine sells in a

month.

Write for our Circular containing

full particulars.

BALL GUM

All Flavors and Colors

Special Prices to Jobbers and Operators

WALTER GUM COMPANY

**Brooklyn, N.Y., B.a.slsa. Ave., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Concerning the Foreman . .

T: business of foremanship has been recog

nized at last as a vocation of dignity and re

sponsibility; one worthy of scientific treatment. The

* *
. . ."

subject has been considered by Dr. J. H. Willits,

head of the Department of Industry at the Wharton

School, University of Pennsylvania. In a recent

interview, Dr. Willits said:

“They say a foreman is the smallest common de

nominator of the quantity ‘boss'; a workman who

has in his charge other workmen for whose useful.

mess he is responsible to his superintendent or man

ager.

“If a foreman has no definite and recognized

status in industry, he should have one,

“A broad knowledge of the principles which regu

late his own and other industries, and industry and

wealth in general, will make the foreman more val

uable to his employers, widen his influence with his

men and considerably elevate his own place in so

ciety. -

"The project of educating foremen in the subtler

problems of finance, credits, industrial management

and industrial costs has entered into its second year

under the aegis of the Board of Education and the

Philadelphia Association for the Discussion of Em

ployment Problems.

“No exact or even satisfactory estimate of the

number of foremen employed in industries of Phil

adelphia has been made, but the number has been

approximated at 20,000. Of these about 700 were

enrolled last year for the weekly classes conducted

in the Central High School.

“This education of foremen is proceeding under

the direction of William C. Ashe, superintendent of

cational education in the public schools, and my

self. -

“There are, besides the general course in foreman

ship, special courses for works managers and pro

duction superintendents and textile foremen, courses

in time study, special production problems and traffic

and shipping.

“On a community basis such as this, the under

taking is unique. In this and other cities, however,

some great industrial plants have organized their

foremen into classes for brief instruction by indus

trial engineers, and certain correspondence schools

have included a course in foremanship.

“But such training concerns itself with meeting

the problems and circumstances of a particular trade

or a particular set of correlated trades. While this

instruction is valuable and forms a fundamental part

of our own courses, it does not serve to bring the

foreman into constant association with foremen from

other industries.

"Association through discussion from varied

viewpoints makes for a wider and easier under

standing of questions involved, and, what is im

CoNFECTIONERS JOURNAL
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PET

COATINGS AND

LIOUIORS s

are made in their American fac.

tory by the inimitable Swiss

methods and processes. They

are manufactured under men

trained to make chocolateasonly

the Swiss, the best chocolate

makers of the world, can make it.

N

|[E

Peter's Chocolate has been in.

ternationally famous for many

years because of this intimate

knowledge of correct chocolate

making together withdownright,

clean cut honesty in manufacture.

The use of Peter's PlainSweet

Bitter Sweet, Vanilla Or M.

Coatings will give an individual

taste and distinctiv
. . €neSS to yOur

line. -

We will, at your Tequest

submit samples, quote int:

esting prices and arrange to

supply * requirements

beginning January 1st, 1922

| É

|

|PETER CAILLE

R KOH
SWISS CHOCOLATES:
138 HUDSON ST, NEW YORK N TC.

, N.Y.

Factorir *'on, New York, us les: |N

HAYEs, ENGLANT," "** orbs• D SwitzER

"ONDON, ENGLAND BRoc,sw'
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA HDORF AND
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| portant, brings out the problems that are peculiar to

| foremanship rather than to a particular business.

“Last year, for example, our lectures and discus

sions brought out the various types of industrial

organization, the relation of the foreman to those -> 2 *

organizations, the ways of planning and scheduling S %. 72. #EE

the routine of work.” H X X " I

*LE- | J }* SEHE

W -i-Hi

ICE CREAM -H+ JRNSY| $/ #
AND -H-I- - w #

*II: • ‘uxxixto . S" #

- SPRENGERLE MOULDS +EE I SEEE

| | Manufactured by +++ A. * • * JEE:

FR. KRAUSS’ SON +H: J. S. A J. C.

| 333 W. 18th Street New York City +EE #:

| -E: ~EEE

"—l-l-l- #

- ILVER DRAGEES |-- U lled f ź.

| S |-- nexCelleOH TOr -i-H

PRICE LIST ++ • #
Lot prices (100 Boxes to Case). -H+- • © >

| B:'".''... # Cooking Qualities #
44 00. . . . . . . . . “ 2.50 “ “ - *

44 0. . . . . . . . . “ 2.40 “ “ ++E
44 1. . . . . . . . . “ 2.00 “ “ #

| *- 2b-up to 7... “ 1.40 “ “ -TTL ". -:

Grains de Ble. . . . . . “ 2.00 “ “ #
“ de Riz . . . . “ 2.00 “ “ - +++

44 D'Avoines . “ 1.40 * “ -t- - J.C.

a bit.'" . . . . . . # Corn Products Refining Co. +H:
Amandies Natural ... “ 2.00 “ “ #
All other sizes..... “ 1.40 “ “ 17 Battery Place NEW YORK #

Shipments of 5 Cases we allow 20c off each box from above prices. # +H:

FRENCH DRAGEE & SPECIALTY CO. +H: +H:
201 West 13th Street, New York City. M- +++

| Tel., Watkins, 339. IILLIDCIEEEEEmammammammammuimTIM |-R - I

*E*******-*LEDDDDDD" LDLINE

DDLLILDDDDDDI.I.I.I.I.I.LLDDDI-IIaramurai-III-IIIITT DDDITI-III

| | Of Importance to Confectioners |

The right kind of lace paper is a great aid in |

| securing worth-while business. Be sure to specify |

|
|

|
* * - - --

----

|

| the original Milwaukee Lace Paper Co's product,

-

| | Paper Sundae Dishes Dividers

| Bon Bon Cups— Embossed Blotter Mats |

plain and printed Padolene

Box Top Laces— Layer Cards |

| plain and embossed Aluminum Bar Wraps— |

Strip Laces—and embossed printed |

| Name Laces Glassine Bar Wraps—printed ||

| Silver Plated Sundae Paper Doilies

Dish Holders

| Fiber Padding

Beware of imitation of patterns and

trade names.

We will gladly furnish catalog 1ists

of our various sizes.

MILWAUKEE LACE PAPER CO.

Cor. Lee & Bolton Sts., Milwaukee, Wis.

£ - - Est. 1899
| -- *-i| | . . . ... . . . - New York Boston - -

| -- - - New Orlean San Francisco Chicago
- " s Montreal Winnipeg Toronto

| En- Vancouver

|

-

~=

====
===

* | T->====
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TRUE TO NATURE COLORS

In CANDY and CONFECTIONERY

You use coloring for just one purpose—to impart the appetizing natural shades

that belong to the flavoring used, and so increase the attractiveness and saleability

of your candies. The color identifies and emphasizes the flavor.

And to do this successfully you must use colors that are true to nature—shades

that are absolutely right.

“National” Co 1 or

Blends, or secondary

shades, are, first of

all, exact as to shade.

“National” prod

ucts have won high

repute for their brill

iancy, strength, and

uniformity,"qualities

“National” Blends (certified)

most popular in the Candy and

Confectionery Trade

Ceylene. . . . . . . . . . . . . Raspberry Red

Rubaline. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Currant Red

Sulta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Strawberry Red

Sitro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lemon

Sitro is a true lemon

yellow. Rosea is a

true rose-pink, as dis

Burno. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Red Orange

Toki. . . . . . - * * * * * * * * *Yellow Orange

Rosea. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rose Pink

Carnata. . . . . . . . . . . . . Carnation Pink

Benga. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Fruit Red value of food colors.

that accurately mea

sure the economic

tinguished from Bor- Solona. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dark Yellow -

Borderine . . . . . . . . . American Beauty Andderine, which is an Mvrtine. . . . . . . . . . . . Pistachio Green

American beauty red; Celetine ....................... Blue every “National”

and so on through the Plumna . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Plum Blend is fully certified

entire list of “Nation- £-> < under -

al” Blends which are © |* Sealed

used in candy and | E.'...' £,

confectionery. ".

in purity,

Government

regulations just like

the primary colors

themselves.
Certified -

Each produces the to Bureau

of Chemis- |

All “National”
natural fruit or flower tified mal” Cer

- try; Dept. ified Food Colors ar
shade desired. And of Agri- V/ sold i S are

they never vary culture. =y in standard blue,
J - red and white tins.

We hope you will take advantage of the technic

tories. Our food color experts are always at yours

work out any difficult color problems that may co

al Service afforded

"Vice; always rea

nfront you.

by our labora

dy to help you

Leading supply houses and jobbers sell “National”

insist on getting them.
Certified Food Colors:

Certified Food Color Division

National Aniline & Chemical Co

21 Burling Slip, N. Y.

NATIONAL

mpany, Inc.
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Orders from Dealers!

#4, here's how they

come in on—

1939%tty.
F. E. c. . U. s. Pa.T. Co F-F-.

UPUIDDIN”

In All Cases These Are Sales of One Dealer Only

313 cartons 345 cartons 254 cartons

10 months 7 months 2 months

Joliet, Ill. Cairo, Ill. Davenport, Ia.

1 14 cartons 83 cartons 90 cartons

3 months 7 months 2 months

Alton, Ill. Keokuk, Ia. Ponca City, Okla.

t t

230 a. 42.:" 45 '"
Springfield, Ill. Pine Bluff, Ark. Slater, Mo.

Big dealers—little dealers—dealers everywhere are

selling Lady Betty Puddin'. Above are only a few of

their orders—a handful picked at random. Just enough

to show you that it's well worth your while to do some

of the supplying yourself!
-

Made with the very highest quality milk chocolate

and filled with a rich indefinable center, Lady Betty Pud

din' is proving conclusively that real quality always sells.

Each piece cupped in attractive container—24 to the car

ton-50 cartons to the case.

PAUL F. BEICH CO.

BLOOMINGTON CHICAGO
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ER BAKER & CO'S.

Are the Standards

of the Trade for

Confectioners' Use

Sweetened and unsweetened;

light, medium and dark, what

ever the difference of color

or flavor, all are absolutely

Pure, smooth and uniform

to work.
RG. U. S. PAT. Off.

| The taste and appearance of confections

| depends largely upon the coating.

Send for Samples and Prices

WALTERBAKER& CO.,LTD.

Established 1780 DORCHESTER, MASS.

57 Highest Awards at the Expositions

of Europe and America

WEBBS

E.

#

©

%5.3%H

mum"

=

*"
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Invest $3 in

Greater Prosperity for 1922

O you want to attract

new trade, reduce the

leaks and losses that eat

into p r of it s, and in

crease your earnings for

1922? If so, three dollars

invested in the New Thir

teenth Ed it i on of

RIG BY S RELIABLE

CANDY TEACHER will

enable you to accomplish

such aims.

The 900 recipes for trade

winning pieces, the valu

able pointers and the busi

ness building information

contained in this book

comes through W. O.

Rigby's 30 years of experi

ence in the candy business.

It can, therefore, be con

sidered absolutely reliable.

Its 288 pages are written

in a very plain, easily-un

derstood style; they are

also conveniently indexed

and profusely illustrated.

Because of the value of

this book in helping to

stimulate business and in

crease the earnings of con

fectioners, no tradesman

can afford to be without it.

Send money order for $3

today so that you can com

mence to receive its bene

fits with the beginning of

the new year.

RIGBY PUBLISHING CO.

908 W. 10th St. . ... "

Topeka, Kansas e^

Send further information, C

#####"/#!'
Remittance attached applying.

Address

l

|

|

*

t

t

: Name
t

t

t

*

t

City and State.................

NE day little Mary had

been very naughty and her

mother said to her:

"Mary, you must go upstairs

and pray for forgiveness for

your sins.”

When the little girl came

down after some time, her

mother asked, “Did you tell

God about it?”

"No,” replied the child, “but

I told Mrs. God, and I guess

it's all over heaven by this

time."—Virginia Reel.

44 A REN'T people queer?”

queries R. J. M. “A

married friend buttonholed me

this morning and poured into

my ear a choice bit of scandal.

But don't let it go any further,

Bob," he ended.

“’No, cetainly not, I said.

But how did you happen to

hear it?’

" 'Oh, the wife, of course,'

he answered. “She's just like

all women—can't keep a se

cret.' And off he went.”

OX-HEART
Brand

Chocolates
and Rapid Selling Confections

*nd for Price List

OSWEGO CANDY

Oswego, N. Y.
WORKS
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The I

MILKY *
inn; I ‘””i

Chocolate

  

3/4ths of a Glass of Milk in Each Bar

HEY sell—and no wonder

To that marvelous Runkel

Chocolaty Taste we add %ths

of a glassful of fresh creamy

milk. Runkel Bars are the purest,

most wholesome, nutritious and

delicious milk chocolate bars

offered to the public. Write for

full information.

RUNKEL’S
THREE KINDS

With Dairy Milk With

Roasted Almonds Plain ‘ Peanuts and Raisins

RUNKEL BROTHERS, Inc.

451 West 30th Street, New York, N. Y.

  

An Advertising Moral

NCE upon a time a donkey

fell into a deep hole, and

after nearly starving, caught

sight of a passing fox and im

plored the stranger to help him

out.

“I am too small to aid you,"

said the fox, “but I will give

you some advice. Only a few

rods away is a big, strong ele

phant. Call to him and he will

get you out in a jiffy."

After the fox had gone the

donkey thus reasoned: “I am

very weak from want of nour

ishment. Every move I make

is just so much additional loss

of strength. If I raise my

voice to call the elephant I shall

be weaker yet. N0; I will not

waste my substance that way.

It is the duty of the elephant

to come without calling."

So the donkey settled him

self b ack and eventually

starved to death.

Long afterward the fox, on

passing the hole, saw within a

whitened skeleton, and remark

ed: “If it be that the souls

of animals are transmigrated

into men, that donkey will be

come one of those who can

never afford to advertise.”

 

O-ED—In what depart

ment are you giving dem

onstrations?

Floorwalker—No demon

strations today, madam.

Co-ed—-No sales or demon

strations!

F1oorwalker—-Oh, yes, a

sale in bath tubs, but no dem

onstration.-—Ca1if0‘rm'a Peli

ran.

 

HE chairman of the gas

company was making a

popular address.

“Think of the good the gas

company has done!" he cried.

“If I were permitted a pun,

I would say in the words of the

immortal poet, “Honor the

Light Brigade.”

Voice of a consumer from

the audience: “Oh. what a

charge they made!”
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Double Your

Easter Business

Sell those little Chocolate fig

ures, Patties, etc., liked by

eve ry body---and

manu fac t ure

tli em in you r

own shop. lt is a

simple matter to

make them by use

of our patented

  

 

 

Elt‘d 1885   

i '.

JAY BEE ~ ’CHOCOLATE MOULDS ‘I D I

. . .. I '=
Wl’l1Cl1 we manufacture in such enormous quantities - ill

that we can offer them at very reasonable prices ' 1|‘

. ' II

Rabbits, Easter Eggs, till}

Moulds for Every Holiday and Occasion I ;= \'_

Write for our catalog No. 12 t fobbeliy? thrto;:gh(§lI1;Ot},I7.e“,c

‘ ry se mg e I

Serve your Chocolate, Broth, Malted Milk, Tea 3, LINE as 8 LINE ‘"6 '“"'""'"g <1 if

Coffee, etc., in absolutely clean, well-shaped an Q5 ~ ‘ 131'86' Pefmanent BAR CANDY (‘U

artistically designed It E, business. Their success is re- ‘,|

_ , , W markable. It proves conclu- 1 ~

JAY BEE PATENTED IMPORTED sively thatSANITARY CHOCOLATE curs £5. 1:2 ;§l:. _ _ '- ,which present a clean, appetizing, rounded and "l E‘ Quallty Alwayswlns it 3,

edgeless bottom and kee the drinks piping h_ot. 5,] J

They are strongly made 0 high-grade glazed finish ’-‘ii! ;

porcelain throiighou_t—not crockery—and if they iii j _

chip, they retain their White 85661 and (10 1101 turn I 5: l The SHOT“/ELL LINE isbrown. >,.' ‘I l truly a quality line. Excellent

Phi" "fl" 6°14 BM‘ -54-00 N"_ H‘""“' T." quality—-wonderful ass0rtment—

’,;':;:..‘:::£::.‘....:i::i: ‘.t::i'.Z:::’.£: -. "~P~m
Dooomzoa with Cold Band-—-$4.25 No Handle _ H, "_""°"'°°" '°‘“’;> ""5-COT”-‘Ct

. ._ ize— ro er rice.Order an assortment to-day (packed a dozen in a S P P P

carton) and watch your profits grow. 5:1 Feature t li e SHOTWELL

LINE and increase your CANDY

W‘-5 sales in 1922. Send for complete

JABURG BROTHERS, Inc. ._=_§;.{ ,-,,;,,,,,,a,,-O,,_ I '

10-14 Leonard St. New York

The ShOtW€llM1g.CO.

31': CHICAGO BROOKLYN
~.i‘,

.

|

I

Specializing on

, , CHECKERS CANDY BARS

‘ j MARSHMALLOWS

 

C H EC K IR 5

I Shotwells Marshuielhvws 1 '.,.,~¢ __

' Shl)(\Il'l1§(AIld)'B<!f Spcdaltkis 3 " < _'

' r ' ' , . ' -. . __it
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E N N I S O N

S E A L S can

help you sell your

confections. They

are well designed,

better-made and so

sure to speak for the

quality of the mer

chandise they adorn.

  

Your special seal is

our regular service.

  

  

The Fool-Proof Measuring Faucet

—-the faucet that syrup people have long been waiting

and watching for.

One push on the faucet gives a rapid discharge of ex

actly one ounce (or 11/; ounces) of syrup—the precise

base for the best drink—scrvice that eliminates waste.

The “Rotax" Glass Dispenser

equipped with the Measuring Faucet, DISPLAYS

the attractive, appctizing colors of your drinks, and

makes FIVE sales to one before.

5

2

Write for Cooler Catalog 5

  

QMMiiaonGJXlfl11M£i(1A9l4l/‘Lilla 0/.

TM I TAG NAKZIQ

  

  

FRAMING!-IAM. MASS.
 

  
_-—--_._---__-____.—_

  

Write now for samples and prices to Dennison. Dept. C.J.I.

Framingham, Mass.
  

ROTAX COMPANY, Inc.

384 East l33rd St., New York City

Born’s Sanitary Square Sucker Machine
"Now on the market for the first time."

  

Be the First in Your Territory to Have These Suckers

  

 

  

This machine is built in four sections, which include two pouring frames, one assembly frame. two sets of brass

cutters and three stick racks. We also have a skewer depositing machine, patented by ourselves, which goes with this

machine.

  

The hot candy is poured into the pouring frame, which is placed on a water-cooled slab, the assembly frame’

containing a set of brass cutters is then placed on this frame and the brass cutters are forced into the hot syrup.

The skewer rack is then placed on top of the cutters and, by removing the aprons, will let the 899 skewers pass into the

S99 perfectly cut squares of hot candy. The candy is removed by pulling the cutters apart.

  

The capacity of the machine depends upon the eFficiency of the operators; its extreme production is S99 suckers

every five minutes, and “Not touched by Hand."

  

\Ve have just a few of these machines on the market this fall and can honestly say that these sanitary, clear,

square suckers are having the most phenomena! sale of any sucker ever oficred the trade. Retailers are buying them

in 25 to 250 box lots.

Write for particulars.

  

Confectioners’ Equipment Company

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 
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This Booklet

tells how to cut down Boiling Room Losses
Send for Your Co=’py;it’s‘FREE " ' ' i '

S your boiling room running \

at a loss—loss which other de

partments of your plant must

make up?

Costly labor charges; spoiled

batches; syrup wasted by boiling

over the goosenecks of vacuum

i cookers—all eat big slices into

your profit.

The “Baker” Automatic Steam

Sugar Cooker can help cut down

loss. Our free booklet explains.

This new-way Cooker (with

out vacuum) has been tried and

time-tested in leading candy fac

tories, such as Bishop & Co.,

Los Angeles, Weideman of"

Cleveland, Fritz of Newark. It

cuts down batch spoilage and

syrup waste. It economizes labor.

Requires only 1'0 the H P of a

vacuum cooker; much less steam;

no vacuum cooling water.

And the “Baker” Cooker does

more than save! Produces bet

ter boilings—of fine color and

high quality that keep perfectly

in all climates and under all tem

peratures. Gives a delicious

caramel flavor when desired.

Write for our interesting, in

formative book today. It’s free.

A postal request will do.

Address DESK A l

 

The BAKER Line

is complete

Beside the wonderful “Baker"

Automatic Steam Sugar Cooker.

we build a complete line of

machinery for the Chocolate.

Candy and Cocoa trade.

These machines include:

Cocoa Sorters and Roasters

Cocoa Nibbers and Grinders

Melangeurs and Refiners

Hydraulic Cocoa Presses

Chocolate Mould Filling

Machines

Tapping Table:

etc., etc.

Before buying machinery, it

will pay you to consult Baker

Perkins engineers. We prob

ably can save you money. It

will not obligate you a whit.

 

The BAKER LINE of Machinery for Chocolate, Cocoa and Candy Manufacturers

JOSEPH BAKER SONS & PERKINS CO., Inc., BAKER-PERKINS BUILDING, WHITE PLAINS, N. Y.
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We manufaro a complete line of Stationary Copper Steam Jacketed Kettles, plain or mixing.

Absolute satisfaction guaranteed. Prompt shipments. Ask your dealer or write us for literature and prices.

HAMILTON COPPER G. BRASS WORKS, Hamilton, Ohio

FLUELESS '

wmm S Molds
COILLESS BARS 7 BE"-M<£R*;sg1:;‘~_ For all purposes CAKES h _ ’ _" _ BROOKLYN

required by candy makers. E 1; " - V ~ ~ New York om“

Four sizes up to 5 Horse Power. H01-Low Z. ,__, i K K .,\ --A ~ . -; \. 140 Nassau 5!.
Burn Gas and Kerosene. Just right for FANCY DF-$|GN A‘

your kettles, enrobers, coaters, boiling

and heating. '

Gas controller keeps heat just right.

' ' Water Governor makes boiler full

automatic.

No Ashes. No Dust.

No Attention Required.

Write today for prices. Territory commission

salesmen wanted.

SYRACUSE STEAM GENERATDR C0.

South Ave. and Grant Place SYRACUSE, N. Y.

  

Large variety of latest cut ol fruit and

nut cream bars, on and half ounce

to two ounces. C colste Centers,

French Cre s d Butter Creams

and patterns al 'nds oflellyworlr.

J. l-‘RAUENBERGER & C0.

mo N. Fairhill Street PHILADELPHIA

POP - CORN MACHINERY
Complete outfits for retail or wholesale manufacture

Candy Wrapping Machines :: Candy Cutters and Coolers

E. R. KNOTT MACHINE COMPANY 1 Ellery St., S. Boston, Mass.

  

 

 

  

Knott's Pop-Corn Grinder

that pulls the pop corn apart

THE MARVEL CHERRY And NUT DEPOSITOR "

The greatest money saver for the manufacturer of

chocolate covered cherries and nut candy. Does the

work of ten girls. Pays for itself in three months.

Inexpensive. No candy factory should be without it.

  

Made only by

The Harclwell Manufacturing Company of New York

Sales Office, 515 Euclid Ave. CLEVELAND, 0|-110
  

EDWARD G. WELLER, Sales Director

Address all communications to the Sales Office

  

  
  

GEORGE KELLER COPPER WORKS

MANUFACTURERS OF

Copper Jacket Kettles : Revolving Pans : Vacuum Pans, Etc.

Wyckoff Avenue and Norman Street BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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3, The Junior Ideal cuts and wraps in one operation. With this machine It is the simplest caramel wrapper on the market. Any unskilled girl ':

.:. gnedoperator can pack as many pieces as six or eight girls packing by may be trained in a few days to operate and care for the machine. ’,'

». an . "

.5 It _wraps caramels, pulled goods, butter scotch or any goods oi equal The Junior Ideal will quickly pay for itself in the wages oi hand labor :'

~; consistency saved. :1:

II I

I O0

.. 5IDEAL WRAPPING MACHINE COMPANY

Makers of Ideal Caramel Wrapping Machines l\/IId(llel()\/VII, XQVV YOPR

  

~ .~ . O O ¢ °
,I,I,I,I,I,I,I

. . . . . . . . . -;I:I:I:I:I:I: I 0. I:I:I2I2I2IZI2I I Itlh:I:I:I2I2I2I2I2I.I2I21¢IZI2IZIZIXIZIZI2'.I.I.IZI-I.I:ItI2I2I.I.I.I I.I~

POP CORN PROFITS ARE VERY LARGE

cmsrsrras ARE THE BIG MONEY MAKER
Gibbs says: “Sold $50.00 first night!" Erwin’s little boy makes $35.00 to $50.00

every Saturday afternoon. Meixner reports $600.00 business in one day. Kellogg

writes: “$700.00 ahead first two weeks-" Master's letter says: “—s0ld $40.00 in four

hours." During March, 1921, Turner was offered $700.00 clear profit above cost of his

investment to sell. There is money—lots of money—in

Crispettes. Times make no difierence for most _of

these records were made in 1921-—were made while

people are crying hard times.

  
»

  
. ~ » . »

I,I:I,I I,I,I,I

This is the most rapid machine for

crispettes. Requires minimum labor

—least operating expense. The ms

terial in a batch costs least, the crisp

ettes keep better, are better eating

and sell better than those made by

\ any other process.

|i§{;U.

um, _- Sell Pop Corn CRISPETTES. ItI ii is the biggest money maker in the

i candy line.

Long Eakins Company

191 High St. Springfield, Ohio
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Brunswick Refrigeration

Here is an illustration of a Dry Type Ice Cream Hard

-- ening~Room,- showing a typical-Brunswick refrigerating

equipment. The efficiency of this installation is self-evi

dent, while the clean, sanitary condition of this room

speaks louder than words of its merits and advantages.

 

Every Brunswick installation is specially designed for

your individual requirements and can be counted upon

to produce; economically in every case, the low temper

ature needed for the dry hardening system.

We also furnish complete wet hardening systems.

Brunswick equipment is noted for its long life.

Bulletin No. 10 will give you valuable information.

  

BRUNSWICK REFRIGERATING CO.

NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J.

new YORK crrv

an Church St.

BOSTON, MASS.

I0 State St.

 

I
White’! Perfect

Sizing MachineORIGINAL WHITE

Cutter and Sizer

For Caramels, Nougats, Bars, etc.

 

StandardFactory Equipment for past 35years

 
I

Sold by WM. M. Authorized Agent

Heir; of Jacob White

6 E. LAKE STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

 

  

Whire’: Improved

Perfect Candy Cutler

 

 

  

Prompt

for

Quotations Q Copper Works 7

1617'19 N. 4th Street, Philadelphia

LL our work is done by experienced men who know the needs of the trade.

A These men have specialized for years in confectionery work. and their work

manship bears the test of satisfaction. H

eSYL"<<1

QR ‘I?
Deliveries
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United States Supreme Court Sustains l'lildreth’s

Candy Pulling Machine Patent

Sweeping Decision by Chief Justice Taft

Handed Down November 7, I921

Dickinson Patent held to be the Pioneer

In a decision handed down November 7, 1921, the Honorable Chief Justice Taft

of the Supreme Court of the United States has completely sustained my position in

the candy pulling machine litigation. In this case claim 1 of the Dickinson patent,

No. 831,501, was in suit. The defendant was Jim M. Mastoras, of Portland, Oregon,

who had built and used a machine under the Langer patent, No. 1,232,697.

Chief Justice Taft holds:

a) That Dickinson was the pioneer inventor of a candy pulling machine. He

says:

“The history of the art shows that Dickinson took the important but

long delayed and therefore not obvious step from the pulling of candy by

two hands guided by a human mind and will to the performance of the

same function by machine. The ultimate efiect of this step with the

mechanical or patentable improvements of his device was to make candy

pulling more sanitary, to reduce its cost to one-tenth of what it had been

before him, and to enlarge the field of the art. He was, therefore a pioneer.”

b) That the Dickinson patent was not anticipated or narrowed by any prior

art patent. On this point the Chief Justice said:

“The Firchau device never, so far as appears in the record, made candy

experimentally or otherwise. Indeed, no candy was commercially pulled

by machine before or after the issuing of the Firchau patent in 1893, until

the introduction of the Dickinson principle, nine or ten years later.”

c) That the Dickinson patent is entitled to a broad construction. On this

point the Chief Justice said: -

“As the Dickinson patent is a generic patent the doctrine of broad

equivalents properly applies here.”

d) The defendant’s Langer machine operates on the same principle as Dick

inson’s and is an infringement of the Dickinson patent. The Chief Justice said:

“Taking the first claim of Dickinson’s patent as it reads, one can trace

every element of it in the Langer machine. We find there is a plurality of

oppositely-disposed candy hooks or supports. The candy-puller is found

in the movable pin of Langer, and a relative in-and-out motion in the pull

ing process is palpably present.”

Accordingly, the Supreme Court of the United States has sustained the District

Court of Oregon and has ordered that a decree be entered ordering an injunction and

an accounting for profits and damages. '

This decision by Chief Justice Taft disposes of all contentions relating to the

Dickinson patent for all time. The patent is fully sustained, and out of fairness to

myself and to my licensees I shall insist in the future as I have in the past on my

rights in this patent being completely respected.

H. L. HILDRETH,

549 Albany Street,

Boston, Mass.
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THE '#' CO.
BALTIMORE, MD.

Steel Candy Shears CANDY PANS Candy Hatchet

Sieve for Starch Work

- -EZ

- == Partitions *

*- £ for Candy Pans

LARGE, 772 x 21"/2 SMALL, 7/4 x 11/2 Tin

Machine-made and free from scratches and Brass

marks usually found on hand-made pans

Uniform in size and finish. Made of Tin, Tin Nickel

Plated, Brass, Brass Nickel Plated, also
Lacquered or Imitation Brass Peanut Roasters

2\#

Plain Sheet-Iron Peanut

Roaster Crystallizing Pans
EXTRA HEAVY

Tin A B Runners

-

~

E

|

re

e

**

Weight 2 lbs. each

-

size 9% x 15%: *% inches.

Corners not cut but turned over -

made of extra heavy 1 **** Tin, Machine made Candy Hooks and Wood Screws

screens for same if desired Complete

we also Manufacture the: of extra he Galvanized

The most substantial pan on the market

| || Headquarters for Fudge Pans, All Sizes

TAFFY AND

CARAMEL PANS
Copper Candy Kettles

-

-

Wired Taffy

Taffy size, 11/2x12/2

Caramel size, 8/2 x 12"/2

Manufacturers for the Jobbing Trade
Write for Catalogue Large Stock Always on Hand

Special Pans Made to Order. We do Metal Work of Every Description

s
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The Safe Economical Shipping

Boxes for Confectioners

ERE are the shipping boxes you have been looking for—the boxes

that spell greater convenience in packing—better protection in tran

sit—and economy in both packing and freight costs. Sturdy enough

to hold your heaviest shipments. Stout enough to stand up under the

weight of piled up merchandise in transit. Resilient enough to cushion

and absorb the many blows of rough handling and transportation.

Eliminate many of your present packing troubles by using H & D

Corrugated Fibre Shipping Boxes. Insure the arrival of your goods, in

tact and uninjured, at destination. Promote the good

will of your trade by better packed shipments. You can

do all these things and at the same time save real money

in your shipping department.

H & D Boxes are made in any sizes your particular

products may require. Give us the specifications and let

us send a sample and quote you prices today.

The Hinde & Dauch Paper Company

120 WAT!’-IR ST. SANDUSKY, 01-no

Canadian Address: Torontov King St. Subway and Hanna Ave.

  

SUPREME ’Z’3.li‘.’.'.‘N'l“T“.’<§‘§

 

 

Copper Steam Jacketed Kettles
 

THE BEST THAT MONEY CAN BUY

Breaker can be operated without freezer

Nickel-Silver Can Dasher of Tinned Bronze

GROEN MFG~ COMPANY: Inc“ Cover of Tinned Bronze, and self-sealing

Gearing covered as required by law

Chicago, m__ , FRANKLIN P. MILLER & son

Eut Orange, N. J.

Copper Candy ‘Kettles

Carried in Stock

Coppersmiths

4-531 Armitage Ave.
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METAL MOLDS

Eon cuocounz

RABBITS and EGGS

Make your own

Hollow and Solid Figures for Easter

  

SCH

4%" l0ng—50c ea. half _4%" long—50c ea. half 4%" long-—llc ea. half

 

 

and fifty-four other designs 01' f:1nc_\' and plain eggs.

RABBITS RABBITS

No. 1 Each y ‘ 1 No. Each

4044 — 3%” high $1.10 4685 — 57/8" high $2.65

4045 - 4%” “ 1.50 4sss a sy," " 1.50

4046 — 4%" “ 1.20 4687 -- 4" “ 1.10

4041 - 4-)4” “ 1.70 4141 ’- 6%” “ 1.70

4048 — 4%," long 1.30 4742 — 6%" long 2.00

4049 —- 4-)4” " 1.40 4743 — 8;/3” high 3.85

4050 — 3%" high 1.10 4744 »— 8%” “ 3.60

4051 »— 4" " 1.40 Our molds bear 474$ »- 8" “ 5.00

4601 _ 8%" long 2.65 this T ,- ,-1 d e 4746 —9" " 6.00

4503 - 9%" high 2.25 NI 1 rk 4801» - 3%" " 1.00
4682 a 7%" " 4.80 ‘ ' 4808 A 4%" “ 1.40

4683-7-34" “ 3.60 and other designs

write for our cakalog No. 3, describing the large variety

of molds we make suitable for all holidays.

ORDER THROUGH

YOUR JOBBER

  

MANUFACTURED BY

EPPELSHEIMER & CO.

34-44 HUBERT ST. Dept. c. NEW YORK
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YOR
MECHANICAL

REFRICERATION

—-~—~ A Ioyicalmaans of

ilrezwzsizzy your p1'0f1'f.s'

OULD you be interested in a few facts showing how

your net profits for the coming year would be sub

stantially increased by the installation of YORK Mechani

cal Refrigeration.

There are several ways in which

this increase would be obtained.

Part of it would come from a re

duction in the present cost of oper

ating your refrigerating system.

The proper preservation of an

amount of stock which now deterior

ates through imperfect refrigeration,

would likewise prevent loss and show

a further increase in your net profits.

Still more profit would come from

the higher prices you would get by

having your stock in the best pos

sible condition.

New business that would be at

tracted by your progressiveness and

the reliability of your stock would

further swell your net income.

And freedom from the worries of

unreliable refrigeration would make

your efforts in other departments

more productive.

Our Sales Engineers will be pleased

to tell you more about YORK Me

chanical Refrigeration.

YORK MANUFACTURING COMPANY

(Ice Making and Refrigerating Machinery Exclusively)

_ YORK,PENNA. _

THERE IS A YORK PLANT TO FIT YOUR BUSINESS
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. , , -2 ESTABLISHED 1905 ESTABLISHED 1905

Ship Your Candles zn g

. g B . I"! . PI LI BBERT

‘ 2 Coppersmith and Contractor

——Then you can be absolutely g Designer and Builder of:

sure that they will remain in §

perfect condition until used. g Confectioners Copper Work.

§ Copper Vacuum Pans.

Use our New Copper Steam Jacketed Kettles, plain.

_ Smooth . Copper Steam Jacketed Kettles, with

g Llthographlng single and double motion mixers.

P706933 Copper Revolving Pans, plain and with

_ steam coils.
E for reproducing your name or trade

TL mark on Heekin Cans and you will

add 100% attractiveness to your

§ products. =

f g If you are in the market for good copper

k. c C 5 kettles, get in touch with

The Hee Ill an 0.
B. I-I. HUBBERT

3603 E. Pratt Street

Baltimore, Md.

EAST SIXTH AVE. AND NEW ST.
U.4Jlf‘,I“

  

Cincinnati, O.

“Heekin Can Since I901”
lll

.....i-l

i: I-1 ‘"11" I ‘ ‘I’. llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli-tr_v_..--1-“ -7-77‘ Np,‘
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“The Perfe Slab

to PERFECTION, hence we call it the “PERFECT’’ WATER COOLEDSLAB. The experimental stages

A# assertion we admit, but nevertheless true. Water Circulation PERFECT; cools your candies

in the building of our perfect water cooled slab have passed. The many satisfied customers is our guide.

Built on scientific principles and made of STEEL throughout.

thickness, and the bottom is made of the same material of 3/8" thickness bolted together.

tested water pressure of thirty pounds. Mounted on 1'/4" Gas Pipe Slab Stand.

The to is made of Tank Steel of '/2”

It withstands our

lso can be fitted with any

ht of Angle Iron for a Perfect Water Cooled Cream Slab. This slab has four Water inlets and two Water

Out

output, which means reduced production cost.

Made in the five following sizes:

36 in. x 60 in. 36 in. x 72 in. 36 in. x 96 in. 48 in. x Z2 in.

hei

£, making it a PERFECT WATER CIRCULATION. With the Savage Built Cooler you increase your

48 in. x 96 in.

(Polished Steel Slab Bars—Any Size)

THE SAVAGE PORTABLE FIRE MIXER INSURES

INCREASED PRODUCTION AT REDUCED COST.

In the making of Nougat Can

dies, Caramels, Jelly and Gum

work, Kisses, Peanut Slab, Bar

Brittles, Cocoanut Goods, etc.,

Cream Beating or remelting of

Cream Fondants, in fact any

thing you are stirring and cook

ing by hand.

This machine is small,

compact, self contained with

Kettle, Motor and Furnace.

Single or Double action Mix

ers. All gears and working

parts encased. Scrapers pre

vent scorching. All bearings

double. Stirrer removed from

Kettle by operating a lever.

Simplicity of Machine

renders each part very ac

cessible for cleaning.

SAVAGE Bros. Co.
2638-2646 Gladys Avenue

* MACHINE No. 3

| 30x72 in.

71 in.

|

|

No. 1 No. 2

26x54 in. 27x72 in.

60 in. 71 in.

500 lbs. 650 lbs.

20 in. 22 in.

Floor Space

Height

Weight

Size Kettle

675 lbs.

| 24 in.

%
Horse Power –4––

Fitted with

Atmospheric |

Gas Stove

Single Action | |

Stirrer

Fitted with

Atmospheric

Gas Stove

-

Double Action

Stirrer

CHICAGO

*
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PROFITBYREDUCINGPRODUCTIONCOSTS

Start the year by figuring economical production on

a basis of quality—we can supply machines now.

#| || || || || |E|| || ||

|

|

| ||

r
|

-

-

-
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|

CHO.COLATE PLACED

ON MACHINE A.T

TH is PoinT

-

-

THE GREER

SOLID CHOCOLATE MACHINE

sTeet. TRAY -

USED IN MACH-1NE

COVERING REMOVED

TRAY's Guided BY

MECHAN1cAL device

(Not GRaviry)

*

Double CAS1M.G.'

witH deAD AIR

space Between

-

-
-

-

-

-

-

HEIGht NUMBER £* * Weight SHIPP/NGWEIGHT
Floor Space Over All Of Trays Power * Approximate ~ Approximate -

5 Ft. x 20 Ft. 3 Ft. 60 to 70 || 1 HP. 5000 5600

The Greer Solid Chocolate Machine is made along the

same principle as the other Greer machines.

The Greer Solid Chocolate Machine saves 60% floor

space.

Reduces the area of space that has to be cooled, and

eliminates the expense of cooling the walls of a long

tunnel.

come in direct contact with the mould or cake.

The machine is designed so the cold air can circulate

through it freely, drawing the temperature from the

chocolate as quickly as it can possibly be done, and cannot

be surpassed by other mechanism.

The machine is substantially constructed, being made of

best steel and iron, the chocolate being moved by extra

heavy chain. We guarantee the machine to haul one

ton of chocolate per revolution.

The Greer machines are patented.

J. W. GREER CO. - -

-

The latticed steel trays enable the cold air to

Practically all gears and mechanism are on outside of

machine, which makes it very easy to adjust and more

desirable.

The Greer Solid Chocolate Machine gives approximately

350 square feet of cooling space, total travel of chocolate

approximately 100 feet. All the space required for the

machine is 20 feet in length, 5 feet in width and 3 feet in

height.

Time required for the goods to dry, which is done in one

revolution, depends entirely on the thickness of chocolate

and the temperature in machine. Machine can make a

revolution (100 feet) every fifteen minutes.

The Greer Solid Chocolate Machine is so mechanically

designed that a one horsepower motor operates it with

ease, keeping a continuous flow of empty trays for the

chocolate and brings the chocolate up to the top of

machine where it is easily removed.

Imitators warned against infringements.

139 Main Street, Cambridge, Mass.

^
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VOORHEES PATENT

RUBBER CANDY MOLDs

This mold-No. 832-S series turns out

240 pieces, 64 to the pound at every filling.

Mat weighs about four pounds with

machine arrangement 1% in centers. 48

Varieties, all differing from No. 830-S as

illustrated in April issue.

This is an extremely desirable set. The

Rubber Process is Practical, sensible, sure

and quick.

Ask for folder and further information

Exclusive Makers

WOORHEES RUBBER MFG. CO.

Jersey City, N. J.

155

Paramount Machinery Co.

-|- " Allen St., Philadelphia

r: Coppersmithing Company, Inc.

- COPPER WORK
of All Description

HIGH PRESSURE STEAM JACKETKETTLES

Our Specialty

If our work is not absolutely satisfactory

"every respect, we will gladly accept the

return of same and will bear all expenses.

All sorts of :*Pairs, retinning, replacement

of worn or burnt out parts, promptly and

*atisfactorily performed.

| Safety is the corner stone of efficiency.

The more*ty the less worry—the greater efficiency.

USE ACME JACKET KE

1009-11 W. Ohio Street

CHICAGO, ILLS.
Trade with the Maker,

and Get Prompt

*very.Lowe's
Best work

The Revolving Pans

have all latest "im:

provements. Clutch

instead of tight and

loose pulleys, a

###" feature of

ACME REVOLVING

PAN.S. Cut gears.Ad

£ boxes on all

arings to take up

wear on journals. Pans

are made of heavy

copper, nicely ham

mered; steam coil of

copper pipe, thus in

suring against rust,

# box is of a

special design and the

Co entire construction is
*fectionery of the very best ma

Equipment terials and workman

Our ship.

specialty . Larger and smaller

sizes build to order.

Prices on application.

We make packages that

truly represent the quality

of their contents. Our idea

department will gladly

assist you in package selec

tion. Tell us your product.

Ruislø

* MONO SERVICE CO., NEWARK,N. J.
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UNIVERSAL CONCHE

IDEAL MILL

KOHOLODOS—A machine of genious

workmanship, will refine chocolate from

the bean up. NO DISKS. One man

labor required for a few hours a day.

Will turn out 1,500 pounds per day Coat

ing or Moulding Chocolate at a saving of

at least 6 cents per pound in your coating,

will furnish full advice as to the manufac

turing of coating and other chocolate.

Small space required.

UNIVERSAL CONCHE—Latest Patent

out, will do as much work in ten hours

that six horizontal conches will do in

SEVENTY-TWO HOURS. Fine machine

for coating and chocolate and will also

take the place of the REFINER and

MELANGEUR. Capacity 1,200 pounds.

No machine that was ever invented in the

chocolate business ever took or sold as

fast as the UNIVERSAL CONCHE is

selling, with repeat orders.

“GRAND & MAJESTIC” Chocolate Dip

ping Machine—a far better machine than

any machine known on the market. Every

part interchangeable. New Patent Ball

Bearing Fan that runs in Oil. Steam,

Gas and Electric heating attachment, with

cooling and packing of the belt, or with

out. Save 25 per cent and get a better

machine.

“Latest Patent Sugar Mill. Will grind to

any fineness direct. No bolting or sifters

required.

Automatic Quadruple Presses for fancy

filled hard goods. One-man operation.

With a capacity of 2,000 pounds per day.

No waste.

LATEST PATENT CHOCOLATE HOL

LOW MOULD FILLER, will fill the

mould, knock the mould, turn the mould

to drain out center and carry it to cold

room. All automatic. The greatest labor

saving machine with a capacity of many

thousand pounds daily. One operator.

Wrapping and Packing Machinery for all

descriptions of work. New Tin Foil

Wrapper, will wrap any shape from 3%

to 11% inches. Package Machinery will

make the package, fill the package, seal

and label the package.

J. FRIEDMAN

EXPERT-Specializing for the

Candy and Chocolate Industry.

30 CHURCH STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.

Complete and largest line of Candy Machinery, Chocolate

Machinery, Cocoa Butter and Cocoa Powder Plants,

Chocolate Dipping Machines, Wrapping Machines, Pack

age Making, Filling. Sealing and Labelling Machinery,

CHOCOLATE MOULDS, etc. “LOOKING FOR A

CERTAIN MACHINE? Yes, I HAVE IT.”

Established since 1892

Cable Address—“JACKFRIED NEWYORK”

A. B. C. Code-5th Edition Used

TELEPHONE: CORTLAND, 1809

COCOA BEAN ROASTER

REFINER
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Increased Sales

07: .

(ö.
This is the free-will testimonial

from one user of the MODEL 11

DEMPSEY CHOCOLATE DIP

PING AND COOLING APPAR

ATUS during a period of two

months' operation. You can do

the same. He has the apparatus

in his store and dips chocolates

where the public can see the

process. The dipper is attired in

immaculate linen, wears one of

our “SANI DIPPING GLOVES,”

and is surrounded with an atmos

phere of cleanliness and sanita

tion. The fresh made, glossy

goods give the public the buying

impulse that forces sales. The

results will astonish you. The

information will be promptly furnished.

L 400 North Michigan Avenue

MODEL No. 11, PATENT APPLIED FOR

moderate price will please you. Back of it all stands our guarantee of satisfaction. The apparatus will

£ool chocolates perfectly in any weather, any season, anywhere, any place. Descriptive circulars and full

DEMPSEY CHOCOLATE COOLER CO.

Sales Office, Wrigley Building, CHICAGO,
General OfficeILLINOIS 3106 Wentworth*

The PerkinsAdjustableDry Room

Saves fifty per cent. of your steam.

Gives uniform work at all times of

the year. Dries much faster. (Saves

Space, trays and trucks.) Perfectly

clean. Easy to operate. Simple to

install. Is not expensive. Hundreds

in use.

Write for descriptive Bulletin No.

100, and prices on candy truck.

PERKINS “ONE MAN” TRUCK

Elmer E. Perkins Company

Coating and Polishing Pans

for Gum, Almonds and Peanuts

Tight and loose pulley; clutch or motor drive

Let us figure on your needs

Manufacturers The Bucyrus Copper Kettle Works Co.

. . . Offices Shops 1874-1921

Wrigley Building, Chicago Bradley, Illinois Bucyrus : Ohio

lm
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Better Bon Bons

at a Lower Cost

Isn't that what you are interested in accom

plishing? It is the one way to increase your

profits today. You can do it by installing the

“INTERNATIONAL.”

ELECTRIC

BON BON CREAM HEATERS

The flash boiler principle of the International

means less time for breaking down cream,

more even distribution of heat and accurate

temperature control. These features enable

you to turn out smoother and more uniform

coatings.

With the International Electric Bon Bon

Cream Heater you can maintain or improve

the quality of your product at a lower pro

duction cost.

If you are interested in this money-saving

equipment write for our Bulletin No. J-1,

which gives detailed description.

A "'"

INTERNation&# IC GöMPANY

ELECTRICAL HEATING APPLIANCES

INDIANA POLIS, U.S.A.

Distributed by

Jas. # #" Sup- Gray Mfg. Co.

ply - Spokane, Wash.
Kansas City, Mo. po a.

Gray, McLean and

Percy, Inc.

Portland, Ore.

H. A. Johnson Co.

Boston, Mass.

Crandall-Pettee Co.

New York, N. Y.

Henry J. Walz Co.,

Inc.

Buffalo, N. Y.

The Weidman Co.

Cleveland, Ohio

Savage Bros. Co.

39'3'

EX"P"

L. DeMartini Supply

O.

San Francisco,

Chicago, Ill. Cal.

- Co.

*: Ind. Southern California

Louisville, Ky. Supply Co.

Atlanta, Ga. Los Angeles, Cal.

“International Electric Heaters Are Better”

The

New Model

Peanut

Blancher

The Standard

Peanut

Blanching De

vice used by

the leading

Manufacturing

Confectioners

Efficient

Economical

Practical

Equipped with

Automatic

Feed Hopper

Patented

Sept. 25, 1905

Write

for Complete

Catalog

Lambert

Machine Co.

Marshall. Michigan

W.B. Bertels & Son Co., Inc.

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

MANUFACTURERS OF

PLAIN and LITH0(RAPHED CANS

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

SERVICE
|--
-

WE MAKE CANS THAT

SELL YOUR PRODUCTS

Write for our Prices –
~
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==
r- Chocolate “Kiss" Foil Wrapping Machine

(PATENTED)

This Chocolate Kiss Foil Wrapping Machine is in constant operation in several of

the largest chocolate manufacturing plants in the United States and giving entire

satisfaction and while guaranteed to operate at a speed to wrap not less than 1000

pounds of “Kisses” running 115-120 to the pound per day of nine hours, produces

several hundred pounds more per day with one girl operating it and one girl receiving

and packaging the wrapped pieces. Compare this output with hand wrapping.

The “HAAS” Bar or Flat Cake Wrapping Machine

For Almond Bars, Flat Cakes—all sizes

Adjustable to several sizes and shapes

Large output, low cost, high efficiency and neat wrapping. Guarantee satisfaction

to each and every purchaser. Why not forward samples and write for particulars?

is up to you if you want the best. Get the opinion of users of “HAAS” Machines.
rite them.

l. " Terminal Building, 30 Church Street, New York *||
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| THOMAs MILLS & BRO.
(incorpoRATED)

t"RGINES MEMERS:[0,18A't!" FREETERS

Nos. 1301, 1303, 1305,

1307, 1309 and 1311 N. Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

ESTABLISHED 1864

|
|

|
.
£,

*
|

HAND AND POWER ALMOND AND

PEANUT BLANCHING MACHINE

* LAR -

GE PowRR DROP FRAME WITH STAND AND ENDLESS BELT CONVEYOR ve":#"
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THOMAS.M.ILLs & BRO.
(INcoRPoRATED)

£INE'S AND BAKERS IDDISMN #EMHHHHS
Nos. 1301, 1303, 1305, 1307, 1309 and 1311 N. Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

ESTABLISHED 1864

161

FORCED DRAFT CANDY

FURNACE

BALL MACHINE FOR cocoanuT, cream

AND CHICLE

£
#|:

-

|
E:

F:

FRUIT DRoP FRAME

AND ROLLERS

*

KISS OR LUMP

CUTTING MACHINE

CATALOGUE SENT ON APPLICATION

d Machinery Ice Cream Manufacturers' Tools

Bakers' and Cooks' Tools

*nfectioners' Tools an
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The N. W. York y

Batch Roller =

Patented March 18, 1911

A Great Labor Saving Device #

All kinds of work are handled #

on this machine. Crystal Rock -

is made easy. All kinds of .#

Mixtures, Taffy Goods, Kisses, II:

or anything in the candy line i: ||

that is to be kept round is done !.

so with this machine. It is a - - -

wonder for Buttercups or all r

I'll,

soft-center work. Soft-center

|| - -
-

goods will not break out of *

cover on this machine like they .."

. -

do on the old spinning board. &

'M' ,

For making Little Sticks and

all pure sugar goods, this ma- 2.chine fills a long-felt want. It keeps your batch at an even temperature all l

This machine will be sent -the time, and will operate either way at will of operator. Manufactured by

to you on thirty days' trial.

Why not give one a trial? - 1

Ask us about it. C. C. YORK

EUROPEAN AGENTS:
W. H. BEERS & SON, Ltd., Imperial - - "I

House, Kingsway, London W. C. 2, 225-227 E. Maryland Street, Indianapolis, Ind., U. S. A. -

England. *
-

* ||

We have been in

Coppersmithing Business

for generations hence

OUII* Inanne

“KOPPERMAN”

Don’t you think we

ought to know how?

Latest Improved Vacuum Pan

JOS. KOPPERMAN & SONS

Copper Work and Confectioners’ Machinery

307-311 Florist Street Philadelphia, Pa.

£ We manufacture any kind of

s'68:a Copper Kettle for steam or

£5% | * > fire or vacuum with or with

out mixers.

All kinds of sizing, cutting,

coating and cooling machinery

ss

|
Hand Power Circular Knife caramel Cutter

?
M

*

S

We furnish any piece of

machinery used in a candy factory

Shearing Motion Cutter
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Simplex Vacuum Cooker Facts

T# Simplex Vacuum Cooker will make

a better hard candy at a lower cost than

is possible by any other known method.

The flexibility of the Simplex Vacuum Cooker,
recommends itself to the manufacturer who wishes to

cook a variety of batches, both as to size and combina

tion of raw material.

Using the Simplex Vacuum Process you will obtain

a clearer and drier candy due to the moisture and air

having been extracted by Vacuum, consequently when

pulled and spun results in a whiter product and more

lustrous satin finish.

Candy made the SimplexWay will notsweat from the

inside, therefore, it will not stick; it will keep longer.

A great percentage of scrap can be used in the

Simplex. A larger percentage of glucose or corn

syrup can be used than in other methods, producing
a better candy.

Candy made the Simplex Way will be sweeter

because it is not cooked to a high degree over fire or

steam, which dissipates the sweetness.

the slab.

Simplex Gas Vacuum Cooker

(Process Pat. June 30, 1914)

Patents April 20, 1915, November 30, 1915

Space

2x4 ft.

Height | Power Capacity; 25 to Weight

6 ft. W2 H.P. 100-lb. Batches | 1200 lbs.

A batch cooked in a Simplex Vacuum Cooker is

ready to work immediately after it is poured on

The machine is simple in design and made of the

highest grade material. It does not require mechan
ical Knowledge nor skill to operate it successfully.

The Simplex Vacuum Cooker has proved the test

in years of successful usage among some of the highest

grade manufacturers in the United States as well as in

foreign countries.

OVER 4OO IN USE

":" Vacuum CandyMachinery(0.
s April 20, 1915, November 30, 1915

Space

W. H.P. 200-lb. Batch

4x6ft. ": Power Capacity. 50 to Weight 326 W. Madison St.

es 2500 lbs. 74 Pearl St.
CHICAGO, ILL.

JERSEY CITY, N. J.
-

|
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TheBRAC Continuous BUTTERCUP

STRAW and WAFFLE MACHINE

| | This Is the Only Machine Made That Will Cut a Large Variety

of Pillow Shaped Hard Candy Without Change of Machinery

High Speed–No Delays—Greatly Increased Output!

The very high speed of 1500, 3000 or 6000 pieces Ask Any

per minute is secured by the continuous, practically of Our 300

self-feeding operation. With a little experience, M

100 pounds of soft or hard center goods can be Of" - Orø

turned out in ten minutes. One machine takes Satisfied

care of three sets of spinners, cutting down labor Users'

costs, saving space, and increasing your output

many times.

- COOLER and

Price£$75000
Either belt drive or ready for motor to be

mounted. Motor and starter extra, at

current market price. F. O. B. Chicago.

THE BRACH COOLER AND CONVEYOR is an exceedingly

compact unit, occupying but about one-third of the space ordinarily used. ...'"essio'.

used. It has the capacity of a straight convey or of 105 feet, if the goods width" . . 14£

comes out in a single line, or with web. But if used in connection with £

my Buttercup Machine, which cuts the goods off completely, allowing them #": 32 Iceh

to spread over the belt, the cutter running five times the speed of the Note

conveyor belt, would give a cooling capacity equal to 525 lineal feet. Can furnish COOLER and

CONVEYOR separate or

in one compact unit connect.

W A R N N ed 'w':£ ':
orm ear rive

I G! #U#E:# 's RAW

• a WAFFLE MACHINEOn account of the extraordinary Showing a an

popularity of this machine, there is Brach Machine

being made and sold as a genuine used with a

York

Batch Roller

which I can

supply in 6, 7

and 8 foot lengths

at regular prices

Brach machine an imitation cutter

which infringes on my patents.

NOTE-each machine bears a serial

number of which we hold an exact

record that we may know

to whom every machine

of our make is sold. To

-
avert trouble make sure/ .

you are buying a genuine \t

Brach Continuous But- >

tercup Machine. We will

prosecute all sellers and

users of infringements.

[.
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MYLATEST-TheWormtearDrive

The addition of a worm gear drive to my latest model,

which performs the work of four machines, makes it

a model of efficiency.

1. Baby Kisses-Any small

piece's inch long and up

to 3/4 inch wide are cut on

this series of knives.

2. Pillows, Chips, Straws

3/4 inch long and '/s to 1'/2

inches wide are cut by

this set of knives. -

3. Straws, Chips, Pillows

1/2 inches long and '/s to

13/4 inches wide are cut on

this series of knives. -

4. Waffles — 3/4 inch long

and up to */4 inch in

width are cut and stamped

with this series of knives.

THE GUIDE—indicated by dotted

lines, and illustrated separately,

has two peculiarly shaped knurls

which may be so turned and

separated as to regulate the batch

to any width from #6 to 134 inches

as desired. Adjustments are made

by simple thumb screws. . An ex

perienced operator can feed the

machine without using the guide.

THE MACHINE MEASURES but 15 x 18 inches

over-all. Once set up, oiling is the only attention it

requires. The knives will probably need resharpening

about every five years.

THE STAND SUPPLIED with every machine is

strongly made of cast iron, and occupies a 36 x 36.inch

floor space. The motor attaches to the stand of, the
new worm gear drive machine, being run with a short

belt—a safety protection of importance.

SAVES SPACE: The small size and the great capacity
of this machine, which enables, several sets of spinners

to use it alternately, saves 75% of your floor space."

very important item in reducing your production costs.

The BRACH Continuous Buttercup Straw

and Waffle Machine with Stand-Costs

Complete,$850, F.O.B.Chicago; with worm

gear drive $900; motor and belt extra.

NOTE: I have a limited number of standard types or

motors for the worm gear drive machines, which I will

*upply at current prices to buyers of this model.

EMIL J. BRACH

Confectionery Machinery

215 West Ohio Street

Chicago

THE GUIDE –the only

part of the entire ma

chine that is changed.

-

30 DAYS

FREE TRIAL

(In U. S. Only)

Arrange to have a ma.

chine sent you on 30 days'

free trial and prove to

your own satisfaction its

1abor-saving, profit-mak

ing qualities.
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Highly Polished Top

~“@*1"="*' ALL STEEL

CANDY COOLER

Built to Last a Lifetime

No Hot Spots

 

Made in all Sizes

 

Shipped Complete

with Stands

  

ADJUSTABLE

BUTTER CUP

CUTTER

32 inches long 186 Blades

Price $32.50

Electro-plated

Cream Pan

 

 

Superior Cream Beaters

Equipped with Steel Worm Gears

Made in 3, 4 and 5 foot sizes

I r§§;§;jnf’e'§;*' 3 and 4 foot Machines equipped for motor

drive have FABROIL GEARS——make less

noise.

5 foot sizes equipped for motor-drive are made

with DOUBLE WORM GEARS running in

oil—noiseless in operation.

Write for further particulars

The Croll Mfg. Co.

Candy Machinery

Bridgeport - - Connecticut
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CANDY HAMMERS .

CANDY if /4/FT:-lies-co.cn-.7

HATCHETS CANDY SCOOPS

FRUIT DROP FRAME AND ROLLERS PEANUT ROASTERS GAS FURNACES

S C0. We Carry in Stock a Complete Line of

26382646 Gladys Avenue Confectioners’ Tools and Machinery

CHICAGO, ILL. WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES
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The System that

Made the Guarantee Possible

The System:

The system which enables us absolutely

to control the weather conditions inside

your plant was developed thru 60 years

work on heating, ventilating and Air Con

ditioning problems in every industry the

world over.

The cumulative advantages gained thru

this experience is built into every Fleisher.

Sturtevant Air Conditioning Installation.

Such experience cannot be purchased, but

it goes gratis with every Sturtevant Air

Conditioning System designed and installed

by W. L. Fleisher & Co.

The Guarantee:

Written in every contract, whether you

request it or not, is the following GUAR
ANTEE:

“II. In the event that the installation

does not fulfill the operating guarantees,

then we shall be given a reasonable Op

portunity to make such changes at our

own expense as we may deem necessary.

"If, after reasonable time has been

given to make such alterations, the

equipment continues to fail to fulfill the

operating guarantees, then we shall re

fund all moneys paid to us on account of

the installation, and shall remove the

apparatus from the purchaser's premises

at our own expense, thereby terminating

this contract, and all liability of either

party to the other for damages for any

cause whatsoever.”

And our installations have been so uni

formly successful that we have never had to

put this GUARANTEE into effect.

B. F. Sturtevant Co. w "':*
BostonHyde Park - -

"||||||||||||||||||||||

|

:

ź

|||

\

| || ||

|
£-

#
III

NEW YORK CITY

Design and Install A11

Sturtevant-Fleisher

Air Conditioning Systems * |

TENET:T"

–
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A Candy Jar Plus

TALKS RIGHT TO THE HOUSEWIFE

Upressit

1 Lb. Multiuse Candy Jar

A Trade Builder for the Confectioner

The Housewife sees beyond the candy in the jar. She

sees the jar in the kitchen on a shelf filled with sugar,

salt, flour, coffee, spices and the hundred and one things

the housewife has to store and preserve.

The Upressit Multiuse one-pound candy jar is de

signed to serve these many purposes. Made of crystal

white selected glass-capacity 1 lb. hard candy or 21

fluid ounces.

AIR TIGHT

FITTED WITH MASON JAR RUBBER RING

Send for sample case containing 7% dozen jars com

plete with the “Cap that Captures.” We carry a full

stock of UPRESSIT candy containers.

Upressit Products Corporation
15-21 WILBURAVE. LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.

Canadian Representatives,

Anglo American Agencies, Ltd.

43 St. Francois Xavier St. Montreal, Quebec.

HEAVY INSIDE AND OUTSIDE

The Emery Thompson is big and substan

tial, and is worthy of the thoughtful consid

eration of the Ice Cream manufacturers

measuring up to the highest ideals in the

development of fine Ice Cream. -

Our big machine is an indication and the

results of larger and finer Ice Cream pro

duction.

The very large double machine shown at

the recent Conventions, with its widest cap

abilities, takes no more floor space than the

single freezers. -

Superior Ice Cream of higher character

and finer qualities increases the demand for

the best Ice Cream and the best machines

to make it.

Machines that are built of that rugged

material as in Emery Thompson Freezers,

has the ensured endurance for big heavy Ice

Cream production, and the stamina to last

- - for many years to come.

-
“Write for catalog.”

£y Thompson Machine and Supply Co

71-75 Rider Ave. (6-8 Canal Place, Bronx) New York City
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ssTrade

- *vice Exp or ||

PANAY-SALEs

- N DISPLAY

OUTFIT

"YLE No.

The Panay equipped store, clean, orderly, inviting, attracts

the highest type of customers—the kind who spend freely

and buy in quantity. Nothing adds more to store appearance

than a big Panay display. In sections—b
uy a few jars now

and add others gradually. See how the
y preserve candy,

save space, prevent waste, build better patronage, write to

us or any distributor for illustrated catalog.

Panay Sectional Show Case Co.

General Office, Milwaukee, Wis., U.S.A.

: Suite 815 Flatiron Building, New York City

£,''. 313 S. Coronado St., Los Angeles, Calif.

These are the

PANAY *TRIBUross
New H
Aus aven

tin NiChicago chols & Co.

Bunte

Butler

Butler Ca

elma

Brothers

ndy Co.

Benish & Meyer

Marinette

M. C. Broughton

Minneapolis

Buhse Bros.

Philadelphia

Joseph Casani
rie

Erie Drug Co.

Buffalo

Donovan-Haas Co.

Cleveland

Wm. Edwards Co.

The Sykes

The Weideman Co.

Greensboro

Gate City Candy Co.

San Francisco

M. Getz & Co.

Scalmanini Bros.

Springfield

Green Bros. Co.

Pittsburgh

Graebing Candy Co.

Green Bay

Greiling Innes Co.

Regina

uise & Smith, Ltd.
Youngstown

Hearn Miller Co.

Elizabeth

Joseph Freeman Co.
Racine

Henricksen Jacobson Co.
Seattle

Imperial Candy Co.

oston

H. A. Johnston Co.

& Thompson Co.

Lynn

Connelly's

Milwaukee
R. A. Johnston Co.

#, Angeles
Klaube: -

Cinc . Wangenheim Co.

J. Louis M t

£w York otz Co.

'er *, Phipps
£ E. Peck &

Fish & G. Co

Dal insberg

M. L.
RichSale chards

e City
Sweet Candy Co.

Scranton

Scranton Tobacco Co.

Newark

Schwarz & Son

Kansas City

Sifers Confection Co.

acon

Winchester Moore Co.

Mexico

J. J. Zahler

Auburn

The Auburn

Mena

The Goff

cery Co.

Detroit

L. H. Stradley

Brooklyn

Bard & Margolies

Merchantile Co.

Wholesale Gro.

a

The Clancy Candy Co.

Savannah

The Kolman Fountain Sup

ply Co.

Muskogee

Muskogee Wholesale Gro.

cer Co.

MAISON MARIE LETANG

Léon Letang & Co.
Machinists, Constructors and Mould

Makers

11, rue de la Cour des Noues PARIS

Specialists in the Construction of Machines

for Confectionery, Pastry Work

and Chocolate Moulds

Dragee Revolving Pans

Systeme Brevete S-G. D. G.

Catalogues and Estimates on Request

W.W.TURNBULLC0NEMACHINE COMPANY
Chattanooga, Tennessee 1419 Fort Street

Manufacturers of

We have been Manufacturing

Automatic Cake Ice Cream Cone

Machines for fifteen years

1922 MODEL

CHINESTURNBULL’S AUTOMATIC WAFER CONE MA

TURNBULL’S AUTOMATIC CAKE CONE MACHINES

TURNBULL'S SWEET CLOVER SUGAR CONES

TURNBULL’S PEERLESS CAKE CONES

TURNBULL’S Automatic Cake Cone Machine

WE INSTALL our machines in your factory and teach you

how to make cones

- - ines
No expensive labor necessary in the operation of our Machin

Write for prices and information today so we can

serve you in time for next season
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to "vary

i n ~ urn L arr

0 - '-ii? it F3

REFRIoaRA'i.‘i1~2'o PLANT

  

Norwalk four-cylinder am

monia compressor with four

ton refrigerating capacity.

By-pass valves and piping

permit of applying two cyl

inders to one task while the

other two are used simul

taneously for an entirely dif

ferent refrigerating or ice

making job.

  

The most important thing you

can do when planning 1922 im

provements is to investigate the

Norwalk Refrigerating Plants.

Through exclusive features of

design, and up-to-the-minute re

liability and economy they give

you an entirely new standard of

refrigeration efficiency.

Write us about your requirements.

The fullest co-operation of our engi

‘ neers is yours without obligation.

The Norwalk Iron Works Co.
PIONEER BUILDERS OF COMPRESSORS

SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.
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Start the New

  

Send Today for

Copy of Fifth

Edition Jake

Friedman’s

Common Sense

Candy Teacher

With an Enlarged

Supplement

P§iT:E
(Express Paid)

$ 1 0.00

      

 
  

 

Be Sure

Don’t Guess.

0htain the Expert Know

ledge Contained in

 

Jake Friedman’s
 

Common Sense

Candy Teacher

with enlarged supplement

 

 

Crushed Fruits for the Fountain, Pointers for the Fountain man. The Matza

pan Almond Paste work. Pointers on String Rock Candy, Log Cabin Roll,

Marshmallows, both moonshine and Egg. Pan work, its Principle and both

smooth and rough work, Lozenge work, Cream work of all kinds, Hard Gums, Jelly

Gums, Principal formula on A. B. Gum work. Crystallizing Gum work. Almond

Paste work, Cream Almonds, Cordial work, Gum paste work, Cocoanut work, Cin

namon Imperials, Pearled Caraway seeds and Pearled work. Marshmallow Eggs,

Chocolate Coating, Blending, hand coating. Pure Cream caramels and cheap Cara

mels, lcing for caramels and commercial Caramels. Sponge Candy, Nonpareils. New

styles of Nut and Fruit Goods. Goods for all kinds of Party and Banquet work.

Jelly work, A. B. Gum work. Fudges of all kinds and prices, Honeycomb work of

all Kinds. Pop Corn Valuable pointers to the workman, to the Employer. Glace

work, Novelties for Easter, Fourth of July, Valentine’s Day, Decoration Day, and all

Holidays. Hand roll cream work. Nougats, Nougatines, Chicle Chewing Gum, its

Principle, Formula, Jelly beans, Jelly pan work. Hard goods all kinds, Bar goods

of all kinds and types, Burnt Almonds and Peanuts, Jordan Almonds, Kisses, Taflies,

Brittles, Bon Bon work, Fig Work, in fact the Candy work to date and pointers on

Window display and Shop work.

THIS book treats fully upon the Ice Creams, Ices, Sherbets, Punches, the

Send Today for Sample Formulas and Full Index Free for the Asking

For Sale by All Supply Houses

WM. M. BELL, Publisher

6 E. Lake St. CHICAGO, U. S. A.
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The Ball Cream Beater C0.

DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Ball Cream Beater and Cooler and

Dayton Cream Beater and Cooler

av
  

BEWARE

of infringements

on our Pntenta

THREE THOUSAND IN USE!

BEST IN THE WORLD! WHY NOT HAVE THE BEST 2

Every Candy Manufacturer Should Have One!
 

We shall

protect

our Patent;to the fdl 4‘-"a ' It ‘E t M‘ E

  

FOR PARTICULARS. SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND REFERENCES



Keeps one busy refilling trays

VULCAN-cooked candy sells as fast as

you can make it, and that's pretty fast.

For there are no cooking delays with

a VULCAN Candy Furnace on the job.

A quick, intense, steady heat that

reaches sides as well as bottom of

kettle turns out batch after batch in

double-quick time. And it's all good

candy, the kind that looks good–

tastes good and builds up a good,

ever-growing business.

The vulzRN folder shows a way to big

ger candy profits. Write for copy today.

Wm. M. Crane Company

16-20 W. 32d St. New York City /

Pacific Coast Distributor

Northwest Gas & Electric Equipment Co.

Portland, Ore. |

ONE OF THREE

This is the

type for general

batches of 15 to 25 1

Made of

economical,

for No. 712

Sold by Gas Companies and the following

Atlanta, Ga. Cincinnati, Ohio Grand Rapids, Mich.

- American China and Glass Co. E. B. Gallagher & Co.

";£Md £"C.
Olút • -

The August Maag Co. Cleveland, Ohio

Dealers:

Milwaukee, Wis.

H. C. Schranck Co.

Houston, Teras Minneapolis, Minn.

Houston Wholesale Conf.

POPULAR VULCAN TYPES

smallest of three VULCAN

Candy Furnaces. It's a good size and

purposes where

bs are wanted.

- tough cast-iron throughout.
lined with fire-brick.

Geo. H. Wahmann Mfg. Co.

Boston, #"
. Johnson -

# A.£ & Son

Jos. Middleby, Jr., Inc.

Three Millers Co.

Buffalo, N. Y.

& Henry

# Walz Co.

Emil A. Saenger

Bruce & West Mfg. Co.

The Weideman Co.

Columbus, Ohio

Central Ohio Supply Co.

Dayton, Ohio

C. S. Ball Candy Co.

Detroit, Mich.

F terling Bros. Co.

#£ & Co.

Stove Co.

India"apolis, Ind.

Bessire & Co., Inc

Los An,7eles, Calif.

Standard Equipment Co.

Southern California Supply

Northwestern Bakers & Con

fectioners Co.

New Orleans La.

Chas. Dennery *

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Co # ###
- - emmler & Sch
Louisvil'le, Ky. Bernardd'.

Bessire & Co., Inc. W norr Company

*

A durable,

serviceable furnace. Ask

Philadelphia, Pa.

Thos. Mills & Bro., Inc.

William Thomson

San Francisco, Calif.

Eng-Skell Company

St. Louis, Mo.

W. E. Beckman & Co.

United Bakers Supply Co.

St. Paul, Minn.

The Maas Keefe Company

Toledo, Ohio

E. B. Gallagher & Co.

Youngstown, Ohio

W. C. Zabel Company
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ESTABLISHED 85 YEARS.

THOMAS BURKHARD, INC.

494 & 496 Flushing Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Plain Kettle Vacuum Pan A Tilting Kettle

The name .“BURKHARD” is FAMILIAR among a large number of Candy Manufacturers through

out the United States and Canada—WHY?

Because Biirkhzird for over fifty years made a SPECIALTY of Copper Work for the CONFECTIONER;

ESPECIALLY High Pressure Copper lacketed Kettles, MIXERS, VACUUM PANS, REVOLVING SUGAR

COATING PANS, for COOKING and MIXING—CREAM, GUM, CARAMELS, NOUGAT, MARSHMAL

LOWS- FUDGE, FRUIT PASTE, FIG PASTE, COCOANUT \VORK, JELLIES, LICORICE, SUGAR

COATING ALMONDS, PEANUTS, JELLY BEANS, CHEWING GUM, COCOANUT, Vacuum Pans FOR

‘HARD CANDY and MILK CHOCOLATE. etc. THE BURKHARD PRODUCTS are RECOGNIZED as a

.Qv0--v

nl,l,n,n,n,n

nun,

»..

,uun,n

  
l,n{l,I,

II\I'Iu§o...;r

STANDARD of EXCEl.l.F.NCE as they COMBINE “SAFETY” and "SERVICE."

We have WITNESSED the WONDERFUL GROWTH of the CANDY INDUSTRY and We feel 1

g Proud that our PRODUCTS were used to advance the industry.

§ WE WILL BE PLEASED TO HEAR FROM THOSE NOT FAMILIAR WITH OUR PRODUCTS. §

‘I2!!! I2I:I:n.c _
   

::Tlie TABER_—

Special Glucose Pump

Getting the Better

of Your Competitor

1TYou and your competitor both pay for fuel to

cook your candy and you both pay for labor to

make your candy.

1] If you can get more production than he out of

the dollars you pay for fuel and labor, you have

an advantage, your candy costs you less per

pound.

TIA poorly designed, inefiicient furnace not only

wastes fuel, but as well wastes labor. The greater

that waste, the greater your loss. If you are

using an ineficient furnace your competitor may

be getting the better of you.

  

1T If you are seeking lower production costs—If

you want more pounds of candy for the dollar

you spend for fuel and labor—Ask us for our

new book.

MAKE BETTER CANDY

FOR LESS MONEY

A Postal Will Bring It

SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR

PUMPING GLUCOSE

AT TEMPERATURE OF ROOM

WITHOUT — if necessary

AT SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF 45" BEAUME

-imuminininmu-uuunimmnmununnum

Ilsa CHOCOLATE, CREAM, FONDANT, HOT and COLD SYRUPS, 6:.

Taber Pumps are the Standard of Design, Workmanship and Material ;

and on receipt of your requirements. we will glad] quote prices on

THE MOST RELIABLE PUMPS IN TI-IE U [TED STATES.

TABER PUMP COMPANY

299 Elm Street BUFFALO, N. Y.

IMPROVED] APPLIANCE CO.

417 Kent Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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©The - ~I'S Are Judged

New Perfected < * >

COLLUM LINE

Improved Models

\

AND #

CUTTERS -: s
(PATENTED) || -- • X

--> *

-

# * : ' '.
Collum's “PREMIER” candy Cooler, ''': 48 “ x 120 “ *

ron Bottom * [.

A Record of a Half-Century is behind the great :

Success of THE COLLUM LINE The interior con

• e • struction of our

Scientific : Substantial : Enduring Construction :..":

Once Used Never Displaced. -

: agitation

• • • of the Water-flow,

Entire Satisfaction. ...:"'':

- form Cooling of

Surface, and with f
the provision for #

interior He at - ex- s

p a n si on prevents '

the formation of #

- “Air Pockets”, con- .

- sequently overheat- *

. 1ng never occurs; 's
no Rubber or other ''

'. Packing employed; #5

k. nothing to wear s'

}): out; a lifetime of ''

. * Service. #

# , our PREMIER is *

£ unquestionably the s'
BEST of all Cool- s:

ers, whatever, the '

excellence of others: '.

is . Where a Cooler of ,"

less Cost is desired, *"

|- our UNIVERSAL &

or 20-CENTURY * *

would be chosen, ''

30 in. x 60 in. 36 in. x 72 in. being£ s

32 in. x 76 in. 36 in. x 96 in. £ g *

-

''39 • Poli s - * -

Collum's “20th CENTURY” Candy Cooler; £ wiri,£" *

i OLLUM h

|

© ©
.."

Manufacturers of CONFECTIONERS’ MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT $
| • |

| 926 Main Street, Hartford, Conn.
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'^OLLUM
COOLERS

Widely Imitated But Never Equalled

- Recognized

-->| |
Throughout the

* Confectioners’

| Trade

31S

Since 1872

| “THE BEST"

|
Faultless

-

System of
E. Inlet,

Outlet

and
Circulation

... x 60 in. 36 in. x 96 in.
Sanitary

36 “ x 60 “ 48 “ x 60 “ E

34 x 64 “ 48 “ x 72 “ Simple

32 “ x 76 “ 48 “ x 96 “ in Operation
COLLUM Cool

ers: A life-time of 36 “ x 72 “ 48 “ x 120 “ *

Service;
Economi

cal in operation;

£| Collum's
NEW MODEL “UNIVERSAL”

Candy Cooler; "##:”

PATENT APPLIED FOR

*T Uniform,
Unvarying Principle of Cooling

Speed,
Efficiency and Economy

Complete -

Lines Top Plates Readily Removed Coolers Easily Cleaned

Steel,

Marble,

Stone,

Candy Coolers,
Cream Coolers -

“Special” - £.P-
*

Cream Coolers, -
*
:

(Tilting Type) -

Iron Slab Stands:

Steel Slab Bars;

Adjustable

Steel Cutters; - 1.

Peach Blossom | | || £e

Cutters; -
-

Buttercup Cutters

Smooth Base

Cutters; | - - - | - 34 in x 64 in

Crimped Edge * - || || -
- 36 “ x 96 “

#"
- -

# :::

Waffle Cutters Collum's “PREMIER”
Cream Cooler;
: * * *

Immediate Shipments.
For Further Particulars Write

THE COLLUM MFG. CO.
+: HARTFORD,

CONN.
Established 1872

11
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Chewing Gum

Beech-Nut Packing Co.

Glenn, J. W.

Walter Gum Co. (ball gum)

Wischmann, Wm. J.

Chocolate and Cocoa

Baker & Co., Walter

Crandall Pettee Co.

Croft & Allen Co.

Hershey Choc. Co.

Hollis, W. G.

Knickerbocker Choc. Co.

Lamont, Corliss & Co.

Lowney Co., Walter M.

Massachusetts Choc. Co. .

Wilbur & Sons, H. O.

Chocolate Coolers

Dempsey Chocolate Cooler Co.

Friedman, J.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Chocolate Warmers-Electric

International Electric Co.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Coatings

See Chocolate and Cocoa

Cocoa Beans and Cocoa Butter

McGorlick, J. E.

Snyder & Wheeler

Von Dannenberg & Pick

Cocoa Press and Pump

Carver, Fred S.

Friedman, J.

Cocoanut and Vegetable Butter

American Cocoanut Butter Co.

India Refining Co.

Nucoa Butter Co.

Simonin Sons, C. F.

Colors—See Flavors and Colors

Confectionery Manufacturers

Advance Candy Mfg. Corp.

Ambrosia Choc. Co.

American Candy Co.

American Choc. Almond Co.

Arnould & Co., D.

Bacon Co., D.

Beech-Nut Packing Co.

Beich Co., Paul F.

Blome & Son, Geo.

Blue Ribbon Candy Co.

Brandle & Smith Co.

Brunell Co., Geo. J.

Casale & Son, G.

Cascade Industries Co.

Clifford Bros.

Close Co., Geo.

Collins Co., J. N.

Colonial Confy. Corp.

Croft & Allen Co.

Dagget Choc. Co.

Debevoise, Walter W.

Dockman & Son, J. H.

Euclid Candy Co.

Gallanis Bros.

Gardiner-Lucas Co.

Gimbal Bros.

Goldenberg, D.

Hardie Bros.

Hawley & Hoops

Heide, Henry

Hei.ielberger Confy. Co.

Hershey Choc. Co.

Hildreth Co., H. L.

Hoefler's Centennial Chocolates

Hollis, W. G.

aeoech-o-o-o-o-o-o-o"Q"Q**
*.*.*.*.******

o D- ©ao-o-o-o-o-,"a~ *> --> * > *> * >

C.

**C*C********

Holman Confectionery Co.

Hooton Choc. Co.

Horton Sweets Co.

Ideal Candy Co.

Josselyn, E. H.

Knickerbocker Choc. Co.

Lauer & Suter

Lewis Bros.

Lindt Choc. Co.

Lowney Co., Walter M.

Mackenzie Co., Robt. F.

Manufacturing Co. of America

Massachusetts Choc. Co.

Metro Choc. Co.

Michelbach & Sons, E.

Miller Co., Chas. N.

Mountain City Candy Co.

Mueller Licorice Co., John

National Candy Co.

National Licorice Co.

New England Confectionery Co.

Ohio Confection Co.

Oswego Confectionery Co.

Paist Co., F. M.

Planters Nut & Choc. Co.

Pop Corn Products Co.
Quaker City Choc. & Confectionery Co.

Ralph Conf'y Works, Inc.

Reed Co., Eugene O

Revere Preserving Co.

Rigby Co., H. J.

Robertson Candy Co.

Rochester Candy Works

Rochester Marshmallow Co.

Runkel Bros.

Shelby Supply & Mfg. Co.

Shotwell Mfg. Co.

Slauson & Co., A.

Smith & Peters

Stacy Co., O. T.

Standard Candy Co.

Taylor, W. E.

Virginia Nut Products Co.

Wallace & Co.

Washburn Co., F. B.

Westmoreland Candy Co.

Wilbur & Sons, H. O.

Williamsport Candy Co.

Wunderle, Philip

Ziegler Co., Geo.

Containers—Display

Gair Co., Robert

Hamlin-Fleischer Co.

Mono Service Co.

Sealright Co. (ice cream)

U. S. Printing & Lithograph Co.

Warren Co., P. R.

Corn Syrup

American Maize-Products Co.

Corn Products Refining Co.

Cream Coolers

Collum Mfg. Co.

Dragees -

French Dragee & Specialty Co.

Dry Milk

Dry Milk Co.

Dry Room

Perkins Co., Elmer E.

Extracts—see Flavors and Color"

Flavors and Colors

Atlantic Importing Co.
Blanke-Baer Extract & Preserving Co.

Bush & Co., W. J.

Calco Chemical Co.

Cracy"Cracrao-o-o-o-o-o-o">*
*C*C*C

CLASSIFIED DIRECTORY

ex-o-o-o"

Air conditioning

Fleisher Co., W. L.

Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Artificial Flowers and Decorations

Netschert, Frank

Bags—Paper, Glassine, Transparent

Herz Co., Alexander

Hollis & Duncan

Jonas, Alfred

Kirchheimer Bros. Co.

Royal & Co., Thos. M.

Select Paper Co.

Traver Paper Co.

Boxes and Baskets-Fancy

Michaelis & Sons, M.

Newman, F.

Tin Decorating Co. of Baltimore

Boxes—Candy

Deisroth Co., W. H.

Jonas, Alfred

Matthews Bros.

Monarch Nusbaum Paper Box Co.

Smith Co., Edw. S. . .

Sykes Mfg. Co. (Gelatine Top)

Youse Co., C. J.

Boxes—Fibre Packing

Gair Co., Robert

Hinde & Dauch Paper Co.

Boxes—Folding and Ice Cream

Gair Co., Robert

Jonas, Alfred

Matthews Bros.

Smith Co., Edw. S.

U. S. Printing & Lithograph Co.

Whitney & Co.

Butter—Vegetable

See Cocoanut Butter

Calcium Chloride

Semet Solvay Co.

Candy Cookers

Jos. Baker-Perkins Co.

Friedman, J.

Vacuum Candy Machinery Co.

Candy Coolers

Collum Mfg. Co.

Mills & Bros., Thos.

Savage Bros. Co.

Candy Cutters

Collum Mfg. Co.

Candy Furnaces-Gas

Crane Co., Wm. M.

Improved Appliance Co.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Savage Bros. Co.

Candy Pails

Menasha Wooden Ware Co.

Candy Pans and Scoops-Brass

Mills & Bros., Thos.

Troemner, H.

Candy Sticks—See Skewers

Cans—Tin—Plain and Lithographed

Bertels & Son Co., W. B.

Heekin Can Co.

Caps—Metal

National Seal Co.

Upressit Products Corp.

Carbon

Darco Corporation

Cherry Depositor

Hardwell Mfg. Co.

L. C

*--------

* W
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Kopperman & Son, Jos.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Pennsylvania Copper Works

Savage Bros. Co.

Labels and Seals

Dennison Mfg. Co.

Gair Co., Robert

St. Louis Sticker Co.

U. S. Printing & Lithograph Co.

Laboratory Specializing

Friedman, J.

Liquors

See Chocolate and Cocoa

Machinery Manufacturers

Allen & Co., J. W.

Baker-Perkins Co.

Ball Cream Beater Co.

Bosshard, Theodore

Brach, Emil J.

Burkhard, Thos. J.

Croll Mfg. Co.

Friedman, J.

Greer Co., J. W.

Hildreth Co., H. L.

Holmberg & Co., Chas.

Knott Machine Co., E. R.

Kopperman & Sons, Jos.

Lambert Machine Co.

Letang & Co., Leon

Maag Co., Aug.

McLean Co., John

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Paramount Machinery Co.

Racine Confectioners' Machinery Co.

Savage Bros. Co.

Vacuum Candy Machinery Co.

Weiscopf, L.

White, Heirs Jacob

York, C. C.

Marrons

Raffetto, Inc., G. B.

Molds–Metal

Ben Moore Mfg. Co.

Eppelsheimer & Co.

Friedman, J.

Krauss' Son, Fr.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Molds—Rubber

Voorhees Rubber Mfg. Co.

Molds—Starch

Frauenberger & Co., J.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Novelties -

Brunell Co., Geo. J.

Geilfuss' Son, H. H. -

Glavin Co., F. E.

Lindt Choc. Co.

Michaelis & Son, M.

Schall & Co.

Shackman & Co., B.

U-Neak Dinner Favors, Inc.

Paper-Confectioners'

American Lace Paper Co.

Bevan Co., W. W.

Birn & Wachenheim

Carter, Rice & Co.

Chicago Carton Co.

Dennison Mfg. Co.

Euler & Bro., Franz

Hollis & Duncan

Liebs Co., L.A. (box wrappers and tops)

Matthias & Freeman Paper Co.

Milwaukee Lace Paper Co.

Nashua Paper Co.

Royal & Co., Thos. M.

Select Paper Co.

Traver Paper Co.

Peanut Blancher

Lambert Machine Co.

McLean Co., John

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Pecans

Southland Pecan Co.

Playing Cards

U. S. Playing Card Co.
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Cincinnati Extract Works

Corrizo Extract Works

Downey, Turnquist & Co.

Foote & Jenks

Fries & Bro.

Fries & Bro., Alex.

Kohnstamm & Co., H.

Lueders & Co., Geo.

Monsanto Chemical Works

National Aniline & Chemical Co.

Ottens Mfg. Co., H. H.

Rockhill & Vietor

Ryland, H. C.

Sethness Co.

Sparhawk, Chas. V.

Tisco Co.

Todd Co., A. M.

Ungerer & Co. -

Widmayer & Jungling

Formula Books

Bell, Wm. M.

Burgess Supply Co.

Rigby Pub.Co.

Fruits-Preserved, Glace, Pulps

Blanke-Baer Extract & Preserving Co.

Cincinnati Extract Works

Georgiades & Co., Christo

Jones Co., C. H.

Keystone Fruit Products Co.

Lyons California Glace Fruit Co.

Michaelis & Sons, M.

Sethness Co.

Gelatine

Atlantic Gelatine Co.

Crystal Gelatine Co.

Michaelis & Sons, M.

Milligan & Higgins Gelatine Co.

Sinclair, Harold A.

United Chemical & Organic Prod. Co.

Glass Dispenser

Rotax Co.

Gum Arabic and Tragacanth

Thurston & Braidich

Ice Cream Machinery

Allen & Co., J. W.

Maag Co., Aug. -

Miller & Son. Franklin P.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Thompson Machine & Supply Co.

lce Cream Cone Machinery

Turnbull Cone Machine Co.

lce Cream Powder

Ottens Mfg. Co., H. H.

lce Cream Suppli

Allen &£ W.

Dengler & Son, D. S.

aburg Bros.

Maag Co.; Au :

#£,
*

ens Mfg. Co.

$###". H. H.

"gredient.

Burgess Supply Co.

nfectioners' Cream P
aug & Co roducts Co.

India Refi :

#
££”

y-White p
ulomoline £duct. Inc.

Qttens Mig &# Č. H. H.

imonin's Sons, C. F

hite-Stokes Co.

*'Corps, Mixing
Cme Coppersmith: Co.

Copper Ketti
- Thos. e Works

Hubbert o, Chas.

Keller £h: H

°pper Works, Geo.

Popcorn Poppers

Kingery Mfg. Co.

Popping Corn

Bradshaw Co.

Dickinson Co., Albert

Premiums

Calumet Mfg. Co.

Glavin Co., F.E.

Pump-Confectioners

Taber Pump Co.

Refrigeration -

Brunswick Refrigerating Co.

Friedman, J.

Norwalk Iron Works Co.

York Mfg. Co.

Ribbons

Kennedy, Robert

Streeton Co., J. W.

White & Campbell

Saccharin -

Monsanto Chemical Works

Sample Cases -

Confectioners Equipment Co.

Knickerbocker Case Co.

Perfection Sample Case Co.

Scales

Troemner, H.

Seals—See Labels and Seals

Shelled Nuts -

Rurbage Produce Co.

Dengler & Son, D. S.

Jones Co., C. H.

Show Jars

Panay Sectional Show Case Co.

Skewers

Setter Bros. Co.

Soda Fountain Supplies

Crandall Pettee Co.

Daggett Choc. Co.

Dengler & Son, D. S.

Jaburg Bros.

Maag Co., Aug.

Milwaukee Lace Paper Co.

Senneff-Herr Co.

Sethness Co.

Special Cream Coolers

Collum Mfg. Co.

Starch Boards

Acme Box Co.

ugar -

":rican Sugar Refining Co.

Franklin Sugar Refining Co. •

Supplies—Confectioners', All Kinds

Allen & Co., J. W.

Dengler & Son, D. S.

£ H. H.

Jaburg Bros.

Jones Co., C. H.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Mitchell & Son, Fred L. |

Ottens Mfg. Co., H. H. |

Schall & Co. -

Sealright Co. (carriers)

Thurston & Braidich

U-neak Dinner Favors, Inc.

Tin Foil

'ier, Schwartz & Co.

Standard Rolling Mills. Inc.

T Balloons -

'' & Co., Richard D.

Eagle Rubber Co.

Oak Rubber Co.

Toycraft Rubber Co. .

Vanilla Beans - --

Thurston & Braidich

Vegetable Butter

See Cocoanut Butter

Vending Machines

Walter Gum Co.

Wrapping Machines

Friedman, J. -

Ideal Wrapping Machine Co.

Weiscopf, L.
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EAGLE RUBBER CO. .....................

|| || ||##|||

ACME BOX CO.

ACME ########&#.
ADVANCE CANDY MFG 66

ALLEN & CO., J. W.... 92

AMBROSIA CHOC, CO 47

AMERICAN CANDY CO. 41

AMERICAN CHOC. ALMO C 40

AMERICAN COCOANUT BUTTER CO 36

AMERICAN LACE PAPER CO..... 69

AMERICAN MAIZE-PROD. CO. 33

AMERICAN SUGAR REF. CO. . 83

ARNOULD & CO., D.............. 42

ATLANTIC GELATINE CO........ ... 67

ATLANTIC IMPORTING CO. ............. 74

BACON CO., D. ................ 26

BAKER CO., LTD., WALTER... 139

BAKER SONS, JOS. & PERKINS 143

BAKROW & SONS, RICHARD D.... 86

BALL CREAM BEATER CO., TH 173

BEECH NUT PACKING CO...... 88

BEICH CO., PAUL F.... 138

BELL, WM. M. ........ 172

BEN-MOORE MFG. CO. 144

BERTELS & SON CO., W. B... 158

BEVAN CO., W. W.................. 21

BIRN & WACHENHEIM..................... 26

BLANKE-BAER EXTRACT & PRES. CO. 91

BLOME & SON CO., GEO........- ..... 44

BLUE RIBBON CANDY CO....... ... 12

BOSSHARD, THEODORE ......... ... 144

BRACH, EMIL J. ......... - -- - ... 164-165

BRADSHAW CO. ......... - 4

BRANDLE & SMITH CO. .. 87

BREUKER & KESSLER ... 134

BRUNELL CO. GEO. J. ...... ......... ... "4

BRUNSWICK REFRIGERATING CO. ..... 1

###### G####LF Works: #BURBAGE PRODUCE CO. ......... • • • - - - - 7

BURGESS SUPPLY CO. ........ ... 30

BURKHARD, INC., THOMAS..... ... 175

BUSH & CO., INC., W. J................... 1

CALCO CHEMICAL CO. .................. 48

CALUMET MFG. CO. ...... -- - 2

CARTER, RICE & CO. .... 7

CARVER, FRED S. ..... - - - - 181

CASALE & SONS, G................. 32

CASCADE INDUSTRIES CO. ...... 35

CHICAGO CARTON CO. ........... 75

CINCINNATI ExTRACT WORKS . 4

CLIFFORD BROS, CO. ............. 69

CLOSE CO., GEO. . . . . . . . . 42

COLLINS CO., J. N....... - - - - ... 27

COLLUM MFG. £9. CöRP. - #
OLONIAL CONFY. - - - - --- -- -

#o's CREAM PROD. CO..... 60

CöNFECTIONERS EQUIPMENT CO. .... 142

CORN PRODUCTS REF. CO. ......... ... 136

CORRIZO EXTRACTS CO. ......... 70

CRANDALL PETTEE CO. - - - - 52

CRANE CO., WILLIAM M. 174

CROFT & ALLEN CO. 1

CROLL MFG. CO. .......... - - - - - -- #
CRYSTAL GELATINE CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6

DAGGETT CHOCOLATE CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61

DARCO CORPORATION ::: ........ . . . . . 12

######### W. . . . . . . . . . . #
ISROTH ., WV. Ii. . . . . . * * * * * * * * * *

# CHOC. COOLER CO. ... 157

DENGLER & SON, INC., D. S......... :

DENNISON MFG. CO. .............. 142

DICKINSON CO., ALBERT ......... 40

DOCKMAN & SON, JOHN H........ 62

DöWNEY, TURNQUIST & CO. .... 21

DRY MILK CO., THE...................... 66

FPPELSHEIMER & CO., INC

EUCLID£NZ - - - - - - - -

LER ., I, Ivan is a • * * * * -------' ' ' " -

#####rio's CO. OF AMERICA........ 16.17

FLEISHER & CO., W. L..................... 168

FOOTE & JENKS ...................... -

FRANKLIN SUGAR REF. CO. ......

FRAUENBERGER & CO., J.................

FRENCH DRAGEE & SPECIALTY CO... 136

156

72

48

9

GALLANIS BROS. .......... 184

GARDINER-LUCAS CO., TH 1

GEILFUSS SON, H. 2

GEORGIADES & CO 66

GIMBAL BROS. 84

GLAVIN CO., F. E. 74

GLENN, J. W. ... 28

GOLDENBERG, D 67

GREER CO., J. W.. 154

öRöEN MFÖ. CO ..

HAMILTON COPPER & BRASS WORKS... 144

HAMLIN.FLEISHER CO . 63

HARDIE BROS, CO. .

HARDWELL MFG. C 144

HAUG & CO. ........ 21

HAWLEY & HOOPS 79

HEEKIN CAN CO. 151

HEIDE. HENRY .. 45

HEIDELBERGER CON 64

HERSHEY CHOC, CO. . . 10

HERZ CO., ALEX. .... 65

HILDRETH CO., H. L... 48, 147

HINDE & DAUCH PAPER CO...... 149

HOEFLER'S CENTENNIAL CHOC 50

HOLLIS & DUNCAN 39

HOLLIS, W. G. ......... 64

HOLMAN CONF. 67

HOLMBERG & CO., CHAS 181

HOOTON CHOC. - -- 72

HORTON SWEETS CO. . 8

HUBBERT, B. 151

IDEAL CANDY CO. ........................ 63

IDEAL WRAPPING MACH. CO. . .... 145

IMPROVED APPLIANCE CO. .. .... 175

INDIA REFINING CO. .................... 18

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC CO. ....... 158

JABURG BROS. .............................. 141

JAHN CO., W. K. ack cover

JONAS, ALFRED - 2

JONES CO., C. H... 91

JOSSELYN, E. H. 4

KAY-WHITE PRODUCTS, INC. 3

KELLER COPPER WORKS, GEO 144

KENNEDY, BT. ............. 4

KEYSTONE FRUIT PROD. CO 12

KIRCHHEIMER BROS, CO. .. 12

KNICKERBOCKER CASE CO. 54

KNICKERBOCKER CHOC. CO. 64

KNOTT MACHINE CO., E. R. 144

KOHNSTAMM & CO., H. ... 56

KQPPERMAN & SONS, J 162

KRAUSS SON. F.R. ............ • 136

LAMBERT MACHINE CO. . 158

LAMONT, CORLISS & CO 135

LAUER & SUTER CO. ... 24

LEHMAIER, SCHWARTZ 35

LETANG & CO., LEON. 170

LEWIS BROTHERS .. 74

LIEBS CO., L. A. ..... 71

LINDT CHOCOLATE CO 37

LONG, EAKINS CO. ..... 145

LOWNEY CO., THE WALTER M 24

LUEDERS CO., GEO. ............. 1

LYONS CALIF. GLACE FRUIT C 69

MAAG CO., THE AU 148

#
MASSACHUSETTS CHOC, C 22

MATTHEW 60

MATTHIAS & FREEMA 70

McGOLRICK, J. E. ...... 28

181

182

MERGENTINE & LAMM .

METRO CHOC. CO. ....... 30

MICHAELIS & SONS, M.

MICHELBACH, E. & SONS.....

MILLER CO., CHARLES N. . . . . #
MILLER, FRANKLIN P. & SON 149

MILLIGAN & HIGGINS........... 33

MILLS. & BROS., INC., THOS..... 60-161

MILWAUKEE LACE PAPER CO. 136

MITCHELL & SON, FRED L 60

MONARCH NUSBAUM PAPER Böx Có.
MONO SERVICE CO. Co. #
MONSANTO CHEMICAL WORKS . - #
MOUNTAIN CITY CANDY CO...... ... 68

MUELLER LICORICE CO. ................. 93

NASHUA, PAPER CO. ..................... 77-78

NATIONAL ANILINE_& CHEM. Co....... "13;

NATIONAL CANDY CO. ............... - 53

NATIONAL LICORICE CO. .......... 43

# FRANK ...................... 60

- SLAND CONFE NNEWMAN, F. ............... ERY CO #

NORWALK IRON WORKS 171

NUCQA BUTTER CO., THE 34

NULOMOLINE CO. ....... * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 49

QA5 RUBBER CO. .......................... 84

OHIO CONFECTION CO. ... ... 81

QSWEGO CANDY WORKS ............ ... 139

OTTENS MFG. CO., H. H.................. 14

PAIST CO., F. M.............::::::... ::... 24

PANAY SECTIONAL SHOW CASE CO... 170

PARAMOUNT MACHINERY CO. ......... . 155

PENNSYLVANIA COPPER WORKS ...... 146

PERFECTION CASE CO. .................. ... 89

PERKINS CO., E. E.

PETER-CAILLER-KOHLER SWISS

CHOCOLATES CO. ......................

PLANTERS NUT & CHOCOLATE CO.....

POPCORN PRODUCTS CO. ...............

QUAKER CITY CHOC. & CONFY. CO..... "13

RAFFETTO, INC
* • * *-**

RALPH CONF"Y WORKS, INC. 72

REED CO., EUGENE O............ 51

REVERE PRESERVING CO. ..... 14

RIGBY CO., H. J.................... 62

RIGBY PUB. CO. .................. ... 139

ROBERTSON CANDY CO. ................. 4

ROCHESTER CANDY WORKS, THE...... 26

ROCHESTER MA #Allow CO. ...... "

142

73

140

73

SAVAGE BROS. CO. .......152. 167

SCHALL & CO. ... ... 58

SEALRIGHT CO. . 3

SELECT PAPER CO. . - ... 66

SEMET-SOLVAY CO. ................ ... 32

SENNEFF-HERR CO. ............... ... 15

SETHNESS CO. ......... 76

SETTER BROS. CO. ... 2

SHACKMAN & CO., B............... . 72

SHELBY SUPPLY & 89

SHOTWELL MFG. C 141

SIMONIN'S SONS, 183

SINCLAIR, HAROLD A. 71

SLAUSON & CO., A. ..... . 184

SMITH CO., EDW. S --

SMITH & PETERS ... 70

SNYDER & WHEELER . 74

SOUTHLAND PECAN CO. .......... 22

SPARHAWK, CHARLES V. ....... 37

ST. LOUIS STICKER CO. 70

STACY CO., O. T. ......... - -- - 57

STANDARD CANDY CO. ............ 22

STANDARD ROLLING MILLS ..... 28

STREETON & CO. W 66

STüRTEVANT Cö. *: F. :::::::::::::::::: 16.

SYKES MFG. CORP. .................. ... 61

SYRACUSE STEAM GENERATOR CO. .... 144

TABER PUMP CO. ........................ 175

TAYLOR. W. E. ...................... -

THOMPSON MACHINE & SUPPLY -

THURSTON & BRAIDICH ..................

TIN DECORATING CO. OF BALTIMORE 23

TISCO CO. ..........-- . 29

TODD CO., LTD., A. M. . 40

TOYCRAFT RUBBER CO. 70

TROEMNER, HENRY ....... 1

TURNBULL CONE MACHIN 170

UNEAK DINNER FAVORS 83

UNGERER & CO. ............ ... 1

UNION EXTRACT WORKS ............ ..... 74

UNITED CHEMICAL & ORGANIC PROD

UCTS CO. ................................. 55

UPRESSIT PRODUCTS CORP. ..... 169

U. S. PLAYING CARD CO.

U. S. PTG. & LITH CO. .................... 27

VACUUM CANDY MACHINERY CO..... 163

VIRGINLA PEANUT PRODUCTS CO....... 79

VON DANNENBERG & PICK ............. #
VOORHEES RUBBER MFG CO. .......... 1

WALLACE & CO. .................. - - - - - ... 51

WALTER GUM CO. .......... .... 134

WARREN CO. P. R. ......... :

WASHBURN & CO., F. B...... 9

WEISCOPF, L. ................... #
WESTMORELAND CANDY CO. 1:
WHITE & CAMPBELL .......... 146

WHITE, HEIRS JACOB ....... 60

WHITE-STOKES CO.. INC. ... 82

WHITNEY & CO. ............. 74

WIDMAYER & JUNGING......... '''' 92

WILBUR & SONS, INC., H. O............. | 84

WILLIAMSPORT CANDY MFG. CO. ...... 76

WISCHMANN, WM. J. .............. “: 6

WUNDERLE, PH. .................... . . . . . . .

YORK, C. C. ............................ • * * * * * #
YORK MANUFACTURING CO. “. .32

YOUSE CO., C. J. ......... • . . . . . * * * * *******

59

ZEIGLER CO., GEO. .....................'"

See Classified Directory page 178
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CARVER CARVER

ACCUMULATOR COCOA

SYSTEM PRESSES

OPERATING

PATENTED AND PATENTS PENDING

COCOA PRESSES IN

U.S. AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES

A MODERN SYSTEM WHICH

GREATLY INCREASES THE

OUTPUTOFCOCOAPRESSES.

NEW FEATURES ELIMINATE

ALL HARD LABOR, AND

GIVE GREAT PRODUCTION.

EQUIPMENT ORIGINATED

AND FURNISHED EXCLUS

IVELY BY US FOR OVER

FIVE YEARS.

WRITE FOR BULLETIN PR I

FRED S. CARVER

ENGINEER

WRITE FOR BULLETINAC I 8 WEST 40th ST. NEW YORK

THE VICLEAN

Peerless, Pre-eminently Popular, Predominantly Powerful,

Peculiarly Progressive, and Practically Perfect

IMPROVED

INCOMPARABLE IN EXCELLENCE,

AR5- EFFICIENCY, ECONOMY AND OPERATION

Write for new Catalogue

JOHN McLEAN, Lockport, N.Y., U.S.A.

|

A New Cream Melter Steam Jacket Tilting Mixing Kettle
Steam Jacket Tilting Kettle -

Steam Jacket Mixing kettle

- *As HolMBERG & Co.,1439-43 Austin Avenue, chicago. iii.

*--
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MENASHA wooDEN warE co.

MENASHA , W 1 S.

*

W.

N 5

More wooden pails

are used as shipping

containers for Candy

than for any other

commodity, We will

be glad to tell you

why.

S. A manufacturing consideration it seems impossible that a Wooden

Pail (a practically indestructible shipping container) can be made and

sold for very nearly the same price as various containers requiring

fewer manufacturing operations and made from cheaper materials.

The Menasha Wooden Ware Company has made this possible. Our Plant

is the largest of its kind in the world. Since 1849 we have developed and

perfected machinery to improve the quality and quantity of Wooden Pail

production.

Our nearness to Timber Supply gives us tremendous advantages in raw mater

ial. We own millions of feet of timber in Northern Wisconsin-bought years

ago when timber was not the scarce high-priced commodity that it is today.

That is why today you can buy a perfectly made basswood pail with

tongue and groove stave and patent sunk wire hoop for very little more than

containers made from material of a destructible nature.

More than half the wooden Candy Pails used in the United States are made in our

Plant.

MENASHAWOODEN WARE CO.
ESTABLISHED 1849

MENASHA, WISCONSIN

-
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Tioga and Belgrade Sts.,

|

-"

Confectioners Take Notice

- For over 45 years we have been making and refining vegetable

oils. In the Margarine Trade-the most particular trade to Serve

We have established an International Reputation as making the

Best Edible Coconut oil for use in their products.

Many Confectioners, appreciating the merits of our products,

have Solicited us to supply their trade. After thoughtful considera

tion, we have decided to offer the Confectioner,

Edible Coconut Oil Products
Under the trade names

© for chocolates, caramels, taffies,

Hard Coconut Oil notigats, etc... (various melting

Melting Points 849 929 points to suit your purpose).
elting Points to

for fillers, centers, and sand

Plastic Coconut Oil wich work. Replaces butter

better than any other product.

for salted nuts, Popcorn, chew

Edible Coconut Oil£.."'

sweet, neutral fat is required.

Products are now ready for prompt shipment. Their
These

'"y is guaranteed and backed up by our forty-five years of rep
titation and experience.

Write us "day for samples and Q*otations and convince yourself of the quality and price.

C. F© Simonin's Sons

Established 1876

Philadelphia, Pa.

" ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

1:

*
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Brooklyn Phone 8035 Sunset.

*

Cable Address “Wakurt”

Chicago Brooklyn - Montreal, Canada

561 East Illinois Street Bush Terminal Building 32 St. Sulpice St.

- ? F

-#|||"u

H NOUGINE ^ Our Goods =
É A perfect Cream And =

É For Nougat Work Our Statements =

É Ar E

H CARAMELPASTE © =

= Made from Purest ingredients. Dependable =

= Always Gives Satisfaction. =
É For Wrapped and Our É

# Unwrapped Caramels Word and Reputation =

| RICO MEXOLA Are |

É A Highly Concentrated imitation. Back of Them É

É VANILLA FLAWOR \ Let us hear from you H

H The W. K. JAHN COMPANY, Inc. H

Él

|

|\||M||W

"ThePledge of Purity. The candy that takes-clever

in name, absolutely pure in

manufacture, most delicious

in taste. Jobbers need only

(1 apply for prices and catalogs.

“Ghocolates GALLANIS BROTHERS."
1929-31-33 S. Halsted Street

GALLANIS BROS. CHICAGO. CHICAGO ILLINOIS

- * *- t |

- ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||MüllMW" | *

H Ask Your Jobber For Our H
E one CENT package of STAR MINT Lozenges and LIT" GEMS #

É also our

== Assorted Cocoanut Wafers, Chocolate Milk Candy Wafers, Royal Squares (Fudge),

= Peanut Slice, Boston Baked Beans Candy and Filcona 5 cent Bar.

É Send for Samples and Prices

É. A. SLAUSON & Co. 280 Lafayette St., New York " |

#
** |

Hum"

*
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#

#

#

| Complete

l

(eleventh edition)

| Revised and Edited by W. J. Bush

& Co., Ltd.

A practical guide to all

branches of Candy Making.

Price, $6.00 Net

W.J. BUSH & CO., Inc

370–7th Avenue

NEW YORK, N. Y.

The

| Gardiner-Lucas | #:

Company, Inc.

LOZENGE

MAKERS
and Manufacturers of

Specialties in Licorice

and Confectionery

99 GOLD STREET

BROOKLYN, N.Y.
-

#T

|

| -

#
#||##|H

|

| |

|
#|
| £ |

|

ER

| |
| s

N

r

D.
|

|
|

#
!

H||

|
|

f

Entered as Second Class Matte

#|##|##|#
#

CROFT&ALLEN CO.

&Manufacturing Confectioners

CHOCOLATES AND COCOAS

33d and Market Sts. PHILADELPHIA, U.S. A.

-

..",

>
|

=> . .4: J*- :

-
[...:

1-# #
£: [T- - #

# ". -# * #
-

### |: #: 2%ft #%% | | 4

s:4). Ż

We make a line of Specialties that should be in

every jobbing house in the United States:

500 Varieties of Penny Goods

50 Varieties of Pail Goods

100 Varieties of Nickel Goods

WRITE FOR PRICES

hiladelphia, Pa., February, 1922 -

r at the Post Office in Philadelphia Under Act of March 3, 1879

|
| | Si

$3 a Year in Advance

Published Monthly

#|##|#|####|H

CENTENNIAL MEDAL Awarded

ESTABLISHED IN 1840

HENRY TROEMNER

911 ARCH ST., PHILA.

Confectioners’ Counter

Scales and Weights

"... --~~~~*:* ,

1 ×********* * *
-

=--

*=E=

Fine Brass Scales, Nickel-Plated

Scales, Brass Weights, etc., etc.

of the Finest Finish and Design

Brass Candy Shovels and Scoops

Price list sent on receipt of postage stamps

rn Agen
Weste cy

1315 Wabash Avenue CHICAGO

Vanilla Beans

Our direct Importation

Vanilla

Concrete

Our own make

Vanilla essence without ulcohol

VANILLIN

CUMARIN

Domestic and Imported

George Lueders& Co.

427 Washington Street

NEW YORK

BRANCH OFFICE

180 N. Market St., Chicago

Lemon Oil

Fruit Flavors

| UNGER

ESTABLISHED 1884

ROCRHILL & VIETOR

Orange Oil

Vanillin

CONNOISSEURS USE

Spearmint Oil

Coumarine

AND FLAVORING INGREDIENTS

326 W. Madison Street, Chicago|:"

24W, 19th Street, New York

#H#H#H#TET:

classified
HETTET:

Directory Page 178

Index to Advertisements Page 180

"||''"

441 Arch Street, Philadelphia

MAIN OFFICE

22 Cliff Street, New York

Peppermint Oil

Flower Waters

ER'S VOLATILE OILS
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Y* Repetition is Reputation

Y£ after year we keep Re

beating “Our Pat. 240 Satin”

is “Second to None” for tying

Candy Packages. We make four

other grades but will always stand

£aafer

will soon be here. Are you ready for it? K-W

Nougat Creme makes unequalled Easter specials:

back of 240—Because

Easter Eggs • IT IS CONSTRUCTED RIGHT

Easter Rabbits #" RIGHT

RIGHT
- Easter Nests - FINISHED RIGHT

Deliciously smooth and mellow. Prevents leak
- DELIVERED RIGHT

age in both hand rolled and cast goods.

Sold in barrels (200 lbs.)

half barrels (100 lbs.) and

kegs (50 lbs.)

Mr. Candy Maker:

Kay-White Products lead the way to surer,

bigger candy profits for you. Complete price

list on request.

KAY - WHITE

PRODUCTS, INC.

8 West Broadway

New York

orr.

-ā-A-A. 2.£:

ALFRED JONAS

Manufacturer of Ice Cream Boxes

:-

=
Tested for sixteen years

and “Made Good”

- -

Let us serve you at any time.

Widths 2-3-5-7-9-12-16

W H ITE & CAMPBE LL

387-393 FOURTH AVE. NEW YORK

P

—and—

Candy Boxes, Candy Bags

1570 Fulton Street BROOKLYN, N.Y.

s'. Monsantu Dharmical Works #.

east:..." Manufacturers of SAINT Louis, USA. Inquiries Solicited 209 N. LaSalle St.

WANILLIN-COUMARIN:SACCHARIN se

St Val:Milt, Washing!!!'s Billy, St. Pitfit's fill fast: MItti: 2:
ICING ROSES AND FLOWERS - PASTRY BAGS AND TUBES : FOR: LIST

T-it- P Candy Boxes Tinted Motto Paper£: #: ente #ons. #": Baskets ::*

Weapor Cases Birthday Candles Costume Mottoes Glace st
p Bon Cups Candle Holders Ice Cream Moulds Leaves #s ©rn

Bon Paper Baking Cups Paper Sundae Cups PRICES ON *Qu T -

H. H. GEILFUSS’ SON :: 1202 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS PHILIP J. GEILFUSS

AND LEAVES

PREMIUMS, NOVELTIES AND TOYS

E MANUFACTURING CONFECTIONERY TRADE
s:£, Pieces, Prize Boxes, Grab Bags, Ring Sticks, etc., etc.

CALUMET MANUFACTURING COMPANY ":"

"'I'll
11111111

-

- -

|IE
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Because Sealright Paper Containers keep ice cream in perfect

condition “all the way home”-because they are easy to carry—

because there His no leaking—in short, because folks know

“Sealrights” are the ideal packages for bulk ice cream, they like

Use Sealrightsthe idea of taking ice cream home with them.

—cultivate the habit to your profit.

Order Thru Your Jobber -- Write Us For Samples

SEALRIGHT CO., Inc., Fulton, N.Y. |
Largest Manufacturers in theWorld ofCylindrical Liquid-Tight PaperContainers

"MM||||In" w

-

"|".

|

|I.

Cultivate the Habit

By Using Sealright Paper Containers
for Carry-Horne Sales *11–-u-"

of Bulk Ice Cream

pile":

3.2
:

*
-

-

-

s

--

-

stablished 1898

The House for the Popular Candies

"Jordan Almonds” / -

and / ©S’

Pan Specialties /

Send for
s

S .
%

/

§
|

G. CASALE & SONS

21 Dodworth St., Brooklyn, N.Y.

-" ||||||||
E.

NEW YORK C:TY

WINTER TIME IS MARRON TIME |

Imported Whole Marrons in Vanilla Syrup,
all ready for Draining and Glacéing. -

Marron Pieces in Vanilla Syrup" for use in
ice Creams, Nesselrode and at the Fountain.

Try whole Marrons for Chocolate Dipping.

Europe's Favorite Confection
No really exclusive shop can afford to be without

Marrons Glacés

Marron Sundaes

Nesselrode, Etc.

Packed—

In No. 10 Tins – Net

weight—Marrons (exclu

sive of syrup), 5% lbs.

In No. 5 Tins– Net

weight—Marrons (exclu

sive of syrup), 2% lbs.

MARRONS FOR suNDAES

6, 4 gal. Jars to Case

NESSELRO SUNDAE

The right mixture of Mar

rons and fruits blended with
a special Rhum punch fla

wor—for the fountain.

G. B. RAFFET10, Inc.
408-10-12 W. 13th St.
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* THE CINCINNATI EXTRACT WORKS \

Easter, April 16
Easter is only a few weeks away—order your

Fruit Centers

For Easter Eggs

and for making all kinds of delicious Fruit Center

candies. Make us your Easter headquarters.

Other Tempting Goodies for

Your Seasonal Requirements

Small Select Maraschino Dipping Cherries

800 to 1400 count

red-white—green

hand pitted—melt the cream perfectly.

For 5-cent Eggs

WHOLE AND BROKEN CHERRIES

“Economy” with a capital “E”

LUSCIOUS PINEAPPLE WEDGES

melt the cream perfectly and promptly,

White—natural pineapple flavor

Green color—mint flavor

Orange color—orange flavor

Ripe, small Pineapple Pieces, in syrup, for dipping in

cream and chocolate. Cut in small wedge shape pieces,

easy to handle—no extra cutting to dip. Classy eating

confection, about 1400 pieces to each gallon.

TENDER, PALATE-TICKLING

P I N E A P P L E H E A R T S

Bright in color and as delicious as a Pineapple Fritter.

New process. Packed in 25 and 50 lb. boxes.

GLACE CHERRY PIECES

Well-drained, bright color, superb quality.

BROKENASSORTEDGLACE FRUITS

25 lb. pails.

Complete assortment of* broken fruits.

PINEAPPLE PIECES-WHOLE

GLACE CHERRIES

Something New

For The

New Year

SEMI-GLACE WHOLE CHERRIES

SEMI-GLACE BROKEN CHERRIES

- for

Reyam Brand specialty that has no peer

a' center work. Entirely free from corn syrup

—only pure cane sugar used in the process.

FOR ECONOMY-FOR QUALITY-FOR SERVICE

WRITE TODAY FOR OUR LOW PRICES

The Cincinnati Extract Works
422-424 W. Fourth St., Cincinnati, O.

"="

Nowadays It Is Quality

with fair prices that count—

ROBERTSON'S will make you

friends and customers on that

basis.

Made since 1820.

ROBERTSON CANDY CO.

New York

\Selected White Rice, also

JAP hull-less, or Baby rice,

100 and 150 lb. sacks, spot

stock or field shipments,

sack, ton, or car lots.

Bradshaw Co.

New York

Stiterto want Rict
-

POPPING(ORN
Thupur WINNow"

BRADSHAw (0
entw Yoru.

If -

You Can Sell

any caramels, you can sell

Daisies

A sample will convince you

Write for it

E. H. Josselyn
714 N. Durham Street Baltimore

ROBERT KENNEDY

Manufacturer of

Narrow SilkRibbons

456 Fourth Ave. NEw York

RIBBONZENE
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We Offer Complete and Attrac

tive Line in Valentine, Washing

ton's Birthday, St. Patrick and

Easter Novelties

An Idea and Creation. Something Different in Window

Showing for the purpose of displaying all kinds of

Candies. MADE IN BOTH METAL AND

WOOD COMBINATIONS

FANCY BOXES, including Hearts made from

Paper, Silk, Satin Tapestry with Figures, &c.

BASKETS, in the latest Floral and Figure

effects, lined, unlined and hand painted.

Dressed Dolls, in all the latest Fashions, and,

with Electric Light Attachment.

 

 

  

Tin Boxes, oblong, round Paper covered and

hand painted in great variety, both Flowers

and Figure Designs of all of the latest

up-to-date Sensations.

  

  

We are sole distributors in the United States and Canada for the

original manufacturer of High Class Satin Hand-painted Plain and
Pillow Top Candy Boxes. We will show most attractiveifand entire

new designs in this line.

  

If you cannot call, it will pay you to write us for quotations, sample: and particulars before placing your orders.

M. MICHAELIS & SONS 466 and 468 Broadway, N. Y.

BRANCH HOUSE: 229 South Second Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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| Easter Specialties

| | | The demand throughout the country for all kinds of

| | | candies will continue to grow during the New Year, but

| more rapidly than during the past year.

| | Our industry is again assured of an abundant supply

| | | of Sugar and other raw materials at lower prices and we,

therefore, are able to sell our products at reduced prices.

We request that those of our customers whom our

| salesmen do not usually reach early in the season kindly

|

send us their orders as soon as possible for all those

EASTER SPECIALTIES which they have found to be

good sellers in many past years, and which they would

| like to handle again this coming season.

OUR EASTER SPECIALTIES

as well as all our other confections, will continue to prove,

| as they have for so many years past, to be

|

“THE BEST’’ #.

| - and

© - BBERS and

Most Profitable Goods for ######"

SUITABLE for all CLIMATES

We guarantee all our products to be absolutely free of all adulterants used

JST, imitators of our goods and infringers upon our trade mark rights:

PH. WUNDERLE 118-132 Pegg Street, Philadelphia
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Chocolate Dipping Paper
PORCELAIN FINISH

Grade W Grade 31 Grade K B

For hand work- For penny and For high-grade

NOT embossed: bar goods: Enrober Work:

500 lbs. 250 lbs. 500 lbs. 250 lbs. 500 lbs. 250 lbs.

14c lb. 15c lb. 14c lb. 15c lb. 15c lb. 16c lb.

100 lbs. Less 100 lbs. Less 100 lbs. Less

16c lb. 20c lb. 16c lb. 20c lb. 17c lb. 21c lb.

Stock Sizes Stock Size Stock Size

10x14 12x12 15%x35 15%x35

12x18

Grade J Grade Y. R.

For hand work—PLAIN or to For high-grade Enrober Work

be EMBOSSED : –PLAIN or to be EM

500 lbs. 250 lbs. BOSSED :

18c Ib. 19c lb. 500 lbs. 250 lbs.

20c lb. 21c lb.

## # 100 lbs. Less
C ID. C Io. 22c lb. 25c lb.

Stock Sizes Stock Sizes

10x14 12x12 15%x35

10x35 12x18 15x35%

ROLLS: Grade W can be furnished in 24” and 30” widths.

“ 31 “ “ 44 “ 15%" and 31%".
*4 KB - ** - ** 15%." and 31%.”.

“ J “ ” 44 “ 10-12-14-15-30” widths.

“ YR “ “ - “ 15-15%-23%-24-24%-30%-31%”.

Average Cost Per Thousand Sheets-500-lb. Lots

Grade W-10x14. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.08 Grade J-10x14. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.60

12x12..................
3.08 12x12. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.60

12x18. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.90 12x18. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.25

10x35. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.80

PLAQUE SIZES–Grade KB-15%x35............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $13.50

" 31-15%x35. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14.28

YR-15%x35. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17.60

15x35%. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17.60

SPECIAL SIZES MADE TO ORDER-SHEETS OR ROLLS

CHOCOLATE DIPPING PAPER

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

* OUR PORCELAIN FINISH T->

# the high finish on the bottom of chocolates so much desired. May be used many times. It will OUT

EAR any other paper on the market. Stock sizes, 10 x 14, 12 x 12, 12 x 18, 15"/2 x 35, and 15 x 33°/4.

ENROBER Papers, Sheets and Rolls with and without eyelet; plain or embossed. Odd sizes made to order.

Order your Embossed Dipping Paper as early as possible to avoid delay Samples cheerfully sent on request.

CARTER,RICE & CO. (Corporation), BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

| EMBOSSED DIPPING PAPER QUOTATION GIVEN ON REQUEST
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Christmas HQRIQNSWERTS

C/76G/*

| PREMIERS
Licorico and 4%ar /*:

- “Specia///€y --

VVashburn’s

COCOANUT

BISCUITS

and

MACARETTES

!!!

F. B. Washburn & Co., Brockton, Mass.

have been the

country's standard

for over sixty years.

Recent 11n C re a SCS

111 manufacturing

capacity now en

able us to fill all

orders promptly.

Established 1856

–

Bigger

Pieces

Better

Prices

Quick

Shipments

!

|

=!
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Right where you need it

at the critical moment

CONFECTIONERS JOURNAL

A timely sales stimulant for packaged

candy—the Tinsley Display Container

‘ N IHEN the customer is standing at the

counter ready to buy—-that's when you

want to give him a final reminder to choose

your product.

The Tinsley Display Container does that

very thing. It’s the final selling force which

moves your goods. It is one of the finest

salesmen you can have—the only salesman

who meets the customer face to face.

For many of the best known candy prod

ucts, this unique Container is proving its

value as a real builder of sales. The vice

president of a nationally famous candy com

pany found that when he put his goods on

the counter in Display Containers, there was

an increased demand of from 50 to 150%!

Automatically transformed into

a display

The mere act of opening the Tinsley trans

so attractive that dealers are glad to put

it there.

The Tinsley Container is made only to your

individual order. You can obtain it litho

graphed in any colors, to fit any product.

Send us a box of your product as at present

packed, and we will submit without charge

a Tinsley Display Container, especially de

signed for your goods.

For the candy maker, Gair Service also

covers all the essentials of modern package

merchandising: Folding boxes, Labels, Lithog

raphy, Corrugated and Solid fibre shipping

cases.

The new Gair Service Booklet will in

terest every shipper of confectionery.

Send a postal for your copy today!

ROBERT GAIR COMPANY

forms it into an effective display. There’s no

other place for it than the counter—and it’s

350 Madison Avenue, New York

CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA BOSTON BUFFALO
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MILK COATINGS SWEET COATINGS LIQUORS

Chocolate Coated Ice Cream

This popular combination has swept the country like wild fire

from coast to coast, and we think every manufacturer who does

not get into the game while the getting is good is making a seri

ous mistake. In our opinion, Milk Chocolate eats best on Ice

Cream and after many experiments in our Laboratories we have

finally produced a very satisfactory Milk Coating for this pur

pose which is ready for use. Of course, your success in this

matter will largely depend on the quality of chocolate used, and

as we have for more than twenty years enjoyed the reputation

of making the best MILK CHOCOLATE, our advice is to start

right by using HERSHEY'S.

Any quantity from a case to a train load ready for immediate

shipment.

Prices and samples on request.

HERSHEY CHOCOLATE COMPANY

HERSHEY, PENNA.

COCOA BUTTER

s
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You Get the Benefit

OF OUR NEARLY

ITIT -

LA CELLOPHANE
(Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.)

H||

|
“The peerless Package wrapping paper”

| 40 Years' ExperienceA transparent

protective wrap

per, which may

be either bril

liant or subdued,

according to the

result desired.

THROUGH OUR

|
Co-operative Service

Bring Your Flavor Problems to

Foote & Jenks

EXPERT FLAVOR SPECIALISTS

| Jackson, Mich. |

FRANZ EULER & CO.

173 LAFAYETTE STREET|
=

|

ANNOUNCING

THE NEW

JUMBO WONDER

The Penny Piece Without a Rival

We are NOW at your service with this remarkable line of * * .

EASTER GOODS

Milk Choc. Bunnies Choc. M M Rabbits

Choc, MM Jelly Eggs Jelly Eggs

Choc. Peanut Eggs Colored Eggs of all sizes

WALTERW.DEBEVOISE LA_
163-165-167-169-171 Carlton Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. "U& .

Manufacturer of Candies that sell.
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UNION EXTRACT WORK

Our 40 years experience has taught us there

is always a buyer for a quality product.

Try some of our leaders
A-ii:-E

Roman Punch Flavor - Egg Nog Flavor

Raspberry Fruit Flavor Maple Flavor

Honey Flavor Vanilex

WRITE FOR PRICES

      

Keystone Features

q,€Y§I¢1i!5~

 

 

 

  

Pineapple   

Cubes and Wedges WIDMAYER & JUNGLING

Fgr Dipping successors to

“'11” fllllmrs MERGENTIME 8: LAMM, I58 Chambers St., N. Y.
  

The inimitable Keystone process insures proper

cordializing when you use this selected pine

apple.

 

WF
just” right to insure toothsome, dainty candies. .

Dipping Cherries
, . . wutms or

The klfld that makes every piece of candy a work

of art. Firm, ripe fruit of selected quality. All 'comm Plamand Fancy CandyBoxes
  

Cartons and Folding Boxes

OF ALL KINDS

1 1 5 HOPKINS PLACE

BALTIMORE, MD.

Glace Fruits

All kinds. Perfectly prepared.

Dept. C-1

Keystone Fruit Products Co.

Cincinnati, Ohio

PAPER BAGS
For Peanuts, Bulk or Bar Confections-—Plsin or

Printed in I or Z Colors

GLASSINE BAGS

CANDY BAGS

PEANUT BAGS

WRAPPING PAPER

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

TISSUE PAPER

EXCELSIOR TISSUE

TWINES, ETC.

‘The Refining Purifing,

Deodorizing, Decolorizing

CARBON

HIGI-FLY EFFICIENT — AMERICAN MADE

Candy manufacturers and bot

tlers are invited to consult with

our experts, who will be pleased

to explain how DARCO eifects

great economiw in production.

IK S‘
so i_...=.-._ \

‘\ DARCO CORPORATION

(Controlled by Atlas Powder Company)

KIRCHHE MER BROTHERS co. ‘ WILMINGTON,

DEPT. B.

Ohio and Kingsbury Sts. CHICAGO, ILL.
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The great event of I922 in the Confectionery Industry will be the

National Confectionery and Associated Industries Exposition

Coliseum, Chicago, May ZZ-Z7

CONVENTIONS OF THE

National Confectioners’ Association, May Z4-Z6

Associated Retail Confectioners of the United States May Z2-Z4

National Jobbing Confectioners’ Association, same week.

That means, Everybody will be there. Many of the concerns that supply the Confec

tionery trade as well as Manufacturing Confectioners and Chocolate Manufacturers have

already secured space at the Big Show, as will be seen from the following list as of Janu

ary 15th. '

Aluminum Co. of America Lehmaier Schwartz & Co.

American Oven & Machine Co. Listerated Gum Corp.

The Aridor Company Merrell-Soule Sales Corp.

Atlantic Gelatine Co. Milwaukee Paper Box Co.

Joseph Baker Sons & Perkins Co. 1\t1i1waul<¢¢ Priming C0,

Bear-Stewart Company National Aniline & Chemical Co.

Bendix Paper Co. National Licorice Co.

Bl3.l'll<C-B2161‘ EXtI‘3.Ct 81 P1'6S6l'Vll’lg CO. National Sea] Cgmpany

Emil J. Brach Northwestern Confectioner

Bucyrus Copper Kettle Wks. Co. E. & A. Opler, Inc.

Candy Craft Shops, Inc. Henry H. Ottens Mfg. Co.

Candy & Ice Cream Panay Horizontal Show Jar Co.

Candy ]obber Paramount Machinery Co.

The Candy Manufacturer , Runkel Brothers, Inc.

Clarke’s Candies F. ]'. Schleicher Paper Box C0.

A. M. Collins Mfg. Co. S. E. Schonwasser Company

Confectioners journal H. Schultz & Company

Confectioners Mercantile Agency Senefi-Herr CQ_

The Conley Foil Co. Sethness Company

Cordley & Hayes Harold A. Sinclair
i Downey-Turnquist & Co. Smith Scale Company

Essex Gelatine Co. _ Snows Candy Corp.

Fortune Products Co. Soda Fountain

Franklin Sugar Refining Co. Stadler Photographing Co.

Gallanis Brothers Wm. ]. Stange Co.

I. W. Graf & Co. Swift & Company

Grand Rapids Label Co. Tin Decorating C0.

Hang & Company, Inc. United Chemical & Organic Products Co.

Hobart Mfg. Co. Vacuum Candy & Machinery Co.

Hudson Mfg. Co. Voorhees Rubber Mfg. Co.

Ideal Cocoa & Chocolate Co. Vortex Mfg. Co.

Improved Appliance Co. L. Weiscopf

International Confectioner John Werner & Sons, Inc.

Kay—White Products. Inc. \Vhite-Stokes Company

Kearns-Gorsuch Bottle Co. H. O. Wilbur and Son

I-I, Kohnstamm & CQ_ Vl/illiamson Candy Co.

You will want to have an exhibit at the Confectionery Exposition, of course. but if you

want any special location you should act quickly and write or wire the

EXPOSITIONS COMPANY OF AMERICA
I362 Congress Hotel, Chicago, Illinois

Telephone Harrison 205
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EASTER SPECIALTIES
The kind Jobbers and Retailers will feel proud to sell, and Consumers enjoy to eat.

Penny Choc. Cocoanut Cream Eggs 120 || 5c Lucille Hand Coated Choc. Eggs

In 30 lb. Pls. and 5 lb. Bxs. in the Following Flavors

Cocoanut, Pineapple, Fruit Sherbet and Maple WalnutPenny Choc. Marshmallow Eggs 120 OCOanu

Penny Choc. Rabbits 120 5c Carmelo Eggs, Marshmallow

Crystal Bunnies 120 and Caramel

Vanilla & Strawberry 5c Lucille M. M. Eggs

5c Choc. Cocoanut Cream Eggs

Unwrapped 5c Choc. Nut Eggs

5c Assorted Wrapped Fruit Eggs

Strawberry, Pineapple, Cocoanut and Maple Walnut

WONDERFUL LINE OF DECORATED EGGS IN ALL SIZES

5c, 10c, 15c, 25c, 50c, 75c, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $2.00 and $2.50

SEND YOUR ORDERS TO US. OUR SALESMAN WILL CALL.

HEIDELBERGER CONFECTIONERY CO.

1610-30 N. MASCHER ST. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

'

for Caramels

Gives better results than Caramel Paste or Caramel

Cream at considerably less expense. Caramels in

which Stand-Up is used will always cut free, never become sticky, and have that

delicious chew so desirable in this class of goods.

Stand-Up does not contain one ounce of Glucose or Corn Syrup which usually

| fornis the main ingredient in all so-called Caramel Creams or Pastes.

Samples or Sample Order Shipped

Promptly

* | HENRY H. OTTENS MFG. co, INC. >

". A y 129-131 S. Front St., Philadelphia, Pa. Ž'

- 22 Canadian Factory: 3 Jarvis St., Toronto Ž

E.
El

t
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LOOK FOR THE NAME

i/// r

’/ 1

Avoid Imitations—

insist on lVIlClIEl.BACl'I’S

  

This specialty is a winner and a big

repeater. It is packed full of the

finest varieties of fruits and nuts,

Packed of together with the finest grade of

_ cream and coated with chocolate.

Fruits & Nuts
Let us know your requirements and

we will quote you price and advise

when we can ship.

For Easter Trade

This article is also being made in

the shape of an Easter Egg.

  

Made of Cherries, Pineapple, Black

Walnuts and Cream, Coated with

Chocolate and wrapped in tin foil.

E. MICHELBACH & SONS

Philadelphia, Pa.

Qriginal Fruit and Nut Loaf I
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| Ready to serve you—better than ever—in 1922.

| With seven floors, efficiently equipped to producei the fastest-selling five-cent specialties and penny

| l goods on the market. -

| || We'll “deliver the goods” immediately—or send

* | _*~ samples on request—on any or all of the following

- T GOLD BRAND specialties:

- How Cartons| - N 5c Bars Packed per Case

1. |- SPANISH NOUGAT 24s 54

Chocolate Covered Nougat 24s 54

- Peanut Crisp 24s 54

Chocolate Covered Peanut 24s 54

Twin-Roll 24s 54

|: Chocolate Marsh-Carame1 Bars 24s 541,

.. - - Penny Goods
| ~~~~ SPANISH NouGAT 120s 56 |

- XXX: Peanut Crisp Bars 120s 56 |

- Assorted Mints 100s 56
W Peanut Chew Squares 240s 56

- Assortedi Kisses 360s 30

R\\\ Bulk Goods

" .." SPANISH NOUGAT 5 lbs. 40

'' Stuffed Dates: 5 lbs. 30

Walnut, Almond, Vanilla, Cream Cocoa, etc.

- | l, || |\\\\ s -

| > Á - s " \ , S:

''':|

l

#\|| || Start the New Year PROFITABLY

> s \\ 1. "w sending in your order today!

- ź. - GOLD BRAND CONFECTIONERY, Inc. |

~<s t | BOSTON, MASS.
s * |

|

' '|| |
|\\|| ||

(@',
£ '%' A\|

£(O) \(#5)||R/\|N|)

COLD % *AND
£ >* \SE: #|

* No UGA'r BA12. "
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Make Your Boxes

Pay a Profit

Every self-respecting confectioner keeps his

store spick and span from the rear to the front

door. That is as it should be—makes a good im

pression on the customer-but, just a minute, does

the good impression last beyond the front door?

Remember this—your candy is a part of your

store so with every sale you send part of your

store into somebody’s home.

Climax, the original high grade folding box has

carried more than a thousand million pounds and

half pounds of candy into American Homes.

Climax Boxes carry the good impression of

your store beyond your front door and advertise

you so long as a piece of candy remains in the box.

Why use an inferior box which is an expense

when Climax Boxes will turn the money you pay

for packages into a profitable investment?

Write us for samples and prices. Perhaps you

could use a set of our window display cards.

Write our Service Department.

WHITNEY fa? COMPANY

114-124 WATER ST. LEOMINSTER, MASS.
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S.

Unqualified Approval

Only marshmallows of a uniform,

dainty texture receive the unqualified ap

proval of the critical public.

Marshmallows of that quality require

the best of ingredients, especially a gelatin

of a known standard and uniformity.

Unusual manufacturing and service

advantages permit Swift & Company, to

offer agelatin of a superior quality, graded

to your requirements, at the time that you

want it, and at a reasonable price.

We shall be very glad to answer your

inquiries concerning our grades and prices.

Swift & Company

U. S. A.

WAREHOUSES :

Chicago Cleveland Cincinnati Philadelphia w

Minneapolis St. Louis Baltimore \

Atlanta Buffalo

".

*

|
||

s
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It is time now to place your

order for

HAEHNLEN'S HARDENER

See that your chocolate-covered Easter goods

are protected.

See that they keep better, look better and don’t

turn gray.

Write for Full Particulars---It Will Pay You

Manufactured by Sole Distributors

L. S. Haehnlen Haug & Co., Inc.

3817 Wyoming Ave., St. Louis, Mo. 295 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

=l

WAN-MUL|| "...AND'0'
SPOONS AND FORKS

A HIGHIY CONCENTRATED WANILLA Made in gold or silver finish. Give that desir

-
able finishing touch to a high grade box.

Made of
MEXICAN BEANS £6.4

Will Not Freeze or Cook Out

3, drams (10 cents) Flavors 100 lbs. Candy

'4-07. (7c) Flavors a 5%-Gal. mix of Ice Cream

MANY SATis F1ED UseRs

Can be made into an Extract by adding warm water-1 pound

makes 2 gallons.

PRICE-PER POUND

1 pound Containers . . . . . . . . $5.00

5 pound Containers . . . . . . . . 4.50 --~~~~ #

Special Contract Price ORDER NOW £7- "QN
"T- -

-
*- = I-LE

True Fruit Extracts

STRAWBERRY APRICOT 79 for 1% lb. boxes

RASPBERRY PEACH r gallon in

£ GRAPE #: We also specialize in embossed seals and bon

PINEAPPL CURRANT ind or assorted.
bon cups, tinsel cord, box mats, etc. Let us know

CHERRY
T- -

-
your wants.

•

Downey-Turnquist & Co. •- - -

Manufacturing Chemists William W. Bevan Co.

*0DA WATER FLAvoRs TRUE EXTRACTS 54 High Street, Boston, Mass.

*7 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill. :
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Wilbur Quality

FOR EASTER NOVELTIES

April 16, 1922

for CHOCOLATE EGGS

We suggest for the Finer Lines Superb, Cara

cas, Acme and Paragon Chocolate Liquors.

For Popular Priced Goods: Concord and Tioga

Liquors; Brandywine Vanilla, Aldine Vanilla,

I LBU R’S Triumph, and Nonsweet Chocolate Coatings.

or CHOCOLATE BUNNIES

CHOCOLATE We suggest Meadowbrook Vanilla, M. C.,

and Sweet Clover Milk Coatings.

COATINGS H. O. WILBUR & SONS, INC.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

N' /* l
s^ ©
Q. */ - * ©

S' %. Oil Lemon

S * Z, \ HF Oil Oran##".A £3 ge

== W Lam- J-E- o o

# \%|NSY!' # oil Peppermint

# \2'ull): S / # Oil Sweet Birch

+EE 2 UNMIXED . S." +H: Vanillin
+H: - Us A. H anillin

# . S. 1%." H Coumarin

# - f ||||||||||

H Unexcelled for TRUE FRUIT FLAWORS

# Cooking Qualities CERTIFIED COLORS

+

+E H. C. RYLAND
H Corn Products Refining Co. = ESSENTIAL OILS

J- II. -

+E 17 Battery Place NEW YORK : 52 Laight Street, New York

+++ - T 9

iH # = '' Chicago Office: 2704 Greenview Ave.

HHHHHHHHHHHHHH *

\
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Fill These Boxes With Your Candy

THEN u)ATCh SALES JulMP

You can “speed up"your sales right now by showing
these boxes in your windows, filled with Sour candy.

There's no question about it-people do want these

boxes—because they have a thousand and one uses,

after the candy is gone.

Put yourself on record as the merchant who is a

couple of jumps ahead of his competitors. That al.

ways means more business for you. Phone, telegraph

or write your order today.

SPRING CHICK BOX

In any quantity 1 lb. size $20.00 per 100

In any quantity 2 lb. size $20.50 per 100

NASTURTIUM BASKET

In any quantity 2 lb. size $20.50 per 100

In any quantity 5 lb. size $33.50 per 100

THETINDECORATINGcöMPKNY OFBALTIMORE, MD.
(The Largest Metal Decorating Plant In The World)

MANUFACTURER OF

JDecorated Sa
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|
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-]

| NWHEELS W
| PI JoWNEYS

|,

-

|

-

- If you are not handling 5c and 10c

l it, ask your Jobber
| friends about it. Cream, Solid and Nut Chocolate Bars

Packed in the bullet

box.

: Penny size, 120 count,

for the young people.

In 5c packages, con

tainers of 24, for the

grown-ups.

fill every need in any jobber's

line of bar goods and are open

for the general jobbing trade

throughout the country.

Inquiries and Business Solicited

F. M. PAIST comPANY ||""''''"
PHILADELPHIA, PENNA. Boston - Massachusetts

l- –

m= |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||IIIl||||=

| The House of Penny Good.

E: Announces New Easter Numbers

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Penny Choc. Cream Eggs Packed 120

ATWO NEW NUMBERS Penny Choc. M M Rabbit Packed 120

Big Sizes—Big Sellers 2 for 1c M M Eggs . . . Packed 240

-
al 2 for lc Clear Candy Eggs

5c KIKI BARS Packed 24 Assorted, Packed 240

Center of Cocoanut and coated with chocolate t

2 for 1c Peanut Butter Eggs

5cTANGERINEBAR ra. " Packed 240

Marmalade center coated wi rich chocolate - *

lade cent ted with rich chocolat Easter Prize Novelties . Packed 150 |

L Q |

EWIS BOOS.

Monroe and Lafayette Streets NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

I-I-I-I -----
--- |- - — - t

Ma =ffiliffiliffff:ff
ff:ffff- | N
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24 BARS PER BOX

40 BOXES TO CASE

It's rough, but it's good. It contains more Almonds that any

other almond bar and is covered with the most tasteful milk choco

late. Compare its weight—break up a bar, see the amount of al

monds; taste it and then you will follow those jobbers who are now

selling it successfully. It is different from the usual almondbar

it has superior value and superior merit. Place them right and the

Consumer Will Buy, be satisfied and come back for more. Another

'novation much appreciated is the fact that they are unwrapped

the taste is in the bar, not the wrapper.

F.O. B. Wilkes-Barre–New York–Chicago–Boston

PLANTERS NUT & CHOCOLATE CO.

Wilkes-Barre, Pa. Suffolk, Va.

Boston Chicago San Francisco
New York
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i List of

Easter

| Novelties

| # 10c. Choc. Cream Rabbits

| | | | D.C. 10c. Choc. Cream Fiddlers

| | | | - # 10c. Choc. Cream Hogs

| | | | | : 10c. Choc. Cream Cats

| | | ©- 10c. Choc. Cream Roosters

- 10c. Choc. Cream£" E- -

| | | | 5c. Choc. Cream Rabbits O-O . .

| - 5c. Choc. Cream Porkers T: HIGHEST ATTAINMENT '
| | : 5c. Choc. Cream Crosses : Marshmallow making. Distinctly

| | | C- (All Goods Are Solid) superior in texture. flavor, package

| | Fall Line of Easter Eggs from 5c to $5.00, # and keeping quality. -

| -- Plain and Decorated : #'"''.':| : PENNY CHOCOLATE CREAM EGGS ''£ ... and 72 ID. -

| | DO PENNY CHOCOLATE MM EGGS -

| || : Manufactured by Rochester Candy Works, Rochester, N.Y.

| | # TheD.Bacon Company,Harrisburg, Pa.

Write for prices.

~~~ PINEAPPLE CUBES

FOR DIPPING

Packed in

i No. 12 6 FLAvoRs - 6 CoLoRs t

- (Gal.) C
- £" CREME DE MINT GREEN |

| || Glass Jars ORANGE ORANGE

| MARASCHINO RED

| | || LEMON LEMON

!. NATURAL NATURAL

GRAPE PURPLE h

w

| Wonderfully -** Two Sizes '

Delicious! 800-900 Count :s
1000 Count

"''n' #

t -

( Processed right to cordial when cream ''
) dipped and chocolate covered R

( (Note illustration)

>

l Order a case—6 cans assorted flavors–Today

) Prices and results will more |n

W than please you. [.
|

W Blanke-Baer Extract?& P • " *

( act!& Preserving Co. |

} 3224-34 South Kingshighway St. Louis. Mo *
- 9 - |
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Hunty SCOTCH
Improved Butter Scotch)

“A quality candy specialty. Six years
Of 'antly increasing sales. Sold by

jobbers from coast to coast and from

"capolis to New Orleans.

The Scotch Without Regrets

For Summer Trade

==

10 pieces to a boat

5 30 boats to a box

C 24 boxes to a case

Also bulk, in 10 and 20 lb. cases

Samples and Prices on Request

* N. collins co.
Minneapolis, Minn.

A

27

The"CrackerJack"Line of

1 C and 5c

Caster Öoong

I. is impossible in this adver

tisement, to more than

suggest the range of our line.

It is a comprehensive one, and

includes a large variety of

Easter Specialties such as

Eggs
Also

1c and 2 for 1c

Chocolate Marshmallow

Eggs and Rabbits
1 for lc Marshmallow Chicks

5for lcM.M. Assorted Novelties

3 for lc Clear Easter Toys

£
Choc. Coated

Special Assorted Cases

We have provided well-selected

assortments of one-cent and five

cent pieces, which jobbers can

offer as ready sellers to the trade.

Packed in convenient sized

cases, these assortments can be

readily marked and shipped to
your CuStomers.

Ask for our illustrated list

|The cracker Jack co.

#.Cracker Jack, Angelus arshmallows and

“RELIABLE" Confections

CHICAGO-BROOKLYN
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J. E. McGOLRICK Place That Order Now!
BROKER IN FOR

[[][UA-BEANS [[][UA-B|TTER Ice Cream Pails, Egg Boxes

| 75 FRONT STREET NEW YORK CITY Brick Ice Cream Boxes

Folding Candy Boxes

Plain, Embossed and Pastry and Cake Boxes
Mounted –BRIGHTWOOD SPECIALTIES

FOIL of QUALITY THE EDWARD S. SMITH CO., Inc.

STANDARD ROLLING 437 Berkshire Avenue

d'',: N. Y. BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT

Easter Novelties!

Between these two,

Are profits for you.

Samples and prices

To Jobbers only.

J. W. G.LENN

Original Manufacturer

- - r PURE CHEWING GUM NOVELTIES

One cent HENS 65 Carroll Street Buffalo, N. Y. One cent RABBITS

|||||||||||||
'"|||||

Keep your trade well supplied with

JIBERTYROLLSREG.U.S. PAT.OFF.

POPCORN CIRCLES

KRISP0 BARS

PACKED 120 COUNT

The “Steady Repeater” of the Popcorn Industry

Manufactured and Guaranteed by

The Popcorn Products Co. , 1 Desbrosses St.,New York

H#'ll"ill||||I|| |

*T*::FET: |#

H

E

#

E.

E.

|

s

|
\
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I Challenge

the Biggest

of 'Em 4 .|

to produce a concentrated, C -

artificial Vanilla that equals,

or even approaches, in flavor,

or in potency, my superb

- >

- -
-

--- -

-

£

,
.. |

-

-

-

--

Vanisco

One gallon does the work of

22 gallons of Vanilla extract

and does it BETTER, because

the flavor is richer, and—

“The Flavor Lasts”

One ounce flavors 200 lbs. of candy or 40

got. They used to call me a “dang little nuis

ance,” now they call me their best friend.

That's why so many salesmen of competing

extract houses ask me for a chance to handle

gallons of Ice Cream—wonderfully! my line.

As one applicant said: “Billy, the only way

for a salesman to win is to pick winners; and

Vanisco is so hard to sell against that I'mVanisco - - - - - -

just itching to

has proved its case, year after year for many show the rest of

MASS

years. my trade what a

Hundreds and hundreds of live candy man- winner you’ve

ufacturers, big and little, now tie to Vanisco– got. Too durn

"ttrifle with any other Vanilla at any price. m any of 'em

How come? know it now for

Because I camped on their my comfort and

trail till I just made them that's why I'm

give Vanisco a test—and the here.”

test opened their eyes to •

what they had been missing. Test it, Brother

Now “Billy Bell” can candymaker

have any thing they've ##". "'

The Tisco Company
WM. M. BELL, Pres.

2 East Lake St., CHICAGO

Northwest Office Southwest Office

*23 Metropoli -

'# Bldg., 208 E. Myrtle St.,

, TV11nn. San Antonio, Texas

Concentrated

Soluble Flavors

2 oz., to 100 lbs. Candy

or Icing. Increase gloss

on cream Bon Bons and

Patties. Minimize split

ting of Cream Centers.

Add to finish of Hard

Candies. Give body to

syrup.

Price Per Pint

Lemon . . . . . . . . . . $400

Orange . . . . . . . . . 6.00

Peppermint . . . . . 5.50

Tisco Mass Flavors

are not Oils, Ernul

sions or Extracts.

Made only by the

Tisco Laboratories.
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D EL FT
THE WORLD'S BEST FOOD GELATINE

HAROLD A. SINCLAIR, 160 Broadway, NEW YORK

DISTRIBUTORS:

W. G. AHERN

40 Court St., Boston, Mass.

H. A. JOHNSON CO.

221 State St., Boston, Mass.

C. E. RIDDLE

Emerson Tower, Baltimore, Md.

ROCKHILL & VIETOR

180 N. Market St., Chicago, Ill.

Frank Z. Woods, Manager

BLANKE MFG. & SUPPLY CO.

214 Washington St., St. Louis, Mo.

NOYES BROS. & CUTLER

Park Square, St. Paul, Minn.

LEE-GREEFKENS CO.

31 Drumm St., San Francisco, Cal.

MILES MANUFACTURING CO.

944 E. Second St., Los Angeles, Cal.

BEN.J. HOLLAND & CO.

1112 Western Ave., Seattle, Wash.

W. P. DOWNEY

83 Grey Nun St., Montreal, Can.

“Price is a relative term-Quality always a concrete fact.”

In July 1920, I sent out a circular to the trade announcing,

Delft Gelatine and closing with the following:

“P. S.–Preserve this preliminary notice and remember I will later prove the

following facts relative to Delft Gelatine:

“Lowest in Bacteria. -

“Purest on analysis, when analyzed by the American Official Method.

“Color, sweetness, clarity, jelly, superior to the bulk of Gelatine now in use.”

And now the proofs are coming in.

A well-known food-control official writes us:

“I am sending you the final test of your gelatine. You will note that Delft tested

very excellently in ALL respects.”

An important confectioner writes us:

“We appreciate very much the reductions that you have made recently in the

price of your goods. These gelatines are very satisfactory.”

Other letters from prominent manufacturers all over the country tell us that they are

saving money by using Delft Gelatines, and getting far better results in their products.

We shall be glad to send you samples and prices.

New

Tray

Package

BEST ON EARTH

Manufactured Exclusively by

WILLIAMSPORT CANDY MFG. CO.,

Perfect

Williamsport, Pa.

|

|
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Have every chocolate

show who made it

Use Embossed

Dipping Paper

so that your name or trade mark is imprinted

on every chocolate you make

PERSON buys some candy.

him particularly well.

It happens to please

He wants to know who

makes it, so he can ask for that brand again.

Your name is on the bottom of each piece.

time that person buys candy he asks for yours.

dealer is getting calls for your goods.

It prevents substitution, too.

And EMBOSSED DIPPING PAPER doesn’t cost

much more than the plain.

let us tell you just how much it will cost you.

us your trade mark.

one up for you.

The next

The

If you are interested, just

Send

If you haven’t any, we will get

Or if you have any other confectionery paper prob

lem, put it up to us. We’re in business for that purpose.

Dipping Papers

Plain or Embossed

Waxed Paper

Printed or Plain

Box Liners and

Dividers

Pail Liners and

Boards

Mats

SHIELD BRAND

PRODUCTS

WRITE

Bar Wrappers

Foil, Glassine, or

Waxed Paper

Glassine Papers

Plain, Embossed

or Colored

Bon Bon Cups

Glassine Bags

.%%..%; was

358-368 West Ontario St., CHICAGO

 
 

Attractive displays of neat foil wrapped bars

stimulate a customer’s appetite—satisiy that

desire with the fine eating quality of NECCO

and you get repeat sales. There is Good Profit

in Necco Quality.

OTHER NECCO BARS

Pineapple Loaf Maple Pecan

Vanilla Walnut

Pecan Fudge

  

Cherry Red

Vanilla Almond Maple Walnut

Cocoanut Cream Vanilla Pecan

ALL PACKED 24s

  

 

  

A wide variety of high-grade Chocolates, Sher

bets, Pan \Vork, Gum \Vork, Cream Work. Pure

Sugar Lozenges, \Vafers,

Hard Candies. Chocolate

Covered Cream Bars and

Penny Chocolates, also bear

this trademark of quality.

  

New England Confectionery CO.

BOSTON MASS.
 

74 Years of Successful Candy Making
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Concerning Paper Boxes

Do You Know—

That Youse Boxes are the product of

52 years of experience.

That Youse creates Boxes for every

line of high-grade candy.

That Youse Boxes Carry An Appeal

Which Means Increased Sales.

That Youse gives as much time and

care and thought to small buyers as to

the largest.

That Youse features extension top,

padded boxes; hand-painted, satin and

ribbon decorated; Easter and Valentine

specialities.

C.J. Youse Company

(Established 1869)

HOLLIDAY & SARATOGA STS.,

BALTIMORE, MD.

For Better Refrigerating

Brine at LOW Cost

Whether in a large plant or in a small plant you will find

that by using the superior brine medium,

75% Calcium Chloride

an increase of 15% in the quality of brine and a corresponding decrease

in the cost of production will result. It furnishes a free-circulating

alkaline brine which, under ordinary conditions, will not corrode or

injure the pipes.

Thirty-six distributing points throughout the country insure the

prompt shipment of your order.

Write for Free Booklets

“Dry Cold Air” and “Re

frigerating Brine of Uni

form Strength”

SEMET-SOLVAY CO.

Syracuse, N. Y.

-SONA

* 75%

CHLORIDE

OLVAY

£

# CALcluM –

#£8-8-8-8-8-8-8-8-8-8-8-8-8-8-8-8-8coco£8-8-8-8-8-8-8-8-8-8-8-8-8*:

# The Newest in Coolercraft

~ THE “ARISTO

CRAT” COOL

ER, a not her

“ROTAX” model

Of DISTINC

TIVE CHARAC

T E R A N D

QUALITY.

Its square, pan

eled base, finish

ed in snow-white

Pyralin, with oc

tagonal globe of

beveled glass,

makes it so en

tirely DIFFER

ENT, that to

compare it with

other coolers is like comparing a “FORD"

with a “PACKARD.”

WHY NOT BE THE FIRST IN YOUR

TERRITORY TO FEATURE THIS

NEW COOLER2

It presents a rare combination of DISPLAY

and SERVICE that will add CHARACTER

and trade pulling INDIVIDUALITY to your

drink.

Write for Cooler and Dispenser Catalog.

ROTAX COMPANY, Inc.

:

£,

#

Certified Food Colors

Vegetable Colors

Cochineal Colors

GENUINE FRUIT EXTRACTS

ALSO

NON-ALCOHOLIC FLAVORS

Concentrated in Paste Form (For Hard Candies)

Made from the real fruit

Manufactured by

H. KOHNSTAMM & COMPANY

83-93

First Park Place

Producers New York

of 11-13

Certified E. Illinois

Colors Street

# Chicago
*"trao-MAR

384 East 133rd St. New York City Q

Sooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo”

|

:

s
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OUR SPECIALTIES B: L

Our gelatine is guaran

teed to be absolutely pure

and to stand the most se

vere tests of all present

food laws.

  

Our fifty-four years of

experience have so per

fected our gelatine that it

will produce incomparable

marshmallow and Confec

tionery Specialties.

Confectioners’ Thin Bolling

and Moulding Starches

Milligan & Higgins Gelatine C0.

AMERICAN MAIZE PRODUCTS co. Es‘°“b1ish°d 1868

135 mm... Sm us w. Monroe St. 222-224 Front Street, New York City

NEW YORK CHICAGO

 

 

1875 - Forty-Seven Years - 1922

Experience in Manufacturing

QUALITY CANDY Boxes

PLAIN, FANCY, CARRIED IN STOCK

R SPECIAL DESIGNS TO ORDER

Let Us" Estimate on Your Requirements for 1922

“DEISROTH BOXES INSURE SALES”

ORDER YOUR VALENTINE HEART BOXES NOW!

VV. H. DEISROTHA CO.,riIncl.

713-15 Spring Garden St., Phila., Pa.

QUALITY SERVICE success I
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“AnythingYou Put Out

Will Be Good”

“Please send samples of your Coatsit and

Firmtex. l have used Nucoa Products for years

and feel sure anything you put out will be good."

This is an actual quote—the exact wording of one paragraph from one letter from one

big confectioner. But it is a quote in sentiment and in spirit of dozens of letters and

orders from Everywhere—in the U. S. A., and from Mexico to Iapan.

COATSIT

is one of the new “sure to be good" Nucoa Products announced to the trade recently.

After months of Laboratory tests, and months of working tests by several leading

manufacturers, Coatsit was perfected for the one purpose—the making of a coating

that will stand up in the hottest weather. Coatsit is not a hardener. It is not a sub

stitute. It replaces completely Cocoa Butter and goes so far beyond that or any other

product—as to actually revolutionize the industry.

Coatsit makes a coating that’s as smooth as satin. Made primarily to fill the manu

facturer’s need for a product that will stand up however hot the weather, Contsit will

prove invaluable as an all year round product for insuring chocolate goods that will

not gray, break-up or look ashy, and-for perfect fudges, kisses, nougats, and caramels

that will not stick, but remain firm from kettle to consumer.

FIRMTEX

the second of our new products "sure to be g00d" i5 =1 llilfdifnef t0 1156 in ¢011fl¢¢tl0I1

with other butters where an absolutely firm “set” is desired. Firmtex has a melting

point of approximately 140 degrees F.

 

Send today for first hand proof that Coetsit and Firmtex are “Good.”

 

Samples are yours for the asking. Formulae direct from our laboratories will accom

pany samples. And our laboratory is absolutely at your service in telling you just

how to use these new products and which one will best meet your needs.

 

’
THE NUCOA BUTTER co.

Makers of the famous Nucoa Products 5 h

Nucoa Butter Nucoline Plastic Nucoline (K @3711?-i.""'.J

Complete warehouse stoclcs maintained atTprincipall distributing centers

Refinery Sale: Department , '

291 FOURTH AVENUE NEW YORK CITY '”" ‘IP13?! “"'
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Honey Comb

chocolate chips

OUR

NEW 1922

PRICE LIST

Makes this the

| LOWEST PRICED

|

| GooD.CHIP ON

| THE MARKET

| TO DAY

- - Made in the good city of

% BATTLE CREEK

* , For more than 25 years

Q-: Gandy Company

l *:EloíMade Can*y—

One Million 1
-

CJhe 9/antic

Dollars a E. Cream 9/int

Year for | --
-

“Oak Brand”

Toy Balloons

and What It

Means to

You - |

**jobber, it means distribution in profits to the HO' (Q)fast theygo -

# of twenty-five to forty per cent. or two
- - - -

undred fifty to four hundred thousand dollars Everybody wants them—kiddies and
a * *: for Oak Brand” Balloons alone. grown-ups, too. Wholesome purity

££ your portion of these profits? and popular flavor make them contin

'*lloon business of today is a legitimate line ual repeaters, lively profit-bringers.of business eSpeci

especially when you are purchasing fa g from
- - - - - - -

£ who has invested a quarter of a |
Packed in air-tight tin cans in various

'' to make the business legitimate and sizes. Write for prices.
yOu. MANUFACTURING CO. OF AMERICA

Philadelphia, U.S. A.

A line from * will give you complete information

"OAK #UEBER company || ATLANTIC MINTS
"'* OHIO – \

-
-_
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" Acocoat Insurance

A New Form of Insurance

Life Insurance is paid after you are dead. Fire Insurance reimburses you after

your property is destroyed. Burglary Insurance pays for your property after it

is stolen. Accident Insurance pays after you are injured.

ACOCOAT

the new insurance, prevents loss—insures goods from injury from heat—insures

goods from the accident of a butter that separates in a hot store and gives choco

lates a gray mildewed look——insures the turning out of goods that are right when

they leave the factory and right when they reach the consumer.

addition to our regular Butters—Butters that stand up under any climatic condi

We have worked for years to perfect our two new ‘highly specialized Butters in

ll The response of thetions. VVe announced Acocoat and Acoset in September.

ll trade proves how great was the necessity for these products. ACOCOAT is a but

ter to replace any butter _vou have been using for chocolate work, fudges, caramels.

etc. It is the foundation-—the fat—for your work.

ACOSET is a hardener to be used in connection with butters that break down eas

ily. Acoset has a melting point of 140 degrees F. and as its name implies “sets”

chocolates and other delicate confections so that they stay “set.”

Write us, as dozens of leading manufacturers are doing, for samples of Acocoat and

We maintain a fully equipped laboratory specializing on our vegetable fats

and oils. You are invited to use the services of our chemists and practical bakers

—put any of your manufacturing problems up to them.

Acoset.

Ameriran Qlnrnanut Euttvr Qlnmpang

fl Makers of ACOMO, ACOMINE and MAROKO

CHICAGO

127 N. Dearborn St.

NEW YORK

Z97 Fourth Ave.

 

-_.

_=—.-=——

.,¢...___

___

 

_.e_._1—_

 

ii. - To innure prompt service, complete warehouse ntocka are maintained at the principal distributing centers.

l .

-1 4'}

___ >-%€~
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EA S T E R S P E CIA. L T I E S

Have you ever seen

OUR

Line of Beautiful, Artistic Decorated Eggs

Chocolate Shells, filled with Blue Mountain Chocolates

6 Designs 6 Sizes

New, Artistic, High Grade

Chocolate Nests with Tinfoil Wrapped Eggs

4 Sizes

CHO.COLATE RAB BITS

8 Sizes

Fruit and Nut Eggs, 5 Sizes
Delicious flavored Vanilla Cream.

Full of Hawaiian Pineapple, French Cherry Glace, California Walnuts

NOVELTIES---YOU HAVE
NEVER SEEN

THIS MEANS BUSINESS YOU MUST BE INTERESTED

Write us—and we will send our salesmen to call on you.

Cascade Industries Co., Inc., Cascade, Maryland
Manufacturers of BLUE MOUNTAIN CHOCOLATES

Pure as Nature

 



|
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“This is Jack”

He's the boy,

Who buys the balloons

From the dealers who buy

From the jobbers who buy

From the house—

THAT “JACK” BUILT.

Write for prices. Write for colored descriptive matter and let us

show you how we actually help your salesmen sell the All Star

Balloon Assortment.

RICHARD D. BAKROW & SON

Bakrow Building

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

BALLOONS

RUBBER BALLS

- it -

|

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



E.Æstablished 1884 L.

MARY JANEs.

DEAROS

and numerous other high grade

PENNY SPECIALTIES

tsmade of purest sugar, syrups and nu

Aake a healthful, tasty

food for children

CHARLEs N. MILLER CO,

B O S T ON=

s FOR THIRTY SEVEN YEARs CoNFECTIONERs To THE AMERIC
El N=

&
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..CHOCOLATE Its delicious eating

Moulded Nut and *, qualities and wonderful

Cream Bars food value appeals to

Tin Foil Wrapped everybody and every

Knickerbocker where.

Bars || || Also complete variety

- of 5-lb. bulk chocolate

Choc. Whipped Cream

Choc. Cocoanut Cream

Choc. Operanut

Choc. Peanut Cluster

Butter Scotch

5 BIG Sellers

Retails for 5 cents

Cream.

Net Weight 134 oz.–24 Bars to Carton — 48 Cartons to Case
Samples and

385. Canal. Street Prices Upon Request

D. ARNOULD CO., NEW YORK, N. Y.

GUM TRAGACANTH

VANILLA BEANS

GUM ARABIC

Paris Exposition

= 1900=

The Highest Award

Gold Medal and

Diploma

Was Given

A. M. TODD'S

ESSENTIALOILS

Crystal White Double Distilled

THE LARGEST ESSENTIAL

0IL WORKS IN THE WORLD

A. M. TODD COMPANY

Main Office

KALAMAZ00, MICH.

THURSTON & BRAIDICH

27 clirr streeT

nEw York |

- More Orders -

Displaying Samples Quickly, Attractively

Convincingly, Fresh and Clean with

KNICKERBOC
KER

“MADE-RIGHT"

SAMPLECASE
S

THE LITTLEICASE THAT GETS THE BIG ORDERS

Wood Trays - $5.OO

Aluminum Trays - $6.50

F. O. B. Chicago

Write for Catalog "J”

#Knickerbocker Case Co.
Manufacturing Wholesalers

Clinton St. at Milwaukee Ave.

Chicago, Ill.
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of QUAMY

net weight." round

Milady Chocolates

Every Piece a sweet Surprise

$1.25 the pound

- Milady

Assorted Dipped Nuts
Sweet Chocolate

$1.25 the pound

Milady

True Fruits and Nuts

In Chocolate

Sr. so the pound

Milady

Malted Milk Chocolates

Nougat, Caramel. Butterscotch

and Nut Cream Centers

$1.25 the pound

Milady

Chocolate Covered Brazil Nuts

$1.25 the pound

- CHOCOLATES

= \--

Every Piece

a Sweet Surprise

* fe”ypting ch€17e/~# CR 77.

To the lover of truly good candy the latest

box of Milady Chocolates has an appeal that

is almost irresistible. New delicacies have

been added, new centers, new shapes and

new flavors are included, making Milady

Chocolates more attractive and more dehi

cious than ever before.

Most attractively arranged, with each cho

colate-coated delicacy in a uniform place,

these dainty confections, due to improved

and most secure packing always reach the

purchaser in perfect condition-as inviting

in their appetizing arrangement as when

they leave our inspection department.

Territory Available for Quality Wholesale Distributors

AMERICAN CANDY COMPANY

Makers of Rex Brand Confections

MILWAUKEE, U.S. A

**
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was the rate at which Cocoanut Ditties

One Thousand Pounds 21 Week Sold in one Store with this Window

Display. Cocoanut Ditties will make money for you too, because theyplease

the consumer. Cocoanut Ditties are guaranteed to keep Well in all climates

and sell well in summer as well as in winter.

* This cut shows our

10-lb. Tin. Six 10-lb.

Tins to Crate.

-
-

--- |

it All D. 15-lb. Wood Cases

"M" #" 20-lb. Wood Pails

ALSO 5-lb. Paper Boxes &

PACKED IN 1-lb. Fancy Boxes

1-lb. Litho. Tins - *

15c Packages

Also made in Chocolate Flavor called || |
CHOCOLATE CARAMEL DITTIES ".

and packed in packages as per

above except the 15c packages and \ -

| 1-lb. Tins.

".
|

This cut shows our 25 lb. tin, one tin**

For Sale by all First Class Jobbers

If your Jobber cannot supply you, advise us.

Insist on the Original and beware of Imitation.

COCOANUT DITTIES always repeat.

Manufactured by

The Ohio Confection Co., Cleveland, o, U.S.*
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FLEXO

Chocolate Bars

also

Dulce Favorite

Tubes Rope Twist

Bricks Cigars

Whips Cigarettes

Whistles Curved Stem Pipes

Indian Plug Navy Plug

Night Sticks ‘Buffalo Sticks

‘Lozenges ‘Wafers

*Y'& S; Scudder and M & R

Stick Licorice

Items marked with Star Shipped from Brooklyn factory only

NATIONAL LICORICE COMPANY
ANTECEDENTS

€stablished 1845

MAIN OFFICE

BROOKLYN, N. Y.MOLINE, ILL. MONTREAL

  

Ll.
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Milk Chocolate Covered Exceptionally Dark Coatings

Good

Raspberry Hearts Marshmallow Bar

Vanilla Bar New Numbers

-
Always

Maple or Mint Wafers Pr'ate Peanut Crispy Krunch

Lemon Sherbets

THIS IS WHY WE ARE OFFERING AS LEADERS THE ABOVE

PENNY GOODS

Packed 120 Net Count–40 br. to Case

:# HARD CANDY PENNY GOODS #

Hardie Brothers Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Quotations on Application-To the Jobbing Trade Only|

% #st-
T- - s

-

-

[[NFECTIONERY.

'' is my

W. Malfatilt

SIGK [ANDY MARSHMALLOW 600DS PENNY GUIDS

OLENGES AG|AIED GOODS PAL SPECIALIES

PAN WORK |GH GRADE [H000LATES JAP SPECIALIES

A, B, Bll WORK FINE HAND MADE BOMBINS PACKAGE [000s

HEAM BUNEON'S MACHINE DIPPED CH00'S, FRENE MIXTURES

IH [H. BIM & SON / EMIM: M.

-----

 

 

 



s
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--\
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£

A Distinctive and Complete Line of High Grade

©
|

Chocolates and Confectionery
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This picture is taken from our

current advertisnnent appearing

in The Saturday Evening Post,

Literary Digest, American, Red

Book and Photoplay.

The companionship of

playing cards—

and the other real values in card playing that our ad

vertising is featuring are the reasons why a stock of

cards of recognized quality is as staple as any product

on your shelves. Carry the kinds of decks that your

people want for the particular games they play, and in

the brand that is known, make your store headquarters

for playing cards and you will find that it means contin

ual turnover of your playing card investment and a

stimulus to your other lines as well.

PLAYING

C-ARDS

FREE!

Display material that will attract

people to your store. Write direct to

The U. S. Playing Card C0.

D¢Pi- 13

Cincinnati, U.S.A. or Winduor, Can.
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YOUR BUSINESS

will be a profitable one when your trade can always

get from you a full line of candy that has stood a test

of years, and is now being demanded throughout

the country.

Now is the TIME to CQNSIDER only the old

STANDARD LINES.

THE BLUE BELL BRAND

is of this class of candy.

Write us for a catalogue of5c Bars, Penny, Kin and Bulk Goods.

THE ROBERT F. MACKENZIE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO

  

 
__ j_'»,_,-ii‘

_.~ .'~l |_(_ ._

— A Sensational Seller of Several Seasons -=~

nus WONDERFUL PACKAGE is

 

Entirely

Different

l The Largest Selling 5c Confectionery Specialty Ever Placed on the Market

  

‘ Made by a special patent proceu

Every jobber should handle this Delicious Confection as the demand this Coming Season will be

greater than ever. If you have never tried this Delicious Confection write today for sample or send for

, trial case, 32 boxes in case; 24 pieces in box.

I
We Have Other BIG-SELLING 5c SPECIALTIES, Too

, Ambrosia Chocolate. Company, ii|'i“33§1li<fE'i;s§'$i§‘.~ ~
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Peach Flavor

Artificial

A flavor so true to the fruit that

your goods are unmistakably

Peach without an unpleasant

ethereal after-taste.

Certified Food Colors

Amaranth, Orange I, Ponceau 3R,

Tartrazine, Indigo sodium

di sulplionate

Used for many years by candy

manufacturers ofNational prom

inence, and so good that we sell

it the world over.

  

recognized for their

Purity, Brilliancy and Uniformity

Sample of this exceptional flavor

will be gladlysentwithout charge.

  

All Calco products are of highest quality.

Manufactured by us from our own pro

duced intermediates. When in need

write us.

THE CALCO CHEMICAL COMPANY

Pharmaceutical Division

BOUND BROOK, N. J.

Write today on your business

stationery, please.

ALEX. FRIES S1. BRO.

3 1 2- 14- 1 6 E. Second St. Cincinnati, Ohio

  

NEW YORK

Wostarn Agents .

\Neumnnn—BusIee & Company, 321 N. Sheldon $t., Chicnlo, Illinois ‘

AMERICA'S FAVORITE

I-Iildreth’s Original and Only

Velvet Candy
Inside Wrapper

Waxed Sealed

Box with Around

Manufacturers of Flavors for 65 Years.

 

In Triple Sealed Packages

GREAT REDUCTION

January 1, 1922

Pre-war prices re-established.

10-—20 & 35c packages revived.

Send for revised Price List and

Samples.

The finest seller on the market.

Has been the standard for over

30 years.

I. packs: For sale by the jabbing trade

everywhere.
Complete

H. L. HILDRETH CO.

549 to 559 Albany Street

BOSTON 18, MASS.
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We not only have the most

extensive and highest quality

line of Easter Pan Work,

But also—Easter Premiums

that bring you profit and a

way to sell our goods.

If you are a Retailer send us

the name of Your Jobber and

We will have him show you

—What We Have.

Largest Manufacturers of Candy in the World

22 Factories

Makers of

NLITIYC0.
Address Inquiry to

NHTIONHL CANDY CO. ."\‘S~

Executive Offices, Dept. 10

Z08 N. Broadway ST. LOUIS, MO.

E-_ ==E=_=====E EE_====_=-::===EE=EE==== .:==E=EE...= -E--E_==E===EEE='='EE_:5 .IIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllfllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIIlllllllllllllllllllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli
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’/7

CENTENNIAL

CHOCOLATES

1‘; with §Dineapp/e 37a/‘I Center

N a single year, Centennial Chocolates have become

tremendous favorites wherever they have appeared

in the East. The singles at 5c and the doubles at 10c

have been especially popular. . People try them, like

them and so dealers enjoy a lively trade andafine profit.

OW we are adding a new flavor to sell side by side with

t the Nut-Meat Center already established. Centennial

4 Chocolates with Pineapple Fruit Center will be just as

- popular. Give your trade a chance to see how delicious

i and delightful they are.

HOEFLER’S CENTENNIAL CHOCOLATES, INC.

Buffalo, N. Y.
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Have You Ever Tried Our

Gums, Paste & Cordials?

If not, write us for samples. You’ll think as others think,

that they are

“Candies of Character”

and their cost is but a trifle more than the poorer kinds

Wallace 8: Co.
Mahersiof

B1'()()k]yn “Candies of Character” New Y0]_‘k

Established 1870

 

 

spplies and equipment from the supply

house that 1S interested in the contac
E

3%
3' »,.¢

Eli tionery trade. We have everything from‘Q5. starch moulds to cream boaters 1n stock.Let us knovv what your needs are. andwe Wlll iurnish you quality merchandise :>[I.*_

at rock bottom prices. ,¢.“I

[ii ljl
an >.>"
wl W ALLEN 56 C0Jo o 0IIO No. Peoria St. Chicago. Illinois E:-4

*1 4V

"Jr

___ll’-l~

~>

' .,_ _. W, .,_. .. - . .7, L . .,- L~¢m*3??l&fi$@3;@E$;¢;EiI3;m as:-»Z$:“=».""I$*.~"=§$T_—.l$;~=-»Z$:°“*=.f~--81:11
ya

A
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| | VEGETABLE BUTTERS

| The Old Reliable

| The Progressive Confectioner uses products

which have been proven BEST for his pur

i. pose by over 25 years of quality and service.

A8k “ARMITAGE” Ask “HICKEY”

KOKOREKA

Pure hard vegetable butter used for thinning choc

olate, caramel work, nougats, butter scotch, chews

and fudges.

KO-NUT

is king for salted nuts, a pure sweet neutral nut fat

for roasting salted nuts, popcorn work, slab dress

ing, kisses, chewing candies, ice cream cones and

as a filler.

PLASTIKO

A pure nut butter made plastic. Used for sandwich

work, caramels, filled candies and other candy work.

PARASUB

Hard stock substitute for paraffine and excellent

where a quick setting fat is required such as in

Easter work, penny dipping, lower priced chocolate

work, popcorn work, caramels, kisses, etc.

Our Practical Demonstrators

have solved many problems for candy makers.

technical advice on how to obtain the best results

new uses for them that will save you money.

Any time you experience difficulty with your goods, write us.

vise you, and if desired, when in your city,

They are eager to give you experienced

with our products, as well as suggesting ||

• Our demonstrators will ad

will work out your problems in your factory.

Write for free samples and booklet—“Science in Confectionery;” also for our new special literature

“Uses and Abuses of Chocolate Coating” “How to Salt Peanuts” and “Popping Corn with Ko-Nut.” |

| INDIA REFINING COMPANY

PHILADELPH
IA

| ORIGINAL Manufacturers of Refined Coconut Oil Products in the United States

Established 1895

LARGE STOCKS CARRIED IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
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Tn: HONEY F SUGAR
A n _ I -

ANNOUNCEMENT

After continued experimental work

our Service Department desires to

announce to our customers that it has

devised means and methods for pre

venting cream centers from bursting

and fermenting.

Correspondence on this subject

from wholesale manufacturing con

fectioners will be highly welcome.

TH-E NULOMOLINE COMPANY

lll WALL ST. NEW YORK, N. Y.
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INSURE BIGGER BUSINESS FOR 1922

by becoming one of the many

PROGRESSIVE MANUFACTURERS

who are adopting

WARREN’S X-RAY DISPLAY

CONTAINER

Because of

Original Designs

Low Makeup Cost

Ship partially folded

Complete Shipping

Unit

Simple Construction

Strength—Price

We manufacture

FOLDING PAPER BOXES

of every description.

 

P. R. WARREN co.,

EVERETT, MASS.

802 May Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

1003 Schofield Bldg., Cleveland. Ohio

Manufactured in Canada by

RUDD PAPER BOX CO.,

TORONTO

 

SOClE'TE'

LA CELLOPHANE

FRANCE have appointed us SOLE AGENTS for their world famous

wrappers which will be sold under our registered name

“FENESTRA”
The Genuine Product of the Cellophane Co.

 

We have succeeded in having the stock size sheets trimmed on four sides, making it more

economical for the user

SAMPLES and prices cheerfully submitted on request.

BLRN & WACHENHEI l~’Z,’1§§'FZZJi§

121-125 West 17th Street, New York

SUBAGENTS FOR CANADA

M. S. KILBY, Reg’d

TORONTO ONTARIO MONTR!-‘AI. QUEBEC
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Back of the Best

Ice Cream, Toppings

and Marshmallows . I

Good ingredients mcan good products. Good

products mean big sales. Among gelatin-es

there is none purer or superior to

  

Pure Food

Gelatine

In ice creams, it efficiently and uniformly dis

tributes both moisture and flavor. insuring

smooth. velvety texture, free from ice and milk

sugar crystals._

In marshmallow work its uniformity and high

quality insures products unexcelled for flufl‘_v

tenderness and long retention of flavor.

Therc’s a grade for every purpose. Ask for

details.

The United Chemical & Organic

Products Co.

4200 S. Marshfield Ave. 401 E. 45th St.

Chicago, Ill. New York City

"UCOPCO Comes Sealed in Red Drums."

':!l|;‘II..|i"II|"t .

"Ill
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Brooks Ilispla C

Container

For Your Confections

This display container is placed prominently on the

dealer's counter, and enables you to get into intimate

contact with consumers everywhere.

The Brooks Display Container is superior at the

following points:

Sets flat on counter

Is remarkably strong

Displays contents at most effective angle

Simple in construction

Has large advertising surface

Made in variety of sizes.

Let us design a display container for your product.

BROOKS BANK NOTE co
Manufacturers

Lithographed Folding Boxes

Labels - Window Advertising - Oflice Stationery

Springfield, Massachusetts

New York Philadelphia
Boston

100 Hudson St. 425 Sansom St.
114 State St.

4 ' .in/e"?
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Velvet ‘Jexture -Delicious ‘3lavov

Quaeanlced llfeepinq Quality
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5&1, ' l-5*

. 10

zsrsausnso I854
"'- .. h’ WHOLESALE IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS on [$83

ii ; 1; tonfeaimers’ llrtieles. Ornaments and Materials
x ' ' -

l - vi‘

1""; ¢_'?_ ' 81 Barclay Street NEW YORK

J 16, 18 and 20 West Broadway
 

  

Gumppsteand Patent

}4¢§n1posifion

Importers of

Fancy Goods and

Novelties

  

  

lce Cream Specialties

lee Creem Mou|ds—700 Designs

Fixtures for Moulds

Foliage for Moulds

Paper Cues

Loco Papers

French Fruits Glsce

French Fruit Juices

French Fruit Pulps

French Msrrons Entiers

French Msrrons Debris

Imported Favors

Mignonettes

Fancy Boxes—Hsnd Pointed

Satin Candy Boxes

Wedding Cslre Boxes

Motto Papers, Verses end Cosseques

Costume Mottoes, lmported and Domestic

 

 

- Gunipeste Flowers

5' fiides end Grooms

Gun-|p§te and Paper Leevee

. Vgfles and Bouquets

' Horse Shoes

_- .yl‘5"‘\ Slippers

. Msrrisge Belle

Canopy Ornsments

4. ' ‘Lace Papers

Compoiltion Hsnds

amsajl$ cmai. Holders

-Exflleth Knives

i ebatier's Knives

' enting Tubes

' Z Rubber Bagel.

  

  

_ , ;AI|nond Piste

up“ .=

».="< ‘..»f ~
. l if__ % novelties;

PAPlER_,.§lACHE

~ ~ t1=H&-(flows

 

 

  

s1u< masons .

and rANcy§coR0s

  

 

-_..V). _ 1' ll, . - ft

;.'- ; p . "' '; 4' ’ ~. § '*'l. t
l ' " 1 ' l (

- HQ '5 \ ‘

._..\

~ Npvelties for Easter;Valentine’s T Day, Washington’s Birthday

St. Patrick’s Birthday __

‘\
,.
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soon ENOUGH -
BEA oura NAME

LIKE all commodities of intrin

sic value Zieglet-’s Original

Milk Chocolate Stars bear a

name of distinction. The name

Ziegler appears on each star.

Our Mill: Chocolate Stars

have become a staple seller with

the trade. Being a known qual

ity they are enjoying a steady re

peat business.

GEO. ZIEGLER CO.

MILWAUKEE, U. S. A.

[TO
.4:L

.--.-1.’...-,q_¢

  

Sterling ~

.//{arkon iheGENUINE

.-¢-3_—_~~_§.,..._______......._..__.__._iii______.___-....-_._.....-.~.

~'5-‘."i'_1.—<v-..'i"

l._.¢-.>-...-,»_,,_,..
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SUPREME BRAND

Nougat Cream

‘velvet-Fondant Cream

Caramel Cream

<-9l'Iarshmall0 ‘Topping

Witter S-weet Chocolate

‘Topping

‘Butter Slzolch Sundae

Let Science Safeguard

Your Candy Making

  

  

  

UPREMEBRAND

will convince you

that Quality is our first

consideration. They

stand up right. They eat

right. Write for prices

and information.

  

  

    

BERGEN BRAND

Caramel Cream

  

  

Confectioners Cream Products Co.

Iames A. Greaves ENGLEWOQD, N. I. 6 Harrison Street

‘ Sellins Agent New York i

“NWe make a line of I

I

‘ Easter Specialties I W!

  

IN

Penny Goods FONDAX ”‘° °'&'*£i".f'.’”°"‘“‘)

P. K . K. (The Orii;2xrr;¢:1leKarmel

(‘C,i"‘enu|'ne M|:;z:ttaoise;1Ia¢‘{7e)

lybywht Sch C

- \V'll " <1 1" -M-M- Pan Eggs | Win l’§if§Zi.i.a.§l Zniufirlti |

I Will reduce expense. 5

PCIIIIY GO()dS Of Hflfd Candy lnsist on the genuine and see that White

Stokes signature is on each package.

M. M. Cream and Jell -
, y fetnd u; your name for o|t:'r"Im¢lz|'lti;-ng

ll an T8C€IU€ OI-IT "IO" y 8 CT

of information and new formulas.

The Blue Ribbon Candy Co. WHITE STOKES COMPANY, Inc.

749-51-53-55 W. Pratt St. | 150 W. Lake St. 253 36th St. |  

CHICAGO BROOKLYN

\.-..._-i-.r'

BALTIMORE, MD.L
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REG US PATDFR

STAPLE GOODS

French Mixed Creams

Union Creams Sugar Almonds

Old Fashioned Licorice Chocolate Almonds

Gum D|'°P$ Premium Mixed

Choeolate Creams Gum Arabic Mixtures

Chocolate Candy Goods Marshmallows

Cream Almonds Chocolate Marshmallows

MADE BY

HAWLEY & HOOPS
NEW YORK, N. Y.  

orB

TRADE WINNERH

MADE FROM FRESH FRUIT
A_ necessary and satisfactory component of all

high grade confectionery specialties. lt insures

light, Huffy marshmallows without crust. Made

in the largest and best equipped gelatine plant

in America. Free from injurious chemicals or

other impurities. A standard product, most

economical in the long run.

SEND FOR A TRIAL ORDER

AND YOU WILL SEE TI-IE

REASON FOR A REPEAT _

If you are partlcular—

Specify CRYSTAL GELA TINE

Write us today for Samples and Prices

CRYSTAL GELATINE CQMPANY

121 Beverly Street - - Boston, Mas!

nl l llllllllllllllllllIIIlilllllllllllIlllllIlllllllllllllllllllllltllllllIllllllillllllIllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

New York - Philadelphia - Chicago - SI. Louie - San Frlncik

PACKED 4 GAL. IN CRATE

DAGGETT CHOCOLATE CO.

BOSTON, MASS.
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5c4EASTER cXNr>1Es..=

Lué1%.YX>;6\1'.s

GIFT AND CANDY

1'c. EACH

LUCKY ROLLS

Gift and Candy in Every Roll. Packed lZO—S0 boxes to the case.

‘ _ “ ‘_ . V‘ . ‘ ‘ " -

.RU'l'Hl7-TTES .
. ‘i _ - -, .-_,.';'» _,,-,, I

i »..-.>.,,."‘,5‘€,.‘.:”.,‘:-'f‘:"‘§5"‘ ”“”"‘"
c_I’Ql'—I‘l\X n-4‘. ‘I'D

" \ If ' -

BREATHETTES

A Highly Flavored Breath Perfume in Glass Tubes. Either

Assorted or All Licorice Flavor. Packed l20—50 boxes to the case.CARAMEL ROLLS

REGAL—]clly and Cream Centers.

WONDER—Molasses and Cocoanut Centers.

RUTHE'I‘TES—Assorted Flavors, Cream Centers.

Ask for our

price list

Real Sports

A New Penny Carton

PEANUT STUMPS

Some Penny Piece

Packed 120-44 boxes to case; S

CARAMEL TWINS—~Assorted

nd boxes (216 count) 25 boxes to case.

vors—packed 240; 44 boxes to case.

  

10c
 

 

RABBITS — CHICKENS -- EGGS

BEST QUALITY MADE
  

T T

[.1 ['1

E 5
Y

R

S E

E 2
L A

L. T

PROMPT 222:3 0 R D E R
SHIPMENTS CREAM AND MARSHMALLOW csursns AT O N C E

THE H. J. RIGBY CO., Inc.

630-632 uunsou ST. NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.  
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Here’s a New

and Good One

 

 

COVERSTAND

DISPLAY CONTAINERS “;

A modern Con

tainer that costs

less and gives

place for much

more display

space. g

Many advantages over other display

containers. Easily and quickly set up.

Practical and entirely satisfactory.

mm, OVER TURN SIDES or
mu nissm Bul?"eV.EEN '5PLAT\}', “RD

SlDF$ or conmmzn ,,o'§‘mo',-1‘ MD

ASTEN

"\
PATENTS PENDING

UNITED STATS-CANADA‘ GREAT BRITAIN

Display containers put your goods on the

counter in an attractive way. Use the

COVERSTAND and see sales jump. Send

for a sample and prices.

HAMLIN-FLEISCHER CO.

Paper Boxes of Every Description

82 Duane Street New York City

Chicago Representative

   

 

 

Caramels ~
Makers of Hopton’s Famous

Cream Caramels

Caramels

Made in a new exclusive size

and shape.

Caramels

Made and wrapped with

greatest care in our Snow

White Factory.

Caramels

A Full Line Packed in Count

and Bulk.

Caramels

Samples and Prices on Request.

“T IDEAL CANDY 00., lnc.

JOHNSON CITY, N. Y.

Successors to E. F. Hopton, Inc.

 

]AMES 1-meson. 108 West Lake sum 1 s. _,, ,_g _ __
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Burgess' New System

of Candy Making
BURGESS

PRODUCTS

BURGESS BURGESS NEW SYSTEM of

CREMEGG CANDY MAKING and FORMULA

FONDANT book contains many valuable recipes

and suggestions. This book is pub.

BURGESS lished by Burgess Practical Service

SPECIAL Department, which will make a

NOUGAT special effort to suggest a remedy for

any trouble you may have in the

manufacture of candy.

This valuable service is maintained for our

many satisfied customers.

We will gladly

# BURGESS SUPPLY CO., Inc.

f": NEW YORK, N.Y.

: Northwestern Representative Pacific Coast Representative

reques. A Warren Peterson Co. Marston-Greening Co.

212 South 7th Street] 1271 East 6th Street

Minneapolis, Minn. Los Angeles, Cal.

SPORTSMAN'S

“CHOCOLATE

BRACER"

If you desire a change from

Mild-Sweet Milk Chocolate

CHOCOLATES TRY A

... " Sportsman's

Hollis Cocoa “Chocolate-Bracer"

for all purposes

“A Man’s Chocolate”
We offer you the GREG.

Best Cocoa Powder

at the lowest price
Write for T Also Mirs. 16 to 1

rite for Terms of the PENNY

Franklin and Plum Sts. Reading, Pa.

Agents Wanted in Every State
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Your Package”

| Dead-Alive!

><RAY

Transparent GlassineBag”

The show window for your goods

TRANSPARENT-AIR-PRO OF

MOIST-PROOF–GREASE-PROOF

X7Silent Salesman

“X-Ray” die-cut bags for candies—confections

peanuts—chocolate bars, etc.

A quality product-an ideal package for your goods

ARTISTIC PRINTING TO SHOW UP

YOUR BRANDS OR TRADEMARKS

IN MOST ATTRACTIVE STYLE

#Ander Herz Company
Manufacturers

Nos.0-11 Barrow St.,

NewYork-- N.Y. &
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ADVANCE BRAND

Chocolate Package Goods

1/2 lb., 1 lb., and Z lb. Boxes

Chocolate Penny Goods--120 Count

Gum Work, Marshmallows and

Pure Sugar Hard Candies

American Mixed, Cut Rock, Etc.

Put up in 5 lb. Boxes, 35 lb. Pails,

110 lb. Kegs and 300-lb Barrels

MAKERS or CELEBRATED

ADVANCE BRAND

Wild Cherry Drop Packages

WRITE FOR PRICE LIST

ADVANCE CANDY MFG. CORP.

511 to 519 EAST 72d ST. NEW YORK CITY

J. w. STREETON (10.

Ribbon Manufacturers

357 Fourth Avenue NEW YORK, N. Y.

Ribbons particularly for the

Candy Manufacturer

Samples and prices upon request

Glassine Bags

Kraft Bags

 

CHRISTO THE ONLY

BRAND RELIABLE

Sterilized and Preserved

Stuffed Glace Natural Fruits

Glace Stuffed Regular Primes

Glace Stuffed Nutted Prunes

Glace Stuffed Regular Apricots

Glace Stuffed Grapefruit Apricots

Glace Stuffed Nutted Apricots

Glace Stuffed Cherries or Regular

Glace Pineapple

Glace Figs and Stuffed Dates

Glace Grapefruit

Turkish Delight— Nutted or Plain

For Particulars Write to

Christo Georgiades & Co.

148 39th Street - Brooklyn, N. Y.

Select Brand Quality and Service

Before Placing Your Order on

Specialties

Tissue Paper

Waxed Paper

Get Our Quotations

SELECT PAPER CO.

219 East 23d Street

New York City

DRY |u<.
CREMORA "A" (Dry Whole Milk)

has, by uniform quality and sterling merit,

won its way into nearly all of the large Milk

Chocolate plants in this country.

CREMORA " CS" (Dry Cream) con

tains 53% pure butter fat, makes delicious

Caramels, Fudge and Ice Cream.

THE DRY MILK COMPANY, 15 Park Row, NewYork

U. S. Food Ad-iniosredon Lioenao No. G 00830
  

4

_____,____-_-r__
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Manufacturers of Pure Food Gelatines‘

BUILT on all the LATEST, UP-TO-DATE, LABOR comply with all STATE and NATIONAL PURE FOOD

SAVING LINES to produce ALWAYS a uniform LAW REQUIREMENTS.

ARTICLE.

Our RAW STOCK supplied by our OWNERS assures

THIS.

Our Grades are of the HIGHEST QUALITY. A TRIAL ORDER will convince you that these are

OBTAINABLE, clear to the point of TRANSPARENCY, the best grades of GELATINE in proportion to price that

SWEET, FREE OF ODOR, and GUARANTEED to can be Secured.

ITS USE INSURES GOOD TEXTURE AND A

SMOOTH CREAM.

ATLANTIC GELATINE COMPANY

HILL STREET, WOBURN, MASS.

BRANCHES:

NEW YORK CHICAGO RAN FRANCISCO BALTIMORE

3-I15 Woolworth Bldg. Suite 510-11 suite 240 Hansford Block 1012 Union Trust Bldg.

118 N. La Salle Street 268 Market Street

Another New Holman Creation

NUTMALO

' Z FOR lc

A Delicious, Flufiy Marshmallow

Coated with selected Ground Fllberts

A WONDERFUL RBPEATER

Packed in 240 pieces to the box, IZJ count

60c the box-48 boxes to the case

F. 0. B. Philadelphia, Pa. . _ , . I‘ ' Coco

Announcing the Opening of OurSatin Gloss Stuft Dainties Department '1

P k dl-'IFTY20VAl§]ETlESd

ac e in 10, an 40 poun ns . _

Write for samples and price?, Actual Stu I

Holman s Marshmallow Sheets for Caramel Work In c,,¢°,m,¢ cram Squgrgg we otter the trade another

Help {Q add TONE and TASTE delicious eating and good selling piece that spells profit

packed in 25 pgund case, to the Jobber and Retailer and satisfaction to the Con

ii sumer.

We N-e Prepared to 5]] order, of any size for It is a quality contectignhmadle from £f681llhgIl‘)8.l.8d cocoa,

Egg Drops’ Gelatin Drop‘ nuts and rich fondant an. eavl y coate w t itter sweet

chocolate, ensuring a lasting flavor and a moist and creamy

center.

Our 4 for lc Marshmallows are WINNERS Packed 24 t° a b°X- R°'-all‘ t°" 5°~

This piece is the average 400 size packed ~

ll) count—4B0 to the box-48 boxes to the case.

Packed in 5 pound boxes-40 boxes to the case

Our SUPERIOR MARSHMALLOW TOPPING is guaranteed against

deterioration for one year. Used by Confectioners

and Soda DispensersPacked in 5 and 30 pound cans and barrels. '“"'

Write for quotations. MANUFACTURED BY

The Holman Conlectionery Co. D' GOLDENBERG
_ _ _ Makers of Chocolate Peanut Chews

Ell‘ Pl\lll.d¢lpI1l&, Pl. z935_37 Frankford Ave. P.’
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atin Finish"

IS UNQUESTIONABLY THE BEST MANUFACTURED

The Long Reputation of a Quarter of a Century is Convincing

HQLIDAY SPECIALS

All the specialties mentioned here are of the usual high-grade

Satin Finish quality and are original and exclusive designs

St. Valentine’s Day
Hard Candy Hearts, Red and Assorted, iMany Sizes

Washington’s Birthday

Hard Candy Hatchets—Two Sizes

Hard Candy Cherries—Two Sizes

Hard Candy Cherries on Stems—Two Sizes

St. Patrick's Day

Hard Candy Shamrocks I A ed
Hard Candy Paddy's Pipes A’ "O"

Hard Candy Paddy's Hats

Hard Candy Paddy's Faces

Hard Candy Blamey Stones

Easter

Jelly Eggs

Hard Candy Eggs

Hard Candy Rabbits

Hard Candy Chickens

Bottled Candies

of the

Most Exclusive Line

containing-

Packed in 72 and

100 Count

Satin Finish

Assortment of

Penny Goods

HARD CANDIES

COCOANUT WORK

JELLY Goons

GUM GOODS

PANNED GOODS

WRAPPED Goons

Dainty and Attractive

Hard Candies

Manufacturers of

Orisinal EIGHTH ST.

Specialtiesin NINTH ST.

' Hard Candy DAUPHIN sr.
BRANDLE& SMITH C0
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CANDY BOX NAATS, LACES.

LAYER CARDS, DIVIDERS, ETC.

%
%

The Inevitable

Choice

Once tried

always used

AMERICAN LACE DAPER CO.

LARGEST PRODUCERS OF CANDY CUPS IN AMERICA

MILWAUKEE WIS.
CHICAGO - NEW YORK

PHILADELPHLA-BOSTON

#

%

|Won: California Glace Fruit Co.'
Manufacturers of o

California Glace and

Crystallized Fruits
Highest grade Merchandise,

always fresh, made

om the choicest selected California Fruits. Pre

pared under strictly sanitary conditions.

:£ the demand for our product during the coming season

incre: again enlarged our plant and will again considerably

and: output. Our goods are giving general satisfaction

sales. W : once introduced are leading all other makes in

# We don't ask a customer to load up on stock, we carry the
"in syrup and only pac

y pack them d yneed to take st r dri t - on orders,
consequently no

A WE SPECIALIZE ON:

*orted California Glace Fruits
in

handsomely decorated wood boxes, 1, 2, 3 or 5 lb.

net weight; no need to repack.

California Golden Glace Apricots
solid pack, 6 or 8 lb. b
French for less money. oxes, better goods than the

"ifornia Glace Stuffed Prunes

with all the -

Prunes, in i:''',:* Santa Clara Valley

*: Crystallized Strawberries
er than the imported, in 1 lb. and 10 oz. fancy cartons

Write for Samples and Prices er

535.

35-551 Folsom Street, San Francisco, Cal.

ENGRAVINIC,

pp. INTINI Ca

THE DESIGN–THE
ENGRAVING

THE PRINTING—THE
WAX PAPER

Every part of this work is done

in our own plant by men trained

to our standards.

NASHUAWAXED WRAPPERS

ARE THE PRODUCT OF EXPERIENCE

ORGANIZATION and
RESPONSIBILITY

NASHUA GUMMED & COATED PAPER CO.

NaSHU & . N. H.

Mills in NEW HAMPSHIRE OHIO NEW YORK CANADA

Branch Sales Offices

Chicago, Ill. Portland, Ore. Montreal

Middletown,
Ohio San Francisco, Cal. Arcade,

Toronto

New York City
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4 = Embossed Seals

65T.LOUIS . Dainty embossed sticker seals in gold

and colors. Also artistic address

stickers, advertising stickers and box

labels. Send for our catalogue of

stock designs, such as "Rush,”

“C.O. D.,” “Perishable,” etc.

Or, if you want something distinctive, send us your

| rough idea and we will submit color sketch and prices.

-

Naturally we can serve you better because of that fact.

ST. LOUIS STICKER CO.

1631 WASHINGTON AVE., ST.LOUIS, U.S.A.

We are sticker specialists- we do nothing else.

Clover Mints Clover Mints

Medicated Work a Specialty

Specialties

Chop Sticks

Diadems Cachous

Penny Roll Cachous

Milo Cigarettes

Ben Hurs

Penny Roll Lozenges

Floral Dainties Beauties

Chocolate & Printed Wafers 10 for le

CLOVER WAFER ROLL 5c

SMITH & PETERS Philadelphia

Cigarettes

-/
\

We Specialize in Paper

for the Confectionery

Trade and Include:

|

Dipping Paper

Wax Paper

Sealing Tape

Glassine Paper

- Plain and Embossed

Tinfoil Substitute

Layer Board

—White and Chocolate Color

Glazed and Fancy Papers of

every description

Matthias & Freeman Paper Co.

\ . . . .

117 N. 7th Street Philadelphia, Pa.

/*

“Toyco” Balloons
and

The New Year

Now that we are started on another year,

the cold weather will soon be past.

The first sign of spring will mean a real

spurt in balloon sales.

SPRINGTIME IS

TOY BALLOON-TIME!

Make it “Toyco” Balloon-time for your

customers and be safe.

“Toyco” Quality and “Toyco” Service

will protect you.

Get an early start on the balloon business

in your territory.

Write to us for price-list and samples.

Address

The Toycraft

Rubber Company

Department CJ

Ashland, Ohio

.*.
-

**

- *- *.

-

S-m

Vanoleum

(TRADE MARK REGISTERED)

The Original Concentrated

Vanilla Flavor

THE SAME AS ALWAYS

Used for Over TVVENTY

YEARS by leading Con

fectioners, Ice Cream

Manufacturers, Bakers,

Soda Dispen sers and

Caterers.

EIIllll-SIONS

Lemon, Orange and Maple

Corrizo Extract Co.

211-215 W. 20th Street, New York City, N. Y.

Hil
l"
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*
"

*]'GH an || No Package Line is
S(X| brok H
#2 unbroken Career H

•

- of many years in || Complete Without

the manufacture | one or more boxes packed with

of candy wrap

pers the L.A. Liebs Company,

Inc., has attained a reputation

for quality, service and fair

dealing of which they are

justly proud.

E

. Z% "-2

Z-4.Ż 2

- - 7.

2× 4 L. 2 2

2 Z
2. Ž

~-
-

%

2.2.2.22%22%4%
2

When you contemplate a new and distinctive

Package we will be pleased to assist

in its creation

L. A. Liebs Co.
INCORPORATED

312-316 East 23rd Street, NEW YORK

Nine Clinton Street - NEWARK, N. J.

|
|

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

-
Candies

for Kiddies

The Ever Welcome

Kinds. Made by

the Folks who

Know how to make

them Best.

--.

Rochester Marshmallow Co.

Rochester, N. Y.

RU - SUPERFINE Marshmallows

-:
HEADQUARTERS FOR

Peanut Specialties

All Big Sellers and

Good Money Makers

Send Your Order—For Prompt Shipment

Choc. Peanut Cluster Bars . . 100 to box-50c

Peanut Bars . . . 100 to box—50c

| Cocoanut Toast Bars . . . . 100 to box-50c

| Ever Best . . . . . . . . . 100 to box-55c

| Choc. Nut Circles . . . . . . 120 to box–60c

Peanut Squares . . . . . . . 120 to box-60c
Chocolate Almonds . . . 5 lbs. to box-$1.50

Talk about 5c Walues |

Try a Case of any of the following Repeaters

Choc. Peanut Cluster Bars . . . . . . . . 24 to box—65c

Choc. Cocoanut Fruit Bars . . . . . . . 24 to box—65c

(Tin foil wrapped)

| Virginia Nut Krisp Peanut Bars .

| (Glassine wrapped)
Big Lunch Bars . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 to box-60c

| Unique Nut Cakes . . . . . . . . . . . 48 to box-60c

| Unique Nut Bars . . . . . . . . . . . . 48 to box—60c

Sugar Toasted Peanuts - Packed in 40-lb.

Corrugated Shipping Cases

. . 24 to box-65c

Prices Sent Upon Request

Wirginia Peanut Product Co.
79-81 Delevan Street Brooklyn, N.Y.
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Announcement

Ralph Confectionery Works, Inc. de

sire to announce that their candy fac

tory which is equipped with the best

imported and domestic machinery is

Eat alaliahed 1855

FRIES & BRO., 92 Reade Street, NewYork

Manufacturer: and Distributors of

I-f_‘fv5JR‘8"D$§§ Quality, Strength, Uniformity

Peach Grape Maple

Raspberry Pineapple Cherry Honey Banana

Saraaparilla, and any others.

now in full operation, and is able to

take care of all demands for samples

as well as orders promptly and satis

factorily.

Strawberry Apricot

Violet Root Beer

RALPH CONFECTIONERY WORKS, Inc. 5 " .......‘

N. w. Cor. 3d Ave. and 26th s¢.. Brooklyn, N. Y. ,‘,"_*{,';‘°,1§,,°,‘;;",°,"_'

 

 

82-92 Beaver Street

129 Pearl Street

BROKERS IN

All Grades of Cocoa Beans

  

%New York City  

-.3‘.,-._@._~._'_._§._'>__:.4 1 _ ' -I - 1, v 2 - - - 1 _ _. . . . . . . . . - - . . . - . _. _ _. . , . . . - . _. _ . _ , - - - . . . - » . . _ _ . _ ‘ . , _. _ . < - I ' 1 1

 

Chocolate Coatings

Chocolate Liquors

Cocoa Powder

Cocoa Butter

To try Hooton Products and Hooton Service is to

Become a Regular User of Both

Have we heard from you lately ? -

HOOTON COCOA CO. HOOTON CHOCOLATE C0.

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
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We Specialize in

Dainaslt and Silk Covered High-Grade Candy Boxes

  

Sweetmeat Boxes—with or without glass compartments

Our Mr. Newman

is in Europe and is

sending new ideas

each week of the

latest painted and

f a n c y trimmed

boxes.

IHGHUIOCIUFQTS Of

Gl(15SlIl€

EVERYTHING

    

ems. “ms

PLAINEMBOSSED*PRlNTEl)
swpfi F75

fig Printed in Gold

i Gold Embossed iii
i 5
ill Box Wrappers" iii

i B 611" Wrappers“ i

BAGS* *ENVEL()PES

qhomas/II Royal & Co

BRYN MAWR'PA

  

We are able to of

fer these boxes at

unusually attract

ive prices, due to

the enormous quan

tity being made

exclusively for us.

 

 

  

Peerless

Marshmallow Sheet

“ The Candy Maker’s Friend"

Used Extensively by

High-Grade Candy Makers

  

The only marshmallow sheet that

will produce a perfect product

ACTIVE JOBBERS \VANTIiD

  

GIMBAL BROTHERS

MANUFACTURERS

First and Folsom Streets SAN FRANCISCO
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PURE VANILLA EXTRACT
ATLANTIC IMPORTING CO.

617-823 Eleventh Avenue, New York

  

ESTABLISH ED I876

SNYDER & WHEELER

BROKERS IN

All Grades Cocoa Beans
AND COCOA BUTTER

I28 Pearl Street NEW YORI

EedlLllYl!‘lleJle1;ll@a?‘nm\

vzgmmfiiIEQEQ

;,~3,',';-_ NEW CROP WALNUT MEATS ;:,,';

Wo solicit your order

SANTA ANA, CALIF. 214 French Street

  

USE
GET BUSY Assorted “Novelties

Penny Prizes

and Increase Your Business

Something new in the toy Iine, Penny Specs, packed IN in

a box. Don’! forget our regular Iine of Premium Boxes

including OUR KIDDIES.

NOW ON THE MARKET:

CI-IOCOPOPS FLYING TOPS lc.

PENNY COUGI-I DROPS PAINTED TOPS 2c.

For Ring Sticks and Bouquets

THE GEO. J. BRUNELL C0. Pnces as Low as $1.00 per Great Gross

Write for Samples

18 *’"‘* 5"" “’°'"*°'- Mm F. E. GLAVIN co. 1040 Welllwortli Ave. Chicago lll.

 

Mr. Dealer

Prepare to increase your sales in 1922 by having

plenty of our

NEW, BIGGER, BETTER, PENNY GOODS

in stock. We are also making some new

EASTER NOVELTIES TO BE RETAILED AT

' 5c and 1c each

These are sure winners

ORDER NOW

Samples on request

The LAUER and SUTER Company, Baltimore, Md.
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3athness Company,

718–724 N. Curtis St. CHICAGO, ILL.

Established 1880

Eastern Branch Western Branch

PITTSBURGH, PA. DENVER. COLO.

609 Chamber of Commerce Bldg.

CREAMS FOR CHOCOLATE

CREAM CENTERS AND NOUGATS

EGG SPONGE |NOUGAT KING

KANDY KORE MARVEL WHIP

FULL CREAM CARAMEL PASTE

TRUE FRUIT EXTRACTS ARTIFICIAL EXTRACTS

VANILLA EXTRACTS AND COMPOUNDS DIPPING FRUITS

SODA FOUNTAIN FRUITS MARSHMALLOW TOPPING

1/2 GALLON JARS 1/4 GALLON JARS 1 GALLON CANS HALF BARRELS

BULK KEGS BARRELS

WE MANUFACTURE AND HANDLE PRACTICALLY ALL

INGREDIENTS USED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF CANDY

a-'l

most £ | ^: | 100 NET COUNT

B100D ORANCE FLAVOR || | 7 S > 60 BOX CASES

WM. J. WISCHMANN

100 GRAND AVE., BROOKLYN, N.Y.
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Toy Balloons
Build

Handsome

Profits

HE vivid, bright and bril

# liant colors of Oak Toy Bal

loons make an instant ap

peal to youngsters of all

ages, enabling you to sell them easily

and quickly. Their low cost allows

jobbers to realize a handsome mar

gin of profit, and their quick sale, ef

fected by merely displaying them in

the dealer's store and windows, re

duces the selling cost to almost

nothing.

- Every child loves these attractive,

colorful toys. Oak Balloons unquestion

ably excel all others in the attractiveness

of their bright colors, and their uniform

Weight, their perfect shape and superior

quality. Repeat sales are constant, pro

viding a never failing source of profit to

progressive jobbers everywhere.

Get Our Free Samples

"> Send today for our complete samples

- and prices of these wonderful profit build

ers. There is not the slightest obligation at

tached to your request. These samples will

reach you by return mail and will point

the way to the same tremendous profits

for YOU that thousands of other jobbers

are now enjoying.'

J.Oak Rubber Co.

Ravenna,0hio.
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GET SAMPLES FREE

OAK Toy Balloons AretheVery Finest in theWorld

E want you to know the superior quality of Oak Toy

Balloons for yourself. This can best be accomplished by

receiving our attractive samples which we will gladly

mail the same day your request is received. We have developed

a standard of quality that has never before been known in the

Toy Balloon industry, and every single Oak Toy Balloon is

positively guaranteed. The fact that we have developed the Toy_

Balloon business into a tremendous industry, producing 200,000

balloons daily, valued at $1,000,000 annually, emphasizes the

superiority of the Oak line. The samples we offer will demonstrate

this quality and emphasize the sincerity ofour positive guarantee.

  

OAK Brand Toy Balloon Novelties

In addition to our great line of lain color Balloons, we manufacture a vast assort

ment ol Toy Balloon Novelties inc uding Two-color Balloons, Airship Balloons, Trans

parent Gas-weight Balloons, and various other printed novelty styles. Any trade mark

device or advertising design can be fumished.

  

Don’t Fail to Send for Our FREE Samples

Every jobber who is not realizing Balloon profits right now

should hasten to write at once for our samples and prices. They

will impress you instantly with their tremendous possibilities for

wide sale at a handsome profit.

fie0akiRubbe1-Co.
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_ANNOUNCE1WENT

THE LINDT CHOCOLATE co., Inc.

announce their removal on February lst to their large and spacious quarters at

39-41 EAST 12th STREET NEW YORK CITY

We carry a complete stock of the latest

Chocolate Novelties and Novelty Containers for various holiday seasons

of the year, such as

Washington’s Birthday, St. Patrick’s Day, Easter, Hallowe’en,

Thanksgiving and Christmas

Also the choicest of European Confections, Lindt Chocolates, from Switzer

land, Rademaker’s Hopjes from Holland, Fourrees and Caramels from Austria,

Candy Fruits and Vegetables from England, and Confectionery Specialties

from France.

It's the RESULT that tells!

Not merely the initial cost of the sugar,

but the actual cost of producing the prod

uct, is the basis upon which sugar should

be bought. ~

Our line of cane sugars, the largest in the

world, offers a wider range of choice, and

a greater opportunity to secure better

results.

~

American Sugar Refining Company

Gbe Most Complete Line oftfugor in the World
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FANCY PAPER EASTER EGGS

A truly wonderful line. From the smallest made to one as large as a. Watermelon, in design of Pic

tures, Flowers and Comics. Prices to retail from 5c to $5.00 each. Unsurpassed for beauty and variety.

All in stock for immediate delivery.

SNAPPING MOTTOES. We now have the largest sale in America and our constantly increasing sales

show that for high class goods we must be quoting very che_ap prices.

CHINA KEWPIE DOLLS. China Kewpies classily dressed, instant sellers. Prices from $4.50 per dozen

upwards. Try them and see.

MINIATURE DRESSED CELLULOID DOLLS. 50 different styles. Brides, Grooms and a dandy unique

variety at $1.50 per dozen. Try a few dozen assorted.

Catalog free on request.

B. SHACKMAN 8: CO.

906-908 Broadway at Zllth Street New York City

    

EST. 1862

  

<@an4/'e/ gang/er P? Span, INC. 1902

Manufacturers of Collins’ Ice Cream Powder and Vanilla Sugar

Shelled Nuts and Confectioneqrg Supplies
Highest Grades Best

CORN SYRUP

ALMONDS COCOANUTS PEANUTS

CHOCOLATFS FLAVORS GLACED FRUITS, Etc.

Full Line Fruit Juices, Crushed Fruits, Syrups, l:'.te., for the Soda Fountain. Write for Prices

102 Chestnut Street PHILADELPHIA, PA.

[EANNF _A DAY OF SPECIALISTS S“ AR
fiiloiiii,

If you knew as much about making sugar as you do

about making candy—you would make
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To use in your Cream Work and for Hard Candy and

Gum Drops——because it is exactly the thing for the

purpose.

The Franklin Sugar ~ Refining Company

PHILADELPHIA

  

“A Franklin Cane Sugar for every use”

  

ERANKLIPII
,'s“ildi\iii RANULATED

SUGAR
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Quaker City Easter Goods

// V

/ ‘v/ 2 g

- \
 

 

A Com lete Easter Line

Wonderful Jelly Eggs Chocolate Eggs of Alllsizes

PRICES THAT WILL INTEREST YOU

 

  

Quaker City Chocolate and Confectionery Co.

PHILADELPHIA.
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A Good Reasonw You Should Buy

METRO “BETTER CANDIES”

Baltimore, Md., January 9, 1922.

The Metro Choc. Co., Inc.,

122 Washington Ave.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Please increase our standing order for NUT

MALLOWS, 24’s, from one case to three cases, to be

shipped weekly, until further notice.

Also please rush order given to your representa

Gentlemen:- |

tive for Chocolate Cracks and 5c Pillows, and route

all shipments in the future via B. & 0.

Very truly yours,

Signed by one of the largest Jobbers.

The Metro Chocolate Co., Inc.

122-124 WASHINGTONA
VE.,

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

Samples cheerfully sent.

-REEDS BUTTER SCOTCH PATTIES

THE PUREST CANDY MADE

PACKED IN PACKED IN

5 LB. 5 LB.

GLASS JARS TIN CANS

ONE POUND CANS

The Most Popular and Successful Butter Scotch Pattie Package Ever Made

The delicious mellow satisfying flavor of Reed's Butter Scotch Patties combined with

the attractive appearance of the lithographed can, its convenient qualities and many

possible uses in the home—after it has served as a candy container—has made the one

Pound can package of Reed's Butter Scotch Patties an immediate success wherever

it has been offered to the public.

PACKED IN CASES CONTAINING SIX Dozen CANS IN CARTONS OF FOUR CANS EACH

O R D E R NOW

Eugene O. Reed Company, F.'s, Chicago, Ill.

s

#
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Purest in Quality and Best in Price

WE SPECIALIZE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF

Chocolate Coated Almonds Chocolate Coated Peanuts

Chocolate Coated Filberts Chocolate Coated Caramels

Our facilities enable us to quote lower prices than any other house in the country.

Also

FIVE CENT CHOCOLATE PEANUTBARS–Packed
40 to a box

ONE CENT CHOCOLATE PEANUTBARS–Packed
100 to a box

| These Are Excellent Eating Pieces and Big Sellers

Favors For St. Patrick's Day and Easter

Here are two first-class assortments. All Popular Numbers, carefully se

lected. Order these now, so that you will have time to place re-orders.

St. Patrick’s Assortment for $25.00! Easter Assortment for $25.00!

1/2 Gr. 8400 *s' : Cup with Gold Gr. $2.25 1/2 Gr. A.87 Barnyard Fowls on stand.......... @ $3.75 Gr. $1.88

amroc ecoration ............ @ $4.50 Gr. .2 4- - - - - - - “12.00 “ 2.00

' " 8402/1 Irish Flag Basket Nut Cup....... “ 8.25 “ 2.06 1/6
£eon imitation be "........ . . . .

1/4 “ 7404 Emerald Vanity Bag with Gold 1/6 “ F.323/1 Rabbit on imitation log box...: 12.00 2.00

Shamrock Decoration .......... “ 9.00 “ 2.25 1/3 - B.2515-16 Chick and Hen on stand with

1/4 “ 4413 *: Green Blowout with Gold voice .............................
“ 12.00 “ 4.00

hamrock Decoration.............
“ 9.00 “ 2.25 - - - B “18.00 “ 3.00

1/6 “ 4400 - - 1/6 Q.794 Comic Dressed Rabbit on Box.... - -*c.'..." with ". . . . . 1/4 “ M.203-4 Chick and Rabbit in Bird Cage

" " */1 Irish Coleen Place card and with voice ......................
“15.00 “ 3.75

1/12 “ 7441 Favor co'er ::::::::::::::: “12.00 “ 2.00 1/3 -- 8501/1 Basket nut cup in Pink, Yellow

/*1. o: # Well with Movable - - and Violet Colors with chick

1/4 “ ucket and Place Card ........ 18.00 1.50 or rabbit on handle ............. “ 9.00 “ 3.00
l - * St. Patrick Tassel Hat ............ “ 9.00 “ 2.25

/6 9428 St. Patrick Yama Yama Hat.. “12.00 “ 2.00 1/6 - 7501 Easter Bonnet, assorted colors,

1/2 “ 1475 St. Patrick Emerald Snapping with concealed Nut Cup and

£ with Gold Shamrock Place Card ......................
“15.00 “ 2.50

£
12 to the “ 7.20 “ 3.60 1/6 - 7532 Easter Wagon with chick in har

" " " St. Patri's: M. : " " ness and chick on seat, in as

Irish Flag ecoration--packed sorted colors ...................
“18.00 “ 3.00

12 to the box .................. “ 9.00 “ 3.00 -

$25.16 $25.13

Complete New Catalog IIlustrated in seven colors and Gold—sent upon request.

U-NEAK DINNER FAVORS, INC.

"12 EAST 23rd STREET (**) NEW YORK CITY
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just a few of the many repeat sales on—

i y\__11‘Zi3cfi

L)
REG .LJ-‘S-9/K1‘. OFF‘

PUDDIN’

ln All Cases These Are Sales of One Dealer Only

Out of as High as 40 to the Town

Original Order Repeat Order

Springfield, Ill. 15 cartons 215 cartons

Joliet, Ill. 3 cartons 310 cartons

Cairo, Ill. 5 cartons 340 cartons

Alton, Ill. 9 cartons 105 cartons

Robinson, Ill. 7 cartons 176 cartons

Davenport, Ia. 42 cartons 254 cartons

Keokuk, Ia. 5 cartons 78 cartons

Slater, M0. 10 cartons 45 cartons

Ponca City, Okla. 10 cartons 90 cartons

Pine Blufi‘, Ark. 10 cartons 32 cartons Z months

PAUL F. BEICH CO.
BLOOMINGTON CHICAGO

Time

5 months

8 months

6 months

3 months

5 months

2 months

5 months

2 months

2 months

CLEANERS. GRADBRS. SHELLERS

—-AND BLANCHERS o1=——

Packing Buster, America, Mascot, and all grades of shelled and blanched peanuts.

BRANCHES

THE BAIN PEANUT CO., Inc., Branch, packing Superb,

Belle of Wakefield, and Diamond Brand, and all grades

of shelled and blanched peanuts.

THE GWALTNEY BUNKLEY PEANUT C0., Branch, pack

ing under Bon Ton, Sun and Diamond G, and all grades I

of shelled and blanched peanuts.

THE DIXIE PEANUT C0., Inc., Branch, packing Monarch,

Dixie and Crater, and all grades of shelled and blended

peanuts.

NORFOLK STORAGE COMPANY, Branch, packing

Trophy, Electric Light, Pilots, and all grades of shelled

and blanched peanuts. ‘

NORFOLK, VIRGINIA.

THE BAIN PEANUT COMPANY OF TEXAS, FORT WORTH, TEXAS.

THE BAIN PEANUT COMPANY, ALBANY. GA.
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We back up every article and every claim we make for our fa

mous “Big 3” and additional lines of Candy Makers’ Specialties.

Our products are NOT IMITATIONS in Name or Quality, as

they are in a class by themselves. - . .

They were originated 10 years ago and have gone through the

processes of perfection until they NOW stand at the top,—~“UNRI

VALLED.”

“Our Customers are Satisfied Customers”

We are anxious to make YOU one of them.

Send for our new attractive price list, Candy Makers’ Guide or

samples, but better still,—send us a trial order which will be shipped

on approval.

Egg-O-Creme-—For starch 'cast work. Dipping Caramel Paste—For Dipping

Caramels only.

Ripe Creme-—Used for the same pur- Nougat Whip—For light, Fluffy N011

pose, but a cheaper article. gat Bars or Hand Rolled Chocolate

Centers.

X-L CQTQIIICI Pa$te—-FOT Standing Or N°ug._tiF0r the same Pu]-_

Dipping Caramels. pose, but not quite as light.

No Better Products No Better Prices

SENNEFF-HERR C0.
INCORPORATED

STERLING, ILLINOIS
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Actual Size

Assorted Colors:

Red

Green and

Purple

little Jack Horner; –

f @ E'êG.
can ox. *Lt-Eo - -

Sells for

1 Oc

Little Jack Horner

SURPRISE EASTER EGG

} \ - - The Big Hit of the Easter£w:
- Strong Bright Colored Eggs—Fille 1

Šs:* Q. Good Candy. A Surprise in Each Egg.

Don’t Miss This Big New One

The above sketch shows Jack Horner Surprise Jack Horner Eggs will have a tremendous sale this

Easter Egg exact size. Made of Paper Mache by year. The supply is limited. Every jobber will

a brand new patented process that stands all kinds not have them.

of rough usage. If you act quickly you will have a chance at big

profits in your territory.

Every egg is filled with candy kisses, but in addi- - - - ... - ep in Your ention it has a strong 20-inch pure gum rubber strip; £" to put life and pep in y

together with printed directions for converting the -

egg into a Kum-Back Ball. Write for Samples.

THE SYKES & THOMPSON COMPANY

CLEVELAND

TO THE JOBBER

JACK HORNER EGGS are packed in individual

corrugated cartons—30 eggs to carton

-
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Fluffy Tinsel for Easter

Baskets and Decorations

Fluffy Tinsel can be had in gold or silver. In

appearance and economy it is superior to col

ored excelsior or shredded parchment.

Tie your Candy Boxes with

Silk Tassel Cord

Or

Tinsel Cord

It is strong, popular and enhances the at

tractiveness of boxes and packages. We

manufacture only the best quality and our

prices are right. Samples and quotations on

request.

Write today.

The Bar of the Hour

- Featured in connection with Mack
John W. Gottschalk Mfg. Co. Sennett's big film success, Mabel Nor

- mand's “MOLLY O." A picture of
#: and the play (one of a series of 80) is

a scher Street wrapped with each bar.

PHILADELPHIA PA. =n * - --

J As Sweet as

i:

“Molly O”Herself

Dealers have quickly recognized this

unusual merchandising opportunity.

That is why Jobbers have proved it to

be the FIVE CENT BAR of the SEA

SON.

t High Grade

% Hand Dipped

You can increase your Candy sales

# with this big leader, and start a world
w: h | | B B of new business.

# Ordering a case now

- insures immediate sales,Package and Bulk resulting in a big repeat

t!. business.

Complete Line Prices Right

Dealer helps sent on request.

The Shotwell Mfg. Co.

CHICAGO BROOKLYN

When in Chicago visit the

ALLIED CONFECTIONERS EXHIBIT

Second Floor Wrigley Bldg.

Send for Quotations

Agents wanted Everywhere

MADE BY

@%e

Clifford Bros. Co.

Baltimore, Md.

Specializing on

CHECKERS CANDY BARS || ||--

MARSHMALLOWS

& C. H. E.C. K. ERs

| - :- Shotwell's Marshmallows

- - ShotwellsCandy Bar Specialties -

--

-

#:

#
'3% *
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ATTENTION! Some Real Business-Getters!

Chocolate Coated Penny Dates (120 count)

Chocolate Coated Stuffed Dates (5 lb.)

Chocolate Coated Plain Dates (5 lb.)

Chocolate Coated Half Figs (120 count)

Date Balls (120 count) Chocolate Coated Whole Figs (5 lb.)

Fig Balls (120 count) Chocolate Coated Fig Walnuts (5 lbs.)

Chocolate Covered Fig Bars (24 count) J.-...)e.7%fará Chocolate Covered Date Bars (24 count)

Stuffed Dates (in 5-lb. boxes), (with walnuts,

almonds, figs or peanut butter)

Fig Walnuts (5 lbs.)

Excelle NCY

Our new plant is going at full speed. We manufacture Date and Fig Specialties only—

therefore we are enabled to quote low prices.

A Good Suggestion---Chocolate Covered Penny Dates (120 count)

THE BIGGEST VALUE AND TREAT FOR THE KIDDIES. WRITE FOR A SAMPLE ORDER.

We Solicit Your Patronage. May We Have the Pleasure of Serving You?

REVERE PRESERVING CO., Inc.
DATE and FIG SPECIALTIES

BEST IN QUALITY -

LOWEST IN PRICE 20 FULTON PLACE

BOSTON 16, MASS.

QUOTATIONS TO

WHOLESALERS & JOBBERS

m the Largest Stick Candy Line

=> S-> in America

Wide variety of sizes, in jars and in bulk, en

ables you to suit your particular trade no

matter what the requirements.

The wonderful flavor and glossy satin finish of

Bunte Stick Candies we believe have never been

equalled.

For the best selling line of stick candy, order Bunte,

You will find Bunte Opera Sticks, Twinkle Sticks and

Colonial Sticks a particularly attractive assortment.
These come in jars in four sizes each, selling at 25c,

35c, 60c and $1.00.

The same sticks can also be had in bulk in 3 and

5-pound cans, in assorted and separate flavors.

Upon such quality has Bunte built the largest candy

plant in America.

Write for samples and prices today.

BUNTE BROTHERS

ESTABLISHED 1876

CHICAGO ILLINOIS

Makers of World Famous Candies, Cocoa and Cough Drops

- -
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BIG CREAMY BARS

Extra Good—Extra Big–Quick Moving—5c

Brought out last October. Close's big Belmont bars have proved

that they sell, themselves. -
-

Jobbers who stocked them sent in quick repeat orders.

These big Belmont bars are right—real creamy marshmallow in de

licious nut chocolate. -

If you are buying cautiously to make sure you stock only quick-mov

ing goods in these days, watch the sales records made by Close's
Belmont Bars.

Packed 24 bars in a carton. Foil wrapped or unwrapped.

Write for samples and prices.

THE GEORGE CLOSE COMPANY

CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

89
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Announcement

This is the trade mark of a new company which

has stepped into the shoes of an old one.

"It is the identifying mark of the Snows Candy

Corporation, successors to the Continental Candy

Corporation.

"We want you to look upon it as a friendly sign

of our intention to provide you with first-class

specialties and “count goods,” uniformly packaged

and delivered on the dot.

"It is your guarantee that in our factories we work

to make our confections worthy of the old phrase—

pure as the driven snow.

"The incoming organization comprises men who

know how to make good candy; the sales organ

ization headed by M. T. Fisher, formerly of Bor

'' and Loose-Wiles, knows how to help you
sell it.

CATNDY

CORPORATION

CHICAGO

Q
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60. MACAROON CEYLON DESICCATED COCOANUT,
P

C. H. JONES COMPANY

276 West Broadway, New York

2, 3 CROWN VALENCIA ALMONDS, 28 lbs. to case, 61. MEDIUM SHRED COCOANUT, 130 lbs. to case,

$10.36 ................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... Per lb. 37c $14.95 ......................... . . . . . . . . . . . . ...............Per lb. 11%.c

'W' VA'A'r., e. 62. LEVANT FILBERTS, 176 lbs. to bag, $29.92........ ...Per lb. 17c

4. SMALL JORDANETTE ALMONDS, 30/31 to oz., 28 70. LONG NAPLES SHELLED FILBERTS, 112 lbs. to

lbs. to case, $12.60 .................................. .....Per lb. 45c bag, $28.00 ..................". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * * * .....Per lb. 25c

7. LARGE JORDANETTE ALMONDS, 21/22 to oz., 28 90. SHELLED BRAZIL. PIECES, 300 lbs. to bbl., $111.00. Per lb, 37c

lbs. to case, $12.60 .................................... ...Per lb. 45c

13. SPECIAL SELECTED ALMONDS, 220 lbs. to bag 91. SHELLED WHOLE BRAZILS, 225 lbs. to bbl., $103.50. Perib. 46c

$72,60 .....................................................Per lb, 33c 100. 1920 Crop SAIR DATES, 70 lbs. to case, $4.20..........Per lb. 6c

:£ ALMONDS, 28 lbs. to case, $12.32........Per Ib. 44c 101. 1920 Crop Hallowee Dates, 70 lbs. to case, $5.95..........Per lb. 8%.c

::£ 100 lbs. to case, $15.00......Per lb. 15c 102. 1921 Crop Hallowee Dates, 70 lbs. to case, $6.83.......Per lb. 9%.c

* in c.so£ 220 lbs. to bag, $66.00....Per lb. 30c 105. 1920 Crop Fard Dates, 70 lbs. to case, $6.30........ .....Per lb. 9c

####' Wain's £r. ". . 130. JONES MILK CHOCOLATE COATING, 100 lbs. to

32, 1921 C changer wai - - - - - - - - - ----- er case, $20.00 ....................................... . . . . . ...Per Ib. 20c

- o

#'.WA's £r. "... e. * {{##########'r., " ax
------- - S. to Case - ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Per ID. C

33, 1921 C * *

lbs.#T stylewalnut PIECES, 55Per Ib. 55c 132. J£ CHOCOLATE LIQUOR, 100 lbs. 're is 15%

--- - case, .50 ............................. -----------------Per lb. C

34. #C#£ STYLE WALNUT HALVES, 55 Per 1b. 63c 160. No. 1 SPANISH PEANUTS, 100 lbs. to bag, $6.50...Per lb. 6%.c

-
- 161. No. 2 SPANISH PEANUTS, 120 lbs. to bag, $6.00...... Per lb. 5c

130 lbs. to case, $14.95.................................' er lb. 11%.c 162. No. 1 VIRGINIA PEANUTS, 120 lbs. to bag, $7.80...Per lb. 6%c

Shippers WeightsSubject to Prior Sales

Less than 100 lbs. Via Express
Terms: Net Cash, F. O. B. New York.

Check must accompany order where credit has not already been arranged.

Continuity of Purpose

The idea of a specialized service

centered upon a chosen group of

products was born within this or

ganization fifty-six years ago.

Through periods of both indus

- -
-

trial expansion and depression a

CHICAGO PLANT policy of uniform product value

has stood unshaken.

This continuity of purpose,

under expert administration of

DRIED EGG PRODUCTs able representatives, has moulded

from China favorable opinion as reflected by

CEYLON DESICCATED COCONUT the generous trade response of a

all cuts varied clientele.

"#" STEIN, HALL & CO., Inc.

CONFECTIONERS’ FLOUR Manufacturers and Direct Importers

61 Broadway New York City

BRANCHES:

BOSTON PHILADELPHIA SAN FRANCISCO

STEIN-HALL MFG. CO.

CHICAGO
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“ Uint p"
to fill-in your stocks so you’ll be in position to make every

“minute” count. Feature

Mueller’s

Wrist Watch

Mounted on “Famous” Licorice

attractively colored watch dial is mounted on a generous-size

A PENNY novelty that will sell with every tick of the clock. The

band of delicious “Famous” licorice—so made that the kiddie

can wrap the band around his wrist and clasp it together with the

watch face. GET BEHIND THIS LEADER NOW.

Illustration smaller than actual size.

Other Mueller Successes—All Wholesome,

Quality Licorice Specialties

Cigarettes

Whoppers

Twisters

240 Tubes

Traveler's Companion

Plug

Trio Tubes (120 Count)

Whips

Cigars (Banded)

120 Tubes

120 “Famous” Flexible Stick

120 “Famous.” Train Assortment

Busters

Big 4

Chocomels

Brick

Lozenges for Manufacturing

Ends for Grab Bags

Sucker Sticks

Cogs

XLCR Hard Stick

Prepared with the finest grade of Spanish licorice by

The 'John Mueller Licorice Co.

Wade and Freeman Sts. Cincinnati, O.

armours”
*U ELLER MAD E.

LICORICE

Made “Famous” and kept “Famous” by two generations.

EACHER – You have

named all domestic animals

save one. It has bristly hair,

it hates a bath, and is fond of

mud. Well, Tom ?

Tom — (shamefacedly) —

That's me.—Chicago Herald

and Examiner.

RS. Goodsole: I am

soliciting for the poor.

What do you do with your

castoff clothing?”

Mr. Longsufferer: I hang

them up carefully and put on

my pajamas. Then I resume

them in the morning.—Boston

Globe.

Y little baby girl,” proud

ly proclaimed the young

dentist, “is only 8 months old

and is getting a tooth !”

“Huh !” sneered the young

chiropodist, “my little baby boy

is only 7 months old and is get

ting a corn!”—Science and In

vention.

ILLIE was running the

lawnmower when the

minister stopped at the house.

“Is your mother in, Willie

“Do you think I would be

cutting this grass if she

wasn't?”—Vancouver Province

?”

UNNY thing about Jack
son; he never motors his

wife out to the country any

more on Sunday.”

“There's a reason. He claims

it's bad enough to have to lug

home stuff from the city on

week days without having the

wife pick up produce bargains
along the country roads on

Sundays.”—New York Sun.

DON'T know whether I'
acceptable to her or not.

“Does she ever look wildly

about the room after yo"

been there for about half "

hour and then start the phon”

graph?”

“NO.” **

“You're making progress. T

Birmingham Age-Herald.

s

s
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HARD MAPLE SUCKER STICKS
BOTH BLUNT AND POINTED

i Samples

and prices

will

convince

you that

these

are the

Sticks

you ought

to use

i SETTER BROS. CO. i‘

Cattaraugus, N. Y.

  

Layer Card

Candy Box Mat

Don’t overlook the importance of quality in every item—your service can be improved by using

Paper Doilies Glassine Bar Wraps—printed

Pal)" Sundae Dishes Padolene Fibre Padding

Bon Bon Cups

plain and printed _

Box Top Laces_ Aluminum Bar Wraps

plain and embossed Silver Plated Sundae Printed

Dividers Dish Holders Pail Limes

Strip Laces and Embossed Layer Cards

Name Laces

Beware of imitations. Insist on “MILAPACO” when ordering of your

jobber—it is the original lace paper of character, manufactured only by

MILWAUKEE LACE PAPER CO.

Cor. Lee 8: Bolton Sts., Milwaukee, Wis.

Est. 1:99

New York Boston San Francisco Chicago

New Orleans Montreal Winnipeg Toronto

Candy Divider Vancouver Calgary
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MOTTO FOR FEBRUARY

Feb’s days are twenty-eight, and so,

Every day should count, you know,

But Sundays; Washington’s birthday, too,

Reduce the work-hours quite a few.

Under these conditions, then

About the best advice to pen

Remains for us to simply say,

You’d better hustle night and day.

  

All of the “]ournal’s” subscription agents bear

letters of identification. Do not pay money to any

one who cannot show proper credentials. Agents

have no authority to change subscription price, or

to “club” the “Confectioners Journal” with any

other publication at a cut rate. We will thank any

confectioner to let us know of any agent violating

our instructions.

February, 1922

- "fin ‘the ¢~'Wdr-Id ,

No. 565

Once More On the Way

HE general tone of the published business re

views of the year 1921 are decidedly optimistic.

Facts are cited which prove that we are a long way

upon the road to normal activity. Some industrial

writers make the statement that the year lately

closed broke all records, as far as the United States

is concerned, for achievements in trade and in

dustry.

One big item set forth is that we sold products

abroad in excess of all imports to the value of

$2,000,000,000. Production in many of the staple

manufactures declined last year because of strikes

and the use of money in squaring up the accounts

of 1920. Prices are declining, purchasers are again

in the market, more men are finding jobs.

A year ago we narrowly escaped runs upon the

banks. They are now amply able to assist employ

ers to extend operations. In the field of railroading,

profits increased every month through the past year.

More than 200,000 workmen who had been laid

ofi by the carrying companies got back their jobs.

Storekeepers in the great agricultural districts,

where “hard times” hit everybody, are now looking

ahead and re-stocking. VVe have now awakened

from a mighty bad dream. The morning sun

shines brightly. Its time to tumble out and get

busy!

 

 

Look Ahead

FROB/I a business standpoint the first of Feb

ruary only just gets the New Year started. It

takes most of us the greater part of January to clear

up the odds and ends of the last year’s business. but

February finds us in good order for whatever may

be ahead of us. It unfolds to us something of the

outlook. VVe know, from experience,"that we will

all have our share of the fat and the lean of life.

The unexpected will keep on upsetting our well de

vised plans. W'hen things go wrong it is best to

consider them calmly, and find the remedy. But

there is always more of the good in our lives, than

of the bad. That man best succeeds who persistent

ly believes in the future. Most of the set-backs we

feared in the past never happened. Most of our

good fortune has come to pass because we have

strlven cheerfully to deserve it.
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The yea-r ahead, eleven months of opportunity,

will be, for us, as a rule, just what we make it.

There are good signs of financial and industrial im

provement. This is a big, rich, and progressive

country, capable of buying and consuming all that

our workshops and factories may produce, whether

it may be machinery, clothing, candy, or anything

else. It’s a good time to brace up, advertise and let

everybody know that you are an apostle of pros

perity.
 

Finding Things Out

VVELL known Eastern manufacturing con

cern, alive to its own interest, and also to the

subject of well placed advertising, recently mailed

the following questionnaire to all publications

carrying the advertisements of the house. This

confectionery establishment has reached a point

where it is “finding things out.” If more advertisers

would pursue the same plan they could then very

easily “separate the wheat from the chaff,” and the

gilded bluifer would then walk the plank. The

CONFECTIONERS JOURNAL is a member of the Audit

Bureau of Circulation of Chicago, and more than

that, it is a charter member.

The questionnaire follows:

NAME or PUBLICATION; _

"1. How many full paid annual subscribers have

you?

2. What percentage of subscribers renew?

3. How many copies do you sell?

4. Vi/hat proof have you to offer?

J. Are you a member of the" Audit Bureau of

Circulations?

6. If not, why not?

7. Has any independent concern audited your

circulation rolls at any time?

8. If so what is the name and address of the

concern?

9. VVhat are your advertising rates at present?

10. Do you contemplate a reduction in your

advertising rates?

11. If so, when and to what extent?

12. If not, why not?

 

Back Salesmen With Real Advertising

BANKER of national repute lately

quoted as saying:

“My view of 1922 can be summed up in a very

few words. To those concerns who have or will

make adjustments in costs to meet the new market

ing conditions, that are developing or will develop

a sales force with grit and determination to get

better than their share of business, to those concerns

who have the vision of backing up their sales force

with the proper advertising, I predict a prosperous

year for 1922 ; prosperity in proportion to the

nearness that they approach 100 per cent efficiency

on the elements of success outlined above.”

\VZ1S

A Little Sermon on Success

HE chief reward of financial success, with most

men, is found in the sense of accomplishment

and the wise use of wealth. Few persons, having

the ability to accumulate money, get out of it all

that they have hoped to win, but they have done

something to enrich the world and to provide em

ployment for others.

Probably the majority of the great educational

institutions in the land owe their existence to the

endowments made out of the proceeds of business.

Everywhere we see important industries now con

trolled by the sons of men once poor, but who be

lieved in their own destiny. Millions live in the

enjoyment of afiiuence derived from hard work

done before they were born. Inherited possessions

imply responsibility as well as power, opportunity

and plenty. They are sacred trusts, to be fostered

and transmitted to oncoming generations. The

satisfaction that leads us on is found less in the

spending of our garnered substance than in the

consciousness that we have done our part well

through the years of our active lives and the

knowledge that, through it all, we have played the

game fairly and wronged none.

For Better Mail Addressing

 

HE postal authorities have sent out, for .wide»

publication, a circular of instruction regarding

careless and faulty direction marks on mail

packages. The Department says:

“Many labels and tags have the return card of the

sender printed entirely across the lower portion

where the name and address of the addressee should

be and where postal employes are accustomed to

look for it.

“Experience has shown that the practice causes

confusion in the mails, matter bearing such labels

or tags often dispatched from the ofiice of mailing

frequently being returned to the sender instead of

being transmitted to the addressee. The retum card

is often printed in such large, bold-faced type that

it attracts more attention than the name and ad

dress of the addressee and this also causes con

fusion.

“In addition to the foregoing, many labels and

tags bear so much colored matter that they con

travene provisions of the postal laws and regula

tions, which contemplates that the name and address

of the addressee shall not be obstructed by extra

neous matter, and that space shall be preserved for

directions for forwarding, return, etc.

“Postmasters should advise mailers, as well as

the manufacturers and printers of tags, labels, etc..

of the foregoing and invite attention to two model

forms shown in the Postal Guide. It should also

be suggested that labels and tags prepared in future

for mailing purposes be so arranged that the name

and address of the addressee will be more con
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spicuous than the return card of the sender, and

that the latter appear in the upper left corner.”

WhyiWe Celebrate Them

THE guiding hand of George Washington laid

_the corner-stone of the Republic. The genius

of Abraham Lincoln kept it intact against disinte

gration. The cost was great, but the beneficent re

sults were beyond comprehension. These two men,

with the patriotic support of their contemporaries

in authority, saved modern civilization from being

the laughing stock of hereditary princes. We may

need future Washingtons and Lincolns, in times of

stress, but whoever they may be——-when they may

step forth from the ranks of the common people——

they will be guided in what they do, by the

examples of the two great leaders who were born

in the month of February. It is well, therefore,

that we should properly understand and recognize

the value of preserving their birthdays as legal holi

days as a lesson to the youth of the future.

 

 

Five Hundred Business Books

NDER this head the American Library As

sociation of Chicago has in print a catalogue

of practical books dealing with the principles of

business in all of its problems of management, pro

duction, buying and selling.

Referring to these diverse sources of informa

tion and teaching, Dr. ]. C. Dana of the Newark,

N. ]., Public Library, has this to say:

“Behind newspapers, not so often seen on the

public highways, but more definitely eifective in

their teaching, has grown up a group of trade or

technical journals. They are born evi<‘lentl_v of

two things, the habit of reading, which is the child

of the printing press and the school, and the wish

to learn more of one’s calling, which is itself in

part a product of the reading habit and in part of

the competition between industry and industry and

between man and man.

We have the schools and universal ability to read;

the readers, the printing press and cheap paper, and,

therefore, the omnipresent newspaper; the news

papers, encouraging the reading habit, and a thirst

for news, which only the practice of the reading art

can satisfy, and, therefore, more and more readers;

industrial development among a migrant, resource

ful and inquiring people in a land of unlimited re

source, and, therefore, a habit of competing in in

dustry which called out all that there was of power

and knowledge in every competitor; the competitor’s

demand for more knowledge of his special calling.

and, therefore, the special trade and technical

journal; the further demand, by the leaders in com

peting industries and the superintendents, managers,

foremen, and more ambitious workers, for well

digested summaries in book form of the best that

the special trade and business journals had put

forth.

Canada Stays Operation of Marking Act

N order-in-council has been passed further

postponing the operation of section 12 A of the

Customs Tariff Act, which provides that all goods

imported into Canada must be marked with the

name of the country of origin, until after the next

session of Parliament. It was provided in the

original section that it should come into force on

October 1st, 1921, but objections received from im

porters and others have led to the delay in its en

forcement. The section provides a penalty of

$1,000 fine or one year's imprisonment or both,

for failure to conform to the provisions regarding

marking of goods. The Marking Act—as section

12 A. of the Customs Tariff Act has since come

to be known—has aroused opposition since brought

down last session. It was criticized as causing in

convenience among importers. Regulations made

were modified shortly before the Meighen admin

istration resigned office and operation of the act

itself was postponed until the end of last year.

 

Four Essentials of Success

PROMINENT speaker told the members of

an Association of Cre_dit Men, last month,

that success in business depends upon four

qualities. “These are," he said, “first, the ability

to think in fundamentals; second, the constructive

ability and force to put ideas into action; third,

mental attitude, and, fourth, personality, which is

the outward reflection of character. A man who

would succeed must realize that success lies in

everything that he does. He must be broad, open

minded and possess the ability to co-operate with

others.”

 

Advertising the Life of Business

N every line of industry the men who are doing

good business today and who expect to do still

better, are those who kept their advertising alive

and in sight all through last year. As a recent edi

torial in a prominent newspaper puts the matter:

“Advertising is just as great a necessity to an active

business life as food and drink are to a healthy

physical existence. If you stop eating, you die for

the want of sustenance. If you stop advertising

your business dies for want of publicity.”
 

THE little leaks may not put your business into

the bankruptcy court, but they may take off all

the net profits each year.

 

HEN you set out to cut down your store ex

penses, don’t do as many a shortsighted man

has done and begin with the advertising expense.

 

HEN you save time by some efficient method

of management, don’t waste that time so

saved. Use it for the advancement of your business.
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The Business Quiz

Question No. 1-—If it costs you 20% on your gross

sales as “overhead,” what is your profit on goods

marked 50% above cost? '

Question No. 2—If you carry a stock of $5000

(cost) and you do a business of $50,000 per year

on a retail “mark up” of 50% on cost, how many

times per year do you turn the stock?

Question No. 3—If you give a note for three

months and one for ninety days, when do same

fall due?

Question No. 4-—What is meant by the “book and

line” system of recording cost prices?

Question No. 5—How is it possible for you to sell

goods in the order of their purchase so no dead

stock accumulates?

Question No. 6—What is the “quota.” system of

paying salary to salespeople?

ANSWERS

Answer No. 1—Fifty per cent on the cost price

equals 33 1-3% of the selling price. Twenty per

cent “overhead” means you make just 13% net.

Answer No. 2—A store doing a yearly business of

$50,000 on a $5000 stock does not turn the stock

ten times as supposed but 7% times by reason of

the fact that “turn over” is figured on retail sales

and the stock on cost.

Answer No. 3—A note given for three months is

due the‘ corresponding day of the third month. A

note given for 90 days is due exactly that number

of days after date.

Answer No. 4—The “book and line” cost system

consists in using a book with pages numbered l to

500, each page containing 60 lines. If you desire

to look up costs refer to ticket on goods; this

may be marked “54-22.” Thus you refer to page

54, line 22 to determine the price which is entered

on that page and line.

Answer No. 5—Use a letter for each month of the

year, thus a ticket reading “C” shows the goods

were purchased in Marchl and must be sold before

goods lettered “J” or October are offered for sale.

Answer N0. -6-—The “quota” system of pay means

giving each person a figure or quota to reach,

after which a percentage is paid on sales over and

above said quota.

Living Up To a Good Reputation

HEREVER there is modern energy, as ap

plied to making and selling; wherever there

is business system, initiative and progress, there

is the motive power of advertising, well-planned

publicity, reaching purchasers and consumers

through mediums of the highest efiiciency. There

is, as a rule, connected with every important trade

organization at least one business magazine which

is recognized as the most efficient medium between

the producer and the seller.

The Confectioners Journal has held that relation

 

to the candy industry of the country through

nearly a half’ century. It is respected by and holds

the confidence of its advertisers and readers be

cause it makes good. It backs every assertion with

the proof. It holds membership in the Audit Bureau

of Circulations which means that its circulation

records are audited and proven. The Confectioners

Journal promises no more than the truth, but it

does all that the truth requires.
 

Business Troubles of Today Are Not

Merely Psychological

BY J. H. TREGOE,

SecretaryTreasurer, National Association 0f

Credit Men

TELL_ING a patient to stand up on his feet, be

lieving thereby that he can exert strength

enough to do it, might prove successful if the patient

were laboring under some imaginary trouble, but

would never work if he were really not strong

enough to stand. It seemed to us by a similar token.

most unwise to offer panaceas to business in. the be

lief seemingly that our troubles were merely psycho

logical. There is psychology always where human

enterprise is concemed, but we assure our readers

that the present economic conditions are far from

entirely psychological and we have been too sick to

stand up on our feet merely at the word of command.

Offering remedies that would make people believe

that the correction ‘of this situation. could be done

over night has stimulated false hopes and we depre

cate them immensely. Our recuperation process

must be slow in order to be permanent and substan

tial. We were brought to a low pass by indiscre

ti0ns.. We played fast and loose with our commer

cial system. We danced and had to pay the fiddler.

Recognizing the need of bringing in better busi

ness by natural methods and not by a process of

command or over-night remedies, our attitude

should be of persistently working with p|l1(lCIlCC and

determination to get things right, and this can only.

be done by observing natural laws in the conduct

of our own enterprises by observing prudence in the

buying and selling of commodities and the extension

of credit. Force of any kind might be disastrous.

To give the patient credit for more strength than he

has will arouse false hopes.

Common sense should be the order of the day,

and only by this good quality can we recognize the

real need of the period and that we cannot hope for

a perfectly restored patient until his strength is back

and he is able to weather the hard knocks of each

day.
—-—<~oo>i- .

IF you must have an argument be sure that you

have the facts to back it up. It goes hard with

most of us to admit that, perhaps, after all we are

mistaken. '
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Brief of the National Confectioners’ Association

of the United States

To the Honorable Members of the

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, U. S. SENATE,

Washington, D. C.

Gentlemen :

Supplementing the arguments orally presented by our

Secretary at the hearing on December 31, 1921, we are

pleased to submit herewith for your consideration our

Brief relative to the proposed Import Duties on Sugar

Candy and all Confectionery; Walnuts and Almonds.

The membership of the National Confectioners’ Asso

ciation of the U. S. includes 725 manufacturing confec

tioners who are located in nearly every state in the Union

and whose total output is about 80 per cent of the total

output of the Confectionery Industry.

CANDY:

Paragraph 506:

Relative to the proposed duty of 30 per cent ad valorem

on Sugar Candy and all Confectionery, as provided in

Paragraph No. S06 in the pending Tariff Bill, I-I. R. 7456:

The present tariff rates on Candy and all Confectionery

as provided in Schedule “E" Paragraph 180 of the Tariff

Act of October 3, 1913, are as follows:

“I80. Sugar candy and all Confectionery not specifi

cally provided for in this Section, valued at 15 cents per

pound or less, 2 cents per pound; valued at more than

15 cents per pound, 25 per cent ad valorem. The weight

and the value of the immediate covering, other than the

outer packing case or other covering, shall be included

in the dutiable weight and the value of the merchandise.”

“We recommend that the following rate shall be put into

c ect:

“S06. Sugar Candy and all Confectionery 50 per cent

ad valorem. The weight and the value of the immediate

coverings other than the outer packing case or other

covering shall be included in the value of the merchan

dise."

FOREIGN COMPETITION A SE_RIOUS FACTOR:

There are many large candy factories in Germany, Eng

land, France and Canada which, prior to the Great War,

shipped Candy into this country in large quantities. Smaller

quantities were shipped from various other countries.

The economic conditions in these countries will force

the owners of these large Candy factories to sell their

surplus production in foreign markets, and the United

States will be an inviting field.

Taking into consideration these conditions, it is evident

that in the very near future we must contend with inten

sive foreign competition unless we are given adequate pro

tection by a higher duty than that provided in the pending

Tariff Bill.

LOW COST OF PRODUCTION IN FOREIGN

COUNTRIES:

Candy manufacturers in England, Germany, France and

Canada can produce the same grades of Candy at a. much

lower cost of production than United States manufacturers,

largely due to lower duties on various raw materials and

draw backs allowed on exports by these countries.

Wages, and the cost of sugar and other materials are

very much lower.

Wages paid to male and female workers in Candy fac

tories in those countries from which we will have the

keenest competition are as follows:

Germany . . . . . . .. 4 cents to 11 cents per hour

France . . . . . . . . .. 4 cents to 13% cents per hour

England ...l4 cents to 26 cents per hour

Wages paid the same classes of male and female workers

in Candy factories in the United States average from 25

cents to $1.00 per hour. The labor cost as compared with

the total cost of production averages about 20 per cent,

and as compared with total sales, averages about 15 per

cent. The labor cost per pound of cand produced averages

from 1% cents to 10 cents per poun , depending on the

kind and character of the candy. If made by machinery

the labor cost is proportionately lower than if made by

hand.

JAPANESE COMPETITION:

We are reliably informed that Japanese Candy manu

facturers are making extensive investigations relative to

the opportunities for the sale of their products in the

United States.

Should they invade this market, as they very likely will

do, it will be a very serious matter for our Industry.

The low cost of production, due to extremely low wages

and low cost of raw materials and packages, would enable

them to flood this market with low-priced Candies, and

would make them very formidable competitors.

Wages paid male workers in Candy factories in Japan

average about $1.00 per day, or $20.00 per month, with

board, as compared with $4.00 to $10.00 per day paid to

male candy workers in the factories in the United States.

The Candy factories in Tokyo, Yokohama and Kobe, we

are reliably informed, are equipped with the most modern,

up-to-date candy machinery, a great deal of which was

manufactured in the United States.

The quality of the candy manufactured in these plants

and the method of packing, compares very favorably

with similar kinds of candy manufactured in the United

States and England.

The Morinaga Confectionery Co., Ltd., of Tokyo, em

ploys 2,000 male and female workers and is one of the

largest concerns of its kind in either Europe or Asia.

FOREIGN COMPETITION ON LOW-PRICED

CANDIES:

Foreign competition will be on low- and medium-priced

Candies. Such Candies are sold by manufacturers in the

‘United States at prices averaging 20 cents per pound and

ess.

The cost of production has not decreased to such an

extent as to enable United States manufacturers to make

any further reduction in their prices and at the same time

make a decent living profit. Manufacturers have reduced

their prices on an average approximately S0 per cent, which

is equivalent to a 100 per cent advance.

The slight decreases in the prices of some few basic

raw materials are more than offset by the proposed in

crease in the duty on sugar and various raw materials and

the increase in labor and overhead expenses, the latter, as

compared with 1920, showing an average increase of about

40 per cent.

The low- and medium-priced Candies are staple lines on

which there is the keenest local competition. They are

sold at a very narrow margin of profit, and constitute

approximately 80 per cent of the entire output of all kinds

of candy.

Therefore, 80 per cent of the entire output of the In

dustry would be seriously menaced by low-priced foreign

candies.

DUTIES INCREASED ON OTHER BASIC RAW

MATERIALS:

The present and proposed duties on various other raw

materials, which are used in large quantities by manufac

turing Confeetioners, are as follows:

Present Proposed

- Duties Duties

Almonds, not shelled . . . . . . . . . . .. 3c 5c

Almonds, shelled . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4c 15c

Walnuts, not shelled . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2c 4c

Walnuts, shelled . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4c 15c

Egg albumen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3c 15c

The duties on I65 kinds of materials used by manufac

turing Confectioners have been increased from 10 per cent

to 400 per cent, such as the increased duties on Essential

Oils, Flavoring Extracts, and Colors, which further in

crease our cost of production and make it still more diffi

cult for us to compete with foreign manufacturers and

which is surely going to be a serious factor in the develop

ment of our Industry.

We are, therefore, vitally interested in the proposed

duties on various raw materials and especially in the pro

posed duties on shelled nuts, which we consider are un

reasonably high. _ _

Furthermore, our industry is burdened with taxation to
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such an extent as to further increase our cost of produc

tion and make it possible for foreign competition to enter

this market.

DUTY ON CANDY AS COMPARED WITH THE

DUTY ON SUGAR:

The proposed duty will not give adequate protection to

our Industry, and we respectfully request that the duty on

Candy and all Confectionery be made 50 per cent ad

valorem.

There is a direct relation between the duty on Sugar and

the duty on Candy and Confectionery.

The, duty on Sugar as provided in recent tarifi bills is

as follows:

Sugar Candy

Under 15c Over 15c

96° test Refined per pound per pound

Payne . . . . . . . 1.68c 1.95c 4c per lb. 50% ad

and 15% valorem

ad valorem

Underwodd . .1.25c 1.36c 2c per lb. 25 % ad

valorem

Fordney . . . . . 2.00c 2.l6c 30% ad 30% ad

valorem valorem

The duty on raw sugar 96 degree test in the pending

Tariff Bill as compared with the present duty as provided

in the Underwood Bill is increased approximately 60 per

cent.

Furthermore, the Underwood Bill provided that sugar

should be placed on the free list on May 1, 1916, but this

provision was repealed by Congress on April 27, 1916.

Therefore, with free sugar contemplated, the duty as

provided in the Underwood Bill on Candy, and all Con

fectionery valued at 15 cents per pound or less is 2 cents

per pound, and valued at more than 15 cents per pound,

25 per cent ad valorem. .

On the same basis, with the duty on raw sugar 96 degrees

test 2 cents per pound as proposed in the pending Tariff

Bill, the duty on Candy and all Confectionery should be at

least double the present duty which would be practically

the same as the duty in the Payne-Aldrich Bill and we are

therefore asking for a uniform duty of 50 per cent ad

valorem.

SIZE OF INDUSTRY:

The Confectionery Industry is one of the largest in

dustries in the United States. There are approximately

3,150 manu_facturers with an investment of $315,000,000,

who sell the wholesale and retail trade, consisting of ap

proximately 3,500 candy jobbers and 75,000 candy retailers.

This, however, does not include several thousand whole

-sale and retail grocers and wholesale and retail druggists,

through whom a large volume of candy is distributed.

We have no means of knowing the value of the invest

ment of the wholesalers and retailers, but it is obviously

very great.

The total value of the output of the manufacturers for

the year 1919 was approximately $450,000,000.

The _total number of employees engaged in the manufac

ture of candy, which does not include salaried officials,

managers, oflice employees or salesmen, or the employees

of the jobbers and retailers, is approximately 76,000.

The total number of employees engaged in the industry

is approximately 250,000.

OVER EXPANSION OF INDUSTRY IN THE

UNITED STATES:

The Confectionery Industry in the United States has

always been highly competitive, and, furthermore, due to

over-expansion during the war period there is now serious

over-production and keener competitive conditions than

ever before and a further invasion by low-priced foreign

competition would be disastrous.

SUGGESTION AS TO CHANGE IN PHRASEOLOGY:

Since the Tariff Act of August 10, 1790, Candy has been

referred to as “Sugari Candy."

Candy and Confectionery, as you know are now made

from various kinds of raw materials including Sugar, Nuts,

Fruits, Chocolate, Gelatine, and many other food products.

We therefore contend that the descriptive “Sugar Candy"

is inaccurate. It was probably correct at the time it was

first used in the Revenue Act of August 10, 1790, for at

that time the principal ingredient in all kinds of Candy

was sugar.

We therefore recommend

phraseology in Paragraph 506:

“Candy and all Confectionery, etc.”

HIGHER DUTY ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY:

We are, therefore, appealing to you for adequate protec

tion through a higher duty.

There is no opposition to a higher duty, and it would

give our Industry the protection which we must have

against ruinous foreign competition.

We trust, therefore, that our request for a duty on

Candy and all Confectionery of 50 per cent ad valorern

will receive your favorable consideration.

ALMONDS:

Paragraph No. 754:

- The Amendment to H. R. 7456 proposed by Senator

Johnson of California, changes Paragraph No. 754, to read

as follows:

“Almonds, not shelled, 5 cents per pound

shelled, 15 cents per poundi”

The rates proposed by Senator Johnson are unjustifiably

and unreasonably high, and for the reasons set forth herein

we respectfully recommend the following rates:

ALMONDS, NOT SI-IELLED,4 CENTS PER POUND

ALMONDS, SHELLED, 6 CENTS PER POUND

The present Import Duties on Almonds as provided in

Paragraph 223 of the Tariff Act of 1913 are as follows:

“Almonds, not shelled, 3 cents per pound;

Almonds, shelled, 4 cents per pound."

The United States Tariff Commission is the authority

for the statement that the world production of Almonds is

estimated at 725,000,000 pounds, and the export surplus at

about 200,000,000 pounds of which the United States re

ceives nearly 40 per cent, or about 80,000,000 pounds, more

than twice as much as any other nation.

On an unshelled basis the domestic production and the

imports of Almonds for the last three fiscal years as pub

lished in the Tariff Information Surveys are as follows:

Domestic Production Imports

the following change in

 

1918-1919 . . . . . . . .. 10,200,000 lbs. 76,225,177 lbs.

1919-1920 15,699,748 “ 78,350,615 “

1920-1921' . . . . . . .. 11,000,000 " 54,946,527 “

‘Estimated.

The United States produces between 1 and 2 per cent and

consumes about 12 per cent of the world's Almond crop.

The California Almond Growers’ Exchange markets

about 75 per cent of the domestic crop, and annually estab

lishes minimum prices.

The total California crop produced during the fiscal year

1919-20 was less than one-fifth of the total amount of

Almonds imported during that period.

If the same ratio of increase i'n the domestic crop during

the past ten years is maintained during the next ten years

the California crop in 1929-30 will be only about 20,000,000

pounds, which would be only about 25 per cent of the total

amount of Almonds that were imported during the fiscal

year 1919-20.

It requires ‘proximately 7 years for an Almond Orchard

to attain commercial bearing, and it is therefore very evi

dent that California cannot produce anywhere near the

quantity required for domestic consumption.

The California Almonds do not come into competition

with imported shelled Almonds. They have always been

sold in the shell for household consumption and have

always commanded higher prices than the imported

Almonds.

California does not produce shelled Almonds. In cor

roboration of this statement we call the Committee's atten

tion to a letter dated August 19, 1921, written by the Cali

fornia Almond Growers’ Exchange, San Francisco, Califor

nia, to Bevan & Co., Malaga, Spain, who are probably the

largest importers of shelled Almonds, which is as follows:

“CALIFORNIA ALMOND GROWERS' EXCHANGE

311 California St.

San Francisco, Cal., August 19, 1921.

Bevan & Co.,

Malaga, Spain.

Gentlemen:

I have for acknowledgment your letter of July 29th.
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We are not in a position at the present time to give

much information concerning the 1921 almond crop, for

the reason that there is very little activity,in market until

the middle of September. Crop promises to be excellent

and we believe quantity will be about the same as last

season. As you know, California does not deal to any

extent in shelled almonds. Our sales are principally for

nuts in the shell, which are very largely consumed during

the holiday period, and we would not even hazard a guess

as to the probable price. We will, howeyer, take pleasure

in cabling you the opening prices as soon as named, which

will be some time the early part of September, and prob

ably before you receive this letter. _

We will be very glad to exchange correspondence with

you as heretofore. Our files show that we addressed a

number of letters to your good firm, which were not an

swered, and apparently which went astray in the mail.

With kind regards, .

Yours very truly

_T. C. TUCKER,

TCT-L Manager."

One of our members a short time ago tried to purchase

a few bags of shelled Almonds from the California Almond

Growers’ Exchange for experimental purposes, and was

informed by the Exchange that they had none for sale.

This was after the establishment of the shelling plant in

Sacramento which was erected by the Exchange for the

purpose of producing shelled Almonds.

A very large percentage of the imported shelled Almonds

are used by manufacturing Confectioners, Bakers, Almond

Paste Manufacturers, Bread and Cake Bakers, Chocolate

Manufacturers, Blanchers and Salters of Shelled Nuts, and

various other manufacturing industries.

On account of the many different kinds of manufactured

products in which shelled Almonds are used the manufac

turers of these products require a very large variety of

shelled Almonds.

To meet the requirements of these manufacturers about

l2 varieties of shelled Almonds are imported.

California does not produce the varieties required for

manufacturing purposes.

The experiments that manufacturers have made with

California Shelled Almonds have demonstrated that they

are not suitable for manufacturing purposes because of

their fibrous nature and lack of 'fiavor. When the Califor

nia Almonds are shelled they lose their flavor and become

hard and fibrous.

It is, therefore, very unfair to the manufacturers and to

the consumers of their products to place an additional

burden on these industries at a time when they are the

least able to bear it, by increasing the import duties on

shelled Almonds 275 per cent. 4

The argument has been advanced by the California Al

mond Growers’ Exchange that the increase asked for is

necessary to protect the Almond Growing Industry, repre

senting an approximate investment of $50,000,000. We

respectfully call the Committee's attention to the fact that

the various industries that would be seriously affected by

the proposed increase represent a capital investment of at

least $1,000,000,000.00. The Confectionery Industry alone

represents a capital investment of about $315 000,000.00.

The manufacturers cannot increase their dices to such

an extent as to cover the 275 per cent increase in the tariff,

for the reason that there is an insistent demand on the part

of the public for lower prices and the consumers would

refuse to pay higher prices. The sale of products in which

shelled Almonds are used would therefore be reduced to a

very great extent, to the serious detriment of the manu

facturers. '

We are not opposed to a reasonable increase in the

Tariff, but are absolutely opposed to a Z75 per cent increase.

We believe that a tariff of 4lcents per pound on Almonds

in the shell and 6 cents per pound on shelled Almonds

would be a reasonable increase and adequately serve all

requirements as to protection and revenue.

We trust that our protest will receive your favorable

consideration.

WALNUTS:

Paragraph No. 758:

The import duties proposed on Walnuts by the VValnut

Industry of California are as follows:

Walnuts, not shelled, 4 cents per pound.

shelled, 15 cents per pound.

These rates are unreasonably, and unjustifiably high, and

for the reasons set forth herein we respectfully recommend

the following rates:

WALNUTS, NOT SHELLED, 3 CENTS PER POUND.

WALNUTS, SHELLED, 6 CENTS PER POUND.

The present import duties are as follows:

Walnuts, not shelled,» 2 cents per pound.

Walnuts, shelled, 4 cents per pound.

On an unshelled basis the domestic production and the

imports of walnuts for the last three fiscal years as pub

lished in the Tariff Information Surveys are as follows:

Domestic Production ImportsV1918-1919 ....... .. 40,230,000 lbs. 2s,924.29s lbs.

1919-1920 ....... .. 59,091,390 " 59,920,605 "

1920-1921* ...... .. 43,000,000 " 64,652,833 "

‘Estimated.

Shelled walnuts are used extensively by Manufacturing

Confectioners; Bread and Cake Bakers; and by Biscuit and

Cracker Manufacturers.

The increased import duty will be added to the cost

price and greatly increase the cost to the manufacturer and

to the consumer.

California Walnuts are selling at higher prices than

imported Walnuts. California cannot supply the demand

for domestic grown Walnuts. Why then should the manu

facturers and the consumers be compelled to pay a largely

increased price on Walnuts, a food product?

If the proposed duty is granted it will increase the cost

of imported Walnuts to such an extent that the manufac

turers cannot afiord to purchase them. The revenue to

the Government from this source will be tremendously

decreased if not absolutely eliminated.

The Walnut Protective League of California states that

a Walnut tree does not reach profitable production until it

is 10 years old, and that it is from 15 to 20 years old before

it reaches full bearing.

California cannot now anywhere near supply the demand

and cannot develop the production even in the next 15 or

20 years to such an extent as to take care of the increasing

demand for Walnuts.

The manufacturers will not use the California shelled

Walnuts as they are not satisfactory for manufacturing

purposes. \Vhen shelled they become fibrous and lack the

peculiarly attractive flavor‘ of the imported Vi/alnuts.

There is absolutely no justification for the proposed

duties on imported \/Valnuts and we therefore, ask that the

duties shall be:

VVALNUTS, NOT SHELLED, 3 CENTS PER POUND.

WALNUTS, SHELLED, 6 CENTS PER POUND.

Which we trust will receive your favorable consideration.

CONCLUSION:

We sincerely believe that the Import Duties which w_e

recommend hcrcin are fair to all interests, that they are

adequate as to protection and sufiicient as to revenue, and

we trust therefore they will receive your favorable con

sideration. _

Respectfully submitted,

NATIONAL CONFECTIONERS’

ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

WALTER C. HUGHES, Secretary.

All In the Day’s Work

NYBODY can feel happy and brisk when the

sun shines upon him, but it takes a real man

to keep going, full steam ahead, when it is dark and

stormy. Life’s weather chart is full of days that

are sombre and drear, but all of them, of whatever

sort, bring daily duties and new opportunities.

Keep agoing and forget the gloom. Keep it out

side of the ofi-ice or store.

i<¢o.>—i

_ HEN you lose an order try to feel that the

other fellow probably needed it more than

 

you.
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Ice Cream Then and Now

TATISTICS gathered by the National Associa

tion of Ice Cream Manufacturers show that

since the prohibition amendment the consumption of

ice cream has increased in this country by 1U0,000,

O00 gallons a year. Using these figures as an esti

mate, the total amount consumed must be enormous.

One thing is certain, states the Watertown, N. Y.,

Times, the stuff that comes out of the ice cream cones

and the little paper pails is less wearing on the sys

tem than the stuff that used to come out of black

bottles and still comes, to a limited degree.

The American people lead all others in the con

sumption of ice cream and candy. \Ve seem to have

a national sweet tooth. Ice cream is a product of

America. Its origin is somewhat shadowy, some

saying that Dolly Madison was responsible. while

others attribute it to a negro pastry cook "in New

York. It doesn't matter who discovered it, it is a

purely American product, like the turkey, the potato,

tobacco and the fiivver.

The making of ice cream has undergone a remark

able change in the last ten years or more. It used to

be a purely domestic industry, such as making soft

soap and smoking hams. Ice cream did not form a

frequent part of the menu of not so many years ago.

It was dished up on occasional Sundays, when the

minister was there to dinner. Often the family did

not possess an ice cream freezer and it was necessary

to go around the neighborhood and see if there was

a freezer that was not working that particular day.

If it was unusually hot, finding an ice cream freezer

was a task that required a considerable amount of
perseverance and patience. I

VVhile the man of the house was busy getting the

freezing apparatus at work, the other head of the

family was concocting the ingredients. If a family

kept its own cow, it removed one difficultv. Other

wise you had to get an extra quart or two of milk.

On rare occasions a pint of real cream was dumped

in. Eggs were added to give it that rich yellow

color, it was carefully cooked and to cook ice cream

and not have it lumpy was no small task. A few

drops of vanilla were poured in and the delicacy was

ready for the freezing.

In the meantime the man of the house, assisted

by the small boy, if the home was so fortunate as to

possess one, was adding his bit to the family des

sert. There was no ice man to summon by hanging

a yellow card on the front porch. Each family put

up its own ice. How cool the ice house was on a

hot August day, as you dug down into the damp

sawdust, sounding with a crow-bar until it struck

ice. And as you tugged the cake of ice to the sur

face you were warned by your father CO cover up

the hole so the rest of the ice wouldn't melt. And

then the ice was washed off at the pump, an old bran

sack was found and you broke the ice up into small

chunks. A pan of salt was brought from the barn,

and as you were all ready to start you found that

the cork in the bung hole had been lost. It was

always getting lost. A slight flurry disturbed the

domestic tranquility until another cork was found,

or perhaps father whittled one out of wood. The

cooked ice cream was poured into the freezer, al

ways holding a gallon, nothing was skimped in those

days, and the ice was packed carefully 'round it,

mixed with the salt. Warnings not to get the salt.

in the cream were frequent and again the peace of

the household was in danger. But the delicate task

was at last accomplished and you, if you \vere the

small boy, started in the monotonous task of turning

the freezer. It turned easy at first, far too easy, as

the application of additional strength to the crank

was always indicative that the mixture was freezing.

It had to be turned just so fast, otherwise it would

“grain,” and ice cream that was “grained" was

enough to spoil an otherwise perfectly good Sunday

dinner. After what seemed hours, the crank turned

harder and harder. Father would try it and after a

long time he would decide that it was frozen. How

carefully he lifted the paddle out of the frozen dainty.

That was your reward. You enjoyed. the blessed

privilege of licking it off, and ice cream never tasted

so good as it tasted when licked off the pads"-le, licked

in haste before it had a chance to melt and run down

your shirt front. If there happened to be two of you

in the family the problem of disposing of the con

tents of the paddle equally was one that required all

the finesse of the diplomat. You feared you would

not get your share and this fear was shared by your

brother or sister as the case might be. Only the

threat that you could not have any at the table was

sufficient to bring peace, even if it were accompanied

by sulks. Father drained off the water, packed the

cream, covered the freezer with a blanket or a bit of

rag carpet and it was set away in the woodshed, there

to remain until the remains of the chicken, mashed

potato, beet salad, rolls, turnips and other delicacies

had been gathered up. The minister was always

served first, of course. You had to come last and

you thought that your turn would never come. As

the rich golden plates were brought in and you sunk

your spoon in them, it seemed as if life could offer

no greater happiness.

And now, all you have to do is to run down to

the confectioners and get a pint or a quart as the

case may be.

{ii

EVER mind the bad letters in the morning

mail. There will be some good ones along

later in the day.

—~

HERE should be an umbrella rack close to your

front door where you can leave grouches when

you go in and forget them when you go out.
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The

American

Sugar Situation
EARL D. BABST, President, American Sugar

Refining Co., in the New York American, of

January 9th, says: Broadly speaking, the United

States controls about one-half of the sugar of the

world outside the former battle lines of Europe.

Since the armistice little progress has been made in

reviving the sugar industry within the war area, so

there still is little exportable surplus. The world’s

supplies and demands remain in about the same pro

portion as during the war.

The United States sugar industry as a great world

factor is an incident and accident of the Spanish

War. We went to war to save Cuba and by acci

dent got the Philippines. Porto Rico was an inci

dent. Cuba was not so fortunate as either of these.

The signing of the Treaty of Paris, in 1898, at

the close of the Spanish War marks the beginning

of a noteworthy period in the sugar development

of the United States and of Cuba. The Reciprocity

Treaty with Cuba, as well as other organic law,

distinctly recognizes a trade alliance. One billion of

American capital was invested in Cuba, bringing

about an increase in her sugar production. The

Hawaiian Islands were annexed early in that year,

while Porto Rico and the Philippines were ceded

by the Treaty of Paris. Recently the United States

has acquired the Virgin Islands and has established

closer relations with Santo Domingo and Hayti.

The so—called United States field may be described,

therefore, as comprising the beet and cane sugar of

the United States, the cane sugar of Hawaii, Porto

Rico, the Philippines, Santo Domingo, Hayti, the

Virgin" Islands, and, by reason of the Reciprocity

Treaty and of our investments, the cane sugar of

Cuba. The total production of the United States

field in the year 1898 is set forth in the following

table:

Tons

United States Beet . . . . . . . . . . . 41,000

Louisiana and Texas Cane. . . . . 310,000

Hawaii . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 225,000

Porto Rico . . .'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54,000

Philippines . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150,000

Santo Domingo and Hayti. . . . . 48,000

Virgin Islands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13,000

Cuba . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 315,000

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1,156,000

At the outbreak of the European War, in 1914,

there had been the large development shown by the

following table of production for 1913:

Tons

United States Beet . . . . . . . . . . . 624,000

Louisiana and Texas Cane. . . . . 153,000

Hawaii . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 488,000

Porto Rico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 350,000

Philippines . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 155,000

Santo Domingo and Hayti. . . . . 84,000

Virgin Islands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,000

Cuba . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,428,000

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4,288,000

EUROPE WAS BIG PRODUCER

Before 1914 almost half of the world's sugar was

produced in Europe. The Great War came and

one-half of Europe’s production was enclosed within

the battle lines. What with devastation, neglect,

and the substitution of other crops, the sugar output

of the war area is now 2,000,000 tons less than in

pre-war days. The Old World's loss has been the

New World's gain, however, for these 2,000,000

tons have been added to the productions of the

United States and Cuba. At the present time,

therefore, half of the world’s production is in the

Western Hemisphere, Europe and the Far East to

gether constituting the other half.

The United States and Cuban fields were the only

ones available to the allied countries when war was

declared. Consequently, at the outbreak of hostili

ties Great Britain, France, Italy and other Euro

pean countries immediately entered the United

States and Cuban markets. Prices naturally rose

under this forced draft, giving greater impetus to

the already increased production of the United

States field. In contrast with the foregoing tables,

the one below gives the production for that field in

the year 1921, which shows an increase since the

outbreak of the War of over 2,000,000 long tons,

most of which has been in Cuba:

Tons

United States Beet . . . . . . . . . . . 969,000

Louisiana and Texas Cane. . . . . 157,000

Hawaii . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 508,000

Porto Rico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 437,000

Philippines .: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 252,000

Santo Domingo and Hayti. . . . . 151,000

Virgin Islands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,000

Cuba . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3,936,000

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6,454,000

The United States and Cuban fields are sufficient

to meet for some years all the needs of the United

States and of Europe. It would have been a wise

provision if some commitments, aside from in

formal assurances, had been secured by \Vashing

ton before it inaugurated its war programme of

stimulation of sugar production in the United

States field. If, however. the industry of the
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United States and of Cuba has the continued sup

port of the respective governments, there are many

reasons to expect that it will be able to hold a large

part of the business which came so unexpectedly

during the war. This can be made of special ad

vantage to the consumers of the United States,

and that, too, without scrimping on domestic re

quirements.

HIGH PRICES DETRIMENTAL

_ The recent inflation period has demonstrated

once more that high prices are detrimental. A

lower range of prices is beneficial, not only to the

public, but to the industry. Less capital is in

volved and hazardous risks are eliminated from

the business. A smaller manufacturing margin be

comes possible, and the consumer and industry ben

efit equally: the consumer by low prices; industry by

increased sales.

During the war the producers and refiners of

the United States and Cuba fitted their operations

into a world programme, making possible a period

of moderate world prices and an international divi

sion of supplies of boundless benefit to consumers,

both domestic and foreign. The initiative of pro

ducers and refiners and the investment of hundreds

of millions of American capital have made possible

in Cuba and the United States a vast increase in

the production of a food staple of pre-eminent

world importance. The world needs this sugar.

The United States has the excess capacity to refine

a million tons for export. Not another brick need

be laid.

There is bound to be a race for foreign markets.

Will the ultimate prize go to Cuba and the United

States, or will it go elsewhere? Washington can

help by giving permission, as proposed, to refine in

bond in the manner already accorded by law to

other manufacturers, smelters and refiners. The

ultimate answer, however, must be made by the

industry itself. It had the pioneer courage to invest

hundreds of millions in production. Without doubt

it will have the courage and the vision to find and to

hold foreign markets rather than cut production

unnecessarily and so lead to a period of high prices.

~i

DEVELOP for your store the kind of a policy

that will make people like your store and its

methods. You need some kind of a policy if you

are going to make good.

 

THE old lady in the confectionery store was

growing impatient at the lack of service. Fi

nally she rapped sharply on the counter. “Here

young lady,” she called, “who waits on the nuts?”

 

-ON’T run a stingy store, but don’t run a prod

igal store either. Prodigality may be popular

but it is not profitable.

What We Get From the Cocoanut

MPORTS of copra, the dried “meat" of the

cocoanut, into the United States during the

year 1921 are estimated at about 84,000 long tons,

six thousand nuts to the ton.

Pacific archipelagoes produce 10 per cent of the

world’s cocoanut crcop, the Dutch East Indies 16

per cent, the Philippine Islands 15 per cent, Ceylon

and continental Asia 55 per cent, Africa 2 per cent

and tropical America 2 per cent.

The cocoanut crop fills a big place in the

world’s food supply. It contributes a highly valued

material for candy-making, cake-making and other

uses familiar to the housewife as well as the con

fectioner. Immense quantities of copra are

pressed for oil, much of which is now utilized in

the manufacture of artificial lard.

Over $2,000,000,000 is invested in the industry,

more than half that amount being represented by

land and groves. Nevertheless, it is in a very back

ward state, the producing trees, for the most part,

receiving little care or cultivation, so that they are

stifled by undergrowth. Under such conditions the

average tree does not yield more than twenty-five

nuts a year, whereas on well-managed plantations

the output is four times that many, and therefore

comes nearer to being profitable.

More than half the Pacific copra is of lo\v grade.

rancid and so pervaded with flavors due to putre

faction and mold that expensive “renovating” can

hardly render it available for human consumption.

The oil content is only 75 per cent of what it should

be, owing to the picking of the nuts before they

are ripe and to incomplete drying.

During the last five years many crushing mills

have been established in the Philippines, the Dutch

East Indies, Australia and French Oceania.

Crushing where the nuts are grown saves freight

and prevents much spoilage in storage and ship

ment; also, the fresh copra yields a better quality

of oil. But there is much difliculty about containers

for the oil. VI/ooden barrels do not serve the pur

pose well. Steel drums cost too much. Tank

steamers would serve for transportation. but the

only ships of that kind available are those which

carry kerosene to the Orient, and a kerosene flavor

would lower the market value of the cocoanut oil.

The cake left over after pressing the copra for oil,

called “poonac,” fetches a good price in Europe,

where great quantities of it are fed to dairy cattle.

It seems to stimulate milk secretion in the cow, and

is believed to supply fatty elements that enrich the

milk.—Ex.

~

I

HERE are some lines of goods in your store

that are not paying their way. Can you spot

them? If you can, why have you not done so and

eliminated them or made them profitable?
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A BIG IDEA VVAS LOST IN THE SHUFFLE

HEN this journal initiated the idea of a slo

gan for the cand_v trade, it did so to carry out

a practical merchandising idea. The problem of

arousing the interest of the trade on a slogan was

larger than anticipated, and, therefore, the mer

chandising idea was temporarily dropped and the

energy of these columns was concentrated on seeing

the slogan put through. That happy result has been

accomplished after over a year of ceaseless effort, in

which the other candy journals heartily joined and

rendered valuable assistance. The National Con

fectioners Association of the United States an

nounces that they have tentatively selected a slogan

from the imposing number submitted, and that it

will be published in due time.

If you will refer to an editorial on page ll4. of

our ]uly number, 1920. you will find therein an

explanation of the Big Idea referred to. In brief,

the idea was to have a very loose organization by

which a person in any city of the country could go

to his local dealer give an order and pay for it, and

have a box of candy delivered to any address in

any other city. If the candy must be delivered im

mediately the telegraph would be invoked and the

candy could be delivered the same day the order

was given. Quoting from this editorial it said:

“The organization of an association for the pur

pose of executing orders of this kind is not an

absolute necessity. For instance, before the florists

got together with an official association, the same

results were obtained by mutual agreement between

florists of different cities. A Chicago member of

the trade ascertained the names of reliable florists

in all large cities and made an agreement with them

to send all telegraph orders to them, provided they

would reciprocate when the occasion arose.

Others did not even take the trouble to make an

agreement of this kind. Live florists ran cards or

advertisements in the flower trade journals which

went to the trouble of listing the ads in the proper

order by cities. A florist having an order for Kal

amazoo, Michigan, merely looked in his. trade pa

per, got the name of the florist whose ad was ap

pearing regularly, and wired the orden forthwith.

This advertising proved to be the most profitable

kind that could be imagined, and the flower trade

journals are still filled with publicity of this kind,

which links the members of the trade together and

plays an important part in the growing popularity

of flowers.”

It would be a simple matter for confectioners to

organize a formal or infonnal association for the

transmittal of telegraph orders. A confectioner in

Chicago could wire his correspondent in San

Francisco to deliver a five-pound box of candy to a

young woman in that city the name and address be

ing given. A slight charge could be made to the

buyer for the service, just as the proposition is

handled by florists. A monthly settlement between

florists who thus exchanged business could be af

fected. The trade could be apprised of the names

of confectioners who were ready to handle tele

graph orders by reading the trade paper advertise

ments of these members. Small space could be used,

an inch being sufiicient for the purpose.

Of course the man in the street would not know

of this arrangement unless told about it; hence the

necessity of an advertising campaign by the re

tailers to acquaint the public with this convenience.

Flowers are more popular than ever, and one reason

is because the florists have made it easy for the pub

lie to send flowers anywhere. The point is that

confectioners should also make it easy for the pub

lic to buy confections for gift purposes whether

the recipient be in New York or New Orleans.

]ust now a present of candy involves altogether too

much work for the sender. This detail should be

assumed by the confectioner and when this is done

the trade will be rewarded by a much larger volume

of business.

The above editorial pointed out how the con

fectioners in the larger cities could render a great

convenience to the public and at the same time sub

stantially increase the sales of candy. ]ust as the

Confectioners journal persevered in the matter of

a slogan until it was consummated, so it stands

ready to work with the retailers of the cities to

bring about the success of this selling plan.

PUT A SELLING IDEA IN YOUR WINDOW

IAM going to ask you to kindly step outside and

take a careful and critical look at your show win

dow. If you are a live wire and have a handsome

store it is a beautiful window. attractively dressed.

It presents a pleasing and attractive appearance, and

you are properly a little proud of it. All of which

is good! But is it as efliective in selling your goods

as it could be? That is the crucial test by which
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we judge a show window today. Today the dealer

seeks to have a sales-window, rather than a show

window. VVhich is yours? A show-window is

beautiful, attractive, pleasing—and it does make

sales. A sales-window is an IDEA, a SELLING

IDEA, materialized. Let me illustrate. though the

illustration is somewhat crude. Suppose you have

a spell of wet and sloppy weather, and everybody

has a cold. Suppose you have some gum drops

which have a tendency to ameliorate colds. If

you should devote your window exclusively to gum

drops; and pile a quantity in the window, arranged

in a more or less artistic fashion; if you should

place a small table among them, with a beautiful

, cover and a fine plate containing one gum drop; if

you should have a placard above stating that your

splendid gum drops brought comfort to people af

flicted with a cold, and that you were making a

drive on them at a temporary reduction in price—

that would be a SELLING IDEA.

Then you could go back to your general display,

being watchful to make special displays with sell

ing-ideas, at every opportunity. By having fre

quent special displays of this kind you lift your

store out of the rut of pleasing but ineffective

monotony, and give it an interest, a snap and a

novelty, which makes it entirely distinctive from

others and imparts to it a character of individuality

which every store seeks to obtain and which can be

translated into increased business. Your in

genuity will give you ideas. For instance, at one

time you could have a “Quality VVindow,” wherein

you would show your finest goods. Another time

you could arrange a “Popular Window,” composed

of your lowest-priced goods, and you could make

this very attractive and interesting. If you would

have your mind continually watchful for selling

ideas for your window you will be surprised and

pleased at the number of valuable suggestions that

occur to you.

TWO MOST IMPORTANT BUSINESS FACTORS

F you were asked what are the two most import

ant factors of your business, what would vou

reply? If you should ask the Chamber of Commerce

of the United States, they wouldn’t hesitate a minute

in giving you an answer. They would say that the

most important is to keep an accurate account of

the cost. of doing business on which to base your

selling charges, and the next factor would be that

of Turnover.

I know they would tell you this, for before

me as I write lies a circular they printed for dis

tribution to the merchants of the country, giving

hints and suggestions on the great subject of mer

chandising. This subject of Turnover is a most

fascinating one to every progressive dealer in every

line of goods. It is fascinating because the more

attention you bestow upon it the more profitable

will your business become. Every dealer, of course,

desires to handle the kinds of goods which will sell

readily and yield him profits, but comparatively few

dealers give to the Turnovers the great thought and

study which its importance demands.

It has been found by experience that rapid-sellinfl

goods, even though they yield a moderate profit are

much more profitable than slow-selling goods

which pay a larger profit. Progressive merchants

know this important fact, but thousands of dealers

who consider themselves progressive, and who

would be offended if it were hinted that they are

not so, have not learned it as yet. VVhen laying in

stock, the up-to-date merchant, therefore. gives

preference to the rapid turnovers, even though

they must sell them at a close figure, and they give

the absent treatment to slow-selling goods, no mat

ter how large the percentage of profit which thev

yield. They go further than this. They keep a

watchful eye on every line of goods in their store

as to the rapidity of their turnover. If a certain

line is slow in selling, if it drags and becomes a

shelf-lizard, they have a watchfulness which ap

prizes them of that fact, and they give the matter

consideration. Before condemning that line and

refusing it shelf-room in future they give it a

trial. They display it prominently in the window

with enticing placards. They place it in a conspic

uous position in their store. They advertise it. If

it becomes a rapid seller they know that thev have

not given it the selling-opportunity they should, but

if it still drags, they close it out and give the shelf

room to some other line.

Do you have a thorough system of watchfulness

in regard to the turnovers of your various lines of

goods? Don't answer me if you haven't, because

if you do not have, I might offend you by telling

you that you are behind the times and that the red

flag of danger is flying.

 

More Elasticity in Advertising

“Let any publication say the unusual thing and

there is a tendency to pillory that publication and to

drag it down to a certain dead level. A man can

scarcely say anything that is unusual without his

being called a “nut.” So it is with publications.

It is entirely necessary to get away from that com

mon-place. The advertiser wants publications that

have character. VVhy? I think you have

answered that already for yourselves. He wants

publications of character because publications of

character attract people of character, and he can

only hope for discriminatory response from a pub

lication which has readers who possess character.

Today, with all the mass of advertising that there

is in the United States, we must have people who

can discriminate.”—A. B. C. Bulletin.

-i<o0o)—-_

EVER outgrow your smile.

most profitable possessions.

in the big game of every-day life.

It’s one of your

It’s a trump card
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Tokorimo

Shan’s

Comments
Hon. Editor

Confectionate ]urnal.

NE by one time honnor privileges of members

of congers are bein liminated and purty soon

there wont be any encurrigement for youth of

nashun to look forrard to a politigal career which

shall start in by bein lected constyble and gradjally

workin up to high honner of being Washton law

maker when he can get post olfices for his frends

and better jobs for his reltives.

In old days on first of jannewary by spechal de

livery letter Hon. congersman and Sennytor would

reseeve New Year greetins from all the ralerodes

in shape of a peck of mile age books. Then each

ralerode, knowin that grate statesmen are allus for

getful of small matters, and would probly leve mile

age book home in burow dror, so they send long

small peece of paper which is call annal pass that

statesman can paste in his hat, which make mile age

book _soup perflous and which could then be sold

most advuntagus. Then hon. statesman could go to

Washton free for nothin and put in a charge of ten

sense a mile and get it. If he live far away he thus

make comfortable proffit by goin home oftin.

Harsh govment suddenly say mile age books are

corrup and annal pass horble bribe and order same

discontinnered to grate discomfiture, but still he

"able to buy mile age at three sense and sell it to the

govment at ten which ain’t so bad. But again gov

ment ‘growls ommynusly and deside that consty

tushion pervides only for reglar seshuns and that all

extry sesshuns and sudden calls home have to be

pade for privately, and also they check ’em up close

on the'Xpense acount. If conshyenshus congers

man send in bill for leven thousand miles for one

trip he are purty shure to get note sumping like fol

lerin: '

Hon. James Persimmon:

Deer Sir.

Your expense a count reseeved and con tents

noted with horror and a larm. You must a had the

blind staggers when you left home this time and

wandered all over the country tryin to find wash

ton, which ain’t moved since they started it up in

bizness. You evidently nead a road map or a rale

way gide which i enclose. Understand, Jim, in all

frendliness we ain’t against a reasonable padding

of the xpense a count, but we got your home adress

and leven thousand miles seems almost too much;

you must a meant yards didn’t you? Hear after

there ain't going to be any expenses a loud for con

gersmen who deside to come to Washton via Hong

Kong or Bogota. Mile age will be a lowed on the

basis of a ruler laid along the map in a straight line

from Washton to home town, and if you have to

make any de toors you’re out of luck. I find on

lookin' up reckerds that if you take a frate trane at

]enson’s crossin, get off at Mud Centre and walk

two miles, you can get a jitney to the main trunk

line and thus save twelve miles. This meens a dol

lar and twenty cents to the govment, and we must

watch the pennies. G. O. P. used to mean Good

Old Perquisites, but it don't any more.

Yours for Econermy,

Comp Troller of the Current See.

And that ain’t all. When Congersman formerly

move back home for summer he send his fumichure

and three childem by first class male, but now he

are lowed to send only thin letters. If letter weigh

over two ounces post master genral liable to call‘

him up over fone and say “How Come? You're

over weight. Reduce.”

Since they make congersman alco pay income

tacks the job ain’t much better than that of inter

urbin conduckter and are nothin for young a merry

key to look forrard to.

In long ago days B. P. they have most consolin

bar in basement of capitol and when Congers go

fishally on \vater wagons they change it to bath

room. For years and years congersman could go

down in base ment and say “another of the same”

and drink it with apperbashun, tellin the bar tender

to charge it. But evenchally purity citzens force

congersmen to put on hat and go down street to

_Terry’s place. Now they have to go home and drink

their own licker which is more expense.
The final blow haveifell. It are reported that

one memmer of congers have move that the barber

shop and bath room in base ment beobserlatcd, so

that no longer can member get a hair cut for twenty

five sense and a bath for nothin. Result will probly

be that grate body of legislators will run to long

hair and whiskers and give erly recognishun to the

rushin soviet govment, bein brothers in spirrit and

appearance.

I see that U. Geen Dubs are out of jale and may

run for presdent nex time if Willum jenny Brine

willrun too.‘ He ain’t used to runnin unless Brine

is in the race. Dubs says he has not changed his

opinyuns, which ain’t sur prisin. If these here

anarkists would change their opinyuns and their

shirts oftener they would lern some thing.

In my 0 pinyun Dubs ain’t quite rite in the head.

Hopin you are the same,

TOKORIMO SHAN.

P. S.——Are it not grate releef that some of bur

dinsome taxes are nulled? I say to frend that travel

will be grately stimerlated now that the eight per

sent have been remove, and he say: “It may be

stimerlatin to travel by takin way the eight per

sent, but it sure raised hell with beer.”
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Stop Leaks !

A-SMALL leak will soon sink a ship. A small

leak will soon embarrass a substantial bank

account. A mouse nibbling at the bottom of a bag

of grain will soon make a hole large enough that

the grain will all be lost or spoiled. A small leak

around a gasoline tank may be quite suflicient to

cause a disastrous explosion. A small leak is a

serious matter—for after a while a small leald

becomes a big one. Look out for leaks of all sizes.

They are dangerous. g

It is astonishing how some people will work early

and late, and really employ a good deal of initiative

and industry in doing it—and yet be so careless that

they let the profits on the business slip away from

them in all sorts of foolish and careless ways. It

isn’t how much we eam that counts nearly so much

as the amount which we save.

Leaks are of several kinds. First, we must look

out for leaks in the overhead expense—lights left

on; too much string and paper used; expensive help

allowed to do the work which cheap help could do

as well; advertising contracted for and carelessly

prepared; advertising purchased and not made to

do its full duty; rent or upkeep of buildings met and

full returns not demanded from every square foot

of space.

It is the leaks in the overhead expense which

make costs of doing business so burdensome many

times. No one wants to follow a cheese-paring

policy, but enough is enough, and once money has

been spent, full returns should be demanded for it.

This is only business logic. Money spent in doing

business is an investment, and every penny of it

should be so regarded and none of the expense taken

as a mere routine matter of course. Many a busi

ness man has been bankrupted because he has gone

on paying bills which could have been eliminated

altogether, or reduced, or made to yield adequate’

returns.

Look out for leaks in idle stock or service. We

now know that the tie-up of capital is one of the

serious things to be dealt with today. Obligations

must be met, and it is only from the profits of the

business that real progress is made. The profits are

all t_oo often represented by goods still on the shelves.

Rapid turnover is absolutely essential to prosperity.

We must keep on selling and keep money coming

in in order to have the money on hand to pay the

necessary outgo.

The margin beyond this is the measure of our

success. Nothing is gained by treading water—or

as it were, robbing Peter to pay Paul. In order to

encourage quick turnover we must advertise, give

satisfaction and plan constructive business—build

ing which will bring people our way. Simply to open

a store and close it and serve the customers and

patrons who drop in is not suflicient. Wise buying

coupled with wise selling is the secret of merchan

dising success.

There is a tremendous amount of waste in the

use of time. A lot of people take it for granted

that a few minutes now and again will not count,

and yet it has been estimated that in operating the

elevated trains in the city of New York, that the

loss of a second or a few seconds in the starting or

stopping of a single train will be passed on to other

trains and will pile up and make a serious delay and

a tremendously expensive situation throughout the

whole system.

One of the surest ways to prevent loss of time is

to have everything organized beforehand so that no

one is wondering what to do or waiting for some

thing to do with. Frequently excellent workers lack

the initiative to plan their own work—that is why

they are still in the employee class. Somebody must

use executive ability for them, and having the work

mapped out, and being given a little inspiration and

encouragement in the doing of it—these individuals

will produce results. _

Look out for leaks in personal expenses. Many

people spend because someone seems to expect it, or

they think that spending is expected of them, or they

do not like to acknowledge any inability to have as

much as they have always had. This is the day

when business retrenchments in many lines are abso

lutely necessary following the orgy of spending of

war times. Those who do not retrench of their own

free will are likely to be forced to retrench willy

nilly at no very distant date.

Plan to save leaks through attention to overdue

accounts. Close collections are necessary if one is

going to have cash to do business with, and cash

talks. Plan to save leaks in the way of lost busi

ness through lack of sensible and aggressive meth

ods. What we might hazie and do not make the

efiort to get, represents a distinct loss. In many

businesses it is the leak which weakens and drains

until there is no vitality left.

Look out for leaks in overhead, for leaks in turn

over, for money losses, for leaks in time, and for

leaks through carelessness and neglect of oppor

tunity. Leaks are dangerous.

A Sugar Planter’s Joke

N American sugar planter in Hawaii, entertain

ing a friend, took him to the edge of a historic

volcano and said: “That crater, ]oe, is just 70,004

years old.”

“But why the four?” asked his guest.

“Oh, I've been here four years,” was the reply.

“It was 70,000 when I came.”—-Boston Transcript.

i_...>i

ARELESSNESS in paying bills when due will

get you a bad reputation just as quickly as de

laying payment because you haven't the money.
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Illustrated Bookkeeping

PICTURING PLANS AND ORGANIZATIONS

NE of the first things that a person who is plan

ning to take an automobile tour does is to pro

vide himself with maps. He feels that he must

have these maps so that he will not lose his way.

When a man is about to start in business or to

start a new sales campaign if he is in business it

is not so customary to secure maps of his business

organization or of his sales campaign. Perhaps that

is one reason why so many business men get lost

and do not find the right way of doing business

before they have traveled too far on the road that

leads to bankruptcy.

FINAN CIAL

BACKER.

PRO PRIETOR

 

nothing like a picture to show up the relations of

different sales effort and to indicate anything that

is missing or something that is planned and which

is not necessary. Advertising agencies make a wide

use of pictured plans. At least some of the cili

ciency of these advertising agencies is due to this

use of pictured plans. By means of these pictures

anyone can see the whole proposed campaign at a

glance, see the relation of one sales effort to another

and can make sure whether or not it is complete and

that all sales effort properly co-ordinates.

It is a very easy matter to make these pictures.

All that is necessary is a ruler, a pencil and a sheet

FINANCIAL HACKER

HANAGING ’PROPRIE'l.UR

ASSI STANT MANAGER

Here are three different ways of making a picture of -the organization of a confectioner who is being

financed by a financial backer and who employs but three clerks. A study of the picture will indicate which

plan promises most tor the future.

The larger the business organization the more

important it is that a picture be made, a map be

made of the business organization. If this is not

done it is not an easy matter to maintain the proper

relations between the different departments and the

different executive in each department. No matter

how small the business, however, there is always

a need of a picture of the organization. Unless

such a picture is made it is not so easy to expand

the business and still have it function as it should.

Those sales campaigns that are proving the most

successful are almost always those that have been

carefully pictured before they are begun. There is

of paper. If with these it does not prove an easy

matter to make the picture, then there is something

wrong with the organization or the plan. Under

such circumstances it is profitable to change that

organization or that plan so that it will be an easy

matter to draw a picture.

When it is attempted to make a picture of the

organization of a small store it sometimes happens

that there doesn’t seem to be anything to picture.

There is the proprietor, and three clerks. There is

also someone who has advanced money to the pro

prietor or from whom money can be borrowed if it

is needed. The proprietor, however, appears to be
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the whole organization and the business is operated

on that basis. When it is attempted to draw a pic

ture of the organization there are indications that

perhaps after all the business is being operated on

the wrong basis. In the first place the proprietor is

responsible to the person who stands ready to ad

vance money. If he does not recognize this respon

short vertical line that ends in the center of the top

line of another rectangle which we will draw and

in which we \vill \vrite the word, “proprietor.”

Now there are three clerks to be represented in

our picture. There are two ways in which we can

represent them. VVe may draw another rectangle

beneath the proprietor rectangle and label it clerks.

This, however, makes it perfectly apparent that no

SALES CAMPAIGN FOR MARCH 1922

Window Displays

Bundle Circulars _

Hail Matter

l

Window A.

Cir cular A.

Meetings

Written

Instructions

 

2 in. D.C.

each issue

2 in. D.C.

each issue

Change

Mon. A: Wed.

Change

Tues. & Fri.

Use till

March 15.

Uae from

March 15 .

No. 1. Feb.27

No. 2. Mar.15

No.

No.

1. Mar.8

2. l£ar.22

Feb. 28. Mar.

6, 13, 20, 27

Copy adv. &

sale ins.2/25

All sales campaigns can be pictured in the minutest detail in this manner.

The diagram can be carried into just as many rectangles up and down and to

the right as are needed to have every single point of the campaign shown clearly

in picture form. It such a picture is made before the sale is started it some

times happens that it indicates that something has been overlooked and should be

given attention. As a result the campaign proves more successful simply be

cause this torgotten detail is brought to mind.

sibility no matter whether it is an individual or a

bank from whom or which the money may be

secured then the time may come when it will not be

so easy to find the money when it is most needed.

For this reason then we will draw at the top of

the sheet of paper a rectangle in which we will write

the words, “financial backer.” From the center of

the bottom line of this rectangle we will draw a

effort is being made to develop these clerks. There

is no one to take charge of the store when the pro

prietor is away. This weak point in the organiza

tion may prove dangerous if the proprietor falls

sick, meets with an accident or for any other reason

cannot be in the store to see that everything is going

as it should. Since none of the clerks have any re

sponsibility placed upon them. they are not going
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to take interest in the business they otherwise

would. The picture has shown all this.

It will be better then to label that rectangle we

have just drawn, “assistant to the proprietor,”

“manager,” or any other name that indicates that

there is someone to take charge of the store while

the proprietor 1S away. We will then appoint one

of the clerks to this position and train him or her

for that position. Our organization is now stronger

as the picture shows.

There are two clerks left and since we have

already given some responsibility to one of the

three it seems a wise course to give responsibility

to each of the other two. Accordingly we divide

the business into two departments and place one of

the clerks in charge of each department. Then to

complete the picture we draw a short vertical line

from the center of the bottom line of the “assistant”

rectangle and through the lower end of this vertical

line a horizontal line with a vertical line reaching

down a short distance from each end. -

At the ends of these two vertical lines we draw

a rectangle labeling one Department 1, and the other

Department 2, or use the names we have decided to

apply to these departments. NVe now have a com

plete picture of our organization and find that it is

an organization that can be easily expanded. We

have provided for the training and developing of

each employe to take over more and more respon

sibility. The assistant is naturally going to take

care of much detail that otherwise would have to

be attended to by the proprietor and he has more

time to plan and work for a larger business. The

picture shows that we have a good organization. If

we follow this picture in actual practice the business

is bound to grow.

However, if we had not drawn that picture we

would probably have gone along in the old way and

never realized that our organization was such that

the business could not possibly grow large unless the

plan of the organization was changed. This is one

of the important reasons for making a picture of

the organization of every business, no matter how

small or how large that business may be.

Suppose that some month we want to make a big

increase in the sales. We are going to use news

paper advertising, show window displays, circulars

in the packages we wrap up and hand to the cus

tomers, and a limited amount of direct mail matter.

In order to get the best results we must have every

part of this campaign co-ordinate with the other

parts. To make it easier to do this we make a
picture of the plan. i

At the top of the sheet we draw a large rectangle

and label it “Sales campaign for month of," insert

ing the month. Suppose the month is March. then the

title will be “Sales campaign for month of March,

1922.” From the bottom of this rectangle we will

draw a long vertical line.

The next thing to determine is how many different

forms of sales effort we are going to use. We have

decided upon newspapers, window displays, bundle

circulars, and mail matter. There are also the

clerks to be considered. They will have to take part

in the sales effort. This means that we are going

to make use of five different kinds of effort. Ac

cordingly we draw just to the right of'our vertical

line five rectangles, one above the other and connect

their left ends to the vertical line. The top we will

label newspapers, the next displays, the third, bundle

circulars, the fourth mail matter and the fifth clerks.

The next step is to find out just how we are going

to use each of these efforts. We pick out the news

papers we are going to use and to the right of the

newspapers rectangle and one above the other draw

as many small rectangles as there are newspapers.

Then to the right of each newspaper rectangle we

draw rectangles in which we show just how much

and what kind of space we are going to use and

when it is to be used. In other words we completely

map out the campaign. We do the same with each

of the other rectangles. It is easy to do this until

we come to the clerks because we have planned the

whole thing out carefully. VVe have not given so

much consideration to the clerks, but it is apparent

if the plan is to be symetrical that we must do some

thing with them.

Accordingly we decide to give them special in

structions, we decide to have teams to compete with

each other, and we work out a bonus system to

stimulate greater endeavor. Because we have made

a picture of our plan we have overlooked nothing

and at the end of the month find that the sales were

far largerthan we even hoped they would be. Pic

turing the plan has had a great deal to do with this.

It has made the sale a real success because it has

caused us to consider with much care certain details

we might have overlooked had we not made a pic

ture that showed each and every detail of the plan.

It is for these very reasons that the practice of

picturing plans and organizations is becoming more

and more universal. The practice prevents ex

pensive oversights and in that way increases profits.

~i-—

HERE is something in what Benjamin Frank

lin said about selling for cash: “He that sells

upon trust loses many friends and always wants

money.”
 

YOU will not attract your competitor’s custom

ers by showing them that you resent their

trading with the other fellow.

DARK, cheerless store has a decidedly ad

verse influence upon people's inclinations to

spend their money. Make your store bright and

cheerful.
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Ineflicient Efliciency

T is reported that a confectionery concern has

‘brought suit for $300,000 against a firm of

efiiciency engineers for having done inefiicient work

in the installation of machinery in the company’s

factory.

Expensive machinery, installed under the direction

of efiiciency experts, is claimed to be of no value

except as junk. The plaintifi’ company says that,

relying on the representation of the defendants that

they could make improvements on the company’s

mechanical equipments, they hired the efliciency ex

perts and agreed to pay them compensation at the

rate of 6 per cent on the cost of the work. It is

set forth that large sums were expended on reorgan

izing the equipment under the direction of the en

gineers. It is alleged that the work was performed

in a negligent and incompetent manner and that the

machinery installed was largely ineflicient and un

suitable, besides being much more expensive than the

defendants predicted. The company also claims that

it has had to dispose of some of the machinery at

prices much below cost and that other machinery

has been discarded, it being worthless except as junk.

The “efficiency expert” has been a notorious

character who V has been much advertised and

talked about for a long time. and also an individual

whose efficiency was greatly magnified by his own

conceit but which shown brilliantly as iiiefiiciency

when the actual “try out” took place. Some of the

biggest “bone heads" we ever encountered were al

leged eiiiciency experts. About the only thing they

were expert in was in making a mess of about every

thing they tackled. No man can be an expert in

all lines of business, but the fellow who has been

inoculated with the efficiency bug thinks he is, and

his victim generally thinks likewise until time and

experience proves that he is not. Before you hire

an efiiciency expert know that he is——that’s all.

The Real Guide

You may bring to your office and put in a frame

.\ motto as fine as its paint.

But if you're a crook when you're playing the game

That motto won’t make you a saint.

You can stick up the p‘acards all over the hall,

But here is the word l announce—

It isn’t the motto that hangs on the wall

But the motto you live that counts.

If the motto says “Smile" and you carry a frown.

“Do it now” and you linger and wait;

If the motto says “Help” and you trample men

down,

If the motto "Love" and you hate;

You won’t get away with the mottoes you stall,

For truth will come forth with a bounce——

It isn't the motto that hangs on the wall,

But the motto you live that counts.

 

160,000 Trade Paper Advertisers

RADE papers are a product of the last 75

_vears—and so it is to be expected that their

remarkable growth has not been recognized b_v

everyone. Yet how many advertising men. who are

supposed to keep in touch with the most eliective

methods of marketing, are familiar with the strength

of the trade paper as an advertising medium? Dress

Essentials, says the Industrial Digest, reminds us

that “in the entire country we have less than 10.000

so-called national advertisers. Would it astonish

you to learn that there were in 1915 160.000 ad

vertisers in trade and technical papers? How man_v

more there are now we do -not know.

“Bear in mind that these thousands of advertisers

are using papers with five and ten thousand circula

tions. There may be some who have allowed the

glamor of big general circulations to blind them to

the concentrated buying power of the average busi

ness-paper reader.

“A certain business paper has completed an inves

tigation of the financial ratings of their subscribers

as given by R. G. Dun & Co. The average was

found to be $297,668.

“The buying power of the readers is what counts.

not the number of them. . . . The thousands of

advertisers in business papers are there for one rea

son only——the_v get results.

“Even poor copy. and there is some of it, brings

results, because of the brute power of the mediums

and the lack of waste circulation. . . . If your prob

lem is one of retail distribution, talk directly to the

retail merchants in their own language, about their

own business, in their own papers. . . -

“The average business paper is regarded almost

with atfection by its regular readers. They_read it

even when thev have not time for other kinds of

reading. _

“It concerns their bread and butter, and the thing

which occupies their minds during most of their

waking hours. _

“The advertising commands as much attention as

the editorial contents. Frequently it is read first and

most closely. Everything from cover to cover con

cerns the business of the reader. the biggest thing

in his life. There is nothing to distract or divert

his interest. What a wonderful advertising medium

for those who learn how to use it !”

-i<00~>—-i

T’S a fine thing to cut down your bank note when

it comes due, but don't pay so much on it that

you haven’t the money to discount the next bill tlia‘.

comes in.

 

B E sure that you and the customer are both agreed

upon the denomination of the bill he hands you

in payment for goods. After you have put it in the

cash register drawer it may be too late to convince

him.
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JACQUES FONTAINE

CAUSES THAT IMPEDE SODA FOUNTAIN SUCCESS.

EBRUARY, while it is the shortest month in

the year, is by no means the least important to

the soda fountain owner. During December and

January he may have had some excuse for neglect

ing his fountain, for in December he was occupied

with the rush of Christmas trade and January

brought inventory and the catching up of loose ends

incident to the holiday season. February should

mean more to us than regaining our normal stride—

merely settling back to the usual routine, for it

really marks the beginning of our next season. Not

later than February, all our plans and policies for

the ensuing Spring and Summer should be decided

upon and put into effect.

\'Ve pride ourselves upon being up-to-date, pro

gressive merchants, ready and eager to adopt new

schemes and ideas that will work or the betterment

fo our business, therefore let us apply the same

spirit to the operation of our soda fountains. Let’s

do something original (to us at least). Let’s stop

being satisfied with our fountain departments as we

have operated them for the past several years and

resolve to make them real worth while parts of our

business.

I am going to point out to you some of the faults

common among soda fountain owners and leave it

to you to decide whether or not such conditions

exist at your fountain. If they do, correct them

immediately, if not, make sure that there are no

unfavorable conditions peculiar to your fountain

alone that might impede your progress toward the

100 per cent efficiency goal.

I find too many soda fountains that need a com

plete overhauling and a thorough renovating. Too

many leaky valves and pumps, too much evidence

of lack of care. In most cases a few dollars and a

little time and effort would make such fountains

mechanically perfect and absolutely sanitary. Spend

those few dollars if you need to.

There are too many soda water departments that

appear run down and neglected, floor coverings

dingy and worn, chairs, tables and fountain looking

as though they had never had a real scrubbing and

a coat of varnish; spoons and glass holders battered

and bent and the plating half worn off; glasses and

dishes cracked and chipped and menus soiled and

sticky. It is not at all unusual to see a fountain

decorated with artificial leaves or flowers, once beau

tiful to be sure, but now faded and (lusty and fly

specked and anything but ornamental. If we were

to see such conditions in a restaurant we would at

once be suspicious of the cleanliness of the food,

for we would figure that the same gross careless

ness that permited such things in plain view would

prevail in a still more marked degree in the kitchen.

beyond the sight of the customer, or if we were

looking around the store of a competitor with the

eagle eye of criticism, we would see the unfavorable

things quickly enough, but in our own case, we be

come so accustomed to our surroundings that we

are entirely unconscious of them unless we are on

the alert and looking for means of improvement

or unless some one calls our attention to them.

Spring is the ideal time for house cleaning and

furnishing—see that you do it thoroughly.

So many business blunders are committed in the

name of economy. I know many soda fountain

owners who do only a small business and make little

better than a bare living who are trying to keep

down expenses and save clerk hire, by running their

entire store themselves. Now imagine one man,

however capable he may be, harassed with all the

details of planning, buying, advertising, selling and

accounting for even a small business. The result

is that nothing is thoroughly well done. He takes

care, as best he can, of the customers that come to

him. but never has time for the thought and study

necessary to make his sales increase. He never gets

out to seee what other merchants are doing, he never

takes time to read the trade papers and to apply to

his own business the new ideas he might find therein.

He thinks he can't afford to hire help or to advertise

or experiment with new lines. He does not realize

that in order to make money he must spend money,

judiciously to be sure, and consequently he never

rises above the level of the small unsuccessful re

tailer struggling to make ends meet.

Do you know that the very appearance of suc

cess will help your business? If you fix up and im

prove your fountain department it will attract the

attention of your customers and they will take it as

evidence that you are successful and progressive

and if they think that others are patronizing your

fountain they will want to too, as it is human nature

to “follow the crowd.” Another way in which this

same psychology will work is in the case of the

man who is trying to operate his fountain and attend

to all the other departments of his store at the same

fi..—~*'<-1
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time. If such a retailer will hire a competent man

to take entire charge of his soda fountain, instead

of a school boy to help out during the few weeks

of hot weather, it will lend the same atmosphere of

progress and success as will the new fountain or

the improved fountain department and this will be

the least of the many advantages of having some

one in charge of the soda water end of your busi

ness. Suppose you haven’t enough soda business to

keep him occupied every minute—-so much the bet

ter. That will give him time to make the many

necessary changes and repairs in your fountain de

partment. It will give him an opportunity to study

out ideas for advertising, for making attractive win

dow displays and interior decorations. He can re

vise your menu, cutting out some of the old items

that are seldom called for and adding a few new

specials that will take. He can revise your fountain

accounting system, he can give more thought to

quality and service—~he can do many, many things

and figure out endless ways to increase sales that

you. rushed to death with other matters, have never

had time to think of, and it won’t be long before

you will see the fruits of such labor in the way of

increased sales and profits. Be conservative but

not economical to the point of poor business judg

ment. _ _

.»\nother very common cause for failure, or at

least the reason why so many retailers attain only

moderate success in their soda water departments,

is_ lack of appreciation of the importance of the

_ fountain and the possibilities it offers for attracting

business and paying a real profit. Such an attitude

_is accompanied by a lack of attention to the details

of fountain management that make for high quality

drinks and A No. 1 service. These retailers operate

their fountains on‘ about a 50 per cent efficiency basis

and receive only 50,per cent of the possible sales and

profits. With no added ex_pense—just a little thought

and effort. they might just as well be doing a steadily

increasing business on a 100 per _cent basis of

efficiency.

Another and perhaps the commonest cause for

failure in the soda water business is ignorance of

right accounting methods. It is appalling the num

ber of retailers there are who have no idea of the

true state of their finances. They may have read

or heard something about overhead, turn-over, cost

accounting, depreciation, etc., but they have no part

in the conduct of their business. They deposit the

money they take in and draw against it for neces

sary expenses and if there is any left over at the

end of the year, they figure they have made money

and frequently they do not wake up until they are

insolvent and everything lost. If you have been lax

in your methods of bookkeeping and financing, don't

do another thing until you have installed an up-to

(late system so that you can tell at all times, without

any guess work, just how you stand. The more

simple the system the better, so long as it gives you

the necessary information, and if you cannot plan it

for yourself, hire an accountant or someone who

can start you right and teach you to handle it.

With the recent revision of the tax schedule and

the withdrawal of the consumer's tax on sodas and

soft drinks, we have one less detail to worry us in

our soda fountain accounting, and the extra cent

or two that we fomierly had to add to the price

of our drinks can now be cut off and this will make

the price of our products seem considerably less

to the customer and must result in bigger sales.

Did you figure that February was going to be a

quiet month and that you were going to have little

to do these twenty-eight days? In addition to all

the other tasks I have set for you and the duties

of which I have reminded you, let me also call

your attention to the fact that in February we have

three extra special days for celebration at our foun

tains, Lincoln’s Birthday on the 12th, St. Valentine’s

Day on the 14th and Washington’s Birthday on the

22nd. Each and every one of these anniversaries

give us an opportunity for unusually attractive ad

vertising, decorations and window displays and

every live merchant will do something special on

these days to attract attention to his store and his

wares. \Ve all know enough about the lives of our

revered Vl/ashington and Lincoln and the history of

our Country in which they so prominently figured.

to plan and trim a beautiful window and to execute

a successful advertising and selling campaign that

will not only react in more business for us but

will also instill in the hearts of everyone a little more

patriotism and a little more homage to these two

wonderful Americans. The significance to our

youngsters of St. Valentine is also well known, and

your decorations and some special drinks and sun

daes can very easily be made to reflect the spirit

of the day.

Do any of you question the enormous growth of

the soda water industry from year to year? Ac

cording to a recent issue of the Soda Fountain

magazine the figures furnished by the Treasury De

partment show that the American people spent in

1921, $834,000,000 for ice cream and soda water

as against $350,000,000 in 1920. Is this increase.

more than double, reflected in the sales at your

fountain? If not, isn’t it likely that your methods

are at fault, your service below standard or your

products lacking in quality? Surely you cannot

question the growing demand for sodas and sun

daes in the face of these figures and the fact that

it is being supplied and if your products and your

service are right you should be sharing in the splen

did increase in sales.

FORMULAS FOR FEBRUARY

SWEETHEART SUNDAE.

Place a square of solid chocolate cake (deviI’s

food) on a china plate and on top a portion of van

illa ice cream that has been moulded in a heart shape
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mould. Pour a ladle of crushed strawberry over

this, then a spoonful of marshmallow, whipped until

very light and garnish with a few tiny candy hearts.

LINCOLN’S BIRTHDAY.

Fill a round dipper half full of vanilla ice cream

and the balance with chocolate ice cream, pressing

the two portions firmly together. Cover, with bitter

sweet chocolate, sprinkle generously with toasted

shredded cocoanut and stick a tiny American flag

in the top.

WASHINGTON SUNDAE.

Place on a sundae plate, a slice from a brick of

cherry ice cream. Pour over this a ladle of butter

scotch syrup, add a spoonful of chopped pecans and

garnish with marshmallow and a maraschino cherry.

MT. VERNON SPECIAL.

In a tall stem glass, place a dipper of strawberry

ice cream, then a ladle of crushed cherries, a dipper

of pineapple ice and top with whipped cream and a

chocolate covered maraschino cherry.

VALLEY FORGE.

In the bottom of a ten-ounce glass place a ladleful

of ice cream and a tablespoonful of crushed cher

ries. Place in a mixing glass 1% ounces of cherry

syrup, a tablespoonful of sweet cream and the white

of one egg and a ladle of shaved ice. Shake and

strain into the glass containing the ice cream and

cherries.

CAPITOL SUNDAE.

Line the sides of a deep sundae dish with alter

nate slices of banana and lady fingers. Fill the cen

ter with fresh vanilla ice cream and over the top

pour a dressing made of fresh oranges, tokay grapes,

apples, nuts and pineapple, sweetened to taste. Fin

ish with marshmallow.

?—<o~>—-—

HE merchant who thinks to be successful with

out going outside of his own head for ideas is

destined to live and die a little fellow.

 

T IS better to originate than to imitate, and it

takes no more brains to originate plans that are

good than to get away with an imitation of some

body else’s plans.

OU cannot give the public the impression your

store is up-to-date unless you keep the equip

ment fresh, adding new and improved devices and

fixtures as you see where they can be used.

 

OU will have little trouble keeping your credit

good as long as you do not repudiate a debt or

deceive a creditor.

 

LITTLE knowledge may be a dangerous

thing, but it is not as dangerous as no knowl

edge. Get all the knowledge you can. especially

about your business.

Legal Points

for the

Retail Merchant

Lesus CHILDS

ON THE USE OF A TRADE NAME IN THE CONDUCT

OF A BUSINESS

HE conduct of business enterprises under trade

names is so common in the commercial world

today that it is hardly given a passing thought by

the public in general. A merchant, or an association

of merchants, desiring to engage in business, may

for various reasons not care to have the enterprise

conducted under his, or their names. So he, or

they, designate the business as the “Daylight Cloth

ing Store,” or the “Hub Store,” or any other appro

priate trade name that may be agreed upon.

So far so good, for as a general rule a merchant

has a right to conduct his business under any name

he may choose, so long as the name selected does

not conflict with a name already in use by another.

However, if a business is to be conducted under a

trade name, the merchant should be very sure that

he complies with the laws of the state in which he

is doing business in respect to such a trade name.

This is very important because in many states the

law requires that the true names of a firm doing

business under a trade name be registered. And if

this is not complied with may result in considerable

embarrassment in the conduct of the business. Of

course the laws of the different states are not uni

form on the subject so a general rule cannot be

stated that would govem in all states, but as a gen

eral rule statutes of this kind impose a substantial

penalty in case they are violated. For example:

In some states it is provided that unless those con

ducting a business under a trade name register their

true names they cannot maintain an action upon any

contract that is made until their names have been

registered. In others penalties are provided rang

ing all the way from a fine to a sentence of imprison

ment.

And there are states. Kentucky for example, in

which it has been held that the carrying on of a

business under an assumed name in violation of the

registration law precluded a recovery upon the con

tracts entered into. This drastic construction of

statutes of this kind may be illustrated with profit

by a brief review of the following case. "

Several individuals, it appears, conducted a busi

ness under the name of the “Big Four Auto Com

pany." They failed to comply with the Kentucky

statute which forbids any person or persons, to con

duct a business, under an assumed name, unless the

true name or names of the person or persons were
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filed in the office of the county clerk in the county

where the business was conducted.

Thereafter, the firm sold a motor car and received

as part payment two notes aggregating $284. The

notes were not paid and the “Big Four Auto Com

pany” brought suit to enforce their payment. The

defendants defended on the ground that as the indi

viduals comprising the “Big Four Auto Company"

had not filed their true name in the office of the

county clerk as required by law, they could not

enforce payment of the notes.

The case reached the Kentucky Court of Appeals

and in deciding whether or not the violation of ‘the

law by the individuals doing business as the “Big

Four Auto Company,” in not filing their true names,

would prevent them from enforcing payment of the

notes in question it was, among other things, said:

“The statute was intended to prohibit exactly

what the plaintiffs (Big Four Auto Company) were

doing, unless they filed the certificate required. The

legislature undoubtedly had the power to enact this

statute and prescribe a penalty for its violation.

And when the legislature, within its authority,

enacts a law making it a punishable offense to do

certain things, it may be considered as a closed

question that this court will not lend such aid to the

persons doing the prohibited things as will enable

them to violate the law with impunity.” (Hunter

vs. Patterson, 162 Ky., 778.)

In conclusion the court held that the individuals

doing business as the “Big Four Auto Company”

were not entitled to have the aid of the court in

enforcing the collection of the notes in question.

Holding in effect that the failure to register the

true names of the individuals composing the “Big

Four Auto Company” precluded the firm from en

forcing its contracts in the courts.

At first glance it may appear that the court in

declining to enforce payment of the notes announced

an exceedingly harsh rule. But the case was care

fully considered, the decision well reasoned, and

when read in the light of the provisions of the Ken

tucky statute it is difiicult to see how the court could

have decided other than it did. And further the

conclusion reached has been supported in other juris

dictions.

However it may be stated that the courts of the

different states are not in accord in construing

statutes of this kind, and the foregoing Kentucky

decision does not appear to represent the weight of

authority. For in perhaps the majority of the states,

where the question has been passed upon, the courts

have not gone so far as did the Kentucky court.

For while they have exacted some penalty, they have

not, as a general rule, gone to the extent of refusing

to enforce contracts that have been entered into.

And in the majority of the states such contracts are

valid, but even where this is true a violation of the

law in failing to register, usually proves embarrass

ing in some respect.

It is obvious, then, that if a business is to be con

ducted under an assumed or trade name, those con

ducting it should inform themselves as to the terms

of the statute in the state where the enterprise is to

be located, and see to it that the provisions of the

statute are complied with. The point is one of too

great importance to be ignored and should be one

of the first things attended to when a business, to be

conducted under a trade name, is founded.

Buyers]Will Be Trained to Study the

Public Taste

HEN the young fellows who are now attend

ing universities and business colleges obtain

their diplomas and start in the business game they

will cause some of the Stand-stills to sit up and take

notice. For they are learning things about business

-—practical things; things that make a noise like

real money; that will cause people to come in and

buy and give the absent treatment to the dealers

now in business who tell themselves they “know it

all,” and that “nobody can’t teach them anything,

I guess.”

Here is the University of London, over in Eng

land. They have just established a three-year

course of business, and when a young man com

pletes it he will have conferred upon him the

“Degree of Commerce.” Two of the studies would

be particularly interesting to the candy dealer. One

is a training in the art of buying. The other is a

study of the needs and desires of the buying public.

Reduced to a‘ few words these two lessons consist

of a study of the art of buying and the art of selling

—two of the most important functions of retailing.

Did you know that in department stores the buyers

are among the highest paid employes of the estab

lishment? They are! It is recognized that the

buyer must know two things and know them very

thoroughly. He must knows the wants, tastes,

prejudices, likes, dislikes, fads and fancies_ of the

people. And he must know the goods he purchases

-—-their manufacturers, their qualities, their styles,

shapes, finish, colors, patterns, wearing qualities

and a score of other things. Sucli knowledge doesn't

come offhand. It isn’t picked up by listlessly purchas

ing goods and carelessly selling them.’ It is obtained

by study, care, thought, discipline and the wear and

tear of much brain matter.

How would you qualify in an examination, friend

retailer and friend clerk, if you had a bewigged and

bespectacled highbrow put you on the rack and ask

you a hundred questions each concerning buying

and selling? Do you think you could answer them?

\/Vould you come ofi‘ with flying colors? Would

he hand you a beautifully scrolled diploma certify

ing that you had thoroughly mastered the technique

of these two intricate and complicated subjects of

buying and selling? Would he? The whole coun

try is waiting your answer, so important is the sub

ject. ’ \N'hy_ not highly resolve to study these two

things during the coming year?
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Selling Goods by Displaying Them

IN\'IiS'l'I(‘-.~\TING THE DISPLAYS

HE president of a large concern was criticising

the displays that the display man was making in

the windows. “You are making very pretty dis

plays,” he said. “They are attracting a lot of atten

tion, but I doubt if the people who look at these

displays pay much attention to the goods themselves.

I'm afraid they are just looking at the decorations."

The display man objected to this criticism and

was positive that the people did notice the goods, but

when pressed for a reason why he was sure that

they did, he had to admit that his opinion was

merely a conviction and that he had no facts with

which to prove his case. After this talk he de

termined to get some facts.

That night he stationed himself about a block

away from the window and watched the people who

stopped and looked in the window, and when they

passed on and reached him he halted them and said,

“I beg your pardon but I saw you looking at that

show window. I would like to ask you what is dis

played in it.”

He found that everyone he stopped could tell him

without a moment's hesitation just what the goods

were. A number of the people showed more than

ordinary interest in them and remained to talk with

him about them.

This investigation gave him facts he could pre

sent to his superior that would convince him that

the show windows were really doing what they

were intended to do. It also gave him many good

ideas in regard to future displays.

If show windows are to show a real profit, it is

necessary to do more than to make what appear to

be good displays and then trust to luck. It is neces

sary to find out if they really are good displays, if

they are attracting attention to the goods displayed

and are creating a real desire for the goods.

Count the people who stop and look at the win

dow. This can be done for a portion of a day, a

day, or more than a day, depending upon how im

portant it is considered to have an accurate count.

Do this while the store is open; and during the period

the count is being made keep an accurate record

of the sales made of the candy displayed. Deduct

from the sales made those which are ordinarily

made during the same period. It is better to use

average sales to determine what should be deducted.

That is use average sales made when there is no

show‘ window display of the candy. The balance left

is a fairly accurate measure of the sales power of

that display. '

The difference between the number of people

who stop and look at the window and the number

above the average who actually buy the candy isan

indication of the degree that display is creating

desire for the candy. It will sometimes be found

that a display that attracts a great deal of attention

is not a display that sells a lot of candy. Since the

display is made primarily to sell candy it is im

portant to learn just what kind of a display does

actually sell it and the only way this can be learned

is to make some such investigation as had been indi

cated.

These records should be preserved, and in the

next" article it will be shown how they can be used

to help make future displays more productive of

sales. The records should also be made as accurate

as possible.

The best way to get a count of the people looking

at the window is to have someone stationed outside

with a mechanical counter, to watch the window

and the people, and register on that counter each

person who stops. If desired he may also have

  

Ask the people who have just looked at the display

what they saw in the window.

there is hope of making sales. It they saw only the

decorations or something else, the display is not going

to make a great many sales.

If they saw the candy.

another counter upon which _he registers all people

who after stopping and looking at the window enter

the store. This count of the people entering the

store will serve as a check on the additional sales

made because of the window display.

It is a good plan to question the people who see

the display much after the manner that the display

man mentioned at the beginning of this article did.

The more people questioned, the more data of value

gathered in regard to the strong and the weak points

of the display. If one questions people he knows,

he can also ask them about the window a week later

and learn just how deep an impression has been

made upon them. It really does not matter if a

week or so after the display people have forgotten

what that display was actually like if they do remem

ber the candy displayed and have a feeling that it

is about the best that they can buy. After all a

display is made not so much to make people remem
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_ play that creates a favorable impression.

ber about the window decorations as to remember

about the candy that is shown.

There is always something about an effective dis

This is

not always just the thing that the person who made

the display thinks that it is. Therefore, it is well

to ask as many people as possible what there was

about the display that favorably impressed them.

If the questions are skilfully put it is usually pos

sible to find out what made those people like it. Of

course all people will not give the same answers,

but if as many people as possible are questioned a

much more accurate idea can be gained of the strong

points of the display than would be gained if no

attempt had been made to find out what people

thought about it.

If a display does not attract attention or sell

goods. then a little questioning of the people who

have seen it will help one learn what is really wrong

with it. Every confectioner and every person who

has the responsibility ofl making displays has friends

he can question. He also will find that man_v

strangers can also be questioned. It is well when

questioning strangers not to reveal the fact that one

has made the display himself. It is frank opinions

that are needed, and opinions are far more likely

to be frank if the person giving them is not aware

that the person seeking them has been responsible

for the display. Sometimes a good active enemy

will give opinions of more value than those given by

a friend because the enemy will not hesitate to point

out the bad features.

A great deal about the window can be learned by

mingling with the people who look at it at night.

perhaps after the store is closed and listening to

what they say to each other about it and watching

to learn how interested they seem to be in it. It

is not necessary when investigating the window in

this manner to talk or ask any questions. In fact

it is better to do neither. All one needs to do is to

keep his eyes and his ears open and to remember all

that he has seen and heard sol that he can make notes

that will be of value when the next display is to be.

made.

No opportunity should ever be lost to learn all

that can be learned about just how the window dis

play affects the people on the sidewalk and what

sales really result from that display. When con

stantly looking for this sort of information many

ways not mentioned here of gaining it will be found.

One reason why window displays are not better

than they are and that windows are not resulting in

much greater profit to the confectioner than they are.

is because not enough attention is given to getting

this first hand information about them. Compara

tively few concerns keep window records that show

with any degree of accuracy just what those win

dows are worth to them and what they can be made

worth.

It sometimes happens that when all the informa

tion that can possibly be obtained about the window

is obtained, much of it seems of little value. The

person who spends an evening watching the people

who look at the display and listening to what they

say may at the time feel that the evening has been

wasted. The next time a display is made, however.

that evening's watching and listening will prove of

value. It will tend to prevent doing things with

the display that would prove ineffective and it will

tend to suggest things that will make people take a

greater interest in the display.

  

Spend a few nights looking at your own windows

and listening to what other people who stop and look

have to say about them. The information gained in this

way is reliable and is of great value when making new

displays.

The confectioner does not make a window display

to please himself, to give a display man an oppor

tunity to show ho\v pretty he can make a window

look or merely to attract a crowd to the front of his

store. He makes the display to please the people,

to make them have a greater desire to buy confec

tionery at his store, and to make them talk more

favorably about his store. Accordingly it is highly

important that he learn all that he can about what

impression these window displays are making upon

people, ho\v they please them and in what way if

any they displease them. There is only one wav in

which this can be found out, and that is to do a

reasonable amount of investigating in the case of

each display made. The first step in increasing win

dow display profits, therefore, is to investigate the

displays, to find out just what people think of them

and how great a desire each display creates for the

goods that are shown.

i—<o»>i

HE man who has no enthusiasm for his business

is either in the wrong business or he is lacking

in pep. He will not achieve any great success.

 

HE man who has spare time will soon find that

spare time all taken up if he begins to worry

about his affairs.
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By JOSEPH Nmnxx KANE

HIDDEN SNAGS IN EXPORT ADVERTISING

HO\\*" would you feel if on opening your mom

ing mail you should come upon the following

handsomely engraved announcement on white linen

writing paper, the upper portion of which bore the

coat of arms of the Venezuelan Government?

Dec. 27, 1921.

Maracaibo, Ven.

Ladies And Horses; _

It gives us great pleasure to inform you that

we have reduced our prices. .etc. .and we are

now selling A’s candy at 5 bolivars per kilo.

\[\"e will be happy to have you milk animals.

Very truly yours,

Garcia & Co.

, As an up—to-date business man, you wouldn’t be

lieve that any one could be foolish enough to write

the above letter. On the contrary these errors were

made! I will not mention by whom, but I might

add not by Garcia & Co., whose name I have taken

the liberty to use.

A translator used caballos, which means horses

instead of caballeros, which means gentlemen. This

mistake caused the salutation to read “Ladies and

Horses," instead of “Ladies and Gentlemen.”

Ordefiar (with a wavy line over the “n") means

to milk animals, while ordenar, which was meant in

the above letter means “to order.” Substituting

these corrected words, a proper interpretation of

the letter may be had.

The above letter is really no exception. It is an

English translation of a Spanish letter sent by a

certain American confectioner. Even though these

mistakes as shown above were not contained in the

letter, the letter would be of no use to us. In the

first place. if we in America received the letter we

might not know how much a bolivar was worth. If

we did perhaps we would not know how many

pounds there were in a kilo. Inasmuch as we would

not he familiar with bolivars and kilos, is it fair to

expect a South American, the one to whom this

letter was sent, to be acquainted with cents and

pounds?

Foreign advertising copy has been butchered

beyond recognition. There are some who read

through an American catalogue in about the same

manner as one would a joke book, hunting for good

laughs.

An American Prepared VVax was advertised in

a- Spanish paper as follo\vs: “The wax is applied by

the use of a cloth made to look like a piece of

cheese.” Cheesecloth, in this case, was intended.

The expense in publishing worthless advertisements

like this “cheesy" ad which brings no results, means

the funeral pile sooner or later for the export adver

tiser.

One can readily understand by reading the two

instances mentioned why no results were obtained

from the advertisement. To advertise in a country

one must be reasonably certain of it, one must

understand the colloquial slang spoken there, one

must be acquainted with the people and their modes

of living. Unless one has a real inside knowledge

of foreign markets or can obtain information from

someone who has been there, it is of little use adver

tising in foreign markets. To just go ahead and

advertise, would be nothing more or less than sheer

waste of money.

For example, in the United States a man may

write an ad which will be understood just as well

in Maine as in California. But in the Philippines.

for example, in addition to English, Spanish,

Arabaic, Malay and Chinese, eight dialects must be

employed. namely, Pangisan, Tagalog. the three

Visayan dialects, Pampangan. Ilocano and Bicol.

Inasmuch as there are so many dialects and lan

guages in the Philippines one cannot reach all the

people by advertising in the same language.

A certain condensed milk firm tried to market

their products in South America where at one time

there was an unusual demand for their product.

To obtain a greater trade they had a new beau

tiful label printed which was pasted on their cans.

They extensively advertised. and as a result secured

many large orders, but never a reorder. The head

of this concern appointed a special investigator to

determine why their condensed milk remained

unsold and why their competitors received so many

orders. His investigation proved that there was

nothing wrong with the goods, that they were of

exactly the same quality now as they had always

been. Upon inquiry at the various storekeepers he

found that the trouble was due to the label. On

each label was printed, “This high-grade condensed

milk was prepared from our New Orleans plant.”

The objection to this brand of condensed milk was

that the South Americans wanted their condensed

milk from a cow and not from a plant. They did
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not understand that plant was synonymous with
factory. - I

As soon as the labels were changed the sales of

this firm again boomed and their products were in

as great a favor as those of their competitors.

Summing these points briefly, it is folly to adver

tise in a foreign country unless advertising is done in

the right way. As advertising standards, ways and

means differ in each country it is always advisable

to consult the proper authorities for information,

particularly advertising firms specializing in foreign

advertising. Unless this is done little may be ex

pected from advertisements in foreign countries.

N

A. ing power and relation to production and

taxes, is afforded in the findings of the National

Bureau of Economic Research.

Although 1918 showed a great increase in dollars

(the total national income of the United States in

1918 was $6l,000,000,000, as compared with $34,

400,000,000 in 1913), it did not represent a like in

crease in production most of it being due to the rise

in prices, for the dollar of 1918 and 1919, according

to the report, was a much less efficient dollar than

that of 1913. The actual total of commodities pro

duced increased, therefore, very little, if at all, and

a large part was war materials and not of a kind

really benefiting consumers.

Individual incomes, estimated on a per capita

basis, rose from $340 in 1910 and $354 in 1913 to

$586 in 1918, but, the report says, $586 in 1918 was

equal to only $372 in terms of the purchasing power

of five years before.

The main findings, including the equivalent value

of per capita income in terms of the 1913 purchasing

power, are exhibited in this table:

 

Analyzing America’s Income

analysis of the American dollar, its purchas

Total Per Capita

National Per Capita Income

Income Income in In 1913,

Year (Billions) Dollars Dollars

1909 . . . . . . .. 28.8 319 333

1910 . . . . . . .. 31.4 340 349

1911 . . . . . . .. 31.2 333 338

1912 . . . . . . .. 33.0 346 348

1913 . . . . . . .. 34.4 354 354

1914 . . . . . . .. 33.2 335 333

1915 . . . . . . .. 36.0 358 350

1916 . . . . . . .. 45.4 446 4-00

1917 . . . . . . .. 53.9 523 396

1918 . . . . . . .. 61.0 586 372

One .per cent. of income receivers in the United

States had 14 per cent. of the national income, or

$8,540,000,000 in 1918, according to the report.

That is to say that one out of 100 had an income of

$8,000 or more. Five per cent., representing in

comes above $3,200, had 26 per cent. of the total.

Ten per cent., including incomes above $2,300, had

nearly 35 per cent. of the total. Those having in

comes abs?! $1,750 had 47 per cent. of the total.

Eighty per cent., or those receiving incomes below

$1,750, had about 53 per cent. of the total income.

The report further shows that in most of the

years since 1913, in the principal organized indus

tries, wages and salaries were about 70 per cent. of

the total income; while capital (including manage

ment) received about 30 per cent., out of which

were paid rent, interest and profits; but these pro

portions varied materially with relative prosperity

and depression.

The share of capital in 1916, for example, in

creased to about 35 per cent., with 65 per cent. to

labor, while in 1919 capital’s share fell to about 22

per cent., while labor received about 78_. Of the

total payments to employes in the highly organized

industries, the report shows, about 92 per cent. goes

to the manual workers and clerical staffs, while eight

per cent. goes to officials.

Light is shed on the increased income of farmers

in the period from 19_10 to 1919. Agriculturists,

who during the past decade have made up about 16

per cent. of the total of the gainfully employed, ac-'

cording to the study, received from 12 to 13 per

cent. of national income in the years between 1910

and 1916, inclusive.——Indusm'al Digest.

Do It Now

The following verses were included in an address

recently delivered by Ex-Governor Charles Miller,

of Delaware, and are so full of a sentiment that

should be passed along that we take delight in giving

them space.

If with pleasure you are viewing any work a man

is doing,

If‘ you_ like him or you love him, tell him now;

Dont withhold your approbation till the parson

makes oration

And he lies with snowy lilies o'er his brow.

For no matter how you shout it, he won't really care

about it;

He won't know how many teardrops you have

shed. '

If you think some praise is due him. now's the time

to slip it to him,

For he cannot read his tombstone when he's dead.

More than fame and more than money, is the com

ment kind and sunny,

And the hearty, warm approval of a friend;

For it gives to life a savor, and it makes you

stronger, braver,

And it gives you heart and spirit to the end.

If he earns your praise, bestow it: if you like him,

let him know it,

Let the words of true encouragement be said;

Do not wait till life is over and he’s underneath

the clover,

For he cannot read his tombstone when he's dead.
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THE JOBBER
WHAT THE FARSIGHTED ONES SEE THIS YEAR on

THINK THEY SEE

T is said that a thoughtless workman does not look

beyond today; the ordinary person of ability

looks a year ahead; the farsighted merchant plans

for five years in the future, and one of the causes

of Rockefeller’s success lay in the fact that he

planned fifty years from the date of his planning.

In these unusual times every thoughtful business

man is concentrating his powers of observation on

the coming events of this year. He is intensely in

terested in ascertaining if possible what kind of

seeds destiny will scatter in the business winds of

1922, and his interest is so vital that he is giving

scant attention to the days beyond the coming year.

Scores of business men, statesmen and writers have

embalmed their opinions in printer's ink, and we

have all read them with more or less studiousness.

Some have dripped with optimism, as the full

honeycomb drips the sweet product of the labor of

the bees, and those of us who are a little long on

optimism have thrown out our chests and planned

to do things in a business way this year. Those of

us who have studied carefully the utterances of the

experienced ones perceive that they qualify their

hopefulness by expressions of caution. They all

unite in saying that business in this country has

passed through the deepest part of the valley of de

pression, that it has ascended some distance and is

still on the upward trend but practically without‘ ex

ception they say there will be a goodly quantity of

setbacks, and some of the downward slips. will

descend so far that they will cause anxiety to those

concerned. In fact they will bring disaster to a

certain proportion who have failed to carefully

watch their steps.

A number say that the whole world is going

through a process of readjustment. That currents

and cross-currents are sweeping around the earth

so vast, so powerful, so contrary to each other, so

conflicting, so arbitrary and so changeable, that they

have gotten away from the efforts of puny man to

control them, and that they will play a large part

in shaping the destinies of the future. But they are

all agreed that these currents, after tossing things

around for awhile, and causing periods of anxiety

to the leaders of statesmanship and business, will

finally settle down into regular channels, and pursue

an orderly way. Through it all man, the unterrified,

the unconquerable, will struggle hopefully and

cheerfully, and as settled order finally resumes its

sway, we will find that business and social_coiidi

tions have greatly improved and occupy a higher

plane.

After reading and assimilating the numberless

opinions the wise candy jobber will come to the con

clusion that the wisest course is to play safe. He

will decline to take chances. He will abstain from

ventures and developments unless the natural growth

of his business demands the same. In the words

of the poet he will make no radical departure which

will place the fate of his business “in the lap of

the gods.” This does not mean that he will relax

or take it easy, or drift, or wait for things to im

prove. Far from it! This year is going to be an

intense business struggle, and it behooves us all to

tighten our belts for the fray. The wise jobber will

scrutinize his business with meticulous care. He

will refine it and improve it in every way possible.

He will eliminate every source of waste. He will

increase the efficiency of his personnel by careful

training. He will unite his forces by making them

all interested in a growing success. He will inspire

his salesmen and encourage them to adopt the newer

and more effective ideas of salesmanship. And, do

ing all these things, he will have a satisfactory and

profitable business, and build a firm foundation for

development when the business current again runs

high and strong, which according to all predictions

it is bound to do.

 

iii; PREACHES BUSINESS SERMONS OF CHEERFULNESS.

IT was raining. A dense fog pervaded the air.

It was cold, disagreeable, depressing to a degree.

I was uptown to see a party who would be back “in

half an hour,” his stenographer said. To utilize

the time I dropped in a barber shop for a shave.

The barber was lean, with drooping features, de

noting a melancholy temperament. Like all barbers

he was loquacious. He talked of the weather.

\Vhat a dreadful day it was; how it took the life and

spirits from a man; how it seemed that the weather

was run amuck, giving us such doleful days, just

as the world of business was in the doldrums, giving

us losses instead of gains, and a fearsome feeling

that some calamity may possibly be impending. My

spirits, which I try to keep in the sunshine, began to

sink, and fear and doubt took possession of my

mind.

What if the man should turn me down from

whom I expected a large order? What if calamity

hit my largest customer and he could not pay the

large account he owed? And this weather! It was

loaded with grip germs, and the grip was a fear

some thing these days.

Some one entered, and entered in the talk. He

took that barber to task in a cheerful, diplomatic

way. He told him that such days as this were few

and far between, and that even they had their uses;

They brought rain, which was necessary, and they

served as a background to the many bright days,

causing us to appreciate them the more.

He explained that though business was not as
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yet what it should be it was steadily improving; that

though we have setbacks the setbacks are shorter

and fewer, and that the fellows who had their coats

off sawing wood, and working like good fellows,

were doing very well thank you, and were thank

ing instead of grouching.

Gee, it did me good to listen! My spirits soared

upward like a runaway toy balloon, and I began

to think what I would do with the big commission

on the big order I felt sure I would get. I was an

other man. The voice sounded very familiar, and as

I got out of the barber chair I was able to see the

speaker. Gosh! It was my friend Keele_v—A. C.

Keeley, the Candy Jobber, President of the Phila

delphia Jobbing Confectioners’ Association, hand

ing out a sermon on his perpetual text of “Looking

on the Bright Side.”

PHILADELPHIA MAY HAVE A CAI_~IDY snow

UR Sesquicentennial folks are stirring things

up. They are through with that phase of idle

verbosity which simply pushes the air around and

leaving no trace of the loud-sounding words which

were uttered. They are now talking turkey. And

unless all signs fail we are going to have a show in

1926 in Philadelphia, that in the euphonious words

of Senator Sorghum, will be “some show.” All the

world and his wife, and the leading residents of the

surrounding planets are expected to be here. And

of course Miss Philadelphia will be pleased to see

YOU, Mr. Reader, and will welcome you right

royally.

Then, too, Philadelphia is just recovering from

the enthusiasm of her annual Automobile Show.

An Automobile Show touches the heart of every

man. If he already has an automobile he is long

ing anxiously to get a better one. If he has none

the vision he sees in his pleasing dreams is a picture

of himself guiding his iron steed over hard and

glassy highways, bound on a vacation to California,

the land of perpetual blossoms, returning via New

Orleans, Savannah and Washington.

Having these two shows in mind it is small won

der that at the last meeting of the Philadelphia ]ob

bing Confectioners’ Association the question arose

Why shouldn't Philadelphia have a Candy Show

next October, say! \Vhy shouldn't they indeed!

shouted several members encouragingly. After

talking it over from various angles the directors of

the association were directed to give this subject

careful consideration and report at a future meeting

upon the wisdom of consummating the idea.

The idea seems a good one. Philadelphia is a

big city; the candy industry is a big business; the

surest way of reaching a man's heart, young house

keepers are taught, is through his stomach; there

fore conditions would seem propitious for the suc

cess of a candy show, if it should be decided to

hold one.

MANY MANUFACTURERS ARE MAKING FREIGHT

ALLOWANCES

PROMINENT Candy jobber expressed him

self as pleased with the gradual changing at

titude of the jobbers regarding the delivery of goods

to Philadelphia, either freight prepaid, or by a

freight allowance. The Western manufacturers

especially look upon the idea with favor and a good

ly number have adopted the policy. Manufacturers

in other sections are more conservative, but the wis

dom of the idea is becoming apparent to an increas

ing number, and it is believed that in course of time

all the manufacturers will fall in line.

The jobber of a western city while visiting

Philadelphia, in the course of a conversation. dep

recated the method which many jobbers take in

regard to the perennial misunderstanding occasioned

by the easy ruling of some manufacturers as to who

are jobbers and who are not. He said the manti

facturers have their side of the argument in this

case, and it is not devoid of the sense of justice. He

felt that ill-tempered fault-finding and grouching

protest get the jobbers nowheres. If good-natured

discussions were frequently undertaken, instead, he

believes the jobbers could easily be induced to exert

an influence on beginners, and jobbers with dimin

utive overheads, to refrain from making cut

throat prices. which are harmful to a greater degree

than many may suppose.

 

wnv JOBBERS SHOULD ,\nvr:R1"rsr.

MANUFACTURER was talking. "I am

making a specialty, which I wish to market,”

he said. “And I am getting pointers whether to

market it through the jobbers, or jump over their

heads and sell it direct to the retailers. From my

viewpoint'the jobbers take a negative position in

some respects,” he continued, "though perhaps they

are correct in their viewpoint. They are averse to

taking hold of new things and giving them a little

push, but they ask the manufacturer to create the

demand and say when this has been done they will

be glad to sell the article and fill the orders. This

action compels the manufacturer to go over their

heads to introduce his specialty. This he does with

reluctance and with a feeling that he is doing the

work of the jobbers. After he has successfully

created a demand among the retailers he then con

siders the question as to whether he shall continue

selling them direct, or supply the demand through

the jobbers.

“Considering the tendency of manufacturers and

retailers to get together, which is curtailing the job

bers and gradually driving some from business, it

seems unfortunate," he continued, “that jobbers in

various lines of business should adopt a policy

which aggravates and increases this danger.

“An editorial in Printers’ Ink, recently discussed
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this veryquestion, and the writer made some very

pertinent suggestions. He said in effect that he

did not want to convey a wrong impression about

jobbers, for they are part of the business world

and have their own troubles, but it did seem as

though in some respects they stood in the light

of their own interests. For instance, some insist

on having their own distinctive brands; there is a

disinclination to heartily unite with a manufacturer

in pushing any particular article which the manu

facturer has popularized, and there is much in

difference about distributing the selling-helps of

the manufacturer.

“The writer suggested that the jobbers should

awaken to this condition of affairs and make some

effort to counteract this tendency of elimination.

One of their methods, he believes, would be to adver

tise; to make a noise in the world; to indulge in a

little bragging, which exerts a tremendous in

fluence, even though we smile sardonically at it.

They could take space in their trade journals and

tell both the manufacturers and the retailers the

valuable service they render to both. They could

tell the manufacturers about their efficiency as dis

tributors, and how they can distribute goods more

economically and more thoroughly than could a

manufacturer. They could also explain to retailers

their usefulness to such dealers. The saving of time,

trouble and expense they effect, the promptness of

their deliveries and the complete assortment of

goods which are always available at short notice.”

 

SAYS JOBBERS MAY DISAPPEAR FROM THE PACIFIC

COAST.

Editor Confectioners Journal:

Answering your inquiry for information regard

ing the jobbers on the Pacific Coast. In my opinion

“there ar’nt any such animal.” Used to be lots of

them tell where they are buried by their reputation.

The old method was to send East a well credited

representative, who was supposed to represent him

self only, to corral the numerous outputs of the

candy factories, they to do a certain amount of

advertising, and the agent to put out a number of

men. This is done in good faith for six months or

a year, until our Western jobber has a thorough

knowledge of the best sellers, then he immediately

duplicates the same and instructs his agents to buy

and sell over the other line, even using Eastern

goods as a lever to force sale of home-made goods.

Another method was to get an Eastern manu

facturer to ship a carload of goods on consignment

and advertise same until goods were sold.

]ust one more case, that of wax paper. I was

in the market for ,a large quantity of paper, was

solicited to place my order by agent on coast.

Upon receipt of paper, I find it is of war time paper.

I expostulated with the manager.

The modern method of selling Eastern candy on

the Pacific coast is about as follows: The up-to

date sales agent of an Eastem house casts about

him and locates some enterprising firm who are

pushing some line that does not conflict with candy.

This firm takes on the line if he thinks it has merit,

and exhibits it to his customers, not forcing them

to buy, but endeavors to sell his own line. The cus

tomer usually looks over his line and sees the candy

and places an experimental order, which is filed in

duplicate with home office, and if the order is a re

peat order, it is followed up with the sales manager,

and a good trade worked up. I know of one sales

manager who has worked up a trade amounting to

thousands of dollars, but yet no agent has called

on the customer. I devoutly believe that the candy

jobbing trade will rest in the future with the sales

manager of the factory producing.

Respectfully,

A. W. TURNER.

Be a Salesman

VVhen the train pulls in and you grab‘ your grip,

And the hackman’s there with his frayed-out whip,

And you call on your man and try to be gay,

And all you get is, “Nothing today,”

Then you’re a peddlerl

By Gad, you’re a peddler.

 

When you get in a town and call on your man,

“Can't you see me, Bill?” “Why, sure I can,”

You size up his stock, make a rough count,

And Bill presently says: “Send us the usual amount,"

Then you're an order taker!

By Gad, you’re an order taker.

When you travel along and everything’s fine,

And you don't get up until half past nine,

And you see each concern and talk conditions,

And write it home with many additions,

Then you are a traveling man,

By Gad, you're a traveling man.

—B U T—

VVhen you call on the trade and they talk “hard

times," -

“Lower prices,” and “decided declines,"

But you talk and you smile, make the world look

bright,

And send in your orders every blame night,

Then you’re a salesman!

By Gad, you’re a salesman.

—An0n.

ii

OBODY’S promise to pay is as good as the

spot cash. The money that is still on your

books is money you cannot spend or use for buying

more stock.
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no IT EARLY IN 1922

AY, now that we’ve got a little old new year on‘

our laps, 1’m hoping you boys are going to

loosen up and be better boys than you’ve been be

fore. Real big men, if you get me right.

The New Year’s the time to turn over a lot of

new leaves aint it? I'm turning over some. I’ve

promised my wife faithfully never to pit baccy on

the carpet again. You see when a fellow gets used

to sitting around in country hotels, and letting her

go regardless, let the chips fall where they may, so

to speak as it were, it’s hard to remember that he

aint in the same kind of a stable when he's home.

So I’ve promised to give her a fine of a thousand

dollars every time I break the rule in 1922. Between

you and me, though, I expect t'o drown sometime in

January, for I gotta chew and I gotta pit. If I go,

I’ll leave each of you boys a share in my rabbit's

foot.

You fellows can loosen up a lot in 1922 if you

want to. I see your faults a whole lot plainer than

you do. One thing, you could loosen up with sales

men. You act awful mean with salesmen. Send a

lot of ’em out without buying a blame thing! Big

merchants don’t do that. Aint you ever heard that

that was the way John Wanamaker got his start-—

by buying something of every salesman that came

in? So that’s one thing you want to do——make your

mind up to buy something from every salesmen that

comes in. Be big! Why if you’ll do that you’ll be

so big in a little while you'll have to hire a whole

warehouse to keep your stock in.

Got that down?

Another place to loosen up is with your help. I

don’t know a single blame one of my customers

that treats his help right—the way I think they

ought to be treated. Time after time you turn ’em

down when they ask for a raise. Time after time!

Gee, I think it’s fierce! Aint they the best judges

whether they want more money or not? Gee!

What do you know about it? Every time one of

your help comes to you and says, “I want ‘more

money,” you ought to come across with it, and be

glad to. That’s the way johnny Rockafellow used

to do, and that’s why he's the richest man in the

world next to me (only my riches is in brains).

So make up your mind right now that you’ll raise

everybody that asks for it, always. At first you’ll

find it hard to do, because of some fool idea that

you ought to know better than the help when they’re

due for more money. or you can’t afford it, or busi

Hess wouldn’t stand it, or some fool thing like that.

There aint a thing in that. VVhen one of the help

comes to you and asks for more money, it's up to

you to ask only one question, namely and to wit:

“Does he or she want it?” If the answer is yes, why

you give it to ’em.

Got that down?

Then you’re mean with your customers. Aint

you ever heard that old saying out of the Bible that

the customer's always right? A whole lot of you

boys aint learned that yet. What you want to do

in 1922 is to say to your customers “anything you

ask me to do is plumb done! If you think at any

time that I’m charging you too, much money for any

thing, just say so, and I’ll fix it the way you. want

it. If anything I sell you aint exactly up to your

ideas just tell me and it’s off the bill.” “What?

Why certainly "I wouldn’t expect you to bring it

back! How could you, when it’s et?” “Why cer

tainly not! I want you to feel that you own the

store and everything in it. It’s all yours, and you

can even suit yourself as to whether you pay for

what you get or not.”

Now listen here. If you’ll put that in an ad, and

write it on a sign up in your store, I’l1 give you

my personal word that in 1922 your business ’ll be

four times what it is now. At least four times.

You’ll probably have to move to a bigger place.

VVhat? The poorhouse? Say shut up will you? I

aint joking if you are. My idea of business is that

it don’t make any difference whether you make any

money or not, if you make your people like you.

That’s my idea. And I’ll guarantee that if you’ll

do as I say, people will like you fine. And that

means you’ll be a big merchant. As it is now, you

aint so big.

Then I think there’s a lot of room for improve

ment in the way you treat the people you buy goods

from. You get pretty blame snippy sometimes, just

because they don’t send you what you ordered, or

overcharge you or something. Gee whiz, don’t you

know it’s childish to take notice of anything like

that? No matter what happens, you ought to say

to yourself, “Gee, these people are so kind to sell

me goods, they know better than I do what I ought

to have and ought to pay, it might hurt their feel

ings horrible if I make any kick, so I’ll do just as

they say.”

Why if you'll do this all the big houses in the

United States will be fighting for your trade. Aint

that worth something? Why sure it is. Go to it.

boys, go to it.

THE STROLLER.
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ULIAN HAUGWITZ, after an experience of

nearly twenty-five years, has given up the road

and has been succeeded by his son, Lucian S. Hang

witz, who will “carry the grip" over his father's old

territory.

NITY SUPPLY CO., New York, incorpo

rated to deal in confectionery, etc., with

capital of $30,000. Directors: Thomas A. Fraher,

Louis F. Stumpf and Louis P. Brown.

 

ODERN CANDY CO., Milwaukee, VVis

consin, incorporated to conduct a general con

fectionery business, with capital of $10,000, by

Frank Heinl, Matthew G. Heinl, jr., and john T.

Barlow.

HE firm of jolm H. Dockman & Son., Balti

more, gave a dinner and reception to their em

ployes Thursday, December 29. The floors of the

factory were arranged for dancing and the walls

handsomely decorated. The menu contained popu

lar dishes. An orchestra of seven pieces kept the

ladies and gentlemen stepping lively until morning.

joseph M. Smith was toastmaster, and he acted the

part like a veteran. Speeches were made by john

H. Dockman, Louis A. Dockman, G. WI G. Suter,

Rodger H. Pippen and Edward j. Burns. Mr.

Dockman, Sr., gave a description of the confection

ery trade in Baltimore fifty years back. Presenta

tion of various articles was made to old employes.

 

O. \/VILBUR & SONS, INC., the Philadel

o phia chocolate manufacturers, celebrated the

thirty-eighth year of the company’s existence by an

annual sales conference, attended by the executives

and the entire sales force, and the meeting was a

great success in every way. December 28th and

29th were devoted to discussions in conference with

Sales Manager john Glossinger, presiding. There

were several inspiring talks, and the men unani

mously adopted the slogan, “1922, our biggest

year.” There were lunches each day and an enter

tainment and dance \/Vednesday evening.

GOODRICH, who for eighteen years sold

o candy throughout Southern Michigan for A.

E. Brooks & Co., Grand Rapids, has embarked in

the wholesale confectionery business at Z17 Portage

street, Kalamazoo, Mich., under the firm name of

Goodrich Candy Co.

T HE Bay Cities Candy Co., Inc., L. P. Burnham,

manager, has equipped a candy manufacturing

plant at 3800 Piedmont Avenue, Oakland, Calif.,

to supply a string of their retail candy stores.

 

AMES O’MALLEY, an experienced candy

maker, has started in the wholesale and retail

confectionery business, at 4305 Lorain Avenue.

Cleveland. Ohio, under the name of O’Malley's

Home-Made Candies. He was formerly with Gates

Candies, Inc.

ii

FRIEDMAN, the candy machinery man, of 30

~ Church street, New York, returned from a

European business trip on December 28th, via

Steamer Olympic, and is again hard at work.

 

HARVEY REX, formerly with the Diamond

0 States Fibre Co., has been elected vice-presi

dent and sales manager of the john M. Driver

Company, Philadelphia, specialists in paper

products.

ILLIAM F. HEIDE of Henry Heide. Inc.,

New York, sailed on january 18th for a trip

to the Orient.

ALTER C. CLARK is now covering Phila

delphia and vicinity for the Rochester Candy

\Vorks, Rochester, N. Y.

ATES Candies, Incorporated, have renewed

the lease of their store at Fifth Avenue and

Market street, Pittsburg, Pa., at a price said to be

the largest ever paid in that locality.
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FFICERS and employes of the Brecht Candy

Company, Denver, Colorado, held their fourth

annual sales convention and banquet on Dec. 30,

1921, at the company’s factory, Fourteenth and

Wazee streets, and at the Metropole hotel. A. C.

Baker, Secretary and Manager, and Sales Manager,

C. M. Chaney, addressed the men on business

topics.

THE Mary Heath Co. has been organized at St.

Louis, Mo., as manufacturers of fruit flavors

and confectionery and ice cream specialties. Dr.

George N. Heath is president of the company, Wil

lia.m H. Maas, Vice-President, and Mrs. Mary C.

Heath, Secretary and Treasurer.

 

NIONTOWN CANDY CO., Uniontown,

Penna., incorporated by Harry Henshaw,

John C. Smiley and Harry E. Crawford; capital,

$10,000.

NION CANDY CO., Elizabeth, New Jersey,

incorporated under the laws of that state by

Samuel Charles, Frank Cohn and Charles Kauf

man ; capital $2,000.

 

L’LOUISE, Incorporated, Kittery, Maine, or

ganized to conduct a manufacturing confec

tionery and cigar business, with capital stock of

$10,000. President, Harry W. Foster; Treasurer,

Geo. E. Burnham; Clerk, Elmer J. Bumham.

OSTELLO BROS., Inc., Pawtucket, Rhode

Island, incorporated to deal in confectionery

and tobacco, with capital stock of $500,000. The

incorporators are: Bernard A., Joseph E., and

James J. Costello. -

ARKHAM-RYKERT, Inc., Buffalo, New

York, incorporated to conduct a confectionery

business, with capital of $20,000. The directors

are: Joseph W. and Ellen H. Markham and Frank

A. Rykert.

HE J. C. VANDER BIE CO, Inc., St. Paul,

Minn., manufacturing ice cream, etc., incorpo

rated, capital $100,000. Incorporators: Anna H.

Vander Bie, Rose H. Hipp, Marguerite Vander Bic

Dunn.

 

ANOTHER noted Chicago barroom will become

history with this month, the owner of the

Hotel Grant, northwest corner Dearborn and Madi

son streets, having leased the 13x40-foot store at

8 No. Dearborn, to Emanuel Lambert for the sale

of candy and soda water. The lessors retain the

right to cancel the lease in the event Congress per

mits the sale of beer and light wines.

HE NOBILITY CHOCOLATE COMPANY

of Boston, Mass., has been incorporated under

the laws of that state to manufacture chocolate, etc.,

with capital consisting of 1,000 shares of stock with

out par value.

ANNER CANDY MANUFACTURING

CORP., Brooklyn, New York, incorporated

under the laws of that state, with capital stock of

$25,000. The directors are: Luca and Luigi

Baccone and Harry Grunther.

 

UMMIT SWEETS, Inc., of Union Hill, New

Jersey, incorporated under the laws of that

state, with capital stock of $50,000, by Irwin Ruben

stein, Henriette Kurtz and Charles F. Echtenele.

 

HE CRYSTAL CANDY CO., Winston-Salem,

North Carolina, recently purchased the‘Vanola

Company and the Martin-Hill Candy Co., of that

place, and have consolidated the three businesses.

 

THE Fleetwood Chocolate Co. has been organized

at Reading, Pa., to manufacture chocolate

and cocoa and a factory will shortly be erected at

Fleetwood, Penna., near Reading. J. B. Leithiser

is president of the company. -

 

R E. RODDA, the well-known candy manu

0 facturer, has bought control of the Headley

Chocolate Co., 608 Water street, Baltimore, Md.

President of the company for the last six years

and holding a minority interest, Mr. Rodda has pur

chased the stock owned by William C. Bidlack and

G. Clayton Krone of Lancaster, Pa. By the trans

action completed the Headley Chocolate Company

of Baltimore and the Lancaster Chocolate and Cara

mel Company, which have been operated as a joint

corporation, have been entirely separated. Coming

to Baltimore six years ago from Lancaster, Messrs.

Rodda, Bidlack and Krone purchased the Headley

Company from local interests. The Company was

not in a very flourishing condition at that time, but

under the leadership of Mr. Rodda has greatly pros

pered.

 

HE F. A. MENNE Factory of the National

Candy Company at Fourteenth Street and

Broadway, Louisville, Ky., is completed as far as

the building itself is concerned, but installation of

equipment and machinery will delay the occupation

of the structure until around March 1. The factory

has four acres of floor space and will be one of the

largest and most up-to-date candy manufacturing

plants in the country. The new building will be

substituted for the company's present factory at

Wenzel and Main Streets. It is three times as large

as the old structure.
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ERLEYV CONFECTIONS, INC., 420 South

Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill., incorporated,

capital, $50,000. Incorporators Walter L. Perley,

Frank D. Eardner and J. K. Cady.

EERLESS CONFECTION CO., Chicago, 111.,

increased capital from $35,000 to $75,000.

 

ETER SISCO CO., 514 S. Loomis St., Chi

cago, Ill., confectionery, incorporated, capital,

$150,000. Incorporators R. P. Perlman, D. P.

Johnson and Peter Sisco. ‘

 

THE_ABEL VELVET ICE CREAM CO., Rich

mond, Ind. Candy and ice cream, incorporated,

capital, $5,000. Incorporators C. J. Schuh, E. J.

Leen and G. W. Abel.

HE CROVVELL ICE CREAM CO., Waterloo,

Iowa. Incorporated, capital, $300,000. Incor

porators, Roger I. Crowell, D. I. Glasson and E. C.

Glasson.

M.

RICK ICE CREAM CO., Corsicana, Tex.

creased capital from $15,000 to $40,000.

In

FEIN BROS. INC., Milwaukee, Wis. Con

fectionery, cigars, tobacco, etc. Incorporated.

capital, $150,000. Incorporators: Nathan Stein,

Ben Gill and Emil Hersh.

NE\/V corporation is being organized at Read

_ ing, Penna., to take over the manufacturing

business of the Short & Son Co., a partnership. It

is reported that the new company will be amply

financed and will do business under the name of

Short & Son Corporation.

 

HE ARKANSAS ICE CREAM MANUFAC

TURER’S ASSOCIATION held its fourth

annual convention at the Hotel Marion, Little

Rock, January 10th and 11th. J. R_ Jones

of the National Ice Cream Company of

Little Rock is president of the association; J. R.

Bourlan of Fort Smith, Vice-President, and G. A.

Meyer of Stuttgart, Secretary and Treasurer.

There were a number of interesting papers on con

ditions in the industry.

 

HE stockholders of the Jenkins Candy Company

* held their annual meeting Jan. 7th, and plan to

resume operations. The plant, which is located

at the corner of Bridge and Birch streets, Chippewa

Falls, Wis., has been idle for several months.

It has all the equipment of a modern first

class candy factory. The board of directors are

Erick Myrman, Andrew Sands, Julius Loeser,

L. A. Fletcher, A. P. Dipple, Olga Vincent and O.

The former officers were re-elected

as follows: President, L. A. Fletcher; Vice-Presi

dent, A. P. Dipple; Secretary-Treasurer, O. H.

Larrabee.

HE annual meeting of stockholders of the Ox

ford Confectionery Company was held at the

office of the company in Oxford, Pa., on January

14th, 1922. Due to the illness of the President,

Christian Pfiaum, Jr., John C. Brock, Treasurer,

presided and read the report of business for the

year 1921, which, considering adverse business con

ditions, was very gratifying. The outlook for 1922

is very good. Directors were elected as follows:

H. Larabee.

 

Christian Pflaum, .Jr., John C. Brock, John K.

Thompson, G. M. Blauvelt, H. L. Shumway, H. U.

\-Villiams, W. D. V1/illiams.

The Directors re-elected Christian Pflaum, Jr.,

President; John C. Brock was elected Vice-Presi

dent, with authority to act as General Manager dur

ing the incapacitation of Mr. Pflaum; John K.

Thompson was elected Treasurer and Asst. Secre

tary and G. M. Blauvelt was elected Secretary.

IDNEY S. VVORTSMAN, Secretary of the

Southern VVholesale Confectioners’ Associa

tion, has extended an invitation to the New Orleans

(La.) Confectionery Jobbing Association to become

afiiliated with that body. F. X. Fitzpatrick is secre

tary of the New Orleans organization.

ARD & Margolies, Brooklyn, N. Y., on Sep

tember lst last offered to all their salesmen

four prizes to those bringing in the largest sales for

the remainder of the year on a specialty they are

distributing. At the beginning the men were not

enthusiastic, each thinking that he had no chance for

the prize, but as the sales were tabulated, it stirred

up a spirit amongst all the men, who began to realize

that they had a show to become a winner. The end

of the fight was the hottest, it finally bringing to

Benj. Silverstein the first prize of $100.00

F. KELLY has resigned his position with the

0 American Chicle Co., with whom he has been

for 15 years to take up a position with the Metro

Chocolate Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

AN GILLETT £o§§;iy of the Metro Choco

late Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., has joined the staff

of Geo. H. Fritz & Sons, Newark, N. J.

THE Purity Candy Co., of Beaumont, Texas, has

been incorporated under the laws of that state

to manufacture confectionery, by E. J. Metzke, A. J.

Metzke and G. J. Todd; capital, $2,000.

EO Braatz will open a soft drink and confec

tionery business at Schofield, VVis.

RTHUR Ohl, \Villiams Bay, VVis., confection

ery, ice cream, etc., sold out to Mitchell and

Spiegelhoff.
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FD. Birn, Birn & Wachenheim, New York,

J is in the middle west giving the glad-hand and

New Year greetings to his friends enroute.

 

HEO. Lenchuer has purchased the business and

equipment of the Suburban Candy Company,

Inc., manufacturers of fine confectioneries, 2605

California Ave., N. S., Pittsburgh, Pa., and has

moved the plant to 218 First A\'e., Pittsburgh, Pa.

 

HE VVisconsin Association of Ice Cream Manu

facturers held its seventh annual convention at

the Hotel Pfister, Milwaukee, on January 17th and

18th, at which time business problems affecting the

industry were discussed. Papers were read on “Ice

Cream Standards” and “Package Ice Cream.” Pres

ident D. D. Smith, Fond du Lac, presided. Ofiicers

for the coming year were elected as follows : Charles

Touton, Janesville, president; O. A. Elliott, Chip

pewa Falls, vice president; C. A. Carver, Oshkosh,

secretary-treasurer; A. O. Sorge, Reedsburg, and

‘J. R. Fess, La Crosse, directors.

 

HE Pitt Candy Company of 1931 Wylie Ave

nue, Pittsburgh, Penna., has been incorporated

to conduct a confectionery business, with capital

stock of $5,000, by Michael VVolfe and R. M. Shaff

man.

HORACE L. Day Company, 4-6 \Vhite Street,

New York City, importers of Souchard choco

late, are financing a company wihch will manufacture

Souchard products in this country. It is reported

that the factory will be located in greater New York.

 

HE nut and candy business at Elmira, New

York, formerly controlled by George C.

Browne, has been reorganized and in future will be

conducted by the Pedigreed Products Corporation.

of which company G. H. Stalker is president, George

C. Browne vice-president and in charge of sales, and

Clifford H. Calkins secretary-treasurer. Consider

able new equipment is being installed.

 

THE Manufacturing Confectioners of Baltimore

held their monthly meeting at “Kofier’s,”

Thursday evening, January 18th, at 8 o'clock. Din

ner was served. Election of oflicers resulted in the

re-election of all the old ofiicers, with the exception

that William A. Goetze was elected vice-president, in

place of A. C. Pracht, retired. Harry R. Jones pre

sided; among those present were: E. H. Josselyn,

Louis A. Dockman, James A. Clark, William H.

Ponder, H. W. Loock, A. M. Dawson, William H.

Everhart, B. J. Leidig, R. Melvin Goetze, Vi/illiam

A. Goetze, Louis Birkmeyer, Henry Trauty, F. E.

Foos, Frank G. Uhlenberg, A. C. Pracht, Wilhelm

Heinz, John H. Bloome, G. Falter, Edward J.

Burns.

I-IE well-known confectionery house of Rueck

heim Brothers & Eckstein, Chicago,‘ has

changed its corporate name to The Cracker Jack

Company, this being the name of their great spe

cialty, but the company announces that the lines of

other candies heretofore manufactured will be con

tinued by the new company. At a recent meeting of

the Board of Directors of the Company, all of the

former ofiicials were re-elected, and in addition Fred

\\*'. Rueckheim, Jr., Henry G. Eckstein, Jr., and Fred

P. \Varren were made vice presidents. This means

the maintenance of the old policies and traditions of

a well known business that was established in 1872,

and now celebrating its Golden Anniversary.

 

HE Pioneer Ice Cream 'Co., of Sauk Center,

Minn., has been incorporated by Henry P. Otte,

Charles Bolig and Michael \/Vennig, with capital

stock of $50,000.

 

THE C. S. Ball Candy Co., Dayton, O., applied

last month to the Secretary of State to have its

capital increased to $1,000,000. It is planned by the

company to have one of the largest factories in the

middle west. The company being reorganized, the

number of directors being increased to nine. The

ofiicers are: C. S. Ball, President and General Man

ager; E. N. Ball (Mrs. C. S.), Vice-President and

Assistant Manager; Julius V. Jones, Secretary;

Clarence Keifer, Treasurer; Leo Meyers, General

Sales_Manager ; Alexander Vl/alker, Superintendent;

Edward W'uichet, S. R. Jones and C. \V. Hoffritz,

directors. The president embarked in business with

his father, S. E. Ball, and remained with him until

1903 when he launched out for himself. Messrs.

Meyers and \/Valker have been identified with the

factory for some time and have helped develop the

business. Julius V. Jones is a well-known attomey

and business man. Clarence Keifer is treasurer of

the American Finance Company and director of the

West Carrollton bank. Edward VVuichet is presi

dent of the Dayton Chamber of Commerce and

holds important positions in eight or nine Dayton

companies. S. Rufus Jones is general manager of

the Mutual Home and Savings Association. C. W.

Hoffritz is general manager of the American Fi
nance Company. i

 

HE L. A. Liebs Co., Inc., Newark, N. J., has

just issued a very unique and handsome printed

booklet, and also a folder, copies of which can be

had for the asking.

 

OHN H. Dockman & Son, the Baltimore, Md.,

manufacturing confectioners, are planning to

build a new five-story addition to their factory at No.

32 East Montgomery Street, in the rear of their

present plant. The addition will greatly improve

their factory facilities.
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HE Snows Candy Corporation is a new organ

ization recently formed at Chicago, and the

company secured by purchase the Reuter and Novel

ty plants of the old Continental Candy Co., with

their entire equipment and stock, and will actively

enter the confectionery field. The officers of the

corporation are: Thomas H. Blodgett, president;

M. T. Fisher, vice-president; I. Hoppenfeld, secre

tary, and Frank ]. King, treasurer. The directors

are: Thomas H. Blodgett, ]. Hoppenfeld, George

L. Burr, Charles H. Otis, Mercer P. Mosley andA. Potter. Mr. Blodgett is chairman of the Execu

tive Committee.

 

PPLE Gum Co., incorporated under the laws

of Delaware to manufacture and deal in chew

ing gum, with capital stock of $1,000,000. The in

corporators are George VV. Loft, Vernon C. Brown,

Isaac H. Blanchard, Cornelius C. Billings and ]os

eph G. Kitchell.

 

N January 17th the stockholders of the Utica

Candy Co., Utica, New York, held their annual

meeting and the following were elected as officers

for the year: President, G. E. Keller; vice-presi

dent, Dr. Edward Shotthafer; secretary and treasur

er, ]. VV. Shotthafer. The officers and E. W. Strad

ling are the directors.

 

ALTER C. Caldwell, ]r., assistant sales mana

ger at the National Candy Co.’s Chicago

plant, is now sales manager at the Peckham Factory

of the same company at St. Louis, where he succeeds

Frank H. Peckham, retired. F. C. Lane succeeds

Mr. Caldwell at Chicago.

 

ANDRIN & Company recently incorporated at

Chicago, Ill., to manufacture and deal in confec

tionery, etc., with capital stock of $25,000, by E.

R. Tierdebohl, F. ]. Houlihan and Frank Michels.

 

HE Ohio Confectioners’ Club held its regular

meeting at the Chittenden Hotel, Columbus,

Ohio, on January 12th and 13th, with a good attend

ance of members present. Counsellor H. B. Fuller,

of the N. C. A., was the special speaker and talked

on the new tax law.

 

ATIONAL Confectionery Company, Pitts

burgh, Penna., incorporated under Pennsylva

nia laws to manufacture confectionery, soda, ice

cream, etc., by Max, Aaron, ]oseph, Solomon and

H. M. Silberman.

 

FRANK A. Hoops, for many years connected

with the New England Confectionery Com

pany, Boston, Mass., recently resigned from that

company, and will shortly start for California.

E F. GIFFS, for many years with the sales force

1 of the Samoset Chocolate Co., Boston, is now

with the Alpine Chocolate Co., of that city, as sales

manager, while Fred Wheeler, late with the F. H.

Dow Co., will cover Rhode Island and Connecticut

for the Alpine Company.

 

EWELL H. Hargrave has been elected as

manager of the Dolly Varden Chocolate Co.,

Cincinnati, Ohio, succeeding Charles Eisen, who re

signed and retired from the company after many

years of active service.

ILLIAM S. Cox, president of the Cox Con

fectionery Co., recently succeeded Wm. H.

Cole as general manager of the F. H. Roberts Co.,

Boston, manufacturing confectioners. Mr. Cox will

also continue as president of the candy company

bearing his name.

HE Elko Chocolate Company has been incor

porated at Pittsburgh, Penna., under the laws

of that state to manufacture and deal in cocoa and

chocolate, confectionery, etc.

M. T. BRIERLY, road representative for

many years for the American Caramel Co.,

will now cover Baltimore, Washington and vicinity,

instead of VVestern Pennsylvania and Maryland.

 

HE Her-Bro. Chocolate Co. has been incor

porated under the laws of Pennsylvania to do

business at Harrisburg, with capital stock of $500,

000. The company will manufacture chocolate and

cocoa. The incorporators are: Roy Z. Hershey,

]acob N. Hershey and Isaac Hershey.

-A

HE Virginia Dare Candy Co., Baltimore, gave a

dinner at “Rector’s," January 23rd, to their

salesman, “Abe” Friedman, son of ]oseph Friedman,

President of the N. C. S. A. About 35 persons

were on hand to extend their farewell and to wish

Abe good luck. Mr. Friedman, after being connect

ed with the Virginia Dare Company 8 years is to

take the road. Speeches were made by Messrs.

Frank Clifford, Partlett, McAllister and Miss Vir

ginia Tayman. Edward ]. Burns in an address

referred to Mr. Friedman’s father as “Sunshine

Joe" and as a guiding spirit for the young man.

The dinner was thoroughly enjoyed and an orchestra

added its charms to the occasion.

 

O. COSGROVE, formerly with the Walter

0 M. Lowney Co., is now Sales Manager for

F. M. Hoyt & Co., Amesbury, Mass.
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Coming

N. C. A.

Convention

S PREVIOUSLY announced the 39th Annual

Convention of the N. C. A. will be held in

Chicago during the week of May 22nd. The first

Session will be held on Wednesday, May 24th. Con

ferences will be held on Monday the 22nd and on

Tuesday the 23rd. Details have not been completed,

but will be announced at an early date.

q.
 ?..i ...

The Hotel Drake, which has been selected as the

Convention Headquarters, is Chicago’s newest and

most wonderful hotel. It is located within a few

blocks of the downtown theatre and shopping dis

tricts and is easily accessible to all the railroad sta

tions and any part of the Loop.

The hotel rates for the Convention will be as fol

lows: Single Rooms, with bath, 1 person, $5.00,

$6.00, $7.00 and $8.00 per day, depending on loca

tion of room. Small Double Rooms, containing

double beds, with bath, 2 persons, $6.00 and $7.00

per day. Large Double Rooms, containing 2 single

beds, with bath, 2 persons, $8.00, $10.00, $12.00 and

$14.00 per day, depending on location of room.

Dining service is entirely a la carte with the excep

tion of a Table d’Hote Luncheon at 75 cents per

cover, and dinner at $1.50 per cover served in the

Italian Restaurant, and a Table d’Hote Dinner at

$2.50 per cover, served in the Main Dining Room

overlooking the lake.

 

There are many attractions in and around the

hotel. The Lincoln Park Golf Links are within a

half mile, and there are four Tennis Courts provided

for the use of guests and an indoor Golf Driving

Course. Atlantic City Roller Chairs with a runway

of 4 miles from Lincoln Park to the Municipal Pier

are also provided by the Hotel.

The trafiic secretary is to see the various pas

senger associations looking toward the securing of :1

fare and a half rate for round trips. Particulars

will be published later.

The approaching Convention will be the most im

portant in the history of the organization, and with

out any doubt the most enjoyable, so that the engag

ing of accommodations at the hotel should not be de

layed one minute. A tip to a wise man is sufiicient.

4
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Annual Convention A. R. C.

HE Associated Retail Confectioners of the

United States will convene at the Hotel Drake,

Chicago, May 22, 23, 24. Special hotel and rail

road rates have been arranged for and will be an

nounced in our next issue. Address all inquiries

to \V. D. Blatner, 139 N. Clark St., Chicago, Ill.
 

Meeting Western Confectioners

Association

ESTERN Confectioners Association met in

Annual Convention at the Hotel Coronado,

San Diego, Cal., the week of January 16th. Much

good was accomplished through discussion and

change of views, and the affair as a whole was satis

factory to all. The members, their wives, daughters

and guests were provided with a special entertain

ment prior to the business sessions, which brought

everybody together in a spirit of good fellowship

and enjoyment.
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SPECIAL NOTICE

HIS department was established and is con

tinued for the sole purpose of helping our sub

scribers in overcoming difficulties in manufacturing

through suggestions and advice prepared by our

technical editor and printed, as a rule, in the next

ensuing issue following inquiries. VVe cannot sup

ply information by letter nor are we prepared to

furnish new formulas, a feature for which this

department is not conducted.

This explanation is made because we occasionally

receive letters from readers asking for complete

formulas as well as prompt individual responses.

and whom we are obliged to disappoint much as we

regret doing so.

CHOCOLATES

]. W. M.: You failed to mention in your letter

what kind of centers you are making. You say

after two or three weeks they ferment and break

through. That shows that your formula must be

wrong. Your formula which you mentioned in

your letter is too high cooked for centers cast in

starch and too low a cook for hand rolled creams.

Chocolates fermenting in three weeks has never

been brought to our knowledge. You can add a

little glycerine to your batch, but you have to cook

the sugar at least to two hundred and fortytwo

degrees. Why not cast all your centers in starch.

You can make a good cream with thirty pounds of

corn syrup, to a hundred pounds of sugar. Cook it

two hundred and thirty-eight degrees.

COCOANUT BRITTLE

S. C. C.: We will give two formulas for what is

called “English Cocoanut Brittle," try them both.

we are sure that they will satisfy you. No. 1.

Open four cocoanuts, peel anl cut into thin Slices.

Now place into a copper pan seven pounds of

sugar, three pounds of corn syrup, water enough

to dissolve, set on the fire and stir until the sugar

is dissolved; cook to the crack; add four ounces of

butter and the nuts; cook until the nuts color to a

light brown; pour out on greased marble as thin

as possible and cut into sheets of any size you like.

No. 2 Start the same size batch as indicated

above, but add one pint of New Orleans molasses,

when the batch“ is nearly done, finish the same

We will add‘ another formula which may be of

benefit to you, but the finish is quite different.

Place into a copper pan four pounds of C. sugar.

  

four pounds of corn syrup, four ounces of butter,

one quart molasses, one quart water, set on the fire

and cook to two hundred and eighty degrees, add

all thin sliced cocoanuts you can, on the fire

again, and stir until brown, turn out into coarse

sieve, shape into tin rings with fork. This brittle

is much sold in good retail stores at a good price.

NEW ENGLAND PEANUT TAFFY

Place into a copper pan seven pounds of sugar,

three pounds of corn syrup, two ounces cocoa but

ter, one pint water. Cook to two hundred and

ninety degrees, set kettle on barrel, add four

ounces of butter and three pounds roasted, shelled

peanuts, stir good, pour on greased slab, let set

just one second, then at once pour over the batch

one and a half ounce of soda, then fold the batch

up and keep folding over and over again. -so as to

mix the soda, and as it gets colder the nuts scatter

evenly through the batch; when nearly cold, cut off

a piece at a time, and run the rolling pin over it

thin as possible, continue this till batch is all rolled

out. You will notice after making this that one

piece has as many nuts in as another, and also has

a good color.

CREAM FONDANT

L. B. G. The word “fondant," a French word,

means melting, it therefore explains itself, that

cream must be of such quality that it will be as

smooth as butter and melt in your mouth. But

alas! many candy makers do not know up to this

day how good cream is made, and when they do,

how to properly handle the cream for the many

varieties of bon bons and chocolates, whieh form

many of the most important articles of the time.

while the consumption of dragees of any kind 1S

rapidly decreasing, due to the fact, that many

American candy eaters do not like hard candies

but prefer soft and mellow bonbons and cream

chocolates, also marshmallows. This was entirely

different sixty years ago, when stick candy, sour

balls and a few other candies were the main

products.

The writer can remember the time when cream

fondant was unknown in this country amongst

candy makers. Cream fondant was first made in

the city of Paris, in the fifties of the last century

by a German, “Konditor,” and the method was

kept a secret for several years, when others tried
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their hands at making it and then it_made itsvtour

around the world, but owing to the outbreak of the

civil war its general introduction and use was sus

pended for the time being. From that time up to

this day both the quantity and quality has increased

from year to year, until its output is enormous.

At first the cream was made only in small

batches, seldom larger than twenty-five or thirty

pounds, it was cooked low and doctored with

cream of tartar; cooled until ice cold, often left

on the slab until next morning and then turned up.

Everybody can imagine what trouble and hard

labor it was to turn an ice cold bath sometimes an

hour, yet often one hour and a half till the batch

formed a lump. To mash the same was nearly

as troublesome, in order to turn it into a butter

like smooth mass. After this operation was per

formed, th_en came the most important part of the

work. The starch was made ready in the trays

and with a single mold the impressions had to

be made as exact as possible.

While this operation was going on, nobody was

allowed to cross the room, and if they did so, he

had to do it on tip-toe, for fear that some of the

impressions would fall. Then came the melting

of the cream, which was done with the utmost

precaution and testing. It was then colored and

flavored and was run into the impressions by

means of large paper tubes. Everybody can

imagine what tedious labor the whole operation

was, until the tin funnel droppers came into use.

From that time on the manufacture of cream bon

bons increased considerably in quantity and all the

cream goods brought a high price. Next to this

line came the cholocate pralines, the center being

a small cream ball, coated with chocolate with a

dipping fork. More and more the cream de

veloped, dipping cream was invented for all sorts

of bonbons, fancy figures, flowers, heads of all

sorts, fruits, in fact every imaginable article

was manufactured for some years, but these have

died out and nothing is left today from all those

things but dipped bonbons and cream chocolates,

also plain crystallized bonbons. In these two lines

our confectioners have created the best that good

taste could accomplish. Following are a number

of formulas for different kinds of cream, which

may be of value to the readers of CONFECIIONERS

_]ouRNAL;

DIPPING CREAM

Dipping cream requires more attention than any

other cream, for the reason that it is the so called

jacket of all the fine bonbons, and every little spot

will show on the goods and will destroy the ap

pearance of the whole bonbon This cream should

never be used in large quantity at any one time, as

it sets quickly and it would therefore be necessary

to re-heat it often, while a smaller quantity can be

worked up rapidly and will furnish a better gloss.

Place into a copper pan thirty pounds of best

white A sugar, add four quarts of water, set on

bright fire and stir until the sugar is dissolved,

add one large teaspoonful of white acetic acid.

wash down the sides of the pan carefully, cover

with a clean wooden lid and let boil for about five

minutes, remove the cover, place the thermometer

into the batch, and cook to two hundred and

forty-two degrees, pour on perfectly clean, wet

marble, sprinkle about a half pint of cold water

over the top and let cool. The marble should be

large enough so that the batch can be poured out

as thin as possible, without banking upon the sides

of the marble. Now when the batch is cold, two

persons should start to work the sugar with steel

spatula from two sides, so that the sugar is turned

over and over and will finally set into a hard lump.

Quickly scrape off the spatula, also the marble slab,

mash the scraps with the hands and push the

lump underneath the batch. Cover the batch with

a white, heavy, damp bag and let lie for about

thirty-five minutes, in which time the cream will

become mellow enough to be kneaded into a

smooth, soft mass; put away in large crocks with

cover. When making a larger quantity, wet the

machine as directed for the marble, sprinkle over

a seventy-five pound batch about one quart of cold

water, and when the batch is cold, start the ma

chine, scrape off the arms or spatulas once in

awhile until the batch is turned. Throw the whole

batch into a clean wooden tub, cover well with a

damp cloth, then cover with a round wooden

cover, which fits inside of the tub. After fifteen

or twenty minutes one person may stand on the

wooden cover and stamp down the cream. Re

peat this two or three times, when the cream will

be smooth and mellow.

Vl/hen using dipping cream, do not melt more

than five or six pounds at a time in a farina boiler

until just hot enough, and when too thick, add two

or three teaspoonfuls of cold water, and do not

stir more than absolutely necessary in order to ob

tain a nice gloss on the goods.

RUNNING CREAM FOR CRYSTALLIZED CREAM

BON-BONS AND WAFERS

Place into a copper pan fifty pounds of white

sugar, six quarts of water, set on the fire and stir

until the sugar is dissolved, cook to two hundred

and thirty-four degrees, then add thirteen pounds

of corn syrup and cook to two hundred and thirty

eight or forty degrees, according to your ther

mometer. Pour on wet marble, sprinkle a little

cold water over the top, let cool and turn as usual.

From this cream all kinds of bonbons can be run

into starch, as well as all kinds of wafers, which

are to be crystallized.
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CREAM FOR HAND ROLLED CHOCOLATE DROPS

Fifty pounds of sugar, six quarts of water

cooked to two hundred and forty degrees, add

twelve pounds of corn syrup, cook to two hundred

and forty-four degrees, cool and finish like other

cream. Another: Place into a copper pan

thirty-seven pounds and a half of sugar, two

pounds and a half of corn syrup, five quarts of

water, set on good fire and cook as fast as possible

to two hundred and thirty-eight degrees, warm in

another pan fifteen pounds of corn syrup, pour

both batches together, pour on wet marble, turn

in fifteen minutes.

Fifteen pounds of sugar, two pounds of corn

syrup, little water, five pounds of caramel paste,

cook to two hundred and thirty-six degrees. Pour

out, cool and finish as other.

Place into a copper pan twenty pounds of sugar,

four pounds of corn syrup, two quarts of cream,

little water, set on fire and cook to two hundred

and thirty-four degrees, add six ounces of gly

cerine, cook and stir to two hundred and thirty

eight degrees, pour on wet marble, cool and finish

as others.

FRENCH CREAM

Place into a copper pan thirty-six pounds of

sugar, four quarts water, two ounces and a half or

acetic acid No. 36. Set the pan on the fire and

stir until the sugar is dissolved, wash do\vn the

sides of the pan, and cook to two liundretl anl

forty-four degrees, pour on wet marble, let cool.

then while working the batch with the spatula, pour

over the batch the whites of twenty-four eggs.

beaten very stiff, when the eggs are worked in

well, pour over it eight ounces glycerine, put away.

cover well with cloth. This cream is for extra fine

hand work. such as cream balls, crescents, small

bars, etc., in vanilla, lemon and orange, of the pure

fruit, no extracts.

LOG CABIN CREAM

Place into a copper pan fifteen pounds of sugar,

two pounds of corn syrup, one pound of caramel

paste, one gallon of cream, stir and cook to two

hundred and forty-two degrees; set off, add one

pound of butter, stir it in well, then stir the batch

until it gets cloudy, sprinkle slab with starch, and

pour two-thirds of batch on one end of slab, color

balance red and add two ounces of chocolate, stir

in well and pour it on the other end of the slab;

let set twenty minutes, then take the red piece.

flatten out, then place the large piece in the red.

and fold it up, then roll out and pull out into club

shape, cut twelve inches long, lay pieces on starch.

when cold cut them on angle. This piece can be

highly improved, when the rolls are dipped or

brushed with thick gum and rolled in chopped

roasted peanuts, chopped almonds, or a mixture of

both and chopped pistachio nuts.

CREAM CHOCOLATE CENTERS

Cook by steam or on fire one hundred pounds

of sugar, fifteen pounds of corn syrup, eleven

quarts of water to two hundred and forty-four

degrees, add eight ounces of gelatine dissolved in

one quart of water, cook to two hundred and

forty-one degees, pour on wet marble or into

machine. When cool and while beating add ten

pounds of prepared cream and eight ounces of

glycerine.

CREAM FOR OPERA BARS

Place into a copper pan twelve pounds of sugar,

one and a half teaspoonful of cream of tartar, one

gallon of cream, added gradually while stirring

and cooking to two hundred and forty-two de

grees, pour on wet marble, add vanilla and when

cool, cream up, cover and allow to sweat for one

hour, then knead until smooth, place into pans.

lined with wax paper, pat down even, turn out

and allow to set, when stiff enough, cut into ob

long pieces, three inches by one inch. Dip into

thin chocolate coating, sprinkle a little red sugar

on one end of the bar, while the chocolate is soft.

PINEAPPLE CREAM CHOCOLATI-‘.5

Twenty pounds crystal A sugar, two pounds corn

syrup. five pints water; cook two hundred and fifty

degrees. One pineapple, one teaspoonful tartaric acid,

ten pounds chocolate coating. First peel and grate

one pineapple, then put twenty pounds of crystal

A sugar into a copper kettle, add two pounds of

corn syrup and five pints of water, mix well and cook

to two hundred and fifty degrees, pour on a cool

and damp slab, leave until partly cool, then add the

grated pineapple and turn the batch to a cream, let

mellow, knead well, place in a steam bath and add

one teaspoonful of powdered tartaric acid, stir until

thin, then drop in impressions in starch and leave

until cold. Remove from the starch and dust well.

Now have ten pounds of chocolate coating melted in

a steam bath, turn the chocolate out on a slab, which

is slightly warm in the center, leave the chocolate

on the warm part of the slab. Scrape one pound

of the chocolate to the cool part of the slab and work

until it is almost cool, then cover the creams with the

chocolate and drop on glazed paper and set in a cool

place until hard, then pack.

VANILLA CRISP KISSES

Ten pounds crystal A sugar, one teaspoonful

cream of tartar, three pints of water; cook three hun

dred thirty-five degrees. Half teaspoonful vanilline

crystal. Put ten pounds crystal A sugar into a cop

per kettle, add one teaspoonful cream of tartar and

three pints water. Set the kettle on the fire and stir

until the sugar is melted, then cook to three hundred

thirty-five degrees. Pour on an oiled slab and lC3.\t‘

until it cools a little, then fold the batch together

and add a half teaspoonful vanilline crystal. Pull over

the hook until quite light and spongy, then form in
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G. L. F. L.:

11) 9.11

a round mass on alwarm table in front of a batch

warmer. Now pull out in sticks as thick as your

thumb and cut on a butter cup cutter and lay on a

cool slab until cool, then pack in tin cans.

CHOCOLATE DIPPING

Vi/e are not surprised to learn from

your letter that you have trouble in dipping

chocolate goods with regular coating chocolate.

Chocolate for dipping purposes must be thinned

down with fat to the proper consistency, when

you expect to obtain good results. You failed to

mention in your letter for what purpose you in

tend to use the chocolate. You must bear in mind.

that it depends entirely not only on the price at

which you may sell your goods, but also on the

size of the piece. A large piece, such as penny

goods, requires a thinner chocolate than does a

small piece in order to allow the chocolate to run

smooth. For medium priced chocolate and

chocolate liquor, use half and half, thinned down

with hard fat at the rate of one pound of fat to

ten pounds of the mixed preparation. This

may answer your purpose; although you may

also select one of the chocolate thinners, which

you will find advertised in the journal. For

some articles which are very sweet it is more

advisable to employ the pure bitter chocolate

liquor, especially for cococanut creams and

several other pieces. A small trial lot will soon

show you how to handle the dipping chocolate

with success. In conclusion let us say that this

thinned chocolate can stand a little more heat

than can the regular coating.

SPONGE TAFFY

. C.: We suppose you neither cook nor pull your

batch enough, and as you did not mention in

your letter how you make your taffy, it is difficult

for us to discover your fault, so we have to give

you our own formulas, and hope that you will

have better success. VVe give you two good

recipes. Select the one you like the best, although

we strongly doubt that you will turn out the real

goods without proper rollers. No. 1 is made as

follows: Place into a copper pan nine pounds

of com syrup, seven pounds of sugar, two ounces

and a half of harmless wax substitute and t\vo of

hard fat, one pint and a half of water, set on

the fire and stir till the sugar is dissolved, add

six ounces of butter, wash down the sides of the

pan and cook to two hundred and eighty-five

degrees, pour on greased marble. fold in the

edges, as it cools, and when cool enough to

handle, pull well on the hook, and while you are

pulling, have your assistant pour gradually on

the batch half a pint of condensed milk. This

will reduce the batch somewhat, flavor vanilla.

and run through taffy roller, about one and three

quarters of an inch long, and three-eighths of an

inch in thickness. When cold, break apart. They

are then ready for coating. No. 2 is quite dif

W. G. P.:

ferent, is more tedious to make, and requires

some experience. First of all have a tin pipe

made, about two feet long and one inch in diam

eter, grease it well, and lay it aside. Make a batch

as follows: Place into a copper pan ten pounds of

yellow sugar, six pounds of corn syrup, or one

teaspoonful of cream of tartar, IWCIVC ounw-= ~v

butter, three ounces of hard fat, one pint and a

half of cream, one and a half pints of water, set

the pan on the fire and stir till the sugar is dis

solved, wash down the sides of the pan, and cook

to two hundred and eighty-five to ninety de

grees, just according to your instrument, as the

different instruments vary a little. Pour the

batch on to greased marble, fold in the edges as

it cools, and when cool enough to handle, pull on

the hook. When well pulled, place the batch in

front of the batch warmer, flatten it down a

trifle shorter than the tin pipe and wrap it around

the pipe, moving or turning the pipe a little to

prevent it from sticking to the batch. Now close

one end of the batch, pull out the pipe, and close

this end quickly, blowing air in the sugar pipe

before closing this end. Now carefully pull out

the'batch about three or four feet long, then

let both ends meet, stretch out again, and lay half

of the length over the other half, always being

careful that the air does not escape, or else all

the work will be spoiled. Repeat this operation

at least three or four times, that means, one time

let both ends meet, next time lay one half over

the other, then stretch out and run through

rollers, or else stretch out and mark with mark

ing tools, and when cold break apart. When

breaking one piece, you will notice that the in

side looks like noodles, which are arranged in

such a manner, that one layer runs across the

candy piece, while another layer runs in the op

posite direction. It is very tedious work, but

when properly made as directed, it is one of the

best selling chocolate coated candies.

DIPPING COCOANUT CREAM BARS

\Vhen your cocoanut cream bars turn

gray or spotted, it is because you are heating

your bitter chocolate too much, or your bars

may be too cold, therefore, before starting,to dip

place the bars in a tray in a moderate warm room

for about an hour. Keep your bitter chocolate

just lukewarm, and stir it up once in a while,

and when it is too thick, thin down a little with

hard fat to the proper consistency, dip the bars.

and immediately place them in a cold room.

\Vhen you buy a good quality of bitter chocolate

from a reliable house, you should not have any

more trouble, because bitter chocolate does not

require quite as much care as regular coating

does. Do not neglect to stir the bitter chm-m-1-m»

once in awhile, for when it stands undisturbed

for some time, you will notice a greasy substance

on top of the chocolate, which will then get

streaky when cold.
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MOLASSES COCOANUT BARS

N. C. H.: The only thing we can recommend you

to do is to cook the batch lower in cold weather,

like everything else. If you had mentioned in

your letter how you make the bars, we might

then be better able to tell you what is wrong.

Your sample is hard as a rock, so we will give

you a formula which tastes good, is quickly

made out of desiccated cocoanuts, but you can

also make them with fresh cocoanut. No. 1.:

Place into a copper pan three quarts of New Or

leans molasses, three pounds of corn syrup, boil

for a few minutes, then add enough shredded

desiccated cocoanuts to make a rather stiff batch,

pour out on greased, flour dusted marble, spread

out between iron bars, and with a greased rolling

pin roll out the required thickness. Let cool, then

cut on cutter, using plenty of granulated sugar,

in order to prevent the batch from sticking to the

knife. No. 2, from fresh cocoanuts. Place into

a shallow good size copper pan, fifteen pounds of

molasses, five pounds of corn syrup, set on the

fire and cook to the thread, add about twenty

five grated cocoanuts, and stir and cook on low

fire to a good ball, or else spread a little on a cold

marble. You can see in a second if the batch

is stiff enough. Spread and roll out, and when

cold, cut any size you like. You may also cut

like caramels and roll in granulated sugar.

 

The Origin of Ice Cream

N answer to an inquiry concerning the inventor

of ice cream a newspaper authority prints the fol

lowing statement:

"It has been supposed that Dolly Madison made

the first ice cream, but Thyra Samter Winslow, an

Englishwoman, who has made a long ‘J.l’1Cl careful

study of the subject, declares that Dolly MaUl3UII

was merely the first person in America to serve it.

This was at a White House reception during the

administration of President Madison. The guests

liked the cream so well that they asked how it was

made, and from that beginning. a vast business has

grown up.

“According to a creainery expert the American

people eat close to 300,000,000 gallons of ice cream

in a year. It is stated that the first ice cream was

made by a London confectioner named Guiiton. His

method of freezing was crude and uncertain. It re

mained for Nancy johnson, the wife of an American

naval officer, to invent the ice cream freezer.”

Supplementing the foregoing we may add that be

fore her marriage to Representative Madison, Dolly

(or Dorothea), was a young widow, of Virginia

birth, who lived with her mother at the northeast

corner of Fourth and Walnut_streets, in Philadel

phia, a few doors from the present oflice of the CON

FECTIONERS JOURNAL. They were impoverished

and kept boarders. There is an old tradition that the

first ice cream was made “on south Fourth street,”

which tends to prove that the charming future mis

tress of the VVhite House prepared it in the old resi

dence at that location, which is still in existence.

 

Suggestions Well Worth Heeding

IN a long review of the business conditions of the

retail trade generally, Mr. A. E. Dodd, of the

United States Chamber of Commerce, in The Na

tion's Business, comments on the trials and tribu

lations, the delinquencies and virtues of retail deal

ers, and he takes occasion to offer three suggestions

as follows:

1. keep better informed on trade conditions by

better use of trade papers.

2. Get in closer touch with markets.

3. join with neighboring merchants—even rivals

—in trade conferences.

Let us consider these from the standpoint of the

candy jobber. Take No. 3 first. In the leading

cities the candy jobbers have their trade associa

tions—which is good. The question arises, how

ever, whether they make the most out of them

Real, earnest and vital questions are before every

business of every kind, which are exceedingly (M

ficult to solve, but which are helpful to every one

to be discussed. even though no solution is forth

coming. If you are a member of an association caii

not. you;make this more vtial to youand your as

sociates. tan you not think up some nuts which

need cracking, lay them before the meetings and let

them. be hammered at by the ideas of all the meni

bers in open discussions?

. No. 2 would seem to be taken care of, because the

jobbers as a rule keep in close touch with the mar

kets through various agencies. Consider No. 1.

From every leader of business thought, in every

line of business, and every section, comes the ur

gent appeal to keep posted on business conditions.

Because they are changing and changing rapidly,

knowledge of these changes is absolutely essential

to the proper conduct of business.

Let me say, without fear of contradiction, that‘

the best source of business knowledge today is the

trade papers. VVithout the trade papers business

would be chaos. The first aim and object of every

reputable trade paper is to he i<st~fiil to its readers.

That is its very foundation stone. And from all

sources it gathers the things which will be of real

help to them. Every issue of every trade paper of

worth contains facts and ideas and suggestions that

are worth the year's subscription.

And yet, consider the business men. Some do not

take any, some do not even open them. Some read

carelessly. Some—and they are the successful men

—read them with care, extract the gems, the wheat,

the gold, incorporate them in their business, to their

great advantage and profit.
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Recipes for Confectioners

THAL-DAL, AN ARABIAN CONFECTION

The sale of Thal-dal is very important. The

Arabian confectioners lay in a large stock of apri

cots, which they reduce into pulp during the sea

son, and dessicate the same without the addition of

sugar, and then preserve them so in loaves. Below

we will give the proportions of the substances which

are used in the composition of this Arabian con

fection.

Stoned apricots one pound, powdered sugar half

a pound, rice powder four ounces, sweet almonds

two ounces, the kernels of the apricots, a little es

sence of musk or any other flavor, if so desired.

After the apricots have been stoned, they are

mashed and passed through a sieve; put this pulp

into a small pan, then incorporate the powdered

rice. after that the powdered sugar. Now add to

the apricot pulp, the sweet almonds and the kernels‘

of the apricots, both finely chopped. Now place

the pan on moderate fire, and boil the contents, stir

ring constantly with a spatula, like for boiling jam.

till the paste is sufficiently thickened. Flavor with

one or two drops of essence of musk or any other

flavor according to the taste of the customers.

V\/hen the paste is so cooked, that means solid

enough like for fruit paste, it is poured into tin

molds, which are previously oiled and then sprin

kled inside with powdered sugar, in order to re

move the paste easily from the mold, after it has

become cold. This paste is then cut into small

bars and rolled in powdered sugar, and is then ready

for sale.

BONBONS WITH ELDER FLOWERS AND MILK

Besides being delicious these bonbons possess the

advantage of having calming properties. Pour into

a saucepan about one-third of a quart water to

which add one ounce fresh elder flowers. Set the

pan on moderate fire and reduce the liquid one

third, strain through a fine colander and use this

liquid to wet thirty-five ounces of sugar, add ten

ounc~s of honey and one ounce of milk powder.

dissolved in a small cupful of water. Set the pan

on moderate fire and stir constantly with a spatula

to the crack; pour on oiled marble and between

oiled iron bars. Before the sugar is completely

cooled off, mark off deeply with a caramel cutter.

or with a large knife. so that they can easily “be

divided when cold into small squares, which are

then wrapped in wax paper.

RUSSIAN CARAMELS

Place into a small copper pan one pound of

powdered sugar, set the pan on a moderate fire,

stirring with a spatula, in order to melt the sugar

without any water. As soon as the sugar has taken

a light blonde tint, remove the pan from the fire.

incorporate first about four ounces of good honey,

then add six ounces of corn syrup. Now place the

pan on the fire and stir with the spatula until the

whole boils up again. Add one pound of double

cream and one vanilla bean, split in half. Care must

be taken to stir continuously with the spatula until

the batch begins to rise, when the pan should be

withdrawn and put back again, when the sugar

has assumed its normal state. \Vhen the batch

has been stirred and cooked to stiff ball, it is taken

from the fire, the vanilla bean removed, and the

caramel is poured on greased marble, between iron

bars, the thickness of any other caramels. Let. the

caramel cool off entirely, when it is cut as usual. If

desired, the quantity of honey may be increased a

little. This is a fine caramel for the retail trade.

and it is for this reason that we thought it best to

publish a small batch, which can be increased con

siderably, although it is not advisable to make the

batch too large, as it may easily get too dark.

ALMOND PASTE FOR FINE BONBONS

Blanche four pounds of sweet almonds, and pass

them through rollers. or else pound and grind them

in a stone mortar, adding very little water, in order

to prevent them getting oily. When finely ground.

place them into a copper pan. Now cook nine

pounds of sugar to the crock. Pour it over the al

monds, and with a spatula mix it well with the al

monds. Pour the whole on a marble. and let cool.

then pass the paste several times through rollers.

adding one pound and a half to two pounds of

French cream, which will make the paste more

manageable and supple. Flavor coffee, chocolate,

vanilla. lemon and orange.

PISTACHIO ALMOND PASTF.

Operate as for the preceding formula. substi

tuting for one half of the almonds with blanched

pistachio nuts, and a few bitter almonds. then color

a very delicate green. As these pastes are gener

ally made in advance, they are kept in a cool place.

wrapped in a damp cloth, and at the time of making

use of the paste, it is best to run it through the

rollers again in order to make them more manage

able. From these pastes one can form a great

variety of exquisite bonbons, be it in molds, which

are made for this purpose, or by hand in the shape

of fruits. etc.
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Help Wented—Ma.le

_ W O R K I N G SUPERINTENDENT

wanted in small factory. City of 50,000 in

Southeast Pennsylvania. All around man

for good line of penny goods, etc. Good

opportunity for right man. State expe

rience and salary desired. Address J 8,

care Confectioners Journal. 565
 

WANTED—MAN CAPABLE OF OP

crating S enrobers, handle help and make

own repairs. References and salary de

sired. Philadelphia, Pa., house. Address

H 8, care Confectioners Journal. 565

 

LOZENGE MAKER—FOR NEW

York City. Good position for man who

can cut quality goods by machine; write

full qualifications, age and salary ex

pected. Address F 8, care Confectioners

Journal. 565

WANTED—A FIRST-CLASS CANDY

maker with wide experience in both hard

and soft candies, especially chocolates of

all kinds. State age and salary required.

Interest in business if preferred. Address

Valley Candy Co., Woodstock, Va.

565. 63

WANTED — CANDY MAKER FOR

fudge and cocosnut work. State experi

ence, references and wages expected, in

letter. National Candy Company, Buf

falo, N. Y. ~ 565, 42

WORKING FOREMAN WANTED TO

start small manufacturing plant of high

grade, hand-dipped chocolates, bulk and

package goods, in the vicinity of New York

City. Only first-class man need answer.

Address G 4, ‘care Confectioners Jousrrgal.

6

WANTED—SUPERINTENDEN'l‘ FOR

factory in New York. Experienced in

making general line of candy. Must be

practical and know how to handle help.

State experience and salary desired. Appli

cations will be treated strictly confidential.

Address F 4, care Confectioners Jouarrgal.

6

,A SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY FOR

a man as a working foreman with an old

established Philadelphia firm starting an

up-to-date candy plant, manufacturing high

grade chocolates, bar goods, bonbons, etc.

Applicant must be familiar with modern

machinery and understand the handling of

help. Address, stating experience. refer

ence and salary expected, E 4, care Con

fectioners Journal. 565

CANDY MAKER FOR SMALL FAC

tory. Experienced in all branches. Must

be able to originate new goods. Good

chance for live-wire. Must be able to

fifrnish best references. Candy Products

Mfg. Company, Springfield, Mass. 565,4

WANTED—WORKING FOREMAN

in Greater New York factory, experienced

in the general line of manufacturing con

fectionery. Must be able to handle help

and get out production. State age, experi

ence and salary expected. Address A Z,

care Confectioners Journal. 565

WANTED — EXPERIENCED ALL -

around candy maker for small factory in

central Pennsylvania. Submit references

and state wages expected. Address B 4,

care Confectioners Journal. 565

 

 

Help Wanted—Male

WANTED—EXPERIENCED CANDY

maker to take charge of cream depart

ment. Address L 6, care Confectioners

Journal. 565

Salesmen Wanted

SALESMEN WANTED—RELlABLE

salesmen calling on high-class jobbers in

Eastern, Northern. New England, Middle

West and Southern States, to sell on

commission a penny package of chewing

gum tablets and other gum specialties.

Big sellers and repeaters. State terri

tory. Address E 8, care Confectioners

Journal. 565

WANTED -- SALESMAN TRAVEL

ing New England, also Southern States. to

carry few good specialties jobbing trade.

Address C 6, care Confectioners J0l15l‘l153l.

6

 

 

 

 

Salesmen Wanted

W.-\NTED—HIGII-GRADE CHOCO

late salesman who knows the package and

bulk game thoroughly and well acquainted

with jobbing trade throughout the country

is open for a proposition from a first-class

house for exclusive representation. No

objection to doing missionary work for

introductory business. Address R 2, care

Confectioners Journal. 565

WANTED—COMMISSION SALES

man calling on candy jobbers in New Eug

land to sell a high-grade marshmallow.

State age and experience. Address D 2.

care Confectioners Journal. S65

\VANTED—SALESMEN FOR HIGH

grade penny novelties. Address G 6, care

Confectioners Journal. 565_

WANTED—EXPERIENCED CANDY

Salesmen to sell our line on commission

basis to Jobbers in Pennsylvania, Ohio

and West Virginia. We manufacture

qualit_v penny and five cent pieces, spe

cializing on Suckers. Do not answer

unless you are thoroughly interested.

Give two references, including one reli

able firm for whom you are now selling.

as we will investigate each reply. Cheer

Candy Company, 755 Rebecca Avenue,

Wilkinsburg, Pittsburgh, Pa. 565, 69_

SALESMEN WHO ARE ACCUS

tomed to calling on the manufacturing

confectioners both large and small to car

ry a line of Marshmallows.

basis. State territory. Address B 8, care

Confectioners Journal. 565

SALESMEN TO CALI. ON THE

chain grocers, department store and syn

dicate trade with a tremendous repeater.

Commission basis. Address C 8, care

Confectioners Journal. 565

WANTED—EXPERIENCED SALES

men, acquainted in Drug and Confection

ery Jobbing Trade to handle an exten

sively advertised product in your respec

tive state. Drawing—c0mmission. Baker

Yeast Chocolate Co., 173 E. 87th St.,

N. Y. 565, 75

WANTED—-EXPERIENCED SALES

man to carrv an Al line of ice cream

cones for States of Pennsylvania and

New York. Address M 8, care Confec

tioners Journal. S65

 

Situations Wanted—Male

COATING SALESMAN WANTED

Large and long-established chocolate house

(with branch sales offices in New York.

Boston and Chicago) making goods of

highest quality wants a thoroughly experi

enced salesman for coatings, liquors and

cocoa powders. Must know how to dem

onstrate samples to manufacturing confec

tioners and win their confidence. An ex

cellent opening for a real salesman who

likes hard work. Address B 6, care Con

fectioners Journal. 565___

SALESMEN—TO CARRY OUR LINE

of penny confectionery novelties as side

line. 10 per cent commission. State ter

ritory covered. Address K 4, care Confec

tioners Journal. $65

SALESMAN ACQUAINTED WITH

buyers and who can obtain orders for

sales and order books, can make favorable

commission arrangements with leading

Chicago concern .in this line. Chicago

Sales Book Company, 337 VV. Madison St.

Chicago. 56Stf. 43

WANTED —- SALESMAN TO SELL

large, established line of bars, hulk and

packages chocolates, in Illinois, Iowa,

Minnesota, Dakotas. At once. Address

M 4, Core Confectioners Journal. 565

WANTED — BY LARGE MANUFAC

turers of general line, including penny

goods, s salesman to sell to jobbers in

Ohio, Michigan and Indiana. To sell on

commission. No objection to non-con

flicting lines. Address, giving full par

ticulars, H 4, Care Confectioners Journal.

565

SALESMAN WANTED TO CARRY

line of big selling penny specialties through

state of Pennsylvania, except Philadelphia,

on S per cent commission. Privilege to

carry small non-conflicting line, if desired.

State age, if married and past experience.

Salesman also desired on the above basis

for Ohio, Indiana and Michigan. Address

A 4. Confectioners Journal. 565

WANTED SALESMAN TO HANDLE

our line of package and bulk chocolates on

commission in central states. To call on

jobber and retail trade. Address F 2, care

Confectioners Journal. 565

VVANTED SALESMAN FOR lc AND

Sc specialty candies that mean repeat busi

ness. Hesse Bros., I546 \‘Vin(ler St., Detroit,

Mich. 565, ll

ATTENTION, MR. RETAILER—CA.\'

you use a thorough and dependable man

ager?—One who can handle your fountain.

tearoom. factory. candy department. win

dow trimming. buying and advertising to

perfection. If so. address E 6, care Con

fectioners Tournal 565

SUPERINTENDENT — POSITION

wanted; practical in manufacturing, or

ganization and plant management. Sini

ilarlv employed at present. Replies treated

confidential. Address L 4, care Confec

tioners Tournal. 565

CANDY MAKER THOPOU(}Hl.Y

exneriettcerl on cl\o'*olate cruters. COU"ft‘!'

goods and Faster nnvelties. desires position

with high-class retail firm. Apartment 15.

1500 Stevens Ave.. Miniieapolis, Minn.

565, -ll

Commission _
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Situations Wanted—Male

 

 

Situations Wanted—lVIale

POSITION WANT!-ID—BY EXPERI

enced chocolate malser, can take charge,

knows from bean up; also moulding and

enrober. Address O 6, care Confectioners

Journal. 565

CANDY MAKER.

 

\VITH SMALL

capital, wishes to invest, together with

services, in good sound retail business. I

am an all-around man of long experience

with best of references as to ability and

character. Address A 8. care Confec

tioners Journal. S65

_C A N D Y MAKER, ALL-AROUND,

high-class, retail man, wishes position,

with a reliable house. Long experience,

best of references. H. Pearson, 574 At

lantic Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 565, 79

CANDY MAKER—A1ALL-AROUND

man, wishes first-class retail job. Ad

dress C. S., 209 8th Street, Parkersburg,

\V. Va. 565, 30

WANTED POSlTION—M A R R I E D

man. all around candy maker, take charge

small wholesale or retail, or both, as

working foreman. cook candy anywhere.

30 years’ experience, fine line. Fred

Sprague, Preston, Idaho. 565, 70

VVANTED—SITUATION BY FIRST

class candy maker. 25 years’ experience.

both wholesale and retail. Address K 6,

~care Confectioners Journal. 565

Specialties Wanted

 

 

 

 

 

Specialties Wanted

_—\VANTED-CANDY SPECIALTIES

to sell the wholesale candy, grocery trade

in Michigan, Ohio and Indiana on com

 

 

mission. Address H. M., 196 Oak St..

Columbus, Ohio. 565, 55

ssuzsmm, EXPERIENCED,

wishes firstvclass line of penny goods,

nickel sellers or box goods for jobbing

trade in Connecticut. New Jersey, New

York states. E. Booth, 71 James St., Os

sining, N. Y. 565. 59
_i_€____--i———

WANTED—GOOD SPECIALTIES

for jobbing confectioners, New England

and New York State.—-Get busy. C. E.

Anderson. 200 \\’. 118th St., New York

City. 565-6. 33

OLD LINE SALESMAN CALLING

on the jobbing trade regularly, West VII‘

ginia, Maryland, Virgina and Washing

ton, D. C. Wants good line penny choco

latcs, pail goods and nickel sellers, regular

five per cent. commission basis. Address

M 6. care Confectioners Journal.

565, 12 M

MANUFACTURERS, ATTENTION—

VVell-known to the manufacturers and

jobbers. Want strong line penny g0O(l~.

bars, pail goods, and manufacturing ma

terials, for this trade territory. Nelson &

Sigrud. Sioux Falls, S. Dak. S65, 76

Machinery for Sale

FACTORY MANAGER OR GENER

al Superintendent. with twenty-one years’

experience in all lines of high-grade candy

manufacture and plant management, cap

able of handling any amount of help and

can guarantee results at a minimum cost.

Can furnish best of reference. Address

O 4, care of Confectioners Journal. 565

SUPERINTENDENT WHO HAS

twenty years practical experience manufac

turing chocolate coatings, bars and moulded

chocolate work, chocolates of every des

cription, creams, bon bons, marshmallows,

jellies, caramels, nougatines, hard candy,

S and 10c specialties, and high-grade pack

age goods; understands modern equipment

and appliance, cost and production, can

produce both quality and quantity, is open

for engagement. Address N 4, care Con

fectioners Journal. ' 565

S A L E S M A N—N. ALEXANDER,

until recently connected with N. Alexan

der & Co., Brooklyn, is open for good line

to sell jobbers of metropolitan territory

New York. Address 408 East Fourth St.,

Brooklyn. N. Y. 565, 38

SITUATION \\'ANTED BY A1

candy maker. Handle a full line of highest

quality; handle help; figure costs, and get

results. Chocolates my specialty, hand

rolled and cast. Dip ice cream any shape.

Address F. E. Bowen, 209 W. North St.,

Danville, Ill. 565, 27

JOURNEYMAN CANDY MAKER

‘with 23 years’ experience in all branches

of the candy industry will be open for

engagement by March lst. Would like

to hear from good, reliable firm. Address

-(J 2.-care Confectioners Journal. 565

A FIRST-CLASS MAN ON MARSH

mallows, cream, gum, jellies, caramels and

crystalizing, with 15 years’ experience, de

sires to make a change. Address H 2, care

Confectioners Journal. 565

WANTED—POSITION e AS SUPER

intendent or working foreman. Practical,

first-class, all-around candy maker and

enrober man. Middle west preferred. Ad

dress G 2, care Confectioners Journagés

WANTED—POSITION AS \VORK

ing foreman in modern factory, 18 years’

experience in largest houses making special

penny goods of fresh cocoanut, peanut bars

of different kinds, caramels, nougat, etc.

\-Vould prefer position in New York City.

Address B 2, care Confectioners Journszlé

E X P E RT PAN MAN DESIRES

position with reputable concern; intuitive

ly inventive, he is extremely alert to novel

methods of production, new creation in

product, for which he is capable to give

beforehand. He produced in said depart

ment, 5,000,000 pounds candy yearly.

Salary or piecc—work basis considered.

Address H 6, care Confectioners Jour

11al. 565

YOUN G MAN, AGE 33, WITH

successful career in manufacturing a

general line. of confections in quality,

quantity and- variety, thoroughly ac

quainted with machinery, able to system

"atize, train help and originate; desires

‘to make change. Best of references. Arl

wlrrss J 6, care Confectioners Journal.

565

JOBBER WHO IS GOING IN THE

brokerage business as a side line would

like to hear from first-class manufacturers

on all kinds of candy. Easter eggs, etc.

Winter & Gerlach, 6118 Media St., W.

Philih 565. IS

ACE-HIGH SALESMAN WITH QTJF

tiyated, established jobbing trade, West

Virginia, Maryland, Delaware, Virginia

and Washington, D. C., wants good line

penny chocolates, penny repeaters and

nickel sellers. commission basis. Address

2, care Confectioners Journal.

554, 10 M

ACTIVE SALESMAN, WELL KNOWN

to wholesale jobbing trade, wants strong

line penny chocolates, penny repeaters,

nickel sellers and pail goods for Philadel

phia, Baltimore and Washington. Strictly

5 per cent commission basis. Address K 2,

care Confectioners Journal. 564-5-6

SALESMAN—-OLD-TIMER, VVITH 20

years’ experience among the New York

confectionery trade, wants specialties in

penny and 5c goods on commission basis

for New York, Long Island and part of

New Jersey. Address L 2, care Confec

tioners Journal. " 564-5-6

WANTED——FIRST-CLASS PENNY

and 5c and 10c lines; also high-class pack

age and bulk goods and specialties on com_

mission basis for Ohio, Pennsylvania, New

York, Maryland, West Virginia and Vir

ginia. Address J 4, care Confectioners

Journal. 565

SALESMAN. PRODUCER, VERY

well known with New York and nearby

jobbers, desires a good, reliable candy line.

Address P 4, care Confectioners _I0l3él'6Ig3l.

Candy Co., Milwaukee.

FOR SALE--ONE IDEAL CARAMEL

Wrapping Machine which will wrap cara

mel 3/4 in. square with range of thicknt-~~

of 3/8 in. to 3/4 in. Machine is in ex

cellent condition; equipped with neces

sary tools and extra parts, including three

sets cutting knives. Also equipped with

feed and packing table. Price of new

machine of this type from manufacturer

is $3,500. \Ve offer this machine at net

cash price of $1.700. Address D 8, care

Confectioners Journal. 565

FOR SALE—ONE MODEL K KISS

Wrapping Machine, Al condition. Royal

565-6-7, 85

FOR SALE FROM THE CONTINEN

tal Candy Co. Plant: l new Bausmann re

finer with kettles. for coating; l new Bans

mann reducer with refiner. for liquors; l

new Greer cooling table; l new Savage

beater; I second-hand coating machine with

Kihlgren attachment; l second-hand loz

enge machine; 1 second-hand nougat equip

ment; I second-hand kiss wrapping ma

chine, model “l("; 1 second-hand Spring

field triple mill; copper kettles, mixing ket

tles, etc. Special Machine Company. 39

Cortlandt St. New York City. S65, 60

FOR SAI..E—-CHOCOLATE MACHIN

ary. Triple-rnill, eight-pot, longitudi

nal cocoa press, rnelanguer, cracker and

fanner, bean cleaner, roaster, melting

kettles, 2 refiners (are 3 stove and one

4 stove), 2-ton carbonic ice machine and

coils. will sell all or separate at bar

gain prices. Arriba Chocolate Co., I32

North I..os Angeles St., Los Angola, Calif.

S65, 56

FOR SALE—ONE MILLS LUMP OR

kiss cutter with sizing attachment. cheap.

Box 337, Parkersburg. \\' \'a. S65, 30
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Machinery for Sale

FOR SALE—-l No. 200 BURKHARD

vacuum pan, melting kettle and pump com

plete; l 38-inch smooth revolving pan; 1

5-foot wood stick candy batch roller; l

No. 200 Mills power drop machine; 3 pairs

brass rollers for same; 1 50-gallon tilting

Burkhard steam kettle; 1 caramel sizer.

All in A-1 condition. Address R 4, care

Confectioners Journal. 565

 

 

FOR SALE-—.-MILLS POWER DROP

frame and rolls, Burkhard jap mixed, siz

ers, Mills tilting copper mixer, butterciip

cutting machine, hard candy ball machine,

Rockwell lozenge mixer, cooling and heat

ing tables. crystalizing outfit. starch trays,

10, 15, 100 H. P. steam engine, 15-ton ice

machine. D. Auerbach & Sons, llth Ave.,

46-47th St., New York City. S65, 53

FOR SALE—FIVE GAS FURNACES.

1 alternating blower, $200, complete; 1

Werner ball machine without blower. $350;

l No. l Abbe sugar mill. brand new, $100;

1 Beach-Russ vacuum pump, double action,

cost $600, will sell for $250; 1 National

wrapping machine, brand new. with D. C.

motor 110, $250; empty glassin bags, plain

and printed ‘bags, carmel cartons. open

faced, printed. Address A 6, care Confec

tioners Journal. 565

 

 

FOR SALE—l GREER CHOCOLATE

cooler and conveyor, l Champion basket

chocolate dipping machine. l chocolate

coating machine, l Mills automatic ball

machine, seamless; l Racine depositor. l

Racine automatic sucker machine, l 3x8

water-cooled steel slab, 1 starch printer

machine. 1 30-gallon-copper steam jacket

kettle. John P. Annen, 366 W. Oak St.,

Chicago. 565, 47'

FOR SALE—RACINE AUTOMATIC

ball machine, starch buck, starch printer,

marshmallow beater, chocolate dipper, con

tinuous inougate cutter, sucker machine

electric motor, sucker machine belt and

'pulley, Thomas Mills‘ shear motion cara

mel cutter, Ball cream beater, 2 Collum

-coolers, 6 improved air appliance gas fur

naces; also other. sundry machinery for

sale. Address M 2, care Confectioners

Journal. 565

FOR SALE—A NATIONAL EQUIP

_ment Co.'s chocolate almond bar depositor

with nut hopper attachment; nearly new;

one-third price of new machine. Three

Savage marshmallow beaters, 2 peanut but

ter grinders. Tarbell Mfg. Co., 229 W.

Illinois St., Chicago, Ill. 565, 10

ICE CREAM CONE MACHINERY

for sale at 25 per cent on the dollar. I.

Nasher. 49 Clarke St., Malden, Mass.

565-6-7, 6

_lii~

FOR SALE—TURNBULL CRISP

_ette ‘machine, A. C. motor attached; No. 1

Creasey power ice breaker. Inquire W. J.

Couse, Asbury Park. New Jersey.565 2

S A L E——-CHE“/INC G U M

Wrapping Machines, Package Mchry.

Co's. make; also Clough & Witt Rolling

Machines, Cutting Machines, Mixing

Kettles, Tilting Type. Address L 8, care

Confectioners Journal. 565

 

 

FOR

Machinery Wanted

WANTED—S I M P L E X VACUUM

cooker and Brach cutter. State lowest

cash price, age and condition of machine,

also motor current. Address G 8, care

Confectioners Journal. 565

\VAI\'TED—SIMPLEX VACUUM GAS

cooker and Brach cutter. State lowest

cash price, age and condition of machine,

also motor current. Address D 6, care

Confectioners Journal. S65

V\"ANTED—300-POUND CHOCOLATE

mixing kettle. Crisp Packing Co.. Peters

burg, Va. S65, 39

VVANTED—MACHINE FOR FORM

ing butter scotch in various sizes. approxi

mately as follows: 21-4 in. x 51-4 x l-4 in.

thick and 1 in. x 21-2 in. x 3-16 in. thick.

Also for making waflles, l in. square by 1-4

in. thick. Address C 4, care Confectioners

Journal. 565

WANTED—BARREL TYPE MARSH

mallow beater. also hollow chocolate Easter

 

 

 

 

 

moulds. Address P 2, care Confectioners

Journal. 565

WANTED—TAFFY KISS CUTTING

and wrapping or wrapping machine; must

be A-l. State lowest price. Address Harry

Thomas, l5l4 S. Sharkey St., Muncie. Ind.

565, 3_

W A N T E D—SIMPLEX STARCH

Buck, must be in Al condition and price

reasonable. Address N 6, care Confec

tioners Journal. 565, 6

For Sale —

 

 

 

 

 

 

‘A cash proposition.

doing good business.

.159 S. 5_th St., Lehighton, Pa.

For Sale

FOR SALE—OLD ESTABLISHED

retail candy business. One of the best re

tail candy businesscs in the United States;

27 years established, with the best reputa

tion in the city and an international and

national mail order business. Reason for

selling, owner wishes to retire and go

abroad. The best proposition in the whole

country for a real live-wire that knows how

to run a strictly high-grade candy business.

Address D 4,5cgre

6

 

Confectioners Journal.

FOR SALE—FULLY EQUIPPED,

modern candy factory. Investment $55,0(I)

and well-established trade. Located. in

best southern city with population of

75,000. Good reason for selling. Address

N 2, care Confectioners Journal. 56$

FOR SALE—CONFECTIONERY AND

ice cream manufacturing business, whole

sale and retail; good location, good lease,

Can be bought with

jobbing business if desired. Best of rea

sons for selling. This is a snap for the

right man. Address VV. D. Mc(5:6<>5rri'p4t;k,

FOR SALE—WHOLESALE CANDY

business in central New York. Address

C 2, care Confectioners Journal. S65

 

. ICE CREAM CONE PLANT FOR

sale. Doing $200,000 yearly business. \Vill

sell good-will and all cheap. L. Kalis, 58

Bicknell St., Dorchester, Mass. 565-6-7, 7

FOR SALE—A FULL EQUIPPED

modern candy factory and three candy

stores equipped of the finest modern type,

candy only. The old time hand rolled

creams at the popular price 70c; also _llS

distributing stations in and out the _city.

City population 500,000; this proposition

is the making of a chain store proposition,

and will stand a thorough investigation;

will invoice $40,000. Ill health reason for

selling my business. Address F 6, care

 

Confectioners Journal. 565

Agents Wanted

REPRESENTATIVES W A N T E D

for New England States. to carry good

repeating lines of 5-cent bars and Easter

Eggs. Colonial Confectionery Corpora

tion, Howard and Norris Sts., Philadel

phia. 565. 91

REFER TO ADVERTISEMENT ON

page 86. I/Ve want representation on this

and other fast-selling specialties in the fol

lowing territories: New York City, Phila

delphia. Baltimore. \Vashington. Some

Southern and Vllestcrn States still open. If

you have a real following let us hear from

you. Address E 2, care Confectioners

Journal. 555

Business Chances

SEVENTY-FIVE THOUSAND DOL

lnr Chewing Gum Plant. Complete up-to

dnte equipment, with capacity of 3,500

boxes daily. For sole, or will consoli

date with Candy Manufacturer, or con

sider active man as partner. Address K

0, core Confectioners Journal. 565

F O R S A L E — CONFECTIONERY.

Lunchette, Ice Cream Parlor, Cigars; do

ing good business; other business de

mands attention. Must act at once. For

further information write or wire. Lekas

Sugar Bowl, Joplin, Mo. S65-6, 86

_ FOR SALE—FIRST-CLASS CANDY,

ice cream,_tea-room‘ shop. Best location.

next movie house; own manufacturing

plant. Must be seen to be appreciated.

Will sacrifice same for $12,000, owing to

illness. Also smaller one, $2.500. Betty

Paine, 125 N. 7th St., Newark. N. J.

565. 44

FOR SALE—-A GOING CANDY

property embracing high-grade machinery

and tools of a full-line, modern candy

manufacturing plant with a ‘proved record

for substantial earnings on large volume

production. An unusual opportunity for

any candy or food manufacturer or general

investor who is anxious to enter the Chi

cago territory under most advantageous

conditions. Favorable leases covering

150,000 square feet. Machinery, tools and

equipment worth about $250,000; can pro

duce a monthly average of 850,000 pounds

of miscellaneous inexpensive candy. For

price and particulars, address R. G. G.,

Box 663, University Club, Chicago. 565, S7

WANTED A GOOD MAN OR CANDY

salesman to take half interest. in a pnn

work factory. Owner has 20 years’ ex

perience on jordan almonds and hard

candies. Big field with small investment.

Address Washington Pastry Co., l3-13

Stockton St., San Francisco, Calif.

565-6. 29
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BRILLIANCY IN CANDY COLORS

OU may use colors that in hue belong.

<

- | Sealed

National at the

> lood Colors || factory

Certified

to Bureau

of Chemis

try; Dept.

of Agri

culture.

“National” Blends (certified)

most popular in the Candy and

Confectionery Trade

Ceylene. . . . . . . . . . . . . Raspberry Red

Rubaline. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Currant Red

Sulta...............Strawberry Red

Sitro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Lemon

Burno................. Red Orange

Toki................Yellow Orange

Rosea....................Rose Pink

Carnata........ ... Carnation Pink

Benga.................... Fruit Red

Solona. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Dark Yellow

Borderine. . . . . . . . .American Beauty

Myrtine. . . . . . . . . . . . Pistachio Green

Celetine .......................Blue

Plumna ......................Plum

Certified Food Color Division

National Aniline & Chemical Company, Inc.
• 21 Burling Slip, New York

Narrosar.

*

with your flavorings. Yet if those

colors lack brilliancy, they will fall short of

their full purpose—they will not give maxi

mum attractiveness and saleability to your

products.

For it is brilliancy in food colors that gives

the appetizing appearance of freshness to

candy and confectionery.

Throughout the candy industry, “Nation

al” Color Blends are known for their excep

tional brilliancy. And with this brilliancy is

combined a naturalness of shade that gives

emphasis to flavor.

Strength and uniformity are other out

standing qualities of “National” Color Blends.

Strength means economy in use. Uniformity

makes possible unvarying results.

“National” Color Blends, like the primary

colors themselves, are fully certified under

government regulations. Each lot of “Na

tional” food colors is certified to the United

States Department of Agriculture, Bureau

of Chemistry. Every package that is sold

carries the government lot number, and is

sealed at the factory.

All “National” Certified Food Colors are

easily identified. They are always put up in

standard blue, red, and white tins.

We gladly place at your disposal, without

obligation, the technical service afforded by

our laboratories. Our food color experts are

constantly solving difficult color problems

that are submitted to them by users of “Na

tional” Colors.

Leading supply houses and jobbers sell

“National” Certified Food Colors

—insist on getting them.

COLORS
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Something New-Colonial Brand

Egg Delight-Big Seller

Retails at 5c

Colonial Confectionery

Corporation

Howard & Norris Sts. * Ž

Delicious eating piece of goods. Made of

one-half chocolate; one-half coconut cream

and dipped in superfine coconut chocolate.

Send for Sample or trial case.
(24 eggs to box-40 boxes to case.) Phila., Pa.

•

Chinese | | SILVER DRAGEES
B k Case Lo PRICE LIST

ase t prices (1 es to

a SK et S B::""####".

in nests of 5, trimmed - : - - - - - - - - - # . .

with silk tassels, coins, 44 i. ........ “ 2.00 “ “

beads and glass rings. ". 2b-up to 7. , “ 140 “ “

These baskets are won- Grains de Ble...... “ 2.00 “ “

derful sellers with the •- #A: - - - - . #: : :onnes . - d

candy trade. 4- D’Lentils ... “ 1.40 “ “

Send for Price List £: Natural ... “ 2.00 “ “

other sizes. . . . . “ 1.40 “ “

Cole Toy & Trading Co. Shipments of 5 Cases we: 20c off each box from above prices.

324 S. Hill Street FRENCH DRAGEE & SPECIALTY CO.

Los Angeles California Tel., Waa: West 13th Street, New York City.

Chocolate Moulds for Hollow Figures
Illustrations less than 1/3 actual size.

THESE ARE THE

MOULDS

you need for your

EASTERBUSINESS

Simplest to mould from—Quick

ly attached—Halves interchange

able, with Flat Flanges—Strong

Holding Clips—Moulds of Steel,

double retinned; with smooth,

bright finish, allowing Chocolate

to release quickly with less

breakage.

Send a trial order-Our Moulds

are Guaranteed.
-

- No. 66–10 oz. No. 25–4 oz. No. 22–4 oz. No. 33–5 oz. No. 11–2 oz. No. 333-35 to 1 lb.

- % in hi 1% in.hi - - - - - - - - - -If your Jobber does not handle 9% in high 6% in. high 6 in. high 5 in. high 3% in. high 6 in. frame

2.00 $1.25 $1.00 $1.25 $0.75 $1.00

our Moulds, order direct from

t1S.
Weights given are for solids. Hollows would be 3% or less.

Also Moulds for Plain and Fancy Eggs, Bars, Cakes and Novelties. Special Moulds made of your own Designs.

BEN-MOORE MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Factory–220 Essex St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

New York Office—140 Nassau St.

".
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ISREPRESENTED goods ma

M you charge for them, but the

satisfaction.

y be worth all

y will not give

NLESS you take care of your health, what

U pleasure can you get out of business Success,

or how can you enjoy the money you make?

HEN you treat a man badly—in the Store Or

W: lose the patronage of that Inan

and of his friends.

CTION is important, and we admire the Illan

A who is strong on action, provided he is not at

the same time weak on brains.

AVE you ever caught yourself thinking, “I

H know how to run my business. Why should

I bother to read trade papers: Do you then never

make any mistakes any more;

Starch Mould Patems
Large variety of latest cutof fruit and

Starch and Grain

Sugar Moulds t ars, one and half ounce

:£ * Chocolate Centers,

nd Butter CreamsSend £:JellyWork.

J. FRAUENBERGER & Co.

4909 N. Fairhill Street PHILADELPHIA

for

Catalog

No. 18767/10 E

matural pre are -

##:: witho -

Wri tit pot. each 'it':

*CREAMMOULDs
Manufactured by

FR. KRAUSS' SON
333 W. 18th Street

New York City

|#|| FLUELESS

TUBELESS | || y
COILLESS

No burned-out boilers. For all purposes

required by candy makers.

5 Horse Power.

Just right for

coaters, boiling

as controller keeps heat

just right.ater Governor makes boiler full

automatic.

No Ashes. No Dust.

No Attention Required,

Write today for prices.

salesmen wanted.

SYRACUSE STEAM GENERATOR CO.

South Ave. and Grant Place SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Territory commission

Patented

HIERE

Largest on the Market

Wm. Fritz’s Patented Chocolate Coater

IT IS 1

Coats Top and Bottom Direct

Will coat from small caramel up to 25

Pound egg.Special machines built up to 3 feet f

eeding Space

N in operation in some of the leading factories.OVV •

Very simple to operate—experience not necessary.

• - - locks and sand ich• ine is al uitable for coating ice cream b wiches.

This machine is also£ one-half of similar machines.

1824 GERMANTOWN AVE.,

*LADELPHIA PA

-
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FLORAL AND 1-lOLLY_ PAPERS

Less Than Pre-War Prices

Send for Floral Sample Book

We also furnish special editions in moderate

quantities from unusual exclusive designs.

BREUKER & KESSLER CO.

LITHOGRAPHY

_ NOTE BOOK. .

G. A. Krueger, confectionery, 1425 Market

street, La Crosse, VVis., sold out'to Zieman Bros.

VV. M. Vaughan opened a confectionery and cigar

business at Mason, Wis.

Newell Hargrave bought an interest in the Dolly

Varden Chocolate Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, and be

comes secretary and treasurer of the company.

The Val Blatz ]r., Candy Co., Milwaukee, \\'is..

increased capital from $50,000 to $150,000.

Arthur Seefeldt and Leslie Wetzel will open a

candy and tobacco business at Plymouth, Wis.

I. B. Sumner opened a confectionery and ice cream

business at Ann Arbor, Mich.

Alvin Guth succeeds to the confectionery business

YOU REMEMBER ME

709 ARCH ST., PHILA., PA.

 

  

of Yasger Bros., VVaupun, VVis.

Peter Pipiles succeeds his nephew, George Peppos,

in the New England Candy Kitchen, South Main

St.. South Norwalk, Conn.

Karithracas & Baggakas have opened another

of Sweetland Confectionery stores at 816 Penn Ave.,

Reading, Penn. They do a wholesale and retail

business.

The Iron Mountain Candy Kitchen, Iron Moun

tain, Michigan, has been entirely redecorated and re

furnished and shows a beautiful effect. Chris

Anegon is proprietor.

Louis S. Scheipers recently opened his very hand

some confectionery store at the corner of Franklin

and Essex streets, Lawrence.

A Peanut and Cocoanut Blend made in

the good old Virginia way from our

24 Pkgs. to Carton

WESTMORELAND CANDY CO., Inc.

Special Formula

40 Cartons to a Case

Write for Samples and Prices

Manufacturers

RICHMOND, VA., U. S. A.

Double-Triple Ball Vendor

NEW, NOVEL PREMIUM FEATURES

Legitimate Everywhere

Sells more gum in a day than the

ordinary ball gum machine sells in a

month.

Write for our Circular containing

full particulars.

BALL GUM

All Flavors and Colon

Special Prices to Jobbers and Operators

WALTER GUM COMPANY

21-23 Dodvmrlla St., BROOKLYN, N.Y., Branch: SH8 ihveriord Ave., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

 

Why not buy your Starch Boards from Us, who manu

facture them by the thousands? All sizes, any style. Write us

for prices and testimonials of our many satisfied customers.

\ ACME BOX COMPANY

22d and Loomia Sta. Chicago,I
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NEW INVENTIONS

1.02%. CANDY CUTTER. Arthur E

DEMPSEy, Council Bluffs, Iowa. Filed Mar. 18.

1920. Serial No. 366,870. 4 Claims. (Cl 107".

22.)
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1. A machine for cutting plastic candy slabs into

bars and squares, comprising a pallet-carrier, a knife

cylinder extending transversely above said carrier

and having a plurality of spaced blades with spiral

sharpened outer edges, and means for rapidly re

volving said cylinder and slowly traversing the pal

let-carrier thereunder.

-------

1,402,287. CANDY STRINGING MACHINE.

John Dilger, Lyndhurst, N. J. Filed Sept. 11, 1920.

Serial No. 409, 537. 4 Claims. (C1. 107–27.)

£a
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1. A machine of the class described, including

in combination, a conveyor for candies, a stringing

attachment including a receptacle of thin cross

section extending transversely across the top of said

9egs:

-I

PETER'S-M-4 -

The house of PETER'S mot

only understands the manufac

ture of coatings, but it has for

years rigidly adhered to the prac

tice of producing only products

of indisputable superiority.

Skillful, thorough, pains-tak

ing Swiss methods and DrOceSSeS

coupled with the most modern

and complete American machines

and equipment put our factory

in position to produce Coatings

and Liquors inimitable, individ

ual and altogether delicious.

PRICE:—Our prices will be

found to be surprisingly close to

the market. A part of knowing

how to make good goods is to

know how to make them at a

reasonable cost.

In which particular ty

coatings* Wow interested?

Investigate Our goods and

prices. Write us please.

pe of

PETER CAILLER KOHLER

SWISS CHOCOLATES CO, Inc.

|

138 HUDSON ST., NEW YO
conveyor and having a row of apertures in the bot- QAM RK, N. Y.

tom thereof for discharging the stringing material |

on to the candies carried by the conveyor, an agi

tator in said receptacle to assist in preventing the

stringing material from congealing, a shaft for

said agitator and means carried by said shaft for

moving the receptacle at an angle to the direction

of travel of the candies carried on said conveyor.

Factories:

FULTON, NEw York, U.S.A.

HAYES, ENGLAND

LONDON, ENGLAND

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

ORBE, SwitzERLAND

*C, SwitzERLAND

HochDoRF, SWI

PoNTARLIER, F

TZERLAND

RANCE
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or Chocolate Candy Manufacturers

 

   

Free Copy

UponRequest

ETWEEN the cov

ers of this remark

able book, Runkel’s—

makers of “the cocoa

with that chocolaty

taste”—have put some

thing that is bound to

help you sell more choc

olate candy.

It’s not something to

read—it’s something to

taste—food for thought

and food for your palate

—actual samples of

Runkel’s

Coatings

' There are different kinds

of coatings for different

centers—and they’re all

Runkel coatings— the

kind thatgiveyourchoc

olates a reputation for

When is a Book not a_Bo0k? distinction’ and that

When it’s to be tasted, not read.’ bring in repeat O1-del-S'

Weshall be glad to send

you this “book,” free,

with our compliments.

SendThis Coupon Write for Y°111' ¢°PY

today.
  

RUNKEL BROTHERS, INC., 445 W. 30th sum, New York City

Kindly send a copy of‘,-our first edition of Runkel's Book of

Chocolate Coatings, free of cost or any obligation whatso

ever except to give contents our careful consideration.

  

RUNKEL BROTHERS, INC.

450 W. 30tli Street, New York City

CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA

  

  

 
 

Add,-9,5 ______________________________________________________________________ ..
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WALTER BAKER & CO’S.

Liquor Chocolates

and Coatings

Are the Standards

of the Trade for

Confectioners' Use

Sweetened and unsweeteneds

/ght, medium and dark, what

ever the difference of color

or flavor, all are absolutely

Aure, smooth and uniform

to work.

The taste and appearance of confections

depends largely upon the coating.

Send for Samples and Prices

WALTERBAKER& Co. LTD.
Established 1780 DORCHESTER, MASS.

WEBBS

H 57 Highest Awards at the Expositions

H of Europe and America
E. %

*|||||

|

*
#

|T|#

I-1
E

ALONG with your

inventory of stock

and fixtures, take an inventory

of your knowledge of the candy

business. Are you acquainted

with the following subjects

which are fully explained in

the New Thirteenth Edition of

RIGBY'S RE LIA B L E

CANDY TEACHER2–|
1. What method of figuring

candy profits eliminates the mis

takes that throw many confec

tioners into bankruptcy?

2. What low-cost pieces can be

made for St. Valentine's Day,

Washington's Birthday, St. Pat.

rick's Day and Easter, to pro

duce liberal profits?

3. What are the pure food laws

for candy in your state?

4. How can a small advertising

campaign be carried on to pro

duce more business?

5. What are the new pieces in

Candydom? What are some

pieces which will stir up new

business?

The above subjects—and

many other pointers, con

cerning the successful operation of

the candy business—are all fully and

Take this kind

of an inventory, too---

141

plainly explained in this 288 page

book, which represents the 30 years'

experience of W. O. Rigby, the

author. Contained in it are 900 tested

formulas for making all classes of

confectionery. It is illustrated

throughout.

Considering the low price of

RIGBY'S R E L I A B L E

CANDY TEACHER—but three dol

lars a copy, prepaid anywhere—no

candymaker or confectioner can af.

ford to do without its help. Many a

single idea contained in it has saved

or made thousands of dollars for the

17,000 tradesmen who have purchased

copies of it.

Order your copy today—and

gain the benefits this book

holds for you!

RIGBY PUBLISHING CO. * --

<>908 W. 10th St. ><.

Topeka, Kansas -

\ v's

\ - *S*. \
* - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- Gr-...---

Send further information, Cross Out

Send book Č6.5 #"/#"'
Remittance attached applying.

Name

City and State....................

4“W HEN does the five

thirty train leave?”

shouted a belated passenger

bursting in at the Station door.

"Five-thirty,” replied a por
ter.

"Well, the post-office clock
is twenty-eight minutes past

five and the town hall clock is

thirty-two minutes past. Which

am I to go by?”

"Ye can go by any clock ye

Want, but ye can't go by the

train, because it's gone.”

T------

ANSAS PAPER – We

wish to apologize for the

"anner in which we disgraced

the beautiful wedding last

Week. Through an error of

the typesetter We were made

'*y "the roses were punk.”

What " should have said was

the roses were pink.”—Bos

on Transcript.

T--

“Py What's a pretzel?”

"A pretzel, my Son, is a

With the cramps.”
Cracker

OX-HEART

Brand

Chocolates

and Rapid Selling Confections

Send for Price List

OSWEGO CANDY WORKS

OSWEGO, N. Y.
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E N N I S O N

S EALS can

help you sell your

confections. They

are well designed,

better-made and so

sure to speak for the

quality of the mer

chandise they adorn.

Your special sea] is

our regular service.

@Mmuaw~Mnq(gm
YIII TAO MAKERS

FRAMINGHAM. MASS.

 

1-__--u-—_>-u-_--___‘--_

Please send samples and prices of confectionery seals to

Dennison, Dept. _C.].II., Frsrningham, Mass.

THE__;___BEST NEW YEAR'S.

RESOLUTION

\

a IS._

USE AND SELL

WAN-ETA PRODUCTS

Massachusetts Chocolate Co.,

BOSTON, MASS. _ BURLINGTON, VT.

Makers of

CHOCOLATE LIQUOR

CHOCOLATE COATING

COCOA POWDER

CONFECTIONERY

 

l§l

Z~i~Z{(~

  

 

SHOUP

PAPER BOXES

and Your Candies

  

MAKE

a combination that will

increase your

SALES

THEA.D.SHOUPC0.

SALES OFFICE :

Aeolian Bldg.

33 West 42nd Street

NEW YORK

FACTORIES :

BROOKLYN, TORONTO,

NEW YORK CANADA

CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS
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CANDY
  

York trays with patented nesting corners

allow high and even stacking, and provide ior

perfect air circulation between trays.

THEY ARE

Easily handled

Smooth of surface

Easily cleaned

Rigid in construction

York Heating & Ventilating Corp.

250 So. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Engineered products

.\g V

RULING

Recently t. b e Paniiy

Horizontal Show Jar (‘-0.

has seen fit under the

heading "Inlringernent—

notice! wlrnlns" to tid

vegrtile that ii suit for in

innzement on the part of

thlt Company ma hP('l’\

instituted in the district

court of the U. S. North

ern Dislrict of Illinois in

Chicago against the Ari

dor Company, im Illinois

ration. We take‘

pleasure in informing our

inan! customers that

Judge Kenesau M. Lan

dip. United States Din

tnct Judge for the North.

ern District of Illinois on

the 13th day of Dec,

1921, entered it decree

dllmlnlng die suit of

the Pansy Horizontal

Show Jar Co. rs. the Ari

dor Co.

THEY PAY FOR THEMSELVES

If the Aridor Jar saves only one filling of candy, it will

have completely paid for itself. Figure out what this means

to you. There is no upkeep. The pad may be dried in

any ordinary oven and used over and over again.

  

PANS f_

Good

  

The difference between Profit and Loss is the

Aridor Display Jar.

539 E. Illinois St. Manufacturers of Aridor Products.

For the Confectionery Trade

Made in all sizes from small. light boxes for

carrying five pounds to heavy cases for

freight shipments.

LOCKED CORNER BOXES

BOX SHOOKS

STARCH TRAYS

DRYING BOARDS

The A. H. Green Co.

103 Park Ave. New York

 

All candy merchants know that there is

a constantly increasing demand for hard

candy providing the spoilage from loss of

finish and stickiness can be eliminated.

You can now handle hard candy all the

year round and be assured ot its abso

lute salability at all times it you use

the Aridor Display Jar.

This attractive dispensing jar, made of

clear, flint glass has a. capacity of about

15 pounds.

The special feature of this display jar

is the patented cap. This cap can be

easily removed with a quarter turn. In

side the cap is a perforated metal con

tainer holding the mineral salt pad

which absorbs all moisture,

KEEPS HARD CANDY DRY AND SALABLE

ANYWHERE

The patented cap absolutely absorbs all of the moisture

which otherwise would ruin the candr. ~

WE GUARANTEE THAT

You can lake candy that has become sticky and by placing it in the Aridor

Container it will become as dry and loose as the day it left the factory.

WE GUARANTEE THAT TIIE ARIDOR CONTAINER WILL D0 JUST WIIAT WI-I CLAIM FOR I'l',----keep the eon

lenls loose, dry and salable at all times.

Leading and progressive manulamurcrs oi hard candy recommend Aridor Products as standard equipment.

Wrlle us today lor lull lnlormuilon that means more prolli Ior you

The Aridor Company

Chicago, lll.»

 

Woodhovces
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The Safest and Most Attractive

Method of Packing Candy

EEKINCANSsolve practically

all the problems which come

up in the handling and transport

ing of candy.

They are air-tight. They pre

vent moisture from making your

goods sticky and unsalable even

in hot weather. They prevent

contamination by dust and flies.

Their toughness and strength

enables them to stand up per

fectly during shipment and

handling.
-ad

In addition, the confectioner

using Heekin Cans has a much .

more attractive package, since

these cans are beautifully litho

graphed in bright colors. Any

design, in any color combination,

can be reproduced. And there is

absolutely no chance for labels to

become detached or obliterated.

The label is part of the can itself.

Write us your requirements and

we will send a sample Heekin

Can and full particulars.
*-AA

Look for this trade-mark

on all Hee k in Cans

THE HEEKIN CAN CO.

New and Culvert Streets, Cincinnati, Ohio
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" . All-Glass

– Dispensers

Increase Soft Drink Sales

RINKS look refreshingly cool

and inviting in McKee Dispens

ers. Even the less popular soft drinks

and beverages sell when displayed in

them. Put one on your counter and

watch the sales increase.

McKee all-glass dispensers are sanitary

and look sanitary to the customer. They

inspire his confidence. The all-glass con

struction with non-corroding metal parts

make them easy to clean thoroughly and

quickly. The attendant can tell at a glance

when the beverage is running low in the

dispenser. McKee dispensers are econom

ical-the ice in its separate container lasts

longer and melting cannot dilute the drink.

The beverage is chilled thoroughly with

out ever coming in contact with the ice.

The McKee Buttermilk container is ideal

for the purpose. One turn of the bail han

dle stirs the milk putting it in perfect con

dition for drinking and preventing clog

ging. It is of the same all-glass construc

tion as the soft-drink dispensers—attrac

tive, sanitary and economical.

Write for booklet.

The McKee Non-clogging Buttermilk Container

McKEE GLASS COMPANY

JEANNETTE PENNSYLVANIA

B

Double Your

Easter Business

Sell those little Chocolate fig

ures, Patties, etc., liked by

everybody---and

manufacture

them in your

own shop. It is a

simple matter to

make them by use

of our patented

JAY BEE

CHOCOLATE MOULDS

which we manufacture in such enormous quantities

that we can offer them at very reasonable prices

Rabbits, Easter Eggs,

Moulds for Every Holiday and Occasion

Write for our catalog No. 12

Serve your Chocolate, Broth, Malted Milk, Tea

Coffee, etc.; in absolutely clean, well-shaped and

artistically designed

JAY BEE PATENTED IMPORTED

SANITARY CHOCOLATE CUPS

which present a clean, appetizin rounded

edgeless bottom and# the #: iping#
They are strongly made of high-grade£ finish

porcelain throughout—not#: if they

£ they retain their white effect and do not turn

roWn.

Plain with Gold Band -$4.00 No Handle

Plain with Gold Band -$4.50 With Handle

Decorated with Gold Band–S4.75 With Handle

Decorated with Gold Band-$4.25 No Handle

Order an assortment to-day (packed a dozen in a

carton) and watch your profits grow.

JABURG BROTHERS, Inc.
Est’d 1885

10-14 Leonard St.
New York
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POP CORN PROFITS ARE VERY LARGE

CRISPETTES ARE THE BIG MONEY MAKER

» Gibbs says: “Sold $50.00 first nightl" Erwin’s little boy makes $35.00 to $50.00

' every Saturday afternoon. Meixner reports $600.00 business in one day. Kellogg
i writes: “$700.00 ahead first two weeks-" Master's letter says: "-sold $40.00 in four

hours.” During March, 1921, Turner was ofiered $700.00 clear profit above cost of h_is

investment to sell. There is money—lots of money—in

Crispetles. Times make no difference for most _of

these records were made in 192l—were made while

people are crying hard times.

 

 

  

 

 

This is the most rapid machine for

crispettes. Requires minimum labor

—least operating expense. The ma

terial in a batch costs least, the crisp

ettes keep better, are better eating

and sell better than those made by

any other process.

Sell Pop Com CRISPETTES. It

is the biggest money maker in the

candy line.

-.
l

l

Long Eakins Company

191 High St. Springfield, Ohio

These are the

_ g \__,-/‘ PANAY DISTRIBUTORS

New Haven Lynn

Austin Nichols & C0. Connelly's

Chicago Milwaukee

Bum‘ B'°'h"3 R. A. Johnston Co.

Butler

Lo: Angelen
selizger Candy Co' Klauher-\Vangeriheim Co.

Benish 8: Meyer Cincinnati

Marine“, J. Louis Mot: Co.

M. C. Broughton New York

Milllléllwlil Muller 8: Phipps

Buhse Bros. GI_*¢¢lt§e& C9,

Plflad I h’ 1! "I8 I’!Jloserezhp (I:.l5I.\hi Duh‘

. _v ,' -' " ' - , - ErIi:o_ D co M. L. Richards

. . ' T“ - .Let them see the candy—put it rig Buéfh g 5-le L-ke City

. . , s c 4 c.these clear, clean, sparkling glass cases. They can see it s D°"°""-H~=== C°- Wm an ’ °

Scranton
fresh, sanitary, appetizing—looks so good no one can resist C'f\‘,',';',_“‘;'§dwa,d, CO_ Smmon Tvbmo C0

0 I 0 - 1 1 . N k

it! Panay Show Jars, airtight and moisture proof, increase 5%,l<e=h=ie*:*n;I"\h°(':'(‘)1_>‘°" 5° ’S‘;',§;'mz at Son

sales, save space, improve patronage and prevent waste by cmmbon, Km“. cu,

keeping candy in perfect condition in all seasons. Write Gate City Candy Co. Sifm Confsstivn 00

. . . 5 |- - M
to us or any distributor for illustrated catalog. '§[_ (§:§',°'§,°°C,,_ i'iii',','¢i,¢5¢¢, mom Co,

Scalmanini Bros. Muim

Panay Sectional Show Case Co. s,,,l.,|-..u J. J. z..i.i..

General Ofiice, Milwaukee. Wis" U.S.A. 5"" B"°=- C°- Auburn

Eastern Office: Suite 815 Flatiron Building, New York City Pituburth 'n1eAuburnMcrchanmcCn'

W - : ~_ . D Graebing Candy Co. Mena
eatern Ofhce 313 S Coronado St., Lu: Angeie , L41“. Green Bay The G06 ‘vholesfle Gm_

Greiling Inncs Co. "'7 C°

RQ in, Detroit

uise 81 Smith, Ltd. 11- H- s"adl9}'

Youngstown Bl’°°k1Yl\

HORIZONTAL JiZ‘i.L2.““'°' °°' 03353 8‘ ““'“°""
Joseph Freeman Co. The Clancy Candy Co.

Racine Savanlmh .

Henricksen Jacobson Co. The Kolmm‘ Foumam Sup‘

Seattle ply Co

. Imperial Candy Co. Muskogee

Boston Muskogee Wholesale Gro

H. A. Johnston Co. cer Co.

‘;_-._-=-war-'-“'*“
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re manufacture a complete line of Stationary Copper Steam Jacketed Kettles, plain or mixing.

Absolute satisfaction guaranteed. Prompt shipments. Ail: your dealer or write us for literature and prices.

HAMILTON COPPER 6» BRASS WORKS, Hamilton, Ohio

Wkite’: Perfect

ORIGINAL WHITE 5,-z,-,,g Mm"-,,,

Cutter and Sizer

For Caramels, Nougats, Bars, etc.

StandardFactory Equipment for past 35years

Sold by WM. M. Authorized Agent

I I Heirs of Jacob White

Wbite’: Improved

Perfect Candy Cut," 6 E. LAKE STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

 

  

POP - CORN MACHINERY
Complete outfits for retail or wholesale manufacture

Candy Wrapping Machines :: Candy Cutters and Coolers

E. R. KNOTT MACHINE COMPANY 1 Ellery St., S. Boston, Mass.

  

Knott's Pop-Corn Grinder

that pulls the pop corn apart

YOU CANNOT D0 WITHOUT THIS MACHINE IF YOU USE CHERRIES,

NUTS, FRUITS, ETC. for CENTRES of BONBONS in MOULDED STARCH

A great labor saving device that will pay for itself in one month.

Aperfect, reasonably priced distributing apparatus with a guar

antee that if it is not satisfactory your money will he returned.

Write at once for particulars, giving accurate measurements of your starch boards

THEODORE BOSSHARD §,‘“,;,,f‘$’,§‘,';,"¢,-°,;'f}’,',f"y_

GEORGE KELLER COPPER WORKS

MANUFACTURERS OF

Copper Jacket Kettles : Revolving Pans : Vacuum Pans, Etc.

Wyckoff Avenue and Norman Street ~ BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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United States Supreme Court Sustains l'lildretl1’s

Candy Pulling Machine Patent

Sweeping Decision by Chief Justice Taft

Handed Down November 7, 1921

Dickinson Patent held to be the Pioneer

In a decision handed down November 7, 1921, the Honorable Chief Justice Taft

of the Supreme Court of the United States has completely sustained my position in

the candy pulling machine litigation. In this case claim 1 of the Dickinson patent,

No. 831,501, was in suit. The defendant was ‘Jim M. Mastoras, of Portland, Oregon,

who had built and used a machine under the Langer patent, No. 1,232,697.

Chief Justice Taft holds:

a) That Dickinson was the pioneer inventor of a candy pulling machine. He

says:

“The history of the art shows that Dickinson took the important but

long delayed and therefore not obvious step from the pulling of candy by

two hands guided by a human mind and will to the performance of the

same function by machine. The ultimate effect of this step with the

mechanical or patentable improvements of his device was to make candy

pulling more sanitary, to reduce its cost to one-tenth of what it had been

before him, and to enlarge the field of the art. He was, therefore a pioneer.”

b) That the Dickinson patent was not anticipated or narrowed by any prior

art patent. On this point the Chief Justice said:

“The Firchau device never, so far as appears in the record, made candy

experimentally or otherwise. Indeed, no candy was commercially pulled‘

by machine before or after the issuing of the Firchau patent in 1893, until

the introduction of the Dickinson principle, nine or ten years later.”

c) That the Dickinson patent is entitled to a broad construction. On this

point the Chief Justice said:

“As the Dickinson patent is a generic patent the doctrine of broad

equivalents properly applies here.”

d) The defendant’s Langer machine operates on the same principle as Dick

inson’s and is an infringement of the Dickinson patent. The Chief Justice said:

“Taking the first claim of Dickinson’s patent as it reads, one can trace

every element of it in the Langer machine. We find there is a plurality of

oppositely-disposed candy hooks or supports. The candy-puller is found

in the movable pin of Langer, and a relative in-and-out motion in the pull

ing process is palpably present.”

Accordingly, the Supreme Court of the United States has sustained the District

Court of Oregon and has ordered that a decree be entered ordering an injunction and

an accounting for profits and damages.

This decision by Chief Justice Taft disposes of all contentions relating to the

Dickinson patent for all time. The patent is fully sustained, and out of fairness to

myself and to my licensees I shall insist in the future as I have in the past on my

rights in this patent being completely respected.

H. L. HILDRETH,

549 Albany Street,

Boston, Mass.
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Inexpensive, Damp and Dust Proof

H & D Boxes for Confectioners
SAFEGUARD the quality of your goods in storage and in transit by

packing them in these highly protective water-proofed I-Iinde & Dauch

Corrugated Fibre Shipping Boxes. They are by far the most economical,

convenient and sat-isfactory containers you can find for packing your prod

ucts.

I-I & D Boxes come to you folded flat and require but a minimum of stor

age space until ready to use. Inexpensive and light in weight, they will re

duce your packing room costs and cut transportation rates. Your address

and whatever publicity message you desire may be promi

nently printed on the box walls, advertising vour product

and assuring the return of lost shipments.

Tell us your requirements and specifications and let

us quote you prices. A trial order will convince

you of our ability to save you money and serve you

best. ‘

The I-Iinde & Dauch Paper Company

120 WATER ST. SANDUSKY, 01-I10

Cunodion Addreu: Toronto—King St. Subway & Hanna Ave.

  

  

MMHHMMRELEMNG

Leon Létang & Co.

Machinists, Constructors and Mould

Makers

11, rue de Ia Cour dos Noues PARIS

Specialists in the Construction of Machines

for Confectionery, Pastry Work

and Chocolate Moulds

Strongly

Built With

Machine Double

for Preparing

Drops Rollers

Caramels

  

Systeme Brevete S-G. D. G.

Catalogues and Estimates on Request

 

SUPREME

MOTOR DRIVEN COMBINATION

ICE CREAM FREEZER AND

ICE BREAKER

Also

Makes

Exquisite

French

Ice

Cream

and

Water

Ices

Nickel-Silver can, Cover of Tinned Bronze,

self-sealing.

Dasher of Tinned Bronze.

Breaker can be operated without freezer.

Gears and belt covered as required by law.

Dealers—Investigate our claims before arranging

for 1922.

Write for our proposition, it protects you.

FRANKLIN P. MILLER 8: SON

East Orange, N. J.
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METAL MOLDS

FOR CHOCOLATE

RABBITS and EGGS
Make your own

Hollow and Solid Figures for Easter

  

5020 5027 5.2!

431;" |°l'\8—S0c ea. half »1%" long—50c ea. half 4%" long\—-Ill: ea. half

and fifty-four other designs of fancy and plain eggs.

 

 

RABBITS RABBITS

NO. Each X0. I Each

4044 -3%” his $1-10 -was - 5%" high .65

4045 - 4%" “ 1.50 4686 ~ 5%" “ 1.50

4045 —- 4%" " 1.20 4687 —— 4" " 1.10 .

4047 -— 4-M." “ 1.70 4741 —~ 6%" “ 1.70

4048 -- 4%" long 1.30 4742 —- 6%” long 2.00

4049 — 4%” " 1.40 4743 —- 8;/5” high 3.85 A509

4050 — 3%" high 1.10 4744 -_ 8%” _ “ 3_6() _

4os1~ 4" “ 1.40 Our molds bear 4145 .- 8"" ‘“ 5.00

4601 — 8%" long 2.65 this T 1- 3 d 3 4746 —— 9" “ 6.00

4603—9}{;” high 2.25 1\/[ark 4807 -3%" “ 1.00

4682 — 7%" " 4.80 4808 — 4%” “ 1.40

4683 Q 7%" “ 3.60 and other designs

Write for our catalog No. 3, describing the large variety ‘Q51

of molds we make suitable for all holidays.

ORDER THROUGH

YOUR JOBBER

  

MANUFACTURED BY

EPPELSHEIMER & CO.

NEW YORK34-44 HUBERT ST. Dept. C.
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YOR
MECHANIAL

REFRIGERATION

‘—-r»-—" A loyicalmoans of

1'nc1'0as'in9' your profits

WOULD you be interested in a few facts showing how

your net profits for the coming year would be sub

stantially increased by the installation of YORK Mechani

cal Refrigeration.

_ There are several ways in which

this increase would be obtained.

Part of it would come from a re

duction in the present cost of oper

ating your refrigerating system.

The proper preservation of an

amount of stock which now deterior

ates through imperfect refrigeration,

would likewise prevent loss and show

a further increase in your net profits.

Still more profit would come from

the higher prices you would get by

having your stock in the best pos

sible condition.

New business that would be at

tracted by your progressiveness and

the reliability of your stock would

further swell your net income.

And freedom from the worries of

unreliable refrigeration would make

your efforts in other departments

more productive.

Our Sales Engineers will be pleased

to tell you more about YORK Me

chanical Refrigeration.

YQRK MANUFACTURING COMPANY

(Ice Making and Refrigerating Machinery Exclusively)

YORK, PENNA.

THERE IS A YORK PLANT TO FIT YOUR BUSINESS

  

 

 

This Booklet

tells all about the ,

BAKER Sugar-Cooker 1

ESTABLISHED 1905 ESTABLISHED 1905

B. I-I. HUBBERT

—how it MIPS wt d°“’“ Coppersmith and Contractor

expensive labor costs;

—how it saves on your

syrup and sugar bills;

-how it does away with

' costly “batch spoil

age”;

‘-how it produces really

better boilings.

This Coupon

brings the Booklet

to you, F R E E

]ust fill out and attach to your letterhead and your

copy will be rushed you by return post.

 

Designer and Builder of:

Confectioners Copper Work.

Copper Vacuum Pans.

Copper Steam Jacketed Kettles, plain.

Copper Steam Jacketed Kettles, with

single and double motion mixers.

Copper Revolving Pans, plain and with

steam coils.

  

Mail me your Booklet “How to increase your profits

in the boiling room.” If you are in the market for good copper

kettles, get in touch with

B. H. HUBBERT

3603 E. Pratt Street

JOSEPH BAKER SONS & PERKINS co., Inc. B*"i'"°'=» Md

Baker-Perkins Bldg. White Plains, N. Y.
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“The Perfect .. Water Cooled Slab

-

--- - -

-

BROAD assertion we admit, but nevertheless true. Water Circulation PERFECT; -

A#w:######:
in the building of our perfect water cooled slab have passed. The many satisfied customers is our guide.

Built on scientific principles and made of STEEL throughout. The top is ma 1/.”

thickness, and the bottom is made of the same material of 3/s" thickness bolted to£"':
tested water pressure of thirty pounds. Mounted on 1'/4" Gas Pipe Slab Stand. Also can be fitted with any

height of Angle Iron for a Perfect Water Cooled Cream Slab. This slab has four Water inlets and two Water

outlets, making it a PERFECT WATER CIRCULATION. With the Savage Built Cooler you increase your

output, which means reduced production cost.

- Made in the five following sizes:

36 in. x 60 in. 36 in. x 72 in. 36 in. x 96 in. 48 in. x 72 in. 48 in. x 96 in.

(Polished Steel Slab Bars—Any Size)

THE SAVAGE PORTABLE FIRE MIXER INSURES

INCREASED PRODUCTION AT REDUCED COST.

In the making of Nougat Can

dies, Caramels, Jelly and Gum

work, Kisses, Peanut Slab, Bar

Brittles, Cocoanut Goods, etc.,

Cream Beating or remelting of

Cream Fondants, in fact any

thing you are stirring and cook

ing by hand.

. This machine is small,

compact, self contained with

Kettle, Motor and Furnace.

Single or Double action Mix

ers. All gears and working

parts encased. Scrapers pre

vent scorching. All bearings

double. Stirrer removedfrom

Kettle by operating a lever.

Simplicity of Machine

renders each part very ac

cessible for cleaning.

MACHINE No. 1 No. 2 No. 3

Floor Space 26x54 in. 27x72 in. 30x72 in.

Height | 60 in. 71 in. 71 in.

Weight | 500 lbs. 650 lbs. 675 ibs.

size Kettle | 20 in 22 in. 24 in

Horse Power | % % %

Fitted with

Atmospheric

Gas Stove

Single Action

Stirrer |

Fitted with

Atmospheric

Gas Stove

Double Action

Stirrer

–

SAVAGE BROS. CO.

2638-2646 Gladys Avenue
CHICAGO
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VOORHEES

RUBBER CANDY MOLDS

ADVANTAGES

Elimination of Starch Mussiness

Speedy Production Through Quick Cooling

Close Placement of Cavities

Uniformity of Size

Regularity of Detail

Precise Weight

Ease of Handling

ASK FOR FOLDER WITH FULL DETAILS

Main Office and Works

VOORHEES BLOCK

20 to 58 Bostwick Ave.

Jersey City, N.J.

New York : Kansas City

30 Reade St. 2045 Main St.
"Rape V Manx

Paramount Machinery Co.

44 E. Allen St., Philadelphia

me

Acme Coppersmithing Company, Inc.

COPPER WORK

of All Description

HIGH PRESSURE STEAM JACKET KETTLES
Our Specialty

If our work is not absolutely satisfactory

in every respect, we will gladly accept the

return of same and will bear all expenses.

All sorts of £epairs, retinning, replacement

of worn or burnt out parts, promptly and

satisfactorily performed.

Safety is the corner stone of efficiency.

**afety the less worry—the greater efficiency.

USE ACME JACKET KETTLES

The m

|F||

=||

E
We are well able and

qualified to produce

a sales winning pack

age for your confec
H

tions.

E Tell us you want

Samples of the

|--

-"

1OO9-11 W. Ohio Stree

CHICAGO, ILLS.

Trade with the Maker,

"d Get Prompt

Delivery, Low Prices

Best work

The Revolving Pans

have all latest im

provements. Clutch

instead of tight and

loose pulleys, a

unique feature of

ACME REVOLVING

PANS. Cut gears. Ad

justable boxes on all

arings to take up

wear on journals. Pans

are made of heavy

copper, nicely ham

mered; steam coil of

copper pipe, thus in

suring against rust,

stuffing box is of a

special design and the

entire construction is
Confectionery

Equipment
of the very best ma

terials and workman

H

Our ship.

Specialty Larger and smaller

sizes build to order.

Prices on application. |
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1 CARAMEL MACHINES
r In response to an ever increasing demand for more

-_ ‘ substantial and more eificient candy machinery we have

brought out the Ideal Machines described below, which

are unexcelled for their purposes.

  

ldeal Candy Sizer

The Ideal Candy Sizer is made

with solid base and absolutely rigid.

It is built as a bench or floor ma

chine. It is reversible and adjust

able to any thickness up to two

inches. It is especially designed to

be used with the Ideal Candy

P How the Good Will -l

of Your Hard Candy

 

 

Cutter.

  

Ideal Candy Cutter

Junior Model Ideal

Caramel Wrapper

The Junior Model Ideal

Caramel \-‘Vrapper is design

ed to fill the needs of the

manufacturer whose output

does not warrant the in

stallatlon of the larger ma

chine. It cuts and wraps in

one operation caramels,

pulled candy or any goods

of equal consistency. It is

the simplest caramel wrap

per built. ' An unskilled girl

can be trained in a few days.

and can pack as many

pieces as six or eight hand

packers. The Junior Ideal

  

  

Ideal Candy Sizer

Ideal Candy Cutter

The Ideal Candy Cutter is

absolutely rigid in construc

tion. It is equipped with

thirty seven-inch circular

knives and one full set of col

lars. Knives may be taken

oi’! without removing the

arbor shaft. ‘Veil guarded.

out gears make it practically

noiseless.

IDEAL WRAPPING MACHINE CO.
Makers of Ideal Caramel Wrapping Machines

MIDDLETOWN NEW YORK

Business is helped by

the DUPLEX SE/IL

HE problem of spoilage in hard

candies has another angle, besides

the money involved.

Experience shows it almost impos

sible to get all the deteriorated candy

back from the dea1er—and to keep some

of it from reaching the consumer.

With the DUPLEX SEAL there are

no spoiled goods to worry about.

The nurcsx SEAL keeps the jar

air-tight, no matter how long it's on

the dealer's shelves.

The candy stays fresh, dry and crisp

—cannot grain-ofi'——no matter what the

weather.

The DUPLEX SEAL is the simplest

seal known, off with a quarter turn of

the wrist—on with the same easy mo

tion. The customer reseals the jar

perfectly every time.

Some of the biggest candy manufac

turers——Apollo, Crane, I-Ieide, Page &

Shaw, ‘United Retail and others—have

tested and adopted the DUPLEX SEAL.

Because it pays.

Your regular glass manufacturer can

furnish you jars with the DUPLEX

FINISH.

Interesting information regarding the glass pack

age art, artistic Seal designs, Seal liners to meet

special chemical reactions. etc., gladly fiirnished

by our Service Laboratories to manufacturers

of hard candies. Cur catalog is interesting.

 

will quickly pay for itself in ‘ L‘ (771 J
wages of hand labor saved. I C

Junior Ideal Caramel Wrapper A PERFECT SEALING G’ RESEALING

_ CAP FQR GLASS BUTILES I/JARS

Write today for complete descriptions of Ideal Ga-ndy

]lrz('hinrr_1/ and 1,,--ices, NATIONAL SEAL COMPANY. /IlC..
'Exza1tttr qflt~r.¢ - l4ll'l Avenue and 3oth Street.Brooki_y'i.NY

? wom - BRDOl(LYN.N._Y, - - PORTLAND. ME T

__< _<d
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PROFITBYREDUCINGPRODUCTIONCOSTS

Start the year by figuring economical production on

a basis of quality—we can supply machines now.
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GRAND CHOCOLATE DIPPING

MACHINE

 

 

3?». ..MAESTIC cnocouxre mrrmc I

MACHINE

  

IDEAL MILL

  

KOHOLODOS—A machine of genious

workmanship, will refine chocolate from

- the bean up. NO DISKS. One man

labor required for a few hours a day.

Will turn out 1,500 pounds per day Coat

ing or Moulding Chocolate at a saving of

at least 6 cents per pound in your coating,

will furnish full advice as to the manufac

turing of coating and other chocolate.

Small space required.

UNIVERSAL CONCHE-—Latest Patent

out, will do as much work in ten hours

that six horizontal conches will do in

SEVENTY-T\VO HOURS. Fine machine

for coating and chocolate and will also

take the place of the REFINER and

MELANGEUR. Capacity 1,200 pounds.

No machine that was ever invented in the

chocolate business ever took or sold as

fast as the UNIVERSAL CONCHE is

selling, with repeat orders.

“GRAND & MAJESTIC” Chocolate Dip

ping Machine—a far better machine than

any machine known on the market. Every

part interchangeable. New Patent Ball

Bearing Fan that runs in Oil. Steam,

Gas and Electric heating attachment, with

cooling and packing of the belt. or with

out. Save 25 per cent and get a better

machine.

“Latest Patent Sugar Mill. Will grind to

any fineness direct. No bolting or sifters

required.

Automatic Quadruple Presses for fancy

filled hard goods. One-man operation.

With a capacity of 2,000 pounds per day.

No waste.

LATEST PATENT CHOCOLATE HOL

LOW MOULD FILLER, will fill the

mould, knock the mould, turn the mould

to drain out center and carry it to cold

room. All automatic. The greatest labor

saving machine with a capacity of many

thousand pounds daily. One operator.

Wrapping and Packing Machinery for all

descriptions of work. New Tin Foil

Wrapper, will wrap any shape from 5%;

to 1% inches. Package Machinery will

make the package, fill the package, seal

and label the package.

J. FRIEDMAN
EXPERT—Special1z'lng for the

Candy and Chocolate Industry.

214-226 East 22nd St., New York, N. ‘Y.

Complete and largest line of Candy Machinery, Chocolate

Machinery, Cocoa Butter and Cocoa Powder Plants,

Chocolate Dipping Machines, Wrapping Machines, Pack

age Making, Filling. Sealing and Labelling Machinery,

CHOCOLATE MOULDS, etc. “LOOKING FOR A

CERTAIN MACHINE? Yea, I HAVE IT."

Established since I892

Cable Address—"]’ACKFRl'ED NEWYORK"

A. B. C. Code—-Sth Edition Used

TELF-PHONE: GRAMERCY 29%

 

  

REFINER
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A Quick, In

tense Heat

Without Motor

or Blower

This powerful, heavy-duty

furnace will raise 50 lbs. of

sugar and 12 lbs. of water to

340 degrees in less than 24

minutes without motor or

blower.

VULCAN

CANDY

FURNACE

Note from arrows in illus

tration how heat is directed,

and concentrated, against

sides as well as bottom of

kettle.

This Powerful 3-ring burn

er is single piece, cored cast

ing. There are no cemented

joints to cause leaks.

Graduated ring top permits

use of any size kettle.

Economical, sturdy, de

pendable. Write for folder.

Wm. M. Crane

Company

I6-20 W. 32nd St.

New York City

Pacific Coast Distributors :

Northwest Gas 81 Elec. Equip. Co.

Portland, Ore.

Sold by Gas Companies

and the Following dealers:

Atlanta, Ga.

Bessire & Co., Inc.

.Baltimore, Md.

The August Maag Co.

Geo. H. Wahmann Mfg. Co.

Boston, Moss.

H. A. Johnson Co.

A. A. Knights 8: Son

Jos. Middleby, ]r., Inc.

Three Millers Co.

Buflalo, N. Y.

Henry & Henry

lH. J. Walz Co.

Emil A. Saenger

Cincinnati, Ohio

American China and Glass Co.

Hilker & Bletsch Co.

Cleveland, Ohio

Bruce. 8: West Mfg. Co.

The Weideman Co.

Columbus, Ohio

Central Ohio Supply Co.

Dayton, Ohio

C. S. Ball Candy Co.

Detroit, Mich.

Foersterling Bros. Co.

E. B. Gallagher & Co.

Grand Rapids, Mich. l

E. B. Gallagher 8: Co. ‘

Houston, Texas

Houston Wholesale Conf.

Stove Co.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Bessire & Co., Inc.

Los Angeles, Calif.

Standard Equipment Co.

S0oll°ll1Cfl'l California Supply

Louisville, Ky.

Bessire & Co., Inc.

Milwaukee, Wis.

H. C. Schrsnek Co.

Minneapolis. Minn.

Northwestern Bakers & Con

fectioners Co.

New Orleans, Lo.

Chas. Dennery

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Bymes & Kiefer

' Demmler 8: Schenck

Bernard Gloekler Co.

W. L. Knorr Company

Philadelphia, Pa.

Thos. Mills 8: Bro., Inc.

William Thomson

San Francisco, Calif.

Eng-Skell Company

St. Louis, Ma.

W. E. Beckman 8: Co.

United Bakers Supply Co.

St. Paul, Minn.

The Maas Keefe Company

Toledo, Ohio

,E. B. Gallagher & Co.

Youngstown, Ohio

W. C. 7abel Company

 
 

 

 

ThePerkinsAdjustableDryRoom

Saves fifty per cent. of your steam.

Gives uniform work at all times of

the year. Dries much faster. (Saves

space, trays and trucks.) Perfectly

clean. Easy to operate. Simple to

install. Is not expensive. Hundreds

in use.

Write for descriptive Bulletin No.

100, and prices on candy truck.

 

PERKINS "ONE MAN” TRUCK

Elmer E. Perkins Company

Manufacturers

Offices

Wrigley Building, Chicago

Shops

Bradley, Illinois

Coating and Polishing Pans

for Gum, Almonds and Peanuts

Tight and loose pulley; clutch or motor drive

Let us figure on your needs

The Bucyrus Copper Kettle Works Co.

1 874-1921

Bucyrus : Ohio
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Better Bon Bons

at a Lower Cost

The Standard

Peanut

Bleaching De

viee need by

the lending

Manufacturing

Confeetionen

Efficient

Economical y

Practical

Equipped with

Automatic

Feed Hopper

Patented

Sept. 25. I905

Isn’t that what you are interested in accom

plishing? It is the one way to increase your

profits today. You can do it by installing the

“ INTERNATIONAL ”

ELECTRIC

BON BON CREAM HEATERS

The flash boiler principle of the International

means less time for breaking down cream,

more even distribution of heat and accurate

temperature control.‘ These features enable w B B rt I & S0 C I

you to turn out smoother and more uniform _ . . e e S n 0,, nc,

coatings.

With the International Electric Bon Bon wilke8_Barre Pa

Cream Heater you can maintain or improve ’ '

the quality of your product at a lower pro

d“<=*i°" ¢°~=»*- MANUFACTURERS or

If you are interested in this money-saving

$J‘.1‘.i‘i.“‘;‘;‘..“5i£§.1i?fd‘;;‘Z..§t}E§?‘“ "°' 1"’ PLAIN and LITHOGRAPHED CANS

/\€§,,\i,-.;g_;, or EVERY DESCRIPTION

|NTERNAT|oN;Qjgfi\i-fgéuc QDMPANY

MANUFACTURERS

ELECTRICAL HEATIN G APPLIANCES

Write

for Complete

Catalog

_J , Lambert

' Machine Co.

’ Iuuhll. nun“

 

INDIANAPOLIS. U.S.A.

Distributed by

H. A. Johnson C0. Jas. A. Harper Sup- Gray Mfg. Co.

Boston, Mass. ply Co. Spokane, Wash.

Crandall-Pettee Co. Kansas City, Mo.

New York, N. Y. Gray. Md-can and

Henry J. Walz Co., ‘co'N"“._".nq¥;§'Y Percy. lnc.

Inc. Portland, Ore.

Buffalo, N. Y. *=*"7°"" _ _
The Weidman Co. 1" Demarum S‘-'PPlY

Cleveland, Ohio

Savage Bros. Co.

Chicago, Ill.

Bessire and Co.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Louisville. Ky.

Atlanta, Ga.

Co.

San Francisco,

Cal.

Southern California

Supply Co.

Los Angeles, Cal.

WE MAKE CANS THAT

SELL YOUR PRODUCTS

Write for our Prices

  

7.

I .

WIIGL

.~ ..@-v

“International Electric Heaters Are Better”
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THE NEW 1921 GREER

Drying _

Chocolate Cggzfiifzgl Machine

FOP and .

TRINSFERRING Moron AND > CONVEYOR CARDBOlRDAnoWAX CANDY m:Ac|-1:5 co|.o All

_- CANDY FROM omvme W .. __r/FOR C- >__ PAP:_R_conv:m|:n'r - THIS PQINTIIEADY _ _.cnAllB;R

' ENROBER MECHANISM FILLED BOXES on Ac EH5 roll PACKING WITH FA

   

  

  

        

‘ _ PATENTED
Ari

  

. . , .1‘

_ - J L

1- 5 -l ~ -

3‘ 6"X1<>'-1°" 4'3» Efi

3' 6">= 15'-2"

3'6"><13'-6" @<>f1- Efi

The Greer consists of a substantial iron and steel framework with or without enclosures.

traveling and conveying attachments, and suitable driving mechanism.

This machine will speed up your production by placing before the packers 200 plaque:

of perfectly dry goods per hour in a continuously uniform flow directly from the Enrober, and

return all empty plaques to the Enrober.

The plaques of goods can be transferred from Enrober to steel trays which are placed

on a skeleton tray (The Greer having 60 of these skeleton trays); or, the goods can be trans

ferred direct to steel trays which are not removable.

Our system of cooling gives the chocolate a beautiful glou by allowing it to become

partially cooled before blowing the cold air directly on it.

This machine gives 577 sq. ft. cooling space, allowing the goods to travel 85 lineal ft.

successfully accomplished in I6 ft. 10 in. by 3 ft. 6 in.

Made in lengths from 12 ft. upward.

Shelf for wax paper, card boards, boxes, etc., made underneath the conveyor within easy

reach of packers.

'» ,

.';

Approximate N0. of V

-¥_~.~Pla ues pcr_Hr/’_‘ "' EQWER

  

  

This machine will care for all the goods Enrober can produce.

Saves ninety-nine per cent. of waste or scrap.

Goods can be packed direct from machine, in boxes or pails.

Regulated speed insures the proper setting of the chocolate. allowing plenty time to pack

the goods. Prevents discoloration of your chocolate by heat.

Average cost of repairs per year on Greer machine less than $3.00.

The Greer machines are patented Imitators warned against infringements

J. W. - 139 Main Street, Cambridge, Mass., U. S.A.
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Thomas Mills & Bro., Inc.

1301 to 1315 North Eighth St. (Established 1864) Philadelphia, Pa.
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HAND AND POWER ALMOND AND

PEANUT BLANCHING MACHINE
 

VERTICAL DOUBLE-ACTION

LARGE POWER DROP FRAME WITH STAND AND ENDLESS BELT CONVEYOR MIXING MACHINE
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Thomas Mills & Bro., Inc.

1301 to 1315 North Eighth St. (Established 1864) Philadelphia, Pa.

  

  

;___..k . '-___.

FORCED DRAFT CANDY

FURNACE

  

BALL MACHINE FOR COCOANUT, CREAM

AND CHICLE

  

  
S. . .$_;_'i E. .CLEAR TOY uouws

  

W_~\
\‘\ “v\ \$__\ \

inmini:ii:::i:|:i1i::||::u::i::|:aii::i::i:i:i:::m:i;:iiu

‘ l

iiiiiiiiiwilmii ,,,,,,,, ,,,, ,~,,
'4 AND ROLLER8

  

KISS OR LUMP

MIELS CANDY COOLER CUTTING MACHINE

CATALOGUE SENT ON APPLICATION

Confectioners’ Tools and Machinery Ice Cream Manufacturers’ Tools

Bakers‘ and Cooks’ Tools
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This machine will be sent

to you on thirty days’ trial.

Why not give one a trial?

' Ask us about it.

EUROPEAN AGENTS :

W. H. BEERS 8: SON, Ltd., lmperial

House, Kingsway, London W. C. 2,

England.
I

 

We have been in

Coppersmithing Business

for generations hence

our name

“KOPPERMAN"

Don't you think we

ought to know how?

  

Latest Improved Vacuum Pan

JOS. KOPPERMAN & SONS

Copper Work and Confectioners ’ Machinery

301-311 Florist Street Philadelphia, Pa

We manufacture any kind of

Copper Kettle for steam or

fire or vacuum with or with

out mixers.

All kinds of sizing, cutting,

coating and cooling machinery

  

. -';_'_' V V l. ¢ - f

Hand Power Circular Knife Caramel Cutter w.e furnish . any plece 0

machinery used in a candy factory

The N. W. York

Batch Roller
Patented March 18. 1911

A Great Labor Saving Device

All kinds of work are handled

on this machine. Crystal Rock

is made easy. All kinds of

Mixtures, Taffy Goods, Kisses,

or anything in the candy line

that is to be kept round is done

so with this machine. It is a

wonder for Buttercups or all

soft-center work. Soft-center

goods will not break out of

cover on this machine like they

do on the old spinning board.

For making Little Sticks and

all pure sugar goods, this ma

chine fills a long-felt want. It keeps your batch at an even temperature all

the time, and will operate either way at will of operator. ‘Manufactured by

C. C. YORK

225-227 E. Maryland Street, lndianapolis, lnd., U. S. A.

 

Shearing Motion Cutter
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Simplex Vacuum Cooker Facts

THE Simplex Vacuum Cooker will make

a better hard candy at a lower cost than

is possible by any other known method.

 

 

The flexibility of the Simplex Vacuum Cooker,

recommends itself to the manufacturer who wishes to

cook a variety of batches, both as to size and combina

tion of raw material.

  

/V.
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.

  

Using the Simplex Vacuum Process you will obtain

a clearer and drier candy due to the moisture and air

having been extracted by Vacuum, consequently when

ulled and spun results in a whiter product and moreiiustrous satin finish.

  

Candy made the Simplexway will not sweat from the

inside, therefore, it will not stick; it will keep longer.

  

A great percentage of scrap can be used in the

Simplex. A larger percentage of glucose or corn

syrup can be used than in other methods, producing

a better candy.

  

Candy made the Simplex Way will be sweeter

because it is not cooked to a high degree over fire or

steam, which dissipates the sweetness.

  

Simplex Gas Vacuum Cooker

(Process Pat. June 30, 1914)

Patents April 20, 191$, November 30, 1915

  

25222’. “8‘¢'='." 11°F. $83?|‘i§."§."i§|.‘.‘2 1‘-'§>T>“|'|',‘.

A batch cooked in a Simplex Vacuum Cooker is

ready to work immediately after it is poured on

the slab.

  

The machine is simple in design and made of the

highest grade material. It does not require mechan

ical knowledge nor skill to operate it successfully.

  

The Simplex Vacuum Cooker has proved the test

in years of successful usage among some of the highest

grade manufacturers in the United States as well as in

foreign countries.

  

ovER 4~oo IN use

  

Simplex Steam Vacuum Cooker V ' C d C M hi“ C0

.......§";::;';.f’:;;;":.:$:’.;.:f::’.., acuum an Y ac Bf)’ -

326 W. Madison St. CHICAGO, ILL.

14 P...1s.. JERSEY c1'rY, N. J. ,
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Tie Continuous BUTTERCUP

T STRAW and WAFFLE MACHINE

This ls the Only Machine Made That Will Cut a Large Variety

of Pillow Shaped Hard Candy Without Change of Machinery

High Speed—N0 Delays— Greatly Increased Output!

The very high speed of 1500, 3000 or 6000 pieces Ask Am,

per minute is secured by the continuous, practically of Om. 300

self-feeding operation. With a little experience,

100 pounds of soft or hard center goods can be or More

turned out in ten minutes. One machine takes Satisfied

care of three sets of spinners, cutting down labor Users!

costs, saving space, and increasing your output

many times.  

  

B . V COOLER and

1 NCO CONVEYOREither belt drive or randy for motor to be

mounted. Motor and it-rter enn. at

current murliet price. F. O. B. Chicago.

THE BRACH COOLER AND CONVEYOR is an exceedingly I N
compact unit, occupying but about one-third of the space ordinarily used. I e£:hMENs 017%,"

used. It has the capacity of a straight convey or of 105 feet, if the goods Width I -' '14!-elm
comes out in a single line, or with web. But if used in connection with i':.'°.§h:J§.Z'?.'li'a:§5

my Buttercup Machine, which cuts the goods oifcompletely, allowing them ‘,',':i“j,',"*"'- 3, ‘mm

to spread over the belt, the cutter running five times the speed of the 1,'";.I-E

conveyor belt, would give a cooling capacity equal to 525 lineal feet. (;,,,;,,,,,,,,, COOLER ,,,,,

CONVEYOR separate or

in onecompnct unit connect

ed with motor and starter

 

 

‘W Y ~-T =3 v

i 1’AE.tl\ litG ! sqfigggpg f§;.;.;f,';.§
0 BI1

On account of ‘the extraordinary _g;,,,,,,-,,g 0

popularity of this machine, there is Brash Mac/zine

being made _and sol_d _as ti genuine ""4 1""/' 11
Brach machine an imitation cutter Y""'

. . . Batch Roller

which infringes pn my patents. ,,;,,-,;, [,,,,,,

NOTE-—ench machine bears a serial supply in 6, 7
  

and 8 foot lengthsnumber of which we hold an exact
at regular prices

record that we may know

to whom every machine

of our make is sold. To .

avert trouble make sure A,_

on are buying a genuine ‘ -

£11011 Continuous But

torcup Machine. Wewill

prosecute all sellers and

users of infringements.
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MY LATEST-ThewormGearDrive

The addition of a worm gear drive to my latest model,

which performs the work of four machines, makes it

a model of efficiency.

1. Baby Kisses—Any small

piece 3/s inch long and up

to 3/4 inch wide are cut on

this series of knives.

2. Pillows, Chips, Straws~

3/4 inch long and ‘/8 to 1'/2

inches wide are cut by

this set of knives.

3. Straws, Chips, Pillows—

1'/2 inches long and 1/s to

13/4 inches wide are cut on

this series of knives.

4. Waffles —- 3/4 inch lon

and up to 3/4 inch in

width are cut and stamped Y

with this series of knives.

THE GUIDE—indicated by dotted.

lines, and illustrated separately,

has two peculiarly shaped knurls

which may be so turned and

separated as to regulate the batch

to any width from % to 1% inches

as desired. Adjustments are made

by simple thumb screws. An ex

perienced operator can feed the

machine without using the guide.

THE MACHINE MEASURES but 15 x 18 inches

over-all. Once set up, oiling is the only attention it

requires. The knives will probably need rcsharpening

about every five years.

THE STAND SUPPLIED with every machln? 15

strongly made of cast iron, and occupies a 36 X 36 H1611

floor space. The motor attaches to the stzind of the

new worm gear drive machine, being run With H Short

bclt—a safety protection of importance.

SAVES SPACE: The small size and the great ca_pa<IlfY

of this machine, which enables several sets of spinners

to use it alternately, saves 75% of your iioor_ SD3¢¢—a

very important item in reducing your D1'0d\l¢t1°T1 ¢°5t5

The BRACH Continuous Buttercup Straw

and Waffle Machine with Stand ~Coch

Complete, $850, F.0.B. Chicago; with worm

gear drive $900 ; motor and belt extra.

NOTE: I have a limited number of standard types or

motors for the worm gear drive machines, which I will

supply at current prices to buyers of this model.

EMIL J. BRACH

Confectionery Machinery

215 West Ohio Street

 

  

THE GUIDE —the only

part of the entire ma

chine that is changed

  

  

30 DAYS

FREE TRIAL

(In U. S. Only)

Arrange to have a ma-'

chine sent you on 30 days’

free trial and prove to

your own satisfaction its

labor-saving, profit-mak

ing qualities.
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Hilhly Polished Top

<'=’»‘*="="'~' ALL STEEL

CANDY COOLER

Built to Last a Lifetime

No Hot Spots

 

Made in all Sizes

 

  

_~ §:;':s1=“

ADJUSTABLE <‘ i e 1BUTTER cu? ,_ W '* p

CUTTER p i ,.:,=§I@ HEW;

32 inches long 186 Blades

  

3

  

Price $32.50

Superior Cream Beaters

Equipped with_ Steel Worm Gears

Made in 3, 4 and 5 foot sizes

3 and 4 foot Machines equipped for motor

drive have FABROIL GEARS—make less

noise.

5 foot sizes equipped for motor-drive are made

with DOUBLE WORM GEARS running in

oil—noiseless in operation.

  

Write for further particulars

The Croll Mfg. Co.

Candy Machinery

Bridgeport - - Connecticut
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BRASS A

SIEVES

I-IATCHETS

FRUIT DROP FRAME AND ROLLERS PEANUT ROASTERS GAS FURNACES

S C0. We Carry in Stock a Complete Line oi

2638_2646 Gladys Avenue Confectioners’ Tools and Machinery

CHICAGQ, []_]___ WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES
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W. L. FLEISHER & CO., Inc. -

NEW YORK CITY

Design and Install all

STURTEVANT-FLEISHER

Air Conditioning Systems

(, ""
-

-

—

No Direct Spray

Heads Used

Still another feature

Of the Sturtevant

Fleisher Air Con

ditioning System

In the Sturtevant-Fleisher Air

Conditioning System, no direct

spray heads are used. This is still

another reason why Sturtevant

Fleisher Systems are of more eco

nomic value than many other so

called methods of temperature

and humidity control.

With direct spray heads it is im

possible to get an even distribution

of the introduced moisture all over

the department, and besides water

is sprayed into the room not as

the humidity of the atmosphere

but as “free water.”

“Free water” causes rusting, the

ruination of machinery. It invari

ably causes rotting of the timbers

and often is the cause of dripping,

which not only limits working but

often damages the product.

B. F. Sturtevant Company
Hyde Park - - Boston
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- A Candy Jar Plus

TALKS RIGHT TO THE HOUSEWIFE

T H E

Upressit

#1 Lb. Multiuse Candy Jar

A Trade Builder for the Confectioner

The Housewife sees beyond the candy in the jar. She

sees the jar in the kitchen on a shelf filled with sugar,

salt, flour, coffee, spices and the hundred and one things

the housewife has to store and preserve.

The Upressit Multiuse one-pound candy jar is de

signed to serve these many purposes. Made of crystal

white selected glass-capacity 1 lb. hard candy or 21

fluid ounces.

AIR TIGHT

FITTED WITH MASON JAR RUBBER RING

Send for sample case containing 7% dozen jars com

plete with the “Cap that Captures.” We carry a full

stock of UPRESSIT candy containers.

Upressit Products Corporation
15-21 WILBUR AVE. LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.

Canadian Representatives,

Anglo American Agencies, Ltd.

43 St. Francois Xavier St. Montreal, Quebec.

Brine Freezers

are of that sturdy construction made

up with Automatic Cream Reservoir

Control Valves; Swinging Front

Heads; Solid “Crome” Steel Cut Gear;

Brine throttle valves. All these vital

points of superiority are enhanced by

the bright and careful finish of the

E. T. machine—the Brine Freezer that

is built for big fine uniform Ice Cream

Production.

“Write for 1922 catalog.”

Emery Thompson Machine and Supply Co.
271-75 Rider Ave. (6-8 Canal Place, Bronx) New York City
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The Ball Cream Beater C0.
DAYTON, OHIO, U. S.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Ball Cream Beater and Cooler and

Dayton Cream Beater and Cooler

  
Ball

Beater

‘A _ BEWARE

THREE THOUSAND IN USE!

BEST IN THE WORLD! WHY NOT HAVE THE BEST?

Every Candy Manufacturer Should Have One!
 

We shall

protect

our Patent

to the full ’

extent of the X ‘

law.

  

FOR PARTICULARS. SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND REFERENCES
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Brunswick Refrigeration

Last issue we showed you a typical example of the Bruns

wick dry hardening system as installed and in successful

operation for a number of years.

We now show you an equally successful Brunswick

WET I-IARDENING SYSTEM

VVhile dry hardening rooms are more clean and sanitary,

conditions sometimes make it inadvisable to install this

type of plant.

  

The efficiency of the installation shown will be noted at a

glance. The simplicity, compactness and ruggedness of the compressor is self-evident.

In no branch of manufacture has mechanical refrigeration made such rapid strides as in

the Ice Cream industry and all interested should investigate the Brunswick System.

BRUNSWICK REFRIGERATING CO.

107 Jersey Avenue New Brunswick, N. J.

Boston, Man. New York City

10 State St. 30 Church St.

W. W. TURNBULL CONE MACHINE COMPANY
Chattanooga, Tennessee I419 Fort Street

Manufacture" of

TURNBULL'S AUTOMATIC WAFER CONE MACHINES

TURNBULUS AUTOMATIC CAKE CONE MACHINES

TURNBULL'S SWEET CLOVER SUGAR CONES

TURNBULIJS PEERLESS CAKE CONES

We have been Manufacturing

Automatic Cake Ice Cream Cone

Machines for fifteen years

  

Copper Steam Jackeied Kettles
 

Copper Candy Kettles
 

Carried in Stock

1922 MODEL

GROEN MFG C0MPANY= In“ TURNBULL’S Automatic Cake Cone Machine

CO (_.)-S-nliths WE INSTALL our machines in your factory and teach you

PP ‘ “ how to make cones

, . No expensive labor necessary in the operation of our Machines

Almlmge Ave‘ Chlcago’ Write for prices and information today so we can

serve you in time for next season
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“Guessin

  

Send Today for

Copy of Fifth

Edition Jake

I Friedman’s

Common Sense

Candy Teacher

With an Enlarged

Supplement

PRICE

(Express Paid)

$ 1 0.00

 

 

 

Hi!

I

 

Qhtain the Expert Knowl

edge Contained in ~

Jake Friedman’s

Common Sense

Candy Teacher

with enlarged supplement

 

'*=»rai——.-:=
 

 

=-amnurr.-:=.ver\~-

' Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

‘i'~

Crushed Fruits for the Fountain, Pointers for the Fountain man. The Matza

pan Almond Paste work. Pointers on String Rock Candy, Log Cabin Roll,
l Marshmallows, both moonshine and Egg. Pan work, its Principle and both

smooth and rough work, Lozenge work, Cream work of all kinds, Hard Gums, Jelly

Gums, Principal formula on A. B. Gum work. Crystallizing Gum work. Almond

Paste work, Cream Almonds, Cordial work, Gum paste work, Cocoanut work, Cin

namon Imperials, Pearled Caraway seeds and Pearled work. Marshmallow Eggs,

Chocolate Coating, Blending, hand coating. Pure Cream caramels and cheap Cara

mels, Icing for caramels and commercial Caramels. Sponge Candy, Nonpareils. New 43

styles of Nut and Fruit Goods. Goods for all kinds of Party and Banquet work.ll Jelly work, A. B. Gum work. Fudges of all kinds and prices, Honeycomb work of 3,1

ll all Kinds. Pop Corn Valuable pointers to the workman, to the Employer. Glace .

i work, Novelties for Easter, Fourth of July, Valentine's Day, Decoration Day, and all l

Holidays. Hand roll cream work. Nougats, Nougatines, Chicle Chewing Gum, its _i

Principle, Formula, Jelly beans, Jelly pan work. Hard goods all kinds, Bar goods 1;

of _all kinds and types, Burnt Almonds and Peanuts, Jordan Almonds, Kisses, Tafiies,

Brittles, Bon Bon work, Fig Work, in fact the Candy work to date and pointers on

Window display and Shop work.

THIS book treats fully upon the Ice Creams, Ices, Sherbets, Punches, the

‘J.

Send Today for Sample Formulas and Full Index Free for the Asking

For Sale by All Supply Houses

WM. M. BELL, Publisher

6 E. Lake St. CHICAGO, U. S. A.
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Safeguard your Refrigeration

Investment with a Norwalk

In these days of cautious buying, when

every dollar spent must bring one hun

dred cents’ worth of guaranteed value,

the Norwalk Refrigerating Plant pro

vides a combination of utility and pro

tection which should not be overlooked.

Norwalk refrigerating results are sure.

The plant is strong, simple in design and

trouble-free. It requires little space,

calls for no tinkering and is always

ready to give you perfect refrigeration

' without bother and at the lowest pos-~

sible outlay.

Let us tell you what a Norwalk will do for you.

THE NORWALK IRON WORKS COMPANY

Pioneer Builders of Compressors

SOUTH NQRWALK, CONN.
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Capacities, l-4 ton

to 10 tons

  

Norwalk

4-cylinder 4-ton

Plant

'V""fi -~'-- my

'.._-": i . '.

‘._'~. ._ ,,
- “

..j__,_‘.' ‘wk 5 rqdd \

REFRIGEER ~i":i"ii‘*Q' .r;_..€iii=lT  
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a 1'|-| EM co
BALTIMORE, MD.

A Candy Hatchet

 

Steel Candy Shears

  
 

 

Partitions _ r _>7 it C ‘ for Candy PansLARGE, 11/: X 21'/2 SMALL, 71/“ 111/: Tin

Machine-made and free from scratches and Bu“

marks usually found on hand-made pane

Unilonn in size and finish. Made of Tin, Tin Nickel

Plated, Brass, Brass Nickel Plated, also

Lacquered or Imitation Brass

  

R08-‘fie! Cryltallizing Pans

~. EXTRA HEAVY

 

 

Size 9% x 15% x 2% inches. Weight 2 lbs. each

Corners not cut but turned over

made of extra heavy 1 xxxx Tin, Machine made Candy HQQk5 and Wood scnws

Screens for same if desired Comp|ete

We aha Iunheture there pun or extra heavy Galvanized lnl »

The most substantial pan on the market

PanScraper

 

 

CreamCandy

ScraperorMixer

 

Headquarters for Fudge Pans, All Sizes

TAFFY AND

CARAMEL PANS

  

Wired Tafly

Tafiy size, 1 1'/2 x 121/2

Caramel size, 81/2 x 12‘/2

 
 

 

Manufacturers for the Jobbing Trade

Write for Catalogue Large Stock Always on Hand

Special Pans Made to Order. We do Metal Work of Every Description
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ESTABLISHED 85 YEARS. - ,_

THOMAS BURKHARI), INC.
494 & 496 Flushing Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

. 0
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Plain Kettle Vacuum Pan T Tilting Kettle

The name “BURKI-IARD” is FAMILIAR among a large number of Candy Manufacturers through

out the United States and Canada—WI-IY?

Because Burkhard for over fifty years made a SPECIALTY of Copper Work for the CONFECTIONER;

ESPECIALLY High Pressure Copper Iacketed Kettles, MIXERS, VACUUM PANS, REVOLVING SUGAR

COATING PANS, for COOKING and MIXING—CREAM, GUM, CARAMELS, NOUGAT, MARSHMAL

LOWS’ FUDGE, FRUIT PASTE, FIG PASTE, COCOANUT WORK, JELLIES, LICORICE, SUGAR

COATING ALMONDS, PEANUTS, JELLY BEANS, CHEWING GUM, COCOANUT, Vacuum Pans FOR

HARD CANDY and MILK CHOCOLATE, etc. THE BURKHARD PRODUCTS are RECOGNIZED as a

STANDARD of EXCELLENCE as they COMBINE “SAFETY” and “SERVICE."

We have WITNESSED the WONDERFUL GROWTH of the CANDY INDUSTRY and We feel

Proud that our PRODUCTS were used to advance the industry.

WE WILL BE PLEASED TO HEAR FROM TI-IOSE NOT FAMILIAR WITH OUR PRODUCTS.

:a:a:a:a2a:a:a,a a:a:a:a:a:a:a:a:a1a:a:a
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“Inside Information" Getting the Beffer

on the best pump made for handling of Your C0mP€tlf0T

hot or cold syrups, chocolate, fondant
' ' ' 1[You and your competitor both pay for fuel to

creams’ etc‘, ls contalned In our cook your candy and you both pay for labor to

catalogue which awaits your request. make your candy

11 If you can get more production than he out of

the dollars you pay for fuel and labor, you have

an advantage, your candy costs you less per

pound.

1] A poorly designed, ineflicient furnace not only

wastes fuel, but as well wastes labor. The greater

that waste, the greater your loss. If you are

using an inefiicient furnace your competitor may

be getting the better of you.

1! If you are seeking lower production costs—If

you want more pounds of candy for the dollar

you spend for fuel and labor—Ask us for our

new book.

if .1, p_ g_ " ' MAKE BETTER CANDY

smz r... .1 today FOR LESS MONEY

It is I0 filly to clean a A Postal Will Bring It

TABER PUMP

TABER PUMP COMPANY iil§§.?.X.iD APPL'A§.§§..§2i

290 Elm Street BUFFALO, N. Y.
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OLLUM coouzas
"_ The Standard By Which All Others Are Judged

 
 

The

New Perfected

COLLUM LINE

Improved Models

CANDY,

COOLERSAND o’

CUTTERSh£_iC‘
l OUTLET

(PATENTED)

 
 

5-.

Polished Steel Top;Collum’s “PREMIER” Candy Cooler; C.,, 1",, B0,“,

A Record of a Half-Century is behind the great

Success of THE COLLUM LINE

Scientific : Substantial :

Once Used Never Displaced.

Enduring Construction

36 in. x 72 in.

36 in. x 96 in.

30 in. x 60 in.

32 in. x 76 in.

C0llum’s “20th CENTURY” Candy Cooler; Polished Steel Top;

Cast Iron Bottom

THE COLLUM MFG.

~

Entire Satisfaction.

  

  

34 in. x 64 in.

36 " X 96 "

48 “ X 60 "

48 " x 120 "

lIF'
The interior con

struction of our

Coolers provides a

continual ayitation

of the Water-flow,

ensuring the uni

form Cooling of

Surface, and with

the provision for

interior H eat - ex

pansion prevents

the formation of

“Air Pockets”, con

sequently overheat

ing never occurs:

no Rubber or other

Packing employed;

nothing to wear

out; a lifetime of

Service.

 

"_ Cur PREMIER is

' unquestionably the

BEST of all Cool

ers, whatever the

excellence of others.

Where a Cooler of

less Cost is desired,

our UN“/ERSAL

or 20-CENTURY

would be chosen,

being constructed

on very similar gen

eral principles.

WITH IRON STANDS.

COMPLETE

CO.
Manufacturers of CONFECTIONERS’ MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT

9264 Main Street, Hartford, Conn.
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OLLUM COOLERS

Widely Imitated But Never Equalled
-

Recognized

Throughout the

Confectioners’

Trade

31S

“THE BEST"

Since 1872

Faultless

System of

Inlet, Outlet

and Circulation

•

30 in. x 60 in. 36 in. x 96 in. Sanitary

36 “ x 60 “ 48 “ x 60 “ •

34 “ x 64 “ 48 “ x 72 “ Simple

32 “ x 76 “ 48 “ x 96 “ in Operation

..''' 36 “ x 72 “ 48 “ x 120 “ E

Service; Economi

cal in operation;

:| Collum's NEW MODEL “UNIVERSAL" Candy Cooler; "'"
improvements. PATENT APPLIED FoR

~0 - Uniform, Unvarying Principle of Cooling

Speed, Efficiency and Economy
Complete -

Lines Top Plates Readily Removed Coolers Easily Cleaned

Steel,

Marble,

Stone,

Candy Coolers,

Cream Coolers
64 3.1: -

Special” - - . - | or aft: ---

Cream Cool - #:''''00Iers, '53"E

(Tilting Type)

Iron Slab Stands;

Steel Slab Bars;

Adjustable

Steel Cutters;

Peach Blossom

Cutters;

Buttercup Cutters.

Smooth Base

Cutters; | || - * 34 in. x 64 in.

Crimped Edge * * # * : * :

Cutters; --> : 44 : 64

Polished Steel Top; XWaffle Cutters Collum's “PREMIER” Cream Cooler;£

Immediate Shipments. For Further Particulars Write

THE COLLUM MFG. CO.

926 Main Street HARTFORD, CONN. Established 1872

f
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Air conditioning

Fleisher Co., W. L.

Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Artificial Flowers and Decoration:

Netschert, Frank

Ba¢e—Paper, Glauine, Transparent

Herz Co., Alexander

Hollis & Duncan

Jonas, Alfred

Kirchheimer Bros. Co.

Royal & Co., Thos; M.

Select Paper Co. '

Traver Paper Co.

Basket: and Boxes—Fancy

Cole Toy & Trading Co.

Michaelis & Sons, M.

Newman. F.

Tin Decorating Co. of Baltimore

Boxea—Candy

Deisroth Co., W. H.

Jonas, Alfred

Matthews Bros.

Monarch Nusbaum Paper Box Go.

Shoup Co., A. D.

Smith Co., Edw. S.

Youse Co., C. J.

Bo:e|—Fibre Packing

Gair Co., Robert

Hinde & Dauch Paper C0.

Boxea—Folding and Ice Cream

Gair Co., Robert

Jonas, Alfred

Matthews Bros.

Smith Co., Edw. S. ‘

U. S. Printing & Lithograph Co.

Whitney & Co.

Boxea—Wood Packing

Green Co., A. H.

B\|tter—Vegetahle

See Cocoanut Butter

Calcium Chloride

Semet Solvay Co.

Candy Cooker:

Jos. Baker-Perkins Co.

Friedman, J.

Vacuum Candy Machinery Co.

Candy Coolers

Collum Mfg. Co.

Mills 8: Bros., Thos.

Savage Bros. Co.

Candy Cutter:

Collum Mfg. Co.

Candy Furnacea-Gas

Crane Co., Wm. M.

Improved Appliance Co.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Savage Bros. C0.

Candy Pail:

Menasha Wooden Ware Co.

Candy Pans and Scoopa—Bran

Mills & Bros., Thos.

Troemner, H.

York Heating & Ventilating Co.

Candy Sticka—See Skewers

Can|—Tin—Plain and Lithographed

Bertels & Son Co., W. B.

Heekin Can Co.

Capa—MetaI

National Seal Co.

Upressit Products Corp.

Carbon

Darco Corporation

.
I:|:|:a:n;e:e,a:a
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See Index to Advertisements page 180
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Cherry Deponitor

Bosshard, Theo. W.

Chewing Gum

Beech-Nut Packing Co.

Glenn, "J. W.

Walter Gum Co. (ball gum)

Wischmann. Wm. J.

Chocolate and Cocoa

Baker & Co., Walter

Croft & Allen Co.

Hershey Choc. Co.

Hollis, W. G.

Knickerbocker Choc. Co.

Lamont, Corliss & Co.

Lowney Co., Walter M.

Massachusetts Choc. Co.

Wilbur & Sons, H. O.

Chocolate Coolers

Dempsey Chocolate Cooler Co.

Friedman, I

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Chocolate Warmera—Electric

International Electric Co.

Mills 8; Bro., Thos.

Coatings

See Chocolate and Cocoa

Cocoa Beani and Cocoa Butter

McG0rlick, J. E.

Snyder & Wheeler

Von Dannenberg & Pick

Cocoa Pren and Pump

Carver, Fred S.

Friedman, J.

.Cocoanut and Vegetable Butter

American Cocoanut Butter C0.

India Refining Co.

Nucoa Butter Co.

Simonin Sons, C. F.

Colors—See Flavors and Colors

Confectionery Manufacturer:

Advance Candy Mfg. Corp.

Ambrosia Choc. Co.

American Candy Co.

American Choc. Almond C0.

Arnould & Co.. D.

Bacon Co., D.

Beech-Nut Packing Co.

Beich Co.. Paul F.

Blome & Son, Geo.

Blue Ribbon Candy Co.

Brandle & Smith Co.

Brunell Co., Geo. J.

Casale & Son, G.

Cascade Industries Co.

Clifi’ord Bros.

Close Co., Geo.

Collins Co., J. N.

Colonial Confy. Corp.

Cracker Jack Co.

Croft & Allen C0.

Dagget Choc. Co.

Debevoise, Walter W.

Dockman 8: Son, J. H.

Gallanis Bros.

Gardiner-Lucas Co.

Gimbal Bros.

Gold Brand C0nf’y, Inc.

Goldenberg. D.

Hardie Bros.

Hawley & Hoops

Heide. Henry

Heidelberger Confy. Co.

Hershev Choc. Co.

I-lildreth Co., H. L.

I-Ioefler's Centennial Chocolates

Hollis. W. G.

   

Holman Confectionery Co.

Hooton Choc. Co.

Horton Sweets Co.

Ideal Candy Co.

Josselyn, E. H.

Knickerbocker Choc. Co.

Lauer & Suter

Lewis Bros.

Lindt Choc. Co.

Lowney Co., Walter M.

Mackenzie Co., Robt. F.

Manufacturing Co. of America

Massachusetts Choc. Co.

Metro Choc. Co.

Michelbach & Sons, E.

Miller Co., Chas. N.

Mountain City Candy Co.

Mueller Licorice Co., John

National Candy Co.

National Licorice Co.

New England Confectionery Co.

Ohio Confection Co.

Oswego Confectionery Co.

Paist Co., F. M. '

Planters Nut & Choc. Co.

Pop Corn Products Co.

Quaker City Choc.» & Confectionery Co.

Ralph Conf'y Works, Inc.

Reed Co., Eugene O.

Revere Preserving Co.

Rigby Co., H. J.

Robertson Candy Co.

Rochester Candy Works

Rochester Marshmallow Co.

Runkel Bros.

Shotwell Mfg. Co.

Slauson & Co., A.

Smith & Peters

Snows Candy Corp.

Stacy Co., O. T.

Taylor, W. E.

Virginia Nut Products Co.

Wallace & Co.

Washburn Co., F. B.

Westmoreland Candy C0.

Wilbur & Sons, H. O.

Williamsport Candy Co. .

Wunderle, Philip

Ziegler Co., Geo.

Containern—Di|pIay

Gair Co., Robert

Hamlin-Fleischer Co

Mono Service Co.

Sealright Co. (ice cream)

U. S. Printing & Lithograph Co.

Warren Co., P. R.

Corn Syrup .

American Maize-Products Co.

Corn Products Refining Co.

Cream Coolers

Collum Mfg. Co.

Dispenaere—Glaaa

McKee Glass Co.

Rotax Co.

Dragees

French Dragee 8: Specialty Co.

Dry Milk

Dry Milk C0.

Dry Room

Perkins Co., Elmer E.

Extract|—-See Flavors and Colors

Flavors and Colors

Atlantic Importing Co.

Blanke-Baer Extract & Preserving C0.

Bush & Co., W. I.

Calco Chemical Co.
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Cincinnati Extract Works

Corrizo Extract Works

Downey, Turnquist 8: Co. ,_

Foote & Jenks _

Fries 8: Bro. ‘

Fries 8: Bro., Alex.

Kohnstamm & Co., H.

Lueders 8: Co., Geo.

Monsanto Chemical Works

National Aniline & Chemical Co.

Ottens Mfg. Co., H. H.

Rockhill 8: Vietor

Ryland, H. C.

Sethness Co.

Sparhawk, Chas. V.

Tisco Co.

Todd Co., A. M.

Ungerer & Co.

Widmayer & Jungling

Formula Books

Bell, \Vm. M.

Burgess Supply Co.

Rigby Pub. C0.

Fruits—Preserved, Glace, Pulps

Blanke-Baer Extract & Preserving Co.

Cincinnati Extract Works

Georgiades & Co., Christo

Jones Co., C. H.

Keystone Fruit Products Co.

Lyons California Glace Fruit Co.

Michaelis 8: Sons, M.

Sethness Co.

Gelatine

Atlantic Gelatine Co.

Crystal Gelatine Co.

Michaelis & Sons, M.

Milligan & Higgins Gelatine Co.

Sinclair, Harold A.

Swift & Co.

United Chemical & Organic Prod. Co.

Glass Dispenser

McKee Glass Co.

Rntax C0.

Gum Arabic and Tragacanth

Thurston & Braidich

lce Cream Machinery

Allen & Co., J. W.

Maag Co., Aug.

Miller & Son, Franklin P.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Thompson Machine 8: Supply Co.

Ice Cream Cone Machinery

Turnbull Cone Machine Co.

lee Cream Powder

Ottens Mfg. Co., H. H.

lce Cream Supplies 4

Allen 8: Co., J. W.

Dengler & Son, D. S.

Jaburg Bros.

Jones Co., C. H.

Maag Co., Aug.

Mills 8: Bro., Thos.

Ottens Mfg. Co., H. H.

Schall & Co. -

Ingredients

Burgess Supply Co.

Confectioners’ Cream Products Co.

Haug & Co.

India Refining Co.

Jahn Co., W. K.

Kay-White Products, Inc.

Nulomoline Co.

Ottens Mfg. Co., H. H.

Senneff-Herr Co.

Sethness Co.

Simonin's Sons, C. F.

VVhite-Stokes Co.

Kettles—Copper Mixing

Acme Coppersmithing Co.

Bucyrus Copper Kettle Works

Burkhard, Thos.

Friedman, J.

Groen Mfg. Co.

Hamilton Copper & Brass Works

Holmberg & Co., Chas.

Hubbert. Bartholt H.

Keller Copper Works, Geo.

Kopperman & Son, Jos.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Pennsylvania Copper Works * -' .

Savage Bros. Co.

Labels and Seals

Breuker & Kessler Co.

Dennison Mfg. Co.

Gair Co., Robert

St. Louis Sticker Co.

U. S. Printing & Lithograph Co.

Laboratory Specializing

Friedman, J.

Liquors

See Chocolate and Cocoa

Machinery Manufacturers

Allen & Co., J. W.

Baker-Perkins Co.

Ball Cream Beater Co.

Bosshard, Theodore

Brach, Emil J.

Burkhard, Thos. J.

Croll Mfg. Co.

Friedman, J.

Greer Co., J. W.

Hildreth C0.. H. L.

Holmberg & Co., Chas.

Knott Machine Co., E. R.

Kopperman & Sons, Jos.

Lambert Machine Co.

Letang & Co., Leon

Maag Co., Aug.

McLean Co., John

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Paramount Machinery Co.

Racine Confectioners’ Machinery Co.

Savage Bros. Co.

Vacuum Candy Machinery Co.

Weiscopf, L.

White, Heirs Jacob

York, C. C.

Marrons

Rafietto, Inc., G. B.

Molds—Metal

Ben Moore Mfg. Co.

Eppelsheimer & Co.

Friedman, J.

Krauss' Son, Fr.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Molds—Rubber

Voorhees Rubber Mfg. Co.

Molds-—Starch

Frauenberger & Co., J.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Novelties

Brunell Co., Geo. J.

Geilfuss' Son, H. H.

Glavin Co., F. E.

Lindt Choc. Co.

Michaelis & Son, M.

Schall & Co.

Shackman & Co., B.

U-Neak Dinner Favors, Inc.

Paper-—Confectioners'

American Lace Paper Co.

Bevan Co., W. W.

Birn & Wachenheim

Breuker & Kessler Co.

Carter, Rice & Co.

Chicago Carton Co.

Dennison Mfg. Co.

Euler & Bro., Franz

Hollis & Duncan

Liebs Co., L. A. (box wrappers and tops)

Matthias 8: Freeman Paper Co.

Milwaukee Lace Paper Co.

Nashua Paper Co.

Royal 8: Co., Thos. M.

Select Paper C0.

Traver Paper Co.

Peanuts

American Peanut Corp.

Peanut Blancher

Lambert Machine Co.

McLean Co., John

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Playing Cards

U. S. Playing Card Co.

Popcorn Poppers

Kingery Mfg. C0.

Popping Corn

' Bradshaw Co.

Premiums

Calumet Mfg. Co.

Glavin Co., F .E.

Pump—Confectioners

Taber Pump Co.

Refrigeration ,

Brunswick Refrigerating Co.

Friedman, J.

Norwalk Iron Works Co.

York Mfg. Co.

Ribbons

Gottschalk Mfg. Co.

Kennedy, Robert

Streeton Co., J. W.

White 8: Campbell

Saccharin

Monsanto Chemical Works

Sample Cases

Knickerbocker Case Co.

Scales

Troemner, H.

Seals—See Labels and Seals

Shelled Nuts

American Peanut Corp.

Dengler & Son. D- 5

Jones Co., C. H.

Show Jars

Aridor Co.,_ The

Panay Sectional Show Case Co»

Skewers

Setter Bros. Co.

Soda Fountain Supplies

Daggett Choc. Co.

Dengler 8: Son, D. S

Jaburg Bros.

Maag Co-. ABS

Milwaukee Lace PEP" C0

Sennefi-Herr Co.

Sethness Co.

. Special Cream Coolers

Collum Mfg C°~

Starch Boards

Acme Box Co.

S .nxgerican Sugar Refil_lll18 Co

Franklin Sugar Refinmfl C°

Sulililies-Confectioners', All Kind!

Allen 8: C0-. 1- W

Dengler & Son. D- 5

Geiliuss'BS0n. H~ H

J burg ros.

Jimes Co., C- H

Mills 8: Bro-. Th°5

Mitchell & Son, Fred 1-

Ottens Mfg. C0-. H- H

Schall 8: Co. _

Sealright Co. (carriers)

Thurston 8: Braidll‘-h

U-neak Dinner Favors. Inc

Standard R mg Mills‘ I“

Tinsel Cord

Gottschalk Mfg C0

Toy Balloons

Bakrow & Co., Richard D.

Eagle Rubber Co.

Oak Rubber Co.

Toycraft Rubber Co.

Vanilla Beans _ _

Thurston 8: Braidich

Vegetable Butter

See Cocoanut Butter

Vending Machines

Walter Gum CO.

Wrapping Machines

Friedman, J.

Ideal Wrapping Machine Co.

Weiscopf, L.
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ACME Box co. ................ ........ .. 138

AcME COPPERSMITHING co. .. .. 153

ADvANcE CANDY MFG. CORP.. as

ALLEN & co., J. w. .......... .. s1

AMBROSIA cnoc. co. 41

AMERICAN CANDY co. ......... .. 41

AMERICAN cnoc. ALMOND co. ...... .. as

AMERICAN COCOANUT BUTTER c0..... as

AMERICAN LAcE PAPER co........... .. 69

AMERIcAN MAIZE-PROD. co. as

AMERIcAN PEANUT CORP..... a4

AMERICAN SUGAR REF. co. 79

ARID0R c0., TI-IE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 14:

ARN0ULD & co., D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4o

ATLANTIc GELATINE co...... .. or

ATLANTIC IMPORTING co. ........... .. 14

BAcoN co., D. ................ .. as

BAKER c0.. LTD., WALTER. 141

BAKER soNs, Jos. Cl PERKIN 151

BAKROW & soNs, RICHARD D. as

BALL CREAM BEATER co TH no

BEICH co., PAUL F .. s4

BELL, wm. M. 172

BEN-MOORE MFG. 136

BERTELs & SON co., w 158

BEvAN co., w. w............ .. 21

BIRN & WACHENHEIM...... ........ .. 54

BLANKE-BAER ExTRAcT & PRES. co. as

BLoME st SON co.. GEO................. .. 44

BLUE RIBBON CANDY co.. so

BOSSHARD, THEODORE 147

BRACH. EMIL J. ............ .. .164-165

BRADSHAW co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4

BRANDLE & smrru co. . . . . . . . . . .. as

BROOKS BANK NOTE co. . ss

BREUKER & KESSLER co. . 138

BRUNELL co., GEO. I. ................. .. 74

BRUNSWICK REFRIGERATING co...... 171

BUCYRUS COPPER KETTLE WORKS.... 151

BUNTE BROS. ............................. .. as

BURGESS SUPPLY co. ...... .. 64

BURKHARD, INC., THOMAS... us

BUSH & co., INC., w. J ................. .. 1

cALco CHEMICAL co. ................ .. 4a

CALUMET MFG. co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2

CARTER, RICE & co. .... .. 7

CARVER, FRED s. . . . . . . . . . .. 181

CASALE & soNs, c. . . . . . . . . . . . .. a

cAscADE INDUSTRIES c0.. 37
CHICAGO CARTON co. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1s

CINCINNATI ExTRAcT WORKS ....... .. 4

CLIFFORD BRos. co. ................... .. 87
cLosE co.. GEO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. as

coLE TOY 8! TRADING co. .. ..... .. 136

COLLINS co.. J. N. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 21
c0LLUM MFG. co. ........ .. ....17e-111

COLONIAL CONFY. CORP. .............. .. 136
CONFECTIONERS CREAM PROD. co..... so

coRN PRODUCTS R_EF. co. ............. .. 22

coRRIzo ExTRAc1s co. 70

CRACKER JAcR co. ........ .. 27

cRANE co.. wILLIAM M... 15?

CROFT at ALLEN co. .... .. 66

cRoLL MFG. co. ........... .. 161

CRYSTAL GELATINE co. ............... ..

DAGGETT CHOCOLATE co. ........... .. 3

DARco CORPORATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

DEBEvoIsE. wALTER w. .. ..... .. 1;

DEISROTH co.. w. H.. ..... .. gb

DENGLER s- SON, INc., D. s. ..... .. 7

DENNISON MFG. co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 14..
DOCKMAN at soN_ JOHN H.... ..... .. sz

DOWNEY, TURNQUIsT & co. ..... -. 21
DRY MILK co., THE.................... .. as

EAGLE RUBBER co. .................... .. 19-20

EPPELSHEIMER & co.. INc. 150

EULER 8: co., FRANZ.................... .. 11

ExPosI'rroNs co. or AMERICA ...... .. 13

FLEISHER & co., w. L................... .. 168

FOOTE & JENKS ............ .. 11

FRANKLIN SUGAR REF. co. .......... .. so

FRAUENBERGER & co., J‘. ........... us

FRENCH DRAGEE & SPECIALTY CO.'... 136

  

  

FRIEDMAN, I. ............................ .. 156

FRIES & BRO. ............ .. 72

FRIES 8! BRO., ALEX..................... .. 4s

GAIR co., ROBT........................... .. 9

GALLANIS BROS. ........... .. 1s4

GARDINER-LUCAS c0.. THE.. 1

GEILFUSS' soN. H. H ............... .. 2

GEORGIADES & c0.. CHRISTO ..... .. as

GIMBAL BR0s. .................... .. .. 73

GLAVIN c0., F. E......................... .. 74

  GLENN, J. \‘V. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 28

GOLD BRAND CONFECTIONERY.. 16

GOLDENBERG, D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 67

GOTTSCI-IALK MFG. CO. . B7

GREEN CO., A. H. . . . . . . . .. . 143

GREER CO., J. \V. . . . . . .. .. I59

GROEN MFG. CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 171

HAMILTON COPPER 8: BRASS WORKS.. 147

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

HAMLIN-FLEISHER CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 63

HARDIE BROS. CO. . . . . . . . .. 44

HAUG & CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 21

HAWLEY & HOOPS.... . . . . .. .. 61

HEEKIN CAN CO. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 144

HEIDE. HENRY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 45

HEIDELBERGER CONFY. CO. ..... .. .. 14

HERSHEY CHOC. CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 10

HERZ CO., ALEX. . . . . . . .. 65

HILDRETH CO., H. L. . . . . . . . . . .. .. ..48,148

HINDE 8: DAUCH PAPER CO..... .. 149

HOEFLER'S CENTENNIAL CHOC.. .. 50

HOLLIS & DUNCAN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 39

HOLLIS, W. G. . . . . . . . . . .. 64

HOLMAN CONF. CO. . . . . . . . . . . .. 67

HOLMBERG & CO., CHAS. 181

HOOTON CHOC. CO. 72

HORTON SWEETS CO. .. 8

HUBBERT, B. H." . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 151

IDEAL CANDY CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 63

IDEAL WRAPPING MACH. CO.... . 154

IMPROVED APPLIANCE CO. 175

INDIA REFINING CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 52

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC CO. . . . . . .. 158

JABURG BROS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 145

JAHN CO., W. K. . . . . .. .back cover

JONAS. ALFRED 2

JONES CO., C. H. . . . . . . .. 91

JOSSELYN, E. H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4

KAY-WHITE PRODUCTS, INC. . . . . . . . . . .. 2'

KELLER COPPER WORKS. GEO. .. 147

KENNEDY, ROBT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4

KEYSTONE FRUI'I‘ PROD. CO. 12

KIRCHHEIMER BROS. CO. . . . . . . .. 12

KNICKERBOCKER CASE CO. 40

KNICRERBOCKER CHOC. CO. .. 64

KNOTT MACHINE CO., E. R. 147

KOHNSTAMM 8: CO., H. . . . . . . . .. 32

KOPPERMAN & SONS. JOS. .. 162

KRAUSS’ SON, FR. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 135

LAMBERT MACHINE CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 158

LAMONT, CORLISS & CO. . . . . .. 139

LAUER 8: SUTER CO. . . . . . . . . . .. 74

LETANG & CO.. LEON . . . . . . . .. 149

LEWIS BROTHERS . . . . .. 24

LIEBS CO.. L. A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 71

LINDT CHOCOLATE CO. . . . . . .. 79

LONG. EAKINS CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 146

LOWNE\' CO., THE WALTER M 24

LUEDERS CO., GEO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 1

LYONS CALIF. GLACE FRUIT CO..... .. 69

MAAG CO., THE AUG. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 174

MACKENZIE CO., THE ROBT. F. . . . . . . . . .. 47

M/\NY'I~‘A(‘TURING CO. OF AMERICA.... 35

MASSACHUSETTS CHOC. CO. .......... .. 142

MATTHEWS BROS. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12

MATTHIAS & FREEMAN . . . . . .. 70

\f1-(‘.OI.RI(TK. I. F. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 28

McKEE GLASS CO. . 145

McLEAN. JOHN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 181

M'F.NA<HA WOODEN WARE CO. 182

MERGENTINE & LAMM . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12

METRO CHOC. CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 82

l\II(‘,H-XELIS & SONS, M. . . . . . .. 5

l\IICHEI.BACH, E. & SONS.... 15

MILLER CO., CHARLES N. 39

MILLER. FRANKLIN P. 8: SON.. 149

.\IILLIC-AN 8: HIGGINS . . . . . . . . . . . .. 33

MILLS & BROS.. TNC._ THOS. . . . .. ..160-161

MILWAUKEE LACE PAPER CO. . . . . . .. 93

MITCHELI. & SON. FRED L. . . . . . . . . . . .. 74

MON-XRCH NUSBAVM PAPER BOX CO... 30

.\IONO SERVICE CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 153

VONQANTO CHEWICAI, WORKS . . . . . . .. 2

MUF.I.I.ER LICORICE CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 92

NASHUA PAPER CO. . . . . . . . . .. 69

NATIONAL ANILINE & CHEM 137

NATIONAL CANDY CO..... 49

NATIONAL LICORICE CO 43

NATIONAL SEAL CO. . 154

NETSCHERT, FRANK .. 135 

  

  

NEVV ENGLAND CONFECTIONERY CO. 31

\"F.1V\|’AN. F .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 73

NORVVALK IRON WORKS.... 173

NUCOA BUTTER CO., THE 34

NULOMOLINE CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. S3

OAK RUBBER CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . .. 35

OHIO CONFECTION CO. 42

OS\VEC-O CANDY WORKS . 141

OTTENS MFG. CO., I-I. H . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 14

  

 

  

 

 

PAIST CO., F. M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 24

PANAY SECTIONAL SHOVV CAS 146

PARAMOUNT MACHINERY CO 153

PERKINS CO., E. E . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 157

PETER-CAILLER-KOHL R SW

CHOCOLATES CO. . . . . .. 139

PLANTERS NUT & CHOCOLA .. 25

POP CORN PRODUCTS CO. ............. .. 28

QUAKER CITY CHOC. & CONFY. CO..... 81

RACINE CONFECT’N'S MACHY. CO. 155

RAFFETTO, INC., G. B................... .. 3

RALPH CONF‘Y WORKS. INC. . . . . .. 72

REED CO., EUGENE O. . . . . . . . . . .. 82

REVERE PRESERVING CO 88

RIGBY CO.. H. J.. 62

RIGBY PUB. CO. .. 141

ROBERTSON CAN O. .. 4

ROCHESTER CANDY WORK . Z6

ROCHESTER MARSHMALLOW CO 71

ROCKHILL & VIETOR.. 1

ROTAX CO. . . . . . . . . . .. 32

ROYAL & CO., TH 73

RUNKEL BROS. 143

RYLAND, H. C. . . . . . .. 22

SAVAGE BROS. CO 1S2_167  

SCHALL & CO. .

SEALRIGHT CO.

SELECT PAPER C

SEMET-SOLVAY CO

SENNEFF-I-IERR CO.

SETHNESS CO.

SETTER BROS. CO. ..

SHACKMAN & CO., B.SHOTVVELL MFG. CO...

SHQUP CO., THE A. D.SIMONIN'S SONS, C. F...

SINCLAIR, HAROLD A...

SLAUSON & CO., A. . . . . . ..

SMITH CO., EDW. S.SMITH & PETERS _ . . . . . -.

SNO\VS CANDY CORP.

SNYDER & WHEELERSPARHAWK, CHARLES V.

ST. LOUIS STICKER CO.

STACY CO., O. T. . . . . . . . . . . . ..

STANDARD ROLLING MILLS .

STEIN, HALL 8: CO. . . . . . . . . . ..

STREETON & CO., J. W..

STURTEVANT CO., B. F. .

S\VIFT & CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..

SYKES & THOMPSON CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

SYRACUSE STEAM GENERATOR CO.

 

TABER PUMP CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

TAYLOR W. E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

THOMPSON MACHINE 81 SUPPLYTHURSTON & BRAIDICH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

TIN DECORATING CO. OF BALTIMORE

TISCO CO. ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

TODD CO., LTD.. A. M. ..

TOYCRAFT RUBBER CO.TRAVER PAPER CO., F. C. ..TROEMNER, HENRY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..

TURNBULL CONE MACHINE CO. . . . . . ..

  

UNION EXTRACT WORKS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

UNEAK DINNER FAVORS

UNGERER & CO. . . . . . . ..

UNION EXTRACT WORKS

UNITED CHEMICAL 8: ORG

UCTS CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

UPRESSIT PRODUCTS COR

U. S. PLAYING CARD CO. .

  

VACUUM CANDY MACHINERY CO.....

VIRGINIA PEANUT PRODUCTS CO. .....

VON DANNENBERG & PICK . . . . . .. .

VOORHEES RUBBER MFG. CO. . . . . . . . . ..

  

VVALLACE 8: CO. . . . . . . . . ..

\VAI.TER GUM CO.V\'ARREN'CO.. P. R.WASHBURN & CO.. F. B

VVESTMORELAND CAND

WHITE & CAMPBELL

WHITE, HEIRS JACOB

VVHITE-STOKES CO., I

"WHITNEY & CO.INIDMAYER & JUNG

WILBUR & SONS, INC.,

\VILLIAMSPORT CANDY MFG C

WISCHMANN, WM. J. . . . . . . . . . . ..

WUNDERLE, PI-I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

  

YORK, C. C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .YORK HEATING 8: VENTILATING CO. .

YORK MFG. CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

YOUSE CO., C. J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

ZIF.GLF.R CO., GEO...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

See Classified Directory page 178
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CARVER

COCOA

PRESSES

CARVER

ACCUMULATOR

SYSTEM

FOR

OPERATING

COCOA PRESSES

  

  

  

  

  

PATENTED AND PATENTS PENDING

IN

U. S. AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES

  

-L_-H:5‘.‘-I-"_,_'‘ II;

1‘'..'0

.31;“‘ A' '

.(‘H.-—-as-;‘_I1i—~»‘;4|w_I

,._Jn__V?pA.-A,_‘.4

  

A MODERN SYSTEM WHICH

GREATLY INCREASES THE

OUTPUTOF COCOA PRESSES.

  

NEW FEATURES ELIMINATE

ALL HARD LABOR, AND

GIVE GREAT PRODUCTION.

  .p.-p{J3

 

 

EQUIPMENT ORIGINATED

AND FURNISHED EXCLUS

IVELY BY US FOR OVER

FIVE YEARS.

  

WRITE FOR BULLETIN PR I
  

  

FRED S. CARVER

ENGINEER

e WEST 40th ST. NEW YORK

  

WRITE FOR BULLETIN AC I

  

THE McLEAN

Peerless, Pre-eminently Popular, Predominantly Powerful,

Peculiarly Progressive, and Practically Perfect

IMPROVED

INCOMPARABLE m EXCELLENCE,

W EFFICIENCY, ECONOMYAND OPERATIONQ

Write for new Catalogue

JOHN McLEAN, Lockport, N.Y., U. S. A.

 

 

NOTE THE

HANDLE

Steam Jncllel Tilting Kettle Sleam Jacket Mixini flue A Na“ ere.“ Maker Steam Jacket Tillimr Mixinn Keith"

CHAS. HOLMBERG ®. CO..l439-45 Austin Avenue. Chicago. III.
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MENA HA WOQDEN WARE CO.

e MENASHA, WIS.

v - '

  

l ll!ore wooden pails

' are used as shipping

cantoinersfor Candv

__,_.ji§~__

,

\‘ than for any ollzer

‘f commodity. We will

-' be glad to tell you

Q why.

fygir‘.3 §l.¢rIII-vs,

‘I

S A manufacturing consideration it seems impossible that a \\'o0den

A Pail (a practically indestructible shipping container) can he made and

sold for very nearly the same price as various containers requiring

fewer manufacturing operations and made from cheaper materials.

ft»;
 
 

The Menasha \\'ooden \\'are (.'ompan_v has made this possible. Our Plant

is the largest of its kind in the world. Since 184‘) we have developed and

perfected machinery to improve the quality and quantity of \\'ooden Pail

production.

  

.

.

,0‘ ‘U§‘.~_
lwg1

Our nearness to Timber Supply gives us tremendous advantages in raw mater

ial. \\e own millions of feet of timber in Northern \\"isconsin——bought years

ago when timber was not the scarce high-priced commodity that it is today. "-1

of

That is why today you can buy a perfectly made basswood pail with

tongue and groove stave and patent sunk wire hoop for very little more than

containers made from material of a destructible nature.

."-_‘A

More than half llic wooden Candy Pails used in the Um'led Slalcs are madc in our

Plunl.

MENASHAWOODEN WARERCO.

ESTABLISHED I849

MENASHA. WISCDNSIN

*‘”i~a* ' -Q‘ -Q‘ Q _.__ _‘;_ as . —Q° -Q‘ 7
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We Made a Lot of Friends

when We introduced

our line to the con

fectioners last month.

..'|Ill|||||llll|||Illlllllllllllilllllllllllllll
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For over 45 years we have been making and refining vegetable

oils. In the Margarine Trade—the most particular trade to serve——

we have established an International Reputation as making the

Best Edible Coconut Oil for use in their products.

Many Confectioners, appreciating the merits of our products,

have solicited us to supply their trade. After thoughtful considera

tion, we have decided to ofier the Confectioner,

Edible Coconut Oil Products
Under the trade names

° for chocolates, caramcls, tafiies,

nougats, etc. (various melting

M If P _ t 84° t 92° points to suit your purpose).

e mg om s o

for fillers, centers, and sand

wich work. Replaces butter

better than any other product.

  

‘"YIII‘HHIEIHI}HIHHIIIIIIIllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll|l|||l||lI||||||||||l||llllllllllll.

for salted nuts, popcorn, chew

Ediblc coconut ()i1 ‘;:§...."*21‘i??'.:'ai1...‘1;zS::"%
sweet, neutral fat is required.

These products are now ready for prompt shipment. Their

quality is guaranteed and backed up by our forty-five years of rep

utation and experience.

Write us today for samples and quotations and convince yourself of the qzmlity and price.

C. F. Simonin’s Sons

Established 1876

Tioga and Belgrade Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

illllllIIIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliiiiIIiiiIHi!llliilmiiliiliiiiiiiiE5"’"ii2€i§§§§}EiEIEZZ§;;l... .. Q ‘v\"Y‘ Yf ..mi!§3iEfIi§!I!§IZi..5
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NOUGINE ~ Ow <=<»<;;_1;

  

A perfect Cream

F" N°“g“‘ w°'k Our Statements

CARAMEL PASTE \+ A"

MaAt:e fromGI’ure;t ingredients. T’ ’. 'ways ives atis action. -

For Wrapped and .. - our

U'""=PP¢‘1 C*""“°'* Word and Reputation

Are

Back of Them
A Highly Concentrated imitation.

Let us hear from you

The‘ W. K. JAI-IN COMPANY, Inc.

Brooklyn Phone 8035 Sunset. clble Address "Wakurt”

561 EastCIIlIiI‘ir‘i:i)s Street Bush T5I::I,nkalIynBuiIdinI eS‘tI.Ip(i:c.enaSc:.l

llllIllllllllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIlllllllllllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

"The Pledge of Purity: A The candy that takes—clever

in name, absolutely pure in

Gream manufacture, most delicious

Qllfill in taste. Jobbers need only

  

apply for prices and catalogs.

I Ghocolaics GALLANIS BROTHERS, Inc.

1929-31-33 S. Halsted Street

CHICAGO ':' ILLINOIS

llllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHIllll|llllllllIIlllllllllllllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Ask Your Jobber For Our

QNE CENT package of STAR MINT Lozenges and LITTLE GEMS

also our

Assorted Cocoanut Wafers, Chocolate Milk Candy Wafers, Royal Squares (Fudge),

Peanut Slice, Boston Baked Beans Candy and Filcona 5 cent Bar.

\ Send for Samples and ‘Prices

A. SLAUSON & CO. 280 Lafayette St., New York City

GALLANIS BROS. CHICAGO.

"’lIilll||||||llllllllllllllllIIIIllllIllIIIIllllllllllIllIIIllllllllllilllllllllilllllllllIIIlllllllllllllllllllllllllIIIligllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIIllIllllllllllllllllllllllllfllllllllllillllllllllllillllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllIlllllll
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i Philadelhia, Pa., March, s I ma;

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Post Oflicu in Philadelphia Under Act of March 3, 1879 Published Monthly

.

    

Established 1874

  

  

Cnirremuaz. Mann. Awaantn

Sk , ‘Y 2 I ESTABLISHED XN 1840

Confectioner

<.i......i. edition) CHOCOLATES AND COCOAS

Revised and Edited by W. I. Bush

& c<>., Ltd. 33d and Market Sts. PHILADELPHIA, U. S. A.

A practical guide to all

branches of Candy Making.

911 ARCH ST., PHILA.

Jllanufacturmg Confectioners Confectioners, Counter

... ».§yu.su. '

u\,\\\_\_a_,u.\\:l 

  

ed, 7 . ..

Fine Brassscalea, Nickel-Plated

Scales, Brass Weights, etc., eta.

of the I-"incl! Finish and Design

-.1.

Price, $5.00 Net

 

W. J. & CO., IIIC- Bun Candy Shovels and Scoop:

370 ‘ 7th Avenue Price liu IQl"l‘lvO‘.l:'efr¢nC€RPgI.0"‘:l,l7IlI‘¢ etunpe

NEW Y ORK, N . Y. l3l5 Wabash Ave...» (‘.uif‘.A(‘-O

The Natural

Gardiner- Lucas
Pineapple Essence

 

Company, Inc.

  

 

 

from

LOZENGE the Natural Fruit

We make a line of Specialties that should be in
M AKE R S ’ ' bbi h use in the United States' our process produces the

M every lo ng 0 ' natural taste of the fruit in a

, , highly concentrated form,

“ml M“""l“°‘“'°"5 °l Varletles Of Penny GOOdS without the use of foreign

5P¢°ial*i@Si" Li°0Fi<=¢ 50 Varieties of Pail Goods \‘}"’S.§f‘."°'"“ S“°" as C‘““‘"‘“'

d C f t- _ _ _ am in, etc.
an on cc lonely i 100 Varieties of Nickel Goods

99 oou) STREET George Lueders & Co.

BROOKLYN, N.Y.> i p i i wamz FOR PRICES 427 Washington St.,New York

 

ESTABLISHED 1884

...*:.*?*:.':.i=.::.";:r':.:.... ROCKHILL & VIETOR .. .t:*;':.::.".:§§if - Lemon Oil Orange Oil Spearmint Oil Peppermint Oil

Fruit Flavors Vanillin Coumarine Flower Waters
 

CONNOISSEURS USE

UN(}ERER’S VOLATILE OILS

AND FLAVORING INGREDIENTS

124 W. 19th Street, New York 326 W. Madison Street, Chicago 441 Arch Street, Philadelphia
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Repetition is Reputation

 

 

EAR after year we keep Re

peating “Our Pat. Z49 Satin”

is “Second to None” for tying

Candy Packages. We make four

other grades but will always stand

back of Z40—Because

IT IS CONSTRUCTED RIGHT

AND EASTER NOVELTIES

look better

taste better

stand up better

l'l0t leak 01‘ crack WOVEN RIGHT

if they’re made with DYED RIGHT

FINISHED RIGHT

DELIVERED RIGHT
K - W Nougat Cream

Put up in Z00 Ib. barrels

100 Ib. half-barrels

50 lb. kegs

Use KAY-WHITE PRODUCTS for

Eaiitvr and for the rest of the year

KAY - WHITE

PRODUCTS, INC.

8 West Broadway

New York

— ““““‘Hli1‘IllHHIH|IHliilIililiilHJHIIIIll|||i||iiHlillIIHHHIIllllllllllllillllnlilllilliIHIIIIIIIHIIHIIHIHIXHHIIHllilIiHHIHHIIIilliIIIIHHIIIIIIIHIIIlllililililiilillllilliIHillllllii ;_-.i
,'.

ALFRED ‘JNAS

Manufacturer of Ice Cream Boxes

Tested for sixteen years

and “Made Good”

Let us serve you at any time.

Widths 2-3-5-7-9-12-16

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII||I|IIII|I||I||||||I|||I||IIl|||||||IllllllllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllI1IllIIll'I‘llI"ll!||||lllllllllllllllllllllll

WHITE 8C CAMPBELL

387-393 FOURTH AVE. NEW YORK
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Candy Boxes, Candy Bags

1570 Fulton Street BROOKLYN, N.Y.Monsanto Chemical Works

  

CI-IICAG

*="*=*""i'"*~"* Manufacturers of SAINT LOUIS, USA Inquiries Solicited 2°’ "- L-5-"'5"

VANILLIN-GOUMARIN-SACCHARIN
LARGI OB SHALL CRYSTALS

ST. PATRICK’S& EASTER NOVELTIES ""°“'“

  

 

  

ICING i<osr.~i mo FLOWERS - rasmr BAGS AND TUBE WIIFFE FOR SPECIAL I-I81‘

Oak: Ornaments rm Poi! Iuiuy dandy Boxes Tinted osto Paper

Laos Paper Gandy '.l‘on.|‘l lflk I-mod Baskets sto run

;:l:iu8g:'8:.pI ::ii'I1%.§o‘1,ile:l.' iii’. °IO:mI;‘::.I-°fl'I I-e.a':es on ‘stem

?aper mixing Caps Paps: sun» curl P1!-will 0! 8101185‘!

H. I-I. GEILFUSS’ SON :: 1202 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS

AND mm PHILIP J. GEILFUSS

iiiIHfll!!||IllIlIl|I!H!!!Zliliililliil

    

PREMIUMS, NOVELTIES AND TOYS

FOR THE MANUFACTURING CONFECTIONERY TRADE

Suitable for Penny Pieces, Prize Boxes, Grab Bags, Ring Sticks, etc., etc.

CALUMET MANUFACTURING COMPAN 33-3:EE\lVzlY'i)IfIt(reet

IE‘:E5i3IE1:iiEIliii}lliiiIIiiii}iii?E52212iiiiiiiiiliiiiiiIIiiiiiTTIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIZI€i!I§.iiii€liiii§§iiliiliiiilllilIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllllllllllllllllllfii

Classified Directory Page I86 Index to Advertisements Page I38

  

"1:-=“

lllllllllllh.
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Every time you fill a

SealriglitPaper Container

with bulk ice cream, you

can give only exact

measure and no more.

Every time “milady” carries ice cream

home from your fountain in a Sealright

Paper Container, she’s so pleased and

  

 
 

XULKIT III)-V11 "ID “Iii!

 

 

F I iluzmsfil 2'15 S delighted, she is bound to advertise her

Order Thru Your pleasure to her friends. Can’t

_J°bb°' say such good things about

Wnte Us For _

Snmrlu the paper pail! ’Nuf sed.

  

SEALRIGHT CO.,Inc., Fulton, N. Y.
l4rgest Manufacturers in the World of Cylindrical Liquid-Tight Paper Containers

 
 

ISll
IflllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliIlllllllllllllllllllllllliIIllIllIllIllIIllIllIIIHIlllllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllIllllllllllllllllllllllll ll llllllllllllllllllllllllllIllllllllllIIIIIIHIHHE

Established I893

The House lor the Popular Candies

__ _. “Q

| WINTER TIME IS MARRON TIME |

K.‘ Imported Whole Marrons in Vanilla Syrup,
It all ready for Draining and Glacéing.

Marron Pieces in Vanilla Syrup— for use in

Ice Creams, Nesselrode and at the Fountain.

Try whole Marrons for Chocolate Dipping.

Europe ’s Favorite Confection

No really exclusive shop can afford to be without

Marrons Glacés

Marron Sundaes

Nesselrode, Etc.

Pacl(ed—

In N0. 10 Tins-—-Net .

weight-—Marrons (exclu- "

sive of syrup), 5% lbs. ‘

In No. 5 Tins-—Net

weight—Marrons (exclu

sive of syrup), 2% lbs.

MARRUNS FUR sUNIlAES—

6, V; gal. Iars tc Case

NESSELRO SUNDAE

The right mixture of Mar

rons and fruits blended with

a special Rhum punch fia

vor——f0r the fountain.

G. B. RAFFETTO, Inc.

\ 408-10-12 W. 13th St.

' NEW YORK CITY

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllhlllllllllIIIIlllllllllll1llIIIIIIIiIlllllllillllllllllllllllIIIIIIIll]IllUN‘Hllllllilllllllllllll’
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G. CASALE & SONS

21 Dodworth St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

  

lllll
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The right packings—

the right qualities

and the right prices!

Everything about

Reyam Brand

“Whole-and-Broken”

Maraschino Style

Cherries
And Small Whole Select Maraschino Dipping

Cherries, 900 to 1400 Count

Is absolutely right and we guarantee that

this is so.

\-’Vhenever you even think cherries, think of

Reyam Brand, and you can't go wrong. VVe

are recognized cherry headquarters, and back

up all claims with actual facts!

Delicious Pineapple

Wedges

The choicest to be had——melt cream perfectly and

promptly.

In syrup for dipping in cream and chocolate. Cut in

small, uniform wedge shape pieces, easy to handle—

no extra cutting to dip. Fine for eating—about 1400

pieces to each gallon.

White—natural pineapple flavor

Green Color—mint flavor

Orange Color—orange flavor

Pineapple Hearts

Luscious and tender-—brigl1t in color and as dc

llClOl1S a_s a Pineapple Frittcr. New process.

Packed 111 25 and 50 lb. boxes.

Pineapple Debris

For center work without a peer. Packed in 500-lb.

barrels and priced startlingly low.

GLACE CHERRY PIECES——welI-drained, bright

color, superb quality.

BROKEN ASSORTED GLACE FRUITS—Z5 lb.

pails.

P I N E A P P L E PIECES—WHOLE GLACE

CHERRIES.

NEW: SEMI-C-LACE WHOLE CHERRIES

AND SEMI-GLACE BROKEN CHERRIES.

WRITE TODAY I-‘OR LATEST LOW PRICE LIST;

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY EVERY TIME.

The Cincinnati Extract works

422-424 W. Fourth St. CINCINNATI, OHIO

 

 

Nowadays It Is Quality

with fair prices that c0unt—

ROBERTSON’S will make you

friends and customers on that

basis.

Made since 1820.

ROBERTSON CANDY CO.

New York

 

 

, Porrmo Conn

Selected White Rice, also

JAP hull-less, or Baby rice,

100 and 150 lb. sacks, spot

stock or field shipments,

‘sack, ton, or car lots.

  

  

Piiiiiiiiiu
B*;';-531.5-§;;";° Bradshaw Co .

. -"' "'1 New York    

any caramels, you can sell

Daisies

A sample will convince you

Write for it

E. H. Josselyn

714 N. Durham Street Baltimore

ROBERT KENNEDY

Manufacturer of

NarrowSilkRibbons

456 Fourth Ave. NEW YORK

RIBBONZENE

k
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We Offer Complete and Attrac

tive Line in St. Patrick and

~ Easter Novelties

An Idea and Creation. Something Different in Window

Showing for the purpose of displaying all kinds of

Candies. MADE IN BOTH METAL AND

WOOD COMBINATIONS

FANCY BOXES, including Hearts made from

Paper, Silk, Satin Tapestry with Figures, &c.

BASKETS, in the latest Floral and Figure

effects, lined, unlined and hand painted.

Dressed Dolls, in all the latest Fashions, and,

with Electric Light Attachment.

Tin Boxes, oblong, round Paper covered and

hand painted in great variety, both Flowers

and Figure Designs of all of the latest

up-to-date Sensations.

We are sole distributors in the United States and Canada for the

original manufacturer of High Class Satin Hand-painted Plain and

Pillow Top Candy Boxes. We will show most attractive and entire

new designs in this line.

If you cannot call, it will pay you to write us for quotations, samples and particulars before placing your orders.

M. MICHAELIS & SONS 466 and 468 Broadway, N. Y.

BRANCH HOUSE; 229 South Second Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Easter Specialties

_'_ll1_e demand throughout‘ t_lE country f_o£ il kinds Of

candies will continue to grow during the New Year, but

more rapidly than during the past year.

 

 

 

Our industry is again assured of an abundant supply

of sugar and other raw materials at lower prices and We,

therefore, are able to sell our products at reduced prices.

We request that those of our customers whom our

salesmen do _r_£t_ usually reach early in the season kindly

send us their orders as soon as possible for all those

EASTER SPECIALTIES which they have found to be

good sellers in many past years, and Which they Would

like to handle again this coming season.

OUR EASTER SPECIALTIES

as Well as a_ll _o_u_r other confections, will continue to prove,

as they have for so many years past, to be

“THE BEST” { §€L'r'il~i%.

and

Most Profitable Goods for

 

 

 

 

 

. SUITABLE for all CLIMATES

We guarantee all our products to be absolutely free of all adulterants used

by imitators of our goods and infringers upon our trade mark rights.

PH. WUNDERLE 118-132 Pegg Street, Philadelphia
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Chocolate Dipping Paper
PORCELAIN FINISH

 

   

 

Grade W Grade 31 ' Grade K B

For hand work— For penny and For high-grade

NOT embossed: bar goods: Enrober Work:

500 lbs. 250 lbs. 500 lbs. 250 lbs. 500 lbs. 250 lbs.

14c lb. 15c lb. 14c lb. 15c lb. 15c lb. 16c lb.

100 lbs. Less 100 lbs. Less 100 lbs. Less

16c lb. 20c lb. 16c lb. 20c lb. 17c lb. 21c lb.

Stock Sizes . Stock Size Stock Size

10x14 12x12 151/2x35 151/2x35

12x18 l

. Grade J’ Grade Y R

For hand work—PLAIN or to For high-grade Enrober Work

be EMBOSSED: —PLAIN or to be EM

500 lbs. 250 lbs. B°55ED=

18¢ lb. 19¢ lb. 500 Il)S. 250 IIJS.

20c lb. 21c lb.

:80 :28‘ ;fssl‘b 100 lbs. Less

° - ° ' 22¢ lb. 25c lb.

Stolfk SI193 Stock Sizes

10x14 12x12 151/2x35

10x35 12x18 15x353/1

ROLLS: Grade W can be furnished in 24" and 30" widths.

  

31 “ 15%” and s1y,".

~ KB " -* " 15%" and 31%".
4- J H " 4- *1 10-12-14-15-30" widths.

~ YR " ~ 1- -' 15-15%-23%-24-24%-30};-31%”.

Average Cost Per Thousand Sheets—500-lb. Lots

Grade W—lOxl4 ................ .. $3.08 Grade J—-10x14 ................ .. $3.60

12.12 ................ .. 3.08 12x12 ................ .. 3.60

12.18 ................ .. -4.90 12.12 ................ .. 6.25

. 10x35 ................ .. 10.80

PLAQUE SIZES—Grade KB—15%x35 ........ .............................. .. $13.50

~ s1-1sy.>.ss ......................................... . . 14.28

~ YR—15%x35 ......................................... . . 17.60

151.35%, ......................................... .. 17.60

  

SPECIAL SIZES MADE TO ORDER—Sl-IEETS OR ROLLS

CHQCQLATE ‘DIPPING PAPER

°" OUR PORCELAIN FINISH "°

Ives the high finish on the bottom of chocolates so much desired. May be used many times. It will OUT

PVEAR any other paper on the market. Stock sizes, 10 x 14, 12 x 12, 12 x I8, 15'/2 x 35, and 15 x 333/4.

ENROBER Papers, Sheets and Roll with and without eyelet; plain or embossed. Odd sizes made to order.

Order your Embossed Dipping Paper as early as possible to avoid delay Samples cheerfully sent on request.

CARTER,RICE & CO. (Corporation), BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

 
 
 

  

EMBOSSED DIPPING PAPER QUOTATION GIVEN ON REQUEST

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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I :3,’ III"! 3 Ill!-111 iuuuiuiiifiiii . .1

.1". .l ~_;_;i-__ 'llIl|lllI_IQ v_'.5
cflfier the Storms t- - ~ f“/hf)" , ~. I i

nun;

of 192/ Hams Sweats

RAWBOW
A '_1;Lu.n.1;._.  

PREMIERSMDANDYCANDY CIGARETTES

and 6 H11] Line 0/'

 

  

 

  

_\/Vashburlfs

have been the Bigger

 

  

oountryis standard Pieces

ior over sixty years. Better

and §f.°.?;‘,I.iF..°;ii?Z§ Q 1?*}§es
I110

  

capacity now en

able us to till all ShiplTl€l'lt5

orders promptly.

__i_-i

F. B. Washburn & Co., Brockton, Mass.

Established I856
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DVERTISERS are realizing more and more

that their package is almost as valuable

an advertising feature as the product itself.

The wrapper in the above illustration was

made by the Robert Gair Company. Gair

wrappers, labels, and folding boxes are used

by scores of leading confectioners who realize

the importance of the package as a salesman.

Your package meets the consumer face to

face. It should attract his attention, and make

1" nu»-v lllllll eon

"UNI. CNOCOLATLS WIT" Tlll

WONDIIYUI. CLNIIIS“

 

Advertising the package

as well as the candy
him want your product. It should reflect the

superior quality of your candy.

We will give your design utmost distinction

by vivid, accurate, colorful reproduction—0r

our experts will create an entirely new design

for you.

Gair service covers every essential of package

merchandising: Folding boxes, Labels, Lith

ography, Corrugated and Solid fibre shipping

cases.

Send a postal for your copy of “Scientific Selection of Package Designs”

ROBERT GAIR COMPANY

350 Madison Avenue, New York
i CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA BOSTON BUFFALO
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Chocolate Coated Ice Cream

| This popular combination has swept the country like wild fire

from coast to coast, and we think every manufacturer who does

not get into the game while the getting is good is making a seri

ous mistake. In our opinion, Milk Chocolate eats best on Ice

Cream and after many experiments in our Laboratories we have

finally produced a very satisfactory Milk Coating for this pur

pose which is ready for use. Of course, your success in this

matter will largely depend on the quality of chocolate used, and

as we have for more than twenty years enjoyed the reputation

of making the best MILK CHOCOLATE, our advice is to start

right by using HERSHEY'S.

Any quantity from a case to a train load ready for immediate

shipment.

Prices and samples on request.

MILK COATINGS SWEET COATINGS LIQUORS COCOA BUTTER

| | | HERSHEY CHOCOLATE COMPANY

HERSHEY, PENNA.
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LA CELLOPHANE
(Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.)

|#

You Get the Benefit ||

OF OUR NEARLY

“The peerless Package wrapping paper”

40 Years' Experience

THROUGH OUR
The power of

appeal is accele

rated by its use.

Co-operative Service

Bring Your Flavor Problems to

Foote & Jenks

EXPERT FLAVOR SPECIALISTS

Jackson, Mich.

FRANZ EULER & Co.

173 LAFAYETTE STREET

NEW YORK

#

ANNOUNCING

THE NEW

JUMBO Wond ER

The Penny Piece Without a Rival

-

We are NOW at your service with this remarkable line of

EASTER GOODS

Milk Choc. Bunnies Choc. M M Rabbits

Choc. M M Jelly Eggs Jelly Eggs

Choc. Peanut Eggs Colored Eggs of all sizes

163-165-167-169-171 Carlton Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. ... MARK

Manufacturer of Candies that sell.

X WALTERW.DEBEVOISE

~
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Easter

#ril * EYsTONA:

Justin Timeforbaster Candies

Keystone Quality will give you 100% satisfaction be
cause every product is backed by the entire Keystone

organization. We can ship promptly for Easter—pro

vided you order now.

o • o

Dipping Cherries
The inimitable Keystone process insures proper cor

dialization and insurance against swelling, running or

leaking.

Crushed Fruits for Cream Centers
Prepared to prove super-rich, super-delicious and

most economical. The extra richness is in the process.

Don't Risk “Last Minute”

Deliveries. Order Nouv

Dept. C-1

Keystone Fruit Products Co.
Manufacturers of

Soda Fountain Fruits, Concentrated Fruit Syrups and

the Famous Marshmallow Frost.

Cincinnati, Ohio

UNION EXTRACT WORKS=

our 40 years experience has taught us there

is always a buyer for a quality product.

Try some of our leaders
*- -

- -

Roman Punch Flavor Egg Nog Flavor

Raspberry Fruit Flavor M

Honey Flavor *'':

WRITE FOR PRICES

WIDMAYER & JUNGLING
successors to

MERGENTIME & LAMM, 158 Chambers St., N.Y.

PAPER BAGS

For Peanuts, Bulk or Bar Confections-Plain or

Printed in 1 or 2 Colors

GLASSINE BAGS

CANDY BAGS

PEANUT BAGS

WRAPPING PAPER

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

TiSSUE PAPER

ExCELSIOR TISSUE

I WiNES, ETC.

- is:

KRCHHHMER BROTHERS CO.
DEPT. B.

Ohio and Kingsbury Sts. CHICAGO, ILL.

SILVER DRAGEES

Case L PRICE LIST

Boules £" (100 Boxes to Case).

44 oo: * * * * * * , ,@ $2.60 per box

0. ' ' ' ' ' ' ' “ 2.50 “ “

44 i. * * * * * . . . “ 2.40 “ da

4- - - * 44

2b-un ... ." * 2.00 “ *

oria. .''': ' ' '.
... ', Riz ... " £ . .

D’

1.40 * 44

1.40 “ “

2.00 “ 44

The Refining, Purifying,
Deodorizing, Decolorizing

C A R B O N
EHIGHLY EFFICIENT - AMERICAN MAD

Candy manufacture" and bot

o consult with

leased

tlers are invited'

our experts, who will"P
to explain howDARCO*

roduction.
great economies in P

DAR C C CORP

(controlled by Atlas”

wiLMINGTON, P*
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SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

THE BISCUIT AND CRACKER MANUFACTURERS’ ASSOCIATION

has decided to hold its Convention in Chicago, May Z9-31, I922.

This makes the schedule complete as follows:

National Confectioners’ Association, May Z4-Z6

Associated Retail Confectioners of the United States, May Z2-Z4

National Jobbing Confectioners’ Association, same week

Biscuit and Cracker Manufacturers’ Association, May Z9-31

National Confectionery and Associated Industries Exposition

May 22-27

For the benefit of the Biscuit and Cracker Manufacturers a special exhibition will be arranged for

them to last through the dates of their Convention, for which many exhibitors in the Confectionery

Show will hold their exhibits over, and others serving exclusively the Biscuit and Cracker Manu

facturers will be added.

STILL THEY COME

Space for the Confectionery Show continues to be taken rapidly. At the present writing the fol

lowing exhibitors have taken space:

Aluminum Co. of America H. Kohnstamni 8: C0.

American Oven & Machine Co. Lehmaicr Schwartz & C0.

American Plastic Products Corp. Listerated Gum Corp.

Aridor Company Men-ell-Soule Sales Corp.

Atlantic Gelatine Co. Milwaukee Paper Box Co.

Jos. Baker Sons & Perkins Co. Milwaukee Printing Co.

Bear-Stewart C0. National Aniline & Chemical C0.

Bendix Paper Company National Art Company

Blankc-Baer Extract & Preserving Co. National Licorice Co.

Emil J. Brach National Seal Co.

Bucyrus Copper Kettle Wks. Co. Northwestern Confectioner

B. H. Dunn 8: Company E. & A. Opler, Inc.

Candy Craft Shops, Inc. Henry H. Ottens Mfg. Co.

Candy 8: Ice Cream Panay Horizontal Show Jar Co.

Candy Jobber Paramount Machinery Co.

Candy Manufacturer Pub. Co. Runkel Brothers. Inc.

Clarke's Candies ' E. J. Schleichcr Paper Box Co.

A. .\I. Collins Mfg. Co. S. E. Schonwasser Co.

Confectioners Journal H. Schultz & Co.

Confectioners Mercantile Agency Scnnetf-Herr Co.

Conley Foil Company Sethness Company

Cordley 8: Hayes Harold A. Sinclair

Downey-Turiiquist & C0. Smith Scale Co.

Thomas VV. Dunn Company Snows Candy Corp.

Essex Gelatine Co. Soda Fountain

Fortune Products C0. Stadler Photographing Co.

Franklin Sugar Refining C0. Wm. J. Stange Co.

Gallanis Brothers ' Swift & Company

J. W. Graf Tin Decorating Co.

Grand Rapids Label Co. United Chemical 8: Organic Products Co.

Haug & Co. Inc. Vacuum Candy Machinery Co.

Hobart Mfg. Co. Voorhees Rubber Mfg. Co.

Hudson Mfg. Co. Vortex Mfg. Co.

Ideal Cocoa & Chocolate C0. L. \/Vciscopf

Improved Appliance Co. John Werner & Sons, Inc.

International Confcctioncr White-Stokes Company

Johnston Tin Foil & Metal C0. H. O. Wilbur & Sons, Inc.

Kay-VVhite Products, Inc. \-Villiamson Candy Co.

Kearns-Gorsuch Bottle Co.

It is no longer a question whether the big hall will be filled. It will.

For you, i\Ir. Maniifactiirer, the question is merely whether you want to pick the space you want

or take what is left later on.

If you want to satisfy your choice as to location write, or better, wire at once to

EXPOSITIONS COMPANY OF AMERICA
I362 Congress Hotel, Chicago, Illinois

TELEPHONE HARRISON 0205
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EASTER SPECIALTIES

The kind Jobbers and Retailers will feel proud to sell, and Consumers enjoy to eat.

5c Lucille Hand Coated Choc. Eggs

in the Following Flavors

Cocoanut, Pineapple, Fruit Sherbet and Maple Walnut

5c Carmelo Eggs, Marshmallow

and Caramel

Penny Choc. Cocoanut Cream Eggs 120
In 30 lb. Pls. and 5 lb. Bxs.

Penny Choc. Marshmallow Eggs 120

Penny Choc. Rabbits 120

Crystal Bunnies 120
Vanilla & Strawberry 5c Lucille M. M. E

5c Choc. Cocoanut Cream Eggs ggs

Unwrapped 5c Choc. Nut Eggs

5c Assorted Wrapped Fruit Eggs

Strawberry, Pineapple, Cocoanut and Maple Walnut

WONDERFUL LINE OF DECORATED EGGS IN ALL SIZES

5c, 10c, 15c, 25c, 50c, 75c, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $2.00 and $2.50

SEND YOUR ORDERS TO US. OUR SALESMAN WILL CALL.

HEIDELBERGER CONFECTIONERY CO.

1610-30 N. MASCHER ST. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

for Caramels

Gives better results than Caramel Paste or Caramel

Cream at considerably less expense. Caramels in
which Stand-Up is used will always cut free, never become sticky, and have that

"icious chew so desirable in this class of goods.

- 11y
f Stand-Up does not contain one ounce of Glucose or Corn Syrup which usually

" the main ingredient in all so-called Caramel Creams or Pastes.

Samples or Sample Order Shipped

Promptly

HENRY H. OTTENS MFG. CO., INC.

129-131 S. Front St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Canadian Factory: 3 Jarvis St., Toronto
- s - -

*m- –
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LOOK FOR THE NAME

- Ž

when we can ship.

Made of Cherries, Pineapple, Black

Walnuts and Cream, Coated with

*and wrapped in tin ion. WRITE FOR SAMPLES

E. MICHELBACH &

Philadelphia, Pa.

////

Avoid Imitations—

insist on MICHELBACH'S

Original Fruit and Nut Loaf

This specialty is a winner and a big

repeater. It is packed full of the

finest varieties of fruits and nuts,

together with the finest grade of

cream and coated with chocolate.

Let us know your requirements and

we will quote you price and advise

For Easter Trade

This article is also being made in

the shape of an Easter Egg.

SONS

- -
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. 1 ; ‘ Two Flavors
_ ' '1‘, ‘C5 \ ' ' l

"‘=- 1 .»~"' but only

I
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I I

OLD BRAND Nougat comes in

two tempting flavors—for all folks’

tastes are not alike. But there's only

one GOLD BRAND quality. And that’s

the quality that has made it the swift

est-selling Nougat Bar.

Choicest sugar and finest syrup-purest

fiavors and meatiest nuts—specialized

manufacture in sanitary surroundings

—and a bigger bar at a better price—

These have made GOLD BRAND the

“buy-word” for Nougat Bars—to the

greater profit of every dealer and jobber

handling the line.

Your order for quick shipment 0"

_1/our rcqm-.5-f for samples will be

filled IMMEDIATELY. Write!

Gold Brand Confectionery

Incorporated ' 5‘ |

BOSTON, MASS. $5: 5,; //»
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Greater Display Possibilities! QUR SPECIALTIES

‘llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliis

  

“ROTAX" COMBINATION DISPENSERS

DISPLAY and ADVERTISE

your Syrups in a manner that catches the buyer's eye like the

one lighted house in the row oi dark ones.

Built ith 2, 3 or 4 one gallon jar: oi crystal clear glass, with

tlg covers that keep the Syrup as fresh as in the original

I E.

Equifiiped with free-flowing, self-closing faucet—or the ROT

“FOO -PROOF" faucet tha measures the exact quantity 0

syrup that you want in each ink.

Write at once for ca og showing

wide range oga SUPE Coolers an

lspensers.

AMAIZO §.?§‘°§i’§.ii§€?.l.T'§‘?.'?2‘l.“2E

AMERICAN MAIZE PRODUCTS CO.

 

ElllllllllllllIllllllllllllIllllIlllIIllIIllllIllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllldlllllllllllllllllllllllllllll-llHll~~‘1‘9‘\1‘?i1i1ii'~"~‘1ii‘iv

' ' W Monroe St.

NEW YORK CHICAGO

334 East I33rd Street NEW YORK CITY '

=_'|| lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll llllllll ll|||l||l|| IIIIllIllIllll||lllIIlllllllIllllIIlllIllllllllIIllllllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Quaker City Easter Goods

Jelly Eggs

Penny Choc. Cocoanut Cream Eggs

Penny Choc. MM Eggs

5c DOROTHY FRUIT EGGS DECQRATED EGGS

 

 

5c DOROTHY M M EGGS LARGE Ags()RTMENT

~ 5c ASSORTED FRUIT EGGS OF
  

THE FAMOUS AND ORIGINAL

5c RUFNUT EGG

  

 

QUAKER CITY CHOC. & CONF. C0. Philadelphia, Pa.
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“The Sign and Seal

of Purity”

HE TRIBUNE INSTITUTE, of the New York Tribune,

which has long been fighting in the cause for wholesome

ness in food products, has set the seal of purity and goodness

upon Beech-Nut Horehound Drops. The Institute says:

“Typical of the fruit-flavored hard candies, so excellent

for the slow delights of ‘sucking,’ are Tabs, Charms and

Beech-Nut Fruit Drops, that come to us from the best

candy makers. The three samples selected from this

big class of wholesome, clear candies are the Beech-Nut

Horehound Drops, with 80 per cent. pure sugar, only

burnt-sugar coloring and pure horehound flavor. . . .”

Beech-Nut Fruit Drops and Mints are always purchased rap

idly where superior flavor and purity are most prized. Display

them prominently in your store and let these candies make

friends for you. Comfortable profit margin.

BEECH-NUT PACKING COMPANY

Canajoharie New York

  

lliieechl-Null

Confections
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Your Dealers and Jobbers can be assured that your

chocolates, even if softened by extreme heat, will

always retain their color. You can give

them this assurance if you use

HAEHNLEN’S HARDENER

Full information and quotations on request

Manufadured by Sole Distributors

L. S. Haehnlen Haug & Co., lnc.

3817 Wyoming Street, St. Louis, Mo. 295 Broadway, New York City

 

 

VAN-MUL
A HIGHLY CONCEN'l'RATED VANILLA

M-*- ~=* MEXICAN, BEANS BEAM

Will Not Freeze‘ or Cook Out

3 drama (10 cents) Flavors 100 lbs. Candy

X-oz. (7c) Flavors a 5%-Gal. mix of Ice Cream

MANY SATISFIED USERS

Can be made into an Extract by adding warm water—1 pound

makes 2 gallons.

PRlCE—PER POUND

lpound Containers. . . . . . . . $5.00

We make a line of

Easter Specialties

IN

Penny Gioods

ALSO

Jelly Eggs and

 

 

 

 

 

 

M.M. Pan Eggs

 

5 pound Containers . . . . . . . . 4.50

s -1c mt?’ onnmuowL W" °" ‘T ";‘__° 1.5‘; Q Penny Goods of Hard Candy

I118 I'll! PRC!

srmwazanr APRICOT

RASPBERRY PEACH $1.50 P61’ ..u...i.. M. M., Cream and Jelly
BLACKBERRY GRAPE 6-gallon cases—ene

LOGANBERRY cuaamrr kind or w<"¢~d

PINEAPPLE cmzanv
 

The Blue Ribbon Candy Co.

749-51-53-55 W. Pratt St.

BALTIMORE, MD.

Downey-Turnqulst & Co.

Manufacturing Chemists

SODA WATER FLAVORS TRUE EFXTRACTS

537 N. Dearborn Sh, Chicago, lll.
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The Caramel Maker’s Ambition

IS TO P R O DU C E

Soft, Tender, Palatable Cast Caramels

That will run uniform.

That will not grain off.

That will stay soft and tender.

That will not break through the coating.

That will not “tail” in casting.

That will have the real caramel flavor.

That will not cost excessively.

WHITE STOKES P.K.K.

(PERFECTION KARMEL KREME)

is especially adapted to cast caramel requirements, is equally good for sized and cut

goods, and is unexcelled for making caramels for wrapping machine work and for fudge

goods.

In Barrels (about 625 pounds) or in trial packages (Kegs about 160 pounds).

Write us for sample caramels, formulas, and prices.

Chicago Brooklyn

is. W.'s White Stokes Company, Inc. :''.

IIIllilililillIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllilillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli111111111111111IIIIIIIllilililllllllllllll

Oil Lemon

& a *2\ # Oil Orange

W winill]: # Oil Peppermint

||N SY|| #5 # Oil Sweet Birch

°.5: * .S." # Vanillin

J. S. A. # Coumarin

Unexcelled for # TRUE FRUIT FLAVORS

Cooking Qualities # CERTIFIED COLORS

H ––

*"mula # H. C. RYLAND

Co

* Products Refining Co.

17 Battery Place

EssenTIAL OILS

52 Laight Street, New York

- Ave.

Chicago office: 2704 Gre"

–|

NEW YORK
#

|E|–

l

-l

t
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Pack Your Chocolate Filberts or

Conserved Fruits in Boxes Like These

Candy in these boxes sells "big"-first, because of the good

candy inside, and secondly, because of the irresistible attrac

tiveness of the box itself. Women are buying these boxes by

the million everywhere and are using them as handy containers

for all sorts of things. That's why they feel they're “finding

money" when they get one of these boxes filled with a pound

of your candy. Hitch your sales to the extra “pull” of these

boxes. Phone, telegraph or write your order to-day.

SPRING CHICK BOX

In any quantity 1 lb. size $20.00 per 100

In any quantity 2 lb. size $20.50 per 100

NASTURTIUM BASKET

In any quantity 2 lb. size $20.50 per 100

In any quantity 5 lb. size $33.50 per 100

THE TINDECORATINGCOMPANY OF BALTIMORE, MD.

(The Largest Metal Decorating Plant In The World)

MANUFACTURER OF

‘Packages 4-9
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For Pure Vegetable Butters

Stick to the ORIGINALS

KoKoReKa

Parasub A

 

K0-Nut

And Be Assured of Quallity and Uniformity

KoKOReKa K0-Nut

is a pure vegetable butter used for thinning choco- is king £01" Sfllted nuts» 3- P11" Sweet neutral nut

1 t I Y k b i 1 fat for roasting salted nuts‘, popcorn, slab dress

a e, carame “or , nougats, utter scotc 1, C16\VS mg, kisses, chewing, candlcs, Ice Cream cones

and fudges. and as a filler.

For Easter Work Use

PARA It is a hard stock substitute for parafiine and excellent where a quick selling

fat is required such as in Easter Work, penny dipping, lower priced chocolate

Melting point, 98 degrees. work, popcorn work‘, caramels, kisses, chocolate covered ice cream bars.

Our Demonstrators Write for Free Booklets

are practical men with years of experience. At

any time you meet difiiculties with your goods,
“Science in Confectionery.’ Also for our new

write us Our demonstrators will advise You Special literature’ “Uses and Abuses of chow’

and if desired will, when in your city, work out 19-t6 Coating?’ "HOW to Salt Pfiinuts and P°P'

your problems in your factory. ping Corn with K0-Nut.”

Free samples of our goods on request

INDIA REFINING CO.

PHILADELPHIA

ORIGINAL Manufacturers of Refined Cocoanut Oil Products in the United States
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This Bottle

Has Something In It!

 

 

 

 

 

Count Goods

We shall continue to manufacture

practically the same line as was

formerly put out by the old Con

tinental Candy Corporation, im

proving our product where possi

ble, and seeing to it that our goods

are right in size, right in count,

right in pack and right in price.

We are quite content to let you

prove these facts by our continued

business relationships.

(Life size)

AND THERE IS NO “KICK”

in our one cent gum bottles.

Samples and prices to jobbers only

J. W. GLENN
Original Manufacturer

 

CORPORATION C-1°22 PURE CHEWING GUM NOVELTIES

213 Street 66 Carroll Street Bulfalo, N. Y.

Easter Specialties

SOMETHING NEW

CHILDREN’S Q

EASTER BOX 3

Artistic Decorated Eggs, filled with fork-dipped Chocolates; Fruit and

Nut Eggs containing Glace Fruits and California Walnuts.

Q
J

E and l_0_c Pg wrapped in tin foil

Cascade Industries Co., Inc., Cascade, Maryland

Manufacturers of BLUE MOUNTAIN CI-IOCOLATES

Pure an Nature
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HEADQUARTERS FOR

Peanut Specialties

All Big Sellers and

List of Good Money Makers

Easter Send Your Order—For Prompt Shipment

NoveltieS | Choc. Peanut Cluster Bars. 100 to box-46c

Ever Best . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 to box—55c

10c. Choc. Cream Rabbits Cocoanut Toasted Bars...100 to box-55c

10c. Choc. Cream Fiddlers10c. Choc. Cream Hogs New York Jumbos. . . . . . . 120 to box—60c

#£££". Choc. Peanut Chips. . . . . . 120 to box—60c

i: $: #:£" Choc. Peanut Cluster Bars 24 to box-46c

5c. Choc. Cream Porkers Virginia Nut Krisps. . . . . . 24 to box—60c

5c. Choc. Cream Crosses

(All Goods Are Solid)

Fall Line of Easter Eggs from 5c to $5.00,

Plain and Decorated

PENNY CHOCOLATE CREAM EGGS

PENNY CHOCOLATE M M EGGS

Manufactured by

The D. Bacon Company, Harrisburg, Pa.

Write for prices.

Sugar Toasted Peanuts—Packed in 40-lb.

| cases or barrels, weighing about 200 lbs.

Prices Sent Upon Request

Virginia Peanut Product Co.
79-81. Delevan Street Brooklyn, N.Y.

©acreo-o-o-o-o-o"P"

--~~ PINEAPPLE CUBES

FOR DIPPING

£8-8-8-8-8-8-8-8-8-8

Packed in

c: 8 FLAvoRs - 8 CoLoRs
al.) Carls

Gallon CREME DE MINT GREEN

Glass Jars ORANGE ORANGE

MARASCHINO RED

LEMON LEMON

NATURAL NATURAL

GRAPE PURPLE

RASPBERRY RED

VIOLET WIOLET

Wonderfully

Delicious!

Two Sizes

800-900 Count

1100-1200 Count

>
-"

Processed right to cordial when cream

dipped and chocolate covered

(Note illustration)

Order a case–6 cans assorted flavors—Today

Prices and results will more

than please you.

Blanke-Baer Extract & Preserving Co.

3224-34 South Kingshighway St. Louis, Mo.
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HDNEY:07CH

(Improved Butter Scotch)

“A quality candy specialty.

of constantly increasing sales.

Minneapolis to New Orleans.

The Scotch Without Regrets

For Summer Trade

10 pieces to a boat

5 30 boats to a box

C 24 boxes to a case

Also bulk, in 10 and 20 lb. cases

Samples and Prices on Request

J. N. COLLINs co.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Six years

Sold by

lobbers from coast to coast and from

25

Effective March 15, 1922

Cracker

Jack
“The More You Eat—The More You Want”

Effective March 7, 1922

ANGELUS

Marshmallows
“One Taste Invites Another”

1IOc
At these prices you will double and treble

your business on these National Favorites.

Put yourorders in early to insureample stocks.

The Cracker ejack Co.

CHICAGO and BROOKLYN

Makers of Cracker Jack, Angelus Marsh- ©
mallows and Reliable Brand Confections

23
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Actual

AFTER LUNCH MINT

Has a thick, delicious chocolate coating and a smooth, creamy

center. Another one of our Big Profit Repeaters. Already a

Big Demand. Sold to Jobbers only.

Makers of \ Makers of

Cocoanut fres/Bid Chocolate

c...'s... 'W PEAN'ws|II: [Registered]

MANUFACTURED BY

D. GOLDENBERG

2935-37 Frankford Ave. Philadelphia, Pa.

Packed 24 to box—Retails for 5c.

"MATTHEws Bros.'[THERN LIME:
Clover Mints Clover Mints

Plain and FancyCandyBoxes & \ Medicated Work a Specialty

MAKERS OF

Cartons and Folding Boxes --~~~~ Specialties

, Cigarettes Chop Sticks Ben Hurs

OF ALL KINDS Diadems Cachou's Penny Roll Lozenges

Chocolate & Printed Wafers 10 for lc

115 HOPKINS PLACE "...ever WAFER." ROLL 5c

BALTIMORE, MD. - SMITH & PPTB's Philadelphia

m"III:|

£ill||£
||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

|

Keep your trade well supplied with

JIBERTYROLL;REG.U.S. PAT OFF.

POPCORN CIRCLES
d

KRISP0 BARS

PACKED 120 COUNT

The “Steady Repeater” of the Popcorn Industry

Manufactured and Guaranteed by

The Popcorn Products Co.,1 Desbrosses St.,New York

Penny Roll Cachous Floral Daintics Beauties
t

EE

m"MIM" -

:Tl -
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RASCALS
TRADE MARK REGISTERED

Nutritious Delicious

A PENNY SUMMER SPECIALTY

with a COME-AGAIN flavor

Rascals are different from any other candy you

*Ver tasted. There's a rich, smooth Virginia Peanut

Butter that you'll appreciate when a Rascal melts

in your mouth. It's a good sized mouthful of creamy

deliciousness, covered with fresh toasted cocoanut.

*ASCALS Sell Best Because -

They Taste Best When the 120 Count

Weather Is Warm 48 Boxes to Case ~

RASCALs were a novelty last year, and a few

hundred quick-acting jobbers cleaned up splendid

* This year RAscALs are an established
Success and everybody can share in it. Put your

*tock in early-get yOllf CuStoners to taste SOme

and you'll keep coming back to us for more all

through the SeaSOn.

Actual Size RASCAL

Write today for samples and prices Bigger and Even Better Than

Last Year

PENN TREATY CONFECTIONERY CO.

135 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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|

BEN FRANKLIN SAID

WROMISES will get you friends, but

#non-performance will turn them

into enemies.

The friends We have made in forty

years of business stand alS evidence of

the fact that we fulfill our promises.

Machinery, Equipment and Supplies for the Confectioner

J. W. ALLEN & CO.
110 No. Peoria St. - Chicago, Illinois

=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=#=#=#E8:#££3:GE3%
*

New

Tray

Package

BEST ON EARTH
Manufactured Exclusively by

WILLIAMSPORT CANDY MFG. CO., Williamsport, Pa.

Perfect
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“There is a liberal profit in Necco Quality”

Chocolate Cream Cake

Necco Chocolate Cream Cakes assorted afford re

tailers an opportunity to satisfy many tastes with

one box of Cream Cakes.

Four delightful creamy centers deliciously flavored

with Orange, Maple Sugar, Vanilla, or Raspberry

Jam. The coating of dark, rich chocolate is moulded

to a glossy smoothness. Foil-wrapped with label in

red, black and gold. Packed 24's.

Necco Chocolate Cream Bars

Necco Chocolate Cream Bars and Necco Cream

Cakes are now priced to afford distant jobbers and

retailers a liberal profit after deducting freight

charges. Leading 5c specialties are–

Cherry Red Caramello Pineapple Loaf

Vanilla Almond Chocolate Mint Maple Pecan

Maple Walnut Vanilla Pecan Vanilla Walnut

Cocoanut Cream Mint Pattie Pecan Fudge

Necco Bars well displayed are quick sellers. Packed

24-5c bars to the box. 48 to 51 boxes to case.

A wide variety of high-grade Chocolates, Sher

bets, Pan Work, Gum Work,

Cream Work, Pure Sugar

Lozenges, Wafers, Hard Can

dies, Chocolate Covered

Cream Bars and Penny CLoc

olates, also bear this trademark

of quality.

NEW ENGLAND CONFECTIONERY CO.

BOSTON MASS.

74 Years of Successful Candy Making

Caramels

From the

“Valley of Fair Play”

Caramels

Machine Wrapped in the

“Ideal” Sanitary Way

Caramels

Made in new exclusive size

and shape

Caramels

A Full Line Packed in Count

and Bulk.

Caramels

Samples and Prices on Request.

| IDEAL CARAMELC0., Inc.

JOHNSON CITY, N.Y.

Successors to Ideal Candy Co., Inc.
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%athness Company,
659 Hobbie Street CHICAGO, ILL.

Manufacturers of

Egg Fondants and Caramel Pastes

Extracts, Fruits and Colors

*:|

*

CREAMS FOR CHOCOLATE

CREAMCENTERS AND NOUGATS

EGG SPONGE NOUGAT KING

RANDY KORE MARVEL WHIP

FULL CREAM CARAMEL PASTE

TRUE FRUIT EXTRACTS ARTIFICIAL EXTRACTS

VANILLA EXTRACTS AND COMPOUNDS DIPPING FRUITS

SODA FOUNTAIN FRUITS MARSHMALLOW TOPPING

1/2 GALLON *AR'Gallo" JARS 1 Gal'A's Hal:#"

Operating 75,000 Square Feet for Quality and Service

DENVER BRANCH PITTSBURGH BRANCH

Thirteenth and Wazee Streets 609 Chamber of Commerce Building

Certified Food Colors

Wegetable Colors

Cochineal Colors

GENUINE FRUIT EXTRACTS

ALSO

NON-ALCOHOLIC FLAVORS

Concentrated in Paste Form (For Hard Candies)

Made from the real fruit

Manufactured by

H. KOHNSTAMM & COMPANY

(Established 1851) £”

83-93 4%

BRYN MAWR-PA

£\ PLAIN-EMBOSSED PRIN

£nufacturers of

First ". # Park Place £ Trinted in Gold £

Producers *- #. New York # Gold Embossed ''

of - W. Box Wrappers. £

Certified A E' - * B. Wrappers"

Colors * - - - | # Street BAGS -Y--EN V ELOPES

| *# Chicago Thomas M 7&oyal & Co

#
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|

Stone's Straus are

freelu at soda fountai

drc

rin

-f

Dashington, D.C. -

|

use a Straw or two will

luń

B

milk is today increasing the he

and efficiencu of school children

in manu American citits use bour

influence to have lik dispei:d
during recess and lunch hold

M5,

and wherever uour faşrite drinks

sold

Stonessita" add a novel told of Żna
n box of elesti

lar, 500 for home. -

obtained a small cost from *r drúist

Z2%zzac%
Exclusive Manufac

|||||||||||||

These Advertisements

are now running in

THE SATURDAY

EVENING POST

telling over 2000,000

readers that Stones

Straws are

- healthful

~economial

-pleasing

SINESSIRAWS
Three Popular Lengths

10%. 8%" 6%"

Because of the constant demand

for Stone's Seamless Straws in

10, inch lengths for 10 ounce to

16 ounce bottles and in 6 inch

lengths for half pint milk bot

tles, (used largely in schools)
the Stone Straw Company will

carry stocks of these sizes for

shipment in cases containing 50

boxes of 500 straws each.

The standard 8 inch Stone's

Straw is the correct length for

6 ounce and 8 ounce bottles and

for soda fountain use.

Please address Inquiries to

7. StoneShau (g
Exclusive Manufacturers

i:

s Baltimore, Md.

"

Safeguard yout health

blhing

othing

Stone's Stdduxs are

freelu dispensed

uphereuer ugur favor

use distrājū or tuno

with jour/fext drink.

Stone's Strah's add a novel

touch 6% ofitinal daintiness

to evett hofme festivitu. A

Sanita | jqx of 500 for

home use thau be obtained

at smalltost from uour

drugg

żdż
*lusive Manufacturers

factor

Dashi D. C. - Baltimore, Md.

|

-

|
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“Forget 1921

and Sell Peanuts!”

This advice from the Peanut journal should become as famous as “G0 1

West, Young Man.”

For there’s Big money in Peanuts——Bigger money in Salted Peanuts

—provided they are prepared for salting in a pure vegetable oil that

absolutely insures against rancidity.

Nucoline
is the “white magic” used by the manufacturers whose Salted Peanuts

are standard the country over. With Nueoline you can salt ’em to the

Queen’s taste and to everybody’s taste.

 

This means nuts tempting in color——true to fiavor—nuts that retain

their crispness from salting time to eating time.

Remember, too, Nueoline is the low melting point butter that insures

caramels and chewing candies of rare perfection and is the perfect

shortening for crisp, crunchy, ever sweet crackers.

 

So order Nucoline today or send for sample. Then “Forget 1921-Sell

Peanuts” and more of your other products made everlastingly fresh

and sweet with butter that is guaranteed against rancidity.

THE NUCOA BUTTER CO.
Refinery Sales Department

NUCOA BUILDING, 4th Avenue at 23rd Street, NEW YORK

Complete warehouse stocks maintained at principal distributing centers
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Looking directly at the doughnut and not the hole. we are not sniffiing or whin

ing for lack of orders for our “Taylor-Made” Honey Comb Chocolate Chips.

Do you know of any other Chocolate Chip maker, behind on orders?

Some candy makers think we should now be satisfied—but we are not—but be

lieve the more in ourselves—our established products—our 1922 policy—and the

certainty of eventually selling you and thousands of other jobbers.

Through the days of “gloom” and “dyspeptic talk” of last year—(we aped the old

DUCK—who worried not when it rained)—but doubled our equipment—our

capacity and reduced our price back and behind the pre-war 1913-1914 marks.

The progressive retailer makes real money and increases his candy trade with

our “thoroughbred,” the original “Taylor-Made” Honey Comb Chocolate Chips

—and the wise jobber realizes that our genuine Chips take less space in his ware

house than the slower-moving stock of unknown Chips, and is convinced that

there is both satisfaction and profit—year in and year out—with our “Taylor

Made” Chocolate Chips—NOW THE LOWEST PRICED GOOD CHIP ON

THE MARKET.

“TAYLOR-MADE" CANDY SALES CO

Made at Battle Creek, Mich.

GELATINE

Our gelatine is guaran

PU:__I_E teed to be absolutely pure

N ol and to stand the most se

P1=*"°'E"">°“=d vere tests of all present

AnyColor AnyPrinting

Mounted on all kinds of paper food 1aWS~

In Jhun or

in nlh for auumntiz ;azHng machinu

l.el1maier,Scl1_wartz_&Co.,lnc. Our fifty-four years of
s,.~..Q.ii.i',NMm§:..,W.. experience have so per

1 "5E“§e:“§°;‘r‘{é§f;"d S“ fected our gelatine that it

s-»-'/~;;gn;§;;g,~--M1 will produce incomparable

TI k F. 0| marshmallow and Confec

COMPOSITION tionery Specialties.

Milligan & Higgins Gelatine Co.

Established 1868

222-224 Front Street, New York City
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The Ultimate Consumer

Like the “Innocent Bystander” the Ultimate Consumer is frequently a vague

personality.

The manufacturer knows that he exists, but fails to count him as the biggest

factor in his success or failure.

  

Your ultimate consumer may be the small boy munching salted peanuts—the guests

at my lady’s tea table daintily partaking of the sweet crackers served—the small girl

surreptitiously chewing a caramel in school—the big business man who “always

keeps crisp, easily digested crackers in the drawer of his desk.”

  

Whichever it may be—it is the ultimate consumer that by actually eating your goods

makes way for more!

So it is the palate of Mr. and Mrs. and Master and Miss Consumer that you must

please if goods are to be kept moving and repeat orders are to come in. The fact

that the retailer is sold means only that one lot of goods has been moved.

Acomine

is the snow-white, low melting point butter the manufacturer who reck

ons with the “ultimate consumer” uses. It’s the perfect medium for

browning nuts for salting—the perfect butter for caramels and chew

ing candies, the perfect shortening for crisp, dainty, wholesome crack

ers that “melt” leaving no flour-taste in the mouth.

  

  

  

Send for samples of Acomine and Formula for Salting Nuts.

Amvriran Qlnrnanut lmuttrr Qlnmparig

Makers of ACOMO, ACOMINE and MAROKO

CHICAGO NEW YORK

127 N. Deal-born St. Z97 Fourth Ave.

To insure prompt service, complete warehouse stocks are maintained

at the principal distributing centers

 

 

  

 

  

  

 



NEW YORK OFFICE

35 UNION SQUAREWEST

In the heart ofTHE TOY DISTRICT

For your convenience-USE IT

When in “The City”

“Eagle Brand” Rubber Toys

Always on Display

EAGLE ROBBER GOMP

"EAGLEBRAND"RUBBER TOYS

Ashland, Ohio

The “Big Three”

Place Your Bets on the Winner.

Your Money on any one of them

is sure to win.

Place your Bets Early.

All Three will win.

How can they help it.

Look What They Are

|

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



READY FOR

-|

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

WHISTLING DANDEES

Squawker Balloons

GUARANTEED FIRST QUALITY

Packed one gross to carton assorted as follows—72 long squawkers balloons, 72 round squawker

balloons.

Whistling Dandee squawkers packed in counter cartons of one gross each are undoubtedly the best

proposition every offered you by a manufacturer of toy balloons. No manufacturer has ever before

been in a position to put a squawking balloon on the market at such a low price.

Our enormous production facilities have enabled us to do it and still maintain the same high grade

material and workmanship that has made Eagle Brand Balloons supreme.

These Whistling Dandees are now ready for immedite delivery at 80c per carton of one gross assorted

as above. This enables you to give your dealers a wonderful proposition. -

The demand for these squawkers will be tremendous because they are absolutely the first American

Made squawkers to be placed on the market at this popular price, and the Eagle Trademark on the box

guarantees the quality.

Remember – First Quality Merchandise.

Manufactured by The EAGLE Rubbor Co., Ashland,OhioUSA.

New York office. 35 Union square, west.

The World's Largest Manufacturers of Toy Balloons

|

 



GET YOUR ORDER

OFF TODAY

BET-ER-BLO

|NFL.A. ES

a. NFLATEs
* DIA. A. 20" LONG 7%' DIA.

|Airl-All-S

£e- -

a 7

SEW - \,\ – \\\O

SAMoow Assow twent

One and Two Cent Balloon Assortment

GUARANTEED FIRST QUALITY

Packed in cartons of one gross each as follows: -

36 Round Balloons—1c retail 36 Airships in —2c retail

36 Long Balloons —1c retail 36 Round Balloons—2c retail

TOTAL RETAIL VALUE–$2.16. OUR PRICE TO YOU 85c PER CARTON OF ONE GROSS.

Another sensational offer that will boost your balloon sales sky high! Just consider the unusual

nature of this assortment—the remarkable value it represents! Figure the profit there is in it for

YOU!

It isn't necessary for us to say any more; YOU know what these new assortments mean just as much

as we do, so send us your initial orderTODAY.

Remember– First Quality Merchandise.

Manufactured by The EAGLE, Rubbcr Co., Ashland,OhioUSA.
w NEw York ofFice. 35 Union square, west.

The World's Largest Manufacturers of Toy Balloons

  

 

 

  



ALL GOOD THINGS

COME IN THREES

Last But Not Least

WONDERLAND

INFLATES

- & Dr. A. - 12" LONG

*...
3. DA X 2.0 LONG

GUARANTEED FIRST QUALITY
The Wonderland Assorted Carton contains:

36 Long Squawker Balloons 36 Airship Balloons

36 Round Squawker Balloons 36 Round Balloons

This assortment completes a wonderful series of three real profit making rapid selling and reP* or

der bringing opportunities.

Another demonstration of our remarkable production facilities and consequent lower cost is reflected

in this carton.

You simply cannot afford to overlook any of these propositions. They absolutely represent three of

the greatest sure fire merchandising products ever offered by any manufacturer of toy balloons.

Mail your order to us now. Don't delay a minute.

The Eagle Rubber Co., Ashland, Ohio

New York Office, 35 Union Square West

s
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American Peanut Corporation,
CLEANERS, GRADERS, SHELLERS

-AND BLANCHERS OF

m

tf Packing Buster, America,Mascot, andall grades of shelled and blanched peanuts.

BRANCHES

THE BAIN PEANUT CO., Inc., Branch, packing Superb, THE DIXIE PEANUT CO., Inc., Branch, packing Monarch,

: Belle of Wakefield, and Diamond Brand, and all grades | Dixie and Crater, and all grades of shelled and blended

TH of shelled and blanched peanuts. peanuts.

EGWALTNEY BUNKLEY PEANUT CO., Branch, pack- | NORFOLK STORAGE COMPANY, Branch, packing

** ing under Bon Ton, Sun and Diamond G, and all grades Trophy, Electric Light, Pilots, and all grades of shelled

of shelled and blanched peanuts. and blanched peanuts.

NORFOLK, VIRGINIA.
THE BAIN PEANUT COMPANY OF TEXAS, FORT WORTH, TEXAS.

THE BAIN PEANUT COMPANY, ALBANY, GA.
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Extra big and creamy

That's why they are quick moving

-

- COVERED

MöNi,

Close's big Belmont Bars have proved that they sell

themselves. -

When they were brought out last October, jobbers who

stocked them sent in big repeat orders.

These big Belmont bars are right-real creamy marsh

mallow in delicious nut chocolate—and the price is right, 58.

If you are buying cautiously to make sure you stock only

quick-moving goods in these days, watch the sales records

made by Close's Belmont Bars.

Packed 24 bars in a carton. Foil wrapped or unwrapped.

Write for samples and prices.

THE GEORGE CLOSE COMPANY

CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
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pecialties in aper ror |

Confectioners % Æ4% CHICAGO, ILL.

We make a heavy folding Candy Box from white

Chocolate Dividers :
-

Pail Fillers

Layer Boards £,: Box Liners

Pail Liners

Circles of All Sizes

Glassine Nut Bags

White Bond-Paper Bags

STANDARD SIZES AND THICKNESSES

READY FOR SHIPMENT

Dipping Papers

Bon Bon Cups

Pail Laces

-

Transparent BagsWrite for - -

Samples and Tissue Excelsior
Prices

SPECIAL SIZES MADE TO ORDER

Established 1884

MARY JANES

DEAROS

and numerous other high grade

made of purest sugar, syrups and nuts

Make a healthful, tasty

food for children

CHARLES N. MILLER CO.

=B O S T O N=

FOR THIRTY-SEVEN YEARS
CONFECTIONERS TO THE AMERICAN PUBLIC :

Elm - E -
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CHOCOLATE

Moulded Nut and

Cream Bars

Tin Foil Wrapped

Knickerbocker

Bars

Choc. Whipped Cream

Choc. Cocoanut Cream

Choc. Operanut

Choc. Peanut Cluster

Butter Scotch

5 BIG Sellers

Retails for 5 cents

Its delicious eating

| qualities and wonderful

| food value appeals to

- everybody and every.

where.

| Also complete variety

- of 5-lb. bulk chocolate

Cream.

-

Net Weight 134oz.–24 Bars to Carton –48 Cartons to Case

D. ARNOULD CO.,

Samples and

385 Canal Street Prices Upon Request

NEW YORK, N. Y.

GUM TRAGACANTH

VANILLA BEANS

GUM ARABIC

PariS EXp0Sition

=1900=

The Highest Award

Gold Medal and

Diploma

Was Given

A. M. TODD'S

ESSENTIALOILS

Crystal White Double Distilled

THE LARGEST ESSENTIAL

OIL WORKS IN THE WORLD

A. M. TODD COMPANY

Main Office

KALAMAZ00, MICH.

THURsTon & BRAIDICH

27 CLIFF street

*Ew York

|

Bigger Better More Orders |
Displaying Samples Quickly, Attractively

Convincingly, Fresh and Clean with

KNICKERBOCKER “MADE-RIGHT"

SAMPLE CASES

THE LITTLE CASE THAT GETS THE BIG 0RDERS

Wood Trays - $5.00

Aluminum Trays - $6.50

F. O. B. Chicago

Write for Catalog “J”

Knickerbocker Case Co.

Manufacturing Wholesalers

Clinton St. at Milwaukee Ave.

|

|
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= | ≤ || || - CHO.COLATES

# * -- \ c.7Milady Cherries*:::- - t

# - | -- THE NEWEST THING

netwoo""- Every Piece Each Individual Chocolate Cherry Foil Wrapped

| a Sweet Surprise

The quality values in MILADY

e'. Chocolates of all varieties is telling
$1.25 the bound in our greatly increased sales and

Milad - -* 11ady£ped Nuts repeating Orders.

| Milad '" d N Many distributors recently have
* " 'andNuts come to realize that Milady Choco.

r Milad*" lates is a line on which their busi.

£ ness can build. Investigate for your.
and Nut Cream Centers Self—now.

$1.25 the bound

| Milady Chocolate Covered, Territory Available for Quality
Milk Dipped Brazil N r - - -

| I }:: uts Wholesale Distributors

|
-

# AMERICAN CANDY COMPANY

0 |- Makers of Rex Brand Confections

MILWAUKEE, U.S.A.

lift ->

At >
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Peerless

Marshmallow Sheet

“The Candy Maker's Friend”

Used Extensively by

High-Grade Candy Makers

“Toyco” Balloons
and

The New Year

Now that we are started on another year,

the cold weather will soon be past.

The first sign of spring will mean a real

spurt in balloon sales.

SPRINGTIME IS

TOY BALLOON-TIME!

E

t
>

| - Make it “Toyco” Balloon-time for your

customers and be safe.

* “Toyco” Quality and “Toyco” Service

N* will protect you.

:= Get an early start on the balloon business

# in your territory. -

Write to us for price-list and samples.

The only marshmallow sheet that n."

will produce a perfect product R:
Department CJ

A CT I V E J O B B E R S W A N T E D

GIMBAL BROTHERS

Ashland, Ohio

n

If

M A NU FA CT U R ERS * #. *

First and Folsom Streets SAN FRANCISCO £:##" * >

£::::::: #2, #3.

Em"

CHRISTO THE ONLY

BRAND LG .

©- © #|| Vanoleum
Sterilized and Preserved || (TRADE MARK REGISTERED)

Stuffed Glace Natural Fruits || The Original Concentrated |
Glace Stuffed Regular Prunes | Vanilla Flavor |

Glace Stuffed Nutted Pru H |nes H THE SAME AS ALWAYS =

Glace Stuffed Regular Apricots = #

Glace Stuffed Grapefruit Apricots Used for over TWENTY

Glace Stuffed Nutted Apricots H YEARS by leading Con

Glace Stuffed Cherries or Regular I fectioners, Ice Cream

Glace Pineapple I Manufacturers, Bakers,

Glace Figs and Stuffed Dates H Soda Dispensers and

Glace Grapefruit I Caterers.

Turkish Delight— Nutted or Plain . EIIllll_SIONS

For Particulars Write to | Lemon, Orange and Maple

Christo • - r • :

Georgiades & Co. Corrizo Extract Co.

148 39th Street - Brooklyn, N. Y. = 211-215 W. 20th Street, New York City, N. Y. c

-"
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It is
" -

|-

* *

- Our latest -

Packed 120 to box

Made at both our

Brooklyn and Moline Factories

Also

Flexo Chocolate Bars Favorite

Navy and Indian Plug Dulce

Night Sticks Curved Stem Pipes

R TWi Cigars (banded)

ope twist "Buffalo Sticks

Bricks *

-
Lozenges

cigarettes "Wafers, 10c bags

Whips "Y & S, Scudder and

Whistles M & R Stick Licorice

* Shipped from Brooklyn factory only.

NATIONAL LICORICE COMPANY
ANTECEDENTS

&stablished 1845

MAIN OFFICE

MOLINE, ILL. BROOKLYN, N.Y. MONTREAL

L' +
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Vanilla Bar

Milk Chocolate Covered Exceptionally

Raspberry Hearts

Maple or Mint Wafers

Lemon Sherbets

THIS IS WHY WE ARE OFFERING AS LEADERS THE ABOVE

PENNY GOODS

'##### HARD CANDY PENNY GOODS #####"

Hardie Brothers Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

-->

6

|

CONFECTIONERS JOURNAL

Dark Coatings

Good

New Numbers Marshmallow Bar

Always -

Predominate Peanut Crispy Krunch

Packed 120 Net Count–40 br. to Case

Quotations on Application-To the Jobbing Trade Only |

–&#.

BLUME'S

We Malfattle

SIGK [ANDY

OLENGES

PAN WORK

A, B, GUM WORK

CREAM BUNEONS

IHE [E]. "I & N M

@EDGE (NHIMH)

# It is m).

MARSHMMLLOW [[[DS PENNY GOODS

AGIDULATED 600DS PAL SPECIALIES

|GH GRADE CHOCOLMES JMP SPECIALIES

HME HAND MADE BONBNS PACKAGE 600's

MACHINE DIPPED CHOGS, FRENE MIXTURES

BAIIMIRE, Mll
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HENRY HEIDE’S

Diamond Brand Confectionery
 

A Distinctive and Complete Line of High Grade

Chocolates E Confectionery

HENRY HEIDE New York
Incorporated
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Y O U R BUS IN ESS

will be a profitable one when your trade can always

get from you a full line of candy that has stood a test

of years, and is now being demanded throughout
the country.

Now is the TIME to CONSIDER only the old
STANDARD LINES.

THE BLUE BELL BRAND

is of this class of candy.

Write us for a catalogue of 5c Bars, Penny, Kiss and Bulk Goods.

THE ROBERT F.
MACKENZIE COMPANY

CLEVELAND,
OHIO

THIS WONDERFUL PACKAGE IS

F A Sensational Seller of Several SeasonsT

Mellow | > Something

Honey- | Entirely

Combed Different

Chocolate

The largest Selling 5c Confectionery Specially Ever Placed on the Market

Made by a special patent Process

Every jobber should handle this Delicious Confection as the demand this Coming Season :'

greater than ever. If you have never tried this Delicious Confection write today for sample or send for

*l case, 32 boxes in case; 24 pieces in box.

We Have Other BIG-SELLING 5c SPECIALTIES, Too

-

333-335 Fifth StreetAmbrosia Chocolate Company, MILWAUKEE, WIS."
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High Grade

% WW Hand Dipped

Chocolates and Bon Bons

Package and Bulk

Complete Line Prices Right

 

Peach Flavor

Artificial

  

A flavor so true to the fruit that

your. goods are unmistakably

Peach without an unpleasant

ethereal after-taste.

  

Used for many years by candy

manufacturers ofNational prom

inence, and so good that we sell

it the world over.

S nd for uotationsSample of this exceptional flavor e Q

'llb1dl t'thth . V
W1 ega ysen W1 on C arge Agents Wanted Everywhere

Write today on your business

stationery, please.

MADE BY

Z5’/we

Clifford Bros. Co.

Baltimore, Md.

  

ALEX. FRIES S1 BRO.

312-14-16 E. Second St. Cincinnati, Ohio

Manufacturers of Flavor: for 65 Years.

AMERICA'S FAVORITE

l-lildreth’s Original and Only
/

_, I ’ Fac-simila of our new

~' Triple Sealed Package.

vv ” ,,. l/€ll!€l Candy
‘ .......c. .......L..._..__. '

‘ Inside Wrapper ll ]

Waxed Sealed

Box with Around In Triple Sealed Packages

" cam REDUCTION

January 1, 1922

Pre-war prices re-established.

10-20 & 35c packages revived.

Send for revised Price List and

Samples.

The finest seller on the market.

Has been the standard for over

30 years.

For sale by the jabbing trade

everywhere.

H. L. HILDRETH CO.

549 to 559 Albany Street

BOSTON 18, MASS.
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BUILD BUSINESS

on the Right Foundation

Use NATIONAL CANDY CO.

PRODUCTS—they offer you:

Sufficient VARIETY—We make more

than SOO different kinds.

Unfailing FRESHNESS—Our 24 Factor

ies scattered all over the country enable

us to get the goods to you without delay. _ _

A great big HIT in Sc Bar

Dependable SERVICE—Qur tremendous (;eeds_

equipment and personnel is always on the A combination that pleases

alert to guard the interests of our patrons. the popular taste

Got ’Em all Guessing.

_ _ _ _ Retailers are repeating daily

Besides that, it is our policy to take a per- on TEXA1\Y$_

sonal interest in your success—as we know

that our own success is built upon yours. $h§’,tP3’lie5c(;:0‘)il‘tcgr(:l(;d;1:1c:]';:l:l3;t()l3_‘i

Come on and grow with us. Ask your ed by the National Candy Qo_

Jobber for National Candy Co. Products. Dealers are doing the right

thing when they stock a well

NC balanced line of National

NHTIONHL CANDY CO. l~ Candy ¢o_ products _ ask

WORLD'S LARGEST CANDY MANUFACTURERS your jobber for TEXAN5_

24 FACTORIES - -
St. Louis Cincinnati Duluth Kansas City Minneapolis Wrlte for our: free Sp_eClal

Buflalo Dallas Grand Rapids Louisville Nashvil e _ Candy Sale mdow Sn-1ps._.

Chicago Detroit Indianapolis Mr. Clemens St. Paul

to help you sell any candy in

your store.

A. J. WALTER FACTORY

NHTIONHL CANDY C0-IN

0

ST. LOUIS,MO.

Nfilil
BUILD BETTER BUSINESS
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l Deliveries now being’ made oi i

CENTENNIAL ,
  

CHOCOLATES

in the new selected assortment

(24 pieces to the pound)

l_ EALERS know the rich, delicious goodness of Centennial Choc

olates. And sales prove that these goods are popular. We are

ready now to add to your profit and your customers’ pleasure by l

offering this delightful combination:

,, Pineapple Fruit Raspberry FruitMaple Walnut Mint Fudge

Tutti Frutti Cocoanut Vanilla

The pound package carries these six new flavors, the six that have

been voted most popular by dealers and candy lovers everywhere.

In one-half pound, one pound, and two pound packages.

 

‘Y ALSO, the original Centennials with the nut meat

center, now come twenty-four pieces to the pound.

 

  

L_,;3_§;~ <
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Have You Ever Tried Our

Gums, Paste 81 Cordials?

If not, write us for samples. 'You’ll think as others think,

that they are

“Candies of Character”

and their cost is but a trifle more than the poorer kinds

Wallace & Co.
Makers of

Bfggklyn I “Candies of Character” New YQ1-k

Established 1870

 

 

HAROLD A. SINCLAIR, 160 Broadway, NEW YORK

DISTRIBUTORS:

W. G. AHERN

40 Court St., Boston, Mass.

"Price is a relative lerm—-Quality always a concrete fact."

H_ A_ JOHNSQN cQ_ Many of our customers tell us they are making better goods with

721 State St., Boston, Mass. less gelatine; that Delft goes further because of its quality, purity and

c. E. RIDDLE uniformity

Emerson Tower, Baltimore, Md.

RoC|(|-“LL & v|ETQR High prices do not necessarily signify high quality. They may mean

180 N. Market St., Chicago, Ill.

Frank Z. Woods, Manager

BLANKE MFG_ & SUPPLY C0. case the inferiority frequently extends to the product.

Z14 Washington St., St. Louis, Mo.

NOYES BROS. & CUTLER

high manufacturing costs, due to ineiiicient management, and in that

Delft Gelatines represent the highest efliciency in manufacture, and

Park Square St Pm] Minm are sold on the basis of giving the consumer the greatest intrinsic value

LEE_GREEFKENs Co at a given price. Better values cannot be obtained at any price.

31 Drumm St., San Francisco, Cal.

Let us tell you what our customers say about saving money by using

MILES MANUFACTURING CO. Dd“ Gehfine

944 E. Second St., Los Angeles, Cal. '

BENJ. HOLLAND dz CO.

I112 Western Ave., Seattle, Wash.

W. P. DOWNEY = J é Z : '

1 83 Grey Nun St., Montreal, Can. ' '

It will pay you to investigate.
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PINWHEELS. We's
5c and 10c

If you are not handling
it, ask your Jobber
friends about it. Cream, Solid and Nut Chocolate Bars

Packed in the bullet - - *box. fill every need in any jobber's

line of bar goods and are open

Penny size, 120 count, for the general jobbing trade

for the young people.or the y g peop throughout the country.

In 5c packages, con

tainers of 24, for thegrown-ups Inquiries and Business Solicited

F. M. PAST COMPANY ||"":"
PHILADELPHIA, PENNA. Boston - Massachusetts

–

=~ ||llllllllllllll!||||||||||||llllll-E

|
The House of Penny Goods

Announces New Easter Numbers

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Penny Choc. Cream Eggs Packed 120

- TWO NEW NUMBERS | | Penn, chee M M Rabbit Packed 120

Big Sizes—Big Sellers 2 for 1c M M Eggs . . . Packed 240

al 2 for 1c Clear Candy Eggs
5c KIKI BARS Packed 24 Assorted, Packed 240

Center of Cocoanut and coated with chocolate

2 for 1c Peanut Butter Eggs
5cTANGERINE BAR rad. " Packed 240

Marmalade center coated with rich chocolate Easter Prize Novelties - Packed 150

LEWIS BOOS.
Monroe and Lafayette Streets NEWARK, NEWJERSEY

----------------------*****.*.*.*.*.*.*.*.*.*.*-- ww.wor"www." --ww.s-----saw -- ******".
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ANNOUNCEMENT

After continued experimental work

our Service Department desires to

announce to our customers that it has

devised means and methods for pre

venting cream centers from bursting

and fermenting.

Correspondence on this subject

from wholesale manufacturing con

fectioners will be highly welcome.

THE NULOMOUNE COMPANY

lll |WALL ST. NEW YORK, N. Y.
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MANugii:TuRE ~ . S pi g Warren’5

DisplayContainers

ALL KINDS

OFFolding Paper I

Simple Construction

Boxes
The Manufacturer profits by the

CAPACITY simple construction of this ConOVER p _ I ‘_ Vi 1 ‘ tainer.

ONE , " " i '~ '=r"" Because

MILLION y, . 1 ~

. there are no locks or catches to

put together. We ship them par

tially folded, with the easel in

position. The Dealer simply pulls

out the easel, and the Container is

ready to make money for you.

The greatest talker on earth is

the Silent Salesman.

NEW YORK OFFICE: D0 FIFTH AVENUE

Telephone: Gramercy UB2

PITTSBURGH OFFICE: 802 MAY BUILDING

Telephone: Smithfield 975

CLEVELAND OFFICE: I003 SCHOFIELD BUILDING

CLEVELAND, OHIO

Telephone: Main 3980

Patented Pol). 17, 1920

Canadian Pat. Aug. 3, I920

Great Britain July 16, I919

P. R. WARREN CO.

Everett, Mass., U. S. A.

SOCIETE LA CELLOPHANE

FRANCE have appointed us SOLE AGENTS for their world famous

wrappers which will he sold under our registered name

“FENESTRA”
The Genuine Product of the Cello hane Co.

We have succeeded in having the stock size sheets trimmed on four sides, making it more

economical for the user

SAMPLES and prices cheerfully submitted on request.

BIRN & WACHENHEIM

121-125 West 17th Street, New York

we Atso MANUFACTURE

Pail and Box Liners

Dipping Papers

Sheet Gelatine

Importers of

Fancy Papers

WATTOLINE

Plain and Embossed

GLACINE

Printed and Plain
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Marshmallows Made with “UCOPCO”

are fluffy, tender and meaty, assuring popularity of your

brand. For UCOPCO Pure Food Gelatine is unexcelled

for purity, uniformity, high quality and as a flavor

retainer. There’s a grade for every purpose. Let us

send you details.

The United Chemical S1 Organic Products Co.

4200 S. Marshfield Ave. 401 E. 45th Street

Chicago, Ill. New York, N. Y.

"UCOPCO Comes Scaled in Red Drums”
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Brooks Display

Container

For Your Confections

This display container is placed prominently on the

dealer's counter, and enables you to get into intimate

contact with consumers everywhere.

The Brooks Display Container is superior at the

following points: *

Sets flat on counter

Is remarkably strong

Displays contents at most effective angle

Simple in construction

Has large advertising surface

Made in variety of sizes.

Let us design a display container for your product.

BROOKS BANK NOTE CO.

Manufacturers

Lithographed Folding Boxes

Labels - Window Advertising - Office Stationery

Springfield, Massachusetts

New York Philadelphia

100 Hudson St. 425 Sansom St.

Boston

114 State St.

*I'sy firm
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-Delicious jlavor

- Quaraniccd J(eeping Quality

|

- Aarshmallow/?
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+scastsco'
wholesALE IMPortERs AND MANUFACTURERS OF

confectioners' frticles, Ornaments and Materials

81 Barclay Street

16, 18 and 20 West Broadway

Manufacturers of

Gumpasteand Patent

|- Composition

| Cake Ornaments

© o

and Trimmings

Icing, Roses and Flowers

Gumpaste Flowers

Brides and Grooms

Gumpaste and Paper Leaves

Vases and Bouquets

Horse Shoes

Slippers

Marriage Bells

Canopy Ornaments

Lace Papers

Composition Hands

Birthday Candle Holders

Palette Knives

Sabatier's Knives

Ornamenting Tubes

Rubber Bags

Almond Paste

Ornamenting Paper

PAPIER MACHE

IMITATIONS

Latest Novelties for

St. Patrick's Day, April Fool

Uttee.RS CODE

Estae LISHED 1854

NEW YORK

peo"-era.

Importers of

Fancy Goods and

Novelties

Ice Cream Specialties

lee Cream Moulds-700 Designs

Fixtures for Moulds ".

Foliage for Moulds

Paper Cases

Lace Papers

French Fruits Glace

French Fruit Juices

French Fruit Pulps

French Marrons Entiers

French Marrons Debris

Imported Favors

Mignonettes

Fancy Boxes-Hand Painted

Satin Candy Boxes

Wedding Cake Boxes

Motto Papers, Verses and Cossaques

Costume Mottoes, Imported and Domestic

IRovelties

Appropriate for all SILK RIBBONS

_-Eiolidays and Fancy corps

and Easter
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– GOOD ENOUGH –

TO BEAR OUR NAME

LIKE all commodities of intrin

sic value Ziegler's Original

Milk Chocolate Stars bear a

name of distinction. The name

Ziegler appears on each star.

Our Milk Chocolate Stars

have become a staple seller with

the trade. Being a known qual.

ity they are enjoying a steady re

peat business.

GEO. ZIEGLER CO.

MILWAUKEE, U.S. A.

#.
|

GENUINE

|
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when
A the Candy

is gone the

J Fun Begins?
' v

 

 

 

 

Youngsters have discovered

Candy Kum-Back Balls!

No dime ever spent brought

more continuous fun—

Watch some youngster play

with one—that’s the answer

A novelty like this only

comes once in many years.

It is one month old—]obbers who

have put just a little special effort on

them are wiring in re-orders.

Every jobber who grabs this now is

due for a cleanup in his'territory.

We are promising quick deliveries

now. It’s up to you.

To The Jobber

CANDY KUM-BACK BALLS

are packed in corrugated car

tons—50 balls each. Each car

ton contains two fine litho

graphed window posters.

 

Theii; Sykes and Thompson Co.

CLEVELAND

sou; MANUFACTURERS
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Ila ll S PAYOIR

STAPLE GOODS

French Mixed Creams

Sugar Almonds

Chocolate Almonds

Premium Mixed

Union Creams

Old Fashioned Licorice

Gum Drops

Chocolate Creams

Chocolate Candy Goods

Cream Almonds

Gum Arabic Mixtures

Marshmallows

Chocolate Marshmallows

MADE BY

HAWLEY & HOOPS
NEW YORK, N. Y.

TRADE WINNERI!

MADE FROM FRESH FRUIT

SEND FOR A TRIAL ORDER

AND YOU WILL SEE THE

REASON FOR A REPEAT

PACKED 4 GAL. IN CRATE

DAGGETT CHOCOLATE CO.

BOSTON, MASS.

.. llllllllllllllllIlIlllllllIllllIlllllllllllllllllllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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Cnrsnu. GELATINE
A necessary and satisfactory component of all

high grade confectionery specialties. It insures

light, fluffy marshmallows without crust. Made

in the largest and best equipped gelatine plant

in America. Free from injurious chemicals or

other impurities. A standard product, most

economical in the long run.

 

 

If you are particular—

Specify CRYSTAL GELA TINE

Write us today for Samples and Prices

CRYSTAL GELATINE COMPANY

121 Beverly Street Boston, Mass.

New York - Philadelphia - Chicago - St. Louis - San Francisco  
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Satin Finish” HARD CANDY

IS UNQUESTIONABLY THE BEST MANUFACTURED .

The Long Reputation of a Quarter of a Century is Convincing
#

th

FILLED CONFECTIONS

Containing Fruit and Nut Centers—Packed only in 5-lb. Cans |

#

Bottled Candies Satin Finish *

of the - Assortment of li:

":" Penny Goods
in IW

Dainty and Attractive HARD CANDIES COCOANUT WORK ".

© D GUM GOODS

Hard Candies
- £ps WRAPPED GOODS :

.

MELLOMINTS-Sell #####" |

Manufacturers of EIGHTH ST.

se: " " st hiladelphia, P.
BRANDLE 8 SMITH Co.# £, Phú P. .

| 5c—EASTER CANDIES-1Oc
RABBITS–CHICKENS— EGGS

BEST QUALITY MADE

|
PRO M PT SOLID CREAM CENTERS

SOLID MARSHMALLOW CENTERS O R D E R

SHIPMENTS CREAM AND MARSHMALLOW CENTERS AT ONCE
-T

THE H. J. RIGBY CO., Inc.
N. Y.630-632 HUDSON ST. NEW YORK CITY,
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RIPPEY’S - Jhegan.

Cream SMint

Powdered F0am.0line
(TRADE MARK REGISTERED)

Specially Prepared. ma-> No Heat or Eggs

Ś: required, you

is simply mix Rip- |

#: pey's Powdered

#| Foamoline with

For Manufacturers

ICECREAM,
Sherbets, # # the sugar while | -

Fruit Frosts: | dry, a d d £
AND -£ : ": Actual Size

Water Ices * for the Freezer. How fast theygo!

WE WILL SEND BY MAIL, POSTAGE PAID, Everybody wants them—kiddies and

Full 3 pound on receipt of 25c. Also our Formulas for grown-ups, too. Wholesome purity

making Ice Creams, Sherbets, Fruit Frosts, Water Ices, - and popular flavor make them COntin

* Water Syrup from Canned Fruits. Recipe. Mailed ual repeaters, lively profit-bringers.

:: name:£: Packed in air-tight tin cans in various
Oamoline is pac 1In one poun oxes wit sizes. Write for prices.

registered trade-mark and signature of William Rippey

on every box. Never sold in Bulk. *#- 9'Autrica

1|acle * - - -- --

WILLIAM RIPPEY ATLANTIC MINTS

*=

No. 107 E. Second Street CINCINNATI, O.

|

E.

-

-

|

Z2 - '' |
:SN//#

•,•DJ. D. i •D - -D- -D -

|

JERSEYC/Ty-//J.
|

• •D- -

" un" -

Purest in Quality and Best in Price

WE SPECIALIZE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF

Chocolate Coated Almonds Chocolate Coated Peanuts

hocolate Coated Filberts Chocolate Coated Caramels

Our facilities enable us to quote lower prices than any other house in the country.

Also

FIVE CENT CHOCOLATE PEANUTBARs– Packed 40 to a box

ONE CENT CHOCOLATE PEANUTBARS-Packed 100 to a box

These Are Excellent Eating Pieces and Big Sellers

-

#:
* - 1III #: |Iiji: Jiras- | | | l, "

NSTRADE Mark |in.' "...':## Ay W NS
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BURGESS

PRODUCTS

Burgess’ New System

of Candy Making

77 and Formula Book!

# BURGESS NEW SYSTEM o

CANDY MAKING and FORMULA

FONDANT book contains many valuable recipes

and suggestions. This book is pub

BURGESS lished by Burgess Practical Service

SPECIAL Department, which will make a

special effort to suggest a remedy for

any trouble you may have in the

manufacture of candy.

N OU GAT

This valuable service is maintained for our

many satisfied customers.

We will gladly

mail a copy

of this book BURGESS SUPPLY CO., Inc.

fo anymanufacturing NEW YORK, N.Y.

fi p: Northwestern Representative Pacific Coast Representative

reques. A.Warren Peterson Co. Marston-Greening Co.

212 South 7th Street] 1271 East 6th Street

Minneapolis, Minn. Los Angeles, Cal.

SPORTSMAN'S

“CHOCOLATE

BRACER"

*

4.

f
Ww

.
\

.

If you desire a change from

Mild-Sweet Milk Chocolate

||

|

#

#!

W.

|

":

#

!:

[.

:

CHOCOLATES TRY A

... " Sportsman's

Hollis Cocoa “Chocolate-Bracer"

for all purposes

We offer you the “A Man’s Chocola:* *

Best Cocoa Powder

at the lowest price

Also Mirs.

Write for Terms of the

W. G. HOLLIS FAMOUS

Franklin and Plum Sts. Reading, Pa.

Agents Wanted in Every State

:#|

#.
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I Appeal, Franklv, to

Your own Good Sense

All my business victories– and Vanilla bean extract is so volatile

they have been many—have come that much of it disappears in the

from the exercises of good business presence of heat in the batch; and

sense on the part of the men and firms most of the rest of it escapes from the

who are now my steady customers. candies before they reach the con

They knew that if my claims were sumer.

true, I had exact- & 4

ly what the y

wanted; and they

had enough faith

in my sincerity to

t e St my goods.

The test always

“did the busi-

ness.”

“545”

Vanilla *

Why w a ste

money on flavor

that your custom

ers will n e ver

taste? Sentiment

is admirable but

good sense has

it beaten forty

ways.

Especially when

“545” in the can

dy has a richer,

truer vanilla flaCo *=: •mpound vor than what is

gives to candies a more permanent left of the vanilla extract.

and a richer vanilla flavor than can be 66 s / e 99

secured from pure bean extract, be- And 4 ounces of “545” flavors 100

CallSe pounds of candy.

“The F.laUOr Lasts 9 9 Let us send you a sample to test.

PRESIDENT & 3.

%2C2. ZŽsco Co.

Northwest Offi Southwest Office

523M: Life Bldg. 2 East Lake St. 208 E. Myrtle St.,

Minneapoli, Minn. ** Chicago San Antonio, Texas

—l
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Continuity of Purpose

The idea of a specialized service

centered upon a chosen group of

products was born within this or

ganization fifty-six years ago.

Through periods of both indus

trial expansion and depression a

policy of uniform product value

has stood unshaken.

This continuity of purpose,

under expert administration of

able representatives, has moulded

favorable opinion as reflected by

the generous trade response of a

varied clientele.

STEIN, HALL & CO., Inc.

Manufacturers and Direct Importers

New York City

CHICAGO PLANT

DRIED EGG PRODUCTS

from China

CEYLON DESICCATED COCONUT

all cuts

MOULDING and THIN BOILING

STARCHES

CONFECTIONERS’ FLOUR

61 Broadway

BRANCHES:

PHILADELPHIA SAN FRANCISCO

STEIN-HALL MFG. CO.

CHICAGO

BOSTON

Select Brand Quality and Service

Before Placing Your Order on

Glassine Bags

Kraft B338 Waxed Paper

Get Our Quotations

CSELECT PAPER co.

219 East 23d Street

New York City

J. W. STREETON CO.

Ribbon Manufacturers

Specialties

Tissue Paper

357 Fourth Avenue NEW YORK, N. Y.

 

 

  

CREMQRA "A" (Dry Whole Milk)

has, by uniform quality and sterling merit,

won its way into nearly all of the large Milk

Chocolate plants in this country.

CREMORA “ CS" (Dry Cream) con

tains 53 % pure butter fat, makes delicious

Caramels, Fudge and Ice Cream.

THE DRY MILK COMPANY, 15 Park Row, NewYorlr

U. C. Food Administration License No. G 00830

Ribbons particularly for the

Candy Manufacturer

Samples and prices upon request
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Some Real Business-(letters!
 

Stuffed Dates (in 5-lb. boxes), (with walnuts,

almonds, figs or peanut butter)

Fig Walnuts (5 lbs.)

Date Balls (I20 count)

Fig Balls (I20 count)

Chocolate Covered Fig Bars (2-I count)

  
ucu,_5Ncy Chocolate Coated Penny Dates (I20 count)

Chocolate Coated Stuffed Dates (5 lb.)

Chocolate Coated Plain Dates (5 lb.)

Chocolate Coated Half Figs (I20 count)

Chocolate Coated Whole Figs (5 lb.)

Chocolate Coated Fig Walnuts (5 lbs.)

Chocolate Covered Date Barn (24 count)

Our new plant is going at full speed. We manufacture Date and Fig Specialties only—

therefore we are enabled to quote low prices.

A Good Suggestion---Chocolate Covered Penny Dates (120 count)

THE BIGGEST VALUE AND TREAT FOR THE KIDDIES. WRITE I-"OR A SAMPLE ORDER.

We Solicit Your Patronage. May We Have the Pleasure of Serving You?

REVERE PRESERVING CO., Inc.

DATE and FIG SPECIALTIES

20 FULTON PLACE

BOSTON 16, MASS.

BEST IN QUALITY

LOWEST IN PRICE
  

l'lolman’s Golden Krunch

Body Builders

A Concentrated, Highly Nutritious Food

Confection.

These Body Builders contain a carefully selected

peanut-butter center, which is skillfully woven in a

molasses jacket, and coated with choice golden

brown toasted cocoanut.

Golden Krunch Body Builders are so scientifically

blended that the teeth naturally Krunch this delicious

food confection, and they melt away in your mouth,

leaving that moreish taste.

You will like Holman’s Golden Krunch. Try two

or three after each meal daily.

Prompt shipments in 5 Lb., 10 Lb., 16 Lb., and 33 Lb.

tins to all points in U. S. A. and Canada. Write

for samples and prices.

The Holman Conlectionery C0.

2026-2030 East Willard Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

 

QUOTATIONS TO

WHOLESALERS 8: JOBBERS

  

  

Fluffy Tinsel for Easter

Baskets and Decorations

Fluffy Tinsel can be had in gold or silver. In

appearance and economy it is superior to col

ored excelsior or shredded parchment.

Tie your Candy Boxes with

Silk Tassel Cord

OI‘

Tinsel Cord

It is strong, popular and enhances the at

tractiveness of boxes and packages. We

manufacture only the best quality and our

prices are right. Samples and quotations on

request.

Write today.

John W. Gottschalk Mtg. Co.

Lehigh Avenue and

Marcher Street

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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T. M. DUCHE AND SONS
ESTABLISHED 1857

If you want uniformity, excellence, quality and trade-stimulating goods, you can get all these

and more by the use of

T''': GELATINE
We have manufactured Pure Food Gelatines Brand Super Extra Gelatine, a sample of which

for the past Thirty-five Years and this in itself can be had on request. It is very strong, abs?"

should Convince You of the stability of our lutely sweet and odorless, and is guaranteed to

products. comply with all Federal and State Pure Food

Laws. It has the quality of beating up and the

We are manufacturing a special grade for strength to hold up a batch of Marshmallow

Marshmallow and general confectionery pur- until it is cast in the mould, thus insuring a

poses. This grade is known as our Dagger lighter piece of goods and a greater yield.

IMPORTERS AND HEADQUARTERS

GUM ARABIC CEYLON COCOANUT

JAPANESE GELATINE GLACE FRUITS

CANNED FRUITS ER

CHERRIES MILK POWD

SHELLED NUTS

EGG ALBUMEN

PEELS

T. M. DUCHE AND SONS

376-378 Greenwich Street

LONDON Factories:

GLASGOW BOSTON NEW YORK VILVORDE

MANCHESTER CHICAGO - PoNT-BRULE |stic"
PARIS CLEVELAND GRIMBERGHEN

BUENOS AYRES LOS ANGELES AvelLANEDA, BUENOS AYRE”

I

|
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CANDY BOX MATS, LACES,

LAYER CARDS, DIVIDERS, ETC.

%

*

Lyon: California Glace Fruit Co.'
Manufacturers of

California Glace and

Crystallized Fruits
fr Highest grade Merchandise, always fresh, made

om the choicest selected California Fruits." "F.

pared under strictly sanitary conditions.

:£y the demand for our product during the coming season

i: *in enlarged our plant and will again considerably
ani wh Our output. Our goods are giving general satisfaction

sales' , once introduced are leading all other makes in

Frits in s "task a customer to load up on stock, we carry the

P ind only pack them on orders, c l
need to take stale or dried out stuff. rs, consequently no

A WE SPECIALIZE ON:

*orted California Glace Fruits
in handsomely decorated wood b 2 l

"t weight; no need to£ oxes, 1, 2, 3 or 5 lb.

California Golden Glace Apricots

#lid pack, 6 or 8 lb. b

French for less money. oxes, better goods than the

California Glace Stuffed Prunes

with all the flavor of t -

Prunes, in 1£. '.£hoice Santa Clara Valley

Califor-: • •

*lifornia Crystallized Strawberries
er than the "mported, in 1 lb. and 10 oz. fancy cartons

Write for Samples and Prices

535-551 Folsom Street, San Francisco, Cal.

-:

71

Americas Standard

Candy Cup

Once tried

always used

AMERICAN LACE PAPERCO

LARGEST PRODUCERS OF CANDY CUPS INAMERICA

MILWAUKEEWIS"

CHICAGO - NEWYORK

PHILADELPHLA-Boston

ENGRAVING,

PRINITINIC,

THE DESIGN-THE ENGRAVING

THE PRINTING—THE WAX PAPER

Every part of this work is done

in our own plant by men trained

to our standards. .

NASHUAWAXED WRAPPERS

ARE THE PRODUCT OF EXPERIENCE

ORGANIZATION and RESPONSIBILITY

NASHUA GUMMED & COATED PAPER CO.

Na. SHU al. N. H.

Mills in NEW HAMPSHIRE OHIO NEW YORK CANADA

Branch Sales Offices

, I11. Portland, Ore. Montreal

£ Ohio San Francisco, Cal. Arcade, Toronto

New York City *
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Caramel Ditties
|-oln

onfernon

- Was the rate at which Cocoanut DittiesOne Thousand Pounds al Week sold in one store with this Window

Display. Cocoanut Ditties will make money for you too, because they please

the consumer. Cocoanut Ditties are guaranteed to keep well in all climates

and sell well in summer as well as in winter.

* This cut shows our

10-lb. Tin. Six 10-lb.

Tins to Crate.

15-lb. Wood Cases

20-lb. Wood Pails

5-lb. Paper Boxes aft:

PACKED IN 1-lb. Fancy Boxes &#

1-lb. Litho. Tins |

15c Packages
--

- onto

Also made in Chocolate Flavor called

CHOCOLATE CARAMEL DITTIES : | | |
and packed in Packages as per -

above except the 15c packages and \

1-lb. Tins.

-

- |
-

-

* * * -

*MALE£ Mr MA: [lifton's

For Sale by all First Class Jobbers This cut shows our 25-lb. tin, one tin per crate

If your Jobber cannot Supply you, advise us.

Insist on the Original and beware of Imitation.

COCOANUT DITTIES always repeat.

Manufactured by

HMt Wii'iti,

- The Ohio Confection Co., cleveland.o.us.a.

|Airl
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# HROUGH an

%l unbroken career

of many years in

the manufacture

- " of candy wrap

pers the L.A. Liebs Company,

Inc., has attained a reputation

for quality, service and fair

dealing of which they are

justly proud.

|

|

-:

g"||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

|$8
|

Candies

for Kiddies

The Ever Welcome

Kinds. Made by

the Folks who

Know how to make

them Best.

Rochester Marshmallow Co.

Rochester, N. Y.

REGAL and SUPERFINE Marshmallows

~

312-316 East 23rd Street, -

Nine Clinton Street

No Package Line is

Complete Without

one or more boxes packed with

*en you contemplate a new and distinctive

Package we will he pleased to assist

in its creation

L. A. Liebs Co.
INCORPORATED

NEW YORK

- NEWARK, N. J.

HE HIGHEST ATTAINMENT in

Marshmallow making. Distinctly

superior in texture, flavor, package

| and keeping quality.

Well advertised in popular magazines.

ë'.' 1 lb. and 4 lb. boxes.

5 lb. cartons.

| Rochester Candy Works, Rochester, N.Y. |
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J. E. McGOLRICK
BROKER IN

* t *@ 6, -- © [.

£ \ |#(\})}\ ^* *\ /£ "Y&\\0 &
:#£, - - Żs * * 5 - # * #|N * *Z.

&#####) \: /\'3')
* "--

*:

£g 0-> --> PAR15.

[[][UA-BEANS [[][UA-BUTTER Established 1855

N FRIES & BRO., 92 Reade Street, NewYork
f

75 FRoNT sTREET EW YORK CITY
ufacturers and Distributorso

Man f

#####"# Quality, Strength, Uniformity

ape Strawberry Apricot MaplePlain, Embossed and eaC ra
Mounted aspbe 1neapole Cherry Honey Banana

iole Root B Sarsaparilla, and many others.

£N/6: **S

FOIL of QUALITY £& :&£2', as "as- #29 % to -

STANDARD ROLLING £):' ' &MILLS, INC. \: £% &NS:(e and most concen- .." Sy/.
>'':X'. * trated flavors at a "Net" *_*

383 Hudson Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. *: minimum cost.

** zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz:* C

82-92 Beaver Street •

129 Pearl Street 'New York City

BROKERS IN

All Grades of Cocoa Beans

Chocolate Coatings

Chocolate Liquors

Cocoa Powder

Cocoa Butter

| To try Hooton Products and Hooton Service is to

Become a Regular User of Both

Have we heard from you lately 7

HOOTON COCOA C0. H00TON CHOCOLATEC0.

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
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D0 You Think oi Your Candy Box

As Just a Container

If You do then your boxes are an expense

You may think your customers do not notice whether

your box is attractive. How about the nationally

known manufacturers who strive to outdo one another

in the beauty of their packages?

Why do they do this? Surely not for the pleasure of

spending money. No, it is because these big fellows

know that an attractive container sells more goods.

You keep your expense of doing business as low as

you can; you are keen about prices and extra discount,

yet you overlook a good bet if you do not take ad

vantage of the advertising value of your boxes.

On your bulk candies you are not competing with the

big manufacturers’ boxes, but you are in competition

with every local confectioner. Stop using cheap fold

ing boxes. They cheapen your store.

Climax Folding Boxes cost but a fraction of a cent

more per pound of candy. For this small difference

you get» a container that will please your customer

and advertise your store.

Climax Folding Boxes are an investment in advertis

ing, and advertising pays. Write for samples and

prices.

CLIMAX DE LUXE

with Blue, Dark Green or Deep Brown panels

CLIMAX AA

CLIMAX B

WHITNEY E8 COMPANY

Makers of Boxes that pay for themselves

114-124 WATER ST. LEOMINSTER, MASS.

Window Display Cards increase sales.

Write our Service Department for a set.
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PURE VANILLA EXTRACT
ATLANTIC IMPORTING CO.

617-623 Eleventh Avenue, New York

natural d verlasting, 48 inch

No. 18767/10—PALM PLANT Es"TABLISHED 1876

high £e: $3.00 each with £ SNYDER & WHEELER

O N write # #.££9: BROKERS IN

SN No. - -- - ations i rti

'N'£|| All Grades Cocoa Beans
FD FREE FOR THE ASkiNG.

FRANK NETSCHERT AND COCOA BUTTER

61 BARCLAY ST. NEW YORK, N. Y. 128 Pearl Street NEW YORK

EST. 1862 9aneed S/ ©enzZer £ %2, Wae. INC. 1902

Manufacturers of Collins' Ice Cream Powder and Vanilla Sugar

Shelled Nuts and Confectioners’ Supplies
Highest Grades Best Qualities

CORN SYRUP

ALMONDS COCOANUTS PEANUTS

CHOCOLATES FLAVORS GLACED FRUITS, Etc.

Full Line Fruit Juices, Crushed Fruits, Syrups, Etc., for the Soda Fountain. Write for Prices

1O2 Chestnut Street - m PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Mr. Dealer—

Prepare to increase your sales in 1922 by having

plenty of our

NEW, BIGGER, BETTER, PENNY GOODS

in Stock. We are also making some new

EASTER NOVELTIES TO BE RETAILED AT

5c and 1c each

These are sure winners

ORDER NOW

Samples on request

The LAUER and SUTER Company, Baltimore, Md.
–"

–-
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By far

the

111081’

€CO11OTT1

ical

Pail

on the

market

and sat

isfactory

Partition

Partitions
 

Wherever

production

and costs

are

considered

you

will find

the

Lightning

Pail

Pockets

Enamel Finish Caramel Dividers

  

Ready for Packing

<@

Enamel Finish Caramel

Dividers are designed espe

cially for the packingandship

ping of unwrapped caramels.

If you will let us know the

size of your container and

the quantity of caramels

packed in each, we will send

you a complete set ofEnamel

Finish Caramel Dividers

and demonstrate to you that

this is the most satisfactory

and economical method of

packing your caramels.

4433 Ogden Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

  

When Packed

CHICAGO CARTON COMPANY

Designers, Printers, Makers of Fibre Shipping Cases, Folding Paper

Boxes and Specialty Paper Packages
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Concerning Paper Boxes

Do You Know

That Youse Boxes are the product of

52 years of experience.

That Youse creates Boxes for every

line of high-grade candy.

That Youse Boxes Carry An Appeal

Which Means Increased Sales.

That Youse gives as much time and

care and_thought to small buyers as to

the largest.

That Youse features extension top,

padded boxes; hand-painted, satin and

ribbon decorated; Easter and Valentine

specialities.

C. J.Youse Company

(Established 1869)

HOLLIDAY & SARATOGA STS..

BALTIMORE, MD.

 

TWO STICK PACKAGE

BI.00D ORANGE FLAVOR

 

 

For Better Refrigerating

Brine at Low Cost

Whether in a large plant or in a small plant you will find

that by using the superior brine medium, I

S C)LVAY
75% Calcium Chloride

an increase of 15% in the quality of brine and a corresponding decrease

in the cost of production will result. It furnishes a free-circulating

alkaline brine which, under ordinary conditions, will not corrode or

iniure the pipes.

Thirty-six distributing points throughout the country insure the

prompt shipment of your order.

Write for Free Booklets

"Dry Cold Air" and "R0

frigerating Brine of Uni

form Strength"

SEMET-SOLVAY C0.

Syracuse, N. Y.

  

100 NET COUNT

60 BOX CASES

WM- J. WISCHMANN

100 GRAND AVE., BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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As the “Qld Salt" sets his sails to catch

the wind, so the successful merchant

offers the goods the public wants.

Here are some charts on drug store sales

that are typical of what is being done

throughout the country. These charts

are not based on theory, but on facts

  

_ -5 +.2‘1,l92\
MissoururowN 6.000 v°v~"“°" ‘P

 

     

  

  

 
 

Getting ConsumerDemand

  

obtained by a nation~wide survey of

drug store business.

The circle, representing sales of all lcinds,

is divided to show the proportion of .=.

fountain sales to all other sales. @

The bar charts show fountain sales only.

    

  

  

  

  

mu omen
INE4 Mosr vovuufl oRnms NEXT COLA Mm‘,

TO CO(.A- COLH

. I can't imagine run

ning a fountain suc

cessfully with.out

C<xaCola.

—< Dallas Dvuggisl

We make more

money on Coca

Cola than on any

other item of mer'

chandise.

__LoS Angel“ l push Coca'Cola

._,.,,__,

Q |||||| I-|||iI

‘H-IE 4!-\os1’ 9oPuu\l\ DRINKS NIXT

T0 (OLA-COLA.

Coca-Cola sales

taught me how to

make a drug store

pay.

—Bufl'al0 Druggis!

THE 4 MOST POPULAR DRINKS NIIT COCA OTHER

TO COKA ~ COLA QOLA DRINKS

OTNER

DRINKS

C03

COL!

Coca(Jola hasdone

more to make my

fountain popular

than anything else.

—Minneapolis

Druggis!

Fvc got 1 1 fountains,

established largely

on profits from

Dmggm because it brings in Cocagoll

customers who buy A F _
other things. _ d“£::"°""m‘"

-—Kansas City

Dmggisz
  

  

 



COCA-coLA's TuRNOVER

A sure way to make your Fountain Pay

YOU TAKE OUT A TOTALOF $25Ooo

(5000 GLASSES AT 54 EACH) OF

WHICH $1575.2 IS CLEAR PROFIT

SEE HOW THE PROCESS IS

REPEATED AGAIN AND AGAIN.

|

PROFIT #

*57& #
£1

1. i

LABOR.ETC:

$57 so :

COCACOLA

$750g # A&P

| 1 # 2

# MonTE /*15750 PROFIT # '.

A PROFIT £15759 | \% $25Ooo

# \ y

*

|

* *
! :

LABORETC

$575.9

cockcolk '' #

| | so \#137591;

2 so MONTH # #

"AECF ETG.;

$5759;

cocacola:

$75es :

50 * :

#: 550 MONTH

13t

*12== MoNTH I sae MonTE 41" MoNTH | 51: Mo NTH | 6: Mo NTH |71: Mo NTH
Profit

profiT

PROPIT

Poor"T

profit

poofIT

*ital. Paorir | capital

| Hi Fi # CAP1TAL CAPITAL £ D

SH
OWING GRAPH1CALLY How witH A sma Lu. INVESTMENT THE PROFITS ACCUMULATE

 



Volume is what we are all striving for in business.

You can serve Coca-Cola in less time than you can

serve almost any other beverage; and you can serve

more orders, because the consumer demand is there.

These things are what make profits from the nickel big.

Fourteen regional syrup factories, 10 divisional ware.

houses, and 2,000 jobbers mean quick deliveries of
fresh Coca-Cola, in large or small quantities, to dealers

everywhere.

An inviting fountain, with dispensing up to the well

known standard, assures profitable public patronage.

Delicious and Refreshing
THE COCA-CoLA COMPANY, ATLANTA, GA.
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M' your advertising original, make it

unique, different from that of other stores,

but don't make it freakish so it will keep people

thinking about the advertisement while they forget

about what it advertises.

Real." 4 / Actual

Size of

#. For Ice Cream Makers, Bakers and £ SUREHIT
Confectioners

SANTA ANA, CALIF. * 214 French Street

5c
CIW 38OWILTVg SNICITIng 3SWV5 Marshmallow Bars

d

ORIE * CISLANVR) *H - - - - - - -

are a big hit on account of their good eating

LS3003 NO Sa'idwys £, '''' '.
- l

CESSO8W3 ATIHOIH SRIOTIOO. T.H.I.L.O.V.E.8 Sarehit one sure does get their mone:
worth.

SdOL XO3H ACINVO Write for Prices

CIGHdV850H.LIT S.CISIWVO
2-t!/FS

Colonial Confectionery
SNIST) A3 " ' " Corporation

$1000H10. 03"WSJHL:SWJMNI NW) 101 Howard & Norris Sts.

Phila., Pa.

Special Sugars for Confectioners

The importance of sugar in determining

the quality, flavor, appearance and cost

of confections is very great.

Realizing this, we have produced a

number of varieties of clean cane sugar

especially adapted for making good con

fections. These sugars are so graded that

there is one best suited for every need.

m

American Sugar Refining Company

| 66e Most Complete Line of Sugar in the World
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Don’t let your chocolate coatings

' spoil your centers

OU know how it is with an apple pie. The apples may be

very good, but if the crust isn’t up to the apples, it’s a second

rate apple pie.

That’s the way it is with chocolate coatings. The best centers can

be spoiled by poor coatings. But all centers can be vastly improved

in goodness and flavor by the right coatings.

Use RUNKEL’S

Chocolate Coatings

With Runkel’s it isn’t a case of making one coating do for all kinds

of centers, for there is a special Runkel coating for every kind of

center. And every kind is the right kind.

Remember, the coating is the first thing the consumer tastes. It

can make or break a line of chocolates. Runkel's Coatings will

make the line. They are bound to bring in repeat orders for your

brand of chocolates.

Send for a Free Copy of Runkel’s'Book

of Chocolate Coatings!

So that you may find out for yourself, we will

send you, a free copy of Runkel’s Book of choc

olate coatings, containing actual samples for you

to taste and test. This is a unique ofier for candy

manufacturers. Take advantage of it — today.

Mail the coupon at once.

RUNKEL BROTHERS, INC.

450 West 30th Street, New York City

CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA
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FANCY PAPER EASTER EGGS

A truly wonderful line. From the smallest made to one as large as a \/Vatermelon, in design of Pic

tures, Flowers and Comics. Prices to retail from Sc to $5.00 each. Unsurpassed for beauty and variety.

All in stock for immediate delivery.

SNAPPING MOTTOES. We now have the largest sale in America and our constantly increasing sales

show that for high class goods we must be quoting very cheap prices.

CHINA KEWPIE DOLLS. China Kewpies classily dressed, instant sellers. Prices from $4.50 per dozen

upwards. Try them and see.

MINIATURE DRESSED CELLULOID DOLLS. 50 diliercnt styles. Brides, Grooms and a dandy unique

variety at $1.50 per dozen. Try a few dozen assorted.

Catalog free on request.

B. SHACKMAN & CO.

90_§_-_908 Broadway at 20th Street New York City

 

 

Chinese
GET BUSY Baskets

NOW ON THE MARKET:

CHOCOPOPS FLYING TOPS le.

PENNY COUGH DROPS PAINTED TOPS Zc.

  
in_ nests of 5, trimmed

with silk tassels, coins,

beads and glass rings.

  

 

These baskets are won

derful sellers with the

candy trade.

Send for Price List

Cole Toy & Trading Co.

324 S. Hill Street

Los Angeles California

LATEST CREATION—NOTHING ‘EVER MADE CAN TOUCH IT

"T oxes

Made in the fol

lowing designs:

Something new in the toy line, Penny Specs, packed 100 in

a box. Don't forget our regular line of Premium Boxes

including OUR KIDDIES.

 

 

THE GEO. J. BRUNELL CO.

18 Park Street Webster, Mass.

  

 
 

Light in weight

Washable

sanitaw Renaissance

Non-Poisonous Dutch

Angel (day)

Angel (night)

Two solid parts, Venus

cover and botom.

One to nine colors:

Correct in every .G°ld—Si_1v°r

detail, shape, col- H311 Famted

n ique
or and design.

New designs to be

added in the near

future.

Write for samples \ _ _ Packed each in a

and prices. *‘\‘~~_'-'_ V " container.

Prompt dclwvry. “ ‘— . - '_

R]-jNA|55ANCE (original size 6%’i')i To hold one pound of candy

oF1='|¢£ Am) FACTORY THE AMERICAN PLASTIC PRODUCTS CORPORATION I-‘LUSHING, L. L, N. Y.
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A Good Reason Why You Should Buy

METR0 “BETTER CANDIES”
Baltimore, Md., January 9, 1922.

The Metro Choc. Co., Inc.,

122 Washington Ave.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

| Gentlemen:

Please increase our standing order for NUT

MALLOWS, 24’s, from one case to three cases, to be

shipped weekly, until further notice. -

Also please rush order given to your representa

tive for Chocolate Cracks and 5c Pillows, and route

all shipments in the future via B. & O.

Very truly yours,

Signed by one of the largest Jobbers.

The Metro Chocolate Co., Inc.

122-124 WASHINGTONAVE., BROOKLYN, N.Y.

Samples cheerfully sent.

©CE:IllCl: A*S

MADERIGHT confections

Regal

Rolls

Have

Cream I.UCKY ROLLS

| and Gift and Candy in Every Roll. Packed 120–50 boxes to the case.

Highly The Kiddies want Lucky Rolls—Keep them in Stock.

Flavored

-
--- ---

-

--- | ".
-

*:
£:

* @ & B e. e.*

*::::

|
*

BREATHETTES

* . . . . A Highly Flavored Breath Perfume in Glass Tubes. Either

CARAMEL ROLLS Assorted or All Licorice Flavor. Packed 120–50 boxes to the case.

REGAL-Cream and Highly Flavored Jelly Centers.

WONDER-Molasses and Cocoanut Centers.

Pack RUTHETTES-Assorted Flavors, cream centers. Real Sports Ask for our PEANUT STUMPS

acked 120-52 boxes to case; 5 lb. boxes (216 count) 26 boxes to case A New Penny Carton price list Some Penny Piece

John H. Dockman & Son, 32.34 E. Montgomerys, Balinare, MI, U.S.A.
- m"
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FORWARD MARCH
Line up for Better Business. Get in step with us. When you give

the orders, we’l1 stand back of the goods. Spring is here. Summer

is coming". VVe’re rarin’ to go.

S‘enneff-Herr Products Lead the Procession

They are veterans of the Confectionery Service. Ten years’ training

are back of them. They challenge the world for quality and value.

Senneff’s Ten Banner Ice Cream Toppings

1 Marshmallow Creme ' 6. Maple Nut Marshmallow

Z Caramel Marshmallow 7. Bittersweet Marshmallow

3. Butterscotch 8. Almond Nougat

4. Caramel Sundae 9. Ben I-lur Special

5

A

Maple Sundae I0. Chocolate Fudge

gallon of our Marshmallow will make more actual toppings than

any other—and quality in every one of them.

The Candy Maker’s Friends

I. EGG O CREME—Nothing like it for 4. RIPE CREME—A heavier Starch Cast

Starch Cast Centers. Center C,-eam_

Z. X-L CARAMEL PASTE-Stands alone _

in it; (flag; 3|-yd guygly mgkeg 3 5.

Standing Caramel. Quality Paste, true to its name.

3. NOUCAT WHlP—“None Better.” It

i‘ Monarch of them an in quality, 6. SPECIAL NOUGAT-—Second to Our

lightness and smoothness. flm0"§ “N°"8lt WIIIP-”

The best quality of raw materials make the highest quality finished products. They do it

for us—they will do it for you.

FALL IN, JOBBERS—Sennefi’-Herr products repeat like a machine gun. \\'e guarantee

satisfied customers.

NO BETTER PRODUCTS NO BETTER PRICES

Send for our new price list and Candy Maker's Guide.

Trial Order on Approval

SENNEFF-HERR CO.
INCORPORATED

STERLING ILLINOIS
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Everybody wants it—Everybody buys it—Chocolate

covered lce Cream. The finest and best results may be

obtained by using the following:

KLONDIKE STAR CHOCOLATE KLONDIKE CHOCOLATE

ICE-KREME KOTE CHOCOLATE

ESKIMO COVERING POLAR DIP COVERING

These WILBUR products are manufactured especially for covering

Ice Cream. Tested to insure easy dipping. No waxy after-taste.

May be used either for machine or hand dipping. Bright in luster.

Made in the same careful way as the celebrated Wilbur Quality

Coatings and Liquors.

Send for samples

H. O. WILBUR 6? SONS, lNC., Philadelphia, Pa.
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“The Goose that Laid the Golden Egg”
Was no more proud than we:-To offer you this

$25.
ASSORTMENT OF GOLDEN EASTER EGGS

% - 6% 44 - 44

5 Dozen 2% inch eggs @ $1.00. . . .
•4 - - 1.

4 3 - 50

4 “ 334 “ “ “ 1.75. . . .

1 “ 6 64 “ “ 4.00. . . .

6.00. . . .

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $5.00

1/2 Gross A.87 Barnyard Fowls on stand......... @ $3.75 Gr, $1.88

1/6 “ F.320/1 Rooster on imitation log box..... “12.00 “ 2.00

1/6 “ F.323/1 Rabbit on imitation log box...... “12.00 “ 2.00

1/3 “ B.2515–16 Chick and Hen on stand with

voice ...........................
“12.00 “ 4.00

1/6 “ Q.794 Comic Dressed Rabbit on box.... “ 18.00 “ 3.00

1/4 “ M.203-4 Chick and Rabbit in Bird Cage

with voice “15.00 “ 3.75

(Trade Mark)

10-12 EAST 23rd STREET

ORDER AT ONCE TO INSURE PROMPT DELIVERIES

$25.
ASSORTMENT OF EASTER FAVORS

TO RETAIL AT FROM 5 CENTS TO A QUARTER

1/3 Gross 8501/1 Basket nut cup in Pink, Yellow

and Violet Colors with chick

or rabbit on handle...........
@ $9.00 Gr. $3.00

1/6 “ 7501 Easter Bonnet, assorted colors,

with concealed Nut Cup and

Place Card ....................
“15.00 “ 2.50

1/6 “ 7532 Easter Wagon with Chick on

“ 18.00 “ 3.00

$25.00

seat, in assorted colors........

Complete New Catalog Illustrated in Seven Colors and Gold Sent Upon Request

U-NEAK DINNER FAVORS, Inc.

NEW YORK CITY

89

“ALL-STAR

ASSORTMENT’’

RUBBER TOY BALL00NS

Repeat business—That's where the profit lies.

Repeat orders and plenty of them if you sell

the "All Star.” Most jobbers do.

Richard D. Bakrow & Son

Balloons and Rubber Balls

Barkow Building Louisville, Ky.

Supreme Brand

Caramel Creams

Nougat Creams

Welvet Fondant Cream

Have improved the Quality of Candy wherever

used.

INSIST ON SUPREME BRAND.

ASK YOUR JOBBER OR WRITE

US DIRECT FOR SERVICE

Confectioners' Cream Products Co.

ENGLEWOOD, N. J.

JAMES A. GREAVES 6 Harrison St., New York

Selling Agent

-
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POPULAR

–PENNY PACKAGES

TINY HEARTS DAINTY BREATHLETS

MOVIE LOZENGES BOSTON BAKED BEANS

MONEY LOZENGES CAPT. KIDD TREASURES

GUN CLUB BUCK SHOT .

:
'S

|

The PACKAGE CONFECTIONERY COMPANY have

#arkage (Luitfertiuterg (Luutputy
BOSTON, U. S. A.

Cartoning

added to their already large equipment for PRINTING and

CARTONING, and now take pleasure in offering to the

Confectionery Trade

their experience in these lines, for economy, efficiency, and

attractive product.

LARGE ORDERS especially desired, although small

requirements (especially from our customers) are solicited.

#arkaur (Luitfertüuteru (Junulau
Address: Dept. No. 43, P. O. Box 2252

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

*
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Do you lose money on

Ice Cream Tubs?

How easy it is for them to stray and never

be returned after delivery, unless you keep

track of them. systematically. Study the

ennison tag shown above. This tag ac

°ompanies the tub, and also is made tough

enough to stay with it.

This tag has a detachable check which you

fill out for your own record just before ship

ment. Then from your checks you are able

£rrange collections surely and quickly.
Such a fine tag is both a time and money

SaVer.

You also lose money indirectly if you do not

take advantage of the advertising value of

a well-made, crisp, and neatly designed

elivery tag. Dennison designs and makes

tags that are good advertisements.

Write for samples, without obligation, that

#9" may see for yourself and judge of this

"nison quality. Fill out the coupon

elow now.

Your special tag is

our regular service

CONFECTIONERS JOURNAL

THE MAKERS

DEPT. C.J.3, FRAMINGHAM, MAss.

ags

Please#" " samples and prices of Ice Cream Tub

I am "rested in fine seals for Confectionery, etc. D

Name

Allie. T ".

. HANDY ANDY

*: LUCKY MINE

. WINNER

| ~and 20 other five and ten cent bars

|-|| have set a new standard in better

* candy values.

|

| The Difference

. | Is in the Quality

- | Here is a line that does excel, with

* | a winning combination of fine flavor,

perfect wrapping, correct size and

| right price.

- i.

|
| EVERYWHERE

|

* |

| || ©

£ | 3.| |

| ||

- Candy Bars|

assure you of constant satisfaction

and QUALITY, besides larger sales

and repeat business.:

* ORDER TODAY

* The Shotwell Mfg.Co.
CHICAGO BROOKLYN

- - checkers

- X& Shotwell's Marshmallows ||| - T |Shotwells Candy Bar Specialties -

- --
~

|-
-

-
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tsheciatti for Confections

YOU DON'T HAVE TO GUEss WHAT THE FLAVOR is

9t's lunmistakable coffee
EOR FLAVORING FONDANT. - CARAMEL - BON-Bons- MARsi-imal-Low- HARD candy – icings - FILLINGs

PAsTRY - CAKE. Etc. Etc. NO TROUBLE - NO MEss - Just THRow in THE DEsired amount And

PRODUCE THAT ALLURING FLAVOR THAT MAKES CoFFEE THE LEADING BEVERAGE OF THE WORLD

COFFECTION COFFEE CONAPANY

15 INDIA ST. BOSTON, MAss.

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF FLAWOR

Flavor is simply an impression made upon the mind through the sense of taste—an intangible quality
—yet on this impression your success depends. Probably much coffee flavoring material now used 1S

actually derived from coffee, but if it does not taste like coffee in your goods (and most of it does

not) where do you get off? -

The label on the box says “COFFEE” and it looks good to Mr. Public who likes coffee; he buys

some, eats it, clicks his tongue and says, “This is not coffee,” and he doesn't buy any more. Is that

your idea of good coffee flavor, or would you prefer one that looks, smells and tastes like coffee-one

that is satisfying to coffee lovers and backs up the label on the box? If you want a really good one,

try coFFOFLAVO.

USED BY LEADING CONFECTIONERS SINCE 1917

No one questions the efficiency of COFFOFLAVO, nobody ever put in a kick;—some have com

plained at the price, believing that cheap flavors reduce expenses, but as Ben Franklin once said, “Cut.

ting one's own windpipe might do the same thing.”

Any restaurant or hotel that serves poor coffee is doomed to failure just as surely as if it served

no coffee at all. It is also important that you should have satisfying coffee flavor in your confections.

The alluring flavor of coffee has made it the leading beverage of the world. The abuse of coffee

flavor is why coffee is not the leading flavor in confections today. COFFOFLAVO not only produces

that alluring flavor of natural coffee but will keep indefinitely and will never cause fermentation in

your goods. -

Run in 2 lb. molds, packed in cartons containing 6 lbs., 12 lbs. and 24 lbs. Also 100 lb. cases for

large users.

Trial orders for two pounds or more, if accompanied by cash, will be sent prepaid. Price $1.50 per

pound f. o. b. Boston.

|
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CELEBRATED

ADVANCE ERAND

WILD CHERRY DROP PACKAGESER:

Send orders now. |

Price List

sent upon request

-
- - -

Back to

5c

Per Package

|

---------
-

A"> - A-- *-->--*- CA- t-V C, CO

- - A --- -- ~
---

on the market

The most attractive package and the most pleasant tasting Cough Drop

GET THE GREEN BOX. MADE BY

ADVANCE CANDY MFG. CORP., 511 to 519 East 72nd St., NEW YORK

93
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Plain and Fancy

Boxes

Carried in Stock

Special Designs

To Order

Write for

Catalogue

-

R:-|

|i

|.

i||:s

|.:5.I.|||[.|.

-

"|~

.|

5|

W. H. DEISROTH CO., INC.

Our

Forty-seven years'

experience

will insure you of

Quality and Service

Main Office Factory

Philadelphia, Penna.

Show Rooms

713-15 SPRING GARDEN STREET

IIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIITTTTTTTTTTThilliiIIIII
IIIIIIIIlliiIIIHIIIIIIIHIIIHIIIHIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
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ERE is the full power of oolor

working as sales suggestion. Our

patented, folding silent salesman is so

forceful that it attracts the eye and in

vites purchase of your small package

goods. It will pick up many a dime,

nickel or quarter that customers aren't

minded to spend when they enter the

store. It is always fine in design, and

beautifully printed with our widely

known thoroughness.

 

The Silent Salesman is delivered

and stored flat. It takes very little

space in the stockroom. It is light,

but very strong when set up. We

make it in all forms to suit all kinds

of small packages. Its quality is stand

ard and we make it in any number of

colors to meet all ideas of cost. Large

or small orders are welcome. Write

for full particulars and samples,

which will be sent promptly.

The United States Printing

and Lithograph Company

Color Printing Headquarters

130 BEECH STREET, CINCINNATI
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—Market Your

CH0COLATE EASTER EGGS in

Self-Locking Egg Cartons—

and

“Sell them by the Box”
|- Sell them in neat,

compact cartons

|- that hold just six

or twelve Choco

late Eggs.”

Your eggs are

better displayed

J -appear extra

large and good!

-larger individ

ual sales at bet

ter prices.

Stock ready to ship: Cartons labeled “Extra

Selected Eggs,” or plain, without printing. Sam

Ples mailed upon request. Save time by sending

a trial order today. Prices: 100-6 egg size,

$1.65 plus postage, wt. 7 lbs.; 100-12 egg size,

$1.75 plus postage, wt. 14 lbs.; 1000-6 egg size,

$14.00; 1000-12 egg size, $15.00 f. o. b. Chicago.

Cartons may be returned if not entirely satis

factory. Orders shipped same day received.

SELF LOCKING CARTON CO.
436-438 EAST ILLINOIS STREET

CHICAGO, ILL.

"Hen's egg size or smaller.

GLOBEBRAND

fancySHELLED Rice Pop Corn

ALWAYS Pops
CRise TENDER Sweet

CZ%e

£2/6erf%inson Co.

Minneapoli. Chicago

Let Us Quote You On

Almonds

Brazils

Chocolate

Dates

Desiccated Cocoanut

Filberts

Figs

Gelatine

Peanuts

Pecans

Pistachios (Shelled)

Pineapple

Strawberries

Walnuts

C. H. JONES COMPANY

276 West Broadway New York City

RQ-Q
|

} Gold Embossed *

Confectioners Stock and

Net Weight Seals

Packed 1000 of one kind to a

package.

©SS-S-SEQ
|

©

event**CY-T*

3. -: Actual*

| & - :/VN |L K_2: Size

5 U.AVALATES/ .”
$ $ Ue - Kinds

* Assorted •l 1 oz. 4% oz. 8 p.

'' 'ed Fruits and Nuts 1% oz. 4% oz. #4 OZ.

O Assorted Chocolates 1% oz. 434 oz. 8% oz.

Sø Bitter Sweets 134 oz. $.2% #. Oz.

3–S. Bon Bons #. Oz. $% OZ. 9% #.

Chocolates 2% oz. 5% oz. 4 Oz

Caramels # OZ. #. OZ. #.
5-S Fudge 4% Oz. OZ. Z.

- 3 oz. 6% oz 11 oz© Chocolate Covered Cherries 3%# 6% oz. 12 oz.

£ Chocolates and Bon Bons 3% oz. 7 oz. 13 oz.

© Chocolates with Fruit 334 oz. 7% oz. 14 oz.

- Milk Chocolates 4 oz. 7% oz. 15 oz.

[. - 1 lb. 2 lbs. 8 oz
Dipped Nut Meats 1 lb. 2 oz. 2 lbs. 12 oz

Hard Centers 1 Ib. 3 oz 3 lbs.

Special Assortment - - 8pe - ...1 || 1 lb. 4 oz. 3 lbs. 8 oz

Fruit Cordial || # # #:
hipped Cream Cherries 1 lb. 8 oz. 4% lbs.Whi£ Almonds } # 12 oz. #. # 8 oz.

S. 4 iDS.

PRICE $1.00 PER M. 2 lbs. 4 oz. 5 lbs.

5M OR OVER 75c Price in any Quantity,

PER M. 50c per M.

Write for samples and prices of specially designed seals.

MILWAUKEE LABEL& SEAL Gö.

SUDERIOR = SEAL = SERVICE

I. I61-171 MICHIGAN ST, MILWAUKEE, WIS.

O Exclusive Manufacturers of Julian “Goldcraft” Seals.

EO-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-C-E">'s
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THE PUREST CANDY MADE

PACKED IN PACKED IN

5 LB. 5 LB.

GLASS JARS TIN CANS

-

ONE POUND CANS

The Most Popular and Successful Butter Scotch Pattie Package Ever Made

The delicious mellow satisfying flavor of Red's Butter Scotch Patties combined with

the attractive appearance of the lithographed can, its convenient qualities and many

possible uses in the home—after it has served as a candy container—has made the one

pound can package of Reed's Butter Scotch Patties an immediate success wherever

it has been offered to the public.

PACKED IN CASES CONTAINING Six-DOZEN CANS IN CARTONS OF FOUR CANS EACH

O R D E R NOW

Eugene O. Reed Company, F. s. Chicago, Ill.

F-REED'S BUTTER SCOTCH PATTIES

ESKIMO PIE

Is Sweeping the Country

Chocolate makers find that the best milk coatings for this new ice cream

confection are made with

CREMORA

Pure dry whole milk made by the Roller Process

CREMORA is easier to handle than any other dry milk. Does not

cake in the barrel; gives a finer and more lasting flavor; requires less
cocoa butter.

We are increasing our output to take care of the growing demand.

ORDER a trial barrel (150 lbs.) now.

THE DRY MILK CO.

15 PARK ROW NEw York, N.Y.

£T"T":

*

".
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DELICIOUS

Chocolate Dipped Almonds

A delightful confection that appeals particularly to the quality buyer. The delicious

coating and almond are proven repeaters. Only articles of merit can stand the severe test

Building trade with our product will bring for every

live jobber who handles it a host of friends and an ever increasing business.

of present day business conditions.

Send for samples and prices today to

Mount Joy Chocolate and Confectionery Co.

Manufacturers of

Sweet Milk Chocolate Coated Almonds a Specialty

Philadelphia Sales Office: 501 Lafayette Building

-1

ITS USE INSURES GOOD TEXTURE AND A

SMOOTH CREAM.

Manufacturers of Pure Food Gelatines

BUILT on all the LATEST, UP-TO-DATE, LABOR

SAVING LINES to produce ALWAYS a uniform
ARTICLE.

comply with all STATE and NATIONAL PURE FOOD

LAW REQUIREMENTS. -

T Our RAW STOCK supplied by our OWNERS assures
HIS.

Our Grades are of the HIGHEST QUALITY

OBTAINABLE, clear to the point of TRANSPARENCY,

SWEET, FREE OF ODOR, and GUARANTEED to

A TRIAL ORDER will convince you that these are

the best grades of GELATINE in proportion to price that
can be secured.

ATLANTIC GELATINE COMPANY

HILL STREET, WOBURN, MASS.

BRANCHES :

NEW YORK

3415 Woolworth Bldg.

CHICAGO

Suite 510-11

118 N. La Salle Street

SAN FRANCISCO BALTIMORE

suite 240 Hansford Block 1012 Union Trust Bldg.

268 Market Street

*
~-

*
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” 1r ’s Mueller ’s

“Neldyne”
(Pronounced Nel Deen)

Licorice-candy! Oh boy! Combined in one dainty

tit-bit—all the goodness and deliciousness of pure llCOl‘l(36

as only Mueller can make it, AND candy of such a quality

as to make the mouth water. _

Result, an unusual treat-something that will thrill

the kiddie and delight the grown-ups, to whom licorice

candy will bring back all the licorice joys of their own

childhood. Pure licorice base, with a flavor you’ll never

forget. In short, a chewy confection that’s “NELDYNE”~

and nothing else in the world like it! May we send samples‘?

Scan This List of Other “Mueller” Stand-bys;

All Good,.Reliable, In-demand Licorice

XLCR

Cigarettes

Whoppers

  

  

 

 
 

  

Twisters.

240 Tubes

Travelers’ Companions

Plug

Trio Tubes (120 Count)

Whips

Cigars (Banded)

120 Tubes

  

120 “Famous” Stick

Busters

Big 4

Chocomels

Brick

All prepared with the finest grade of Spanish licorice by

The John Mueller Licorice Co.
Wade and Freeman S_ts. '

  

  

Lozenges for Manufacturing

  

Cincinnati, O.

Q’ _ 99 o o

l‘s.ii1.s>.ti'§ 1-werwe
Made “Fam0us" and kept "Fanious" by two gciicratiolis.

  

   

(6 HY did you discharge

your new clerk?”

“He was too accommodat

ing,” said the grocer.

“What?”

“He kept opening canned

goods to show lady shoppers

they were in a. fine state of

preservation.”— Birmingham

Age Herald.

AUGHTER,” said the Old

Man, sternly. “I positive

ly forbid your marrying this

young scapegrace! He is an

inveterate poker player!"

“But. papa," tearfully pro

tested Alicia Hortense, “poker

playing is not such an awful

habit. \Vhy, at your o\vn

club—

“That's where I got my in

formation, daughter. I’ll have

no daughter of mine bringing

home a man that I can't beat

with a flush, a full house and

fours."——Rl'cllm.0nd Times-Dis

patch.

 

—<~»>i—

A man who sees day after day

A window dressed in the

self-same way

Becomes so tired he'd like to

break

The panes for mere resent

ment's sake.

A window’s like a pretty maid,

And should be often new ar

rayed,

So as to catch the loving eye

Of every man who passes by.

—m<~oo>i

"Confound it, sir!” cried a

hysterical man, addressing the

proprietor of the Palace Ice

Cream Parlor in Pruntytown.

“see here what I have found in

my ice cream. It looks like a

bunch of whiskers.”

“So it dooz, for a fact; but I

don’t understand how it ciii

possibly be whiskers,” was the

reply, “fer we made that ’ere

ice cream with shaved ice."

 

OU say your father was in

jured in an explosion?"

said the lady. “How did it

happen?”

“Vi/ell. mother says it was too

much yeast, but father says it

was too little sugar,” replied the

child.
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~ SETTER
HARD MAPLE SUCKER STICKS

BOTH BLUNT AND POINTED

Samples

and prices

will

convince

you that

these

are the

Sticks i
you ought L

to use

—l SETTER BROS. co. Z

Cattaraugus, N. Y.
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Add a Touch of

c,,,,,,,,_‘ Beauty and Refinement

Experience of Users Your Best Guide

Candymen whose success is recognized have placed their stamp of approval on lace paper products bear

ing this trade mark.

Paper Doilies Bon Bon Cup5_ Strip Laces and Embossed

Paper Sundae Dishes plain and printed Name Laces

Dividers Box Top Laces— Aluminum Bar Wraps

Embossed Blotter Mats plain and embossed printed

Padolene Pail Laces Silver Plated Sundae Glassine Bar Wraps-printed

Layer Cards Dish Holders

Beware of Imitations.._insist that your jobber give you “Milapaco," the

original lace paper of character, manufactured only by

Milwaukee Lace Paper Co.

Cor. Lee and Bolton Sts., Milwaukee, Wis.

Est. 1899

New York Cleveland New Orleans Vancouver. 2- Y ".. :""‘!’ »‘ ‘l

' Boston Chicago _ Montreal Winnipeg

B011 BOB CUP Sun Francisco Toronto Calgary Cindy Dividgr
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CONFECTIONERS JOURNAL

Founded in 1874 by Edward A. Heintz

Published on the First of Each Month by

The Confectioners Journal Publishing Co.

CHARLES MCD. HARVEY

President and Managing Editor

WALTER W. GALE

Vice President and Ttelsurer

FREDERIC W. HARVEY

Secretary

FRANK H. TAYLOR

Associate Editor

LOUIS W. ROESCH

Circulation Manager

411-413 Walnut Street, Philadelphia

Subscription price, $3.00 per year; single copies, 30 cents

Canada, $3.50; Foreign, $4.00 a year

Changes for adveriisemenls must be received by the

IOIh of the month

No cancellation of advertisement received after the first of the month

Make remittances payable to the order of

The Confectioners Journal Publishing Co.

Member Audit Bureau of Circulntions

 

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS—In order that we may protect our

sdvertisers from unfair competition, and our pages from unpleasant con

troversy, we reserve the right to object to the wording of any advertise

ment, and contracts will only be accepted by us with this understanding.

MOTTO FOR MARCH

Most welcome home from city street

Are men who bring some dainty sweet,

Returning, each, when toil is done,

Children, shouting, on the run,

His happy smile to greet.

 

All of the “Journal’s” subscription agents bear

letters of identification. Do not pay money to any

one who cannot show proper credentials. Agents

have no authority to change subscription price, or

to “club” the “Confectioners Journal” with any

other publication at a cut rate. We will thank any

confectioner to let us know of any agent violating

our instructions.

I Oldes‘tPaper of its ci

in the warm

The One Way to Grow and Prosper

NOTHING, related to our daily affairs, remains

unchanged; each passing day finds us somewhat

advanced or retarded in the game of life. Whether

our decisions and undertakings result favorably or

the reverse depends chiefly upon our own judgment.

The unforeseen constantly happens and the great

test of our capacity and courage is seen in our ability

in rising superior to sudden adversity.

To conduct a business is to carry a responsibility.

It belongs to us only so long as it is a solvent en

terprise. It is better to grow up with a business

than to have one thrust upon us, by inheritance or

otherwise. Some personal knowledge of the long

years of struggle and persistence out of which an

industry has developed is a great advantage when

the time comes that it passes under new control.

Broadly speaking, all the business activities in the

world change hands three times in a century. VVe

are constantly under the necessity of revising our

lists of trade connections. New customers must be

found faster than old ones disappear. That is the

great big why of advertising. It is something that

must be kept alive and working, year by year. When

advertising stops demands for the product decline.

Advertising is the whirling fly-wheel upon the en

gine of progress.

Safety Versus Risk

ONE of the most common causes of failure is

that which induces an energetic type of busi

ness man, who has made a little extra profit, to lose

his caution and proceed to expand, and, in doing so,

to get into debt beyond the point of safety. The

business condition which warrants an increase in

facilities to produce or to handle and sell, is that

of a steady, regular demand, developed by constant,

patient advertising, and which can be expected to

increase from year to year. The big concerns, doing

safe and profitable business in the candy field today,

are almost altogether the sort that have grown from

small beginnings; whose founders and present own

ers have been in no hurry to force growth at a risk.

VVe all know the plunger kind; always ready to buy

to the limit of credit and always dilatory in paying

their bills. This is a time to watch out! Look well

after the true and tried customer who values his
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good financial name. Go slow upon the chap who

sells your goods at a loss in order to get money to

pay 0H somebody else.

-—i—Qooo>ii

May the Convention Month

THE various branches of the confectionery trade

are booked for Chicago for the week of May

22nd, for at this time the National Confectioners

Association, the National Jobbing Confectioners’

Association and the Associated Retail Confectioners

will all meet in convention at that time. Here is a

rare opportunity to “mix” and to “rub elbows" with

your fellow confectioners; to get better acquainted

while doing your best to lift the industry of which

you are a part to a still higher level in National im

portance. The leaders of these three sterling in

dustries are men of action, but they cannot act un

less they have the full co-operation of every member,

and it is up to you to see that you contribute

your support through your attendance and your

voice. Lay your plans to take part in your con

vention, and you will then after adjournment return

to your own place of business refreshed in body and

enriched mentally beyond measurement.
 

As to General Lines vs. Specialties

OME of us can remember when manufacturing

confectioners considered it necessary to pro

duce a wide variety of goods in order to compete

with others. The more varied the assortment the

more the salesman could induce the customer to

take. The history of the industry, covering a long

reach of years, proves, however, that, in the long

run, those who have won fortunes in the business

have specialized upon a few staple articles and have

made their standard goods and their firm or individ

ual names famous everywhere that broadgauge,

constant publicity has been made to reach. We all

know of some articles that have been so cleverly

kept before the public that consumers habitually ask

for them and no retailer can afford to be without

them. We have also been witness to the decline

in these specialties when younger and more aggres

sive concerns have crowded into the field and have

applied more money and brains in pushing them in

print. We forget, sometimes, that millions of new

consumers are constantly growing up and the old

timers, who knew all about our staple sweets, are

disappearing.

Radium as a Health Kick

ERE comes Dr. E. Stillman Bailey who tells

us that “radium, splashed internally, will pro

long life and make old age a delight,” and further

more that “radium rays caught up in sugar of milk

and made up into tablets seem to work wonders,”

old people have renewed their youth. “A very fairy

land of science," says the doctor, “now stands re

vealed.”

 

Well, now, very likely we are in sight of radium

candy drops, why not?
 

A Professor of Harvard Opposes Candy

UR confectionery friends in Boston lately

found themselves up against Dr. \Villiam B.

Cooke, of the Harvard Dental School, in the course

of an argument precipitated before the committee

on public health in the course of which the doctor

advocated the prohibition of candy sales to children

under thirteen years of age unless parents give their
consent, presumably in writing. A

Those present, in behalf of the candy interests,

denied that sweets are the cause of bad teeth. Den

tists all over the country have long since abandoned

antagonism especially directed against confection

ery. For that matter, they agree that all food is bad

for teeth, in either the young or the adult user, un

less the mouth is cleansed. When nature implanted

the love of sweet foods in the human animal she

knew what she was about. Sugar, in one form or

another, is craved by the people of every land.

The negro toilers of the cane fields in the tropics

thrive upon it and they are noted for their strong

healthy teeth. We do not recall any serious effort,

heretofore, to forbid candy, by legislation, to either

children or grown-ups. We doubt if Dr. Cooke’s

attitude in this matter would be generally endorsed

by the members of the dental profession of the coun

try. Among those who appeared in behalf of the

confectioners as against the measure, listed as House

bill No. 497, was Charles B. Burd, secretary of the

New England Manufacturing Confectioners’ As

sociation. The local newspapers generally devoted

considerable space to the hearing. One correspond

ent suggested that a Child Robbery Association be

formed and the Telegram said editorially, “People

are sick of prohibitory legislation. Let's draw the

line at the anti-candy bill.”
 

Railroad Rates to Coming Conventions

February 17, 1922.

CONFECTIONERS JOURNAL,

Gentlemen :

National Confectioners’ Association Convention,

National Jobbing Confectioners’ Association Con

1/ention.

Associated Retail Confectioners’ Association

Convention, Chicago, Illinois, May 22nd to

May 27th, 1922.

For your information I am very much gratified to

state, that we have been successful in securing for

the above Conventions a special fare of one and one

half for the round trip on the Identification Certifi

cate Plan. This means that the purchaser at the

starting point will have the privilege of purchasing

a round trip ticket at one and one-half fare.

The Identification Certificate in question. how
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ever, must be secured from Mr. VV. C. Hughes,

Secretary of the National Confectioners’ Associa

tion, Conway Building, Chicago, Illinois, and these

certificates properly signed by Mr. Hughes and pre

sented to the Railroad Agent at the starting point,

will be authority for the selling of a ticket at the

special fare of one and one-half for the round trip.

I would, therefore, be pleased to have you, if you

possibly can, give this some little publicity in your

valuable magazine.

You will note this concession is far better than the

one we had at the Atlantic City Convention last

year. All of our members are vitally interested in

this proposition and anything you can do to give it

as much publicity as possible will be greatly ap

preciated. Yours very truly,

W. C. LINDSAY,

Traflic Secretary.

When a Good Man Passed Away

HIGHLY useful citizen died, lately, while yet

in the prime of life. Heart disease! He had

worked hard from his youth and had gradually built

up a profitable business, which, however, was consid

ered a “going” proposition; that is to say, it had

been for some years going down hill for want of the

care and guiding hand of its owner, whose time was

so fully occupied, every day, that he was obliged

to depend upon employees to look after the details.

He simply went there to sign checks. At his de

parture from life the newspapers printed glowing

columns about his wonderful public spirit and char

ity. One of them mentioned seventeen organiza

tions, all of the betterment or charitable character,

in most of which he was an ofiicer. He never

missed a meeting or refused to act as chairman of

a committee. He seldom had a quiet evening at

home and never took a night ofi to go to a theatre

or concert. .He never could bear to refuse money

to a hard-up acquaintance or a subscription to any

 

_ delegation that rang his door bell.

This good man died. In course of time, the

lawyers who cleared up his estate, made a report

to the court. As to the business, it was found to

be a hopeless tangle of waste, defalcation and bad

accounts. He was too trusting! As to his home,

his widow and children still live there, but there

is a big mortgage to take care of. Some people

think that a part of his charity ought to have been

applied to his family.
 

A Resume of Failures

HE number of business failures last year showed

a marked increase over those since 1915. They

were the worst in the South and of least import

ance upon the Pacific Coast. In the Middle Atlantic

States insolvencies were 81 per cent greater than in

1920. These figures do not include personal bank

ruptcies.

The Need of National Publicity

One of the vital questions slated for attention

at the annual convention of the National Confec

tioners‘ Association at Chicago is that of systematic

national advertising. It is forecast that the mem

bers from the Pacific Coast section intend to wake

up the brethren of the East and the Middle Vl/est

to the importance of this matter. They claim that

with regard to constant and effective publicity the

far-western interests in the trade are several miles

ahead of the rest of the country. The secretary

of the Western Association says: “Possibly. if

our industry, as a whole, had taken up a national

campaign of advertising a year or two ago and

placed our position fairly and squarely before the

American public we would have had not alone the

good-will of the press but the good opinion of the

American people.”

The magnitude of the business of making and

selling candy and the success of scores of import

ant plants widely separated are the results of the

continuous expenditure of large appropriations for

publicity through the past fifty years. The move

ment to nationalize the trade began with the first

issue of this publication which has never ceased to

advocate the value‘ of the kind of advertising that

gets there. If our western friends can urge upon

the approaching convention an acceptable policy of

advertising they will perform a notable service.

 

Manufacturers Take Noticei

HE following is a letter reaching our desk last _

month and we are publishing it with the idea

that manufacturers might be interested in its pe

rusal; Any replies to the letter may be sent to us,

and we will forward them to the proper party:

Confectioners Journal

Dear Sir :—I began to Write A Few Worts For

You And Ask if You kindly VVould Fine Me :1

good big Company Who Need a Good traveling

Salesman to handle there Stuff. For retailers I

VVould like travel On the Middle States. And I

Would like to Draw A Salary just A Some VVages

as rest of the Salesmens. I can take Orders and Col

lections Any Way You Want. But I Want to sell

For retailers And draw My Salary every Month An

Fill Fare On a railroads Ill Pay My Own Board and

room I am a Finnish Fellow I can speak a Finn

an american. I am Born in this Country I am 25

Years Old Single Man I don’t booze Around or

drink Any Moonshine eather

I want to be Steady All the time An to my busi

ness right And I don't Vl/ant A ]ob For 2 or 3

Months Only But I Want to stick On a ]ob Steady

All the time Winter an Summer. But I don’t take

a Poor ]ob eather I VVant a good ]ob On the Good

Concern

Please let some Good Concern Get Whole Oi
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good traveling Salesman. Please let them \Vrite to

Me An Get Me But on Monthly Salary So Much

a month And Fare.

 

A New Mailing Experiment

HE Postmaster-General is, it is reported, trying

out a plan under which the mail held ten days or

more in hotels for expected patrons, will be re

tur-ned to post ofiices. It will be, however, the right

of hotel clerks to further retain mail in waiting for

any persons known to them as former patrons. The

new regulation includes the return of registered

letters and parcel post mail. Hotel managers will

keep a record of all mail returned to the post ofiices.

Cards will be handed to departing guests bearing the

words “Have you given forwarding orders for your

mail?” The plan is, so far, only temporary.

_____...>___

Rank of Industries

THE following chart prepared from data from

Census of Manufacturers for 1919 by Gas Age

Record and published in the Industrial Digest, giv

ing the rank of industries by value of products for

that year, shows that confectionery occupies posi

tion N0. 27 in 42 of the largest industries out of a

total number listed by the census report as 344.

The confectionery trade has grown rapidly dur

ing the past few years, and if all interested will

“give a strong pull", and a pull all together,” the in

dustry may yet be landed still nearer the top.
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Petroleum ref

Ship building

Brass -Copper

Lumber prod.

Care & shops

Clothee, Iomen 184

Clothee, men 156

Boot! J: shoes 1,149

Rubber goods 980

Leather
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Blast furnaces

Paper & pulp 344 induotrien.

 
 

_.=; Sugar refining ‘I30

_-I. Silk Goods 685

5 Worsted goods 6'75

5 Auto ‘bodies 6'73

§ Food prepnr. 662

f Confectionery 637

§ smelting copper 632

_—_ P:-inting,book 600

f Butter 583

5 Furniture 573

Z Oil, cotton seed 5'70

‘ Planing mill p. 560

j Care, atm.R.R., 539

'5‘ Canning, 492

E 1-mginee,eteam,&c 464

= Chemicals, 425

5 Woolen goods 378

_€ Liquors 5'79

Z Cond. milk 339

g Iiillinery 336

' Gal, 111.4: heat. 328
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Printing, perd. 892

E-1ec_ mchinery 864 These ere the 42 largest

Tobacco 968 manufacturing industries.

The 1919 census report. lists
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St. Patrick’s Day

SPECIAL event of long custom and widely

celebrated is St. Patrick’s Day, which occurs

on March 17th. It appeals to a large element of our

people. It is worth while to dress your window be

fore that date in an attractive scheme in green. The

central feature should be a large shamrock, which

is much like a three-leaf clover. Candies in green

tints naturally suggest themselves. Miniature Irish

flags, showing the harp of Erin, can be used in

among greenery. Chocolates, in green boxes, make

a good bid for business. Let your Irish friends

'-now that the traditions and emblems of the ancient

Green Isle are not forgotten among our national

festival days.

 

How About It?

THE National Druggzlrt finds a joker in the repeal

of the tax on soft drinks handed out at soda

fountains. According to its analysis of the new

regulation the retail druggist must continue to pay

at the rate of 2 cents per gallon upon malted milk

and milk shakes as “still” drinks, and furthermore,

a like tax must be paid if, as a manufacturer, any

person who makes lemonade, orangeade, grape juice

or any other drink, by the use of water not charged

with carbonic acid gas, must pay for such drinks at

the rate of two cents per gallon to the local revenue

collector.

 

OES your boy ]'osh show

a fondness for books?”

 

 
\l‘lil|l\‘\l\'

fear of gettin’ it mussed up.”—

Washington Star.

1“d“'m' “Yes,” said Farmer Corn

L‘Zf§f" riL’i“‘.0J‘2i‘Ld‘Z§°§£i§’ilZ
£3: Zplfiehopegzggg that .he’s afraid to open one for

E Cotton goods 1,877 .

 

HE wife of a \Vestern Con

gressman is sensitive on the

subject of her deficient orthog

raphy and her demands for in

formation as to correct spelling

sometimes places her peace-lov

ing husband in a delicate posi

tion.

One day, as she was writing

a letter at her desk, she glanced

up to ask:

“Henry, do you spell ‘graphic’

with one ‘f’ or two ?”

“My dear,” was the diplo

matic reply, “if you’re going to

use any, you might as well use

two.”—Harper’s Magazine.

lllllllulllin.ll|h|l‘lllllllillmullllllllllll|uuu|-‘Alll
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Illustrated Bookkeeping

WEIGHING EXPENSES

RUE economy does not consist of saving money

so much as it does of getting the best possible

returns for every dollar spent. Those business men

who during the past few years have managed their

businesses with the greatest economy have been

those who have put every available dollar to work

rather than cutting expenses to the bone in a hit

or miss manner. Many a business man who has

cut down his expenses to the greatest possible extent

as far as dollars are concerned has actually increased

instead of reduced his cost of doing business and it

is going to require years before he is back where

TOTAL

Rent

Salaries

Advertis

ing

Heat. 8:

Light.

Deliver

ies

Suppl 1 ea

Interest

6: Taxes.

General

Expenses

$hI"1l'1K

age

Bad Debts

Rising Costs,” classifies expenses as follows: rent,

salaries, advertising, heat and light, delivery, sup

plies, insurance and taxes, general expenses, depre

ciation and shrinkage, bad debts.

Each one of these classes may be sub-divided if

it is desired. Salaries, for example, may be divided

into salaries of the clerks, of the display man, of

the owner, of other classes of employees if any.

The advertising may be divided into newspaper and

other forms of advertising. The items of heat and

light may be separated and light itself if it is being

purchased on more than one basis having more than

one meter, can be subdivided. Supplies can be di
 

Percentage of Sales.

  

Weighing expenses by making a. bar chart on a percentage of sales, scale shows with ac

curacy the balance between the different -items ot expense. This chart shows what might have

happened to a business it in 1921 the advertising expense was radically reduced. It will be

noted that the other expenses though they, too, may have been reduced in dollars have increased

in percentage.

nating.

he was before he tried to effect economies.

It is not a case of cutting expenses so much as

weighing them and striking a proper balance and it

is a very difficult matter to weigh expenses properly

without the aid of pictures. In fact one might go so

far as to say that the pictures are the machines with

which the weighing is actually done.

The first step towards weighing business expenses

is to divide these expenses into different classes.

Vi/heeler Sammons, in his book “Keeping Up W'ith

Such pictures as these of the expenses 0|.‘ the business often prove very illumi

vided into office and store supplies. This sub-divi

sion can be carried until there are from twenty to

a hundred classes of expenses.

The number of classes is determined both by the

size of the business and the minuteness with which

one desires to study and weigh expenses. In any

case the classification must be sufliciently complete.

It is easy enough to add two classes of expenses

together. It is not so easy to divide one class into

other classes after the records have been made.
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After the classification has been determined the

next step is to keep a record of all expenses in ac

cordance with this classification. This may be done

in a book with enough columns ruled in it to pro

vide one column for each class of expenses or it may

be done by using cards, one card for each class of

expense. It does not matter what method is used so

far as weighing expenses is concerned provided the

record is accurate.

In making the picture of the expenses for the

purpose of weighing them, the actual dollars and

cents of expense are not used. It is the percentage

that is important. It sometimes happens that when

a man cuts down expenses in dollars and cents he .

actually increases them when measured in percent

for the making of a picture. A bar picture serves

the purpose better than any other that can be used.

Draw one bar to represent the total expense in per

centage and other bars to represent the percentage of

each of the items of expense in the classification.

When the picture is complete we have recorded in

graphic form the percentage of expense of all the

different classes of expense and are able to compare

each item with the total expense.

So far, so good, but this single picture does not

tell so very much. The only way that we can weigh

anything is by comparison. On a beam scale we

compare the weight of that which we desire to weigh

with weights on the other end of a lever. The lever

age ratio is figured out in advance and we read the

PERCHTPAGE OF SALES

EXPENSES

When weighing, the standard chosen for making the comparison is ot very great importance.

If we wish to know how heavy an article is we weigh it in pounds. It We wish to know its

value we weigh it in terms of dollars, Pounds don't express value and dollars don't show how

heavy an article is.

lars.

age of total sales made. Now since it matters little

how much is spent in dollars and cents so long as

the percentage of expense to total sales is kept at a

low point, it is likely to be more misleading than

helpful to make a picture of the dollars and cents.

For this reason after the expenses have been com

piled for a month, quarter or any other period for

which a picture is to be made, it becomes necessary to

divide each class of expense in dollars and cents by

the total sales for that period to obtain the percentage

of expense. It is also well to take the total expense in

dollars and cents and divide that by the total sales

in order to get the percentage of the total expense

to the total sales.

With these percentages obtained the data is ready

In the same manner expenses cannot be weighed in either pounds or doi

They must be weighed in terms of percentage of the 53,195,

weight directly from the beam scale and all that is

necessary is to add to this reading any weights we

have placed at the end of the lever. On a spring

scale we compare the weight of one object with the

stretch of a spring. In the case of a balance we

make direct comparisons with other weights.

If we are going to weigh business expenses it is

necessary to make comparisons in the same manner

that we weigh substances. Therefore it is necessary

to compare our first picture with something else

and the most effective thing to compare it with is

other pictures representing equal periods of time.

Accordingly before it is possible to do any effec

tive weighing of expenses it is necessary to make

some more pictures. Month by month, quarter by
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quarter, year by year these pictures are made. It

does not matter so much what period of time each

picture represents so long as the expenses for these

periods are comparable. Comparisons between two

successive months may not tell the same story as

comparisons between a month of one year with the

corresponding month of another year. Yet a com

parison of any two periods does give really worth

while information.

It is of course important that all these pictures be

drawn at exactly the same scale so that one picture

may be placed over another if desired, the two held

up to the light and both seen at once if it is desired

to make a comparison in this way. It is not espe

cially easy to compare two pictures drawn to dif

ferent scales.

The records are being kept and the pictures are

being made. The material is ready for the weigh

ing of the expenses. It is found that the percentage

of expense is too high and it is determined to re

duce this percentage. A careful study of the facts

and of the pictures indicates that expenses five and

seven can be reduced. Every attempt is made to

economize on these expenses but the picture at the

end of the period of economizing shows no improve

ment over the other pictures. As a matter of fact

it shows up a little worse than the other pictures.

Another study of the expenses suggests that per

haps the percentage of expense may be reduced if

expense number two is increased. It has been found

in the past that this expense has actually cut down

the cost of selling. Accordingly this expense is in

creased and at the end of.the period when the pic

ture is made there is a real surprise in store. The

percentage of all the expense, every item of expense,

the total and even the expense that has been increased

in dollars and cents shows a decrease.

Only by making pictures and comparing them in

this way can the expenses be balanced properly

against each other, weighed in such a manner that

each dollar expended brings in the greatest possible

returns. Every time a change in expenses is made

the pictures show just what effect this change is

having upon expenses as a whole and upon the prof

its of the business. The lower the percentage of

expense can be kept the higher will be the profits.

Consequently careful weighing of expenses by

means of pictures means greater prosperity.

Expenses, however, are constantly shifting quan

tities. It is necessary to keep making changes and

more important still to keep weighing expenses in

order to keep the percentage down to the lowest pos

sible point. Sometimes it is necessary to raise cer

tain items in dollars and cents. In some cases such

as rent there is no choice if one is to remain in busi

ness. It cannot always be foretold in advance just

what increases orreductions in particular items of

expense will do to the business. Only after the pic

ture is made is it all made clear.

Constantly weighing expenses, however, is much

like constantly weighing anything else. A person

who for years has been weighing a certain class of

material can guess with surprising accuracy the

weight before he does the weighing. It is no dif

ferent with expenses. After the confectioner has

weighed his expenses for a few years he is able to

foresee with a very great degree of accuracy just

what effect any changes in any of his expenses will

have upon the total cost of doing business. If he

does not weigh them his guesses cannot possibly be

anywhere nearly as accurate. '

New Failures Should Not Cause Alarm

]. H. TREGOE,

Sec.-Treas., Nat. Ass’-n of Credit Men

T is perfectly proper for us to say that Providence

I was mighty good to us when we consider the

seriousness of our blunders and how we produced

to the point where there was not enough of the

world's capital to finance the commodities produced.

Liquidation following always a situation of this

kind breathes failures. \/Veak enterprises cannot

stand the pressure of severe liquidation. It will

carry down oftentimes the very strongest and where

the head of an enterprise is weak he may fall into

a state of panic and throw up his hands even

though in a close analysis he was not fatall_v hurt.

In the past twelve months creditors have co

operated magnificently in standing under weak and

tottering concerns. The banks have been really

noble at times in their treatment of such cases and

this co-operative action has saved a number of fail

ures. The bad debt loss of the past twelve months

 

is very much less than we had anticipated or could '

anticipate from theories or precedents. Now, it

happens that some of the enterprises tided over are

not able to come through even with the indulgence.

The store-keepers in the agricultural sections partic

ularly granted a great deal of credit and the farmer

in many instances will not be able to liquidate his

indebtedness of last year until 1923 or 1924.

It will happen, therefore, that at the approach of

inventory season and after the agricultural products

have largely been disposed of that many failures

may be anticipated. If they do not come, we shall

be pleasantly surprised. Should they come credi

tors must not construe them as an unfavorable

symptom. It is merely a mopping up and we are in

clined to say that many enterprises carried over had

better be liquidated if the indulgence proves them

unable to weather the storm. The credit department

in this juncture should discriminate between the in

evitable failure and the failure that has happened

under the cloak of present conditions. No doubt,

merchants of weak character may reckon it to their

advantage to liquidate or to take bankruptcy after

having stowed away something for themselves and

in the belief that their creditors will class them

among the unfortunates and extend the sympathy

<13
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which has prevailed so generously in the past twelve

months. Cases like this should be treated roughly.

The skill of the credit man can be expressed in dis

criminating between the inevitable and the cooked-up

failure.

Now, get into the crow’s nest, read the weather

-signs, don’t be afirighted if the failures are nu

merous and prepare yourselves to handle each case

with proper skill and diligence.
 

The Business Quiz

Question No. 1—\-Vhat method do you use to keep

your windows free from frost in the winter time?

Question No. 2—\Vhat is the “P. M.” system of

compensation to clerks?

Question No. 3—What is meant by a “credit guar

anty”? '

Question No. 4—Do you know how to effect a

saving. on show cards and price tickets; also to

have them clean at all times?

Question No. 5—What is meant by “Terms 2% 10

days E. O. M.”?

Question No. 6—Why is the seller afforded more

protection when he sells goods on “consignment"

instead of a straight sale?

ANSWERS

Answer No. 1-—To keep windows free from frost.

bore a row of holes in the top and bottom of the

casement, start an electric fan which will keep

the moist air in circulation and prevent it freezing

on and glazing the glass.

Answer No. 2—The “P. M." for compensation

means paying the sales force a premium on dam

aged, shopworn or goods you want to clean out.

It is seldom ever given on new, clean, salable

merchandise. '

Answer No. 3-—A credit guaranty consists of hav

ing some responsible person or firm guarantee the

account to the seller against loss and prompt pay

ment of all bills.

Answer No. 4—To effect a saving on card board

and always have same clean, use a black card

letters in white instead of a white card with the

usual black printed figures or letters.

Answer No. 5—The terms “2% 1O days E. O. M."

means goods are sold with the privilege of de

ducting 2% discount 1O days from the end of the

month the goods were billed. Thus a 40 day

dating is established.

Answer No. 6—On goods sold outright the title

passes from the seller to the buyer. On goods

sold on “consignment” title remains in the posses

sion of the seller up to and including a specified

(late or settlement day.

 

HE fellow you think has a soft snap is very like

ly envying you just as you envy him. There

are no soft snaps.

The Need of Poise

OLLEGE authorities are, of late, devoting in

creased attention to the importance of self

poise among students as an offset to our most deep

ly-rooted failing, that of nervousness. It is pointed

out that the man who best controlshis impulses

and prejudices; who learns to estimate his world

correctly, is most likely to succeed. As a people

we are swayed, from day to day, by every passing

breeze of excitement, our lives, which should be

calm and our minds, which should be upon our

tasks, are fretted by the trifies around us. VVe feed

upon the bitter provender daily spread before us

by the sensational newspapers. Vi/hen a man finds

his office work irritating he should drop the papers

and take up books. Very likely the shelves _of his

home library hold many works in the perusal of

which he may live for an hour or so each day in

another and a better world, and so regain that self

control he has lost and discover that philosophy_

which teaches patience, tranquility and forbearance.

The Wane of Winter

PRING is creeping northward and it is always

welcome. It means much to all of us who have

our daily work to do and must keep close to the desk

and plan for the balmy weeks which are the fore~

runners of early summer. March is a month of

pleasant anticipation and of wise preparation for a

busy thereafter.

When the Worm Turns

PARAGRAPH, culled from a village paper.

coming from northern New York State, re

veals a healthy sense of independence by the local

fizz dispensers. There must be a bottom price to

things, in these days of high costs of concomitants.

however hard it may hit the young fellers who want

to do the popular caper with the girls. Here is the

item: “Repeal of the war tax on soft drinks will

not affect the retail price of ice cream sodas in this

village, it was said today. It will result in a re

duction of prices on the pre-war five-cent drinks

which will go back to five cents. Ice cream will be

ten cents per dish again, providing it is not a sun

dae. Ice cream cones will be a nickel. Druggists

and soda fountain proprietors say that while the tax

on drinks has been removd, a tax on syrups has been

added and that therefore they cannot reduce the

price of sodas and sundaes which contain the

syrups.”

 

 

 

Philosophy of Business

VER the door of their national bank, the Chi

nese have carved an adage which reads: “If

you employ a man, trust him. If you cannot trust

him. do not employ him." That is a good philoso

phy to apply to friendship as well as to business.
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Legal Points

for the

Retail Merchant

LESLIE Cmws

on coxraacrmc WITH MARRIED woman

‘ EGARDLESS of the retail merchant's line, he

will as a general rule carry on a large propor

tion of his trade with married women. And so

long as such transactions are for cash, or if sold

on the personal credit of the purchaser, her marital

status may not be of any concern to the merchant.

On ‘the other hand, if as in perhaps the majority

of cases, the goods are sold to a married woman,

and charged to her husband’s account, an entirely

different situation may be encountered. This is true

because in law a wife’s right to purchase goods

upon the credit of her husband is subject to many

limitations, and unless a merchant “watches his

step” as the saying goes, he may acquire an account

that will be difficult of collection if the husband de

clines to pay. , .

In the first place whether or not a wife has the

right to purchase goods upon the credit of her

husband depends upon the facts in the particular

case. But, in any event, agency, express or implied,

must be shown, for a wife merely by virtue of the

marital relation does not, as a matter of law, re

gardless of the facts involved, acquire the right to

purchase goods upon her husband’s credit.

If the husband expressly gives his wife the right

to purchase goods, or if he pays such bills from

time to time, his actions may amount to an ac

quiescense that will prevent him from denying the

merchant the right to recover. Or if he has failed

to provide for his wife he will, generally speaking,

be liable for necessaries that she has purchased, pro

viding they are living together, or even though

they are living apart, if the separation was caused

by his fault, and she was free from blame.

On the other hand the husband will not, as a

general rule, be liable, even for necessaries, where

his wife has left him without cause; wherecredit

was extended to her and not to him; or, where she

has agreed to accept a certain sum from him for

her maintenance and he has paid it.

It is obvious then, that if the merchant is to ex

tend credit to a married woman upon her husband's

account in an intelligent manner, from a credit

standpoint, he must know something about the

couple’s domestic and financial arrangements. And,

as information of this kind is frequently difficult to

obtain, such situations require the exercise of tact

and judgment if the customer is not to be offended

and the merchant made sure of the account.

However, regardless of the difficulties encounter

ed, the merchant who is prudent will investigate the

wife’s authority to buy goods upon the credit of her

husband, atleast before such an account has reached

any considerable size. To follow any other course

is, in the light of the limitations placed on married

women in this respect, certainly not a good busi

ness practice and may sooner or later lead to disputes

and possible losses. The danger of blindly giving

credit in situations of this kind may be illustrated

by the following case in point:

A married woman purchased certain articles from

a department store upon her husband's credit. At

the time the goods were purchased neither the wom

an nor her husband had any account at the store.

The husband declined to pay on the ground that he

furnished his wife sufiicient money to buy all neces

saries, and that he had forbidden her to run accounts

against him in department stores.

The store contended, that as the goods furnished

were necessaries, the wife had the authority by vir

tue of the marital relation to pledge her husband's

cerdit. The case reached the New Jersey Court of

Errors and Appeals, and in passing upon this con

tention it was, in part, said:

“It is argued that the tradesman is entitled to

assume that the wife has authority to pledge the

credit of the husband for necessaries, unless he re

ceives notice to the contrary. This may be conceded

when the husband, by his conduct, has led the trades

man to believe that the wife has such authority.

But there seems no ground for such assumption on

the part of the tradesman who deals with the wife

for the first time. He is supposed to know that

the wife’s power to pledge her husband’s credit is

not without limit; that she can only do so for the

purpose of obtaining those necessaries which the

law requires him to furnish her, and to the extent

that they remain unfurnished; and he can readily

ascertain by inquiry the fact of the wife’s authority

to pledge her husband’s credit for the purchase

which she desires to make." (James McCreery &

Co. vs. Martin, 87 Atl. 433.)

The court holding that it was the duty of the

merchant when selling goods to a married woman.

for the first time on the credit of her husband, to

ascertain her authority. Holding, that if the mer

chant failed to do this and it developed that the

wife did not have such authority, and that the hus

band had already made provision for his family, he

could not be bound for the additional purchases of

his wife simply because she was his wife.

Now it is true that other courts have conceded

more power to the wife in situations of this kind

than did the New Jersey Court in the foregoing

case, and it is possible that in some other states the

merchant would have been allowed to recover on the

facts of that case. But the foregoing decision is

supported by much authority, and illustrates in an
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admirable manner a possible danger to the merchant

in selling goods to a wife on her husband’s credit,

in the absence of information relative to her au

thority.

So to sum up, and speaking generally without

regard to particular statutes and cases, it would seem

but prudent for the merchant to be on his guard

when opening accounts of this kind. And as a

general rule the exercise of a little tact and judg

ment in ascertaining the wife’s authority, when the

account is first opened, will prove to be a wise

business policy in the long run.

 

Our Flag

HE national colors are so largely and constantly

displayed in these days that the correct manner

of doing so is an important detail. Here are the

proper instructions:

“When the American flag is hung as a banner, the

union, or field of stars, should be in the upper left

hand corner. VVhen hung with the stripes perpendic

ular, the union should be in the right-hand corner.

When hung from a rope stretched from building to

building across the street, on streets running north

and south, the union should fly to the east; on

streets running east and west, the union should fly

to the north. When hung from a rope stretched

from the house to a tree in the yard, the union

should fly toward the street.”

 

Get Close to the Crowds

HOSE who take note of the drift of trade, see

much encouragement in the increasing demand

for stores, well situated for retail business. Con

fectioners who cater to an evening trade must find

location close to the current of humanity sweeping

past to and from theatres and cinema shows. It’s a

mistake to allow a competitor to outbid one for the

best possible place in the contest for the patronage

of the money spenders of the day or night.

 

The Survival of _the Fittest I

T IS rather well understood that, taking the in
I 'dustries of the country by and large, so to

speak, there are not as many salesmen in the big

flock as there were when the selling was easy, and

yet most of the real men of the road—, the kind

that you can’t down—, are still alive and doing,

and the reason of it is that they have not only put

plenty of hustle into their work, but have had the

constant backing of employers, who believe .in push,

publicity and perseverance. In the language of one

big national user of all-the-while advertising and a

flock of sure-thing travelers, “the real creative

salesmen are still with us, and while we, of course,

sympathize with those who have fallen by the way

side, it was bound to come. 1921 furnished the

test. It could only be the survival of the fittest.”

A New Field for Live Salesmen

HE winter season at the southern resort cities,

now closing, is said to have broken all records.

It is now only, in that direction, that we may find

great numbers of tourists who, having found suit

able abiding places, are content to stay in them,

glad to get in at any cost.

In the South, because of the distance and the

nature of most of the roads leading in that direc

tion, the automobile has not hurt the hotel and local

retail business. In the North the reverse is true. In

the old days, people, arriving by train at any of the

long popular summering resorts, engaged their

rooms in advance and planned for long'stays. Now

a continuous procession of auto tourists speed over

thousands of miles of splendid roads and wire ahead

for one night stops. Beautiful environments no

longer hold them. Vi/hat the long-established re

sorts have lost has been gained by countless small

communities along the best routes. Storekeepers,

small hotels, lunch purveyors, in such places, have

been much prospered. This fact seems to warrant

more attention to the advantage of keeping the

small-town retailers well provided with good quali

ties of confectionery. The cheapest and most efiec

ti-ve way to develop this promisingdemand is to

stock up your salesman’s auto and turn him loose, to

try out his luck in getting acquainted and planting

moderate supplies of goods at a thousand cross-road

villages and inland towns which have only just com

menced to realize what a chance of prosperity the

world on rubber wheels has brought to them.

Where the Profits _A—re Taken

THE maple sugar growers of New York State

sell their product to wholesale dealers atfrom

sixty cents to one dollar per gallon. They state that

whereas the price in the local retail market does

not exceed three dollars per gallon it has been sold

in New York City at the rate of one dollar per pint

or eight dollars per gallon. The Maple Producers’

Association of the state proposes to advertise sugar

and syrup widely and make an effort to get rid of

the middlemen and at the same time to standardize

the qualities of the product.

 

 

Your Neighbors and Your Insurance

ANUFACTURERS everywhere in crowded

cities need in these days to know what sort

of people and industries are in their immediate

neighborhood. Incendiary fires are difiicult to prove

but we all know that they are increasing in number.

Every honest manufacturer or storekeeper is obliged

to pay higher rates of insurance, wherever he

is located in zones under suspicion. The fire-bug

works while you sleep. He constitutes a menace

almost impossible to avert. Safety appliances cost

a lot of money but they may be cheap at any price

when a fire breaks out in some old shack next door.
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Western Confectioners’ Association Hold

Fine Convention at Coronado Beach

HE Western Confectioners’ Association chose

an ideal place and the right time for their 1922

Convention, Hotel del Coronado, Coronado Beach,

San Diego, California, being the place chosen, and

January 17th, 18th and 19th the time. A perfect

climate and ideal weather combined with alert, ag

gressive confectioners to make the convention a

great success.

A large gathering of members and their ladies

greeted President Leon Sweet when he called the

convention to order. E. A. Harter, Chairman of

the Los Angeles Zone, welcomed the members to

Southern California in a short and happy speech.

President Sweet then addressed the meeting, saying
in part: H

“It is with a sigh of relief that most of us will

put the year 1921 behind us and look forward to the

year 1922 with confidence, hope and optimism. We

are not out of the woods yet, but we can look for

an improvement in business conditions with the be

ginning of spring. In order to build up a safe busi

ness it takes quality, service, salesmanship and ad

vertising, not destructive price-cutting methods. If

our industry had taken up a national advertising

campaign a year or two ago, placing ourselves

squarely and fairly before the American public, we

would have enjoyed the good opinion of the public

and the good will of t_he press which likely would

have resulted in elimination of the excise tax en

tirely.

“Confectionery manufacturers need to do more

reading and thinking. Far too many are trying

to do business on a 1914 basis. The worst thing

that could happen to our industry would be for us

to get back to conditions we encountered seven years

ago. We must elevate our standards in our factory

and with our employees. Let's look to the future

with renewed hope and a determination to bring

about "greater accomplishments.”

The report of the Treasurer showed receipts of

$13,140.06 and disbursements of $12,026.20 and

a balance in bank of $1,113.86. Secretary Nicholas

Nelson then presented his annual report, in which

he said:

“The figures for 1921 should teach valuable les

sons if analyzed closely. Future success is based

upon a knowledge and avoidance of past mistakes.

Cost of selling has in many cases been exorbitant.

“In planning 1922 sales campaigns we can almost

confidently look for steady prices without further

declines. In fact, as we get further along in the

year the tendency will be for advances in our selling

prices. Raw materials are at the bottom. Sugar

at base ports went a little below 5 cents and can not

go much, if any, below that figure. At the same

time I see nothing to justify any serious advance,

as the world's stock of sugar is very large, some

thing like 1,200,000 tons, visible supply, in this

hemisphere. In corn syrup the market is low and

the tendency should be toward an advance. But

low sugar prices operate to keep corn syrup down,

as there is a definite point where corn syrup would

he more expensive than sugar.

“Our association work has a wide field before it

and a great distance to go. \Ve are not now really

selling candy, but are supplying a demand which

reaches us by several steps from retailers and per

haps through jobbers. VVe send our salesmen out

to collect orders for goods asked for by consumers,

while successful manufacturing retailers sell candy

by approved merchandising methods. \Ve should

reverse the process, and sell the consumers. induce

them to ask for our candy, stimulate their desire for

it, persuade them to eat more candy daily. Our

next step will then be easier, to convince the re

tailer that our lines should be handled at a reason

able margin. \Ne should make use of general ad

vertising to stimulate candy consumption.

“It has been said that Americans spend four

times as much for confectionery, chewing gum,

sodas, ice cream, etc., than for the support of the

Army, and some newspapers declare this wasteful,

which shows the point of view held by some editors

toward our and similar industries. Something

should be done to have this corrected, and those ed

itors should be taught that candy balls are far more

wholesome than cannon balls.”

The Nominating Committee then presented the

following nominations for office:—For President,

Chester E. Roberts; for First Vice-President,

Chas. M. Thomsen; for Second Vice-President,‘E.

B. Gimbal ; for Treasurer, Nicholas Nelson.

On motion made by Mr. Walrath the secretary

was instructedto cast the unanimous vote of the

Convention for the candidates named.

President-elect, Chester E. Roberts, was then con

ducted to the platform and in an interesting manner

thanked the Convention and outlined his policies

Hon. ]ohn L. Bacon, Mayor of San Diego. then ad

dressed the meeting, touching strongly on the value

of association work in business, and extending to

the Convention the freedom of the City of San

Diego.

At the second session, \Valter C. Hughes, Sec

retary of the National Confectioners’ Association,
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addressed the meeting, commanding earnest and un

divided attention for two hours. The great interest

taken in his address was evidenced by frequent ap

plause and questions. In the Course of his remarks

Mr. Hughes said:

“Conditions in our industry at the beginning of

1922 are very dififerent from what they were at the

beginning of 1921. Stocks of jobbers and retailers

are depleted. There is no large carry-over as there

was in 1921. During the summer season there is

always a 'falling off’ of sales. This year, in my

opinion, it will be somewhat more pronounced than

during the summer of 1921. This will partially

be due to the increased sales of ice cream and soft

drinks, which will undoubtedly be benefited by the

removal of the consumers’ tax to a recurrence of
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“There will be good business for the fellow who

goes after it and who makes up his mind that he

is hard to get it. It will take good, hard, persist

nt work to‘ bag the game,’ but it can be done and

will be done.

“‘Everybody Likes Candy'—Remember our slo

gan and go after the business with‘ the intention‘ of

getting it. Have faith in the industry, faith in

your goods, faith in your salesmen and last, but not

least, faith in yourself, and when you close your

books on the year 1922 you will be proud of what

you have accomplished, and it will be an incentive to

greater accomplishments next year.”

The following resolutions, among others, were

adopted:

That the Secretary be instructed to take up with

 

 

a depression in all lines of business that will be the

inevitable result of the ‘shaking down’ process that

has been going on during the past few years and

which has not yet been completed.

“I expect to see very good business this fall and

the year as a whole, in my opinion, will show an

average increase of 25 per cent to 33 l/3 per. cent
over 1921. T .

»“The reports on business conditions demonstrate

that there is a continued upward movement and

that gradually we are approaching a business level

which will assure a stable and steady demand for all

kinds of merchandise. If we have the faith and the

courage, we need not fear the future. VVe must

quit facing both ways. Many of us are still think

ing of the prosperous days of the war period. VVe

must forget the past and turn our faces steadfastly

toward the future.

“The year 1922 will be just what each makes it.

nothing more.

“The chief factors that will determine whether at

the end of 1922 you can look back and feel proud of

what you have accomplished will be quality. serv

ice and salsmanship. Their relative importance

is in the order in which I have mentioned them.

the ofiicers of the National Confectioners' Associ

ation the confusion in trade-marks resulting from

the registration of generic terms and names that

have been used by many confectioners, so that only

genuine trade-marks be registrable.

That during the months of October, November,

and December the local chairman of each Zone shall

advise the Secretary, immediately by telegram, of

all quotations, and that the Secretary shall forward

this information to the chairmen of other Zones.

That a committee of three be appointed by the

President to formulate a plan for Candy Day Ad

vertising, and that John VV. Vogan be appointed

Chairman of said c_ommittee.

That a committee be appointed by the President

to confer with the National Confectioners’ Associ

ation.0n the subject of general advertising, and that

this committee also study the subject of advertising

in our territory by our Association.

That ‘this Association, the majority of whose

members are also members of the National Confec

tioners’ Association, hereby goes on record as fully

endorsing the policies pursued by VValter C. Hughes

in the conduct of his office as Secretary of the Na

tional Confectioners’ Association.
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That it is the sense of the VVestern Confectioners’

Association that the National Confectioners’ As

sociation is to be congratulated on having as its

secretary, a man of Mr. Hughes’ unquestioned ca

pability.

That the candy industry of the country, as a

whole, owes its gratitude to Mr. Hughes for the

splendid, successful efforts, and great sacrifices

which he made on behalf of the industry during the

storm and stress of the world warr period.

That a copy of these resolutions be sent to the

ofiicers of the National Confectioners’ Association

and to Mr. Hughes, as a token of the esteem in

which he is held by this Western Confectioners’ As

sociation.

The following Standing Commit_tees were ap

pointed :—

CANDY DAY ADVERTISING

john VV. Vogan, Chairman.

Leon Sweet.

George Cardinet.

GENERAL ADVERTISING

Leon Sweet.

L. C. Blunt.

Fred Krause.

FINANCE

E. A. Harter.

Geo. VV. Leihy.

J. R. Showley.

It was decided to hold a Mid-Summer Conven

tion in July on board a steamer leaving from Seattle

to Southeastern Alaska and return. This is in the

nature of a summer vacation. The steamer trip will

take ten or eleven days’ visiting all the important

points in Alaska, going by way of the “Inside Pas

sage,” which has practically only forty miles of open

ocean making a very pleasant trip throught straits

and sounds and past glaciers. Manufacturing con

fectioners and friends throughout the country are

cordially invited to join in this trip which will, un

doubtedly, be a pleasant and very unusual event.

Registrations must be made very promptly with

Chester E. Roberts, Imperial Candy Co., Seattle,

Washington.

In accepting the ofiice of president, Mr. Roberts

paid high tribute to his predecessor, Leon Sweet,

who so successfully and untiringly held the ofiice for

the past two years, and said -his aim and purpose

would be to -carry on the work in a manner to pei'

petuate the principles as developed by the association

which had accomplished so much for the general

upbuilding of the industry throughout the eleven

Western States. Mr. Roberts presided at all meet

ings following his election on the first day of the

convention, Later Mr. Roberts, on behalf of the

Western Confectioners’ Association, presented to

Walter C. Hughes and his wife a novel gift in the

form of a complimentary trip to Alaska on the

steamer “Spokane.”

“Candy Day” and plans for a repetition for the

advertising necessary to make it even more success

ful this year than in 1921 came in for lengthy dis

cussion. It was the general sentiment of all mem

bers present that it should be generously supported

by every candy manufacturer in the West. A com

mittee was appointed, to whom authority was given

to outline plans for “candy day” and a method of

raising funds. ]. W. Vogan was named chairman,

with Leon Sweet and George Cardinet to act with

him.

Subjects discussed by various members were:

_I. W. Vogan on “Advertising and Propaganda";

“Securing Retailers’ Co-operation,” by George \V.

Leihy; “Vi/hat Should Gross Profits Mean,” by

Chester E. Roberts; “Uniformity of Costs,” by

Henry Rhine, and “Editorial Co-operation,” by ]ay

H. Kugler.

There was ample entertainment during the con

vention for the members and their ladies, including

golf tournaments, dances, lunches, etc., and also

a trip to Tia Juana, across the Mexican border,

where were witnessed several horse races and other

sports.

Entertainment for the ladies was in charge of

J. K. Showley, B. G. Showley, Izer Davis, O. L.

Holt and D. S. Simison, to whom a vote of thanks

was accorded by all ladies attending the convention.

On Tuesday afternoon they gave a card party and

tea at the Coronado Hotel, and a dance in the

casino following dinner; on Wednesday an auto

drive to all points of interest, luncheon at the San

Diego Country Club. a drive to Tia Juana and a

dance in the hotel ballroom that evening.
 

High Finance and Low

FINANCIER, discussing a project to abolish

gold money, said the other day:

“High finance always makes me think of Low

Perkins.

“Young Lowell Perkins—Low, we used to call

him—went into a drug store one day and asked for

a hot chocolate. The soda fountain man turned to

prepare the chocolate when Low said:

“ ‘Hold on. I think I’ll have a banana ice cream

soda instead, if you don't mind. It’s the same price,

aint it ?’

“ ‘Yep,’ said the fountain man, and he prepared

Low’s drink, and Low tossed it off and started out.

“ ‘Hey l’ said the fountain man. ‘Hey, mister,

you ain't paid me for that banana ice cream soda

vet.’

“ ‘But I had the ice cream soda instead of the

hot chocolate,’ said Low.

“ ‘But you didn’t pay me for the hot chocolate.’

“ ‘\Vell, I didn’t have it!’

“And Low walked out.”
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Candy and Birthday Sentiments

T HE fashion of sending illuminated postcards

upon birthday occasions is very popular. Such

cards need not be mailed. Thoughtful people some

times place them in boxes of candy. A great many

would do so if they only happened to find the cards

and the candy conveniently together. There is no

good reason why handsome labels, bearing appropri-

ate verselets, should not come into vogue. A selec

tion of these could be kept in stock and pasted upon

the boxes at the time of sale. The following appro

priate lines have been written especially for this use:

When e’er you count one birthday more

Let care be uninvited;

May cards galore still shower your door,

Anew with friendship plighted.

 

Though memory’s years hold bitter or sweet,

Pray we for the years still before;That your path may be sunny and soft to the feet, l

And good fortune oft knock at your door.

 

May all your years be golden miles

And many come to you;

May dreams be your’s of Fortune's smiles

And may they all come true!

 

I do not ask how old you are,

Hushed be each curious tongue;

I only know to me you are,

And always will be, young.

 

I think of you upon this day,

Though other days I may forget,

Till life itself shall fade away

Your birthday I’ll remember yet.

 

May heavy showers in many years

Be yours, as part of life's reward,

But never showers of sorrow’s tears,

]ust loving showers of birthday cards.

 

Candied Vegetables

Cl WAS surprised at the Mexican sweetmeats.”

said a man just back from Mexico. "I do

not think there can be any fruit or vegetable which

they do not candy, preserve in syrup, or convert into

jam.

“In a queer little pueblo in the State of Zacatecas

I heard a woman calling monotonously. ‘Cimar

rones, calabasas.’ Now these words in English mean

sweet potatoes and pumpkins. She had a small tray

held in place by a leather thong that went around

her neck.

“I crossed the plaza and asked her for five cents’

worth of calabasas. She placed several pieces of

a sugary yellow substance in a paper bag, and I real

ized that I was going to have the experience of

tasting candied pumpkin.

“If you can imagine pumpkin pie frozen hard

and saturated with sugar you can get an idea of the

flavor of that queer confection. One grows to like

it after one has lived in Mexico for a while.

“The cimarrones were also rather nice. The

sweet potatoes are boiled in water until they are

soft. They are then soaked in hot syrup and can

died. A final coating of powdered white sugar is

added, and gives them the appearance of large

Easter eggs.

“Beets, carrots, turnips and artichokes are some

of the vegetables made into sweetmeats in Mexico.

Tropical fruits of every description are also used

for this purpose, and candied -watermelon peel is a

great favorite.

The regular stand of the sweetmeat vendors is

on the plaza, but at night they turn out in force

around the doors of the theatres. A Mexican sen

orita would not enjoy the show unless she had a

good supply of her native confections to munch.

It is her substitute for the chocolate creams that we

buy for our matinee girls.

“Last"New Year's Eve I was in Nogales, a

pueblo on the international line between Arizona

and the Mexican State of Sonora. A vaudeville

entertainment was being given at the little theatre,

and about eight o'clock I strolled over to take in an

act or t\vo. It was almost impossible to make my

way to the box office through the crowd of peddlers

that blocked the street and sidewalks.

“‘Pumpkin, carrots, sweet potatoes, senor!’ they

shouted in Spanish, while the light from many oil

lamps flickered over their wares. ‘Very cheap,

Only ten cents for as much as you can eat.’

“It was a strange scene, full of color and racy

of the soil. Indeed, it is the sweetmeat vendors that

will always recur to my mind when I think of my

visit to Mexico.”

Profit nd Loss Account

 

March 4. Advertising for girl to do type

writing . - . . . . . . . . . . .. $1.30

“ 9. Violets for new typewriter. .. .50

“ 13. Week's salary of typewriter.. 10.00

“ 16. Roses for typewriter . . . . . . .. 2.00

“ 16. Miss Remington's salary. . . . . 15.00

“ 20. Candy for wife and children

over Sunday . . . . . . . . . . . . . .60

“ 22. Box of bonbons for Miss Rem

ington . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.00

“ 26. Lunch for Miss Remington.. 5.75

“ 27. Daisy’s salary . . . . . . . . . . . .. 20.00

“ 29. Theatre and supper with Daisy

at Del’s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19.00

“ 30. Sealskin for wife . . . . . . . . .. 225.00

“ 30. Silk dress for wife's mother. . 50.00

“ 30. Advertising for young man to

do typewriting . . . . . . . . . . . 1.30
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H Selling Goods by Displaying Them

WINDOW DISPLAY RECORDS

IT COSTS money to make good window dis

plays. There is the money invested in the dis

play fixtures, the rental value of the storage space

occupied by these fixtures when not in use. the time

of the person who makes the display, and the money

spent for special decorations on any special dis

play. There may also be numerous other miscellane

ous displays. Unless careful records are kept of all

displays the confectioner is more likely to look upon

all this as an expense rather than an investment.

Even if he does consider it a good investment. this

investment is made in the dark and takes on the ap

pearance of a wild cat venture rather than a sound

one, unless he has records which show him beyond a

question of a doubt just how profitable good dis

plays are and which prove the most profitable.

It may happen that those displays which cost the

most money prove the most profitable and it may

happen that those which cost the least money prove

the most profitable. There is but one way to find

out and that is to keep records. Each confection

er must also keep his own window records just as he

keeps his own records in the other departments of

his business. It is not safe to rely upon the window

records someone else has made any more than it is

to rely upon profit and loss records of some other

concern. It is a case of each concern knowing ex

actly what is being accomplished in its own store.

Two sets of window display records are needed.

One should be a debit and credit account for all the

windows. This may well be kept as follows. First

set a fair rental value on the windows and charge

this up against them each month. Include in this

charge the rental value of the storage room for the

display fixtures and the workroom of the display man

if any such room is provided. Charge also against

the window the salary of the display man if one is

employed to devote all his time to making window

displays or that portion of the salary of the person

making the displays which is represented by the time

he devotes to displays. Also charge against the win

dows every other item of expense that is chargeable

to them, making certain that nothing is left out.

Then credit to them all sales that can be credited

to them. Of course this credit will have to be esti

mated to a considerable degree, yet the estimates

should be made with care and as accurately as pos

sible. This record will give an idea of just what the

windows are actually worth. It does not, however.

tend to increase the effectiveness of the windows

to any great degree and if the greatest profits are to

be derived from the windows it is necessary to make

the displays more effective. A separate record is

needed to do this.

Some people who make window displays make

very careful sketches of these displays before they

are placed in the window. If such sketches are made

they should be saved and bound in a book. VVhen

making such sketches it is well to make one of the

setting alone and another of the completed window.

I have stated that these sketches should be bound

in a book. A very satisfactory book can be made

by securing two pieces of leather or a leather sub

stitute cut a little larger than the sheets upon which

the sketches are made. The end that is to be bound

should extend an inch or more beyond that edge

of the sketch.

Now punch a couple of holes near the binding

  

This shows a convenient and economical way

ot making up the book. 1, is a sheet of leather

or imitation leather with holes punched to form

a cover, 2, is a sample page. The picture may

be on the right- or the left-hand page whichever

is desired. 3 is the finished book. A shoe lace

serves as a very satistactory binder. The lace

should be tied on the side of the book where

the last leaves are inserted so that no leaves al

ready in the book need be disturbed when new

ones are added.

edge of the leather covers and also through the bind

ing end of the paper on which the sketch is made.

Should the sketch be made on bristol or other draw

ing board that cannot easily be bent, trim it to the

proper size, cut a strip of the material for binding

purposes and fasten it to the sketch by means of a

cloth hinge. Cloth shoe strings will serve to bind

the covers and the sketches together if threaded

through the holes and tied. If instead of using

two leather covers one long strip is used to form

both covers and a back the sketches will be bet

ter protected and the book will have a better ap

pearance. Between each set of display sketches

there should be inserted a sheet of paper on which

a complete record of the display is entered.

This record should give the cost of making the

display, the amount and kind of light used, that

is, whether spot lights, colored lights or other kind
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of light was used, the date it was made, the number

of days it remained in the window, the kind of

weather while the display was in the iwindow, the

time required to make the display, the cost of mak

ing it, and all other items that might possibly prove

of value at any time in the future. Every detail

about the display not shown in the sketch may well

be entered in this record.

All data secured in regard to the number of peo

ple who stopped and looked at the display, the num

ber of people who purchased as a result of the dis

play, the sales of the goods displayed during and im

mediately after the display was made and how great

an increase this was above the averge sales, and all

information resulting from asking people questions

  

The firm that keeps a display record book like

this soon has data on his window displays that

is of the utmost value. He no longer needs

to go on making displays by guess. He bases

them upon the accurate knowledge contained in

the book. The few dollars spent in keeping the

record will sooner or later bring returns a hun

dred told greater than the cost.

about the display or making any of the investiga

tions suggested in the previous article should also

be entered in the record.

At the time these records are made some of the

data entered may not appear of very great value

but a year hence it may be of great assistance in

making a display which will prove far more profit

able than this display has been. It is very easy

to forget details and for that very reason an accurate

record of them may prove of great value. In any

case such a record will soon show what it is well to

avoid when making displays. It is not long before it

indicates which displays are most profitable and

which are most unprofitable and points the way to

displays that will always prove profitable.

Every display man or at least everyone who

makes window displays is not enough of an artist

to make good sketches of the displays. Not all

those who can make good sketches make them.

Sketches, however, are not entirely necessary to

make suitable records. In fact, one might almost

go so far as to say that they may not be the best

records, for the display, when finally made, may not

have been exactly like the sketch. A photograph

of the window will show exactly how the display

was made.

Some display men take their own photographs,

while others have a professional photographer do

the work. If a contract is made with the photog

rapher to take a certain minimum number of photo

graphs each year, it is usually possible to secure :1

lower price than would be the case if he was called

in each time a picture is needed.

Pictures 5 by 7, 6% by 8% or 8 by IO inches in

size as suitable. The smaller sizes cost less and

usually serve the purpose about as well. The equip»

ment needed is a camera with a wide angle lense,

so that the camera can be set up on the edge of the

sidewalk and still take in the whole window and the

lense should be large enough so that a fairly large

stop can be used. An exposure of from ten to

twenty minutes is usually needed to take a window

display picture at night, and on account of the win

dow reflections it is rarely possible to take a good

picture of a window display except at night and

with the light of the regular window lighting sys

tem.

After the prints are made mount them upon

cloth and bind them in the book with the re/cord

sheet facing the print. The print should be clear

and show every detail of the display. Because the

large prints do show more detail, that is, make it

easier to see it, they serve the purpose a little bet

ter than do the small ones.

It may prove a good plan to divide the display

record among three books. Have one book showing

the displays that have proven especially effective,

another showing those that have shown average

results and a third showing displays that have failed

to meet expectations. When this plan is followed,

it is a little easier to study the record with the idea

in view of finding just what constitutes the display

that results in the largest sales and those which

result in the smallest sales. By having the best dis

plays in a book by themselves and the poorest, when

measured by results, in another book by themselves,

one is soon able to pick out certain features that

run through all the best displays and in the same

way pick out certain features that run through the

poorest displays. As a result he will eventually be

able to establish certain of the requirements for a

successful window display and will find certain fea

tures that tend to make the display ineffective as

far as sales are concerned.

In other words, a study of these records is going

to make it possible to materially increase the show

window profits, because it is going to make it pos

sible to make a larger percentage of the displays re

sult in selling a large‘ volume of goods. Without

some such records as these it is not possible to work

out thoroughly reliable rules for making displays

that pay. With these recordsit is possible to spend

the show window money in such a way as to make

sure that every cent is well invested.
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A. E. Pmxno

WE WANT YOUR HELP, MR. FINE CANDY DEALER

AY I have a moment of your time, Mr. Fine

Candy Dealer, in a Large City? Yes? Thank

you. The Confectioners journal has placed a heavy

load upon my slender shoulders, and strapped it

tight and fast. It has commanded me to toil as

siduously and ceaselessly in the good work of mo

bilizing the fine candy trade in the large cities into

a loose and informal organization so a man in any

city can go into a first class candy store and order

a box of confections to be delivered to any address

in any city, at any specified time. The said delivery

would be made by some first-class store in the dis

tant city.

There are many confectioners and many large

cities in this glorious country of ours, and the task

of mobilizing them for such a purpose is a colossal

one. It is utterly beyond the capacity of your

humble servant, and therefore I am sending out

SOS signals of help to every fine confectioner

above mentioned, and am confidently counting on

your approval, sympathy, co-operation and support

in this great task wherein you and your widely

separated co-workers will receive all the benefits

which I trust will be frequent and munificent.

I am encouraged in the success of this under

taking from the fact that the Confectioners

journal initiated the idea of a slogan for the candy

trade and hammered at the idea until an active in

terest was developed and the slogan finally adopted,

and it may be published broadcast to the fraternity

by the time you read this article. The next step

therefore is to capitalize the slogan and utilize it

in this loose association. Before anything tangible

can be done, however, the interest of the trade must

be aroused and mobilized, and after that is ac

complished definite steps can be formulated to de

velop a workable plan the same as the florists happily

accomplished. Let us give an illustration: A man in

Buffalo has an intimate friend or relative in Harris

burg. Her birthday arrives, as birthdays have a

way of doing. He desires to send her a little

thought of remembrance and feels that a box of

delicious bon bons would be received with enthu

siastic welcome. He wants her to receive it a cer

tain hour on a certain day. It is an impossibility

now. If he should send it by mail it might ar

rive the day before, or possibly several days after

the proper time, and its happy psychological ef

fects would be completely spoiled by this. But

under this proposed plan it would be simplicity

itself. He would simply go to the confctioner,

place the order and the dealer would write or wire

to a suitable dealer in the distant city to deliver

the order at a certain time to a certain place. Won’t

you get interested in this proposed plan? Won't

you write a letter to the Confectioners Journal

expressing your interest and encouragement, and

giving any suggestions which occur to you? You

have no idea how much it will help in the good

work for you to do this, and I am hoping the spirit

will move you to take your pen in hand and write

a few encouraging words.
 

EVERYBODY SEEMS TO BE A DRINKER NOW

HE other day walking along the fashionable

shopping street of my city I noticed a sign in

the window of a fine candy store, which read

“Coffee Served Here.” Until recently this was an

exclusive candy store, confined to the fine trade.

It had no soda water or ice cream in the summer

and no warm drinks in winter. And yet, here

it was offering and advertising the ubiquitous cup

of coffee in the middle of the day, accompanied by

dainty little sandwiches of a smallness that would

be an aggravation to an ordinary man and drive a

hearty man with a vigorous appetite to deeds of

desperation.

Everybody seems to be drinking now. In sum

mer it is frigid soda, and in winter it is steaming

coffee and cocoa. There must be money in lunches

is what I tell myself a dozen times a day as I re

flect upon the subject. A high grade grocer, who

had half a dozen stores in the better part of the

city, opened modest lunch counters in his stores

a few years ago. They grew and grew, and kept

on grewing—if that is the proper word—until in

several stores they completely crowded out the

groceries and became full-fledged restaurants. A

friend of mine has a large drug store. I-Ie had a

modest soda water counter near the front door.

One day about a year ago he timidly offered a

few sandwiches and wedges of pie. The idea

“took.” The lunch department developed amaz

ingly. Today hundreds attend his lunches. They

sit on little dinkey stools and drink coffee, and eat

sandwiches, and cake and wedges of pie. I will
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whisper what he whispered to me as a great secret.

His cofiee is fine, the cream is thick and delicious,

his sandwiches are stuffed with ground meat with

some appetizing condiment added. His pies are

super first class and the wedges are big. He told

me that his lunches are one of the large factors of

his business. His patrons are of the prosperous

class, and when they get through they just naturally

go back in his large store and buy something.

Every candy store I know almost is now serving

lunches and coffee and such. ' So many folks now

“room” and “eat out” that there seems to be a

patronage for any place that serves good, though

light, repasts. How about your place?

A FORTY-HORSEPOWER EDITORIAL

I JUST read a cracking editorial, a peach and a

dandy. It seemed actually alive and it made a

noise like real money. It wasn't in a high toned

literary journal. It wasn't written by some famous

author with bulging brow and thoughts in the

clouds. It didn’t have a whole page set apart for

itself with a thousand dollar illustration by a fa

mous artist, as you see in some of our leading mag

azines.

It was just a little meek, humble, modest, plain,

common-sense affair, with small words and short

sentences, that said its little say and then relapsed

into silence. It occupied thirteen lines and contain‘

ed one hundred and eighteen words on page 95 of

the january number of the Confectioners journal.

Perhaps you read it, and if you did I’ll bet a red

apple to a dime that you thought it was just

“ordinary stuff,” that you straightway plumb for

got it, and that you are snorting with scorn at the

words of praise you are reading. That’s where you

are off the track, friend candyman, where you are

dead wrong. For that editorial contained an Idea,

an idea which will add to the profits of any dealer

who will put it in his business. The idea was

this: “That you have a ‘candy day’ every day in

the week, and advertise that fact.” You can call the

rest of the editorial commonplace, if you wish, and

I won’t object, even if the editor refuses to speak

to me for a month. But I want to say in a loud

tone of voice that that Idea is worth real money,

to every dealer in the land who will use it.

Why not make every Saturday of every week a

“Candy Day”? Why not advertise it as such? Why

not dress your show window festively on that day?

Why not offer some special inducement to every

one who buys on that day, said inducement not to

apply on other days? Why not vigorously adver

tise that you offer this inducement? Why not

particularly spread yourself with the elaborate and

attractive placard which you place in your window,

using a number of fresh ones each week? Take a

pointer from the cigar stores as to the inducement.

That is: give one or more coupons to each pur

chaser on that day. You would have the coupons

printed, and they would state that 100 coupons,

say, would entitle the holder to a box of your

finest mixtures, that 50 would be good for one of

your regular boxes of bon bons, and that 25 would

be taken for, say, quarter of a pound of marsh

mallows. Then give these coupons out for every sale

made on Saturday, perhaps four for every dollar,

two for every half dollar and one for every

quarter. The people would save these coupons and

when they had the required number would bring

them in to you to be redeemed.

just shut your eyes and let your imagination

picture this plan and what it would do if vigor

ously pushed, and if it looks good, give it a try.

SPECIALIZE. THIS IS THE DAY OF SPECIALIZATION

VERYWHERE, in every branch of activity,

in every line of business the tendency is to spe

cialize. To get away from the general into the con

crete. To cease doing many things indiiferently and

to do one thing supremely well. If you go to your

family doctor to be cured of some complaint the

chances are he will send you to some specialist who

has specialized down to treating that complaint.

Many lawyers specialize on a certain kind of prac

tice. Hundreds of manufacturers have specialized

on making just one thing, to their great financial

advantage._ Thus a certain automobile manufac

turer specialized on making just one kind of car, and

today he is worth a trifle over a hundred million

dollars.

Yesterday I ran across a friend of mine, and

asked him what he is doing. “I'm selling candy to

retailers,” said he. "Gosh," said I, “you must

have a lot of competition." “Oh, I'm not bothered

with competition,” replied he, “I specialize on just

two things, represent two factories in distant

cities, and I’m doing very well, thank you."

This morning I called on a candy manufacturer, a

friend of mine. He looked so happy that I re

marked about it. “Oh, business is “booming with

me,” he said. “I was running a large assortment

of candies. Expenses both of making and selling

were heavy. My face was long. I cut out the big

assortment and specialized on one thing. VVas able

to make it first class, and sell it at a price that

seemed ridiculously low. And I'm busy as a cow in

a garden.”

If you manufacture some of your candy, Friend

Dealer, here is something to think over. \Vhy not

specialize on it? Cut your expenses down to the

bone. Make it good and make it cheap. Sell it

at a fair profit, and make your money on quantity

production, rather than on a large profit. Let the

idea ramble around in your dome of thought and

see what conclusion you arrive at.
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BUM SALESMANSHIP

AY, give you my word when I see some of

the mutts that’s floating around the earth

calling themselves salesmen, I’m ashamed to be one.

Sure, I’ve pulled some boneheaded plays myself.

Sure I have, maybe nobody’s pulled any more, but

I try not to pull any that a kid three years old would

see.

A customer of mine was in the market for a

little delivery truck,'and he couldn't make his mind

up between three different wagons. So he had

’em all demonstrated to him. The first was a

Henry, and he went out in it. One of the stunts he

had the driver do was to hit up a pretty good gait

over a rough road, because most of the country

roads around him was rough, and he wanted to

see how the thing would act.

“My gosh!” he said to me, “you ought to have

seen me. I couldn't sit on the seat! The truck just

jumped around the road like a rabbit with four

dogs after her. It was terrible! I've never been

in such a thing! Why I coudn’t use a truck like

this, I said to the salesman, I'd be afraid to send

anything delicate out in it. Why, give you my

word, I drank a glass of milk just before I went out

and it was a solid pat of butter when I got back.

“And what do you think was the cause? After

I'd bought another truck they found out that a

fool helper in the garage had blown the tires up

to about 150 lbs.—they were practically solid

wood!"

VVhat d'y’e know about that? Sending a truck

out to make a sale on without going over it to see

it was all right.

“But I didn’t tell you the worst,” the same cus

tomer said. “After I gave up buying the Henry,

I had a demonstration in another make. This one

was good—easy riding and quiet——I’d practically

made up my mind_to buy it, when all of 4a sudden

the front left wheel came off.”

“That pin must have come out,” thesalesman

said.

“It sure. must,” I said, “but it’ll never come out

for me. I can't afford to run any risk like that.

So that was off. I finally bought the'third one.

There wasn't any “accidents with that.”

Now if that wasn't rotten salesmanship, I don’t

want a cent. Like showing samples of nuts with

worms in ’em. Putting your best foot behind your

back, if you get me. Aint it true?

Why when I go out to sell goods to a new man

you fellows that see me regular wouldn’t know me.

I don’t have to put on any lugs with you, but by

gravy, when I go into a strange boy I'm sweet

enough to hug and kiss. I got a clean collar on

and everything I got on’s been brushed to the limit.

Shoes shined till you could comb your hair in ’em.

Clean shirt and everything. Believe me, I’m out to

vamp a buyer and you should see me work. Ah—

hah! You'd think I was the English Ambassador.

D'ye know I’ve always had a hunch that the sale

was made, if it's going to be, in the first thirty

seconds of the salesman's speel. I don't mean so

much the sale that a salesman makes to an old cus

tomer, that's difi'erent—but the sale that he makes

to a new one.

If the sale is made in the first thirty seconds,

why it means that the first impression's got an

awful lot to do with it, take it from me.

It’s the same way with you retail fellows. There

aint any difference except that we sell different kinds

of people. If the first thing one of your customers

sees when she comes in your place is a clerk with a

hard luck mug that looks at her like she was fixing

to sprinkle her with chloride of lime, why that

aint so good, is it?

I wouldn’t let any girl work for me that didn't

have a smile on 95% of the time. Not on your

life! I don’t mean a fathead giggle that works even

when a funeral’s going by. I mean a real smile, the

kind of a smile that says “come in, bless your heart,

I’m glad to see ye!"

Know this? I’m willing to bet my wife’s real

fox neck piece that I can make any candy store go,

just by doing two things. I'd use only clerks with

the 95% smile and I'd see that everybody that come

in the store. man,. woman, child or goat, got a taste

of something. Everyone! Nobody would let out

a peep to buy any of it understand, it would be just

like going into a friend’s house and being offered

candy. VVould it sell goods? You can bet your

whiskers it would sell goods! It does sell goods,

I’ve seen it do it!

THE STROLLER.
 

Fundamental Difl’erence

THE great difference between a strong character

and a weak one is merely a matter of will

power; a strong will never lets go; a weak one never

takes hold!
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I6 in Opportunity

VVhatever you may want to do :—

'—-Find Employment; Engage Help; Start in Business;

Buy, Sell or Exchange Material,,Equipment, or Merchandise;

—0r any of a hundred‘ and one other human activities,

—we offer you the opportunity through the gateway of

Confectioners Journal classified ads.

The readers of Confectioners Journal form an integral part

of the confectionery field. They are active, progressive, men

seeking the material or human element which will re-inforce

their business, organization or personal advancement.

Get into the habit of using want ads instead of depending

on your personal acquaintance and observation. The cost

is moderate——almost ridiculously so when you consider that Con

fectioners Journal has a distribution of 6,000 copies a month.

It is easy to open the gate to opportunity. Write the adver

tisement and mail it to Confectioners Journal, Classified Depart

ment, 411 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Read the classified advertisements

on pages 140 to 143 inclusive in this issue
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Comments of

Tokorimo

Shan
Hon. Editor

Confectionate ]urnal

ONFERENCE on limertashum of army ments

have adjourn with great clamor and all report

havin a good time, and said it was the finest Lodge

meetin they ever attended. Dellergates are all back

home now slackin a delayed thirst, and brushin up

their battleships and big guns while waitin to hear

from Henner Ford, who have announce that he will

buy anything once, xcept seat in U. S. Sennate.

The only inharmonus delergate to the conference

was Hon Bryand what hail from sunny France,

who must have had indygestun or sumpin. He was

in favor of lowin the Union States two shot guns

and a row boat, and that England should have three

unloaded pistols and two ornymental cannon, but

that bleedin France should have fleet of snub ma-I

rines to repel german advance through Switzerland.

and an army big enufi‘ to consoom all the French

wines at german expense, since she have loose good

customer over here. But diplomercy and a kick on

the shins pervale and he subside unanimusly. He go

. back to France and say to politkal frends, “Bon

Homme a bas toot sweet, mon cherie. vive la france

wasn’t asleep. For hours I debate table d’ hote and

pomme de terre; Le Bon Dieu it was magnifique,

and I scare ’em to beat hell." Then they entho0si

astically sing the Mayonnaise and lect him to cham

ber of deputy sheriffs.

Peace settle almost permanently over whole worl

when treaties are finely raterfide. England is at

last free from ireland and de valera ain't got any

job; Union States retains cable rites in Yap and

garantees ]apan against attack by Hire Em John

son; France gets promise of german indemnity as

soon as they can print the money, and China reseeve

internashnul laundry privileges at union rates. And

what do Union States get? Union States gets

graterfide feelin that she have brdt permanent peece

to the world and grate prosperity to Washton hotel

keepers. We also get excloosive concesshun of

permanent right to sell ice skates in sa hara desert.

I hear there are delergashuns in this country a

tryin to get some one to be a king in Dal Mashy

and that some worthy a merry can has chance at the

job. Lot of kings are out of posishun now, but the

ad says in this case that experiunce is not needed,

just a lovin disposishun and a good bank roll. It

was offer i unnerstand to Hon. Mr. Bony Part of

Baltermore but he decline with shivers sayin that a

great uncle of his once have a simlar job and they

chucked him on the rocks at Saint Helena and he

was never the same afterwards. This seem to be

grate oppertoonity for Hon. VVillum jenny Brine

of Miami, Omaha and Texas. He ambishusly run

for offis noomers time but was disappoint. Long

time go i remernmer Hon. Willum jenny sayin,

“You shall not press this crown of thorns this cross

of gold pon brow of republic,” but they did, and

perdicted disaster fail to come. He has now groan

older, wiser, fatter and balder and mebbe hasn’t such

a antiperthy to crowns and might get the job. Anny

way if he take job it will be one that he won’t have to

run for, altho he might have to after he gets it.

They would have got the last encumbrance only he

could run purty fast, and swim under water to war

ship in harber.

Are it not horble the discovery of scandle -in all

the colleges bout how dishonrable stoodents who

are sposed to be humped over desks studyin inter

nashual law and the multleplecashun table are reely

away in some other town a playin feet ball for which

they reseeve money in largish chunks? This are the

saddest blow that college edjercashun have reseeve.

What fondish father would send son to instertoo

shin where he are in danger of bein offered seven

thousand dollers a seeson to play feet ball evver

saturday. I have allus unnerstood that colleges was

for instruction of students in varrus activities what

would get them a livin as lawyers, dockters and en

gyneers, but now I am inform that course is in ap

plied feet ball and that bookish studies are mere side

line when the teem don’t need them.

This must be a fack as i am tole that the feet

ball coach reseeve 15,000$ a year and noomers men

shun in noosepapers, while the presdent get 3,000$

and a donashun party twice a year. I was a speekin

to a frend bout this here terrible scandle and he

throw up both hands and scream with anger, “There

goes an other federal judge or cabinet member to_

clean up the colleges.”
It are said that one feller went to go to collich I

and when he was examined the perfesser said to his

colleegs, “This bird thinks Aristotle is the name of

a patent medicine and that Babe Ruth discovered

America. He is absolutely nude from his collar

button up. His ears is only useful to keep his

hat from slippin over his eyes, but the coach says

we need a half-back, and look at them shoulders."

It simply are imposserble to plese all the pepul in

this world. _Now verry promment frend of mine

who keep close eye on doins in VVashton he come

frothingly to me after arms confrence was over and

he say forlornly, “We are betrade. Cunning poler

tishuns with silkish voices have again put sumpin

over on this grate and almost free peepul.”

“What are your thoughts referrin to if any

thing?” I calmly jibe.

“Lookit what they done after all them promerses.

Did they not interduce reserlutions that hearafter
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and forevermore all atrossities would be abolished?”

“That was tenner of resserlushun,” I advercate

with convincing dubiosity. -

“And then look what they done. They ad journ

completely and not say thing about Hollywood.”

Are he not ree dickulous?

Hopin you are the same

Tokorimo Shan

P. S. Hon. Boss Har Ding who are expert in

rithmetic say to Congers, “I expeck you to pay sol

diers bonus, redooce taxes and show a net profi‘it for

govment at next fishcal report.” How it are to be

done? Who knows? Congersmen don’t. They

might get up a limmerick contest in the congreshnul

reckord like noosepapers do. Here is conterbution:

Honnerbul Brennan says, “Say it with Beer.”

But Volstead says “Not while I'm here,

Dry, dry again

You ex-service men,”

And Mellon says, “No money here.”

, '--..1»"*~.~v -2

Courtesy of The Soith Aerican.

though too sweet to have the enmity of anybody

else, has to contend with that of the fly, and the

little fellow is most persistent in it. He makes the

most of his summer campaign, and the confectioner

is probably as much pleased as the bald head when

it is over. Nothing can be more out of place in a

confectioner’s store—or in any other, for that mat

ter, where edibles are sold-—than a sprinkled dis

play of fly specks. The fly is noted for his sweet

tooth, and, therefore, the confectioner has to be

double on his guard. But he has his remedy—the

fly fan. By abundant use of these he not only se

cures a cool temperature for his store, but keeps

the annoying pests at a respectful distance, driving

them his store to less particular quarters.

i—<ooo>i

HOLLY—“I was so frightened that my tongue

clove to the roof of my mouth.” Bertie

“My dear old boy, I can smell that clove now.”

 

A SODA \VA'I‘ER FOUNTAIN IN ONE OF THE SMALL ANDEAN CITIES OF PERU.

“High up the Andes the sturdy little donkey provides the only adequate means of transportation. whether

it be carrying corn or playing joy dispenser.

mixed outside their door and then be able to drink at their leisure inside their own shop.

market-women, who sit in the hot sun of the pi

Shopkeepers find it quite agreeable to have their drinks

The Indian

aza all day beside their wares. gladly exchange some

oi’ their meagre earnings for the cooling drinks that this donkey brings them."

' The Fly and the Fly Fan

FOR what purpose was the fly created? Curious

people have worried their brains for a long

time over this question, and have as yet reached no

satisfactory solution. Owners of bald heads think

they have solved the question, but probably they are

prejudiced. It seems very certain that the fly does

not confine his hostile operations entirely to the

field of the bald head. The retail confectioner, al

Wasted Talk

ALLING a man a liar is the last word in wasted

talk. If he is a liar he already knows it and

you are springing old stufl on him. If he isn’t one,

you are and he has found it out.—Farm Life.

 

ON’T think you can charge a little more than

other merchants charge for similar goods and

not get the reputation of running a high priced store.
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‘prices must not be cut.

THE JOBBER ~
RETAILERS ARE MEMBERS OF THE JOBBERS

BUSINESS FAMILY

CANDY jobber who was doing a very suc

cessful business when his competitors were

making wry faces, because of the lack of orders and

the smallness of orders that came in, became remi

niscent during a friendly conversation and gave one

idea-——which was probably one of many—that ac

counted "for his success. ,

“In one of my weekly talks to my salesmen,” said

‘ he, “I~instructed them to work heart and soul for the

interests of their customers, rather than for my

interests. All I ask of you,"I said, “is to sell a rea

sonable quantity of goods at the prices given, which

This part will really take

"but a small portion of your time, energy and skill.

Having accomplished that I want you to feel that

you are the employee of our customers. and I want

you to put your heart and your energy in advancing

their interests. For remember that the modern view

of a business is that it is a family, wherein all join

their forces in promoting its welfare. Until re

cently the business family was supposed _to be limit

ed to the number of people employed in the one par

ticular establishment, but the business family now

embraces the customers of that business. Thus.

every one of our retail customers is a member of our

business family. They are our distributors. They

take our goods and distribute them to the consumers.

It was formerly the custom for salesmen to prac

tically ignore their interests, to push on them the

goods which yielded the jobbing house the largest

profit, to load them up with ,the largest quantity

they could be induced to order, to exact the highest

prices which could be obtained, and then walk out

leaving._them to wrestle with the problem of selling

a largeiquantity of undesirable goods at maximum

prices. ' But now that we have adopted the retailers

as a member of our distributive family, it is our duty

to work for him to the limit, and that is what I want

you salesmen to do. If he leaves any selection to

you I want you to select goods to his best interest

rather thah mine. If he is buying the wrong kinds

of goods, or making any mistake in his buying, you

will influence him to select wisely. If his displays,

or arrangements, or business methods can be im

proved you will diplomatically suggest the desired

improvement. In every way you will work for his

business advancement, well knowing that his busi

ness growth and prosperity mean larger orders for

you and more satisfactory settlements of his ac

counts.

“This policy, in addition to our other modern busi

ness methods, has resulted in many customers be

stowing their confidence on our salesmen. They

realize that the salesmen do not merely sell them

goods, but are watchful of their interest in every

possible way, and it is just as natural for them to

reciprocate in placing their orders as it is for a

friend to reciprocate to another in return for courte

sies received.”
 

DISAPPROVE OF DOUBLE PURPOSE CANDY

HE American Public Health Association had a

splendid and convincing exhibit of their useful

ness recently at their fiftieth annual convention in
New York. i This “exhibit” consisted of their

founder and first president, Dr. Stephen Smith, who

is ninety-nine years young, hale and hearty, giving

promise of years of further usefulness. He was

present at the first session of the meeting and made

an addressof welcome to the delegates who came

from all parts of the United States. At one of the

sessions an attack was made upon the penny can

dies, made to answer the double purpose of a play

thing and an edible. It was claimed that owing to

this feature and their durable character the children

ran a serious danger of contamination.

The health authorities and the pure food agen

cies call attention to the matter from time to time in

a non-aggressive manner. From the standpoint of

the children’s health they have a strong case. Rea

son, science and child-welfare are on their side,

while business considerations are on the other, urg

ing manufacturers to produce effects which will con

tain the strongest appeal to the children. Is it pos

sible that American ingenuity can produce some

thing which will contain as strong an appeal to

childish minds without being prejudicial to the

health ?

snouu) THE STYLES AND VARIETIES 01-" CANDY BE

REDUCED?

H ERE is something which has set me think

ing,” said a candy jobber to the writer and he

pointedto a circular issued by the Chamber of Com

merce of the United“ States. This circular stated that

in practically every line of business the process of re

ducing variety of goods is in vogue, as is also stand

ardizing, agreeing on uniform size packages, the

numbers in a package, and things of like nature. .

Particular stress in many lines, however, is laid on

the importance of reducing the number of styles,

patterns and varieties, and this reduction and sim

plification benefits the jobber and retailer, as well

as the manufacturer. It also works to the advantage

of consumers, because it effects economies all along

the line and thus leads to reductions in price.

The circular mentioned many savings through

simplification and standardization. Thus, the manu

facturer has less capital tied up in raw materials,

&<_--*_§‘
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semi-finished stock and finished stock. He reduces

the cost of manufacture through larger units of

production, longer runs, less frequent changes,

higher rates of individual production, more effective

stock control, better and simplified inspection, less

idle equipment, greater ease in securing raw mate

rials, cheaper handling of stock, reduced clerical

overhead, simplified costing system, elimination of

waste in experimenting.

The gains to jobbers and retailers are given as—a.ll

live numbers, elimination of slow-moving stock,

easier to buy small assortments and quicker to sell

them, greater concentration of sales on fewer items,

decreased capital invested in stock, less storage space

required, less stock depreciation, decreased overhead

on handling charg;s and clerical work, better service

through lower prices and quicker and more reliable

deliveries. y

“I have been hearing a great deal about this mat

ter during the past year or two,” continued the candy

jobber, “about the great savings it effected in certain

lines and the satisfaction which it gave all along the

line. There seemed to be a general feeling that 1

reduction of assortment would lead to a disquieting

falling ofi‘ of sales, but, strange to say, there was no

diminution of sales, and in some lines there was an

actual increase. ]ust as every business man was in—

clined to think that simplication was good for

other lines, but not for his own, so candy manufac

turers, jobbers and retailers may view it coldly and

with disfavor. They may be right in this point of

view, but it is worthy of careful consideration at

any rate.”

 

SALESMEN,S GATHERINGS CAN BE MADE INTEREST

ING AND HELPFUL

T SEEMS to be the order now for the heads of

business houses, including-candy jobbers, to

gather their salesmen together‘say once a month at

the close of the business day, put their feet under

the mahogany, which groans with a bountiful as

sortment of delicious things, and then after the

hearts of the salesmen have been warmed by the

road to the stomach, the cigars are distributed, and

the flood-gates of good companionship are opened

and the exchange of ideas becomes the order of the

day. All of which is good. It is very good, for it

strengthens the bonds of friendship, of good-fellow

ship, of loyalty to the house. It replenishes en

thusiasm which has a tendency to be short-lived un

less it is continually renewed, and it implants in each

one a high resolve to work harder and accomplish

more in the way of practical selling results. These

results justify the expenditure of time and money by

the proprietor. They return a high percentage on

his investment and they should be continued. If

they grow stale, if they cease to develop teamwork,

enthusiasm, loyalty and efficiency, it is not because

the idea lacks merit, but because there is something I

lacking in the~way the affairs are conducted. It may

be that there is too much business and not enough

sociability, or there may be too much sociability

without sufficient nourishing meat of business con

verse to make the entertainments worth while to

hard-working salesmen who always want a goodly

proportion of nourishing wheat and bread in con

nection with the delicious desserts of floating island

and angel puffs.

Therefore, if these meetings are inclined to grow

stale or unprofitable they should not be thoughtless

ly abandoned as impractical. Instead, the program

should be modified and the faults eliminated, so they

will once more be so entertaining that all will desire

to attend, and so helpful that they will justify the

time and expense involved.

One of the things which should be particularly

sought in the business interchanges is _to develop

concrete and specific matters, rather than indefinite

generalities. Thus, each salesman should bring with

him at least one specific example of selling resistance

which he has encountered. If by tact, skill and diplo

macy he succeeded in overcoming it he should at

length, and with luxuriance of detail, state what he

did and what he said to effect the sale in spite of

the stubborn buying resistance of his customer. If

he failed in making the sale then he should just as

freely relate the occurrence in detail and await the

suggestions of the others as to the most effec

tive method which could have been used. The host

should then take the floor, repeat the proposition in

the clearest manner so as to more firmly impress

it on the minds of all, and give them a little time

to reflect upon it, and should then call on one after

another to suggest what line of words and actions

should be followed in like cases. He would em

phasize the fact that he did not want a few uncon

sidered words and thoughts for this important

problem, but should ask them to “dig into” their

minds for the best ideas they could give. The dis

cussion of this one problem should be continued

until it is exhausted, even though it continued all

the evening, and the salesman who stated the oc

currence, as well as all the others, would be benefit

ed in practical measure by the ideas which were

brought out.

It requires tact and skill on the part of the host

to make these gatherings both entertaining and in

structive, but he can easily accomplish this if he

will put his thought, interest and enthusiasm into

the work.

 

snouu) THE MIDDLEMAN as FIRED?

HE editor of The Nation’s Business states that

there has lately been a universal cry against

the middleman. He gets the blame for most of the

ills of distribution. Since the middleman himself
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pursues his business in silence and does not adver

tise his usefulness and that he is an economic neces

sity, the unthinking public becomes strengthened in

its opinion that he is a useless cog in the distributive

wheel.

L. D. H. Weld, however, in the same paper, tilts

his lance and gallops to the rescue of the middle

man with arguments of potency and force which

carry conviction in their reasoning. He describes

the tribulations of a manufacturer who decided to

“cut out” the jobbers and market his goods direct

to retailers. This manufacturer hired fifty addi

tional salesmen, realizing that even this number

would not cover as much territory as his jobbing

customers had sold. He expected large traveling

expenses, but he was appalled at the unexpectedly

large figures. He found he would require more

high-priced clerks in the oflice to route and write

to these salesmen. He realized that he would have

to anticipate orders by having more goods on hand,

for jobbers ordered ahead, giving time to make up

stocks, but retailers must have goods immediately

after placing orders. This brought more dismay, be

cause he must keep on hand five or six times as many

goods as formerly, which meant tying up of thou

sands of dollars, borrowing money, paying interest

and financing. Furthermore his storage space was

inadequate and he was obliged to rent a storehouse,

which entailed besides the rent a large expense of

cartage and additional handling.

He next discovered he could not make deliveries

quickly enough from his plant and was obliged to

open storehouses in several cities. This meant

clerks, stockmen, handlers in each storehouse, with

large figures of aggregated expense. Another thing:

Jobbers had ordered goods in fairly large quantities,

but retailers wanted dozen and half-dozen lots, in

stead of case lots. This caused him to plan another

shipping ‘room for small orders, entailing more

workers, more clerks, more boxes, more cartage,

more expense. Then came the question of collec

tions. The few jobbers he had sold were strong

financially and his losses were slight and collections

punctual. The retailers were slow pay, many re

quired incessant dunning, and the losses caused him

to walk the floor o’nights.

Did he find a happy reward in the friendliness of

retailers? .He did not. They grouched. They

grouched of a number of things. Some said they

did not want to be bothered with so many salesmen.

That they preferred to make up a list of the goods

they needed and hand to a jobber’s salesman to ship

them all at once. Others thought that as they were

buying direct they should be quoted much lower

prices than they had paid their jobbers, not realizing

that it was costing the manufacturer more to do the

jobbers’ work than the profits of the jobber amount

ed to. Others complained because this way of buy

ing made them receive more single shipments with

added expense to them, and still others refused to

handle his goods because their competitors in the

town were also solicited.

And so the manufacturer called a halt, wrote ofi

a big loss, went back to his jobbers a sadder and

wiser man.

The candy jobber can hold high his head, though

the clamor against the middleman fills the air, and

can rest in the confident assurance that he is a

necessity and an economic saving in the distributive

functions; that he is a conserver of time and a saver

of money both to the retailer and the consumer.

But—-and I say it earnestly—the jobber is making

a great mistake when he refrains from advertising

his usefulness. He owes a duty to himself and his

jobbing associates to advertise and tell the manufac

turer, the retailer and the consumer that jobbers

have good reasons for existence, because they are

a saving and not an expense to all concerned.

Physical Intervals and Better Work

NTERVALS of relaxation have been introduced

into the ofiices of many large employers where

routine desk work is the main form of work. Ten

minutes of calisthenics, morning and afternoon, un

der competent direction and with music is now

found to be a gain rather than a loss of service. It

brightens up the brain workers and speeds up the

processes of daily business. This practice might

well be introduced in factories and it would be a

good investment. We are learning a lot, in these

days, about the development of efiiciency and the

right way to keep the human body in good shape to

do human work six days in the week. It wouldn’t

hurt you a bit, Mr. Employer, to get into the physi

cal exercise game yourself. Forget dignity and give

your nerves a chance.

_--<~»>i

In 1926

UT a little more than four years hence and a

great pageant will open in Philadelphia. It

will take the form of an international exhibition

and will celebrate a century and fifty years of Amer

ican independence. It will as well mark the fiftieth

anniversary of the Centennial Exhibition. The

plans in process of completion contemplate the

most extensive and beautiful world's fair ever at

tempted in this country. It will open, probably,

upon May 10th of that year and continue through

six months. The industrial departments will pro

vide an impressive display of every invention and

improvement which has come into use since the

year 1876. The display made by the confectionery

interests in that summer was comparatively small.

It is none too soon to consider if an industry which

has become so great and farspread as that of the

confectioner might not well be housed in an ap

propriate building of its own. We suggest that this

subject may be discussed and decided upon at the

next annual meeting of the N. C. A.
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JACQUES FONTAINE

SHALL WE MAKE OUR OWN FOUNTAIN FLAVORS?

QUESTION that has long been open for dis

cussion among soda fountain owners and

conceming which there is still some difference of

opinion, is this: “Is it advisable to make our own

syrups and crushed fruits or to use the prepared

flavors at our fountains?”

This problem had its inception a great many years

ago when the manufacture of fruit flavors was still

in the experimental stage and the industry was com

paratively new and undeveloped. The druggist, in

those days, practically controlled the soda water

business. He was in a different category from the

druggist of today—he was a professional man—a

phannacist. It was not then possible to buy drugs

and medicines in the form in which they are offered

today so the druggist made his own pills and com

pounded his own tonics and medicines. He was an

experienced chemist—-a scientist of no mean stand

ing in his community. If we are to credit tradition,

however, his position held more of dignity than of

profit and possibly to increase his income and be

cause he made many of the extracts and flavors then

used in soda water, the druggist became the patron

of the soda water industry and it was among the

first of the “side lines” which he adopted and one of

th first steps toward the development of the present

day drug merchant.

When the idea of using fruits for flavoring soda

water instead of extracts and artificial flavors came

along the druggist, with his knowledge of chemis

try and his confidence in his ability to blend and mix

various ingredients into a perfect product, under

took the making of his own syrups and fruits, with

what success I cannot say, but of course the manu

facture of the commercial lines had not then become

as perfect as it is today and possibly the products

of the pharmacist did compare favorably with the

manufactured goods. In any event the possibility of

“making your own” flavors was originated and

while it has lost ground with eacli succeeding year

as the commercial lines have been broadened and

perfected, we still occasionally find at fountain

owner who prides himself on preparing his own

flavors.

I will admit that the slogan: “We make all our

own syrups and fruit flavors” displayed at a soda

fountain has some advertising value and that cus

tomers are attracted by such claims as, “Fresh

Strawberry Sundae” or “Fresh Peach Sundae.” etc.,

particularly if these delicacies are offered when

these fruits are first received in our markets, and

while the prices are still too high to make their use

common. On the other hand, unless the sodas and

sundaes you offer with your home-made syrups and

fruits are not really superior and of better flavor

than those of the fountain owner who uses some

standard commercial brand and advertises the fact

extensively, your selling argument entirely loses its

force and from the standpoint of appealing to your

trade, you have gained nothing.

Now let us consider the quality of the home-made

products as compared with those of a reputable

manufacturer. The old-time pharmacist had plenty

of time on his hands. He offered very few lines

aside from his drugs and he wasn’t worried much

with competition or with advertising and selling

problems and turn-over and overhead were terms

unknown to him. He was accustomed to following

a formula, he was careful and accurate in each and

every operation a_nd he made his flavors himself,

" just as carefully as he filled a prescription, he never

left the task to some inexperienced clerk. He listed

perhaps a half dozen flavors as against the extensive

and elaborate menus of today and as I said before,

the standards were not so high nor the require

ments so great as now.

The present fountain owner is very unlike the

old-fashioned pharmacist. He handles numerous

lines——his duties are many and varied and every

minute of his time is occupied with important prob

lems of merchandising. If he does advocate home

made syrups and fruits, he leaves the work of pre

paring them to clerks who are supposed to do it in

their spare moments, and as they too are busy and

spare time scarce, they hurry through the work,

frequently not appreciating the necessity for care

and accuracy and although their formulas may be

good they never get exactly the same results twice

for their materials vary in quality as they buy sup

plies in the open market, they are careless with

weights and measures, batches are cooked at varying

degrees of temperature and for different lengths of

time and results cannot be uniform.

Have you ever visited the factories where soda

water flavors are put up for commercial use? If

not, you would be amazed at the extreme care

that is taken in every step of manufacture from

the selecting and purchasing of the fruits and other
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. materials, to the final storage of the products after

they are sealed and packed for shipment. Manu

facturers maintain elaborately equipped laboratories
ijvhere experiments are conducted, every lot of

goods tested and carefully tried out. Materials are

selected not only for their freshness and high qual

ity, but tests are made to determine what particular

variety of the different fruits best retains its flavor

in the finished products and only these varieties are

used. Strictly sanitar'y conditions are maintained,

everything is done scientifically and in a manner to

produce uniform, satisfactory results.

The fountain owner, even though he had the

knowledge, does not have the facilities for tests and

experiments. He cannot, or at least he does not,

so carefully gauge the cooking of his fruits, and

the usual trouble is that they are overcooked and

much of the fresh fruit flavor changed or lost.

Most fountain owners cook’ their fruits by the old

fashioned open kettle method. Now, if you will

investigate the plan now followed by the average

housewife in putting up her fruits, you will find that

she cooks them in the jars to retain, unchanged, the

delicate fruit flavor, knowing from experience that

the other method makes a much inferior product.

As to economy, I believe that the prepared fruits

and syrups cost no more than home-made ones.

The manufacturer keeps in "lose touch with market

conditions and is able to buy at lowest prices and in

very large quantities. The prepared flavors are

more highly concentrated and because they are more

uniform and generally of better flavor they go far

ther and make better sodas and sundaes——conse

quently they are really worth more to the retailer.

In these days of high \vages time is an item worth

considering and certainly a man can be of more

value back of the fountain than in the cellar making

syrups. There is more or less waste in making

these goods—an occasional burned batch has to be

thrown away and the matter of spoilage in the

home-made goods cuts down any saving as against

the prepared flavors, and this is bound to occur, as

it is not possible for the ordinary fountain owner

to take the precautions necessary to entirely pre

vent fermentation.

Of course my calculations take into account only

the high class manufacturers who put out quality

products and if you will select the standard lines

you cannot hope to equal them in quality, uniformity

or price. You will find very little variation in the

price of the many brands of syrups and fruits that

are offered to you but there is considerable difference

in the quality of these products so in choosing the

goods you will use for 1922, be sure that you select

the line best suited to your needs then use it exclu

sively, following very carefully the directions on the

label for diluting and serving the various flavors

and if previously you have been spending your time

or using the time of your clerks making syrups and

fruits, you will at once see the advantage of adopt

ing the prepared syrups and fruits and will agree

that they cost no more considering their better

quality, their greater uniformity and the saving they

bring you in time and effort. The success of your

soda fountain business depends almost entirely on

the quality of your sodas and sundaes, and syrups

and fruits are a very important item, so you cannot

be too particular in selecting these goods. If you

will stop to figure you will realize that the purchase

of even the most expensive goods adds only a small

fraction of a cent to the cost of a glass of soda or

a dish of sundae, so the price is not so important a

matter after all, particularly if the better goods will

give you a bigger volume of business and a greater

percentage of profit.

FORMULAS FOR MARCH

THREE RIVERS

Pack a tall slim parfait glass three quarters full
of vanilla ice cream. With a longvspoon, make

three indentations at the sides and fill one cavity

with strawberry syrup, one with pineapple syrup

and the third with chocolate syrup. Fill the glass

with marshmallow beaten very light and finislrwith

a ladle of crushed strawberry.

SPRING BEAUTY

fut fresh rhubarb into inch pieces and cook slow

ly until tender. Sweeten to taste and add an equal

amount of crushed strawberry. Serve over ice

' cream and top with a cherry.

ST. PATRICK

Over a disher of pistachio ice cream pour a ladle

ful of crushed pineapple. Top with marshmallow

and a green cherry. -

MINT BRACER

Make a tart fruitade with equal quantities of

fresh orange and lemon juice. Flavor lightly with

mint syrup and serve very cold, adding a ladleful

of crushed pineapple to each glass and decorating

with a sprig of fresh mint.

FRUIT AND NUT SANDWICH

Cut a thin slice from a brick of vanilla ice cream

and place on a sundae plate. Cover with a layer of

crushed figs, add a slice of chocolate ice cream, then

a layer of walnut sundae and another slice of va

nilla ice cream. Pour bittersweet chocolate syrup

over the top and finish with a whole nut meat.

cnow MEIN

Cut in small pieces equal quantities of candied

ginger, candied citron and lemon and orange peel.

To each quart add one cupful of sultana raisins

and moisten to the right consistency to serve, with

maple syrup. Put a large tablespoonful of toasted

shre_dded cocoanut in a saucer. On this place a

disher of ice cream and cover with the above dress

ing, served hot from fudge \varmer.
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Water Ices

FOR making rich and fine grained water ice the

same rules as for ice cream should be followed,

that means use only the best sugar, selected fruits

and berries and avoid freezing too fast, for as we

have stated before, if the freezing is done too rapidly

the water ice will have a coarse grain, tiny icicles

will form during the ripening process, and the water

ice is not fit to be served to people of refined taste.

Some ice cream makers simply mix the sugar with

the fruit and water, but we recommend cooking

the sugar and water to clear syrup, remove the

scum, and strain the hot syrup through a fine mus

lin cloth or through a fine sieve; and set to cool.

Opinions greatly differ on this point. Some say

that the water ice will have a finer taste when the

ingredients are simply mixed to a certain degree.

while others again afiirm that water ice will be

smoother and richer when the sugar is first cooked

to a syrup. Where large quantities of water ice are

made a good stock of syrup should always be on

hand so that the ice can be made at the shortest

notice. The syrup has to be kept in a cool place,

however, to prevent it from fermenting. Fruits

and berries are mashed or ground, the syrup is then

added and water enough to bring it to the proper

degree. The average strength for fruit ice is cal

culated to be 22 degrees by the saccharometer or

syrup gauge, so as to secure entire uniformity of

quality, a very important matter to all who would

maintain an unvarying high standard of excellence

in all their productions. We say the average

strength for fruit ice is 22 degrees, but there are

fruits which have little acid and therefore require '

a weaker syrup.

In the following list we give the degrees which

have been found best suited for the fruits named:

orange 20, lemon 21, pineapple 22, strawberry 19.

raspberry 18, peach 19, apricot 22, plum 19, cherry

Z0, apple 18, currant 22, grape 20, frozen fruits 20.

For small concerns, which are bound to keep water

ice alongside of ice cream, the following method

will be convenient: Cook sugar and water in a

farina boiler to a clear syrup, the scum removed and

the hot syrup strained through a fine muslin and

set to cool. Pour it into the freezer, add the pre

pared fruit, juice and other materials, if any, and

mix well; then gauge it to the proper degree and

freeze. Some ice cream makers add 1 raw white of

egg to 2 quarts liquid, which will give a smoother

ice, but the egg can be replaced by 1 pound corn

syrup to 3 quarts water, or else l ounce best

gelatin dissolved in a little water.

Water ice requires a little more time to freeze

than ice cream. We give the following different

ingredients for a large variety of water ices:

Three quarts water 4 pounds sugar, 1 quart

orange juice, juice of 2 lemons, a little liquid car

mine. About 1% dozens large oranges are required.

Choose first of all Florida oranges. Select those

having a thin, smooth, dark yellowish-red skin, *

heavy and solid, and you will have abundant juice

of the highest flavor. The rough-skinned ones are

spongy and dry. Roll the oranges well on the

table, rub one-third briskly with 2 handfuls of gran

ulated sugar until it has absorbed all the oily flavor

of the peel, this sugar is part of what is na.tned in

the recipe. Pare all the oranges and scrape off all

of the inner white rind down to the pulp. Cut them

in half, pick out the seeds, squeeze out the juice,

strain and it is ready for use. This seems a needless

labor, but the trouble is well repaid. The seeds are

quite bitter and if any are crushed in the squeezer,

or if they remain for a short time in the expressed

juice, they quickly impart a bitter flavor to it. So

of the rind; if the fruit is squeezed without paring,

too much of the oily\flavor' of the zest or outer rind,

and some of the bitter taste of the inner skin is given

to the juice, and a neglect in this direction is often

the cause of complaints. Even expert ice cream

makers have often studied why their lemon or

orange water ice had a peculiar bitter taste. It

has been due to either ignorance or trying to save

time during rush hours.

LEMON

Three quarts water, 4 pounds sugar, 1 pint lemon

juice. One dozen large lemons and 3 oranges are

needed. Grate the zest of 4 lemons only.’

PINEAPPLE

Three quarts water, 4 pounds sugar, 1% pints

pineapple juice, 1 gill orange juice. Two large pine

apples, about 6 oranges and 3 lemons are wanted.

STRAWBERRY

Three quarts water, 4 pounds sugar, 1 quart

strawberry juice, juice of 2 lemons. About 3 quarts

ripe, selected strawberries are required. Color red.

RASPBERRY

Three quarts water, 4 pounds sugar, 1_ quart

raspberry juice, juice of 2 lemons. It requires 3

quarts of selected berries. Color red.

CHERRY WATER ICE

Three quarts water, 4 pounds sugar, 1 quart

cherry juice. Stone and mash the cherries, bruise

about one-eighth of the kernels to a paste with a

few drops of water, mix it well with the fruit, let

stand for an hour, stirring it occasionally, and

strain.
 

Colonial Candy Co., Chicago, Ill., increased capi

tal from $2500 to $16,000.

Everett Malmgren and C. G. Ford have purchased

a confectionery and ice cream business at Burling

ton, Wis.
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Recipes for Retail Confectioners

CRISP CHOCOLATE TAFFY

Fifteen pounds crystal A sugar

Four pints water

One large teaspoonful cream tartar

Cook to three hundred and thirty-five de

grees

One pound plain chocolate

One pound butter

Put fifteen pounds of crystal A sugar into a cop

per kettle, add four pints of water and one large

teaspoonful of cream tartar; set the kettle on the

fire and mix well, wash down the sides of the ket

tle and cook to three hundred and thirty-five de

grees then add one pound of butter and one pound of

plain unsweetened liquor chocolate. Stir well

through the batch and turn out on an oiled slab.

Spread out thin with a palette knife and cut in

squares with a roller knife. Run a knife under the

batch to loosen it from the slab then let cool and

break. Pack in tin cans ready for use.

CHOCOLATE CARAMELS

Twelve pounds crystal A sugar

Ten pounds corn syrup

Eight quarts milk

Two quarts cream

One pound butter

Two pounds chocolate

Cook to stiff paste

Put twelve pounds of crystal A sugar into a cop

per kettle, add ten pounds of corn syrup, one quart

of milk; set the kettle on the fire and stir until the

batch comes to a boil. Add one pound of butter,

and as the batch cooks add gradually seven more

quarts of milk and two quarts of rich dairy cream;

continue to stir and cook to a stiff paste then add

two pounds of plain bitter chocolate, mix well

through the batch and turn out on an oiled slab and

let cool. Cut into caramels and wrap in wax paper

and pack ready for use. While cooking be sure and

add the milk and cream in small lots so as to keep

the batch boiling. In this way you will avoid

curdling the milk and will make a smooth batch.

PECAN CRISP CANDY

Ten pounds crystal A sugar

Three pints water

One teaspoonful cream tartar

Cook to three hundred and forty degrees

Six pounds pecan meats

Put ten pounds of crystal A sugar into a copper

kettle, add three pints of water and one teaspoon

ful of cream tartar; set the kettle on a bright fire

and stir until the batch comes to a boil, then, wash

down the sides of the kettle and place a wooden

cover over the kettle and let boil three minutes, then

remove the cover and place a thermometer into

the batch and cook to three hundred and forty de

grees. Remove the kettle from the fire and add six

pounds of pecan meats, mix through the batch and

turn out on an oiled slab, leave until it cools a little

then fold together and pull ofi small pieces of three

.ounces each, and leave on a cool slab until cold.

Continue to fold together and pull ofi‘ in flakes un

til _vou have used up all the batch in this way, then

let cool and pack ready for use.

MOLASSES BUTTERCUPS

Twelve pounds crystal A sugar

One teaspoonful cream tartar

Three pints water

One pint molasses

Cook three hundred and thirty degrees

One teaspoonful oil lemon

Two pounds corn syrup

Two quarts molasses

Half pound butter

Three pounds fine cocoanut

Cook to soft ball

Put twelve pounds crystal A sugar into a copper

pan, add one teaspoonful of cream tartar and

three pints of water; set the pan on the fire and cook

to three hundred and thirty degrees, then stir in one

pint of molasses and continue to cook to three hun

dred and thirty degrees again, then turn out on oiled

slab, leave cool a little, fold together, add one tea

spoonful of oil of lemon and pull over the hook until

partly pulled, then twist the air from the batch

and form.in a flat batch 'on a warm table, then place

the inside batch on the pulled batch and fold around

and pull out and cut on buttercup cutter and place

on a cold slab to cool. For the inside batch cook

two pounds of corn syrup, two quarts of molasses,

one-half pound butter, three pounds fine cocoanut

to a soft ball, turn out on a cool slab, which have

well dusted with flour. Let cool a little, fold to

gether and place on the pulled batch, have the inside

ready at the same time you have the outside batch

ready.

CREAM CHERRIES CHOCOLATE COVERED

Ten pounds chocolate coating

One pound corn syrup

Three pounds lozenge sugar

One vanilla bean

Five pounds large French cherries

Put one pound of corn syrup into a pan and

warm the pan, add sufficient lozenge sugar to make

a cream paste, add the seeds of one vanilla bean, cut

five pounds of large French preserved cherries in

two, which fill with the cream paste; set on trays.

Now melt ten pounds of chocolate coating and turn

out on a marble slab, which have slightly wa-rm by

placing a small gas stove under it. Leave the choco

late on the warm part of the marble and scrape one

pound of the chocolate to the cooler part and spread

around until just cool, then cover the cherries in

the chocolate and drop on glaze paper. Set in a cool

place until hard, then pack ready for use.
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Factory Buildings

. THERE are a great many elements that enter into

a successful manufactory. But the main factor

that operates for the success is the layout and prac

tical design of the buildings which are used. Upon

this will depend a great deal more than the ordinary

conceived idea, for it is possible to conceive that the

layout will concern the organization as regards the

jurisdiction of the foremen and other officials or.

semi-officials.

The health, welfare and happiness of the em

ployees may be directly affected by the ventilation

and sanitary conditions prevailing. The capacity

for turning out work, and hence the earning power

of the employee is also greatly affected, because of

the fact that in a well-designed building with well

arranged equipment, one man may produce two or

three times as much work with less physical labor,

and hence enable the concern to pay him a higher

rate for his work and still not be a burden, whereas

had conditions been otherwise, two or three men

would have been required to do the‘ same work with

great personal fatigue, and on account of numbers,

the wage per man would have been much less with

out being a burden of high cost to the employer.

One of the most important features to be con

sidered in the design of a candy factory is ventila

tion. Everyone in this day and time realizes the

necessity and great advantage of having ventilation

possibilities sufficient for having a certain number

of cubic feet of air per minute per employee for the
best health and uniform keepingiup of the best and

highest working standard of said employee.

However, besides this important feature of venti

lation in candy factories, there is another which is

equally (no, not equally, because nothing is so im

portant as the good health of a human being in any

life) of consequence, and that is the ability to keep

air circulating, to carry off vast amounts of heat,

and as the making of candy consists of heating

material and then cooling it off, circulating air per

forms the second-named function in the process as

steam or other heating agents do in the first-named.

The manufacturers do not seem to realize that

thermodynamically, the making of candy consists of

applying heat up to a certain temperature to a certain

given mass of material and then the extraction of

this heat from the mass back to its original tempera

ture; i. e., ordinarily, the temperature of the air.

A great deal of effort seems to have been put

upon apparatus and methods for bringing the

candy up to its proper temperature under proper

conditions, but little attention has yet been given to

the extraction of this heat from the candy in certain

ways and by certain methods, and, in my estimation,

herein will lie greatest possibilities for future im

provement in the process of candy making.

However, I have diverted from my main subject

which was to lay stress upon the great function

which circulating air plays in carrying off heat from

the candy during its making. Poor ventilation re

tards progress and curtails output not only from the

point of view of the less active operative, but also

from the physical fact that good circulation would

have taken ofi‘ the heat from the candy and hence

facilitated the process of cooling.

In addition to the actual circulation of air in

some branches of candy-making, the “condition

ing” of air as regards the moisture content is very

important, as it is a matter of general knowledge

that in the chocolate rooms, the air should be

comparatively dry, as air near the dew-point, even

though the temperature is low, will cause chocolate

to turn grey or to spot.

The conditions which go to make up a sanitary

factory are, of course, paramount in every concern,

especially in a food-product manufactory. The

same arguments for such conditions applicable to

other factories apply to candy factories in the high

est degree.

Natural light is, of course, desired, and the longest

possible window space should be provided and all

background such as walls, ceilings, etc., be painted or

finishedin white or other light colors in order that

the reflection and hence general light, will be a maxi

mum.

Of course, the above features are incident to the

greatest and most important factor, which is the

convenient and economical layout of the physical

property. I will venture to say that 90% of the

candy factories are put in buildings with no thought

other than the fact that some sort of a building or

enclosure is necessary for the housing of machinery

and men who are setting out to make candy. This

is' a crude, costly and much to be lamented condi

tion, for it is easy to see that where we have a

building we must shape our arrangement to suit the

building without any regard to its real adaptability

to the use to which it is put.

Instead of this “cart-before-the-horse" method,

we should make the natural, most logical and eco

nomical design for the arrangement of machinery,

kettles, tables,“ reheaters, slabs, drying rooms, cool

ing rooms, crystallizing rooms and packing rooms,

and forget for the time being that four outside

walls were at all necessary and put all our thoughts

upon the sequence of operations and the minimizing

of the handling of the material, raw, in the process

of manufacturing, and finished.

All possible information should be brought to

bear in the application of eflicient labor-saving de

vices, such as gravity carriers for conveying starch

trays to and from the respective machines and belt

conveyors for the finished or semi-finished product

form one department to another. The location of

kettles so that the fluid candy may be piped to the

cooling slabs or depositing machines rather than

carried in tubs or kettles. These named and a hun

dred to her features may be introduced if the proper

study is put upon the layout of the machinery, and

after this layout is finished, a building is designed

to suit and conform to the manufacturing require

ments as outlined above.—FRANK H. N21-:r.v, M. E.
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SPECIAL NOTICE

THIS department was established and is con

tinued for the sole purpose of helping our sub

scribers in overcoming difficulties in manufacturing

through suggestions and advice prepared by our

technical editor and printed, as a rule, in the next

ensuing issue following inquiries. We cannot sup

ply information by letter nor are we ‘prepared to

furnish new formulas, a feature for which this

department is not conducted.

This explanation is made because we occasionally

receive letters from readers asking for complete

formulas as well as prompt individual responses,

and whom we are obliged to disappoint much as we

regret doing so.

J'AW BREAKERS

H. C. CO. : Place into a copper pan eight pounds of

sugar, ten pounds of corn syrup, little water, set

on the fire and stir until sugar is dissolved, wash

down the sides of the pan and cook to 285 de

grees, add one pound of hard fat of high melting

point, such as you will find advertised in the jour

nal for the purpose, but you may omit the fat if

you like. Pour the batch on a greased marble,

fold in the edges as it cools, flavor lemon, then

fold again and again, until cold enough to pull

out, and with the candy shears cut into suitable

pieces about an inch long; leave on cold marble

until entirely cold. In order to keep them in good

shape, you may roll them in granulated sugar.

To do this, throw the jaw breakers into a clean

copper pan, now dip your hands in water, and rub

through the candies, in order to just dampen

them, then throw a hand full or two of granulat

ed sugar into the pan, and run your hands

through the breakers, dump them out on the table

and allow them to dry, when they are ready for

sale.

SUGAR COATING POP CORN

P. H.: We will give you two recipes to choose
from. V

Place into a copper pan seven pounds of su

gar, four pounds of corn syrup, little water, set

on the fire and stir till the sugar is dissolved, wash

down the sides of the pan, cook to 300 degrees,

now add enough pop corn, and stir till well cover

ed and then separate. Throw out on cold marble

and pick apart what clings together.

Another : Place into a copper pan four pounds

of brown sugar, three pounds of corn syrup, one

quart molasses, half a pound of hard fat. Cook

  

on the fire to 265 degrees, set ofi, add enough

corn and stir till it falls apart.

GUM CANDY

R. & CO.: We do not quite understand what you

P,mean by “Gum Candy There are two distinct

kinds of gum work. No. 1. gum work is made

with Arabian gum, sugar and corn syrup. while

another kind, which is called A. B. gum work is

made in all grades, and is mostly used for cheap

gum drops and clear penny goods. We will, in

order to accommodate however, publish two for

mulas. which we think will answer your wants.

and if not, please write again, and explain what

you really wish to know about gum candy as you

call it; and if possible, send sample of the goods.

These goods are made by steam and power, al

though if you want to go to all the trouble, you

may stir and cook on open fire, but it is a three

hours hard labor.

No. 1 Gum Batch. Place into a steam jacket

kettle with a stirrer attached, seventy-five pounds

of sugar, seventy-five pounds of corn syrup,

fifteen gallons of water, turn on steam and boil

about half an hour, meanwhile dissolve seventeen

pounds of thin boiling cooking starch, and add

slowly to the boiling batch, start the stirrer at

slow speed, and cook slowly about three hours, it

should be clear, and when done, should run off a

palette knife or spatula in long strings. Flavor

and color at will. Now make impressions in

starch, either drops or figures, run out the batch

and place the trays in a hot drying room for about

three days or you may test by breaking a piece

in half; when it does not stick to the back of

your hand then the goods are dry. All gum

goods should be cast in hot starch, in order to

prevent it from crusting, therefore the starch

trays must be placed in the hot room the night be

fore using them. Now remove the gum goods

from the starch, brush ofi‘ well in a coarse sieve

or in the cleaning machine. You may now sugar

the drops or whatever article has been run, by

placing a quantity into a large basin, sprinkle a

little water over them and rub through with your

hands, till the pieces are a little sticky, then dump

out on granulated sugar on a table and roll until

the sugar has covered the pieces entirely. With a

coarse scoop-sieve sift off the surplus sugar and

put the gums on trays until dry. They may then

be sold as they are or be crystallized as follows:

Place into a steam kettle as much or a little more

sugar as you have gums, add about fourteen
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quarts of water to one hundred pounds of crystal
-I-A's'ugar, stir until sugar is dissolved and when the

“sugar starts to boil, chill it off with about one_pint

' of water, remove the scum with a skimmer. Now

test the sugar with the saccharometer or syrup

gauge; it should after boiling about ten minutes

show thirty-five degrees and a half. When not

high enough continue boiling a little longer, and

when more than the degrees mentioned, add a

little more water. \Vhen the syrup is cooked to

the proper degree, let rest for about one hour,

more or less, according to the quantity of sugar.

You may leave it in the kettle in which it was

boiled, or else draw it off into a tank. Everything

that has been used in the way of tools must be

scrupulously clean, or else the syrup will grain

and spoil the goods. While or before the syrup is

cooling, sift off the gums and half fill some crys

tallizing pans, which then pile up near the pan con

taining the crystal syrup and with a large dipper

pour some of the hot syrup slowly over the gums

till they are well covered with the syrup and place

the pans in a warm room, but not in a hot room.

After two hours open the door of the room in

order to check the heat and carefully drain oft’ the

syrup by raising the pans up half way, and when

drained a few minutes, stand the pans crossways

up, to facilitate the draining. When the gums

are partly dry, have a coarse sieve, knock out one

pan at a time into the sieve and sift off the sugar

scales, which have formed on top of the pan. Put

the gums into clean trays to dry. They are then

ready to park. When dipping out the syrup, the

dipper should hold enough syrup to cover the

goods at once, as much handling and stirring will

spoil the crystal. I-Iold a small pan under the dip

per, so that no syrup will run back into the pan.

The crystallizing is very important and very te

dious as you could learn from our description of

handling the syrup. Before using the crystal

pans again, they must be washed and dried or

scraped out.

No. 2 Gum. Fifteen gallons of water, one

hundred and twenty-five pounds of corn syrup, no

sugar, are boiled as described in No. 1; sixteen

pounds of starch, dissolved in six gallons of

water. Finished like No. 1. Another is one hun

dred pounds of corn syrup, twenty-five pounds of

sugar, sixteen pounds of starch dissolved in six

gallons of water. The work is the same in all the

batches. Now when you intend to make figures

of any description, such as clear penny goods, they

should be dried well, freed from starch, spread

on large screens and glazed first on one side and

turned over and glazed on the other side, with

a glaze, which you will find advertised in the

journal.

GRAIN SUGAR WORK FOR EASTER GOODS

F. A. V.: First of all examine your plaster of

paris molds, and those which are not in perfect

condition, throw away, as they will make un

necessary waste. V!/hen using the molds the first

time, soak them in lukewarm, but not hot, water

for several hours, and always run them through

water before running a new lot; and before filling

the molds turn them upside down first to drain.

This is very important for when the molds are too

dry, the figures are very difficult to remove from

the molds, and when they are too wet, one will

run the risk, that the figures will not get perfect

and will often have holes on one or the other side,

or else the syrup will not fill out thin parts, espe

cially the ears of rabbits, etc. The molds may be

closed and tied with strings but heavy rubber

bands are best. We will now explain in details

the cooking of the sugar and other matters, which

are necessary for success. \Vhen you have help

and molds enough and you intend to make these

goods in large quantity, you can dissolve fifty or

seventy-five pounds of best white A sugar with

about six quarts of water to a fifty pound batch.

Stir the sugar on the fire until dissolved, wash

down the sides of the pan, and when it starts to

boil, chill off with a cupful of cold water, remove

the scum, and place the pan on an empty sugar

barrel, near the stove and working table. Take

the molds from the water, and after drained a

few minutes, close them and stand them up. Dip

out about ten or twelve pounds of the syrup if

possible into a pan with a spout and cook to 240

or 242 degrees. just according to your gauge.

which often vary a little from each other, remove

from the fire and allow to stand until bubbling

ceases, then with a flat spatula grain the sugar on

the side of the pan, and slowly stir this through

the syrup till the syrup has a milky appearance,

then pour into your molds, always fill small molds

first, now watch closely, and when a thin crust

has formed on top, with a thick wire or a thin

piece of wood break the _crust, and empty the

syrup into a clean pan, and stand the molds with

one side on an iron bar, in order to allow the air

to come in from underneath. This operation

should be performed systematically so as to have

the piece as thin and light as possible. \Vhen the

sugar in the mold has cooled, carefully open one

mold and see if the sugar has set firm enough to

handle the figures nicely. Large eggs and figures

quickly run into cold water and place them on

clean trays, they will then have some gloss. By

working as described, you can work all day long

without interruption, all you have to do is to

change the water, whenever it gets a little sticky

About two or three times a day is sufiicient.

When a mold is made in three or four parts, the

figures will show the mark where the different

parts join together, these have to be trimmed with

a sharp knife. Rabbits, Hens, Ducks, etc., are
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then decorated to suit one’s taste, and they are

then ready for sale.

FONDANT FOR EASTER 1-zoos

F. C. W.: You failed to mention whether you are

making your eggs in plaster of paris molds,

or if you run them in starch. The cream

for water molds must be a little dryer, or else the

eggs would be difficult to remove from the mold.

For plaster molds make the cream as follows:

According to the size of your marble or cooling

slab, place into a large copper pan, one hundred

pounds of white A. sugar, add ten to eleven

quarts of water, about five pounds of corn syrup,

set the pan on a strong fire, and stir till the sugar

is dissolved, wash down the sides of the pan, re

move the scum and cook to 236 degrees, add twen

ty pounds of corn syrup, stir it up a little and cook

to 240 degrees, pour on a clean wet marble,

sprinkle about half a pint of water over the top,

and let cool. -With two steel spatulas, two per

sons have to turn the sugar, each person working

the sugar towards the middle of the marble, till

the sugar finally set into a firm mass; scrape off

the spatulas as well as the slab, knead the scraps

a little with your hands and stick this under the

batch. Cover the batch with a clean, heavy bag

for about thirty-five minutes, then mash the

cream with your hands into a smooth mass, and

the cream is ready for use.

Cream for starch work is made by using thirty

pounds of corn syrup to one hundred pounds of

sugar; and when the cream is melted and ready

to run, add about four or five pounds of corn

syrup. The sugar is cooked to 240 degrees. By

adding this last corn syrup, the egg halves will

easier stick together, than by using dry cream.

ABOUT HARD CANDY

T. C. CO.: Hard candy either hand or machine

work, when made in large quantity should be

cooked in vacuum pan if possible, this will turn

out much dryer candy, than cooked on open fire,

and besides this fact, it is acknowledged byall up

to-date hard candy makers, that a greater percent

age of corn syrup can be used and the sugar can

be cooked a few degrees lower; while solid goods

such as fruit drops, etc., need an average of 330

degrees. All candy be it clear or pulled must be

entirely cold before packing, because the little

heat inside, when packed too soon, will produce

moisture and get the goods sticky. All hard can

dy should be packed in tin cans or glass jars.

Now the atmospheric conditions in your section

as well as in your factory have a good bit to do

with keeping candy in first-class condition. Fill

ed goods such as butter cups, filled straws, nut

puffs, etc., should be cooked to 325 to 330 de

grees, and when cooled enough to handle, partly

pull over the hook, twist the air from the batch.

It is not advisable to pull the batch too much for

filled goods, first it will‘ not be as glossy, as it

should be, and it will also get too porous. Keep

all hard goods in dry, cool place. In a damp or

foggy climate it is almost impossible to make hard

candy, which will keep dry.

 

Market for Confectionery in

South America.

HERE is a domestic confectionery manufactur

ing business in Chile which is healthy and vig

orous, says Consul Homer Brett. It is greatly

favored by present circumstances and will probably

develop more rapidly than it has in the past. Im

portations of chocolate and candies into Iquique for

the last four years have been:

Gross Pesos of 18 D.

1917. Kilos. at par 36.5 cents.

Chocolate 674 1, 188

Candies 4,088 7,411

1918.

Chocolate 8,274 16,324

Candies 10,757 35,202

1919.

Chocolate 4,578 9,137

Candies 4,503 12,950

1920.

Chocolate 24,738 66,723

Candies 7,700 22,766

The term candies includes chocolate in the form

of bonbons; chocolate means chocolate in bars or

cakes and cocoa powder.

Imports of chocolates and bonbons into Iquique

rose to unprecedented volume in 1920 when it

reached the total value of 89,489 gold pesos equal,

at par of exchange, to $32,663. But as this was the

total for all kinds of confectionery it is readily seen

that judged by American standards the consumption

was very small for a city of 40,000 inhabitants then

in the highest tide of prosperity. This consumption,

however, was larger than for any previous year and

much larger than that for any year soon to come is

likely to be.

By the law of February 23, 1921, the duty on

candies, including chocolate candies, was increased

100% to two pesos gold per kilo on the gross weight

of the package; the duty on chocolate in tablet or

powder form was also increased and is now one

peso gold per gross kilo. The duties are not pro

hibitive but they are restrictive and highly protec

tive. The decline in the exchange value of the peso

bears in the same direction. In 1920 a dollar was

worth five pesos but in 1921 it has been worth ten

and remains close to that rate. Lastly and most im

portant there exists an extreme depression in the one

industry of the district; nearly all the nitrate plants

are shut down, many thousands of laborers have

been sent back to southern Chile, many families of

the well-to-do have gone away and many others
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have had their incomes so reduced that they can af

ford no luxuries.

But when all this is said it remains that there is

still some business. Bonbons and chocolates are on

sale and are being sold at prices lower than one

would think possible from the status of duties and

exchange. Today the dollar is worth 9.31 pesos but

one-pound boxes of American chocolates of good

quality are being sold for 15 pesos; Swiss chocolates

in fancy boxes for 16 and two grades of British

products at 12 and 14 pesos respectively. British

chocolates in one-pound tins sell at 14 pesos and

Italian loose chocolates in fancy tin foil wrappers

at 12 to 14 pesos. No German nor Japanese con

fectionery is on sale here.

American chocolates are preferred to any others

and can be sold at slightly higher prices. This

preference could be strengthened if a system of

making small and frequent shipments could be in

augurated. The climate of Chile is not tropical even

in the northem districts but all candies coming to

Chile must pass through the tropics and must be pro

tected against becoming wormy or stale. Vi/rapping

in tin foil is the usual procedure. British chocolates

wrapped in tin foil and packed in sealed tins are

staple as they have been put up in the same form for

many years and can be depended upon to be fresh.

The fact that duties are levied upon "gross

weights suggests that packing should be light.

There are limits to this, however, for all cargo is

handled through lighters and not too gently and

broaching and pilfering are rife. The writer be

lieves that a fiber case might be designed that would

be superior to the present system. Every case

should be stamped with the gross weight in kilos.

The trade in fine package candies is only a small

part of the total shown above for confectionery

which includes hard candies, marshmallows, Turkish

pastes, toffees and sweets of every sort except jams,

jellies and biscuits. The origin of shipments is not

given for separate ports but the imports into all

Chile show that 364,433 gold pesos worth of candies

were imported of which 133,684 pesos worth came

from the United States, 116,297 pesos worth from

Great Britain, 30,502 from Argentina, 24,905 from

Italy, 38,593 from France and 8,710 from Switzer

land. It is probable that much Swiss confectionery

came in credited to other countries as it is found on

sale everywhere.

The trade in hard candies, gum drops, etc., can

best be conducted through wholesale dealers and im

porters but that in fine package candies is essential

ly a retail business in which manufacturers should

strive to establish direct relationswith the retailer.

There is no necessity for extending credits though

“documents against payment of draft” might be

a strong inducement to buy. A local agent to whom

consolidated shipments for various dealers might be

made with frequency would be very desirable.

List of Dealers in Fancy Package Can-dies,

Iquique, Chile:

Tomas Capella, Fancy grocery, tea room

and candy factory . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Gregorina y Bustillos, Fancy grocery.

Francisco Cerisola, Fancy grocery and

Ice Cream parlor.

E. Brenner, Men’s and VVomen's Fur

nishings and fancy goods.

Wholesale Grocers Dealing in Candies

Bruna Sampaio & Co., Capital £700,000 VV. T. D.

Manuel Chinchilla & Co., Cap. 2,000,

W. T. D.

000 pesos . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W. T. D.

Man Vo Ton & Co., Chinese firm. Cap.

760,000 Ch. Cy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W. T. D.

Wing Chong Tay & Co., Chinese firm,

Cap. 500,000 Ch. Cy. . . . . . . . . . . .. VV. T. D.

Atlagich Hermanos, Yugoslav, Cap.

500,000 Ch. Cy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W. T. D.

Genaro Gallo, Spanish, Cap. 200,000

Ch. Cy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W. T. D.

Parker Hermanos, Chilean, Cap. 200,

000 Ch. Cy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W. T. D.

Geronimo Costa, Italian, Cap. 1,000,

000 Ch. Cy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. W. T.D.

Buchanan, Jones & Company, British,

Ch. Cy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W. T. D.

McDonald & Company, British, Agent.

Mr. James Johnson, American commission agent

resident in Iquique, desires a good line of confec

tionery.

 

Ice Cream Popular Everywhere

FIGURES, compiled by the National Associa

tion of Ice Cream Manufacturers seem to

indicate that the consumption of ice cream in the

United States has increased, within the past year,

by 100,000,000 gallons. Several reasons are ad

vanced for the really remarkable added output of

this healthful form of food, and it is a food, in the

full sense of the term. The real reason is, probably,

that it is better than formerly and thus recommends

itself to more people. The reason why it is better

may be attributed to the trade education spread

abroad by a strong and progressive national as

sociation which aims to standardize its manufacture

everywhere in the interest of good health. The old

question, is ice cream a food? has been decided long

ago. Doctors, no longer doubtful of its effect upon

the sick, now advise its use freely, even in hospitals.

It is probable that, to some extent, the prohibition

of liquors and consequent closing of saloons has

turned many to the larger use of ice cream, but the

big sufficient reason is that everybody likes it, health

ful and refreshing as it is. The present national

sale, as estimated, will grow larger as the years roll

along. Ice cream surely has a most promising

future.
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HE Southern Tier Confectioners‘ Association of

Binghamton, New York, R. A. Thompson,

President ; A. A. Bryant, Vice-President; and F.

E. Vosbury, Secretary-Treasurer, has affiliatcd with

the National Jobbing Confectic.-ners' Association.

 

HE Congress“ Candy Co. of Houston, Texas,

has been incorporated with capital stock of

$30,000, to continue the business established sev

eral years ago under that name. Louis L. Strey

is president; L. Schrack, vice president, and Rob

ert ]. Collins, secretary and treasurer.

 

I‘ the annual meeting of the stockholders of

Walter Baker & Co., Limited, held ]an. 25, the

following board of directors were re-elected: H. C.

Gallagher, Nathaniel H. Stone, William L. Putnam,

Ellerton P. Whitney, Rodolph L. Agassiz, Robert

F. Herrick, Thomas 'N. Perkins, W. Cameron

Forbes; treasurer, Henry D. Love; clerk, VV. D.

Thurber. H. C. Gallagher was re-elected president;

Nathaniel H. Stone and W. B. Thurber, vice-pres

idents.

 

HE Skibo Confectionery Company, New York

City, filed articles increasing its capital stock

from $20,000 to $60,000.
 

T Candy Co., New York City, incorporated un

der the laws of that state to manufacture con

fectionery with capital stock of $20000. The direc

tors are F. ]. Andrews, C. C. Limbarth and E. C.

Morsch.

 

AMES K. Steliotes, the confectioner of No. 49

Public Square, VVilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania,

plans to open another candy kitchen at No. 25 Pub

lic Square.

 

HE Martha-Louise Candy Co., Manitowoc.

Wisconsin, which has been conducted as a co

partnership by Ed Phillips and sons and ]. D. Zabler

has been dissolved, Mr. Zabler retiring from busi

ness. The business is to be reorganized under the

name of the Phillips Candy Co., and will be in

creased and extended. It is reported that the plans

".' .
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for the new company include a modern factory

building. The Company was originally established

about two years ago by Mr. Zabler, and the Phil

lips interests bought into the concern a year ago.

Mr. Zabler, retiring member of the firm, has re

tained the right to the Martha-Louise name and will

engage in the candy manufacture business as soon
as he can secure a new location. I

 

EORGE M. O’Neil was recently elected to the

presidency of the Tin Decorating Company

of Baltimore. Mr. O’Neil's promotion came after

two years of service as Sales Manager and Vice

President of the Tindeco organization. Previous

to'his 3.SSOCl8.llOl’1 with that company, Mr. O'Neil

was for several years Secretary and Treasurer of

Colliers’ and at an earlier date was associated with

the publishers of Town and Country.

 

T HE Milwaukee jobbing Confectioners’ Club of

Milwaukee, VVisconsin, has afiiliated with the

National ]obbing Confectioners’ Association, with

their entire membership.

 

WO hundred ice cream manufacturers and sales

men from Kansas opened their sixth annual

convention ]anuary 26th in the Hotel Baltimore.

The organization is known as the Kansas Asso-.

ciation of Ice Cream Manufacturers. The first af

ternoon's program was under the auspices of the

salesmen, who call themselves the “Black Cats."

J. W. Perry, president of e Commerce Trust

Company, addressed the meeting on business and

economic conditions. The Black Cats entertained

the convention at a supper and dance in the Hotel

Baltimore. Frederick Meyer, Kansas City, Kan

sas, was chosen president; H. M. Chappel, Manhat

tan, vice-president; D. T. Perkins, Pittsburg, sec

retary-treasurer.

 

HE Phillips Candy Company (not incorpo‘

rated), with paid in capital of $10,000, was or

ganized for business in Fredericksburg. Virginia,

February lst, 1922. It is composed of VV. _T. Phillips,

Hamilton Newhouse, A. B. Young, and Ino. F.

Gouldman, ]r., cashier of the Farmers and Mer
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chants State Bank, and a large stockholder in

many leading financial enterprises in this city. The

company is located on Main Street.
 

C. VVILSON and P. L. Cover of Portland,

I Oregon, purchased the retail candy business

of H. R. Hoefler, Astoria, Oregon.

 

OHN M. Miller 8: Son, jobbing Confectioners,

Philadelphia, Pa., celebrated their sixty-ninth

anniversary on February Zlst, having been estab

lished on that date in 1853. Sure, going some.

ERT Hoadley, of Hoadley’s Chocolates Ltd.,

of Melbourne, Australia, manufacturers of

chocolate and general confectionery, will visit the

U. S. A. during March, April and May. He will

investigate any business proposition which may be

profitably handled by his organization, whether di

rectly connected with the Candy trade or otherwise.

He will also be interested in the latest labor saving

machinery for the manufacture of his Company’s

products, as well as for the production of pack

ages, boxes, printing, _etc., used by them. Appoint

ments may be made by addressing letters to him care

Confectioners ]ournal.

ANUFACTURERS and refiners of sugar,

syrups, maltose, glucose, vegetable oils, etc.,

will be more than casually interested in the new

plant now being erected near Marshall, Texas, for

the production of Darco. Darco is a new refining,

purifying, deodorizing and decolorizing carbon,

 

highly efficient in the refining process in many in- '

dustries. It is expected that the new plant will be

in operation in the early Spring of 1922. The out

put will be of such proportions that manufacturers

will be assured of a steady supply of Darco to ade

quately take care of their requirements. The Darco

Corporation is controlled by the Atlas Powder Com

pany, of Wilmington, Delaware.

 

ARFIELD Chocolate Co., Chicago, Ill., incor

porated to manufacture and deal in chocolate

and cocoa by John D.'VVarfield, Robert S. Warfield,

]ohn D. Warfield, ]r., VV. S. Warfield III., and W.

H. Avery; capital, $300,000.

THE regular meeting of the New England Con

fectioners’ Club was held at Young’s Hotel,

Boston, Mass., on February 15th, with President

N. E. Covel as toastmaster. Among the speakers

was Frank G. Allen, President of the State Senate.

URKHARDT Corporation, Boston, Mass., in»

corporated under the laws of that state to

manufacture and deal in confectionery and bever

ages, with capital stock of $400,000, by Ferdinand

 

'von Scholley of Brookline and Philip Kresser and

Madeline M. May of Boston. " '

Philadelphia Retailers Banquet, Talk and

Sing

THE members of The Retail Confectioners’ As

sociation, Philadelphia, have a happy custom

of getting together socially" once a year with their

feminine partners, and spending a pleasurable an-'1

profitable evening in conversation and music, ban

queting and speechifying. Their third annual ban

quet occurred Thursday evening, February 16th, at

the Hotel Majestic and was attended by about two

hundred members, wives and guests. The evening

was bitterly cold, the coldest of the year, with the

mercury down to the zero mark. but this did not

prevent a goodly attendance. nor dampen the joy

ousness of the occasion. An hour was spent in re

newing old friendships and in informal conversa

tion, and then the company sat down to a banquet

for which this hotel is famous. During the banquet

the Wallace Orchestra rendered popular selections,

which were interspersed with songs by all, with W.

]. Wallace acting as Songrnaster. One of the hits

of .the evening was a booklet of original songs, all

built around the subject of candy. They were sung

with enthusiastic gusto by all hands, to the tune of

popular melodies, and some of them met with such

hilarious. reception that they were repeated again

and again. VVe reproduce one of the most popular:

THE CANDY TAX

‘Air: Hey, Rube

Alone at his desk ‘sat the candy man,

And a frown o’er his troubled features ran,

For his whole month's profits were nearly spent

When he paid his tax of five per cent.

So to Washington in a rush he went,

To his Senator his card he sent,

And he said, “This tax is very high,

We would like it changed, and I'll tell you

why.”

The Senator smiled and he said, “Why yes,

We can have it changed quite soon, I guess;

Come ’round and see me soon again,

If you don’t like five, why we’ll make it ten.”

Ellwood B. Chapman Manager, Retail Depart

ment of S. F. Whitman 8: Son, felicitously did the

honors as Toastmaster, and at the end of the ban

quet several speakers enlivened the occasion with

words of wisdom and wit.

VVm. H. Crown discussed “Your Customer and

Mine." C. M. Wessels, “Candy Man and His As

sociates." E. J. Cattel, Philadelphia’s Statistician,

spoke on “Everybody’s Sweetheart, Candy”; but

Mr. Cattel who knows “everything about Philadel

phia,” also managed to tell the company on the side

more about this great, beautiful and wonderful city

than any one had realized. Dancing succeeded the

“verbal” refreshments until a late hour. The Phila

delphia Candy retailers are wise. They realize the
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value of friendship in business, that there is room

for all, that all are good fellows and that the foster

ing of friendship is really helpful to all in a sub

stantial business way and contributes a large addi

tion to the joy of life.

HE Taylor Candy Co., Battle Creek, which will

add another story to their Kalamazoo St. build

ing, which will be used for packing and storing and

a ladies' rest room.

B. KENNEY, confectionery, Deer River,

• Minn., sold out to Henry Herreid.

W. HENDRICKS will open a wholesale and

• retail confectionery business at 131 East Main

Street, Salem, Ohio.

LENN C. MacMilan will engage in the con

fectionery business at Falls City, Nebr.

LAB Bros., opened a confectionery business at

Superior, Nebr.

DOLPH Anderson & Erick Hoyer opened a

confectionery business at Ashland, Wis.

ENNIS Korovilas sold his interest in the Queen

confectionery, Neenah, Wis., to George Far

makes, who is now sole owner.

AL GOLICK sold an interest in his confection.

ery business at Sheboygan, Wis., to Joe Heck.

New name Golick & Heck.

C F. LEWIS, long identified with the vegetable

... butter trade is now the Philadelphia represent

ative of the Nucoa Butter Co. of Bayonne, N. J.

W H. HILL, formerly of the India Refining

• Co., is now associated with the C. F.

Simonin's Sons, Philadelphia, as manager of the

hard butter department.

K & S. Candy Co., of 206 Pavonia Avenue, Jer

• sey City, New Jersey, incorporated to conduct

a wholesale confectionery business, by John E.

Knoblock and Felix Strzalkowski; capital author

ized, $5,000.

HAVIN Candy Co., 735 W. Van Buren St.,

Chicago, Ill., incorporated; capital $20,000.

Incorporators: Nathan M. Chavin, S. Schmetterer

and Arthur J. Shutan.

USSMAN Bros., Inc., 416 St. Louis Ave., East

St. Louis, Ill.; confectionery, candy, etc., incor

porated, capital $50,000. Incorporators: David

Sussman, Herman Sussman and Mike Sussman.

NTHONY Bloniarz bought the confectionery

business of Jos. Wotkiewicz, 9 Hoosac St.,

North Adams, Mass.

J. BEATLIR, confectionery, Little Falls,

• Minn., sold out to Miss Gertrude Lyon and

Mrs. Helen Wright.

HE annual meeting of the Midland Club was

held at the Morrison Hotel, Chicago, on January

25, 1922. After convening and the appointment of

various committees, President E. K. Rice delivered

his address. This was followed by the secretary's

report and that of the treasurer.

F. M. Dupont, of the Industrial Chemical Insti

tute, Milwaukee, spoke interestingly upon the value

of chemical, bacteriological and microscopic analysis

in the confectionery trade.

Colonel Avison, of Avison, Goodwin & Associ

ates, discussed cost accounting in an informative

way. Other speakers were A. F. L. Schmidt, Carl

Behr, Counsel Hickey, V. L. Price and Walter C.

Hughes, each one bringing a message heavily

loaded with both instructive and constructive ideas.

Considerable debate upon matters purely of interest

to the club took place, and with a result agreeable

to the members.

The new officers chosen are: A. F. L. Schmidt,

President; E. C. Plonsky, Vice President; A. R.

Scheble, Vice President, and A. H. Newman, Sec

retary-Treasurer.

A banquet was held in the Rose Room of the

hotel and was attended by about one hundred mem

bers and guests. It was a delightful affair.

HE Glade Candy Company, Salt Lake City,

Utah, incorporated with capital stock of $10,

000 by J. N. Glade, W. R. Glade, Harvey H. Glade

and Bessie H. Glade.

HE Crescent Candy Company, 96 Island Brook

avenue, Bridgeport, Conn., will hereafter be

known as H. Dorkin & Son Company, Inc. The

company will manufacture the same line of candy

specialties as before.

HE New York State Jobbing Association held

an important meeting at Syracuse on January

26th, at which time there was a general discussion

on trade conditions and plans for association activi.

ties for the current year. A drive will be made for

a larger membership, and President William F.

Sherlock, of Syracuse, personally requests every

candy jobber in that territory to meet him and the

other officers of the association at the Onondaga

Hotel, Syracuse, N. Y., on March 27th. Business

of importance to all jobbers will be discussed at

that time.

T' Queen City Candy Company, Buffalo, N.

Y., will move its jobbing business from Jeffer:

son street to 396 Broadway about April 1st.
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EORGE NORMAN SMITH, of the New

England Confectionery Company, Boston,

Mass., who for the past three years has been con

fined to his home at Hartford, Conn., on account

of ill health, has been retired by the company on a

liberal pension for life. While he has not entirely

recovered, his health is very much improved. Mr.

Smith has served his company faithfully for over

thirty years, first with Chase & Company, one of

the constituent companies of the New England Con

fectionery Company, and later representing the

Necco line, particularly throughout the New Eng

land States. Mr. Smith was always regarded by

his many customers with the highest esteem and

enjoyed their respect and confidence. They will be

glad to hear that the company has taken this sub

stantial way of expressing its appreciation of his

services.

HE Zanesville Candy Company is the name of

a new concern incorporated at Zanesville, Ohio.

The incorporators are Nick Saad, David Saad,

William Saad, Sig Levor and Joseph Schmidt. The

new company will take over the wholesale candy

business of the Muskingum Products Company,

owned by Saad Brothers, and will be located in the

second and third floors of the building in the rear

of the Woolworth store, Main street. New ma

chinery for the manufacturing of candy will be in

stalled in the near future.

M' Chocolate Company has been incor

porated at Wilmington, Delaware, with capi

tal stock of $50,000, by John P. Cann, M. N. Tyson

and Henry McKeown.

T: Chocolate Shop, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma,

has been incorporated by Tom Barris, Peter

Granenos and Louis Lagos, all of that city. The

capital of the company will be $15,000.

T' Lewis-Robinson Candy Company, of Birm

ingham, Alabama, has been incorporated under

the laws of that state. The company will engage

in the manufacture and sale of candy goods. It

starts business with a paid-up capital stock of $2000.
Its incorporators are A. L. Lewis, president; W. F.

Robinson, secretary-treasurer, and M. S. Lewis,

Vice-president.

H' Company, New Haven, Conn., incor

porated to own and operate confectionery

"res; authorized capital stock, $10,000. The in

"Porators are Frederick A. Hauff, Florence A.

Hauff and J. Birney Tuttle.

Jo' Hickey purchased the confectionery busi

" of Gabriel Giovannoni, 405 East Grand

"ue, Beloit, Wisconsin.

T: annual meeting of the Stollwerck Chocolate

L Company was held in Boston on February 15th,

1922, and the following officers were elected for the

ensuing year: Joseph A. Boyle, president; Joseph

A. Boyle, treasurer; William G. Herx, vice presi

dent and assistant treasurer; Joseph H. Bigley, vice

president; James F. Chaffee, vice president; Greg

ory S. Woodford, vice president; J. N. Foster, sec

retary; and the following board of directors elected:

Philip L. Spalding, Herman F. Clarke, Samuel R.

Wolcott, Joseph A. Boyle, B. W. Trafford, A.

Howard Graves, Herbert F. Hallett.

The Candy of Other Days

EFORE the general use of sugar, it is evident

that the varieties of sweets, as we understand

the term, must have been limited; even when sugar

became known, its price—according to some au

thorities, equal to about $7.50 a pound of our mon

ey—must have made them the luxury of the

wealthy. It is true, however, that there are in use

today, though in different combinations, very many

of the ancient equivalents for sweets; the various

delicacies “au miel et pistache” are only another

form of the “honey and nuts or almonds” of which

the earliest records tell us. It is also probable that

the candied fruits especially in evidence at this time

differ only slightly from the melipekta and dulcia

ria of the Greeks and Romans.

But when sugar came into general use, sweets

blossomed forth in a thousand varieties. Indeed,

“thousand” is scarcely the word, if we are to take

the word of the Spanish confectioner in Beaumont

and Fletcher's plays, who declared that he could

“teach sugar to slip down your throat in a million

ways.” Other old dramatists give us here and there

allusions to the taste for sweets that came in with

the time of Elizabeth.

One of the servants of old Capulet begs his com

rade to save him a piece of marchpane. There are

not wanting authorities to assure us that the “pretty

little tiny kickshaws” that Shallow, justice of the

peace, bade to be brought into the arbor, were a

recognized description of sweets. In other writers

of the times, we meet with constant references to

“kissing comfits,” and we learn that these were not,

as the name might indicate, twisted up in colored

paper and called “kisses,” such as are still to be

found in old-fashioned candy shops in our own

country, but that they partook rather of the nature

of our aromatic cachous. Even the “sweet pota

toes,” so affected by Falstaff, were not improbably

more or less what we now call crystallized and Were

eaten much as we eat preserved quinces and apri

COtS.

A packet of sugar was at one time a costly present

to make even to royalty. History tells us of the

"comfit-box" that the great Guise missed as he WaS

enticed to his doom.—Harper's Weekly.
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By JosePH NATHAN KANE

Do YoU HELP OR HINDER YoUR AGENTs?

ONFECTIONERS who appoint exclusive rep

resentatives for a certain territory and who,

nevertheless, sell to other agents in the same terri

tory, even though their exclusive representative re

ceives the commission and is given credit for the

sale, are doing inestimable harm to their representa

tive and, incidentally, themselves. Experience has

proven this to be the case as many exporters to

numerous countries will sadly testify.

A certain confectioner who had an agent in

Guatemala was approached by a commission house

with many salesmen for their line. In spite of the

fact that they already had an exclusive agent in that

territory, they gave the commission agent samples,

prices, catalogues, etc., with full power to book

orders. To simplify matters and to eliminate long

names, let us call this house who appointed the agent

Mr. Manufacturer; the agent, Mr. Agent, and the

representative, Mr. Representative.

Returning to the case under discussion, we find

that in spite of the fact that Mr. Representative was

originally made the exclusive representative, power

to sell had likewise been given to Mr. Agent. Mr.

Manufacturer, desirous of securing more customers

to their rapidly growing list, was glad to appoint

Mr. Agent to solicit sales which Mr. Representative
had, most likely, overlooked or to which he couldn't

or didn't sell. Mr. Manufacturer from his view

point was elated as he reasoned that, as two heads

were better than one, in like manner two salesmen

were better than one. But this is not always the

case, as it is a well known fact that too many cooks

spoil the candy, as will now be shown.

Mr. Representative went to Mr. Importer-Jobber

saying, “I am Mr. Manufacturer's exclusive repre

sentative. I personally attend to their matters in

this country and handle their sales exclusively and

I will, therefore, see to it that you are protected."

With this declaration of principle, coupled with a

strong selling argument, Mr. Representative gets a

large order.

By this time Mr. Agent has arrived in the repre

sentative's territory equipped with a price-list, cata

logue, etc., as well as with instructions to round
up all the stray orders. He goes from retailer to

retailer and finds each a likely customer. They are

very keen to buy from him inasmuch as they can buy

the merchandise cheaper, the importer's profit being

eliminated. As the prices given were for case lots,

each retailer bought case quantities when previously

they would only buy half that quantity from their

jobber-importer.

Mr. Manufacturer upon receipt of this bulk

quantity order feels particularly elated. He is con

vinced that his action was right and that either two

salesmen are better than one or that their representa

tive was not getting the most out of the territory of

which he was appointed exclusive agent. In some

cases manufacturers have even gone so far as to

blame their agents for neglect of duty.

No sooner does the representative receive one of

these sarcastic letters from home, than it is followed

by one even more abusive from his customers. The

importer-jobber says, “How do you expect me to

sell when you have gone ahead deliberately and

booked orders from my customers? To whom am

I going to sell the stock I have on hand? My cus

tomers won't buy it from me because they have

bought it direct from you, and even if they do, you

have sold it to them at the same price you sell it to

me. Where does my profit come in? Everyone

has taken advantage of this and have stocked their

shelves. Some have even gone so far as to accuse

me of profiteering and have canceled orders for

other merchandise which they have bought from

me, claiming that they will do the importing direct!

Where does your protection come in?” The poor

representative is so dumfounded that he cannot

speak. He cannot say that an agent sold the con:

fectionery to the retailers because it would contra:

dict his statement that he was the exclusive agent

in that country and was the only one authorized to

make sales.

The buyer will continue, “You told me that you

were the exclusive representative of your candy

concern. This I have found out to be untrue. "

asmuch as you claim that you are the exclusive

representative of biscuit firms, novelty concerns, I
also doubt your statement. A man that would lie

to sell one article would not hesitate to do so to "

another. You may cancel all my orders."

Thus condemned, Mr. Representative leaves the

office, his faith broken in his house and the buyer :

faith broken in him. This, however, is not the end

to the story. It is but one angle of it only.
The retailers who bought their candy from Mr.

Jobber for $1.25 a carton now find that by impo"
ing same direct it costs them but $1.00 a carton, the
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difference being the importer-jobber's profit. As

they could buy it at a cheaper price they reduce

their prices, little by little, each one underselling and

undercutting another until the candy is selling at all

sorts of prices.

But the trade did not drift from importer-job

ber to retailer naturally. There were many hitches.

Retailers, realizing that they could establish the fact

that they were cheaper than other retailers, kept cut

ting down on the item, even going so far as to sell

same without profit merely to establish the fact in

the minds of the people that they were cheapest.

Other retailers, anxious to keep selling this article,

did likewise and figured on the smallest margin of

profits. To save expenses they did not insure the

goods, trusting to luck for its safe arrival. Others

unscrupulously inclined went so far as to under

value it, thereby paying a lessened duty. The re

tailers did not figure as the importer, that on every

shipment there is a loss, no matter how wonderfully

packed the merchandise was. Small losses did not

mean a lessened profit to them as it did to the im

porter-jobber, but an actual loss!

The market was in such an unsettled condition

that legitimate retailers who worked on a cost-plus

basis were forced to throw this confectionery ac

count from their shelves. As a result the real trade

decreased, falling into the hands of the tricksters.

There is still more to say with regard to this.

Mr. Manufacturer shortly discovered that instead

of doing business with the importers who paid their

bills promptly, he was doing business with minor

accounts who did not have the money to pay

promptly for their purchases and who refused pay

ment for the entire shipment because of a minor

defect. In case a pail or case was lost they would

withhold payment of the entire order, awaiting its

delivery in spite of the fact that the delivery was

f. o. b. New York. In case there was a loss due to

the case being placed near a boiler, or to rain, or sea

Water damage, they held the company responsible.

These were the kind of accounts the New York con

fectioner had to do business with in place of A1

importers.

. The importer, unable to dispose of his confec

tionery stock inasmuch as the retailers would not

buy it from him, being forced to hastily realize

money on same or else accept it all as a dead loss

because of climatic conditions, sold his stock at re

duced prices, even below cost, to peddlers and mer

chants who, not paying any rent, could sell cheaper

than the cheapest merchant. The market as a result

became glutted with the products of this manufac

"rer. His name which was established due to his

*Presentative as that of a quality confectioner be

*ne in less time than can be told that of a nonde

*pt only seeking the almighty dollar.

Endeavoring to place their confections back on

the footing from which they fell, the confectionery

manufacturer wrote his agent, requesting him to

spare no expense in putting his candy back on a

firm basis.

Again this was more easily said than done. En

deavoring to place this candy back on the market

the representative was confronted with his past

record. “As long as you did that trick to me once

there is every likelihood that it will happen again in

the near future,” was told to him. “People have

lost confidence in your candy and there is no pos

sible way to reassure them,” was likewise told him.

Because the manufacturer, without consulting his

representative, appointed an agent in order to round

up the left-over orders, he lost his entire trade. His

representative incurred the wrath of the jobbers and

the jobbers that of their customers.

Fortunately, this incident happened quite some

time ago and now the manufacturer is making rapid

amends. This is merely the case of one manufac

turer. It is not typical of all, fortunately.

Export is practically no different than domestic

business in many ways. Common sense is needed

in both. One would not think of having ten sales

men in a state selling wholesaler, jobber and re

tailer, all at the same price, or allowing the ten men

to work anywhere or everywhere they felt like,

without system or due regard to duplication. If

such was the case, the whole ten men might select

the same prospective large customer, neglecting all

the others. The same is equally true in foreign

countries.

If a man is appointed exclusive representative of

a line, he should act in that capacity and should be

the director and chief of his assistants. In case

he is the representative of a territory, manufactur

ers should exercise great care to make sure that his

sales are destined for the territory in which he is

agent. In many instances goods destined for

Colombia are first shipped to Venezuela. In case

there is a difference in price between the goods of

one country and those of another in many instances

they are smuggled freely. This was recently true

in the case of goods intended for the Canal Zone.

As the Canal Zone is almost inseparable from

Panama, merchandise imported into the Canal Zone

duty free was smuggled into Panama. This process

of smuggling was in reality nothing more or less

than carrying the merchandise from one street to

another.

It can readily be seen how the Canal Zone agent

would readily receive more agents than the one in

Panama when this condition prevailed. This situa

tion has greatly changed in recent years and there

is practically no smuggling, if any.

These examples are used merely as an illustration

to show how easily it is for one agent to invade the

territory of another and how disastrous it is to have

everyone offering the same merchandise regardless

of whom are the purchasers.
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
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Help Wanted—Male

WANTED–BY CANDY MANUFAC

turing company, office and salesmanager;

also working foreman with knowledge of

'' general line of, candies, choco

lates, hard goods, etc. To right men will

offer opportunity to purchase substantial
interest in company, Want men who can

show results. Write particulars to W. S.

Lathrop, President, Lathrop Candy Com

pany, Minneapolis, Minn. 566, 86

WANTED-FIRST-CLASS PAN

man who is capable of taking charge of

department and turning out high polished

oods on both soft and hard centers.

Splendid opportunity for the right man.

Sibley-Holmwood Factory, 149 Swan St.,

Buffalo, N. Y. 566, 84

SUPERINTENDENT OF CAN DY

and Bakery Mfg. Department-Manu

facturer controlling several retail stores

in large middle western city has opening

or a live superintendent. Must be a

practical man in candy making and have

&l knowledge of baking, should be

able to manage both departments of

manufacture successfully; must be moral

ly clean, of good habits and not under

thirty years of age. Give full information

as to experience, including names of ref

erence; all replies will be held strictly

confidential. An excellent opportunity to

connect with a successful, live organiza

tion. Address A 16, care Confectioners

Journal. S66

WANTED–WORKING FOREMAN

for Philadelphia factory, experienced in

making high grade chocolate liquors and

coatings, etc. Must be experienced with

modern machinery, be able to handle help

and get production at lowest costs. Give

reference, experience and salary expect

ed. Address O 14, care Confectioners
Journal. Soo

WANTED–THE BEST HARD CAN

dy working foreman alive. This means

everything to the right man and no other

need apply. Address Room 413, Knicker

bocker Bldg., Times Square, New York

City. S66, 71

PAN MAN-ONE EXPERIENCED

in both hard and soft goods. Give ability,

references and state salary expected in

first letter. The Edw. M. Becker Com

pany, Cleveland. Söö, 4S

\\ ANTFD – S T R R C T L \ HIGH

class working foreman for small but well

equipped steam candy factory in the

southwest, Man must be practical all

around man who can handle help to ad

vantase. Hish class references required.

Address N 1-, care Confectioners Jour

nal, Soo

\\ AN TSIO-FNPF RT IN THE PRO

duction of hish class, fresh preserved
its its for checo'sses and other sweet

*At & - as crysta'ized and

s'ssy + * *ish class passed seeds

trase lary to the right ran

Address Mr Bert Head ex, care Con

****** - S&- SS

\\ AN E O - F. RST-CLASS CANDY

rase: *~ *če crea: raser with a he ser

*rst-class series:enery stere. Ad

*- care Centest:eners Je:-ra'.

S&

Help Wanted—Male

WANTED–EXPERT IN HAN
dling enrober chocolate dipping machines

with the latest marking devices. Men

able to handle help only need apply and

must have expert knowledge of all parts

and produce best goods. Address Mr.

Bert Hoadley, care Confectioners Jour

nal. 566-7, 36

WANTED–CANDY MAKER WHO

can take charge of a small factory when

owner is not in. Ten to twenty hands.

Must be able to handle help. Steady po

sition and a good future for the right

man. Owner been in business the past

fifteen years. State age, experience and

wages, as above mentioned. Box

263, Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 566, 31

WANTED–EXPERT CANDY MAK

er for wholesale candy factory. Must

have thorough knowledge of all lines and

the handling of help to get results. Ap

ply McDonald Jam Co., Ltd., P. O. Box

33, Nelson, B. C. 566-7, 3

WANTED- FIRST-CLASS CANDY

maker, capable of making a general line.

Would prefer a man that could take small
interest. Don't answer this ad. unless you

can deliver the goods. Address Box 206,

Spartanburg, S. C. 566, 92

Salesmen Wanted

LIVE MEN WANTED TO HANDLE

live penny wax novelties. See our adver

tisement on page 146 in this issue, and if

interested and think you can produce re

sults, write to Wax Novelty Company,

4233 Easton Ave., St. Louis, Mo. 566,82

WANTED–SALESMAN FOR CHI

cago and Western states, to sell our 5c

specialties to the jobbers, on commission

basis. Address M 14, care Confectioners

Journal. -

S.A. LES MAN WANTED–A large

manufacturer located in Central States

making a line of bulk candy, including 5

lb. box chocolates, wants an experienced

candy salesman for southern territory.

Must have a following with jobbers and

S and 10 trade. Commission basis. Give

full details first letter, Address J 12, care

Confectioners Journal. 5

WANTEU)–Al S.A. L E SM E N-25°

commission on fastest selling novelty to

wholesale and retail confectioners and

drussists. S35.00 or more daily, next

three months. Time is urgent. Pocket

samples. Nathan Stone Co., 2010 N. Ma

jor Ave., Chicago- 566. 34

WANTED–RELIABLE SALESMEN

callins on hish-class jobbing trade to car

ry complete line of peanut candies, sated

peanuts and peanut butter on commission.

No o'ections to non-conficting lines.

Give fu' particulars territory desired re:

* etc. Address Box. 57. Suffo's.

3
----- 5-6-7. 11

SA's'AN WANTED UAING
* -->

- -

-

ss essers in New York State.

- swe-cent and penny sp ties

<-- seed selers. Good or e- - #3:
s: de 'ne ran. Also a " to cover West

Psans vs: Wes: \ stra, Osie.

Mishisan. Give references

- care contect crer Je=-a- -

*

to carry

Salesmen Wanted

ENERGETIC SALESMAN WANTED

—We have a vacancy in our sales force

that can only be filled by a really big,

forceful, energetic salesman – a man

capable of sustained and sincere enthu
siasm. He will sell a complete line of

chocolate bar goods, cocoas and coatings,

one of the highest quality lines being

produced in this country. He must be

young enough to be willing to learn our

methods of working, and old enough to

accept responsibility. He will be backed

by national advertising and progressive

sales policies. If you think you can quali

fy to fill a job of this sort, address E 12,

care Confectioners Journal. 566

CHICAGO MANU FACTURER

wants commission salesman for the high

est grade 10c box of assorted chocolates

on the market. All states open. Please

given references or don't answer. Ad:

dress D 12, care Confectioners Journal

WANTED = CANDY SALESMAN

to sell our line to jobbers on commission

basis in Central West. Must have experi

ence and good references. Address 0x.

ford Confectionery Co., Oxford,#

WANTED_SALESMAN CAPABLE

of securing real business on a high-grade

line of confections, including pail goods.

bar goods and bulk chocolates. Territory

available in the states of Arkansas, Mis:

souri, Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska.

North and South Dakota. Will tie up

all or any part of this territory with the

man who can produce the results. Do

not apply unless you have been workins

all or part of this territory in the past

and have an established following. Ex

ceptional proposition to the right man.

Address B 12, care ConfectionersJ:

SATESMENTATITNG ON THE

wholesale grocery, confectionery.*

chain stores in the various parts of *

country to handle our products as a ".

line. References required Sweet f°:

Mfg. Co., 29 S. 11th St., Broo":N.Y.
-

WANTED–SALESMEN ACQUAINT.

ed with the jobbers in the State of Peas.
sylvania to sell on a commission basis

line of Penny, bulk, bar and Pes"

goods. Address D 10, care Confectic”

Journal. 5%

SALESMAN waxTED BY TH:

largest paper cup house in the Usite.

States, to sell bon bon cups to *

manuiacturers. Will also consider *
line men for certain territores. Fre

opportunity for right man, who "-*

the advantage of the finest pro: *.

the best possible price, with which **

the business Fu: particulars as * *

perience, etc., which will be *

strictly confidential. Address W = "

Confectioners Journal- *

SALESMAN ACQUANTED -w:

buyers and who can c-ta: S → .

sales and order books can ~ *

are commiss: -s was £

ins. Chicago concern in this *-Ś

Sales B.S. Co-ran. : W =
St. Chicago. Se: 3.
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Salesmen Wanted

WANTED–SALESMAN CALLING

on jobbing trade to carry a fine line of one

and five-cent fudge specialties, and also

five-cent chocolate cocoanut specialties

for the States of Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio

and Michigan. Strictly commission basis.

Address G 10 care Confectioners Jo'

WANTED, SALESMAN–CHICAGO

candy manufacturer, making the largest

line of finest filled confections and hard

candies in the world, is desirous of get

ting in touch with highest grade salesmen

for all territories. Do not apply unless

you are thoroughly acquainted with the

trade and conditions in your territory.

We will pay good salary, commission or

both. Address K 10, care Confectioners

Journal. 566

WANTED–A MAN MAKING HIS

headquarters at Pittsburgh and working
the Pittsburgh district to carry our line

on commission basis. Address L 10, care

Confectioners Journal. 566

SALESMEN WANTED–THE JA

cobs Candy Company of . New Orleans

has an opening on their sales force for a

few high-class salesmen in territory not

already covered to place their high grade

package candy, delivered by express.

Their salesmen must be of exceptional

ability, good address, character and edu

£ation. This is an excellent opportunity

for an experienced candy, drug or cigar

salesman. In replying give full details

and references, which will beco'
- , 1

SALESMEN-TO SELL CRUSHED

fruits and concentrated syrups to soda
fountain trade. Side line for confection

£ry salesman on solely commission basis.
Eastern Food Prod. Co., 2779 Kensington

Ave., Philadelphia. 5 6

SALESMEN OR AGENTS TO SELL

£ lozenges like Life Savers,

enny, bulk, package goods. Territories

9pen, southern and western. Commission

basis. Address J 16, care Confectioners

Journal. 566-7

*

Situations Wanted—Male

HIGH-GRADE MAN WITH MANY

years' experience and a thorough ac

Quaintance, with the confectionery trade

in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware

and Maryland, desires to connect with a
representative house as sales or district

"anager. Unquestionable references.

Correspondence confidential. Address

care Confectioners Journal. 566

==

Situations Wanted—Male

CANDY MAKER, A1, ALL AROUND

expert manufacturing confections of the

better class. Have a wide experience in

the making of highest grade chocolates

and gloss goods. Have originality and

ability above the average. Will take

charge and get the maximum production.

Best of references. M. Hammond, 414

West 120th St., New York City

566, 41

WANTED–POSITION BY PRAC

tical all around candy and ice cream

maker in a good retail store, one who

knows how to make all kinds of counter

goods, chocolate, bon bons; also hard

candies, plain and fancy ice creams; also

cakes. Manage store, soda fountain and

trim ... windows. Years of experience.

Middle age man. Address C 12, care

Confectioners Journal. 566-7

AN OPPORTUNITY TO SECURE

services of young man under forty years

of age, having twenty years' experience in

the candy business, embracing all

branches; cost accounting, ... complete

practical manufacturing including hard

candy, cream, chocolate from the bean,

wholesale merchandising, retail manage

ment of stores, design for the creation

of entirely new candies, design of boxes,

planning of sales campaigns, etc. A col

lege graduate fluently conversant with

French and German. Also experienced in

foreign methods of manufacturing. De

sires to take complete charge of manage

ment of large business. Available for

July first when connection with own busi

ness will be severed. Address A 12, care

Confectioners Journal. 566

CHOCOLATE AND COCOA EX

pert and working foreman open for en

gagement Years of experience in the

manufacturing of chocolate and cocoa in

all its branches from the bean up. Can

figure costs, understands all chocolate

machines for the manufacture of choco

late and cocoa, milk chocolate, bar goods,

coatings, liquors and cocoa powders.

Capable of managing and taking full

charge. Address J 10, care Confectioners

566Journal.

Situations Wanted—Male

POSITION WANTED BY SUPERIN

tendent with 27 years' experience in all

lines of high-grade candy manufacturing;

understands all modern equipment and

handling of help. Can furnish best of

reference. Address G. T. Hague, 1136 E.

17th St., North, Portland, ors:

FOREMAN–EXPERT IN HARD

$ndy, fudge, caramel, chocolate centers;

also moulding and enrober work. Last

P9sition, 12 years as foreman of one of

the largest retail candy factories in New

ork. Inventor of new line filled candies.

Address E 16 care Confectioners Jo'

T

WANTED–POSITION BY SUPER

£ with 20 years' experience on

* chocolates, pail goods, marshmallows,

£ fudges, hard candies and crys

tallized candies. Address N 14, care Con

fectioners Journal. 566

CANDY MAKER WANTS POSI

tion as foreman, cream department. Ref

erences. Dewey Dayton, Leeds, Sioux

City, Iowa. 566, 69

CANDY MAKER DESIRES POSI

tion with large retail firm; 12 years' ex

perience. Excellent knowledge on all

lines. Can organize or reorganize depart

ment, originate such forms as may be

necessary and get results at a low cost

without supervision. Best references.

State salary. Address J 14, care Confec

tioners Journal. 566

ATTENTION, MR. RETAILER-CAN

you use a thorough and dependable man

ager?—One who can handle your foun

tain, tearoom, factory, candy department,

window trimming, buying and advertising

to perfection. If so, address H 14, care

Confectioners Journal. 566

PRACTICAL AND EXPERIENCED

superintendent of proven ability in manu

facturing chocolates and candies of every

description is open for engagement. Ad

dress F 14, care Confectioners Jo:

CANDY MAKER WITH TWENTY

years' practical experience can be engag

ed as demonstrator and salesman, or will

furnish formulas, give personal instruc

tions on candy making, high-grade choc

olate work, production, costs and modern

equipment. Address E 14, care Confec

tioners Journal. 566

HIGH-GRADE CHOCOLATE SALES

man who knows the package and bulk

game thoroughly and well acquainted

with jobbing trade throughout the coun

try is open for a proposition from a first

class house for exclusive representation.

No objection to doing missionary work

for introductory business. Address L 12,

Care Confectioners Journal. 566

CANDY MAKER WITH MANY
years' experience wants position in south

west or southwest. Desires small plant

such as manufacturing jobber or retail.

kitchen; qualified to take charge of same;

experienced in handling help: Am mar

ried, steady and reliable. Address H. 16,

care Confectioners Journal. 566

AssistANT SUPERINTENDENT—

Young man, age 30, married, with a wide

and varied experience in the manufactur
ing of the highest grade package and

gloss goods, desires position with a con

cern that needs a man with a thorough

practical knowledge and some executive

ability. Address H 12, care Confectioners

Journal. 566

WANTED- POSITION BY MAR

ried man who is a finished candy maker;

23 years' experience; capable of taking

charge either wholesale or retail plant or

as working foreman. Wish to hear from

some good progressive house. Address

O 10, care Confectioners Journal. 566

POSITION WANTED — FACTORY

manager or general superintendent with

twenty years' experience in high-grade

candy manufacturing; capable of han

dling all kinds of machinery and any

amount of help. Desires permanent po

sition, Best references. Address C 10,

care Confectioners Journal. 566

A1 PAN, MAN AND CHEWING

gum coater is at liberty March 1st. Ca

pable of supervising large plant and help

both practically and theoretically. F. P.

280 Palisade Ave., W. Hoboken, N. J. ”

566, 18

ARE YOU IN NEED OF A REAL

live wire? Full and thorough knowledge

management and manufacturing in all de

partments and fully versed all machinery,

figuring cost, factory systems and execu.

tive ability. The type of man that can

actually show, produce and direct and

make good with lowest cost of produc

tion. State position you have to offer.

Address K 16, care Confectioners Journal.
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Situations Wanted—Male

SITUATION WANTED–FOREMAN

or superintendent in small factory or re

tail by all around candy maker with over

twenty years' experience. Address G 16,

care Confectioners Journal 566

PRODUCTION MANAGER OPEN

for position April 1st. Fifteen years of

practical experience as candy maker.

Thoroughly acquainted with machinery

and novel methods of production. No

triflers need answer. Address V 16, care

Confectioners Journal. 566

EXPERT CANDY MAKER ON

cream work, A. B. gum, fancy bon bons

and pan work, desires to make connec:

tion. If you want a man who is not

afraid of hard work, write and describe

fully the character of the position open.

Address U 16, care Confectioners Jour

nal. 566

EXPERIENCED PAN MAN DE

sires position with reliable firm. . In an

swering state salary. Best of references.

Address T 16, care Confectioners Jour

nal. 566

PAN MAN OPEN FOR POSITION.—

He is thoroughly experienced in coating

chewing gum centers and making a gen:

eral line of pan work, soft and hard

finish. Better quality and greater quan

tity at least cost and time. Eighteen
years continuously connected with the

largest and most notable candy concerns

of the Eastern States in which places he

held positions of foreman and superinten.
dent of the pan department, is a proof

of his ability. He will submit for few

days trial, previous to a permanent en

gagement. Salary or piece work consid

ered. Only firms worthy of such, a man

are invited to communicate. Address

S 16, care Confectioners Journal. 566

WANTEDIPOSITION AS WORK

ing foreman in modern factory, 18 years'

experience in largest houses making spe:

cial penny goods of fresh cocoanut, peanut

bars of different kinds, caramels, nougat,

etc. Would prefer position in New York
City. Address R 16, care Confectioners

Journal. 566

POSITION WANTED AS SUPERIN

tendent or foreman. Practical, first-class

all around candy maker, 18 years' experi

ence, now employed, wishes to hear

from a good, reliable firm. Address P_16,

care Confectioners Journal 566_

FIRST CLASS HARD CANDY FORE

man wishes to connect with some reliable

firm. Will be open for engagement

March 1st. Address O 16, care Confec

tioners Journal. 566

SALESMAN, PRODUCER, VERY

well known with New York and nearby

jobbers, desires a good, reliable candv

fine. Address D 16, care Confectioners

Journal. * 566

Machinery for Sale

FOR SALE-MILLS POWER DROP

frame and rolls; Burkhard jap mixer;

sizers; Mills tilting copper mixer; butter

cup cutting machines; hard candy ball

machine; Rockwell lozenger mixer; crys

tallizing outfit; starch trays; 10-15-100 h.

p. steam engine; 15 ton ice machine. D.

Auerba Sons, 11th Ave., 46-47th St.,

New 566, 87

Machinery for Sale

FOR SALE–500 POUND S T E A M

jacketed vacuum cooker, 75 and 125 gal

Ion copper jacketed kettles, 2 ton, 8 ton,

10 ton and 15 ton refrigerating machines.

Consolidated Products Company, 38 Park

Row, New York City. 566, 68

FOR SALE-300 LB. RACINE CHOC

olate mixing kettle, Racine starch buck

motor attached, Racine depositor moto,

attached, 5 foot ball beater and 7 horse

power motor with shaft and pulleys, 2

Racine barrel beaters, Racine basket dip

ping machine, Savage blast furnace, 1

coke furnace, steel water cooling slab, 2

marble slabs, 300 starch boards, 400 choc

olate dipping boards, 20 chocolate dipping

boards, rolling racks, 1 Mills Monitor nou

gat cutter, 4 ton ammonia cold storage

machine with seven horse power motor,

shafts, pulleys and belts, all new and in

first-class condition; 5 horse power D. C.

motor. Everything in operation; if

buyer desires, can operate at same loca

tion. Two floors, each 30 by 90; rent

reasonable. Aubry Candy Co., 1007

Cherry St., Toledo, Ohio. 566, 62

FOR SALE-ONE MODEL K KISS

wrapping machine; A1 condition. Royal

Candy Co., Milwaukee. 65-6-7, 60

ICE CREAM CONE MACHINERY

for sale at 25 per cent on the dollar, I.

Nasher, 49 Clarke St., Malden, Mass.

565-6-7, 51

FOR SALE-1 CHO.COLATE COAT

ing machine, 1 Greer chocolate cooler and

conveyer, 1 Champion basket chocolate

dipping machine, 1 Model K kiss cutting

and wrapping machine, 1 50-gal. Burk

hard tilting steam jacket kettle, 1 2%

bbl. Day dough mixer, 1 Mills 38-inch re

volving pan, 1 Wood Simplex-starch buck,

1 Racine depositor. John P. Annen, 366

West Oak St., Chicago, Ill 566, 49

FOR SALE-ONE CLOUGH & WITT

standard steam jacketed gum mixer with

portable boiler, two gum scoring or cut

ting machines, 18-inch rollers; one sizing

machine, 16-inch rollers, 3 pulleys; one

sizing machine, 20-inch rollers, 2 pulleys;

one No. 10 Mills ball machine, absolutely

new. Make best offer, single machines

or entire equipment. Address Pedigreed

Products Corporation, Elmira, N. Y.

566 29

FOR SALE-SIX NEW 90-GALLON

steam jacketed kettles tested at 200 lbs.

Priced right. Address N 16, care Confec

tioners Journal. 566

. FOR SALE—WRAPPING MACHINE,

wraps in tin foil, then wraps in label,

sealing same. Capacity sixty bars per

minute. Bar size 1 in. by 34 in. by 4 in.

Package Machinery Company Model U3;

condition first-class. Apply Skibo Con

fectionery Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.

566, 26

FOR SALE-EMERY THOMPSON

brine freezer with brine tank in good

condition; one 40-qt. upright freezer, one

5 horse power motor, D. C.; one 1/6

horse£ D.C.' ice cream

cone machines, all in good condition,

£ress M 10, care Confectioners Jour
11a1.

==

Machinery For Sale

FOR SALE–M O GUL, RACINE

sucker machine, chocolate mixers, York

batch roller, package kiss machine, model

“K”; 25 h. p. Ottfeldt gas boiler, ball

machine, hand kiss machines, buttercup

machines, hand drop rollers. Address

F 10, care Confectioners Journal. 566

LARGE CONFECTIONER OFFERS,

subject to prior sale, following equip

ment: 2 Schrafft systems, complete with

motors—16 ft. long, each $200.00; 1 new

25 ton American carbonic ice machine,

$2,500.00; condenser bunker coils and all

fittings, $500.00; 1 No. 5 American Blower

Company exhaust fan, $25,00; 1 Brach

hard candy cooling conveyor, $150,00;

4 new J. H. Day & Co. 2,000 lbs. capacity

cream beaters, $900.00 each; 1 60-gallon

Kopperman copper kettle and mixing ma

chine, kettle on trunnions, $500.00; 1 new

Thos. Mills vertical double action mixing

machine with 2 cans, $150.00; 1 York

batch roller, 7 ft. size, $150,00; All prices

f. o. b. cars, Chicago, Illinois. Write or

wire. E 10, care Confectioners Journal.

FOR SALE, BY PHILADELPHIA

firm, Model K kiss wrapping machine,

Practically new, guaranteed first-class

condition. Also two tons kiss wrapping

paper. Reasonable price on cash basis.

Address B 10, care Confectioners Jour

nal. 566

FOR SALE-1 NO. 2 STANDARD

Clough & Witt gum mixer, 36 gallon

capacity; 1 Day mixer, 16 inches deep and

26 inches diameter, inside measurements.

Must move. Price $75.00 each. Chic-Mint

Gum Company, Wilmington, De'
500,

Machinery Wanted

WANTED–Cream beater to turn up

not less than 100 lbs. at one time; must

be reasonable. Address C 16, care Con

fectioners Journal. 566

W A N T E D-SIMPLEX STARCH

Buck, must be in A1 condition and price

reasonable. Address D 14, care£
tioners Journal. 5

WANTED–GOOD SECOND-HAND

enrober with automatic feeder, preferably

with stringer. State manufacturer's num"

ber on machine. Address N 12, care 90"

fectioners Journal. 566_
WANTED–1 LOZENGE MACHINE,

1 gum kettle, 200 to 300 gallons; 1 #"

kettle, 500 gallons; 1 chocolate me:

kettle, 1 Bali cream beater. Address £%

care Confectioners Journal. 566

WANTED-FOLLOWING MACHIN

ery in good condition: Liberty coa'

Junior size; starch buck, chocolate m:

ing kettles from 100 to 300 lbs. capac'
small enrober, caramel cutter and sizer,

filing cabinet, depositors and ‘'
printer. Merrill Candy Company. i

rill, Wis. 566,--

Specialties Wanted

WANTED–PENNY CANDY '
for New York metropolitan district. '

ered this jobbing trade ten yea".

results assured. Address B 16, "
Con

fectioners Journal. 566
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Specialties Wanted

WANTED–PAN WORK AND PEN

ny m. m. goods to sell in Maryland, Vir

ginia, North and South Carolina, Georgia

and Florida. I work the trade regularly.

J. W. J. Suter, 3505 Walbrook Ave.,

Baltimore, Md. 566, 78

SPECIALTIES W A N T E D–HAVE

been calling on the jobbers throughout

New England States for past ten years.

Am now looking for a good line of penny

goods, specialties and 5c bars. Best of

references furnished. . Address L 14, care
Confectioners Journal. S66

SAL ES MAN COVERING NEW

York and New England States for a

number of years is open for a good sum

mer line or any novelty. Address K 14,

care Confectioners Journal. 566

WANTED–G O O D SPECIALTIES

for jobbing confectioners, New England

and New York State.–Get busy. C. E.

Anderson, 200 W. 118th St., New York

City. 565-6, 59

SALESMAN–OLD-TIMER, WITH 20

years' experience among the New York

confectionery trade, wants specialties in

penny and 5c goods on commission basis

for New York, Long Island and part of

New Jersey. Address C 14, care Confec

tioners Journal 564-5-6

ACTIVE SAL ES MAN, WELL

known to wholesale jobbing trade, wants

strong line penny chocolates, penny re

peaters, nickel sellers and pail goods for

Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington.

Strictly 5 per cent commission basis. Ad

dress B 14 care Confectioners #!
64-5-6

OLD, LINE SALESMAN CALLING

on the jobbing trade regularly, West Vir

ginia. Maryland, Virginia and Washing

ton, D.C., wants good line penny choco

lates, pail goods and nickel seifers, reg

ular five per cent commission basis. Ad

dress A 14, care Confectioners Journal.

65, 12 M

MR. MANUFACTURER=WE WANT

good articles to introduce to the confec

tioner, grocer, etc.; we sell the whole

Saler jobber; carry 1000 accounts direct
to the retailer. We use specialty men

When necessary in introducing new goods.

Give particulars of your line in first letter.

#yt Confections, 26.22 E." Illinois St.
hicago. , 91

SALESMAN COVERING PHILA

delphia territory for the past ten years

'*nts à line of penny or bar goods." Ad

dress M 16, care Confectioners Journal.

Specialties Wanted

EX-JOBBER WANTS PENNY LINE

to sell jobbing trade in Philadelphia and

vicinity. No drawing account required.

Address M 12, care Confectioners Jour

nal. 566

A-ONE SALESMAN WANTS A

good, cheap line ice cream cones to sell

in southern territory. For the right

house guarantee best results. Address

N 10, care Confectioners Journal. 566

For Sale

F OR SALE– CONFECTIONERY.

lunchette, ice cream parlor, good location,

any kind of lease, doing good business.

This is a snap for the right man. Ad

dress G 12, care Confectioners Jo'

FOR QUICK SALE–ONLY RES

taurant, Confectionery and Ice Cream

Parlor in town of 500, doing a $25,000

business. New building with all modern

conveniences and complete new equip

ment. Will sacrifice all for $12,000, due

to death in family. Worth easily from

$15,000 to $17,000. Must sell. Write for

particulars. F. M. Bouquet, Scales

Mound, Ill. *

FOR SALE–WHOLESALE CHOCO

late candy manufacturing business, in

cluding equipment, supplies and formulas.

Will consider partnership. For informa

tion write E. L. Armstrong, State College,

Pa.

ICE CREAM CONE PLANT FOR

sale. Doing $200,000 yearly business.

Will sell good-will and all cheap. L.

Kalis, 58 Bicknell St., Dorchester, Mass.

565–6-7, 52

FOR SALE-HOME-MADE CANDY

store and shop; 1 16-ft. Knight soda foun

tain, brand new; 4 marble slabs, 1 iron

cooler, marshmallow beater, cream beat

er, ice cream plant, starch room, 12 sets

rolls, 4 candy furnaces. Place doing

$30,000 year and having very best estab

lished trade. Rent $1500 a year. Price

$6000–$3500 cash, balance one year. Ad

dress L 16, care Confectioners Jour:

F OR SAL E-CONFECTIONERY,

Lunchette, Ice Cream Parlor, Cigars; do

ing good business; other business de

mands attention. Must act at once. For

further information write or wire, Lekas

Sugar Bowl, Joplin, Mo. 565-6, 61

Agents Wanted

WANTED - BROKERS, JOBBERS,

specialty men to sell best candy of its

kind—make us prove it. Send for sam

ples and details. Address Arctic Ice

Cream Co., Detroit, Mich. ca': P't

REPRESENTATIVE, HIGH GRADE

man to handle a well advertised product

for sale chiefly to manufacturing confec

tioners. The representative will have

earnest co-operation, as well as the ex

clusive selling rights for his city. Reply,

giving references and stating lines now

carried and firms represented, to P 10,

care Confectioners Journal. 566

Agencies Wanted

WANTED-SALES AGENCY FOR

New York, Pennsylvania and New Jersey,

to sell to jobber or direct to retailer. A

new article with wonderful repeat possi

bilities. A. F. Kloss, Scranton, Pa.

566, 19

AGENCY WANTED–FIRST CLASS

London house with live connection de

sires sole agency for Great Britain for

count lines, creams, gums or other high

class confectionery, Can furnish best ref

erences. Full particulars. Address G 14,

care Confectioners Journal. 566

Accounts Wanted

ACCOUNTS W A N T E D–CANDY

manufacturers, we want accounts for

Buffalo, N. Y., and vicinity. We call on

over 1500 dealers every two weeks in

above territory. What have you to offer

in five cent pieces, with exclusive rights?

Address The Monarch Sales Co., 443

Northampton St., Buffalo, N. Y.

566, 6

Business Chances

WANTED–A GOOD MAN OR CAN

dy salesman to take half interest in a pan

work factory. Owner has 20 years' ex

perience on jordan almonds and hard

candies. Big field with small investment.

Address Washington Pastry Co., 1343

Stockton St., San Francisco, Calif.

565-6, 56

TRAVELING salesman died very suddenly T HE salespeople in a store ought to be shown the

in Kalamazoo. His relatives telegraphed the

florist to make a wreath; the ribbon should be ex

tra wide, with the inscription, “Rest in Peace,” on

both sides, and if there is room, “We Shall Meet

in Heaven.”

new assistant handled the job.

The florist was out of town and his

It was a startling

floral piece which turned up at the funeral. The

£bon was extra wide and bore the inscription:

"Rest in Peace on Both Sides and If There is

Room We Shall Meet in Heaven.”

store's advertising at least as soon as it is given

to the public. They really ought to have advance in

formation in that direction. -

HERE are some remote districts which still

know the joy of cutting shinny sticks, but

about this time of the year most of us are satisfied

to overhaul our golf kits, and wish that the mud

would dry up a bit.



  

  

  

  

  

  

 
 

  

  

  

  

Worth Reading as a Spring Tonic

KEEPING is even harder than getting.

There are plenty of men who, through their

lives, have been successful money makers, but who

leave not a cent when they die. There are numbers

of men who rise to important positions, remain in

them for a little while and then gradually begin to

drop back.

 

UCCESS is always a target.

The more important the place you attain, the

more people will try to get you out of it. They are

not moved by any animus against you. It is a mis

take to bear malice against them because they want

what you have. All men of ambition want to occupy

the best places in the world. Merely because those

places happen to be occupied doesn't deter them

from seeking them, just the same.

 

TO hold any position that is worth holding re

quires just as much effort and just as much

thought as it did to secure it. If you have made a

small success, don’t be content with it. More men

are qualified to hold small positions than big ones.

Therefore, more men will be after your small place

and there will be a better chance of their getting

it. The wiser course is to go after a higher place

yourself, and, having attained it, go after a still

higher one. By and by you will shake off a large

part of your competitors.

“Fibre-Packs” do!

“Fibre-Packs”

conditions.

~ I-‘IBRB?-'.PACK$
—The OVER-TEST Container

Do your shipping cartons all run over test?

Do your cartons carry your product to its

destination without breakage?

will do this because

Packs” can be built for you—by actual test—to

fill the specific requirements of your particular

HE really big places are so hard to get and

so hard to hold that not many are in the

race for them. If you are fortunate enough to

be able to do something that nobody else can

do, your position will be absolutely assured. But

only as long as you retain that ability. If you con

tinue to climb, you are in far less danger of being

ousted from what you have gained. That is going

to mean rather more work than you expected to do

when you set out. It is going to involve more sac

rifice than you may have been prepared to make.

 

IF YOU make large profits, be careful to con

ceal the fact as far as possible. The consumer

does not like to see his merchant make too much

money.

 

OU may be sure that the customer who resents

having his bill presented is not a first-class

credit risk.

 

DON'T extend unlimited credit to people of limit

ed incomes. Don't do it, if you do.

IT IS proposed to introduce the dig-dig from

Africa in order to solve the problem of meat

supply. This must be a mistaken report. We have

got just about all of the dig-dig we can stand.

What we need is the dough-dough.

  

“Fibre

  

  

FIBRE‘-PACK

SINGLE WALL

BOARD

that will eliminate this loss.

LET OUR SERVICE DEPARTMENT

HELP YOU
  

If you have breakage complaints, our Service Department will design a shipping case for you

Send us a sample shipment of your product.

DOUBLE WALL

BOARD

By laboratory tests we

will design the most eflicient container and return the shipment to you packed accordingly—free

of charge.

BUFFALO

616 Lafayette Sq. Bldg.

Phone Seneca 4662

PITTSBURGH

609 Churn. of Commerce

Phone Grant 8741

NEW YORK

305 Broadway

Phone Worth 5195

PRINCIPAL SALES OFFICES

We FIBRE Def/0/Z /37/cfi.

Whether you are using single or double wall cartons, you will find “Fibre-Packs”—the

OVER-TEST container—the ideal shipping ease from every angle.
  

CLEVELAND

542 Engineers‘ Bldg.

Phone Bell Main 5335

CINCINNATI

1219 State Avenue

Phone West 3531-Y

CHICAGO

Phone Main 1415

  

FIBRE-“PACK

  

  

1860 Conway Bldg.
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Purity—The Foremost Requirement

| ". Sealed

National #.

> foodColors . £,

|T=|| -

Certified :

to Bureau

of Chemis

try; Dept. [.

of Agri

culture.

in Food Colors

ODAY all manufacturers of food

stuffs accept as a matter of course

the use of artificial coloring in food

products. Whatever prejudice there

may have been against the practice in

the past, has now entirely disappeared

from the minds of those who know the

true situation.

And most of the credit for this be

longs to the Federal Government. For it was through the official

certification of food colors—through the adoption and enforce

ment of adequate regulations for ensuring their purity—that the

confidence of the public has been permanently established.

The use of certified Food Colors is practically universal, and it

is generally conceded that they add attractiveness and saleability

to the beverages and foodstuffs in which they are used.

Fairness to his customers and fairness to the Government, as

well as his own self-interest, require that every manufacturer of

beverages and food products should employ only those food colors

that have been officially tested and

approved by the proper Government

bureau. In this matter, absolute hon

esty is not only the best policy—it is

the only safe policy.

All “National” Food Colors are Cer

tified Food Colors. Each lot is certified

separately to the United States Depart

ment of Agriculture, Bureau of Chem

istry. Every package that is sold car

ries the Government lot number, and

is sealed at the factory.

“National” Blends (certified)

most popular in the Candy and

Confectionery Trade

Ceylene............. Raspberry Red

Rubaline. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Currant Red

Sulta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Strawberry Red

Sitro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Lemon

Burno................. Red Orange

Toki................Yellow Orange

Rosea.................... Rose Pink

Carnata............. Carnation Pink

Benga. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fruit Red

Solona. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dark Yellow

Borderine. . . . . . . . .American Beauty

Myrtine. . . . . . . . . . . . Pistachio Green

Celetine ....................... Blue

Plumna ...................... Plum

Certified Food Color Division

National Aniline & Chemical Company, Inc.

21 Burling Slip, New York

| NationAL COLORs
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The beasov's Best

PENNY NOWELTIES

WAX
AUTOMOP1LE WH15TLE5

A crewrig zart to “r i < wo: caut:
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THE SCHOOL HOUSE

P: €4 wit?: t2:42.

$2:...es and Prizes to 30%-ers or 2.

THE WAX NOVELTY CO.

M-facturers of Original Chewing Gum Moreties.

4223 PASTON AWE. 5T. LOU15, MO.

Gelatine Paper

for

Box Fronts, Bars and Boxes

Manufactured in all weigma and *m.

5ubstantal working samples sent m, request

Manufacturet by

The Carlart Paper Co.

345 W. Van Buren St. Chicago, Il

@A/

| USE

Assorted Novelties

Penny Prizes
and Increase Your Business

RINGS

For Ring Sticks and Bonquets

Prices as Low as $1.00 per Great Gross

*** for 5males

F. E. GLAWIN CO. 7040 Werewri Ave. Chiapa1

\{{

s
:

# A DAY OF SPECIALISTS =

If you knew as much about making sugar as you do

about making candy-you
would make

tf

&#&A *

-

*CRYSTA 1,52

#" is a "#

-

-#

4%

**

To use in your Cream Work and for Hard Candy and

Gum Drops-because it is exactly the thing for the

purpose.

The Franklin Sugar Refining Company
PHILADELPHIA

“A Franklin Cane Sugar for every use”
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How Should a Manufacturer Advertise?

HOULD a manufacturer put all his advertis

ing appropriation in advertising? I answer,

“No,” and I speak right out loud with confidence,

having the authority of manufacturers in other

lines. A manufacturer should put about eighty

per cent of his advertising appropriation in adver

tising, and the remaining twenty per cent he should

devote to the important work of helping retailers

sell. By thus doing he will render his advertising

much more effctive and he will also accomplish more

sales.

There are a dozen or more ways by which he

can help the dealer. One would be by taking a

full page in his trade journal and talking therein

to the retailers each month. Large manufacturers

have highly trained advertising managers. These

men could write every month “Our Little Talk to

Retailers,” and they could write such interesting

and such helpful little talks telling about their ad

vrtising and what they do to help dealers sell, that

retailers would soon begin to look for them, read

them with pleasure and be benefited thereby. A

moderate size manufacture could have some trained

writer to write his monthly “Little Talk.”

Another way of helping retailers sell would be

to devise selling stunts. Think them out in all

their details; have the placards made, the circulars

printed; the catchy window cards lithographed.

Real stunts, which would help him sell goods gen

erally, and not merely the line of the manufacturer.

Then send these to the retailers with full directions

how to stage the plan and carry it through to a grat

ifying fruition.

Another idea would be to have “Little Talks” in

letter form, and mail them out to the retail dealers,

say, once a month. This could be done in connec

tion with the page advertisement in the trade paper.

Thus he would hook up his general publicity with

the selling function of the retailers, and the two

forces would work together for him much more

effectively than would his unaided advertising.
–-

IFE—“I am going to entertain the Sewing

Society this afternoon. Won't you stop at

the confectioner's and have some candy sent

around?”

Husband—“I haven't time to stop anywhere;

why don't you make some of that old-fashioned

molasses candy for them?”

Wife—“Sticks their teeth together and they can't

talk.”

–-e---

EACHER—I shall not keep you after school,

Johnnie. You may go home now.

Johnnie—I don't want to go home. There's a

baby just come to our house.

Teacher—You ought to be glad, Johnnie. A

dear little baby— -

Johnnie (vehemently)—I ain't glad; Pa'll blame

me—he blames me for everything.

CONFECTIONERS JOURNAL

|
A BARGAIN

H A spirit of genuine and sin

cere friendship exists be

tween the users of our coat

ings and ourselves. It is

natural that this should be

so, since friendship, after

all, is based on mutual re

gard and respect.

-

---

---

Our friends are our friends

because we serve them

well; our chocolate pleases

their customers and in

creases their business.

On the other hand, we

naturally give our regard

and respect to the purchas

ers of our goods, because

these purchasers make it

possible for us to keep our

great plant busy making

the type of goods we love
to make, and the only kind

we will make—that is, thor.

oughly well - made pieces
each in its own class. y

We can serve you well with

PLAIN SWEETS, BITTER

S W E E T S, VA

Mikš'As.

...

'"

|

~~~~

INQUIRE AB |OUR NEW OUT ---

PIECES AND =

NEW PRICES

|

| =
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with this trade mark on the cover? If mot, write today.

-** BREUKER & KESSLER CO., 709 Arch St. Phila., Pa.

-

-

-

-

" * > * > r2:22- - - --> --> *2: ci T: m===xes --> = −i-s the store cash

- - - - - -- ~~- - - -ize prof:2:: are ~~~~ always - :=v-z -- the criter fe:w.

-- - - - - -- 3:... ne 2: ~~~e e-225ees They rever 25i to 5: P-5-s: Make Year cash

* -- " . " ha:g system as rear as-is- as y= can til

7, -- ~~~~.:r 4 ×-g a line of OME mercha--s are edit: b-siness or family |

| 2 << * ~ *re-r: *a* 22- : is time for extravagances j-s: because certain competitors |

• * ~* ~ * > *r near 2: 3: 52a war: to hold set too hot a pace. Base y- expen-ji:res on your

- - - --> business not on your competit-r's.

-

|

I * ~~~~ : *r 2:...e.-::::g to tell what T IS well to be economical, but cutting off your

* * * : * ~ * : **** **, render not to advertising appropriation and your trade paper

* * * * * * * * *, Don't indulge in subscriptions is beginning your economy at the

*** - - - --2. wrong end. *

|
YOU REMEMBER ME

A Peanut and Cocoanut Blend made in

the good old Virginia way from our

Special Formula

24 Pkgs. to Carton 40 Cartons to a Case

Write for Samples and Prices

WESTMORELAND CANDY CO. Inc.

- Manufacturers

*~~~~*Thought ‘’ RICHMOND. V.A.. U. S. A.

NEW, NOVEL PREMIUM FEATURES

Legitimate Everywhere

Look! Starch Boards || Double-Triple Ball vendor

Sells more gum in a day than the

ordinary ball gum machine Sells in a

month. - -

write for our Circular contain"

full particulars.

BALL GUM
Why not #.' *reh Boards from Us, who manu

All Flavors and Color"

#:: All sizes, any style. Write us

*ials of our many satisfied customers. Special Prices to Jobbers and Operator"

* ACME BOX COMPANYL22d and Loomi : - WA JM COMPANY

"loomi" or . Chicago, I 21-23 Dodworth.#G:o: Ave., railwar".
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WALTER BAKER & CO’S.

Liquor Chocolates

and Coatings

Are the Standards

of the Trade for

Confectioners' Use

Sweetened and unsweetened;

light, medium and dark, what

ever the difference of color

or flavor, all are absolutely

pure, smooth and uniform
to work.

RRG. U. s. Pat. off,

The taste and appearance of confections

depends largely upon the coating.

WEBBSSend for Samples and Prices

WALTERBAKER& Co. LTD.

Established 1780 DORCHESTER, MASS.

57 Highest Awards at the Expositions

of Europe and America

|||||||||||||||||

A Good Covenant

I will start anew this morning,

with a lighter, fairer creed;

I will cease to stand complain

ing at my ruthless neighbor's

greed;

I will cease to sit repining when

my duty's call is clear;

I will waste no moment whin

ing and my heart will know

no fear. -

I will look sometimes about me

for the things that merit

praise;

I will search for hidden beauties

that elude the grumbler's

gaze;

will try to find contentment

in the paths I have to tread;

will cease to have resentment

when another moves ahead.

will not be swayed by envy

when my rival's strength is

shown;

I will not deny his merits, but

will strive to prove my own;

I will try to see the beauties

spread before me, rain or

|

I

|
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Easter Dollars

t

shine.

–S. E. KISER, The Baltimore

Sun.

Hatching

Y' can “hatch”

the formulas for

Easter e g g s, and

other Easter novel

ties, in the new

Thirteenth Edition

of RIGBY'S RE

LIABLE CANDY

TEACHER in to

dollars!

The Easter pieces explain

ed in this book are not dif

ficult to make. They can

be produced in any aver

age retail shop, and offer

an unusually good profit.

By advertising such goods

as being made on your

own premises, you can

create new business for

Easter and increase your

receipts as a result,

Stimulating Easter business

through the use of Rigby's Re

liable Candy Teacher is just

one example of its value. In

ition to the attention 8"

£" pieces, formulas...are

offered for other holidays

throughout the year: Then

there are 900 formulas for

every class of candymaking,

and many pages of valuable 111

formation '' new ideas. £

288 pages of contents are P",
ly £n by W. O. Rigby, al

candyman of thirty years,"
perience, The book is illus

trated throughout.

Upon receipt of three dollars,

the new Thirteenth Edition of
Rigby's Reliable Candy Teach

er will be prepaid to any part

of the world. Order your copy

today—it will put you in line

for a profitable Easter busi

ness, and will be of inestimable

value to your business every

day of the year.

#A

f lines

RIGBY PUBLISHING CO.

908 W. 10th St.

Topeka, Kansas

####"(#:
Remittance attached tapplying.

Name
.********* * * * * * * *............

City and State ..........

Brand

Chocol
and Rapid Selling Con

Send for Price List

OSWEGO CANDy
oswego, N. Y.

ates

WORKS

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



ANNOUNCING A NEW

CHAMPION

- - - - E -i > -- A ---- +---

r ----- --~~~ --- -- -

v 3 - - - - - - - E =

P S - —The more- a-- *t sier trams at this ma"

OLLE1 aving makes = Pe* * *= ***

* = machme* * * **

T= ** **= the ire of the ma"

Transmission –T=== Pe** * * *===*

*F = I amra wear = ** Pam:

Mai –T= = ========= = =*

aInfenance bearin E- whati is a new feature * **

P== ** = ====*

and trans reëarmf the "erhauimF * * *

minimum. These are cast beermP= **

= ** * * * ***

Construction

T= *= t======= =re well constr==== *

Pive marimum weight

Descr:* ==== ====="f the *****

* * ***** ======== res== **

** ======re Champion Ice Breakers

Party from one to farty starts Per =>=r

The Allman Gas Engine & Machine Co.

451 CANAL STREET NEW YORK

CThe (RAM PIDN "|
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LAST CALL

Moulds For

Easter Eggs

No. 06–3%

Hollow.

30c.

No.

in. high—3%

Decorated, 40c;

012–5% high—5in.

Hollow. Decorated, $1.00; Plain,

40c.

One Decorated and one Pl

half to a set unless otherwise

ordered.

Moulds for Plain and

BEN-MOORE MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Send a trial order

Our Moulds are Guaranteed.

Plain,

--------"

– Order Chocolate Moulds for Your Easter Trade Now:

Chocolate Moulds for Hollow Figures

Ben-Moore Moulds
Are simplest to mould fre:

Quickly attached-Halves inter

changeable, with Flat F'

Strong Holding c'
of Steel, double retinued: wit

smooth, bright finish, allowing
Chocolate to release quickly

with less breakage.

OZ.

Oż.

No. 25–4 oz.No. 66–10 oz. No. 22-4 oz. No. 33–5 oz. No. 11–2 oz.

il 9% in, high 6% in high 6 in. high 5 in. high 3% in. high Six in a FRAME

a111 $2.00 $1.25 $1.00 $1.25 $0.75 $1.00

Weights given are for solids. Hollows would be 2 or less. Illustrations are less than 1/3 actual size,

Fancy Eggs, Bars, Cakes and Novelties. Special Moulds made of your own Designs.

Factory—220 Essex St., Brooklyn, N. Y. If your Jobber does not

New York Office–140 Nassau St. handle our Moulds, order

direct from us.

RuLING

the

Horizontal Show Jar Co.

has seen fit under the

heading “Infringement

Recently Panay

notice! warning” to ad

vertise that a suit for in

fringement on the part of

that Company had been

instituted in the district

court of the U. S. North

ern District of Illinois in

Chicago against the Ari

dor Company, an Illinois

Corporation. We take

pleasure in informing our

many customers that

Judge Kenesau M. -

dis, United States Dis

trict Judge for the North

ern District of Illinois on

the 13th day of Dec.,

1921, entered a decree

dismissing the suit of

the Panay Horizontal

Show Jar Co. vs. the Ari

dor Co.

The dif

THEY PAY FOR THEMSELVES

If the Aridor Jar saves only one filling of candy, it will

have completely paid for itself. Figure out what this means

There is no upkeep. -

any ordinary oven and used over and over again.

to you.

You can take candy that has become sticky and by

Container it will become as dry and loose as the day it le

we GUARANTEE TH4T THE ARID0 cowTAINER wilu Do IUST WH

Leading and progressive manufacturers of hard candy recom

All candy merchants know that there is

age from loss of

be eliminated.

You can now handle hard candy all th

be assured of its at:

all times if

Jar. you use

lute salability at

the Aridor Display

The special feature of this

£e patented cap. T'Play jar

ference between Profit and Loss is the£ 8.£ '

Aridor Display Jar. ' holding '"£ tà e :
ch absorbs all mol: ral salt p:

KEEPS HARD CANDY ND

The patented cap 'wheek SALABL

The pad may be dried in which otherwise£y absorbs
a.

the candy, " of the moisture

WE GUARANTEE THAT

Placing it in t -

At ft the factory, he Aridor

enls loose, dry and salable at all£ CLAIM FOR "T-...-keep the

Con
: Aridor Products as standard

* more pront tory. equipment,

Write us today for full information that

589 E. Illinois St.

The Aridor Company
Manufacturers of Aridor Products

Chicago, Ill.,
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This helpful booklet

is free if you will ad

dress Desk A3.

Jose.PH BAKER SONS & PERKINS CO., Inc. BAKE

CONFECTIONERS JOURNAL

How much of your Profit boils ©

over the gooseneck down the drain?

Here's a way to save it

VERY TIME your syrup boils
over the goosenecks of vacuum

cookers, there's cold cash wasted

down the drain.

Every time your candy men wait

'tween batches for cooked syrup,
labor-money flies out of the win

dows.

Every time there's a spoiled

batch, your profits go up in smoke.

The Baker Automatic Steam

Sugar Cooker replaces uncertain

methods of vacuum-pan and open

fire cooking.

This modern-day Cooker cuts

out waste, cuts down costs and

boosts your net profits.

The Baker Cooker achieves con

stant, uniform results. No spoiled

batches. No syrup wasted over

goosenecks, as in vacuum cooking.

The Baker Cooker produces a

steady flow of cooked syrup ready
for the candy men, saving their

time and your money.

More, too, the Baker Automat"

Steam Sugar Cooker cooks straight

sugar goods, corn-sy"P mixtures,

buttered goods, cream goods. Pro.

duces boilings of uniformly fine
color and high quality, that keep

perfectly in all climates.

We have printed a limited edi.

tion of an interesting little book:

let about this modern method."
boiling room practice: Write for

your copy (free) while they las"

—T.

R-PERKINS BUILDING, WHITE PLAI

The BAKER LINE of Machinery for Chocolate, Cocoa and Candy Manufacturers
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Nougat Cutter

The improved BELT MOTION

of this machine is a feature worth -Caramel Cutter investigating. Now in operation Starch Printer

very rigidly constructed. in several of the largest com- A very strongly built

Built in three sizes... An panies. machine with several

New Features. Con

exceptional unit when
44 E. Allen Street structed entirely of

operated in conjunction •

with power sizing ma- Paramount Machinery Co., Philadelphia - Pa. metal. Can be operated

by hand or power.
chines. BUILDERs of conFECTIONERY MACHINERY

#|NH|2||NH####!. #|N. £

Jobbers: PanWe would like to Metal Candy AITS

hear from reliable York sheet metal candy pans, with -

jobbers who would patented nesting corners, allow high and -

be in t e rest ed in even stacking and provide perfect air

handling these pans. circulation between pans. |

We believe our They are easily cleaned, rigid in con-

p : o pos t 1 on struction, easily handled and smooth of |\

will prove attractive surface. Write for information. M -

" and profitable. /

*
|\

-

l York Heating & Ventilating Corp. *

| 250 S. Broad St. Philadelphia, Pa.

£::::::::::: ICE CREAM MOULDS

- -£: £- *::* Manufactured by

-
-

-

-

-

*::::::::::::::::* FR. KRAUSS’ SON

n£ 333 W. 18th Street New York Ci

1. ew York City

£::::::::::- *::::::::*****
Starch and Grain

Sugar Moulds Starch Mould Patterns

VOORHEES

* | RUBBER CANDY MOLDS

Large variet
y of latest cut of frui

:£ bars, one and£

# *nces. Chocolate Centers*# Send French

:
* : :0 ADVANTAGES atalog J. FRAUENBERGER & CO

| 6 Elimination of Starch Mussiness - *N. Fairhillstreet PHILADELPHIA

5 * Speedy Production Through Quick Cooling T--

# * Close Placement of Cavities •

Uniformity of Size Metala'Reitwoodthis,Simsailables
Regularity of Detail

to: Precise Weight - •

# Ease of Handling £ That are attractive and

- t!' •

: # Ask For FolDER wiTH FULL DETAILS serviceable for

# * Confecti#. Main Office and Works onery and Drug

VOORHEES BLOCK Stores

£ 20 to 58 Bostwick Ave. Write for Catalog and Prices

#* itv. N. J
#. Jersey City, N. J. *

£ New York Kansas City The ChicagoWire Chair Co.

# 30 Reade St. 2045 Main St. 619 N. La Salle Street

CHICAGO ILLINOIS
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POP CORN PROFITS ARE WERY LARGE

CRISPETTES ARE THE BIG MONEY MAKER

Gibbs says: “Sold $50.00 first night !” Erwin's little boy makes $35.00 to $50.00
every Saturday afternoon. Meixner reports $600.00 business in one day. Kellogg

- writes: “$700.00 ahead first two weeks.” Master's letter says: “—sold $40.00 in four

hours.” During March, 1921, Turner was offered $700.00 clear profit above cost of his

investment to sell. There is money-lots of money—in

Crispettes. Times make no difference for most of

these records were made in 1921—were made while

people are crying hard times.

This is the most rapid machine for

crispettes. Requires minimum labor

-least operating expense. The ma

terial in a batch costs least, the crisp

ettes keep better, are better eating

and sell better than those made by

any other process.

Sell Pop Corn CRISPETTES. It

is the biggest money maker in the

candy line.

Long Eakins Company

191 High St. Springfield, Ohio

These are the

PANAY DISTRIBUTOR
S

New Haven Lynn

Austin Nichols & Co. Connelly's

Chicago Milwaukee

Bunte Brothers R. A. Johnston Co.

Butler Los Angeles

Butler Candy Co. Klauber-Wangenhe
im

Co.

Selma Booth-Murphy Co.

Benish & Meyer California Commercial Co.

Marinette Cincinnati
M. C. Broughton J. Louis Motz Co.

Minneapolis New York -

Buhse Bros. £c.
Philadelphia (m. E. rec

Joseph Casani Fish & Ginsberg

Erie Dallas -

Erie Drug Co. s:I'"
-

e e -1

# Panay '' store, clean, orderly, inviting, attracts the "#"H. Co Sweet Candy Co.

18hest type of customers—the kind who spend fr -
- Scranton

p eely and buy in Cleveland Scranton Tobacco Co.

*ntity. . Nothing adds more to store appearance than a big Panay Wm. Edwards Co.
- - - Th kes & Newark£ In sections—buy a few Jars now and add others gradually. ££" Co. Schwarz & Son

: how£ candy, save space, prevent waste, build better Greensboro Kansas &#, ion C
patronage. rite to us or any distri - Gate City C - Sifers Confection Co.

y distributor for illustrated catalog. San£" Co Loose-Wiles Co.

- M. Getz & Co. Macon

Panay Sectional Show Case Co. Sa'i: #. Winchester Moore Co.

General Office, Milwaukee, Wis., U.S.A. Springfield Mexico

£stern Office: Suite sus Flatiron Buildi N York Ci Green Bros. Co. J. J. Zahler

Western Office: sus S. Coronado St., #.£ & Pittsburgh Auburn
-

New England Office: 131 State St., Boston, Mass. Graebing Candy Co. The Auburn Merchantile Co

Green Ba Mena

6: Inns, Co. The Goff Wholesale Gro.

Regina cery Co.

Gui S& - Detroitv'." Ltd. L. H. Stradley

HORIZON Hearn Miller Co. Brooklyn -

- Bard & Margolies

Elizabeth Omaha

Joseph Freeman Co. The Clancy Candy Co.

Racine Savannah -

Henricksen Jacobson Co. The Rolman Fountain Sup:

s: ply Co.

mperial Candy C Musko
st y Uo. :.. Wholesale Gro

on

H. A. Johnston Co. cer Co.
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- lete line of Stationary Copper Steam Jacketed Kettles plain or mixing.

as: Prompt shipments. Ask your dealer or write us for literature and prices.

HAMILTON COPPER & BRASS WORKs, Hamilton, Ohio

Sizing Machine

Cutter and Sizer

For Caramels, Nougats, Bars, etc.

Standard Factory Equipment forPast 35years

Sold by WM. M. BELL, Authorized Agent
-

--

Heirs of Jacob White

ORIGINAL WHITE White's Perfect &

White's Improved 6 E. LAKE STREET, CHICAGO, ILL

Perfect Candy Cutter

POP - CORN MACHINERY
Complete outfits for retail or wholesale manufacture

Candy Wrapping Machines : Candy Cutters and Coolers

- E. R. KNOTT MACHINE COMPANY * Pllery St., S. Boston, M
Knott's Pop-Corn Grinder 9 a88.

that pulls the pop corn apart

Put This Labor-Saving Machine in You

Pays for itself in one month. If it doesn’t do the

your money will be refunded.

* Factory
Work promised -

Fills cream centers in moulded starch with nuts,

and other fruits.

Speed! One Girl! One Board I Ten Seconds!

Price, $2OO

For further particulars send size of your starch board.

cherries, berries

Weighs Only 25 Pounds!

TH EO DORE BOSSHARD #5 cornelia steetErooklyn, N. Y. et,

GEORGE KELLER COPPER WORKS
MANUFACTURERS OF

Copper Jacket Kettles : Revolving Pans
Wyckoff Avenue and Norman Street
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The Safest and Most Attractive

Method of Packing Candy

EEKIN CANSsolve practically

H all the problems which come

up in the handling and transport

ing of candy.

They are air-tight. They pre

vent moisture from making your

goods sticky and unsalable even

in hot weather. They prevent

contamination by dust and flies.

Their toughness and Strength

enables them to stand up per

fectly during shipment and

handling.
---

In addition, the confectioner

using Heekin Cans has a much

more attractive package, since

these cans are beautifully litho

graphed in bright colors. Any

design, in any color combination,

can be reproduced. And there is

absolutely no chance for labels to

become detached or obliterated.

The label is part of the can itself.

Write us your requirements and

we will send a sample Heekin

Can and full particulars.

Look for this trade-mark

on a 1.1 Hee k in Cans

THE HEEKIN CAN CO.

New and Culvert Streets, Cincinnati, Ohio
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Attractive Display

Appeals to Customers

ISPLAY your soft drinks just as you dis

play any other goods. McKee All-Glass

Dispensers filled with rich-colored fruits and

flavoring syrups attract favorable attention to

your soda fountain from every customer that

enters. They have a mighty healthy effect on

sales.

There are a variety of styles of McKee Dis

pensers for different purposes. The No. 2

Dispenser, illustrated above, is ideal for grape

juice, iced tea, etc.

Buttermilk does not clog in McKee Con

tainers. Their bail handle prevents that.

McKee Dispensers will impress your cus

tomers with their cleanliness. The all-glass

contruction keeps out flies and dust absolutely.

They are easily cleaned, and the metal parts

will not corrode.

Write for Booklet O

McKEE GLASS COMPANY

Jeannette, Pennsylvania

The

No. 2

Dispenser

GoodwoodBoxes
For the Confectionery Trade

Made in all sizes from small, light boxes for

carrying five pounds to heavy cases for

freight shipments.

LOCKED CORNER BOXES

BOX SHOOKS

STARCH TRAYS

DRYING BOARDS

The A. H. Green Co.
103 Park Ave. New York

SUPREME
MOTOR DRIVEN COMBINATIO

iCE CREAM FRE''.
ICE BREAKER

Velvety Also

Ice Makes

Cream Exquisite

With French

Any Ice

Desired Cream

and

Overrun Water

Ices

Nickel-Silver can, Cover of

D self-sealing.

asher of Tinned B
Breaker can be Operate ronze.

Gears and belt Cov

Tinned Bronze,

for 1922.

Write for our proposition, it protects y

Ou,

FRANKLIN P. MILLER & SON

East Orange, N. J.

 

 

 

 

 



METAL MOL DS

FOR CHOCOLATE.

RABBITS and EGGS
Make your own

Hollow and Solid Figures for Easter

5026 5027 5028

4%” long-50c ea. half 4%” long-50c ea. half 4%” long-60c ea. half

and fifty-four other designs of fancy and plain eggs.

A74%

RABBITS RABBITS

No. Each No. Each

4044–3%” high $1.10 ~! x 4685–5%” high $2.65

4045–45%" " 1.50 X) Q- 4686 – 5%’ “ 1.50

4046–4%” " 1.20 % Q- 4687–4” 44 1.10
4047–434” “ 1.70 & <> 4741 –634” “ 1.70

4048–4%” long 1.30 N U Y 4742 – 6%” long 2.00
4049–434” " 1.40 4743–834” high 3.85 aeo8

4050-35%" hig 1.10 4744–8%” “ 3.60
4051-4” ** 1.40 Our molds bear 4745–8” 44 5.00

4601 –8%" long 2.65 this Tr a de 4746–9” - 6.00

4603–9%” high 2.25 Mark 4807– 334” “ 1.00 -4682–7%.” " 4.80 4808–4%” “ 1.40

4683–734” “ 3.60 and other designs

Write for our catalog No. 3, describing the large variety ~e?

of molds we make suitable for all holidays.

ORDER THROUGH

YOUR JOBBER

MANUFACTURED BY

EPPELSHEIMER & CO.
34-44 HUBERT ST. Dept. C. NEW YORK
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ECHANICAL

YORK########

~~4/ogicalmeans of
Increasing youz Profits

Wo:D you be interested in a few facts showing how

your net profits for the coming year would be sub

stantially increased by the installation of YORK Mechani

cal Refrigeration.

There are several ways in which

this increase would be obtained.

Part of it would come from a re

duction in the present cost of oper

ating your refrigerating system.

The proper preservation of an

amount of stock which now deterior

ates through imperfect refrigeration,

would likewise prevent loss and show

a further increase in your net profits.

Still more profit would come from

the higher prices you would get by

having your stock in the best pos

sible condition.

New business that would be at

tracted by your progressiveness and

the reliability of your stock would

further swell your net income.

And freedom from the worries of
unreliable refrigeration would make

your efforts in other departments

":£
'Sales Engineers will be

to tell you more about ###":
chanical Refrigeration.

Y O R. K. M.A.N.U FA CTURING COMPANY

(Ice Making and Refrigerating Machinery Exclusivel

YORK, PENNA. y)

T H E R E IS_A_Y O R K P L A N T TO FIT YOUR BUSINESS

T--

-

|

ESTABLISHED 1905

"

ESTABLISHED 1905

B. H. HUEBERT

Coppersmith and Contractor

F

“THE CAP THAT CAPTURES.”

Designer and Builder of:

- Confectioners' Copper Work.

| Copper Vacuum Pan, |

Copper Steam Jacketed Kettles, plain

Copper Steam Jacketed Kettles, with

- single and double motion mixers

This is the cap

That seals the jar

That makes the sales

That builds the house - | Copper Revolving Pans, plainand with

That adopts it steam coils.

==

Af you are in the "arket for good

kettles, get in touch with

* * HUBEERT
3603 E. Pratt Street

Baltimore, Md.

T

copper
Write for Samples and Copy of

“Upressit Gossip”

UPREssIT ProDUCTs coRPoRATION

15-21 Wilbur Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.
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In these two words we have defined the old

time candy manufacturers who were entirely

at the mercy of the weather. \Vhen the

weather was “just right” their product was

“just right”; when the weather was a little

off, their product was that much off; and

when the temperature and humidity climbed

up the scale their factories were closed down.

 

Now, closing down a factory costs the manu

facturer money for idle machinery, and idle

buildings earn no dividends.

In order to overcome the unfavorable

weather conditions makeshift methods

naturally were the first used. They con

trolled the temperature more or less. but

humidity was practically discounted. These

methods will do for the “kitchen manufac

turer." but they have been proved expensive

and inadequate for the manufacturer who

must produce every day in the year.

\\/hat was more natural than that a really

scientific and Guaranteed Air Conditioning

S_vstem should he developed b_v the B. F.

Sturtevant Company and VV. L. Flcishcr &

Co., Engineers, who have worked for more

than 60 years on the various problems of

putting air I0 trork.

\-Vith what results?

Send for a complimentary copy of our hook

let. entitled..ll\\‘l‘\l“\. -<f-==.*-.'~.-.l\\~

‘..".‘.‘.'.‘.\
-R.‘-.'-.\\\\

“CLIMATE DOCTORS”

It tells the story of how a prominent eastern

and middle western candy manufacturer

cured his factories of “climate sickness" so

that he now manufactures on a schedule of

24 hours :1 day. 365 days a year.

B. F. Sturtevant Company

Hyde Park

W. L. FLEISHER & C0., Inc.

NEW’ YORK CITY

Design and Install all

STURTEVANT-FLEISHER

Air Conditioning Systems
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The Safe Economical Shipping

Boxes for Confectioners
ERE are the shipping boxes you have been looking for—the boxes

that spell greater convenience in packing—better protection in

transit—and economy in both packing and freight costs. Sturdy

enough to hold your heaviest shipments. Stout enough to stand up under

the weight of piled up merchandise in transit. Resilient enough to cush

ion and absorb the many blows of rough handling and transportation.

Eliminate many of your present packing troubles by using H & D

Corrugated Fibre Shipping Boxes. Insure the arrival of your goods, in

tact and uninjured, at destination. Promote the good

will of your trade by better packed shipments. You can

do all these things and at the same time save real money

in your shipping department.

H & D Boxes are made in any sizes your particular

products may require. Give us the specifications and let

us send a sample and quote you prices today.

The Hinde & Dauch Paper Company

120 WATER sr. SANDUSKY, OHIO

Canadian Address: Toronto, King St. Subway and Hanna Ave.

  

 

Acme Coppersmitliing Company, luc

CQPPER WORK

of All Description

  

  

  

  HIGH PRESSURE-é)§T§AM [JACKET KETTLES ll ll iii:

r ecia r M , I
If our work is not afbsolufzly satisfactory IE iillll‘

in every respect, we will gladly accept the ll I

return of same and will bear all expenses.

USE ACME JACKET KE'I"l'l..E8

 

-Y m

All sorts of repairs, retinning, replacement §of Worn or burnt out parts, promptly and

satisfactorily performed. m Li

Safety is the corner stone of efficiency. gThe more safety the less worry—th¢ greater efficiency. illllfllillll

ZWe are well able and

qualified to produce

a sales winning pack

age for your confec

tions.

1009-1 1 W. Ohio Street

CHICAGO, ILLS.

Trldo with tho Makor.

Ind Got Prompt

Dollvory, Low Prices <_v rmvememl chug’.

4 - '

The Revolving Pans

have all Intent im

Bast Work nstondoltlght and

loolo pulloyo, s

uniaue feature of

AC E REVOLVING

PANS. Cut genn. Ad

Egstable boxes on sll

arinzs to take up

Tell us you want

samples of the

,

“lllllllgfigi

lflgllllllllM

  

wear on journals. Psns

are made of hesvy

copper, nicely hum

mered: its-om coil of

copper pipe. thus in

an ng against rust, Ill

‘-<

  

§I‘lgllllllglllllll

'_

llk

 

 

 

 

stufl‘n box ls of s i 7~
speclslgdesign and the M M E

entire construction is 1i_ M $1
Corsfoctlorlory of gm ygfy but 513- i ii Z
I ul mint terisls and worlnnsn- ‘i |"""">Q 3'... ship. llllllljl l lllllllllllllllll-lllll|l||—llllllll-llll“I

‘""""' ...”..';'§:.'...'.'t.“...'.."::."" - MONO ‘service co. NEWARK N .1 -

""°"‘°“""‘“°“‘°“' iuii|liuiniiliiiiuiniiuiiiiiiiiiiumiiiaiuiiiiii
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For Keeping Eskimo Pie

in Perfect Condition

‘ IDEAL

CARAMEL MACHINES
In response to an ever increasing demand for more

substantial and more eflicient candy machinery we have

brought out the Ideal Machines described below, which

are unexeelled for their purposes.

Ideal Candy Sizer

The Ideal Candy Sizer is made

with solid bass and absolutely rigid.

It is built as a bench or floor ma

chine. It is reversible and adjust

able to any thickness up to two

inches. It is especially designed to

be used with the Ideal

Cutter.

Ideal Candy Cutter

Junior Model Ideal

Caramel Wrapper

The Junior Model Ideal

Caramel \Vrapper is design

ed to till the needs or the

manufacturer whose output

does not warrant the in

stallation or the larger ms.

chine. It cuts and wraps in

one operation caramels.

pulled candy or any goods

ot equal consistency. It is

the simplest caramel wrap

per bullt. An unskilled girl

can be trained in a. few days

and can pack as many

pieces as six or eight hand

packers. The Junior Ideal

will quickly pay for itself in

wages of hand labor saved.

 

Candy

Ideal Candy Slur

Ideal Candy Cutter

The Ideal Candy Cutter is

absolutely rigid in construc

tion. It is equipped with

thirty seven-inch circular

knives and one rull sot of col

lars. Knives may be taken

oi‘! without removing the

arbor shaft. Well guarded.

cut gears make it practically

noiseless.

Y,

Junior Ideal Caramel Wrapper

Write today for complete descriptions of Ideal Oandy

Machinery and prices.

IDEAL WRAPPING MACHINE C0.
Makers of Ideal Caramel Wrapping Machines

MIDDLETOWN NEW YORK

 

50-58 Alabama Ave., N. W.

  

The GrandRapids Zero

Brick Cabinet

Eskimo Pie, the new confection, which

is meeting with such great success, must

be kept in perfect condition to insure

maximum sales.

Our Zero Brick Cabinet is ideally fitted

for this purpose. The design is widely

different from ordinary brick cabinets,

one of the principal features being the

separate covers for the Brick Tank and

the icing compartment. The tank is held

perfectly rigid—no floating. There is no

chance of getting ice and salt into the

brick compartment while icing.

The high efficiency of the cork-board

insulation and construction means a con

stant low temperature and a minimum

ice bill.

Take Advantage Now of

Recent Price Reductions

Lower manufacturing costs enable us

to give you the same high quality for

which our line is noted at a lower price.

\Vrite today for prices and all other data.

Grand Rapids Cabinet Company

Successors to Chocolate Cooler Co.

 

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Al
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e 0 1VATK'Sucker Machine-:4
PRODUCES ON" ONE MACHINE

BYA QUICK CHANGE

OF FORMING ROLLS

SUCKERS HARD GOODS

ANY SIZE OR SHAPE ~ ~ PEACH STONESW "‘Z'<§'<§['>'§'S" ’é$’JE.I’3§%ElS

30.000 BuTTER¢UPS ~ RASPBERRIES
QR MORE DA|LY L . VVAFFLES ETC

‘? PILLOWS

0 Y‘ _ H CHIPS V E

I
§

*1 K-1'_"7 _ ‘ 7+,--1

~.* .- -'17gv_, imisk‘ ‘kw

 

" ThisMachine ‘ _

I Covered b_y _ _ _ _

LI Brgad Basic . ._ - For Detalls and Descrlptlon wlth

’ ' Complete Informanon, WRITE

 

MACHINERY co, 0
,\‘_.Ufs.A\.~ ;
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Thomas Mills & Bro., Inc.

1301 to 1315 North Eighth St. (Established 1864) Philadelphia, Pa.

St
:1 [zm_ lauisno‘

  

VERTICAL BRINE FREEZER.

MOTOR DRIVEN MONITOR ICE CREAM FREEZER WITH PATENT DISC

ICE BREAKER COMBINED.
  

ICE CREAM CABINETS AND

PORCELAIN LINED CANS.

  

MOTOR DRIVEN SUPERIOR ICE CREAM

ICE CREAM BRICK FREEZER AND ICE BREAKER

CUTTING MACHINE. COMBINED.

CONFIGYIOIIIY
0011 --=1--n -mu |~

"'

  

 

  

ALL STEEL

‘ CANS, ROUND

I AND RAISED VISIT INDIVIDUAL METAL ICE CREAM

TUBS. BOTTOMS. BOOTH 32 MOULDS.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE ON ICE CREAM TOOLS AND MACHINERY
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Thomas Mills & Bro., Inc.

1301 to 1315 North Eighth St. (Established 1864) Philadelphia, Pa.

 

BALL macnma eon COCOANUT‘,CREAM

AND CHICLE

 

 
 

  

  
mm I I

t:|\\u}\_|11|\|1
  mn|||u|nnunl\

  

I i ' ‘ " i ’ KISS on LUMP

CUTTING MACHINE

CATALOGUE SENT ON APPLICATION

Confectioners’ Tools and Machinery Ice Cream Manufacturers‘ Tools

Bakers’ and Cooks’ Tools



CONFECTIONERS Journal

You, too, can make

bigger profits.

Not by increasing prices or iowering quality

but by cutting your production costs.

That's where International Electric Choco

late heaters will serve you best.

Seven heats controlled by three independent

switches furnish the means of regulation

necessary to break down and maintain choco

late at the correct working temperature.

The increased efficiency obtainable with the

International means more uniformly coated

chocolates—more saleable goods. It in

creases production because it provides rapid

melting and ideal operating temperatures.

Write today for our Bulletin C2, describing

our chocolate heaters and tables complete.

Learn why you, too, can make bigger profits

through reduced costs.

There are three grades of Nickel-Chromium

Alloy Resistance wire made under the Marsh

Patents. What grade did you get in your

heater:”

"ano'Éc GOMPANY
Z---> -->

MANufacTuRf Rs

fLECTRICAL HEATING APPLIANCES

INDIANA PC L. S. U.S.A.

Distributed by

H. A. Johnson Co. Jas. A. Harper Sup- H. C. Schranck Co.

Boston, Mass. ply ilwaukee, Wisc.

crandall-Pettee Co. Kansas City, Mo. Gray Mfg. Co.

New York, N. Y. Spokane, Wash.

Henry J. Walz Co- Gray, McLean and

Inc. Percy, Inc.

Buffalo, N. Y. Portland, Ore.

The Weidman Co. D -

Cleveland, Ohio - P:" s."

Savage Bros...Co.

Chicago, Ill.

Bessire and Co.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Louisville, Ky.

Atlanta, Ga.

CONFECTIONERY

| Exhief r

San Francisco,

Cal.

Southern California

Supply Co.

Los Angeles, Cal.

- ***** *-** * *****

o-t- > *** **********".

“International Electric Heaters Are Better”

The

New Model

Peanut

Blancher

The Standard

Peanut

Blanching De

vice used by

the leading

Manufacturing

Confectioners

Efficient

Economical

Practical

Equipped with

Automatic

Feed Hopper

Patented

Sept. 25, 1905

Write

for Complete

Catalog

Lambert

Machine Co.

Marshall. Michigan

|

W. B. Bertels & Son Co., Inc.

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

MANUFACTURERS OF

PLAIN and LITH0(RAP

SERVICE

WE MAKE CANS THAT

SELL YOUR PRODUCTS

Write for our Prices
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CHOCOLATE PLACED

ON MACHINE AT

THIS POINT

TITE CREER

SOLID CHOCOLATE MACHINE‘

 

  

COVERING REMOVED

TRAYS GUIDED av

MECHANICAL DEVICE

(Nor GRAVITY)

  

DOUBLE CASING

WITH DEAD AIR

SPACE BETWEEN

 

 

Pislonr NUMBER \ g ! - Wucur SHIPPING WEIGHT
FLOOR SPACE QVER ALL OF TRAYS P°w1"R\ Arvaoxisnra Avpnoxmxra

5 Ft. x 20 Ft. 3 Ft. 60 to 70 1 HP. 5000 5600
 

The Greer Solid Chocolate Machine is made along the

same principle as the other Greer machines.
r

The Greer Solid Chocolate Machine saves 60% floor

space.

Reduces the area of space that has to be cooled, and

eliminates the expense of cooling the walls of a long

tunnel. The latticed steel trays enable the cold air to

come in direct contact with the mould or cake.

The machine is designed so the cold air can circulate

through it freely, drawing the temperature from the

chocolate as quickly as it can possibly be done, and cannot

be surpassed by other mechanism.

The machine is substantially constructed, being made of

best steel and iron, the chocolate being moved by extra

heavy chain. We guarantee the machine to haul one

ton of chocolate per revolution.

Practically all gears and mechanism are on outside of

machine, which makes it very easy to adjust and more

desirable.

The Greer Solid Chocolate Machine gives approximately

350 square feet of cooling space, total travel of chocolate

approximately lOO feet. All the space required for the

machine is ZO feet in length, 5 feet in width and 3 feet in

height.

Time required for the goods to dry, which is done in one

revolution, depends entirely on the thickness of chocolate

and the temperature in machine. Machine can make a

revolution (IOO feet) every fifteen minutes.

The Greer Solid Chocolate Machine is so mechanically

designed that a one horsepower motor operates it with

ease, keeping a continuous flow of empty trays for the

chocolate and brings the chocolate up to the top of

machine where it is easily removed.

The Greer machines are patented. imitators wamed against infringements.

J. W. GREER CO. 139 Main Street, Cambridge, Mass.
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1

B.

\ “*‘*..;__~_,FORM 3—STYLE D MOTOR DRIVE FORM 6—STYLE R TWIN PULLER—MOTOR DRIVE

Clplclty 50 Q0100 Ibo. per butch Clplclty 15 to 100 lbs. on each side

 

 

REVOLUTION
GREAT revolution has taken place in the pulling of all kinds of candy by Hildreth’s Patented Candy

Pulling Machine. Before the year 1900 all pulled candy was done by hand labor, which was unsanitary

and unsatisfactory. Three-fourths of the candy pulled in the United States to-day is done by Hildreth's

machines. Note what the machines are doing in the factories all over the country. They are pulling hard boiled

candy which is made into stick candy, broken candy, chips, buttercups and all other hard boiled goods which are

ordinarily pulled by hand.

Hildreth's machine will pull hard boiled goods in from two to three minutes. The machine also pulls

molasses candy, either high or low cooked. It will also pull all kinds of chewing candies, high or low cooked,

in about eight minutes. You can increase the batch about 20% in bulk over ordinary hand pulling. Your increase

in penny count goods is about 20%. The machine pulls caramels and caramel mixtures.

You can work up your scrap and pull it on the machine and make good candy, where it is almost impos

sible to do so by hand labor, thereby saving the waste.

The machine pulls chewing gum as well as candy. The machine also pulls shoemaker’s wax as well as

candy. It also pulls a certain kind of white varnish as well as candy. In fact, it pulls anything that is pulled

by hand.

You can use a lower grade of sugar, and make as good goods with the machine as you can with a higher

grade of sugar by hand labor, thereby a saving in profits. With the machine you can pull every batch alike,

making the candy whiter, lighter and uniform, which is of great value to all manufacturers.

The machine is ready to work at all times, day or night, without getting sick, tired, lazy or going on a

strike, which is of great value to all manufacturers.

We have machines that pull from 10 to 25 lbs. at each batch, and from that size up to 300 lbs. at one

pulling; so that if any manufacturer has much candy to pull he is losing money every day that he does not have

one of our machines. In fact, it gives him absolute control over his pulling room, as well as saving a lot of

money which would ordinarily be paid out in hand labor.

We do not sell the machines. but lease them by the year.

Write for descriptive catalogue and full particulars,

ADDRESS

H. L. HILDRETH CO.

549-559 Albany Street BQSTON, MASS., U. S. A.
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A Quick, In

tense Heat

Without Motor

or Blower

This powerful, heavy-duty

furnace will raise 50 lbs. of

sugar and 12 lbs. of water to

340 degrees in less than 24

minutes without motor or

blower.

s

Isold by Gas Companies '

andthe following dealers:

Atlanta, Go.

Bessire & Co., Inc.

Baltimore, Md.

The August Maag Co.

Geo. H. Wahmann Mfg. Co.

Boston, Mass.

H. A. Johnson Co.

A. A. Knights & Sou

Jos. Middleby, Jr., Inc.

Three Millers Co

Buflolo, N. Y.

Henry & Henry

I-I. J. Walz Co.

Emil A. Saenger

Cincinnati, Ohio

Awerican China and Glass Co

I-Iillrer 8:. Bletsch Co.

Cleveland, Ohio

Bruce & West Mfg. Co.

The Weideman Co.

Columbus, Ohio

Central Ohio Supply Co.

Dayton, 0M0

CANDY

FURNACE

Note. from arrows in illus

tration how heat is directed,

and concentrated, against

; sides as well as bottom of

kettle.

This Powerful 3-ring burn

er is single piece, cored cast

‘ ing. There are no cemented

joints to cause leaks.

Graduated ring top permits

use of any size kettle.

Economical, sturdy, de

pendable. Write for folder.

Wm. M. Crane

Company

I6-20 W. 32nd Sf.

New York City

Pacific COa5t Distributors:

Northwest Gas Br Elec. Equip. Co.

Portland. Ore.

C. S. Ball Candy Co.

Detroit, Mich.

Foersterling Bros. Co.

E. B. Gallagher & Co.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

E. B. Gallagher lz Co.

Houston, Teams

Houston Wholesale Conf.

' Stove Co.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Bessire & Co., Inc

Los Angslea, Calif.

,Standard Equipment Co.

‘Southern California Supply

Co.

Louisville, Ky.

Brssire & Co., Inc.

Milwaukee. Wis.

H. C. Schrsnclr Co.

Minneapolis. Minn.

Northwestem Bakers & Con

fectioners Co.

New Orleans, Lo.

Chas. Deanery

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Byrnes & Kiefer

Demmler & Schenck

Bernard Gloekler Co.

\V. L. Knorr Company

PhlladelpMa_ Po.

Thos. Mills & Bro., Inc.

‘\Villiam Thomson

San Francisco, Calif.

Eng-Skell Company

St. Louis, Mo.

W. E. Beckman & Co.

United Bakers Supply Co.

St. Paul, Minn.

The Maas Keefe Company

l Toledo, Ohio

E. B. Gallagher & Co.

Youngstown, Ohio

\\'. (I Z.-ihcl Company

 

  

  

 

  

 

  

  

  

  

Coating and Polishing Pans

for Gum, Almonds and Peanuts

Tight and loose pulley; clutch or motor drive

 

 

Let us figure on your needs

  

The Bucyrus Copper Kettle Works Co.

1874-I921

Bucyrus : Ohio

ThePerkinsAdjustableDryRoom

Saves fifty per cent. of your steam.

Gives uniform work at all times of

the year. Dries much faster. (Saves

space, trays and trucks.) Perfectly

clean. Easy to operate. Simple to

install. Is not expensive. Hundreds

in use.

Write for descriptive Bulletin No.

100, and prices on candy truck.

PERKINS "ONE MAN” TRUCK

Elmer E. Perkins Company

Manufacturers

Offices

Wrigley Building, Chicago

Shops

Bradley, Illinois
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The N. W. York

Batch Roller
Patented March 18, 1911

A Great Labor Saving Device

All kinds of work are handled

on this machine. Crystal Rock

is made easy. All kinds of

Mixtures, Taffy Goods, Kisses,

or anything in the candy line

that is to be kept round is done

so with this machine. It is a

wonder for Buttercups or all

soft-center work. Soft-center

goods will not break out of

cover on this machine like they

do on the old spinning board.

For making Little Sticks and

all pure sugar goods, this ma

Thig maghine will be ggnt chine fills a long-felt want. It keeps your batch at an even temperature all

to you on thirty days’ h-ia]_ the time, and will operate either way at will of operator. Manufactured by

Why not give one a trial?

Ask us about it.

EUROPEAN AGENTS: CO‘ CO

hllduls-ld,BlI(;il|z1:sswfy,sl0.l>\‘dd-‘ti:-,ihllrpéf 225-227 E. Maryland Street, lndianapolis, lnd., U. S. A.

 

 

  

England.
  

I

  

We have been in

Coppersmithing Business

for generations hence

our name

“KOPPERMAN”

Don't you think we

ought to know how?

  

Latest Improved Vacuum Pan

JOS. KOPPERMAN & SONS

Copper Work and Confectioners’ Machinery

307-311 Florist Street Philad¢lPl'll°-» Pa~

We manufacture any kind of

Copper Kettle for steam or

fire or vacuum with or with

out mixers.

‘ V’ , All kinds of sizing, cutting,

7 H o 1 I coating and cooling machinery
. . \ I i 1

  

We furnish any piece of

machinery used in a candy factory
Shearing Motion CutterHand Power Circular Knife tlaramel Cutter
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Simplex Vacuum Cooker Facts

THE Simplex Vacuum Cooker will make

it better hard candy at a lower cost than

is possible by any other known method.

The flexibility of the Simplex Vacuum Cooker,

recommends itself to the manufacturer who wishes to

cook a variety of batches, both as to size and combina

tion of raw material.

Using the Simplex Vacuum Process you will obtain

a clearer and drier candy due to the moisture and air

having been extracted by Vacuum, consequently when

ulled and spun results in a whiter product and more

lustrous satin finish.

Candy made the Simplexway will not sweat from the

inside, therefore, it will not stick; it will keep longer.

A great percentage of scrap can be used in the

Simplex. A larger percentage of glucose or corn

syrup can be used than in other methods, producing

a better candy.

Candy made the Simplex Way will be sweeter

because it is not cooked to a high degree over fire or

steam, which dissipates the sweetness.

 

Simplex Gas Vacuum Cooker

(Process Pat. June 30, 1914)

Patents April 20, 1915, November 30, 1915

Space Hui hi Power Capacity‘ 25 to Weight

214:1. c 4. 'hH.P. I00-lb. ii-ioim 1200 lbs.

A batch cooked in a Simplex Vacuum Cooker is

ready to work immediately after it is poured on

the slab.

  

The machine is simple in design and made of the

highest grade material. It does not require mechan

ical knowledge nor skill to operate it successfully.

The Simplex Vacuum Cooker has proved the test

in years of successful usage among some of the highest

grade manufacturers in the United States as well as in

foreign countries.

OVER 400 IN USE

 

Vairuum Candi Machinery C»
3Z6 W. Madison St. CHICAGO, ILL.

1, Pm, S, ,ERSEY¢,1-Y N ,
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Tie Continuous BUTTERCUP

STRAW and WAFFLE MACHINE

This ls the Only Machine Made That Will Cut a Large Variety

oi Pillow Shaped Hard Candy Without Change of Machinery .

High Speed——N0 Delays-—Greatly Increased Output!

The very high speed of 1500, 3000 or 6000 pieces Ask Any

per minute is secured by the continuous, practically of Our 300

self-feeding operation. With a little experience, or More

100 pounds of soft or hard center goods can be .

turned out in ten minutes. One machine takes Satisfied

care of three sets of spinners, cutting down labor U-99739-'

costs, saving space, and increasing your output

many times.

  

 
 

Price $335361? $750@
Either belt drive or ready Ior motor to be

mounted. Motor and starter (fl, at

current market price. F. O. B. hicago.

THE BRACH COOLER AND CONVEYOR is an exceedingly DIMENSIONS

  

  

  

compact unit, occupying but about one-third of the s ace ordinarily used. Lam, _ _ _ 11 F,"

used. It has_the capacity of a straight convey or of 05 feet, if the goods Qfidrh h- - 14 I-eh;

comes out in a single line, or with web. But if used in connection with gai-'°.:§s_'<§§a'-1'i'.'ii'i:'.';u

my Buttercup Machine, which cutsthe goo_ds oficompletely, allowing them 'l§‘§;*;|',"'_°°_- 32 huh“

to spread over the belt, the cutter running five times the s eed of the NOTE

conveyor belt, would give a cooling capacity equal to 5 lineal feet. ¢,,,;,,,,,,,,, COOLER ,,,,,

CONVEYOR separate or

in one compact unit connect

O ed with motor and starter

to my Worm Gear Drive

' BUTTERCUP s TRA w

and WAFFLE MACHINE

On account of_the extraordinary _;,,,,,,,-,,g,,

popularitg of thins nischine, there is Bfflfh lllmmw

being ma e an so as a genuine ""4 W"/H1

Brach r_nach_ine an imitation cutter Bm);";{'b',["

which infringes on my patents. ,,;,,-,;, 1,,"

supply in 6, 7

and 8 foot lengths

at regular prices

NOTE—each machine bears a serial

number of which we hold an exact

record that we may know

to whom every machine

of our make is sold. To

avert trouble make sure ,

on are buying a genuine

Mrach Continuous But- ._“f

tercup Machine. Wewill '

prosecute all sellers and

users of infringements.
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MY LATEST_TheWorm GearDrive

The addition of a worm gear drive to my latest model.

which performs the work of four machines, makes it

a model of efllciency.

1. Baby Kisses-Any small

piece 3/s inch long and up

to 3/4 inch wide are cut on

this series of knives.

2. Pillows, Chips, Straws—

3/4 inch long and Vs to 1'/2

inches wide are cut by

this set of knives.

3. Straws, Chips, Pillows

I‘/2 inches long and 1/s to

13/4 inches wide are cut on

this series of knives.

4. Waffles — 3/4 inch long

and up to 3/4 inch in

width are cut and stampedwith this series of knives.

THE GUIDE—indicated by dotted

lines, and illustrated separately,

has two peculiarly shaped knurls

which may be so turned. and

separated as to regulate the batch

to any width from % to 1% inches

as desiied. Adjustments are madc

by simple thumb screws. An ex

perienced operator can feed the _~
machine without using the guide. ~ i

THE MACHINE MEASURES but 15 x 18 inches

over-.311, On“ set up, oiling is the only attention it

requires. The knives will probably need resharpening

about every five years.

THE STAND SUPPLIED with e_v8fY ma°h"1e_ 15

strongly made of cast iron, and occupies a 36 x 36 inch

floor space. The motor attaches to the stand of the

new worm gear drive machine, being run with a Sh0ft

belt—a safety protection of importance.

SAVES SPACE: The small size and the great capacil-'7

of this machine, which enables several sets of spinners

to use it altemately, saves 75% of your floor_ space-a

very important item in reducing your production costs.

The BRACH Continuous Buttercup Straw

and Waffle Machine with Stand —Costs

Complete, $850, F.O.B. Chicago; with worm

gear drive $900; motor and belt extra.

 

  

THE GUIDE —the onlY

part of the entire ma

chine that is changed.
 

 

NOTE: I have a limited number of standard types or

motors for the worm gear drive machines, which I will

supply at current prices to buyers of this model.

EMIL J. BRACH

Confectionery Machinery

215 West Ohio Street

Chicago

 
 

  

30 DAYS

FREE TRIAL

(ln U. S. only)

Arrange to have a ma

chine sent you on 30 days’

free trial and prove to

your own satisfaction its

labor-saving, profit-mak

ing qualities.
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KOHOLODOS

GRAND CHOCOLATE DIPPING

MACHINE

 

IDEAL MILL

KOHOLODOS-—A machine of genious

workmanship, will refine chocolate from

the bean up. NO DISKS. One man

labor required for a few hours a day.

Will turn out 1,500 pounds per day Coat

ing or Moulding Chocolate at a saving of

at least 6 cents per pound in your coating,

will furnish full advice as to the manufac

turing of coating and other chocolate.

Small space required.

UNIVERSAL CONCI-IE—Latest Patent

out, will do as much work in ten hours

that six horizontal conches will do in

SEVENTY-TVVO HOURS. Fine machine

for coating and chocolate and will also

take the place of the REFINER and

MELANGEUR. Capacity 1,200 pounds.

No machine that was ever invented in the

chocolate business ever took or sold as

fast as the UNIVERSAL CONCHE is

selling, with repeat orders.

“GRAND & MAJESTIC” Chocolate Dip

ping Machine—a far better machine than

any machine known on the market. Every

part interchangeable. New Patent Ball

Bearing Fan that runs in Oil. Steam,

Gas and Electric heating attachment, with

cooling and packing of the belt, or with

out. Save 25 per cent and get a better

machine.

“Latest Patent Sugar Mill. Will grind to

any fineness direct. No bolting or sifters

required.

Automatic Quadruple Presses for fancy

filled hard goods. One-man operation.

With a capacity of 2,000 pounds per day.

No waste.

LATEST PATENT CHOCOLATE HOL

LOW MOULD FILLER, will fill the

mould, knock the mould, turn the mould

to drain out center and carry it to cold

room. All automatic. The greatest labor

saving machine with a capacity of many

thousand pounds daily. One operator.

Wrapping and.Packing Machinery for all

descriptions of work. New Tin Foil

Wrapper, will wrap any shape from %

to 1% inches. Package Machinery will

make the package, fill the package, seal

and label the package. '

J. FRIEDMAN
EXPERT—SpectaHzlng for the

Candy and Chocolate Industry.

214-226 East 22nd St., New York, N. Y.

Complete and largest line of Candy Machinery, Chocolate

Machinery, Cocoa. Butter and Cocoa Powder Plants,

Chocolate Dipping Machines. Wrapping Machines, Pack

age Making, Filling. Sealing and Labelling Machinery,

CHOCOLATE MOULDS, etc. "LOOKING FOR A

CERTAIN MACHINE? Yes, I HAVE IT."

Established since 1892

Cable Address—"_IACKFRIED NEWYORK"

A. B. C. Code—5th Edition Used

TELF-PHON E: GRAMERCY Z996

 

 

  

REFINER
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I MODEL No. 11, PATENT APPLITJD FOR if 

ncreasecl Sales

200 ‘VO
This is the free-will testimonial

from one user of the MODEL ll

DEMPSEY CHOCOLATE DIP

PlNG AND COOLING APPAR

ATUS during a period of two

months’ operation. You can do

. the same. He has the apparatus

in his store and dips chocolates

where the public can see the

process. The dipper is attired in

immaculate linen, wears one of

our “SANl DIPPING GLOVES,”

and is surrounded with an atmos

phere of cleanliness and sanita

tion. The fresh made, glossy

goods give the public the buying

impulse that forces sales. The

results will astonish you. The

moderate price will please you. Back of it all stands our guarantee of satisfaction. The apparatus will

cool chocolates perfectly in any weather, any season, anywhere, any place. Descriptive circulars and full

information will be promptly furnished.

DEMPSEY CHOCOLATE COOLER CO.

| S-41;; 133:5;-lmgéz 2;-f__d§_-;=. ‘CHICAGO, ILLINOIS <==--r-1 Qflim»
3l06 Wentworth Avenue

 

Quantity and

Quality

The EMERY THOMPSON

is a big, fine, well balanced brine

freezer, made for turning out

a full volume of the finest,

smoothest bodied Ice Cream.

Please drop a word and we

will send you our new “1922”

catalog with prices.

Emery Thompson Machinefand Supply Co.

271.75 Rider Ave, (6-s Canal Place, Bronx) New YOl'l(
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HE secret of successful marsh

mallow manufacture lies in the

proper beating of the goods.

No matter how excellent yoiir in

gredients may be, no matter how care

fully the proportions are measured, if

you are not equipped with a properly

constructed and mechanically correct

device for beating and cooling the

goods. your efforts will not be crown

ed with the greatest success.

The Savage Marshmallow Beater

leads for the very simple reason that,

like the entire Savage line, this ma

chine is built by experts,—by men who

know the candy business, who know

the difficulties confronting the manu

The Savage Assures Success

facturer, and have produced the neces

sary mechanical equipment to meet

these difficulties.

The fact that this beater is so

sturdily and carefully built makes

the first cost the only cost. The con

struction is so simple that you are

never troubled with adjustment of the

parts. There are no gears, chains, or

complicated parts to get out of order.

If you are looking for a machine

that will run day in and day out with

out repair or replacement, that is con

structed to produce the greatest quan

tity of the highest grade goods, you

will not be satisfied with anything but

the Savage.

Send for new illustrated circular fully describing thisiwonderful machine.

Savage Brothers Co.
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"We now have your Savage Marshmal

low Beater installed and same is working

out entirely satisfactorily. and we do not

know how we got along without this

machine as long as we did.

“We would be glad to show this machine

to anyone who might be interested in

purchasing one from you."

Spoehr, Chicago.

“We have several of the Savage Marsh

mallow Beaters in operation in our va

rious plants and in all cases we have

found them consistently giving excellent

results. We have experienced no trouble

whatever with any oi the moving arts

of our equipment and find the mac ines

to he strong and substantial. In short.

we have found that your machine is all

that you claim for it and a little more."

E. J. Bach & Sons. Chicago.

“Vile think you have the greatest and

best marshmallow beater on the market

and we have shown our belief in this by

purchasing three. We have found them

so far superior to any other beater on

the market that we have discontinued _i.is

ing all oiir other beaters and are using

yours exclusively."

The Cherry Cheer Co., Inc., Sidney, Ohio.

“We consider the Savage M. Beater a

wonderful machine and are producing

drops that show a saving of one-half to

three-quarters pound on each box over

the beater that we formerly used.

‘ Considering the amount of power requir

ed and the volume of goods produced.

we are very much pleased with the ma

chine."

A. B. Newhinney Co., Inc.

Terre Haute, Ind.

“The Marshmallow

from you last sprin has now been in

stalled several mont s.

"We unhesitatingly state that it is the

best machine of its kind we ever used.

“We are highly pleased with the goods

turned out and know positively that our

product is better and our sales corre

spondingly increased in this line on ac

count OI the work of this machine."

Martin Candy Co., Marshfield, Ore.

Beater purchased

“The beater is giving us excellent satis

faction, and does the work A-No. l. and

is all you claim for it. We consider it

the bcst M. M. beater on the market

today. Since we have put it in use we

have taken out two other makes of

bearers."

Brecht Candy Co., Denver, Colo.

"To say that we are satisfied with the

Savage Marshmallow Beater is putting

it mildly. As soon as arrangements for

the enlargement of our factory are com

pleted wc shall want more of your Marsh

mallow Beaters."

General Candy Co., Milwaukee. Wis.

“We are very much pleased with the rc

sults we are etting with our Special

200-pound Mars mallow Beater.

A Few of Our Pleased Customers:

“At a recent meeting of our directors it

was agreed that in our new home we will

install only our bearers.

“You may s ip us another of the same

type as soon as possible."

Sennefi-Herr Co., Sterling, III.

"We have been using one of your 150-lb.

Marshmallow Beaters for the past two

years. We have found this to be a very

strong and durable machine; a machine

that will stand up under every test to

which we have put it.

"We have found that this beater will

produce any kind of marshmallow which

we have desired to make.

“In addition to this being a marshmal

low machine. we have found it to be very

satisfactory in mixing nougat.

"We can hi hly recommend this machine

to your tra e."

Zion Candy Factory, Zion, Ill.

“We tiilie much pleasure in testifying to

the merits of your Marshmallow Beater.

From the very outset we wish to em

phasize that your beater is all that it is

represented to be. From an economical

standpoint as well as eflicient produc

tion we do not think that your splendid

beater can be surpassed. We figure that

we are saving money in the mixing of

our batches. iurther supported by maxi

mum production."

The Paulin Chambers Co., Lid..

Winnipeg. Canada.

§n.a..a.a.a.a.:.n.aa1-.
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The Ball Cream Beater Co.

DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Ball Cream Beater and Cooler and

Dayton Cream Beater and Cooler

  

Ball

Beater

BEWARE

of infringomenu

THREE THOUSAND IN USE!

BEST IN THE WORLD! WHY NOT HAVE THE BEST?

Every Candy Manufacturer Should Have One!
 

We shall

protect

our Patents

to the full __,._ y: _ _

extant of the » ' '

law.
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Brunswick Refrigeration

is especially advantageous in the manufacture of choco

lates, caramels and numerous varieties of candies. Bruns

wick equipment is found

In Confectionery Factories

all over the country facilitating the handling of products,

cooling the chocolate in the moulding, dipping, hardening

and packing rooms and giving the candies that rich, glossy

appearance so much desired.

Confectioners ambitious for better and more profitable

business should investigate the advantages of the Bruns

wick system.

BRIUNSWICK REFRIGERATING CO.

 

107 Jersey Avenue New Brunswick, N. J.

Boston, Mass. New York City

10 State St. 30 Church St.

W. W. TURNBULL CONE MACHINE COMPANY

Chattanooga, Tennessee 1419 Fort Street

Manufacturers of

TURNBULUS AUTOMATIC WAFER CONE MACHINES

TURNBULL'S AUTOMATIC CAKE CONE MACHINES

TURNBULUS SWEET CLOVER SUGAR CONES

TURNBULL’S PEERLESS CAKE CONES

We have been Manufacturing

Automatic Cake lce Cream Cone

Machines for fifteen years

 

 

Copper Steam Jacketed Kettles
 

Copper Candy Kettles
 

Carried in Stock

1 '3 Z12 MODEL

CRQEN MFG CQMPANY» 111* TURNBULL’S Automatic Cake Cone Machine

  

' WE INSTALL h‘ l f t d bCoppersmlths our:;:vc t1cr‘\:.lneyco°uni'"ac ory an teac you

_ , No expensive labor necessary in the operation of our Machines

A1'lllll8g8 AVE. ChlC8g0, 111- Write for prices and information today so we can

serve you in time for next season
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“Guessing ls Old Fashioned”
all

  

  

Be Sure—

Obtain the Expert Knowl

edge Contained in

 

Jake Friedman’s

 

 

Common Sense

Candy Teacher

with enlarged supplement

 

 

IllIIIIllIIIIllIIllllllIIllIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllllllllllllllllllll

Crushed Fruits for the Fountain, Pointers for the Fountain man. The Matza

pan Almond Paste work. Pointers on String Rock Candy, Log Cabin Roll,

Marshmallows, both moonshine and Egg. Pan w_ork, its Principle and both

smooth and rough work, Lozenge work, Cream work of all kinds, Hard Gums, Jelly

ll THIS book treats fully upon the Ice Creams, Ices, Sherbets, Punches, the

Send Today for

Copy of Fifth

Edition Jake Gums, Principal formula on A. B. Gum work. Crystallizing Gum work. Almond

i Paste work, Cream Almonds, Cordial work, Gum paste work, Cocoanut work, Cin

F iedn,1an?s 1 namon Imperials, Pearled Caraway seeds and Pearled work. Marshmallow Eggs,

r i Chocolate Coating, Blending, hand coating. Pure Cream caramels and cheap Cara

1' mels, Icing for caramels and commercial Caramels. Sponge Candy, Nonpareils. New

Common Sense '1 styles of Nut and Fruit Goods. Goods for all kinds of Party and Banquet work.

Jelly work, A. B. Gum work. Fudges of all kinds and prices, Honeycomb work of

Candy Teacher all Kinds. Pop Corn Valuable pointers to the workman, to the Employer. Glace

. E 1 d work, Novelties for Easter, Fourth of July, Valentine's Day, Decoration Day, and all

wlth an n arge U Holidays. Hand roll cream work. ‘ Nougats, Nougatines, Chicle Chewing Gum, its

Principle, Formula, Jelly beans, Jelly pan work. Hard goods all kinds, Bar goods

Supplement _ of all kinds and types, Burnt Almonds and Peanuts, Jordan Almonds, Kisses, Tafiies,

Brittles, Bon Bon work, Fig Work, in fact the Candy work to date and pointers on

Window display and Shop work.

_ R ICE ’ Send Today for Sample Formulas and Full Index Free for the Asking

‘ For Sale by All Supply Houses

‘E""=" "““" WM. M. BELL, Publisher

$ 1 0'00 . 6 E. Lake St. CHICAGO, u. s. A.
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The

Write for our new

Bulletin No. 7, on the

complete Norwalk Re

frigeration Line.

THE NORWALK IRON

A Refrigerating

Unit of Unusual

Compactness and

Super-Quality.

 

SIX - TON NORWALK

This sturdy refrigerating plant, representative

throughout of Norwalk quality and reliability, has

a broad range of service. Considering its six-ton

capacity and the fact that every feature has an

extra margin of strength and durability, it is a unit

of remarkable compactness.

If your present refrigeration is not all that it should

be, this six-ton Norwalk, or one of the other sizes

in the Norwalk line, will give you the desired im

provement and make it permanent.

Capacities, one-quarter ton to ten tons.

Pioneer Builders of Compressors

SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.

WORKS COMPANY
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THE ANEXET CO.

509-511 W. Lombard Street BALTIMORE, MD.

SMALL TIN ICE CREAM SPOONS!

This new idea about the name in handle is a winner.

Your name in the handle costs you no more than

others you have bought plain. Write for sample.

  

Carry Out Cans—lXXXX Tin

  

Low Medium and High

Write

For Catalogue

 

Get

Our Prices

 

IXXXX Tin IXXXX Tin

OUR BRICK MOULDS AND CANS ARE

“ABSOLUTELY U. S. STANDARD GAUGE”

MANUFACTURERS AND HEADQUARTERS FOR

ICE CREAM FREEZERS, TOOLS and SODA FOUNTAIN SUPPLIES

MANUFACTURERS FOR THE JOBBING TRADE

Catalogue of Ice Cream Goods, Also Bakers’ Tools and Utensils Mailed Upon Request
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Plain Kettle

out the United States and Canada—WHY?
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:T|1e TABER—-——

Spenial Glucose Pump

SPEOIALLY DESIGNED FOR

PUMPING GLUCOSE

AT TEMPERATURE OF ROOM

if necessary

AT SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF 45" BEAUME

umuuaiuiuunnmumuuuiaiaiiannaiinn

Also CHOCOLATE, CREAM, FONDANT, HOT and COLD SYRUPS, 6c.

Taber Pumps are the Standard ot Design, Worlnnanshlp and Material :

and on recei t oi your requirements, we will zladl quote rlces on

THE MOS RELIABLE PUMPS IN THE U [TED TATES.

- TABER PUMP COMPANY

299 Elm Street BUFFALO, N. Y.
  

 

ESTABLISHED 85 YEARS.

THOMAS BURKHARD, INC.

494 & 496 Flushing Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

  

Vacuuin Pan

The name “BURKHARD” is FAMILIAR among a large number of Candy Manufacturers through

Because Burkhard for over fifty years made a SPECIALTY of Copper Work for the CONFECTIONER;

ESPECIALLY High Pressure Copper Jacketed Kettles, MIXERS, VACUUM PANS, REVOLVING SUGAR

COATING PANS, for COOKING and MIXING—CREAM, GUM, CARAMELS, NOUGAT, MARSHMAL

LOWS» FUDGE, FRUIT PASTE, FIG PASTE, COCOANUT WORK, JELLIES, LICORICE. SUGAR

COATING ALMONDS, PEANUTS, JELLY BEANS. CHEWING GUM, COCOANUT, Vacuum Pans FOR

HARD CANDY and MILK CHOCOLATE, etc. THE BURKHARD PRODUCTS are RECOGNIZED as a

STANDARD of EXCELLENCE as they COMBINE “SAFETY" and “SERVICE."

We have WITNESSED the WONDERFUL GROWTH of the CANDY INDUSTRY and We feel

Proud that our PRODUCTS were used to advance the industry.

WE WILL BE PLEASED TO HEAR FROM THOSE NOT FAMILIAR WITH OUR PRODUCTS.

. . ¢ - » ¢ - - » ¢ ~ . ~
Jal-IJ.I.I,I.I,I.nZnZI,I,l.e:e:n:e:a:e:a:a:a:
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Tilting Kettle
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You Will Discover

The Better Way!

Some day, if not already, you will discover

that there is a

Better Way to Make Candy

When you do, you’ll be aston

ished at the improvement

possible and most agreeably

surprised at the savings pos

sible.

 

Many manufacturers got their

first insight into

Making Better Candy for

Less Money

Through reading our

booklet.

Shall we send you a copy?

The Improved Appliance Company

417 Kent Avenue Brooklyn, New York
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The

New Perfected

COLLUM LINE

Improved Models

CANDY

COOLERS a

AND 1

CUTTERSi\
(PATENTED) ‘ -

Collum’s “PREMlER” Candy Cooler; "c°f;f'ffo§‘§§‘uI;'f=

A Record of a I-lalf-Century is behind the great

Success of THE COLLUM LINE

Scientific : Substantial :

Once Used Never Displaced.

OUTLIT

Enduring Construction

_ 36 in. x 72 in.

5-‘ 32 in. X 76 in. 36 in. X 96 in.

C0llum’s “20th CENTURY” Candy Cooler P°l5=|‘°‘l 5*°°l T°P?

’ Cast Iron Bottom.

30 in. x 60 in.  

THE COLLUM MFG. CO.
Manufacturers of CONFECTIONERS’ MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT

926 Main Street, Hartford, Conn.

 

OLLUM COOLERS

The Standard By Which All Others Are Judged

Entire Satisfaction.

Where a Cooler of

  

34 in. x 64 in.

36 " x 96 "

48 “ x 60 “

48 " x 120 "

Ill?’
The interior con

struction of our

Coolers provides n

continual agitation

of the Water-flow,

ensuring the uni- 4

form Cooling of

Surface, and with

the provision for

interior H en t - ex

pansion prevents

the formation of

“Air Pockets”, con

sequently overheat

ing never occurs;

no Rubber or other

Packing employed;

nothing to wear

out; ii lifetime of

Service.

Our PREMIER is

unquestionably the

BEST of all Cool

ers, whatever the

excellence of others.

 

 

less Cost is desired,

our UNIVERSAL

or 20-CENTURY

would be chosen,

being constructed

on very similar gen

eral principles.

WITH IRON STANDS,

COMPLETE
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OLLUM COOLERS

Widely lmitated But Never Equalled

.. '1'"' ~ ._._ _>.. -.-~.~ ‘ . <.‘-- ".'>.;'_ . .

' ' Recognized

Y ‘ Throughout the

Confectioners’

Trade

as

“THE BEST”

Since 1872

Faultless

System of

Inlet, Outlet

and Circulation

—

60 ‘ . 36 in. x 96 in. Speed

so * 4s " x so “ _

64 " 4a “ x 12 " Elficlency

76 " 48 “ x 96 “ Economy

72 “ 48 " x120 “ ,__.

, ¢  
  

36

34 ‘

32 ll

36 ll

NXNXX

Our Cutters are

particularly adapt

ed for In a kin g Co“u~!n,a

NEW MODEL “UNIVERSAL”¢=ndy¢ool=r;"°'§1‘;§{‘,§§:,°,{,[°"‘
EQUIPPED WITH INTERIOR SPRAYING AG!-.‘.NCY;. ORIGINAL WITH COLLUM COOLERS-—ENSURING AN

UNIFORMLY COOLED SURFACE.

  

  

Uniform, Unvarying Principle of Cooling

  

Complete _ _

Lines Top Plates Readily Removed Coolers Easily Cleaned

Steels . . ,. ,'._ ,, _ "s ' LI,-1 ‘Til

Marble, _ “ .» ';'-.-.l '~’~'~‘-‘~"-~“""i"' "Stone, ' ‘ _ _ I"

Candy Coolers,

Cream Coolers

“Special”

Cream Coolers,

(Tilting Type)

Iron Slab Stands;

Steel Slab Bars;

Adjustable

Steel Cutters;

Peach Blossom

Cutters;

Buttercup Cutters

Smooth Base

Cutters;

Crimped Edge

Cutters;

i _P"hdSl:lT; 48“x12<>"

wame Cutters Collum’s “PREMIER” Cream Cooler, Cgs':_I:on §ottm;'l'

Immediate Shipments. For Further Particulars Write

THE COLLUM MFG. CO.

926 Main Street HARTFORD, CONN. Established I872
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CLASSIFIED DIRECTORY

" , , - - Q - . 0 e e
(I:l:I,I,I:I:l:I=Is-s-s'o-s-s's.a

Air conditioning

Fleisher Co., W. L.

Sturtevant Co.. B. F.

Artificial Flowers and Decorations

Netschert, Frank

Bags—Paper, Glassine, Transparent

Euler & Co., Franz

Hollis & Duncan

Jonas, Alfred

Kirchheimer Bros. Co.

Royal 8: Co., Thos. M.

Select Paper Co.

Baskets and Boxes—Fancy

Cole Toy & Trading C0.

Michaelis & Sons, M.

Tin Decorating Co. of Baltimore

Boxes—Candy

American Plastic Prod. Co.

Deisroth Co., W. H.

Jonas, Alfred

Matthews Bros.

Monarch Nusbaum Paper Box C0.

Shoup Co., A. D.

Youse Co., C. J.

Boxes—Fibre Packing

Fibre Package Co.

Gair Co.. Robert

Hinde & Dauch Paper Co.

Boxes—Folding and Ice Cream

Gair Co.. Robert

Jonas. Alfred

Matthews Bros.

U. S. Printing & Lithograph Co.

Whitney & Co.

Boxes—Wood Packing

Green Co., A. H.

Butter~—Vegetable

See Cocoanut Butter

Calcium Chloride

Semet Solvay Co.

Candy Cookers

Ios. Baker-Perkins Co.

Friedman. J.

Vacuum Candy Machinery Co.

Candy Coolers

Collum Mfg. Co.

Mills & Bros.. Thos.

Savage Bros. Co.

Candv Cutters

Collum Mfg. Co.

Candy Furnaces—Gas

Crane Co., Wm. M.

Tmnroved Appliance Co.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Savage Bros. Co.

Candv Pans and Scoops—Brass

Mills 81 Bros.. Thos.

Troernner_ H,

York Heating & Ventilating Co.

Candy Sticlrs—See Skewers

Cans—Tin—Plain and Lithographed

Bertels & Son Co.. W. B.

I-leekin Can Co.

Cans—Metal

National Seal Co.

Upressit Products Corp.

Carbon

Oarro Corporation

Cherry Depositor

Bosshard, Theo. W.

See Index to Advertisements page 186

Chewing Gum _

Beech-Nut Packing Co.

Glenn, I. W.

Walter Gum Co. (ball gum)

Wax Novelty Co.

Wischmann, Wm. J.

Chocolate and Cocoa

Baker & Co., Walter

Croft & Allen Co.

Hershey‘Choc. C0.

Hollis, W. G.

Knickerbocker Choc. Co.

Lamont, Corliss & Co.

Lowney Co., Walter M.

Massachusetts Choc. Co.

Wilbur 8: Sons, H. O.

Chocolate Coolers

Dempsey Chocolate Cooler Co.

Friedman, J.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Chocolate Warmers—Electric

International Electric Co.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Coatings

See Chocolate and Cocoa

Cocoa Beans and Cocoa Butter

McGorlick, I. E.

Snyder & Wheeler

Von Dannenberg & Pick

Cocoa Press and Pump

Carver, Fred S.

Friedman, J.

Cocoanut and Vegetable Butter

American Cocoanut Butter Co.

India Refining Co.

Nucoa Butter Co.

Simonin Sons, C. F.

Colors-—See Flavors and Colors

Confectionery Manufacturers

Advance Candy Mfg. Corp.

Ambrosia Choc. Co.

American Candy Co.

American Choc. Almond Co.

Arnould & Co., D.

Bacon Co., D.

Beech-Nut Packing Co.

Beich Co.. Paul F.

Blome 8: Son, Geo.

Blue Ribbon Candy Co.

Brandle & Smith Co.

Brunell Co., Geo. I

Casale & Son. G.

Cascade Industries Co.

Clifford Bros.

Close Co.. Geo.

Collins Co., I. N.

Colonial Confy. Corp.

Cracker Jack Co.

Croft & Allen Co.

Dagget Choc. Co.

Debevoise, Walter W.

Dockman & Son, I. H.

Gallanis Bros.

Gardiner-Lucas Co.

Gimbal Bros.

Gold Brand Conf’y, Inc.

Goldenberg, D.

Hardie Bros.

Hawley 8: Hoops

Heide. Henry

Heldelberger Confy. Co.

Hershey Choc. Co.

I-Iildreth Co., H. L.

Hoefier's Centennial Chocolates

Hollis, W. G.

  

Holman Confectionery Co.

Hooton Choc. Co.

Horton Sweets Co.

Ideal Candy Co.

Josselyn, E. H.

Knickerbocker Choc. Co.

Lauer & Suter

Lewis Bros.

Lindt Choc. Co.

Lowney Co., Walter M.

Mackenzie Co., Robt. F.

Manufacturing Co. of America

Metro Choc. Co.

Michelbach & Sons, E.

Miller Co.. Chas. N.

Mt. Joy Choc. & Confectionery Co.

Mueller Licorice Co., John

National Candy Co.

National Licorice Co.

New England Confectionery Co.

Ohio Confection Co. '

Oswego Confectionery Co.

Package Confectionery Co.

Paist Co.. F. M.

Penn Treaty Confectionery Co.

Pop Corn Products Co.

Quaker City Choc. & Confectionery Co.

Reed Co.. Eugene O.

Revere Preserving Co.

Rigby Co., H. J.

Robertson Candy Co.

Rochester Candy Works

Rochester Marshmallow Co.

Runkel Bros.

Shotwell Mfg. Co.

Slauson & Co., A.

Smith & Peters

Snows Candy Corp.

Stacy Co.. O. T.

Taylor. W. E.

Virginia Nut Products Co.

Wallace & Co.

Washburn Co.. F. B.

Westmoreland Candy Co.

Wilbur & Sons, H. O.

Williamsport Candy Co.

Wunderle. Philip

Ziegler Co., Geo.

Containers—Disp‘lay

Gair Co.. Robert

Hamlin-Fleischer Co

Mono Service Co.

Sealright Co. (ice cream)

U. S. Printing & Lithograph Co.

Warren Co., P. R.

Corn Syrup

American Maize-Products Co.

Corn Products Refining Co.

Cream Coolers

Collum Mfg. C0.

Dispensers—Glass

McKee Glass Co.

Rotax Co.

Dragees

French Dragee & Specialty Co.

Drv Milk

Dry Milk Co.

Drv Room _ _

Bcntz Engineering Corp.

Perkins Co., Elmer E.

Extracts—See Flavors and Colors

Flavors and Colors

Atlantic Importing Co. _

Blanke-Baer Extract & Preserving Co.
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Bush & Co., W. J.

Calco Chemical Co.

Cincinnati Extract Works

Coca-Cola Co.

Collection Coffee Co.

Corrizo Extract Works

Downey, Turnquist & Co.

Foote & Jenks

Fries & Bro.

Fries & Bro., Alex.

Kohnstamm & Co., H.

Lueders & Co., Geo.

Monsanto Chemical Works

National Aniline & Chemical Co.

Ottens Mfg. Co., H. H.

Rockhill & Vietor

Ryland, H. C.

Sethness Co.

Sparhawlt, Chas. V.

Tisco Co.

Todd Co., A. M.

Ungerer & Co.

Widmayer & Jungling

Formula Books

Bell, Wm. M.

Burgess Supply Co.

Rigby Pub. C0.

Fruits—Preserved, Glace, Pulps

Blanke-Baer Extract & Preserving Co.

Cincinnati Extract Works

Georgiades & Co., Christo

Jones Co., C. H.

Keystone Fruit Products Co.

Lyons California Glace Fruit Co.

Michaelis & Sons, M.

Sethness Co.

Gelatine

Crystal Gelatine Co.

Duche & Sons, T. M.

Michaelis & Sons, M.

Milligan & Higgins Gelatine Co.

Sinclair, Harold A.

Swift 8: Co.

United Chemical & Organic Prod. Co.

Glass Dispenser

McKee Glass C0.

Rotax C0.

Gum Arabic and Tragacanth

Thurston & Braidich

lce Cream Machinery

Allen & Co., J. W.

Allman Gas Engine Co.

Maag Co., Aug.

Miller & Son, Franklin P.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Thompson Machine & Supply Co.

lce Cream Cone Machinery

Turnbull Cone Machine Co.

Ice Cream Powder

Ottens Mfg. Co., H. H.

Rippey, Wm. H.

lce Cream Supplies

Allen & Co., J. W.

Allman Gas Engine Co.

Dengler & Son, D. S.

Grand Rapids Cabinet Co.

Jones Co., C. H.

Maag Co., Aug.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Ottens Mfg. Co., H. H.

Schall & Co.

Ingredients

Burgess Supply Co.

Confectioners’ Cream Products C0.

Haug & Co.

India Refining Co.

Jahn Co., W. K.

Kay-White Products, Inc.

Nulomoline Co.

Ottens Mfg. Co., H. H.

Senneff-Herr Co.

Sethness Co.

Simonin's Sons. C. F.

White-Stokes Co.

Kettles-—Copper Mixing

Acme Coppersmithing Co.

Bucyrus Copper Kettle Works

Burl-chard, Thos.

Friedman, J.

Groen Mfg. Co.

Hamilton Copper & Brass Works

Holmberg & Co., Chas.

Hubbert, Bartholt H.

Keller Copper Works, Geo.

Kopperman & Son, Jos.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Pennsylvania Copper Works

Savage Bros. Co.

Labels and Seals

Breuker -& Kessler Co.

Dennison Mfg. Co.

Gair Co., Robert

Gamse & Bro., H.

Milwaukee Label & Seal Co.

St. Louis Sticker Co.

U. S. Printing & Lithograph Co.

Laboratory Specializing

Friedman, J.

Liquors

See Chocolate and Cocoa

Machinery Manufacturers

Allen & Co., J. W.

Baker-Perkins C0.

Ball Cream Beater Co.

Bentz Engineering Corp.

Bosshard, Theodore

Brach, Emil J.

Burkhard, Thos. J.

Friedman, J.

Greer Co., J. W.

Hildreth Co., H. L.

Holmberg & Co., Chas.

Knott Machine Co., E. R.

Kopperman & Sons, Jos.

Lambert Machine Co.

Maag Co., Aug.

McLean Co., John

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Paramount Machinery Co.

Racine Confectioners’ Machinery Co.

Savage Bros. Co.

Vacuum Candy Machinery Co.

Weiscopi, L.

White, Heirs Jacob

York. C. C.

Marrons

Rafietto, Inc., G. B.

Molds—Metal

Ben Moore Mfg. Co.

Eppelsheimer & Co.

Friedman. J.

Krauss' Son, Fr.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Molds-—Rubber

Voorhees Rubber Mfg. Co.

Molds—Starch

Frauenberger & Co., J.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Novelties

Brunell Co., Geo. J.

Geiliuss' Son, H. H.

Glavin Co., F. E.

Lindt Choc. Co.

Michaelis & Son, M.

Schall & Co.

Shackman & Co., B. v

U-Neak Dinner Favors, Inc.

Paper—Confectioners'

American Lace Paper Co.

Birn 81 Wachenheim

Breuker & Kessler Co.

Carter, Rice & Co.

Chicago Carton Co.

Dennison Mfg. Co.

Euler & Bro., Franz

Hollis & Duncan

Licbs Co., L. A. (box wrappers and tops)

Milwaukee Lace Paper C0.

Nashua Paper Co.

Royal 8: Co., Thos. M.

Select Paper Co.

Traver Paper Co.

Peanuts

American Peanut Corp.

Peanut Blancber

Lambert Machine Co.

McLean Co., John

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Playing Cards

U. S. Playing Card Co.

Popping Corn

Bradshaw Co.

Dickinson Co., Albert

Premiums

Calumet Mfg. Co.

Glavin Co., F .E.

Pump—Confectioners

Taber Pump Co.

Refrigeration

Bentz Engineering Corp.

Brunswick Refrigerating C0.

Friedman, J.

Norwalk Iron Works Co.

York Mfg. Co.

Ribbons

Gottschalk Mfg. Co.

Kennedy, Robert

Strecton Co., J. W.

White 8: Campbell

Saccharin

Monsanto Chemical Works

Sample Cases

Knickerbocker Case Co.

Scales

Troemner, H.

Seals-—See labels and Seals

Shelled Nuts

American Peanut Corp.

Dengler 8: Son, D. S.

Jones Co., C H.

Show Jars

Aridor Co., The

Panay Sectional Show Case Co.

Skewers

Setter Bros. Co.

Soda Fountain Supplies

Daggett Choc. Co.

Dengler 8: Son, D. S.

Maag Co., Aug.

Milwaukee Lace Paper Co.

Sennefl-Herr Co.

Sethness Co.

Stone Straw Co.

Special Cream Coolers

Collum Mfg. Co.

Starch Boards

Acme Box C0.

Sugar _

American Sugar Refining Co.

Franklin Sugar Refining Co.

Supplies~—Confectioners', All Kinds

Allen & Co., J. W.

Dengler & Son, D. S.

Geilfuss' Son, H. H.

Jones Co., C. H.

Mills 8: Bro., Thos.

Mitchell & Son, Fred L.

Ottens Mfg. Co., H. H.

Schall 8: Co. _

Sealright Co. (carriers)

Thurston & Braidich

U-neak Dinner Favors, Inc.

Tin Foil

Lchmaier, Schwartz Co.

Standard Rolling M|lls- Inc.

Tinsel Cord

Gottschalk Mfg. Co.

Toy Balloons

Bakrow & Co., Richard D.

Eagle Rubber Co.

Toycraft Rubber Co.

Vanilla Beans

Thurston & Braidich

Vegetable Butter

Sec Cocoanut Butter

Vending Machines

\\/alter Gum Co.

Wrapping Machines

Friedman, J.

Ideal Wrapping Machine Co.

\Vei<copf_ L.
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JAHN CO.. \\'. K . . . . . . . . . . . . ..ba('k (‘over

JONAS, ALFRED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

JONES CO.. C. H . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95

JOSSELYN, E. H . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

KAY-\\'.I-IITE PRODUCTS. INC. . . . 2

KELLER COPPER VVORKS, GEO.. 155

KENNEDY. ROBT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4

KEYSTONE FRUIT PROD. CO.. . . . 12

KIRCHHEIMER BROS. CO . . . . . . .. 12

KNICKERBOCKER CASE CO . . . . .. 42

KNICKERBOCKER CHOC. CO. . 66

KNOTT MACHINE CO.. E. R . . . . .. 155

KOH-NSTAMM & CO.. I-I . . . . . . . . . . . . 30

ICOPPERMAN & SONS. JOS . . . . . . .. ' 170

KRAUSS‘ SON. FR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 153

LAMBERT MACHINE CO . . . . . . . .. 166

LAMONT. CORLISS & CO . . . . . . . . .. 147

LAUER & SIYTER CO . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 76

LEHMAIER. SCH\VARTZ 8: CO. . .. 33

LE\\~"IS BROTHERS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 54

LII-BBS CO., L. A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 73

LONG. EAKINS CO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 154

LO\\'.\'EY CO., THE \\'ALTER M.. 54

LUEDERS CO.. GEO . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1

LYONS C.-\LlI<‘. GL.-\(.‘E FRUIT CO. . 71

MAAG CO.. THE AUG . . . . . . . . . . . .. 182

MACKENZIE CO.. THE ROBT. I~‘.. 49

MANL’F‘AC'I‘1'RlNG CO. OF

AMERICA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65

M.-\'l'I‘HE\\'S 26

M<~(}Ol..RICK. J. E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 74

.\I<-KEE G1,.-\SS CO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 157

.\I<-Ll-JAN, JOHN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 189

‘.\II-IRGE.\"I‘INE & LA.\I.\I . . . . . . . . .. 12

METRO CHOC. CO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 86

MI(.._‘.H.-\El.IS & SONS. M. . . . .. 5

1\Il(‘.HELBA("‘H, E. & SONS . . . . . . .. 15

1\IlI.I.El{ (_‘O.. CHARLES N. . . . . .. 41

1\IIl,L1-IR. FR.-\NKLIl\' P. & SON.... 157

1\T1I.I.lG.-\N & HIGGINS . . . . . . . . . . .. 33

.\~HI.I.S & BROS. INC.. THOS . . . . ..16~l-165

.\fIl.\\’.-\l'KEI.~I LABEI. &- SEAL CO. . 95
1\IIL\\'AL'Kl-IE LACE P.--\l’I~iIR CO... 99

.\H'l‘(‘HEI.l'. & SON, FREI) L. . . . . .. 83

MONARPH Nl’=SB.~\.I.'I\~I PAPER BOX (IO. 41

l\IO.\'O SEl{\'l(‘.E CO . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 161

.\IO.\'SAN'I‘O (‘.HI-IMICAL \\'ORKS.. 2

.\l'I‘. JOY CHOC. & (fONFY. C().... 97

ML.'EI.I.1~JR LICORICE CO. . .. 98

N.-\SHl'.-X P.-XPER CO . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 71

N.-\T|O.\'.-\L .-NNILINE R’ CHEM. CO. 145

NATIONAL (I‘.~\NDY CO.. . . . . . . . 51

.\'.-\'l‘IO.\'.\I. l.I<‘OlUCE C0......... 45

.‘\'ETS(‘HI~IR'l‘, FR.-\NI\' . . . . . . . . . . . .. 76

NI.-}\\' I.~1.\'(_;L.\.\'I> <.§'?()NF(‘Y. CO. . . . 29

I\'OR\V.-XLK IRON \\'ORKS . . . . . . .. 181

NUCOA .I¥l"l"I‘1~IR (‘O.. THE . . . . . . .. 32

NL'LO.\IOl.l.\'E CO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 55

OHIO CONFECTION CO . . . . . . . . .. 72

OSVVEGO CANDY VVORKS . . . . . . .. 149

OTTENS MFG CO., H. H . . . . . . . . .. 14

PACKAGE CONFY. CO . . . . . . . . . . .. 90

PAIST CO.. F. M..... 54

PANAY SECTIONAL snoweo. 154

PARAMOUNT MACHINERY c0.... 152

PENN TREATY CONFY. CO . . . . . . 27

PERKINS CO., E. E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 169

PETER’CAIIJLER-KOHIIER SWISS

CHOCOLATES CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1-I7

POP CORN PRODUCTS CO . . . . . . . . 2

QUAKER CITY CHOC_ & CONFY. CO. 17

RACINE CONFECT'N'S MACHY. CO. 163

RAFFETTO, INC.. G. B . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

REED CO.. EUGENE O. . . . . . . . . 96

REVERE PRESERVING CO. . . . . . . . . 69

RIGBY CO..H. . . . . . .. 6-I

RIGBY PUB. CO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 149

RIPPEY, WM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65

ROBERTSON CANDY CO . . . . . . . . . . 4

ROCHESTER CANDY \VORKS. THE 73

ROCHESTER l\'IARSHMALLO\V CO. 73

R( )CKHILL & VIETOR . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

ROTAX C(). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17

ROYAL & CO.. THOS. LI . . . . . . . . . . . . 30

Rl'NKI<1L BROS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8-I

RYLAND, H. C, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20

SAVAGE BROS. CO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 176-177

SCHALL & CO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60

SEALRIGHT CO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

SELECT PAPER 68

SELF LOCKING CARTON CO. . . . . 95

SEMET-SOLVAY 78

SENNEFF-HERR CO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87

SETHNESS CO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30

SETTER BROS. CO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99

SHACKMAN & CO., B. . . . . . . . . . . . 85

SHOT\\'ELL MFG. 91

SlMONI.N'S SONS. C. F . . . . . . . . . . . . 191

SINCLAIR, HAROLD A . . . . . . . . . . . . 53

SLAITSON & CO.. A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 192

SMITH & PETERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26

SNO\\"S CANDY CORP . . . . . . . . . . . . 23

SNYDER & VVHEELER . . . . . . . . . . . . 76

SPARHA\VK, CHARLES V. . . . . . 39

STACY CO., O. T. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59

STANDARD ROLLING LIILLS. . . . . 7-1

STEIN, HALL & CO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68

STONE STRA\V 31

STREETON & CO., J. \V . . . . . . . . . . . 68

STURTEVANT CO., B. F . . . . . . . . . . 160

SYKES & THOMPSON CO . . . . . . . . . . 62

TABER PUMP CO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 183

TAYLOR VV. E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33

THOMPSON MLACHLNE &. SUPPLY CO. 175

THURSTON & BRAIDIC'H. .. . . . .. . . 42

TIN DECORATING C(). OF BALTI

MORE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21

TISCO CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7

TODD CO., LTD., A. M . . . . . . . . . . . . 42

TOYCRAF'1‘ RUBBER CO . . . . . . . . . . 44

TROEMNER, 1

TURNBULL CONE MACHINE CO. . 179

UNEAK DINNER FAVORS. . . . . . 89

UNGERER & CO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

UNION E.\'TRACT \\'ORKS . . . . . . . . 12

UNITED CHE.\IICAl. & ORGANIC

I’RODl,'(‘TS CO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57

UPRESSIT PRODUCTS CORP. . .. . . 159

IT. S. PLAYING CARD CO.. "

U. S. PRINTING 8: LITHO. CO.. . 94

\'A(".L’UM CANDY MACHINERY CO. 171

W'IRGINIA PEANUT PRODUCTS CO. 24

VON IFANNENBERG 8: PICK.. . T-I

VOOHEES RUBBER MFG. CO. . . . 153

\\'.~\LLA(_‘.E & CO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53

\VALTER GUM CO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 148

\\'-\RREN CO.. P. R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56

\\'ASIlBI'RN & CO.. F. B . . . . . . . . . . 8

VVAX NOVELTY CO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95

\\'ESTMOREI.AND CANDY CO. . . . 148

\VI~I ITE & CA.MI’BELL . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

\\'HITE, HEIRS JACOB . . . . . . . . . . . . 155

\\'HITE-STOKES CO.. INC. . . . . . . . . 20

VVHITNEY & CO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75

\\"IDI\IAYER & JUNGING . . . . . . . . . . 12

\\~'ILBL'R & SONS. I_N(T.. H. O . . . . . . 88

\\"ILLIA1\ISPORT CANDY l\IFG. CO. 2-S

\VISCH1\IANN, \VI\I. J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78

\\'LTNDE.Rl.E, 6

YORK. C. C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 170

YORK HEATING & VENTILATING CO. 153

YORK M FG. CO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 159

YOUSE CO.. C. J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78

ZIEGLER CO., 61

See Classified Directory page 186
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CARVER CARVER

ACCUMULATOR COCOA

SYSTEM PRESSES

FOR

OPERATING

COCOA PRESSES

  

PATENTED AND PATENTS PENDING

IN

U. S. AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES

  

A MODERN SYSTEM WHICH

GREATLY INCREASES THE

OUTPUT OFCOCOA PRESSES.

NEW FEATURES ELIMINATE

ALL HARD LABOR. AND

GIVE GREAT PRODUCTION.

  

 

EQUIPMENT ORIGINATED

AND FURNISHED EXCLUS

IVELY BY US FOR OVER

FIVE YEARS.

  

WRITE FOR BULLETIN PR I
  

FRED S. CARVER

ENGINEER

Wm-|-E FOR BULLETIN AC | 8 WEST 40th ST. NEW YORK

 

 

  

THE McLEAN

Peerless, Pre-eminently Popular, Predominantly Powerful,

Peculiarly Progressive, and Practically Perfect

IMPROVED

INCOMPARABLE IN Excattaucz,

E EFFICIENCY, ECONOMYAND OPERATION 'fi

Write for new Catalogue

JOHN McLEAN, Lockport, N.Y., U. S. A.

  

NOTE THE

HANDLE

N C Isteam Jacket Tilting Kettle Steam Jacket Mixing KHIIQ A Q‘ ran” M. “I Steam Jacket Tiltinn Mixinl Kettle

CHAS. HOLMBERG Q CO.,l439-45 Austin Avenue. Chicago, Ill.
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“The Chillblast"
Patented—Patents Pending

Air Conditioner, Cooler and Dehumidifer

CLEAN,

COLD,

DRY AIR

In one compact unit machine, and in

one operation, the air is not only

washed clean and purified, but it is re

duced to any desired degree of tem

perature with reduced moisture con

tent. This clean, cold, dry air is con

veyed to the room and after complete

circulation is returned to the CHILL

BLAST for reconditioning. The effi

ciency and economy of the operation

must be apparent.

End-to-End View of “The Chillblast,” Showing Complete Arrangement With Discharge Duct

The CHILLBLAST is designed to sup

ply refrigerated or dehumidified air to

such industries as require air at sub

normal temperature, or air with reduced

moisture content. The apparatus is a

compact, self-contained unit wherein air

is brought into intimate contact with a

film of water passing over refrigerated

coils, thereby greatly increasing the effi

ciency of the cooling surface, not only

cleansing and purifying the air of all for

eign substances, but also maintaining con

stant efficiency by preventing the forma

tion of frost upon the coils.

Constant uniform efficiency of heat

transfer through cooling surface.

Without Modification Can Be Directly

Connected to Any Existing

Refrigerating Plant

No operating expense incident to de

frosting. -

. Equal temperature obtainable at all

times.

Simplicity of operation, by reason of

semi-flooded system and minimum number

of expansion valves.

Air delivered washed free of all en

trained foreign matter.

Complete circulation of air to all parts

of room.

Drying Apparatus—Drying Rooms—Any Size—All Metal Construction — Insulated

Accurate Control of Temperature and Air Circulation

Bentz Engineering Corporation

FACTORY: OFFICES:

378-380 SIXTH AVENUE 90 WEST STREET

NEWARK, N. J. NEW YORK CITY
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"| OurNameSignifiesQuality

: It represents Forty Five Years

# Experience and Reputation

# . During these long number of years we have been making and

- refining vegetable oils. In the Margarine Trade—the most partic

ular trade to serve—we have established an International Reputa

"as making the Best Edible Coconut oil for use in their products.

You need have no hesitancy in placing your order for our products,

* We guarantee their quality and assure you of prompt shipment.

Write us today for samples and quotations and

convince yourself of the quality and price of our

Edible Coconut Oil Products
Under the trade names

© for chocolate covered ice cream

Hard Coconut Oi bars, chocolates, caramels, taf

fies, nougats, etc. (various melt

Melting Points 84° to 92° ing points to suit your purpose).

&"DI*

T

. for fillers, centers, and sand
o ©

PI ich k. Repl butt

aStLC Coconut Oil£an£A.

* superwo"

for salted nuts, popcorn, chew

Edible Coconut Oil:
sweet, neutral fat is required.

C. F© Simonin's Sons
o Established 1876

Tioga and Belgradests. Philadelphia, Pa.

*||||Will

#######||| '############|||
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"'“1§i‘6Uc1NE our @6331;
A perfect Cream

F°' N°“g“* w°"‘ T Our Statements

  

\. Are

CARAMEL PASTE \

Made from Purest ingredients.Always Gives Satisfaction. our

For Wrapped and . =Unwrapped Cmmels ' Word and Reputation "

Are

Back of Them
A Highly Concentrated imitation.

 

Let us hear from you

The W. K. JAHN COMPANY, Inc.
vi Brooklyn Phone 8035 Sunset. Cable A‘-'ld"°" “w“k“rt"

Chicago Brooklyn Montreal, Canada

561 East Illinois Street Bush Terminal Building 32 St. Sulpice St. :

‘lIIll|||l||‘|lIlI||llllll‘|l|'|l'l|lI|||l'||||||llIIIIIIEIEIIIIIIIEIIll‘|‘Tll|‘|ll|||||l||“l|"'|'|IINIMHTNII|"l|lll|l||l|‘l|ITIEIIETIIITETTIEIHMIIIIEIEllllI'|'|l|ll|||'l||I| if

"The Pledge of Purity: The candy that takes—clever ‘

in name, absolutely pure 1n =

61931“ manufacture, most delicious no

Qllfill in taste. Jobbers need only

  

apply for prices and catalogs.

‘ Ghocolates GALLANIS BROTHERS, Inc.
1929-31-33 S. Halsted Street

GALLANIS BROS. CHICAGO. CHICAGO _:_ ILLINOIS

iWill]IllllllllllllllllllllllliliiliiiiiiliiIiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiE @;;~.aJ§:5&5ilililléiiiB3EiiiiiiiiiiififiZéiiilillillliflllllllHilllliiflifiiilliillllllllIlllllllllllNllllllllllll"

Ask Your Jobber For Cur

QNE CENT package of STAR MINT Lozenges and LITTLE GEMS

also our

Assorted Cocoanut Wafers, Chocolate Milk Candy Wafers, Royal Squares (Fudge),

Peanut Slice, Boston Baked Beans Candy and Filcona 5 cent Bar.

Send for Samples and ‘Prices

A. SLAUSON & CO. 280 Lafayette St., New York City

-muu\ui\\1\u\ummmulllmllllllllllllllllll-I1;""|“llllll

HllliillillilllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllliillllIllllllIillllIilllllllllilllltlllllIIIlllll!ll!|||mml!m"tllIlllllllllmlmlrlml||m||||||||||m“"|"mm"mmnml ii  
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W tar,-n Confectioners 911 ARCH ST.. PHILA.

A true-fruit product made anufac g Confectioners, Counter

from the outer portions of the

peel of fresh, ripe oranges. _

“"1 ‘°' “"°""g CW“ 33d and Market se. PHILADELPHIA, U. s. A.

centers and other fine con

iectionery.

’"' ~'- .- 1 ' t "4$!!\!\\.\.!!bWrite for sample. \ " . /_ 0 " ‘J

_‘ . p e Fine Brassscaleu, Nickel-Plated

.-" .., : 3': I - Scales, Brass Weights, etc., etc.

W. J. BUSH & C0. I110. -J ' ‘ -, ~ _ g,, 0| the I-“lneer Finllll ma Design

l - ' —‘ 7 ~ e l '_ ‘ _ " Brass Candy Shovels and Scoops

_ . _ -\ ~ | X _, _Seventh AVG, J; ,1 _ I ' ‘:5 '\\ ii Q g ._. " i _ Price Pu 0|.-nl on tecalptnfnnlllfle pun-,9;

' ' ' ' " ' f ' I W’.-nlern Agent

NEW YORK, N. Y. _' , .' p =~ .~= F . , -2 .' I 1' ms Wabash Avenue cmcaco
, ’ ' ' l “/1 .» V, .' ’ ' ' _ I ' ' ,, ‘I i ~ H i~

The O all ' f if l Natural

Gardiner-Lucas ;_ ll l G ll } ' _ Pineapple Essence

Company, Inc. from

LOZENGE the Natural Fruit

We make a line of Specialties that should be in

MAKE R S every iobbing house in the United States:

highly concentrated fo r m,

and M‘“'-'l“°'“"°"s °l Vari€ti6S Of Penny GO0(lS without the use of foreign

Specialties in Licorice 50 Varieties of Goods substances such as Cumarin,

d C f t. . Vanillin, etc.

an on ec “me” 100 Varieties of Nickel Goods

99 sou) smear George Lueders & Co.

BROOKLYN, N. Y. _ WRITE FOR PRICES 4g7w,,|,;,,g¢,,,, 5¢_,Ne,,, york

Our process produces the

natural taste of the fruit in a

ESTABLISHED I884

eo'L‘T’.‘.'“.‘.‘.‘.*..‘.l.f..F'e°..?.... ROCKHILL & VIETOR =2 elZ’..“§T..‘Z§‘»i§5 Y...

Lemon Oil Orange Oil Spearmint Oil Peppermint Oil

Fruit Flavors Vanillin Coumarine Flower Waters

' CONNOISSEURS USE

UNGERER’S LEMON OIL
“Our Quality is Always Higher Than Our Price”

UNGERER&CO. 124West19thSt.
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MARRON'S
Delicious French Chestnuts

EAR after year we keep Ré.

Imported Whole Marrons in Vanilla Syrup, -

already for Draining and Glacéing. peating “Our Pat. 240 Satin”

Marron Pieces in Vanilla Syrup-for use in is “Second to None” for tying

Candy Packages. We make four

Ice Creams, Nesselrode and at the Fountain.Try whole Marrons for Chocolate Dipping. other grades but will always stand

Europe's Favorite Confection back of 240—Because

No really exclusive shop* afford to be without IT IS CONSTRUCTED RIGHT
Marrons Glaces WOVEN RIGHT

*- DYED RIGHT

Marron Sundaes - FINISHED RIGHT

Nesselrode, EtC. DELIVERED RIGHT

Packed

In No. 10 Tins

Net weight 9 lbs.

In No. 5 Tins

Net weight 4% lbs.

MARRONS FOR SUNDAES

6, #4 gal. Jars to Case

NESSELRO SUNDAE

The right mixture of Mar

rons and fruits blended with

a special Rhum punch fla

vor—for the fountain.

G. B. RAFFElT0, Inc.
408-10-12 W. 13th St.

NEW YORK CITY

Tested for sixteen years

and “Made Good”

Let us serve you at any time.

Widths 2-3-5-7-9-12-16

w HITE & CAMPBELL
# 387-393 FOURTH AVE. NEW YORK

ALFRED JONAS
Manufacturer of Ice Cream BOXeS

— and—

Candy Boxes, Candy Bags

- 1570 Fulton Street BROOKLYN, N.Y.

s:#. MTHREDRETICal Works :tSt. Louis, Ill CHICAGO.# *: Saintlouis USA Immie" ..." LaSalle St.

-

LARGE OR SMALL CRYSTALS

=

- WANILLIN-coumARIN:SACCHARIN

* Decoration Day and Fourth of July Novelties and Boxes
WRITE FOR SPECIAL LiST

": AND FLOWERS - PASTRY BAGS AND TUBES

e ornaments Tin Poil Fancy Candy Ro:* Tinted Motto Paper#:*:::: Candy Tong's #": #.: #:v: D

# Bon 3: Birthday Candles Costume Motto" Glace Fruit

£'s Candle Eolders Ice Cream Moulis reaves on Etern

H H GE :*: Faper Sundae Cups PRICES ON *EQUEST

Arrificial flowers " " ILFUSS SON : 1202 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

AND LEAVES PHILIP J. GEILFUSS

PREMIUMS, NOVELTIES AND TOYS

s: £ MANUFACTURING correctionERY TRAP'Suitable for Penny Pieces, Prize Boxes, Grab Bage: Ring Sticks. * etc.

TTT"
Classifi -

assified Directory Page 186 Index to Advertisements Page 18

CALUMET MANUFACTURING COMPANY:
I'll

–
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. Just when they are thinking how nice

- it would be to take some ice cream, soda,

| sundaes or soft drinks, etc., home or to the

Picnic, they read the sign— and pass on.

- They're not coming back this way. You

~ lose a good sale. Think how many times

similar “potential sales” are lost the year

round simply for want of a delivery or

carrying package.

; SEALRIGHT Liquid-Tight Paper Containers
For Bulk Ice Cream—Sodas—Sundaes Double Bottom

and Soft Drinks

"Carry-Home” sales of bulk ice cream.

People like to carry “Sealrights.” Let them know

you have them. Sealright Containers will increase

your business by stimulating into action, dormant

Order Thru Your Jobber—Write Us for Samples

Sealright Co., Inc., Fulton, N. Y.
* Manufacturer. In the World of Cylindrical Liquid-Tight Paper Containers

ASmall DepositisRequired

onallDishesorë'.

Discard the Sales Destroying Notice

Sealright Paper Containers,—neat, at

tractive, sanitary, efficient, leak-proof,

easy to carry,-in short, the perfect pack

age for the purpose, will clinch these “lost

sales” for you. Thru their use you will

enjoy a greater volume of transient “Carry

Out” and regular “Carry-Home” sales.

The Only

Paper Can

100% Leak-Proof
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Fruit of Supreme Quality

offered by

The Cincinnati Extract Works

Luscious, prime quality fruit for all purposes

whether you use fruits for Individual Chocolate

Dipping or for 5 or 10-cent fruit center bars,

we have just the goods at just the price.

Cherries
Selected Cherries that are famous for

plumpness, quality, uniformity.

Small Whole—100
0

count or 1200 to 1400

count.

Whole-and-B
roken

in Maraschino Syrup.

Broken Drained Cherries in 25-lb. pails.

Whole Drained “Semi-Glace
”

Cherries in

25-lb. pails.

Glace Cherry Pieces—Red or Green.

Fancy Whole Glace—8%-lb. boxes.

Pineapple
Choice pineapple, preferred everywhere

* for tenderness and delicious eating qualities.

Wedges in Syrup–1400 count to each gal.

White, green or orange color.

Crushed—solid pack, 11 lbs. to gal., all size

containers.

Debris—packed in 500-lb. bbls.—priced

very low.

Hearts—50-lb. boxes—luscious, ten der,

light color.

Fingers—fritter
s
and pieces.

Juice-pure quality, packed in No. 10 tins

—very fine flavoring.

Getting ready for an active Spring and Summer candy

campaign? Then get your supplies Now at Cherry and

Pineapple Headquarters. Our prices are eye-opening and

purse-pleasi
ng.

Write today for Latest Price List.

The Cincinnati Extract Works

422-424 Cincinnati

W. Fourth St. Ohio

t QEYA

*...*&

Nowadays It Is Quality

with fair prices that count—

ROBERTSON'
S

will make you

friends and customers on that

basis.

Made since 1820.

ROBERTSO
N
CANDY CO.

New York

Selected White Rice, also

'JAP hull-less, or Baby rice,

100 and 150 lb. sacks, spot

stock or field shipments,

'sack, ton, or car lots.

Bradshaw Co.

New York

Stiterro want Rict

POPPING(ORN
Thipur winnowto

-

BRADSHW CO
atw Yogy,

If | -

You Can Sell

any caramels, you can sell

Daisies

A sample will convince you

Write for it

E. H. Josselyn

714 N. Durham Street

Baltimore

es SAMw:

Established 1905.

Ribbons and

Ribbonzene

ROBERT KENNEDY

456 FOURTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

Gro Grain, Satin Gro Grain, Satin Taffetas,£
Jacquards, Fancies, in all Silk, and Silk with Cotton

tures, also Ribbonzene.
- - ny

Dyed special to match any shade, also printed " "

designs.
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We Offer Complete and Attrac

tive Line in Easter, Decoration

Day, 4th of July, l"'lallowe’en

and Thanksgiving Novelties

We have a complete assortment in stock of our new

Window Display Bowls, both in Metal and

Wood Combinations

FANCY BOXES, including Hearts made from

Paper, Silk, Satin Tapestry and Brocades, etc.

BASKETS, in the latest Floral and Figure

» effects, lined, unlined and hand painted.

Dressed Dolls, in all the latest Fashions, and,

with Electric Light Attachment.

Tin Boxes, oblong, round Paper covered and

hand painted in great variety, both Flowers

and Figure Designs of all of the latest

up-to-date Sensations.

‘We are sole distributors‘ in the United States and Canada for the

original manufacturer of High Class Satin fland-painted Plain and

Pillow Top Candy Boxes. We have most attractive and entire new

designs in this line. -

If you cannot call, it will pay you to write us for quotations, samples and particulars before placing your orders.

M. MICHAELIS & SONS 466 and 468 Broadway, N. Y.

BRANCH HOUSE: 229 South Second Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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NOTHIN
G

IS TOO GOOD

AMERICAN CANDY-EAT
ERs

“Children ought to have as good

candies to eat as grown people”

1. COCOA
NUT

GOODS absolutely free of all meal,

cerealin, etc.

|| 2. BUTTER CREAM
S absolutely free of all substitutes

used by all imitators.
3. CREAM DRAGEE

S
have been made by us ex

clusively for many years. They are known in most of the better class

of stores throughout the United States as the best-selling and best-keepin
g

pan work on the market. They are especially suitable for hot weather.

4. MARSHMALL
OWS made with The Best Eas:

| White and absolutely free of so-called “Gelatine.”

5. JUJUBE and GUM GOODS known for many

| || Years throughout the U.S. for their eating quality – “The Best.”

6. FINE CREAM SPECiALTI
ES-excell

ent

sellers during the summer as well as in other seasons.

7. OTHER SPECIA
L
TIES-sold for nearly a half

"tury in most of the better class stores throughout the country.

Conforming to this well-known principle, all our

NOVELT
IES

are carefully prepared and calculated to prove, like all our other goods, to be

66 EATING

| THE BEST.” SELLING and

• JOBBER
S
and

Most Profitable Goods for | RETAILERS.

SUITABL
E

for all CLIMATE
S

We will sell all our goods as low as prevailing circumstance
s
will permit.

PH. WUNDER
LE 118-132 Pegg Street, Philadelphi
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Chocolate Dipping Paper
PORCELAIN FINISH

 

   

Grade W Grade 31 Grade K B

For hand work—- For penny and For high-grade

NOT embossed: bar goods: Enrober Work:

500 lbs. 250 lbs. 500 lbs. 250 lbs. 500 lbs. 250 lbs.

14¢ lb. 15¢ lb. 14¢ lb. 15¢ lb. 15c lb. 16¢ lb.

100 lbs. Less 100 lbs. Less 100 lbs. Less

16c lb. 20c lb. 16c lb. 20c lb. 17c lb. 21c lb.

Stock Sizes Stock Size Stock Size

IOXI4 12x12 151/1X35 151/3X35

12x18 I

Grade J Grade Y R

For hand work-—PLAIN or to For high-grade Enrober Work

be EMBOSSED: —PLAIN or to be EM

s00 lbs. 250 lbs. B°S$ED=

18¢ lb. 19¢ lb. ll)S. lI)S.

200 lb. 210 lb.

gig $3" ;‘3‘:‘:b 100 lbs. Less

' ' 22c lb. 25c lb.

StO(.'k SL788 Stock Sizes

IOXI4 121112 151/2X35

IUX35 122118 15X35%

ROLLS: Grade W can be furnished in 24" and 30" widths.

 

~ 31 “ “ 15%" and s1y.".
ll ll ll ll ll 15%1Y31%!l

*- J ~ " " ~ 10-12-14-15-30" widths.

~ YR -1 -1 1- " 15-15};-23%-24-24%-30%-31%".

Average Cost Per Thousand Sheets—500-lb. Lots

Grade W—l0x14 ................ .. $3.08 Grade _I—l0x14 ................ .. $3.60

12x12 ................ .. 3.08 12x12 ................ .. 3.60

12x18 ................ .. 4.90 12x18 ................ .. 6.25

10x35 ................ .. 10.s0

PLAQUE SIZES—Grade KB—15Vzx35 ......................................... .. $13.50

" s1-lsmss ......................................... . . 14.28

~ YR—15%x35 ......................................... . . 17.60

1sxss;4 ......................................... .. 17.60

SPECIAL SIZES MADE TO ORDER—-SHEETS OR ROLLS

CHOCOLATE DIPPING PAPER

"" OUR PORCELAIN FINISH "~'

was the high finish on the bottom of chocolates so much desired. May be used many times. It will OUT

EAR any other paper on the market. Stock sizes, l0 x 14, l2 x 12, l2 x 18, 15'/2 x 35, and 15 x 333/4.

ENROBER Papers, Sheets and Rolls with and without eyelet; plain or embossed. Odd sizes made to order.

Order your Embossed Dipping Paper as early as possible to avoid delay Samples cheerfully sent on request.

CARTER,RICE & CO. (Corporation), BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

  

 
 

EMBOSSED DIPPING PAPER QUOTATION GIVEN ON REQUEST

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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or the Sforms "ft:% :

| Of 19.2/ HQRIONSWEETs'Cal'

| RAYNBOW
PREMIERs-DANDY CANDY CIGARETTES

and a Fill/ Line of

LUCKY ROWAS )

GIFT AND CANDY

£2:
£g

. --~~~~~~ - - - T :

3.2.3%£ QC. Sö.£ Regal

Cream I.UCKY ROLLS

- : £

&########|£
5×): |&#S)?

the case.

| and Gift and Candy in Every Roll. Packed 120-50 bo'
Highly The Kiddies want Lucky Rolls—Keep them." Stock.

-
-

|
- |

* **
–"

-* - -- - Flavored

serrierres
-----------

£.-- ---

**-* * *

*C*

BREATHETTES

- ither

A Highly Flavored Breath Perfume in ":£
******* R ked 120–50boxes

CARAMEL ROLLS Assorted or All Licorice Flavor. Pac

_

REGAL-Cream and Highly Flavored Jelly Centers.

WONDER-Molasses and Cocoanut Centers. NUT STUMPS
RUTHETTES-Assorted Flavors, Cream Centers. Real Sports | Ask for our PEA Piece

Packed 120-52 boxes to case; 5 lb. boxes (216 count) 26 boxes to case A New Penny Carton price list Some Penny

John H. Dockman & Son, 32.34 E. Montgomery St., Baltimore, Md., U.S."_
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:
There's no need to test—just taste!

Runkel's Book of Chocolate Coatings is a book to your

taste. It solves coating problems at olice.

All you need do is read and taste. Determine which

of the Runkel Coatings in this book are the ones you want

and there will be no problem in their usewithyourproduct.

The technical part is done. Runkel Coatings work.

Write for the Runkel Book of Coatings at once. It is

free to candy manufacturers.

RUNKEL BROTHERs, INC., 451 WEST 30TH STREET, NEw York

unkel's Coatings
“with that chocolaty taste”
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HERSHEY’S COCOA

OLYMPIC, F O U N

TAIN, CLUB, PURITY,

L A R O Y and PROG

RESS Brands are manu

factured from SELECT

ED C O C O A BEANS,

properly blended, so as

52 §§5§§5 § 5 § 5E§illlllllllllllllllllIllIllIllIIllIlllllllllllllllIlllllIllIIIIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllg

 

 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIflflflfllflflfllfllllflfllllflllllllllfllfllflfllflllllllflflllflflfllflfllllfllfllfllllfllIIIIIIIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllll

 

 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllllllllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllll

to give them individu

ality.

Dust or odors that per

meate the atmosphere

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

cannot destroy their dis

tinctive Chocolate Char

acter, as they are packed

in i friction-top tin con

tainers.

E

E

g These facts should

5' merit the consideration

of Soda Dispensers and

Ice Cream Manufacturers

who aim to increase the

popularity of their Choco

I

 

 

--Y

. ' I A . 1 P .

SORT/N6 COCOA B 5 M ate roducts

 

Correspondence regarding individual requirements will be welcomed.

HERSHEY CHOCOLATE COMPANY

HERSHEY, PA.

5
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You Get the Benefit

or OUR NEARLY

LA CELLOPHANE
(Reg. U. S. Pal. OE.)

  

" The peerless package wrapping paper"

  

40 Years’ Experience

  

The profit made

is not a percent

age of the cost,

but the result of

lIIlllillllllllllllllllIIIlllllllllllIlllllllllllllllllIIIIllIllllllllllIIlllllllllllllllllllllllllll“

THROUGH OUR
  

C0-operative Service
a service per

formed.

  
llllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

  

Bring Your Flavor Problems to;

Foote (C1 Jeni-ts

EXPERT FLAVOR SPECIALISTS

Jackson, Mich.

  

FRANZ EULER & CO.

I73 LAFAYETTE STREET

NEW YORK

“''~MM|lll|flI|

  

'“TmMM~lM|WMM~lM|Ml|llMW~MlMMMfl|l||IIllllllllllllllllllllllllll

 

The Basis for Profitable Confections

The quality and costs of your products depend

largely on the amount and kind of sugar you use.

Our special line of Confectioners Sugars contain

the largest variety in the world. Each grade

is of the highest quality—of maximum sweetening

power. Fill your needs from this line and you’ll

find you can get the best results at the lowest costs.

~

American Sugar Refining Company"

The Most Complete Line of Jugar in the World
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Acoatingfor ice cream

that is good, is more

than a covering.

It tastes good.

Does yours?

We have developed formulae for

coatings that the con

sumers remember.

SCHWARZ LABORATORIES

Analysts and Consultants

113 Hudson Street NEW YORK

UNION EXTRACT WORKS

Our 40 years experience has taught us there

is always a buyer for a quality product.

    

Try some of our leaders
 

Roman Punch Flavor - Egg Nog Flavor

Raspberry Fruit Flavor Maple Flavor

Honey Flavor Vanilex

WRITE FOR PRICES

WIDMAYER & JUNGLING

successors to

MERGENTIIVIE & LAMM, 158 hambers St., N. Y.

GET BUSY

NOW ON THE MARKET:

CHOCOPOPS FLYING TOPS lc.

PENNY COUGH DROPS PAINTED TOPS Zc.

Something new in the toy line, Penny Specs, packed 100 in

a box. Don't forget our regular line of Premium Boxes

including OUR KIDDIES.

THE GEO. J. BRUNELL CO.

I8 Park Street Webster, Mass.

  

Peerless

Marshmallow Sheet

“The Candy Maker’s Friend"

Used Extensively by

High-Grade Candy Makers

The only marshmallow sheet that

will produce a perfect product

ACTIVE JOBBERS WANTED

GIMBAL BROTHERS

MANUFACTURERS

First and Folsom Streets SAN FRANCISCO

 

‘The Refining, Purifying,

Deodorizing, Decolorizing

CARBON

I-IIGI-TLY EFFICIENT — AMERICAN MADE

Candy manufacturers and bot

tlers are invited to consult with

our experts, who will be pleased

to explain how DARCO effects

great economies in production.

DARCO CORPORATION

(Controlled by Atlas Powder Company)

WILMINGTQN, D ELAWARB
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Have You Seen the Latest Floor Plan of the

National Confectionery and Associated Industries Exposition?

If not, send for a copy of the broadside sent out March 15th. You will see that the big COLISEUM

is being rapidly filled by exhibitors.

THE BISCUIT AND CRACKER MANUFACTURERS’ ASSOCIATION

has decided to hold its Convention in Chicago, May 29-31, I922.

This makes the schedule complete as follows:

National Confectioners’ Association, May 24-26

Associated Retail Confectioners of the United States, May 22-Z4

National Jobbing Confectioners’ Association, same week

Biscuit and Cracker Manufacturers’ Association, May 29-31

National Confectionery and Associated lndustries Exposition

Coliseum, Chicago, May 22-27

For the benefit of the Biscuit and Cracker Manufacturers a special exhibition will be arranged to last

through the dates of their Convention, May 29, 30, 31, for which many exhibitors in the Confectionery

Show will hold their exhibitstover, and others serving exclusively the Biscuit and Cracker Manu

facturers will be added.

HOW IS THIS FOR COMPANY?

Does this list of exhibitors who have taken space up to date show good enough company for yo

to be in? '

Acme Steel Goods Co. Franklin Sugar Refining C0. E. & A. Opler, Inc.

Aluminum C0. of America Fries & Fries Co. Henry H. Ottens Mfg. Co.

American Oven & Machine Co. Gallanis Brothers Panay Horizontal Show Jar Co.

American Plastic Products Corp. General Electric C0. Paramount Machinery Co.

Aridor Company Gerrard Wire Tying Machine Co. F. F. Pease Co

Atlantic Gelatine Co. J. W. Graf & Co. Read Machinery Co.

Franklin Baker Co. Grand Rapids Label Co. Runkel Brothers

Ios. Baker Sons & Perkins Co. Haug & Co. Inc. . F. J. Schleicher Paper Box Co.

Bear-Stewart Co. Hobart Mfg. Co. S. E. Schonwasser Co.

Bendix Paper Company Hudson Mfg. Co. H. Schultz & Co.

Blanke-Baer Ext. & Preserving Co. Ideal Cocoa & Chocolate Co. Sennelt-I-Ierr.Co.

Emil I. Brach Improved Appliance Co. Sethness Company

Bucyrus Copper Kettle Works Co. International Confectioner Harold A. Sinclair

B. H. Bunn & Co. Johnston Tin Foil & Metal Co. Smith Scale Co.

Bunte Brothers Kaltenbach,& Stephens, Inc. Snows Candy Corp.

Candy Craft Shops, Inc. - Kay-White Products, Inc. Soda Fountain

Candy & Ice Cream Kearns-Gorsuch Bottle Co. Stadler Photographing C0.

Candy Jobber H. Kohnstamm & Co. Wm. J. Stange Co.

Clarke's Candies Lehmaier Schwartz & Co. Swift_& Company

Clinton Corn Syrup Refining Co. Listerated Gum Corp. Tin Decorating Co.

A. M. Collins Mfg. Co. Merrell-Soule Sales Corp. The Candy Manufacturer Pub. Co.

Confectioners Journal Metal Package Corp. United Chem. & Organic Prod. C0.

Confectioners Mercantile Agency Milwaukee Paper Box Co. Vacuum Candy Machinery Co.

Conley Foil Company Milwaukee Printing Co. Voorhees Rubber Mfg. Co.

Cordley & Hayes A. E. Myers 8: Company Vortex Mfg. Co.

Downey-Turnquist & Co. National Aniline & Chemical Co. L. Weiscopf

T. M. Duche & Sons National Art Company John Werner & Sons, Inc.

Thomas W. Dunn Company National Bundle Tyer Co. ' White-Stokes Company

Eline, Inc. National Licorice Co. H. O. Wilbur & Sons, Inc.

Essex Gelatine Co. National Seal Co. Williamson Candy Co.

Fortune Products Co. V Northwestern Coniectioner

It is no longer a question whether the big hall will be filled. It will.

For you, Mr. Manufacturer, the question is merely whether you want to pick the space you want

or take what is left later on.

lf you want to satisfy your choice as to location, write, or better, wire at once to

EXPOSITIONS COMPANY OF AMERICA
1362 Congress Hotel Chicago, Illinois

TELEPHONE muzmsou ozos
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Good Business weed

Better Business

You can have the same if you follow our line of Spring and Summer Specialties.

Don’t be carried away by the idea that cheap goods will bring you the results.

Quality merchandise is what the consumer wants

 

|.|E|DELBERfiE l

~-emmeasll

' SWEETS

Is all quality.

Give us your business and we will bring home to you the bacon.

HEIDELBERGER CONFECTIONERY CO.

1610 NORTH MASCHER STREET PHILADELPHIA, PA.

 

 

During the warm summer months, every available selling force

must be brought to bear to keep your goods moving

WARREN’S X-RAY DISPLAY CONTAINER

—lS A REAL SALES STlMULATOR—

The most satisfactory display container on the

market. Comes to you partially folded. Set up

in a jiffy.

Forceful designs that catch the eye of the buyer

and pull extra business.

Send us your specifications TODAY and bear

in mind that we manufacture

FOLDING PAPER BOXES
of every kind and description.

 

P. R. WARREN CO., Everett, Mass.

I, PatentedFeb_ 17 1920 l NEW YORK OFFICE—200 Fifth Avenue. Telephone Gramercy 0232

‘ Canadian pat A'ug_ 3, 19g0_ PITTSBURGH OFFICE—802 May Building. Telephone Smithfield 975

Great Britain July I6, 1919. CLEVELAND OFFICE—1003 Schofield Building. Telephone Main 3980
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RASCALS
TRADE MARK REGISTERED

Nutritious Delicious

  

A PENNY SUMMER SPECIALTY

with a COME-ACAIN flavor

Rascals are different from any other candy you

ever tasted. There’s a rich, smooth Virginia Peanut

Butter that you’ll appreciate when a Rascal melts

in your mouth. It’s a good sized mouthful of creamy

deliciousness, covered with fresh toasted cocoanut.

RASCALS Sell Best Because

They Taste Best When the 120 Count

Weather Is Warm 48 B°*°S ‘° Ca“

 

 

RASCALS were a novelty last year, and a few

hundred quick-acting jobbers cleaned up splendid

profits. This year RASCALS are an established

success and everybody can share in it. Put your

stock in early—get your customers to taste some

and you'll keep coming back to us for more all

through the season.

  

Actual Size RASCAL

Write today for samples and prices Bigger and Even Better Than

Last Year

We Have Several Good States Open for Agencies. Write.

PENN TREATY CONFECTIONERY CO.
In business since I910.

135 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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but only

One Quality

OLD BRAND Nougat comes in

two tempting fiavors—for all folks’

tastes are not alike. But there's only

one GOLD BRAND quality. And that’s

the quality that has made it the swift

est-selling Nougat Bar.

Choicest sugar and finest syrup—purest

flavors and meatiest nuts-—specialized

manufacture in sanitary surroundings

-and a bigger bar at a better price

These have made GOLD BRAND the

“buy-word" for Nougat Bars—to the

greater profit of every dealer and jobber

handling the line.

Your order for quick shipment or

your request for samples will be

filled IMMEDIATELY.

Gold ‘Brand Cont-ectionery

Incorporated

Write!

BOSTON, MASS.
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A X ” Coolers and Dispensers

Z—I

5 OUR SPECIALTIES

§

i

5
Z

  

—have “ R O -

T A X I Z E D”

themselves in

to the g o o d

- graces of users

di everywhere.

T h e s a m e

Q U A L I T Y

which makes

Better Service

for the u s e r
\ D, ' makesBi1siness

‘L;-:.__-_____;_/’ Better for you.

Approval of This Character Is Won and

Retained by Merit Only

"The 'ABlS'1‘OCR.A'1" Model is a. masterpiece in cooler

design and construction, and ls further evidence of

‘ROTAX’ leadership.

"I have had fittee years of cooler experience, but

 

  

never believed it pos le to build in commercial uanti

ties, at a rice within reach of the trade, a. c ler so

 

i Confectioners’ Thin Boiling

BEAUTI . -"To my mind. it adds just the last word to 8. FAULT- g and M°"'d'ng S'"°h°°

LESS soft drink service.

--.1. s. MERRILL, Tampa, Fla." E

“’"'“ -" °"“ ’°' °*'"'°g 5 AMERICAN MAIZE PRODUCTS co

R Q T A X C Q M P A N Y, In¢, g us William Street 111 w. Monroe s1.

as-1 Em l33rd s1., New Yo.-11 cu, 2 NEW Y0“ c"'c*°°

111llllllillllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllflllllIlllllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllIllIIlllllfllllfllfllflfllflmflfllfllflfllflflflmlfllllmlllllllllllllllmlmflfllllflmlfllflfllllg

 

Quaker C ily Summer Goods
A complete assortment of real sellers made

especially for the warmer season.

Quaker City Ices
(Pure Cocoanut)

Cream Virginia Peanuts

Cream Mint and Wintergreen Wafers

0- U-Kids

and a large assortment of

GUM AND JELLY PIECES PAN WORK

ICED GOODS WRAPPED CARAMELS

packed as penny or weight goods.

In Demand Everywhere

QUAKER CITY CHOC. & CONF. C0. Philadelphia, Pa.
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POPULAR

———PENNY PACKAGES

TINY HEARTS - DAINTY BREATHLETS

'‘““1rr\-.r\'1rri1r7¢\
  

-1LwllytylLMLPA1LmzgzaylLg:L3q:L5y1:§q1;'_:L§'4:L\v:WL

MOVIE LOZENGES BOSTON BAKED BEANS

’-_\El"§'_/_J'.§g:',\v/

MONEY LOZENGES CAPT. KIDD TREASURES

GUN CLUB BUCK SHOT

£'A~"-£'i4l¥»4llL'44-U.\'Al'r\Jll.\iJLL'Jll-_\'J_-‘
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Printing and

Cartoning

The PACKAGE CONFECTIONERY COMPANY have

added to their already large equipment for PRINTING and

CARTONING, and now take pleasure in ofiering to the

Confectionery Trade

 

their experience in these lines, for economy, efficiency, and

attractive product.

LARGE ORDERS especially desired, although small

requirements (especially from our customers) are solicited.

iflarkagv Qlnnfertinnvrg Qlnmpan
Address: Dept. No. 43, P. O. Box 2252 ,

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
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After delivery to the Jobber and the Dealer, your choco

lates may even become softened from the extreme

heat, yet will again harden (or set) from the

cool night air and will not turn grey if

you have used

HAEHNLEN’S HARDENER ~

Order now---Do not delay

Full information and quotations on request

Manufactured by Sole Distributor;

L. S. Haehnlen I-Iaug & Co., Inc.

3817 Wyoming Street, St. Louis, Mo. 295 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

 

 

 

H“:

VAN-MUL
i——i~ F

lll LY ENTRATED VANILLA*\s___ia_‘="A*<=____ H...-.1 ¢....1,
M-*= ~* MEXICAN, BEANS E‘.‘.".‘..r....

Will Not Freeze‘ or Cook Out M_ M” Cfeam, Cgcganut,

3 drams (10 cents) Flavors 100 lbs. Candy

X-oz. (7c) Flavors a 5%-Gal. mix of Ice Cream

MANY SATISFIED USERS

Can be made into an Extract by adding warm water—1 pound

makes 2 gallons. _

'“'°E'PER P°U"° Stick Candy in 'Barrels and

Penny Goodsi—

' O

1

 

Chocolate Covered, Jelly and Pan
 

 

1 pound Containers . . . . . . . . $5.00

5 pound Containers . . . . . . . . 4.50

Special Contract Price ORDER NOW o O I

I True Fruit Extracts

STRAWBERRY APRICOT

RASPBERRY PEACH $750 P" ad],-,n in

BLACKBERRY GRAPE 6-gallon cases—one

LOGANBERRY cunnnu-r kind or =-wrt=d

PINEAPPLE CHERRY
 

The Blue Ribbon Candy Co.

749-51-53-55 W. Pratt St.

soon WATER FLAVORS TRUE uxrnncrs BALT[MQRE’ M11

Downey-Turnquist & Co.

Manufacturing Chemists

537 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, lll.
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DRIED EGG PRODUCTS

from China.

CEYLON DESICCATED COCONUT

all cuts.

MOULDING AND THIN BOILING

' STARCHES

CONFECTIONERS’ FLOUR
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Unexcelled for

Cooking Qualities

  

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||U

17 Battery Place

A A definite system of selec

tive control prevails at the

  

  

Corn Products Refining C0.

NEW YORK

  

TI;e’Mark #Appl“o
  

source of all our imported

materials.

Likewise, the degree of care

exercised in manufacturing

processes strikes a high

quality level

Presenting for considera

tion but another phase of a

policy which has earned

the endorsement of those

whose interests we seek to

serve.

STEIN, &
INCORPORATED

MANUFACTURERS AND Dnmcr Inronmzs

O1 IIOADWAY _ NIW YORKEXECUTIVE OFFICES

Branches:

PHILADELPHIA SAN FRANCISCO

STEIN-HALL MFG. CO.

CHICAGO

BOSTON

Oil Lemon

Oil Orange

Oil Peppermint‘

Oil Sweet Birch

Vanillin

Coumarin

llllllllllllllllIlllllllllllllll

TRUE FRUIT FLAVORS .

CERTIFIED COLORS

‘H. C. RYLAND
ESSENTIAL OILS

52 Laight Street, New York

._ Chicago Office: 2704 Greenview Ave.
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The BIG Candy Men of America

Pack in Tindeco Metal Boxes.

Why?

"‘~ Their reasons

run all the way

from “they keep

candy fresh and

whole”-—-to “at»

tractive appear

ance” and “pres

tige.” But the

big reason at

the bottom is

big PROFIT-—

in dollars and

cents.
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3 I-lochschild, Kohn

l & Co.,]osselyn and

: many others continue

u to pack in Tindeco

: Metal Packages.

: Sound judgment

| like this is what

: madethem “big.”

I

i Millions of women

: are bu in cand in

: beauti lioxes ike

| these because they

1 can be used as utility
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boxes after the can

dy’s gone.

We have boxes like

the ones shown all

ready for your im

print, trade mark

and color scheme.

Phone, telegra h or

write your or er ro

day.

THE TIN DECORATING COMPANY or BALTIMORE, MD,

(The Largest Metal Decorating Plant In The World)

MRNUFACTURER OF
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Y)ccorated ‘Yin ‘ acka for Cand~

469 Fifth Ave. ’ 1616 North American Bldg. 40 Court St.

New York City Chicago, III. Boston, Mass.

an Lyric Bldg. 727 Union League Bldg. Henry Bldg. -T

Birmingham, Ala. Los Angeles, Cal. Seattle, Wash. ., \
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F0rPureVegetableButters

Stick to the ORIGINALS

KoKoReKa

Parasub

Ko-Nut

And Be Assured of Quality and Uniformity

K0K0ReKa K0 -Nut

is a pure vegetable butter used for thinning choco- is king for salted nuts» 3 Pure SW5“ m“-"I"-1 nut

fat for roasting salted nuts, popcorn, slab dress

ing, kisses, chewing candies, ice cream cones

fudges and chocolate covered ice cream bars. and as a filler.

For Easter Work Use

It is a hard stock substitute for paraffine and excellent where a. quick

selling fat is required such as in Easter Work, penny dipping, lo\ver priced

Melting point, 98 degrees. chocolate work, popcorn work, caramels, kisses.

late, caramel work, nougats, butter scotch, chews,

Our Demonstrators Write for Free Booklaits

are practical men with years of experience. At
. . . . “Science in Confectionery. Also for our new

any time you meet dlmCUlt1€S with your goods, . . ,,
write us. Our demonstrators will advise you, speclal hterature’ Uses and Abuses of Ch°°°'

and if desired will, when in your city, work out late Coating?” “HOW to Salt Peanuts and P°P'

your problems in your factory. ‘ ping Corn with Ko-Nut."

7!

Free samples of our goods on requests

INDIA REFINING CO.

PHILADELPHIA

ORIGINAL Manufacturers of Refined Cocoanut Oil Products in the United States
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Try This On Our

Snows Lunch Bar

Now Sells for 5c

Over 2 ounces of vanilla chocolate

with more than the usual amount of “Sing a song of success,

speciallyselected peanuts. A pocket full of cents,

This bar is only one of the many '

big size, high quality products made All these little penny sales

by Snows. In our general line, and HelP to Pa-Y the rents",

particularly in our count goods, we .

are striving to make dependable, Sainplea and prices of our

uniforin d' h' h ' ed t . .bring ouFacldst:;i:rsl:i 1.a.:.'i.l':.....: New One Cent ChewingGum Pianos

of success.

It is only by such methods that _ to jobbers only

0l.Il' own SUCCGSS C311 be l'II€3$l.ll'€d.

©1911. We invite requests for samples,prices, and our monthly price list. J’ °The ORIGINAL Manufacturer

SNQWS €ANDY CORPQRATIQN PURE CHEWING GUM NOVELTIES

213 EAST ILLINOIS STREET ' CHICAGO 65 Street Bufialo, N. Y.

 

Manufacturers of Pure Food Gelatines

i BUILT on all the LATEST, UP-TO~DATE, LABOR comply with all STATE and NATIONAL PURE FOOD

SAVING LINES to produce ALWAYS a uniform LAW REQUIREMENTS.

ARTICLE.

. . IT SE INS RES GO D TEXTURE AND AOur RAW STOCK supplied by our OVVNERS assures SMOO.%HUCREAM_U O

THIS.

Our Grades are of the HIGHEST -QUALITY A TRIAL ORDER will convince you that these are

OBTAINABLE, clear to the point of TRANSPARENCY, the best grades of GELATINE in proportion to price that

SWEET, FREE OF ODOR, and GUARANTEED to can be secured.

ATLANTIC GELATINE COMPANY

HILL STREET, WOBURN, MASS.

BRANCHES:

NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO BALTIMORE

3415 Woolworth Bldg. Suite S10-11 suite 240 Hansford Block 1012 Union Trust Bldg.

118 N. La Salle Street 268 Market Street
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HEADQUARTERS FOR

Peanut Specialties

All Big Sellers and

Good Money Makers

Send Your Order—For Prompt Shipment

# 100's and 120's .. Choc. Peanut Cluster Bars. 100 to box-46s

*::"ed Ever Best . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 100 to box—55c

Zhe-best-répeath a/4 Cocoanut Toasted Bars...100 to box—55c

%£%#. New York Jumbos. . . . . . . 120 to box—60c

*:::::" Choc. Peanut Chips. . . . . . 120 to box—60c

* Just PURE HEALTHFUL GANDY Choc. Peanut Cluster Bars 24 to box—46c

* - - Virginia Nut Krisps. . . . . . 24 to box—60c

MANUFACTURED

# b
Sugar Toasted Peanuts—Packed in 40-lb.

cases or barrels, weighing about 200 lbs.

Prices Sent Upon Request

Virginia Peanut Product Co.

79-81. Delevan Street Brooklyn, N.Y.

--~~ PINEAPPLE CUBES

FOR DIPPING

Packed in

No. 12 8 FLAvoRs - 8 CoLoRs
(Gal.) CanGallon s CREME DE MINT GREEN

Glass Jars ORANGE ORANGE

MARASCHINO RED

LEMON LEMON

NATURAL NATURAL

GRAPE PURPLE

RASPBERRY RED

WIOLET WIOLET

Wonderfully
Delicious! Two Sizes

800-900 Count

1100-1200 Count
*

PC

Processed right to cordial when cream

dipped and chocolate covered

(Note illustration)

Order a case–6 cans assorted flavors–Today

Prices and results will more

than please you.

Blanke-Baer Extract"& Preserving Co.

3224-34 South Kingshighway St. Louis, Mo.
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*

HDNEY:0TCH
(Improved Butter Scotch)

c.A quality candy specialty. Six years

of constantly increasing sales. Sold by

jobbers from coast to coast and from

Minneapolis to New Orleans.

The Scotch Without Regrets

For Summer Trade

10 pieces to a boat

30 boats to a box

C 24 boxes to a case

Also bulk, in 10 and 20 lb. cases

Samples and Prices on Request

J. N. COLLINS CO.

Minneapolis, Minn.

MARSHMAllows

SELLING

SELLING

SELLING

5c CHECKERS and SHOT

WELL’S 10c Package MARSH

MALLOWS are having a really

sensational sale.

Are you getting your share

of this profitable business?

Build your sales on these big

sellers and proven repeaters.

ACT TODAY.

Order a sufficient

stock NOW.

THE SHOTWELL MFG. CO.

Chicago Brooklyn

Specializing on

CHECKERS CANDY BARS MARSHMALLOWS
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Notice to the Trade

We take this opportunity of informing the trade that

we have registered at the Patent Office, Washington,

D. C., the name of

Chocolate Peanut Chews

Registered Serial No. 154,588.

“Chocolate Peanut Chews” is a pass-word with the trade. It is one of the

p

most sensational and staple selling pieces that has been introduced to the

market in years. There is only one “CHOCOLATE PEANUT CHEWS.”

D. GOLDENBERG, 2935-37 Frankford Ave., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

TMATTHEws Bros.' [IVE BRM DIME:
MAKERS OF &#N Clover Mints Clover Mints

Plain and Fancy CandyBoxes Medicated Work a Specialty

Cartons and Folding Boxes N £2% Specialties

OF ALL KINDS || #: £" p.m.'
Penny Roll Cachous Floral Dainties Beauties

Chocolate & Printed Wafers 10 for lc
115 HOPKINS PLACE Milo "...even WAFE R ROLL 5c

BALTIMORE, MD. SMITH & PETERS Philadelphia

|

|

||
||
||
|

|

|||||
|||||

|||||
||#||

Keep your trade well supplied with

and

KRISP0 BARS

PACKED 120 COUNT

The “Steady Repeater” of the Popcorn Industry

Manufactured and Guaranteed by

| The Popcorn Products Co.,1 Desbrosses St., New York
|

|
|||||||||||||||||||||

|T'TI
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Forward! March!

Three Pound Bulk Box

Delicious Hand Dipped Chocolates

(Glad to sell you Five Pound Boxes if you want them)

 

24 cents the Pound—72 cents the Box

(Except Special Centers, see Catalogue

Delivered

to -

All Points East of Chicago, St. Louis, and New Orleans

Pro Rata Freight Beyond Those Points

 

See Here !

Our 3 pound box offer is little less than a REVOLUTION in the Confectionery Industry of the United States.

many years all of the better class bulk chocolates have been sold in S pound boxes.

of business beating high, we wouldn’t want to change that.

For

If times were great, and the pulse

Big Units mean Bigger Sales.

If Ambassador Chocolates were sold only by Marshall Field, of Chicago, John VVaiiamaker, of New York and Phila

delphia, and the Big Merchants on the Main Streets of the Big Towns, we would not want to change that Unit. But times

are out of joint, and it is up to every manufacturer, jobber and merchant to keep his stocks low, to watch every penny he

invests, to turn his capital over, and the 3 pound box does all that. Just think of it, for every thousand dollars a jobber

invests in bulk candy in 5_ pound boxes, he need only carry $600 in 3 pound boxes, and he has the same assortments and

the same facilities for taking care of every customer on his books.

The American public is not buying the great mass of its confectionery wants from the Department Store and the Big

Merchant. Of course that is true. There are no available statistics of the number of small storekeepers of the United

States, but they are placed here, there and everywhere in the back streets of our big Towns, North. East, South and

West. They are found in the New England Villages, and the Kansas Crossroads, and 90% of the candy consumed in the

United States is bought in that class of store. Very few of these stores are prosperous today and their owners are con

_front_ed with the difficulty of having adequate stock and wide enough assortment to attract and take care of what trade

is going.

We have a thousand jobbers buying our goods, covering the territory between this City of Baltimore, and Far OE

Denver, and everyone of them is dependent for his volume upon the small storekeeper. He sells the big fellow here and

there, now and then, but from Monday morning until Saturday night the orders that come to him by telephone, by mail,

thil'ough his salesmen or his own efforts is from the little fellows who, though buying a little, in the aggregate give him

vo ume.

And, so we are putting out a 3 pound bulk box. First, to cut down the amount of stock necessary for each of our

jobbers to keep on their shelves—eut it down 40%. Secondly, to cut down the investment of the retailer or give him the

opportunity of wider variety and better display for the same money. VVe haven't done this without deep thought, without

consultation with many jobbers in all parts of the Country. We are right. l/Vrite us for samples and full information.

Ambassador Chocolate Company

BALTIMORE IN THE STATE OF MARYLAND
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BEN FRANKLIN SAID— [(1%

I1

is‘

is-s."§-P"

ROMISES will get you friends. hut

ii‘ non-performance will turn them
»~")*\

  

‘it
.4;at

into enemies.

Vii"?

cupQ:ian

‘knelt‘

The friends We have made in forty

years of husiness stand as evidence oi

the fact that we fulfill our_promises.

if-=‘‘~$f~—.-“:1l,;~;1l*

Machinery, Equipment and Supplies for the Confectioner

J. W. ALLEN 58 CO.

5;-7w%1”Q§§~'

€:r""">‘i‘I1{:'-'1-’;3§i

 

110 No. Peoria St. Chicago. Illinois

 

Perfect

BEST

Manufactured Exclusively by

WILLIAMSPORT CANDY MFG. CO., Williamsport, Pa.
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So smooth—they dissolve evenly to

the last particle. Made of Peerless

Wafer stock, delightfully flavored with

natural peppermint.

  

Actual Size

No wonder they're selling fast! Look at the

size—-better quality and areal nickel’s worth.

Priced to show a liberal profit to the trade

anywhere in the United States.

Necco Peps—1'/t oz. R0lls—l8 Lozenges.

Packed 20 Rolls to box—48 boxes to case.

Ask your jobber to show you this new

Necco piece— it’s going big!

A wide variety of high-grade Chocolates, Sherbets,

Pan Work, Gum Work, Cream Work, Pure Sugar

Lozenges, Wafers, Hard Candies, Choco

late Covered Cream Bars and Penny

Chocolates, also bear this trademark

of quality.

New ENGLAND CONFECTIONERYCO.

BOSTON MASS.

74 Years of Successful Candy Making

  

  

Ask To See Our

New Line of Penny

CARAMELS

They Are Winners

Caramels
Golden Gems

240 Count

A Molasses Treat

Caramels
Chocolate Wonders

240 Count

Vanilla and Chocolate

Won Their Favor Through Their Flavor

J Caramels
Fairy Wonders

240 Count

Vanilla and Strawberry

As Sweet as Honey—They’ll Bring You

Money

Caramels
Snow Flake Gems

240 Count

Rich in Cream—They’re a Dream

Caramels
Think of the Size and Quality

  

 

Send for Samples and Price

You'll Be Glad We Coaxed You

IDEAL CARAMEL CO., Inc.

JOHNSON CITY, N. Y.

The Valley of Fair Play
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Fgeihncssp mompanfl,

D 559 I-Iobbie Street CHICAGO, ILL.

Manufacturers of

Egg Fondants and Caramel Pastes

Extracts, Fruits and Colors

CREAMS FOR CHOCOLATE

CREAM CENTERS AND NOUGATS

EGG SPONGE NOUGAT KING

KANDY KORE MARVEL WHIP

FULL CREAM CARAMEL PASTE

TRUE FRUIT EXTRACTS ARTIFICIAL EXTRACTS

VANILLA EXTRACTS AND COMPOUNDS DIPPING FRUITS

SODA FOUNTAIN FRUITS MARSI-IMALLOW TOPPING

1/; GALLQN JARS 1/4 GALLON JARS 1 GALLON CANS HALF BARRELS

p BULK KEGS BARRELS

Operating 75,000 Square Feet for Quality and Service

DENVER BRAN_CI-I PITTSBURGH BRANCH

Thirteenth and Wazee Street: B09 Chamber of Commerce Building

 

Certified Food Colors

Vegetable Colors

Cochineal Colors

GENUINE FRUIT EXTRACTS

ALSO

NON-ALCOHOLIC FLAVORS

Concentrated in Paste Form (For Hard Candies)

Made from the real fruit

IIICIl'IU{CIC"UI‘QI'S O(‘

Gl<I55““’
~ EVERYTHING

Manufactured by

H. KOHNSTAMM & commw Mfim wk

PLQZIN*EMB()SSED*PRI§TEl)

Printed in Goldigé Gold Embossed égé

ii Box Wrappers" iéé

i Bar Wrappers“ i

E. Illinoisism BAGS* *ENVELOPES

Chi°°g° UhomasM Royal G C0

BRYN MAWR'PA
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‘ifiese Advertisements

are now running in

THE SHTURDAY

EVENING POST

telling over 2,000,000

readers that Stones

straws are

-healthful

"economical

~pleasing‘

Drink Tasl 6-.

Beliei Throlh
9

A Sir w

SIone's£‘i:'omle ~ Straw:

Sale d you alih

Pro! your lhmq

Jlrid slqo lhinq

lp '

bodies soundl = ‘

uouthful minds < ert for ‘- e

studq hours ah.

milk is lodaq incre q the h lth

and efliciencq of ool chil n

in mam; American -\ s. Ilse ~ ur

influence lo have 15 dispe

Ssirezrzresid "=“ '1" Three Popular Lengths

IO‘/2" 8‘/z"

Because of the constant demand uifc 5" ‘ or lino

for Stone's Seamless Straws in Wllh Ur ext drink

l()} inch lengths for I0 ounce to

Stonqs Stws are

- k <1 1 '§:z§;%s::mi:Le,‘°?sl.r 61/2" l‘°°llJ di med
delivered dl school nd 0 es wher er ~ r favor

bccauselheq

l

ite dr' 'ks - -- sold.
Scileqi-lard Ill: lill

Prolcd lhe cl inq

find eliminate! xpeng -

coslly conluui

Sioneis Straws are A - dispe d

freelq at soda founlai § eslau ls.

find Wl1=t=v<=r \1°\1\'l-i - Slones tr - - add a novelI db . .are sold M D I6 ounce bottles and in _6—§ inch touch _. _ lpndl ddinhncss

llsedSh'au2 orhvo wit our - Xi lengths for half pint milk bot- to cm , c fcsfivif V A
. . ll

d“"l‘ l tles, (used largely in schools), sdniid I Qf 500 for

§i.‘T§'.§L:..le)5f-'i§”e:(v;ei§l,l<§'.§'Lb’:|::,“A§‘l b: the Stone Straw Company will home - an be obtained

{j,§}'.m;‘;}l,m_,,j,‘;'M,°m,; “M cfirry stocks of these s_iz_es fat)‘ gmslm ost from qour

s ipment in cases containing '

boxes of 500 straws each. ' .
7429)] pt-5' _»

The standard 8_'< inch Stone's , ,,,,, ,,,,,,,_,,,,,,

Straw is the correct length for ,,,,,,_

6 ounce and 8 ounce bottles and -' -C -

for soda fountain use.

1’/rare addren I11//u/r/'e: to

Baltimore. Md.

FGCYOFIQS

Washington, D.C. Ba|timore.Md §

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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good

That’s why they are quick moving
  

Real creamy

marshmallow in

delicious nul chocolate

Short Nougat with

plenty of almonds

bars

ACTUAL SIZE

  

Rich creamy marshmallow

combined with milk caramel

Close’s big chocolate covered bars have proved that they sell

themselves.

When they were brought out last October, jobbers who stocked

them sent in big repeat orders.

These Bars are right—-extra big—-and good, and the price is

right, Sc.

If you are buying cautiously to make sure you stock only

quick-moving goods in these days, watch the sales records madg

by Close’s Chocolate Covered Bars—five kinds, Belmont, Nougat,

Caramallow, Cocoanut, and Peppermint.

Packed 24 bars in a carton. Foil wrapped or unwrapped. Write

for samples and prices.

CT/ze George Close Company

CAM BRIDGE . MASS
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The Name °" ‘ ‘ The Best Known and the Biggest

°a°h Chip Seller on the Market "

HONEY COMB

CHOCOLATE CHIPS

. . ' 1.‘,

W. E. TAYLOR, Maker

 

§t*§tS§° LG $22.22;: GELATINE

Sterilized and Preserved

Stuffed Glace Natural Fruits our gelatine is g“‘"‘*“'

teed to be absolutely pure

Glace smffcd Regular p,-uncs and to stand the most se

Glace Stuffed Nutted Prunes Vere tests of all Present

Glace Stuffed Regular Apricots food laws

Glace Stuffed Grapefruit Apricots

Glace Stuffed Nutted Apricots Om: fifty'f0ur years of

Glace Stuffed Cherries or Regular experlence have_ so Pei?

Glace Pineapple ' fected our gelatine that 1t

Glace Figs and Sm,-fed Dates Wlll produce incomparable

Glace Grapcfmi, marshmallow and Confec

tionery Specialties.
Turkish Delight-—Nutted or Plain

For Particulars Write to & Gelatine CO.

Christo Geor 'acIes & Co. Emblished 1868 _

148 39th Street Brooklyn’ N_ Y. 222-224 Front Street, New York City
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The Mark of Quality Cocoanut Products

“Quality speaks a universal language and commands a universal tribute.” Everybody

understands the language that Quality speaks. It is the plainest, simplest language

in the world.

It cannot be "mispronounced”——cannot be made “polyglot”—cannot be “mimicked.”

Quality has become the Universal Language solely because the whole world has

been educated to “pay tribute to it”—to demand it, and to buy for Quality and

Quality alone.

American Cocoanut Butters Speak Quality and the American Cocoanut Butter Com

pany talks Quality and maintains it.

American Cocoanut Butters say Quality when they reach you in their snowy fresh

ness—say Quality when they go into your pro(lucts—Quality when your products

go to the retailer—Quality when your products reach the consumer as sweet and fresh

as when they leave your plant however far they may travel.

And there’s an American Cocoanut Butter scientifically perfected to meet your every

need—to spread the sweet story of Quality in your products from the Tropics to the

Antipodes—for these pure, carefully guarded Butters won’t turn rancid whatever the

climatic conditions.

ACOMO ACOMINE

For chocolate worlc, Cnramels, For Kisses, Salting Nuts,

Nougats, Chews, Fudge: and Slab Dressing, Pop Corn Con

Butter Scotch. fections and Fillers for Hard

Candies.

MAROKO

For Layer Caramel: or Nou

gat: and as Fillers for deli

cate wafers.

If American Cocoanut Butters are not already speaking Quality for you—you can’t

start them talking too soon. Samples will be gladly sent on request and our Labora

_ tory Service is yours for the asking.

Amtriran mnrnanui Tfiuttrr (llnmpang

Also Makers of ACOCOAT and ACOSET

CHICAGO Z97 Fourth Ave.

127 N. Dearborn St. NEW YOFK

To insure prompt service, complete warehouse stocks are maintained

at the principal distributing centers

 



NASHUA GUMMED & COATED PAPER Co.

NASHUA, N.H.

  

HEN Old Sol gets a clear

path to the candy case, the

tray of unwrapped goods goes

thru a process ofamalgamation,

with results sad to behold.

The hot, muggy, melting dog

days are hard on the dealerwho

carries unwrapped goods. The

wrapper certainly is useful.

That is not the whole story

however.

The wrapper carries a trade

mark identifying the brand and

insures the consumer prefer

ence in favor of the owner of

the trade-mark.

The wrapper assures cleanliness and freshness.

Wrapping is accomplished by

machinery. The machine gives

the wrapper pretty strenuous

pulling, twisting, folding. A

wax paper to bear up under the

strain and come out looking

like it enjoyed its job must have

certain qualities of strength—

folding, twisting, creasing

strength.

A weak wrapper at any price is

a costly buy because it slows

up production, clogs up the

machine, kills the sale of the

' candy.

1» Judge Nashua Quality by the

Stfeflg machine test-—samples for test

ing sent on request.



STRAIGHTFORWARD Statement without at

tempt at embellishment seems to us most consistent

with the facts we aim to convey — with the sincerity of

our purpose and the significance of our message.

We manufacture paper – for certain purposes

box papers in hundreds of stock designs, colors and finishes

box papers to order in special designs embodying private trade marks,

emblems, or names -

gummed papers and fabrics for box stays, labels, etc.

wax papers for bread wrappers, box linings, candy wrappers and for

all uses for which wax paper is suitable.

Box papers are sold thru the box manufacturer with

whom we co-operate in every possible way and in only

exceptional cases do we have direct relations with the

purchaser of the completed boxes.

Every box manufacturer has or can easily obtain a full

line of Nashua Samples for your inspection and we ask

you to insist upon Nashua products because in so doing

you are certain to get the best possible product, at a fair

price under any and all conditions. The possibilities of

improving your containers — making them more attrac

tive and more practical – thru the use of Nashua

products will be explained fully to you by your box

maker.

NASHUA GUMMED & COATED PAPER CO,

N A SHUA., N. H.

Mills -

NEW HAMPSHIRE OHIO NEW YORK CANADA

Sales Offices

NASHUA, N. H. ###9£*rēkki'o DREXEL BLDG., #####o

CONWAY BLDG., CHICAGO - :* :AND, ORF CUNARD, BLDG, SAN FRA -

MIDDLETOWN, OHIO #####"6'9"REAL 56 YONGE ST., ARCADE, TORONTO

i
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DoesYourCandyBox

Really Help Your

Candy?

Or is it just the ordinary, every-day

box?

Not all confectioners realize the im

portance of the package.

First impressions are most important.

Those who do not know the merits of

your candy judge it first by the box.

For fifty-three years Youse boxes

have been creating sales by an indi

viduality and a quality which reflect

tempting sweets within.

Youse Boxes are both appealing and

practical. And the prices are right.

C. J . Youse Company

(Established 1869)

HOLLIDAY & SARATOGA STS.,

BALTIMORE, MD.

 

TWO STICK PACKAGE

BLOOD ORANGE FLAVOR

 

For Better Refrigerating

Brine at Low Cost

Whether in a large plant or in a small plant you will find

that by using the superior brine medium,

SOLVAY
75% Calcium Chloride

an increase of 15% in the quality of brine and a corresponding decrease

in the cost of production will result. It _lurnishea_ a free-circulating

alknliiie brine Wl‘llCl’I, under ordinary conditions, will not corrode or

injure the pipes.

Thirty-six distributing points throughout the country insure the

prompt shipment of your order

Write for Free Booklets

"Dry Cold Air" and "Re

frigerating Brine ol Uni

Iorm Strength"

SEMET-SOLVAY CO.

Syracuse, N. Y.

  

 

100 NET COUNT

60 BOX CASES

WM- J. WISCI-IMANN

100 GRAND AVE., BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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NTIAL Oils

EMULSIONS

CONCENTRATED -

American Peanut Corporation,
CLEANERS, GRADERS, SHELLERS

—AND BLANCHERS OF

Packing Buster, America,Mascot,andallgrades of shelled and blanched peanuts.
BRANCHES

THE BAIN PEANUT CO., Inc., Branch, packing Superb, THE DIXIE PEANUT CO., Inc., Branch, packing Monarch,

Belle of Wakefield, and Diamond Brand, and all grades Dixie and Crater, and all grades of shelled and blended

TH£ shelled and blanched peanuts. peanuts.

GWALTNEY BUNKLEY PEANUT CO., Branch, pack- | NORFOLK STORAGE COMPANY, Branch, packing

ing under Bon Ton, Sun and Diamond G, and all grades Trophy, Electric Light, Pilots, and all grades of shelled

of shelled and blanched peanuts. | and blanched peanuts.

NORFOLK, VIRGINIA.

THE BAIN PEANUT COMPANY OF TEXAS, FORT WORTH, TEXAS.

THE BAIN PEANUT COMPANY, ALBANY, GA.
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~ Quality

It’s the one thing that can’t be imitated.

The man who decides to make something “just-as-good-for-less-money” may suc

ceed in making something that at first looks like the Quality Product—a chocolate

confection—a caramel—a chewing candy-—a wafer—a cracker——a biscuit—But wait

until the test comesj The product goes to the retailer. He sells it in good faith.

The consumer applies the test and gets the proof that in the eating the “just-as

good-for-less-money” product simply won’t do. Possibly it’s rancid, possibly its once -

shiny chocolate coating has become ashy looking, possibly it has become soft and

soggy instead of being short and crisp.

There are no repeats—the pooriproduct loses out altogether, or is forced to seek a

market so inferior there is no money in it. _

For more than twenty-five years, Nucoa Products have been helping manufacturers

to turn out Quality Products—products that stand-up from kettle to consumer—

products that can’t be imitated when it comes to Quality first. last and all the time.

And Nucoa Products

the pure, snowy Butters that never vary in Quality can’t be imitated—can’t be

equalled can’t be surpassed. For whatever the market conditions, whatever the de

mands you can always count on every Nucoa order being the “same as the 1ast”——

the highest Quality always.

NUCOA is the hard butter you use for those shiny, satiny chocolates, perfect caramels.

taffies, nougats and chewing candies of all kinds.

NUCOLINE, a soft butter, insures those salted nuts that don’t turn rancid-—orders

for them repeat like a Colt automatic. ]ust right for pop-corn goods and slab dressing.

PLASTIC NUCOLINE, as a filler for those delicate “spun-gold” wafers with the ice

creamy filling—-famous the world over.

\/Vhy experiment—when you can use Nucoa and know.

Samples gladly sent on request.

THE NUCOA BUTTER CO.

Refinery Sales Department

NUCOA BUILDING, 4th Avenue at 23rd Street

New York City

Complete warehouse stocks maintained

at principal distributing centers.
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We make q heavy folding Candi Box from while

board

  

Chocolate Dividers I Pall Flue"

Factory to users. 1 , ' "

Dipping Papers

Bon Bon Cups

Pail Laces

Transparent Bags

Tissue Excelsior

Pail Liners

Circles of All Sizes

Glassine Nut Bags

White Bond-Paper Bags

STANDARD SIZES AND THICKNESSES

READY FOR SHIPMENT

  

  

Prices
  

SPECIAL SIZES MADE TO ORDER

 

Established 1884

~ MARY JANES

DEAROS
and numerous other high grade

PENNY SPECIALTIES

made of purest sugar, syrups and nuts

Make a healthful, tasty

food for children - ~ A Hlmm

CHARLES N. MILLER CO.

_-_B 0 s T 0 N--=

FOR THIRTY-SEVEN YEARS CONFECTIONERS TO THE AMERICAN PUBLIC
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.CHOCOLATE A

Moulded Nut and

Cream Bars

     

  

-. . Its delicious eating

. ‘ qualifies and wonderful

' f‘ food value appeals to

Tin Foil Wrapped everybody and every

Knickerbocker where,

Bars '

Choc. Whipped Cream

Choc. Cocoanut Cream W

Choc. Operanul ~' V ' .__\ __ ._ . ' 4 > ,. cream‘
Choc. Peanut Cluster C l ' C ------------»~--

Butter scotd-| Ne! Weight l§{oz.—24 Ban to Carton — 48 Cartons to Case

5 BIG Sellers S“"‘P'“ """

Retails for 5 cents Do CO., :23; $331‘ Price‘ Upon Requat

, of 5-lb. bulk chocolate

1; . GUM TRACACANTH

1; VANILLA BEANS

5 GUM ARABIC
l _ .

 

THURSTON 8: BRAIDICH

27 CLIFF ITREIT

NEW YORK

2*‘ -' ——i—==__Paris Exposition in Bigger elter T:

~_ Displaying Samples Quickly, Attractively

. Convincingly, Fresh and Clean with

. ;' KNICKERBOCKER “MADE-RIGHT"

Gold Medal and

Diploma

Wan Given

__. _ A-—:-—=--._——=;—i—_fl__i_
-- -_—1-_ ___4

 

A. M. TODD’S

ESSENTIAL OILS I
- - - THE LITTLE CASE THAT GETS THE BIG ORDERS

Crystal White Double Distilled wood Tm" _ $500

THE LARGEST ESSENTIAL <4 ""“"‘?.“3‘. E."‘¢’,3.-c2.,?6'5°OIL ‘ . ' K k Wrbite forlialaloi E’ €‘T _ . Ti nic er oc er ase o.A» M» C 7" Manufacturing Wholesalers ll

Main Ollicc C

KALAMAZ00, Mica.
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CHOCOLATES

Jl/lilady Cherries
THE NEWEST THING

Each Individual Chocolate Cherry Foil Wrapped
  

Every Piece

a Sweet Surprise

The quality values in MILADY

Chocolates of all varieties is telling

in our greatly increased sales and

Milady Chocolates

Every Piece a Sweet. Surprist

31.1;-ihi-/-wand

Milady Assorted Dipped Nuts repeating orders,
Milk Chocolate

Milady Nuts i Many distributors recently have

In chm... come to realize that Milady Choco

“""""""’“"“ lates is a line on which their busi

Milady Malted Milk Chocolates

Nougat, Caramel, Butterscotch

and Nut Cream Centers

3|.25 the pound

Milady Chocolate Covered,

Milk Dipped Brazil Nuts

$1 J0 the pound

AMERICAN CANDY COMPANY ‘l

Makers of Rex Brand Confections

-MILWAUKEE, U. S. A.

ness can build. Investigate for your

self-now.

Territory Available for Quality

Wholesale Distributors
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What Do All Those

Figures Mean P

That's easy!

My wonderful “545" compound vanilla is made from

38% straight vanilla bean extract and 62% Vanillin,

Coumarin, Essential Oils and Fruit Flavors.

Four ounces of “545" flavors 100 lbs. of candy; giving

100% satisfaction to everybody.

And the “QED" nicans that it's eas_v to DEMON

STRATE'the superiority of

((54577

The secret of the rciiiarkable success of “545" coni

pound vanilla is that it combines the delicate flavor of

the true vanilla with the strength, permanence and

“kick" of the synthetics.

“The Flavor Lasts”

as Friend_Wrigley says. Th_at's soiiicthing that can't

be done 'with the volatile straight vanilla extract alone;

' for vanilla extract is 50% alcohol. My “545" not only

lasts thru the manufacturing period (doesn't cook out)

but it lasts weeks or months after the candy leaves the

factory.

Prices of “545" Compound Vanilla

5 gal. lots . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $4.55 per gallon

10 gal. lots 4.30 per gallon

Z5 gal. lots (1/1 bbls.) .

50 gal. lots (bbl.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3.80 per gallon

Order a test sample and pay for it. You'll be better

pleased than if I made you a present of it. You'll be

in good company, for hundreds of live candy and ice

cream manufacturers are now using “545" exclusively.

.,,.§,.@a
CHICAGO

  

.. . 4.05 per gallon

2 East Lake Street
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“Toyco” Balloons

Display-Box Assortments

ofl'er a good profit to

JOBBERS AND DEALERS

(‘ontaining 2 8/4 gross carefully selected

hallnoris assorted. sauna! , sirshi and round

shapes. squawkers and ve bsloons to re

tail at 1c, 2c and 5c. No higher.

All Good Sellers! No Stickers!

Retail Value $9.72

Cost to Dealers 86.50 each

Order a sample box at once.

Descriptive price-list and circular on request.

Address

The Toycraft

Rubber Company

Department C J

Ashland, Ohio

Vanoleum
(TRADE MARK REGISTERED)

The Original Concentrated

Vanilla Flavor

 

THE SAME AS ALWAYS

Used for over TWENTY

YEARS by leading Con

fectioners, Ice Cream

Manufacturers, Bakers,

Soda Dispensers and

Caterers.

EITIIILSIONS

Lemon, Orange and Maple

Corrizo Extract Co.

Zll-215 W. 20th Street, New York City, N. Y.
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- Our latest -

PAN PIPES
Packed I20 to box

Made at both our

Brooklyn and Moline Factories

. Also

Flexo Chocolate Bars Favorite

Navy and Indian Plug DIIICE _ _

Night Sticks Curved Stem Pipes

- Cigars (banded)
Igfiiifwlst ‘ Buffalo Sticks

_ p * Lozenges

Clgarettes ‘ Wafers, 10c bags

Whips ' Y & S, Scudder and

Whistles M & R Stick Licorice

‘Shipped from Brooklyn factory only.

NATIONAL LICORICE COMPANY
ANTECEDENTS

€stablished 1845

MAIN OFFICE

MOLINE, 11.1.. BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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llfillz Chocolate Covered Dark Coating:
Exceptionally

Good
Raspberry Hearts

Vanilla Bar

Maple or Mint Wafers

Lemon Sherbets

New Numbers Marshmallow Bar

Always

Predaminate Peanut Crispy Krunch

  

THIS IS WHY WE ARE OFFERING AS LEADERS THE ABOVE

N PENNY GOODS

Packed 120 Net Count—40 bx. to Case

WE ALSO HAVE

A FULL LINE OF

SUGAR ROLLED

FOR SUMMERHARD CANDY PENNY GOODS

Hardie Brothers Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Quotations on Application— To the Jobbing Trade Only

 

STAND-UP

for Caramels

'Gives better results than Caramel Paste or Caramel

Cream at considerably less expense. Caramels in

which Stand-Up is used will always cut free, never become sticky, and have that

delicious chew so desirable in this class of goods.

  

Stand-Up does not contain one ounce of Glucose or Corn Syrup which usually

forms the main ingredient in all so-called Caramel Creams or Pastes.

Samples or Sample Order Shipped

Promptly

HENRY H. OTTENS MFG. CO., INC.

129-131 S. Front St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Canadian Factory: 3 Jarvis St., Toronto
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A Distinctive and Complete Line of High Grade

Chocolates E Confectionery

HENRY HEIDE
Incorporated

New York
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To the makers of

marshmallows

How tender your marshmallows are,

how fine in texture and how they keep,

depends largely upon the gelatin you

use. That you know.

What you may not know is that Swift

& Company, because of unusual manu

facturing advantages, is able to sup

ply the uniform quality of gelatin you

want—at a most reasonable price.

We shall be very glad to answer your inquiries

concerning our grades and prices. Write today.

SWIFT & COMPANY

Chicago

WAREHOUSES :

Chicago Cleveland Cincinnati Philadelphia

Minneapolis St. Louis Baltimore

Atlanta Bufialo
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I= A Sensational Seller of Several Seasons j

|l THIS WONDERFUL PACKAGE IS _i€~

  

YOUR BUSINESS

will be a profitable one when your trade can always

get from you a full line of candy that has stood a test

of years, and is now being demanded throughout

the country.

Now is the TIME to CONSIDER only the old
STANDARD LINES. i

THE BLUE BELL BRAND

is of this class of candy.

Write us for a catalogue of 5c Bars, Penny, Kiss and Bulk Goods.

THE ROBERT F. MACKENZIE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO
>-.-.

\'.‘

.\» .-..
, -_.~
.>_v-Iv!

(*3:-;-‘;-:;i;'—. .
\_,_,' -"—~—_;~i;

  

 

  

  

The Largest Selling Sc Confectionery Specialty Ever Placed on the Market

Made by a special patent process

Every jobber should handle this Delicious Confection as the demand this Coming Season will be

greater than ever. If you have never tried this Delicious Confection write today for sample or send for

trial case, 32 boxes in case; 24 pieces in box.

We Have Other BIG-SELLING 5c SPECIALTIES, Too

; Ambrosia Chocolate Company, ii’1’£"33.iuFi§E“es\?vi§'.~ P    
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Frozen Pudding ' . High Grade

u u I-land Dipped

A new flavor that will add a

refreshing touch to your

Nougats, Fudges and Creams." " Package and Bulk

This flavor has been adopted by several _ _ _

very prominent factories and their re~ Complete LING PTICGSorders testify to the merits of it.

It is not easy to describe its unusual S€I1(I IO!’ QUOIHIIOHS

tasté. Better let us send you a sample A

so you can try it out. ' Agents Wanted Everywhere

Write today, on your business station

ery, please. x u MADE BY

ALEX. FRIES & BRO. 57"?

312-14-16.E. 2nd St. Cincinnati, Ohio Clifford Bros, C0,

Established 65 Years. _

Baltimore, Md.

AMERICA'S FAVORITE

Hildreth’s Original and Only

. 4 " s I

‘ V

Inside vvaxed In,’ ' Fnc-sxmils of our new

Box W ' Triple Sealed Package. .

‘""“"""""~' Velvet Cand

In Triple Sealed Packages

GREAT REDUCTION‘, A

January 1, 1922

Pre-war prices re-establishedf

10-20 & 35c packages revived.

Send for revised Price List and

Samples.

The finest seller on the market.

Has been the standard for over

30 years.

For sale by the jobbing trade

everywhere.

H. L. HILDRETH CO.

549 to 559 Albany Street

BOSTON 18, MASS.
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BUILD BUSINESS

on the Right Foundation

-\‘ 3,; _. e --_-<1

 

 

 I-~ . -" ~

Use NATIONAL CANDY CO.

PRODUCTS—~they offer you:

Sufficient VARIETY—\Ve make more

than 500 different kinds.

Unfailing FRESHNESS—Our 24 Factor

ies scattered all over the country enable

us to get the goods to you Without delay.

Dependable SERVICE—Our tremendous

equipment and personnel is always on the

alert to guard the interests of our patrons.

Got ’Em all Guessing.

A great big HIT in Sc Bar

Goods.

A combination that pleases

the popular taste.

Retailers are repeating daily

on TEXANS.

This piece of goods is only one

of over 500 items manufactur

ed by the National Candy Co.

Dealers are doing the right

thing when they stock a well

balanced line of National

Besides that, it is our policy to take a per

sonal interest in your success—as we know

that our own success is built upon yours.

Come on and grow with us. Ask your

Jobber for National Candy Co. Products.

NATIONAL CANDY CO. l‘£~

WORLD'S LARGEST CANDY MANUFACTURERS

24FACI‘ORlES

St. Louis Cincinnati Duluth Kenna Clty Minneapolis

Buflnlo Dallas Grand Rapids Louisville Nashvll e

Chicago Detroit Indlanapollu Mt. Clemens St. Paul

 

Nflll Y C0.
BUILD BETTER BUSINESS

  

Candy Co. Products——ask

your jobber for TEXANS.

Write for our free Special

Candy Sale Window Strips

to help you sell any candy in

your store.

A. J. WALTER FACTORY

NATIONAL CANDY C0. I3

s'r. LOUIS, M0.
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CENTENNIAL

  

*= CIIOCOLATES
S’ THE CHOCOLATES SUPREME

Add to the continuous popularity of the original Centennials,

with their exquisite nut-meat center——the new flavors now going

big—and you know why our jobbers and dealers are happy.

I 1*

Here is the line now selling:
‘~

 

5c and 10c goods .

Original Centennials, individuals and doubles

I Pineapple Fruit Center “ “ “

Mint Fudge Center

(Packed 36 and 60 cartons to the case)

68 (I ‘I

The package goods

Original Centennials, in 8 oz, 16 oz, 32 oz, 48 oz, 64 oz, 80 oz.

\ Six Flavor Selection in 8 oz, 16 oz, 32 oz, 48 oz, 64 oz, 80 oz.

All package goods are now twenty-four pieces to

the pound. Six-flavor Selection in light gray box;

Original Centennials in the distinctive brown.

...‘HOEFLER’S CENTENNIAL CI-IOCOLATES,1nc. l I

Buffalo, N. Y.
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PLANTIN BELGIUM, WHERE PURE FOOD GELATINE IS MANUFACTURED

Ifyou want uniformity, excellence, quality and trade-stimulating goods, you can get all these

and more by the use of

GELATINE

We have manufactured Pure Food Gelatines Brand Super Extra Gelatine, a sample of which

for the past Thirty-five Years and this in itself can be had on request. It is very strong, abso

should Convince You of the stability of our lutely sweet and odorless, and is guaranteed to

products. comply with all Federal and State Pure Food

Laws. It has the quality of beating up and the

\Ve are manufacturing a special grade for strength to hold up a batch of Marshmallow

l\larshmallow and general confectionery pur- until it is cast in the mould, thus insuring a

poses. This grade is known as our Dagger lighter piece of goods and a greater yield.

  

IMPORTERS AND HEADQUARTERS

  

SHELLED NUTS GUM ARABIC CEYLON COCOANUT

  

COCOA BUTTER JAPANESE GELATINE GLACE FRUITS

EGG ALBUMEN CANNED FRUITS MILK POWDER

PEELS CHERRIES MAPLE SUGAR

  

T. M. Ducml: A~1>SoNs

376-378 Greenwich Street

 

LONDON Factories:

GLASGOW BOSTON NEW YORK VII-V0RDE__

MANCHESTER CHICAGO . PONT-BRULE §B!-ZLGIUM

PARIS CLEVELAND GRIMBERGHEN

BUENOS AYRES LOS ANGELES AVELLANEDA, BUENOS AYRES
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I‘ Whipped Caramels. Always the same inimitable flavor!

Z00-Z40 count boxes. 20 pound wood cases.

PAUL F. BEICH COMPANY

  

BLOOMINGTON CHICAG

GDNFEGTIIINEHY.

We Manufacture:

STICK CANDY MARSHMALLGW GDDDS PENNY CGGDS

LDZENGES AGIDULATED GDDDS PAIL SPECIALTIES

PAN WDRK HIGH GRADE CHDCGIATES IAP SPECIALTIES

A. B. GUM WDRK FINE HAND MADE BGNBGNS PACKAGE GDDDS

CREAM BGNBGNS MACHINE DIPPED CHDC’S. FRENCH MIXTURES.

 

THE am. BLDME & sun co. BAITIMDRE, MD.
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EVERYBODY LIKES MARSHMALLOWS

MADE WITH “UCOPCO.”

They’re so Huffy, tender and meaty they just can't help becom

ing popular—that means increased sales for you. UCOPCO

Gelatine is pure, uniform, of high quality and excellent as a

moisture and flavor retainer and is a volume producer. We

have a grade for every purpose. Write us.

The United Chemical S1. Organic Products Co.

4200 S. Marshficld Ave. 401 E. 45th Street

Chicago, Ill. New York, N. Y.

"UCOPCO Comes Sealed in Red Drums"
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Display Container

for Selling Confections

The sales curve is a direct reflection of your selling efiiciency.

Many sales curves are bending consistently upward because the

goods are attractively displayed on the dealer’s counter.

The Brooks Display Container produces maximum sales. It sets

flat on the counter, displays its contents at the most effective

angle, has large advertising surfaces, and possesses a number

of other distinctive features.

LET US DESIGN A_DISPLAY CON

TAINER FOR YOUR PRODUCT.

BROOKS BANK NOTE CO.

Manufacturers

Lithographed Folding Boxes

Labels - Window Advertising - Oflice Stationery

Springfield, Massachusetts

Philadelphia New York Boston
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LIEBERS CODE

ESTABLISHED I854

WHOLESALE IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OR

(’onfeetionere"'fln-tieles. Qrnameim and Matwlals

81 Barclay Street

Manufacturers of

Gumpasteand Patent

Composition

Icing, Roaea and Flower:

Gumpaata Flowera

Bridea and Grooms

Gumpaate and Paper Leavaa

Vance and Bouquets

Horne Shoe:

Slippers

Marriage Bella

Canopy Ornaments

Lace Papers

Composition Hand:

Birthday Candle Holden-a

Palette Knivee

Sabatiar'a Knivea

Ornarnentinl Tubea

Rubber Bap

Almond Paste

Ornamenting Paper

PAPIER MACHE

IMITATIONS A

16, 18 and>20 West Broadway

novelties!

Appropriate for all

\:fi,olidays

NEW‘ YORK

lmportara ol

Fancy Goods and

Novelties

Ice Cream Specialties

lee Cream Moulde—700 Dealgaa

Fixturee for Moulds

Foliage for Moulda

Paper Canoe

Lace Papers

French Fntita Glace

French Fruit Juicea

French Fmit Pulpa

French Mar-rona Eatiera

French Marrone Debris

Imported Favora

Mignonattel

Fancy Boxea—Hand Painted

Satin Candy Boxea

Wedding Cake Boxea

Motto Papers, Veraea and Coaaaquqa

Coatume Mottoea, Imported and Domoatic

SILK RIBBONS

and FANCY CORDS

Latest Novelties for

Decoration Day and Fourth of July
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- oooo ENOUGH -
TO BEAR 0111.2 NAME

LIKE all commodities of intrin

 

 

: sic value Ziegler’s Original

" p Milk Chocolate Stars bear a

name of distinction. The name

Ziegler appears on each star.

Our Milk Chocolate Stars

have become a staple seller with

the trade. Being a known qual

ity they are enjoying a steady re

peat business.

GEO. ZIEGLER CO.

MILWAUKEE, U. S. A.

gl

  

Sterling M

./iiarkon the ‘ Q

GENUINE
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Havel You Ever Tried Our .,

Gums, Paste 8: Cordials?

If not, write us for samples. You’ll think as others think,

that they are

“Candies of Character”

and their cost is but a trifle more than the poorer kinds

Wallace 8: Co.
Makers of

Brggklyn “Candies of Character” New YQ1-k

Established 1870

As always the season's most popular pieces

CANDY BOTTLES

SUN RAYS MOONSHINES
Three for one cent ' One cent each

SELL—SATISFY—REPEAT

Jumbo Wonders Liberty Pans

Cocoanut Rolls. Free Lunch

Cocoanut Bon Bons Assorted Fruits

WALTERw.DEBEVOISE
163-I65-167-169-I71 Carlton Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. "M ""

Manufacturer of Candies that sell.
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PlNl_l_I_tl_EELS

If you are not handling

it, ask your Jobber

friends about it.

Packed in the bullet

box.

tavflfirs

5e and 100

Cream, Solid and Nut Chocolate Bars
 

 

fill every need in any jobber’s

line of bar goods and are open

Penny sue’ 120 count’ for the general jabbing trade

for the young eo le.p p throughout the country.

 

ln 5c packages, con

tainers of Z4, for the
growrbups Inquiries and Business Solicited

The Walter M. Lowney Company

F. M. PAIST COMPANY

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

427 Commercial Street

Boston - Massachusetts

i__?i___

__} |n|||||| I I I I |....... ..|..|!.!!!!.!!!.!!.!!!!!!!!!!!l!!!!!!l!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.! .llll!ll!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!lllllll!!l!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! §-—

The Home 0t Pennylioods

offers for immediate shipment a fine variety of Large

sized Penny Goods of Excellent Quality. These fine

confections are certain to boost your Spring and Summer

sales. They include new numbers in

M/M Pieces

Hard Candy ~ Cocoanut Work

Solid Chocolate Goods

Write for our new Price List

LEWIS BROS.

Lafayette and Monroe Sts.

Pan Work

!!!!!l!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!l!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!l!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!*7

NEWARK, N. J.

 

aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'|iiiii 1;
 

Liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii{'>~

l..____€+__...l
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STAPLE GOODS

MARK

 

TRADE

  

RG6 U s Pattern

French Mixed Creams Penny Goods Choc. Coated

Union Creams Chocolate Almonds

Old Fashioned Lic. Gum Drops .. Premium Mixed

Chocolate Creams Gum Arabic Mixtures

Penny Choc. Candy Goods Marshmallows

Cream Almonds Chocolate Marshmallows

MADE BY

HAWLEY &. HOOPS

NEW YORK, N. Y.
  

PAPER BAGS
For Peanuts, Bulk or Bar Confections-Plain 01'

Printed in I or 2 Colors

GLASSINE BAGS

CANDY BAGS

PEANUT BAGS

WRAPPING PAPER

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

TISSUE PAPER

EXCELSIOR TISSUE

TWINES, ETC.

 

 

  

\_

CRYSTAL
A necessary and satisfactory component oi all

high grade confectionery specialties. It insures

lig t, flufiy marshmallows without crust. Made

in the largest and best equipped gelatine plant

in America. Free from injurious chemicals or

other impurities. A standard product, most

economical in the long run.

Ii you are particular—

Specify CRYSTAL GELATINE

Write us today for Samples and Prices

CRYSTAL GELATINE COMPANY

I21 Beverly Street - - Boston, Mass.

New York - Philadelphia - Chicago - St. Louis - San Francisco

\V

KIRCHHE

Ohio and Kingsbury Sts. CHICAGO, ILL.
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“Satin Finish” HARD CANDY
IS UNQUESTIONABLY THE BEST MANUFACTURED

  

The Long Reputation‘ of a Quarter Of (1 Century is Convincing

FILLED CONFECTIONS
Containing Fruit and Nut Center-s—Packed only in 5-lb. Cans

Bottled. Candies Satin Finishi

Of the Assortment of

Most Exclusive Line Penny Goods

in

containing

Dainty and Attractive

Hard Candies

MELLOMINTS—Sell EEEHEEE

M"“g?f%‘n:: in“ EISIIIII ST. , ,

BRANDLE 8 SMITH C0. ~;;;;';e..i. FEE I’;

“glfllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllllIIllIIIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllnlllllllllIIIIIIllllIlllllIIIIIlllllllllllllllllllllII!IIllIlllllllllIllIllllIIIllIIllIIIIlllllllllllllllllIIIIIIIIlllflllllIIIIIIIIIIIllIIIIIlllIllIIllIllIllllllllllllllllnmll|!|mu"=|||1|i|~<'||||||inin||||||i|||||||||||||u|||im|||ii||||||||||||||1|i|||||\|m|||||||||1|||||||||1|||m|||||||i|||||||mi||qr

E

 

  

COCOANUT WORK

GUM GOODS

WRAPPED GOODS

HARD CANDIES

JELLY GOODS

P_A_NNED GOODS

 

  

 

 

ESKIMO PIE

Is Sweeping the Country

Chocolate makers find that the best milk coatings for this new ice cream

confection are made with

CRE1\/[ORA
Pure dry whole milk made by the Roller Process

CREMORA is easier to handle than any other dry milk. Does not

cake in the barrel; gives a finer and more lasting flavor; requires less

' cocoa butter.

We are increasing our output to take care of the growing demand.

ORDER a trial barrel (150 lbs.) now.

THE DRY MILK‘ GO.

15 PARK ROW NEW YORK, N. Y.

..illlllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIIlllllllllllllIllllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIIIIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllmmll~

 

‘glllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIIlIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllflllllflflfllfllllllfllllllflflllflfllllllllfllllfllfllfllll
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RIPPEY’S

‘Powdered Foamoline

(TRADE MARK REGISTERED)

Specially Prepared

Flt Manufacturers
r - P

ICE CREAM, . ~ .
Sherbets, '

Fruit Frosts

AND

- Water Ices

No Heat or Eggs

’ required, y o u

simply mix Rip

J pey’s Powdered

.< - Foamoline with

» " the sugar while

' dry, add your

.. cream or milk

.:- and it is ready

for the Freezer.

WE WILL SEND BY.MAlL, POSTAGE PAID, “ALL-STAR

Full 1/5 pound on receipt of 25¢. Also our Formulas for A550RTMENT"

making Ice Creams, Sher-bets, Fruit Frosts, Water Ices,

snan water Syrup from Canned Fruits. Recipes Mailed . R U B B ER T B AL 0 N S

Free on receipt of name and address. Caution: Rippey's

Powdered Foamoline is packed in one pound boxes with R¢P93t bu5ln955_'Th3I‘5 “'h¢Te the Profit lies

. . . . . R t d d l t ith ‘I ' llregistered trade-mark and signature of William Rippey theepienaA"°gt§::.snaIi10gte?ogbgrs dim 1 )0“ Se

on every box. Never sold in Bulls.

Richard D. Bakrow & Son

Balloons and Rubber Balls

No. 107 E. Second Street CINCINNATI, O.

  

Barkow Building Louisville, Ky.
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Purest in Quality and Best in Price

l WE SPECIALIZE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF l

1 Chocolate Coated Almonds Chocolate Coated Peanuts

l Chocolate Coated Filbcrts Chocolate Coated Caramels

i Our facilities enable us to quote lower prices than any other house in the country.

Alsoii 1

ONE CENT CHOCOLATE PEANUT BARS —Packed 100 I10 8 IJOX

These Are Excellent Eating Pieces and Big Sellers

l FIVE CENT CHOCOLATE PEANUT BARS — Packed 40 to a box

l

l
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Burgess’ New System

of Candy Making

and Formula Book!

Eunsnss

PRODUCTS

  

BURGESS’ NEW SYSTEM I.43; ~ o
CREMEGG ’ CANDY MAKING and FORMULA

V F book contains many valuable recipes

and suggestions. This book is pub~

BURGESS lished by Burgess Practical Service

SPEC IA L Department, which will make a

special efiort to suggest a remedy for

any trouble you may have in the

manufacture of candy.

NOUGAT

This valuable service is maintained tor our

many satisfied customers.

 

We will gladly

Ziaiiii fill BURGESS SUPPLY C0., lnc.

m;,,:,",§’c'},',,,-Hg NEW YORK, N. Y.

cfonfecfionen Northwestern Representative Pacific Coast Representative

rfféugrn A.Warren Peterson Co. Marston-Greening Co.

212 South 7th Street] 1271 East 6th Street

Minneapolis, Minn. Los Angeles, Cal.

_ ~ ~ SPORTSMAN'Si

%—'—._-._e.._~=;'_;E"= “CHOCOLATE
llllfllilloclil GIOQOLA11 co.
Ml» er nu nu sun use use

  

 

  

I AGER”

3 If you desire a change from l

é _ Mild-Sweet Milk Chocolate

-,-1 ( IYOCOL/"E5 _ m A

"' and S 9

3 H u_ C portsman s

,§ 0 £023 pmogcoa “Chocolate -Bracer”

5% we om, you the “A Man ’s cho¢o1a$__"

f Best Cocoa Powder '

-8‘ at the lowest price Also Mfrs.

Write for Terms 0

w. c. nouns , F,,§,‘f,';s
Franklin and Plum Sts. Reading, Pa.

Agents Wanted in Every State
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FIVIVEFFJ ~

PEcuu.

UNDAE

YRUPS

~ H MALIQOW

REME
MANUFACTURED BY

F-HERR COMPANY

You can get more actual toppings from a gallon of Senneff-Herr Marshmallow than

from any other.

Every Topping Tip Top, Too

JOBBERS can satisfy more customers with Sennefi-Herr Marshmallow than with any

other. We make good marshmallow and we make good on our “Satisfied Customer

Guaran cc.”t Senneff-Herr Make

TEN BANNER ICE CREAM TOPPINGS

Write for Samples and Prices

Senneff - Herr Company
INCORPORATED

STERLING - - - - - - _ - - - ILLINOIS
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Any good man. in your Mfactory can, in a few minutes, become a

FIRST-CLASS NOUGAT MAKER

if you provide him with

FONDAX ~
(Perfection Nougat Creme)

  

llllllllllllllllllllllllllIllllIllllIlllllllllllllllllllllll

We have developed dozens of guides for making many grades of nougat, and among

them you are certain to find one suited to your particular needs. They are sup

plied free to users of Fondax.

IllllllllIIlllllllllIlllllllllllllllllIllllllllllllllllllllll

We can save you time and trouble in your Nougat Department. Fondax can be

had in barrels (about 200 lbs.) and half-barrels (about 110 lbs.).

154 ivlfkffi. St. White-Stokes Company, Inc. =.='.§'§'§'§lZ"st.

EFIIllIllIIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllfi8;

L|||||lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllllllllllllllllllllIIIIllllllllllllllllllllll

Select Brand Quality and Service D

Before Placing Your Order on

Glassine Bags Specialties

Tissue Paper

Kraft Bag$ Waxed Paper

  

GLOBEBRND
FAncYSiici.i.:i> RICE Pop Conn

  

Get Our Quotations

SELECT PAPER co.

219 East 23d Street

New York City

 
 

USE

Assorted f Novelties

Penny ‘Prizes

and Increase Your Business

    

>1’,

4-‘ “. ;j

Ai.wAYs Pops
CRISP TENDER Swear

c7 e

c7/‘6‘erf ic inson Coo.

Minneapolis Chicago

  

RINGS

For Ring Sticks and Bouquets

Prices as Low as $1.00 per Great Gross

Write for Samples

F. E. GlJlVlN C0. 7040 Wentwortli Ave., Chicago, lll.
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Some Real Business-(letters!

Stuffed Dates (in 5-lb. boxes), (with walnuts,

almonds or figs)

Fig Walnsits (5 lbs.)

Date Balls (I20 count)

Fig Balls (I20 count)

Chocolate Covered Fig Balls (Z4 count)

EXCELLE NCY
Chocolate Coated Penny Dates (I20 count)

Chocolate Coated Stufied Dates (5 Ila.)

Chocolate Coated Plain Dates (5 Ih.)

Chocolate Coated Half Figs (I20 count)

Chocolate Coated Whole Figs (S Ih.)

Chocolate Coated Fig Walnuts (5 Ihs.)

Chocolate Covered Date Balls (Z4 count)

Our new plant is going at full speed. We manufacture Date and Fig Specialties only

therefore we are enabled to quote low prices.

A Good Suggestion---Chocolate Covered Penny Dates (120 count)

THE BIGGEST VALUE AND TREAT FOR THE KIDDIES. WRITE FOR A SAMPLE ORDER.

We Solicit Your Patronage. May We Have the Pleasure of Serving You?

REVERE PRESERVING CO., Inc.

DATE and FIG SPECIALTIES

BEST IN QUALITY

LOWEST IN PRICE
20 FULTON PLACE

QUOTATIONS TO

BOSTON 16, MASS.

I'Iolman's Golden Kruncli

Body Builders

A Concentrated, Highly Nutritious Food

Confection.

These Body Builders contain a carefully selected

peanut-butter center, which is skillfully woven in a

molasses jacket, and coated with choice golden

brown toasted cocoanut.

Golden Krunch Body Builders are so scientifically

blended that the teeth naturally Krunch this delicious

food confection, and they melt away in your mouth,

leaving that moreish taste.

You will like Holman’s Golden Krunch. Try two

or three after each meal daily.

Prompt shipments in 5 Lb., 10 Lb., 16' Lb., and 33 Lb.

tins to all points in U. S. A. and Canada. Write

for samples and prices.

The Holman Coiileclionery Co.

Z026-Z030 East Willard Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

WHOLESALERS & JOBBERS

 

Gold Embossed
Confectioners Stock and z

Net Weight Seals

Packed I000 of one kind to

i>=¢ku=

"/V\l L K9" ‘N

U-iACALATES

Assorted _

Assorted Fruits and Nuts

Assorted Chocolates

Bitter Sweets

Bon Bons

Chocolates

Caramcls

Fudge

Chocolate Covered Cherries

Chocolates and B_on Bons_

Chocolates with Fruit

Milk Chocolates

Dipped Nut Meats

Hard Centers

Special Assortment

Fruit Cordial

Whi ped Cream Cherries

ocolate Almonds

PRICE $1.00 PER M.

SM OR OVER 75c

PER M.

Actual

size

Z5

Kinds

l oz.

1% oz.

1% oz.

1% oz.

2 oz

MN-_~»~»_¢

Write for samples and prices ol specially designed seals.

MILWAUKEE LABEL8-SEAL C6.

SUDEQIOQ '—' SEAL '—' SERVICE

l6l-l7l MICHIGAN ST., MlLWAUKEE,WIS.

Exclusive Manufacturers ol Julian "Goldcraft" Seals.
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THE HNEY OF SUGAR

. — l _ -'

ANNOUNCEMENT

After continued experimental work

our Service Department desires to

announce to our customers that it has

devised means and methods for pre

venting cream centers from bursting

and fermenting.

Correspondence on this subject

from wholesale manufacturing con

fectioners will be highly welcome.

THE NULOMOLINE COMPANY

lll [WALL ST. NEW YORK, N. Y.
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CANDY BOX MATS. LACES.

LAYER CARDS, DIVIDERS. ETC.

~

 Lyons’ California Glace Fruit Cofnfi

Manufacturers of

California Glace and

Crystallized Fruits

Highest grade Merchandise, always fresh, made

from the choicest .selected Califomia Fruits. Pre

pared under strictly sanitary conditions.

To supply the demand for our product during the coming season

we have again enlarged our plant and will again considerably

increase our output. Our goods are giving general satisfaction

and wherever once introduced are leading all other makes in

sales. We don't ask a customer to load up on stock, we carry the

Fruits in syrup and only pack them on orders, consequently no

need to take stale or dried-out stuff.

we SPECIALIZE om

Assorted California Glace Fruits

in handsomely decorated wood boxes, 1, 2, 3 or 5 lb.

net weight; no need to repack.

California Golden Glace Apricots

solid pack, 6 or 8 lb. boxes, better goods than the

French for less money.

California Glace Stuffed Prunes

with all the [flavor of the choice Santa Clara Valley

Prunes, in 1 and % lb. tins.

California Crystallized Strawberries

finer than the imported, in 1 lb. and 10 oz. fancy cartons

Write for Samples and Prices

535-551 Folsom Street, San Francisco, Cal.

  

The Inevitable

Choice

Qnce tried

always used

AMERICAN LACE PAPER CO.

LARGEST PRODUCERS OF CANDY CUPS IN AMERICA

MILWAUKEE .Wl$.
CHICAGO — NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA - BOSTON

~

Supreme Brand

Caramel Creams

Nougat Creams

Velvet Fondant Cream

Have improved the Quality of Candy wherever

used.

INSIST ON SUPREME BRAND.

ASK YOUR JOBBER OR WRITE

US DIRECT FOR SERVICE

Confectioners"Cream Products Co.

ENGLEWOOD, N. .1.

JAMES A. GREAVES

Selling Agent

B Harrison St., New Yorlt
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CaramQ

:' “ ans-4

was the rate at which Cocoanut Ditties

—~sold in one store with this Window

Display. Cocoanut Ditties will make money for you too, because they please

the consumer. Cocoanut Ditties are guaranteed to keep well in all climates

" ' and sell well in summer as well as in winter.

  

“TS! This cut shows our

10-lb. Tin. Six 10-lb.

Tins to Crate.

  

  

Q'~t.:mu. 'Enluur DITTIES F
" _l"|_§,Mlllii“l‘.OiNf[El10l

  

15-lb. Wood Cases

20-lb. Wood Pails

ALSO 5-lb. Paper Boxes V

PACKED [N 1-lb. Fancy Boxes .' '

1-lb. Litho. Tins ‘

15c Packages

  

  

Also made in Chocolate Flavor called ll‘ A

CHOCOLATE CARAMEL DITTIES

and packed in packages as per i-F1

above except the 15c packages and1-lb. Tins.

    

  
A but ».Al&"£.‘~mw- A

-.r

  

*Hzsai{H1l¢r:mn'",, -

-~ =1

  

      

L

For Sale by all First Cid,‘ Jobber‘ This cut shows our 25-lb. tin. one tin per crate

It your Jobber cannot supply you, advise us.

Insist on the Original and beware of Imitation.

COCOANUT DITTIES always repeat.

Manufactured by

The Ohio Confection Co., Cleveland, 0., u. s. A,
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5 Good Reasons

1. why you should consider

' IEBSWRAPS

' " I Aflrnglivg The Highest Development

\ t - '- . ‘ ‘ Pike in a Candy Wrapper

HESE reasons alone should‘

  

, I warrant your consideration.

._ , 4,;-:5“ The general use of outside

;-?_ candy box" wrappers has proven

s"l°' ~icient their adaptability. We welcome

Standaized an opportunity to tell you more

B°"* about LIEBSWRAPS.

S LIEBS R1BBONS—'/ilsiéfar smp/A

Wvith bows—Ready to fasten'_—Made of paper

L. A. Liebs Company
INCORPORATED

312-316 E. 23rd St., New York 9 Clinton St., Newark, N. .I.

  

 

Candies

for Kiddies

The Ever Welcome

Kinds. Made by

the Folks who

Know how to make

them Best.

HE. HIGHEST AlTAlNMENT°in

Marshmallow making. Distinctly

superior in texture, ilavor, package

and keeping quality.

Well advertised in popular magazines.

Quick sellers. l lb. and % lb. boxes.

5 lb. cartons.

Rochester Marshmallow CO' Rochester Candy Works, Rochester, N.Y.

Rochester, N. Y.

REGAL and SUPERFINE Marshmallows ‘
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I. E. McGOLRlCK, Inc.

BROKER IN

6000A-BEANS llllllllll-BUTTER
75 FRONT STREET NEW YORK CITY

    

PARIS

Ell lhlishod I555

FRIES 8: BRO., 92 Reade Street, NewYorkManufacturers and Distributors of

}|*_'fv5J§'§"°$§R Quality, Strength, Uniformity

Peach Grape Strawberry Apricot MlP|¢

Cherry Honey Banana l

Sarsaparilla, and many others.

  

Plain, Embossed and

Mounted

FOIL of QUALITY

STANDA RO NG

MIL , IN .

IO Hudson Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

  

 

82-92 Beaver Street

129 Pearl Street

BROKERS IN

All Grades of Cocoa Beans

}New York City

  

Chocolate Coatings

Chocolate Liquors

Cocoa. Powder

Cocoa Butter

To try Hooton Products and Hooton Service is to

Become a Regular User of Both

Have we heard from you lately .7

HOOTON COCOA CO. HOOTON CHOCOLATE CO.

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
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Qnly Whitney Makes

4ll ‘°lmsvz=1°

' A Tracie Marked Article Has Got

to Be Better

  

A trade mark does two things—It tells you what to

ask for if you like your first purchase. It also tells

you what to avoid if the article fails to please you.

The trade mark protects you in either case.

As originators of the Climax Folding Box, we value

the trade name_ “CLIMAX.” It was the best folding

box when we first put it on the market. It is still

better today, for practice makes perfect.

The fact that the CLIMAX has dozens of imitators

speaks volumes, for no one imitates a counterfeit nor

an inferior article.

Just the smallest fraction of a cent per pound box

marks the difierence in cost between the CLIMAX and

its imitator, but that tiny difference is suflicient to

give you a box made of better material, more careful

construction and better printed-—a1l the qualities

needed to make the container that carries your candy

into the homes an impressive advertisement of your

store.

The CLIMAX is the aristocrat amongst folding boxes;

worthy of surrounding your best bulk confectionery,

yet not too costly for your medium priced candy.

CLIMAX DE LUXE CLIMAX A CLIMAX B

Superior in every grade to any other folding box.

WHITNEY fa? COMPANY

Makers of boxes that pay you a profit

114-124 WATER STREET LEOMINSTER, MASS. |

Window displays make many sales

Whitney Display Cards help the window

Write our Service Department for a set.
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PURE VANulla ExTRACT
ATLANTIC IMPORTING CO.

617-623 Eleventh Avenue, New York

No. 18767/10—PALM PLANT ESTABLISHE
D

1876

£,£ SNYDER & WHEELER

$2.50 without pot BROKERS IN

write for my SPRING CATALOGUE

No. 18—with ill ti - 1 f Arti£#| || All Grades Cocoa Beans
FRANK NETSCHERT AND COCOA BUTTER

61 BARCLAY ST. NEW YORK, N. Y. 128 Pearl Street NEW YORK

"" 922.2/9. 9.2%. 5 9%a, Zae. "|

Manufacturers of Collins' Ice Cream Powder and Vanilla Sugar

Importers and Wholesale Dealers in |

Shelled Nuts and Confectioners' Supplies|
Highest Grades Best Qualities

CORN SYRUP

ALMONDS COCOANUTS PEANUTS -

CHOCOLATES FLAVORS GLACED FRUITS, Etc.

Full Line Fruit Juices, Crushed Fruits, Syrups, Etc., for the Soda Fountain. Write for Prices

102 Chestnut Street * PHILADELPHIA, PA. ||

-1

TIIIITIIITITITITIIITITI
IITIIITIIIIITIIIITIIIII

IIIIIIIIIIIIIITITITITIT
ITITITITITIIITITIIITITI

IIITITIIITITITIIIITIIIT
IIIITIIITITIIITIIITITIT

IIITIIIIllll

W. H. DEISROTH CO., INC.

CANDY BOXES

Plain and Fancy

BoxesCarried in Stock Our

Forty-seven years'

Special Designs experience :

To Order will insure you of -

- rvice -

Write for Quality and Se -

Catalogue

Main Office Factory Show Rooms

713-15 SPRING GARDEN STREET

Philadelphia, Penna.

T

HIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
IIII.iii.III.IIII

- IIIIIIIllllllllllllllllllllllllll
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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Delicious
and

|

"

know how the "

most money is

made out of

soda fountains:
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coCA-COLA'S ANNA-LIZAS
Showing the Evolution of the Turnover

In Unknown Drink

We all know articles of H161"

chandise that might sell, but,

being unknown, don’t.

When it comes to turnover,

they have the shape of

the pyramid above. You

wouldn’t try to use a thing

like that as a cart wheel.

Why carry dead stock?

  

AFaa'

  

J Few Friend:

With other goods, there is

a demand from about one

person in every hundred.

The improvement over the

first type is as the cube to

the pyramid. You‘d almost

rather shove a cube than try

to turn it. Shoving is slow

work and slow»m0ving goods

do not pay.

  

Only Local

Moving a little faster are

goods with only a local dee

mand. Like the odd figure

above, the octahedron, they

will turn on a steep enough

incline, but, normally, flat

surfaces bring selling to a

sudden stop with each turn.

Your energy is wasted trying

to please everybody with what

only a certain few like.

Coca-Cola

Fads are as common in goods in general as
in womenis clothes. For a short time they

turn so fast we donlt see their similarity to

the figure above of outlandish name, the

icosahedron, with sharp corners that are

certain to bring them to an abrupt end.

You can’t bank on the public’s passing fancy.

A product that comes down through the

years comes rolling. Coca/Cola, through

36 years of popularity, through constant

national and international advertising, has

worn off all the obstructions to turnover.

‘The pull of universal demand and the push

of dealer cooperation keep it turning like a

perfect sphere.

Here’s why Sc-is the right retail price for Coca-Cola —the turnover

piles up profits month after month without requiring more than

the original small investment.

ls'r. MONTH 2ND.MONTH SRDMONTH 4'fl-LMONTH 5'11-LMONTH 6'1'H.MONTH 7Tfl.MONTH

PROFIT  

THE COCA'COLA Co.,

  

ATLANTA, GA.
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Here ls a Ten Cent Value to Sell for Five Cents Each

THESE DAINTY BASKET NUT CUPS

with handles trimmed with roses, violets and forget-nie-nots, are made by hand in delicate shades

of Pink, Yellow, Violet, Nile Green, Red and Blue.

Packed one-half gross of a color to the box . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$4.25 a gross

As staple as wheat. To sell all the year round for Birthday Parties,

Weddings, Dinners, etc. Place your stock order NOW.

These are so new that they are not listed in our catalogue.

Illustrated catalogue of many other excellent favors sent on request.

U-NEAK DINNER FAVORS, Inc.

10-12 East Z3rd Street New York City.

  

for

FLAv0R1N<= MARCONE & COMPANY, Inc.

BROKERS

IN

COCOA BEANS and COCOA BUTTER

as FRONT s1". NEW YORK

  

IT NEVER FERMENTS
8 J _ c High Grade

IS sucKi-:R sTicKs

  

31": ‘U/n1nLsf?1KabLe Coffgg and Wooden Stick Specialties

:‘::.r_'::':: .'.:"":.:'*"=;:*::.;;':t'::';.:'f:::#¢:.;:‘1: $.‘.2°;;.fi.‘.".?'.1.?L‘t¢"“.L; BELLEFQNTE LUMBER C()_
raoouee ‘mar Ai.|.uume ruwoil mu nun coin; ml Luon-0 Ilvilbol OI WI WON-D

COFFECTION COFFEE COMPANY B‘-'”°f°"‘e-Penn‘

,, ,,,,,,, 5,, ,,os,°N_ ,,,,, PROMPT SHIPMENTS SATISFACTORY PRICES

  

HAROLD A. SINCLAIR, 160 Broadway, NEW YORK

DISTRIBUTORS :

W. G. AHERN

40 Court St., Boston, Mass.

H. A JQHNSON co. A NEW PRICE BUYING BASIS

"Price is a relative term—Quality always a concrete fact."

Z21 State St., Boston, Mass.

Q E_ R]|)|)]_E Among the new standards set by DELFT—aside from Purity and

5'"¢"°'= T°""- 5fl1¢im°I'¢- Mi Freedom from Bacteria—is UNIFORMITY.

ROCKHILL & VIETOR - - -
"0 N_ Muket st" china“. “L With 100 PER CENT Uniformity, the Buyer has a GUARANTEE

Frank Z- Woods. Manaser against loss and worry. Having this, we can figure the actual usage

BLANKE MFG. & SUPPLY CO. necessary and, at the price for a grade, give the actual cost per unit

Z14 Washington St., St. Louis, Mo. B h‘ Th- - T
NOYES BROS. & CUTLER atc is proves that the highest grades are the CHEAPES .

Park Square, St. Paul, Minn. Buyers should forget the first cost and buy the grade, which, at

1_EE.(;R]-15]-‘KENS ¢Q_ amount used, figures the CHEAPEST.

31 Drumm St., San Francisco, Cal.

MILES MANUFACTURING CO.

We have scores of the wisest buyers now buying on this new price

W E_ semnd st" Lo: Ansel”, cd_ basis. It's a REVELATION to buyers—-and :t saves money for them.

BENJ. HOLLAND 8: CO. For Marshmallows DELFT is Supreme.

H12 Western Ave., Seattle, Wash.

W. P. DOWNEY

B3 Grey Nun St., M:n_tred, Can.

STOCKS EVERYWHERE -Q
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COLOR—the life

of a winning package

Candy boxes must command attention

today as never before

N the dealer’s window, on his shelves

or in the show-casc.%wherever it is

placed—what is the final deciding factor

that will make your package stand out

and command attention?

Color—a vital requirement of a suc

cessful carton. The importance of color

—color that actually invites the cus

tomer to buy—can hardly be over-esti

mated. Especially today with a reluc

tant market which must be fairly jolted

into action, compelling, stimulating color

is more vital than ever before.

I Because they measure up to the high

est standards of color, construction, and

design, Gair Labels and Folding boxes

are used extensively by leaders in the

candy industry. Many Gair labels and

cartons are nationally famous, and all

are tried and tested successes.

Every variety of color work

At the immense home plant on the

Brooklyn waterfront, the Robert Gair»

Company has carried the art of color

BANNER .

Psgii-15'» ciiocoums

blending and color reproduction to a

height once undreamed of.

With complete facilities for multicolor,

offset and lithographic work, we offer

you service which is unsurpassed. Con

sistent results are assured, for every step

in manufacture — from engraving to

printing—is under our control. We make

our own colors, inks and glues, and our

laboratory tests guarantee unvarying

color standards every time your box is

run. Gair candy cartons and labels,

artistic and inviting, will win new pres

tige for your products wherever they go.

With six great mills located at stra

tegic points—each mill concentrating on

some particular problem—wc offer you I

service which covers not only every va

riety of color work, but every phase of

package merchandising: Folding

boxes, Labels, Lithography, Corrugated

and Solid fibre shipping cases.

Have you received your copy of

“Scien tific Selection of Package Do

signs ”? A postal will bring it to you.

_/in

’,;¢'<5Fi*i-;-I:
DELIGIITS

  

A representative group of Gair folding boxes, manufactured for leading candy makers

ROBERT GAIR COMPANY

350 Madison Avenue, New York

CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA BOSTON BUFFALO
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FAVORS AND NOVELTIES FOR -Tl-IE SPRING TRADE

A vast collection gathered from all over the world. Lowest prices and immediate delivery.

Sand Toys. Floating Sets. Miniature Boats.

Snapping Mottoes in enormous variety.

Birthday Cake Candle Holders. Jack Horner Pies.

Dressed China Kewpie Dolls. New designs. $4.50 per dozen.

Dressed Miniature Celluloid Dolls, 50 different styles, Brides, Grooms and other splendid varieties.

$1.50 per dozen.

Catalog Free on Request

B. SHACKMAN & CO. -

906-908 BROADWAY (at 20th Street) NEW YORK CITY

YOU CAN INCREASE THE SALE or YOUR coons _ IMPORTANT _

_ _ _ BY USING _ _ _ PHDCCSS Mary 8 Wedding

’ The Wedding Cake for the Princess was profusely decorated with

GA S SILVER DRAGEES, there being no Tin or foil used because. the higher

educated people are more familiar with Silver Dragees than with Tin.

You probably noticed that most of the Wedding Presents were oi

SILVER and Gold, including the Wedding Gown, being oi SILVER

Cloth. Managers who cater to the Exclusive trade never use TIN as

a decoration; they only use SILVER DRAGEES. Tin is most con

spicuously displayed on street vending stands and in the kitchen.

Have you ever noticed how a brilliant Jewelry store window attracts
BEAUTIFUL COLORS HIGHLY EMBOSSED a crowd with its display of SILVER and GOLD, but no TIN is ever

SAMPLES ON REQUEST displayed? $50.000.000 worth of candy sales were lost last year because

the managers forgot how to decorate their windows like a Jewelry

store window. SILVER DRAGEES are Guaranteed strictly under the

H. & National and ALL the STATE Pure FOOD Laws.

GAMSE BUILDING BALTIMORE, MD. , FRENCH °*§;;$,E§o,f; §};$°'*\'-“Y ¢°

 

 

A Good Reason Why You Should Buy

METRO “ BETTER CANDIES”

Baltimore, Md. , January 9, 1922.

The Metro Choc . Go. , Inc. ,

122 Washington Ave . ,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Gent.lemen:—

Please increase our standing order for NUT

MALLOWS, 24’s, from one case to three cases, to be

shipped weekly, until further notice .

Also please rush order given to your representa

tive for Chocolate Cracks and 5c Pillows , and route

all shipments in the future via B. 8c O.

Very truly yours ,

Signed by one of the largest Jobbers.

The Metro Chocolate Co., Inc.

122-124 WASHINGTON AVE., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Samples cheerfully sent.
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 lg Here’s 3iN6WSH and Good ne

PAPER BOXES ~ A B

  

and Your Candies

COVERSTAND

DISPLAY CONTAINERS

  

A modern Con

tainer that costsMAKE A less and gives

place for much

a combination that will ITlO1'€ (llSpl2ly

increase your space.

Many advantages over other display

. containers. Easily and quickly set up.

Practical and entirely satisfactory.

- TURN SIDES oriiiir2::.".:ss*.. -SWRD
' SIDE or conmurn Posmolfi“M

HE 0 AST

9 Q 0 ll‘

PATEN DING

SALES QF}-"[CE _- umrro silxres-cliii/i -GREAT BRITAIN

Aeolian Bld .g Display containers put_your goods on the

33 west 42nd Street counter in an attractive way. Use the

NEW YORK COVERSTXND and see sales jump. Send

for a sample and prices.

HAMLIN-FLEISCHER Co.

Paper Boxes of Every Description

82 Duane Street New York City

Chicago Representative JAMES I-IOPSON, 108 West Lake Street

FACTORIES : l

CHICAGO, BROOKLYN, TORONTO, i

ILLINOIS NEW YORK CANADA é

E31
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LOOK FOR THE NAME

'/// r

’/ 1

Avoid lmitations—

insist on lVllCl'lELBACl'l’S

Original Fruit and Nut Loaf

This specialty is a winner and a big

repeater. It is packed full of the

finest varieties of fruits and nuts,

Packed of together with the finest grade of

_ cream and coated with chocolate.

Fruits & Nuts

 

Let us know your requirements and

we will quote you price and advise

when we can ship.

For Easter Trade

This article is also being made in

the shape of an Easter Egg.

  

Made of Cherries, Pineapple, Black

Walnuts and Cream, Coated with

Chocolate and wrapped in tin foil. ‘

E. MICHELBACH & SONS

Philadelphia, Pa.
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The New lce Cream Sensation

Everybody wants it—Everybody buys it—Chocolate

covered Ice Cream. The finest and best results may be

obtained by using the following:

KLONDIKE STAR MILK CHOCOLATE

KLONDIKE MILK CHOCOLATE

ICE-KREME KOTE CHOCOLATE

These WILBUR coatings are manufactured only with PURE

COCOA BUTTER and the very finest raw materials. Tested to

insure very thin dipping. No waxy after-taste. May be used either

for machine or hand dipping. Bright in luster.

Made in the same careful way as the celebrated Wilbur Quality

Coatings and Liquors.

Send for samples

H. O. WILBUR 6:’ SONS INC., Philadelphia, Pa.
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C. H. JONES COMPANY

276 West Broadway,

New York City

OFFERS

*...* \,-- -

< 7- ( RFOLE 14. MARCONA ALMONDS, 28 lbs. to case, $12.32........
Per 1b.

-
% 16. DIPPING ALMONDS,

28 lbs. to case, $11.20...........
Per lb.

|- -

44c

40c30, 1921 CROP BORDEAU WALNUT PIECES, 55 lbs.

to case, $27.50...........................................

Per 1b. 50c

32, 1921 CROP CHABERT WALNUT HALVES, 55 lbs.

to case, $35.75...........................................

Per lb. 65c

34. PECAN HALVES, 50 lbs. to case, $34.00...............
Per 1b. 68c

60.
MACAROON CEYLON

DESICCATED COCOANUT,

130 lbs. to case, $14.30.................................

Per lb. 11c

61. MEDIUM SHRED COCOANUT,
130 lbs. to case,

$14.30 ....................................................

er 1b. 11c
70. LONG NAPLES SHELLED FILBERTS,

110 lbs.

to bag, $27.50............................................

Per lb. 25c

71. LEVANT FILBERTS,
176 lbs. to bag, $29.92..........

Per lb. 17c

91.
SHELLED MEDIUM WHOLE BRAZILS, 225 lbs.

to bbl., $101.25..........................................

Per lb. 45c

102. 1921 CROP SAIR DATES, 70 lbs. to case, $4.20........Per lb. 6c

104. 1921 CROP HALLOWEE DATES, 70 lbs. to case,

$6.65 .....................................................

Per lb. 9%c133. MILK CHOCOLATE COATING,
100 lbs. to case,

- $21:00 .........................................----------.

Per lb. 21c151. COCOA POWDER,
224 lbs. to case, $4.48..............

Per 1b. 2c

Subject to Prior Sales Shippers WeightsAttractive propositions for

Terms: Net Cash F. O. B. New YorkSalesmen, Jobbers,
Retailers Less than 100 lbs. Via Express

Check must accompany order where credit has not alreadyWrite for information been arranged.

P. O. Box No. 707 New Orleans, La.

Do You Want to Handle the Best 5c Piece of

Chocolate Candy on the Market Bar None 7

£ TRUFFLES
Good Eater The 100% Pure Confection

Sure Repeater **

- •

“PROVEN A WINNER
Extensively Advertised

dittoGOOD PROFIT
CHOCOLATE PUDDING

what more can you expect: “ONE TASTE INVITES ANOTHER”

SOMETHING NEW

The Public Wants:
SOMETHING GOOD

SOMETHING FOR 5c

Forget the past and Treat yourself to a Winner.

We want good representation in your town.

Write us for prices and interesting proposition.

Yours for greater prosperity,

I. A. RABINOW, Treas.

SPRINGER CHOCOLATE CO., Inc.,291 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
P. S.-Anybody can cut prices but it takes brains to sell a better article—we have the better article

you the brains. SO LET’S GO!! -
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We carry a most complete assortment of

lmported Novelty Containers

suitable for every festive occasion

Advance orders now being booked for

HALLOWE’EN THANKSGIVING

CHRISTMAS

No greater variety shown anywhere.

IIIll]IIIIIIIIIIllllllllllllllllfllllllll

ESole United States distributors of the justly famous

Lindt Chocolate made in Switzerland

Rademaker’s Hopjes made in Holland

Rademaker's Licquer Chocolates made in Holland

Lobositz Fourrees made in Czecho Slovakia

LobositzwrappedFruit Caramels made in Czecho Slovakia

Candy Fruits & Vegetables made in England

Write for price quotations and particulars

LINDT CHOCOLATE CO., Inc.

39 AND 41 E. IZTI-l STREET NEW YORK

\ iV\lVl|llllllllliIII||llllllllIHllll|lllll|llllllll|lllllilllllllllllllIHIIHHHIIIlllllllllllll[IllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllillHIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll|Ml~WW~M||I||IlllllllllllIllIIlllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIIllIllIIIIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIIIIIllIIIll[IIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllllllllIIIllIIIIIIIllllllllllllllllllilllllllilllllllllg

lllllllilllflllllllliillllllllllllllllllllIllllllllillllllllillllllllllflllfllfllflllfltflfllflll"MWImMWMMMH~ i 1 \- “iil . » l ‘ 1

‘J IllfllliilwllllllllillflifllllllllllifillllllfllfllllflillflilllllmllllIIllllllll|!|I'I||||l||lI|l1 llllllllllIIIIIllllIIllIIillIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIfillIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHllH1llllllllllllllllllilflllllllllllllllIIHHHNIIHIMMIIMHNWIMIMNWHHIlllflilwhl‘
5.;IIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIIIllIllIllIllIflM~W~|||||||||||||||||l|IIIIIIIIIIIllIllIIlllllllfllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIlllllIllIIIIIHllllill!IIIllllllIllllIIlllllllllllflllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllfllllllllIlflllllllllIllHllIlllllllllllllllllllllllil4HillU1IIIIIIIlIIllIllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllflllllllllIllIllifllllfllllllllllllllllllfllflllllllllllllllllllllllliilllIililflllillllllmllflillIllllIllH1Ill1IIIllllIHIHIHIIHlliIINI||||1l|l|HifllIlfl||Il|||..
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Crushed Fruits

for Candy Centers

The heart of the goodness of your candies is the

crushed fruit that fills them. Keystone crushed fruits

are solid packed and arc 100% good in body, flavor and

richness. All kinds in any size containers.

DIPPING PINEAPPLE

CHERRIES CUBES

Any size and WEDGES

SIIPCT-_ll]IiSCeIOlIS fruit p essed _Any I‘lflb\':)Ill'(Tp€I(C:lé€d in No. 10

_z properly a X_ro- tins or rrect in size

duce maximum quality can ies. and otherwise.

Write for prices on any kind of

glace fruit. We make them all.

Dept. C-I

Keystone Fruit Products Co.

Cincinnati, Ohio

SPPILIOHTNAING

PAIL POCKETS
(Patented U. S. A.)

FOR PACKING CANDY IN PAILS

13%‘.

set up

squarely

and

Pail Pockets

on the "

market with I _ _, I ' very

- °“""’ ' i ' ‘ $1113 * 1 rapidly
score line ' 1 .‘-_i'.~‘~ . 1

thorol-1BhlY . , _l ._ Write us for

bent P V -.' samples and

‘ ' prices
.5.

BROWN 81 BAILEY COMPANY

lllanufaclurers of all kinds of Folding Paper Boxes

FRANKLIN AND WILLOW STREETS, PHILADELPHIA

~ Candy That \/Vill

Increase Your Sales

1c Our Junior Coco Marsh lc

Sold like wild-fire in the five-cent size. Now booking tremendous orders on the penny piece.

35 Strong Trade Winning 5c Bars

Best and largest line made in United States.

4O Items in Package Candy from ‘/2 lb. to 5 lbs.

Wonderful Boxes—Better Candies.

WIRE OR WRITE FOR SAMPLES

THE H. J. RIGBY CO., Inc.

630-632 HUDSON ST. NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.
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Mabe , Buffalo

The Mary Lincoln

seal is a beautiful

sample of gold em

bossing on a red

bronze paper.

Schrafft's Blue Ban

ner seal strikes a

quality note with

white lettering on a

deep blue and gold

blackground.

This is an Apollo

ribbon-seal, especial

ly designed and car

ried out in bright

colo r s with fine

printing.

Fine seals

to help next

Christmas Sales!

The appeal which a well made package

makes to the eye is a big factor in selling.

First sales are often made this way—and

first sales always count. At Christmas,

the wrap is all important. Dennison has

designed the finest quality seals for years

—and it is not too early to let Dennison

suggest ways and means of helping your

next Christmas sales by use of beautiful

seals.

Granted the advertising value to confec

tioners of fine seals, there is this to be said

about Dennison products. They are un

usual, because they are designed by keen

and expert artists; they give satisfaction,

because they are manufactured according

to the Dennison quality standard, and

made from the best of materials. And

the fine Dennison gumming makes them

stick quickly and securely. -

And more than anything else is the fact

that long experience has taught that it

pays to produce unusually rich and dis

tinctive effects in confectionery boxes—

for they make the first sales.

Write for samples of Dennison seals,

candy tags and labels, without any ob

ligation. Perhaps we can suggest or de

sign for you, free of charge. Fill out the

coupon and send it now.

C.£%

Above

The Page and Shaw

seal is a Dennison seal

—and it needs no in

troduction.

At Top

The Samoset seal is

simple, but effective, in

its use of white emboss.

ing on a Nile green

background.

“Your special seal is

our regular service".

CUT THIS OUT DENNIsoN MFG. Co., Dept. C.J.4, Framingham, Mass.

and mail at once to Fram.

ingham for samples, data,

etc.

r the
Please send me samples and prices of fine seals and tags fo j

confectionery trade. • * *

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...

Address ................................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .”
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\/Vashburrfs

have been the Bigger

 

 

- - eountryls standard Pieces

for over sixty years. Better

and §.ef.f;‘§.iEZ..°.’lT.?_?§§ Qlllc

capacity now en

MACARETTES able us to an all Shipments

orders promptly.

-_-i-_i

F. B.,Washburn & Co., Brockton, Mass.

Established I856

  

Mr. Dealer

Prepare to increase your sales in 1922 by having

plenty of our

NEW, BIGGER, BETTER, PENNY GOODS

in stock. We are also making some new

EASTER NOVELTIES TO BE RETAILED AT

5c and 1c each

These are -sure winners

ORDER NOW

Samples on request

The LAUER and SUTER Company, Baltimore, Md.
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IF you make small package goods you

need our Silent Salesman. It puts the

product where the casual customer can

wait on himself. It attracts his eye. It

makes buying easy. It is more than a con

tainer—for the lid folds back and makes

an inviting counter-card. The Silent Sales

man is stored in small space in your stock

room, because it comes to you fiat. It folds

into shape in a iiffy.

 

We make both cartons and these novel,

nickel-getting Silent Salesmen to display

them in. We make them in combination

or singly. We use color to make profits for

you—fine design and the best of workman

ship. Our cartons and Silent salesmen

cost as little as you like—according to the

colors used. Write today for samples and

prices. We extend a cordial welcome to

large or small orders.

The United States Printing

and Lithograph Company

Color Printing Headquarters

130 BEECH STREET, CINCINNATI
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A 5c WINNER!

Sterling - timulators
ust bite into one of them—that’s all! You’ll say it’s one of

the most delicious nutty chocolaty tasting bars you’ve

ever eaten. The size speaks for itself. We honestly believe '

it’s one of the most extraordinary values on the market.

STERLING STIMULATORS will stimulate sales.

Packed twenty-four to the boa:

SEND FOR SAMPLE

STERLING CHOCOLATE COMPANY, Inc.

44 SOUTH 9TH STREET BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Opera “BOMBO”

E’
'\

    

  

A five cent whirlwind!

An unusual combination of good candy and nuts i_n one big piece

chocolate coated. Each wrapped separately in attractively printed wrap

per. Orders we are now receiving on this number promise to place it

among the leading fast sellers.

SEND FOR SAMPLE—YOU'LL BITE INTO THIS WITH DELIGHT

ELBEE CHOCOLATE CO.
INCORPORATED

32 South 9th Street BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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* In, tataswasa ******oote.sacm.ovas"J. Row al-e N. tasas - ote.
toward ...noeur. Psssso

MINT PRODUCTS GO.**corporar

IIFESAWERs

Qainty®nfections and €heung 9am
- executive orwicts and *tain factorv

Passcott,owt.cANADA PORT CIFIESTER,NIFRYYORK

Axxiss arco-runcations

to tracutive Officts

factorants

poser crosstra, *.Y.

April 13, 192le

U. S. Gutta Percha Paint Co.,

Providence, Rhode Island.

Gentlement

We have applied "Barreled Sunlight" on the walls ands:
in every department of our new plant at Port chester,# 6

and do not hesitate to say that the light reflecting qua e

of this paint are far beyond our expectations.

Our close attention to the smallest detail in connection£

our finished package necessitates an abundance of white ligh

from the time our sugar is pulverized on the fifth floor un

til the goods are in the shipping cases on the first floor

platform.

We do not know that it is a possible thir-g, but it seems : us

that the walls are actually whiter now, after a six Echth s

occupancy, than they were when we moved in. In any: :
wish you to know that we are 100% sold on "Barreied : ight",

and hereafter it is to be a uniform part of our new building

specifications,

Yours very truly,

.RPN/ND

64100% sold on Barreled Sunlight”
HAT'S what the Mint Products Co. say same time, under the same conditions. . A:
after using this white, lustrous finish for even when soiled, after years of service, :

the ceilings and walls of their big candy plant may be washed clean like'" As it contain

Managers of thousands of plants all over

the country are finding out the same thing for

themselves. Year after year they find that

Barreled Sunlight, because of its peculiar dirt

resisting lustre, retains its clean white finish

longer than any other paint possibly can.

Barreled Sunlight is actually guaranteed to

remain white longer than any gloss paint or

enamel, domestic or foreign, applied at the

Barreled

N #: @

S.Šiš' *~~

::

To lead it is absolutely sanitary. •

Actual tests show that Barreled Sunlight,

when applied, costs less per square yard than

any other mill white. (Figures sent on re

quest.) Sold in barrels, also in cans. Easily

applied by brush or spray. Send for booklet,

“More Light.”

U. S. GUTTA PERCHA PAINT CO.

18 Dudley Street Providence, R. I.

Sunlight
The Rice Process white
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Fluffy Tinsel for Easter

Baskets and Decorations

Fluffy Tinsel can be had in gold or silver. In

appearance and economy it is superior to col

ored excelsior or shredded parchment.

Tie your Candy Boxes with

Silk Tassel Cord

Or

Tinsel Cord

It is strong, popular and enhances the at

tractiveness of boxes and packages. We

manufacture only the best quality and our

prices are right. Samples and quotations on

request.

Write today.

John W. Gottschalk Mfg. Co.

Lehigh Avenue and

Mas c her Street

PHILADELPHIA, PA. -'A'

Öhe 9/antic

Cream SMint

Actual Size

1906-1922

A 17 years' test of popularity.

Tin packing, 7 lb. tins—18 tins to case.

Liked by children and grown-ups.

An "all-year-round” seller.

Nationally known.

Trade mark brand.

Ingredients—finest grade-###".

Cost low for quality. Giving splendid profit to job

MAxmans bers and retailers, at same time

v.A.MO wonderful value to consumers.

AFTERDINNER) ManufacturingCo. ofAmerica
MINT Philadelphia, U.S. A.

>

-

The More Eagle Balloons

You Have on Display

The More You’ll Benefit

Because they are so attractively decorated and chuck full

of real value that they sell on sight. No one can resist the

sales appeal they make and you know children can never

get too many toy balloons.

The 5c and

10c Retail

Assortment

5c Assortment

144 Pieces

10cAssortment

72 pieces

Carton is

Decorated in

Five Colors

Place this attractive box on your counter or show case and

see how eager children are for Eagle Brand Balloons.

The Famous Mutt

and Jeff Pkgs.

Because of the tremen

dous amount of popu

larity these world-wide

characters enjoy, this

display box of balloons

is equally popular. Each

sanitary package is at

tractively lithographed

in three colors and con

tains balloons imprinted

with the funny antics of

Mutt and Jeff.

The packages contain

one, three or five bal

loons to retail at 5c, 10c

and 25c respectively.

They are sure sellers and there's a nice profit awaiting you.

The Dolly Dare Assortment

is one of the most attractive as

sortments ever placed on the

market both as , regards the

package, the balloons and the

profit involved for you.

Each package contains five

balloons assorted in three

different ways to give the / .

customer the advantage of 2× .

our wide variety of styles.

Packed in shipping cartons

of one gross each—enough

to make a nice attractive

display. Dolly Dares sell

on sight.

Besides the above men

tioned assortments we can

furnish bulk balloons in

any size, shape or style

desired: Squawkers, Air and Gas Balloons, Airships, Pic

ture and Novelty Balloons, etc.

If your jobber cannot supply you send us your order direct

together with your jobber's name. -

The Eagle Rubber Company
ASHLAND, OHIO

NEW YORK OFFICE–35 Union Square West
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The Ideal Summer Candy

Sells When You Can’t Sell Chocolates

Diana “Stuft” Confections

Delicious sugar shells filled with fruit mar

malades and nut pastes that everyone enjoys.

An unusually popular confection that sells in

convenient packages and in bulk.

Packed in beautiful lithographed tins, air

tight, friction-top—1/2, 1, 2 and 3 lbs.

Also air-tight glass jars that retail for 25c—

35c—50c and 75c.

Bulk quantity in 5 lb. and 25 lb. air-tight cans.

~ ~ o ~ ~ - WRITE FOR PRICES

BUNE BROTHERS I-=~~»I=1i~hed1*1<i Chicag 1.
Makers of World Famous Candies, Cocoa and Cough Drops

 

 

  

o Let Us Answer Your Sugar Problems orQ

If the sugar you are using does not give

§:“GllR/ the very best satisfaction, you are probably

?€$cT|0,|, fl) . . .

.;">§ ¢°\Re *'.,'~f;, using the wrong kind for your particular

‘P-5 " "‘ % . .

2 I3\"_§'l‘i\l;_-3 Work. Our Service Department will glad

"" J“ L T l t ri ht if ou will write us our
0 xv V Pu YOU g Y Y

¢"~4ni:i.\‘* troubles.

SERVICE DEPARTMENT

The Franklin Sugar Refining Company

PHILADELPHIA

“A Franklin Cane Sugar for every use” Q

I
._-14 r-.._

FRANKLIN Allllllll
GRANULATED / ~ ANIILATED

SUGAR ___ “*~ _1/ SUGAR 
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Work for a Restless

World

FROLI a myriad of sugges

tions as to the cause of the

present industrial depression

which have reached the Presi

dent's Conference on Unem

ployment in VVashington, there

stand out a few shining sen

tences from Commander Evan

geline Booth, head of the Sal

vation Army. They deal with

idleness and its cure, and run

in this wise:

“For unemployment, for

hard times, man alone is to

blame.

“The trouble with the world

is traceable to nothing more or

less than man’s inhumanity to

man. The crops grow just the

same, the rains fall, the needed

snows come, the mines give up

their ore, and the cattle dot our

hills—just as of old. Never

has God or nature ceased to

bestow the blessings that come

from the earth.

“But in the sight of all these

blessings men have elected to

differ—to differ unreasonably.

Angry debate starts, and soon

the world is in a foment. Trade

halts, production stops. En

tire nations go into a deadlock

on the trade basis. Manufact

urer, merchantand public view

each other with suspicion, and

the evil circle is complete. Mil

lions become idle, many grow

hungry—the whole world suf

fers.

“It is in this state we find

ourselves today; analyze the

cause honestly, and you can

come to only one conclusion.

Negative mental processes,

purely man—made antagonisms,

lie at the root of the evil.

“Honest differences of opin

ion can be settled without dis

turbing the machinery of prog

ress. Differences due to un

reasonableness never can lead

to anything but disruption.

“Let us come to understand

each other better; let us in the

light of honest reason practice

teamwork, which is the life

giving grease on the world’s

axis—then unemployment and

hard times will be no more.”

  

A Home

Run Hit

“NELDYNE”

An extraordinary

licorice-candy s p e -

cialty that is sweep

ing the country. Ask

for samples.

 

 

The john Mueller Licorice Co. pre

sents the strongest “line-up” in its

history.

“Play Ball” with us and enjoy not alone

sales and profits, but the satisiaction that

comes from dealing with a high-grade

house making a high-grade product “Fa

mous” throughout the nation.

amous"
MUELLER NIADE

I. Q I

A pure, wholesome, delicious product made by

licorice specialists and known to every kiddie

throughout the land. Always fresh and good,

always preferred for its tempting flavor.

  

HERE’S THE _MUELLER

CHAMPIONSHIP LINE-UP

XLCR Whips

Cigarettes Cigars (Banded)

Whoppers 120 Tubes

Twisters I20 “Famous” Stick

Wrist Watch Busters

240 Tubes Big 4

Travelers’ Companions Chocomels

Plug Brick

Trio Tubes (I20 Count) Lozenges for Manu

Train Assortment facturing

Prepared with the finest grade of Spanish licorice by

The John Mueller Licorice Co.

Wade and Freeman Sts. Cincinnati, Ohio
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(‘irackerJock
and

~ 10°
1 ANGELUS

smasnuntmows

Are Going Big!

Order NOW and get your share of this business. Our hopes

are realized! Demand far exceeds our anticipation. Check up

your stocks. Remember! Your trade looks to you for their supply.

Get Your Orders In NOW!

The Qracker Jack ('30.
CHICAGO and BROOKLYN

Make" o rocker Jack, An e us Marshmallows

an Reliable Brand onfecfionl
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5ETTER
HARD MAPLE SUCKER STICKS

BOTH BLUNT AND POINTED

 
  

El‘ Samplesif and prices }

‘ ' ' convince

you that

these

are the

Sticks

you ought

to use

  

i SETTER BROS.

Cattaraugus, N. Y.
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Patrons Enjoy Dainty Service

Attractive Lace Paper Doilies add a touch of distinction to your goods. A few of the many

alluring “Milapaco” products are:

Paper Doilies Strip Laces and Embossed Name Embossed Blotter Mats

Paper Sundae Disbes Laces Padolene

Bon Bon Cups—plain and printed Silverplated Sundae Dish Holders Layer Cards

Box Top Laces——plain and embossed Glassine Bar Wraps—printed Aluminum Bar Wraps—printed

Dividers Pail Laces

Beware of imitations—insist on “Milapaco” when ordering of your jobber.

MILWAUKEE LACE PAPER CO.

Corner Lee and Bolton Streets, Milwaukee, Wis.

Established 1899

New York Cleveland

New Orleans Calgary

Chicago Montreal

Boston Winnipeg

San Francisco. Toronto

Vancouver
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MOTTO FOR APRIL

A month to clear the rubbish out.

Paper, paint and cleanly keep,

‘Rejuvenate all round about,

Inside, outside scrub and sweep,

Look your best and profit reap.
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The Spirit That Wins

THROUGHOUT the world-war period respon

sible and well-established manufacturing confec

tioners, everywhere in the United States, were sub

jected, by the abnormal conditions, to long-continued

loss of earnings just as were those of other staple

industries.

Realizing that this deprivation could not be helped

the trade adjusted itself to the inevitable and made

no complaint. Its members were excelled by none in

devotion to the flag under which we live. In every

practical way the confectioners stood by the national

government. Then followed a time when the hold

ers of vast sums of uninvested capital—men of no

experience in the production of candy—entered into

the business, disturbing its economic equilibrium

and producing an over-plus of goods. At the same

time the diminished purchasing power of millions of

workless people, everywhere, greatly reduced the

normal volume of retail business. To try and off

set this situation, which was a vital matter in nearly

all lines of manufacture, a multitude of jobbers

intervened between the manufacturers and the re

tailers, big and little. Candy was handled and sold,

often at no profit, over the counters of department

and other types of stores where it had never been

handled before. A competent authority, Mr. V. L.

Price, states that although selling and incidental

costs of marketing goods did not decline,

the manufacturers’ prices declined last year, as

compared with those of 1920, 48 per cent. and

prices, as between the jobbers and the retailers, were

scaled down 38 per cent. The same authority asserts

that the manufacturers experienced the worst time

last year known in the history of the trade. Actual

costs constantly outran those estimated.

In the face of difiiculties complicated by shifting

wage conditions, credit risks and profitless competi

tion, the more substantial elements of the confec

tionery industry have stood up well and kept their

faith in the ultimate adjustment. Under the nat

ural laws of supply and demand, which is sure to

come, to the rightful advantage of all those who

keep their nerve, make the most of the gradual re

turn of safe and sane merchandizing and join with

others of like mettle in trying to simplify the pres

ent complicated and costly processes which intervene
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between the man who makes candies and all of those

who, in millions of homes, want and consume it

when they can afford the price.

The business of the confectioner is one of the

big things of modern development among our mani

fold essential activities. It will emerge from tem

- porary adversity bigger and better and more pros

perous than ever before. Those who will have a

part in its assured future will be those who will see

and know that their costs are right, and that their

selling prices are so figured that they will yield a

fair and legitimate profit.

“Too Many JobErs?”

THE substantial and experienced jobber is an es

sential intermediary in the established processes

of marketing goods. If, as it is claimed by some,

there are too many of them at this time engaged in

the handling of confectionery, it is because of an in

vasion of this field by a considerable class of men

who, disregarding the interests of the producer who

sells to them and the ethics of the industry, become

a menace to real jobbers everywhere who play a

square game and have reputations to guard. It is

the plain duty of candy manufacturers to stand by

those merchants in the jobbing department of the

business who have proven their worth in the past

and who keep, right along, doing business accord

ing to strictly proper and safe methods. To do

otherwise is to take chances and to further retard

a return of our great industry to a renewed era of

general prosperity.

Everybody’s Doing It

ESERVATIONS for the coming conventions

of the

National Confectioners’ Association,

Associated Retail Confectioners,

National Jobbing Confectioners’ Association,

\Vestern Confectionery Salesmen’s Association,

are being made by the “early birds” whose motto is

“Make sure,” and this is an admonition to all to “get

busy” if they want accommodations in Chicago dur

ing the week of May 22d. _

Never before in the history of the trade has such

a splendid opportunity been presented for all

branches of the Confectionery industry to get to

gether. Here will the manufacturer meet the man

he sells to; here will the jobber and retailer clasp the

hand of the man from whom they have bought

goods; here also will be the “other fellow” chock

full of substantial ideas that he will willingly and

gladly pass on to the “other fellow.” Yes, it is

going to be one glorious week for the “other fellow”

who wants to progress, and who knows a good thing

when it ought to be known. Be one of the “other

fellows”; go to Chicago and support your particular

Association, and say “howdy" to the men who be

long to the other three gatherings, and you will leave

 

 

the city richer in ideas and friends than you were

when you entered it. On the side there is going to

be lots of fun and entertainment. Have you re

served your room. If not, get one big enough for

self and wifey. The ladies will be looked after by

a Special Committee. Reserve your room today.
Everybody’s doing it. i

 
>—ii

Mother’s Day; Sunday, May 14th

IT IS none too early to lay plans for a proper

recognition of “Mother’s Day,” and to see that

every mother in your home town is remembered

with a box of sweets. For a long time the Christ

mas season was the one time that special effort was

made for the sale of Confectionery, and then only

such as appealed to the kiddies. Later the adult

members of the family were catered to. Easter has

been made, through systematic propaganda, another

season when Confectionery is given as a gift. Both

of these occasions have been made better for the

home circle through the sweet influence" of candy,

and “Mother’s Day” can be celebrated equally as

well with the aid of sweets if all identified with

our industry will do their part to give the day

publicity and importance. Start this year to make

“Mother's Day” prominent, and an annual time for

mother to get her box of goodies. You can do this

by making a noise in type, and otherwise keeping

the day before the eyes of the public. Advertising

and the use of attractive boxes will do the trick.

Use something like the following on your window,

wagon and in your newspaper announcements, and

do it early:

Mother’s Day, May 14th

Remember She, Like Everybody Else, Likes Candy

Give Her Candy.

Don’t let your customers “say it with flowers”;

but see they show mother their affection through a

box of your best.

Look Ahead for Easter

N ITS opportunity for the confectioner,

Easter stands second only to Christmas in im

portance. Easter and its quaint, traditional, yet

ever-popular forms of observance aside from de

votional customs affords a fine and profitable, even

though brief, special call for appropriate goods.

The Easter egg in all its candied glory is a symbol

of the Easter period quite as much as the spring

bonnet or hat. Easter marks the opening of the

early summer trade. The extent to which it is of

advantage to the confectioner depends chiefly upon

his own enterprise. To make the most of a good

showing in seasonable goods the storekeeper should

begin well in advance, both in placing orders and

in the planning of a window scheme which will

catch the eye of the passing crowd; make folks

stop, admire and buy. No other form of retailing

has any chance with confectionery in possibilities
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of decoration. Then, how about the budding weeks

that follow Easter? How about setting a good pace

after business, right along through the year, never

letting up from start to finish?- The thing that

makes a business grow and keep on growing is per

sistent effort in all directions.» If your Easter is

going to be the success it should be, it's up to you

to believe in it, work for it and deserve it.

Candy for “Flu”

SUGAR-CANDY is being used with successful

results as a remedy for muscular weakness of

the heart after influenza.

“I was sent for on Sunday to see an old woman

of over 80 with a pulse of 140 beats to the minute,"

said Dr. F. Thompson, of Sunbury-on-Thames, to

a medical correspondent. “I gave her sugar-candy

at once, and next morning her pulse was down to

88.”

Dr. Thompson is now prescribing sugar-candy

for so many influenza patients that the local chemist

cannot get enough.

“Sugar-candy, and sugar generally, are wonder

ful heart foods, great heat producers, and easily

utilized by the body,” stated a physician at a London

hospital for diseases of the chest.

“Cases in which strong heart stimulants have

failed have been immensely improved by the con

sumption of sugar. A London doctor, who was

cured in this way of extreme heart weakness, has

given .up medicine, and has taken to eating sugar.

“It is a very valuable agent in post-influenza cases

both for the heart and the lungs.”—Daily London

Mail.

 

 

Trimming the Easy Marks

HOUSANDS of confiding people, mainly those

living in small cities, have lost millions of dol

lars lately, because of their anxiety to double their

savings through “investment bankers,” who are con

stantly scouring the country and advertising broad

cast for suckers. Quite a lot of these frauds are

'now in prison and more are on the way. Their

method is to establish a pretentious central bank or

brokerage office and later_ a chain of branch agencies

in likely towns. They spend money in the local

newspapers, run a quotation blackboard and mix in

with the local men about town, some of whom are

permitted to make a little easy money as stool pig

eons. It’s a cinch when they get the thing fixed for

a clean up. The big cities are, if anything, easier

picking than the farm centers. The best way for

the man or woman, who may be tempted to hand

over savings to sharks, to avoid loss, is to go to

some well-established bank and talk over the propo

sition. Any so-called business man who is fool

enough to get into the net of the “security” hum

bugs deserves what is coming to him.

Your Daily Danger

RIMES of robbery are the certain evils of want

among the ignorant and unskilled. Every of

ficer of the law knows the source of the trouble,

With all of the educational, all of the industrial and

social uplift efforts put forth in this nation, thieving

by stealth and violence will continue to be a menace

to all of us as long as our legislators permit a mil

lion of low-grade Europeans to come to our shores

every three years. It should be the business of

trade organizations to lead in a drastic exclusion

policy which will be sufliciently forceful to impress

congress. Unless this is done, and done quickly, our

daily papers will continue to be filled with stories of

murder, assaults and property loss. Aside from the

greatly increased dangers to the individual, crimes

of violence, mainly common in the larger cities, seri

ously retard the natural revival of industry and

throw out of gear all the machinery of progress.

To restore good order and safety by day or night,

is something more than a job for the police.

also your job and your one little vote; your influ

ence, great or small, should be made to count upon

the side of America for Americans.

VVe must enforce fear, if not respect, for our laws

of protection. Failing to do this we deserve to

further suffer from all of the modern physical dan

gers to which we are now subject every day that

we live.
 

The Business Quiz

In our February issue under question No. 2, the

following question was asked: If you carry a

stock of $5000 and you do business of $50,000

per year on a retail “mark up” of 50 per cent. on

cost, how many times per year do you turn the stock?

To this question we made answer of 7% times.

This was wrong. The exact turn-over is 6 2,/3 times.

 

Question No. 1—What redress are you entitled to

if a tenant fails to pay his rent?

Question No. 2—By what action is a lease termi

nated?

Question No. 3—What is meant by an injunction?

Question No. 4—How many kinds of paper money

are in circulation in the United States?

Question No. 5—What is meant by a “Balance

Sheet” in business?

Question No. 6-—What are the fundamentals of

successful advertising?

ANSVVERS

Answer No. 1—If a tenant fails to pay his rent

you may have recourse to the following remedies:

(a) Sue and recover judgment on any property

the tenant may possess; (b) A duly credited

officer of the Court may take possession of the

personal property of the tenant and if the case

is decided against the tenant, said property is sold

It’s »
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and proceeds applied in payment of the rental

debt.

Answer No. 2-—A lease is terminated by, (a) Ex

i piry of period; (b) Breach of covenants; (c)

Surrender; (d) By extinguishing of title; (e)

By notice given. _

Answer No. 3—An injunction notice or command

prayed for by one party before a court of equity

restraining another some particular deed or ac

tion.

Answer No. 4-—According to the American Banker

there are fifty-four, as follows: Ones, twos and

one thousands, four kinds. Fives, fifties, and

one hundreds, six kinds. Tens and twenties,

seven kinds. Five-hundreds, four kinds. Ten

thousands, two; and five thousands, one.

Answer No. '5—-A balance sheet is an accurate

statement compiled to ascertain the exact posi

tion of a business or undertaking at a given date.

Answer No. 6—The fundamentals of successful

advertising consist of the following: (a) First

aid to the buying public; (b) Readable type,

original display, good customs, clear cuts; (c)

Clear expression, plain, forceful language; (d)

New presentations, distinct styles, ‘clever mer

chandise; (e) Systematic and logical presentation

of facts; (f) ]ustice to customer and merchan

dise in descriptions; (g) Absence of misleading

and veiled statements; (h) The store's per

sonality reflected.

—i<»~>-Z

A Proper Division of Industrial Income

J. H. Tregoe, Secretary-Treasurer National

Association of Credit Men

HE supply of capital cannot remain stationary

if commerce is to progress. Expanding com

merce requires expanding capital. We are not

thought of as a nation of savers because savings in

banks are not as large per capita as in other coun

tries, but this is only one form of saving. Through

our corporate form of enterprise we have added vast

capital to our wealth accumulation by reserving an

important part of corporate income in normal and

good years. These reserves have been a larger fac

tor in furnishing funds for commercial expansion

than funds derived from individual savings. The

experiences which have recently come to us will

surely teach us to consider seriously the building of

capital and the methods of getting a firmer grasp on

just how it is done.

We cannot here particularize but in general terms

we would point out the necessity of dividing in

dustrial income justly between those who are direct

ly interested,—labor and capital. If the division of

industrial income is not just, then one or the other

of these interests will suffer.

In 1916, labor, Dr. Friday points out, received

as its share of the corporate income in mining and

manufacturing 54 per cent., while 39 per cent. plus

went to capital. This division gave a large reserve.

and the capital accumulated underthis division re

sulted in lessening the strain that came in 1918.

In 1919 labor received 70 per cent. and capital but

20 per cent. Thisunequal division made possible

but slight additions to new capital, which is one of

the reasons why credit was so badly strained in 1919

and 1920.

Now, when commerce suffers, labor suffers with

it, and it is important to labor that we have proper

accretions to capital from year to year. Labor should

be satisfied with a reasonable share of the income of

industry. Rapaciousness in labor but limits pro

ductive tenterprises and unfavorably reacts on the

abilities of labor to find constant employment and

make good wages. We would not attempt to dog

matize as to just what should be the safe and proper

proportion between labor and capital in industrial

income. The point we wish to emphasize is that

there must be for capital a share such as to leave

a reasonable reserve for the payment on capital’s

part of taxes, interest and dividends, the last named

to encourage postponement of enjoyment of wealth,

and also a generous apportionment for reserves.

Every bit of intelligence possible should be exer

cised in figuring out a proper apportionment of the

income, the part to which labor is entitled and the

part to which capital is entitled.

Economists were surprised that interest rates did

not increase in 1915 and 1916. They did not in

crease because capital was receiving its full share

of the income and out of this share sufficient new

capital was added to protect credit from any serious

strain. With the decreased apportionment of in

come to capital reserves in 1918 and 1919, there

was not sufficient new capital added to finance new

enterprises with the result that credit was strained.

Every enterprise whether manufacturing, whole

saling or retailing, now should map out its program

and ascertain what the proper apportionment should

be between labor and capital of the income remain

ing after the payment of materials or commodities

bought and such overhead as is deducted before the

apportionment between labor and capital is figured

out. It is of the utmost importance that all our

people be made to understand that each must do his

part to increase our capital in industry and com

merce besides, of course, exercising that personal

thrift which builds up individual savings and in

directly stimulates commerce.

 

Centennial of Grant’s Birth

HE centennial of the birth of Gen. U. S. Grant

occurs upon the 27th day of this month. His

natal home was a small house yet preserved at Point

Pleasant, Ohio. Preparations are under way by

various patriotic societies, school boards and city

authorities to celebrate the occasion in a fitting way.

Portraits of the great commander and ex-President,

set in store windows upon a background of flags,

will be appropriate, and an attraction to the window



Do You Rent or Own?

ERY often a forced removal from a rented

building is the cause of serious loss; unless a

tenant is protected by the terms of his lease against

such a contingency he is always at the mercy of the

owner. Expulsion, for one reason or another, with

out ample notice and time to relocate, is a hardship

at the best. The possibility should be guarded

against. A proper lease is one in which both par

ties are bound to certain definite conditions and live

up to them.

The longer a manufacturer or a retailer is es

stablished at a location the more important it is that

he should, if the place meets requirements, be able to

remain there. The tenant who becomes owner gen

erally gets rid of one cause of uncertainty and worry.

The Chicago Trade Exposition

E' industry nowadays realizes, or is begin

ning to realize the need of solidarity. In fact

it is becoming one of the chief convictions among

manufacturers and merchants that without unity and

general co-operation an industry cannot develop as

it should and secure for itself that position in the

household of the Nation which is an essential of

permanent success and prosperity. Whatever in

fluence contributes to bring about trade solidarity

must therefore be hailed as an influence for good in

the industry aside from its possible direct benefits to

individual manufacturers, or dealers.

Nothing in recent years has contributed so largely

towards trade solidarity as the big expositions or

shows that are being arranged in connection with

the trade conventions. The Exposition given last

year at Atlantic City, in the language of Secretary

Hughes of the National Confectioners' Association

“no doubt very materially increased the attendance

at our convention which was very much larger than

at any previous convention, and I am sure that our

members who attended the convention derived a

great deal of benefit from the Exposition.”

This success has had the effect of drawing the

other trade organizations of National scope together.

They have all decided to hold their conventions this

year at the place, and during the week of the National

Confectionery and Associated Industries Exposition

which is the big annual trade show that will be

held this year at the Coliseum in Chicago, May 22 to

27. Not only will the National Confectioners’ As

sociation hold its convention during that week, or,

to be exact, on May 24 to 26, which is Wednesday,

Thursday and Friday of the week during which the

Confectionery Show will be held at the Coliseum,

but the Associated Retail Confectioners of the Unit

ed States will be in session during the same week,

that is to say, on May 22-24, while the National

Jobbing Confectioners' Association will also hold its

meeting during the same week. To complete the

number the National Association of the Confection

ery and Associated Industries, the Biscuit and

Cracker Manufacturers' Association will convene on

May 29-31, which is the Monday, Tuesday and

Wednesday of the week following. Many of the

manufacturers who will show their goods at the

big Confectionery Show at the Coliseum also serve

the Biscuit and Cracker Manufacturers and will, for

their benefit, hold over their exhibits until May 31,

while other manufacturers, who serve the Biscuit

and Cracker Manufacturers exclusively, will make

special exhibits. This special exhibit for the Biscuit

and Cracker Manufacturers will be gathered in the

south end of the Coliseum, known as the Annex,

for the three days of May 29, 30 and 31.

The Expositions Company of America which

put on the Atlantic City Show last year and is ar

ranging this year's show at the Coliseum, has always

prided itself on advancing not only its own interests

as an Exposition Company, but also doing every

thing in its power to put forward the general inter

ests of the trade. It always stresses the importance

of trade solidarity and its desire to help develop it

to the utmost. The company has expressed its in

tense gratification at having the good fortune to

afford a means that contributes so largely to this

concentration of the National trade organizations at

one point of time and space, namely, during the week

of the big show at the Coliseum. This getting to

gether of the National Associations of the several

branches of the Confectionery Industry cannot help

but exert a most beneficial influence in the direction

of unity of purpose and harmony of action, in short,

solidarity of the entire industry, which is today a

vital element in business.

Outside of the sessions of the several conventions

the members will meet individually at the Big Show

at the Coliseum and there establish or confirm per

sonal, friendly relations which are bound to work

out for their own individual benefit and the general

good of the industry.

When leaving their convention meetings, these

members and visitors will find at the doors of the

Convention Headquarters special auto-busses, en:

gaged by the Expositions Company of America,

and merely showing their convention badges will be

whisked down to the Coliseum in a few minutes in

the most convenient fashion. The same convey:

ances will carry them back to the Convention Hall

without charge. In that way the closest physical

connection between the conventions and the Big

Confectionery Show at the Coliseum will be estab:

lished and one need scarcely go outdoors to step

from one to the other.

A glance at the list of exhibitors who have take"

space at the Coliseum, as shown in the advertisement

in this issue, will demonstrate the certainty that the

show is going to be much bigger, and more complete

than was last year's show at Atlantic City, Natu"

ly, last year's show, being the initial on could "

have been expected to be as big as the second one
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will be, or, in fact already is, by the number of

exhibitors and amount of space taken. The Expo.

sitions Company of America sent out a broadside

early in March showing the spaces taken and names

of exhibitors. If any manufacturer failed to receive

one, he should address the Expositions Company of

America at 1362 Congress Hotel, Chicago, and ask

for a copy, which will be gladly sent. The marked

up floor plan affords an interesting sight and is a

good index of the forehandedness of many of our

supply and machinery manufacturers. It creates the

impression that no space will be left vacant when the

doors of the Coliseum swing open on May 22nd.

Already the choice is narrowing down, and any

manufacturer who is particular about the location of

his exhibit and has not yet secured space had better

get in touch with the Expositions Company of

America.

--.

“To Live Long and Prosper”

HE all important matter of life extension is

now under consideration by some of the best

thinkers and most advanced medical authorities.

Dr. J. Madison Taylor, speaking lately upon this

subject, “How the modern man meets the stresses

which life puts upon him is a matter of intelligence

and education.

“The so-called “stress of modern life,’” said Doc

tor Taylor, “is merely a question of the individual

not being able to guide himself in the face of the

exigencies that confront him, and which conse

quently take him on the wrong road. Under per

fect eugenic conditions, that is, the ideal condi

tions for biologic life, the limit of life, according

to Metchnikoff, is 160 years.

“The individual must learn to dominate his en

vironment, for good or evil. If not, his environ

ment will dominate him. He must keep his head

and his poise. In his struggle for life his efforts

tend to develop qualities of decision and selection

which are transmitted to his offspring, and improve

the race of man.

“The greatest mortality in this country is due

to degenerative changes in the heart, the blood ves

sels and the kidneys, so informed and serious at

tention should be given to them. It is the defects in

this group of organs of which mankind dies, no

matter what may be the supposed cause—except, of

course, injuries—such as the communicable dis

eases. All communicable diseases are preventable

in an ideal community. Knowledge is growing rap

idly whereby all disease, if recognized early enough,

can be cured, as well as prevented. The strain of

modern life is only competent to produce higher and

better reactions in the organism whereby the indi

vidual becomes more nearly perfected provided the

individual is adequately supplied with knowledge of

where to get off—in short, how to behave.

“The distinguishing characteristic of men who

are among us and who live to their eighties and

their nineties and are active up to the end is their

indomitable mental poise, their judgment in conduct

and behavior.

“Human life is uniformly longer now than it

has been,” he continued, “and it could be increased

by carrying out the intent and teachings of the wel

fare organizations which have grown tremendous

ly in wisdom, character and scope.”
---

Chicle and Science

A'. describing in the Geographic Maga

zine the scientific search for the ruins of ancient

cities in Guatemala, gives great credit for informa

tion supplied to American explorers, to the chicle

hunters who bring to the outer world the material

from which is made modern chewing gum the manu

facture of which, as he says, is one of our most im

portant industries. The age-long search for raw

materials, all over the world, has gone hand-in-hand

with research and the spread of discovery which

so constantly broadens our knowledge of ancient

civilizations long forgotten.

Dirt Cheap

RANK IRVING FLETCHER, New York ad

vertising man, said in an address to advertisers:

“Another fault that is fast disappearing is exag

geration—lying, you know. S. me of the advertise

ments of the past remind me of a dialogue between

a salesman and a patron. It runs like this:

“‘What's the price of the article?'

“‘One dollar, sir.’

“‘Bought direct from the manufacturer, I pre

sume?’

“‘No, sir, we got it at a sheriff's sale of the manu

facturer's stock.’

“‘Why did the manufacturer bust up?'

“‘Through selling this article at a dead loss.’

“‘I suppose he'd paid too much for the raw mate

rial, eh?”

“‘Oh, no; he stole the raw material.'

“‘Gee whiz! Wrap me up half a dozen.’”—Los

Angeles Times.

The Billboard Must Go

HE Indiana State Highway Commission has or

dered all wayside billboards removed from the

landscape. In New York state a tax of 10 cents per

square foot of billboard space is under considera

tion by the legislature. The effect will be a great

reduction in their number.

The interests controlling these blots upon the face

of nature are putting up a strong fight, but intel

ligent public sentiment everywhere is arrayed against

them. Advertisers who invest with them stand to

lose more than they gain.
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Illustrated Bookkeeping
ILLUSTRATED BUDGETS

E have already shown how expenses can be

weighed with accuracy. The information

that is gained in this way makes it possible to draw

up the budget that will result in the greatest returns

for the money expended. Making the expenditures

conform exactly with the budget, however, is a dif

rent matter.

No matter how carefully the budget is drawn up

and how much in detail the plans are pictured, it

still sometimes happens that the expenditures are

not made in strict accordance with the budget. At

the end of the year it is found that more has been

tioner, so it will probably be necessary to exceed

the budget unless some way has been found to pic

ture the expenditures as they are made. These pic

tures must not only show how much less or how

much more has been spent each month than allowed

by the budget, but also just how the total expendi

tures thus far made compare with those it was plan

ned to make up to any given date in the year.

It is not at all difficult to make such pictures and

there are a number of different ways of making

them. Of course, the first step is to draw up the

budget.

Determine first of all how much should be spent
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This shows how a budget expense may be illustrated by means of a curve

picture. Each curve is drawn to show how much money has or should be spent

during the year up to the point of the curve considered. The full line represents

the budget and the dotted line the actual expenditures.

different color for each expense, several

sheet.

spent for certain items than was planned while less

is spent for others. In order to spend all the money

called for in the budget it may be necessary to in

crease the expenditures at the end of the year. It

is more likely to be the case, however, that economies

will have to be practiced in order to keep within it.

Practicing economies toward the end of the year

when there is a possibility of increasing the holiday

trade is likely to prove expensive for the confec

By using an ink of a

expenses may be pictured on the same

for each item of expense during the coming ".
Then divide each item up into the portions that

should be spent each month. It is also well to have

a total expenditure for each month as well as for

the year.
Either a bar picture or a curve picture may be

used to picture this budget. A single curve pict"
cannot be used to show as many items and a ret"d

for more than one year as readily as can a bar p"
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ture, so the bar picture will be considered first,

Draw a vertical line near the left edge of a sheet

of paper and divide this line into as many divisions

as there are items of expense plus one. In other

words, there must be a separate division for each

item of expense and also one for the total expense.

If the sheet selected is large enough the budgets

for two or more years may be illustrated on the

same sheet.

The next step is to draw the outline of a bar in

each division, the length of this bar representing the

expense allowed in the budget for the total expense

of the year for illustrating the total expense and

a bar of the proper length in each of the other di

it is well now to label each of these monthly bars

with the name of the month it represents. With

each bar labeled with the month it represents and

with the name of the item of expense written at the

left of the division for that item it becomes a simple

matter to see at a glance just how expenditures

stand as the picture for the year is gradually com

pleted.

At the end of January fill in the blank bars fol

each division far enough to the right to indicate the

exact expenditures. If this filling in passes the first

vertical line in the bar, it indicates that the budget

has been exceeded. If it does not reach the first

vertical line, it indicates that the expenditures have
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This illustrates how a bar picture may be used as an illustrated budget. The crooked vertical lines show

the budget, the filled-in bars indicate the actual amount spent. In practice it is better to use colored ink to

represent the actual expenses. With a picture of this type drawn on a large enough scale the total budget and

as many subdivisions of it as desired may be shown on one sheet. Due to the fact that such a picture does

mot show up well unless drawn on a large scale, the total budget has not been pictured here. Only a few

individual expenses have been indicated to illustrate how the picture may be made.

visions to illustrate the total year's expense allowed

for that item of expense. These bars then will

show the annual budget.

Now divide each bar into twelve divisions by

drawing vertical lines across them in such a manner

as to divide the bars into rectangles of the right

length to represent the expenditures for each month.

In other words, divide the bars for the year into

"onthly bars placed end to end.

To make the finished picture more easily read,

not come up to the budget.

Next month fill in from the end of the filled in

portion to January far enough to show just how

much has been spent in February. In other words,

make the end of the actual January expenditures

the starting point for the bar for the February

expenditures. It is much better to use a different

color of ink or pencil for the February expenses.

Picture the March expenditures in the same man

ner, using still a different color of ink or pencil
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for the purpose. Three or four colors will be suffi

cient for the purpose. If four colors are used, there

will be a different color for January, for February,

for March and for April. Then May will be shown

in the same color as January, and September will

also have this color. February, June and October

will have the same color; March, July and Novem

ber the same color, and April, August and Decem

ber the same color. The colors will be repeated

sufficiently far apart to cause no confusion.

Along towards the end of the year the value of

this picture becomes more obvious. Not only is

there shown the comparison of each item of expen

diture with the budget set for that expenditure for

each month, but whether any item or the total has

fallen below or exceeded the budget. In short,

everything one needs to know about the budget and

how it is working out is or can be pictured.

If the divisions on the vertical base line have been

made large enough all that will be needed to make

a picture of the budget next year will be to draw

the outlines of the new set of bars just below those

of this year and fill them in just as they have been

filled in this year. In this manner one picture may

be made to show the budget history of several years.

If the budget is divided into but few items of

expense and one item varies a good deal from all

the others, that is being larger or smaller, then a

curve picture that can be more easily and quickly

made will serve the purpose.

The sheet upon which this picture is made should

have at least twelve vertical lines and a large enough

number of horizontal lines to make it convenient

to read values. The lower ends of the vertical lines

are labeled with the names of the months and the

horizontal lines are given such values that the total

expense for the year can be shown on the sheet.

Now, on the January line, make a dot at the point

which indicates the total expenditures for that

month. On the February line make a dot that indi

cates the total expenditures of February added to

those of January. Add the January, February and

March expenditures together to find the value to

indicate on the March line and so on for each

month of the year. The point on the December

line will indicate the total expenditures for the year.

Join all these dots together with a curve.

Draw curves with different colored inks or pen

cils in the same manner to indicate the budget for

each of the items of expense to be shown. The

name of the expense may be written at the end of

each curve to make it plain just what each curve

represents.

The curves for the actual expenses may be ruled

in with dotted or broken lines of the same color

as those showing the budget. If at any point this

dotted line is above the budget line then the budget

is being exceeded. If it is below, then the expenses

are not as great as those allowed by the budget.

This makes a very simple picture, easily and

quickly read, but if there are many different items

of expense and the budget curves come close to

gether or cross each other, this type of picture be

comes confusing. It also is out of the question to

picture the budget for more than one year if more

than one or two curves are needed for each year.

For picturing one or two items of expense, or

even a half dozen, if there is no overlapping, this

style of picture does serve its purpose admirably.

In certain cases it may serve the purpose better than

a bar picture.

In the two methods described the actual dollars

and cents have been considered. There may be

cases, however, where it will seem better to consider

percentages rather than dollars and cents. In such

a case it is merely a matter of changing the scales.

In the curve picture the scale will then run from one

to one hundred. In the bar picture the vertical lines

drawn to make it easier to ascertain the values in

bars will be given their percentage values and in

addition each outline bar will be divided in decimal

parts so that the percentage of expenditures for each

month can be read. This means considerable extra

work in making the picture and since the dollar and

cent methods of illustrating the budget will ordi

narily give all the information desired, drawing the

budget picture on a percentage basis is not com

monly necessary.
-------------

Ice Cream Legislation. At Albany

T: Agricultural Committee of the New York

State Assembly has approved a measure which

has been urged by the State Association of ice cream

manufacturers which will when passed reduce the

milk fat requirements from 10 to 8 per cent, and

the milk solids from 20 to 18 per cent. At this

writing the outlook for the success of the modifi.

cation looks goods.
---

When the Unexpected Happens

T HE unexpected is a part of the discipline of life.

It happens constantly and is mostly unpleasant.

The way in which we accept it, for better or for

worse, is a good test of our mental resources. When
some evil circumstance comes along to afflict or dis

turb us it is folly to waste time and words in lame"

How often in the past you have known the unexpe"

ed! Sometimes it has been in the form of good news

often a loss of money, perhaps a fire. At any r"

after a time, it has been nearly or quite forgo"

None of us can insure against the unexpected. When

it hits you try to make the best of it if harmful and

be thankful if it is helpful. It's all in the game.
---

Ice Cream Stops Hiccoughs -

N attorney arguing a case in court was suffer:
from a severe attack of hiccoughs. Said the

Judge, “Go out and eat a plate of ice crea". that

will stop your trouble. It chills the vocal cords and

puts them in working order.” It did.
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tions, or other improper changes.

Legal Points

for the

Retail Merchant

LESLIE CHILDS -

DUTY OF MERCHANT TO EXERCISE CARE IN THE

CONDUCT OF HIS ACCOUNT WITH HIS BANK

T goes without saying that every well informed

business man knows that he is bound to exercise

reasonable care in the conduct of his banking ac

count so as to prevent, or detect, forgeries, altera

However, in

the press of other matters, even the most vigilant

will overlook a point now and then, so a little re

minder of the duties and liabilities of a customer

to his bank may not come amiss to even the best

informed.

In the first place, as to forgeries, it may be stated

that, generally speaking, a bank is bound to know

its customers' signatures and if it cashes a forged

check it must bear the loss. And, too, this rule is

usually applied to raised checks. If, for example,

the merchant gives a check for $1.50, and it falls

into the hands of a check “artist” who raises the

amount to $111.50, the bank will usually have to

bear the loss if it cashes the raised check.

However, there are certain limitations upon the

bank's liability for its failure to discover a raised

check, which it is well to bear in mind. For ex

ample, if the drawer executes his check in such a

careless manner as to invite its alteration, the bank

may escape liability for paying the raised check if

it fails to discover it. If, we will say, the drawer

in writing the check leaves spaces either before or

after the figures or the amount, these may easily

amount to an invitation, or at least a temptation,

for a dishonest person to raise the check. And

where a check is so carelessly drawn, and the bank

pays it after it has been raised, it is doubtful

whether the drawer may force the bank to bear the

loss or not.

Of course, whether the bank or the careless

drawer will lose will depend upon the particular

facts of each case. It may also depend upon how

skillfully the one who raised the check worked. If

his work was crude, so much so that it should have

been easily detected, the bank will likely lose. If,

on the other hand, the raising has been done in a

skillful manner, so that it could not have been dis

covered without, perhaps, the use of a glass, the

drawer may have to bear the loss.

CHECKS SHOULD BE DRAWN WITH CARE

It follows that the drawer of a check should for

his own protection, as well as the protection of his

bank, use care in drawing his checks. He should

not leave spaces before or after the figures of the

amount, or before or after the letters where the

amount is written in, and even where a check pro

tector is used this rule should be followed, and no

spaces should be left blank, before or after where

the amount is “ticked” in. If all spaces are filled,

either lined, or perhaps perforated, the check will

not be an easy one to raise, and if it is raised the

drawer will usually be deemed to have exercised

reasonable care, and the bank cashing it will have

to stand the loss.

Another point well worth keeping in mind by

the retail merchant has to do with his duty to

examine his pass book, and return checks or vouch

ers, within a reasonable time after they have been

returned. In particular is this important where his

checking account is attended to by another person,

as a trusted clerk, secretary, or other employee. For

it has been held in a number of cases that where

such an employee was able to forge and cash checks,

over a period of time, because of the negligence of

his employer in failing to examine his pass book

with the returned vouchers, that the employer should

stand the losses caused by his negligence. For ex

ample:

In one case the employer permitted a trusted clerk

to have charge of the checking account. The em

ployer neglected for over one year to examine his

pass book in connection with the returned vouchers

and voucher list. During this time the pass book

had been written up, balanced, and returned with

the vouchers a number of times. All right.

Now it developed that during the latter portion

of this period this clerk had been forging checks

and cashing them. He covered up his dishonest

acts by destroying the vouchers which represented

the forged checks. When the forgeries were dis

covered the employer attempted to force the bank

to make good the loss. In this the employer was

not successful, for the court held that by his negli

gence, in failing to check up on his pass book and

returned vouchers for such a long period, he had,

in effect, given the clerk the opportunity to commit

the forgeries.

So to sum up. A patron of a bank is bound to

exercise reasonable care in the drawing of his

checks, and in the general supervision of his account

so as to keep down, or detect, forgeries, alterations,

or improper changes. And if he fails to do this

his negligence may result in him being liable for a

loss that can be traced to his carelessness. And

even though his negligence has not been such as to

charge him for a loss, a dispute with his bank, over

an affair of this kind, may create an embarrassing

situation that may in the majority of cases be

avoided by the exercise of due care in the first place.
---

Y OU cannot increase your business by wishing.

Trade is not secured by carrying a horseshoe or

a rabbit's foot. Instead of wishing, advertise.
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TO THE FINE RETAILERS OF LARGE CITIES

NOW that the candy slogan has been selected the

next step is to plan a loose organization through

and by which candy can be “telegraphed” as it were

from one city to any address in any other city. This

could be accomplished through the prominent re

tailers of fine confections. It is a fruition which

can only come gradually, because a widespread in

terest must first be developed, after which the nec

essary details can be arranged in concrete form.

Viewed in its broad aspect it is an opportunity for

the candy fraternity to render an additional “serv

ice,” to its patrons, the public, exactly as the florists

are doing.

On occasions, more or less frequent, some one de

sires to send a remembrance to a friend in another

city. If his preference is for flowers he has no

difficulty. He simply goes to a reputable florist,

states his wishes, pays the bill and goes his way

free from care. The florist wires his order to a

reputable florist in the city named and the desired

kind and quantity of flowers are delivered to the

desired address at the desired time. If his choice

should run to confections, however, there is no ma

chinery to carry out his wishes, and he must either

abandon the idea or trust his package to the hard

usage and the uncertain time of delivery of the mail.

For the sake of the business prestige and the kindly

feelings it would evoke in the minds of the public

towards the candy trade this defect should be reme

died and the machinery organized to render such

service.

The retailers should get after their National or

ganization and have the ball started to roll at the

coming convention of the body in Chicago in May.

 

WAR, CANDY AND DOMESTIC HAPPINESS

AN you jump your mind from war to candy,

and thence to domestic felicity, and then

draw a moral which will put coin in your cash reg

ister? It sounds like a pretty difficult problem, but

let’s see if we can work it out.

I see by a newspaper now before me that in 1921

the government spent a total of $418,000,000 on

the army. During the same year the people of this

country spent $750,000,000 for candy and chewing

gum; besides a few hundred additional millions for

'ice cream and soda water. The public has let out

a holler that reached to the high heavens because

of the expense of the army, complaining that the

taxes were literally grinding their faces to the

ground. But nary a holler has gone forth protest

ing against the tremendous sum expended for candy.

The deduction is obvious—militarism and force are

losing their influence and their appeal upon the peo

ple, and persuasiveness, gentleness and sweetness

are taking their place. Is not this reasoning cor

rect?

Let us now consider the homes. With sorrow we

read that unhappiness, discord and divorce are on

the increase, and if thinkers, writers and leaders

are to be believed this condition has reached a stage

where it begins to tlireaten the very existence of the

nation. We also read that three-fifths or more of

the divorces are brought by women, and evidently

the men are mostly to blame in the matter. A

woman recently on applying for divorce stated that

if men would kiss their wives every morning and

evening, and bring them a box of candy every Sat

urday, the number of divorces would decrease one

half. Now you see the connection, don't you? A

box of candy every Saturday evening would make

a woman so pleasing and sweet that her husband just

couldn't keep from kissing her; happiness would

reign where discord now prevails, divorces would

decrease one-half, and a threatening menace to our

country would disappear. Why not highly resolve

to sell a box of bonbons to every husband in your

town every Saturday night, and thus do a mighty

work of good and also make money for yourself.

 

IMPROVE YOUR METHODS AND MAKE MONEY

NE of my readers sends me a clipping from a

business paper, and I am going to pass it on

to you. The name of the paper is not given, or I

would gladly accord it credit. Read it, and I feel

sure you will find some money-making and money

saving points in it. It says:

Making money in your business does not always

consist in having a busy shop or store, for some

stores do a vast amount of business and make very

little money, while others have a small amount of

sales, but are great money—makers. These successful

stores seem to watch with care at least five factors.

First, the cost of doing business. Second, charging

a proper amount of profit on the goods sold. Third,
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charging each item of expense where it belongs and

having no so-called “general expense” account.

Fourth, watching the number of times the stock

“turns over.” Better do a five-thousand-dollar busi

ness on a thousand-dollar stock than a fifty-thousand

dollar business on a five-thousand-dollar stock; for

you will make more money in the end. Fifth, pay

close attention training the sales force, and use up-to

date methods in operating the store. '

Strive to eliminate waste. Save a pin a day. It

will pay. Use every known method to overcome

' waste in time,‘ action and material, and also make

sure to see that each and every penny tied up in

your business earns its proper proportion. Don't

guess. Use safe and sane methods of bookkeeping,

and above all do not fail to make frequent inven

tories of stock in hand. A wise merchant can tell

to a fraction what his stock cost him and what it

is worth every day in the year.

The above methods are in use by practically every

up-to-date dealer in any business. These rules are

not followed in a slipshod manner, but carefully, ac

curately, keenly. And by following them thus the

habit is acquired of doing everything in the proper

way.

Your competition is going to increase, friend

dealer. Your competitors will be sharp, shrewd,

posted on all the moves of the business game, and it

is highly necessary that you modernize your busi

ness so you can safely withstand the competition.

Some of the causes considered are the inevitable

results of a reaction following a long period of

public and private extravagance. ‘It appears, how

ever, that one year ago, the idle wage-earners totaled

twenty—fivc per cent. of the whole. This would in

dicate about twice the average idleness of normal

times. The efforts of employers in manufacturing

industries to better matters is thus set forth:

“Many concerns, the report says, are inventing

means to better arrangements within their plants af

fecting the cause of unemployment attributed to per

sonal and impersonal factors within the establish

ment. Better methods and more thorough organi

zation to reduce friction and to develop industrial

co-operation between employers and employees are

being tested in many industries. The report points

out that in attempting to remedy the causes of

unemployment attributed to influences operating

outside the plant, there is need for more adequate

system of collecting and disseminating information

showing the trend of prices, the actual cost of opera

tion and revenues from industry. “Such a system,”

it is said, “will afford a reliable basis of comparison

within plants at different times and between individ

ual plants in the industry as a whole.”

WE THANK YOU, MR. ISAACS

R. C. ISAACS, Cushing, Oklahoma, writes

that he has used a little window sign for

sometime, and that it has resulted in the sale of a

goodly number of boxes of confections. He has

one placed in his window, and also one in a con

spicuous position in the store. It is a small card,

attractively printed in neat and easily-read letters

as follows:

WHEN

WAS THE LAST TIME

YOU TOOK HOME A BOX OF

CANDY?

????

  

He states that the influence of this is cumulative

' with time. It exerts very little selling-pressure if dis

played only a few days, but as time goes on its really

valuable suggestion gradually bores its way into the

consciousness of people, and they fall for the idea

which it conveys. Mr. Isaacs states that it sells

goods, and sells them with pleasing frequency. The

thought occurs to us that if every candy dealer

would think out such happy selling ideas as this,

and would then have the broad and helpful vision

to send them in to the Business Building Depart

ment, we would havc here a center for collecting and

distributing Business Building ideas which would

be of priceless value to the fraternity at large. It

isn’t the big and revolutionary ideas which are es

sential to the upbuilding of a business. Rather is

it a steady stream of seemingly insignificant

thoughts, each one of little value, but in the aggre

gate they put life and vitality in a business and

lift it out of the monotonous rut in which every

business is prone to drift.

Why can not some bright-minded readers think

up and send us ideas for the wording of little win

dow placards. I mean live wording, which contain

a suggestion that creates a thought which impels a

man to buy. Let us hear from you.

 

SUCCEEDED BY CONCENTRATION ON ONE STYLE

£6 HE Schoolmaster” in Printers’ Ink relates a

little story which came under his observation

recently and which embodies such a good business

suggestion that I pass it on to my readers. “While

I was attending the theatre recently,” he writes,

“I was interested and rather sorry for the candy

boy. Before the curtain rose on the first act the

boy appeared with his customary boxes of candy

and called forth his wares—‘candies, peppermints,

caramels, almonds, all kinds of candy.’ For some

reason his talk did not sell much candy; when the

curtain went up I had seen him sell only one small

box. During the second act intermission however

the candy boy changed his tactics. He appeared

with only one carton of candy which contained a

dozen boxes of chocolate almonds, and in a brisk

and pleasing tone he announced ‘Henry & Henry’s

Chocolate Almonds; twenty-five cents a box.’ Within
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seven minutes by the watch he had sold all of the

dozen boxes. It was a splendid example of the work

of the Old Man Specific. \/Vhen the boy had been

offering candies vaguely as candies he found it al

most impossible to get a rise, but as soon as he

showed that he had a definite accepted brand of

candy at a definite reasonable price he had little

trouble in getting rid of his stock. \\’hen it comes

to making quick sales there is nothing like concen

trating on one item,”

Above is a suggestion which every retailer could

utilize to his great profit on frequent occasions.

There are a dozen ways of doing this, but I will

suggest one.

Why not have a semi-monthly sale of one par

ticular kind of candy, changing the kind each time. '

For instance, one time let it be peanut brittle. Take

everything out of your show window, and then pile

in the window practically all the peanut brittle you

have. Arrange it with a careful carelessness. Put

catchy placards in your window. Several. One

telling how healthy are peanuts and molasses. An

other telling how good they are, yum, yum. An

other telling price reduction during this sale only.

All this will make talk, make sales and aid in busi

ness building.
 

Sugar As a Health Preserver

CURIOUS use of sugar is its employment in

discovering the presence of stone dust, especi

ally of granite, in establishments where stone-cutters

are employed, from which they are subject to lung

diseases.

The research has been undertaken by the Govern

ment Bureau of Mines.
 

Employers Are Doing Their Part

HE National Industrial Conference has devoted

attention to the problem of present unemploy

ment.

E-<->-i

‘ ‘ AME this child.” ,

“Original Story,’ said the sponsor-nurse.

_ “Original Story,” she repeated in clear, deliberate

tones.

“It’s a very odd name, isn’t it? Are you sure

that you want him called by the name of Original

Story?” I queried.

"Original Story—that’s right,” she declared.

“Is it a family name?” I persisted.

“Named after his uncle,. sir,” explained, the

woman in charge, getting red in the face.

I made the acquaintance some weeks after of the

said uncle,-a farm laborer in another village, whose

name was Reginald Story.

i-<»~>i—

VEN if all the mean things you could think of

to tell about your competitor were true, it

would still be the worst kind of policy to tell them.

,
.

Comments of

Tokorimo
Shan I

Hon. Editor.

Confectionate jurnal

RATE worl calamerty have again been voided

in graterfying manner and in way that show

how sensibleness can be use when foolishness would

cause untol disaster. You rememmer back hundred

and some years ago when man Name Gorge Three

have job as king of england. One time this King

who was in grocer bizness on the side, he send over

to Boss Town large quanty of tea with sight draft

and bill of lading tached. Boss Town was highly

enrage and throw tea in harbor. King George very

anger at that and say he will have tea or contrack

price if he have to go to the police. He are inform

that tea cannot be recover for divers reasons, the

water bein too deep, and if he thinks he can collek by

force to go to it. So he just send over army and

navy and result is that roused colernies win fight

and gain innerpendence which they keep till janne

wary 6, 1920.

That was how them old fellers allus done. If they

get insult, or broke or indygestun, they do not say

“y0u’re another,” or go to work, or call a dockter.

They just declare war, which was then honerable

ockerpation.

If you have read noospapers you can see how

moddern king would ack in such a sircumstance.

England now have king what are name George Five.

One day he set down to dinner and heep his plate

up with cabbidge and then he look inquiringly round

and he say, “Where are nessary corn beef?”

“Corn beef have fail to rive,” say Queen Mary

primishly. “It were order in 1918 and it ain’t got
here yet, these tradesmen are so careless." l

“This are outrage,” King George say ‘peevishly,

“I shall call up Lord Gorge immeditly, if I have any

luck with Central.” He try fone and say, “Hey,

Dave. How bout this here corn beef what we order

some time ago. I am a pashunt man, but it seems

to me that four years are longtime. Here we have

a roil weddin a comin off and not a. hunk of corri

beef to our name. \Vhat are present sichiwashun ?”

Lord Gorge he say, “I was just a talkin bout that

this mornin to George Harvey and he clasp his hand

to his forrid and say in misery, ‘another Wilson

outrage.’ He tell me that’ it all are fault of Amercan

ralerodes which wilson was a runnin at that time and

that doubtless america will pologize.”

“Pology will not take place of suckerlent corn

beef,” say King crispishly, “I will tend to this matter

personnaly. VVe have give Ireland everthing except
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. pence.

Mary’s jools and VVestminster Abby; we have made

Egypt free and sent the Prince to India to help kill

off the man eatin Tigers, but england must make a

firm stand some wheres or lose all her dignerty. I

shall rite Hon. Har Ding at once.” And he probly

sends follerin:

Hon. Warren G. Har Ding

Presdent Union States and elsewhere

Dear Warren and Bro.

I take my pen in hand to congraterlate you on your

elervation to offis. Of course it is a year late, but

I've been perty bizzy. Warren, you don’t know how

much we admire the sturdy and enterprisin Amer

cans. We wear Regal shoes and use Royal Baking

powder in the kitchen, and when we confer the order

of the Bath, we use nothin but Ivory, in honor of_

your noble'Congers. But about this here corn Beef.

4 VVe ordered it Warren and we didn’t get it. It

amounts to a matter of 34 pun, 4 Bob' and a tup

We'll say nothing about the tuppence, but

please remit balance to-day, and don’t skin us on the

exchange. Yours trooly

George, Wrecks.

When he not get any reply he did not fly to anger

~d order seven dred nots to bum bard Washton

~.< would anciently have been done. He simply sue

for full amount in court of justice of the peace and

send constable to white house insted of a general.

So when det of england are paid to Union States

amountin to seventeen billion dollars, there will ap

pear a deduction item of 34 pun, 4 Bob and a tup

pence, compensashun for corn beef which fail to rive.

~ O temperance, O Morals, as the poet says. Rich

ard Cure the Lion or All over Crum Well would

not have done it, but King George Five he say, “If

we get judgment we can hold out the amount, and

even if we lose the case we have give the world

warnin that the dignerty of england shall not be

assailed. Check up them orders for cavvar, French

wines and spaghetti and sue evver darn one of ’em

if they don’t deliver.”

VVell, we are all breathin easier now that Hon.

Babe Ruth's sallery is settled and he gets 75,000$

for the hard work of playin ball two hours five days

out of the week for six months, with privilege of

vaudeville, moshun picters and sindicate noosepaper

ritin. Lot of us was worried for feer he would

have to axcept miserable pitiance of 25 or thirty

thousand andibe redoose to povverty. I bet when

he see Judge Land Us he say, -“Laugh now, you

$50,000 pawper.”

He also gets bonus of 500$ evver time he knock

' a homish run. Frend say to me, “Are it not strange

state of mind. Grand stand seats use to be 75

cents. Now on count of normus salleries they cost

dollar and quarter. People make no kick on extry

50 cents to pay base ball bonus but raise roar on 3

per cent tax to pay soldier bonus.”

“Yes,” I prate stupidly, “But base ball magnets

are innerpennent. They put on tax and say to pub

lic, “If you don’t like it, go set on it,” but cautious

congersman are not in favor of any tax that affeck

his constichuants, but loudly in favor of any other

kind.”

Some how taxes are never poplar.

Hopin you are the same

TOKORIMO SHAN.

P. S.———I see where Chicago judge have sentence

man to take his wife reglar to see the movin pitch

ers. Again are Hon. Constytushion disregarded

by ignerent court. It expressly forbid crool and

unusual punishment.

 

Obituary

FRANK A. MENNE

FRANK A. MENNE, manager of The Frank

A. Menne Factory of the National Candy Co.,

Louisville, Ky., died at his home in that city on

February 14th, aged 64, the information reaching

us too late for mention in our last issue. The de

ceased was born in Louisville in 1858, and received

his education in the parochial schools and St.

Xavier’s College. VVhen about twenty y€3I'S¢0f age

he embarked in the candy business and continued

in this line of activity up to the time of his becom

ing afiiicted with sickness. He is survived by his

widow and three daughters. The deceased was

active in the affairs of the National Confectioners’

Association, serving on the Executive Committee,

1902-1905, during the administration of Presidents

]os. _]. Matchett and A. W. Paris, and again for

the term 1919 to 1921 under the administration of

Presidents Paul F. Beich and A. S. Colebrook.

Skeptical Youth

ISHOP Hughes, of Boston. said at a luncheon:

“Youth is pagan and fearless and skeptical.

Let me tell you a story.

“Three little children came home from a Christ

mas party with some highly colored candy toys.

“ ‘Oh, my gracious,’ their mother said, ‘you

mustn’t eat those things. The color in them might

poison you. Little children have died after eating

such dangerous trash!’

“And then the mother put the brilliant candies on

a high shelf in a closet out of reach—out of reach.

that is, in her opinion.

“The next morning very early she sa\v her young

est child, a tiny tot of a girl, hurrying down the

passage in her nightdress.

“ ‘Well, Tilly, dear. where are you hurrying to ?'

she said. ._

“ ‘I'm going to see if Johnny and Tom are dead

yet,’ said little Tilly. ‘I’m not.’ ”
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~ COST ACCOUNTING
ITS PURPOSE, USE, AND INDUSTRY,S NEED FOR IT

OLONEL Arison of Arison, Goodwin and As

sociates was one of the interesting speakers at

the recent convention of the Midland Club, having

as his topic the matter of cost accounting. His ad

dress received the undivided attention of all. After

a few preliminary remarks the Colonel went on to

say:

“Great strides have been made in costs account

ing methods and uses during recent years; so much

so in fact, that the average business man has

found it practically impossible to keep closely in

touch with the many developments and is therefore

greatly unaware of the many pitfalls of modern

business complexity that have had their part in the

development and importance which this phase of

business activity has assumed.

And, therefore, he is, too, not thoroughly aware

of the tremendous help a properly devised and con

ducted costs system can be to him, particularly dur

ing the stressful conditions of the present or any

other period of business depression.

In the consideration of Costs Accounting, there

are several underlying thoughts that the business

man must keep in mind:

lst. That the best thought of successful business

men today is that figures do not have their principal

use as a basis for selling prices.

2nd. That there is no definite relation between

cost and selling price.

3rd. That a cost system must be primarily and

fundamentally sound in principle and practicability.

4th. That the business man must be thoroughly

trained in and to its proper use.

5th. That costs are only alive and of value prior

to, during and until the completion of the work with

which they are concerned and only of value and

service as they are utilized to conserve the margin

of profit a Price is contemplated to provide.

6th, and lastly. That what you really need, you

pay for, whether you get it or not; because it costs

more to do without a thing you need and ought

to have than i_t does to pay for it, have it and use it.

Time saving and labor saving is what you as

business men want. Time and labor saving, ex

pressed in figures, shows how much you want it.

\Ve all like to see the wheels of industry moving

freely but, to quote L. K. Sherman, in “The \Veath

er Vein,” a house organ of the Carrier Engineering

Co:

“Ever think of this ?”

I hate to be a kicker,

I generally stand for peace,

But the wheel that does the squeaking

ls the wheel that gets the grease!”

VVe might then liken a properly founded costs

method to a squeak detector, and the grease to the

attention an organization always gives to the prob

lem that “squeaks” the loudest in their operation.

This is thesound, practical value that is given to

a sound costs method, and as indicated by the first

thought I submitted herewith for your considera

tion, a greater use than as a price basis.

A wide spread misconception exists that’"the prin

cipal basis for costs knowledge is that they may be

used asa lever with which to boost prices.

Their real and principal value lies ‘in determining

if you can make, and assisting you in making the

profit you are reasonably entitled to in the price
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which conditions, your competitors and the puvblic

impose upon you. I‘

If you are a practical 100% effective in your

operation, if, for instance, you make every $1 of

expenditure return to you $1.25 of price, or 25%

profit, you have no need to worry about knowing

your costs; but if every $1 of price return to you

-costs $1.25 your knowledge of your costs is not of
great value. i

The important element of operation is to have

definitely determined standards of performance, and

a measure for comparing current actual perform

ance with those standards to determine your busi

ness effectiveness.

And, it is in this field, of assisting primarily in

determining and later in currently measuring and

revising these standards in accordance with actual

performance, and in instituting and maintaining a

continual current striving toward the record set,

that lies the true value and purpose of costs.

To lend a facetious turn to illustrating the wide

possibilities of this striving after a standard I might

relate a little story from Puck:

A young man was out to accomplish a record

time_ in covering a certain speedway and finally do

ing so, related it as follows:

“I was out over the speedway today, and in 30

seconds I did a mile in four laps.”

His friend responding said: “Why that’s noth

ing, I know a young lady who did thirty miles in

one lap, and she would have done better than that,

if I hadn’t got a cramp in my knees.”

But to return to the more serious phase of the

subject, as expressed in my 6th thought, that what

you need you pay for whether you get it ornot,

in its application to undertaking the expense of -

securing this costs information.

We find that too many businessmen view the

situation as did the colored chap Washington.

His friend Rastus, reading the paper, looked up

suddenly and said :—“Niggeh, it say heah dat in de

8

kentry ob Sumatry a man kin git him a wife foah

Foah Dollars!

“Good Lor’, niggehl Foah Dollahs l" exploded

VVashington, whose wife diligently supported the

family by taking in washing, “Ef a niggeh’s done

got foah dollahs, he doan need no wife.”

A great many of our business men seem to feel

that if they had the amount of the fee we, of neces

sity to our existence must have to furnish the service

required, they wouldn’t need any cost system

They also seem to fail to recognize that this form

of expenditure is not a current cost of operation,

but an investment that will pay for itself many times

over, and has also frequently been known to pay for

itself while it was being installed, which no other

piece of equipment they may have installed has done.

But to illustrate graphically the thought express

ed to you as paying “through the nose,” as the ex

pression goes, for the lack of executive courage to

pay to prevent, it is a well established fact that un

standardized operation as compared with standard

ized operation is usually below, and seldom above

66 Z/3% of what is practically possible with the

same plant, equipment and force.

Next, assume a costs system or method that may

be installed at a cost of not to exceed $1,000 first

cost, and possibly $250 per month maintenance.

This would mean for the first year an expenditure

of $4,000. ' _

But, again, assume a payroll alone for even as

low as 25 employees, amounting approximately to

about $40,000 in your industry, annually.

By the installation and intelligent use of a sound

costs plan, an increased efficiency in this force of

10% would be an easy task. This alone would mean

an economy of $,4000, which would either be saved

or applied to accomplishing a greater output.

Also this would represent, in one year’s time, the

return of the first cost plus its maintenance cost,

and in succeeding years 100% profit on the invest
iment. Properly conserved, this return could be

' I

“'t.
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continued, and probably increased in each year's

operation, giving you an investment with a very

high rate of return.

And, we have, in the example, merely considered

direct labor.

As to overhead. I will give a few real examples

of accomplishment, quoted from your industry, in

a comparison of burden rates per hour.

The average of a western group, after costs in

stalling was, in departments:

Hard Candy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $0.39

Cream . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .38

Pack . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .40

Enrober . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .55

Dip . . . . . . . .' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .29

Fancy Pack . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .18

No. 1 Plant before installation:

Hard Candy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$0.70

Givxm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.14

Pa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4 . . . . . . . . . . . _ .53

Enrober . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .96

Dip . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .18

Fancy- Pack . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .21

Same Plant after installation:

Hard Candy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $0.42

Cream . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .54

Pack . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .26

Enrobe. . .. . ., . . . . . .._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .44

Dip ..I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .17

Fancy Pack . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .38

No. 3 Plant after installation: V '

Hard Candy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .' . . . . . . . . .$0.195

Cream . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .33

Pack....-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . .. .23

Enrober . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Dip . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 .21

Fancy Pack . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .11

N0. 4 Plant after installation:

Hard Candy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$0.29

Cream . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .30

Pack . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .27
Enrober . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..'i.22

Dip . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .‘ . . .22

'Fancy Pack . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .13

No. 5 Plant after installation:

Hard Candy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$0.73

Cream . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .42

Pack . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .61

Enrober . . . . . . . . .' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Dip . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Fancy Pack . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .10

No. 6 Plant after installation:

Hard Candy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$0.39

Cream . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .47

Pack . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .60

Enrober . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .55

Dip . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .32

Fancy Pack . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .65

Taking another plant, the application of a sound

costs method developed the following comparison of

overhead rates per hour.

In April, before installation:

Dept. 1., -.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$O.5O

Dept. '2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .39

Dept. 3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .49

Dept. 4. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .48

Dept. 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .72

Dept. 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .52

Dept. 7. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .79

Dept. 8. .' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .45

In May, during installation:

Dept. 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$O.49

Dept. 2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .51

Dept. 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .39

Dept. 4. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .47

Dept. 5. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .65

Dept. 6. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .44

Dept. 7. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .47

Dept. 8. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .28

In ]une, after installation:

Dept. 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$O.28

Dept. 2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .30

Dept. 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .31

Dept. 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .35

Dept. 5. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .35

Dept. 6. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .26

Dept. 7. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .19

Dept. 8. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .30

The improvement was due to the accurate current

knowledge available as to costs and the consequent

intelligent remedial action taken. '

In other words more “Squeaks" in the wheels

were uncovered and located, and the_ necessary

“Grease” was applied to eliminate the wasteful fric

tion.

Another important element that lends itself to

greater productivity where properly controlled

through standards with costs register on perform

ance, is the material item.

Summing up, the possibilities of economies in the

average. industry, .found_by actual accomplishment

to be possible, may be outlined as:

On materials . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..from 3 to 5%

On supplies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..from 10 to 20%

On labor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..from 20 to 50%

S0,. it is readily seen where money invested in a

Costs method_ that will pay dividends, may readily

and quickly, not alone return the first investment

but become a continuous income producer, and even

make desirable expansion possible when needed

without the usual heavy investment cost in plant

and equipment.

VVith a fundamentally sound costs method act

ing as the pulse of your business, you may at all

times know its exact state of health and condition,

and may apply the desired remedies to its suste

nance.

And, even in these times of stress, if disaster

comes, it would then only come after everything

possible for the business had been done. In such
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an extreme case, the manufacturer would at least

have the same melancholy satisfaction that Sambo,

the conscript soldier had, when on board ship, he

was issued his first pair of hobnail boots.

Sambo looked them over carefully, then remark

ed: Well, Niggeh, dere's one thing suah, ef you

falls overboard yo' suttingly will go down at 'ten

shun.

From 25 years of industrial engineering experi

ence where costs were the barometer of accomplish

ment, I might go on and on quoting typical instances

of economical accomplishment, but the big thought I

wish to leave with you is this:

We are in the usual recurrent period that has

followed all wars in business history, where a down

ward Price trend tends always to meet a constantly

upward trending in costs, and unless intelligent

knowledge of costs is had, and is had on some fun

damentally common basis that will tend to intel

ligently curb those seem to delight to intrigue ignor

antly with Price, the Profit margin between cost and

Price will have two imponderable and one mischiev

ous force working against it and may easily have its

very life snuffed out, with consequent business fail

ure for the misguided who will not listen and will

not learn. -

And, moreover, one failure cannot occur in any

industry without affecting all others at least to a

degree, which thus creates the common purpose that

should align them together in all measures that may

be preventive of such calamities.

Therefore, get together, secure the necessary

trained counsel and assistance to determine standards

and have methods that will determine costs on some

uniform basis for the industry, then bend the ener

gies, thought, study, scheming and effort that have

hitherto been devoted to Price to Costs reductions.

If your time and thought actually have any effect

on Price you become legally responsible to the Law,

and in fact the Price is fixed by laws of supply and

demand outside your individual control, by your

own and your operating, and your competitors con

ditions, and by the workings of economic balances.

Costs are wholly within your control, and through

their reduction you may render your products avail

able to a greater number of people, at a less price

or cost to them, with a greater earning to both

worker and owner, and thus be working construc

tively to meet an imposed condition of dropping

prices and mounting costs.

Prices won't need price cutters for some time to

bring them down, demand will attend to that. Costs

do need costs cutters, and they will need the many

working to a common end, with a common purpose

in a uniform way.

Let's have more costs competition and less price

debates. More constructive accomplishment on

Costs—less destructive waste of time on prices.”

Princess Mary's Wedding Cake

Dear Mr. Editor: " ' "...Feb. 24th, 1922.

Although not having the pleasure of knowing you

personally I have very pleasant recollections of

knowing the Editor during the Centennial year at

the Philadelphia Exhibition and that is a very, very

long time ago, but we spent many very pleasurable

times together with a lot in common.

I am glad my Firm still continues to take The

Journal and it is run on quite the same ideals as

then, but of course grown and grown like your won

derful country. -

I am sending you by post a slice of Wedding Cake

cut from the cake supplied by my firm for Princess

Mary and sent this week to Buckingham Palace.

. I dare say it will interest you. I think Royalty

will have altoge her about 8 cakes, the photos no

doubt you will see in our trade journals.

I shall try and get some of my friends in England

to go, all being well, to the convention in Chicago

in May next.

With kind regards, I am,

Yours truly,

T. STEVENS.

THos. STEVENS, CONFECTIONER, LIMITED.

134 & 136 QUEEN ST.

CARDIFF.

--o-o

HE best salesman is not necessarily he who sells

the customer the most goods. It may be he

who sells the least goods, but who creates the great

est satisfaction in the buyer.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS

I'VE gone and set aside this month to answer

a lot _of letters from my enormous correspond

ence. You fellows seem to think, and of course

you’re right in it, that I know everything in heaven

and earth. I admit that, sure I do, but at the same

time I ask myself, if I know everything in heaven

and earth, why in thunder ain't I paying any income

tax? .

Well, all right, let’s go:

Dear Stroller:

Please let me have your ideas on how to at

tract the trade of more men. I do a fair busi

ness with women, but I believe that the men

could be induced to buy more candy, and as I

have the best store in the place, I ought to get

the business if I can start it. Please advise.

E. F. R.

Well, old friend E. F. R., let’s see. I've had a

scheme in the back of my head for a good bit, but

I ain't ever give it to anybody yet. Maybe you

wouldn't like it. It’s to make the clerks wear tights

in the store. Now—wait a minute, there ain't any

thing wrong with that at all. You put a good pair

of tights on a girl and she'll have a whole lot more

clothes on than a lot of ’em do now. Be decenter,

too, if you ask me.

Now would making the clerks wear tights get

more men's trade? I can only judge by myself; it

would get mine-all right. Of course it would de

pend a good bit on the sort of clerks they were.

You take a little peach about 21 years old and let

her wear ’em, and I can see your old friend getting

an awful thirst for candy—I might even get so I’d

live on it. But if she was 53 years old, I dunno,

that would be different.

Talk this over with your pastor, E. F. R., and do

the best you can.

Friend Stroller:

I have had an argument with my wife as

to what kind of clothes a business man in my

line ought to wear in the store. I am con

stantly on the job, in the store all day, and

though I rarely wait on trade, I am on the fioor

and see that each customer receives the proper

attention. She wishes me to wear something

near formal, while I think I could wear anything

so long as it is neat and clean. R. O. T.‘

VVell, Brother Rot. ahem. I should say the fol

is
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lowing uniform should do for a man who is con

stantly on the floor of his store, meeting the people

as they come in, and looking after ’em (the big

idea of this suit is modesty).

One pair of pants, about twice as wide as usual

and coming six inches below the shoes, so as to

be turrible modest.

One weskit, without soup tails and showing prac

tically no shirt.

One Prince Albert coat, coming down to the shoe

tops so as to be as modest as the pants.

One pair of high laced shoes, with elastics in the

side and snugly laced all the way up. High rub

bers should always be worn with these in the store,

so as to keep as much covered as you can.

One pair of red or green mittens, in order to keep

the hands covered up as much as possible. In or

der to be always sure you got these with you, you

can tie ‘em together with a nice string and run it

up around the back of your neck.

One neat lace cap with three tabs behind and fast

ened to the hair with a pin. Or if you aint got

hair, you can use a couple of tacks.

Some dressmakers would think a veil ought

to go with this, but I don’t think so, for listen here,

how can you spit through a veil? I don’t know

whether you chews the good old weed, brother Rot,

but I'll give you the benefit of the doubt and say

you do. I can’t see a veil and good old fine cut

living in the same store.

VVhen you get this uniform all on, do me a favor,

win you, old hoss? Have your picture took and

send it in so I can print it for the other boys!

Dear Stroller:

I wish to get up a slogan to describe my

store, to use in all my advertising and on my

window. Something that everybody will

notice. Can you suggest something? N. G.

Yes, I can, N. G. I been in your store, my boy.

I’m that salesman that you said to your manager

last \Vednesday, “Get that fat pest out of here, will

you? I don't want to see him.” I been in your

store before, too. I been in last summer, and judg

ing by what I saw then, I’d call your store “The Fly

Trap." THE STROLLER.

-40-00+

HOUSANDS of motherless little chicks will

die, as usual, to make an Easter holiday, while

the preachers are telling their flocks that the Lord

takes heed of the fallen sparrow.
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What have you—that you do not want?

If it is Material–Stock—Equipment—Business—Property

—something that you have outgrown, not used, or found un

suited to your business—you can depend that somewhere, some

one is looking for that very thing.

Your only problem is to get in touch with that someone and

this problem vanishes when you use the “For Sale” department

of the Classified Advertising Pages of Confectioners Journal.

For a very small cost you can insert a “For Sale” advertise

ment in these pages, which will bring the prospective buyer's

inquiry to you. The Confectioners Journal has many thousand

candy men as readers.

Look about your establishment. See what you have which

is no longer useful to you—but which someone will value—and

turn it into profit dollars.

Confectioners Journal “For Sale” Classified Ads will serve

equally well the men who desire to buy or sell.

Interesting examples of

Classified advertise

ments are found on

pages 143 to 147 of

this issue.
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Selling Goods by Displaying Jrliem
INCREASING SHOW WINDOW PROFITS

UT-OUTS arecoming to be used more‘ and

more*in'window displays. One reason for this

is that manufacturers will often furnish these cut

outs free of charge. Another is that cut-outs often

add very much to the effectiveness of the display and

in that way increase the show window profits.

These cut-outs would probably be used much

more than they are if lithographed cut-outs were

not as expensive as they are. The man owning

only one or a few confectionery stores cannot af

ford to spend the money that special cut-outs would

cost. No manufacturer can be expected to supply

cut-outs that do not adv-"ertise his own goods.

Though lithographed cut-outs may be out of the

question it is still possible to make at a very low

cost ‘many cut-outs that will add much to the ef

fectiveness of the display. There are two ways of

going about it. One requires the ability to make

sketches and the other does not.

Suppose we want a cut-out of a motor truck to

form part of the display. This truck is to be load

ed with boxes of candy to impress those who look

at the display with the volume of business that is

being done.

Some sheets of corrugated card board such as

is used in photograph mailing envelopes is secured.

These sheets must be large enough in size for the

purpose. Next an outline of a truck is drawn upon

one of these sheets and with a small bladed but

very sharp knife the truck is cut out along the

drawn lines. Other portions of the truck which

must be shown are also cut in the same manner from

the sheets and the parts fitted together to form a

truck. VVith some small pieces of wood and some

glue it is an easy matter to do this.

If it is desired to give the truck a more realistic

appearance it may be painted with water color

paints, or with an air brush. To do this work re

quires some ability as an artist yet it is not a job

that requiresthe greatest technique. If there is no

one in the store who can do it a show card writer

may be able to do the work.

A little wooden platform can be built to sup

. port the boxes to be shown in the body of the truck

so that the card-board will not be called upon to carry

any weight. There are a great many cut-outs that

can be made in this manner. The simpler they are,

of course, the easier and cheaper it is to make them.

A cut-out of a house or a building can be made very

easily in this manner. If the opening for the win
dowsiare cut out and the space covered with red

tissue paper upon which strips of heavier paper of

the proper color have been pasted to represent the‘

window sash the cut-out takes on a greater appear

ance of reality. If a light is placed back of it at

night it becomes still more effective.

Everyone, however, is not able to make the out

line drawings that are the first step in making such

cut-outs. Yet everyone can make very satisfactory

cut-outs.

The concerns making decorative paper have spe

cial paper for the different holidays. Around

Christmas time it is possible to buy large pictures

of Santa Claus printed on thin paper ready to use in

a window display. For other holidays there are

suitable pictures. These pictures are designed for

decorative purposes and often they will serve their

purpose better if made into cut-outs.
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This shows how a cut-out can be made of a

motor truck. Corrugated cardboard re-enforced

where needed with a backing of wood is the mate

rial used. Many other cut-outs may be nlade by

merely mounting suitable pictures upon board

‘and cutting them out. A cut-out is usually more

effective than a picture because the outline as well

as the picture serves to attract attention.

All that is necessary to make a cut-out with these

pictures as a base is to mount the pictures upon the

carboard and cut them out. If mounted with paste

and no paper is pasted upon the other side of the

board there is danger that the moisture will cause

the board to warp. For this reason it is well to

mount them with rubber cement which will not

cause warping. Rub the rubber cement on the

back of the picture and then press the picture upon»

the board and after placing a few sheets of paper

over it rub or roll with a roller until every wrinkle
is out and the picture lies smooth andifiat. After

the cement is ‘thoroughly dry cut-out with a very

sharp knife.

A support of the cut-out may be provided by

fastening a wooden box to the back either by means

of tacks or glue. Such a cut-out as this is quickly

and easily made and presents a pleasing appearance.

If it is desired composition board may be used'in
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stead of the corrugated cardboard b'ut: it w‘il-3 ,be

harder to cut,..,ustu'1l1y requiring the use of a saw.’

This means more work and more time in making _

the cut-out and if it is not going _to be used for a

very long time or "in more than one window will

not give much better results.

The corrugated cardboard can be purchased in

as large sheets as will ordinarily be needed. If it

cannot be secured readily then one can always fall

back upon composition board for every lumber deal

er and some other dealers are now handling this

product. 4
A The proper saw to use in cutting this composi

tion board when it is being used to make a cut

out is a hand scroll saw, that is a saw with such

  

Screens like this one are_easily and cheaply

constructed and can be used either in the WlI'1dOW

or in the store. If desired the shelves may be re

moved and the panels used for mounting pictures

or for any other purpose.

a small thin blade that it can be turned in any di

rection while still in the cut. The board can be

roughly cut with a large fine tooth saw and then the

scroll saw used for cutting along the outline of

the picture. This saw will leave such a smooth

cut that if the job is well done no smoothing up

will be needed afterwards. All saws, however, will

have to be very sharp so that the paper mounted

upon the board will not be torn in case there happens

to be a portion not properly stuck down.

Paneled screens are very useful in making ~dis

plays. Perhaps they serve their purpose even better

in store displays than in window displays. A dis

play made near the rear of the store and backed by

an attractive screen is going to. attract a great deal

more attention than one made without such a screen

for a background. If this display is of the same

goods shown in the window the inside display will

help make the window display sell more goods.

A screen in the window, however, often makes

the difference between a display that attracts at

tention and one that does not. It .is not hard to

make suitable screens. Anyone at all handy with

tools can easily do the job or a carpenter or cabinet

maker may be called ,u1 n for parts of it if desired.

The first step. is'tQ ake'a drawing to scale of

the screen to be made. By doing this one can see

in advance just how it is going to look. _If the

width. and the height of the panel of the screen is in

the ratio of three to five the dimensions will be

pleasing.

The frame of the panel can be made out of soft

easily worked wood. Stock two inches by seven

eights of an inch will serve the purpose. Cut the

upright pieces eight or ten inches longer than the

length of the long side of the panel is to be. The

lower cross piece should be a few inches above the

floor. The cross pieces must ‘be carefully jointed

to the uprights and glued and perhaps nailed from

the back in place. It is possible by smoothing and

squaring the ends of the cross pieces to make service

able joints by using corrugated steel fasteners which

are driven into both the cross piece and the upright

at the same time. This joint however is not as

satisfactory as a joint made in the wood with a

chisel. On the top of the frame there will be need

ed some decorative piece. Sometimes what is want

ed may be secured from an old piece of furniture

and sometimes it must be made, Any good-car

penter should be able to make what is wanted.' If

he can't a cabinet maker can.

After the frame is made paint it before putting

in the panel. The color of the frame should be

darker than that of the panel. The panel can be

made of a piece of composition board such as “Bea

ver Board.” Cut it the proper size and paint the

front of it. After both the frame and the panel are

thoroughly dry nail the panel on the back of the

frame with short nails or with tacks.

The object of painting both the frame and the

panel before putting them together is that it is much

easier to do a job that makes a presentable appear

ance. If the panel is nailed to the frame before

either is painted it is going to be hard to keep the

paint off the panel when painting the ‘frame and off

the frame when painting the panel. There is also

a likelihood that portions of each will not be well

painted, especially in the corners between panel and

frame. When they are painted separately it is an

easy matter to give each a good coat of paint.

If the same general plan is followed in making a

number of panel screens any number desired may be

fastened together by means of small brass hooks

and eyes fastened to the back and a screen can thus

be made up of smaller or larger size. Small shelves

may be fastened to the panels if desired on which

candy may be displayed or -paper decorations may

be mounted upon them. Used blank they serve as

a good background against which to build the dis

play. The mairi advantage of these screens lies in

the fact that with them it is possible to change the

background appearance with every display.

-—i{<¢q->-___

OME ads, like circus bands, are at their best at

long distance.
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The Proposed‘ New Standards for Cocoa Products

HERBERT A. Scnwnaz

BVIOUS shortcomings of the present standards

. for cocoa products caused the Bureau of Chem

istry of the Department of Agriculture to undertake

extensive research, with a view of revising and im

proving the standards. On the conclusion of this

research, there were published last fall the proposed

new standards. These differed radically from those

now in effect.

- The chief criticism levelled at the present stand

ards was that they did not prevent an unscrupulous

manufacturer from adulterating his output, whereas

they often worked to the disadvantage of a manu

facturer who was putting out a pure product. The

most specific instance of this was found in the crude

fiber standard which provided that the crude fiber

should not exceed 3.5 per cent. on the “45 per cent.

fat basis." An excess of crude fiber in cocoa prod

ucts was attributed to the presence of shell matter.

The crude fiber standard was designed to prevent

the manufacturers from neglecting to remove shell

matter from cocoa products.

Extensive research showed conclusively that

cocoa products made from certain varieties of beans,

frequently exceeded the crude fiber standard even

when every particle of shell matter had been re

moved. On the other hand, there were frequent

instances where it was possible to leave a consider

able amount of shell matter in cocoa products with

out exceeding the 3.5 per cent. crude fiber standard,

due to the fact that the nibs themselves were very

low in crude fibre. After extensive research on the

crude fiber and other phases of the chemistry of

cocoa products, the changes tabulated below were

proposed by the Department of Agriculture.

STANDARDS

As Proposed by Dept.

Present of Agriculture

Fat Liquor: 45% 50%

Cocoa: 20%

Total Ash: 8.5% on moisture and

tat tree basis.

Water insol. ash: 3% on 45% 5.6% on moisture and

tat basis fat free basis.

Acid insol. ash: 0.4% 0n moisture and

fat free basis.

Crude fiber: 3.5% on 45% tat free basis.

fat basis 7% on moisture and

Sugar (for {at free basis.

sweet cocoa): 60% maximum 60% maximum.

Milk solids: 12% whole milk

- solids 12% whole milk solids.

Shell matter: Indefinite 4% ‘on moisture and

fat tree basis.

When these standards were published, there nat

urallyarose among the manufacturers difference of

opinion as to their value. Several large plants con

ducting their own laboratories made extensive tests,

and considerable research, especially designed to test

out the_validity of the proposed new standards was

carried out by other laboratories.

At a public hearing held by the Department of

Agriculture in Washington on January 12th, the

proposed changes were thoroughly thrashed out.

At this hearing, the consensus of opinion seemed to

favor a fat standard for liquors of 48 per cent. This

is somewhat below the average, most liquors show

ing a fat content of almost 53 per cent. However,

seasonal variations in the beans could quite possibly

bring the average fat content a great deal lower than

53 per cent.

\~‘Vith regard to a fat standard for cocoa, it is

probable that a standard of 22 per cent. will be

adopted. The meeting did realize the value of, and

the demand for, a cocoa with a fat content less than

22 per cent. In view of this, it is a reasonable ex

pectation that the sale of pure cocoa having less than

22 per cent. fat will be countenanced when it is’

stated on the label that the fat content is not less

than 16 or 18 per cent., or whatever the case may be.

The proposed standard for total ash will probably

be made official without any further change, while

the same is true of the tolerances for water insoluble

ash, hydrochloric acid in insoluble ash and sugar.

The tolerances for ash will effectively curb the use of

sweepings in the industry. The crude fiber stand

ard, which constituted the chief topic of discussion,

will unquestionably be adjusted to meet the needs of

the situation. The tolerance of 7.25 per cent. for

crude fiber on a moisture and fat free basis is in

line with what may be expected.

At the hearing considerable analytical data was

presented, showing that absolutely pure products

occasionally had a crude fiber content running as

‘high as 7.50 per cent. on the basis stipulated, al

though this was the exception rather than the rule.

In reaching its final decision, the Department will

carefully weigh the evidence presented and establish

a standard that will not work t_o the disadvantage of

the manufacturer of pure products.

A liberal attitude on the part of the Department

in the matter of crude fiber can be expected, particu

larly in view of the fact that the purity of cocoa

products will most emphatically be safeguarded by

a rigid insistence on 9, microscopic examination for

shell matter. The proposed standards stipulate that

the shell matter shall not exceed 4 per cent on a

moisture and fat-free basis. As even traces of shell

matter are discernible under the microscope, this
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:sta'ndard will constitute a most effective saffiuard.

- From the manufacturer's point of view, this stand

ard means that as the broken nibs come from the

fanners, not more than about 1.75 per cent. shell

matter shall be carried along with them. The toler

I .

-ance is_unquesLtionabl;-';_; most‘ reasonable ohe, as an

extensive research has shown conclusively that prod

ucts of efliciently and carefully operated plants gen

erally. contain less shell matter ‘than the figure men

tioned above.
,t I'

Lemon Oil Quality

W. G. UNGERER

NY discussion of Lemon Oil should be based

on a full and complete knowledge of all the

factors which influence its production, quality and

price. -

Today, as in the past, by far the largest propor

tion of Lemon Oil comes from the region surround

ing Messina, which city has a just claim to be re

garded as the center of the lemon industry. Some

Lemon Oil is produced in the more northern districts

of Italy, while the production has been attempted in

California. VVith regard to the California oil, how

ever, our Department of Agriculture reports that

the oil produced appears to be somewhat deficient

in essential constituents, due possibly to the process

used, since the "sponge” method of Sicily is inap

plicable under American labor conditions.

Hand expression is essential if high-grade oil is

to be obtained and in the important producing dis

tricts the “sponge” process still holds full sway. The

worker with three strokes of a large knife removes

most of the peel from the lemon in three sections

which pass to another worker who presses out the

oil by hand, absorbing it in an ordinary bath sponge,

which gives the identifying name to the process.

The sponge when saturated is squeezed into a con

tainer when the oil is carefully separated from the

considerable quantity of water always present. The

daily production of a worker is only about a pound

and a half of oil. The pulp of the fruit serves as

a source for citric acid.

A less used method producing oil of approxi

mately similar quality is the “ecuelle” process, which

is employed sometimes. The details vary, but the

process essentially consists in puncturing the oil cells

with spikes or small knives by rotating the fruit in

a container in the walls of which the spikes are

set.

Machines have been devised from time to time,

but none have proved entirely satisfactory and ma

chine-pressed oil is recognizably inferior. The

same is true of distilled oil, the market for which

is always limited, except for the purpose of stretch

ing high-grade oil. While fresh, its aroma and

flavor appears unimpaired but after storage, even

for a short time, it develops a pronounced turpentine

odor which is very apparent. y

Even when we leave out of consideration the two

last mentioned grades, as every user of lemon oil

who desires quality must, there is still possible a

considerable variation in flavor value between dif

ferent grades of hand expressed oil.

Taking first the time factor it is generally agreed

that other things being equal a freshly expressed

oil is of better quality than one which has been stored

for months or even years. Some authorities claim

that there is no deterioration even after a term of

years if the containers are completely filled and her

metically sealed and if no trace of water is left in

the oil. However, most users believe that fresh

oil is preferable for nearly all purposes. Another

variation of quality, introduced by this fact, is due

to the occasional practice of less reliable producers

of mixing a proportion of old crop with that from

the most recent pressings.

Still greater variation in quality may and does

come from the selection of the fruit. Producers

who value an established reputation are careful to

select clean, firm lemons, ripe but not over-ripe, but

it is not in reason to suppose that less fastidious in

dividuals will always avoid the temptation to make

use of inferior fruit. The use of even a few over

ripe and partially spoiled lemons can affect adversely

the entire lot which their oil enters.

Even the time of the crop is not without its in

fluence and November pressed oil is usually regarded

as superior in flavor to that from March pressing

even though the citral content may be somewhat

lower.

Improper care of the sponges may easily ruin

an otherwise perfect pressing. If these are allowed

to stand over night without careful cleaning, they

develop a pronounced musty odor which is readily

imparted to the oil pressed during the following day.

Failure to separate completely the acid juice like

wise is seriously deleterious to the oil which is al

lowed to stand in contact with this juice, especially

in a warm climate, undergoes chemical changes

which injure its aroma and flavor and lowers citral

content.

These factors and possibly others of less impor

tance influence the quality of Oil Lemon and account

for the variations which are noted in different grades

of what is erroneously referred to as standard

Lemon Oil.

Nothing can be further from the truth, therefore,

than to suppose that because Oil Lemon is a staple

product it should be bought on a price and not a

quality basis.
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The points which have been brought out here are

chiefly of interest to the buyer only as they assist

him to recognize the differences which exist in

lemon oils and enable him to purchase more intel

ligently. What he most desires is to be enabled to

judge the quality of the oils offered him as accu

rately as possible.

Unfortunately chemical analyses which many nat

urally like to depend on are of only limited value.

The chief importance of an analysis lies in the de

termination of the citral content which in a high

grade oil may vary from 3.5 to 5.5 per cent. That

this information is of value is unquestioned, but

while a high percentage of citral is frequently a mark

of good oil it sometimes happens that a Lemon Oil

of low citral content may be of exceptional flavor

ing strength and quality, while a sophisticated oil

may be made to contain as much citral as is de

sired. Moreover, analysis is of but little assist

ance in indicating the influence of the various fac

tors affecting quality which we have just discussed.

This being so, the buyer must fall back on his

own experience as an aromatician. The nose and

palate tests, at which the analyst and purchasing

agent look askance, will furnish the one safe crite

rion. Through intimate knowledge acquired by

years of experience, the buyer is enabled to judge

with assurance and to detect at once any faults which

may exist in the oils under examination. Yet, after

all, the chiefest certainty of satisfaction lies in the

reputation of the producer backed and guaranteed

by the reliability of the supply house.

The oil which attains the acme of perfection can

not be described by elaborate specifications. The

best description is as follows:

“A carefully selected virgin oil manu

factured from perfectly sound, ripe fruit with

out any admixture of any sort for any pur

pose and possessing the full, fresh bouquet of

well matured fruit."

Such is the oil which the conscientious dealer

provides for his customers even though he does so

at a great effort to himself and in the face of diffi

culties. Such an oil is not to be placed in the same

classification with the ordinary grades of Lemon Oil,

backed as they are by no particular guarantee either

of exporter or importer and described only by the

too indefinite term, Lemon Oil, U. S. P.

Just at the present time the interest of consumers

is centered upon the current price and future pros

pects for Lemon Oil. There has been an abrupt

change in the market conditions due largely to the

rise in foreign exchange.

Another factor of considerable importance is the

destruction of the California lemon crop by frost.

While no mentionable amount of Lemon Oil is pro

duced in California the failure of the crop there will

increase the demand for Messina lemons and raise

the price of the oil obtained from them. The bulk

of the lemon oil of commerce is produced in the

neighborhood of Messina with other districts of

Sicily supplying nearly all the remainder. That

the industry has remained so closely centralized is

due to the fact that labor there is cheap and labor is

the essential factor in the production of Lemon Oil.

What the future course of Lemon Oil will be it

is always unsafe to predict but there is little risk in

making the assertion that no product will ever sell

for a long period below its cost of production.

Deductions as to the future course of Lemon Oil

may be drawn from this.

---

Easter Eggs

CREAM EGGS

HERE are three different methods for making

cream eggs, namely water mold eggs, hand

made eggs, and eggs cast in starch. The cream

for water mold eggs is made as follows: Place into

a copper pan one hundred pounds of sugar, add

about eleven quarts of water, also about four or

five pounds of corn syrup, set the pan on the fire and

stir until the sugar is dissolved, wash down the

sides of the pan, cover with a large wooden cover

and boil for about five minutes, remove the cover,

place the thermometer into the boiling batch and

cook to two hundred and forty degrees, add twenty

pounds of corn syrup, let boil up well and pour out

on wet marble, sprinkle a little cold water over the

top and let cool, then turn into cream as usual

Have your molds ready soaked, drain and lay out

on table or marble, always two halves opposite each

other, run one half full of cream, drop a yolk in the

center, then fill the other half and double up the

mold, pressing down a little so that the egg is well

shaped. When cooled off a little open the mold, and

take out the eggs. Place the mold in water again

and so on. One man with a good assistant can make

a large quantity daily. For cocoanut eggs, use about

nine pounds of desiccated cocoanuts for one hun.

dred pounds of cream. Moist the cocoanuts a little

before using them. Cream for casting in starch

is made a little different. For one hundred pounds

of sugar use thirty-two pounds of corn syrup, add

five pounds at the beginning, and when the sugar "

cooked to two hundred and forty-two add the twen"

ty-seven pounds of corn syrup, just let boil up, pol'
on wet marble, sprinkle a little cold water over the

top and finish like the rest. Make impressions of

eggs in dry starch, melt some of the cream at slow

heat until hot, add about eight pounds of prepared

cream, marshmallow paste, or any other substance

advertised for this purpose, to one hundred pounds

of cream, and run out, while the helper plac" "

cream yolk in the centre. When the egg halves."

cold, remove them from the starch, brush them

off well and put them on trays. Now fill another

quantity of egg impressions with cream, and place
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one half with the yolk on top, but this operation

has to be performed very carefully, otherwise some

of the cream will escape on the side.

quicker way is to omit the yolks, and just double

up two halves with hot cream, mixed with a little

prepared" cream or marshmallow paste.» They are

then ready for dipping in cream, coating with choco—

late, or rolling in fine cocoanuts or in finely crushed

nuts of any kind. For a better grade, the cream

may be flavored with raspberry, strawberry and

pineapple, either with fruit extract or with the pure

fruit_. BROWN NOUGAT EGGS

. A number of tin molds for nougat as well

as for pure chocolate eggs are needed. First

blanche some almonds, cut them into shreds the long

way, and put them in the drying room. Now melt

some dry sugar without water to a nice golden

brown, add about the same weight of almonds, a

small piece of butter, mix well and dump out on

greased marble, roll out with greased rolling pin, cut

into pieces and line some tin molds, cut ofi‘ what is

overlapping with shears or with a sharp knife, let

cool then glaze inside with white glaze, let dry, put

a few jelly eggs in one half, heat the rim of the

other half on a tin and quickly double up. The

joints can be hidden with an icing border or with a

thin narrow strip of nougat.

Another fine egg is made of apricot jelly. Part

ly fill some starch impressions with jelly, cover one

half with hot cream, and lay another half on top.

PURE CHOCOLATE EGGS

The tin molds are lined with stiff eating chocolate,

about one-eighth or more thick and put quickly in

the cold room. \Vhen ice cold and crisp, the shell

is knocked out; before doubling them with choco

late liquor, a few sugar coated coriander seeds are

put inside.

There are hollow grained sugar eggs, cordial eggs

and others, but the above mentioned kinds are the

most wanted. Clear sugar eggs are made in metal

molds, run full and part of the liquid sugar is poured

out again, and when partly cool, they are lifted out

and put back again until hard enough to handle.

Any candy maker with good taste can produce a

nice variety of fine looking and good eating eggs,

which will find a ready sale in the better class of

stores throughout the country. Some candy makers

say, that there is more profit in the Easter trade,

than during the Christmas holidays, for the reason

that most of the better eggs are home made and

bring better prices.

-i<»~>-i

T HE only kind of a pull of value in getting busi

ness is the pull of a good advertisement.

 

llE results from an advertisement that is hidden

away in an obscure corner of the newspaper

will be as hard to find as the ad itself.

Another and ~

Tlie "Date

ATES are the fruit of a palm tree that flour

ishes in Africa, and this fruit is likely to be

come an abounding commodity. They make an ex

cellent jam and are very nutritious and wholesome

as a food for children, containing in their‘ dried

state as much as fifty-eight per cent. of sugar.

The date-palm flourishes in the hot regions of

Africa and Central America, especially in the Bra

zils. where it grows to its fullest development. Vast

forests of date palms are met in Guinea, lying be

tween the Gambia and the Congo, and stretching

away into the interior.

Like all other species of the palm tribe, it rises

from the ground on a single stem, which is straight

and flexible, often reaching a height of sixty feet

or more. The fruit hangs in huge bunches, often

weighing from twenty to thirty pounds. They ‘are

greenish before ripening, then they assume a golden

color. They are delicious eating when freshly

gathered and considered very wholesome, a feature

that is not diminished by drying. The flesh con

sists of sugar in large proportion, nitrogenous mat

ter, starch, mineral salts, etc., consequently Indians

and Arabs alike use them as their principal food

supply. From the fresh fruit a beautiful jelly can

be prepared. The Arabs make a sort of flour out

of the dried fruit, from which a substantial bread is

manufactured, and this constitutes one of their

staple food supplies. Green dates are not consider

ed good to eat in large quantities.

As soon as the dates are ripe (about September)

they are gathered in bunches and hung in sheds or

under covers, where they finish ripening and dry.

Towards the month of February they are ready to

be packed for transit to Europe.

A very famous writer on foreign food production

writes that the fruit is somewhat olive-shaped, con

taining a soft pulp, sweet, excellent and wholesome,

and including a hard kernel. During the flowering

season the Arabs tap the stem and draw from it

from two to three pints of sap daily, which they

~ call “lagmi,” or palm milk. \Vhen this is fermented

it produces a strong wine. Then, again, a paste,

called “Adjoue,” is made by the Arabs from crush

ed dates, and is used to make a sweet refreshing

drink on a long march by dissolving a little in water.
 

AVEN’T the profits of your business been less

the past year because of little leaks that might

have been stopped? Are you watching closely for

little leaks?

 

OUR advertising is a salesman that may reach

everybody without offending them or becom

ing discouraged at turn-downs.

 

HERE is no “secret" of salesmanship. It is

merely making the customer think as you do

about the goods:
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Air Conditioning of Candy Factories

- F. R. ELL1s.

HEN a production engineer studies the

routing of a product in its various manu

facturing operations he gives most thought

to the elimination of unnecessary movements. He

plans the arrangement of machines so that the prod

uct progresses from one machine to another with

but as little time interval as possible. He must plan

on the ultimate capacity desired and then find the

limitation of the machinery and other factors so

that the operation that requires the most time will be

the governing factor and this operation will be

raw material and forced a shut down until a supply

arrived you would say it was bad management. If

his production plans had not foreseen where the

“neck of the bottle” was in his factory and most of

his plant was twice the capacity of the operation that

limited the ultimate capacity of the whole plant, you

would say it was poor planning. What then are we

to say if the manufacturer neglects the factor of

weather in relation to his production?

The control of air conditions in candy manufac

ture is now so well-known that the candy manufac

 

Air Distributing Piping in Caramel Department Which Conditioned Air is Supplied.

worked out to produce the ultimate capacity desired.

His next study will be to co-ordinate the other oper

ations to that of the limiting operation. This is es

sential, for it would be of no gain to have the capac

ity of one operation suflicient to produce in one day

an amount of material that it would require a week

to go through some other operation.

In brief his ultimate aim is to have a minimum

percentage of idle time both in machinery and labor.

Idle machinery and idle labor do not earn money.

Further, idle machinery costs money for it is occupy

ing valuable floor space and its interest charges are

operating day and night whether the machinery

operates or not.

\/Vhat does it gain the manufacturer, however, if

he spends good money to have an economical pro

duction system, but does not make himself independ

ent of some condition that may cause a complete

shut down of his plant from one to several days. If

his purchasing agent neglected to order a supply of

turer can make himself independent of weather con

ditions. By taking advantage of air conditioning

equipment the idle time factor, common to many

candy factories, can be eliminated. For instance,

' many candy manufacturers do not make hard candy

from late spring to fall. There are several months

of idle machinery with an overtime schedule during

the early winter. Seasonal operation is to be avoid

ed when possible, and can be to a large extent in the

manufacture of hard candy. There are numerous

manufacturers who have made their production an

all-year affair by the application of air conditioning.

One illustration of the value of air conditioning

will suffice. A certain manufacturer of hard candy

knows that his billings average $15,000.00 per day.

\Vhen he does not operate his factory due to some

forced shut down he knows that eventually his bill

ings are going to be $15,000.00 less than they would

have been if that day's shut down had not occurred.

This manufacturer has for several years operated
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Typical Air Distributing System Using Concealed Ducts.

without a forced shut down due to weather condi

tions and he finds that his product shipped during

the extreme summer weather reaches its destination

in much better condition than previous to the instal

lation of air conditioning equipment.

A few years ago this manufacturer shipped a car

load of his product to the middle west during a, time

when the temperature and humidity were excessive.

There were no rejections of this shipment when

delivered, yet under similar weather conditions be

fore the installation of air conditioning the shipment

would not have been made, for it was certain that a

large part of it would have been rejected. This

shipment was made possible because the product was

made in rooms under air control, packed in rooms

under air control and stored in rooms under air con

trol.

No one would think of operating a coating room

during the summer months, not equipped with a cool

ing system. There is, however, quite a difference

between a cooling system and an air conditioning

system. A cooling system usually consists of brine

or ammonia pipes, with drip trough, hung in the

room. An air conditioning system means an ap

paratus that will produce a desired air condition in

_ the space treated. The cooling system will reduce

the temperature but it will not regulate the humidity.

A high humidity always results with a reduction in

temperature and high humidity is detrimental to the

fine finish of most candy.

The air conditioning system uses air to cool the

room and to accomplish this the air must enter the

room at a temperature many degrees below the room

temperature. In absorbing the heat radiating into

the room the air temperature rises, and in so doing,

the humidity is automatically lowered. The air con

  

Typical Air Distributing System Showing Air Conditioning Apparatus Hung from Ceiling.
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ditioning engineer first determines the air conditions

best suited for the product" and from these he de

termines the temperature at which the air must be

introduced to result in the proper humidity, and then

the volume of air at that temperature that will ab

sorb the heat, generated in the room and radiating

into the room. The same equipment can be used to

control the conditions in starch rooms, packing and

storage rooms. The air conditioning equipment that

furnishes cool dry air is of great value in the pack

ing and storage rooms. It permits the surface of

the candy to set in such a manner that the product

is less affected by excessive temperature and humid

ity when later exposed to such conditions.

Air Conditioning equipment the same as that of

other equipment costs money to operate; if improp

erly designed its cost of operation may offset the

gain secured from it. The candy manufacturer

should, therefore, employ air conditioning engineers

who have specialized in the line for they will plan a

system to produce the results with the lowest costs.

They will design the system to take advantage of

favorable weather conditions; they will choose

equipment that will co-ordinate investment charges

with operating charges.

Many manufacturers of candy products have

made themselves independent of weather conditions.

They have steady and uniform production with

spoilage reduced to a minimum. It is evident that

these manufacturers have a decided advantage over

those whose plants‘ are not equipped with apparatus

to control the air conditions and are thus subject to

the caprices of our climate.

 

Treating

4 6 ON’T you step up an’ jine us in a glass '0'

ginger pop, Si?" said Bill Grander, gener

ously, to old Si Hayseed at the Crossroads store.

“I just sold a six-weeks-old calf fer $9, an’ don’t

mind being a little reckless. What" do you say to

a ginger pop?”

“Much obleeged, I’m sure, Bill,” said Si, “but

the fact is, ginger pop ruther goes to my head, an’ I

better let it alone.” "

“That so? Well, what do you say to a glass o’

sody? Like to have you jine me in something.”

“Well, Bill, sody sort o’ stings my throat and

makes me sneeze. But if you're bound to stand

treat, you might get ginger pop for th’ other boys

and if its all the same to you, I"ll take fi’ cents wuth

0’ tenpenny nails. I come in to git a fe_w fer a fence

I got to fix, an’ if you’d as soon I took the nails

as a drink, I’m agreeable.”

“All right, all right, Si. Anything to keep the

baby quiet, as the sayin’ is. Here, Mr. Storekeeper,

you do Si up fi’ cents’ wuth o-’- nails an’ take it out

of this quarter!"

TheRetail V f

Confectioner,
. HE up-to-date candy maker of today is leader

in his profession. The time is here. Oppor

tunity is knocking at the door of the retail con

fectioner. \-Vork on new ideas as well as old prob

lems gets results. Buy the best raw materials ob

tainable. Make the finest finished products possible;

figure costs; add a reasonable but not an exorbitant

profit, then you will be surprised at the results.

The candy lover of today wants dainty, tempting

goods. They also must have character. Here is a

big seller at a low cost:

JETS, COMMONLY KNOWN AS BUTTER CREAMS

11 pounds white sugar.

l pound corn syrup.

2 quarts light cream.

1 tablespoonful salt.

Cook to 241 F. Pour on clean marble, then cream

into fondant. Roll in balls and dip in liquor choco

late.

NEW ORLEANS CREOLES, on PRALINES

5 pounds white sugar.

1 pound brown sugar.

1 teaspoonful salt.

Cook to 238 or 239 F. Take off fire, then add

2% pounds pecans. Spoon out as patties on oiled

papers. Sell at 10 cents each.

OPERA CARAMELS

- 9 pounds white sugar.

2 quarts light cream."

Cook to 241 F. Pour on clean marble.

ten minutes, then work up into fondant. Take one

third of the batch, flavor with vanilla and roll out

on white paper three-quarters of an inch thick. Take

another one-third and roll out in the same way, cover

top with walnuts. Take the last third of the batch

and add Mt pound of liquor chocolate melted. Roll

out in same manner and mark with caramel cutter.

SCOTCH KISSES

6 pounds white sugar.

5 pounds corn syrup.

4 quarts cream.

Add cream slowly while cooking. Cook to Z43

to 245 F. Take off the fire and dip in marshmal

lows. Lay on marble. W'hen cool, wrap in wax

paper.

Let set

HAYSTACKS

3% pounds sugar.

Cook to 235 F. Take off fire and add 6 pounds

fondant. When dissolved add 3 pounds shredded

cocoanut and vanilla flavor. Vi/hen mixed well, add
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the whites of 3 eggs, beaten stiff, and drop on wax

paper with spoon. Then dip in liquor chocolate half

way and lay on papers. ‘ ’ -Q

Haystacks are made in vanilla, chocolate and

maple. Dip the vanilla in liquor chocolate, just

half of the piece; also the maple.

A great many confectioners have difficulty in

dropping cocoanut work on account of sticking to

the fork and spoon. By adding the whipped egg

you eliminate this trouble, as the candy will leave

the spoon readily, and can be dropped very rapidly

It also makes a much nicer eating piece of goods.

 

TO MAKE A LINE POPULAR

One way to make a line popular is to take, for

instance, eight or ten kinds of chocolates that sell

for sixty cents, a line that might be a dead one, and

to have these sell, make one kind of the following:

COCOANUT FIG QARAMELS

Place in a pan 5 quarts of New Orleans molasses,

5 pounds of corn syrup, and V2 pound of hard fat.

Boil to 250 F. Then place in another pail 3 pounds

of figs. Soak in hot water fifteen minutes, then run

through a grinder after pouring off water.

After the batch has boiled to 250 F., add 4 pounds

shredded cocoanut. Then add lastly the 3 pounds

of figs. Stir rapidly and pour on a greased marble.

Spread out with palate knife the thickness of a

caramel. Mark and cut up next day. Coat these in

chocolate, place in a large tray in the window and

mark these “Special for today only,” say, at 49

cents.

Add this to your 60-cent line the next day. Do

this for a short time, twice a week, and you will

have up-to-date 60-cent sellers. People who get

hold of them at the special price will come back.

Here is another piece that can be added.

CHERRY FUDGE

Six pounds of white sugar, 4 pounds of brown

sugar, 2% pounds of corn syrup, 2 quarts of evap

orated milk, yz pound of hard fat, 2 tablespoonfuls

of salt. Cook to 240 F. Take off the fire and add

1 pound corn syrup and 3 pounds of chopped cher

ries. Let stand one-half hour, then start to grain

by running spatula round sides of kettle. Then pour

on heavy oiled paper. This paper must be laid on

wood. Four hours after mark and break up in

squares, and coat with chocolate. This can also be

sold without coating.

Fudge should always be run on heavy paper laid

on wood, and then it will not spot. By letting it

stand a half-hour after cooking, it will have a nice

gloss.

BONBON FORMULA

Put 10 pounds of white sugar in a pan, M; tea

spoonful of cream of tartar, 3 pints of water. VVash

down the sides of the pan. Cook to 246 F. Pour

on cold-creamed marble well wet down on both bot

tom and top with water, and let stand till almost

cold. Have ready in another pan the whites of 4

eggs, whipped stiff. Work up the batch and add

gradually the eggs. Vi/hen creamed up cover with

a.damp cloth. This cream should be smooth and’

very white. Put in ‘double boiler, and melt very

slowly for dipping fruit pieces and cherries.

FOR CENTERS OF ABOVE

Placeiin the pan 10 pounds of sugar, 2% pounds

of corn syrup, 3 pints of water. \Vash down the

sides of the pan. Cream on the marble. Cover

with a damp cloth. Take part of this batch and roll

up in little balls about the size of‘ a marble, with

pieces of nuts, fruits, dates, etc. This cream also

can be run in starch forms. After the bonbon cream

is melted in the double boiler, dip these pieces’ in

with a fork, one at a time, and lay on paper. Dif

ferent colors of bonbons can be made by adding color

to the bonbon batch. Then take part of this (5

pound) batch and V2 pound'of cocoanut, mix well

and roll into little balls. Dip in the bonbon cream.

This makes a most delicious cocoanut bonbon.

BETTER GOODS

The call is for better goods. The selling price is

very easily regulated by the retailer confectioner.

The people of today are educated to finer goods than

ever before. The best candies that can be made are

none too good. The people want them better and it

is up to you to make them better. Raw materials

don’t count as far as price is concerned. Abso

lutely the best is what you must buy, regardless of

price. The price of nuts is high and a great many

retailers refuse to use them.

Here is a little circumstance that happened within

ten days. A small batch of 3}/2 dozen of New Or

leans Creoles was made from this formula: 5 pounds

of white sugar, 1 pound of brown sugar, 1 teaspoon

ful of salt, cooked to 238 F., to which was added

2 V2 pounds of pecans. This made 3M; dozen pat

ties that sold at 10 cents each. Of course, this looks

expensive with pecans selling at 85, but pecan pieces

can be used satisfactorily. The cost of the above

batch is approximately $2.14, and 42 patties at 10

cents each is $4.20, and there is no waste to the

batch. The above is mentioned for the reason that

when the goods were sent from the factory to the

store the clerk said they would not sell at 10 cents.

The result was that they were placed in the window

without price card at 3.30 P. M., and at 6.30 P. M.

there was not a pattie to be had. They were all

sold and next morning there were calls for more.

The piece is small, but it tastes good and there is a

liberal quantity of nuts in it. \Vhile the manu

facturer’s price looks high, you can very readily

see that there is a good margin, and it is a fine seller.

Candy Cbnstituents As Food

N official analysis of the food value of various

vegetable products places chocolate as second

only to corn. Nuts and sugar also rank high in

sustenance. These, in combination, are in a class

by themselves as producers of heat and strength

supplying forms of nutriment.

 



  

By JOSEPH NATHAN KANE

will be continued, not neglected as soon as the homeSELLING ‘SPOT CANDY

THERE is much to be said in favor of selling

spot candy; that is, candy that has already been

shipped to a- foreign country awaiting orders to be

drawn against, and there is also much to be said

against this practice. Some candy manufacturers

have found it advisable to ship their confections in

large quantities to be disposed of or drawn against

in smaller quantities to fill customer’s orders while

others have found this to be a disastrous means of

obtaining business.

Before deciding as to which method it is advis

able to pursue one must carefully consider the ad

vantages and disadvantages in connection with this

idea.

The advantages 'o_f sending large quantities of

candy to a country to be disposed of are many, but

before discussing them it will be advisable to state

the kinds of firms that could pursue this policy.

Only those firms who have their representative or

agent on the ground may do so or those who manu

facture a limited'number of items. The firm which

has to rely on its orders from catalogues or adver

tising or other means not entirely steady will not

find this means of value to them. Neither will the

firm that manufactures a hundred different kinds

of candy. In the former case, considerable human

persuasion enters' in a sale of candy especially in

foreign countries where there is considerable com

petition not only from American firms but from

foreign firms. In the second place, if the manu

facturer of the one hundred different items sends

to the foreign country but one hundred pounds of

each, the quantity will be ten thousand pounds.

which would be very large, yet not large enough if

there was an order of but one hundred and fifty

pounds of a particular kind. These are some of the

reasons why certain firms should not adopt this

policy.

The reasons why certain firms in general like this

method is because they can give immediate deliveries

to their customers. In case of a sudden drain or run

for a particular piece, the manufacturer can imme

diately supply the demand without an unnecessary

wait of from one to six weeks for the supply to ar

rive. Another reason whv a stock on hand is ad

visable is because the dealers will know that they

can rely on the candy in a pinch and that immediate

deliveries can always be made and that their business

market improves. Another advantage is that the

manufacturer, by using a large amount of space, can

secure special concessions from the steamship com

panies. He can ship his candy in the refrigerating

room, should be so desire. In other cases, a large

shipment may be made on smaller vessels whose

speed is slower than that of regular lines at a great

saving. As the candy will not be needed immedi

ately, a difference in a few days will not be as great

as the concession in freight. Another advantage is

the facility in handling bulk goods. There is just

as much labor entailed in accepting and shipping

an export order for one case as there is for one

thousand or one million cases. In each instance,

the same declaration must be made out, the same

formality of applying for space, notifying the truck

man, filing consular papers, bills of lading, etc., must

be undertaken. These are but a few of the reasons

why it is advisable to ship large spot orders.

There are however many reasons against this

practice. In the first place as prices are subject to

change, a rise in price may greatly affect the retail

market. A second reason is that candy, no matter

how carefully it is protected, does not improve with

old age, especially in countries where the climate is

humid. Many manufacturers maintain that the re

duction in quantity freight rates is offset by storage

charges. This is in a measure partly true but is not

such a great factor when it is considered that storage

must be paid for the candy in America. Although

actual cash is not expended in this direction, if the

candy remains in the plant of the manufacturer it

must be considered that for every foot of space used

a charge must be made. The space utilized for this

goods may be used for other merchandise, or ma

chinery may be put in its place. In any event the

space that it consumed cost the amount of rent per

square foot used.

There are many more disadvantages to using this

plan. There are some importers who prefer to im

port their merchandise direct, believing that by do

ing so they get fresher goods. Another factor to be

considered is if the shipment does not sell and is

consequently re-exported in most cases the duty is

not recoverable and the freight both ways are lost.

Each manufacturer must decide which method

they think preferable. The majority of those in

the business believe that it is safer to ship only

against the order. This is the most conservative
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wayand judging home the records and past 'experi

ence"s"of most cprifectioners it seems to be the best.

The American manufacturer is careful in the matter

of speculation. A pound of candy to him in Ameri

ca seems a greater item to him than a pound'of the

same candy in Honduras. The reason is apparent.

In the case of America, he is on the ground. He is

familiar with the conditions and can adjust his

prices, terms or package to meet the ever changing

conditions. In Honduras, he must rely solely upon

his agent. As in innumerable eases the agent is a

general salesman and not a special candy salesman,

the manufacturer feels afraid, in spite of his con

fidence in the agent, to shift and move about his

long established policies.

I have in mind a particular case which happened

recently in Guatemala. A certain manufacturer

specializing in a particular piece of hard candy sent

his agent a reserve quantity of same from which he

could draw to fill orders. It so happened that this

particular piece was well liked in Guatemala and, as

a result, it was copied by two energetic candy mak

ers who were able to sell same at a price much less

than that offered by the American firm. As a result

the candies made by the American firm could not be

sold because of the price difference. There were

many reasons why the Guatemalan candies could be

made cheaper. In the first place, the manufacture

was inferior and the candies did not contain as

pure and as good ingredients. This, however, was

not a sufficient reason in the eyes of certain Guate

maltecan merchants to stop buying same. Inasmuch

as there was no freight nor duty to pay this was

another great advantage in favor of the local manu

facturers. Another point worthy of note here was

that the American candy, to withstand climatic con

ditions, was packed in tins and glass jars while

those of the local industry could be put in paper

boxes inasmuch as they were intended for immediate

sale. This difference which meant another four or

five cents a pound coupled with the others made the

American candy almost twice as expensive as that

of the local industry which meant that its sale was

limited. This_entire quantity had to be sold at a

loss.

This is one of the reasons why manufacturers

object to this method of selling goods. On the

other hand, this scheme has its advantages. Quite

some time ago I met a manufacturer who shipped

over $50,000.00 worth of confectionery to Amster

dam on speculation in anticipation of orders from

his salesman. As he could offer spot goods, while
theibest his competitors could offer were thirty-day

deliveries, this manufacturer sold this entire lot

without difficulty at a price higher than even his

wild speculations could imagine.

JI know of another instance where a certain manu

facturer sent a large supply of his candy to a certain

I

foreign country expeqting it to “sell like wildfire.”

I remember seeing this same inanufacturer about

three months. later cursing this particular country

and export in general. His candies did not sell!

Before one undertakes to sell candy for export it

is always worthwhile to find out the market. It

is cheapest in the long run to obtain trade statistics

and even to employ an investigator to examine con

ditions than to go ahead blindly and advertise and

employ salesmen.

Before one ships or sells to a country one should

find out its particular requirements. This is partic

ularly true when the manufacturer undertakes the

shipping on his own account. In certain South and

Central American countries, flavors like cinnamon,

sassafras and sarsaparilla are regarded in much the

same vein as the American boy likes Castor Oil.

Naturally, these flavors will not sell in countries

where it is in disfavor. Similarly mixtures con

taining these flavors will find proportionately less

sales because these items are included in the assort

ment.

The selling price of a line of candy is one of the

factors which should be considered when sending

goods to foreign countries. There is a certain aver

sion to selling candy for 27c. or 53c. a pound.

Merchants like even numbers and candy which can

be sold at even numbers will be found to be in

greater demand than that which requires considerable

calculations to determine the price of a few pounds.

Because a confection sells in the United States at

retail for five cents it does not follow that its retail

price will be the same in foreign countries. If

manufacturers will consider the expense on ship

ments they will realize that they can greatly in

crease their sales by reducing the price of their can

dies a slight fraction in order that the retailer can sell

it at and for one coin. In some particular cases

they can even raise their prices putting their profit

in advertising which will in the long run increase

their business.

~——

Taking Soundings

UST as a ship master, navigating the seas in

darkness and storm, upon approach to his port

heaves the lead, so the business man should make

sure of his course. Profits in these days are narrow

and the only surething is the list of bills payable.

To strike a balance often is to be safe from breakers

ahead. Goods that may seem to be upon a profitable

price basis may be, in fact, going at a loss. It is

better to lose sales than to under-bid a cheap com

petitor. Your chief duty to yourself and your cred

itors is to make money. Get and deserve the repu

tation of being prompt in paying bills. Insist upon

equal promptitude from your customers. Business

is the greatest game of life. It is worth while to

play it according to the rules.
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JACQUES FONTAINE

you do more business—that is, make bigger sales, ifSHALL \VE COLLECT BEFORE OR AFTER SERVING?

HIS may be a question to which you have never

given any special thought. Perhaps you have not

considered that it mattered one way or the other so

long as you got your money and have simply gone

ahead in the course you have always followed. How

ever, there are several phases of the problem. when

you stop to think of it, that really have a psycholog

ical effect on your customers which, in turn, reflects

in your sales, so we will set forth the different ar

guments, for and against, and you can judge for

yourself whether or not your present system is ade

quate.

The principal reason why retailers favor the use

of soda checks and the “Pay before you are served"

plan, is that it precludes the possibility -of anyone

getting away without paying for his drinks. I have

discussed this matter with a great many fountain

owners who use the “Pay after you are served"

system and they all agree that the great majority

of people are honest and that the amount they lose

because of non-payment is almost negligible, and

than 50 per cent. of the cases of that kind which

they do have are due to oversight rather than to any

real intent to cheat. Dealers have told me that oc

casionally customers will come back to pay for a

drink or sundae, explaining and apologizing for

having forgotten to do so when they left the store

after being served.

VVe are all more or less alike where our pocket

books are concerned—all sensitive if our honesty or

our creditworth is questioned. It should not be so.

but we do resent being asked to pay a bill or return

a loan, although we know we owe it and we even

feel “rufiled” when things are sent c. o. d., “just as

though we wouldn't pay otherwise.” If you were

asked to hand over your money before a clerk would

even show you a pair of shoes or a suit of clothes,

as the case might be, you would be so angry that

you would never enter that store again, yet the

psychological impression your customers receive is

very much the same when you ask them to pay for

something at your fountain before they get it, and

you would not think of making such a request in

any other department in your store. The customer

may not realize it, or analyze his feeling as resent

ment at the time, but unconsciously the request

1-ankles just the same.

From the standpoint of sales volume, I believe

you allow the customer to pay as he leaves. There

are several reasons for this. If one buys a 15c.

check for example, nine times out of ten he will

order a 15c. drink, even though after seeing the

menu he might prefer something at 20c. or 25c., but

it's too much bother to change his check and, as a

result, he is not entirely satisfied with his purchase

—a bad state of mind in which to allow him to

leave your store. Frequently, too, people have no

idea what they want and much prefer to sit down

at a table and look over the menu and decide leis

urely, without the bother of returning to the desk

f-or checks. This is especially true in the case of

men or women who are bringing'in friends for a

treat, as it is embarrassing to ask them what they

want before they are seated and equally unpleasant

to have bought 15c. checks and have them order a

20c. drink.

It’s the little, almost insignificant details that make

for service. VVe must please the customer by all

means, he must not be hurried or put to any unneces

sary bother—we must make it as easy as we possibly

can for him to buy—what he wants and all he wants.

If your fountain business is small, there is no

objection to having the clerk who takes the order

collect for it when it is served or before the customer

leaves. This, however, has its drawbacks if clerks

are at all busy, for they cannot give their undivided

attention to one table when they are watching to

see when other customers are ready to leave so they

can collect for their orders. This plan is apt to keep

the customer waiting too, and those so disposed are

more likely to walk out without paying than they

are to deliberately pass a cashier's desk, for, in the

first case, the burden of responsibility rests with

the clerk, and, in the latter, the customer is put on

his honor and few people fail under those circum

stances. Furthermore, even though your clerks are

absolutely honest, mistakes and mix-ups are bound

to occur where several people are handling the

money.

VVhen the business is big enough to warrant it,

I advocate the “Pay after” system, checks or sales

slips being made out by the clerk serving, and paid

for at a cashier's desk as the customer leaves. A

cashier can keep your books and fountain records

during the early morning hours and other slack

times at the fountain, and will prove a very profita
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.ble investifient‘ in your soda water deparftnent'.""In

fact, you will do enough moreibusiness and improve

your service sufficiently by the “Pay after” system

yto more than pay a cashier's salary. .

 

PROPER HANDLING OF GLASSWARE WILL PREVENT

EXCESSIVE BREAKAGE

HEN we come to check over our equipment

this spring to see what is needed before the

mid-summer rush is on, we are very likely to find

a shortage of glasses, and that many of those we

have are chipped or cracked and too unsightly to

use. ‘We have wondered before if it wouldn’t be

a good idea to discard the glass service entirely and

use nothing but paper cups and containers, but

never really came to a decision in the matter. Now

we’ve got to do one thing or the other.

As far as appearance is concerned, and that is a

big item from the customer's viewpoint, I think

you'll all agree with me that the glassware is far

preferable to the paper cups and dishes. Surely

you can't improve on a thin, dainty glass, provided

always, that it is clean and shining as, of course, it

would be at your soda fountain. People like to

drink from a glass better than from a paper cup—

somehow they enjoy the drink better because it is

more like what they are accustomed to in their own

homes.

Now, the two best arguments in favor _of the

paper service are sanitation and convenience, and

while we do, of course, insist upon sanitation, the

possibility of getting rid of the task of “dish-wash

ing” sure does appeal to us—we never did like it

anyway. However, if your glasses are properly

washed they are exactly as sanitary as paper con

tainers, and if you will follow my instructions,

washing glasses really isn’t such a disagreeable job

after all. It takes a little time, I’ll admit, but the

results make it well worth while. _

In the first place, buy a sufiicient supply of the

various sized glasses needed so that you never run

out during a busy period and have to rinse out a

few hurriedly to keep going. You will get a better

price on a larger quantity, and find it real economy

in the long run. Select the thin ware, it really does

not chip as easily as the very heavy glasses, and with

careful handling will last just as long and look much

better. It seems incongruous to see thick, clumsy

glasses at a fine, high-class fountain.

Before new glasses are used at all, place them in

a large pan of cold water, being careful not to crowd

too many in at one time, add a large tablespoonful

of bicarbonate of soda to each gallon of water and

bring slowly to the boiling point. Let boil for sev

eral minutes, remove from the pan after the water

has cooled and they are ready to be washed and

polished. This process toughens the glass, and will

prolong the life of your ware considerably.

All glasses should be washed and scalded each

time'they aroused. "The practice of “sozzling" a

soiled glass in a pail of cold, and foo frequently,

dirty water is unspeakable. .In somrstates the law

‘requirps that,all glasses, dishes and silver be ster

ilized, andiall‘ fountain owners should make it a law

in their establishments, not merely for the sake of

appearances and good service, but-actually to prevent

the spread of disease. .

Remove all soiled glasses from the fountain the

moment they are empty. Rinse under the cold

water faucet to remove any particles that may cling

to the glass. VVhen a sufiicient number -have ac

cumulated to make washing necessary, proceed as

follows : Fill a pan with water, as hot as your hands

will stand, add a little liquid ammonia and enough

good soap to make a suds. Have another pan of

clear, very hot water, wash the glasses a few at a

time in the suds, roll in the clear water and invert

on a drain-board. If your rinsing water is sulfi

ciently hot, the glasses will dry without wiping, al

though a better polish is obtained if they are dried

with a clean, soft towel. It should be unnecessary

to caution anyone against using cold, greasy water

or dirty dishcloths and towels, but you would be

appalled to see the dish-washing process at some

soda fountains. Both suds and rinsing water should

be changed frequently if many glasses are washed at

one time, and dishcloths should be washed out and

dried each time they are used and boiled to thor

oughly sterilize, every day or two. Towels should

either be washed out and rinsed in boiling water or

fresh ones supplied for each batch of glasses. Plenty

of hot water and soap greatly simplify the dish

washing job and you will find that trays of- spark

ling glasses are real ornaments to your back-bar,

and that they are one of the best selling arguments

and business getters you can have.

 

RIGHT METHODS WILL IMPROVE THE QUALITY or

YOUR SODA WATER

O THE average soda fountain owner, instruc

tions for making a glass of soda water will seem

entirely-unnecessary, for in his opinion the task is

so simple that any school boy or girl can perform

it satisfactorily, and frequently he hires just such

a dispenser at his fountain. The making of a soda

is not a complicated matter, I’ll admit, and any de

pendable clerk can be taught to do it right—for

there is a right method, and it is just as easy as the

numerous slip-shod ways frequently employed-——the

main thing is to know the right way and insist that

that method be used at your fountain.

The making of a perfect soda consists of con

siderably more than the actual operation that takes

place between the time the customer gives his order

and the drink is placed before him.. There is a lot

of “back-ground” to a glass of good soda water.

.In the first place, you must buy high-class flavors.

store then in as cool a place as possible. Open them
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only as needed, shake thoroughly, pour out the de

sired quantity and wipe the mouth of the jug with

a clean cloth—then reseal the jug and place it in the

refrigerator. In hot weather it is best to mix only

a day's supply at one time, in winter two or three

days' stock may be diluted at one time if it seems

desirable to do so.

The simple syrup you use is a big factor in the

quality of your sodas, too. Rock candy syrup gives

very satisfactory results, provided it is kept cool and

tightly covered to prevent contamination from dust

and dirt. Home-made syrup from a percolator is

also very good, if you make it according to a speci

fied formula so that it is always of a uniform density.

A percolator must frequently be emptied and thor

oughly washed and scalded to prevent fermentation.

One is apt to neglect to take this precaution, not

realizing that spoilage can and does take place in a

percolator not kept thoroughly clean, thereby taint

ing, not only the simple syrup, but also the fruit

syrup to which it is added. If you have no percola

tor, the following formula will give you a most sat

isfactory simple syrup which can be made at any

fountain as frequently as desired and always be uni

form and perfectly fresh.

Bring to the boiling point 1 gallon of pure

water. Remove from the fire and add 14

pounds granulated sugar, stirring until entirely

dissolved. Cool and store in sterlized contain

ers until ready for use.

Now, with our concentrated syrup and rock candy

or simple syrup at hand, we are ready to proceed

with the preparation of our single-strength syrup,

ready for use in the fountain. First, read carefully

and follow accurately the printed directions on the

label of your flavoring syrup. Don't try to improve

on the rules set down by the manufacturer, as he

knows best how his goods should be used. Measure

every ingredient carefully, and if certain flavors

call for fruit acid (not acid phosphate) never omit

it, as it brings out the natural flavor of the fruit

and gives just the needed “tang” to flavors which

without it would be tame and insipid. Use a good

brand of foam solution in all your syrups for mak

ing sodas, as a rich, creamy topping is very neces

sary and desirable. Be sure to shake the concen

trated syrup and mix it thoroughly with the simple

syrup.

Now, you say, we are ready to put the syrup in

the fountain and proceed with the actual making of

our sodas, but wait! Is your fountain cleaned and

well iced? Is the carbonator working perfectly—

you know the water must be very cold to carbonate

well. Have you washed and scalded your syrup

tanks, something you must always do before fresh

syrup is added. With all this attended to, we will

fill our tanks, set the gauges on our faucets so they

will draw an exact amount of syrup each time (2

ounces is the amount usually required for a 12

ounce glass) and we are ready for orders.

Into a clean, shining glass draw the flavor desired,

giving the lever one full push instead of two or

three halfway, so as to get just 2 ounces every time.

Draw in a little carbonated water, coarse stream,

then fill glass one-third full with the fine stream.

Now add a disher of ice cream, about a No. 14 size,

and be sure your cream is not too hard. Finally

fill the glass with strong, fine stream, letting it hit

just at the side of the ice cream. This will mix the

syrup well through the soda and give you a rich,

creamy drink, which will bring you plenty of "come

backs.” -

FORMULAS

CHEER-O

1 ounce cherry syrup.

1 ounce grape juice.

Place in an eight-ounce glass, add a scoop of

shaved ice and fill glass with carbonated water.

Serve with straws through a slice of fresh lemon or

orange.

AMBROSIA

1 ounce orange syrup.

% ounce pineapple syrup.

1 egg white.

1 tablespoonful sweet cream.

Shake thoroughly with a scoop of shaved ice, and

fill glass with carbonated water.

ZE.CO

1 ounce limeade syrup.

1 or 2 dashes mint extract.

Scoop shaved ice. Fill glass with bottled ging"

ale and decorate with a sprig of fresh mint.

EGG BRACER

% ounce each coffee, caramel and chocolate

Syrups.

1 egg, shaved ice. -

1 tablespoonful ice cream. Shake under elect"
mixer, add milk to fill eight-ounce glass, strain and

top with cinnamon or nutmeg.

CHO.COLATE CREAM SODA

2 ounces chocolate syrup.

1 ounce sweet cream.

Small spoonful whole raspberries.

Place above ingredients in a twelve-ounce #"

Put on the fine stream until it foams and the #"
is one-third full, then turn on coarse stream until

glass is nearly full, then add two or three dashes of

the fine stream.

TWO-IN-ONE SODA

Place 1 ounce each of pineapple syrup and st"

berry syrup in a 12-ounce glass. Draw a little"

bonated water, coarse stream, then use fine st"

until glass is one-third full. Fill a round d"
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with chocolate ice cream and pineapple ice, half and

half, and add to above and fill glass with fine stream.

EASTER LILY

Place a slice of angel-food cake on a paper doily,

on a flat dish or plate. On top put a slice of vanilla

ice cream, the same size and thickness as the cake,

and over it pour a ladleful of cut pineapple. Top

with marshmallow, whipped until very light, and a

white cherry.

LEMON ICE SUNDAE

Place a cone-shaped disher of lemon ice, in which

some crushed pineapple has been frozen, on a sun

dae dish. Pour over it a ladleful of crushed rasp

berries, crushed cherries or any tart fruit, and gar

nish with a big cherry.

HALF-AND-HALF SUNDAE

Place a cone-shaped disher of vanilla ice cream

on Sundae plate. Over one-half pour a small quan

tity of crushed strawberry, and over the other half

a spoonful of pecan sundae. Around the sides ar

range slices of peach, and garnish with marshmal

low and a cherry.

CHO.COLATE SPLIT

Cut a cone of vanilla ice cream in two, lengthwise,

and place the pieces on an oblong dish. Over one

half pour a ladle of butterscotch syrup, and over the

other an equal amount of bittersweet chocolate

syrup. Pile whipped cream in the center and finish

with a spoonful of crushed strawberries.

N. C. A. Circulars

HE following circulars have been issued by Wal

ter C. Hughes, Secretary N. C. A.

EXTENSION OF TIME FOR FILING CORPORATION

RETURNS

We are advised that by Treasury Decision 3291,

dated February 21, but not released until February

23, an extension of time to June 15, 1922, is granted

for filing returns by domestic corporations on Form

1120 for the calendar year 1921, and for the fis

cal year ended January 31, 1922, or ending Feb

ruary 28, 1922.

Tentative return is to be made to the proper col

lector on Form 1120, marked “Tentative Return,”

giving name, address, and estimated amount of tax,

accompanied by a statement giving reasons why

complete return, on time, is impossible, a formal

request for an extension, and one-quarter of the

estimated amount of tax. Interest at 6 per cent.

per annum on any deficiency will begin to run from

March 15, April 15, or May 15, as the case may be.

JAPANESE OIL OF PEPPERMINT

The Department of Agriculture requires that Im

porters of Japanese Oil of Peppermint shall obtain

from the manufacturers who use the Oil, affida.

vits stating for what purpose the Oil will be used.

Such affidavits are required to be filed at the time

of importation for the purpose of preventing what

the Department of Agriculture regards as improper

use of the Oil.

Furthermore, they serve as a warning to manu

facturers and as a protection against any attempt on

the part of Importers to substitute Japanese Oil of

Peppermint for Domestic Peppermint Oil.

Japanese Oil of Peppermint is not true Pepper

mint Oil. It is made from a different plant than that

from which Domestic Peppermint Oil is made. It

has a raw flavor and a very high menthol content

averaging 70 per cent, to 91 per cent, as compared

with the Domestic Peppermint Oil, which averages

48 per cent. to 60 per cent.

It is, therefore, not permissible to use Japanese

Peppermint Oil in any medicinal preparation for

which the United States Pharmacopoeia prescribes

Peppermint Oil, neither may it be used in candy or

other food products.

USE OF MINERAL OIL AS SLAB DRESSING

The attitude of the Bureau of Chemistry, Depart

ment of Agriculture, on the use of mineral oil as

a slab dressing, Item 265, is as follows:

“Mineral oils, in common with all petroleum prod

ucts, are neither digested nor assimilated by the

system and have no food value. Unless properly

purified they are also liable to contain ingredients

of a poisonous or deleterious nature. As there

are many animal or vegetable oils which have a rec

ognized place and value as food, the use of mineral

oils as an ingredient of food products appears un

necessary. Mineral oil has been used in the prepara

tion of confectionery under conditions by which lit

tle or none of the oil is introduced into the finished

product. Under these conditions the bureau ac

cordingly at the present time offers no objection to

the use of a high grade harmless mineral oil as a

slab dressing for confectionery—that is, for the

purpose of allowing the confectionery to be readily

removed after it has been poured or dropped on the

slab." -

Your Leisure Hours

BOUT the worst thing that can happen to the

average man who acquires a reputation for be

ing a worker for worthy causes is to get himself

tangled up in a lot of committees devoted to a lot of

projects which take up most of the time when he

ought to be in the bosom of his family or at a good

show with his wife and offspring. It takes moral

courage to gently but firmly resolve to devote one's

leisure exclusively to one's own particular family

and relaxations. We all know good men who

couldn't say “no”; who didn't learn until too late,

that the human machine can stand just about so

much speeding up and no more, and so have gone.

their good works soon forgotten.

Take it from us it don't pay.
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1 . THE “JOBBER

. _ _ _ 'LI_ASON OFFICERS WANTED

A MANUFACTURER with a broad visjpn was

_ ‘ vtalking to the writer the other day, and he

threw out a thought which might be a good sugges

tion for candy jobbers and their salesmen. He

stated that it is now generally recognized all along

the line that the sale of goods is really not completed

until the retailer has handed the goods over the coun

ter to the consumer and received pay therefor. It

required years for manufacturers and jobbers to

realize this, and before it was thoroughly learned

it was considered “good business” to load up a re

tailer with all he' could possibly be induced to buy.

It is now understood that this process choked up the

channel for the free movement of goods and caused‘

loss and stagnation, instead of_ profit and activity.

That condition of mind no longer exists, and sales

men now rarely seek to load up a retailer with an

undue amount of goods.

The advance is a good one, but he suggests that

it might be possible to carry it still further with

benefit to all concerned. He said it would be a

valuable work if the jobbers could act as sort of

liason oflicers between the manufacturers and the re

tailers, just as they had liason officers in France to

promote closer co-operation and more effective team

work between the different armies and the different

elements of the same army.

The machinery of distribution today is a cum

brous and a costly one. It is a subject of great com

plaint on the part of the public. The distributors

keenly feel thevpointed arrows of this complaint, and

though they grope to lessen the distributive cost

they make discouragingly" slow progress in the im

provement.

The distributors of candy are the manufacturers,

the jobbers and the retailers. They are all engaged

in the same work, they are all on the defensive, as it

were, before the complaints of the public. It is _to

their interest to perfect and cheapen as far as pos

sible the distributive machinery, for then -candy will

be lower in price, more will be sold and satisfaction

and prosperity will be enchanced. In Europe the

war was going against the allies until 'co-operated

under one command and then victory was accom

plished with gratifying speed. If the three armies

of distribution—manufacturers, jobbers, retailers-— '

could co-operate more closely is it not probable that

valuable" results would follow? Their interests are

identical. They are extremely valuable—-nay, in

dispensable—to each other. They are all engaged

in the same work—that of transferring candy from

the factory to the consumer. The less friction there

is, the less waste that is entailed, the less expense in

volved, the better it is for all concerned.

g AS om: JOBBER SEES 1'1‘

LOOK at it this way, said a _candy_jobber re

cently. The jobbers are continually being nib

bled at from both sides of the fence.’ Retailers nib

ble at 'us in the attempts of many of them to buy

direct from the manufacturers, and we are nibbled

at from the other side by the natural inclination of

the manufacturers to sell as many customers as pos

sible and to grow lax in their discrimination as to

whether a proposed buyer is a legitimate jobber. In

other words there is a natural process of the manu

facturers and the retailers to come together, which

would of course result in minimizing the activities

of the jobbers. Factors of detail enter into this

question however. These factors render the job

ber an actual necessity of the trade and make his

existence secure.

It is a fact, however, which every one should

bear in mind that the importance of the jobbers and

the amount of business which they do is in propor

tion to the measure of their value to these two sec

tions of the trade. The jobbers should aim to be

such wide distributors and should make the dis

tribution so complete that manufacturers would

feel a hesitation in invading their field, and they

should be so useful to retailers in a score of different

ways that it would be a real loss to the retailers if

they should miss the jobbing services by dealing di

rect with manufacturers.

Here as I see it is the test which will govern the

future importance of jobbers, and in proportion as

they meet this test will their business wax or wane.

This coming year, which gives indications of being

an active one, calls for strenuous work on the part

of jobbers and their salesmen, and happily every

jobber can realize with satisfaction that the more

energetically he pushes his business, and the more

valuable he is to his customers, the more he will

profit financially and the more will he add to the

importance of the whole jobbing trade. I

THE CONVERSATION or THE REAL SALESMAN

EAD the below to your travelling salesmen at

the next meeting you have with them. It is

part of an address by Gordon K. MacEdwards, sales

manager of VValker & Co., Detroit, given at the con

vention of the Outdoor Advertising Association re

cently:

“A large proportion of salesmen are judged by

their first call, or the first few minutes of their vari

ous calls,” he said. “If they devote most of their

conversation to explaining their own business, and

say little or none, of their prospect's business, they

are put down in the opinion of the listeners as ped

dlers. If they talk on a variety of general subjects ‘

without getting down to specific points and telling
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something of real value, they are bores. _..If tile; lie

tray a complete ignorance of the business of the

man they are talking to they are fools. The sales

man who is well informed about his prospect’s busi

ness does not make a poor approach, nor blunder

later on. He often does more in ten minutes than

the poorly-informed man can do in as many months.

His talk is interesting, pointed and useful, his argu

ments and persuasions are effective, though brief,

and because he is not wordy or a time killer he makes

many more calls per day.

“He is extremely careful to make the first im

pression a good one and is always welcome after

wards. There is no wall of distrust or indifference

built to bar him out. The buyer does not escape

him with the message of ‘in conference,’ or ‘out of

the city.’ The prospect opens up freely to such a

salesman and gives him every opportunity and often

actual help in making the sale.

“The well-informed salesman is armed against

practically every obstruction—particularly the ex

cuse. Buyers seem to be as reluctant to divulge their

real reasons for not signing up as they are about

giving the contract itself.’ The prepared salesman

kills these false objections as fast as they are offered.

When only the real one is advanced he is ready to

dispose of it effectively.” '

 

SALESMEN snouu) EDUCATE RETAILERS

6 6 HAVE a suggestion,” said a prominent candy

jobber, “and the suggestion is this: That

every travelling salesman of candy should go the

candy section of the large five and ten cent stores,

taking his eyes along with him. He will see a new

way of merchandising candy which is producing re

sults. He will see a quantity of loose candy of a

certain kind in a large receptacle. At the back of

said receptacle he will see eight or ten cheap paper

bags filled with this candy and on one of them will

be a triangular price card of large size. In large,

bold, flaring type in the centre of said triangle will

be the price of the bag of candy—l0 cents. If he

will halt and observe he will notice that people are

buying these ten cent bags of candy with gratifying

frequency to the store.”

If he is an analyzer—and every salesman should

be an analyzer—he will stand awhile absorbed in

thought, and then he will walk out telling himself

that this is a good selling stunt, a fine merchandis

ing idea, and that it surely does put the sales across.

He will tell himself that if the stores had these can

dies in one-pound boxes, with a price tag on each,

stating it was forty cents per pound, that the sales

would be about one-tenth or one-twentieth as much

as by the quarter pound package.

Then if he is on the selling job—as every hus

tling.salesman is—he will talk this selling stunt to

every retailer he calls upon. He will talk it long and

earnestly, in his most convincing manner, realizing

that it will increase substantially the sales of his

customers, and thus increase the size of the orders

they give him.

He will explain to his retail customers that the

buying of candy by the public has taken on a differ

ent phase. VVhen the public had money a-plenty they

bought candy freely and formed the splendid habit of

eating it generously. They still like candy, and they

want to eat it. But when they see candy displayed

in confectioners’ windows with price cards reading

60_cents a pound, 80 cents per pound, or $1.00 the

pound, they shut their eyes and pass by, because

money isn’t coming to them in such large chunks as

before. A dollar is a dollar today to the person who

is getting reduced wage or who is hunting for a job.

But ten cents is a different story, and it is good-by

dime; welcome candy. Whentimes are again flush,

and money plenty, the pound box will once more find

favor, but meanwhile every salesman should appoint

himself a committee of one, with power to act, to

educate the retailers to the desirability of this ten

cent method of selling candy.

 

THE CANDY JOBBER snouw EXERT ms (TENTRIF

UGAL FORCE

' ONSIDER the earth and the moon. They are

two hundred and forty thousand miles apart

and the moon circles the earth every month. It is

tied to the earth with a string, called -centripetal

force, which endeavors to pull it down to the earth.

It is kept away by centrifugal force, which would

have it fly off at a tangent into space. These forces

balance each other. They work eternally. If either, or

both, should stop working—good night to all of us.

’ Did you ever reflect that the manufacturer of

candy, and the retailer, greatly resemble the earth

and moon? They do. One revolves around the

other. The force of self-interest tends to draw them

togther. This force has worked since business be

gan and will continue to work while business exists.

Some jobbers criticise the results of this force, but

that is where they make a mistake. The jobber is

the centrifugal force, which keeps them apart. and

if it wasn’t for this force they would approach each

other and do business together. If the jobber

should, unhappily, cease to exert the force at his

command these two bodies would approach each

other and squeeze the jobber out.

It is therefore a very practical question as to what

the jobber can do in this respect. lie can do two‘

things. First: he can, through the personal efforts

of every individual jobber and of jobbers‘ asso

ciations, educate manufacturers to the fact that the

jobber is superior distributor to manufacturers, that

he is useful to them, that if he should be eliminated

their interests would suffer and that it is to their

interests to retain him. More than this. It is 'also
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to their interests to have him grow—in business, in

influence, in prgsperity. The larger his business the

more he distributes and the more he will purchase

from the manufacturers. Manufacturers therefore

should be educated—cheerfully and good-naturedly,

not complainingly—that they guard themselves

when they jealously guard the interests of the job

ber, and that they should use their influence to offset

anything that adversely affects the welfare of the

jobber.

Second: the jobber can make himself invaluable

to his retail customers. Here is a great field-in

which to labor, and one which will yield a rich

harvest of orders. Every jobber of broad vision can

see that his retail customers are part and parcel

of his business family. It is to his interest to have

them grow jand prosper, because they then order

more and pay more promptly. In his weekly talks to

his salesmen he -should emphasize the ‘value of them

studying the problems of retailers, and of making

themselves as useful as possible to them. A salesman,

keen for business information, travelling among

many dealers, can soon ‘acquire a valuable fund of

business knowledge, regarding good and poor towns,

business locations, store arrangement, window dis

plays, selling stunts, advertising, the desires of the

public, and other things. - These salesmen, having the

desire of aiding retailers, could become invaluable to

them, and thus tie them to the house with unbreak

able cords. The jobber should work continuously

in these two fields, and he should consider such work

as important as the selling of orders and shipping

the goods.

 

HOW CAN THE JOBBER INCREASE ms sauzs?

HIS was the question asked of a wide-awake

jobber, and this is the question every jobber

asks himself something like steen times each and

every day. And below are some of the methods

which accomplish that highly desirable result for

some jobbers.

New customers

New goods

New selling policies

New arguments

Helping retailers sell

Helping retailers buy

Specializing on cheap goods

Specializing on quality goods

Specializing on -some specialty

The jobber in question wrote the above pointers

on a piece of paper as he talked, and then discussed

each method as he placed his pencil upon it.

said this list would prove of little help to any job

ber who was devoid of vision and imagination, that

a man who could see big things from a little object

or who could reduce big things to a small problem

might be aided by this. For instance, under new

He

customers, he would not look in the beaten track,

but would realize that stores in ot_her_lines are con

tinually adding candy and he would go afield among

them for new customers. Also factories both small

and large are hunting frantically through the fields

of their brains to evolve novelties which will have

their brief run of popularity, and jobbers might

take advantage of this to their profit. New selling

policies are certainly coming into vogue. Every

. energy is now tumed to helping the retailer solve

his business problems—of selling him the goods

best suited for his market, and in such quantities as

will best pay him to handle. '

The other ideas will hatch out thoughts to the

thoughtful and may furnish a helpful clue. ‘

 

IT 1)oN"r PAY TO BE INDEPENDENT

CANDY jobber in the Middle \Vest was re

cently discussing thebusiness situation from

the angle of the jobbers. He is not a pessimist, and

is inclined to walk on the sunny side of the street

as a general rule. But he discerned clouds in the

sky of the candy jobbers, and some of these clouds

had a darkish tinge on their under sides. In fact

the clouds were so large and their shady sides so

dark that he emphasized the troubles and dwelt upon

them at length. I '

One of his remedial suggestions was the idea of

developing some feasible plan “to organize candy

jobbers independent of manufacturers.” He gave

reasons, for his belief, and it must be confessed that

he suceeded in picturing the conditions of the candy

jobbers as considerably removed from the ideal.

Another jobber of experience and vision to whom

the conversation was repeated analyzed the situation

as he saw it. “The candy jobbers have their own

troubles,” he said. “There are too many of them,

which is a condition which is admitted by all con

cerned. New ones are continually entering the field.

mostly by the wagon entrance, and that is aggravat

ing the evil. Then a good many of the smaller

jobbers who have practically no overhead, and who

are shrewd buyers, sell at cut-throat prices, which it

is impossible for a legitimate jobber, with his or

ganization, to meet. Still again, some manufactur

ers, in their laudable desire to transact business,

have a free and easy method of selling these ‘cut

ters,’ without exerting even a moral pressure against

this slaughtering of price and confidence, which .is

so far-reaching in its deleterious effects. All these

are drawbacks and very serious obstructions to

transacting business with satisfaction and profit. I

admit this, but as a jobber I feel that many jobbers

make a mistake in the remedies they propose. In

the first place all these ills above mentioned pervade

practically every business and cause as much—per

haps more-—trouble in other lines as they do .in_ the

confectionery trade. The grocers, the druggists,
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the notion trades, all have similar troubles. It is

a condition of business life, and a condition bound

to exist as long as business is conducted along its

present methods. Therefore we should accept it

philosophically as such, and not lay the responsibili

ty upon our manufacturers or upon any class of,our

people in particular. _ .

“I heartily disagree with that jobber who would

have us ‘independent of the manufacturers.’ His

suggestion runs contrary to the trend of the times.

If the jobbers should withdraw from the policy of

cordial friendliness with manufacturers, and organ

ize sullenly apart they would but add to the ills they

seek to cure. For the disregard which it is claimed

the manufacturers display would be greatly increas

ed if relations between jobbers and manufacturers

should become less cordial. I would have jobbers

reflect that the era of co-operation, of team-work, is

now opening. The world has tasted of this, has

found it good and is determined to test it out. The

people in the candy business can properly be termed

one family—one house. They consist of manu

facturers, jobbers, retailers. They are all working

for a common purpose. It is_to the interest of each to

promote the interest of all. It is to their interest to get

together. To talk things over in a friendly way; to

give and take; to handle a problem which is com

plicated, and always will be complicated, so its ills

will be reduced to a minimum. It is a large con

tract to do this. It will take time; but it is the

proper way.

 

Chinese Wisdom

The Petty Rascal’s Fetters clank;

The Wholesale Robber starts a Bank.

 

Your Arm is broken? Do not grieve

Aloud, but Hide it in your Sleeve.

 

Who seeks the Tiger's Cubs, must dare

The Peril of the Tiger’s Lair.

 

When Monkeys fight they scatter Dirt;

When Tigers battle, One gets hurt.

 

One Kind Word keeps the Heart aglow

Through Three Long Months of Ice and Snow.

 

Fish see the Bait alone; and is it stranger

That men should see the Profit, not the

Danger?

 

The Needy Student reading late at night,

Bored through the \Vall to steal his neigh

bor’s Light.

 

Oh, when the Whale is floundering in the Shoal.

How all the Minnows laugh to see him roll!

As Ripening Cornfields dread a Blighting

Breeze, I

_Old Age fears Penury with trembling knees.

 

Search thrice thy Heart and thrice thy Soul

again;

Thus shalt thou know the Minds of Other

Men.

 

Who trusts Too Many often ends

By loosing trust in All,

Lend not your Pillars to your Friends

Or else your Roof may fall.

 

Since ‘Riches lead to Vice_,

And Poverty to Theft,

Outside of Paradise

Is any Virtue left?

 

You have Muscle, he has Wealth:

Spending these for Wine and Bread,

He gains Illness, you gain Health;

Which one blither goes to bed?

 

The Ox plows the Plain,

The Fowl eats the Grain;

And some bear the Pain,

And some keep the Gain.

 

’ In Babbling, Gorging Food. or Quenching

Drouth,

All Mischief comes through Opening the Mouth.

 

Up, Farmer! Toil

While Dawn is hazy!

The Good Brown Soil

Is never lazy.

 

Teach your Son a Trade before he's twenty,

Whatsoe’er his Powers.“

Plant your fields with Rice and Beans aplenty

Not too many Flowers.

 

The Good Man's Course is straight and true

As that of him whose feet

A Frightened Little Pig pursue

Along a Narrow Street.

Give Them the Glad Hand

E\V people are coming into your neighborhood,

Mr. Retailer, every week in the year. The real

estate people know about them. It's good business

to let these recent arrivals realize that you are right

there waiting to get acquainted and to give good

value in goods for their money. Why wait to be

discovered?
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NGERER & CO., New York, announce change

of representation -in the Chicago territory.

Their office there is now located at 189 North Clark

Street, and in charge of Harry J. Ahles.

 

THE Manufacturing Confectioners of Baltimore,

held their monthly _r_rtee_t_ing at Kolfer’s Thurs

day March 16th. Harry R. Jones presided. Among

those present were the following: James A. Clark,

\/Villiam H. Ponder, VV. H. Loocke, A. W. Danson,

VV. T. M. Luey, John F. Birkmeyer, Jr.-, John

R. Heinzerling, Elmer H. Josselyn, J. ‘VValter Jack

. son, Frank G. Uhlenberg, E. B. Jones, M. P. Allan,
F. E. F005, c. A. Reibeling, G._Falter,i Edward J.

Burns. '

 

FANNIE May Candy Shops Co.,. ll North La

Salle street, Chicago,_Ill., incorporated, capital

400 non-par shares. Incorporators: -William A.

Kehoe, Joseph Nagle, Erwin Vt/. Rosemer.

 J SIANTRIZOS, Minneapolis, Minn., retail

o confectionery, incorporated, capital $50,000.

Incorporators: J. A. Santrizos, president and treas

urer; E. Santrizis, vice—president; Demetrious

Santrizos, secretary. '

BEAVER Ice Cream-€o., Beaver Dam, \'Vis..

' incorporated, capital»$6,000. Incorporators:

Edwin VV. Bartelt, Alfred F. Bartelt. Arthur H.

Bartelt.

ASTER Candy Co-,--2418 W. North avenue,

-Chicago, Ill., incorporated, capital $30,000.

Incorporators: H. K. Boyajian, Harry K. Bogos

ian, H. Ellezian. -

 

HE Bremser Candy Co., Akron, Ohio., incor

porated, capital $15,000. Incorporators: J. R.

Riggs, D. Frederick Garon, E. Everston Taylor, P.

K. Bremser.

 

ED Squirrel Nut Co., St. Paul, Minn., incor

porated to manufacture and deal in nut and

candy specialties. with capital stock of $50,000, by

C. H. Guth, D. L. \Villiams and E. G. Eggena.

US HEIDELBERGER, secretary-treasurer of

the Heidelberger Confectionery Co., Philadel

phia, Penna., who has been laid up with a dislocated

shoulder and broken rib, the result of an accident,

has fully recovered and is again on the job.

 

THE Specialty Confectionery and Bakers’ Sup

ply Co., New York, have leased the entire build

ing at 192 Third Avenue for a long term of years.

 

A LONZO TE-RPENI-NG is building a two-story,

concrete factory for his iceacream and candy

business on West Strand Street, Kingston, New

York.

MONG the noteworthy incidents of business

prosperity during the uncertain year of 1921

was the resumption of a cash bonus paid by the New

 

England Confectionery Company to its employees

amounting to over*$l 10.000. Every employee who

had been with the company two years or more par

ticipated in the bonus.

About two years ago the company provided each

person who had been in its employ three months or

more with an Insurance policy for $500.00 and will

continue to increase the face value of this policy

$100.00 each year until a-maximum of $1000.00 is

reached.

 

& S. CANDY Company, Utica, New York, in

O corporated Y under the laws " of that state to

manufacture confectionery; capital, $7,500. The di

rectors are M. H. Sexton, Howard Sexton and M.

F. Sexton, all of Utica.

Nesquehoning, Pa., formerly owned by VVm. Weiss,

and are enlarging same.

 

I-I. KLINE & Son,-of Bloomsburg, Penna.,

-M

ILAS E. RATI-IBURN, of Everett, Mass, who

for years past has been superintendent for W.

M. Lowney Co., Boston, has purchased from Law

rence W. Carr, the Drake chocolate business at

Somerville, Mass., established many years ago. and

has taken possession.

have purchased the National Candy Store at_
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ARDIE Brothers Company, the manufacturing

confectioners of Pittsburgh, Pa., have plans

complletedilforia ltjwtfactory building, 100x350 feet,

to be located at irteenth and Pike streets. _

 

THE Red Lion Candy Co., of Red Lion, York

County, Peiina., has been chartered under the

laws of that state, with capital stock of $100,000.

The president and general manager -is Ralph C.

Shellenberger.

 

J & D. DAVIDSON, New York City, incorporat

0 ed to manufacture confectionery and food

products, by ]. and D. Davidson, A. Taubenschleg

and S. M. Newman; capital, $10,000.

 

PAUL Herda Company, 3313 Eastern Avenue,

Baltimore, Md., incorporated to manufacture

confectionery by Paul Herda, Eugene L. Fender and

Joseph E. Knott.

 

D0RKI_N . & Son Company, Bridgeport,

_ o -Conn., incorporated to deal in confectionery,

with capital'stock of $50,000, by Henry, joseph _l.

and David Dorkin and Selma ]. Stone.

 

THE Martha Vi/ashington Candies Company will

establish a branch factory and store at 3830

_Main"Street, Kansas City, Missouri, making the

second Martha VVashington Shop in that city. Can

dies will be manufactured locally instead of being

shipped from Chicago.

 

HE Martha VVashington Candies Company

. have leased the storeroom at 1009 Calhoun

Street, Fort Vl/ayne, Indiana, and open there early

in April.

 

Samuel Abraham Candy Co., VVapakoneta,

. Ohio, was recently organized with capital stock

of $20,000 by Samuel Abraham and associates.

They will manufacture specialties for the jobbing

trade. A building has been leased and new machin

ery installed.

 

AMES \/V. DALY, the wholesale confectioner at

Amesbury and Lawrence, Mass., has leased the

four upper stories of a building at Amesbury and

Essex Streets and will remove his business to the

' new plant.

 

HE Sellers Chocolate Co., Inc., Buffalo, New

York, has increased its capital stock to $450,

000, according to a certificate filed in the ofiice of

the county clerk.

IT IS reported that R. S. Harnsberger is to build

a new chocolate factory at Millburn, New jer

sey, along the Lackawanna Railroad.

L L. KEELER, formerly with the John C. Van

.Haagen Advertisin Agency, Philadelphia, has
resigned to become "ad 'erti-sing tiinanager, for the

Bachman .Chocolate Manufacturing Company,

Mount joy, Pa._ "

- * ia .0

OHN P. LEMMON, ]R., has joined the forces

of The Tin Decorating Company of Baltimore,

in the capacity of Assistant to President.

Mr. Lemmon will spend much of his time in the

field, and will devote particular attention to the de

velopment of decorated metal vacuum tins for cof

fee, spices, etc., and special design decorated cigar

boxes.

 

T IS announced that the C. S. Ball Candy Com

pany, Incorporated, of Dayton, Ohio, has ac

quired the stock and fixtures of E. S. Ehlers, 2442

Gilbert Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio, confectioners,

jobbers and distributors, and contemplates opening

a branch in downtown Cincinnati. It is the inten

tion of the Ball Company to enter the Cincinnati

field and sell the jobbing trade and department

stores; E. S. Ehlers has been appointed sales man

ager in charge of the Cincinnati territory.

 

OHN WALKER, Vice-President_ of the Massa

chusetts Chocolate Co., Boston, Mass., sailed on

March_ 25th on -atrip through the Panama Canal,

and will visit every important city from the Pacific

Coast to Chicago, to gainfirst-hand information

concerning the candy business in that important ter-1

ritory. Mr. Walker expects to reach Chicago in

time for the N. C. A. Convention in May.

 

vans BROTHERS, the \Vilkes-Barre, Pa.,'

_ ice cream dealers and manufacturers, opened

their new model ice cream factory at 222 \\'yoming

Avenue, dn March 8th, at which time they held a

reception to their friends and the public. A large

number of people took advantage of this occasion

to inspect their up-to-datepremises and equipment.

 

HE “Ladies’ Auxiliary of the Philadelphia

jobbing Confectioners’ Association, with a

good membership, celebrated on Thursday, Febru

ary 9th, its Twentieth_Anniversary, having been

formed at the time of the National jobbing Con-‘

fectioners' Annual convention in 1902 at Philadel-.

phia. The ladies at that time took charge of visit

ing ladies, and showed them a good time in the City

of Brotherly Love.

The recent event was held in Mosebach's Casino

and Ballroom which was comfortably filled. The

guests indulged in cards, dancing and enjoyed a

substantial banquet. This organization has had new

life injected into it through the energetic work of

the President, Mrs. \Valter R. \\'eir; Mrs. Bross.

Vice-President; Mrs. Fred. Harrah, Secretary, and
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Mrs. Frey, the Treasurer. Mrs. A. C. Keeley was

the first President and made an address at the an

niversary. Addresses were also made by Senator

A. F. Daix and A. C. Keeley, of the Philadelphia

]obbing Confectioners’ Association.

 

ALTER P. SHARP, President of Stephen F.

Whitman & Son, Inc., Philadelphia, will sail

May 2nd for a six weeks’ trip to Europe. Mrs

Sharp will accompany her husband.

 

D ]. DOUGHERTY of \/‘Vest Hazleton, ‘Penn

. sylvania, will open a wholesale confectionery

establishment in his home property there.

 

ILLER & KASER CO., Buffalo, New York,

have incorporated to conduct a confectionery

business, with capital stock of $10,000. The incor

porators are: N. Miller, F. C. Kaser, F. R. Collins

and C. F. O'Connor, all of Buffalo.

 

ARTHA Louise Candy Co., Manitowoc, Wis

consin, incorporated under the laws of that

state by Charles J. Bouril, Anna Bouril and Joseph

D. Zabler; capital $5.000.

 

THE Paul F. Beich Co., Bloomington, Ill., recent

ly installed machinery for the making of choco

late, a building separate from their present factory

being used for this purpose.

 

T M. DUCHE & SONS, New York City, recently

0 resumed the manufacture of gelatine in their

large factories in Belgium and are offering their

goods on the American market. '

 

THE Sethness Company, Chicago, formerly at

- 718 North Curtis Street, has moved to 659 Hob

bie Street, where they have nearly 75,000 feet of

floor space for manufacturing and executive pur

poses.

 

UEEN Elizabeth Candy Co., of Lexington,

Kentucky, incorporated by Elizabeth L. Gan

non, Regina L. Landsberg and Guy A. Huguelet;

capital $10,000. '

 

REGENT Sweet Shop, Milwaukee, Wisconsin,

incorporated to conduct a confectionery busi

ness by F. Seegert, E. Rettberg and G. Seegert;

capital, $25,000.

 

RTICLES of incorporation were filed for Lark

in’s, a confectionery establishment. The capi

tal stock is placed at $10,000, of which $7,500 has

been subscribed. The incorporators are: T. L.

Brummitt, F. M. Roane, G. G. Carnahan, James

Larkin and Milford Sonneschein. The officers are:

T. L. Brummitt, president; G. G. Carnahan, secre

tary, and F. M. Roane, treasurer. The corporation

will engage in the confectionery business at 121

\/Vest Second evenue, Pine Bluff, Arkansas.

 

EAL Candy Company, Louisville, Kentucky, in

corporated under the laws of that state by C. C.

Peal, H. Clay Peal and C. B. Hirst; capital. $5,000.

 

IKALIS Brothers, Inc., Kokomo, Indiana, in

corporated under the laws of that state to

conduct a confectionery business by‘ Nikalas, Tom,

George and Gus Mikalis; capital, $5,000.

 

ABASH. Candy Company, Vincennes, Indiana,

incorporated‘ by Adler M. Lyons, Louis A.

Wickerson and Max Davidson; capital, $5,000.

 

AVERLEY Chocolate Co., incorporated under

the laws of Delaware to manufacture chocolate,

cocoa, etc., by T. L. Croteau, M. A. Bruce and C.

H. Blaske; capital stock, $900,000.

 

IMPERIAL Manufacturing Co., incorporated

under the laws of Delaware to manufacture can

dy, syrups, etc., with capital stock of $100,000.

 

S. CORN CONFECTIONERY CO., 3817

O South Halsted street, Chicago, Ill., to deal in

confectionery specialties; capital, $5,000. Incor

porators: G. Todsen, August Haushalter and G. F.

Lorenzen.

 

NITED Candy Makers Co., -$10 VVest Congress

street, Chicago, Ill. ; capital, $5,000. Incorpo

rators: O. P. Sommer, ]. S. Budd and Thomas H.

Maddock.

M

THE Brandle 81 Smith Co., Philadelphia, have

taken over a four-story building opposite their

present factory, and will use same as a warehouse,

thus relieving pressure on their manufacturing

space.

 

THE wholesale confectionery firm of ]ones-Pen

nybacker Co., Dallas, Texas, has been dissolved

by mutual consent. Two companies succeed to the

business. The W. Donald Jones Co. will cover the

territory west of the Mississippi River, and the T. J.

Pennybacker Co. the territory east of the river.

 

OHN ]. VOORHEES, president of the Voor

hees Rubber Mfg. Co., Jersey City, N. ]., man

ufacturers of rubber moulds for confectioners, died

at his home in that city on February 26th, aged 74

years. Mr. Voorhees was prominent in the finan

cial and civic affairs of that city, and had held many

positions of trust.
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IUGAN Brothers, Inc., Brooklyn, New York,

. incorporated to conduct a general confectionery

and baking business, ‘with capital stock of $650,- '

000, by Edward J. Dugan, David H. Dugan and

M. M. Dugan.
 

HE Northwest Candy Co. has been organized

at Dallas, Texas, with capital stock of $100,

000, to conduct a wholesale and retail business. ].

D. Bridges will be in charge of the manufacturing

end of the business.
 

HE monthly meeting of the Retail Confection

ers’ Association of Philadelphia was combined

with a dinner at the Hotel Majestic on March 14th.

M. L. Kemmerer ofificiated in the absence of Presi

dent Rudolph Laurent, who was confined in his

home by illness. After dinner and social inter

course the business session was held, and a call for

suggestions for the good of the association met with

an immediate response, the meeting being enlivened

by many instructive talks on subjects of vital im

portance to the retail trade. Chester A. Asher

spoke on the tax question, laying particular stress

on the pleasing fact that there is now no government

tax on syrups used in sundaes; but that there is a

tax of 9 cents a gallon on syrups used in sodas. Mr.

Asher pointed out the importance of keeping the

syrups for sodas and sundaes in separate containers,

otherwise the tax would be collected on all the syrup.

By keeping a separate record of the contents of

each container used, the tax could be easily com

puted, and misunderstandings with the Internal

Revenue Oflice be avoided. If syrups are dispensed

from a single bottle or other container for both

sundaes and sodas the confectioner would then have

no means of knowing the amount of syrup used for

either; consequently the tax would apply to all the

syrup made and used. MOTHER’S DAY was en

thusiastically discussed by many of the members

who, with one accord, agreed to help further the

importance of the day, which will be on May 14th.

A committee was appointed to lay out a campaign

for advertising MOTHER’S DAY, and to further

promote the sale of confectionery on that occasion.

After appointing a committee of delegates to the

Chicago convention, the meeting adjourned to April

18th.

HE Mary Heath Co., 13 North Second Street,

St. Louis, Mo., has started the manufacture of

confectionery, crushed fruits and fruit products for

the confectionery and bakery trades. George M.

Heath is president of the organization.

 

HE Goodman American Ice Cream Co., Chi

cago, Ill., announce the erection of a complete

new factory to cost about $400,000, and to be

" located at Forty-fifth Street, Forty-fifth Place and

Federal Streets. \Vork will start at once.

RS. Snyder's Home-Made Candies leased, the

seven-story, and basement building, Z4 x, 162

feet, at 119-121 North VVabash Avenue, Chicago,

Ill., and will use the entire building for their busi

ness.

 

ICHAEL J. Cousins has been elected vice-presi

dent and general manager of the Hub Candy

Company, New Orleans, La. Edward Ybos is presi

dent of the company.

CASALE & SONS, Brooklyn,“ New York,

O incorporated to manufacture confectionery

by T. ]. Andrews, O. C. Limbarth and E. C.

Morsch; capital,-$25,000. The present plant is at

21 Dodworth Street.

 

HE La Salle Candy Shop, St. Louis, Mo., has

leased the four-story and basement building at

118 North Third Street for a long term of years,

and will install a modern candy factory.

 

HE manufacturing confectionery business of

\Vm. H. Luden, Reading, Penna., has been in

corporated as V1/illiam H. Luden, Inc., with capital

of $1,500,000 in preferred stock, and 10,000 shares

of common stock, all held by W'm. H. Luden, who

is president of the company, with K. F. Luden as

vice-president and A. M. Balmer, secretary and

treasurer.
 

E. Strickland & Co., Inc., Salesburg, Ill., in

0 corporated with authorized capital of $25,000

to deal in confectionery, tobacco, etc., by P. E.

Strickland, L. L. Zetterholm and Gus A. Swenson.

The business at 246 East Simmons Street will be

expanded and used as a wholesale distributing plant,

and the company will eventually engage in manu

facturing.

 

ENRY ]. Scheifele, wholesale confectioner of

Oneida, New York, was recently elected mayor

of that town, and it is claimed he is the youngest"

mayor in the United States, being only twenty-four

years of age, but a World War veteran. A

 

HE Butter Cream Confectionery Corp. has

equipped a factory for the manufacture of con

fectionery specialties at -512-516 Paterson Plank

Road, ]ersey City, N. ]. N. Rich is president

of the company and W. E. Rich secretary and treas

urer, both of Chicago.

 

UDLEY L. Plage, founder of the Page 8: Shaw

confectionery business, celebrated the fifty-sixth

year of his entrance into the candy business on

March 17th by presenting each pupil in the schools

of Lowell, Mass.,'24,000 in all, with a stick of old

fashioned peppermint candy.
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Butter-Scotch Taffy

A good seller at this season of the year can be

made very reasonably. Place in a pan 10 pounds of

sugar, 2% pounds of corn syrup, 1% pints of water.

Wash down the sides of the pan. Cook to 300 F.

Add #4 pound good butter and 3 tablespoonfuls of

salt. Cook two minutes longer, take off fire and fill

funnel dropper and deposit on clean, greased marble.

Drop about the size of a twenty-five-cent piece.

When you have dropped in a space of, say, 24 inches,

have helper run a scraper under the edges of the

drops to loosen them up. Then let them lie until

cool. If you do not do this they are apt to stick to

the marble, more or less.

To make the chocolate have 34 pound liquor choc

olate melted and add this just before taking off the

fire. They are delicious and tempting, and can be

made very quickly.

OLD NEW ENGLAND PEANUT BRITTLE

Old New England Peanut Brittle is practically

dead, but it can be brought back if pains and care

are taken and directions followed very closely. Try

it, and you will be convinced. It must be made in

a very small way, but when it comes out it eats like

a cracker, and is brittle and thin. Great care must

be taken when adding peanuts so as not to grain the

batch. That will be the result if the directions are

not carried out strictly. Place in the pan 5 pounds

of white sugar and 1 pound of brown sugar and 1

quart of water. This formula can be doubled up

if you care to. Have 4 pounds of clean Spanish

peanuts ready (raw). Cook the batch to 280 F.,

and then close drafts of stove and cook slowly, add

ing just a handful of peanuts to the batch. Add

slowly another handful until you have added all the

peanuts. By this time the batch should be at about

310 F. Cook a little more or until the peanuts are

thoroughly roasted. Take off the fire and let set 3

minutes. Add 2 tablespoonfuls of salt, then add

1% ounces of bicarbonate of soda. Pour and

spread as quickly as possible. After you have spread

this with the palette knife it will rise again. Then

spread with the palette knife quickly the second time,

If at this time it is properly manipulated it should

be very thin. We would suggest that you cut the

batch up in pieces after the second spreading and

turn it over on the marble. Let stand three minutes

and stretch out, and you can get it as thin as wafers.

After you have made a few batches, and get the

knack of spreading it with the palette knife, you will

not have to turn it over. This eats crisply and

people will walk blocks to get it. Place it in your

window in a good-sized tray with a special sale

ticket on it. It sells.

---

F you want a partner to help boost the business,

take printer's ink into consideration.

Well! Well! What Next?

T is now possible for the retail confectioner to

entertain customers with classy concerts Sup

plied by wireless, just the same as if the listener

was occupying a ten dollar seat at an opera. This

is called “broadcasting.” The invention, or inno

vation, opens a new and wonderful sequence of mar

vels.

The Little Sweet Makers

ISSOURI claims the distinction of leading in

the bee and honey industry of the country.

The annual product of her hives is figured at 3,

000,000.

---

HE man who wastes time wastes money because

he throws away opportunities for making

money.

I went to a party with Janet,

And met with an awful mishap,

For. I awkwardly emptied a cupful

Of chocolate into her lap.

But Janet was cool—tho' it wasn't—

For none is so tactful as she,

And smiling with perfect composure

Said sweetly, “the drinks are on me!"

LL things being equal, the law of average al

lows the man who fishes nine hours per day

more fish than the man who fishes but two hours

per day. It works the same in advertising.

Ti: man who owns up to having a hobby, even

if it is only in collecting buttons, is generally

worth while, as a friend and associate. There is no

room in the same house for a hobby and a grouch.

T HE headline may attract attention to your ad

vertisement, but what is going to get that ad:

vertisement read, and what is going to be its effect

when it is read?

HEN you advertise some leader at a cut

price, don't get in wrong with the public by

trying to induce them to buy something in its place

when they come in.

I F you have occasion to take a position in a sto"

in another town, kindly oblige us by refraining

from constant reminders of how much better things

were done back where you came from.

HEN you say “Advertising may pay y”"

but my business is different,” you make a st"

ment that has neither the merit of novelty nor"

backing of truth.
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‘ Help Wa.nted—Male

 

 

 

Situations Wanted—Male

WANTED—SUPERINTENDENT FOR

Detroit Factory. Must be all-around

man for high-grade chocolates, couirter

goods and hard goods. State salary want

ed and where last employed. Address P.

VV. Beals Candy Company, 119 Jefferson

Ave. West, Detroit, Mich. 567, 59

WANTED—A WORKING FOREMAN

for cream and marshmallow department

in the Central West. Must be a practical

initiative man, -able to handle help and

produce results. State salary wanted.

Address L 20, care Confectioners _J0l15l'6l;3.l.

WANTED-—EXPERT CANDY MAK

cr for wholesale candy factory. Must

have thorough knowledge of all lines and

the handling of help to get results. Ap

ply McDonald Jam Co., Ltd., P. O. Box

33, Nelson, B. C. 566-7, 43

l/VANTED—EXPERT IN HAN

dling enrober chocolate dipping machines

with the latest marking devices. Men

able to handle help only need apply and

must have expert knowledge of all parts

and produce best goods. Address Mr.

Bert Hoadley, care Confectioners Jour

nal. 566-7, 41

WANTED—EXPERT IN THE PRO

duction of high class, fresh preserved

fruits for chocolates and other sweet

meat centers as well as crystallized and

glossy fruits for high class packed goods

trade. Good salary to the right man.

Address Mr. Bert Hoadley, care Con

fectioners Journal. 566-7, 40

\VANTED—SALES MANAGER—TO

handle output of chocolate and bar goods.

No money required, but will give interest

in business and commission. Al chance

for high class man. Confidential. Ad

dress F 18, care Confectioners Journ5zgl7.

CONFECTIONERY O P E R A Tl N G

MANAGER—-Thoronghly equipped, mod

ern, first-class confectionery factory. well

located in New York City, capable of

efficiently handling all processes from raw

material to high grade finished articles,

backed by business interests, and con

servative exploitation, needs practical, ex

perienced confectioner with $25.000 to iii

vest to share in operation and nianage- -

ment. Sales turn-over possible $l,000.000

or more. Unusual opportunity for right

man to participate in first-class business

on profitable basis. Address C 18, care

Confectioners Journal. 567

WANTED--FOREMAN OR FORE

lady with broad experience who can or

ganize and successfully manage a de

partment for handwrapping penny pieces.

Give references, experience and salary

desired. An excellent opportunity with a

first-class. progressive concern. Address

Box 49, Middletown, New York. S67, -1,

WANTED—WORKlNG FOREMAN

for marshmallow and cream floor; salary

$50.00 per week. Apply with references

to Crystal Candy Company, Winston

Salem, N. C. 567, 90

MANAGER DESIRES CHANGE TO

similar position or that of superintendent.

Exceptional qualifications and experience

in the manufacture of cocoa. and choco

late. Address A 24, care Confectioners

Journal. 567

WANTED—POSITION AS SUPER

intendent or production manager. Have

had twenty-five years’ practical experi

ence in candy making. Accustomed to

handling help. Familiar with modern

machinery. Can produce results. Ad

dress R 22, care Confectioners J0l1l'l§%l7.

A WORKING SUPERINTENDENT

of twenty years’ experience would like

position in candy factory in New England.

References furnished. Address P 22, care

Confectioners Journal. 567

PRACTICAL CANDY MAKER, EX

perienced superintendent, capable of mak

'ing any line or grade of chocolates and

candies desired, giving proper instructions

and supervision, so as to maintain quality,

uniformity and production. Thoroughly

familiar with modern equipment and

costs. Address O Z2, care Confectioners

Journal. S67

RETAIL MAN WANTS POSITION;

expert on chocolates, bon bons, caramels,

fudge, marshmallows and hard satin finish

goods. Best references. Address H 22,

care Confectioners Journal. 567

NOTICE, ICE CREAM MANUFAC

turers-—Advertiser is experienced in man

aging small up-to-date plant, also sales

manager; understands the making of

Eskimo pies, buying -supplies, and busi

ness bringing advertising. If you need a

reliable man, address E 22, care Confec

tioners Journal. S67

A RETAIL MANAGER OF MARKED

ability in every detail of the candy busi

ness is at your service, one who will prove

valuable to your establishment. To get

in touch with me, address D 22, care Con

fectioners Journal. 567

A GENTLEMAN VVITH LONG EX

perience and full knowledge of the re

quirements of the confectionery business,

understanding thoroughly the executive.

manufacturing and selling departments,

would like to connect with an established

house making high grade goods. He is

fully conversant with modern methods,

and besides has an intimate acquaintance

with the trade. He can furnish the bcst

of references as to character and to busi

ness qualifications, and is able to give

valuable services. All correspondence re

ceived in confidence. Address M 20. care

Confectioners Journal. 567

WANTED—FlRST-CLASS COCOA

nut and fudge man desires position as

working foreman with reliable concern;

having had good experience with largest

factories. Address N Z0, csre Confection

ers Journal. 567

HARD CANDY MAKER WISHES A

position either in or near New York.

Address B 18, care Confectioners Jour

nal. 567

 

 

Situations Wanted—Male

WANTED—POSITION BY PRAC

tical all around candy and ice cream

maker in a good retail store, one who

knows how to make all kinds of counter

goods, chocolates, bon bons,; also hard

candies, plain and fancy ice creams; also

cakes. Manage store, soda fountain and

trim windows. Years of experience.

Middle age man. Address K 20. care

Confectioners Journal. 566-7

RETAIL CANDY MAKER-—WELL

versed in making of home-made line of

candies-—now cmployed—open to a propo

sition—Have many years’ experience in

production of hard candy—chocolatc cen

ters (all kinds), counter goods—jellies—

pastes—niarshmallow—everything to make

up the retail counter—Up-to-date meth

ods making ice creams—Executive ability

above r_eproach—Desire full charge of

shop—with party appreciating good serv

ice. Must be steady. State salary in first

letter. Address D 20, care Confectioners

Journal. 567
 

_\VANTED-POSITION BY MAR

ried man who is_ a finished candy maker;

23 years’ experience; capable of taking

charge either wholesale or retail plant or

as working foreman. VVish to hear from

some good _progre_ssive house. Address

N 18, care Confectioners Journal. 567
 

HIGH-GRADE ALL-AROUND

cream man, 18 years’ experience in mak

ing and handling help. Go anywhere.

Address E 24, care Confectioners Journal.

567

POSITION W A N T E D — EXPERI

enced chewing gum maker, can manufac

ture.gum for 8 cents per pound, or any

quality desired. Samples on request. Ad

dress F 24, care Confectioners Jourig%l7.

CANDY MAKER—Al ALL-AROUND

mechanic wishes first-class retail job.

Best references. Address Charles

S_choeFfel_, 123 South Spring St., Springs

held, Ohio. 567, 39

- CANDY MAKER—FIRST-CLASS ON

full lin_e of up-to-date candies, all creams

and high class hard candies, bon bons,

caramels. Steady, reliable. first-class re

tail _store—New York, Philadelphia or

Baltimore preferred. Address M 24, care

Confectioners Journal. 567
~_

CHOCOLATE AND COCOA MAN

wants position._ Can _produce fine coat

ings—vanilla, milk, plain, black, bar goods,

liquors; cocoas—Dutch process, black,

plain, red; bcan—expert and blends. Fa

miliar with modern machinery; moulding.

Can start new plant and handle help.

Prefers new concern or a high-grade

house. Address N 24, care Confectioners

Journal. 567

CHOCOLATE AND COCOA EX

pert and working foreman open for en

gagement. Years of experience in the

manulacturing of chocolate and cocoa in

all its branches from the bean up. Can

figure costs, understands all chocolate

machines for the manufacture of choco

late and cocoa, milk chocolate, bar goods,

coatings, liquors and cocoa powders.

Capable of managing and taking full

charge. Address H 18, care Confectioners

Journal. 567
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Salesmen Wanted
 

 

 

WANTED -— SALESMEN — SOLID

chocolate line. _

New York, Delaware, Maryland, _Vir

ginia, West Virginia, ‘Ohio, _M_ic.l-_ugai1.

Kentucky, New England, _MississiPP1 and

Alabama. Give _full particulars and ex

perience in replying to C 22, care Confec

tioners Journal. 557

\/VANTED—BRQKERS AND _SALE_S

iiien to sell our prize candies. Exclusive

territory. Box 84, Shawnee, Oklahoma.

567, 61

A PERMANENT BUSINESS FOR

the right party. Build up a business that

will be worth money to you. Selling vend

ing machines, gum candy and specialties.

A substantial line. Suitable for any ter

ritory. Vl/rite us fully your conditions

and requirements. Chic-Mint Gum Coni

pany, VVilmington, Delaware. .567, 70

SALESMEN WANTED TO CALL

on drug, confectionery and grocery job

bers with well advertised products. Ex

clusive territory open New York State,

New England, Pennsylvania and Central

States, also Northwestern States. Draw

ing commission. Address O 20, care Con

fectioners Journal. 567

WANTED—SALESMEN TO CARRY

our crushed fruit and syrup line for the

jobhing trade. A few territories open.

Apply with references. Fialla & Eppler,

l35'West 17th St., New York. 567, 80

WANTED—SALESMAN FOR NEW

York State to carry a line of five cent

specialty bars. Colonial Confectionery

Corporation, Howard and Norris Sts.,

Philadelphia. 567, 49

WANTED—SALESMAN MAKING

territory west of St. Louis to handle line

of Sc bar goods on commission basis.

Repeat items, right prices, freight al

lowance. _Address P 20, care Confection

ers Journal. 567

SODA FOUNTAIN SYRUP SALES

iiian wanted—~Salesnien wanted to cover

jobbing trade in states east of the Mis

sissippi. Must be high class men with

ability to handle big proposition. $50.00

per week drawing account with 10% coni

niissioii. Fine opportunity for the right

man to develop $100.00 weekly income.

Address in own handwriting, state age,

experience, acquaintance with jobbing

trade and anything else that may be of

interest. All communications will be

treated strictly confidential. Address A22,

care Confectioners Journal. 567

COMMISSION SALESMAN WANT

ed to handle a line of suckers, whipped

cream and chocolate drops. Address

B 22, care Confectioners Journal. 567

WANTED, SALESMAN — CHICAGO

candy manufacturer, making the largest

line of finest filled confections and hard

candies in the world. is desirous of get

ting in touch with highest grade salesmen

for all territories. Do not apply unless

you are thoroughly acquainted with the

trade and conditions in your territory.

We will pay good salary, commission or

both. Address F Z0, care Confectioners

Journal. S67

States of Pennsylvania, _

Salesmen Wanted

VVANTED—RELIABLE SALESMEN

calling on high-class jobbing trade to car

ry coiiiplete line of peanut candies, salted

peanuts and peanut butter on commission.

No objections to non-conflicting lines.

Give full particulars, territory desired, ref

erences, etc. Address Box 57 Suffolk,

Va, see-7, 39

Salesmen Wanted

WANTED—SALESMAN WITH

large following among jobbing trade i_n

Greater New York to represent a pronu

iient manufacturer in New York making

penny goods, five-cent goods and general

line. Excellent opportunity for right man.

Address K 24, care Confectioners JOL15l'61173l.

 

VVANTED — SALESMEN CALLING

on the best jobbing trade throughout

United States; must be well known to

trade and produce results. \Vant live

wire candy men only. Good opening for

live men on commission basis. Address

L. M. C., Box 1037, Lancaster, Pa. 567,32

SALESMEN OR AGENTS TO SELL

compressed lozenges like Life Savers,

Penny, bulk, package goods. Territories

open, southern and western. Commission

basis. Address G 20, care Confectioners

Journal. 566-7

WANTED-—A FEVV SALESMEN

with established territories calling on

wholesale grocers, confectionery jobbers,

5 and 10c trade, to carry the finest, purest,

fastest selling Sc suckers, 100% repeat

ers, on commission basis. Time is urgent,

if interested reply at once, giving full

details and references. Address O 18,

care Confectioners Journal. 567

SALESMAN ACQUAINTED WITH

buyers and who can obtain orders for

sales and order books, can make favor

able commission arrangements with lead

ing Chicago concern in this line. Chicago

Sales Book Company, 337 W. Madison

St., Chicago. 565tf, 37

WANTED — SALESMEN CALLING

on jobbing trade to carry ice cream cones

as side line. Give references and terri

tory. Sterling Cone Co., 226 Market St.,

St. Louis, Mo. 567, 1'4

WANTED —— SALESMEN CALLING

on the_ drug and confectionery trade to

sell Mint Se-Kule as a side line-—a re

peating drink of unquestionable merit;

 

_constant seller in Indiana and adjoining

states for three years. The Mint Se-Kuie

Syrup Co., Inc., Indianapolis, Ind. 4

567, 11

WANTED — SALESMEN CALLING

on the retail fancy box candy trade in the

following territories: Michigan, Pennsyl

vania and New York, to sell my Martha

Ann Fruit Cake. Only men representing

large well-known candy firms and

having well-established trade and large

earning capacity need apply. My product

is the most expensive and delicious con

fection made. Replies confidential. Grace

A. Rush, Hyde Park, Cincinnati, 5Ohio.

67, 6

WANTED—YOUNG MAN WITH

practical experience in candy field to sell

specialties and staple products to trade.

Address H 24, care Confectioners J0l15l'l;3.l.

" 6

WANTED—A RELIABLE SALES

maii to cover Nebraska, Missouri and

Kansas, calling on high-class retailers and

johbing trade. Carry complete line for

the retailer and jobber of sugar-coated

almonds and chocolate almonds. No ob

jection to non-conflicting lines. Give full

particulars and references. Address L 24,

care Confectioners Journal. 567

 

Machinery for Sale

FOR SALE—MILLS POWER DROP

frame and rolls, sizers, Mills tilting copper

mixer, buttercup cutting machines, hard

candy ball machine, crystallizing outfit,

starch trays, one 10, one 15, one 100 h. p.

steam engine, 15-ton ice machine. D.

Auerbach & Sons, 11th Ave., 46-47th S‘...

New York City. 567, 72

FOR SALE—CRACKER AND FAN

ner, chasers, stone refiners, kettles and

chocolate bar wrapping machines, several

sizes. Prices low. The Touraine Coin

pany, 123 North Washington St., Boston,

Mass. 567, 73

FOR SALE—Brass fruit drop rolls and

frames at a big bargain. Address J 22,

care Confectioners Journal. 567

ICE CREAM CONE MACHINERY

for sale at 25 per cent. on _the dollar.

I. Nasher, 49 Clarke St., Malden, Mass.

565-6-7, 46

FOR SALE—~ONE MODEL K KISS

wrapping machine; Al condition. Ro_val

Candy Co., Milwaukee. 565-6-7. 35

FOR SALE—STANDARD SPRING

field coating machine, Kihlgren system,

300 lb. steam chocolate melting kettle.

\Vood "Simplex” Springfield starch buck.

No. 2 Springfield cream depositor, caramel

sizer, caramel cutter, Racine marshmallow

beater, 2 cooling tables, Racine hand

starch printer, 4 cooking furnaces, 2 24

inch cooper cooking kettles, tray lifting

truck, 35 starch mould boards with moulds

mounted, crystallizing pans, 4 placque

tray trucks, 400 placque trays, 400 starch

trays, etc. All in first-class condition;

used less than one year. Address C 20,

care Confectioners Journal. 567

FOR SALE—I-IAND AND POWER

caramel cutters; nougat cutters; shear

ing motion cutters; copper double motion

mixing kettles; vacuum pans; revolving

pans; York batch rollers; cooling slabs;

hard candy ball machines, etc., etc. Ad

dress K 22, care Confectioners _Iou§rn7al.

.6

CHOCOLATE REFINING EQUIP

ment. We are offering for sale Chocolate

Equipment, of which the following is a

partial list:—l 3-roll Steel Finisher, 1 3

roll Stone Finisher, I Bausman Disc Re

finer, 10 Chocolate Kettles, different sizes,

from Z000 Iha. down. 1 Dough Mixer with

water jacket. I Melanger. 1 Chaser. Z

Chocolate Dipping machines. 1 Bottom

ing Attachment. Z Greer Packing Tables.

I Lehman Roaster; and various other

equipment useful to a confectioner and

chocolate manufacturer. If interested, we

would be pleased to send you a list.

The greater part of this equipment is

practically new, and can be shown in

working order. Address A Z0, care Con

fectionera Journal. 567

--no

MINIMUM CHARGE $1.00
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Machinery for Sale

 

Machinery for Sale

FOR SALE—1 KNOTT'S CRISPETTE

machine (power), 1 hand printer (starch),

1 Racine depositor, 1 Racine starch buck,

1 Racine barrel beater, 1 Racine 150-lb.

chocolate melting kettle, 1 Carey 300-ll).

chocolate melting kettle, 2 Fritz choco

late coating machines, 2 Positive plowers

(Lehman), 1 Cowan conveyor truck, type

G; 50 platforms; 3000 starch trays,

32x 14%x 1%; 25,000 pounds used starch.

Address J 24, care Confectioners Jou5r6i;al.

FOR SALE—TWENTY-FIVE HUN

dred extra heavy crystal pans, made by

August Maag Company. Size at top,

15%x9%. Size at bottom, 13%;x77/§.

2%-inch vertical depth. Made of No. 18

gauge tinned iron with heavy re-eiiforc

ing rod around the top. Are slightly

rusty, owing to disuse. Washing with

sand soap will make them good as new.

Price in lots of l00—25c each; 500—20c

each; 1,000—l5c each. F.O.B. Boston.

W. F. Schrafft & Sons Corporation,

Boston, Mass. S67, 100

Machinery Wanted

WANTED—GOOD SECOND-HAND

enrober with automatic feeder, preferably

with stringer. State manufacturer's num

ber on machine. Address H 20, care Con

fectioners Journal. 566tf

WANTED—SPRINGFIELD DEPOS

itor, ball beater 7 feet, starch buck marsh

mallow beater, enrober, chocolate melt

ing kettle not less than 400 pounds,

melangeur 7 feet. Give complete descrip

tion, price and terms of sale. Address

G 24, care Confectioners Journal. 567

WANTED—YORK BATCH ROL

lers, Ball cream heaters, iron chocolate

melting kettles. Address L 22, care Coti

fectioners Journal. 567

WANTED—30 REVOLVING P A N S,

38 inches, with steam. Address F 22, care

Confectioners Journal. 567

WANTED-—SUGAR GRINDING

Machine complete for grinding Powdered

Sugar. Ward-Owsley Co., Aberdeen, S.

Dak. 567, 55

WANTED—NAT I O N A L EQUIP

ment Co. Continuous Cooker complete

with everything. Must be in first-class

working condition; also Simplex Vacuum

Cookers for gas and steam. Address B

24, care Confectioners Journal. 567

WANTED—SUCKER M A C H I N E,

Power Caramel Cutter. and Colluin Cooler.

Kolb Candy Co., 501 S. 61st St., Philadel

i>h1a- 567, 84

 

For Sale

FOR SALE—ONE NEW S E V E N

foot batch roller with steel protector

cover. Address E. 18, care Confectioners

Journal. 567

FOR SALE-—SPRINGFIELD DE-_

positor, used few times. Sell reasonable,

but not give away. Racine starch buck,

$150.00; printer, $100.00; Surprise choco

late machine, complete, $100.00. Address

D 22, care Confectioners Journal. 567

FOR SALE-FIFTEEN BRAND NE\¢V

Toledo Automatic 2 lb. Computing Scales,

15 brand new Culter Hammer Electric

Chocolate Heaters with electric pans, 1

Springfield Power Starch Printer, 1 150 1b.

Springfield Chocolate Kettle, 1 Revolving

round packing table, 1 Smith Stroke

Chocolate Dipping Machine, 1 10-Horse

Power High Pressure Automatic Gas

Boiler, Wm. Kane’s make, 8 Culter Ham

mer Electric Chocolate Warmer Tables,

two girl capacity, 1 Culter Hammer Elec

tric Chocolate Warmer eight girl capacity.

All above machines good as new, guaran

teed and priced to sell. If interested,

write, The Venus Chocolate Co., Sidney,

Ohio. 567, 9

FOR SALE—ONE GRAND RAPIDS

Cooler, 3% x 7 x 6 inches, weight 1,500

lbs., has 40 drawers and holds 80 trays. 1

Grand Rapids Cooler, 36 x 20 inches by

5% inches high, weight 400 1bs., has 8

drawers and holds 16 trays. VVhittle's,

Bridge Sq., Rochester, N. Y. 567, 28

FOR SALE—ONE RACINE BON BON

Cup Separator in strictly first class con

dition. W. F. Schrafft & Sons Corpora

tioii, 1¥)st0n, Mass. 566, 77

FOR SALE—NEW NO. 6 LAMBERT

Peanut Butter Grinder never been uncrat

ed; ten per cent. under present factory

price: Address H. Q llsenlserry & Co.,

Cloverdale, Va. 567, 79

FOR SALE-2 LATEST R A C I N E

Sucker machines with blower shafting and

4 rolls for Penny and 5 cent pops. Kruger

&' Dickson, 167 Wooster St., New7Ygrk.

56 , 3

FOR SALE-—-LITTLE WONDER

creamer, only used one month. Perfect

condition, guaranteed. Made by W. G.

\Verner Co. Will turn out 50 pounds of

cream in 30 minutes. Cost $400; will sell

for $225. Address J. F. Schader, 276 New

Main St., Yonkers, N. Y. 567, 99

ONE VVERNER CREAM BREAKING

Mixer for sale. Brand new. Will sell for

half price. Address D 24, care Confec

tioners Journal. 567

FOR SALE-RECONSTRUCTED

_Candy and Chocolate Machinery for sale,

immediate shipment: Revolving pans,

peanut roaster, caramel wrapping nia

chines, steel and wood moguls, Walter's

dipping machine, Racine continuous cut

ter, Werner and Pfleiderer mixers, Spring

field melangeurs, Bausman disc refiners,

Kihlgren systems, starch bucks, Schrafft

systems, gum mixers, Crystal cookers and

coolers, cream mixers, Greer system, Baus

man disc reducer, Mills ball machine,

cream beaters, '.sizing machines, plastic

hard candy_ machines, Carey cocoa

presses. Write for prices, etc. J. Edward

Baum, Inc.._606-612 West 55th Street,

New York City,.N. Y. 567, 95

FOR SALE—-SMALL CANDY FAC

tory, manufacturing Pan goods Hard can

dies and Chocolate, located near N. Y.

City. Price $10,000. Address N 22, care

Confectioners'Jourria1.

ICE CREAM CONE PLANT FDR

Sale. Doing $200,000 yearly business. Will

se_ll good-will and all cheap. L. Kalis, 58

Bickiiell St., Dorchester, Mass.

565-6-7, 47

For Sale

FOR SALE—SMALL CANDY FAC

tory located in north-western Ohio city of

45,000. population. Completely equipped

with latest machinery and tools, in use less

than one year, including Springfield Coat

ing Machine, Kihlgren System, Steam

Chocolate Melting Kettle, Simplex Starch

Buck, Cream" Depositor, Marshmallow

Beater, Cooling Tables, Hand Printer, etc.

Building under lease, low rent for four

years. Splendid opportunity. Fine ter

ritory. ‘Address B 20, care Confectioners

Journal. ‘ 567

FOR SALE—A $37,000.00 PAID-U1’

close Candy Corporation (wholesale only)

manufacturing a fine line of chocolates

and hard candies, also a well-equipped

soft drink department, in the best small

city on Pacific Coast located on a harbor

with splendid near future development.

Only plant of its kind within a radius of

125 miles. Has A1 credit rating and repu

tation and sells to every retailer in the

territory. Reason for selling made known

to prospective purchasers. Investigate

this proposition at once. For full infor

mation address C. W. Parker, Secy., Cham

ber of Commerce, Marshfield, Oregon.

567, 22

FOR SALE—CONFECTIONERY, D()

ing a good business. one of the best places

in the best town in the country. Price

$ll.0O0. Cuny's, 405 E. Douglas Ave.,

Wichita. Kan. 567, 20 _

F O R S A L E—-EXCEPTIONAL OP

portunity to get into candy business at

Seattle, Washington, as manufacturer.

Modern well-equipped plant — assured

sales—-excellent future. Reasonable terms.

Principals only. Address K 18, care Con

fectioners Journal. 567

FOR SALE—CONFECTIONERY MAN

ufactory. To settle estate must sell newly

equipped, thoroughly modern, chocolate

and candy factory in first-class condition.

Ideal location in New York City for labor

and transportation facilities. Efficient

machinery provides facilities for all pro

cesses of manufacture from bean to cocoa

butter, chocolate coating, hard candy, high

grade package lines, etc. Equipment in

cludes five story brick building in good re

pair, corner plot 50 x 100 which we will

sell also or lease on reasonable terms.

Opportunity unusual for profitable busi

ness on basis of sales turn-over of $1,000,

000 or more. Address D 18, care Confec

tioners Journal. 567

CONFECTIONERY AND ICE

cream business for sale, retail, wholesale

and manufacturing, established 35 years,

central part of New York State, in one of

the best known summer resorts of the

country, winter population about 14.000.

summer population about 100,000. Best

location in the city. Price about $9,000.00

cash, inventory is more than price asked.

No reasonable offer refused on account of

a disagreement. Address A 18, care Con

fectioners Journal. 567

 

Miscellaneous

FOR SALE—1,500,000 ATTRACTIVE

Cigarette Cartons suitable for pcun_v can

d_y packages, price and sample on applica

tion, would consider trade on Sucker, Ball

or Caramel Wrapping Machine. Ralph

Wolff & Sons, Louisville, Kentuck_v7.

56, 57
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Specialties Wanted

I CALL REGULARLY ON CONFEC

tionery Jobbers in New York _State and

New England. Am well acquainted with

them and l am very careful with credits;

slow or poor payers are n_ot on my calling

list. I want a good side line, penny goods

or bars. Address M 22, care Confection

ers Journal. 567

SALESMAN—HAVE BEEN SELL

ing to manufacturing confectioners in

Ohio, Indiana, Michigan for number of

years. Would like to add wooden pail ac

count to my present line on commission

basis. Address G 22, care Confectioners

Journal. 567

OLD LINE SALESMAN CALLING

on the jobbing trade regularly, West _Vir

giiiia, Maryland, Virginia and Washing

ton, D. C., wants good line penny choco

lates, pail goods and nickel sellers, reg

ular five per cent. commission basis. Ad

dress J 20, care Confectioners Journal.

565, 12 M

SPECIALTIES WANTED —- SALES

nian with seven years’ experience and

excellent following in territory desires to

represent manufacturers of candies of

proven merit in Indiana, Ohio and Michi

gan. Headquarters in Detroit. Refer

ences submitted. Address O 24, care

Confectioners Journal. 567

 

 

THE NEVV ENGLAND STATES ARE

waking up a little and will consider a

specialty of good quality, but low price

we cover the New England States and

can handle such a specialty. Address P

18, care Confectioners Journal. 567

Lost Sales

Women’s Wear suggests the following list of

reasons under the caption, “You Lost the Sale Be

cause”—

You did not show the merchandise in an efficient

and interesting manner.

Specialties Wanted

AN OLD TIME RELIABLE CANDY

salesman wishes three or four SP¢¢1alt1¢5

for State of New York and Connecticut.

'Address Wm. A. Gray, 54 G1'¢}'Y°<3k Pl-1

Stamford, Conn. 557. 25

A SALESMAN TRAVELING FOR

over twenty years is looking for g00<l

penny specialty for states of North and

South Carolina, Georgia, Florida and Al

abama. Commission basis. Address M_'13.

care Confectioners Journal. 56/

SALESMAN—YOUNG LIV_E WIRE

now selling the jobbers wants line or spe

cialties to sell to the jobbers_a_nd large

buyers in Philadelphia and vicinity. Ad

dress L 18, care Confectioners Jourr%a‘.l7.

\/VANTED — PAIL SPECIALTIES,

pan work, penny goods, Sc bar lines, candy

novelties, glass novelties. Guaranteed re

sults. The best representation to be had

in La., Southern Miss. Address J 18, care

Confectioners Journal. 567

PENNY GOODS LINE WANTED BY

largest brokerage selling organization in

the United States. Territory covered

monthly:—Pennsylvnnia, New Jersey, New

York, Maryland, District of Columbia and

New England States. Address C 18, care

Confectioners Journal. 567

A GOOD SALESMAN TRAVELING

the South for 15 years wants good lines

cocoanut specialties to sell jobbing trade

on commission basis. Address E 20, care

Confectioners Journal. 567

SALESMAN VERY WELL AC

quainted with New York and nearby job

bers desires a good reliable candy line.

Address C 24, care Confectioners Jou5r6n7al.

 

 

Agents Wanted

WANTED — BROKERS, JOBBERS.

specialty men to sell best candy of its

kind—niake us prove it. Send for sam

 

ples and details. Address Arctic Ice

Cream Co., Detroit, Mich. Candy Dept.

- 566-7, 38
 

BROKERS VVANTED IN THE MID

dle Western and New England States to

represent a large Baltimore manufacturer

of high grade and special package goods,

bulk goods and 5 ct. numbers. Probably

the livest, finest line of Chocolates made

in the United States. Applicants must be

prepared to give the best of references,

must be aggressive, militant, have ac

quaintance with both jobbing and retail

trade in their territory. We are not in

terested in small business, and if you arc,

please don’t answer this advertisement.

Our account is probably the most im

portant and profitable in the United

States. Answer to Benton Clement, Treas

urer, 113 Water Street, Baltimore, Md.

567, 10
 

JOBBERS A N D AGENTS T O

handle soft wood sucker sticks and wood

en stick specialties. Sample and prices

on request. Bellefonte Lumber Co., Belle

fonte, Pa. 567, 1

 

Business Chances
 

A GREAT MONEY MAKING OP

portunity lacks capital. Will sell secret

plans, rights, equipment, etc., for making

Lehman’s sweet milk, cream and butter

chocolates, having greatest demand of all

chocolates. John B. Lehman, Halifax, Pa.

567, 5

You failed to notice what was on display in the

show windows.

You underrated the customer's buying power and

displayed goods too low in price.

You made side remarks to your counter mate

about the customer's clothing or appearance.

MINIMUM CHARGE $1.00

You didn’t know what was advertised.

You failed to sense the customer’s wants.

You failed to give intelligent answers to inquiries

made.

You made statements that didn’t ring true.

You showed little interest in the transaction.

You looked tired or bored when the customer ap

proached.

You failed to smile and make yourself pleasant.

You hurried your customer in trying to force a

decision. i

You made the customer feel she knew nothing

about the goods and you knew all.

You did not present a neat business-like appear

ance.

You thought you could “size up” your customer.

You entertained friends while the customer waited

to be served.

You exaggerated the value of the goods on sale.

You made the customer feel selling was not your

forte.

You failed to have a grasp on the worth and value

of the merchandise. '

You tried to air your knowledge of things foreign

to the business in hand.

You tried to get too familiar with the customer,

or by a like token not friendly enough.

You “knocked” another store or goods the cus

tomer told you she favored.

You tried to assume that “know it all” air.

You talked disparagingly about your firm and

store.
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Strength in Food Colors

Means Economy in Coloring

National | at the

FoodColors || factory

Certified

to Bureau

of Chemis

try; Dept.

of Agri

culture.

“National” Blends (certified)

most popular in the Candy and

Confectionery Trade

Borderine . . . . . . . . .American Beauty

Ceylene. . . . . . . . . . . . . Raspberry Red

Rubaline. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Currant Red

Sulta............... Strawberry Red

Benga. . . . . . . . . . . ......... Fruit Red

Burno. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Red Orange

Toki................ Yellow Orange

Rosea.................... Rose Pink

Carnata. . . . . . . . . . . . . Carnation Pink

Myrtine. . . . . . . . . . . . Pistachio Green

Celetine ....................... Blue

Sitro .......................Lemon

Solona. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dark Yellow

Plumna ...................... Plum

OU can’t measure the economy of food

colors by the cost per ounce of the

colors themselves. What you buy is results

—not materials. So it’s the strength of the

colors—the quantity of your product that a

dollar’s worth of them will treat—that de

termines their actual cost to you. Strength

in food colors means economy in their use.

One of the outstanding superiorities of

“National” Certified Food Colors is their

exceptional strength. They not only meet

the standards fixed by the Government, for

official certification, but in strength they

exceed most food colors offered for sale.

“National” Certified Food Colors, basic

colors and blends, are not only economical,

but their absolute uniformity and unequal

led brilliancy insure the highest degree of

satisfaction from their use.

Our food color experts are constantly solving many difficult color prob

lems that are submitted to them by users of “National” colors. We gladly

place this service at your disposal without cost.

Leading supply houses and jobbers sell “National”

Certified Food Colors — insist on getting them

Certified Food Color Division

National Aniline & Chemical Company, Inc.

21 Burling Slip, New York

ArroMAL COlors
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THE PUYALLUP LABORATORIES SITUATED M1051" THE WoRi_o-s FAMOUS BERRY GARDENS

LetOurGenerous Sample

Offer ConvinceYou

We want to prove to you that PUYALLUP FRU_IT PRODUCTS,

direct from our own laboratories in the Valley of the Mountain, -the most

wonderful berry gardens in the world, are

Highest Quality at Lowest Price

Therefore we make this unusual offer:

To any responsible applicant, requesting

it on business stationery, we will send,

prepaid, with our compliments, anywhere

in the world, One Case of 6 10-Ounce

Samples of Confectioners’ Crushed Fruits.

Test them. Use them as you will. Note

the delicious quality. Note the fine color;

the appealing flavor. Then compare the

price with what you have been paying.

We'll leave the rest to you.

The point is this: Our fruits are grown

in the best valley in the world for bush

fruits. No other berries compare with

them. Look at the mountain in the pic

ture. Fifty square miles of ice there keeps

the valley perpetually irrigated and in

sures it against too great heat. Our

laboratories are in this valley. Fruit

picked in morning dew is processed by

sunset.

Being at the source of supply of the world's finest fruits, with the back

ing of 1800 organized growers; having the most modern equipment and

ample storage, we can make prices that can’t be equalled. ]ust write

NOW for our Sample Case and prove it for yourself.

PUYALLUP & SUMNER FRUIT

GROWERS CANNING COMPANY

PUYALLUP, < WASHINGTON

Iobbers and Distributors

We have a wonderful proposition to offer in terri

tory still open. We want live distributors with good

selling organizations. Write NOW for particulars.

  

PUYALLUP QUALITY
MARASCHINO CHERRIES and

Confectioners’ Crushed Fruits
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WALTER BAKER & CO’S.

Liquor Chocolates

and Coatings

Are the Standards

of the Trade for

Confectioners' Use

Sweetened and unsweetened;

/g//, medium and dark, what.

ever the difference of color

or flavor, all are aésolutely

Aure, smooth and uniform

to work.REG. U. s. PAT. off.

The taste and appearance of confections

depends largely upon the coating.

Send for Samples and Prices

WALTER BAKER & CO.,LTD.

Established 1780 DORCHESTER, MASS.

57 Highest Awards at the Expositions

of Europe and America

"m"

E

:=

|#

-

288 Pages of New Ideas,

Recipes and Valuable

and Rapid Selling Confections

Send for Price List

Information—$3.00

HE new Thir

teenth Edition

of RIGBY'S

R E L I A B L E

CANDY TEACH

ER is a real store

house of knowledge

which can be of

benefit to any con

fectioner.

The trade-winning for

mulas, new ideas and valu

able information contained

in this 288-page book are

based upon W. O. Rigby's

30 years of experience in

the candy business. The

contents are w r i t t e n

throughout in the very

plainest language. Every
class of candymaking is

covered by the 900 for

mulas. Sections are devot

ed to cost-finding, candy

advertising, the pure food

laws as they affect candy,

|

and much miscellaneous

information of inestimable

value to the confectioner.

Illustrations a D e a r

throughout the book.

Every confectioner—whether

large or small-can increase his

*"g power through the use

of this book. Even One mis

take which it might prevent, or

9" moneymaking idea which
it might offer you would pay

the small cost of this book

many times over.

Upon receipt of three dollars,

the new Thirteenth Edition of

RIGBY'S RELIABLE CANDY

TEACHER will be sent to you,

prepaid. Order your copy to

day-it will be an investment

that you will never regret.

RIGBY PUBLISHING Co.

908 W. 10th St.

Topeka, Kansas

.......'
: Send further information Cross out

: Send book 6.65 a "/#:":
: Remittance attached applying.
o

: * ............................

# * ..........................
$

"The Flaherty Candy Co.,

Chicago, increased its capital

stock from $2,400 to $20,000.

M. Dillon plans to Open a

new confectionery Store at

West Jackson and North Madi

son Streets, Thomasville, Geor

g1a.

Valentine Brothers, the Syr

acuse, N. Y., confectioners,

plan to open a third Store at

106 North Salina Street.

"Hole in the Wall" Candy

Co., Salt Lake City, Utah, will

"Pen its third retail store at 6

West Second South Street.

A. D. Albright has opened a

'", confectionery store, his

third, at Walnut and Asylum

Streets, Knoxville, Tenn.

John Mirras bought the con

'tionery business of Thomas

Thompson at Perry, New

York.

Mary Lincoln Candy Co.,

has opened a new store at 510–

512 Locust Street, McKeesport,

Penna.

Brand

Chocolates

OSWEGO CANDY WORKS

OSWEGO, N. Y.

|=
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HAVE YOU RECEIVED |

Lithography
-

Sample Book of

Floral Papers -

with this trade mark on the cover? If not, write today.

BREUKER & KESSLER CO., 709 Arch St., Phila, Pa.

| =T
*

NOTE BOOK
s Tumbleson, confectionery, Beatrice, Neb.,

Charle

sold out to Jack Berry.

Julius Lorge bought a co

- Neb.c: 'm. & Son, Geo., Jr., succeeded W.

H #: in the cigar and confectionery busineSS

ille, Wis.
at:' and A. L. Janss bought the Candy

fectionery store." Belle Plain, Ia,
ites bought the interest of his brother

dy Kitchen, Topeka, Kan.

Candy dy & Nut Co., Columbus,

d capital from $100,000 to $200,000.

nfectionery business at

land con

George Rekl

in the Topeka
The Mayflower Can

Ohio, increase

Pite Lovas opened a confectionery busi11S1meSS atTroy, Ohio. y d

- K. D. Wetherley has opened a fine new confec

tionery store at Main and Elizabeth Streets, An

sonia, Conn.

Duber Miller purchased the Pointer Confection.

ery business at Mount Union, Ohio.

Harry B. Burt has purchased a fine confectionery

and bakery business at 325 West Federal Street,

Youngstown, Ohio.

- Mrs. Irene Spang has opened a home confec.

tionery at 228 South Eleventh Street, Lebanon, Pa.

Miss Mabel Fennie has purchased the Bates' con

fectionery business at Clinton, Iowa.

nt Thought -“Every Taste * Pleasa

YOU REMEMBER ME
A Peanut and Cocoanut Blend made in

the good old Virginia way from our

24 Pkgs. to Carton

WESTMORELAND CANDY CO., Inc.

Special Formula

40 Cartons to a Case

Write for Samples and Prices

Manufacturers

RICHMOND, VA., U. S. A.

–"

alNickell'?"
wist"PE">''}

Bakers and 50 lb.

BoxesFor Ice Cream Makers,

160 lb. -

ConfectionersBarrels

sAnTA ANA, CALl F. 214 French Street

Look! Starch Bar.

PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS

The tremendous success of the recently invented confection

“ESKIMO PIE” has demonstrated the wonderful possibilities of

protective patents and trade-marks for novel confections.

Patents£ trade-marks registered. Twenty-two years'

experience. nstructions and terms on request.

ROBB, ROBB & HILL

1389 Hanna Bldg.,924 McLachlen Bldg.,len

Washington, D.C Cleveland, Ohio

man"

why not buy your Stars: Boards from * ": |

facture them by the thousands? All sizes, any£"
for prices and testimonials of our* satisfie

* ACME BOX coMFA'.
22d and Loomis Sts. _Chie:

-
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Boost your Chocolate Egg Sales

this season with

SELF-LOCKING EGG CARTONS

Fine for Counter or

window display

Each Chocolate Egg

appears larger and

is brought out to

the finest advan

tage, due to the low

cut cells.

The Patented Self

Locking Cover

closes d o w n and

locks into place,

making the box

complete.

Sell your Chocolate

Eggs by the box. When the package is opened by

the purchaser-—bow large and how good the contents

appear.

Ready for immediate shipment Self-Locking style

boxes to hold 6 or 12 Eggs printed in brown ink on

white boxboard with the words “Chocolate Eggs" in

Old English type tastefully arranged.

Send a trial order today. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Prices: " Weight

I00 6 egg size $1.65 plus posllge 1 lbs.

100 12 " “ 1.75 14 “

mg 1: .. .. ‘:3: g F.O.B. Chicago.

Cell Size l%xZ% inches deep.

SELF LOCKING CARTON CO.

CHICAGO - ILLINOIS

(For Glace Fruits, Nuts and Pastas)

We have supplied Packages to the Confectionery

Trade satisfactorily for twenty-five years.

May we supply you?

J. WESLEY BRINDELL

Suite G13-D, 7 East 42d Street NEW YORK

  

Double-Triple Ball and Peanut Vendors

' NEW, N0_VEL PREMIUM FEATURES

Legitimate Everywhere

Sells more gum in a day than the

ordinary ball gum machine sells in

a month. '

Write for our Circular contain

ing full particulars.

BALL GUM

All Flavors and Colors

$20.00 Per Case of l0,000 balls

Special Prices to Jobbors and Operators

WALTER GUM COMPANY

Z1-Z3 Dodworth Street BROOKLYN, N. Y.

 

 

 

 

 

Trade-Mark

— The OVER TEST Container

When you standardize on Fipax—the

OVER TEST container—you are assured

the absolute minimum of loss through

breakage in transit.

Why? Because exactly the right com

bination of carton, partitions, packing,

etc., will be determined through actual

laboratory Drum Test to meet your own

particular requirements.

  

To any responsible concem interested

in determining {lite most efficient shipping

case combination, we offer the services of

our laboratory for a thorough test and, of

course, without obligation upon your part.

PRINCIPAL SALES OFFICES

NEW YORK BUFFALO PITTSBURGH CLEVELAND CINCINNATI CHICAGO

305 Broadway 78 Market Street 609 Chain. of Commerce 542 Engineers’ Bldg. I219 State Avenue 1860 Conway Bldg.

.Phone Worth 5195 Phone Grant B741 Phone Bell Main 5335 Phone West 3537-Y Phone Main 1415

7A-e FIBRE Del/0/7. I)?/cfi.
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VOORHEES

RUBBER CANDY MOLDS

ADVANTAGES

imination of Starch Mussiness. •

#:£ction Through Quick Cooling

Close Placement. of Cavities

Uniformity of Size.

Regularity of Detail

ise Weight

£ Handling

Ask FoR FOL

DER WITH FULL DETAILS

Main Office and Works

VOORHEES BLOCK

20 to 58 Bostwick Ave.

Jersey City, N. J.

Kansas City
New York

2045 Main St.
30 Reade St.

IF YOU haven’t writ

ten us yetfor your copy

of that interesting, in

structive little booklet:

“How to increase your

profits in the boiling

room”—tear this out as

a memo. to do so today

JOSEPH BAKER SONS & PERKINS CO. Inc.

Baker-Perkins Building, White Plains, N. Y.

What you should know

about the Duplex Seal
|

*

1. Mechanical simplicity and scien.

tific correctness-assuring an abso.

lute and permanent air-tight seal.

OOK at the illustration.

Metal flanges or undergrips on the cap which lock

under the glass lugs on the neck of the container.

Both seal and container are so designed that when the

seal is placed on the bottle and rotated a quarter turn cf the

wrist to the right, the metal flanges pass under the glass

lobes and set up a spring pressure through the top of the

seal which holds the liner down firmly at all times.

2. Liners to meet chemical and physical requirements

of the product. -

3. Standard designs or special seals having trade

marks handsomely embossed or lithographed.

4. Quick application by means of hand closing tools of

power.closingmachines,wherevolumeisnecessary.

5. Two parts only. No springs, levers or wires liable

to be broken by the customer.

6. Opened by quarter turn of the wrist. Closed with

the same easy motion—a positive resealing devic"

The Duplex Seal protects the products of hundreds of

manufacturers cf food products, toilet specialties."
hold remedies, candies, etc., against deterioration evap

oration or leakage.

Practically all glass manufacturers can supp'"
tainers with a perfect Duplex finish to fit Duplex Seals

* + +

Interesting information regarding the gasspa'
age art, artistic Seal designs, Seal liners£

special chemical reactions, etc., gladly furnis

by our Service Laboratories to manufact'.
of hard candies. Our new catalog is interesting.

CIh

pun:PERFECIT SEATING: RESEA':
GRE poR GLASS boTTLES ZIARs

CoMPANY.,'
, Brooklyn,

d 39ths: ME.

NATIONAL SEAL

Txecutive Offices – 14th Avenue an

works - BROOKLYN, N.Y. -

—l

:

:
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Nougat Cutter

The improved BELT MOTION -

Caramel Cutter of this machine is a feature worth Starch Printer

- - investigating. Now in operation -

Very rigidly constructed. in several of the largest com- A very strongly built.
Built in three sizes. An panies. machine with several

New Features. Con
exceptional unit when

operated in conjunction © All S d tire l of

- - -
en Street structed entire 1 y

££ Paramount Machinery Co.,#######"•
BUILDERS OF CONFECTIONERY MACHINERY by hand or power.

-

Pays for itself

in half month

Equipment: One tray of 180 di

visions and latest improvement.

Weighs thirty pounds. Standard

size price $200, . For further par

ticulars send size of starch board.

THEODORE BOSSHARD

385 Cornelia Street

Brooklyn, N. Y. U. S. A.

Cherry and Nut

-:- Filler -:

For making centers of cream

castings in moulded starch, fill

ing it with nuts, cherries, berries

and other fruits. Fills a board

in ten seconds. One girl does

the work of ten. Calculate sav

ing of cost.

HERE'sYoURCHANCETOKNOW THE GOODNESS OF BEN-MOOREMOULDS

Save $2.27 Easter Eggs

No. 06—3% in high—3% oz. Hol

Introductory Assortment low. Decorated, 40c; Plain, 30c.

No. 012–5% in. high-5 oz. Hol

low. Decorated, $1.00; Plain, 40c.
1 No. 06 Egg Set. . . . . . . . . .$ .70

1 “ 012 “ “ . . . . . . . . . . 1.40 One Decorated and One Plain half

1 “ 333 Solid Rabbit . . . . . 1.00 to a Set unless otherwise ordered.

1 “ 11 Hollow “ . . . . . .75

1 “ 33 */ “. . . . . . 1.25

1 “ 22 44 “. . . . . . 1.00

1 “ 25 44 “. . . . . . 1.25

1 “ 66 44 “. . . . . . 2.00

1 “ 77 - “. . . . . . 2.00

77 is similar to 33

but is 7% in. high-9 oz.

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . $11.35

Less 20% . . . . . . . . . . . 2.27

Net . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $9.08

UNTIL APRIL 15, 1922

we will mail this Complete Assortment

£Ps': '.' --- - - - ---

O:# £: upon receipt of $9.08. No. 66–10 oz. No. 25–4 oz. No. 22-4 oz. No. 33–5 oz. No. 11-2 oz. No. 333–35 to 1 lb.

Y - o a customer. 9% in high 6% in high 6 in. high 5 in. high 3% in. high Six in a FRAME

ou will want more, through your $2.00 $1.25 $1.00 $1.25 $0.75 $1.00

Illustrations are less than 1/3 actual size.
Jobber. Order your Assortment Now.

Save $2.27. Weights given are for solids. Hollows would be 3% or less.

Factory–220 Essex St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

BEN-MOORE MANUFACTURING COMPANY

New York Office—140 Nassau St.

Special Moulds made of your own Designs.Guaranteed Moulds for Plain and Fancy Eggs, Bars, Cakes and Novelties.
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Goodwood Boxes
For the Confectionery Trade

I /

SUPREME

MOTOR DRIVEN COMBINATION

ICE CREAM FREEZER AND

ICE BREAKER

Velvety Also

Ice Makes

Cream Exquisite

With French

Ice

• - Any Cream

Made in all sizes from small, light boxes: Desired and

• O hea CaSeS for Overrun Water

carrying five pounds t vy Ices

freight shipments.

LOCKED CORNER BOXES

BOX SHOOKS

STARCH TRAYS

DRYING BOARDS

Nickel-Silver can, Cover of Tinned Bronzeself-sealing. p

Dasher of Tinned Bronze.

Breaker can be operated without freezer.

Gears and belt covered as required by law.

Dealers—Investigate our claims before arranging

for 1922.

Write for our proposition, it protects you.

The A. H. Green Co.

103 Park Ave. New York

FRANKLIN P. MILLER & SON

East Orange, N. J.

* - N

Waste Space Costs You

this much of every dollar

nd show cases occupy almost a third of the total

££ Unless you are getting full display value out

of this one-third, you a' wasting a costly part of every dollar

bill. Instead of wasting this fraction of a dollar, you can add it

on. You can make your overhead dollar reach farther.
Panay Horizontal Show Jars occupy space otherwise wasted or

improperly used. They are attractive, sales-compelling fixtures

that give 100% display, keep bulk goods perfectly fresh, quicken

sales, increase profits, and facilitate handling more customers.

PANAY SECTIONAL SHOW CASE CO.

GENERAL OFFICE: MILWAUKEE,U.S.A.

Eastern Office: Suite 815, Flatiron Building,

New York City. New England Office; 131

State Street, Boston, Mass. Western Office:

313 S. Coronado Street, Los Angeles, Calif.
Chicago office: 2nd Floor, Wrigley Building

2"x:

QN'I'''

EX*T

Write nearest distributor for Free Illustrated Catalog

Auburn

Auburn Mercantile Co.

Bangor

F. R. Savage Co.

Boston

H. A. Johnson Co.

Brooklyn -

Bard & Margolies

Buffalo

Donovan-Haas Co.

Chicago

Bunte Brothers

Cleveland

Wm. Edwards Co.

Sykes & Thompson Co.

The Weidman Co.

Cincinnati

J. Louis Motz Co.

Detroit

L. H. Stradley

th

Joseph Freedman Co.

Erie

Erie Drug Co.

Green Bay

Greiling Innes Co.

Greensboro

Gate City Candy Co.

Kansas City

Sifers Confection Co.

Loose-Wiles Co.

Los Angeles

Klauber, Wangenheim

Booth-Murphy Co.

California Com. Co.

Lynn

Connelly's

Macon

Winchester Moore Co.

Marinette

M. C. Broughton

Mena

Goff Who. Grocery Co.

Mexico City

J. J. Zahler

Milwaukee

R. A. Johnston,Co.
American Candy Co.

Barg & Foster

Minneapolis

Buhse Brothers

Muskogee

Muskogee Wh. Gr. Co.

Newark

Schwarz & Son

New Haven

Austin Nichols & Co.

New York

Fish & Ginsberg
Muller &£
Wm. E. Peck & Co.

Omaha

Clancy Candy Co.

Philadelphia
Joseph Casani

Pittsburgh

Graebing Candy Co.

Racine

Henricksen-Jacobson

Regina

Guise & Smith, Ltd.

salt Lake City

Sweet Candy Co.

San Francisco

M. Getz & Co.

Alberta Candy Co.

Scalmanini Bros.

Savannah

#man Fount. S. Co.

Seattle

Imperial Candy Co.

Scranton

s:Tobacco Co.

Selma

Benish & Meyer

Springfield

£c.

Tacoma

Brown & Haley

Wheeling

& S. Feeny Co.

Youngstown
Hearn-Miller Co.
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* Sard, MIPIems ICE CREAM MOULDS

Sugar Mouls '#: Manufactured by -

£,£%: SON... - *: -££d:of JellyWork. FR. KRAUSS

catalog J. FRAUENBERGER & Co. 333 W. 18th Street New York City

4909 N. Fairhill Street PHILADELPHIA

POP - CORN MACHINERY
Complete outfits for retail or wholesale manufacture

Candy Wrapping Machines : Candy Cutters and Coolers

E. R. KNOTT MACHINE COMPANY 1 Ellery St., S. Boston, Mass.
Knott's Pop-Corn Grinder

that pulls the pop corn apart

Milandsetwoodthis.Stinsanila's Chocolate Molds

| That are attractive and

serviceable for

Confectionery and Drug

Stores

Write for Catalog and Prices

BARS, CAKES, FANCY PIECES

The Chi s s Double Molds for Hollow Figures *

£ Co. PANS–LARGE and SMALL" t

CHICAGO ILLINOIS EPPELSHEIMER & CO., 34 Hubert Street, New York City

POPCORN PROFITS ARE WERY LARGE

CRISPETTES ARE THE BIG MONEY MAKER
Gibbs says: “Sold $50.00 first night!" Erwin's little boy makes $35.00 to $50.00

every Saturday afternoon. Meixner reports $600.00 business in one day. Kellogg
Writes : “$700.00 ahead first two weeks.” Master's letter says: “—sold $40.00 in four

hours." During March, 1921, Turner was offered $700.00 clear profit above cost of his

investment to sell. There is money—lots of money—in

Crispettes. Times make no difference for most of

these records were made in 1921—were made while

people are crying hard times. -

This is the most rapid machine for

crispettes. Requires minimum labor

-least operating expense. The ma

terial in a batch costs least, the crisp

ettes keep better, are better eating

and sell better than those made by

any other process.

Sell Pop Corn CRISPETTES. It

is the biggest money maker in the

candy line. *

Long Eakins Company

191 High St. Springfield, Ohio
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Hickok's
" */ >

*

Musiatiows |
"pay The cKHickokcos".

Keep Your Candy Saleable

in Handsome Heekin Cans

Your candy will always be fresh, crisp and saleable if it is

packed in Heekin Cans. For these cans are air-tight. They

keep your goods from getting sticky even in warm or damp

weather.

Heekin Cans are the most attractive containers you can *.

Your label will be beautifully lithographed in any color co".
bination on every can you buy. Lithographed labels are.” part

of the cans—they cannot tear off—they will not soil easily.

Heekin Cans are tough—strong! They protect your goods

in shipment and storage.

• Tell us your requirements. We will send you complete

information and a free sample can by return mail. Write today.

T H E H E E K I N C A N CO.

New and Culvert Sts., Cincinnati, Ohio

HEEKIN CANS

*

S
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A suggestion for boosting

your fountain business

M' All-Glass Dispensers on a fountain attract

attention and attract sales. In them, bright

colored syrups are inviting reminders of what delicious

thirst-quenching drinks you sell; they bring more

customers to your soda fountain than when the flavors

are hidden.

The cleanliness of McKee Dispensers appeals to

Folks can see that no dust or flies canCuStonerS.

And to particular people thatreach the syrup.

means a lot.

You'll find it so easy to keep McKee Dispensers

clean. The all-glass construction can be made spot

less and sparkling with but little effort. The metal

parts will not corrode. -

McKee Buttermilk Containers are ideal. They

absolutely will not clog. The milk is thoroughly

stirred and made of the right consistency for drink

ing by a few turns of the bail. McKee Fixtures

mean more sales and less trouble.

McKEE GLASS COMPANY

Jeannette, Pa.

Write today

for Booklet -

No. 2

O -

- - Dispenser

The only display jar

that will DRY OUT

sticky candy

-try this famous ARIDOR

test in your own store

Take candy that has become sticky and lumped

together in an ordinary display jar (at left above).

Place it in an ARIDOR Display Jar and screw on

the exclusive patented ARIDOR cap.

In a short time the candy will again be as crisp and

dry as the day it left the factory (at right above).

No other display jar will do this because no other

has the patented cap, containing an absorbent min

eral salt that removes moisture from the contents of

the jar. The patented ARIDOR cap operates in

exactly the opposite manner from the humidor; it

removes moisture where a humidor releases it.

ARIDOR Display Jars will keep your hard candies

absolutely dry, loose and lustrous in the hottest

and dampest weather; they will stop completely

your losses from spoilage. They give splendid

counter or shelf display.

PREVENT HOT-WEATHERSPOILAGETHISSUMMER

—display your hard candies in ARIDOR. Jars. Low' cost,

soon pay for themselves. Recommended by leading candy

manufacturers. Ask your jobber's representative about them

or write today for further information.

Aridor Cluster—clear flintAridor upright dispens

glass giving splendid display.ing jar, 5 inch opening.

THE ARIDOR COMPANY

589 E. ILLINOIS ST. CHICAGO, ILL.
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ANNO UNCING A NEW

CHAMPION

THE NEW MODEL No. 5

IcE

 

 

COMBINED BREAKER
    

AND IcE CREAM MACHINE

OF 40-QUART CAPACITY IS

  

Now READ}! FOR DELIVERY.

 

 

  

—The motor dry and silent chains on this machine

makes it possible to run either the breaker or

ice cream machine separately or as one unit.

This also increases the life of the machine.
 

 

—The heavy cut gears run in oil, thereby eliminat

ing all common wear at this point.

 
 

o —The ring oiler interchangeable die cast babbit

bearing, which is a new feature in this model,

ii permits anyone to renew these bearings easily

and thus reducing the overhauling cost to the

minimum. These die cast bearings are carried

in stock and can be quickly supplied when

necessary.

  

 
 

6 ° —The teeth in the breaker are straight shank,

diamond pointed, making it possible to cut the

ice without crushing it and thus eliminating

“snow.” The base of the machine is extra

heavily coated, thereby eliminating vibration.

The gears throughout are well constructed to

give maximum weight.

 
  

Descriptive circular explaining the advantage

of this new model will be sent upon request. We

also manufacture Champion lce Breakers,—ca

pacity from one to forty quarts per hour.

 

 

The Allman Gas Engine & Machine Co.

461 CANAL STREET, NEW YORK

we @\M~=»»~ ma
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- Refrigerating Machines

HERE electric current is available at a

reasonable cost, our Semi-Enclosed Ma

chine, with direct motor mounting, makes a

neat, clean and highly economical plant-no

belts, no engine or steam lines.

These machines are built in sizes from 30 tons

refrigerating capacity upwards—occupy a com

paratively small floor space—utilize, without

waste, all the power developed by the motor.

That's why the largest users of Refrigerating

Machinery in the Ice Manufacturing, Cold

Storage, Packing, Confectionery, Dairy and

other industries are using these machines

profitably in their business. Complete list of

users will be sent gladly upon request.

The satisfactory performance of YORK Semi

Enclosed Refrigerating Machines, with direct

motor mounting, warrants your investigation.

Write us.

YORK MANUFACTURING COMPANY

(Ice Making and Refrigerating Machinery exclusively)

YORK, PA.

This is the cap

That seals the jar

That makes the sales

That builds the house

That adopts it

Write for Samples and Copy of

“Upressit Gossip”

UPRESSIT PRODUCTS CORPORATION

15-21 Wilbur Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.

ESTABLISHED 1905 ESTABLISHED 1905

B. H. HUEEERT

Coppersmith and Contractor

Designer and Builder of:

Confectioners' Copper Work.

Copper Vacuum Pans.

Copper Steam Jacketed Kettles, plain.

Copper Steam Jacketed Kettles, with

single and double motion mixers.

Copper Revolving Pans, plain and with

steam coils.

If you are in the market for good copper

kettles, get in touch with

E. H. HUBEERT

3603 E. Pratt Street

Baltimore, Md.
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Even Temperature and Constant

Humidity Maintained 0Ver the

Entire Department ~ *

#yleproducing the Ideal Day 565days

in the years
ND the method of doing this is by in

troducing by the Sturtevant-Fleisher

System “prepared” air into the De

M partments at just the right temperature and

*& - containing the required percentage of rela

| <: - tive humidity.

There is no guess work and no manipulat

*= ing of windows or ventilators necessary.

The action is automatic and requires little or

no attention.

i: - The Results?

### The results are guaranteed. Each system must

operate to do the work for which it is designed

If it does not, we will make such changes—at our

own expense, as we think neces:

sary. If it still fails to perform as

guaranteed, we will remove it at

our own expense. No charge will"

made for installation, and all mo"

eys paid will be refunded.

Such a Guarantee as this is writ:

ten into every Sturtevant-Fleis"

Contract, whether it is requested."

not.

Don't you want the security of

such a guarantee?

B. F. STURTEVANT

COMPANY

Hyde Park

Boston

W. L. FLEISHER & Co., Inc.

NEW YORK CITY

Design and Install all Sturtevant

Fleisher Air Conditioning Systems

'.
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Inexpensive, Damp and Dust Proof

H & D Boxes for Confectioners

S' the quality of your goods in storage and in transit by

Packing them in these highly protective water-proofed Hinde & Dauch

Corrugated Fibre Shipping Boxes. They are by far the most economical,

convenient and satisfactory containers you can find for packing your prod

11CtS.

H & D Boxes come to you folded flat and require but a minimum of stor

age space until ready to use. Inexpensive and light in weight, they will re

duce your packing room costs and cut transportation rates. Your address

and whatever publicity message you desire may be promi

nently printed on the box walls, advertising your product

and assuring the return of lost shipments.

Tell us your requirements and specifications and let

us quote you prices. A trial order will convince

you of our ability to save you money and serve you

best. *

Acme Coppersmithing Company, Inc.

COPPER WORK

of All Description

HIGH PRESSURE STEAM JACKET KETTLES

Our Specialty

If our work is not absolutely satisfactory

in every respect, we will gladly accept the

return of same and will bear all expenses.

All sorts of repairs, retinning, replacement

of worn or burnt out parts, promptly and

satisfactorily performed.

Safety is the corner stone of efficiency.

The more safety the less worry—the greater efficiency.

USE ACME JACKET. KETTLES

1OO9-11 W. Ohio Street

CHICAGO, ILLS.

Trade with the maker, -

and Get Prompt

Delivery, Low Prices

Best work

The Revolving Pans

have all latest im

provements. Clutch

instead of tight and

loose pulleys, a

unique feature of

ACME REVOLVING

PAN.S. Cut gears. Ad

justable boxes on all

bearings to take up

wear on journals. Pans

are made of heavy

copper, nicely ham

mered; steam coil of

copper pipe, thus in

suring against rust,

stuffing box is of a

special design and the

entire construction is

Confectionery of the very best ma

Equipment terials and workman

O- ship.

Specialty Larger and smaller

sizes build to order.

Prices on application.

#1

The Hinde & Dauch Paper Company

120 WATER ST.

Canadian Address:

SANDUSKY, OHIO

Toronto, King St. Subway and Hanna Ave.

-

If interested in packages for

hard candies, desire attrac

tiveness, wish to lower pack

ing costs and reduce transpor

tation charges ask for samples

of the

MONO SERVICE CO. NEWARK, N. J.
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F

For Keeping Eskimo Pie

in Perfect Condition

 

‘T

IDEAL

CARAMEL MACHINES

In response to an ever increasing demand tor more

substantial and more eiiicient candy machinery we have

brought out the Ideal Machines described below, which

are unexcelled tor their purposes.

Ideal Candy Sizer

The Ideal Candy Sizer is made

with solid base and absolutely rigid.

It _is built as a. bench or floor ma.

chine. It is reversible a.nd.a.d1ust

able to any thickness up to two

inches. It is especially designed to

be aged with _the Ideal Candy

outta;-zr

  

Ideal Candy Slur

Ideal Candy Cutter ‘

  

The Ideal Candy Cutter is

absolutely rigid in construc

tion. It is equipped with

thirty seven-inch circular

knives and one tull set of col

lars. Knives may be taken

off without removing the

arbor shaft. Well guarded,

cut gears make it practically

noiseless.

Ideal Candy Cutter

Junior Model

Ideal

Caramel Wrapper

The Junior Model Ideal

Caramel Vi/rapper is design

ed to flll the needs of the

manufacturer whose output

does not warrant the in

stnllation of the larger ma

chine. It cuts and wraps in

one operation caramels,

pulled candy or any goods

of equal consistency. It is

the simplest caramel wrap

per built. An unskilled girl

can be trained in a. few days

and can pack as many

pieces as six or eight hand

packers. The Junior Ideal

will quickly pay for itself in

wages or hand labor saved.

  

Junior Ideal Caramel WIIPPII‘

The GrandRapids Zero

Brick Cabinet

Eskimo Pie, the new confection, which

is meeting with such great success, must

be kept in perfect condition to insure

maximum sales.

Our Zero Brick Cabinet is ideally fitted

for this purpose. The design is widely

different from ordinary brick cabinets,

one of the principal features being the

separate covers for the Brick Tank and

the icing compartment. The tank is held

perfectly rigid—no floating. There is no

chance of getting ice and salt into the

brick compartment while icing.

The high efliciency of the cork-board

insulation and construction means a con

stant low temperature and a minimum

ice bill.

Take Advantage Now of

Recent Price Reductions

Lower manufacturing costs enable us

to give you the same high quality for

which our line is noted at a lower price.

Write today for prices and all other data.

Write today for complete descriptions of Ideal Candy

Machinery and pr-ices.

IDEA-L WRAPPING MACHINE C0.
Makers of Ideal Caramel Wrapping Machines

MIDDLETOWN NEW YORK

Grand Rapids Cabinet Company

Successors to Chocolate Cooler Co.

50-58 Alabama Ave., N. W. Grand Rapids, Mich. .

All 
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icker Machine

HARD GOODS

FRUIT TABLETS

COUGH DROP5

RASPEERRIES

ETC.:

|

|

Propucsson one MAC#"
BY A QUICK CHANGE T

OF FOR

SUCKERS --~~~~ &

ANY SIZE OR SHAPE \ . | PEACH STONES

YOU WANT "''"
5OOOO ©

BUTTERCUPS

OR MORE DALLY WAFFLES

PILLOWS

- CHIPS

! *
STRAWS

:

.

r

ThisMachine

Covered by

Broad Basic

Patents.
For Details and Description with

Complete Information, WRITE
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Thomas Mills & Bro., Inc.
"to 1815 North Eighth st (Established 1864) Philadelphia, Pa.

MOTOR DRIVEN MONITOR ICE CREAM FREEZER WITH PATENT DISC

ICE BREAKER COMBINED. -

ICE CREAM CABINETS AND

PORCELAIN LINED CANS.

MOTOR DRIVEN SUPERIOR ICE CREAM

ICE CREAM BRICK FREEZER AND ICE BREAKER

CUTTING MACHINE. COMBINED.

corrector:
***"

ALL STEEL

: CANS, ROUND -- -

EXTRA HEAVY CEDAR AND RAISED VISIT INDIVIDUAL METAL ICE CREAM

TUBS. BOTTOMS. BOOTH 32
MOULDS.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE ON I C E CREAM TooLS AND MACHINER"
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. Thomas Mills & Bro., Inc.
1301 to 1315 North Eighth St.

165

#.
(Established 1864)

Philadelphia, Pa.

:

BALL. MACHINE FOR cocoANUT, CREAM

AND CHICLE

| |# £:S -

#

|

|

#
III"

OY MOULDS

FRUIT DRoP FRAME

AND ROLLERS

KISS o: LUMP

MILLS CANDY COOLER CUTTING MACHINE

CATALOGUE SENT ON APPLICATION -

Confectioners' Tools and Machinery Ice Cream Manufacturers' Tools

Bakers' and Cooks' Tools
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The

New Model

Peanut

Blancher

The Standard

Peanut

Blnnching De-‘

vice used by

the lending

Manufacturing

Confectioners

Eiiicient

Economical

Practical

Equipped with

Automatic

Feed Hopper

  

  

Here Are Some of the Things

“INTERNATIONAL”

ELECTRIC

CHOCOLATE HEATERS

Will Mean to Your Shop or

Factory

  

Patented

Sept. 25. 1905

  

Write

for Complete

Catalog

  

—GREATER CLEANLINESS

—RAPID MELTING WITH DRY HEAT

—ACCURATE TEMPERATURE CONTROL

—SPEEDIER PRODUCTION

—MORE UNIFORM COATINGS

-—LOWER REFRIGERATION COST

—LOWER ENERGY CONSUMPTION

—ECONOMY OF OPERATION

—NO FIRE RISK

—CONNECTS TO ANY LAMP SOCKET

—NO INSTALLATION EXPENSE

—GREATEST OPERATING EFFICIENCY

—IDEAL WORKING CONDITIONS

—BETTER SATISFIED EMPLOYEES

—UNIT SYSTEM OF EXPANSION

  

Lambert

Machine Co.

W. Hiliiilu

  

   

W. B. Bertels & Son Co., Inc.

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

  

Write for our Bulletin C-2, describing our

Chocolate Heaters and Tables complete.

  

MANUFACTURERS OF

PLAIN and LITHOGRAPHED CANS

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

  

  

There are three grades of Nickel-Chromium

AlloyResistance wire made under theMarsh

Patents. What grade did you get in your

heater?

|NTERNATlON~IC GJMPANY

-1/—\

l4AnuIACf\|ll‘.l8

ELECTRICAL HSATING APPLIANCES

  

  ~
QUALITY A I

  

INDIANAPOLIS. U.$.A.

Distributed by

  

  

  
H. A. Johnson C0. Jul. A. Harper Sup- Gray Mfg. Co.

Boston, Mass. ply Co. Spokane, Wash.

Crnndnll-Pettee Co. Kansas City, Mo. Guy’ McLean and
  

New York. N. Y.

Henry J. Walz Co.,

Inc.

Buffalo, N. Y.

The Weidmnn Co.

Clevelnnd, Ohio

  

Percy, Inc.

Portland. Ore.

L. DeMartinl Supply

  

‘.'-9.".EE$J.'?.!',B AI ,=_Xy!1?. _

  

  

5-'@.:.:..*::,~:-~...?<~ I I ...§:'.~ 9...... wr: MAKE ems THAT

”"¥§,~;=;‘»;‘?,».<;?»?f;,,1_-¢» 1' * ,,_ g3»-§,'}§’,=;';;;~;5;;_-L SELL YOUR PRODUCTS

 

  

Atlnntn, G1. .7 \ Milwaukee, Wise.

“International Electric Heaters Are Better” ‘

  

Write for our Prices
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THE NEW 1921 GREER

Drying

Chocolate °°""_Yi"8 Machine

Packing

For CANDY and CAKES!

TRANSFEHMNG MOTORAND

  

' COLD Am

._ cu-uuuazn

wvm rm~

CAR0BOARDAnuWAX cnuov m:Acn£§

cmov rnom nmvrms __ €.’ron&__ PAPER_CONVENI£NT 1':-us POINT nsnov
/ zunoazn MECHANISM FILLED aoxzs E ‘W roa PACKERS ron PACKING

,

.‘

CONVEYOR

    

  

 

_ I31~r¢:w '

 

 

      

.1 9
  

  

" _. . _ éAlE.“T_€P“ .. . 3%. 4

"°“i‘ll1°"i‘- 11

DM 60 Trays 3' 6" X 16'-10" if

DM sa Trays 3' aw 1s'_2~ 151,4 fl. 176

BM 46 Trays 3' 6" X 13'-6"

The Greer consists of a substantial iron and steel framework with or without enclosures,

traveling and conveying attachments, and suitable driving mechanism.

This machine will speed up your production by placing before the packers 200 plaque:

of perfectly dry goods per hour in a continuously uniform flow directly from the Enrober, and

return all empty plaques to the Enrober.

The plaques of goods can be transferred from Enrober to steel trays which are placed

on a skeleton tray (The Greer having 60 of these skeleton trays); or, the goods can be trans

ferred direct to steel trays which are not removable. A

Our system of cooling gives the chocolate a beautiful gloss by allowing it to become

partially cooled before blowing the cold air directly on it.

This machine gives 252.lsq. ft. cooling space, allowing the goods to travel 85 lineal ft.

successfully accomplished in 16 ft. 10 in. by 3 ft. 6 in.

Made in lengths from 12 ft. upward.

Shelf for wax paper, card boards, boxes, etc., made underneath the conveyor within easy

reach of packers.

This machine will care for all the goods Enrober can produce.

Saves ninety-nine per cent. of waste or scrap.

Goods can be packed direct from machine, in boxes or pails.

Regulated speed insures the proper setting of the chocolate, allowing plenty time to pack

the goods. Prevents discoloration of your chocolate by heat.

Average cost of repairs per year on Greer machine less than $3.00.

  

.1 r‘ J

  

The Greer machines are patented Imitatora warned against infringement:

J, W,'(;REER (:0, ll9tol37WindsorSt.,Cambric1ge,39,Boston,Mass.,U.S.A.
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FORM 3——STYLE D MOTOR DRIVE A FORM 6——STYLE R TWIN PULLER—MOTOR DRIVE

Cnplclty 50 to100lbn. per butch Cnplclty 15 to 100 lbs. on each side

REVOLUTION ~
GREAT revolution has taken place in the pulling of all kinds of candy by Hildreth’s Patented Candy

A Pulling Machine. Before the year 1900 all pulled candy was done by hand labor, which was unsanitary

and unsatisfactory. Three-fourths of the candy pulled in the United States to-day is done by Hild‘l'eth's

machines. Note what the machines are doing in the factories all over the country. They are pulling hard boiled

candy which is made into stick candy, broken candy, chips, buttercups and all other hard boiled goods which are

ordinarily pulled by hand.

Hildreth's machine will pull hard boiled goods in from two to three minutes. The machine also pulls

molasses candy, either high or low cooked. It will also pull all kinds of chewing candies, high or low cooked,

in about eight minutes. You can increase the batch about 20% in bulk over ordinary hand pulling. Your increase

in penny count goods is about 20%. The machine pulls caramels and caramel mixtures.

You can work up your scrap and pull it on the machine and make good candy, where it is almost impos

sible to do so by hand labor, thereby saving the waste.

The machine pulls chewing gum as well as candy; The machine also pulls shoemaker's wax as well as

candy. It also pulls a certain kind of white varnish as well as candy. In fact, it pulls anything that is pulled

by hand.

You can use a lower grade of sugar, and make as good goods with the machine as you can with a higher

grade of sugar by hand labor, thereby a saving in profits. With the machine you can pull every batch alike,

making the candy whiter, lighter and uniform, which is of great value to all manufacturers.

The machine is ready to work at all times, day or night, without getting sick, tired, lazy or going on a

strike, which is of great value to all manufacturers.

We have machines that pull from 10 to 25 lbs. at each batch, and from that size up to 300 lbs. at one

pulling; so that if any manufacturer has much candy to pull he is losing money every day that he does not have

one of our machines. In fact, it gives him absolute control over his pulling room, as well as saving a lot of

money which would ordinarily be paid out in hand labor.

We do not sell the machines. but lease them by the year.

Write for descriptive catalogue and full particulars.

ADDRESS

H. L. HILDRETH (:0.

549-559 Albany Street BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.
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A Quick, In

tense Heat

Without Motor

or Blower

This powerful, heavy-duty

furnace will raise 50 lbs. of

sugar and 12 lbs. of water to

340 degrees in less than 24

1 minutes without motor or

blower.

CANDY

FURNACE

Note from arrows in illus

tration how heat is directed,

and concentrated, against

sides as well as bottom of

kettle.

Tlfis Powerful 3-ring burn

er is single piece, cored cast

ing. There are no cemented

! joints to cause leaks.

Graduated ring top permits

use of any size kettle.

Economical, sturdy, de

pendable. Write for folder.

Wm. M. Crane
C Company

16-20 W. 32nd St.

New York City

Pacific Coast Distributors:

Northwest Gas 81 Elec. Equip. Co»

Portland, Ore.

 

 

Sold by Gas Companion

andthe following dealers:

Atlanta, Ga.

Bessire 82 Co., Inc.

Baltimore, Md.

The August Maag Co.

Geo. H. Wahmann Mfg. Co.

Boston, Mass.

H. A. Johnson Co.

A. A. Knights & Son

Jos. Middleby, ]r., Inc.

Three Millers Co.

Buflalo, N. Y.

Henry & Henry

H. I. Walz Co.

Emil A. Saenler

Cincinnati, Ohio

American China and Glass Co.

Hilker 8: Bletsch Co.

Cleveland, Ohio

Bruce & West Mfg. Co.

 

The Weidemnn Co.

Columbus, Ohio

Central Ohio Supply Co.

Dayton, Ohio

C. S. Ball Candy Co.

Detroit, Mich.

Foersterling Bros. Co.

E. B. Gallagher & Co.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

E. B. Gallagher & Co.

Houston, Te.-raa

Houston Wholesale Cont.

Stove C0.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Bessire 8: Co., Int;

Loa Angeles, Calif.

Standard Equipment Co.

SOCt1ll'JCfl1 California Supply

0.

Louisville, Ky.

‘Bessire & Co., Inc.

Milwaukee, Wia.

‘H. C. Schranck Co.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Northwestern Bakers & Con

fectioners Co.

New Orleans, La.

Chas. Dennery

Pittsburgh, Po.

Byrnes & Kiefer

Demmler 81 Schenclt

Bernard Gloekler Co.

W. L. Knorf Company

Philadelphia_ Pa.

Thos. Mills & Bro., Inc.

William Thomson

San Francisco, Calif.

Eng-Skell Company

St. Louis, Mo.

W. E. Beckman & Co.

United Bakers Supply Co.

St. Paul, Minn.

The Maas Keefe Company

Toledo, Ohio

E. B. Gallagher & Co.

 

Youngstown, Ohio

\\". C. Zahel Company

l__€____

 

 

 

Coating and Polishing Pans

for Gum, Almonds and Peanuts

Tight and loose pulley; clutch or motor drive

Let us figure on your needs

The Bucyrus Copper Kettle Works Co.

1 874-1921

Bucyrus : Ohio

 

ThePerkinsAdjustableDryRoom

Saves fifty per cent. of your steam.

Gives uniform work at all times of

the year. Dries much faster. (Saves

space, trays and trucks.) Perfectly

clean. Easy to operate. Simple to

install. Is not expensive. Hundreds

in use.

Write for descriptive Bulletin No.

100, and prices on candy truck.

 

PERKINS "ONE MAN” TRUCK

Elmer E. Perkins Company

Manufacturers

Offices Shops

Wrigley Building, Chicago Bradley, Illinois
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The N. W. York

Batch Roller
Patented Mu-eh 18, I911

  

A Great Labor Saving Device

All kinds of work are handled

on this machine. Crystal Rock

is made easy. All kinds of

Mixtures, Taffy Goods, Kisses,

or anything in the candy line

that is to be kept round is done

so with this machine. It is a

wonder for Buttercups or all

soft-center work. Soft-center

goods will not break out of

cover on this machine like they

do on the old spinning board.

For making Little Sticks and

all pure sugar goods, this ma

Thig maghing be ggnt chine fills a long-felt want. It keeps your batch at an even temperature all

to you on thirty days’ U-ia]_ the time, and will operate either way at will of operator. Manufactured by

Why not give one a. trial?

Ask us about it.

EUROPEAN AGENTS: CQ CO

W. H. BEERS & SON, Ltd., Imperial

Eloulse,dKingsway, London W. C. 2, 225-227 E. Maryland Street, lndianapolis, lnd., U. S. A.

ng an .
)

  

 

We have been in

Coppersmithing Business

for generations hence

our name

“KOPPERMAN”

Don't you think we

ought to know how?

  

Latest Improved Vacuum Pan

JOS. KOPPERMAN & SONS

Copper Work and Confectioners’ Machinery

301-311 Florist Street Philadelphia, Pa

-.3 We manufacture any kind of

Copper Kettle for steam or

fire or vacuum with or with

out mixers.

All kinds of sizing, cutting,

coating and cooling machinery

  

, I

__ \ _ . . fHand Power Circular Knife Caramel Cutter we furnish any piece 0

machinery used in a candy factory
Shearing Motion Cutter
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Simplex Vacuum Cooker Facts
 

THE Simplex Vacuum Cooker will make

a better hard candy at a lower cost than

is possible by any other known method.

The flexibility of the Simplex Vacuum Cooker,

recommends itself to the manufacturer who wishes to

cook a variety of batches, both as to size and combina

tion of raw material.

Using the Simplex Vacuum Process you will obtain

a clearer and drier candy due to the moisture and air

having been extracted by Vacuum, consequently when

ulled and spun results in a whiter product and more

ustrous satin finish.

Candy made the Simplexway will not sweat from the

inside, therefore, it will not stick; it will keep longer.

A great percentage of scrap can be used in the

Simplex. A larger percentage of glucose or corn

syrup can he used than in other methods, producing

a better candy.

Candy made the Simplex Way will be sweeter

because it is not cooked to a high degree over fire or

steam, which dissipates the sweetness.

the slab.

spice Heighl Power Clpacity' Z5 to weigh!

214 n. en. l/zH.P. 100-lb. Ii-mm 1200 Ibo.

A batch cooked in a Simplex Vacuum Cooker is

ready to work immediately after it is poured on

 

Simplex Gas Vacuum Cooker

(Process Pat. June 30, 1914)

Patents April 20, 1915, November 30, 1915

  

The machine is simple in design and made of the

 

highest grade material. It does not require mechan

ical knowledge nor skill to operate it successfully.

The Simplex Vacuum Cooker has proved the test

in years of successful usage among some of the highest

grade manufacturers in the United States as well as in

foreign countries.

OVER 400 IN USE

‘Simplex Steam Vacuum Cooker

(Process Pat. lune 30, 1914)

Patents April 20, 1915, November 30, 1915

Space Height Power Capacity, 50 to Weigbl

436R. 6 It. '/1 H.P. 200-lb. Batches 2500 Ibo.

  

Vacuum Candy Machinery Co.
326 W. Madison St.

74 Pearl St.

CHICAGO, ILL.

JERSEY CITY, N. J.
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Continuous BUTTERCUP

STRAW and WAFFLE MACHINE

This ls the Only Machine Made That Will Cut a Large Variety

of Pillow Shaped Hard Candy Without Change ol Machinery

High Speed—N0 De/ays— Greatly Increased Output!

The very high speed of 1500, 3000 or 6000 pieces Ask Any

per minute is secured by the continuous, practically of Qur 300

self-feeding operation. With a little experience, or M
100 pounds of soft or hard center goods can be , Ore

turned out in ten minutes. One machine takes Sansfied

care of three sets of spinners, cutting down labor U891?-'

costs, saving space, and increasing your output

many times.  

' coouzn mi 09
Pl'lC€ couvnronEither belt drive or ready for rnolor to he

mounted. Motor and starter extra. at

current market price. F. O. B. Chienlo.

THE BRACH COOLER AND CONVEYOR is an exceedingly

compact unit, occupying but about one-third of the space ordinarily used.

used. It has the capacity of a straight convey or of 105 feet, it the goods

comes out in a single line, or with web. But if used in connection with

my Buttercup Machine, which cuts the goods oficompletely, allowing them

to spread over the belt, the cutter running five times the s eed of the

conveyor belt, would give a cooling capacity equal to 5 lineal feet.

WARNING!

On account of the extraordinary

DIMENSIONS

Lenlth . . . 17 Feet

Width . 14 Inches

Bane where motor and

Ian are connected is 30

ineheswide.

Height . . 32lnchea

i

NOTE

Can furnish COOLER and

CONVEYOR separate or

in one compact unit connect

ed with motor and starter

to my Worm Gear Drive

BUTTERCUP S T R A W

and WAFFLE MACHINE

  

. . . . Sh '"§popularity of this machine, there is Bmehwllilaclimt»

being made _and sol_d _as a genuine ""1;“Z/' "

Brach machine an imitation cutter B t I”;-I H

  

0 n f 0 G Fl 0 FT

which in ringes on my pa . ,,;,,,;, 1,,”

NOTE—each machine bears a serial

number of which we hold an exact

record that we may know

to Whom every machine

of our make is sold. To I

avert trouble make sure , "

you are buying a genuineBrach Continuous But

tercup Maehine. Wewill

prosecute all sellers and

users of infringements.

simply in 6, 7

and 8 fool Yenglhs

at regular prices
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MY LATEST—ThEWorm Gear Drive

The addition of a worm gear drive to my latest model,

which performs the work of four machines, makes it

a model of efliciency.

1. Baby Ki.sses—Any small

piece 3/s inch long and up

to 3/4 inch wide are cut on

this series of knives.

2. Pillows, Chips, Straws

3/4 inch long and 1/s to 1‘/2

inches wide are cut by

this set of knives.

3. Straws, Chips, Pillows

ll/2 inches long and ‘/8 to

13/4 inches wide are cut on

this series of knives.

4. Waffles — 3/4 inch long

and up to 3/4 inch in

width are cut and stamped

with this series of knives.

THE GUIDE—indicated by dotted.

lines, and illustrated separately,

nas_ two peculiarly shaped knurls

which may be so turned. and

separated as to regulate the batch

to any width from IA to 1% inches

as desiied. Adjustments are made

by simple thumb screws. An ex~

perienced operator can feed the

machine without using the guide.

THE MACHINE MEASURES but 15 x 18 inches

Ovef-all, O;-we set up, oiling is the only attention it

requires, The knives will probably need resharpening

about every five years.

THE STAND SUPPLIED with ev6fY machm? 15

strongly made of cast iron. and occupies a 36 X 36 H1611

floor space. The motor attaches to the stand of the

new worm gear drive machine, being run with El 511011

belt—-a safety protection of importance.

SAVF‘-S SPACE: The small size and the great capacity

of this machine, which enables several sets of spinners

to use it alternately, saves 75% of your floor_ space—a

very important item in reducing your D1‘0duCtl0I1 C055

The BRACI-I Continuous Buttercup Straw

and Waffle Machine with Stand —— Costs

Complete, $850, F.O.B. Chicago; with worm

gear drive $900 ; motor and belt extra.

 

  

THE GUIDE ~the only

part of the entire ma

chine that is changed.

NOTE: I have a limited number of standard type: or

motor: for the worm gear drive machines, which I will

supply at current prices to buyers of this model.

EMIL J. BRACH

Confectionery Machinery

215 West Ohio Street

' ‘J Is‘

30 DAYS

FREE TRIAL

(In U. 5. Only)

Arrange to have a ma

chine sent you on 30 days’

free trial and prove to

your own satisfaction its ~

labor-saving, profit-mak

ing qualities.
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The Ball Cream Beater Co.

DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Ball Cream Beater and Cooler and

Dayton Cream Beater and Cooler

Ball

Beater

Patented

BEWAREi

of infringement:

on our Patent:

 
 

THREE THOUSAND IN USE!

BEST IN THE WORLD! WHY NOT HAVE THE BEST?

Every Candy Manufacturer Should Have One!
 

We shall

protect

our Patents

to flue full

extent of the

law.

 
 

Patented

FOR PARTICULARs. SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND REFERENCES
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We manufacture a complete line of Stationary Copper Steam Jacketed Kettles, plain or mixing.

Absolute satisfaction guaranteed. Prompt shipments. Ask your dealer or write us for literature and prices.

HAMILTON COPPER 6|. BRASS WORKS. Hamilton, Ohio

You Need These ,l\/laehines

White's Improved ,, . Wh'te's P rfectPerfect candy Cane, Ask any candyrnaker what he thinks of the S,-Zing Magda-ne

White Caramel Cutter and Sizer and he will

tell you that they are the staple and standard

machines all over the world and that he prefers

them above all others.” i

Write for Catalogue and Prices

for Belt or Direct Motor Driven

WM. M. BELL

Authorized Agent

The Heirs of JACOB WHITE

6 East Lake Street CHICAGO, ILL.

Added Fine Features

Make the

Emery Thompson

Freeze Faster—Develops a smoother yield.

Lasts Longer, with harder usage.

Handled with greater ease.

Stouter in general construction—with less

parts.

ls far more economical.

ls more flexible, more quiet and is better bal

anced for finer lce Cream production than

any of the machines we have turned out in

the past many years of ice cream freezer

manufacturing.

Please write for our “1922” catalog.

Emery Thompson Machine and Supply Co.

27 1-75 Rider Ave. <6-s c---1 P1-==. Bron) New York
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' The Savage Assures Success

 

HE secret of successful marsh

mallow manufacture lies in the

proper beating of the goods.

No matter how excellent your in

gredients may be, no matter how care

fully the proportions are measured, if

you are not equipped with a properly

constructed and mechanically correct

device for beating and cooling the

goods, your efforts will not be crown

-ed with the greatest success.

The Savage Marshmallow Beater

leads for the very simple reason that,

like the entire Savage line, this ma

chine is built by experts,-—by men who

know the candy business, who know

the difficulties confronting the manu

facturer, and have produced the neces

sary mechanical equipment to meet

these difficulties.

The fact that this beater is so

sturdily and carefully built makes

the first cost the only cost.‘ The con

struction is so simple that you are

never troubled with adjustment of the

parts. There are no gears, chains, or

complicated parts to get out of order.

If you are looking for a machine

that will run day in and day out with

out repair or replacement, that is con

structed to produce the greatest quan

tity of the highest grade goods, you

will not be satisfied with anything but

the Savage.

Send for new illustrated circular fully describing this wonderful machine.

Savage Brothers Co.
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"We now have your Savage Marshmal

low Beater installed and same is working

out entirely satisfactorily, and we do not

know how we got along without this

machine as long as we did.

"We would be glad to show this machine

to anyone who might be interested in

purchasing one from you."

Spoehr, Chicago.

"We have several of the Savage Marsh

mallow Beaters in operation in our va

rious plants and in all cases we have

found them consistently giving excellent

results. We have experienced no trouble

whatever with any of the moving arts

of {our equipment and find the mac ines

to, e strong and substantial. In short.

we have found that your machine is all

that you claim for it and a little more."

E. ]. Bach G Sons, Chicago.

"We think you have the greatest and

best marshmallow beater on the market

and we have shown our belief in this by

purchasing three. We have found them

so far superior to any other heater on

the market that we have discontinued _us

ing all our other heaters and are using

yours exclusively." ‘

The Cherry Cheer Co., Inc., Sidney, Ohio.

"We consider the Savage M. Beater a

wonderful machine and are producing

drops that show a saving of one-half to

three-quarters pound on each box over

the beater that we formerly used. _

"Considering the amount of power requir

ed and the volume of goods produced,

we are very much pleased with the ma

chine."

A. B. Newhinney Co., Inc.

Terra Haute, Ind.

“The Marshmallow Beater purchased

from dyou last sprin has now been in

stalle several mont s.

"We unhesitatingly state that it is the

best machine of its kind we ever used.

“We are highly pleased with the goods

turned out and know ositively that our

product is better and’ our sales corre

spondingly increased in this line on ac

count ot the work of this machine."

Martin Candy Co., Marshfield, Ore.

"The heater is giving us excellent satis

faction, and does the work A-No. 1, and

is all you claim for it. We consider it

the best M. M. beater on the market

today. Since we have put it in use we

have taken out two other makes of

heaters."

Brecht Candy Co., Denver. Colo.

“To say that we are satisfied with the

Savage Marshmallow Beater is putting

it mildly. As soon as arrangements for

the enlargement of our factory are com

pleted we shall want more of your Marsh

mallow Beaters."

General Candy Co., Milwaukee. Wis.

“We are very much pleased with the re

sults we are etting with our Special

200-pound Mars mallow Beater.

A Few of Our Pleased Customers:

"At a recent meeting of our directors it

was agreed that in our new home we will

install only our heaters.

"You may s ip us another of the same

type as soon as possible."

Sonnet?-Herr Co., Sterling, Ill.

“We have been using one of your 150-lb.

Marshmallow Beaters for the past two

years. We have found this to he a very

strong and durable machine; a machine

that will stand up under every test to

which we have put it.

"We have found that this beater will

produce any kind of marshmallow which

we have desired to make.

“In addition to this being a marshmal

low machine, we have found it to be very

satisfactory in mixing nou at.

“We can hi hly recommen this machine

to your tra e.“

Zion Candy Factory, Zion, Ill.

"We take much pleasure in testifying to

the merits of your Marshmallow Beater.

From the very outset we wish to em

phasize that your heater is all that it is

represented to be. From an economical

standpoint as well as eficient produc

tion we do not think that your splendid

beater can he surpassed. We figure that

we are savin money in the mixing of

our hatches, urther supported by maxi

mum production.”

Ths Paulin Chambers Co., Ltd.,

Winnipeg, Csnsds.

 

Z638-Z646 Gladys Ave., Chicago, lll.
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Automatic Depositing Machine

for filling chocolate or wax goods in metal or any other composition moulds where a shell is required. It

fills the moulds, knocks or taps the moulds, turns to drain moulds out, and pumps the drainings back to the

depositor.

The depositor has a mixing apparatus that stirs the material and acts as a stirrer and to give an equal

delivery to the pumps for the deposits. Will fill from a few grams into a

small mould of an inch or less to a mould of l4 Inches in length oi any

weight and capacity, from one to 14 deposits at one time. And in case a

mould is not placed into the holder it will automatically not deposit. So

there is no waste of material. You can make 60,000

Hollow Moulds such as Rabbits, Santa Claus Eggs, etc.,
i in one day's work. Space required, 18x5 feet. Horse

, power, 2.

The Latest BATCH Spinner on the Market

1st. It holds the end of the batch like a human hand while spinning, and it travels along with the batch as

the spinning goes on.

2nd. It takes a second to raise or lower the table, according to the size and weight of the batch, to give an

equal feed for the spinner, and the front end, where the delivery is made, is adjustable, so it delivers

the required thickness.

3rd. While spinning, the batch is covered to give equal heating surface for the batch all around, or it could

be kept half or whole open it desired.

4th. The batch lays on wire cone, six rolls covered with wire tinned to hold the batch in position. No canvas

or leather to stick to. Clean and easy to work.

Sth. I have a machine on show. Come and look at it and you will appreciate the facts.

Price of this machine within reach of all, and will pay for itself in a short time.

J. FRIEDMAN

EXPERT—SpeciaIi'zi'ng for the Candy and Chocolate Industry

214-226 East 22nd St. New York, N. Y.

Complete and _largest line_ of Candy Machinery, Chocolate l_Vla_chinery,_ Cocoa Butter and Cocoa Powder Plants, Chocolate

Dipping Machines, Wrapping Machines, Package Making, Filling, Sealing and Labelling Machinery, CHOCOLATE MOULDS,

etc. “LOOKING FOR A CERTAIN MACHINE? Yes, I HAVE IT.” Established since I892.

Cable Address—-"JACKFRIED NEWYORK.” A. B. C. Code—Sth Edition Used. Telephone: Gramercy 2996

 

__,;
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Profit From Sound Sense

Here is a photograph which will con

vince any ice-cream manufacturer of

the advantages and efliciency of me

chanical refrigeration. A glance at this

clean and sanitary wet hardening room

will disclose what a great improvement

this is over the discomforts and un

healthy conditions of melting ice and

sloppy floors. Add to all this the

economy and increased profit obtained

  

by installing

Brunswick Refrigeration

and no room is left for argument. Business is built up and sanitary

working conditions are obtained.

For a typical example of the Brunswick dry-hardening system, see‘

our advertisement in the January issue of this journal.

BRUNSWICK REFRIGERATING C0.

107 Jersey Avenue, New Brunswick, N. J.

BOSTON, MASS. NEW YORK CITY

10 State St. 30 Church St.

'0-,.__._‘\

W. W. TURNBULL CONE MACHINE COMPANY

Chattanooga, Tennessee 1419 Fgffi Sh-ggg

Manufacturers of

TURNBULL'S AUTOMATIC WAFER CONE MACHINES

TURNBULL'S AUTOMATIC CAKE CONE MACHINES

TURNBULL’S SWEET CLOVER SUGAR CONES

TURNBULL’S PEERLESS CAKE CONES

We have been Manufacturing

Automatic Cake Ice Cream Cone

Machines for fifteen years

  

Copper Steam Jacketed Kettles
 

Copper Candy Kettles

Carried in Stock

1922 MODEL

GROEN MFG COMPANY’ Inc‘ runusuuzs Automatic Cake Cone Machine

Coppersmiths WE INSTALL our machines in your factory and teach you

how to make cones

- - No expensive labor necessary in the operation of our Machines

Armltage Ave’ Chlcago’ Write for prices and information today so we can

serve you in time for next season
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Candy Business

for the

Summer Season

ls a Copy of

Jake Friedman’s
 

Common Sense

Candy Teacher

with enlarged supplement

 

 

IllIIIIIII1IIIIIIIIIllllllllllllllllIllllllllllllllllllllllllli

Send Today for

Copy of Fifth

Edition Jake

Friedman’s

Common Sense

Candy Teacher

With an Enlarged

Supplement

PRICE

(Express Paid)

$ 1 0.00

 

 

Crushed Fruits for the Fountain, Pointers for the Fountain man. The Matza

pan Almond Paste work. Pointers on String Rock Candy, Log Cabin Roll,

Marshmallows, both moonshine and Egg. Pan work, its Principle and both

smooth and rough work, Lozenge work, Cream work of all kinds, Hard Gums, Jelly

Gums, Principal formula on A. B. Gum work. Crystallizing Gum work. Almond

Paste work, Cream Almonds, Cordial work, Gum paste work, Cocoanut work, Cin

namon Imperials, Pearled Caraway seeds and Pearled work. Marshmallow Eggs,

Chocolate Coating, Blending, hand coating. Pure Cream caramels and cheap Cara

mels, Icing for caramels and commercial Caramels. Sponge Candy, Nonpareils. New

styles of Nut and Fruit Goods. Goods for all kinds of Party and Banquet work.

Jelly work, A. B. Gum work. Fudges of all kinds and prices, Honeycomb work of

all Kinds. Pop Corn Valuable pointers to the workman, to the Employer. Glace

work, Novelties for Easter, Fourth of July, Va1entine’s Day, Decoration Day, and all

Holidays. Hand roll cream work. Nougats, Nougatines, Chicle Chewing Gum, its

Principle, Formula, Jelly beans, Jelly pan work. Hard goods all kinds, Bar goods

of all kinds and types, Burnt Almonds and Peanuts, Jordan Almonds, Kisses, Tafiies,

Brittles, Bon Bon work, Fig Work, in fact the Candy work to date and pointers on

Window display and Shop work.

TI-IIS book treats fully upon the Ice Creams, Ices, Sherbets, Punches, the

Send Today for Sample Formulas and Full Index Free for the Asking

For Sale by All Supply Houses

WM. M. BELL, Publisher

6 E. Lake St. , CHICAGO, U. S. A.
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Norwalk 6-ton Ammonia

Compressor for refrigera

tiori. a compact design

of great simplicity with

Norwalk quality through

out.

N o r w a 1 k s are

furnished in ca

pacities from 1/4

ton to 10 tons,

for all phases of

refrigeration and

icemaking.

THE

  

Every Norwalk Refrigerating Plant

Is Fully Tested For Its Job

Norwalk engineers operate with the belief that it is

not enough to manufacture a refrigerating plant of

high quality and assured reliability. They go further

and insist that every Norwalk sold shall be tested at

the factory with the precise requirements of the’

buyer in view.

There are no “ifs” or “buts." Our engineers study

your individual operating conditions and the work to

be done, recommend the proper Norwalk for the job,

and then see that you get that plant. This insures

full and sure results and thorough satisfaction.

Such service has meant a great deal to our patrons.

We believe it will prove most valuable to you. If

you agree with us, write for our new Bulletin No. 7,

describing and illustrating the Norwalk refrigera

tion line.

NORWALK IRON WORKS COMPANY

Pioneer Builders of Compressors

SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.
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~ THEAii’2k’éTCO.

509-511 W. Lombard Street BALTIMORE, MD.

SMALL TIN ICE CREAM SPOONS!

This new idea about the name in handle is a winner.

Your name in the handle coats you no more than

others you have bought plain. Write for sample.

  

Carry Out Cans—IXXXX Tin

Extra Heavy _ Steel Cans

  

Low Medium and High

Write

For Catalogue

 

  

  

 

_ I :1|_i '

Inserted Bottom Get

‘ Our Prices

IXXXX Tin IXXXX Tin

OUR BRICK MOULDS AND CANS ARE

“ABSOLUTELY U. S. STANDARD GAUGE”

MANUFACTURERS AND HEADQUARTERS FOR

ICEICREAM FREEZERS, TOOLS and SODA FOUNTAIN SUPPLIES

MANUFACTURERS FOR THE JOBBING TRADE

Catalogue of Ice Cream Goods, Also Bakers’ Tools and Utensils Mailed Upon Request
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ESTABLISHED 85 YEARS.

THOMAS BURKHARD, INC.

494 & 496 Flushing Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

{U

::2I2l1l;l1I;n1I:I;I:4;I,n;a;a;a;LI-22.

  

.-is

' Plain Kettle Vacuum Pan Tilting Kettle

  

We all feel elated when we produce something that is a success and we cannot help

but talk about its merits; so with us, we have produced a Copper jacketed Kettle, a

Vacuum Pan, a Revolving Sugar Coating Pan and Mixing Kettles that have achieved

an enviable reputation. Why? Because we devote all our energy and wits in main

taining their high standard by using the best material and employing only the experi

enced workman.

Why should we consider competition when such equipment poorly constructed is

always a source of danger and expense.

'I1I{I:IXI:I:I{I2I:I:I:I:I:I:I2I:I:I:oZIZIZI:IXI:I1I{I:I:I:I:I:I:IIIIIIIIIIXI:l:IXIII:I:I:I:I:I:I:I:I:I:I:I:I:I:f‘
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“Inside lnformation" Getting the Bettfr

on the best pump made for handling YOUT COlnp€tltOT

hot or cold syrups, chocolate, fondant

creams, etc., is contained in our You and your ¢<>mP¢¢it<>r both Pay

' - f f 1 t k cand and oucatalogue which awaits your request. bffth 3:}, f‘<’,r°l"a‘l’,oryt‘:,“fnake yfm can’:1y_

If you can get more production than

he out of the dollars you pay for fuel

and labor, you have an advantage, your

candy costs you Jess per pound.

V A poorly designed, inefi-icient furnace

not only wastes fuel, but as well wastes

labor. The greater that waste, the

greater your loss. If you are using an

inefficient furnace your competitor may

be getting the better of you.

If you are seeking lower production

costs—If you want more pounds of

candy for the dollar you spend for fuel

and labor—Ask us for our new book.

MAKE BETTER CANDY

FOR LESS MONEY

A Postal will Bring It.

Send for it today

lt is so easy to clean a

TABER PUMP

TABER PUMP COMPANY “‘“’R°"E° ’*P"L"‘,‘,“,°‘j,"§mf§_‘1j
417 Kent Ave.,

. .290 Elm Street BUFFALO, N. Y.

 



solu and cooler. - - *

#:
-

* -

CANDY || ||"

AND / - -

- s" ---...--

ERS vs. ... # * - *

-

(PATENTED) - - " *- 34 in. x 64 in.

-
--" # . . . .- X

- 48 “ x 120 "

COLLUM'S “PREMIER” Candy Cooler; Polished Steel Top;

Cast Iron Bottom.

A Record of a Half-Century is behind the great '...::

Success of THE COLLUM LINE c:
continual agitation

Scientific : Substantial :

of the Water-flow,

: Enduring Construction :"...'.'

Once Used Never Displaced.

• form Cooling of

Entire Satisfaction. Š"f** * *
the provision for

interior He at - es'

p a n si on preveal

the formation of

“Air Pockets", con:

sequently overheat.

ing never occursi

no Rubber or other

Packing employed

nothing to wea!

out; a lifetime *

Service.

Our PREMIER is

unquestionably "

| BEST of all Cook

ers, whatever the

excellence of other".

where a Cooler *

less Cost is desir:

# our UNIVERSA.

e or 20-CENTURY

would be cho".

being construct

on very similar "

- - - - 1 principles.
* - - -- - 30 in. x 60 in. 36 in. x 72 in. era F':...

- 32 in. x 76 in. ######. ::

'S “20th CENTURY” Candy Cooler Polished Steel Top; the same

COLLUM'S Cast iron Bottom." win:#"

THE COLLUM MFG. co
Manufacturers of CONFECTIONERS’ MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT

926 Main Street, Hartford, Conn.
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-
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-

| COLLUM COOLERS
Widely Imitated But Never Equalled

- Recognized

- | Throughout the

-
- Confectioners’

- Trade

a.S

| “THE BEST"

Since 1872

Faultless

System of

Inlet, Outlet

and Circulation

in 15
30 in. x 60 i 36 in. x 96 in. Speed

* 1: 36 “ x 60 “ 48 “ x 60 “ Effici

* 1: 34 “ x 64 “ 48 “ x 72 “ ciency.
* 1: * 32 “ x 76 “ 48 “ x 96 “ Economy ***

Collum's 36 44 X 72 44 48 44 X 120 44 --*
Ch New bl

-

£able | COLLUM'S . .Cutter.
*.

- ri 99 ished Steel. Pp:

.# || 3: NEW MODEL “UNIVERSAL” candy Cooler; "'.”nata'

* Steel BottomEQUIPPED wiTH INTERIOR SPRAYING AGENCY;.
ORIGINAL WITH COLLUM COOLERS-ENSURING

atua ~0 UNIFORMLY COOLED SURFACE.

**

-*" • • • • © - - - /

:
- Uniform, Unvarying Principle of Cooling

• * Complete
-

- d

** Lines Top Plates Readily Removed Coolers Easily Cleane

'. Steel,
-

* Marble,

* Stone,

'. Candy Coolers,

: Cream Coolers;

: “Special”

* * Cream Coolers,

£ (Tilting Type);

: Iron Slab Stands;

#!" Steel Slab Bars;

a. * Adjustable

: Steel Cutters;

s' Peach Blossom

: Cutters; *
- -

'' Buttercup Cutters; -
| - * * : -

* * Smooth Base * |* s= }\, . . . . " ' ' " : ".

* Cutters; - - 3. * ' '.
a £ Cri * -I - 48 x 60

*: ": Edge --> Polished Steel T 48 “ x 120 “

* utters; 9 cm 64 99 . Polished Steel I op;

: Waffle Cutters; colluM 3. PREMIER f Cream'ler Cast-Iron Bottom.

": op surroun wn 1 steel frame; wate
-

Immediate Shipments. For Further Particulars Write

|T FG. COJ. THE COLLUM © ©

W
• 72

926 Main Street HARTFORD, CONN. Established 18
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Air conditioning -

Bentz Engineering Corp.

Fleisher Co., W. L.

Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Artificial Flowers and Decorations

Netschert, Frank

Bags—Paper, Glassine, Transparent

Euler & Co., Franz

Hollis & Duncan

Jonas, Alfred

Kirchheimer Bros. Co.

Royal & Co., Thos. M.

Select Paper Co.

Baskets and Boxes—Fancy

Michaelis & Sons, M.

Tin Decorating Co. of Baltimore

Boxes—Candy

Brindell, J. Wesley

Deisroth Co., W. H.

Jonas, Alfred

Matthews Bros.

Monarch Nusbaum Paper Box Co.

Shoup Co., A. D.

Youse Co., C. J.

Boxes— #: Packing

Fibre Package Co.

Gair ( o., Robert

Hinde Dauch Paper Co.

Boxes- /olding and Ice Cream

Gair o., Robert

Jor * Ifred

M $ Bros.

U inting & Lithograph Co.

W #4& Co.

Boxes ood Packing

Brindell, J. Wesley

Green Co., A. H.

Box Shooks

Brindell, J. Wesley

Butter—Vegetable

See Cocoanut Butter

Calcium Chloride

Semet Solvay Co.

Candy Cookers

Jos. Baker-Perkins Co.

Friedman, J.

Vacuum Candy Machinery Co.

Candy Coolers

Collum Mfg. Co.

Mills & Bros., Thos.

Savage Bros. Co.

Candy Cutters

Collum Mfg. Co.

Candy Furnaces—Gas

Crane Co., Wm. M.

Improved Appliance Co.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Savage Bros. Co.

Candy Pails

Brindell, J. Wesley

Candy Pans and Scoops—Brass

Mills & Bros., Thos.

Troemner, H.

Candy Sticks—See Skewers

Cans—Tin–Plain and Lithographed

Bertels & Son Co., W. B

Heekin Can Co.

Caps—Metal

National Seal Co.

Upressit Products Corp.

Carbon

"Y" "co Corno-ation

Cherry Depositor

Bosshard, Theo. W.

• *

Chewing Gum

Beech-Nut Packing Co.

Glenn, J. W.

Walter Gum Co. (ball gum)

Wischmann, Wm. J.

Chocolate and Cocoa

Baker & Co., Walter

Croft & Allen Co.

Hershey Choc. Co.

Hollis, W. G.

Knickerbocker Choc. Co.

Lamont, Corliss & Co.

Lowney Co., Walter M.

Massachusetts Choc. Co.

Wilbur & Sons, H. O.

Chocolate Coolers

Dempsey Chocolate Cooler Co.

Friedman, J.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Chocolate Warmers—Electric

International Electric Co.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Coatings

See Chocolate and Cocoa

Cocoa Beans and Cocoa Butter

Duche & Sons, T. M.

McGorlick, J. E.

Marcone & Co., Inc.

Snyder & Wheeler

Von Dannenberg & Pick

Cocoa Press and Pump

Carver, Fred S.

Friedman, J.

Cocoanut and Vegetable Butter

American Cocoanut Butter Co.

India Refining Co.

Nucoa Butter Co.

Simonin Sons, C. F.

Colors—See Flavors and Colors

Confectionery Manufacturers

Advance Candy Mfg. Corp.

Ambassador Chocolate Co.

Ambrosia Choc. Co.

American Candy Co.

American Choc. Almond Co.

Arnould & Co., D.

Bacon Co., D.

Beech-Nut Packing Co.

Beich Co., Paul F.

Blome & Son, Geo.

Blue Ribbon Candy Co.

Brandle & Smith Co.

Brunell Co., Geo. J.

Clifford Bros.

Close Co., Geo.

Collins Co., J. N.

Cracker Jack Co.

Crescent Creole Candy Co.

Croft & Allen Co.

Debevoise, Walter W.

Dockman & Son, J. H.

Elbee Chocolate Co.

Gallanis Bros.

Gardiner-Lucas Co.

Gimbal Bros.

Gold Brand Conf’y, Inc.

Goldenberg, D.

Hardie Bros.

Hawley & Hoops

Heide, Henry

Heidelberger Confy. Co.

Hershey Choc. Co.

Hildreth Co., H. L.

Hoefler's Centennial Chocolates

Hollis, W. G.

Holman Confectionery Co.

Hooton Choc. Co.

Horton Sweets Co.

Ideal Candy Co.

Josselyn, E. H.

Knickerbocker Choc. Co.

Lauer & Suter

Lewis Bros.

Lindt Choc. Co.

Lowney Co., Walter M.

Mackenzie Co., Robt. F.

Manufacturing Co. of America

Metro Choc. Co.

Michelbach & Sons, E.

Miller Co., Chas. N.

Mueller Licorice Co., John

National Candy Co.

National Licorice Co.

New England Confectionery Co.

Ohio Confection Co.

Oswego Confectionery Co.

Package Confectionery Co.

Paist Co., F. M.

Penn Treaty Confectionery Co.

Pop Corn Products Co. -

Quaker City Choc. & Confectionery Co.

Revere Preserving Co.

Rigby Co., H. J.

Robertson Candy Co.

Rochester Candy Works

Rochester Marshmallow Co.

Runkel Bros.

Shotwell Mfg. Co.

Slauson & Co., A.

Smith & Peters

Snows Candy Corp.

Springer Chocolate Co.

Stacy Co., O. T.

Sterling Chocolate Co.

Taylor, W. E.

Virginia Nut Products Co.

Wallace & Co.

Washburn Co., F. B.

Westmoreland Candy Co.

Wilbur & Sons, H. O.

Williamsport Candy Co.

Wunderle, Philip

Ziegler Co., Geo. |

Containers—Display

Gair Co., Robert

Hamlin-Fleischer Co.

Mono Service Co.

Sealright Co. (ice cream) l

U. S. Printing & Lithograph Co.

Warren Co., P. R

Corn Syru
': Maize-Products Co.

Corn Products Refining Co.

Cream Coolers

Collum Mfg. Co.

Dispensers—Glass |

McKee Glass Co.

Rotax Co.

Dragees -£h Dragee & Specialty Co.

Dry Milk

Dry Milk Co.

Duche & Sons, T. M.

Dry Room •

Bentz Engineering Corp.

Perkins Co., Elmer E |

Extracts—See Flavor" and Color” |

Flavors and Colors

Atlantic Importing C# ing Co.

£B' Extract & Preserving
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Bush & CO., W. J.

Cincinnati Extract Works

Coca-Cola Co.

Cofiection Coffee Co.

Corrizo Extract Works

Downey, Turnquist & Co.

Foote & Jenks

Fries & Bro.

Fries & Bro., Alex.

Kohnstamm & Co., H.

Lueders & Co., Geo.

Monsanto Chemical Works

National Aniline 8: Chemical Co.

Ottens Mfg. Co., H. H.

Rockhill 8: Vietor

Ryland, H. C.

Sethness Co.

Sparhawk, Chas. V.

Tisco Co.

Todd Co., A. M.

Ungerer & Co.

Widmayer & Jungling

Formula Books

Bell, \Vm. M.

Burgess Supply Co.

Rigby Pub. C0.

Fruits—Pre|erved, Glace, Pulp:

Blanke-Baer Extract 8: Preserving Co.

Cincinnati Extract Works

Duche & Sons, T. M.

Georgiades & Co., Christo

Jones Co., C. H.

Keystone Fruit Products Co.

Lyons California Glace Fruit Co.

Michaelis & Sons, M.

Sethness Co.

Gelatine

Crystal Gelatine Co.

Duche & Sons, T. M.

Michaelis & Sons, M.

Milligan 8: Higgins Gelatine Co.

Sinclair, Harold A.

Swift & C0.

United Chemical & Organic Prod. Co.

Glass Dispenser

McKee Glass Co.

Rotax Co.

Gum Arabic and Tragacanth

Duche & Sons, T. M.

Thurston & Braidich

lee Cream Machinery

Allen 8: Co., J. W.

Allman Gas Engine Co.

Maag Co., Aug.

Miller & Son, Franklin P.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Thompson Machine & Supply Co.

lee Cream Cone Machinery

Turnbull Cone Machine Co.

Ice Cream Powder

Ottens Mfg. Co., H. H.

Rippey, Wm. H.

Ice Cream Supplies

Allen & Co., J. W.

Allman Gas Engine Co.

Dengler & Son, D. S.

Grand Rapids Cabinet Co.

Jones Co., C. H.

Maag Co., Aug.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Ottens Mfg. Co., H. H.

Schall & Co.

Ingredients

Burgess Supply Co.

Confectioners’ Cream Products Co.

Haug 8: Co.

India Refining Co.

Jahn Co., W. K.

Nulomoline Co.

Ottens Mfg. Co., H. H.

Sennefi-Herr Co.

Sethness Co.

Simonin's Sons. C. F.

White-Stokes Co.

Kettles—Copper Mixing

Acme Coppersmithing Co.

Bucyrus Copper Kettle Works

Burkhard, Thos.

Friedman, J.

Groen Mfg. Co.

Hamilton Copper & Brass Works

Holmberg & Co., Chas.

Hubbert, Bartholt H.

Kopperman & Son, Jos.

_ Mills & Bro., Thos.

Savage Bros. Co.

Labels and Seals

Breuker & Kessler Co.

Dennison Mfg. C0.

Gair Co., Robert

Gamse & Bro., H.

Milwaukee Label & Seal Co.

U. S. Printing & Lithograph Co.

Laboratory Specialidng

Friedman. J.

Schwarz Laboratories, Inc.

Liquors

See Chocolate and Cocoa

Machinery Manufacturers

Allen & Co., J. W.

Baker-Perkins Co.

Ball Cream Beater Co.

Bentz Engineering Corp.

Bosshard, Theodore

Brach, Emil J.

Burkhard, Thos. J.

Friedman. J.

Greer Co.. J. W.

Hildreth Co.. H. L.

Holmberg & Co., Chas.

Knott Machine Co., E. R.

Kopperman 8: Sons. Jos.

Lambert Machine Co.

Maag Co., Aug.

MCLCZH Co., John

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Paramount Machinery C0.

Racine Confectioners’ Machinery Co.

Savage Bros. Co.

Vacuum Candy Machinery Co.

Weiscopf, L.

White, Heirs Jacob

York, C. C.

Marrons

Raffetto, Inc., G. B.

Molda—Metal

Ben Moore Mfg. Co.

Eppelsheimer & Co.

Friedman, J.

Krauss’ Son, Fr.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Molda—Rubber

Voorhees Rubber Mfg. Co.

Molda—Starch

Frauenberger & Co., J.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Novelties

Brunell Co., Geo. J.

Geilfuss’ Son, H. H.

Glavin Co., F. E.

Lindt Choc. Co.

Michaelis 8: Son, M.

Schall & Co.

Shackman & Co., B.

U-Neak Dinner Favors, Inc.

Pail Pockets

Brown & Bailey Co.

Paint

U. S. Gutta Percha Paint Co.

Paper_—Confeetionera'

American Lace Paper Co.

Breuker & Kessler Co.

Carter, Rice & Co.

Chicago Carton Co.

Dennison Mfg. Co.

Euler & Bro., Franz

Hollis & Duncan

Liebs Co., L. A. (box wrappers and tops)

Milwaukee Lace Paper Co.

Nashua Paper Co.

Roval 8: Co., Thos. M.

Select Paper Co.

Peanuts

American Peanut Corp.

Peanut Blancher

Lambert Machine Co.

McLean Co., John

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Popping Corn

Bradshaw Co.

Dickinson Co., Albert

Premiums

Calumet Mfg. Co.

Glavin Co., F .E.

Pump-—-Confectioners

Taber Pump.Co.

Refrigeration

Bentz Engineering Corp.

Brunswick Refrigerating C0.

Friedman, J.

Norwalk Iron Works Co.

York Mfg. Co.

Ribbons

Gottschalk Mfg. Co.

Kennedy, Robert

White & Campbell

Saccharin

Monsanto Chemical Works

Sample Canes

Knickerbocker Case Co.

Scale Board Boxes

Brindell, J. Vi/esley

Scale:

Troemner, H.

Seals—See Labels and Seals

Shelled Nuts

American Peanut Corp.

Dengler & Son. D. S.

Duche & Sons, T. M.

Jones Co., C H.

Show Jars

Aridor Co., The

Panay Sectional Show Case Co.

Skewers

Bellefonte Lumber Co.

Setter Bros. Co.

Soda Fountain Supplies

Dengler & Son, D. S.

Maag Co., Aug.

Milwaukee Lace Paper Co.

Sennefi-Herr Co.

Sethness Co.

Stone Straw Co.

Special Cream Coolers

Collum Mfg. C0.

Starch Boards

Acme Box Co.

Sugar

American Sugar Refining Co.

Franklin Sugar Refining Co.

Suppliea—Confectionera'. All Kinda

Allen & Co., J. W.

Dengler 8: Son, D. S.

Geilfuss' Son, H. H.

Jones Co., C. H.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Mitchell & Son, Fred L.

Ottens Mfg. Co., H. H.

Schall 8: Co.

Sealright Co. (carriers)

Thurston & Braidich

U-neak Dinner Favors, Inc.

Tin Foil

Lehmaier, Schwartz & Co.

Standard Rolling Mills- Inc.

Tinsel Cord

Gottschalk Mfg. Co.

Toy Balloon:

Bakrow & Co., Richard D.

Eagle Rubber Co.

Tovcraft Rubber Co.

Vanilla Bean:

Thurston & Braidich

Vegetable Butter

See Cocoanut Butter

Vending Machine:

Walter Gum Co.

Wrapping Machinea u.

Friedman. J.

Ideal Wrapping Machine Co.

Weiscopf, L.
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ACME BOX CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150

ACME COPPERSMITHING CO. . . . . . . . 161

ALLEN & CO., J. W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28

ALLMAN GAS ENGINE CO. . . . . . . . . . . 158

AMBASSADOR CHOC. CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . 27

AMBROSIA CHOC. CO 49

AMERICAN CANDY CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43

AMERICAN CHO.C. ALMOND CO. . . . .... 65

AMERICAN COCOANUT BUTTER CO. 34

AMERICAN LACE PAPER CO. . . . . . . 71

AMERICAN MAIZE-PROD. CO. . . . . . . 17

AMERICAN PEANUT CORP. . . . . . . . . . 39

AMERICAN SUGAR REF. CO. . . . . . . . . 11

ARIDOR CO., THE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 157

ARNOULD & CO., D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42

ATLANTIC GELATINE CO. . . . . . . . . . . . 23

ATLANTIC IMPORTING CO. . . . . . . . . . 76

BACON CO., D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24

BAKER CO., LTD., WALTER. . . . . . . . 149

BAKER SONS, JOS. & PERKINS CO . . 152

BAKROW & SONS, RICHARD D. . . . . . 65

BALL CREAM BEATER CO., THE. . #
BEICH CO., PAUL F. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

BELL, WM. M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 180

BELLEFONTE I/UMBER CO. . . . . . . . . . 79

BEN-MOORE MFG. CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 153

BENTZ ENGINEERING CORP. . . . . . . . 190

BERTELS & SON CO., W. B. . . . . . . . . . 66*- 1

BLANKE-BEAR EXT. & PRES. CO. . . 24

BLOME & SON CO., GEO. . . . . . . . . . . . 54

BLUE RIBBON CANDY CO. . . . . . . . . . . . 19

BOSSHARD, THEODORE. . . . . . . . . . . . . 153

BRACH, EMIL J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 172-173

BRADSHAW CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

BRANDLE & SMITH CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64

BREUKER & KESSLER CO. . . . . . . . . . . 150

BRINDELL J. WESLEY. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 151

BROOKS BANK NOTE CO. . . . . . . . . . . . 56

BROWN & BAILEY CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87

BRUNELL CO., GEO
- J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12

BRUNSWICK REFRIGERATING CO. 179

BUCYRUS COPPER. KETTLE W’KS... 169

BUNTE BROS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94

BURGESS SUPPLY CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66

BURKHARD, INC., THOMAS. . . . . . . . . . 183

BUSH & CO., INC., W. J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

CALUMET MFG. CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

CARTER, RICE & CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7

CARVER, FRED S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 189

CHICAGO CARTON CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37

CHICAGO WIRE CHAIR CO. . . . . . . . . . 155

CINCINNATI EXTRACT WORKS. . . . . 4

CLIFFORD BROS, CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50

CLOSE CO., GEO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32

COCA-COLA, CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77-78

OFFECTION COFFEE CO. . . . . . . . . . . . 79

COLLINS CO., J. N. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

COLLUM MFG. CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84-185

CONFECTIONERS CREAM PROD. CO. 71

CORN PRODUCTS REF CO. . . . . . . . . . 20

CORRIZO EXTRACTS CO. . . . . . . . . . . . 44

CRACKER JACK CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96

CRANE CO., WILLIAM M. . . . . . . . . . . . 169

CRESCENT CREOLE CANDY CO. . . . . 85

CROFT & ALLEN CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

CRYSTAL GELATINE CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . 63

DARCO CORPORATION. 12

DEBEVOISE. WALTER W. . . . . . . . . . . 61

DEISROTH CO., W. H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76

DENGLER & SON, INC., D. S. . . . . . . . . 76

DENNISON MFG. CO. . . . . 88

DICKINSON CO., ALBERT. 68

DOCKMAN & SON, JOHN H. 8

DOWNEY, TURNQUIST & CO 19

DRY MILK CO., THE. . . . 64

DUCHE & SONS. T. M.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53

EAGLE RUBBER CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 93

ELBEE CHOCOLATE CO. . . . . 91

EPPELSHEIMER & Co., INC. 155

EULER & CO., FRANZ. . . . . . . . . . 11

EXPOSITIONS CO. OF AMERICA. 13

FIBRE PACKAGE CO. . . . . . . . . . ‘. . . . . . 151

FLEISHER_& CO., W. L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 160

FOOTE &, JENKS... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11

FRANKLIN SUGAR REF CO. . . . . . . . . 94

###### & CO., J. . . . . . . . . . 155

CN AGEE & SP

FRIEDMAN. J. . . . . . . . . . .*ALTY co, 1:
FRIES & BRO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ; ;
FRIES & BRO., ALEX. -

* * * * * * * * * - - - - - 50

GAIR CO., ROB'T. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80

GALLANIS BROS.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 192

GAMSE & BRQ., H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '81

GARDINER-LUCAs Co., THE . . . . . . . . 1

GEILFUSS SON, H. H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

GEORGIADES & CO., CHRISTO. . . . . . 33

GIMBAL BROS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12

GLAVIN CO., F. E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68

GLENN. J.W. ..................::::::::::: 33
GOLD BRAND CONFECTIONERY. . . . 16

GOLDENBERG, D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26

GOTTSCHALK MFG. CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 93

GRAND RAPIDS CABINET CO. . . . . . . 162

GREEN CO., A. H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 154

GREER CO., J. W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 167

GROEN MFG. CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 179

HAMLIN-FLEISCHER Co............. 82

HAMILTON COPPER & BRASS WKS 175

######'s co::::::::::::::::: 46

HAWLEY & HOOP 63

HEERIN CAN CO. 156

HEIDE, HENRY. 47

HEIDELBERGER 14

HERSHEY CHOC 10

HILDRETH CO., H. L. . . . . 50, 168

HINDE & DAUCH PAPER CO. . . . . . . . 161

HOEFLER'S CENTENNIAL CHO.C. . . . 52

HOLLIS & DUNCAN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ‘. . 41

HOLLIS, W. G. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66

HOLMAN CONF. CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69

HOLMBERG & CO., CHAS. . . . . . . . . . . . 189

HOOTON CHOC. CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 74

HORTON SWEETS CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8

HUBBERT, B. H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15-9

IDEAL CARAMEL CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29

IDEAL WRAPPING MACH. CO. . . . . . . 162

IMPROVED APPLIANCE CO. . . . . . . . . 183

INDIA REFINING CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC CO. . . . . 166

JAHN CO., W. K. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . back cover

JONAS, ALFRED. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

JONES CO., C. H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85

JOSSELYN, E. H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

KENNEDY, ROBT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - 4

KEYSTONE FRUIT PROD. CO. . . . . . . 87

KIRCHHEIMER BROS, CO. . . . . . . . . . . . 63

KNICKERBOCKER CASE CO. . . . . . . . . 42

KNICKERBOCKER CHOC, CO. . . . . . . . . 66

KNOTT MACHINE CO., E. R. . . . . . . . . . 155

KOHNSTAMM & CO., H. . . . . . . . . . . . . 30

KOPPERMAN & SONS, JOS. . . . . . . . . . 170

KRAUSS’ SON, FR. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 155

LAMBERT MACHINE CO. . . . . . . . . . . . 166

LAUER & SUTER CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89

LEWIS BROTHERS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62

LIEBS CO., L. A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73

LINDT CHO.COLATE CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . 86

LONG, EAKINS CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 155

LOWNEY CO., THE WALTER M. . . . . 62

LUEDERS CO., GEO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l

LYONS CALIF. GLACE FRUIT CO . . . 71

MAAG CO., THE AUG, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 182

MACKENZIE CO., THE ROBT. F. . . . . . 49

MANUFACTURING CO. OF AMERICA 93

MARCONE & CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79

MATTHEWS BROS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26

McGOLRICK, J. E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 74

McKEE GLASS CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 157

McL JOHN. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 189

MERGENTINE & LAMM . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12

METRO CHOC, CO. . . . . . . . .* * * * * * * . . . . . 81

MICHAELIS & SONS. M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

MICHELBACH. E. & SONS . . . . . . . . . . 83

MILLER CO., CHARLES N. . . . . . . . . . . 41

MILLER, FRANKLIN P. & SON. . . . . 154

MILLIGAN & HIGGINS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33

MILLS & BROS., INC., THOS. . . . . . . 164-165

MILWAUKEE LABEL & SEAL CO. . . . 69

MILWAUKEE LACE PAPER CO. . . . . . 97

MITCHELL & SON, FRED L. . . . . . . . . 150

MONARCH# PAPER BOX CO. 41

31MONO SERVICE CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16

MONSANTO CHEMICAL WORKS . . . . . 2

MUELLER LICORICE CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . * 95

NASHUA PAPER CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35-36

NATIONAL ANILINE & CHEM. CO. . . 147

NATIONAL CANDY CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51

NATIONAL LICORICE CO. . . . . . . . . .... 45

NATIONAL SEAL CO

NETSCHERT FRAN

NEW ENGLAND CO Y. CO. . . . . . . . . - -

NORWALK IRON WORKS, . . . . . . . . . . 181

NUCOA BUTTER CO., THE. . . . . . . . . . . 40

NULOMOLINE CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70

OHIO CONFECTION CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72

OSWEGO CANDY WORKS. . . . . . . . . . . . 149

OTTENS MFG. CO., H. H. . . . . . . . . . - 46

PACKAGE CONFY. CO. . 18

PAIST CO., F. M. . . . . . . 62

PARAMOUNT MACHINERY CO

PENN TREATY CONFY, CO -

PERKINS CO., E. E. . . . . . . . . . . . . - - -

POPCORN PRODUCTS CO............ 25

PUYALLUP AND SUMNER FRUIT

GROWERS CANNING CO......... 143

PANAY SECTIONAL SHOW CASE CO. 154

. . . . . 153

QUAKER CITY CHOC. & CONFY, CO. 1,

RACINE CONFECT"N'S MACHY, CO... 15:

RAFFETTO, INC., G. B. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

REVERE PRESERVING CO. . . . .

RIGBY CO., H. J. - -

RIGBY PUB. CO.

RIPPEY, WTM. . . . . . . . . .

ROBB, ROBB & HILL.

ROBERTSON CANDY C

ROCHESTER CANDY WORKS, THE

ROCHESTER MARSHMALLOW

ROCKHILL & VIETOR.

ROTAX CO. . . . . . . . . . -

ROYAL & CO., THOS. M.

RUNKEL BROS..

RYLAND, H. C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

SAVAGE BROS, CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

SCHALL & CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

SCHWARZ LABORATORIES..

SEALRIGHT CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

SELECT PAPER CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

SELF LOCKING CARTON CO. . . .

SEMET-SOLVAY CO

SENNEFF-HERR CO. . . . . . . . . . . . £7

SETHNESS CO... . . . . . . . . . . . ......... :
SETTER BROS. CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :
SHACKMAN & CO., B. . . . . . . . . . . - - -

SHOTWELL MFG. CO. . . . . . . . . . . -

SHOUP CO., A. D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

SIMONIN'S SONS, C. F. . . . . . . . . . .

SINCLAIR, HAROLD A. . . . . . . . .

SLAUSON & CO., A

SMITH & PETERS

SNOWS CANDY CORP. . . . . . . . . .

SNYDER & WHEELER. . . . . . . . .

SPARHAWK, CHARLES V. . . . . . .

SPRINGER CHOCOLATE CO. . . . .

STACY CO., O. T. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

STANDARD ROLLING MILLS..

STEIN, HALL & CO

STERLING CHO.COLATE CO. . . . .

STONE STRAW CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

STURTEVANT CO. B. F. . . . . . . . .

SWIFT & CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - -

SYKES & THOMPSON CO. . . . . . . . . . . . .

£M'. Co.:::::::::::
#########". co #:
THURSTON & BRAIDICH. . . . . . . . . .

iiN SEGöRATING Gö. OF BALT9: .
TISCO CO . . . . . . . . . ' ' ' ' ' ' '

TODD CO., LTD., A. M... . . . . . . . .
£# CO. . . . . . . . - t
TROEMNER, * tv Y . . . . . * * * * * *. ''' 1:

T######, CóNE MACHINE CO. 1:

:

UNEAK DINNER FAVORS... . . . . . . . . . !

UNGERER CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . *

UNITED CHEMICAL &

PRODUCTS_CO.....: ..., ,, , . . . . . . .

UPRESSIT PRODUCTS £öö -

U. S. (#TTA PERCHA PAINT :

t; S. ERINTING & LITHO, CO..."

Co., 11.
VACUUM CANDY MACHINERY :

VIRGINIA PEANUT PRODUCTS co: :

VON DANNENBERG & #"Gö: ... 1:

VööRHEES' RUBBER MFG. CO . . . .

WALLACE & CO

WALTER GUM CO. . . . . . . . . . . .

WARREN CO., P. R. . . . . . . . . . . .

WASH', 'S''''',Y Co.
Wi;STMORELAND CANDY C".

WiiITE & CAMPBELI. . . . . . . . .

WHITE HEIRS JACOB.: . . . . . *:

W###### Co., INC.. . . . . #
WHITNEY & CO. . . ...:... . . . . . . -

WIEMAYER & JUNGING: , , . . $4

WH'('R'söNS, INC. H.Q., aW#####Föför'CANDY MFG. CO

WiśćHMANN, WM. J.

WUNDERLE, PH. . . . . . . . . . . . . .”

, , * * *

#
YORK, C. C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . " . . . .

YORK MFG. CO. . . . . is

YOUSE CO., C. J. . . . . . . .

-

... :

ZIEGLER CO., GEO. . . . . . . . . . . "

See Classified Directory page 186

-
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CARVER CARVER

ACCUMULATOR COCOA

SYSTEM PRESSES

OPERATING

PATENTED AND PATENTS PENDINGCOCOA PRESSES

IN

U. S. AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES

A MODERN SYSTEM WHICH

GREATLY INCREASES THE

OUTPUTOFCOCOAPRESSES.

NEW FEATURES ELIMINATE

ALL HARD LABOR, AND

GIVE GREAT PRODUCTION.

EQUIPMENT ORIGINATED

AND FURNISHED EXCLUS

IVELY BY US FOR OVER

FIVE YEARS.

WRITE FOR BULLETIN PR

FRED S. CARVER

ENGINEER

WRITE FOR BULLETIN AC 1 8 WEST 40th ST. NEW YORK

THE MCLEAN

Peerless, Pre-eminently Popular, Predominantly Powerful,

Peculiarly Progressive, and Practically Perfect

IMPROVED

INCOMPARABLE IN EXCELLENCE,

AT&T EFFICIENCY, ECONOMYAND OPERATION *śM
Write for new Catalogue

JOHN McLEAN, Lockport, N.Y., U.S.A.

NOTE THE

A New Cream Melter Steam Jacket Tilting Mixing Kettle

CHAS. HOLMBERG & CO., 1439-45 Austin Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

Steam Jacket Tilting Kettle Steam Jacket Mixing Kettle
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“The Chillblast”

Pntented—Pntents Pending

Air Conditioner, Cooler and Dehumidifer

 

End-to-End View of "The Cliillblast," Showing Complete Arrangement With Discharge Duct

The CHILLBLAST is designed to sup

ply refrigerated or dehumidified air to

such industries as require air at sub

normal temperature, or air with reduced

moisture content. The apparatus is a

compact, self-contained unit wherein air

is brought into intimate contact with a

film of water passing over refrigerated

coils, thereby greatly increasing the effi

ciency of the cooling surface, not only

cleansing and purifying the air of all for

eign substances, but also maintaining con

stant efliciency by preventing the forma

tion of frost upon the coils.

Contant uniform eficiency of heat

transfer through cooling surface.

No operating expense incident to de

frosting.

Equal temperature obtainable at all

times.

Simplicity of operation by reason of

semi-flooded system and minimum number

of expansion valves.

Air delivered washed free of all en

trained foreign matter.

Complete circulation of air to all parts

of room.

  

CLEAN,

COLD,

‘DRY AIR

In one compact unit machine, and in

one operation, the air is not only

washed clean and purified, but it is re

duced to any desired degree of tem

perature with reduced moisture con

tent. This clean, cold, dry air is con

veyed to the room and after complete

circulation is returned to the CHILL

BLAST for reconditioning. The effi

ciency and economy of the operation

must be apparent.

Without Modification Can Be Directly

Connected to Any Existing

Refrigerating Plant

  

Drying Apparatus—Drying Rooms—Any Size—All Metal Construction— Insulated

Accurate Control of Temperature and Air Circulation

Bentz Engineering Corporation

FACTORY: OFFICES:

378-380 SIXTH AVENUE

NEWARK, N. J.

90 WEST STREET

NEW YORK CITY



OurNameSignifiesQuality

|

#

* Experience and Reputation

* We guarantee their quality and assure you of prompt shipment.

|

It represents Forty Five Years

. During these long number of years we have been making and

refining vegetable oils. In the Margarine Trade—the most partic

#lar trade to serve—we have established an International Reputa

"on as making the Best Edible Coconut Oil for use in their products.

You need have no hesitancy in placing your order for our products,

Write us today for samples and quotations and

convince yourself of the quality and price of our

Edible Coconut Oil Products
Under the trade names

H © for£ covered #:
b * h * * -

ard Coconut Oil£
Melting Points 84° to 92° ing points to suit your purpose).

for fillers, centers, and sand

Plastic Coconut Oil:

for salted nuts, popcorn, chew

Edible Coconut Oil£
sweet, neutral fat is required.

C. F. Simonin's Sons
Established 1876 =

E

E
==
-

Tioga and Belgrade Sts., Philadelphia, Pa. =

"I".
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* The w. K. JAHN Co.
Manufacturers and Importers

RICO PRODUCTS

É COLORS • I|| ALBUMEN

= 30 Shades ££
E Dry UII* @ B O O 1CO Chips

= £ GUARANTEED CONFOLA

= Certified © Chocolate

- V b1 Caramel P
= egetable G © la t | Il © S :£

= FLAVORS: XL to 12 X-All Grades for All Purposes Slab Oil

= True Fruit 12 X is the Finest Marshmallow Gelatine

= Imitation |||||||||||||||||||||||| COCOA

:- Reinforced - Cocoa Butter

= £n. RICO NOUGAT CREME £
= FLUFFY AND WHITE ALL THE WAY THROUGH Gum Tragacanth

= ACIDS: AA—LIGHT-57 GALLON BARREL–200 LBS. NET Cobut

= Citric ||||||||||||||||||||

= Tartaric -

= THE W. K. JAHN CO.

= CHICAGO BROOKLYN

= 561 E. ILLINOIS ST. BUSH TERMINAL -

E|||| |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
= Pe. • ** -

= The Pledge of Purity. The candy that takes-cle" |

= G in name, absolutely pure 11]

= real manufacture, most delic"

= Quali in taste. Jobbers need "

= apply for prices and catalogs.

# Ghocolates GALLANIS BROTHERS." |
--> - Street
E. : v. GALLANIS BROS, CHICAGo. 1929-31-33 S. Halsted Str INOS 4

=: CHICAGO •:" ILL

| ||
; : * * * * * * : *

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

-

|||||||||||||||||||||

Ask Your Jobber For Our

ONE CENT package of STAR MINT Lozenges and LITTLE GEN"

also our

Assorted Cocoanut Wafers, Chocolate Milk Candy Wafers, Royal Squares (Fudge)

Peanut Slice, Boston Baked Beans Candy and Filcona 5 cent Bar.

H

#
:

Send for Samples and Prices -

A. SLAUSON & CO. 280 Lafayette St., New York City

- - - - -

£|"

-
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CROFT&ALLEN CQTY HEiii§iLii¥i3é“ii”iiER

9ll ARCH ST., Pl-IILA.

Confectioners’ Counter

Scal

Jllanufachzring Confectioners

CHOCOLATES AND COCOAS

PHILADELPHIA, U. s. A.

CALIFORNIAN

A pure pressing from

ripe Californian fruit.

33d and Market Sts.

T, ., .'..;;_c._z--'-3?-Z-=';_.1;.;; _ -

.'si!@\!\s:ts1g!:5§'
,

‘:_=~

Fine Brassscales, Nickel-Plated

Scales, Brass Weights, etc., etc.

"'0! the I-‘Inert Flniah and Design

Bran Candy Shovels and Scoops

Price list sent on receiptolpoltage Itampa

\\'t-stern Agency

W. J. BUSH & CO., Inc.

370 Seventh Ave.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

I315 Wabash Avenue CHICAGO

The A Natural

Gardiner-Lucas -

Company, Inc.

LOZENGE

M AKE R S

and Manufacturers of

Pineapple Essence
From V

the Natural Fruit

Our process produces the

natural taste oi the fruit in a

highly concentrated form,

without the use of foreign

substances such as Cumarin,

Vanillin, etc.

We make a line of Specialties that should be in

every iobbing house in the United States:

500 Varieties of Penny Goods

50 Varieties of Pail Goods

100 Varieties of Nickel Goods

99 GOLD STREET c

BROOKLYN, N.Y. WRITE FOR PRICES

Specialties in Licorice

and Confectionery

George Lueders & Co.

427 Washington St., New York

ES'l'ABLISI-IED 1876

SNYDER & WHEELER
BROKERS

Cocoa Beans and Cocoa Butter

128 Pearl Street

CONNOISSEURS USE

UNGERER’S LEMON OIL
“Our Quality is Always Higher Than Our Price”

UNGERER&C0. 124West19thSt.

 

$3 a Year in Advance i I

,.list."ma~m. 

 



E||# ||

f: -]epetition is Reputation

EAR after year we keep Re

peating “Our Pat. 240 Satin”

is “Second to None” for tying

Candy Packages. We make four

other grades but will always stand

back of 240—Because

IT IS CONSTRUCTED RIGHT

WOVEN RIGHT

DYED RIGHT

FINISHED RIGHT

DELIVERED RIGHT

Tested for sixteen years

and “Made Good”

Let us serve you at any time.

Widths 2-3-5-7-9-12-16
-

-

Attractive propositions for

WHITE & CAMPBELL

387-393 FOURTH AVE. NEW YORK |
Salesmen, Jobbers, Retailers

Write for information

P. O. Box No. 707 New Orleans, La.

ALFRED JONAS

Manufacturer of Ice Cream Boxes

-and—

Candy Boxes, Candy Bags

1570 Fulton Street BROOKLYN, N.Y.

Monsanto Dhanical Works."

–"

WORKS NEW YORK

St. Louis, Mo, 12 Platt Street

Easts:t'. III. M uf - - • - '#. St.anufacturers of SAINT Louis,USA Inquiries Solicited 209 N.

WANILLIN-COUMARIN:SACCHARIN
==":

SMALL CRYSTALS

' Decoration Day and Fourth of July Novelties and Boxes
ICING ROSES AND FLOWERS WRITE FOR SPECIAL LIST

Fancy Candy Boxes Tinted Motto Paper
silk Lained Baskets Motto verses

Costume Mottoes Glace Fruits

Ice Cream Moulds Ileaves on Stern

Paper Sundae Cups PRICES ON REQUEST

1202 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

PHILIP J. GEILFUSS

PREMIUMS, NOVELTIES AND TOYS
Suit b' THE MANUFACTURING CONFECTIONERY TRADE

uitable for Penny Pieces, Prize Boxes, Grab Bags, Ring Sticks, etc: etc.

CALUMET MANUFACTURING COMPANY:

"'I'm"|" -

Classified Directory Page 184 Index to Advertisements Pate 186.

PASTRY BAGS AND TUBES

Cake Ornaments

Isace Paper

Vapor Cases

Bon Bon Cups

£ons.*Il

£:Paper B .#" Holders

- 9

ARTIFICIAL FloweRS H. H. GEILFUSS SON

ANT LEAVES

|
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SEALRIGHTS -| $ e I HT |

r: for Bulk Ice Cream -

- Sodas-Sundaes-Soft Drinks:

Sealright Liquid-Tight Paper Containers Stim

: ulate “Carry-Home” Salesfrom Your Fountain

'' ". like to carry "Sealrights”—neat, sanitary,

'' attractive and easy to carry." There is no danger

of leaking or dripping-note double bottom con

#. struction. Sealrights keep bulk ice cream in per

(# fect condition.

Six Sizes—half gallon, quart, pint, 12 ounce, half pint, quarter pint.

MN No loss thru over measure. Each size holds Exact Capacity.

-

" Order Thru YourJobber-Write Us for Samples

SEALRIGHT Co. Inc., Fulton.N.Y.
%t | Largest Manufacturers in the World of

Cylindrical Liquid-Tight

Paper Containers

| | ml |NW

| T- *
[. |||| |||T.

~

|

-

The House of - : NS ||

- Exclusive Favors . - Delicious French Chestnuts

N

• - le Marrons in Vanilla Syrup,

We are now showing the complete £*
line of June Wedding Favors— Marron Pieces in Vanilla Syrup—for use in

Includi Ice Creams, Nesselrode and at the Fountain.
- ncluding Try whole Marrons for Chocolate Dipping.

* Silver Wedding Cake Sets Europe’s Favorite Confection

. Dressed £ridal - Kewpies No really exclusive shop can afford to be without

* Snapping Mottoes 's£
A. - *I*TOn SUI

2 Jack Horner Pies Nesselrode, Etc.

g Bon Bon Cups Packed

- acked

. Lace Papers "N'T,

* Paper Cases, etc. N'"

f Net weight 434 lbs.

f Our HALLOWE’EN LINE MARRONS FOR SUNDAES–

* is now on displa 6, 5% gal. Jars to Case
% play NESSELRO SUNDAE

* Send us your open orders. None too small to The right mixture of Mar

! receive our best attention. rons and fruits blended with

8 a.£££ fla

* r wor-for the fountain.

E. L. Sommers & Co., Inc. G. B. RAFFETT0. Inc

926 Broadway, New York 408.10.12 w. I's.

(Between 21st and 22nd Sts.) NEW YORK CITY

|
-
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If

You Can Sell

any caramels, you can sell

Q ©

Daisies

A sample will convince you

Write for it

E. H. Josselyn
714 N. Durham Street Baltimore

Nowadays It ls Quality

with fair prices that count—

ROBERTSON'S will make you

friends and customers on that

basis.

Made since 1820.

ROBERTSON CANDY C0.

New York

Established 1905.

Ribbons and

Ribbonzene

ROBERT KENNEDY

456 FOURTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

Gro Grain, Satin Gro Grain, Satin Taffetas, Taffeta,

Jacquards, Fancies, in all Silk, and Silk with Cotton Mix

tures, also Ribbonzene.

$Eltorto wami Ritt

PQ'NGQRN
BRADSHAw (0

Dyed special to match any shade, also printed in any

designs.

Qutw Yots

Selected White Rice, also

'JAP hull-less, or Baby rice

100 and 150 lb. sacks, spot

stock or field shipments,

'sack, ton, or car lots.

Bradshaw Co.

New York

VVashburn’s

C0C0ANUT

BISCUITS

and

MACARETTES

!

F. B. Washburn & Co., Brockton, Mass

have been the

country's standard

for over sixty years.

Recent 11] C1 G a SCS

111 manufacturing

capac 1 ty now en

able us to fill all

orders promptly.

Established 1856

Bigger

Pieces |

Better

Prices

Quick

Shipments

!

—-

S
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We Qffer Complete and Attrac

tive Line in Decoration Day,

4th of July, Hallowe’en,
Thanksgiving and Christ- S

mas Novelties

We have a complete assortment in stock of our new

Window Display Bowls, both in Metal and

Wood Combinations

FANDY BQXES, including Hearts made from

Paper, Silk, Satin Tapestry and Brocades, etc.

BASKETS, in the latest Floral and Figure

effects, lined, unlined, hand painted and silk straw

trimmed with ribbons and flowers to match.

Dressed Dolls, in all the latest Fashions, and,

with Electric Light Attachment.

Tin Boxes, oblong, round Paper covered and

hand painted in great variety, both Flowers

and Figure Designs of all of the latest

up-to-date Sensations.

We are sole distributors in the United States and Canada for the

original manufacturer of High Class Satin Hand-painted Plain and

Pillow Top Candy'.LBoxes. We have most attractive and entire new

designs in this line.

ll you cannot call, it will pay you to write us ior quotations, samples and particulars before placing your orders.

M. MICHAELIS & SUNS 466 and 468 Broadway, N. Y. A

BRANCH HOUSE: 229 South Second Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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“NOTHING 1_s TOO coop
for

AMERICAN CANDY-EATERS!

“Children ought to have as good

candies to _e_at as grown people”

1. COCOANUT GOQDS abselutelyfigeofallmefl,

cerealin, etc.

2. absolutelYf_1'2°fa11~

used by Q imitators. .

3_ have been made by us _e_x__

clusively for many years. They are known in most of the better class

of stores throughout the United States as the best-selling and best-keeping

pan work on the market, They are especially suitable for hot weather.

4. MARSHMALLOWS made with Th¢ Best Ess

White and absolutely Er of so-called.“Gelatine.”

5. JUJUBE and GUM GOODS knownfor many

years throughout the U. S. for their eating quality-— “The Best.”

6. FINE CREAM SPECIALTIES—e><cellent

sellers during the summer as well as in other seasons.

7. OTHER SPECIALTIES—so1dfornear1yaha1f

century in most of the better class stores throughout the country.

 

Conforming to this well-known principle, all our

are carefully prepared and calculated to prove, like all our other goods, to be

“ A A 9’ EATING

_ THE BEST l SELLING and

Most Profitable Goods for { -,'{,?;‘{*-fZ;fi‘fE§,.'g?d

SUITABLE for all CLIMATES

We will sell all our goods as low as prevailing circumstances will permit.

‘PH. WUNDERLE E ~1~18-132-Pegg Street, Philadelphia
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Chocolate Dipping Paper
PORCELAIN FINISH

 

 

 

Grade W Grade 31 Grade K B

For hand work— For penny and For high-grade

NOT embossed: bar goods: Enrober Work:

500 lbs. 250 lbs. 500 lbs. 250 lbs. 500 lbs. 250 lbs.

14c lb. 15c lb. 14c lb. 15c Ib. 15c lb. 16c lb.

100 lbs. Less 100 lbs. Less 100 lbs. Less

160 lb. 200 Ib. 16¢ Ib. 20¢ II). 17c Ib. 21¢ II).

Stock Sizes Stock Size Stock Size

10x14 12x12 151/_>X35 I51/2X35

12x18

Grade J Grade Y R . , .

For hand work—PLAIN or to For high-grade Enrober Work _ '

be EMBOSSED: —PLAIN or to be EM- ~

500 lbs. 250 lbs. B°$5ED=

18¢ lb. 19¢ lb. 500 IIJS. 250 II)S.

20c lb. 21c lb.

100 lbs’ Less 100 lbs. Less

20¢ Ib. 230 II). 22¢ lb 25¢ lb

stack S5198 Stock Sizes

10x14 12x12 l5%X35

IOX35 12x18 15X353/4,

ROLLS: Grade W can be furnished in 24" and 30" widths.

-1 31 ~ ~ " l5%”and3l5/2".
ll ll H ll ll 15%?! 31%"

~ ] ~ " ~ ~ 10-12-14-15-30"widths.

1- YR ~ " 1- " 15-15;;-23%-24-24%-30;;-31W.

Average Cost Per Thousand Sheets—500-lb. Lots

Grade W—10xl4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $3.08 Grade ]—-10x14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $3.60

12112 ................ .. 3.08 12x12 ................ .. 3.60

121118 ................ .. 4.90 12x18 ................ .. 6.25

101135 ................ .. 10.80

PLAQUE SIZES—Grade KB—1S%x3S ......................................... .. $13.50

“ 31-1s%,><ss ......................................... .. 14.23

~ YR—l5%x35 ......................................... .. 17.60

isxssy, ......................................... .. 17.60

SPECIAL SIZES MADE TO ORDER—SHEETS OR ROLLS

CHOCOLATE DIPPING PAPER

"" OUR PORCELAIN FINISH "°

Ives the high finish on the bottom of chocolates so much desired. May be used many times. It will OUT

$VEAR any other paper on the market. Stock sizes, 10 x 14, I2 x 12, l2 x I8, 15'/2 x 35, and l5 x 333/4.

ENROBER Papers, Sheets and Rolls with and without eyelet; plain or embossed. Odd sizes made to order.

Order your Embossed Dipping Paper as early as possible to avoid delay Samples cheerfully sent on request.

CARTER,RICE & CO. (Corporation), BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

EMBOSSED DIPPING PAPER QUOTATION GIVEN ON REQUEST

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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C021/at~ :7 ll[‘!.?1l.%.l32>§ Sweets

, , .. 4
; ,1 [PREMIERS
I and a Full Lme of

I L1'00ri0e and Jugar

,_ ~ .2 Specialties

 

Quaker City Summer Goods
A complete assortment of real sellers made

especially for the warmer season.

Quaker City Ices
(Pure Cocoanut)

Cream Virginia Peanuts

Cream Mint and Wintergreen Wafers

O-U-Kids

and a large assortment of

GUM AND JELLY PIECES PAN WORK

ICED GOODS WRAPPED CARAMELS

packed as penny or weight gooda.

In Demand Everywhere

QUAKER CITY CHOC. & CONF. CO. - Philadelphia, Pa.
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LAST CALL
FOR THE

- National Confectionery and Associated lndustries Exposition

Coliseum, Chicago, May Z2-Z7

The opening of the Big Show is close at hand.

By all odds the biggest event that has ever occurred in the Candy Industry.

All the National Associations of the trade hold their conventions the same week, viz.:

National Confectioners’ Association, May Z4-Z6

Associated Retail Confectioners of the United States, May Z2-Z4

National Jobbing Confectioners’ Association, same week

A grand reunion of the American Candy Trade.

Every prospect brought right to the door of the machinery and supply man who has an exhibit at

the Exposition at the Coliseum.

Exhibit space has been taken by the following:

Acme Steel Goods Co. Fortune Products Co. E. & A. Opler, Inc.

Aluminum Co. of America Franklin Sugar Refining Co. Henry H. Ottens Mfg. Co.

American Cocoanut Butter Co. Fries 8: Fries Co. Panay Horizontal Show Jar Co.

American Oven & Machine Co. Gallanis Brothers F. F. Pease Co

American Plastic Products Corp. General Electric Co. Read Machinery Co.

American Sugar Refining Co. Gerrard Wire Tying Machine Co. Runkel Brothers

Aridor Company J. W. Graf & Co. F. I. Schleicher Paper Box Co.

Atlantic Gelatine Co. Grand Rapids Label Co. S. E. Schonwasser Co.

Franklin Baker C0. Haug & Co. Inc. H. Schultz & Co.

Ios. Baker Sons & Perkins Co. Hobart Mfg. Co. Senneft-Herr Co.

Bear-Stewart Co. Hudson Mfg. Co. Sethness Company

Bendix Paper Company Ideal Cocoa & Chocolate Co. Harold A. Sinclair

Blanke-Baer Ext. & Preserving Co. Improved Appliance C0. Smith Scale Co.

Emil I. Brach International Confectioner Snows Candy Corp.

Bucyrus Copper Kettle Works Co. W. K. Jahn Company Soda Fountain

B. H. Bunn & Co. Johnston Tin Foil & Metal Co. Stadler Photographing Co.

Bunte Brothers Kaltenbach & Stephens, Inc. Swift & Company

Candy Craft Shops, Inc. Kay-White Products, Inc. Sykes & Thompson Co.

Candy & Ice Cream Kearns-Gorsuch Bottle Co. Stein-Hall Mfg. Co.

Candy Jobber H. Kohnstamm & Co. Wm. J. Stange Co.

Candy Manufacturer Lehmaier Schwartz & C0. Tin Decorating C0.

Clarke's Candies Listerated Gum Corp. United Chem. & Organic Prod. Co.

Clinton Corn Syrup Refining Co. Merrell-Soule Sales Corp. United States Gelatine Co.

A. M. Collins Mfg. Co. Metal Package Corp. Vacuum Candy Machinery Co.

Confectioners Journal Milwaukee Paper Box Co. Voorhees Rubber Mfg. Co.

Confectioners Mercantile Agency Milwaukee Printing Co. Vortex Mfg. Co.

Conley Foil Company A. E. Myers & Company L. Weiscopf

Container Club National Aniline & Chemical Co. John I/Verner & Sons, Inc.

Cordley & Hayes National Art Company White-Stokes Company

Downey-Turnquist & Co. National Bundle Tyer Co. H. O. Wilbur & Sons, Inc.

T. M. Duche & Sons National Licorice Co. Williamson Candy Co.

Thomas W- Dunn Company National Seal Co. Margaret S. Wilson

Eline,.Inc. Northwestern Confectioner

Essex Gelatine Co. Nucoa Butter C0.

No manufacturer or supply dealer can afiord to stay out.

Every space will be taken before the show opens. If you are not yet in, wire at once to the

EXPOSITIONS COMPANY OF AMERICA
1362 Congress Hotel Chicago, Illinois

TELEPHONE HARRISON 020$

 



 

InsistUponHavingtheA

~“GENUINE” ~

SweetMflkChocolate

~KISSES

BeSureTheyContaintheIdentification

Tag“HERSHEY’S”

MadebyHersheyChocolateCo.,Hershey.Pa.
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LA CELLOPHANE
(Reg. U. S. Put. O5.)

" The peerless package wrapping paper "

You Get thef|Benefit

OF OUR NEARLY

  

~40 Years’ Experience

  

-- |9lO -

Good standing

is evolved from

services well and

consistently per

fonned.

- I922 -

THROUGH OUR

  

Co-operative Service

i

%

Z

  

Bring Your Flavor Problems to

Foote Er Jenks

EXPERT FLAVOR SPECIALISTS

Jackson, Mich.

  

FRANZ EULER & CO.

I73 LAFAYETTE STREET

NEW YORK

  

llllllllllillllllllllllllllilllflflillllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllllillllllillllllllllfllflllillilllllIIIIllllllIIIIIIlllllflillillllIllllllllllllllilflllllllllillllllllllllIllllllllllIIIIlllllllllllllllllllll
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The Confectioner with an Idea

Different grades and varieties of cane sugar can

be used to great advantage in varying the appear

ance, taste and delightfulness of confections.

Confectioners who select their sugars from our

line of over 50 grades and varieties of cane sugar,

have the widest range of choice and the greatest

opportunity to produce confections that are

better and different.

You know the value of a good, nevv idea in

producing more profitable business.

American Sugar Refining Company

The Most Complete Line of Jugar in the World
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A coating for ice cream

that is good, is more

than a colvering.

It tastes good.

Does yours?

We have developed formulae for

coatings that the con

sumers remember.

SCHWARI LABORATORIES
Analysts and Consultants

| 113 Hudson Street NEW YORK

1906-1922

Öhe Gilant.

Cream S.Mint

Actual Size

A 17 years' test of popularity.

Tin packing, 7 lb. tins-18 tins to case.

Liked by children and grown-ups.

An “all-year-round” seller.

Nationally known.

Trade mark brand.

Ingredients—finest grade-{#".

Cost low for quality. Giving splendid profittojob.

bers and retailers, at same time

wonderful value to consumers.

ManufacturingCo.of America

Philadelphia, U.S.A.

UNION EXTRACT WORKS

Our 40 years experience has taught us there

is always a buyer for a quality product.

Try some of our leaders

Roman Punch Flavor . Egg Nog Flavor

Raspberry Fruit Flavor Maple Flavor

Honey Flavor Vanilex

WRITE FOR PRICES

WIDMAYER & JUNGLING

successors to

MERGENTIME & LAMM, 158 Chambers St., N. Y.

GET BUSY

NOW ON THE MARKET:

CHOCOPOPS FLYING TOPS 1c.

PENNY COUGH DROPS PAINTED TOPS 2c.

Something new in the toy line, Penny Specs, packed 100 in

a box. Don't forget our regular line of Premium Boxes

including OUR KIDDIES.

THE GEO. J. BRUNELL CO.

| is Park Street Webster, Mass.

The Refining, Purifying,
Deodorizing, Decolorizing

C A R B O N
MADB

HIGHLY EFFICIENT - AMERICAN

Candy manufacture" and b:

tlers are invited to consult with

our experts, who will be pleased

to explain howDARCO*

great economies in production.
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That touch which gives character—

we put it into labels and folding boxes

in a way that means selling success. It is

second nature to us. Our designers know

color and how to use it for profits to you.

For pound goods or small goods, you can't

find better than the beautiful creations we

turn out. Large and small orders are

welcome. Write for samples and prices.

The United States Printing

and Lithograph Company
Color Printing Headquarters

130 BEECH STREET, CINCINNATI

13
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Cast your Nougatines in starch with

1%”

FONDAX

and greatly increase your output with a great saving of labor and factory

  

space. With Fondax the process is simple and there is no sacrifice of

lightness or chewing quality. Write us for trial order and directions.

l~

'5i;t."i'.;§.?,"1°u.S" White-Stokes Company, Inc. iifliiiifhuii».

Fl"llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllllllllllllllllllllllllIllllllllllllllllllllllllll B|||||llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllIllllIlllllllllIIlllllllllllllllllllllllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllllll

llllllIIIIIIllIllllllllIIIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllIllIIIIIIIIIILllllllllIIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIIllllllllIIIIIIIllIllllllllllllllllllllllll

Mr. Dealer--Prepare to increase your sales in 1922

by having in stock plenty of our new, bigger, better

PENNY GOODS

We especially call your attention to

5c Lasco Peanut Butter Bar 5c

also penny size

"Order Now---Samples on Request

The LAUER and SUTER Company, Baltimore, Md.
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~ Necco Peps

JUST OUT

AND SELLING FAST

]ack up sales! Get in back of this live one! Necco Peps are

popular. Made of Peerless Wafer Stock, this smooth, fine loz- '

enge dissolves evenly to the last tiny morsel. Deliciously flav

ored with natural peppermint.

Necco Peps show a fine profit anywhere in the United States.

Boxes 20 rolls—48 Box Cases.

Necco Wafers
3 oz. 24’s 40 Box Cases

2 oz. 24’s 48 Box Cases

NEW ENGLAND CONFECTIONERY COMPANY

BOSTON MASS.

T5 Ycars ofSuccessful Candy Making
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CHOCOLATES

in the new selected assortment

(24 pieces to the pound)

  

E want jobbers and dealers to see and know and sell these

wonderful goods. They look good and they are good—out

side and inside—all the way through—delicious, delightful, proving

_popular with our whole trade.

The light gray box is neat and attractive.

Delight your trade by ofiering this combination:

PINEAPPLE FRUIT RASPBERRY FRUIT

MAPLE WALNUT MINT FUDGE

TUTTI FRUTTI COCOANUT VANILLA

In half-pound, one pound and two pound packages

HOEFLER’S CENTENNIAL CHOCOLATES, Inc.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Astoria, Oregon San Francisco
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OUR SPECIALTIES

 

 

The Cooler --- Fountainette

Mechanically a MASTERPIECE that represents

the ultimate in Cooler-Dispenser service, an unu ual

combination of display and maximum efficiency— e

proper equipment for those who want to INDIVIDU

ALIZE their drinks.

Confectioners’ Thin Bolling

and Moulding Starches

Write at once for catalog

ROTAX COMPANY, Inc.

384 East I33rd St., New York City

‘ 1 ‘ ‘i '1“ P ‘" ll" IllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllN~||INW

AMERICAN MAIZE PRODUCTS CO.

I35 William Street

NEW YORK CHICAGO

ALWAYS A Goon SELLER

METRO
SWEET MILK CHOCOLATE COVERED

OR PHLLQWS
(PEANUT BUTTER CENTER)

MADE BY THE ORIGINATORS

24 IN A BOX

CHESTERFIELD CARAMIEZILS

THE METRO CHOCOLATE CO., me.

122-124 WASHINGTON AVE.

WATCH NEXT ISSUE!

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

 

Ill W. Monroe St.
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During Convention Week

Representatives of our Service De

partment will be at our permanent

exhibit in the Wrigley Building.

Samples of fine candies and the proper

formulas and information for making

them will comprise our exhibit.

THE NULOMOLINE COMPANY

$';*

Exter

-
-

**teuty Dubo
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Those who appreciate the value of pleasing their trade, and

the “ultimate consumer,” will find it to their

decided advantage to use in all

their chocolate coatings

HAEHNLEN'S HARDENER

(A pure, vegetable product)

Write for information and quotations

Manufactured by Sole Distributors

L. S. Haehnlen Haug & Co., Inc.

3817 Wyoming Street, St. Louis, Mo. 295 Broadway, New York, N.Y.

MEET US AT THE CONVENTION

t

CC

t

VAN-MUL.
A HIGHLY CONCENTRATED WANILLA

Made of MEXICAN BEANS £6.4

Will Not Freeze or Cook Out

3 drams (10 cents) Flavors 100 lbs. Candy

%-oz. (7c) Flavors a 5%-Gal. mix of Ice Cream

Penny Goods

OF

Hard Candy

M. M., Cream, Cocoanut,

- Chocolate Covered, Jelly and PanMANY SAT I SFI ED USERS

Can be made into an Extract by adding warm water-1 pound ALSO

makes 2 gallons.

PRICE—PER pound Stick Candy in Barrels and
1 pound Containers . . . . . . . . $5.00

5 pound Containers . . . . . . . . 4.50

Special Contract Price ORDER NOW
• S • •

ecialtiesTrue Fruit Extracts Pail p
STRAWBERRY APRICOT

t

RASPBERRY PEACH $7.50 per gallon in

BLACKBERRY GRAPE 6-gallon cases-one

LOGANBERRY CURRANT kind or assorted.

PINEAPPLE CHERRY

The Blue Ribbon Candy Co.

749-51-53-55 W. Pratt St.

BALTIMORE, MD.

Downey-Turnquist & Co.
Manufacturing Chemists

SODA WATER FLAVORS TRUE EXTRACTS

537 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill. ~
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TEXTILE MILL8

PAPER Box MFRs.
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DRIED EGG PRODUCTS

from China

CEYLON DESICCATED

COCONUT

all cuts

MOULDING AND

THIN BOILING

STARCHES

CONFECTIONERS’

FLOUR

#--

WHOLESALE GROCERs

CONFECTIONERY MIFRs.

Z
IT

:
|

#

E

#

|—l-H

V

-* X

|\SY||
: Us A.
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> ||
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Unexcelled for

Cooking Qualities

*-*********.

Corn Products Refining Co.

17 Battery Place

II|

NEW YORK

|

"
|

F//###2)

~ *

£

a a .
--

f r f frt

PAPER MANUFACTuRERs

-- RuBBER MANUFACTURERs

SEE

|
E

|-|

:

|

||||}|{

|

'' | ... ."
| |

£

~7.

= , ="E
->

Whether placing a small order or contracting for yearly

requirements, the prospective buyer should know his

source of supply.

For fifty-six years the trade has known this House to

deal fairly, maintain quality and render service in the

customer's interests.

On such bed-rock is our reputation founded.

STEIN, HALL& COMPANY
INCORPORATED

MANUFACTURERS AND DIRECT IMPORTERS

61 BROADWAY - NEWYORKEXECUTIVE OFFICES

Branches:

PHILADELPHIABOSTON SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO

Laundry suPPLIE8

BAKERs' suPPLIE8

CORDAGE MILL8

CARPET AND LINoLEUM MFRS.

—"

Fruit

Flavors

RASPBERRY

STRAWBERRY

PINEAPPLE

GRAPE

ETC,

AT ATTRACTIVE PRICES

H. C. RYLAND
ESSENTIAL OILS

52 Laight Street, New York

Chicago Office: 2704 Greenview Ave.
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‘The NATIONAL 5

CONFECTIONERY K,’

EXPOSITIONE , ’

MAY 11"" TO ~17" , ‘ \_,,

  6)')0u are cordially im7ited

to inspect our exhibit?

___.,_-~,,_._.1. ___’-u _L____, ,

\

‘
.

  

  

1 4 _.4~

,,
/.

. 1-1‘ I

“"A . om the far ea t.
  

.1
Q, ,

San Francisco is the contact point. Practically

all importations from the Orient pass through this

port. The S. E. Schonwasser Co., of San Fran

cisco, importers of Chinese baskets and novelties,

are coming into the Eastern field with a line that

surpasses anything on the present market.

We want you to visit our booth at the convention.

MEET Us AT THE You will see novel Oriental ideas in many dif

CONVENTIQN! ferent styles of baskets, all of Chinese origin.

Genuine Chinese pure silk tassels of vivid hues;

beautifully colored imitation stone rings and

CHIC-‘G9 co]-ISEUM beads; genuine Chinese brass coins and token.

Booth 144-145 These attractive features, together with skilled

Chinese workmanship, enable us to offer the

American public the most comprehensive line of

Chinese baskets yet shown.

May 22nd to 27th

  

S. E. Schonwasser Company

420 Market Street

SAN FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA

ii>~isiziiigiiiii
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ForPureVegetable Butters

stick to the ORIGINALS

KOKOReKa

Parasub

KO-Nut

And Be Assured of Quality and Uniformity

KOKOReKa KO-Nut

- - - eet neutral nut
- hinning choco- is king for salted nuts, a pure Sw -

is a pure vegetable butter used for thinning fat for roasting salted nuts, popcorn, slab dress

late, caramel work, nougats, butter scotch, chews, ing, kisses, chewing candies, ice cream ConCS

fudges and chocolate covered ice cream bars. and as a filler.

For Ice Cream Bars

KoKoReKa Is the choice of the leaders in this profitable new line.

Our Demonstrators Write for Free Booklet

are practical men with years of experience. At - W

- - - - “Science in Confectionery.” Also for out."
any time you meet difficulties with your goods, - - hOCO
write us. Our demonstrators will advise you, special li: “Uses :£ and

and if desired, will, when in your city, work out late Coating; How to :

your problems in your factory. “Popping Corn with Ko-Nut.

Free samples of our goods on request

INDIA REFINING CO.

PHILADELPHIA

ORIGINAL Manufacturers of Refined Cocoanut Oil Products in the United St"
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Try This On Our

Bring on Your

Hot Weather

You are buying candy now

with an eye to the days when

everything seems to melt and

run.

Hot weather candies—made

purposely to stand the heat,

every one a well proven sum

mer seller and packed as you

would like to have them

await your orders.

Snows make a general line of

dependable candy—all uni

form in quality, size and pack.

Our monthly price list is used

by many as a Standard of the

confectionery business.

All candy buyers should have

one. Send for it.

“Sing a song of success,

A pocket full of cents,

All these little penny sales

Help to pay the rents.”

Samples and prices of our

New One CentChewingGum Pianos

to jobbers only

J. W. GLENN
The ORIGINAL Manufacturer

PURE CHEWING GUM NOVELTIES

NOW
CANDY

CORPORATION
C. 1922

337 East Illinois Street

CHICAGO, ILL.

 

 

  

  

  

65 Carroll Street Bufialo, N. Y.

Manufacturers of Pure Food Gelatlnes

BUILT on all the LATEST, UP~TO-DATE, LABOR comply with all STATE and NATIONAL PURE FOOD

SAVING LINES to produce ALWAYS a uniform LAW REQUIREMENTS.

ARTICLE.

ITS use msunes coon rnxrune AND A
Our RAW STOCK supplied by our OWNERS assures SMOOTH CREAM

THIS. '

i Our Grades are of the HIGHEST QUALITY A TRIAL ORDER will convince you that these are

OBTAINABLE, clear to the point of TRANSPARENCY, the best grades of GELATINE in proportion to price that

| SWEET, FREE OF ODOR, and GUARANTEED to can be secured.

ATLANTIC GELATINE COMPANY

HILL STREET, WOBURN, MASS. _

BRANCHES:

NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO BALTIMORE

3415 Woolworth Bldg. Suite 510-11 suite 240 Hanstord Block 1012 Union Trust Bldg.

118 N. La Salle Street 268 Market Street

v ' I I -- ' I ‘Jig.

_ ~-- - r V‘ ti I _,_ A .. .

I

i

l

i
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HEADQUARTERS FOR

Peanut Specialties
All Big Sellers and

Good Money Makers

Send Your Order—For Prompt Shipment

100's and 120's | Choc. Peanut Cluster Bars. 100 to box—46c

star' or£orted - Ever Best . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 to box—55c

f evo S Cocoanut Toasted Bars...100 to box—55c

#% New York Jumbos. . . . . . . 120 to box—60c

":O/? Choc. Peanut Chips. . . . . . 120 to box—60c

JuST PURE HEALTHFUL CANDY Choc. Peanut Cluster Bars 24 to box—ific

- - - Virginia Nut Krisps. . . . . . 24 to box—60c

Sugar Toasted Peanuts—Packed in 40-lb.

cases or barrels, weighing about 200 lbs.

Prices Sent Upon Request

Virginia Peanut Product Co.
79-81. Delevan Street Brooklyn, N.Y. |

~PINEAPPLE CUBES

FOR DIPPING |

|

|

Packed in

No. 12 8 FLAvors - 8 CoLoRs |

(Gal.) Cans

Gallon CREME DE MINT GREEN |
Glass Jars ORANGE ORANGE

MARASCHINO RED |

LEMON LEMON |

NATURAL NATURAL |

GRAPE PURPLE |
RASPBERRY RED |
VIOLET WIOLET

Wonderfully

Delicious!
Two Sizes

800-900 Count

1100-1200 Count |

>

Processed right to cordial when cream

dipped and chocolate covered

(Note illustration)

Order a case–6 cans aSSorted flavors—Today

Prices and results will Inore

than please you.

Blanke-Baer Extract & Preserving Co.
3224-34 South Kingshighway St. Louis, Mo.

*-m
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-RASCALS
TRADE MARK REGISTERED

Nutritious Delicious

A Penny Summer Specialty

With a Come-Again Flavor

Rascals are different from any other candy you

ever tasted. There's a rich, smooth Virginia Peanut

Butter that you'll appreciate when a Rascal melts

in your mouth. It's a good sized mouthful of creamy

deliciousness, covered with fresh toasted cocoanut.

120 Count - y

48 Boxes to Case -

R A SCA L S Sell Best Because

They Taste Best When the

Weather Is Warm

Actual Size RASCAL

Bigger and Even Better Than

Last Year

RASCALS were a novelty last year, and a few

hundred quick-acting jobbers cleaned up splendid

profits. This year RASCALS are an established

success and everybody can share in it.

stock in early-get your customers to taste some

and you'll keep coming back to us for more all

through the season.

|

9.

£ - Fi
# The Biggest Five
*: -

£1.

| Cents Worth in
| || ||

| ||

| the World
|

.
£ A tremendous demand, the 5c

|| price, and Shotwell Quality has

. | made CHECKERS the fastest

£ selling package on the market

* | today.

#

* Dealers want this BUSINESS

GETTER that brightens stocks

£ | and induces buying. Sell Check

. # ers and your customers will be

# come steady buyers.

||

| || || ORDER NOW FOR P
| | || ROMP£ SHIPMENT T

#.
* “Write it Checkers”

#. """

£

££ 2-w^2) \\0

*# #3%.
Put your *|| Qs£ T

:
#I

-

|

|| *
|

|

|

|

--

.

|

|.

|
*

|

-

| .

|

Write today for samples and prices

We Have Several Good States Open for Agencies. Write

Penn Treaty Confectionery Co.
In business since 1910.

135 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

-:

£
****

& Th* * e Sh'# CHICA otwell Mfg. Co.
||
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BACK OF PUYALLUP QUALITY CONFECTIONERS FRUITS AND MARASCHINO

CHERRIES are modern laboratories with 11,000 bbl. cold storage capacity, situated amid

the gardens of 1800 organized growers in the world's finest bush fruit area.

PUYALLUP & SUMNER FRUIT GROWERS CANNING CO., PUYALLUP, WASH.

Distributors Wanted for Complete Line High

Quality Products

*~
-

Case of Six 10-Oz. Samples for the Asking

Notice to the Trade

We take this opportunity of informing the trade that

we have registered at the Patent Office, Washington,

D. C., the name of

Chocolate Peanut Chews

Registered Serial No. 154,588.

“Chocolate Peanut Chews” is a pass-word with the trade. It is one of the

most sensational and staple selling pieces that has been introduced to the

market in years. There is only one “CHOCOLATE PEANUT CHEWS.”

2935-37 Frankford Ave., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||

||||

||||||||||||||||

Keep your trade well supplied with

REG.U.S. PAT: OFF.

POPCORN CIRCLES

d

KRISP0 BARS

PACKED 120 count

The “Steady Repeater” of the Popcorn Industry

-

---

#

#
#

#

F. ||||

|

Manufactured and Guaranteed by

The Popcorn Products Co.,1 Desbrosses St.,New York

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

#
|||||||||||||||||

| |

'llTIMINT"

£:Tl
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Forward! March!

~ Three Pound Bulk Box

Delicious Hand Dipped Chocolates

~ _ (Glad to sell you Five Pound Boxes if you want them)

 

24 cents the Pound—72 cents the Box

(Except Special Centers, see‘Catalogue

Delivered

to

All Points East of Chicago, St. Louis, and New Orleans

Pro Rata Freight Beyond Those Points

 

See Here !

Our 3 pound box ofier is little less than a REVOLUTION in the Confectionery Industry of the United States. For

many years all of the better class bulk chocolates have been sold in 5 pound boxes. Ii times were great, and the pulse

of business beating high, we wouldn't want to change that. Big Units mean Bigger Sales.

If Ambassador Chocolates were sold only by Marshall Field, of Chicago, John Wanamaker, of New York and Phila

delphia, and the Big Merchants on the Main Streets of the Big Towns, we would not want to change that Unit. But times

are out of joint, and it is up to every manufacturer, jobber and merchant to keep his stocks low, to watch every penny he

invests, to turn his capital over, and the 3 pound box does all that. Just think of it, for every thousand dollars a jobber

invests in bulk candy in 5 pound boxes, he need only carry $600 in 3 pound boxes, and he has the same assortments and

the same facilities for taking care of every customer on his books.

The American public is not buying the great mass of its confectionery wants from the Department Store and the Big

Merchant. Of course that is true. There are no available statistics of the number of small storekeepers of the United

States, but they are placed here, there and everywhere in the back streets of our big Towns, North, East, South and

West. They are found in the New England Villages, and the Kansas Crossroads, and 90% of the candy consumed in the

United States is bought in that class of store. Very few of these stores are prosperous today and their owners ‘are con

_iront_ed with the difiiculty of having adequate stock and wide enough assortment to attract and take care of what trade

is going.

We have a thousand jobbers buying our goods, covering the territory between this City of Baltimore, and Far Ofi

Denver, and everyone of them is dependent for his volume upon the small storekeeper. He sells the big fellow here and

there, now and then, but from Monday morning until Saturday night the orders that come to him by telephone, by mail,

thil-ough his salesmen or his own efforts is from the little fellows who, though buying a little, in the aggregate give him

vo ume.

And, so we are putting out a 3 pound bulk box. First, to cut down the amount of stock ‘necessary for each of our

jobbers t_o keep on their shelves—cut it down 40%. Secondly, to cut down the investment of the retailer or give him the

opportunity of wider variety and better display for the same money. Vt/e haven't done this without deep thought, without

consultation with many jobbers in all parts of the Country. We are right. Write us for samples and full information.

Ambassador Chocolate Company

BALTIMORE IN THE STATE OF MARYLAND

 



TINDECO BOXES!
-----
- == 



Are Extra Salesmen in Your Store

Tindeco Metal Candy Boxes “pull” the kind of

customers who buy candy by the box ~ regul»

arly. And that’s the kind that rings up real

profit on your cash register.

All the big candy men are using Tindeco-—-the box of a

thousand uses. Step in line with them. Phone, telegraph

or write your order today. Immediate delivery.

PINK ROSE BOX (Price List)

In any quantity, 1 lb. size, $16.50; Z lb. size, $18.50; 5 lb. size, $31.50 per 100

Visit Tindeco Displays

at convention of National Confectioners Association and National Retail Confectioners Association

on May Z2 to Z6, inclusive at Coliseum, Chicago.

Also National Biscuit and Cracker Mfrs. Association, May 29 to 31 inclusive at Coliseum Annex, Chicago.

Also Pennsylvania Association ofBaking Industry,June 5,6,7 at Bedford Springs Hotel, Bedford Spring, Pa.

TDecorafed 'Product.s*

  

THE TIN DECORATING COMPANY OF BALTIMORE,

(The Larges! Metal Decorating Plant In The World

use Filth flue.. I616 north American Bldq.

New Uorb City Chicago. Ill.

Cour! S! .

n. mass.IO

31 1 Lyric Bid 127 Union Lea ue bldq Hen Bid .,

Birmingham, gla. Lo: Jnqeles, gal. s¢¢:il'=. IIIZM.
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‘Tfiese Advertisements

are now running 1n

THE SHTURD/1Y

EVENING POST

telling over 2,000,000

readers that Stone's

straws are

-healthful

cevonomical

~pleasing"

STONES STRAWS
Three Popular Lengths SWf"S",§ Us
I01/2" 81/zn 6%-all {reel clicnscd

whcr er I r favor

Because of the constant demand

for Stone's Seamless Straws in

I0; inch lengths for l0 ounce to

16 ounce bottles and in 61. inch

lengths for half int milk bot

tles, (used largefil in schools),

the Stone Straw Company will

carry stocks of these sizes for

shipment in cases containing 50

boxes of 500 straws each.

The standard 8% inch Stone's

Straw is the correct length for

6 ounce and 8 ounce bottles and

for soda fountain use.

P/ran az/1/rm: I/1//1u'r/'1': to

zzszm5”

. . add a novel

'nal clainlincss

  

Factories

Washington. D.C.

llllllflllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Baltimore.Md. l
  



| ON TO CHICAGO---
|

While you are here for the four big conventions in

KX

the candy world DON'T FORGET to visit

where yOu will be sincerely welcomed and shown

J. W. ALLEN & CO.

the facilities that we have to render you efficient

service and delivery on all equipment and supplies.

J. W. ALLEN & CO.
110-118 No. Peoria St. - Chicago, Illinois

Manufacturers of

Egg Fondants and Caramel Pastes

Extracts, Fruits and Colors

CREAMS FOR CHOCOLATE

CREAMCENTERS AND NOUGATS

EGG SPONGE (NOUGAT KING

KANDY KORE MARVEL WHIP

FULL CREAM CARAMEL PASTE

TRUE FRUIT EXTRACTS ARTIFICIAL EXTRACTS

VANILLA EXTRACTS AND COMPOUNDS DIPPING FRUITS

SODA FOUNTAIN FRUITS MARSHMALLOW TOPPING
W2 GALLON JARS 1/4 GALLON JARS 1 GALLON CANS HALF BARRELS

BULK KEGS BARRELS

Operating 75,000 Square Feet for Quality and Service

DENVER BRANCH PITTSBURGH BRANCH

Thirteenth and Wazee Streets 689 Chamber of Commerce Building
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BUILD BETTER BUSINESS
WITH

  

THE JOBBER

The Jobber who wants something new—

The Jobber who wants something that sells easily

The Jobber who wants something the Retailer

will sell quickly—

The Jobber who keeps an up-to-date stock

Is the Jobber who Builds Better Business with

National Candy Co's. Products.

Write us for further information.

NFITIONFIL CFINDY CO, l¥

Executive Oflices

208 NORTH BROADWAY ST. LOUIS, MO.

I

TO BETTEE BUS/NEST

llll ll||

  

  

. A|||||||||M
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THE WORLD'S BEST FOOD GELATINE

HAROLD A. SINCLAIR, 160 Broadway, NEW YORK

DISTRIBUTORS:

W. G. AI-IERN

40 Court St., Boston, Man.

H. A. JOHNSON CO.

Z21 State St., Boston, Mall.

C. E. RIDDLE

Emerson Tower, Baltimore, Md.

ROCKHILL & VIETOR

180 N. Market St., Chicago, III.

Frank Z. Woods, Manager

BLANKE MFG. & SUPPLY CO.

214 Washington St., St. Louis, Mo.

NOYES BROS. & CUTLER

Park Square, St. Paul, Minn.

LEE-GREEI-"KENS CO.

II Drumm St., San Francisco. CII.

MILES MANUFACTURING CO.

I44 E. Second St., Lou Angeles, Cal.

BENJ. HOLLAND & CO.

1112 Western Ave., Seattle, Wash.

W. P. DOWNEY

II Grey Nun St., Montreal, Can.

STOCKS EVERYWHERE

§§‘l‘i$° LG

 

THE ONLY

RELIABLE

"Price is a relative term—Qiu1li¢y always a concrete fact."

A WELCOME AT BOOTH NO. 93

Myzrzcompliments to the members of the N. C. A. and best wishes for

19 .

A word of appreciation is due_to the i_na_ny lar_ge and progressive c_o_n

fectionery concerns for their l_<mdness in investigating the high qualities

of DELFT and testing in their plants.

The patience, carefulness and broad-mindedness of these plant execu

tives is commended.

The fact that nearly all the plants where exhaustive tests were completed

resulted in adopting DELFT is a so_urce of gratification, for all claims

are made only after careful comparison and proper investigation.

VVe know w_hat DELFT can do for you_. It _is_with a sense _oi pride

that we continue to furnish a gelatine which eliminates all worries. The

repeat orders_and letters of commendation and expression of satisfac

tion are gratifying.

Our Service Department may help to settle your problems. Try it.

We call your attention to our high class representatives and the fact

that we carry stocks conveniently located for your wants.

Member

N. 0. A. _ . Q‘ ' 1

 

GELATINE
Sterilizeil and Preserved

Stuffed Glace Natural Fruits
Our gelatine is guaran

teed to be absolutely pure

and to stand the most se

vere tests of all present

food laws. '

Glace Stuffed Regular Prunes

Glace Stuffed Nutted Prunes

Glace Stuffed Regular Apricots

Glace Stuffed Grapefruit Apricots

Our fifty-four years of

experience have so per

fected our gelatine that it

will produce incomparable

marshmallow and Confec

tionery Specialties.

Glace Stuffed Nutted Apricots

Glace Stuffed Cherries or Regular

Glace Pineapple

Glace Figs and Stufied Dates

Glace Grapefruit

Turkish Delight—Nutted or Plain

Milligan & Higgins Gelatine Co.

Established 1868

222-224 Front Street, New York City

For Particulars Write to

Christo Georgiades & Co.

148 39th Street - Brooklyn, N. Y. .
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The Mark of Quality Cocoanut Products

“Quality speaks a universal language and commands a universal tribute.” Everybody

understands the language that Quality speaks. It is the plainest, simplest language

in the world.

It cannot be “mispronounced”—cannot be made “polyglot”—cannot be “mimicked.”

Quality has become the Universal Language solely because the whole world has

been educated to “pay tribute to it”—to demand it, and to buy for Quality and

Quality alone.

American Cocoanut Butters Speak Quality and the American Cocoanut Butter Com

pany talks Quality and maintains it. -

American Cocoanut Butters say Quality when they reach you in their snowy fresh

ness—say Quality when they go into your products—Quality when your products

go to the retailer—Quality when your products reach the consumer as sweet and fresh

as when they leave your plant however far they may travel.

And there's an American Cocoanut Butter scientifically perfected to meet your every

need—to spread the sweet story of Quality in your products from the Tropics to the

Antipodes—for these pure, carefully guarded Butters won’t turn rancid whatever the

climatic conditions. -

ACOMO ACOMINE MAROKO

For chocolate work, Caramels, For Kisses, Salting Nuts, For Layer Caramels or Nou

Nougats, Chews, Fudges and Slab Dressing, Pop Corn Con- gats and as Fillers for deli

Butter Scotch. £: and Fillers for Hard cate wafers.

- andles.

If American Cocoanut Butters are not already speaking Quality for you—you can't

start them talking too soon. Samples will be gladly sent on request and our Labora

tory Service is yours for the asking.

American Carnaut #utter Campany

Also Makers of ACOCOAT and ACOSET

CHICAGO 297 Fourth Ave.

127 N. Dearborn St. NEW YORK

To insure prompt service, complete warehouse stocks are maintained

at the principal distributing centers

 



stop-watch tells

about profits from

Soda fountains

 



Service

We’ve counted and timed sales at soda fountains in

large and small towns in all parts of the country.

You can serve more orders of Coca-Cola than of any

other beverage.

You can serve an order of Coca-Cola in less time than

you can serve almost any other beverage—it’s practi

cally as easy as serving plain water.

An inviting fountain with good service and the 5c price

will bring consumer demand for Coca-Cola into your

store as surely as people pass your place.

Two or three sales of Coca-Cola in the time re uired to

make one sale of another drink give you vo ume of

sales, and the tur_nover of the small original investment

multiplies your profits.

THE COCA-COLA COMPANY

Atlanta, Ga.
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Enamel Finish Caramel Dividers

  

Ready for Packing

@@®CHIC

' you a complete set ofEnamel

Enamel Finish Caramel

Dividers are designed espe

cially for the packingandship

ping of unwrapped caramels.

If you will let us know the R

size of your container and

the quantity of caramels

packed in each, we will send

Finish Caramel Dividers

and demonstrate to you that

this is the most satisfactory

and economical method of

packing your caramels.

  

When Packed

AGO CARTON COMPANY

4433 Ogden Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

Designers, Printers, Makers of Fibre Shipping Cases, Folding Paper

Boxes and Specialty Paper Packages
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DoesYourCandyBox

Really Help Your

Candy?

Or is it just the ordinary, every-day

box?

Not all confectioners realize the im

portance of the package.

 

First impressions are most important.

Those who do not know the merits of

your candy judge it first by the box.

For fifty-three years Youse boxes

have been creating sales by an indi

viduality and a quality which reflect

tempting sweets within.

Youse Boxes are both appealing and

practical. And the prices are right.

C. J.Youse Company

(Established 1869)

HOLLIDAY & SARATOGA STS.,

BALTIMORE, MD.

 

 

Regal

Rolls

Have

Cream

. -x and

Highly

Flavored
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CARAMEL ROLLS

REGAL—-Cream and Highly Flavored Jelly Centers.

WONDER—lVlolasses and Cocoanut Centers.

RUTHETTES-—Assorted Flavors, Cream Centers.

Packed 120—52 boxes to case; 5 lb. boxes (216 count) 26 boxes to case

  

Gift and Candy in Every Roll.

A Highly Flavored Breath Perfume in Glass Tubes.

Assorted or All Licorice Flavor. Packed l20—50 boxes to the case.

A New Penny Carton

 

USE SOLVAY

15%

! MORE BRINE

Low Cost of Refrigerating Brine

of Maximum Strength

_ A free circulating alkaline brine of uniform high strength

is readily obtained through the use of

SOLVAY
7555 CALCIUM CHLORIDE

It is clean, eflicient, economical and absolutely reliable.

Solvay will not corrode or injure refrigerating pipes. Solvay

is ens and economical to handle; packed in solid, flaked or

granu ar forrn i_n air-tight steel drums. One of the Solvay's

thirty-six shipping points is in your locality, insuring prompt

delivery of your order.

Our new booklets, “Dry

Cold Air" and “Refriger

ating Brine of Uniform

Strength," are ready.

Send for your copy today.

  

Semet-Solvay Company

Syracuse, N. Y.

 

LUCKY Roms

GIFT AND CANDY

.1-c. EACH -' j

LUCKY ROLLS

Packed 120-50 boxes to the case.

The Kiddies want Lucky Rolls—Keep them in Stock.

  

 

  

BREATHETTES

Either

 

Ask for our

price list

PEANUT STUMPS

Some Penny Piece

Real Sports

 

 

JOhI1 H. DOCkITl&fl & SO11, 32-34 li. Montgomery St, Baltimore, Mil, ll.S. A.

~
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SPAR!-IAWK J
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EMULSIONS ~"liCQ§CENTRATED,. E

 

CLEANERS. GRADERS. SHELLERS

, iAND BLANCHERS o1=———

  

Packing Buster, America, Mascot, and all grades of shelled and blanched peanuts.

  

BRANCHES

THE BAIN PEANUT CO., Inc., Branch, packing Superb, THE DIXIE PEANUT CO., Inc., Branch, packing Monarch,

Belle of Wakefield, and Diamond Brand, and all grades Dixie and Crater, and all grades of shelled and blended
  

of shelled and blanched peanuts. peanuts.

THE GWALTNEY BUNKLEY PEANUT CO., Branch, pack- NORFOLK STORAGE COMPANY, Branch, packing

ing under Bon Ton, Sun and'Diamond G, and all grades I Trophy, Electric Light, Pilots, and all grades of shelled

of shelled and blanched peanuts. and blanched peanuts.

NORFOLK, VIRGINIA.

THE BAIN PEANUT COMPANY OF TEXAS, FORT WORTH, TEXAS.

THE BAIN PEANUT COMPANY, ALBANY. GA.
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Quality

It’s the one thing that can’t be imitated.

The man who decides to make something “just-as-good-for-less-money” may suc

ceed in making something that at first looks like the Quality Product—a chocolate

confection—a caramel—a chewing candy—a wafer—a cracker—a biscuit—But wait

until the test comes. The product goes to the retailer. He sells it in good faith.

The consumer applies the test and gets the proof that in the eating the “just-as

good-for-less-m0ney” product simply won’t do. Possibly it’s rancid, possibly its once

shiny chocolate coating has become ashy looking, possibly it has become soft and

soggy instead of being short and crisp.

There are no repeats—the poor product loses out altogether, or is forced to seek a

market so inferior there is no money in it.

For more than twenty-five years, Nucoa Products have been helping manufacturers

to turn out Quality Products—products that stand-up from kettle to consumer—

products that can’t be imitated when it comes to Quality first, last and all the time.

And Nucoa Products

the pure, snowy Butters that never vary in Quality can’t be in1itated—can’t be

equalled—can’t be surpassed. For whatever the market conditions, whatever the de

mands—you can always count on every Nucoa, order being the “same as the last”—

the highest Quality always.

NUCOA is the hard butter you use for those shiny, satiny chocolates, perfect caramels,

taffies, nougats and chewing candies of all kinds.

NUCOLINE, a soft butter, insures those salted nuts that don’t turn rancid——orders

for them repeat like a Colt automatic. ]ust right for pop-corn goods and slab dressing.

PLASTIC NUCOLINE, as a filler for those delicate “spun-gold” wafers with the ice

creamy filling—famous the world over.

~' Why experiment——when you can use Nucoa and know.

Samples gladly sent on request.

i THE NUCOA BUTTERICO.

K Refinery Sales Department

%_ NUCOA BUILDING, 4th Avenue at 23rd Street

New York City

Complete warehouse stocks maintained

at principal distributing centers.
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Boxes Well Ribboned Are Half Sold

VERHEAD is not reduced by eliminating ribbon or re

ducing quality. On the contrary, to increase your package

business, make the packages as attractive as possible.

A bow of good ribbon attra_ctivcly tied unconsciously ap- ,

peals to the casual shopper, linking the eye with the palate. 3‘

We know the Candy Trade's requirements; we have ample

manufacturing facilities and carry acc0nimodation_ stocks

to fill your urgent orders. We justly appeal for a fair share

  

of your ribbon business.

E~ If you desire, send samples of your boxes, which \ve will

tie with ribbon, without charge, to oiler color blending J

suggestions. § ,

OwneraandOperatorsof!heWERBRO. RIBBON MFG. CO. The National Confectionery Ribbon HouseMILLS: MILLS; .- 4

PATERSON, N. J.—BATH, PA. PATERSQN. N- 1- BATH. PA

iOffice and Snlesrooln: I7-Z5 East 24th St., NEW YORKQ‘ .‘>~ ‘ \

High Grade

SUCKER STICKS
and Wooden Stick Specialties

BELLEFONTE LUMBER CO.

Bellefonte, Penna.

No. 18767/l0—PALM PLANT

natural prepared, everlasting, 48_ inches

high with 10 leaves, $3.00 each with pot,

$2.50 without pot.

Write i in SPRING CATALOGUEI No. 18—w' ill rations in colors of Arti

ficial Flowers, Plants, Tre , etc» MAIL

ED FREE FOR THE AS NG.

FRANK NETSCHERT
.1 BARCLAY ST NEW YORK’ N Y PROMPT SHIPMENTS SATISFACTORY PRICES  

 

  

DEAROS

and numerous other high grade

PENNY SPECIALTIES

made of purest sugar, syrups and nuts

  

  

‘a

  

 

Make a healthful, tasty

food for children

I CHARLES N. MILLER CO.

_B o s T o N=

FOR THIRTY-SEVEN YEARS CONFECTIONERS TO THE AMERICAN PUBLIC

  

|u|m|n||| i l
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(

' ' ' V ‘*4 ‘ I ~ " " g Its delicious eating

‘beau. _.-_-sac. ..Mmllded Nut and H I ‘iii g ~ g qualities and wonderful

Cream Bars ,1 -; _ I .

Tin Foil Wrapped Ve. '_ -.0,

_ V.--‘- _ .. » ~ . food value appeals to

| everybody and every

' H _ 5 5 where.Knickerbocker

Bars

Choc. Whipped Cream

Choc. Cocoanut Cream

Choc. Qperanut
ChQ¢_ Peanut Cluster I I T O. TM‘ I I: ' I Ll I H F ...................lmu

Butte; S¢ot¢h Net Weight 13i{oz.—24 Bars to Carton—48 Cartons to Case

_ A i_ Also complete variety

' - »- ‘ " ' '.i""‘".Jf -’-"ii i of 5-lb. bulk chocolate

5 BIG Sellers 5“"‘P'°‘ """
‘Retails for 5 cents D. CO., Price‘ Upon Request

GUM TRAGAGANTH

VANILLA BEANS

GUM ARABIC

THURSTON B: BRAIDICH

27 CLIFF ITRIIT

NIW YORK

 

 

I Bigger Better More

Displaying Samples Quickly, Attractively

Convincingly, Fresh and Clean with

KNICKERBOCKER “MADE-RIGHT"

SAMPLE CASES

  

Mm 1900 —~

The Highest Award

Gold Medal and

Diploma

Was Given

ESSENTIAL OILS
"-

,,

THE LITTLE CASE THAT GETS THE BIC ORDERS
I Wood Trays - $5.00

Aluminum Trays - $6.50

F. O. B. Chicago

Write for Catalog "J"

Knickerbocker Case Co.

Manufacturing Wholesalers

Clinton St. at Milwaukee Ave.

Chicago, III.
’1§;?;e=' r

Crystal White Double Distilled

THE LARGEST ESSENTIAL

OIL WORKS IN THE WORLD

A. M. TODD COMPANY

Main Oiiicc

KALAMAZ00, MICH.
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CI-IOCOLATES

JVIi1ady Cherries
THE NEWEST THING

_ Each Individual Chocolate Cherry Foil Wrapped

Every Piece

a Sweet Surprise

The quality values in MILADY

Chocolates of all varieties is telling

in our greatly increased sales and

repeating orders.

'5 Milady Chocolates

Every Piece a Sweet Surprise

81.2; lhe pound

Milady Assorted Dipped Nuts

l\1ilk Chocolate

41 W d T""’°}‘__""f°“"“ dN Many distributors recently have

1' '3 Y i‘§.°<:h§§L'i§f“ “ts come to realize that Milady Choco

""’°"“""“"“ lates is a line on which their busi

Milady Malted Milk Chocolates

Nougat, Caramel, Bumswtch ness can build. Investigate for your

and Nut Cream Centers $e1f__nQW_

$1.25 the pound

Milady Cl‘°°°la‘° C°"='¢d- Territory Available for Quality

Milk Dipped Brazil Nuts _ _

$!.50lhe pound Wholesale Distributors

AMER ICAN CANDY COMPANY

Makers of Rex Brand Confections

MILWAUKEE, U. S. A.
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“Toyco" Balloons

and

Chicago in May

  

Reg. U. S. Pat. OB‘.

 

When you go to Chicago

in May to attend the

Confectionery

Conventions

Don’t fail to visit the permanent

Confectionery and Allied Lines

Exhibit

Second Floor

Wrigley Building

“The Showplace of Chicago”

“TOYCO” Toy Balloons

Calling on candy manufacturers for the past year has

 

been like acting as pall-bearer at so many funerals. are th°'e_in charge °f

But, glory-be! it’_s all changed almost over-night; and T’ R’ Helm" F‘ G' Helmet

smiles—the real Billiken variety—n0w greet me every- “W

where.

  

‘?°".'F.€T'9".F5.’.', Better write for price-list and samples

EXHIBIT
now. Then you'll be able to place

repeat orders in Chicago.

Address Dept. C. J.

The Toycrait Rubber Company

Ashland, Ohio, U. S. A.

'Specially in shops where they're using my

CC 99

Compound Vanilla  

'Cause the low cost of this truly wonderful vanilla has helped my

customers to meet the public demand for reduced prices; while the

smooth, rich, permanent flavor it gives to their goods makes repeat

orders come rolling in—just FINE!

Now, don't say "Billy Bell's got a brainstorm". No, thank good

ness, this is the real |tufi'—and you'll see no more crapc-hangers in

the candy business from now on (except, of course, among the

bunch of amateur misfits who rushed into the business during the

“crazy" period because they thought it was a lead-pipe cinch).

‘I-‘I; “545”?

It's a compound of .3892 of the best true bean vanilla extract, with

62% vanillin, coumarin, fruit flavors and essential oils—preparcd by

a process all my own.

Vanoleum
(TRADE MARK REGISTER!-JD)

The Original Concentrated

Vanilla Flavor

 

  

Just enough Bourbon and Mexican bean to insure the true vanilla

flavor, and just the right blending of other things to give that flavor

a kick and a permanence that is impossible with any volatile extract

in an alcohol vehicle.

“The Flavor Lasts”

as \Vrigley says. _It won't cook out in the batch, and it holds its

richness in the finished goods.

THE SAME AS ALWAYS

Used for over TWENTY S;

YEARS by loading Con- ==“

fectioners, Ice Cream ~

4 ounces flavor a 100 pound batch Manufacturers, Bakers,

PRICES Soda Dispensers and
5 gal. lots . . . . . . . . . . ..$4.55 per gallon

I0 gal. lots . . . . . . . . . . .. 4.30 per gallon Caterefs,

25 gal. lots (‘L bbl.)... 4.05 per gallon

50 gal. lots (bbl.) . . . . .. 3.80 per gallon

EITIIILSIONS

Q PRESIDENT Lemon, Orange and Maple

. . 1” flfrco C0-w-J

2 East Lake St., Chicago

Corrizo Extract Co.
NORTHWEST OFFICE SOUTHWEST OFFICE

523 Metropolitan Life Bldg. 208 East Myrtle Street -

Mimmpo“s_Minn_ Sm Amni°_Tm” Zll-Z15 W. 20th Street, New York City, N. Y.

5lllllilllllllllllllllllllIlllllllllllllll:lllllllllilllllillillllllillll:llllllllllilliillllflllllllillllllfilillim. ‘ i...
  

;t;llltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

[I
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rII

- Our latest -

PAN PIPES
Packed 120 to box

Made at both our

Brooklyn and Moline Factories

Also
  

Flexo Chocolate Bars Favorite

Navy and Indian Plug Duke

Night Sticks g'§1rVed(Sb"en(11P;1))eS

s:s;r..z:.:
Bf-mks " Lozenges

Clgarettes ‘ Wafers, 10c bags

Whips " Y & S, Scudder and

Whistles 'M & R Stick Licorice

  

‘Shipped from Brooklyn factory 0111?

  

NATIONAL LICORICE COMPANY
ANTECEDENTS

Sstablished 1845

MAIN OFFICE

MOLINE, ILL. BROOKLYN, N. Y.
MONTREAL

EJ
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Milk Chocolate Covered Dark Coatings
Exceptionally

Good

New Numbers

Always

Predominate

Raspberry Hearts

Vanilla Bar

Maple or Mint Wafers

Lemon Sherbets

Marshmallow Bar

Peanut Crispy Krunch

THIS IS WHY WE ARE OFFERING AS LEADERS THE ABOVE

“ PENNY coons
Packed 120 Net Count—40 bx. to Case

Y%&t5‘En£1=."‘6E HARD CANDY PENNY GOODS S¥8£‘§é‘£hEE"

Hardie Brothers Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Quotation: on Appl|'cat|'on— To the Jobbing Trade Only

Package

BEST

Manufactured Exclusively by

WILLIAMSPORT CANDY MFG. C0.,
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Confectionery

 

D

A Distinctive and Complete Line of High Grade

Chocolates and Confect

HENRY HEIDE

ionery

New York i

Incorporated
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Ask To See Our

New Line of Penny

CARAMELS

They Are Winners

  

Caramels
Golden Gems

240 Count

I COVERSTAND

C3I'3nl€l$ DISPLAY CONTAINERS
Chocolate Wonders .

240 Count

Vanilla and Chocolate

Won Their Favor Through Their Flavor Atamer that costs

Cafanlels ~ less and gives
 

Fairy Wonders _| 1 1'1

C0,,“ , p ace for muc

Vanilla and Strawberry "} d ' 1

As Sweet as Honey-They’ll Bring You m O I‘ 6 1 S p 2. Y

Money

SPZCC.

Many advantages over other display

Show Flake Gems if containers. Easily and quickly set up.

240 Count '\ ' ' 'Rich in Cmm__They," a Dream , Practical and entirely satisfactory.

’ I‘l‘S'l»§§’r}§“§'r'l3¢‘§t~ "i§§13'i’3~=°5

Caramels ~- AS

Think of the Size and Quality I I3

ATE PENDING

UNITED STATES- ADA 'GREAT BRITAIN

Send for Samples and Price

You,” Be Glad We coaxed You - Display containers put.your goods on the

 

counter in an attractive way. Use the

COVERSTAND and see sales jump. Send

ii ,1 for a sample and prices.

JOHNSON CITY’ N. Y. Paper Boxes of Every Description

82w Duane Street New York City

;‘_-;<;-__?§rf%_:_::;;j_ ,- 1. ;_ ;:"-—fiff i" ' ___---_g:~ Chicago Representative JAMES HOPSON, 108 West Lake Street

IDEAL CARAMEL C0.,lnc. 1-]AM[_]N_FLE]5(].]ER C0_

 

The Valley of Fair Play
ll;

.

.

- t

.
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YOU
are looking for a line of goods that has stood a test oi twenty

years and is back again to the HIGHEST GRADE of PRE

WAR STANDARD.

Past experience proves the REPEATING QUALITY

 

  

In this class is our line of Bar, Penny, Kiss, Case Fudges and

Pail Goods.

Give these goods a trv for

QUALITY, LOW PRICE and YOUR SATISFACTION

The Blue Bell Brand

Manufactured by

THE ROBERT F. MACKENZIE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO

K A Sensational Seller of Several Seasons E‘

i~THIS WONDERFUL PACKAGE I5

-_ V Something

Entirely

Different

 

 

  

Made by a special patent process

Every jobber should handle this Delicious Confection as the demand this Coming Season will be

greater than ever. If you have never tried this Delicious Confection write today for sample or send for

trial case, 32 boxes in case; 24 pieces in box.

We Have Other BIG-SELLING 5c SPECIALTIES, Too

i Ambrosia Chocolate Company, 31ii1i"33§tIil‘£'i,S€'vi§i\
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I I . H‘ ll <1

Frozen Pudding W Hlgd gm E

~/~ an IPPC

A new flavor that will add a

refreshing touch to your

Nougats, M.. ..... ¢........ Chocolates and Bon lions

" “ Package and Bulk

This flavor has been adopted by several _ . . _

very prominent factories and their re— COfTlpl€t8 LING PTICCSorders testify to the merits of it. . -

It is not easy to describe its unusual Send iOI' Quotations

taste. Better let us send you a sample '"" " . V

so you can try it out. Agents Wanted Everywhere

Write today, on your business station

cry, plC2.S€. MADE BY‘

I II .

ALEX. FRIES & BRO. 57"-’

312-14-16 E. 2nd St. Cincinnati, Ohio Clifford Bros, C0,

Established 65 Years. _

I Baltimore, Md.
A r,'“

AMERICA'S FAVORITE

I-Iildreth’s Original and Only

QI \ Velvel Candy

In Triple Sealed Packages

GREAT REDUCTION]

January 1, 1922

Pre-war prices re-established.

10-20 & 35c packages revived.

Send for revised Price List and

Samples.

The finest seller on the market.

Has been the standard for over

30 years.

For sale by the jabbing trade

everywhere.

H. L. HILDRETH CO.

549 to 559 Albany Street

BOSTON 18, MASS.
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POPULAR

——PENNY PACKAGES

TINY HEARTS ' DAINTY BREATHLETS

'»/315'/_lNilL$'llL§'{lNilN112'41L§'1JL§'l~1L}'{JL§'{2L§!{lL§'11LL'ZlL§\'JlL}'{lL§£L§'1lL§'{lL§1lL§'1J5'11L§A3L§'AlL\!{.lL\QlL}QJi»§l~lLLQ-ILLVJLWlJl§Qll-§%ll»\QJL§/3'41L}'{Jl§1lL$'4lUQQJLLQJL§£lL}'AlL§{JL!'!lL§'[lL§'{lL‘>'!l€:'Z1;E'ZlL}7{ll§9l!l¥'{§

r‘/¢§1r7si1%i1:7\'r'r;i'.r?a\'
2'

.

=;‘.
.

..

_ 1

-3'1

Q1

r'm'1:‘m'1:'rvI1r'riirhi1r7¢§1r?¢i1r?¢§1r7¢i1rh€1

MOVIE LOZENGES BOSTON BAKED BEANS

1rm”.TlciiPhi?Thi‘.f7e\'17?4\".I‘/vi‘.

MONEY LOZENGES CAPT. KIDD TREASURES

GUN CLUB BUCK SHOT

.r7ai1r.'1§1r?ai1r'r¢i1rm

5:

'2‘:

ET;
=>

33;:

3:;
<1

axI

a.
24

-Z

E

E lflarkagr Qlnnfvrtinnrrg Qlnmpang

BOSTON, U. S. A.
'4LL!A4Ls'44..'.

rer?i<1rr¢\1r7¢'\1n"i1r7ai1.-7.

mmi1rmi1r?m%i1rni1rEi1:7.i1rEi1finirkiirfinrfinvin ‘£1r?i<1r?§1n"§1r7'fi1rhrirfinniiirhiirmrfiirraiiriiiarmirnivr

 

 

 
  

Cartoning

The PACKAGE CONFECTIONERY COMPANY have

added to their already large equipment for PRINTING and

CARTONING, and now take pleasure in ofiering to the

Confectionery Trade

their experience in these lines, for economy, efficiency, and

attractive product.

LARGE ORDERS especially desired, although small

requirements (especially from our customers) are solicited.

iflarkagr Qlnnfrriinnvrg Qlnmpan
Address: Dept. No. 43, P. O. Box 2252

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
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EST for yourself the popularity of Beech

Nut Mints. Give a few boxes prominent

display on your counters and note how readily

they sell. These candies are among the most

profitable items on the dea1er’s list. Their ex

ceptional flavor and purity attract a steady,

high-class trade.

They are packed in attractive display boxes, con

taining six different flavors—peppermint, spear

mint, clove, wintergreen, cinnamon and licorice.

Twenty packages to a box, five boxes to a carton.

Your order will receive prompt attention.

And remember, Beech-Nut Chewing Gum is a

universal favorite.

BEECH-NUT PACKING COMPANY

Canajoharie New York

Beech-Nut ~

 

A — - i ___7 7 Z; .5‘... >_-_--'-2.1‘ “..@jv ._._.__,;_
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Who Yelled Help?

2 Here’s the hearty hand of Senpneff-Herr

reaching out to help you, get

 

   

.~ _
“ '

1 *. ' .‘. <‘ , ‘ , _ _. , g§‘;1“.,.
-.,-_-_. ~ s -- I . » KM » ~;. - ,1 .- r- ';;/

The Real Result-Geing Stuff

Manufacturers using Senneff’s Candy

Makers’ Supplies are getting RESULTS.

Quality candies at prices that meet the keen

competition of these days are the RESULTS

their candy makers get by using our supplies.

No Better Products No BetterzPrices

No More Practical Cooperation

Our New Candy Makers’ Guide, with tried and

tested formulas brought up to the needs of May,

1922, is yours for the asking. Our service depart

ment will give any advice and suggestions you

want, free.

Sample Orders on Approval

We’ll welcome all visitors to the National Confectionery Exposition at the

Chicago Coliseum, May 22-27. Call at Sennelf-Herr’s Booth, No. 65.

Senneff - Herr Company
INCORPORATED

STERLING - - - - - - - - - - ILLINOIS
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Warren's X-Ray Display Container ,=I] IL

A COMPLETE SHIPPING UNIT There must be a good reason when such
I _ , advertisers in Confectioners Journal as

NEW ENGLAND CONFECTIONERY CO.

WALTER BAKER CHOCOLATE CO.

GOLD BRAND CONFECTIONERY, Inc.

GEORGE CLOSE COMPANY

and many other leading candy manufacturers

have adopted
' A Z‘;r.;*:';:':".*::;:.';.:’.*.:'::.1:.P;::::‘:.i; Warren's X-Ray Disvlaylbntainer

in which to pack and display their goods. Will

Patented Feb‘ I7. 1920 you not let us show you how it will be to your

cand,-3,, Pa,e,,,_ Aug 3' 1920 P advantage and profit to do likewise.

Great Britain, ]u]y 16, 1919 P. R. Co.

: FOLDING PAPER BOXES :

EVERETT, MASS.

  

New York Office-—200 Fifth Ave. Phone Gramercy 0232

Pittsburgh OH-'ice—802 May Bldg. Phone Smithfield 975

Cleveland Oflice—1003 Schofield Bldg. Phone Main 3980

WARREN’S X-RAY DISPLAY CONTAINERS

Manufactured in Canada by

Tl-IE RUDD PAPER BOX CO.

rue ABOVE OPENED AND 372 Richmond St. W»: TORONTOIF

READY FOR BUSINESS

CIINFECTICNLRY.

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off‘.

Snld In Jobbers only.

We Manufacture:

STICK CANDY MARSHMALLCW CCCITS PENNY CCUIJS

LCZENCES ACIDULATEI] CCCDS PAIL SPECIALTIES

PAN WCRK HICH GRADE CHUCCLATES JAP SPECIALTIES

A. B. CUM WCRK FINE HAND MADE BCNBCNS PACKACE CCCDS

CREAM BCNBCNS MACHINE [IIPPEIT CHCC’S. FRENCH MIXTURES.

THE sin. BLUME 2. sun cu. BALTIMORE, MD.

 

— ~_— . - -~_l
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Kiddies Just Can't

Resist This Eagle

Balloon Assortment
“TheMostPopularPlace

for Ice Cream in Town”

Because you get real service there. The

kind of service that begins with prompt

courtesy and delicious ice cream — and ends

with a Dennison paper napkin. The last at

tention is just the diiierence between fair

service and true service. Your customers

appreciate it.

Let Dennison put your imprint on a quantity

of our quality paper napkins. They not

only speak of your service, but they advertise

you. You can use them in wrapping up

sandwiches or cake that go out at noontime,

if you do that business. \/Vhy not include

one or two with yourover-the-counter de

liveries of ice cream? That attention es

pecially will be appreciated Iater by your

customers. ' ' '

Write for samples and prices. You will be

mterested when you see them.

Your special paper napkin

is our regular service

Can you blame them?

Toy balloons are always popular

with the children, but the brighter

colors and greater durability of

Eagle Brand Balloons make them

irresistible. This attractive five

color display carton on your

counter is all you need to start

the nickels and dimes coming in.

You'll say, they're the best col

leqtors of small change you ever

stocked. Dealers by the score

say the same thing.

Ask your jobber about the other

unique “Eagle Brand" display

assortments. If he cannot sup

ply you, write us direct—and give

us your jobber’s name—he’s miss

ing something, too.

nuanunnmumiiuunmmimmmmnuiiunmiuiii||i“mun|nIiniunmiI|ummmumunuumimiIi|iunilnnimiunuuimmmunmimumulnmlll

@@'~i~iM~~=-l<l<~M~l<1<~/i-iii1~i@><>< RUBBER co.

-I-HE MAKERS World’: Lil7!‘g;!¢B‘%:::'flC¢Il!lfl of

DEPT. C. J. 5, FRAMING!-IAM, Mass. A'bhnd' Ohio

NEW YORK OFFICE

35 Union Square W.

THE EAGLE

Please send me samples and prices of your Paper

Napkins for Confectioners.

Name______________________________________________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________________________________
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Q

us BAR 0" ENERGY
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. .

Where People D0

Their Buying

Because of its obvious selling power

the Brooks Display Container is placed

in a prominent position on the dealer’s

counter.

That is why candy displayed in it

enjoys exceptional sales. People can

see and reach it.

The Brooks Display Container is re

markably efficient. It is sturdy, attrac

tive, simple. It sets flat on the counter

while displaying its contents at the

most effective angle. It is ideal as an

advertising medium.

Let us design a display container

for your product.

BROOKS BANK NOTE CO.
Springfield, Mass.

New York Philadelphia Boston

 

 

BRQOKS
D I S P LAY

CONTAINER
 

Lithographed Folding B0xes—LabeIs—W1'ndow Display Advertising
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Velvet ‘ficxfiirc -Delicious ‘Iilavov
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.. rfi‘

LIEBERS CODE »‘\

|

  

ESTABLISHED I554

VVHOLESALE IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OP

confectioners’ flrtieles, Ornaments and Materials

81 Barclay Street NEW YORK

16, 18 and 20 West Broadway

  

 

  

_ hlanufacturenGumpasteand Patent

Composition

Importers cl

Fancy Goods and

Novelties

  

Cake Ornaments

and Trimmmgs'°

Icing, Roses and Flowers

Gumpasto Flowers

Brides and Grooms

Gumpaste and Paper Leaves

-Vases and Bouquets

Horse Shoes

Ice Cream Specialties

lee Cream Moulds—'700 Designs

Fixtures for Moulds

Foliage for Moulds

Paper Cases

Lace Papers

French Fruits Glace

French Fruit Juices

  

-___._.____-...

___--_.__

  

". French Fruit Fulps

campy 0'. cent. French Marrens Entiers  

French Marrons Debris

Imported Favors

Mignonettes

Fancy Boxes—Hand Painted

Satin Candy Boxes

Wedding Calte Boxes

Motto Papers, Verses and Cossaqu“

Costume Mottoea, Imported and Domggfie

Lace Papers

Composition Hands

Birthday Candle Holders

Palette Knives

Sahatiefs Knives

Ornamenting Tubes

Rubber Bags

Almond Paste

Ornamenting Paper

  

 

 

 

  
    

PAPIER MAC!-IE

IMITATIONS }

SILK masons

and FANCY coups

Appropriate for all

\nolidays

{J

,

 

 
,1’

  

Latest Novelties for
1-’ fir

Decoration’ Pay and Fourth of July
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- (2001) ENOUGH -
TO ~ BEAI2 01112 NAME

  

. E. _ _.. -_>.~; \'1§fi..-.-IT ‘:1/'

LIKE all commodities of intrin

sic value Ziegler’s Original

Milk Chocolate Stars bear a

name of distinction. The name

Ziegler appears on each stat.

Our Milk Chocolate Stars

have become a staple seller with

the trade. Being a known qual

ity they are enjoying a steady te

peat business.

GEO. ZIEGLER CO.

MILWAUKEE, U. S. A.

  

Sterling A

./Wankon ibe

GENUINE
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TRY THIS TEST YOURSELF

Rub your finger over the smooth lustrous surface of Barreled

Sunlight. It will not leave a mark. Then note the smudge

your finger leaves on the porous surface of flat or egg

shell finish paint.

This simple paint test will save

you trouble and expense
Try the above test on the walls or woodwork

of your own plant.

Does your finger leave a smudge, as in the

panel on the right? Or is there no trace?

On any surface coated with flat or egg

shell finish paint some mark will be left.

That is because the surface of these paints—

smooth enough in appearance—is in reality

rough and porous. Walls coated with such

paints are bound to collect dust and dirt.

Their original light-reflecting whiteness is

Soon lost.

The surface of Barreled Sunlight is smooth

and unbroken. It offers no lodging place for

dust. Dirt cannot sink in. Even if soiled in

the course of time it can be washed clean like

white tile.

Barreled Sunlight is an oil paint with a

lustrous even finish. Made by the Rice

Process, which we control exclusively, it is

guaranteed to remain white longer than any

Barreled

gloss paint or enamel, domestic or foreign,

applied under the same conditions.

It flows readily from the brush and may be

applied also by spray as it contains no varnish.

Withstands the shock and jar of the heaviest
machinery. Expands and contracts with#
perature changes. Will not chip or scale. Sol

in barrels and in cans.

When painting over an unpainted surface,

use Barreled Sunlight Undercoat.

Send for free panels

We shall be glad to send to those interested in£
the test for interior white paint two panels, as s #ell

above—one painted with a high-grade flat or# ht

finish paint and the other with Barreled Sunlight.

Also a copy of our booklet, “More Light.

U. S. GUTTA PERCHA PAINT CO.

Factory and main offices

18 DUDLEY STREET, PROvIDENCE, R. I.

New York–350 Madison Avenue

Chicago—417 South Dearborn Street

San Francisco–38 O’Farrell Street

Sunlight
The Rice Process White
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Have You Ever Tried Our

Gums, Paste & Cordials?
If not, write us for samples. You'll think as others think,

that they are

“Candies of Character.”

and their cost is but a trifle more than the poorer kinds

Wallace & Co.
Makers of

Brooklyn “Candies of Character.” New York

Established 1870

As always the season's most popular pieces

CANDY BOTTLES

SUN RAYS MOONSHINES

Three for one cent One cent each

SELL–SATISFY-REPEAT

Jumbo Wonders Liberty Pans

Cocoanut Rolls. Free Lunch •

Cocoanut Bon Bons Assorted Fruits

LA_WALTER.W.DEBEVOISE

"'" 163-165-167-169-171 Carlton Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. ...)".

Manufacturer of Candies that sell.

T

-
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PINIZILEELS I2!/NEY5

If you are not handling 56 and 106

it, ask your Jobber

friends about it. Cream, Solid and Nut Chocolate Bars

Packed in the bullet _

box_ fill every need in any _]obber’s

 

line of bar goods and are open

Penny sue’ count’ for the general jobbing trade

f th I .or e young peop e throughout the country.

In 5c packages, con

tainers of Z4, for the
growlbups Inquiries and Business Solicited

The Walter M. Lowney Company

F. M. PAIST COMPANY

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA. Boston - Massachusetts

l..s_€_ii__=..l

427 Commercial Street

 

 

The House ol PennyT}N)ds
otters for immediate shipment a fine variety of _Large-sized Penny

Goods of Excellent Quality. These fine confections are certain to

boost your Spring and Summer salcs. They lnclude new numbers in

The finest in

Jap Specialties .1.Hard Candy Pan Work

M/M Pieces Cocoanut Goods

Solid Chocolates and Chocolate Creams

Write for our new Price List

LEWIS BROS .

Lafayette and Monroe Sts. NEWARK, N. J.
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STAPLE GOODS

 

  

rnaoe MARK

REOUEPQEQFK

French Mixed Creams Penny Goods Choc. Coated

Union Creams Chocolate Almonds

Old Fashioned Lic. Gum Drops Premium Mixed

Chocolate Creams Gum Arabic Mixtures

Penny Choc. Candy Goods I Marshmallows

Cream Almonds Chocolate Marshmallows

MADE BY

HAWLEY 8:. HOOPS

NEW YORK, N. Y.

 

  

or Bulk

-o

.6’ s
-5 "e Package

Pa

.~.@ 4'

UALITY‘

 

WAXED PAPER

We create the design, produce the

engraving, make the waxed paper,

print the design upon the paper,

and the result is a NASHUA

WRAPPER.

\_

CRYSTAL GELATINE
A necessary and satisfactory component of all

high grade confectionery specialties. It insures

light, flufly marshmallows without crust. Made

in the largest and best equipped gelatine plant

in America. Free from injurious chemicals or

other impurities. A standard product, most

economical in the long run.

If you are particular

Specify CRYSTAL GELA TINE

Write us today for Samples and Prices

CRYSTAL GELATINE COMPANY

The product of experience, organi

zation and responsibility.

ADDRESS INQUIRIES AND ORDERS

TO NEAREST MILL

121 Beverly Street \ - - Boston, Mass. ;_

' New York - Philadelphia - Chicago - St. Louis - San Francisco F

Nashua, New Hampshire, or Middletown, Ohio

NASHUA GUMMED & COATED PAPER CO.
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“Satin Finish” HARD CANDY

IS UNQUESTIONABLY THE BEST MANUFACTURED

 

 
 

The Long Reputation of a Quarter Of a Century is Convincing

FILLED CONFECTIONS

Containing Fruit and Nut Centera—Packed only in 5-lb. Cans

  

Bottled Candies Satin Finish

of the Assortment of

M°°Z.?.?§32.i1;iL‘““ Penny, Goods

Dainty and Attractive HABD CANDIES COCOANUT WORK

JELLY coons GUM GOODS

Hard Candies PANNED GOODS WRAPPED coons

MELLOMINTS—Sell iE=.¥§§iP'¥$§E

M-~~;§;,;=£:_:_:;-he‘ EIGHTH ST. . .

BRANDLE 8 SMITH C0. ~.i;°;.;¢,,,,, l"1_"*\_*'@_'_I'.2 P;

{iii
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ESKIMO PIE

Is Sweeping the Country

Chocolate makers find that the best milk coatings for this new ice cream

confection are made with

CRE1\/IORA
Pure dry whole milk made by the Roller Process

 

 

CREMORA is easier to handle than any other dry milk. Does not

cake in the barrel; gives a finer and more lasting flavor; requires less

cocoa butter.

We are increasing our output to take care of the growing demand.

ORDER a trial barrel (150 lbs.) now.

THE DRY MILK GO.

15 PARK ROW NEW YORK, N. Y.
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RIPPEY’S

Powdered Foamoline

(TRADE MARK REGISTERED)

“All-Star”

assortment
Specially Prepared A_ _ ,_ _ . No Heat or Eggs

. For Menufscturers I‘ “'1' -‘ required, y O 11

' simply mix Rip
of H“-l:;'»' i I T ,

peys Powdered

_ , __= Foamoline with

Sherbets, g ' QT the sugar while

Fruit Frosts 1; f" 1 dry» add Your

RUBBER

ToY

BALLOONS
ream or milkAND C

' . . ‘V.-I and it is ready

water Ices ii for the Freezer.

WE WILL SEND BY MAIL, POSTAGE PAID,

Full 1:6 pound on receipt of 25¢. Also our Formulas for

making Ice Creams, Sherbets, Fruit Frosts, Water Ices,

Soda Water Syrup from Canned Fruits. Recipes Mailed

Free on receipt of name and address. Caution: Rippey's

Most jobbers

sell them. Do you?

iiiiiiiiiiiiifi

Powdered Foamoline is packed in one pound boxes _with

registered trade-marl: and signature of William Rippey

on every box. Never sold in Bulk.

Richard D. Bakrow & Son

Balloons and Rubber Balls

Bakrow Bldg., Louisville, Ky.

WILLIAM RIPPEY

No. 101 E. Second Street CINCINNATI, o.
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‘ Purest in Quality and Best in Price ii

l

WE SPECIALIZE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF i

I

Chocolate Coated Almonds Chocolate Coated Peanuts

Chocolate Coated Filberts Chocolate Coated Caramels

Our facilities enable us to quote lower prices than any other house in the country.

Also

FIVE CENT CHOCOLATE PEANUT BARS -— Packed 40 to a box

ONE CENT CHOCOLATE PEANUT BARS —- Packed 100 to a box

These Are Excellent Eating Pieces and Big Sellers
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Eunenss

PRODUCTS

Burgess’ New System

of Candy Making

  

BU S BURGESS’ NEW SYSTEM f

o

CANDY MAKING and FORMULA

book contains many valuable recipes

and suggestions. This book is pub

BURGESS lished by Burgess Practical Service

SPEC IA L Department, which will make a

N Q U GAT special efiort to suggest a remedy for

any trouble you may have in the

manufacture of candy.

This valuable service is maintained for our

many satisfied customers.

 

We will gladly

22:: ~ ~ BURGESS SUPPLY c0., lnc.
manlgjcflfring . p , NEW YORK, N. Y.
cfonfecfionerl if I in L Nortliweltern Representative Pacific Coast Representative

rsféuggrn A.Wai-ren Peterson Co. Marslon-Greening Co.

212 South 7th Street] 1271 East 6th Street

Minneapolis, Minn. Los Angeles, Cal.

SPORTSMAN'Si

“CHOCOLATE

BRAGER”

  

  

If you desire a change from

Mild-Sweet Milk Chocolate

  

 
  

    

Franklin and Plum Sts. Reading, Pa.

Agents Wanted in Every State

5
0 71"

§ HOCOLHYZS 5' m Aa s .‘U

2 H ll ‘““‘(: 5" Sportsman’s
‘U ' :1

,§ 0 flsn ocoa §' “Chocolate-Bracer”

.5 or a purposes 9, “ , ”

-E’ We offer you the 3, A Man 8 Chocolaig:

-9 Best Cocoa Powder §- '

"§ at the lowest price w

_| 3 Also Mfrs. 16 to 1
Write for Terms T of the PENNY

w. c. HOLLIS E ,,,,,,,,,
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=DUCHE’S=

“Dagger” Brand

SHELLED NUTS

COCOA BUTTER

EGG ALBUMEN

PEELS

T. M. DUCHE ml Sous
ESTABLISHED 1857

  

PLANT IN BELGIUM, WHERE PURE FOOD GELATINE IS MANUFACTURED

Ifyou want uniformity, excellence, quality and trade-stimulating goods, you can get all these

and more by the use of

We have manufactured Pure Food Gelatines

for the past Thirty-five Years and this in itself

should Convince You of the stability of our

products.

VVe are manufacturing a special grade for

Marshmallow and general confectionery pur

poses. This grade is known as our Dagger

GELATINE
Brand Super Extra Gelatine, a sample of which

can be had on request. It is very strong, abso

lutely sweet and odorless, and is guaranteed to

comply with all Federal and State Pure Food

Laws. It has the quality of beating up and the

strength to hold up a batch of Marshmallow

until it is cast in the mould, thus insuring a

lighter piece of goods and a greater yield.

IMPORTERS AND HEADQUARTERS

GUM ARABIC

MILK POWDER

MAPLE SUGAR

 

AND SONS

376-378 Greenwich Street

BUENOS AYRES LOS ANGELES

LONDON Factories:

GLASGOW BOSTON NEW YORK VII-VORDE

MANCHESTER CHICAGO Pour-Bauifiz g BELGIUM

muus CLEVELAND GRIMBERGHEN

AVELLANEDA, BUENOS AYRES
  

CEYLON COCOANUT

JAPANESE GELATINE GLACE FRUITS

CANNED FRUITS

CHERRIES

T. M. DUCHE
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Good Business weed

Better Business wming

You can have the same if you follow our line of Spring and Summer Specialties.

Don’t be carried away by the idea that cheap goods will bring you the results.

Quality merchandise is what the consumer wants

|.|E||)ELBER(3ERi

SWEETS

Is all quality.

Give us your business and we will bring home to you the bacon.

HEIDELBERGER CONFECTIONERY CO.

1610 NORTH MASCHER STREET PHILADELPHIA, PA.

 

 

Select Brand Quality and Service

Before Placing Your Order on

Glassine Bags 5P°°i'*“i"

Tissue Paper

Kraft Bags Waxed Paper

Get Our Quotations

SELECT PAPER CO.

219 East 23d Street

New York City

FAucYSne|.|.|:n RICE P0P Conn

\ '§-2' " ‘ii\"'

use

Assorted “Novelties
‘f i”

- and Increase Your Business

ALWAYS POPS Penny Prizes

CRISP Tagoen Swear RINGS

_9 O For Rin Sticks nd Bouquets~erffil‘C IHSOI1 600- ' Prices as Lo: as $l.OaO per Great Gross

Minneapolis Chic aq0 w~"~- for $=-pl»

F. E. GLAVIN C0. 7040 Wentworth Ave., Chicago, Ill.
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Some Real Business-(letters!

Stufled Dates (in 5-lb. boxes), (with walnuts,

almonds or figs)

Fig Walnuts (5 lbs.)

Date Balls (120 count)

Fig Balls (I20 count)

Chocolate Covered Fig Balls (Z4 count)

EXCELLE NCV
Chocolate Coated Penny Dates (I20 count)

Chocolate Coated Stufied Dates (5 lb.)

Chocolate Coated Plain Dates (5 lb.)

Chocolate Coated Half Figs (I20 count)

Chocolate Coated Whole Figs (5 lb.)

Chocolate Coated Fig Walnuts (5 lbs.)

Chocolate Covered Date Balls (Z4 count)

Our new plant is going at full speed. We manufacture Date and Fig Specialties only

therefore we are enabled to quote low prices.

A Good Suggestion---Chocolate Covered Penny Dates I120 count)

THE BIGGEST VALUE AND TREAT FOR THE KIDDIES. WRITE FOR A SAMPLE ORDER.

We Solicit Your Patronage. May We Have the Pleasure of Serving You?

REVERE PRESERVING CO., Inc.

DATE and FIG SPECIALTIES

BEST IN QUALITY

LOWEST IN PRICE

Peerless

Marshmallow Sheet

“The Candy Malzer’s Friend"

Used Extensively by

High-Grade Candy Makers

The only marshmallow sheet that

will produce a perfect product

ACTIVE JOBBERS WANTED

GIMBAL BROTHERS

MANUFACTURERS

First and Folsom Streets SAN FRANCISCO

20 FULTON PLACE

BOSTON 16, MASS.

 

QUOTATIONS TO

WHOLESALERS &. JOBBERS

 

Net Weight Seals

Packed 1000 of one kind to

package.

K In 7‘ c unl

, I-K,“ Asizo

CHACAMTES 15
G/A _{}J» /,' Kinds

Assorted 1 oz. 4% oz. 8 .

Assorted Fruits and Nuts 1% oz. 4% oz. 81/ oz.

Assorted Chocolates IV: 01- 4% 01- 3 °l

Bitter Sweets . 5 oz. 4 01

Bon Bons . 55/ oz. 9 oz.

Chocolates . 5 oz. 9% oz.

Caramel: - 5% 01- 9 Ol

Fudgg . 6 oz. 10 oz.

65/ oz. 11 oz.

Chocolate Covered Cherries 5 °;_ 12 0;,

Chocolates and Bon Boris _ 7 °z_ 13 °;_

Chocolates with Fruit _ 7y UL 14 on

Milk Chocolates

Dipped Nut Meats

Hard Centers

Special Assortment

Fruit Cordial

\Vhi ped Cream Cherries

ocolate Almonds

PRICE $1.00 PER M.

SM OR OVER 75c

PER M.

Write for samples and prlcos of specially doslfnod souls.

MILWAUKEE LABELS SEAL C6.

SUDEQIQQ '—' SEAL '—' SERVICE

l6l'I7l MICHIGAN ST” HlLWAUKEE,WlS

Exclusive Manufacturers of Julian "Goldcrsft" Sells.

F5.o."_'o.~'§o""_'o“'_To‘to; ;o_-'o"_"o;"o_"o_"o‘"

7 oz. 15 oz.

. 801.

. 12 oz.
NN>-0-»---i-n-1»-1;;
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Extra big—and good
That’s why they are quick moving

Real creamy

marshmallow in

delicious nut chocolate

- 24,424. Chocolate

Covered

Short Nougat with

plenty of almonds

bars
ACTUAL SIZE

Rich creamy marshmallow

combined with milk caramel

Close's big chocolate covered bars have proved that they sell

themselves.

These Bars are right—extra big—and good, and the price is

right, 5c.

If you are buying cautiously to make sure you stock only

quick-moving goods in these days, watch the sales records made

by Close's Chocolate Covered Bars—five kinds, Belmont, Nougat,

Caramallow, Cocoanut, and Peppermint.

Packed 24 bars in a carton. Foil wrapped or unwrapped. Write

for samples and prices.

‘The George Close Company
CANABRIDGE, NAASS
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CANDY BOX MATS. LACES.

LAYER CARDS. DIVIDERS. ETC.

////

/

  

Americas Standard

Candg Cup

Once tried

always used

AMERICAN LACE PAPER CO.

LARGEST PRODUCERS OF CANDY CUPS IN AMERICA

MILWAUKEE ,WIS’.

CHICAGO — NEWYORK

PHILADELPHIA -BOSTON

~

 Lyons’ California Glace Fruit Cofnfl

Manufacturers of

California Glace and

Crystallized Fruits

ighest grade Merchandise, always fresh, made

from the choicest .selected California Fruits. Pre

pared under strictly sanitary conditions.

To supply the demand for our product during the coming season

we have again enlarged our plant and will again considerably

increase our output. Our goods are giving general satisfaction

and wherever once introduced are leading all other makes in

sales. We don't ask a customer to load up stock, we carry the

Fruits in syrup and only pack them on or s, consequently no

need to take stale or dried-out stufi.

WE SPECIALIZE ON:

Assorted California Glace Fruits

in handsomely decorated wood boxes, 1, 2, 3 or 5 lb.

net weight; no need to repack.

California Golden Glace Apricots

solid pack, 6 or 8 lb. boxes, better goods than the

French for less money.

California Glace Stuffed Prunes

with all the [flavor of the choice Santa Clara Valley

Prunes, in 1 and % lb. tins.

California Crystallized Strawberries

finer than the imported, in 1 lb. and 10 oz. fancy cartons

Write For Samples and Price:

535-551 Folsom Street, San Francisco, Cal.

  

Supreme Brand

Caramel Creams

Nougat Creams

Velvet Fondant Cream

Have improved the Quality of Candy wherever

used.

INSIST ON SUPREME BRAND.

ASK YOUR JOBBER OR WRITE

US DIRECT FOR SERVICE

Confectioners’ Cream Products Co.

ENGLEWOOD, N. J.

JAMES A. GREAVES

Selling Agent

6 Harrison St., New York
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Was the rate at which Cocoanut DittiesOne Thousand Pounds al Week sold in one store with this Window

Display. Cocoanut Ditties will make money for you too, because they please

the consumer. Cocoanut Ditties are guaranteed to keep well in all climates

and sell well in summer as well as in winter.

"ş" This cut shows our

10-lb. Tin. Six 10-lb.

Tins to Crate.

15-lb. Wood Cases

- 20-lb. Wood Pails -

ALSO 5-lb. Paper Boxes as *.*.*.*.*.*

'''I''': "****) ###: @"M '#tim 1-lb. Litho. Tins

.

.15c Packages

| ... as " ...-a,

Also made in Chocolate Flavor called ||
CHOCOLATE CARAMEL DITTIES : -

and packed in packages as per #

above except the 15c packages and |

1-lb. Tins. ---

-

|

- -

".

wift" |

- s our ... tin, one tin per crateFor Sale by all First Class Jobbers This cut show 25-lb. t

If your Jobber cannot supply you, advise us.

Insist on the Original and beware of Imitation.

COCOANUT DITTIES always repeat.

Manufactured by

The Ohio Confection Co., Clev| - eland, O, U.S.A.
*m- - - - -
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-5 Good Reasons
why you should consider

IEESWRAPS

The Highest Development

in a Candy Wrapper

Attractive T

Price

HESE reasons alone should

Warrant your consideration.

The general use of outside

- candy box wrappers has proven

| 2. ficient their adaptability. We welcome

Standardized Service an opportunity to tell you more

Boxes about LIEBSWRAPS.

|AEBS R/BBOMS-44 for Sample,
With bows-Ready to fasten–Made of paper

CANDYWRAPPER

* L. A. Liebs Company
£. INCORPORATED

312-316 E. 23rd St., New York 9 Clinton St., Newark, N.J.

# o

Candies

for Kiddies

| The Ever Welcome

Kinds. Made by

* the Folks who

Know how to make

them Best.

HE HIGHEST ATTAINMENT • in
s Marshmallow making. Distinctly

- superior in texture, flavor, package

and keeping quality.

Well advertised in popular magazines.

Quick sellers. 1 lb. and 34 lb. boxes.

5 lb. cartons.

Rochester Marshmallow Co. Rochester Candy Works, Rochester, N.Y.

Rochester, N. Y.

REGAL and SUPERFINE Marshmallows

t– - ~
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I. E. McGOLRlCK, Inc.

BROKER IN

6000A-BEANS 6060A-BUTTER
75 FRONT STREET NEW YORK CITY

Plain, Embossed and

Mounted

FOIL of QUALITY

STANDARD R0 NG

MILLS, IN .

383 Hudson Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

-_. -_. |_. ¢_. 1,. n,. |_. '_. -_. |_. ¢_. »_. ¢_. 1 . s
, b _.,_. _- ,. _. 0

82-92 Beaver Street .

129 Pearl Street iNew York City

BROKERS IN

AII Grades of Cocoa Beans

~, er and ¢<>¢<>a Pm!" ~
. ._ _._._._ _._._-_._1_._._ _._ _-_._v___-_ _-_.>-_._-_ _-_ _._ _¢_ _|_ _-_ _,

    

\_,.

PA S

I

I Est bliabe? 1855 '

FRIES & BRO., 92 Reade Street, NewYork

Manufacturers and Distributors of

'{-|'ff,PJ,{§"°““°,-OR Quahty, Strength, Uniformity

Peach Grape Strawberry Apricot Maple

Raspberry ineapple Cherry Honey Banana

oot Beer Sarsaparilla, and many others.

_T ».\
I \

‘Lu !|ru~ "' _

Q‘ _ "'~-.‘< . ’ ~.
1 ~ ~ is .

F » My “
1 Y / Q

  

c
\

 

 

  

  

 

Chocolate Coatings

Chocolate Liquors

Cocoa Powder

Cocoa Butter

To try l-Iooton Products and Hooton Service is to

Become a Regular User of Both

Have we heard from you lately .7

HOOTON COCOA CO. HOOTON CHOCOLATE CO.

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

E
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Only Whitney Makes

Ir
”Ec|sreRE°

Does Appearance Count?

We’ll say it does; watch your clerks.

 

A well-dressed man stops at the counter. A clerk

steps forward quickly, with a smile, waits on him with

attention, thanks him politely and follows him with

admiring eyes as the stylish customer walks toward

the door.

The next customer is a shabby gent. The clerk pays

slight attention to him, waits on him indifferently

and forgets him before he leaves the counter.

No, don’t blame the clerk. He or she is only following

the human instinct of being attracted by a good

appearance and repelled by shabbiness.

It is much the same with your customers and the

boxes you put their candy purchases in. The appear

ance attracts them in accordance with the kind of

container you use. Play safe with the quality of your

candy and the appearance of the boxes you place it

in and your sales will increase.

Climax Folding Boxes have played a big part in the

success of thousands of Confectioners.

CLIMAX DE LUXE CLIMAX A CLIMAX B

WHITNEY 56 COMPANY

Makers of boxes that pay you a profit

114-124 WATER STREET LEOMINSTER, MASS.

To help your Display Window

sell more candy to more people

write our Service Department

for a set of Display Cards.



|- 99NFECTIONERs Journal

oper for t 724-732 W. Lake Street'Q

ectioners %2). LL.

"- Æ4% chicaco."

bShocolate D* * S.:*: a heavy folding Candy Box from white • *

ayer £iders # £4 Pail #:
© © $ £ 1s- ** Box iner8

ail Liners - -

Dipping Papers

ircles of All Sizes Bon Bon Cups

assine Nut Bagshi Pail Laces

ite Bond-Paper Bags Write for Transparent Bag"
STANDARD SIZES AND THICKNEsses Sample, and Tissue Excelsior

Prices

READY FOR SHIPMENT SPECIAL SIZES MADE TO ORDER

==
Manufacturers of Collins' Ice Cream Powder and Vanilla Sugar

Shelled Nuts and Confectioners’ Supplies
Highest Grades Best Qualities

CORN SYRUP -

ALM COCOANUTS PEANUTS

#res FLAVORS GLACED FRUITS, Etc.

Full Line Fruit Juices, Crushed Fruits, Syrups, Etc., for the Soda Fountain. Write for Prices

102 Chestnut Street A . PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Candy That VVill

Increase YOUIr Sales

1c Our Junior Coco Marsh 1c
sold like wild-fire in the five-cent size. Now booking tremendous orders on the penny piece.

35 Strong Trade Winning 5c Bars
Best and largest line made in United States.

4O Items in Package Candy from 4 lb. to 5 lbs.
Wonderful Boxes—Better Candies.

WIRE OR WRITE FOR SAMPLES

-

THE H. J. RIGBY CO., Inc.
630-632 HUDSON ST. NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

—-
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* | PURE VANILLA EXTRACT
ATLANTIC IMPORTING CO.

617-623 Eleventh Avenue, New York

#|| ----- B-.

MATTHEws Bros.
# MAKERS OF -- Clover Mints Clover Mints

$!
-

-

|. Plain and Fancy CandyBoxes ~~). Medicated Work a Specialty

|- Cartons and Folding Boxes Specialties

- Cigarettes Chop Sticks Ben Hurs

I OF ALL KINDS £ Cachows £. Penny Roll£

- Milo Cigarettes Chocolate & Printed Wafers 10 for le

| 115 HOPKINS PLACI. CLOVER WAFER ROLL 5e

# |- BALTIMORE, MD. | | SMITH & PETERS Philadelphia

- El

|
i-

b *

|
-

III/IIIIIIIIIIITIIIIIIITIIIITITITITITIII || ||

CANDY BOXES

Mother’s Day, May 14th

APPROPRIATE BOXES READY FOR IMMEDIATE

SHIPMENT

#

:

One Pound Box, Size 7%x3%x1%, Extension Bottom, $7.00 per 100

One Pound Box, Size 8x4x1%, Padded Top, $2.40 Doz, $15.00 per 100

"I

The above Boxes will increase your sales. Send your order at once.

W. H. DEISROTH CO., INC.
713-15 Spring Garden Street PHILADELPHIA, PA.

-

--

-

"TITTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTIrrrr:

-"Timinimi"ITI, III.IIIII

PENNY NOVELTY PRIZET CANDY PACKAGES

‘‘BA B E * * R UTH PRIZE BOX CANDY AND TOY IN EACH PACKAGE.

Samples and prices upon request. A Baseball autographed by “Babe” Ruth given free for 250 pictures.

*APIRA BROS, Inc. 593 E. 135th St. NEW Yor:
All Our Packages Comply With Anti-Lottery 1-aw-Opened and Examined Before Purchasing.

*i.

-
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Creating new economies in

packing and shipping candy

Gair service insures l0=wer costs and greater efliciency

  

The counter display container is

proving its value as a real builder

of sales for many of the best

known packaged candies. You

can obtain it Iithographed in any

colors, to fit any product—made

only to your individual order.

  

 
r

MASONM

Gair shipping case%b0th Cor

rugated and Solid fibre—are the

choice of leaders in the candy

industry. Light, strong, and re

silient, they have helped many

confectioners to introduce more

economical packing and shipping

iethods.

WHOLE series of packaging and shipping

problems confronts every candy manufac

turer. Folding box, label, shipping case—

every element presents special difficulties.

For years Robert Gair Company has made

a scientific study of your problems. Our

folding boxes insure savings in cost of stock

and printing. Our shipping cases reduce

packing costs and freight charges. Our

knowledge and experience qualify us to give

expert advice and assistance on every phase

of your package merchandising problems.

Packages that command attention

If your product is put up in folding boxes, the

container must not only be scientifically con

structed, but must reflect the atmosphere of

quality which you wish conveyed to the con

sumer. We can design a carton for your

individual product—a carton scientifically

correct in size and shape and possessing

maximum attention value.

Or we will take your present design and

give it the utmost distinction by vivid, accu

rate, colorful reproduction.

For candy packed in tin, glass or otherwise,

Gair labels and wrappers are equally effective.

The Tinsley Display Container

Originally designed by Robert Gair Company,

the Tinsley Container has proved a real sales

stimulant for many well-known brands of

packaged candy.

It’s always right where you want it at the

critical mom60t—giving the customer, when
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us to test cases by methods which duplicate

the roughest handling a shipment can receive.

That's why Gair cases give maximum service.

At no cost to you, our experts will visit

your plant and study your particular packing

and shipping problems.

The Gair “Unit Service”

The Gair system offers confectioners the ad

vantages of standardization of packaging ele

ments, insuring correct relation between car

ton and shipping case, economical packing

methods, consistency in design and color

scheme. Instead of ordering cartons from

one firm, containers from another, display

material from a third, you can obtain from

Robert Gair Company all the essentials

of modern package merchandising: Folding

boxes, Labels, Lithography, Corrugated and

Solid fibre shipping cases.

Every candy maker will be interested

in the Gair Service Booklet.

postal for your copy today!

Send a

.
-

UERBACH ||

* *||

£ofFEE
ić's

. . ,

€f
---

| -

A representative group of Gair folding boxes,

manufactured for leading candy makers

[l§ |

#

:

he's standing at the counter ready to buy, a

final reminder to choose your product.

Fibre cases—the logical way to

pack and ship candy

Candy makers everywhere are fast realizing

the advantages of Corrugated and Solid fibre

shipping cases. Rigid and compact, inexpen

sive and easily handled, they have reduced

shipping losses and cut packing costs by

thousands of dollars.

Shipments of candy require special protec

tion against the rough handling received in

transit. Chocolate bars for example, unless

they are scientifically packed, are damaged

if they receive a sudden jar. Gair cases, cor

rectly designed and strong enough to meet

every test of fast modern transportation, af

ford adequate protection for even the most

fragile confections.

Every Gair case is designed specifically for

the job it has to do. Special equipment enables

*S*s

BLUE BANNER ||
AssoRTED chocol-Ares |

--

canora

#1s 4

ROBERT GAIR COMPANY

350 Madison Avenue, New York

CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA

&Member of (C

BOSTON BUFFALO

Container Club
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| U | DEN 9S Something new—and, of course,

something good.

Packed 120 count and Spearmint Ices

an excellent piece of

candy for summer trade. 5 for 1 Cent

Big value and an excellent eating piece of chocolate pepper

- Chocolate mint-flavored cream center—packed 24 count to retail at 5c.

Mint-O-Ring Why not order a case at once—and be one of the first to

offer them to your customers?

Spearmint Sold in every State in the Union and well liked.

Leaves Everybody Buys Them.

Marshmallow Naturally you'll think of LUDEN'S and will want some of

Penny Specialties " ".

Last but not least, “by a whole lot”

LUDEN'S MENTHOL COUGH DROPS

WM. H. LUDEN, Inc., - - Reading, Pa.

To the

Manufacturing Confectioner
If putting out a new piece of goods and you wish to use

A New Flavor

A New Color

A Confectioners’ Glaze

Quaker Something to Prevent Stickiness Quaker

Brand Something to Keep the Candy Hard Brand

Something to Keep the Candy Soft

WRITE OTTENS-It will be of

mutual benefit

Our Reference—Established 1884

HENRY H. OTTENS MFG. CO., INC.

129-131 S. Front St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Canadian Factory: 3 Jarvis St., Toronto
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The Name on - “The Best Known and the Biggest

each Chip Seller on the Market”

HONEY COMB

CHO.COLATE CHIPS

W. E. TAYLOR, '''.<r - - - - Battle Creek, Mich.

—

SEE WILBUR'S EXHIBIT

AT THE

NATIONAL CoNFECTIONERY & AssocIATED INDUSTRIES ExPosition

The Coliseum

Chicago, Ill., May 22-27, 1922

E take this opportunity of welcoming our many friends to the

National Confectionery and Associated Industries Exposition,

May 22nd to 27th, 1922. Our exhibit booths are Nos. 140 and 161.

A full line of Wilbur's Coatings, Liquors, Cocoas and Solid Choco

late Confectionery will be displayed. In addition, one of our many

Wilburbud Wrapping Machines will be in operation during the

entire exposition.

A hearty welcome to all.

H. O. WILBUR & SONS, INC.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

M A K E R S OF WIL BUR'S C E L E B RATED PRIZE ME DA L V A N I LLA C OATING

"
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#*:::: ADVANCE

* Chocolates

N Flashy Packages for Concession and

Fruit Headquarters

offers these warm weather

fruit specialties to

Candy Manufacturers

CHERRIES: Whole and broken Mara- - Seashore Trade.

schino Cherries—Glace Cherry Pieces-Broken

drained Cherries. Packed in

PINEAPPLE ... Hawaiian Pineapple 3 oz., 6 oz., 34 lb., 1 lb. and 2 lb. Packages

Cores–Pineapple Fingers that are excellent for

dipping. Pineapple wedges in syrup, melt the Single and Double Layer

cream perfectly.

• A good assortment always on hand at very low

Fruit Centers for Chocolate Bars prices. Also a full line of Pure Sugar Hard

... We can make quick deliveries of any kind of Candies in Packages, Jars and Bulk.

fruit desired for five and ten-cent chocolate bar

centers, keeping ourselves abreast of the big

and growing demand for this type of confection.

Samples and Prices Quick for Send us your inquiry.

N the Asking—Write Today

The Cincinnati

Extract Works Advance Candy Mfg. Corp.

12242 w. FourTH ST. 511 to 519 East 72d St., N.Y. City

Cincinnati, Ohio

£
GRANULATED

SUGAR Some Reasons Why Confectioners Should Always Use

Franklin “Crystal A”

1. Because of its great strength, it is able to hold in composition great

quantities of such material as commercial glucose, fruit pulps and fruit

acids; partial inversion would result from the use of a weaker sugar.

S. crio:£e.

S'''''<2.
:= & \\ " A - - - - -

3CR V's TA1.# 3. A high gloss is easily obtained with “Crystal A."

% ATA- # because it can stand such intense heat.

2. It can be cooked to a very high degree of

temperature without any change in color. |
-

*

* More Reasons Next Month.

The Franklin Sugar Refining Company
PHILADELPHIA

“A Franklin Cane Sugar for every use”

#S

#'

SUGAR

#
{j}
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Is Now On

cracker

Jac

East of the

CoNFECTIONERs Journal

© Rocky Mts.

10c Pkge. [Large Size] West of the Rockies

Sales are big! Get your orders in

early for Decoration Day business

The Cracker Jack Co.

CHICAGO and BROOKLYN

Makers of Cracker Jack, Angelus Marshmallows

and Reliable Brand Confections

-

T-1s Is OU- *>

TRADE MAR- orf

*
-

...-->

to

-

Acke:
** "…

r2C- *::::- -

- --

--> - rif FAMous |

* CONFECTION

T

C. H. JONES COMPANY

276 West Broadway,

New York City

OFFERS

16. DIPPING ALMONDS, 28 lbs. to case,

$10.36 .................................

32. B O R D E A U X STYLE WALNUT

HALVES, 55 lbs. to case, $26.40........ Per 1b. 48c

34. MEDIUM S E L E CTED PE CAN

HALVES, 50 lbs. to case, $34.00. . . . . . . Per 1b. 68c

61. CEYLON MACAROON and MEDIUM

SHRED COCOANUT, 130 lbs. to case,

$14.30 ................................. Per 1b. 11c

71. LEVANT FILBERTS, 176 lbs. to bag,

$2992 .................................. Per 1b. 17c

72. GLACE PINEAPPLE FINGERS, 6 lbs.

to case, $2.88........................... Per 1b. 48c

102. 1921 CROP SAIR DATES, 70 lbs. to case,

$420 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................... Per 1b. 6c

104. 1921 CROP HALLOWEE DATES, 70

lbs. to case, $5.25....................... Per lb. 7%c

151. COCOA POWDER, 224 lbs. to case, $448. Per lb. 2c

200. STRAWBERRIES, cold process, two

parts fruit, one part sugar, 450 lbs. to

barrel, $36.00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Per 1b. 8c

Subject to Prior Sales Shippers Weights

Terms: Cash F. O. B. New York

Less than 100 lbs. Via Express

Check must accompany order where credit has not already

- been arranged.

Lehmaier, Schwartz & Co., Inc.

215 East Twenty Second Street

NEW YORK CITY

||||||||||||||||||

Manufacturers of

TIN FOIL

For Every Conceivable

Purpose

||||||||||||||||||

Booths 56 and 57

Coliseum Exposition

Chicago

May 22nd to May 27th
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A FAVORS AND NOVELTIES FOR THE SPRING TRADE
A vast collection gathered from all over the world. Lowest prices and immediate delivery.

Sand Toys. Floating Sets. Miniature Boats.

Snapping Mottoes in enormous variety.

Birthday Cake Candle Holders. Jack I-Iorner Pies.

Dressed China Kewpie Dolls. New designs. $4.50 per dozen.

Dressed Miniature Celluloid Dolls, 50 different styles, Brides, Grooms and other splendid varieties.

$1.50 per dozen.

  

Catalog Free on Request

B. SHACKMAN & CO.

906-908 BROADWAY (at zoo. Street) NEW YORK crrv
  

IMPORTANT

Princess Mary's Wedding

The \‘Vedding Cake for the Princess was profusely decorated with

SILVER DRAGEES, there being no Tin or foil used because the higher

educated people are more familiar with Silver Dragees than with Tin.

You probably noticed that most of the Wedding Presents were of

SILVER and Gold. including the Wedding Gown, being of SILVER

Cloth. Managers who cater to the Exclusive trade never use TIN as

a decoration; they only use SILVER DRAGEES. Tin is most con

spicuously displayed on street vending stands and in the kitchen.

Have you ever noticed how a brilliant jewelry store window attracts

a crowd with its display of SILVER and GOLD, but no TIN is ever

displayed? $50,(l)0,000 worth of candy sales were lost last year because

the managers forgot how to decorate their windows like a Jewelry

store window. SILVER DRAGEES are Guaranteed strictly under the

National and ALL the STATE Pure FOOD Lmvs.

FRENCH DRAGEE & SPECIALTY C0.

NEW YORK CITY

, YOU cin lucnrisiiiiir siua or Youfiiiions

i ...BY usmc... .
if GiAMSE’S LITHOGRAPI-IED

CANDY BOX TOPS

BEAUTIFUL COLORS HIGHLY EMBOSSED

SAMPLES ON REQUEST

H. GAMSE & BRO.

GAMSE BUILDING BALTIMORE, MD.

  

 

>;31xn—;x\n.>...t.r

Write for Sample and iSalesman’s

Folder Illustrating

in these 12—pound jars.

A Real Warm Weather Seller!

PAUL F. BEICH CO.
BLOOMINGTON CHICAGO
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w.e.'sTowe

Dipping Cherries

Any Count

-L ( , ; ; ; ; ;

PAIL POCKETS
Patented U. S.A.)

Cherries processed to cordialize

with best results. Ripe, rich, lus

cious fruits which won't leak, swell

or run. Keystone—famed for its

cherries—guarantees this fruit to be FOR PACKINC, . . . . IN PAILS

of the highest grade. - .Contract

> C.:

NOW PRICES
REASONABLE The only . s

s *...*

H h Pail Poc', ','s t time - **. >

to' Pineapple Cubes on the - - |

for Fall deliveries - - k ; : : - - -

On for Dipping 1nnarket \ , it in - - * -

in- - -
every

£ Evenly cut, deliciously processed - *:: *". k: o and of uniform quality. Order now score II:

all n-1ncis for quick shipment. Any Flavor. thoroughly **7

You'll profit by
* . , - I - -

#.": Write for prices on Drained bent - sain -

against delay. Pineapple Hearts and 1 |

Pineapple Debris. - -

Dept. C-1

BROWN & D \ . . . . . ; OMP, \", \"

Manufacturers of all i... . :* : * -

FRANKLIN AND WILLOW STREETS,
IPHILADELPHIA

*

Keystone Fruit Products Co.

Cincinnati, Ohio

Fruit and Nut Loaf

specialty is a winner and a

repeater. It is packed full of t'

finest varieties of fruits and ".

>- - " -

together with the finest grade of
P: -' 23 f:ll of cream and coated with chocolate.

Fruits and Nuts

Made of the ses, Pinea plc, Black

Write for Samples & . . .'

E. MICHELBACH & SONS, Philadelphia, Pa.
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The Wall tht bars

competition from your line

The coating is the first thing and the last thing you taste in a

candy. That’s why it is so important to have your coatings of

the finest.

Runkel Coatings, “with that -chocolaty taste,” will give your

candies a taste of distinctive goodness that will make people

come back again and again for more.

There is a Runkel Coating for every requirement of the candy

maker.

Runkel’s Book of Chocolate Coatings

We shall be glad to send you, without charge, our book of

chocolate coatings. This is a unique book, for the contents are to

be eaten, not read. It contains actual samples of various Runkel

Coatings for you to test. Find out for yourself how good they

are! Send for your free copy today—before the edition is all

gobbled up! RUNKEL BROTHERS, Inc., 451 Wasr 30TH STREET,

New YORK.

Runkels Coatings
- “with that chocolaty taste”
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S
HERE COMES THE BRIDE I

Be Prepared for June Weddings
We offer a dainty, inexpensive and profitable assortment of wedding favors as follows:

50–8174 White basket form cup trim- 25–7246 White airship (container)

med with white roses (4% with gold cupid and place

inches high) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$2.95 per 100 $1.47 card (4 inches high). . . . . $12.50 per 100 $3.12

50–8201/1 White basket nut cup. Han- 50–8179 White basket nut cup with

dle trimmed with gold fringed edge. White roses

cupid and white bow (4% and foliage on handle (4 - -

inches high) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.75 “ “ 2.88 inches high) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.85 * 2.93

- - - - -
25–8173 White rose plant with roses

25–7204 White vanity draw string bag and foliage. Nut cup con

with ribbons and gold tainer as flower pot (7

cupid (4 inches high). . . . . . 6.50 “ “ 1.56 inches high) .............. 8.50 “ “ 2.13

25–7101 Ladies' white hat trimmed 25–8222 w: £h' # ''

with white roses, with con- med with white ribbon an

cealed nut cup container roses (9% inches high).... 12.50 “ “ 3.12

and place card............. 10.50 “ “ 2.63 50–8270 w: '' cup on stand -

it d id (5% inch25–8176 White poppy cup on stand £ gold cupid (5% inches 5.00 “ “ 2

- - - gh) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -
.50with gold cupid (6 inches -
-

high) ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.50 “ “ 1.62 $25.94

25—4123 White fluffy fringed horn Wedding favors should be displayed early in May. There

with gold cupid and place fore, do not delay in placing your order.

card (7% inches high). . . . . 7.50 “ “ 1.88 Illustrated catalogue sent on request.

Our Complete Line, Including Many New Things Not Shown in Our Catalogue, will

be Displayed in Room 1003 at the Hotel Adelphia, Gift Buyers' Week, May 15 to 20.

UNEAK DINNER FAVORS, INC.
10-12 East 23rd Street NEW YORK CITY

-

-

%

Cochineal Colors

GENUINE FRUIT EXTRACTS

ALSO

NON-ALCOHOLIC FLAVORS

Concentrated in Paste Form (For Hard Candies)

Made from the real fruit

Manufactured by
CONFECTIONS

": # CoMPANY POP CORN

Certified Food Colors

Wegetable Colors GS

O)^

83-93

E. SALTED PEANUTSFirst

" '" AND EVERYTHING
Certified . Illinois

Colors ":"| THOMASMROYAL3CO

Chicago BRyN MAWR PA

J3ag makers for 26 years
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A 5c W. L., NER!

Sterling – S I i Illulator &
ust bite into one of them—that's all! You'll say it's one of

the most delicious nutty chocolaty tasting bars you’ve

ever eaten. The size speaks for itself. We honestly believe

it's one of the most extraordinary values on the market.

STERLING STIMULATORS will Stimulate Sales.

Packed twenty-four to the box

S E N D F OR SA M'P LE

STERLING CHOCOLATE COMPANY, Inc.

44 SOUTH 9TH STREET BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Opera “Do NIBO”

--~~~~

- -

* f* --- - " O o

A five ce: t:k:r": ' '

An unusual cer.' " : n : " . . . . . .” -- " " - G -, -e : * ~ *::c

chocolate coated. Each wr-1. C. c. --tely ... a. Ty . . . . wrap

per. Orders we are now receiving on this number promise to , lace it

among the leading fast sellers. f

SEND FOR SAMPLE-YOU'LL BITE INTO THIS WITH DELIGHT

ELBEE CHOCOLATE CO.
32 South 9th Street INCORPORATED BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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A Valuable

Impression
  

A pleasing impression upon customers is of value. You

can create one and at the same time save your goods

from damage by spreading sheets of TANGLEFOOT in

._—_ your show windows, especially over Sunday.

will then be at work for you and will not

_ only catch the flies, but attract the atten

tion of people who pass your store to your elforts to keep your

stock clean and fre_sh. For 1922 TANGLEFOOT has been consid

erably reduced in price.

  

Remember TANGLEFOOT catches the germ as well as the fly, and that poisons,

traps or powders cannot do it.

F. F. PEASE, lnc.

Confectionery Engineers

BOSTON, MASS.

We design, build and install Special Ma

chinery and Equipment for Candy Manufac

turers.

What we have already done would interest

you.

What we are now doing would thrill you

with a new vision of what modern engineering

is doing for the progressive Candy Manufac

turer.

We can help you to lower costs with a better

product.

Your particular diflicult mechanical problem

is the one that we are in business to solve.

  

MILK CHOC0

COATING

SHADESW DARK

MEDIUM

LIGHT

High Grade Quality

at Very Low Prices

LATE

S

Lolly Pop Wrapping Machine

Will wrap any machine-made sucker.

Does the work of six hand-wrappers and makes a

better package.

Simple to operate—needs only one unskilled st

tendant.

Can be set up in a space three by six feet.

Machine is guaranteed, and our aim is to have satis

Write for samples and quotations.

The Klein Chocolate Co., Inc.

Elizabethtown, Pa., U. S. A.

fied customers.

Sanitary, clean and attractive product made ready

for the trade.

We own and operate one factory only.
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Sp ing

 

“Neldyne”

Crowned King of all

Licorice Candy.

Guaranteed not to

stick in summer.

Samples ready!

  

is here and all of Uncle Sam’s little

nephews and nieces are out doors

playing. The neighborhood candy

store gets the business——and every

kiddie enjoys the delicious flavor of

amous,’
MUELLER MADE

Licorice

The quality they adorel And the purityl Mother

and dad, too, say, “Good for you, Tommy"—be

cause they themselves preferred Mueller’: to any

other licorice in childhood.

The Time ls Here,

Mr. Jobber“

for you to get plenty of stock and to keep plenty.

Mueller’: licorice has always sold and always will.

Make up your order from this tempting list of

specialties and you and your dealers will grab off

the lion's share of the spring business. Pennies

are coming back into circulation and this means

Mueller’s licorice for the children.

XLCR Whips

Cigarettes Cigars (Banded)

I20 Tubes

Twisters I20 “Famous” Stick

Wrist Watch Busters

240 Tubes Big 4

Travelers’ Companion Chocomels

Plug Brick

Trio Tubes (I20 Count) Lozenges for Manu

Train Assortment

  

Whoppers

facturing

All the licorice specialties manufactured by

THE JOHN MUELLER

LICORICE CO.

Wade and Freeman Sts., Cincinnati, Ohio

The "amous"

XLCR

are prepared with the finest grade of SPANISH

licorice and are “Made ‘Famous’ and have been

kept ‘Famous’ by two generations."

The Credit Monthly

Says:

ROZEN credits might be

defined as the frost on ac

counts all over-dew.

Credit where credit is due—

perfectly right and proper; but

credit where payment is due—

that’s a horse of another

feather.

VVhat we need are statistics

showing how many bankrupt

cies are really bunkruptcies.

Some holders of German

marks are already taking cor

respondence courses in paper

hanging.

It is but natural that some

overdun delinquents are capa

ble of scorching replies.

He who follows the golden

rule seldom has that guilty feel

ing.

There’s many a slip twixt the

dotted line and the perforated

numerals.

The advertiser that has cold

feet now will be cold all over

two years from now.

France, in holding out for

more armament, admits that

her fears are all Boche.

The present financial insta

bility of Central Europe might

be attributed to several coun

tries losing their balance.

Merchants, in making finan

cial statements, would often

hew closer to the truth by list

ing outstandings as Accounts

Deceivable.

In order to limit the ever

increasing number of budding

forecasters of conditions—why

not an Excess Prophets Tax?

Our legislators should ex

amine the merits of a Turnover

Tax on top-heavy jitney busses.

The malady from which

many credit men's customers

are suffering might be diag

nosed as “depression’s grippe”

brought on by too many cold

drafts.

 

OUNG Bride—I wish I’d

married a man who could

paint the beauty of nature.

Tactful Husband—My dear

est, you’d soon get tired of

posing !—L0nd0n Mail.
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HARD MAPLE SUCKER STICKS

- - BOTH BLUNT AND POINTED

W - Samples

. and prices |

will

convince

you that

these

are the

Sticks

| you ought

*::: to use

=== SETTER BROS, CO. =

Cattaraugus, N.Y.

- '11". :*

Ag/Character%rr-,

Your Sundaes Taste Good—MakeThem Look Good

*:::: The most delicious of sundaes will appeal to the palate only when it is set before

the purchaser in a clean, inviting dish. “Milapaco” sundae dishes and silverplated

dish holders make this impression, and will greatly increase your sales.

Paper Doilies Padolene

Paper Sundae Dishes Layer Cards

Bon Bon Cups—plain and Aluminum Bar Wraps- -

printed printed

Box Top Laces—plain and Pail Laces

embossed Strip Laces and Embossed

Glassine Bar Wraps- Name Laces

printed Silverplated Sundae Dish

Dividers Holders

Embossed Blotter Mats

MILWAUKEE LACE PAPER COMPANY

Corner Lee and Bolton Sts. Est. 1899 Milwaukee, Wis.

New York Chicago Montreal Calgary

Boston New Orleans Toronto ... . Vancouver

Cleveland San Francisco Winnipeg
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CONFEC IIONERS JOURNAL

Founded in 1874 by Edward A. Heintz

Published on the First of Each Month by

The Confectioners Journal Publishing Co.

CHARLES McD. HARVEY

President and Managing Editor

WALI ER. W. GALE

Vice President and Treasurer

FREDERIC W. HARVEY

Secretary

FRANK. H. TAYLOR

Associate Editor

LOUIS W. ROESCH

Circulation Manager

411-413 Walnut Street, Philadelphia

Subscription price, $3.00 per year; single copies, 30 cents

Canada, $3.50; Foreign, $4.00 a year

Changes for advertisements must be received by the

10th of the month

No cancellation of advertisement received after the first of the month

Make remittances payable to the order of

The Confectioners Journal Publishing Co.

Member Audit Bureau of Circulations

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS-In order that we may protect our

advertisers from unfair competition, and our pages from unpleasant con

troversy, we reserve the right to object to the wording of any advertise

ment, and contracts will only be accepted by us with this understanding.

MOTTO FOR MAY

Make way! Here comes the Queen of May,

All flower decked, on her way.

Your greeting give, to her, dear sir, today.

All of the “Journal's" subscription agents bear

letters of identification. Do not pay money to any

one who cannot show proper credentials. Agents

have no authority to change subscription price, or

to “club” the “Confectioners Journal” with any

other publication at a cut rate. We will thank any

confectioner to let us know of any agent violating

our instructions.

Get the habit of reading the “Journal's" adver

tisements; there's profit in it for you.

TNFECTIONERS

£JOURNAI"'

No. 503

r - - - - ~f

- * - - * ** **C.

* ... < * . . . . . . . . C.?:1 S. S

P . . . . MINARY figures from the Bureau of

sensus, Washington, D.C., for 1919, bearing

upo, the manufacture of confectionery show condi

tions of the industry as follows:

Number of establishments 3,149

Capital invested . . . . . . . . . . . . . $219,634,526

Number of salaried employes. . 14,343

Average number of wage earners 76,493

Salaries and wages . . . . . . . . . . . $ 85,705,527

Wages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54,461,057

Cost of materials . . . . . . . . . . . . 252,433,691

Value of products . . . . . . . . . . . 447,726,103

Value added by manufacture. . . 195,292,412

Unless some swollen headed statistician has

blundered, the foregoing figures reveal the fact that

the confectionery business has done more than “just

growed" when its national standing in 1919 is

placed in comparison with that of 1914.

According to available figures the advance in the

business on a percentage basis is as below:

Number of míg establishments increased 26%

Capital invested increased . . . . . . . . . . . . 60%

Number of salaried employees increased 35%

Aver. number of wage earners increased 32%

Salaries and wages increased . . . . . . . . . . .27%

Wages increased . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62%

Cost of materials increased . . . . . . . . . . . 62%

Value of products increased . . . . . . . . . . 65%

Value added by manufacture increased. 68%

A close study and analysis of the percentages

exhibited discloses information that is at once "

teresting, and that portray the present day position

of our national industry. If the hour has "

presented itself before it is certainly here now when

manufacturers mindful of the stability of th: OWIl

interest will give heed to their investments: "c"

ing house” where cleaning is necessary and correct

ing lax competition wherever it has existed.

The statistics given show that while 60% W3S

added to capital this advantage to the business:
wholly wiped out by the great increase in the COS
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of materials and wages to wage earners of 62%

each, or 124%, to say nothing of other overheads.

It is interesting to observe that with an increase of

3 % in wage earners, that the wages they exacted

increased 62%, and singular as it may seem, it is

nevertheless shown that the number of other sala

ried employees increased 35‘/0, but with only an in

crease in compensation of 27%.

Let us hope that by the end of 1922 all present

day evils and “hold-backs" in trade circles will be

removed, and that the trade will follow the guidance

and example of the long-headed men who know what

ought to be done. how and when to do it, so that

by 1923 all branches of the business will be in a

most healthy condition.

away. A paper that forces itself upon an association

as an “official organ" confesses its inability to do

business on its own merits; weakens its own inde

pendence, and puts itself in a position where it de

pends upon the association to bolster up what might

otherwise be a journalistic failure.
 

Candy by Telegraph

IN our july, 1920, issue, on page 114, we pub

lished an article advocating the idea of a national

slogan for the candy trade and of anvassociation to

deliver candy on mail or telegraphic orders. From

that time our Business Building Department has

steadily hammered away; first for the adoption of

the slogan. and when one was recently adopted, it

 

Candy in the

Movies

HE National Asso

ciation of Manu

facturers, in session at

\Vashington last

month, proposed to in

augurate an educa

tional movement,

through the use of

motion pictures, of in

dustrial processes. The

plan announced is to

place the cost of mak

ing the films upon the

manufacturers and to

depend upon the gov

ernment to have them

exhibited at home and

SPECIAL REQUEST. TO

ADVERTISERS

As our readers have been informed, four

of our prominent and National Associations

will hold their Annual Conventions in Chicago

the week of May 22nd, and it will be abso

lutely necessary, in order to handle the re

ports of the several meetings as fully as pos

sible with the limited time given us between

May 22nd and June 1st, that the advertising

forms of our June Journal be sent to press

promptly on May 10th, and be printed so as

to make the way clear for the handling of all

matter for our text pages. To this end we

ask the co-operation of our advertisers in

forwarding promptly and before May 10th

any change in copy (or cuts) that they may

wish to use. ln the absence of new copy,

advertisements appearing in this issue will

be inserted in the June issue to go to press,

swung back to devel

oping interest that

would create a delivery

association.

It is extremely grati

fying to note that while

we have been creating

popular interest in the

idea our Chicago con

temporaries have been

quietly and effectively

working. Not only

have they laid the foun

dation for such an or

ganization, but have

practically perfected all

the details, adopted a

name—and a very good

one—and have launch

ed the association on

what we hope is the sea

abroad. The manufac

ture of candy, in its

many forms, is cer

tainly a most interesting line of production.

To picture it upon the screen to millions of people

would prove a great help, a wonderful promoter

of larger demand and a broader comprehension of

the magnitude of the confectionery industry among

the leading lines of American enterprise.
 

Regarding Ofiicial Organs

IN the constitution of the Candygram Association

we notice under article No. 3 that a certain trade

paper shall be the official publication of the Asso

ciation. VVe must confess that we are not in har

mony with associations selecting a certain publica

tion of the trade press and making it the “oflicial

organ." This means the “oflicial organ" is favored

above the others in receiving news and information.

thus naturally preventing the other trade magazines

from rendering as useful service to the organization

as they otherwise would. VV0uldn’t it be better to

have all the trade press on an equality as “ofiicial

organs,” rather than one only, and wouldn’t an as

Sociation then receive more service from them? The

day of the “official organ” has long since passed

as stated above, on May 10th.

 

of a large success. The

Candygram Dispatch

and Delivery Associa

tion has established headquarters at 2058 Northwest

avenue, Chicago. They have sent to the trade a

booklet giving the story of "Send a Candygram,"

which contains the constitution and by-laws of the

association and an interesting description of its pro

posed work. We believe such an association will

meet a long-felt want; we trust it will be generously

supported, and we are confident that it will not only

increase the demand for fine confections, but that

it will help elevate the idea of fine confectionery into

the sentimental realm and thus increase its value,

its influence and its demand.

 

Figures on Electric Lighting

EGINALD TRAUTCHOLD, M. E., writing

for the Inland Merchant, has tabulated the rela

tive percentage of illumination employed in the

stores of fourteen retail lines of business. The con

fectioners rank as eighth on the list. This is a fair

average when we take into account the fact that the

drug and cigar stores generally keep open later than

those dealing in candies. '
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Spring is Here, Clean Up!

P OETS, down through the ages, have voiced, in

happy lines the coming of springtime. It is the

period, in the cycle of the year, when we are most

sustained by anticipation; when there seems so much

that we may do and may hope for in the betterment
of our affairs. Spring cleaning-up is la time-hon

ored process with every thorough house-wife. It

should be practiced, equally, in our shops and stores.

Get rid of the dirt and trash! Now is the ti_me to

look your best.

Selli g by Suggestion

HE publicity departments of many large retail

establishments have demonstrated the value of

suggestion. They know, from experience, that

many people, if not most of them, are glad to have

somebody else to do part of their thinking. Their

o\vn mentality is always busy with the daily prob

lems of life.

There was a time when, if a candy retailer ventur

ed to send a printed or type-written invitation at the

hand of a mail carrier, to a household or business

office, suggesting a call at his store, it would have

been considered as offensive; an intrusion rather

than a reminder leading to a purchase. In these

times that is “old stuff.” Much of the trade of

many retailers, everywhere, is now built up by the

printed appeal. Advertising of every sort is now

considered as an evidence of enterprise and a

direct circular letter, sent out at reasonable intervals,

is a real business getter. In the preparation of copy

for messages of this kind the subject matter is most

effective when limited to one or two special articles

the mention of which creates a mental desire to buy.

The goods displayed in a show window are placed

there to remind the passer-by of an intended pur

chase. to lure the hurrying crowd. A well-written,

neatly printed circular letter, found in the breakfast

table mail is now accepted as a matter of course.

When it relates to confectionery, some member of

the family is quite sure to have an attack of candy

hunger and it's up to “dad” or big brother to deliver

the goods later along. Goods not proclaimed are

goods not sold.

The Church as a Daily Help

HE people of this nation need, more than ever,

the stabilizing influence of the church. That

this fact is impressed upon many, especially among

the youth of the country, is proven by oPficial figures.

Forty-six per cent. of our entire population is iden

tified by membership in one or another of the reli

gious denominations. \/Vithin the last six years the

churches have gained in membership above 4,000,

000. VVithin that period much has happened tend

ing to sober intelligent people who feel the need of

the church as a guide and mentor of their daily lives.

Considering church influence as a material advan

 

 

tage to the businessman of today, it is a paying

proposition. The man or woman who takes an

active part in some of the beneficent undertakings

of a local congregation, of whatever sect, can gen

erally be trusted in business matters. The church

man is a good citizen and a patriot, one who is

ready always to defend our national integrity. The

various congregations of the country support above

233,000 churches. The non-churchgoer can easily

find one of these ready to extend a welcome and

something of that spiritual strength which helps in

all the experiences of our every day lives.

 

Your Safe Deposit Hoard

TO BEGIN with, have you got anything in your

safe-deposit box that you can’t afford to lose?

If so, where do you keep the key and who, besides

yourself, knows where it is? Are you ever so busy

that you feel obliged to introduce a book—keeper or

a clerk (unbonded) to your banker and give him a

duplicate key? VVhat right have you to put tempta
tion in his way? i

Last month an “investment banking house,” so

called, having safely disposed of a few millions of

other people's money, announced “failure.” One

item of vanished wealth was a trust fund of $200,

000, held for an educational institution by an aged

‘man, as trustee. To this, a youth of absolutely no

responsibility had access because he was trusted with

a key. A “banker” showed him how easy it was to

“borrow” those securities, double their value, in a

brief time, and put them back. The trouble was

that, somehow, in the process of doubling they dis

appeared. That is a mere incident in the day's work

of your “investment house banker.” Because there

were two keys to a safe-deposit box, or one key in

the wrong hands, an old merchant and his family

are ruined, a young chap must go to prison and a

“banker” may have some trouble in getting started

on a new clean-up of safe deposit boxes.

 

Truth in Advertising

HE ultimate product of good advertising is con

fidence. Unless business is promoted with this

in constant mind money is wasted. Constant patron

age, the kind of custom which is the basis of pros

perity, can only be won by the truth. If you are

making the right quality of goods for the price, the

truth is plenty good enough to put into your ad

vertising.

That Back-Number Stationery

EXT to the appearance, for better or for worse,

of a man’s clothing he is assayed by those to

whom he writes by the quality and typography of

his letter heads. If you are not up-to-date have a

talk with your printer. Have him show you what

other concerns are using in stationery.

 

;._
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The Business Quiz

Question No. 1———VVhat is known as an “odd lot" of

stock?

Question No. 2—What is the process that consti

tutes the component parts of a sale?

Question No. 3—What is known as the Eighteen

Fixed Business Expenses?

Question No. 4—Is resale price determined by

Manufacturing Cost or Selling Costs, and why?

Question No. 5—What is it necessary to know

about the goods in any line or calling before they

can be properly and profitably sold?

Question No. 6-—What is known as the Elements

of Attraction?

ANSWERS

Answer No. 1—When a trader buys or sells less

than 100 shares of stock at one transaction it is

called an “odd lot.” A 100-share lot is known

as a “board lot.”

Answer No. 2—The component parts of a sale con

sist of (a) Definite offer to transfer title; (b)

Acceptance of offer; (c) Delivery of the mer

chandise; (d) Acceptance of goods; (e) Pay

ment of the price.

Answer No. 3—The Eighteen Fixed Expenses in

business are (1) Taxes; (2) Insurance; (3) Fuel,

Light and Water; (4) Rent; (5) Salaries; (6)

Clerk Hire (include self); (7) Advertising; (8)

Express, Telephone, Telegraph; (9) Ofiice Sup

plies; (10) Drayage (paid others); (11) Re

pairs; (12) Depreciation; (13) Delivery Equip;

ment; (14) Shrinkage; (15) Donations; (16)

Bad Debts; (17) Interest on Investment; (18)

Loss by Theft.

Answer No. 4—Price is not determined by produc

tion costs, but by selling costs. If the production

expenses or costs ascend this is added to selling

cost, for it is only from the actual sale of goods

is it possible to cover increase cost of production.

Answer No. 5—Before goods can be profitably or

properly sold you must know, (a) Use of the

article or goods offered; (b) VVhat needs it fills;

(c) What it is made of and the process; (d)

Quality and Price; (e) Its competition.

Answer No. 6—The elements of attraction consist

of the theory that 87% of people buy goods by

sight, 7% by sound, 3%% by smell, 1%% by

taste, and 1% by sense of touch.
 

Recreation May be Found at Your Desk

J. H. TREGOE, Sec.-Treas. Nat. Asso. of Credit Men

AM frequently asked, “Do you play golf?” My

answer invariably is that I am not old enough.

This may be regarded as humorous but, after all,

it carries a tinge of truth.

What is recreation? Getting out into the air

and following the little ball on the green can cer

tainly be a tonic, but even so delightful a game as

.tasks to the point of breaking down.

this can be overdone and prove more disastrous than

beneficial. The people of our nation have not been

attentive enough to real recreation. \Ve have been

slaves to our tasks. \Ve have developed nervous

disorders and many do not attain ripe old age as a

merit of careful living.

My thought in presenting this little paragraph is

to point out not only the need of recreation, but that

recreation may be found at one’s own desk, that it

isn’t_ always confined to getting into the open, spend

ing hours away from the ofiice and giving the im

pression, as so often is conveyed to the unemployed

and the less fortunate, that we are in the idle class.

Recreation can be obtained by ceasing from worry

in the doing of one’s tasks. Changing the tasks

from time to time, getting at some new thing and

going at it with all your heart, making the daily

tasks a real game with its objectives, with its many

players and with the satisfaction of doing the work

well. Good reading offers a form of recreation

which too many of us neglect. I see at times credit

managers who show the effects of keeping at their

One cannot

do good credit work when the body isn't sound and

the vital parts of the body -are not functioning prop

erly. One must be able to smile, to whistle and to

sing, to look at his daily task as a real game, and to

perform it in the spirit of real sportsmanship.

I may be a better preacher than a practicer in

presenting these ideas, but without the ability to

get into the open frequently I have realized splendid

recreation from good reading and putting the ele

ment of real sportsmanship into my daily tasks.

There is nothing so hard on the human machine

as to work under high pressure. There is nothing

that encourages pessimism so much as to keep at

a-task when it losses its good flavor and becomes

drudgery. Make every minute of the working day

tell, is my admonition. It can be made to tell by

the proper recreation and the proper recreation can

even be found without going beyond the boundaries

of an ofiice.
 

When a Customer Turns You Down

RETAIL merchant’s best trade is close at hand;

all around him. The average purchaser nat

urally goes to the nearest place where the thing

wanted can be had. \/Vhen he, or she, pass by and

seek a more distant store there must be a reason.

Sometimes it is merely habit or a friendly acquaint

ance with the other fellow. Now and then the

avoidance is due to a prejudice. Some candy

bought, for instance, may have been below expecta

tions, a clerk may have offended. There is only one

practical way to get back such a customer—that is

to put him (or her) on a mailing list and keep

sending persuasive little messages, neatly printed.

After a while you are likely to win the game. If

you don’t, it will be mainly your own fault.
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PROFITS

May Be Temporary and Uncertain

But--

EXPENSE
Never Fails

HERMAN W. Hoops

HE business depression which has been prev

alent throughout the country during the past

months has not left the confectionery industry un

scathed. Complaints of poor business on the part

of manufacturers are common. The volume of

sales has been materially reduced. The business

done has not been of a profitable character. On the

contrary, with many of the manufacturers, it has

made inroads upon their surplus or capital invest

ments. The trade journals are replete with failures,

and it is self-evident that if present conditions, and

methods pursued by some of the manufacturers con

tinue, there will be a substantial addition to the list

of failures heretofore reported.

The general falling off of candy sales is attribut

able in large part to the lack of employment among

the masses, who in the main are the principal con

sumers of candy. During the war period, the

masses enjoyed extraordinary high wages but, un

mindful that the unprecedented prosperity would

necessarily be of limited duration, have indulged

themselves in extravagant expenditures, with the

result that now, finding themselves unemployed,

they have no surplus account to draw upon, thus

making it necessary for many to confine their ex

penditures to the bare necessities of life.

Many manufacturers also have failed to give

recognition to the fact that the era of prosperity

through which they were passing would sooner or

later come to an end. Because of a market that

could absorb far more of their products than they

could manufacture and imbued with the idea that

prosperity was here for all time to come, they had

increased their plants by the erection of new addi

tions or the installation of additional machinery.

The relatively high prices which prevailed during

the war period in the confectionery industry, as in

all other industries, resulted in showing an unprec

edented volume of business when measured from

the dollar and cents standpoint. The restoration

of the country to a peace basis, however, had

wrought a change in conditions. The manufac

turers’ sales price has been materially reduced. Not

withstanding this fact, many manufacturers, de

sirous of upholding their volume of output meas

ured from the dollar and cents standpoint, have

sought to increase their poundage production. This

has resulted in over-production. The erroneous im

pression that the candy industry is a veritable Mecca

for profit-making has brought many newcomers

into the field thus further adding to the oversupply.

Under the invariable laws of supply and demand,

over-production means the lowering of profits.

Experience has demonstrated that whenever

prices have been abnormally high and the period of

decline sets in, business depression occurs. This

is attributable to the fact that the purchasing public,

laboring under the impression that the “bottom” as

yet has not been reached, become over-cautious and

limit their purchases to their immediate necessities.

The jobbers of confectionery—the medium through

which the great majority of manufacturers market

their product—actuated by this same reason, in

stead of carrying a normal stock on their shelves,

limit their purchases to almost their daily require

ments.

Many manufacturers, ignoring the real reasons

underlying the curtailment in their sales, either wit

tingly or unwittingly, attribute this result to a stimu

lated activity on the part of their competitors,

resulting in the diverting of sales to such competi

tors. They frcely lend their ear, and, without even

an attempt to verify, give full credence to the hear

say reports their various salesmen bring to them.

This has resulted in some few manufacturers re

sorting to pernicious, unfair and unbusinesslike

practices. Among these may be mentioned the giv

ing of free goods where the purchase is of a stated

amount, the awarding of extra discounts or a larger

discount than" the customary cash discount, the giv

ing of a longer time to pay bills than the customary

prevailing time, the giving of presents to buyers of

firms, and the equalizing and the payment of freight,

etc., etc. The foregoing are merely illustrative and

not intended to be at all comprehensive. These in

ducements the manufacturer intends the purchaser

to hold secret.

short lived, for the purchaser, feeling that he has

been provided with a weapon which he can effec

tively use in inducing a competitor to go “one bet

ter,” passes the information on and often in some

what exaggerated form. The principal evil in this

method of doing business lies in its supposed secrecy.

That the manufacturer who indulges in this prac

ticc is in the great majority of cases sustaining a

loss upon his sales would seem apparent to any right

thinking man. If, notwithstanding such allowances,

a fair margin of profit is being made, it logically

follows that the openly quoted sales price of that

manufacturer includes more than what would repre

sent a fair and reasonable profit, and, therefore, the

quoted sale price could be reduced and sales made

at that figure without a resort to secret allowances

or rebates. \/Vhile a resort to practices of this char

Not unlike scandal, the secrecy is
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acter might for the time being tend to stimulate

sales, it inevitably leads to retaliation on the part

acter might for the time being tend to stimulate

of competitors. The result is that the apparent ad

vantage is but of temporary duration, and not alone

they, but their competitors are selling their goods

at a less profit than they rightfully should, and often

times at a loss. In short, those who indulge in this

practice ultimately find themselves the worse off by

reason thereof. Unless practices of this character

are curbed and the manufacturer allows sane and

conservative business methods to govern, either he

or the competitors who meet him on the same ground

must face financial embarrassment and perhaps ruin.

It will be a case of the survival of the fittest, the

fittest being the one who by reason of his financial

resources is the longer able to weather the storm.

No manufacturer can hope to successfully conduct

his business where month after month his business

shows a loss. The healthy growth of any business

is dependent upon its showing a fair return of profit

to its owner. The healthy growth of business fos

ters the prosperity of the nation. Honest and fair

business practices tend to stimulate business, while

secretive, unfair, and dishonest business practices

tend to demoralize.

All manufacturers undoubtedly are desirous of

making their business profitable. S0 also are all

manufacturers desirous of bringing about a restora

tion of normal business conditions at the earliest

day possible. N0 remedy can be suggested which

would prove an overnight panacea. Experience has

demonstrated that business depression periodically

recurs and that in time normal business is again re

stored. How long the present business depression

is to continue is dependent in large part upon those

engaged in the industry. They may pursue methods

the efiect of which will be either to hasten or retard

this restoration. There are certain cardinal prin

ciples which, if honestly and conscientiously applied,

cannot but help tend to hasten the return of normal

business conditions. Of these principles, allusion

will be had to but a few.

1. All manufacturers should not alone be honest

with themselves but also with their competitors.

Nothing is nor can be gained in the long run by a

resort to underhanded and secretive practices by

which it is sought to take business away from a

competitor. Don’t hold out as an inducement for a

purchase the bait of free goods, secret rebates, extra

discounts, etc. Play the game in the open and above

board. Follow the golden rule “Do unto others as

you would have them do unto you.” Don’t conclude

that Mark Twain was serious when in commenting

on this rule_ he said: “People have twisted this rule,

and they would have it read ‘do unto others as you

would have them do unto you, but do them first.’ "’

To do them first might for a time work successfully,

but common experience has demonstrated that they

who indulge in this practice usually awaken to the

realization that in the end they have been “done.”

2. Recognize and accept conditions as they are.

Don’t allow yourself to be imbued with the idea that

notwithstanding the business depression you must at

any sacrifice show the same volume of business,

measured from the dollar and cents standpoint as

you did during the abnormal period which prevailed

during the war. With the reduction in prices, this

result can be obtained only by greatly increasing

your poundage production. Overproduction, how

ever, is one of the factors which is responsible for

the present depression. Produce only such goods as

you have reason to believe you can market at a fair
margin of profit to yourself. i

3. Don’t overlook that the principal function of

all business is the making of a fair margin of profit

to the owner. Don’t guess at your costs. Others

have tried it and have been doomed to failure. The

hit-and-miss policy is dangerous. Sometimes you

hit, but more often you miss. Don’t conclude

merely because your competitor can sell a certain

article at a stated figure, you can do likewise. His

cost, because of a difference in manufacturing con

ditions, may be lower than yours. Don’t conclude

merely because you have a smaller plant than your

competitor his cost of production is necessarily rel

atively higher. It may be that his plant is laid out

on a more scientific manufacturing basis, in conse

quence whereof his overhead is reduced to a mini

mum.

Business has come to recognize the necessity of a

proper cost accounting system. Unfortunately,

many of the manufacturers engaged in the confec

tionery industry have not appreciated this fact.

Some arrive at their selling price by comparison

with the selling prices of other manufacturers, ir

respective of whether the conditions of manufacture

are similar. Others, while they may have what they

consider a cost system, yet their system is incom

plcte. Recognition is too often not given to many

of the expense items which should be included.

Others have a general cost system which they apply

‘throughout their plant, giving no recognition to the

various departments. If the costs of each depart

ment were kept separate, it would be found in many

cases that certain departments are being operated

at a loss while others are showing more than a fair

and reasonable margin of profit. This loss is not

reflected in the periodic statement of profit and loss

because the loss sustained in the one department is

absorbed by the profits made in another. In the

long run, nothing is gained by continuing a depart

ment which constantly shows a loss. It not alone

makes inroads upon your profits but is very apt to

spell ruin to another manufacturer whose principal

business is the manufacture of that particular class

of confectionery. The fact must not be lost sight

of that cost accountings are worked out on a fixed

normal capacity basis of the plant under normal
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business conditions. VVhenever there is a disturb

ance in normal business conditions, the normal pro

duction of your plant is either increased or decreased

as the case may be. Variations from normal may

be caused by a number of circumstances. The fol

lowing serve as incidents:

Delays in manufacturing,

Breaking down of machinery,

Repairs,

Accidents to employees,

Running only part time,

Giving of pensions,

Return of goods,

Unjust claims,

Dull business,

Depreciation of machinery.

Whenever these variations occur, it has the effect

of increasing costs. The manufacturer must, there

fore, ever be alert in detecting causes which tend to

affect his fixed normal output and in computing his

costs, take the same into consideration and make his

adjustments or allowances accordingly.

Profits may be temporary and uncertain but ex

pense never fails.

Be liberal in making up your costs.

The same rules of business which apply to manu

facturers also apply to jobbers and retailers, and if

followed will bring profits to all.

A satisfied customer is your best advertisement.

He buys more himself and recommends your goods

favorably to others.

The above is written solely with the object of

helping along the business adjustments which every

body is hoping for.

 

A Mother’s Helping Hand

“I WAS fired from my first job,” said a success

ful candy merchant. “I was fourteen years

old and I needed that three dollars per week. I lost

my job because of another boy's fault. I didn’t put

up a kick, but took my medicine and said nothing.

The other boy was decent enough to tell his mother

about it. She had the right idea. She got us to

gether and we had a talk. Result, we agreed to

take her advice and play fair. She found a place for

both of us in a candy factory and saw to it that we

made ourselves worth more than our wages. That

was twenty years ago. This is the same shop. Jim

and I bought it several years ago. Mother’s gone,

but this is her best memorial. She surely under

stood boy nature !”

-i<»~>i

HE clerk who finds out and tells the manager

why his customers came there to buy will help

make it possible to bring more trade.

 

HE man with no enthusiasm for his work is a

man who is foredoomed to failure.

Comments of

Tokorimo

Shan
Hon. Editor

Confectionate Jurnal

UNNERSTAN that Hon. Har Ding have cause

grate disappoint in Europe because he have refuse

to send dellergate to Genoa to take part in what are

call Economic confrence. “VVhat are main objeck

of this here internashnal gatherin?” I ask smart

frend what knows evverthing mainly, and he say to

me:

“Tokorimo, as you possess only avrage mentality,

and perfessers tell us that the avverage nowdays

could be classed as more ons, I will have to redoose

explanashun to simplest terms. Object of Genoa

confrence have same objeck as other sellerbrated

party who hail from same place, which is the dis

covery of Amerrica. Confrence will go on just

same but it will be like the play of Omelet with the

chief egg left out. Skeem was to pool issues on the

money queschion. Evveryboddy to contribbut to the

main pot. Lennon would bring his rubles, Germany

her marks, Italy her lires, France her Francs and so

on, and genners America bring her dollars. It was

figgered by gettin enuif Amerrican dollars into the

general fund that currency would be stable ized and

grate prosperrity would rain in Europe. There ain't

any shortage of money in Europe——evveryboddy has

bales and bales of it. The only trouble is that it

won’t buy nothin. If Amerrica could be convince

that all this is real money Europe’s financial trubble

would be at an end and they could keep on indef

nitely or longer a printin bank notes and gettin our

machinery, cotton, food and evverthing. But when

time come that we should buy their producks and we

offer them the same money back they would say,

‘How foolish in the extreme. Ain’t we alreddy got

unlimted supply of such. If it is all same to you

we'll take our pay in real gold, U. S. treasury notes

or Liberty Bonds.’ Genoa confrence put me in mind

of some fellers what had lot of counterfitt money on

hand so seven of em got up a poker game to which

they invite rich banker to come and set in, the objeck

bein when banker win he get only imitashun money,

but when he lose and buy new stack of checks his

money are sent by a quick messenger to safe deposit.

Genoa poker game will go on with loud noise, but

rich banker have been detained home by pleadin of

scared wife.”

“But,” I agitate completely, “Hon. Lord Gorge

of england, he are to be present, and are it not a fack

that at present time english money are almost at

par?”
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_ “Yes,” say frend with amusing originality, “It

are true that Lord Gorge will be on the job, but he

won’t take any counterfitt money. He are libel to

come back to London with a first mortgidge on half

of Europe. In diplomercy marked cards are lowable,

and i bet Lord Gorge has a deck in each pocket.”

I have not without much amazement of the con

sistency of republercan party. It are graterfyin to

see that they have not abandon noble princerples

what they have follered for menny years. Party

were brought to promminence by advercatin the

pertection of American industries and again it are

proved that Hon. members have not fergot the

teechins of Blaine, Mack Kinley and Roservelt.

Horble demercrats would allers leave us at the mercy

of popperized Europe, but them republercans can

be depended on in any crisis to defend with their

lives the princerple of pertection to natif resdents

of union states.

“I/Vhat are commandin industry of American

contynent today,” shout impashuned orator on floor

of House.

“Bootleggin,” come chorus of constichyants plant

ed in gallery.

“Right,” say Hon. Congersman with fever. “One

of our commonest and most profertable ockerpations

to-day I am inform are rapidly passin into the hands

of unpricipled forriners. Vi/ayne B. tells me that

ninety per cent of illegal traffic in intoxycatin lickers

are now control by men who are not citzens. Shall

this here intollerable condishuns be permitted to re

main? Shall we be derrelict in our duty and false to

the memories of the noble founders of our party? I

say ‘No, Never.’ I wish to l-1terduce a bill which will

give ampul pertection to our citizens. I want incor-

perated into the statchoots a law which will allow our

courts to de port any alien found makin, selling or

transportin intoxycatin licker.”

Bill was passed with loud clamor of apperbashun,

the Aunty Saloon League and native born bootleg

gers leadin in the cheerin. I ask wise frend what he

thinkof ackshun and he say:

“Oh, assininnity, thy name is Congers. 'With

finanshul, agricultural, industrial and transportation

problems needin immediate attenshun, this hous of

misrepresentatives lets its time be taken up with

fool legislation that ain’t either effective or nessary.

Under present laws if ailien are convicted of de

liberately and continnaly breakin our regerlations,

he can be deported without any special law declarin

any special crime to deserve this penalty. But under

such a law that make deportation imperative for this

particular offense, what will be efieck? We have

got in this country hunderds of thousands of ailiens

anxious to go back to their natif land when they get

enough money to support them for life. This will

make it easy. When they go now they have to pay

all expenses and in addishun show receipt for in

come tax. With this dam fool law in effeck all a

alien with a large family will have to do when he

gets ready to go will be to make up a batch of home

brew, open a winder and holler to a policeman and

ask him if he don't want to buy a bottle of beer.

Hon. cop will invest a quarter, wipe off his mustash

and hale the feller into court. Indignant judge will

give order to deport Horble alien, and Union States

will furnish him transpertashion back to his natif

land.”

Other day in House on Hon. member got up and

said his colleegs was a lot of petty grafters and was

called a liar by a nother member from a safe dis

tance. Grate disturbance result and it look like a

fist fight. Speeker ask member to retrack or amend

his remarks and Hon. member refuse. After sev

veral ink wells have been throan and ofiendin mem

ber had been choke by sergent at arms he holler nuff

and say he will polergize. He get up and dust off

his clothes and say, “I have said that you are a lot

of petty grafters. I wish now to amend that re

mark and will ask the stenografter to strike out the

word ‘petty.’

And evveryboddy shook his hand and was satis

fide with polergy.

Well i spose most evverboddy is some sort of

grafter.

Hopin you are the same

TOKORIMO SHAN

P. S. I see how Hon VVillum ]enny Brine are

indignant that any one should say he descended

from a monkey. I ast republercan frend what he

thought bout it and he said sharpishly, “\Vhat I

want to know is what the monkey thinks bout it.”

 

A Semi-Centennial of the Typewriter

HE music of the typewriting machine is heard

around the world. It reaches, constantly, the

ear and understanding of far-away people destined

to become buyers and users of whatever we have to

sell. Ninety-nine letters, broadcasted through the

mail, may be wasted but that one in a hundred that

brings results pays for all the rest. The one live

principle in building a business is to gain more

customers than are lost. Nearly fifty years ago a

man named Bain brought a type-writing machine to

the Philadelphia Centennial Exhibition. It was a

crude affair but, more than anything else ‘there

demonstrated, it has spread the gospel of trade. It

has made the woman in business a herald of modern

traffic; has brought the whole world into touch. If

the next great exposition, for which Philadelphia is

now preparing, produces one single innovation of

equal service to the industry of the future, the un

dertaking will be well worth what it costs.

.i~

O YOU ever write any letters to your trade

journal editor, passing along some good idea

you have discovered? \Vhy not do your part to

help the trade?
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Illustrated Bookkeeping
STUDYING LOCATIONS

To THE thorough manner in which the United

Cigars Stores has studied locations has been at

tributed an important factor of their success. If

the confectioner is to make the greatest success of

his business he, too, must study locations.

The best retail business location is, of course,

that spot to which the people come in the largest

numbers. As a matter of fact the best locations for

either retail stores or manufacturing plants, other

railroads were built, and people began traveling more

by rail than by boat, then a location near the railroad

station became the ideal location. With the advent

of the trolley car conditions changed once more.

The almost universal use of the automobile is now

making locations that were of little value ten or

fifteen years ago of such great value that had a

man been able to secure a fifty-year lease then his

fortune would be made now. The airplane is a

factor that must be taken into consideration in ref
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This shows how a location map of the business section of a city might look. It will be noted that the stores are£
from Water street and locating closer to the railroad station and the intersection of the trolley lines. There are also a' :

of new stores being started along the bus line. A map like this kept up to date will show at a glance much that the£
tioner needs to know about location. One color might well represent his line of business, or a tack of a certain shape mig

be used for this purpose.
-

erence to future locations. It may be possible now

to secure a long lease at a very low rent of some

location near a landing field or on the main street

from a landing field which in another ten years could

not be secured for several times the present rent.

In studying locations, therefore, there are a great

many factors to be taken into consideration, and the

simplest way to make these studies seems to be by

things being equal, are those which it is easiest to

reach.

One factor in business locations that perhaps is

too likely to be overlooked is the influence that modes

of transportation have upon retailing centers. In

those days, when most travel was by water and there

were no larger interior cities, the best store loca

tions were upon streets near the water. When the
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means of pictures made to show the changes. The

simplest way of making such a picture is to procure

a map showing the city and its immediate environs.

Just as large a map as possible should be procured,

that is as large a one at it is possible to procure, pro

vided this is not too large to mount upon a board

and hang on the wall. It is important that as much

as possible of the territory from which custom is

drawn be shown. -

This map should show the location of the rail

road stations, the street car lines, those broad and

--- -- -

sary to have the map mounted upon map-mounting

board and hung on the wall.

A yellow-headed pin may be used to indicate a

store that is apparently now in a good location.

When a store moves from one location to another a

green-headed pin might be inserted in the new loca

tion and a red-headed one in the old location. It

will be well to use for this purpose pins upon the

heads of which the year may be written in ink. A

blue pin might indicate a new store just starting in

business, and a black pin the failure of a store. A
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. . This shows some of the tacks, pins, beads and other devices that are on the market and can be used in making a map

picture. In the upper left corner is shown a cross section of a composition board upon which the map may be mounted.

The cork surface makes it easy to insert the pins. This gives some idea of how much information can be pictured on a map.

well-paved streets used most by motorists, motor

car parking places, parking restrictions and every

other item having a direct bearing on present trans

portation. Upon this map should also be indicated

all spaces that have been set aside for airplane land

ing fields or which may be set aside for that purpose.

The stores in the shopping district may be indi

cated by means of pins. For this reason it is neces

considerable number of black pins in the same loca

tion would indicate there was something wrong with

that location. The rent may be too high for the lo

cation.

Keep a complete record of the changes in the

shopping center in picture form in this manner, and

within a very few years a glance at the picture will

show in exactly what direction the business center
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is tending. Merely keeping track of the stores them

selves, however, does not tell the whole story. Much

more may be shown on the picture if desired.

The city census figures will give data on the

population by wards, and the tax books the valuation

of property by wards. It will be well to show this

on the picture. Beads and pins make it easy to do

this. A gold bead may be assumed to be a certain

amount of wealth, and a bead of another color a

certain number of people. Then enough gold beads

are placed on a pin to represent the valuation of

the ward and enough other beads on another pin to

represent the population. These pins with the beads

are inserted in the map in the center of the ward,

and the year indicated by marking it on the head of

the pin or by attaching a tag or flag to the pin. The

way in which these beads increase in numbers with

the years or decrease indicates the direction in which

the city is growing, and this data serves as a check

on the store record that has already been made.

If there is an active city planning board in the

city that has drawn up plans to be carried out in

the years to come, it will be well to indicate on the

map what these changes are to be. The widening

or the straightening of some street may make a great

difference with present business locations.

If new subways or elevated lines are contemplated

indicate these, because when they are completed

they will make a difference in the value of business

locations. Watch with great care the motor routes.

The opening of a new highway may bring motorists

over different streets and into different sections of

the city, and this may have a marked bearing upon

the value of business locations.

'It is transportation facilities that more than any

thing else determine the direction in which the busi

ness section will move. It is for this reason that all

transportation facilities must be studied.

The ideal map for making business location stud

ies such as have been indicated is one made up of

a large number of pictures taken from an airplane.

These pictures are taken looking vertically down,

and when they are trimmed and matched together

they form a map that tells more than any other kind

of map possibly can. They not only show all the

buildings and the types of buildings, but the streets.

the car lines and trolley cars on the streets, the motor

traffic and every detail about the city. If a series

of maps are secured that have been made five years

apart they show what can hardly be shown in any

other way. Not only does a comparison of these

maps show in what direction the city is extending,

but the class of buildings that are being erected

and the kinds of streets that are being laid out.

If the business location picture is started on a

map of this nature changes can be shown by cutting

sections from more recent maps made to the same

scale and pasting these sections in the right spots

on the old map. In this way new developments can

be shown in picture form.

At the present time the business of making these

aerial maps is only in its infancy. It is something

that grew out the war. Within a comparatively

few years, however, it is more than likely that such

maps of any city will be obtainable at any store

selling maps.

The practice of making these maps at the present

time appears to be to make them under contract with

the city government or some organization in the

city. A number of cities have already been mapped

and soon many others will be. Inquiries made to

the city engineer will result in finding out whether

or not such maps have been made of your city.

In case these aerial maps are not obtainable, of

course, any map will answer the purpose. It may

seem at first sight like a great deal of work to make

this picture or, as it might be called, moving picture

of business locations. After the map has once been

obtained, however, and the initial information rep

resented in picture form it requires very little work

to keep it up to date. It is only a matter of sticking

in a pin, now and then adding a few pins with beads,

drawing in proposed street and road changes and the

like. Only a little work is required at a time, but

after the record has been kept on this map for ten or

twenty years it yields invaluable information.

\Vhile the map is being used for the purpose of

studying locations, it can also be used for practically

all the other purposes for which maps are used. It

is not a question of providing a map especially for

the study of business locations.

A study of the past business history of the city

and other data about the city that can be obtained

will make it possible not only to show on the map

what is now taking place, and what has taken place

since the map was first placed in service, but to pic

ture also just what has been happening in the past.

In other words, a picture can now be made that

represents what has been taking place for the past

ten, twenty, thirty, fifty or more years ago. The

longer the period represented by the map picture

the more accurately can one judge what will take

place in the future. In forming one’s judgment,

however, it is very necessary to give due weight al

ways to changes in methods of transportation.

They Will 1)0_1t

IRE losses, mainly preventable,‘ now figure in

the United States to a half billion dollars per

annum. The boss, called away suddenly from his

desk, leaves a lighted cigar among his papers and is

burned out. The customer throws a lighted match

into a dark corner and loss follows. The man in

the packing room hides his pipe and his boy helper

chucks his cigarette when they hear somebody com

ing. That’s what! High insurance rates must be

figured into costs. That reduces business. The

result is too often disaster and ruin.
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One of the services which Confectioners Journal ofiers its readers is

that of its Help Wanted division of the Business Opportunities Section.

An advertisement carefully describing the requirements of the position

to be filled, and outlining the opportunity it offers, will bring to the employer

applications from well-qualified men.

The employer can get better men, for he weeds out the applications,

retaining only those letters impressing him most favorably. From his inter

views with the writers he can determine the man he wants.

Doesn’t it stand to reason that an employer can build a more efiicient

organization where he can take his pick of experienced men?

“Help \/Vanted” advertisements are moderate in cost, 5c a word regular

face and 10c for display type.

If you have never used the Business Opportunities Section of our

magazine you have been overlooking an opportunity to obtain a useful

service.

Turn to this section in this issue. Isn't there some avenue of service

open to you through its different divisions, right now—?

Turn to pages following

page 134 for business

opportunities advertise

ments.
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GOT ANY LOADED KIDS AMONG YOUR TRADE?

I want to pass along to you boys something a

customer of mine give me last week.

I was in his store around noon one day when

some of his girls were at their lunch. He was in

the store waiting on trade himself and when a little

girl come in with a nickel to spend, he took hold of

her.

My gosh I never saw anybody so patient since I

was born. This little tike was only seven or eight

years old, and she didn't know what she wanted and

with tons of candy all around her she couldn't make

her mind up. So she wandered around with her

nickel held tight in her sweaty little paw and asked

what this was and that was, and how much you got

of it for five cents, and just couldn't decide what

the nickel was to go for.

Dy'e know, aint it a comfort to have so blame

little coin that you got four places waiting for every

dollar that comes through? Take it from me, it

saves you a lot of time. You don't ever have to

wander around trying to make your mind up what

to put it into like this little kid did. You got the

holes always ready, believe muh!

Well, to get back to me dinner, everywhere this

kid went the boss went with her, answering all her

questions and just as nice as pie. In the end she

spent her coin and he put what she bought in a bag

and come back to me again.

“I certainly got to hand it to you for the nice

way you handled that kid,” I said. “That's my idea

of handling the kid trade and there's a lot in it. A

lot of 'em aint got the patience to do it though."

“Neither have I," he said. “If I'd had my way

I'd have led that child to the door two minutes after

she came in, only I was afraid to."

“Afraid to!" I said—“What's the matter with

you—think she had a gun in her school bag?"

“Maybe not a gun," he said, “but something that

will shoot just as dead."

“Say what's eating you?" I said. “I don't get

you at all! What are you talking about?”

“Didn't I ever tell you about that time I had with

little jimmy Gross?" he said.

He hadn't. so he did.

“That darned near put me out of business,” he

said. “It taught me a lesson I'd never forget.

“]immy is a kid about seven years old, or he

was then, and his teacher said he must have at least

four tape-worms. He was as skinny as an eel but

was stuffing himself all the time. The Methodist

Church used to give 35c. suppers, but they got so

they wouldn't let ]immy in. They began to make

money from the time they barred him out. VVell,

one day he came in here to give an order and I had

to go out back to see about it. I'd left a dish of

mints on the counter from waiting on a customer

before, and when I got back I saw right away that

Jimmy had eat about half the whole dish full. I

don't think he could have eat it all. I suppose he

put some in his pockets. Anyway, I was so mad I

grabbed him by the back of the neck and hustled

him out, calling him a darned pig and some other

things on the way out. I didn't hurt him a bit.

“He went home and told everybody I'd thrown

him out of the store because he'd eaten one mint

out of a dish that was put on the counter for people

to sample. He told every kid he saw about it, and

they all stayed away from my store as if it was

quarantined. He told his mother and she closed her

account here and by telling all her friends she kept

me from getting the next Baptist Church Christmas

order. Why, it got so bad one woman said she

understood there was four bloody finger-prints an

inch deep on ]immy's neck where I choked him,

while I was putting him out. People began to look

at me funny in the streets and my business actually

showed the effect of it. I was worried, for I didn't

know ho\v to stop it. But I talked to some friends

of mine and they said best not do anything, and it

would die out. It did die out pretty much, but that

boy's family have never bought a cent's worth of

me since.”

“Why in thunder didn't you go to 'em and tell 'em

about it ?” I asked.

“I did, but they said that even if he'd eaten the

.whole dish-full, that wasn't any excuse for choking

him black in the face, was it? And anyway, why

didn't I send the bill to them and pay no attention

to Jimmy ?"

“Something in that," I said.

“Yes, and I'd have had a peach of a chance get

ting it out of them l" he came back. “I have enough

work getting them to pay their regular bills.”

“But believe me, young man," he said, “for me

every kid that comes in here since is loaded with

dynamite. If they take two hours to make up their

minds and then go out without spending a cent,‘ I'll

step around with them to the end with the smile that

won't come off, and kiss 'em good-bye when they
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go. If they cough all over the goods, fine! No

matter what they do, I'm ‘too proudto fight’ and

I'll let them get away with it.”

Say, that was some experience, wasn’t it? What

d’y'e know about it, anyway? Kids is loaded, no

doubt about it. They can kick up more fusses to

the square inch than anything else in the world

among grown people. Ain’t it true? And as for

treating one of ’em rotten in a store, oh, my gosh!

Anything can come out of that.

The Retail Confehtioner

_G. H. 'ROBERTS

OMETHING new two or three times a week,

especially on Friday and Saturday, is what the

public are looking for. Sometimes a very old-fash

ioned piece makes a big seller, particularly if it is

converted into a new and up-to-date piece of goods,

which often can be done very easily.

For an illustration, below is a formula which has

been tried out with great success, although it is a

very old-fashioned piece, but with a few new frills

added to it:

Batch N0. 1.—Place 5 pounds of white sugar, 2

pounds of corn syrup and I quart of water into a

pan. Wash down the sides of the pan and boil to

240 F. Take off fire and pour on a clean slab, wet

down lightly with water. Let stand 10 minutes,

then cream up into a fondant. Place this in a pan

and stand aside until the No. 2 Batch is ready.

Batch No. 2.—Place 5 pounds of white sugar, 1

pound of corn syrup and 1 quart of water into a pan.

Wash down the sides of the pan and boil to 229 F.

Then take off the fire and add Batch No. 1 to this

and stir until thoroughly dissolved. VVhen dissolved,

add 2% pounds of shredded cocoanut. More or less

cocoanut can be used if desired. Spoon out on

waxed paper in patty shape to run 12 to the pound.

These are ready sellers at \40 cents a dozen and can

be made in vanilla, strawberry and chocolate, by

adding strawberry for the strawberry batch, and if

you want a chocolate batch, melt V2 pound of choco

late liquor and add to batch immediately after taking

off fire.

Chocolate Covered Patties.——You may also make

a white batch of 16 to the pound. After they have

cooled have a pan of chocolate liquor melted, but

not hot, and dip them in it. This makes a very

delicious and dainty piece of goods.

Pecan Fudge.—Another good seller. Place 6

pounds of white sugar, 2 pounds of brown sugar

and 2 quarts of evaporated milk into the pan. Stir

continuously and boil to 238 F. Take off the fire

and add 1 tablespoonful of salt, IV; pounds of pecan

nuts chopped, and 4 pounds of fondant. Stir until

it becomes grainy. Bar up space on wood table;

 

cover table with wax paper and pour in space. '.\'l1 ‘ll

cold, cut up in squares.

Fondrmt.——Place 8 pounds of white sugar -»:d 3

pounds of corn syrup into pan. \\i':1sh (lo\\n vdes

of pan and boil to 243 F. Have marl‘ "‘ i -5?

and sprinkle with water. Then pour batch. After

you have poured batch, sprinkle water again. on top.

Let stand 15 minutes, then work up into fondant.

Walnut Daint1'es.-—Five pounds of white sugar,

1 pound of corn syrup and l quart of evaporated

milk. Cook to 230 F. Add 5 pounds of cream

fondant. Stir until dissolved. Add 2 pounds of

walnuts and spoon out into small stacks ‘about the

size of a quarter on heavy oiled paper.

I4/rapped Caramels.—-Five pounds of white sugar,

5 pounds of corn syrup, y, pound of hard fat,

1% quarts of light cream, 1% quarts of evaporated

milk. Cook for 10 minutes. Then add very slowly

1 quart of evaporated milk. Cook to ball, or about

246 F. The cooking depends entirely upon the

weather. In hot weather these goods must be cooked

as high as 255 F. Pour on clean, well-greased slab.

To make Chocolate Caramels add to the above l

pound of chocolate liquor melted when batch is

cooked. '

Marslmzallo-ws.—~l-“lace in a small pan to soak V2

pound of high-grade gelatine. Place in another pan

to soak V2 pound of gum arabic. Now put in your

cooking pan 6 pounds of white sugar and 4 pounds

of corn syrup and V2 gallon of water. \/Vash down

the sides of the pan. Cook to 241 F. Pour this

batch in your beater with the gelatine and beat for

10 minutes. Add the gum arabic after it is thor

oughly dissolved, and beat for V2 hour. This makes

marshmallows that can be dropped in starch and

covered with chocolate, or by making a SO-50 mix

ture of starch and confectioners’ sugar they :an be

rolled in this and packed in boxes. If you do not

happen to have a marshmallow beater, you can use

a common ice cream freezer by filling the freezer

tub half full of water. You can get excellent results

this way.

Peanut Bars.——2% pounds of sugar and 2%

pounds of corn syrup. Add 3% pounds of peanuts.

Cook to 320 F. Build up marble into small square.

Pour in square and before it gets too cold cut into

five- or ten-cent bars.

Brazil Bars.—Three pounds of sugar, 2% pounds

of corn syrup. Cook to 310 F., then add

2% pounds of Brazil nuts. Pour on marble after

setting up into squares. Great care must be taken

not to handle too much, for it is liable to grain.

Old-Fashioned Molasses Candy.—For five- or ten

cent bars. Five pounds of white sugar, 5 pounds of

corn syrup and 6 quarts of New Orleans molasses

and 2 quarts of water. The molasses must be added

very slowly after the batch begins to boil. Then

wash down the sides of your pan very carefully.

Throw into the kettle 72 pound of hard fat. Boil

to 258 F. Then add 3 tablespoonfuls of salt and 2

pounds of good butter. Pour out on a clean, greased

marble and when cool enough to handle pull on a

hook. After pulled well, lay on slab and mark with

a sharp knife. When thoroughly cool you 1' .-1

break these pieces off on the mark to sell for fiw ml

'1 (‘ofitc '~y -(~e_
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The Chemist and the Confectioner

HE following address on the value of chemical,

bacteriological and microscopical analysis in the

confectionery industry was delivered before the

Midland Club at its january meeting by F. M. Du

pont, of the Industrial Chemical Institute, Milwau

kee. Mr. Dupont said:

“This discussion can be divided into three dis

tinct classes, namely:

“The analysis of raw materials before and after

buying, the analysis during manufacture, to ascer

tain the progress in the manufacture and to correct

failures and third to standardize the sales product.

“All the more important members of the confec

tionery trade, should be conversant with not only

all the details of the practical side of their own par

ticular branch of the trade, but ought to possess

a general knowledge of the raw materials from which

their goods are prepared. Chemistry is that branch

of physical science which has for its chief object

the study of the composition of matter and the forces

which act upon it and change its form from one into

another compound.

“The confectioner’s raw materials can be classi

fied as:

“Aerating, coloring, enriching, flavoring. moisten

ing, shortening, sweetening and special agents.

“The chief aerating and lightening materials are

yeast, those chemical compounds known as chemi

cals or powders or baking powder, and well beaten

whites of eggs or egg albumin solution containing

numerous globules of entangled air.

“The coloring matters include vegetable, animal,

mineral and a few coal-tar dyes.

“The most important enriching agent is eggs, or

more especially the yolks.

“The flavoring substances include alcholic and

non-alcoholic beverages and essences, essential oils,

spices, fruits and fruit preparations, chocolate, al

monds, salt, etc.

“The moistening agents include water, milk and

eggs.

“The shortening bodies in general use are fats

such as butter, lard, margarines, oils neutral and

vegetable fats and the phosphorized fat in yolks.

“The sweetening materials include the sugars of

different kinds, chiefly sucroses, glucoses, invert sug

ars and even glycerine, which also attracts moisture

besides.

“Under the special agents may be mentioned the

different kinds of flours and starches, dextrines and

gums, which gives body and is the base or starting

point for many of the goods.

“You are all familiar with these materials and

know, of course, their use in your trade. »

“Through the cunning of the manufacturer

with the help of chemists all these materials have

been adulterated and where this was not possible on

account of the watchful eye of the U. S. Govern

ment. compounds have been invented which are sup

posed to fulfill the requirements of the confectioner.

Many of these compounds thank their existence only

to a new idea of making money. ’They do not have

to be detrimental but are just an example of how to

make 500 to 1,000 per cent. profit.

“How have you guarded yourselves against this

multitude of possibilities of getting cheated. Many

of you have, no doubt, taken steps in the right di

rection. The only man who can help you is the

chemist. He is the man who can pry into the secrets

of these complex merchandises and help you to find

the suitable raw materials and see that you actually

get what you are paying for. Chemical control is

needed in the purchase all along the line and it takes

experience as well as study to maintain it. This

would seem from what I have said before self-evi

dent and unnecessary to say, nevertheless, I can

point out utterly absurd losses in great organizations

that are otherwise well managed, all for the lack

of this needed and specialized form of control. Guar

anties that are placed upon guesses are expensive.

“We now step to the second class of investiga

tions, namely, to these during manufacture. The

principal constituent can rightfully be called the

sugar. The sugar analysis, which a generation ago

was limited to the determination of density, special

rotation and reducing power has greatly expanded

in the last 25 years. The great susceptibility of

sugars to chemical changes have been studied and

niust be well kept in mind by the analyst.

“The simple process of heating may change a

sugar solution in a fundamental way. You are us

ing in your industry not one but a large number

of different kinds of sugars and combinations there

of and probably could use more if you knew how

to handle them. Such advice can only come from

a chemist familiar with this subject. If I just would

want to give you a superficial idea of sugars I

would have to read you volumes. I just want to

mention a few points. The sugars are related to

each other and it is but a small step from one to

another. This can be accomplished by physical

means or by chemicals. The final product is then

entirely different from the one you started out with.

When you come to consider the many different ar

ticles you are using in the manufacture of certain

goods, it is not surprising what revolutionary action

they can have on your batch. Outside of sugars

you are using gums, pectins, glucosides, egg prod

ucts, starch products of such a complicated nature

that they even give the chemist much to think about.

On account of them every manufacturer has his

troubles. The man who thinks he has none has
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basked himself to sleep and has taken these dis

crepancies and troubles for routine troubles, which

just happen and cannot be avoided.

“Of this man I ask this question: Have you

submitted your trouble to an industrial and research

chemist for investigation and study? His answer

might even be: ‘Yes, I sent a sample to a chemist

and asked him to give me a complete analysis. I

wanted to find out what was wrong. I got his re

port, but I could not understand it. So I sent an

other sample to another man and this man reported

something entirely different. Now one of them was

wrong, but I do not know which one. At any rate

they could not help me.’

“This is an illustration of how it is done some

times. The fault lies on both sides. The manu

facturer should have taken the chemist into his con

fidence, just like he would his lawyer, given him

all the details and let- the chemist decide the rest.

If he has not sufficient confidence in the chemist and

does not give him any of his so-called secrets he

cannot expect any results because some of the factors

he has hidden might just be the one which con

tributed to the trouble. The chemist on the other

hand should not have let the analysis go from his

hand without further information. Both chemists

may have turned out a correct analysis, but given

it a different interpretation.

“The results of an analysis can be expressed in

many different ways:

“In my experience I have often been asked

whether I am a practical expert in this or that line.

I always deny this and claim that this is not ab

solutely necessary. The chemist must be absolutely

conversant with that part of chemistry which enters

into the particular field of research and then use his

knowledge, experience and common sense and logic

ally build up the case and arrive by systematic elim

ination and by analysis to the desired conclusion.

“This reminds me how one day I was called by a

large manufacturer of crackers who had a peculiar

trouble. The crackers would bend up on the edges

as soon as they were put in the oven and thereby

become concave in form. This certainly was rather

troublesome to him as he could not get the required

number in the box. I went with him over the whole

case. I want to mention right here that I have never

been in a place where they made crackers before. I

followed his process, took samples in my own way,

with the result that the crackers were straight in

36 hours. The man who made these crackers has

had many years of experience, but he only saw what

was going on on the outside and was not conversant

with the chemical and bacteriological changes the

dough undergoes during the whole process.

“This is only one case. I could cite you hundreds

of them to prove to you that an efiicient chemist

not only can, but actually is of great help.

“The idea I want to express in this talk is, the

confectioner should go with his trouble to a com

petent chemist and treat him like he would his phy

sician or lawyer. There has to be absolute collabora

tion to obtain success. It is not necessary to have

batches spoiled regularly, there must be a reason.

You all know how atmospheric conditions affect

confectionery and that you have to make changes

from day to day on account of the barometric pres

sure. It is, therefore, not hard to understand that

apparently minor details in manufacture and small

impurities can have great consequences. I do not

feel at liberty to discuss any specific cases of your

industry because our clients expect us to keep their

business secret.

“The work of the chemist is not only analytic and

corrective, but also constructive. The chemist can

work out new ideas far quicker than the man with

only practical experience. It is my firm belief that

thus far science has only scratched the surface of

industry. The great rewards await those who have

the faith and courage to plow deep. The confec

tionery industry in 20 years from now will not stay

behind alone.

“This is not the only way the chemist may render

his services to his clients. I have spoken to you

about controlling the purchases by chemical exam

ination and of controlling the manufacture and of

doing research work, and now I want to say a few

words about the finished product.

“The U. S. Government has made it their task

to clearly define, what may be considered pure food

and has established the numerous laws well known

to everybody. These laws do not define the grades

of your confections as long as ingredients used

therein are fit for consumption. Years ago there

was a considerable talk about glucose in the use in

foods, the analyst alleging commercial glucose as

an adulterant is frequently asked in court as to its

healthfulness, so that the following conclusion of

a committee appointed some years ago by the na

tional academy of sciences to ascertain among other

things whether there is any danger attending the use

of this product in food are to the point: First, that

the manufacture of sugar from starch is a long es

tablished industry; scientifically valuable and com

mercially important; second, that the process which

it employs at the present time are unobjectionable

in their character and leave the product uncontam

inated; third, that the starch sugar thus made and

sent into commerce is of exceptional purity and uni

formity of composition and contains no injurious

substances, and fourth, that though having only

about two-thirds sweetening power of cane sugar is

in no way inferior in healthfulness, there being no

evidence before the committee that maize starch

sugar either in its normal condition or fermented has

any deleterious effect upon the system even when

taken in large quantities.

“From this you see that all investigations have
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"with you.

only been carried out from "a standpoint of health.

The question arises now not whether confections

answer the requirements of the pure food laws, but

whether a standard would not be advisable to see

whether they are made from simple natural prod

ucts or made, if I may use the term, synthetically

with the aid of chemicals and cheaper products.

“If such classification is feasible or not rests

I hope I have made myself clear that

the confectionery industry should more strongly

consider the benefits of the chemist, than it has done

in Ih€ p3.St." j
 

Cut from Your Sunday Paper

' HE demand‘ for soda-counter beverages and

sundaes has built up. a great manufacturing in

dustry devoted to the production of flavoring sirups

and other indispensable requisites.

One big factory in this country buys $700,000

worth of strawberries a year. It uses more than

7,000,000 pounds of sugar in a twelvemonth. One

of its new machines peels 115 oranges a minute, or

250 boxes a day.

This concern imports its vanilla beans direct from

Mexico, in sixty-pound cans. They are chopped

into small pieces in a tank by an arrangement of

knives; ground to powder, made into a “mash” with

alcohol, put up in barrels and held six months. Then

the fluid part, which is the “extract" (the alcohol

having absorbed the flavor), is pressed out of it and

bottled.

Lemon extract is made in the same way, and like

wise extract of orange. Both are derived not from

the pulp of the fruit, but from the peel, which is cut

into little shreds to break up the tiny vessels that

contain the flavoring essential oil.

Chocolate sirup is made in 400-gallon batches in

a huge kettle, each batch requiring four barrels of

powdered chocolate. Three batches are a day’s out

put. Doesn't it make your mouth water?

Pecan meats arrive at the factory in barrels, and

walnut meats in fifty-five-pound boxes. They are

carefully picked over by girls, imperfect halves being

rejected. The selected meats are chopped in a ma

chine by many-blade knives into pieces a quarter of

an inch square, and then are packed in large glass

jars of peculiar construction, each one having an

arrangement by which it can be exhausted of air.

When thus exhausted, a valve is opened to admit

sirup, which fills all the interstices between the nut

meats. By this means a perfect mixture is obtained.

'Pineapple pulp comes from Hawaii and Porto

Rico in gallon tins. The cherries that are to become

“maraschino" are mostly import-.:l from Italy. As

received, they are bleached to whiteness and flavor

less. After being stemmed and pitted in ingenious

machines, they are poured into kettles and treated

with a sugar-laden red sirup to give them the de

sired sweetness, flavor and color. Some of them are

colored green. Put up in glass jars, they are beauti

ful to see.

"withdrawal of advantage to the merchant.

Legal Points

for the

Retail Merchant

LESLIE CHILDS

RIGHT or MERCHANT T0 CANCEL oamza FOR oooos

HIE question of when, or under what circum

stances, an order for merchandise may be leg

ally countermanded is one of considerable interest

to every retail merchant regardless of his line. This

is true for the reason that circumstances may arise,

after the giving of an order, that would make its

This

then raises the question of his legal right to counter

mand, and the further question of when such a right,

if he has it, must be exercised.

In the first place, generally speaking, an order for

goods is a mere offer until it has been accepted by

the one to whom it is directed. It must then be ac

cepted before it becomes an enforceable contract.

It follows, that the right of the merchant giving the

order to cancel will depend upon whether or not

the order has been accepted; if it has been accepted

the right to cancel is lost. On the other hand, the

merchant giving the order will usually have a right

to cancel, or countermand, until it has been accepted.

This then brings us to a consideration of the

question of what amounts to the acceptance of an

order that will bind the merchant. In other words,

when will an order be deemed in law to constitute

an enforceable contract, that will preclude a can

celation without the consent of both parties to it.

And as the answer to this may turn on the authority

of the one taking the order it may perhaps be best

illustrated as follows:

If the retail merchant deals with the wholesale

merchant, or other seller, direct the taking of the

order by the latter will usually complete the con

tract. This assuming that the seller accepts the or

der without any reservation, such as referring it

to another for approval, or holding it up until the

credit standing of the one giving the order may be

enquired into. Of if the order is given to a travel

ing salesman, or other agent, of the seller who has

the power to accept orders the contract will usually

be complete upon the giving of the order and the

one giving the order will not have any right to

countermand or cancel.

If, on the other hand, as is perhaps the case in

the majority of transactions of this kind, the mer

chant gives the order to a traveling salesman, sub

ject to the approval of the latter’s firm, there will

be no enforceable contract until the order has been

accepted by the firm. It follows, that the merchant

giving the order will then be within his legal rights

in canceling any time before it has been accepted.

And it has been held that the fact that the order
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the contract was unilateral.

contained a clause that recited that it was not sub

ject to countermand did not deprive the merchant of

his right to countermand, if he exercised it before

the order had been accepted. This, of course, as

suming that the order was given subject to approval.

This point may be illustrated by the following:

A traveling salesman called upon a retail merchant

and the latter signed an order for a bill of goods.

The order recited on its face that it was “not sub

ject to countermanr.” It also stated that it was

taken subject to the approval of the salesman’s firm,

which was in a distant city. All right.

After giving the order the merchant, for some

reason which doesnot appear in the report, decided

that he did not want the goods ordered, and the fol

lowing day after giving the order he wrote to the

firm countermanding the order. The firm, it ap

pears, received this letterbefore it had accepted

the order, which was forwarded in by its salesman,

but it declined to accept the countermand and shipped

the goods.

The merchant declined to receive the goods for

the geason that he had countermanded the order.

The dispute led to a lawsuit in which the seller at

tempted to enforce payment for the goods against

the retail merchant. The court, however, held that

the retail merchant was within his rights in counter

manding the order before it had been accepted. It

was pointed out that the order was taken subject

to the approval of the salesman’s firm, and that until

it had been approved the retail merchant could not

have forced the other to supply the goods. There

fore the court reasoned it would be unjust to de

prive the retail merchant of the right to cancel be

fore the order had been accepted.

In other words, the court held the contract to be

unilateral, or one-sided, until the order had been

approved, or accepted, hence it was not enforceable

before its acceptance. The rule governing situa

tions of this kind may be illustrated by the follow

ing quotation from the language of a decision ren

dered in a similar case:

“The written order given by the defendant [the

buyer] to the agent, and forwarded to the plaintiff

[the seller], was countermanded before acceptance

by the plaintiff, and before the plaintiff had taken

any steps whatever toward filling the order. The

defendant had a right during that time to counter

mand it. The order was one which the plaintiff
could accept or not, as it pleased. This fright was

expressly reserved in the order, and until acceptance

Up to the time of ac

ceptance, or up to the time the plaintiff had signified

its intention to accept, it was not bound by the or

der; and during this time the defendant had the
right to countermand.” A

Of course, no businesslike retail merchant would

give an order with the idea of countermanding it

the next day, or hour; he would-simply be wasting

both his and the salesman’s time by so doing.

Neither would such a merchant needlessly-or capri

ciously countermand an order once given. But in

the event he discovered good reasons for counter

manding the order—reasons that would in the light

of the after-discovered facts justify such a course—

he will, as a general rule, be within his legal rights

in so countermanding, providing he does so before

the order has been accepted.
 

Show Yourself at the May Conventions

S briefly mentioned, in our last issue, the annual

conventions of four of the trade’s organiza

tions will take place during the week of May 22nd,

at Chicago. These several organizations will hold

their own sessions for the consideration of the prob

lems peculiar to their interests. There are pressing

reasons why the members of these associations,

wherever located, should attend the meetings and

so, by their presence and participation, uphold their

officers and committees in whatever may be planned

to improve the business outlook and surmount the

difficulties which now annoy the confectionery in

dustry. Make it a matter of duty and self-interest

to go to Chicago and. by your influence and appear

ance there, do your part to help along in the

direction of that return of solid, healthy stability

the industry should always have if you are to pros

per and be happy.

Mother’s Day——Get a Wiggle On!

AVE you planned any appropriate recognition

of “Mother's Day”? This event, coming this

year upon Sunday, May 14th, is an annual fixture

and one of increasing importance. To take advan

tage of the opportunity it ofi‘ers is to help along the

already wide observance of the day by special win

dow displays and a varied oFfering of the kinds of

candy mother loves. If you have not already pre

pared for this event you still have time, upon read

ing this, to arrange something efiective and to let

your patrons know that you are ready to help them

in the observance of a beautiful custom that appeals

to the finest sentiments of the human heart. The

outlay of a few dollars, upon your part, in this mat

ter, will be like bread cast upon the waters. They

will come back to you in many fold from a public

quick to recognize a spirit of enterprise which is

the very cornerstone of business success.

 

 

HE first profit to be made on goods is made in

buying them. Are you buying in such a way as

to get that profit?

 

T IS not the biggest show window that attracts

the most attention or sells the most goods.

Small windows are often jewels of display.
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Does the

Retailer Know

He Knows?
l\~'I.\NTHI:1 Hows

EVERYBODY USES THESE

HE customers who come to the store may be

bank clerks, bank presidents, errand boys, busi

ness women, Irish, Swedes, Finns or Americans.

These classifications mark really minor differences,

but ‘they all, normally, have certain things in

common.

They ALL depend on the sense of sight, hearing,

smell, taste and touch, to get their ideas. It is the

way we all have to proceed to get acquainted with

anything new.

Blindfold a short fat Finn.

thin Yankee. Take them both off in an automobile

and after a ride of a few hours lift them out of the

car, take them into a house and stand them up in

the middle of the room.

What do they do? Does the short fat Finn act

differently than the tall thin Yankee? Not much

he doesn’t.

Both men are likely to stretch out their hands to

try to tell something about their surroundings by

feeling (sense of touch). They sniff attempting to

note a difference in the air, a faint odor that might

help them to identify the locality of the house (sense

of smell). They strain their ears to listen acutely,

to find out if they can distinguish any familiar

sounds (sense of hearing). If you suddenly were

to drop them into a tub of liquid, they would prob

ably smack their lips to find out what it was: oil,

water or molasses (sense of taste). Take off the

blindfold and they can SEE where they are (sense

of sight).

(Everybody has to proceed along the same lines

when they are suddenly thrust into a new situation.

And these senses of sight, hearing, taste, smell and

touch are common to all of us. We ought to keep

this fact in mind because it plays an important part

in the art of conducting a successful retail business.

Now all these senses hook up with what the high

brows call our instincts. You can define instinct, if

you please (not as the high-brows do), as that strong

urge within all of us which moves us to act a certain

way.

There is first, and it is as old as Adam, the instinct

to look out for our own neck (self-preservation).

There is, second, the urge to leave copies of our

selves on the earth after we are dead and gone

( propagation) .

These are the two big URGES and under them

come the lesser instincts of possession, for com

Then blindfold a tall,

panionship and friends, of self-adornment and

curiosity.

Do you begin to see where the confectioner comes

in on all this? VVell, take the urge to save our neck.

To continue to keep our neck on our shoulders, and

our head balanced on top of that, we have to see that

the body gets enough to eat and drink.

Hunger and thirst are things we know by first-

hand experience. It backs every other urge right

off the board.

Here taste, sight, smell enter into the question.

The confectioner and fountain man sells not fur

niture or clothes, which we could get along without

in a pinch, but he does sell food and drink. He sells

merchandise that appeals to and fills the oldest needs

of mankind—hunger and thirst.

Now to whet the appetite of the customer appeal

to his eyes and imagination by a skillful window dis

play. Brilliant mounds of oranges, apples and

grapes, the biggest and most choice of the kind halt

the attention. A box of exceptionally fine straw

berries “makes the mouth water.” A window dis

play that appetizingly tempts our hunger by attract

ing our attention to food has made half the ‘sale.

It tacks down the passer-by’s interest and coaxes him

into the store.

There we can appeal to his sense of smell which

is closely hitched up to appetite. A disagreeable

smell will.dull even a keen hunger.

That is one reason soda fountain odors if they

cannot be appetizing, should be noticeable by their

absence. An odor of sour cream, stale banana peels,

burnt peanuts and scorched food calls up disagree

able comments in our mind. Literally, “our nose

knows” and passes the verdict: NO Good.

So once in awhile leave the store, walk around the

block, come back and use the same tester possessed

by all your customers—a nose. Does the store smell

fresh and clean? Does it smell good? Are the

noticeable odors likely to make one hungry?

Coffee with a delightful aroma, baked beans and

freshly baked brown bread, mint, lemon, these are

odors that are pleasant to the majority of people.

They make us hungry and so are good perfumes ~to

float about the store. They tickle the nose that

carries the good news to the palate.

Seeing a bowl of fruit syrup, a counter keg of

ginger ale carries a message through the eyes. W'e

are reminded that we are thirsty. For that -reason

fountain containers that lea-we appetiaing contents

in plain sight are usually a good bid. Customers

who see a bowl of hulled strawberries will often

order them when they would not think of doing so

if the strawberries had been kept out of sight.

So if we are to harness the instincts of thirst and

hunger and make them bring profits to the soda

fountain, we must display palatable concoctions

where the customer can see and smell them. Or
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where we can in some way recall the idea of taste

to him in a vivid fashion.

His sense of taste is the court of last resort. A

too sweet soda, one not sweet enough, a salad that

lacks a piquant flavor, coffee that is bitter from

boiling, tea that is lukewarm, drinks not properly

iced, the customer’s sense of taste says, “turn down

your thumbs.” His palate dislikes the flavor.

More than one customer has failed to come back

to the fountain because his “taste” verdict did not

check up with his “sight” verdict. The appeal to

his eyes and nose was all right, but when he tasted

the djsh it did not come up to expectations.

Because the instinct of curiosity is keen in most

of us anything novel has a decided appeal. So the

successful confectioner attempts to vary his store

arrangement, the interior decorations, or his serv

ing of fountain specials. He aims to tie up the idea

of the fountain and his store with some novel fea

ture that will fix the place in the customer’s mind.

Novelty and change are sure bids for public favor.

It is the exceptional person who always yearns to

flock by himself. He is usually a genius or a freak.

About ninety-nine and a half per cent. of us are just

the ordinary decent American. We like our fellow

man and women. We feel the old instinct or urge

for companionship and friends.

That urge is responsible for the fact that some

confectioners’ stores, especially in the smaller towns,

are regular neighborhood clubs. It is a good thing

to keep this in mind in attempting to run a fountain.

It does not require much effort for the fountain man

to nod and greet a customer by name. And it makes

the customer feel that this is his store, that he is

really welcome not only as a customer, but as a

friend. It tickles his vanity. It makes use of his

instinct for friendship.

Some salesmen will remark: “I just can’t remem

ber names. I recall faces readily enough, but names

get my goat.”

The memory for names like other mind habits,

strengthens by practice. A real effort to concentrate

- on this one thing is bound to make an improvement.

Vi/hen a new customer enters the store make sure to

get his name at once. Then use it whenever pos

sible and address him directly. As a suggestion, and

you will undoubtedly think of better ones : “Are you

going to try our new cherry drink, Mr. Brown?

Fine weather we're having. By the way, Mr.

Brown, who do you think is going to win the

mayoralty campaign?”

It is possible to get the name in, in an inoffensive

manner half a dozen times in a conversation, and

every time you use the name and look and think of

Mr. Brown you are cutting that name deeper and

deeper into the memory.

I have a friend who remembers names best if he

sees them in writing. So he makes it a practice to

use every name repeatedly and to write it out once

or twice. As a consequence he has a reputation for

having a large circle of acquaintances that he can

“call by name." It is a valuable business asset. It

puts people in a pleasant companionable mood. It

develops in them the habit of coming to the store

because it is made such a pleasant friendly place for

them.

And here again we are hitching up with a not-to

be-overlooked instinct—that of imitation.

Consciously or without knowing it, everybody

imitates something or somebody else. A few people

coming to the store regularly are soon followed by

others who “imitate,” who follow the crowd. If it

becomes “the thing” to buy at Twarmley's the people

tend to go there even though the fountain down the

street serves as good sodas.

It is business acumen to bear in mind this common

instinctive tendency to follow the crowd, and to see

that you take pains to get the crowd started in your

direction.

Then that instinct to found a family, the parental

instinct is the one to which we appeal when we make

the store a pleasant place for the children to shop.

If we show the mothers and fathers that the children

are welcome in the store (even if they are more

trouble) we are building a “family” foundation for

our store. A place where the whole family can go

and have a good time is a bet not to be overlooked.

As long as people are cut on the same old hu

man pattern, just so long we’ll have to pay some

attention to the job of harnessing the human in

stincts and making them bring business to the soda

fountain.

Sensations, instincts, such words once upon a time

may have been looked upon as high-brow fads.

Today, though, they have become incorporated in

the every-day working vocabulary of the successful

business man. They form the basis of “how to sell

to the public.”

 

Obituar

ALLACE T. ]ones, president of Rockwood

& Co., chocolate manufacturers, Brooklyn,

N. Y., died on the golf links April Znd of heart

disease in his seventy-second year. His connection

with the chocolate manufacturing business dates

from the early eighties when he became an employee

of the chocolate manufacturing concern of Henry

McCobb, located at 311-315 E. 22nd street, New

York. In November, 1886, the deceased in co-part

nership with the late William Rockwood embarked

in business under the name of Rockwood & Co.,

at 468-470 Cherry street, New York. Later the

business was incorporated and a new plant was es

tablished at Washington and Park avenues, Brook

lyn.
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Increasing Show Window Profits

MONEY-MAKING BACKGROUNDS

HERE are still some confectionery stores with

show windows that are not closed in with per

manent backgrounds. In summer it is impossible to

keep the flies out of these windows, and sometimes

it is necessary to cover the display of candy with

cloth screening in order to protect it.

In the old days before people had learned to fear

flies as they do now, aside from the fact that such

a window was not especially attractive, it did no

positive harm. Today most people realize that the

fly is one of the greatest enemies of civilization. A

window in which there are flies, especially if candy

is displayed in it, in open displaytrays so the flies

have free access to the candy that people are sup

posed to buy and to eat, not only is repulsive to the

average person but actually makes him fear to buy

or to eat the candy sold in that store.

That person pictures in his mind all the filth over

which those flies have walked. He thinks of all

the germs that have been collected and that candy

becomes literally poisoned candy as far as he is

concerned.

For such reasons as these no confectioner‘ who

ever displays in his windows the candy itself can

afford to use windows that are not absolutely fly

tight. If he displays nothing but box goods, of

course, the fly nuisance it not so serious, yet a few

dead flies on the floor of the window will detract

very much from the display and drive away much

more in candy profits than it would cost to take

steps to make flies either dead or alive in the window

entirely out of the question.

An objection often made to a boxed-in window is

that it excludes too much light from the store. This

objection is easily overcome by making the back

ground in the form of a window sash with small

panes. As a matter of fact there is very much to

be said in favor of such a background for a con

fectionery store.

If the glass panes are kept perfectly clean, such

a background is neat and attractive. It also lends

itself readily to decorations in the form of dainty

curtains that go well with confectionery displays.

When considering backgrounds for the confection

ery window it is well to bear in mind that one sug

gesting daintiness, cleanliness, the impossibility of
collectingidirt or dust is the kind that will go far

thest towards increasing the show window profits.

A background that, though inexpensive, is neat

and attractive will serve the purpose much better

than one which, though costing much more money,

is not so neat and attractive. A copper screen back

ground, in spite of the fact that it has the advantage

of permitting of a free circulation of air and ex

cluding but little light, will not prove entirely sat

isfzictory for the reason that screens are bound to

collect a good deal of dust and in the course of time

they become less and less attractive.

A circulation of air suflicient for the purpose may

be secured by drilling a few small holes just below

the window glass covering these with fine screen

to keep out the insects and drilling similar holes

near the ceiling of the window in the background.

If this does not give suflicient ventilation to keep

the windows free from frost in the wintertime a

small concealed electric fan blowing a breeze upon

the glass will keep it free from frost. In case one

fan will not do the work two or more will.

As a matter of fact, it is often much easier to

  

A window background such as this is clean, attractive

and permits the light to enter the store. If for any reason

it seems objectionable to use a board background, one of

small panes of glass like this will answer and it can be

used as an aid in securing special background effects.

keep the glass of a completely closed-in window

free from frost than it is one that is not completely

closed in. Frost on the window is caused by the

condensation of the moisture in the air upon the

window. The warmer the air the greater the moist

ure content. The greater the difference in the tem

perature on the outside and the inside of the glass,

the greater will be the formation of frost.

If the window is open at the back, the air in the

store warm and rather humid, due to steam from

the radiators and perhaps from ‘not water and hot

drinks at the soda fountain, it becomes a difficult

task in cold winter weather to keep the window glass

free from frost. Close in the window and the win

dow temperature can be kept lower than that in the

store, especially if considerable air is allowed to

enter the window from outside. This means that

the profits from the window can be greatly increased

simply because the glass can be kept clear and anyone

passing can see the displays that have been made.

For this reason a window background that is.

comparatively speaking, air tight is a background

that promises to add to the profits. If a glazed back
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ground does not seem desirable, make sure that the

material used is substantial enough to keep the heat

of the store from the window and the cool air in the

window from the store, except as the circulation

may be regulated by means of ventilators provided

at the top or the bottom or both.

After having completed the permanent back

ground of the window, one that completely closes

in the window, the next problem is to consider the

backgrounds for the displays themselves. If the

right kind of permanent background had been built

in, this will always serve at least as the base of the

upper part of the display background.

If this permanent background is a glazed one, it

lends itself to innumerable effective background ar

rangements. Suppose, for example, that it is de

sired to give the window the effect of a room.

Against the wall there is erected a fireplace. Over

the window background with the exception of a few

panes inside an imitation of a window sash there

is fastened crepe paper or some other material to

make it appear like one side of a room. The win

dow at the background now takes upon itself the

real appearance of a window in a room. Upon the

window sill there may be placed acandle, but if

paper is used in the window this will have to be an

electric, rather than a real candle.

Through the window, by means of a spot light,

a moonbeam may be made to shine into the fire

place or upon any object in the windowso long as

the beam does not strike the window glass and shine

in the eyes of those looking into the window. This

is only one of the ways in which the glazed back

ground may be transformed into a very effective

display background.

Screens made after the manner described in the

previous article often make the display itself more

effective. The panels of these screens may be cov

ered with paper of the color which will be most

effective. Brackets or shelves may be attached to

the panels, provided a piece of wood is placed at the

back and nailed to the frame to re-enforce the panel

at this point, and boxes of candy may be displayed

on such brackets or shelves.

Photographs may be attached to the panels, and

when thus shown in what_seems to be a frame, they

are much more effective than they would be if they

were merely set up by themselves on the floor. There

are innumerable ways in which such screens can be

used.

If the screens are made up of three or more in

dependent panels hooked together, the separate pan

els can be set at an angle to each other and will

stand alone even though each panel carries a load in

the shape of a box of candy. When the screen is

used as the background for the display, the upper

part of the background may be decorated with a

curtain made of light material with crepe paper or

anything else that will harmonize and add dainti

ness and attractiveness to the general scheme.

For most displays a three-panel screen will an

swer all the requirements. In some displays the side

panels can be turned out toward the front, and in

others toward the back. This change in treatment

gives different effects and, though the same screen

is used, it does virtually make a different back

ground.

If no screens are used crepe paper can be made

to increase the effectiveness of the background. A

good treatment is to give the lower part an appear

ance of solidity. Up to a height of three feet above

the window floor the background and wall side of

  

Simply by‘ covering all but a few panes of our glazed

background with a specially made screen we can secure an

effect like this. The candle in this case is on a real window

sill in a real window because the permanent _background

which is a window has been used. There are innumerable

ways in which the glazed background may be used to sec-ure~

effective results.

the window might be covered with sheets of white

crepe paper if it is a Iune window, this paper being

divided into panels by means of narrow strips of say

orange-colored paper. Unless it is divided into

panels the background will not be attract ive.

Above this the background and wall may be par

tially covered with strips of paper of the same color

as that used in forming the panels, but this time

twisted into spirals. Apple and orange blossoms or

other fruit blossoms may also well be used liberally

in decorating the upper part of the background.

Every corner offers an opportunity for branches of

these blossoms.

If the show window profits are to be increased, it

is first necessary to close in the window, and next

to make the background for each display just as at

tractive as it can be made without detracting from

the goods actually displayed. A neglected back

ground means reduced window profits.

 

CONOMIZING on light in the show window is‘

as sensible as hiring a first-class salesman and

putting him at work handling stock and scrubbing

up in the back room.
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Meeting Philadelphia Jobbers

Address by JOHN GLOSSINGER

THE Philadelphia Jobbing Confectioners’ Asso

ciation held its monthly meeting on the night of

April 20th. A. C. Keeley, president, directed the

program of the evening and announced that it was

the intention of the Association to have some one

prominent in the trade to make an address at each

regular meeting. It is the idea of the officers to

make their meetings so interestingly instructive that

the members cannot very well afford to stay at home.

This is a capital idea and should be given the hearty

support of its members. The meeting on this oc

casion was exceptionally well attended due to a

timely notice of an address to be made by ]ohn

Glossinger, of H. O. VVilbur & Sons, Inc., who

spoke on the subject of the proper method for a

jobber to figure his percentage of profit. Richard

Weglein made a few appropriate remarks in reply

to Mr. Glossinger. After a general discussion by

various members on matters of importance the meet

ing adjourned. The members were then invited to

partake of a luncheon which had been provided.

The address of Mr. Glossinger follows:

I am more than pleased to respond to the invita

tion to address you and I know of nothing more

important than to suggest some way to improve the

conditions that are pressing so heavily upon the con

fectionery distributors throughout the country.

It is also gratifying to work with such a man as

Mr. Keely, president of your organization, who is

so willing to sacrifice himself in his desire to co

operate in any movement that will benefit the in

dustry as a whole.

You are fortunate indeed in having such a presi

dent, and if it is in order to make a suggestion, it

would be to keep him on the job—you will look a

long time for a better one.

Information coming to my desk indicates that the

demoralization from which you are suffering in

Philadelphia is felt in many other centers and my

object in coming here tonight is to see if there isn’t

some way in conformity with the laws of the

country, to bring about a spirit of reason without

putting any restraint upon competition.

The attitude of the average manufacturer has

been, in my opinion, too indifferent to the welfare

of his distributors.

I am firmly convinced that this policy of indif

ference is short-sighted, for the time may come when

the distributor will also be indifferent to that manu

facturer's “product.

We are too closely related to be indifferent to the

welfare of any one who handles our goods.

Let me quote some Bradstreet figures that are

appalling:

Failures in the U. S. in 1920-— 8,463,

Failures in the U. S. in 192l—Z0,014,

of which 6,404 were due to incompetence and 1,142

due to inexperience, making a total of 7,546 failures,

or 37% of the 1921 total.

How can manufacturers remain indifferent when

37% of the failures in our country are due to in

competence and inexperience?

I think it is most important that manufacturers

should exert their power and influence to help the

Confectionery Industry to overcome the waste from

which it is now suffering, due to the demoralization

referred to and Bradstreet’s figures, in my mind,

clearly point the way.

We are all animated by the desire to proceed

legally, and in our endeavor to bring a light of rea

son and common sense to the incompetent and in

experienced, it appears that we are on solid ground

in helping them to be merchants.

One of the causes of our troubles, in my opinion,

is due to the inflation of the war, when there were

more customers than goods and many men of small

capital rushed into business as it was only a ques

tion of getting goods that could be sold immediately

at a good profit, without effort.

Now we have more goods than customers, which

requires a training they never had and the result is

the present wave of reckless and thoughtless selling.

Manufacturer, jobber and retailer are all in busi

ness for one purpose, that is, to make a profit.

Therefore, we have a common starting point. Now

what is the remedy?

As I see it, jobbers are doing too much guessing

and not figuring costs, and the seller that does not

figure his costs is heading for the Bradstreet morgue,

just as fast as his lack of common sense can carry

him.

Let us follow a case of goods that the expressman

drops in front of your door. First, you require a

porter to truck it into your store; a clerk checks it

and puts the goods on the shelf. They must be

packed, shipped and delivered, all of which costs

money. Your rent, light, heat, taxes and insurance

and all the other store overhead must also be added

to that ease of goods.

The goods must be sold and the costs of selling

must also be added.

Then we come to the boss. Where does his salary

come from? “From the profits" is the usual reply

but we have no profits as yet, so his salary must also

join the overhead. Now we come to bad debts, un

salable goods and depreciation. The easiest man to

deceive is yourself but let me warn you to look these

three items square in the eye and put them down.

You cannot dodge the issue, they have a way of put

ting themselves down and they come out of your

pocket when you are not looking, so face them

honestly and fairly.
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Here is another item that so many overlook, that

is, the wages of capital. Your capital if put out at

interest would earn for you its wages without any

effort on your part. An interest charge on your

capital is therefore a direct charge against your sales

and all of the above items are just as much a part

of the cost of your goods as the invoice cost itself,

and any man that does business without figuring

these costs, is groping in the dark and waiting for

the sheriff.

If you saw a man on Market street with a basket

full of dollar bills passing one out to every passerby,

you would say “that man is crazy.” Now what

is the difference between him and the jobber that is

passing his capital out to his customers?

It seems to me that it is a proper duty of this asso

ciation, as well as other confectionery associations,

to start a movement for a correct cost accounting and

I feel that if all the jobbers understood the situation

clearly, we would have less cause for complaint, less

failures and an uplift in our business that would

tend to make it what it ought to be, one of the basic

industries of our country.

LET’S GET TOGETHER AND BRING THE

LIGHT OF REASON INTO OUR BUSINESS!

Making Himself Clear

SUBSCRIBER writes to a paper as follows:

“Don't send us your paper any more. We

ain’t taking any papers now or we would take yours.

But we don't want none at the present time. Your

paper is a awful good paper but we can’t take no

paper now, so please stop your paper. We’ll take

your paper again when we can take a paper. Don’t

send it no more.”

What one can make out of the-foregoing is that

the man evidently wants his paper discontinued.

 

 

Just Between Ourselves

PAST can never be buried. VVe may think

that it is safely covered, and sooner or later

it confronts us once more. “If I could only forget.”

Is there one of us who has not said this with tears

and bitter regret it may be? And yet it’s one of the

most futile of wishes, isn't is?

VVe can stop right there and let it forever shadow

our lives, or we can go on to the next step of re

trospection. Our past—what is it? Why we are a

combination of all of our past. We would not be

as we are if it had not been. Though it may have

been regrettable, are there not lessons of life it taught

us? If it was sorrow-filled, did we not gain from it

broadness of sympathy and understanding, strength

for further troubles, it may be? VVe need to put

self-pity and self-blame aside. They can do us no

good, they can do us definite harm. Some one has

said that discouragement was left by Satan in the

Garden of Eden, and it has been troubling and limit

ing mortals ever since.

No one can ever bury the past. But one can build

on it for the future, using it as a foundation for

better structures of life. No one whose opinion is

worth striving for will condemn for what is long

past. It is today that counts in life. And if today

we are able to build more wisely because of even

bitter knowledge, why not accept its part and use in

our lives? It’s weak to endlessly mourn any life

experience. There are so many fresh ones, happy

ones, ennobling ones, for our taking.

Let’s be alive to the here and now—accepting all

that has gone before as preparation to live today's

life more wisely.
 

“A Business Enterprise”

F there is a weak spot anywhere in a business es

tablishment it should not exist in the accounting

department, but many busy owners of concerns,

doing a considerable amount of output and carrying

a lot of accounts, are prone to leave accounting de

tails too much to the bookkeeper. They are far

more interested in the manufacturing end of their

plants. In order to do something to overcome this

weak point the Business Service Department of the

National Association of Credit Men has published a

pamphlet entitled “A Business Enterprise.” This

incisive work covers the subject of office procedure

completely and it should be read by all manufac

turers and merchants of the trade who realize the

danger of neglect in this particular. The editor of

the publication says that “most failures and bank

ruptcies are due to a lack of information as to how

a business is prospering or suffering.”

The chairman of the above-named department is

Mr. H. Welinger, of the Hilo Varnish Corporation.

Brooklyn, from whom, we understand, copies of the

booklet may be had upon request.

Salesmen To Get Together

HE National Council of Traveling Salesmen’s

Associations is booked to hold. its first conven

tion at Cincinnati in October next. Leading matters

to come under discussion, relate to questions of

transportation.

The Council has been in existence seven years.

Afiiliated therewith is a membership of about 100,

OOO salesmen to all of whom invitations will be sent.

Give Full Weight and Be Safe

HE legal department of the Government is re

ported to be getting after the short-weight of

fenders in the candy trade. Suit has been brought

against one house against which complaints have

been filed.

Mo»->i

O ADVERTISING expert ever gave better

advice for the retail advertiser than that given

by james Vt/hitcomb Riley in the following lines:

“Tell of the things jest like they wuz—

They don’t need no excuse!

Don't tech ’em up as the poet does.

Till they're all too fine for use!”
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The Adulteration of Ice Cream Coatings ~

Romznr Scnw.-\Rz OF SCHWARZ LABORATORIES, Nlzw YoR1<

THE wide spread popularity of chocolate coated

ice cream has brought about the appearance of

a large number of coatings which are offered to the

trade as ice cream coatings but which are, in the

light of recent Government decisions, adulterated

products, and as such, subject to seizure.

The adulteration of these coatings generally lies

in the use of substitute fats such as cocoanut oil or

stearin in place of, or in addition to, cocoa butter.

Were this fact stated on the wrapper of the con

tainer, that is, that the product is a compound of

chocolate coating with the addition of a substitute,

with specific mention of the character and quantity

of the substitute fat, difiiculty with the Federal and

State authorities would be avoided.

It seems to be the practice, however, to offer coat

"ing made for the ice cream trade, with the addition

iof substitute fats, simply as “Ice Cream Coating,”

expecting, by the omission of the word chocolate,

and the use of a generic term, to avoid conflict with

the Federal standards. These standards prohibit the

use of a substitute fat in a pure cocoa product. Con

flict with the Federal standards however, "cannot be

avoided by omitting the word chocolate, as is evident

from the following information submitted by the

Government authorities to us. In reply to a specific

inquiry raised by our laboratories after the analysis

of a large number of supposedly pure coatings had

shown them to be adulterated, the Bureau of Chem

istry, of the Department of Agriculture, advised as

follows: _

“The sale of products of this nature is ordinarily

local in character and does not come within the

jurisdiction of the federal law. The Bureau has

not yet arrived at a decision with respect to the pro

priety of the presence of cocoa butter substitutes in

the finished article. Coatings from which these ar

ticles are made, however, are largely shipped within

the jurisdiction of the law and the Bureau has an

nounced that the provisions of the enclosed Food

Inspection Decision 61 for the labeling of chocolate

products in which foreign fats are substituted for

cocoa butter are applicable.”

It is our judgment, based upon information thus

made available, that the Bureau of Chemistry will

proceed against interstate shipments of ice cream

or similar coating, if the same contain cocoa butter

substitute and the nature of such substitute is not

stated on the label of the package. To our knowl

edge, the Department of Agriculture has been up

held in Court when they have taken this stand in

regard to other manufactured food products.

Food Inspection Decision No. 61, reads as fol

lows:

“Regulation 22 prohibits the sale or ofl'er for sale,

in interstate or foreign commerce or in the District

of Columbia or in any Territory of the United

States, of a food or drug product which bears no

label whatever if said product be an imitation of or

offered for sale under the name of another article.

It would clearly be a violation of the law to sell an

article which was made in imitation of chocolate,

even though it be sold under the general name of a

confection. Such an article should be labeled in

such a manner as to correctly represent its true na

ture.” Regulation 25 (A) provides:

“When a substance of a recognized quality com

monly used in the preparation of a food or drug

product is replaced by another substance not in

jurious or deleterious to health, the name of the sub

stituted substance shall appear upon the label. It is

held that cocoa butter is the only fat that can prop

erly be used in chocolate. The declaration of for

eign fats merely as “substitute butter” is apparently

not sulficient; the nature of the fat employed should

be stated.”

As typical of an adulterated product, and as indi

cating the difficulties involved in conclusively estab

lishing adulteration, the following figures are

obtained from an analysis recently undertaken in our

laboratories. The sample in question was a milk

coating which, on analysis, gave the following

figures:

Cocoa fat .' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..37.58%

Cane sugar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .37.4-5%

Milk solids . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .l8.17%

Cocoa matter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.80%

Butter fat, calculated from the Reichert

Meissl No. . . . . . . .‘. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.57%

Constants of Fat:

Reichert-Meissl No. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4.00

Polenske No. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.00

Iodine No. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .28.50

Halphen test . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .negative

Critical temperature of dissolution in

99% acetic acid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96° C.

As it is impossible to make an actual physical separa

tion of the fats such as milk fat, cocoa butter, and

cocoanut oil or stearin, the presence of such sub

stitutes as cocoanut oil or stearin is established by

the determination of the constants of the fat. In

this particular instance, the presence of adulterants

is established by the following evidence.

If the sample actual contains 6.57% butter fat,

as is indicated by the Reichert-Meissl No., and

37.58% cocoa butter, the constants of the fat would

be as follows:

Reichert-Meissl No. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.3

Polenske No. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0.6

Iodine N0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 33.0

Critical temperature of dissolution in

99% acetic acid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .79° C.
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These constants are not assumed but have been

determined by the actual examination of a mixture

of 6.57 parts pure butter fat, and 37.58 parts pure

cocoa butter, prepared and analyzed in our labora

tories.

It is at once apparent that while the Reichert

Meissl No. of the experimental fat mixture of known

composition, corresponds to that found in the adul

terated sample under discussion, on the other hand,

there is a considerable discrepancy between the

Polenske No. and the Iodine No., and the critical

temperature of dissolution found in the 2 fat mix

tures. The Reichert-Meissl Nos. must, of course,

tally, for the reason that this number is according

to the official methods used to calculate the butter

fat. From the discrepancy in the other constants,

however, the fact is established that fats other than

cocoa butter and milk fat are present in the coating,

and that it is therefore adulterated, within the mean

ing of the Federal standards.

The conclusion as to adulteration in“ this particular

instance is further strengthened by the determina

tion of the total milk solids present in the sample.

According to the A. O. A. C. method for determin

ing milk‘ solids, the sample in question contains

18.17% milk solids, in which it is assumed from

the Reichert-Meissl No. that 6.57% fat is actually

present. From this, the milk. used in the manufac

ture of this product contains somewhat over 34%

butter fat on the dry basis.

However, the assumption that such a product was

used is inadmissible for the reason that had the

coating been made with a milk of this composition,

the constants of the fat would be entirely different

from those actually found on examination of the

sample.

 

America’s Sweet Tooth

ESTIMATES, given out by the Department of

Commerce, indicate that the per-capita con

sumption of sugar in this country increased, in 1921, g

8.4 per cent. over that of the preceding year and was

nearly 26 per cent. greater than the average of the

decade ending in 1920. Last year the individual

average amounted to 97.8 pounds, which was the

largest in the history of the country, and thetotal

was nearly one-third .of the world's supply as re

ported for that year.

 

THE J. T. Valassis Co., Inc., was incorporated

in the State of Ohio, city of Bellevue, with

capital stock of $25,000 for the purpose of manu

facturing candies and ice cream, also to conduct

chain stores in connection, having opened one store

in Bellevue and expect to start stores in all surround

ing towns. I. T. Valassis, of Bellevue, will be its

president and general manager, having been in the

business for years.

Old Home Week

N many sections of the country long-settled and

progressive towns have adopted the idea of an

“Old Home Week.” The movement has found

favor with a multitude of far-away people who have

been thus moved to return briefly to the scenes of

their birth and early years; to once more renew

neglected interest in the past and to gladden thosr

mainly elderly people who still live close to the old

hearthstone. It is a happy custom. It serves to

bring out the inherent love we all have for the places

we once knew and loved, and incidentally it helps

local trade.

i-_.,.,_i

Candy as a Food Staple

HE United States Department of Agriculture

has been busy looking after the welfare of our

stomachs. The experts tell us that a healthy boy

or girl. needs daily forty-one hundred calories

of food, jn its several divisions, of which ten

per cent. should be of sweets, including candies.

It is recognized that the craving of all healthy per

sons for some form of confectionery is natural and

to be considered as an item of proper diet, as it con

tributes its share to the physical energy which keeps

us all going.
 

As it Looks to Us

HEY do say that the advertising of the future,

is going to be done by, or over, or with, the

radio-phone and that printing presses will be scrap

ped. Nearly fifty years ago the same forecast \vas

ventured with regard to the then new telephone. It

didn’t work out that way. The telephone gave

printing its greatest boost. It made possible the

big modern power of effective and universal adver

tising on paper, very likely the radio-phone demand

for candy in a hurry will develop into an every-day

proposition, but advertising will increase, relatively,

in value and the goods will be sent, nicely boxed in

the good old way.

—<~0O}i

HE man who resolves to win happiness seldom

gets within courting distance of her. The man

who tries to introduce happiness to othqs, soon be

comes her special object of favor.

 

$ucce$$ $eem$ $olely $ignified by $,

And nothing count$ but cold, clean ca$h;

]u$t think of all the geniu$e$ and $cholar$

Who, lacking $en$e to $ave, go $ma$h.

 

UST when you get last winter's coal bill paid

up your wife’s Summer hat suggests the wisdom

of keeping up the everlasting hustle for dollars.

 

“Of all sad words of tongue or pen,

The saddest ever writ,

Are not about what might have been,

But these two: ‘Please remit.’ ”
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A. E. PHARO

VVELCOME THE CANDYGRAM ASSOCIATION

HE right hand of welcome is extended with the

utmost cordiality to the planners and promoters

of the Candygram Association. VVhile the Business

Building Department has been lustily ringing the

bell for almost a couple of years, seeking to de

velop sufficient interest in the idea to lead to action,

our contemporaries in Chicago have been quietly

working out a plan to bring it to fruition. They

have formed the “Candygram Dispatch and Delivery

Association,” have registered it in the proper man

ner, have elected oflicers, printed a mighty interesting

and descriptive booklet containing a constitution and

by-laws for the association. They have spent much

time planning the necessary details, and are arrang

ing to provide certificates of membership, window

transparencies, electros for newspaper advertising,

birthday stickers, appropriate verses for all occasions

——and other selling-helps.

They have enlisted the co-operation of the two

telegraph companies and obtained promises that they

will widely advertise the association. All these

things are done with a thoroughness and complete

ness which indicates the great amount of thought

which has been given to the subject, and they are

putting into it a push and enthusiasm which raises

great expectations that this departure may be more

than its most sanguine advocates thought possible.

I am rejoiced to see this idea advancing with six

league strides, instead of the few halting and little

steps which were anticipated, and the Business

Building Department will put its shoulder to the

wheel and help this association in every possible

way. I would suggest that you take your pen in

hand and write to The Candygram Association, 2058

North Western avenue, Chicago, asking them to

send you a Candygram booklet and other informa

tion regarding the association, and if you are a

dealer in fine candies, located in a fairly large city,

that you give consideration to joining the associa

tion. This association may bring much business to

its members. It is certain to elevate and enlarge the

whole candy business and thus indirectly benefit

every one engaged in manufacturing and selling fine

confections.

 

MOTHER’S DAY

SUNDAY, May 14th, is one of the great days of

the year, and it is growing in importance with

every return. For we are just beginning to realize

that it is almost impossible to successfully play the

Great Game of Life unless we have a very early

start. Also that the care and affection, the guidance

and teachings which a good mother gave us in the

days when our minds were soft and plastic have,

unconsciously to us, been moulded into our charac

ter and become a part—and the best part—of our

lives and actions. The more we honor our mother,

the more we honor ourselves, and the more we de

velop in ourselves the virtues which she instilled in

our childish days. By common consent, a white

carnation is worn to celebrate the day and the florists

literally raise millions of carnations to supply the

demand. But why stop with a flower? Why should

not every one present mother with a little gift which

will express both the emotional and the practical

side of life? A box of delicious bon bons will ac

complish this. ]ust imagine how it will multiply

a mother’s pleasure to receive such a token of affec

tion with a few appropriate words, and thus give

her an opportunity to pass it around to every one

with a kindly expression from her lips. It is hoped

every reader will highly resolve to increase the

pleasure of mothers by inducing patrons to include

a box of confections in the contribution to mother.

Begin now to advertise the idea. Here is one way:

Put a small table in your show window. Cover it

with velvet. Place on it a box of bon bons, partly

opened, and a white carnation. Have a placard

neatly lettered statingthat “May 14th is Mother's

Day. Make her happier with a box of these de

licious bon bons to distribute to the family with her

words of appreciation.”

 

DEAR BUSINESS BUILDER

“ AM reading with interest your articles on the

advantage of having a loose organization

among the retail dealers of fine confections for the

purpose of enabling the public to order a box of

candy to be delivered at any place and any time in

a distant city—and I take this occasion to write a

word of encouragement for the work you are doing.

I am a retailer of fine candies in a large city and am

in sympathy with the idea you are trying to develop,

though I request you not to publish my name. I do

not anticipate that this would ever develop a large

trade, yet it is something which should be encouraged

and brought to a reality if possible. It would be a

forward step in business. It would indicate to the

public that we take every possible opportunity to
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serve them. What to me is most important in the

movement is that it would elevate the idea of fine

candy from something which merely pleases the

palate to the more subtle and beautiful thought that

a box of fine confections is a sign and emblem of

friendship and affection, the same as flowers. In

other words, it elevates the ideal of confections and

places it alongside such things as flowers, music,

painting, artistic ornaments and those things in

which the public delight. I write this letter to en

courage you to continue your work until you have

brought it to a successful conclusion.” The writer

of the above letter states the case with an admirable

clearness of definition. I would not pretend to say

that the development of this plan would result in

an enormous increase of candy sales with belts

placed on the fast pulleys of candy factories to sup

ply the demand. But I do assert in very earnest

tones that this is something well worthy the consid

eration of the fine retailers. It will give another

interesting topic for their advertising sermons. It

will elevate the tone and the atmosphere of the fine

stores, and it will tend to add to the popularity of

fine candy with the result that every one will benefit

thereby. Get somewhat interested in this subject,

Mr. Fine Retailer, and give a little push to this small

snowball so it will gradually grow from an idea to a

reality.

 

HAVE CLERKS BEEN NEoI.EcTED?

ERE is Paul W. Ivey, professor of marketing,

at the University of Nebraska. He comes

right out and tells ’em in a bold and earnest tone

that they haven’t treated their clerks right. He was

speaking to retailers in different lines. He said

some twenty years ago retailers woke up and im

proved the various features of their business—buy

ing, advertising, displaying goods, collections and

such. But he said they neglected their clerks.

Didn’t teach them the art of selling. The depart

ment stores were not so derelict, for they established

schools for training clerks. The result is, he said,

that the clerks in small stores are inferior to the

clerks in the large stores, being unable to make as

many sales, and also being unable to hold their cus

tomers and friends to their stores. This is a tre

mendous handicap to the small merchants. It is

also a serious loss to the clerks, because the mer

chants, not being as prosperous as they should, are

not able to pay as large salaries as they should.

This matter of having clerks educated to a high

state of efficiency is of transcendent interest both

to the retailer and his clerks, and they should work

together whole-heartedly to acquire the utmost of

clerical knowledge and of selling ability. This

Business Building Department has a warm spot for

the welfare of clerks. It believes thousands are

discouraged with their outlook, and have settled

down in the monotonous rut of discouragement.

They do not realize that every clerk——no matter how

ill-paid or unimportant his work-—has an oppor

tunity to develop the slumbering powers within him

self to such an extent that he simply cannot be kept

down. He will either develop his employer's busi

ness so he will be rewarded beyond his most extrava

gant dreams, or other merchants will offer him posi

tions of responsibility and generous remuneration.

For your own sake, Friend Clerk, catch this spirit

of personal development, learn the rules of selling

and then launch yourself into the whirlpool of

strenuous business with the high resolve of coming

out a winner in the game.

 

AN IDEA FOR A SELLING STUNT

HE candy dealer is a lucky dog. He sure is._

He has a business where absolutely everybody

is a possible customer, and one which happily lends

itself to selling stunts. The trouble is that candy

dealers do not utilize the opportunities as much as

they should. Every candy store, except the elegant

and exclusive ones, should pull off a stunt, say once

a month. There is a five and ten cent store in the

West making a long and aggressive drive on salted

peanuts—which are a brother, once removed, from

candy. It is pushing them bya stunt, and it may

give you a pointer to get up a somewhat similar

push on something in your line. The store takes

everything out of its show window, covers the floor

a couple of feet with salted peanuts, takes a full-size

wax figure of a woman’s head and a pair of stock

inged wax feet, and arranges it as though the pea

nuts are an ocean, with a woman swimming therein,

having her head and feet out of the water. Several

catchy placards are placed in the window, extolling

the taste, quality and healthfulness of these salted

peanuts and stating that the price is only fifteen

cents per pound. You can readily imagine that there

is a crowd around the window all the time. That

they look with lively curiosity upon an ocean of

salted peanuts with a woman floating on the surface,

having her head and feet out of water. That they

read the placards stating these salted peanuts are

. something delicious, yum, yum. That the price is

only fifteen cents per pound. That the crowd march

into the store in double shifts, and then march out,

each with a bag of salted nuts. This store runs this

selling stunt at more or less frequent intervals, each

appearance having a run of about three days. It

always draws the crowd and the crowd always

loosens up its money. Why don’t you give it a try?

Perhaps the easiest and cheapest way to try it would

be with popcorn in place of salted peanuts. Let

us hear how it works.

 

VALUE or PLACARDS AND PRICE CARDS

ALL of us are prone to regard a little detail of our

business as a trifle; to reason that a trifle is an

unimportant matter and unworthy of our attention.
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In line with this reasoning we neglect a trifle here,

a trifle there, with the result that it seriously im

pairs our business. Let me illustrate the value of

trifles by stating the result of a careful investiga

tion which a dealer made of his show window. The

careless retailer would consider it a trifle as to

whether his show window contained price cards on

the goods. Many windows have price cards; more

windows do not. Therefore the careless dealer

reasons—if he reasons at all—that the question of

price cards is a trifling one, and he will not bother

with them. This retailer made a certain display in

his window without price cards. He engaged a man

experienced in observation and analytical work, to

watch the number of people who looked in the win

dow, how long they looked and to instruct the clerks

to record and report how many of each kind of goods

displayed in the window were sold. This display

was run a week and the window was then changed

to hold general merchandise.

After the lapse of a couple of weeks the first dis

play was again placed in the window, this time with

catchy placards and neat price cards, and the analyt

ical observation was repeated. At the end of the

week comparisons were carefully made, and the re

sults were, to say the least, surprising. The advan

tages were all in favor of the window with the

placards and price cards. It was found that 60 per

cent. more people stopped to look at the price-card

window. They remained longer to look and study

the goods. They bought 86 per cent. more goods.

This great increase of the selling power of price

tags and placards takes the question out of the

“trifling" class, into the one which is “important

if true,” and I commend it to the careful considera

tion of every candy dealer.

 

BUSINESS V\'lLL BE GOOD, BUT—.

HAVE been reading the predictions of the wise

ones—-the business leaders, the business writers,

the statisticians, and the big 'uns generally. Taking

it by and large it is encouraging, with, of course,

the inevitable “but.” Summing up their opinions,

they are practically united in the belief that business

will steadily improve~—withoccasional setbacks—

and that we are well established on the safe and sure

road to prosperity. All of which fills us with that

calm and serene happiness which enables us to in

dulge in dreamless sleep o’nights. But, here is

where the “but” comes in. The improvement is

going to be slo\v, they say, disappointingly slow to

many, and they've got to work for what they get.

We therefore feel impelled to caution our readers

as to the course of their business policy. Go ahead

and grow, but don’t grow too fast. Don't take

chances. Don't let your growth be so rapid that it

is of the mushroom order, for mushrooms have a

way of shrinking to nothing under a little spell of

drought. Make changes, make improvements, put

in other lines, organize other departments, but do it

all in a prudent and economical manner, keeping

your hand on the throttle against extravagance and

recklessness. Also organize your business on a

sound, prudent, conservative basis. \Vatch your

sales more closely than before, with an analytical

eye. Become an expert if possible in ascertaining

the tastes and desires of your customers, and then

catering to those tastes in the kinds and qualities of

the goods you handle. In other words, strive to

handle quick turnovers, and push them with might

and main, rather than handle a multitudinous variety

and a large and ponderous stock, which takes up

valuable space and eats up its profits with its de

liberate movements. Also resolve to do something

dramatic at least once a month. Something which

will set people talking and let them know that your

store is a good store to visit.. The Business Build

ing Department is occasionally suggesting these

dramatic.features and advising you to utilize them.

 

New Home of Wm. H. Luden

ILLIAM H. Luden, the well-known manufac

turing confectioner of Reading, Penna., has

moved into his beautiful new home, “Bon-Air,"

which is one of the show places of Eastern Penn

sylvania. "

The building is an imposing three-story structure

of Indiana limestone, built in the best style of the

Italian Renaissance, and occupies a commanding

position, from which every part of Reading and

many miles of surrounding country can be viewed.

The house is 113 feet long and 70 feet wide and

contains over 50 rooms, many of which are finished

in period designs. There are 12 bathrooms. The

main hall and stairway is in Egyptian black and gold

marble. The music room is in the Adam design,

the library in English, the living room in Empire,

the dining room in Georgian and the billiard room

in early English design. The decorations being in

the hands of master designers and architects.

There is an electric elevator, electric vacuum

cleaning system and every modern labor saving de

vice in the kitchen, pantry, etc., while the floors in

the halls and principal rooms are covered with rare

and costly rugs, while specially designed imported

curtains and draperies are used throughout the

house.

, A notable feature is a handsome pipe organ, a

60-stop, three manual instrument, located in the

music room, and having an auxiliary echo organ

concealed in the grand stairway. The garage has

accommodations for eight cars.

Mr. and Mrs. Luden moved into their new home

on their return from their winter home at Miami,

Florida.
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ICE

CREAM

BY HERMAN GRATZ

HE consumption of ice cream and frozen

delicacies is increasing, and there is a larger de

mand every day for a variety of flavors, specials,

fancy forms, frozen puddings, etc. This is the age

of “Specials,” and by making and serving one or two

a week at your retail candy or fountain counter you

will be surprised how your trade will grow.‘ You

must always bear in mind the maintaining of your

reputation for the quality of your goods, and that

your reputation is at stake with every order you

serve. If your cream and service is good, both will

be recommended, and if you supply a new cream it

will also be remembered and commended, but if your

creams are below par or just what they should be,

it will not take long for your former good reputation

to be ruined. Cleanliness and courtesy should be

two cardinal rules. To have a place “just tidy” is

all well in itself, but no effort should be spared to

see that everything about the place is scrupulously

so, including the appearance of employees.

It is not incumbent upon me to enlarge upon the

keeping of store because the readers of this journal

are intelligent, and know what's what when it comes

to furnishing their store and how to keep it in an’

attractive condition.

In the making of creams and kindred frozen

delicacies you must never think you can make good

products out of poor ‘ingredients.-or flatter yourself

that you can depend upon 'a certain make of machine

that the builder claims can do wonders.

chine wilj probably run -when you turn on the ‘power

and stop when you shut it off. It is for you to know

what ingredients to put in the machine; how to pre

pare the ingredients; and if you employ ice and

salt just how much of each to_ use; _or, if you are

running a brine system just what temperature is

proper to produce a fine, smooth body of ice cream,

a body that will not crumble when hard or when

dishing up.

Further, you will always have to consider the cost

of production, including overhead and other ex

penses, and just what price you can get for your

goods. In making ice cream you must have full

knowledge of the Pure Food Laws as they bear

upon the butter fat content. The National Food

Law allows 14% butter fat, but this percentage has

been modified by State Legislatures so that 8%,

10% and 12% is legal. In some of the Western

States the butter fat content is still kept at 14%.

This regulation of the butter fat content of ice

The ma-'

cream does not, of course, affect all confectioners

and caterers as the majority have always kept the

percentage above the standard for the reason that

by so doing they can make a better grade of cream

which is demanded by consumers who are willing to

pay proper prices.

The old phrase “Oh, it is good enough,” is no

longer in the ice cream maker’s vocabulary. Any

thing that is worth making at all is worth making

right, and if you do not know how to make it right

it will pay you to learn.

Formerly, ice cream was considered a luxury, but

not so today, as it is prescribed by the doctors for

the consumption of the sick; it is served at dinners

as a dessert; in fact, any social function, be it wed

ding, afternoon tea, reception, or banquet is not

complete unless ice cream or some kindred cold dish

is served.

As the hot weather approaches it behooves the ice

cream maker to consider the making of ices. These

are very profitable because fruit will be plentiful

and reasonable in price. There is nothing on a hot

day more cooling and refreshing than a nicely made

water ice or frozen fruit. A water ice can be made

just as smooth as ice cream if given proper atten

tion. There is no excuse for making a “lump of

ice" that has no taste and then call it a “water ice.”

There is no art or great secret involved in the mak

ing of fine ices, and as they yield a greater profit

than does ice cream their proper making should have

the fullest attention. Good fruit flavors should be

used to give variety, for while the old stand-bys

of vanilla, chocolate, strawberry and peach are good

enough for some people, yet the varying tastes of

people demand a larger assortment of flavors, and

it is this larger assortment that enables one to meet

competition and secure and hold customers, for

nowadays competition is as keen in the ice cream

business as in any other line. I would recommend

five flavors for ice cream; two flavors for water ice,

one frozen fruit, and one ice cream special for the

retail and fountain trade. With this number of

well selected flavors you can please the majority of

customers. Of course, there may be some people

who will ask you for something not on your list

even though you may have twenty different flavors.

This asking for something you haven't got seems

to be a habit with some customers, but they will

generally take what you are able to offer them.

AN EXPLANATION FOR MAKING WATER ICES AND

FROZEN FRUITS

This is the most profitable branch of our industry

and is sadly neglected by many ice cream men.

VVater ice consists of water, fruit, sugar, lemon

juice or citric acid. More sugar is used because

water has no fat, and the smoothness of water ice is

obtained through the additional sugar used, which
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naturally gives the mix a dead sweet taste, and to

cut this, lemon juice or citric acid is added. It is

just like putting salt to soup. The exact amount

cannot be given, because the fruit varies in tartness ;

but add enough so it will taste like a strong

lemonade.

LEMON (40 QUARTS)

Twenty-two quarts clear \vater, 28 pounds sugar,

4 dozen lemons. Grate 3 dozen of the lemons on

some of the sugar. Rub gratings and sugar well.

Squeeze lemons. Mix in all the sugar; add the

water (if you have no clear water melt some ice).

Stir the whole up right good so all the sugar dis

solves. Strain and freeze. Water ices require

more time and salt to freeze than ice cream.

ORANGE (40 Qfmkrsj

Twenty-two quarts clear water, 28 pounds sugar,

4 dozen oranges and 3 dozen lemons. Proceed in

the same manner as lemon ice, but only grate the

oranges. Should the oranges be rather tart, which

is the case with Valencia or Messina fruit, then

only use 2 dozen lemons, but the California and

Florida fruit requires 3 dozen because they are

sweeter than the imported.

THE JOBBER
HELP THE BUYER BUY

F you will plant in the minds of your traveling

salesmen the idea that this is the day of co

operation. of mutual helpfulness, of teamwork, you

will put them right in line to take advantage of busi

ness conditions. Why not give them a little motto—

and here is the motto—“Help the buyer buy.” This

means much if you will study it a minute. It is a

practical idea and not academic and general. It will

cause the salesmen to co-operate with the retailers.

It will tie them to your business with the stout

threads of self-interest. It will cause them to favor

you—and this means Good Business.

It will probably involve quite a change in your

business methods. It will cause your salesmen to

seek to sell the goods which their customers can best

sell, rather than those which they seek to unload

on him. It will impel your salesmen to seek the

confidence of their customers, to learn their prob

lems and difiiculties and successes, and then from

the knowledge they absorb all along the line, to as

sist them in solving the same by their helpful sug

gestions and advice.

It will compel you to assemble your salesmen at

frequent intervals and talk Business——from the

broad view of your whole territory down to the

smallest detail in the small shop of your smallest

customer. You will hang up the motto in the con

ference room, printed in large bold letters so every

one can see the words “Help the Buyer Buy." You

will keep calling attention to this, and all of you will

make suggestions as to the most effective manner

the House and every salesman can best do this. For

you plainly see that if you efficiently help the buyer

buy, you will also effectively help him sell—sell more

abundantl_v——and the more abundantly he sells the

more he will buy-—-buy of your salesmen.

 

MAKES CANDY SELL MILLINERY

WOMAN'S clothing store out in Omaha, Ne

braska, opened a millinery department on their

third floor. They advertised liberally in the news

papers, putting forth every possible argument to

persuade women to visit their new department. But

the responses were disappointing. The proprietor

looked long and earnestly at the ceiling for an idea,

and in due course the idea appeared exactly where

he was looking. He tried out the idea with grati

fying success. He purchased a quantity of good

but medium priced chocolate from a jobber. He

advertised in the newspapers that every Saturday

he would have on sale in the millinery department

on the third floor, chocolate candies at 39 cents the

pound, being considerably less than he paid at job

bing prices. He stated plainly that this was an ad

vertising device, pure and simple, that it was done

solely for the purpose of drawing the ladies to his

millinery department, that he lost money on every

pound, which loss he charged up to his advertising.

He stated that this offer applied to Saturdays only,

and that no candy could be obtained any other day.

He also displayed half a dozen boxes in his sales

windows the latter days of the week, with placards

announcing the same information.

The idea proved its worth. in that it attracted sev

eral hundred ladies every Saturday afternoon, and

the sales of his millinery amply justified his losses

on the candy. He stated that this is a temporary

expedient, that he has no idea of making it a perma

nent feature of the store, and as soon as his mil

linery department is fully established he will dis

continue this inducement.

 

THE TURNOVERl CAN YOU MAKE IT VVORK FOR YOU?

6 6 HE Turnover!” It is a simple word, and yet

there is something mysterious about it. Be

cause of this. The more you think of it the more

important it becomes. It is like a real artistic pic

ture-—the more you look at it the more you love it.

Or hearing a classical production—its exquisite

harmonies increase with each rendering. So the

word “Turnover” glances from the ear without
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penetrating the mind. But give it thought and its

importance ever grows.

If all your stock, Mr. jobber, consisted of rapid

turnovers you could draw out half of your capital,

invest it in seven per cent. bonds and make more

profit on the remaining half than you are now mak

ing on the whole sum.

Why isn’t there an idea in this word “Turnover"

with which you can make a noise like real sales, and

actual money? Let us stir it around in our thinkery

awhile. Suppose we make an analytical study of

candies, and as far as possible, ascertain ten, fifteen,

twenty, or so, kinds which are more rapid in their

turnovers with retailers than others. We will put

them in a class by themselves, and call them “Our

Specials.” We will explain to our salesmen that

these are real money-makers for retailers, because

of their rapid and continuous sales. That even if

the margins of profit are small they are nevertheless

more profitable than slow-selling, big-profit goods.

\/Ve will tell our salesmen to “Push” these specials

—not by talking them up, not by extolling their

quality and praising their manifold virtues, but by

emphasizing their money-making qualities because

of their rapid turnovers. And then the salesmen,

leaving the subject of candy, can deliver a most in

teresting and inspiring trade lecture on the wonder

ful qualities of quick “turnovers” in changing a

slow-going and small-profit business into a lively

and profitable one, by the lively quickstep of the

rapid turnover goods.

If you will give thought to the great value of

rapid turnovers, condense it into half an hour's talk,

sell the idea to your salesmen so they can convinc

ingly repeat this talk and sell the idea to the retailers,

and then follow it up by taking orders for your

"specials,” all of which are quick turnovers, it may

aid you in the pleasureable work of corralling orders

which you otherwise would not capture.

 

SOLD THEM av FURNISHING SELLING IDEAS

HE candy retailer has had some rough sledding

the past year or more. He has been surrounded

and hedged in with various kinds of troubles. The

manufacturers, the jobbers, and the public have

handed him censure for crimes of omission and sins

of commission; for things he did which he should

not have done, for things he did not do which he

should have done. And every once in a while the

government came at him with a whoop, swinging a

huge club containing a thousand knots, and throw

ing out vague hints of, inviting him to be a guest in

its big palace where they have heavy iron bars to

keep the mosquitoes out. Many and many a retail

candy dealer felt that he was indeed a goat and he

could almost feel the whiskers under his chin.

A certain jobber, whose name could be given upon

request, visualized this sad condition of the re

tailers, and moved partly by a spirit of sympathy,

and more particularly by a happy idea of business

policy, decided to adopt the policy of friendliness

and helpfulness.

He made a careful study of the problems of his

retail customers. He roamed around the department

stores, the ten cent stores, the high-grade and pro

gressive drug stores, taking his eyes with him, and

watching for ideas in display and in selling. He

found several ideas, which were really trade bringers

and he made careful note of them. As a general

proposition he found that some form of specializing

is most resultful of business today, and he developed

some selling plans along that line. For instance, he

selected one kind of candy which was having suc

cessful sales among a certain class of candy stores.

The best results were obtained when it was exhibited

a certain way with a certain form of window ad

vertising. He called on the stores of that class,

showed the goods, explained how they should be dis

played, offered to supply the necessary placards and

window signs, and gained the confidence of the re

tailers in the sales-possibilities of the idea. He was

very successful in his sales, the retailers repeated his

success, and he gained a point with them, in that

he had assisted them in their most important work-—

that of selling.

 

ANALYZE YOUR STOCK

stock. Shelf-lizards. Slow-moving

goods. These are the things that nibble deep

into the profits of every line of business, and are

one of the ills which should be most carefully

guarded against. Go out in your sample room or

stock room and make at keen analysis of the styles

it contains. Take a slip of paper with two head

ings, “Fast” and “Slow,”'meaning fast-selling and

slow-selling. Put a mark under each heading as

you go over the various styles. When it is done

analyze the result. You will probably be surprised

at the large number of slow-selling goods you have.

These call loudly upon you to give them special

study, and each one should receive your full

and thoughtful consideration. These slow-moving

goods are costing you money. They are taking up

valuable space. They are deteriorating in value.

They are keeping capital idle which should be ac

tively and profitably working. They are taking up

the time of your salesmen. They are telling your

customers that at least part of your line is undesir

able, and thus throwing suspicion on your whole

line.

You should relentlessly seek the reason why each

one was bought. Was this one ordered because of

the plausible arguments of some first-class salesman

to which you yielded without bringing your own

knowledge and judgment into play? VVas this

bought because of the promise that it would be ag

EAD
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gressively advertised by the manufacturer and thus

popularized? Did the novelty of this wrapper give

you the belief that the goods would be in large and

permanent demand? Did the siren voice of large

profits lure you into placing this article in your line?

Did price-lowness cause you to order liberally of

this last style you hold?

If the number of slow-sellers is surprisingly large

it indicates a state of mind or condition of business

which is worthy of careful considerationf It indi

cates that the judgment which ordered these things

was not working with 100% efficiency. The belt

had slipped a little because of carelessness in some

respect. The judgment had dozed when it should

have been wide awake. The ear of credulity had

been unwisely opened to the enthusiastic prognosti

cations of a voluble salesman. The popular taste

had been incorrectly diagnosed. just as an employee

is corrected and set right if he errs in any particular,

so the buyer should bring himself up with a round

turn if he finds he has, from any cause whatever,

permitted an undue proportion of slow-sellers to

creep into the stock and work their harm upon the

general business. It has taken hundreds of years

of merchandising for retailers to learn that a nimble

dime is more profitable than a sluggish dollar. And,

sad to say, many of them do not know it yet. So

today many dealers, both retail and wholesale, are

not grasping the tremendous importance of having

stocks with a minimum number of slow-sellers.

When this is understood, with all that it implies, the

jobber can conduct a business with less capital, less

store space, less overhead, and with a larger net

profit per year. '

MM

HE Mexican Chamber of Commerce, located in

‘the Woolworth Building, New York, mentions

confectionery and chewing-gum among the articles

which Mexico would like to import from the United

States. The appended editorial paragraph from

The Nation of April 5th describes the Mexican

Chamber of Commerce, among whose directors are

James W. Gerard, Elbert H. Gary, Russell R. Whit

man, of the New York Commercial, Jerome S. Hess,

the Consul General and Financial Agent of Mexico,

and others:

“For years the propaganda of the oil interests,

financially potent yet numerically an insignificant

group, has bedeviled our Mexican relations and kept

the peoples of the two countries from understand

ing each other. This agitation, which has been re

flected in Washington’s policy, has identified Mexico

with oil and obscured the fact that our 15,000,000

Mexican neighbors represent a great potential mar

ket for American goods. In consequence trade re

lations, naturally a stimulus to mutual good-will,

have suffered. The Mexican Chamber of Com

merce of the United States, newly formed with a

board of directors -of well-known American and

Mexican business men, augurs a change. A bul_

letin issued by it lists 247 classifications of Ameri

can manufactured articles and raw products which

Mexico imports; it lists also some 135 products

which Mexico exports. Perhaps if this organization

had existed ten years ago, the needless impasse be

tween the two governments and our blind failure to

recognize the most hopeful government Mexico has

ever had, would not have been. One has only to

look upon the picture of our relations with our

other great neighbor to realize our failure with

Mexico.”

—i<-»>-i

“If I Knew You and You Knew Me”

By W. E. COOPER

If I knew you and you knew me,

'Tis seldom we would disagree,

But, never having yet clasped hands,

Both often fail to understand

That each intends to do what's right

And treat each other “honor bright."

How little to complain there'd be

If I knew you and you knew me.

Whenever we ship you by mistake,

Or in your bill some error make,

From irritation you'd he free

If I knew you and you knew me.

Or when the checks don't come on time,

And customers send nary a line,

We'd wait without anxiety

If 1 knew you and you knew m-e.

Or when some goods you “fire back,"

Or make a “kick" on this or that,

We'd take it in good part you see,

If I knew you and you knew me.

With customers ten thousand strong

Occasionally things go wrong—

Sometimes our fault, sometimes theirs

Forebearance would decrease all cares;

Kind friend, how pleasant things would be

If I knew you and you knew me.

Then let no doubting ‘thoughts abide

Of firm good faith on either side;

Confidence to each other give,

Living ourselves, let others live;

But any time you come this way,

That you will call we hope and pray;

Then face to face we each shall see

And I'll know you and you'll know me.

From July Type Metal Magazine.

 

To the Consumer in Good Order

THE problem of improved packing materials and

methods tending to reduce waste from damage

to goods in process of delivery is attracting atten

tion among large retailing interests. It is probable

that there is still room for better casing and handling

in the candy field. The costs of the attractive boxes

in which the finer grades of confectionery are offer

ed makes it worth while to adopt any new means for

preventing damage that may be found economical

and effective in transit. A handsome container is

a promise of the quality of the contents. It ought

to come to the hands of the consumer in the same

perfect condition in which it left the factory or

store.
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HE Adams Candy Company. of Watertown,

N. Y., has been re-established, Morris H. Jewett,

of Redwood, remains as president. W. H. B.

Smith continues as vice-president, and Claude H.

Hanchette as general manager. The stockholders,

of whom there are many in northern New York,

are reported as being generally encouraged with the

outlook for the future.

WEETS Confectionery Co., of New Haven,

Conn., has been incorporated with authorized

capital stock of $10,000, by Harry A. Ginsberg,

Mae G. Ginsberg and B. Gailer. -

HE Circuit Court at Mount Vernon, Illinois, on

April 15th, awarded to the H. W. Faulkner

Candy Co., of that city, judgment for $225,000

against the fire insurance companies who had policies

covering the Faulkner plant which was destroyed

by fire last summer. The decision is regarded as a

sweeping victory for the company and its creditors.

IR John Craig Eaton, president of The T. Eaton

Co., Limited, Toronto, Canada, importers and

manufacturing confectioners, died on March 30th

at his residence, Ardwold, in that city.

L' Confectionery Manufacturing Co., of

Casper, Wyoming, incorporated under the laws

of that state, with capital stock of $100,000. The

directors are C. Lukis, Byron S. Huie and J. H.

Adriance.

ARI, New York City, incorporated to conduct a

confectionery business by A. Gellenoff, P. Ber

ner and G. Israel; capital, $100,000.

P' Lee Candy Co., New York City, incor

porated under the laws of that state by M. C.

Stokes, J. H. Warner and L. Levien; capital stock,

$20,000.

LEMENT Rueff, Inc., New York City, incor

N-Z porated to deal in candies and licorice products,

with capital stock of $100,000. Incorporated by C.

Rueff and others.

IR Harold Mackintosh, head of the great Eng

lish firm, originators and manufacturers of

Mackintosh's Toffee, with the largest factories of

their kind in the world, will shortly visit America

on a business trip. During this visit his headquar

ters will be with the American Branch of their Eng

lish advertising agents, T. B. Browne, Ltd., 33 West

42nd street, New York City.

C. Lovelace, of the firm of J. T. Howell, Jr.,

• & Co., 143 Second avenue North, Nashville,

Tenn., has purchased the confectionery stock of that

company and in future the business will be con

ducted under his name. J. T. Howell, Jr., & Co.,

will not handle candy in the future.

HE Izen Candy Co., Mankato, Minn., incor

ported to manufacture and deal in confection

ery by John P. Izen, H. B. Izen and A. J. Izen;

capital, $50,000.

HE Temple Candy Co., Temple, Texas, at the

annual meeting of stockholders on April 15th,

elected the following Board of Directors: Bennett

F. Smith, O. P. Smith, J. S. McCelvey, L. L. Tally

and B. L. George. O. P. Smith was elected secre

tary and assistant manager.

HARLES & Sanford Co., Chicago, Ill., incor

porated to manufacture and deal in confection

ery, by Charles V. Vipon, Samuel I. Praskill and

Evelyn H. Proskyl; capital, $4,000.

E. Rigby, the confectioner of 609 Kansas ave

• nue, Topeka, Kan., sold his business to Paul

Parrish and Miss Jennie Parrish, his sister. Mr.

Rigby is a pioneer in the confectionery business of

Topeka. After an extended vacation trip, Mr.

Rigby will engage in the manufacture of chocolate

specialties.

TRATIS M. COULAS, owner of the Scranton

Sugar Bowl, 111 Lackawanna avenue, Scran

ton, Penna., will open another confectionery store

about the last of May, at 327 Lackawanna avenue,

that city.
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IPER Brothers, grocers and bakers, of 31 North

Pinckney street, Madison, Wis., are to engage

in the wholesale jobbing of confectionery.

 

ABRAHAM Nusholtz, president of the La Salle

Candy Co., St. Louis, Mo., died on April 11th,

aged sixty—one years. Mr. Nusholtz was born in

Russia and had been connected with the candy busi

ness in St. Louis about forty years.

 

W. MULLINS and J. T. McEarchen have

o organized the Eat-Mo Candy Company at

Dawson, Georgia, and willmanufacture several

candy specialties.

 

THE N. Harrison Confectionery Co., 793 Main

street, Bridgeport, Conn., has purchased a prop

erty at Main street and Union Square which, after

alterations are completed, will be occupied by the

company.

 

LINCOURIS, Inc., 3463 Broadway, Chicago,

oIll., incorporated to conduct a confectionery

and tobacco business, with capital stock of $5,000,

by Daniel M. Healey, Andrew Vlaches and Jos.

F. Gervinka.

 

HE Sellers Chocolate Co., Buffalo, New York,

filed a certificate showing an increase in capital

stock from $50,000 to $450,000. The directors

subscribing to the certificates were Robert W. Sel

lers, Robert E. Lowther and H. M. Parkinson.

 

RANK A. MAHONEY acting as trustee for

the committee of stockholders, has purchased all

the assets of the White Mountain Candies, Inc.,

Concord, New Hamp., from the receiver. The com

pany has been in receivership since October 4, 1921.

A stockholders’ meeting will be held in the near

future, for the purpose of forming a new corpora

tion. "

OHN H. Doekman & Son, 32-34 East Mont

gomery street, Baltimore, Md., will soon erect

a new five-story candy factory at 17 to 25 Hughes

street, with full modern equipment.

 

 

HE Palace of Sweets is a handsome new con-

fectionery store recently opened at the corner of

Eleventh street and Phillips avenue, Sioux Falls,

South Dakota. George Ballis and Sam Pappas are

the proprietors.

C. LOVELACE has purchased the stock of

0 candies of J. T. Howell, Jr., & Co., Nash

ville, Tenn., and will continue the business under

the firm name of D. C. Lovelace & Co. Mr. Love

lace has been connected with J. T. Howell, Jr., &

Co., since it first started in business and has a host

of friends.

 

MICHAEL J. COUSINS was recently elected

vice-president and general manager of the

Hub Candy Company, Inc., of New Orleans, La.

Mr. Cousins is well known not only in New Orleans,

but throughout the Southern States. The Hub

Candy Company has been in existence nearly a year,

with Edward Ybos as president and Charles J. Graf,

secretary-treasurer. New machinery is now being

installed in the factory Nos. 1924-26 Third street.

 

NGERER & COMPANY, 124 West 19th

street, N. Y., are now directly represented in

the important territory between Buffalo and Chi

cago, as L. H. Carlson, with headquarters in the

Detroit Savings Bank Building, Detroit, Mich., will

cover Michigan and Ohio in the interests of the

Company. Mr. Carlson was formerly connected

with Frederick Stearns & Company, Detroit. The

addition of Mr. Carlson to the staff of Ungerer &

Company gives this firm a comprehensive organiza

tion with branch offices in all important centers in

cluding Buffalo, Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, Phila

delphia, New Orleans, San Francisco, Mexico City

and Paris, France.

 

NEVV corporation putting out a new gum with

a sweet-tart flavor, has been organized under

the laws of Delaware, with headquarters at 437 Fifth

avenue, New York. This company, known as the

Apple Gum Company, has a capitalization of

$1,000,000 of preferred stock and 200,000 shares

of no par common. The idea originated with

Joseph Gray Kitchell, who has for years been asso

ciated with developments in the confectionery trade.

In organizing the Apple Gum Company Mr. Kit

chell has associated with him as directors such men

as George W. Loft, famous in the candy industry,

Vernon C. Brown, vice-president and general man

ager of Sperry & Hutchinson Co., Isaac H. Blanch

ard, a leading citizen of New York City, who is

chairman of the board of the Blanchard Press, and

others. '

It is the idea of the Apple Gum Company, as

stated by President Kitchell, to market their product

with ample margin of profit for jobber and dealer.

"We shall keep away from cut-price competition

as far as possible," says Mr. Kitchell. “We shall

seek only legitimate distributing channels and our

whole effort will be concentrated on giving legiti

mate jobbers and dealers 100% service.” Instead

of the thin slab or the sugar-coated nugget, Apple

Gum is to be made in six solid squares, six pieces

to a five-cent carton.

ORNKOHL-EVERS CO., 219-225 VVest

Huron street, Chicago, Ill., incorporated to

deal in confectionery, ice cream makers’ and bakers’

supplies, by Alex. C. Hornkohl, L. L. Evers and

Lou M. Hornkohl; capital, $10,000.
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URNS Candy Company, of Seattle, Wash., in

corporated to manufacture and deal in con

fectionery, by L. C. Burns and'A..VV. Barton;
capital',i$35,000. .

 

ELCO;'Co,nfectionery Co., of Hartford, Conn.,

N incorporated under the. laws of that _stat_e to

manufacture and deal in confectionery, with au

thorized capital stock of $50,000, by Joseph Price,

Edward J. Abell and Leo Willens.

 

T HE Vermont Confectionery Company, Inc., of

Burlington, Vt., incorporated at $50,000 in 500

shares of $100 par value each for the purpose of

manufacturing candy and selling candy, tobacco and

other merchandise, has filed articles of association

with the secretary of state. The incorporators are

Martin C. Guiffre, Guy T. Vitagliano and Michele

A. Mangini, all of Burlington.

 

TERLING Candy Co., of Nashville, Tenn., in

corporated by C. C. Talley, William P. Smith,

Morris W. Ellis, H. Phelps Smith and W’-illiam

Hume; capital stock, $10,000.

 

THE Alpine Candy Shops of Buffalo, N. Y., in

corporated under the laws of that state, with

stated capital of $500. The directors are: Warren

A. Dudley, Uriah L. Upson, Irene M. Tolton,

Harold H. Reif and Paul P. Schiener.

 

MENDELL Candy Co., of Brooklyn, N. Y.,

o incorporated by Jacob, Roxie and Alfred

Mendel], with capital stock of $40,000.

 

ONOVIS Candy Co., New York City, incor

porated by L. Deason-House, V. Monovis and

R. Sheir, with capital stock of $10,000.

 

E BAROW Confectionery, Inc., Brooklyn,

N. Y., incorporated under the laws of New

York, with capital stock of $35,000. The directors

are: Mary Wohlberg, Aaron Wohlberg and Katie

Bearman.

 

EVV quarters have been established by the Bark-

doll Candy Company, Milwaukee, Wisconsin,

in the two story building at 230 Hanover street,

and the plant is now in operation. The factory of

the Barkdoll Company, which was located at 890

Twelfth street, was completely destroyed by fire

recently.

 

HE recently organized Blue Ribbon Manufac

turing Co., Pine Bluff, Arkansas, have received

their new equipment and started the manufacture

of candy. J. B. Bolin is president of the company,

and Chas. J. Kuros, manager.

T HE Manufacturing Confectioners of Baltimore

held a meeting on April 11th, at the Hotel Emer

son. The meeting was largely attended and was

enthusiastic, being presided over by Harry R. Jones,

president. A dinner was served. Secretary Uhlen

berg urged the members to join the N. C. A., ex

plaining the great advantages derived from the same.

He also pleaded for a large Baltimore delegation to

attend the Confectioners’ Convention to be held at

Chicago this month.

 

Among those present were: James A. Clark, John

H. Blome, VV. F. A. Blome, E. H. Josselyn, James

E. Schaeffer, VVilliam H. Ponder, Vi/illiam A.

Goetze, R. Melvin Goetze, C. A. Riebling, VVilliam

H. Everhart, James R. Heinzerling, J. Walter Jack

son, A. W. Dawson, Roscoe E. Rodda, Vi/illiam H.

Helfrich, F. E. Foos, Vi/illiam Heinz, M. P. Allan,

A. C. Pracht, VV. J. Hoover, B. J. Leidig, W. H.

McDowell, John F. Birkmeyer, Jr., G. Falter, Ed

ward J. Burns.

 

ROUND has been broken for the new $120,000

catering shop for the Doerr & Zeller Catering

Co. at the northwest corner of De Baliviere and

VVaterman avenues, St. Louis, Mo. The building

will be of reinforced concrete and steel, the exterior

walls to be of terra cotta and matt brick. The de

sign of the building, both interior and exterior, is

of the period of the English Renaissance. On De

Baliviere avenue there will be two shops—the choco

late shop and the catering shop. The building will

contain also a bake shop and ice cream shop.

 

TERIO G. MEMOS, proprietor of the Busy

Bee confectionery at Nashua, New Hamp., has

severed his business partnership with C. Vangos,

and has taken his nephew, Peter Memos, into the

firm. The candy business and soda and ice cream

parlors at 87 Main street will be continued under

the former name.

HE Candy Shop, 426 State street, Madison,

\Vis., burned out in January last, has reopened

and is one of the handsomest stores in that state.

C. L. Sniffen is proprietor and A. R. Hamburgh is

factory superintendent.

 

 

S. HUNT recently opened a new wholesale

o confectionery house at 954 Main street, Buf

falo, N. Y., and will carry a complete line.

EORGE R. STEVENS, formerly of Still

water, Minn., expects to start in the wholesale

confectionery and cigar business at Hibbing, Minn.

 

 

NEW two-story factory is being built at Lake

Geneva, \Vis., for the Mann Candy Co. The

first floor will be devoted to the manufacture of ice

cream and the upper story to the candy factory.
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JOSEPH NATHAN KANE

CHINA AS A CONFECTIONERY MARKET

MERICAN confectioners cannot afford to neg

lect the trade of a half billion people. Yet,

in China, a country with a population greatly in ex

cess of 400,000,000, no appreciable effort of any

kind is made to obtain their patronage. This, in

reality, is a colossal blunder.

Many con fectioners believe that China is a heathen

country but their belief is entirely ill founded when

as a basis the demand for confectionery is discussed.

In the past decade there has been a big demand for

confectionery in China to which the United States

has not yet awakened. Other countries, however,

are aware of this fact and have carefully laid their

plans to conquer this trade. Our American exports

to China have been decreasing at an alarming rate.

During the month of january 1920, for example, we

exported $8,803.00 worth of candy, in ]an. 1921

but $2,391.00. In ]an. 1922 this quantity decreased

to $1,463.00. This comparison was not made of a

particular month as the entire export trade shows

asimilar marked decline. \Vh'ile the confectionery

trade of the United States is decreasing with China,

the Chinese trade with other countries is increasing.

japan has secured the lion's share of China’s con

fectionery trade with England hungrily following.

This state of affairs is curious. \Vhen the word

“American” is an open passport throughout China,

when America has an asset of good-will that extends

throughout the length and breadth of China, it is a

shame that more confectioners do not try to ride on

this good feeling wave. Instead the majority of

confectioners are dormant, letting their machines

remain idle when the greatest market in the world

is seeking them_with firm outstretched arms.

China realizes the possibilities of its own re

sources, it realizes the advantage of encouraging its

own industries, the value of making local products

take the place of imported articles. To encourage

the confectionery industry in China quite a few

sugar refineries have been built.

Those sugar refineries which have done great

work are as follows: At Amoy, Hua Hsiang Co.,

Haitsang, Changchow (Chinese). In the Amoy

province there are also factories and refineries at

Tungan Lungchi and at Hang Keng both equipped

with foreign machinery. In the province of Chengtu

there are Chinese refineries at Tzechou and Nei

kiang. In the province of Harbin is found the Rus

sian refinery called Ashiho Sugar Factory Co. at

Ashiho and the Chinese factory, Hulan Sugar Fac

tory at Hulan. In Hongkong are the refineries of

jardine, Matheson & Co., Ltd., China Sugar Re

finery Co. and those of Butterfield & Swire, Taikoo

Sugar Refinery.Co. In Mukden is the japanese beet

sugar refinery, the South Manchuria Sugar Re

finery Co. Ltd. '

There are many ways possible to secure business

in China. Those which are the easiest and which

will bring the greatest results with the least expense

are the ones to, be described here. A letter addressed

to the Chinese Chamber of Commerce at San Fran

cisco will immediately place your name before Chi

nese confectionery purchasers. Another method of

securing trade is by consulting the records of the

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce who

maintain in their offices lists of names of foreign

purchasers subdivided into classes and groups.

Banks such as the Irving National Bank, the Na

tional City Bank, etc., have on hands names of

foreign purchasers about whom they have credit

information and all other necessary data for com

mercial guidance.

\Vith_little expense the confectioner, by doing the

above, can secure names of confectioneryimporters

which may be worth many thousands of dollars in

profits. An additional method is to consult trade

directories which may be found in nearly every li

brary. Additional information regarding the possi

bilities in (‘hina for your product may be had from

the Chinese Consul located in or near your city.

The Consul will likewise report your name to the

commercial organizations in his country as an ex

porter. Other cheap but valuable means of obtain

ing business is to send your catalogues to the Ameri

can consuls located in Chinese cities where they will

be on display to all Chinese importers of con

fectionery.

The possibilities of securing trade in this matter

is enormous. There are many other ways of secur

ing trade, by appointing agents, by sales to export

commission houses, by sending salesmen, etc. These

latter means, however, cost money.

Of the former suggestions all of them have been

found by actual experience to be practical. Inas

much as there might be some duplication of the lists,

several agencies each mentioning the same name as

a possible customer, care should be take11 that the

same letter is not duplicated. If the line of confec

tionery is not too expensive a sample assortment

-_- __ —~_——~_-1
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may be sent at the same time. This will give the

prospective customer an opportunity to examine and

sample before he places an order. Care should be

taken that these samples are packed in tin lined

hermetically sealed boxes in order to insure fresh

arrival at destination.

Before explaining what kind of candy to send, it

might be advisable to mention here that the above

methpds of obtaining names and addresses and in

formation is not solely peculiar to China alone. The

same methods of obtaining information apply to all

countries.

To obtain customers’ names from the Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce a form must be

filled out. The form requests you to state your

name and address, where incorporated or established

and date, paid up capital, names, addresses and

nationality of principal stockholders and percentage

of stock held by each, names, addresses and nation

ality of directors and 'ofi'icers. They also require

information regarding the nature of the firm,

whether it is a manufacturer, a manufacturer's

agent, an export merchant or export commission

house. They also want to know in what manner

the foreign business is conducted, whether by branch

factory abroad, branch ofiice abroad, by foreign

agencies, mail order, manufacturer’s export agent

in the United States, export commission house,

traveling salesmen, etc.

The forms will not be considered unless signed

by a responsible officer of the firm and properly

sworn to before a notary or other official authorized

to administer oaths.

Although this information is given out free and

gratis, the Department of Commerce ‘of the United

States is desirous of seeing that this confidential

matter is not misused. The Department of Com

merce is supported by the Government of the United

States thru taxes paid by the people of the United

States. This trade information should naturally be

given to firms in the United States and should not

be used to hinder American merchants.

The services given by banks may be made use of

freely by their depositors and customers as well as

by anyone else who desires same as the bank re

gards them as future and possible customers.

Information regarding foreign countries may be

obtained gratis from any chamber of commerce

maintained by that particular country while con

sular ofiicers are only too glad to give out desired

information. Although most consular officers are

hard pressed with work, they are glad to stimulate

business because it not on‘ly helps their countrymen

but indirectly themselves. The greater the amount

of commerce that goes thru an ofiice the greater the

rank of the consular station and the higher the pay

of the officer in charge. In some countries consular

officers receive a percentage of the receipts of the

bureau, etc. From all angles it is to their personal

advantage to promote trade as well as national duty.

The methods of obtaining trade information in

this article on China is not confined solely to China.

Information on any country may be obtained from

the corresponding ofiicers. Information on Hon

duras may be obtained from the Honduras consuls

located in the United States and the Consuls of the

United States in Honduras, etc.

Samples of confectionery sent to American con

sular officers should be sub-divided into samples for

display and samples for eating. As the looks of

candy does not improve with constant handling, it

is better to place a group of candies under glass

cover which may be easily seen, yet not touched.

The candy which is in great demand in China is

particularly the cheap kind, the kind that will fit

the purse of the laborer coolie making only a few

cents a day. The cheaper grades of candy especially

find a ready market there while high class candy is

also sold. _

There is one advantage in doing business with China

and that is the honesty of the people. There are, of

course, exceptions to every rule and what follows .

in one instance does not necessarily follow in an

other. I have known merchants who did a business

with China who shipped every order without look

ing up credit ratings believing in the honesty of

their customers. This is not a good practice for a

conservative business to get into irregardless of the

customer or the amount of money involved. Al

though the financial standing of most of the ac

counts in China are good, they do not always pay

promptly. A rice famine, a flood, etc., are some

of the many reasons that cause delays in payments.

Naturally. circumstances beyond the buyer’s con

trol are excusable reasons for delays. But again

over-speculation, decline in prices are other con

tributing reasons. Without exception credit ratings

should always be investigated. '

Some of the foreign banks with branches in China

from whom reliable credit information may be ob

tained are: Asia Banking Corporation, Banque Beige

Pour L’Etranger, Bank_ of Chosen, Banca Com

merciale Industriale Estremo Oriente, Banque de

L'Indo Chine, Banque Industrielle de Chine, Chart

ered Bank of India, Australia, and China, Chinese

American Bank of Commerce, Hongkong and

Shanghai Banking Corporation, International.Bank-‘

ing Corporation, Mercantile Bank of India, Mitsu

bishi Bank, Mitsui Bank, Nederlandsche Handel

Maatschappij, Park Union Foreign Banking Cor

poration, Philippine National Bank, Russo Asiatic

Bank, Sino Italian Bank, Sumitomo Bank, Bank of

Taiwan, Yokohama Specie Bank, etc. In general

this list covers most of the large banks in China.

One of the surest ways to gather information

about a country, especially when advertising is to

be placed, is by correspondence with their news

papers. These papers will make reports on market
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conditions and will undertake and outline selling

campaigns for the manufacturer. Those American

papers in China of value are in Shanghai, The China

Press (daily), Millard’s Reviezo (weekly), The Far

Eastern,Rez'ie'w (monthly). In Tientsin the Ameri

can daily is the North China Star. A number of

Chinese-owned journals printed in the English lan

guage at the Treaty Ports and in Peking from which

information on the confectionery market can be ob

tained are: Peking Daily News, Peking Leader

(daily), Chinese Social and Political Science Re

view (monthly at Peking), Shanghai Gazette (daily

evening) at Shanghai, Canton Times (daily) at

Canton.

The British owned newspapers in Shanghai alone,

most of which carry English confectionery adver

tising are: North China Daily News, North China

Herald (weekly), Shanghai Mercury (daily even

ing), Shanghai Times (daily), Finance and Com

merce (weekly), British Chamber of Commerce

Monthly, New China Review (monthly).

Correspondence with these institutions who are

continually on the ground who keep abreast of the

times and who know what is going on will keep

the confectionery manufacturer in an equal position.

A knowledge of the main simple points will bring

to America the trade of the 400,000,000 Chinese.

The trade is enormous and the possibilities without

limit. Let us, merely to make a point, assume that

each Chinese pays one cent a week for American

candy. Surely this proportion is small—but one

cent a week. This will mean a sale of $4,000,000.00

of American confectionery a week, a total over

$Z,000,000,000.00 a year. One cent a week per man

in China alone will make our export trade in con

fectionery one thousand times greater than that of

the combined export trade to the rest of the world.

What are the possibilities of getting your share of

the trade?

?_<...>i

NGERER & COMPANY have established a

branch office in the Pierce Building, St. Louis,

which is in charge of C. L. Iorns, whose territory

will comprise Kentucky, Tennessee and other terri

tory contiguous to St. Louis.

 

NEVV candy and ice cream factory is to be

operated in Monticello, Ind., by the recently

organized P. & H. Candy Company. The members

of the new firm are VVilliam Anheier, C. A. Pier

son, Frank Pierson, I. L. Hartman, Aley janagaris

and William Veriouka, all of Monticello. A brick

building will be constructed in East Monticello.

 

THE Apollo Candy Shop, Sam Lundas, man

ager, has opened a handsome new confectionery

store and lunch room at Brazil, Ind. A beautiful

fountain, fixtures and machinery have been installed.

SODA
AND ‘

UNCHEONETTE

COUNTER

]AcQUEs FQNTAINE

KEEPING UP APPEARANCES

E may have gotten by all winter with dusty

decorations and dingy woodwork, somehow

the lack of paint and varnish does not show up so

plainly then, but we can’t conceal our defects any

longer. These bright sunshiny days seem to mag

nify every speck of dust and bring into glaring

prominence every spot and surface that does not

fairly glow with polish. We didn’t realize how

dingy the fountain and equipment did look until the

bright sunlight showed us up.

In many cases a coat of varnish is all that is

necessary to restore the necessary “shine” but if the

original finish is too far gone for varnish to make

things look like new, we shall have to get out the

paint brush and bucket, unless we are lucky enough

to be able to afford an entire new equipment. VVe

have gotten tired of looking at the same old oak or

mahogany fixtures anyway, to say nothing of the

way the monotony of color has palled on our cus

tomers—let’s change our color scheme and do it so

cleverly that no one will guess it’s the same old stuff

done over.

If you have one of the old-fashioned ornate foun

tains, trimmed with lattice work and other unneces

sary ornamentation that we used to consider artistic,

see if you cannot remove some of it at least, and

make it look more like the plainer, newer fountains.

Don't keep a single unnecessary shelf or a bit of

bric-a-brac to catch the dust, clean them all out.

Smooth all rough surfaces with sandpaper, go over

all chairs and tables in the same way and give the

whole outfit three or four coats of paint.

just imagine your fountain department painted a

soft shade of grey with bright flowered cretonne slip

covers for the backs of the chairs and for curtains

and hangings if you have a suitable place for them.

Cretonne is not expensive and in most cases covers

and curtains can be made at home or any upholsterer

will do the work for you. VVhen necessary, slip

covers, etc., can be readily laundered and kept always

clean and fresh.

If you can afford glass tops for your tables use

a cover of cretonne under the glass. This not only

protects the finish but adds a touch of coziness and

attractiveness that can be obtained in no other way.

Ivory white, cream or certain shades of green.
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with cretonnes to match make good combinations,

too, and you have no idea how cheerful and attrac

tive and how cool and summery you can make your

fountain department in this way.

Fresh flowers on tables and counters add greatly

to the appearance of your fountain and they need not

be expensive hot-house roses, either. Don't over

look the buttercups and daisies and the other wild

flowers we can have for the gathering and don’t

under any consideration use artificial flowers, now

that the real ones are blooming in such profusion.

See that menu cards are dainty and fresh, that

all paper doilies and napkins are clean and spotless

and that everything about the fountain is dainty and

attractive. Cleanliness really comes before godli

ness in the code of the soda fountain owner, and

brightness and shininess where the customer can see

bespeak the cleanliness behind the scenes.

The successful soda fountain never looks run

down nor neglected, because the successful foun

tain owner knows that a customer receives his first

impression from the appearance of his fountain de

partment and that the first impression is likely to

“stick” no matter what comes after.

 

THE POWER or SUGGESTION

SSUMING that our stores are well equipped

and our shelves stocked with high-quality mer

chandise, our first step in initiating a sale is to create

a demand—to arouse the customer’s interest in and

make him want for himself the goods we have to

sell. In these days when turnover plays so big a

part in the scheme of merchandising and frequent

turnover can only be accomplished through increased

demand, we must consider from every angle any

plan that comes to us for attracting attention to our

stores and our wares with the view to securing more

and more customers and more and more orders for

our goods.

Suggestion is the most subtle form of creating a

demand and the suggestion may be made through

the medium of printed advertising, display adver

tising or the spoken word of clerk or salesman.

Because the average person likes to believe that he

is making his own decisions and buying a thing be

cause he needs it or wants it, rather than because

some clerk sold it to him, suggestions which attract

the eye and make the customer originate the sale

himself are the most successful and satisfactory.

Then again, because the actual sight of the goods

themselves, aided and abetted by suitable signs ex

plaining their good qualities and suggesting possible

uses make a stronger appeal than a word picture

alone, we conclude that display advertising is the

best medium for the retail merchant.

Another explanation of this is that a display

arouses the customer’s interest when he is on the

spot where the goods are for sale and he will fre

quently buy at first impulse where he would not if

his interest had time to cool or he had an oppor

tunity to think the matter over away from the in

fluence of the first suggestion.

Nearly all retailers have given some thought and

study to this question but it has been developed to

the greatest extent by the department store and we

find high-class stores of this kind paying their dis

play men enormous salaries to trim windows and

show the goods attractively in various departments.

They take into account seasonable demand, the

grouping of kindred articles, the etfects of various

lighting schemes, the blending of colors, etc., in

short, they make their displays so attractive that

people cannot help but stop and look at them and

want the goods displayed.

When we take this into consideration, we wonder

why all retailers do not spend more time and thought

on their window and store displays for it would pay

the fountain owner in the same proportion that it

does the dry goods merchant.

This is the ideal time of year for soda water men

to try out in earnest the business drawing power of

good displays, for as the warm weather approaches

the desire for iced drinks and desserts naturally in

creases and it can be decidedly furthered by a very

little well directed suggestion through store and

window displays.

Don't be satisfied to make a window display of

fountain products every two or three months, then

leave the same trim up for a couple of weeks and

think you have done your duty. Don’t consider that

it is “advertising” to hang up promiscuously at the

fountain three or four signs and leave them till they

are dusty and fly specked. That is not the way the

dry goods merchants gets results from his windows.

He changes them almost daily, he strives constantly

to attract and hold the interest of the public, he plays

to the people in the street as he realizes that that is

the only way he can increase his line of customers

and quicken his turnover.

It is impossible for me to tell you exactly how

to make a window display. I can only give you a

few simple instructions and leave it to you to work

the matter out to fit your own particular needs.

Study the displays of retailers in other lines, don’t

crowd your windows, don't display a dozen different

articles together that have no relation to each other.

Don't use colors that clash, have your lights out of

sight as much as possible and so placed that they

shine on and bring into prominence the articles you
are displaying. If you have more thanione window,

give up one entirely to your soda fountain and

change the trim every three or four days. Don't

attempt to feature every item on your menu at one

time but select one flavor or one special drink or

dessert and build your window around that. The

window strips and cards furnished by the manufac

turers of syrups and fruits are very good and can

be supplemented by printed or hand-lettered cards

or signs calling attention to the quality of your‘
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drinks, the cleanliness of your fountain and the

service you are giving your patrons. ' '

Try having a pineapple window for example, fea

turing all the drinks and sundaes you make with

pineapple, and if possible, show pictures of pine

apples growing, with brief information asto where

this fruit comes from, how it is harvested, etc.

Then feature chocolate, orange and lemon drinks,

and so on through the list. You have loads of ma

terial to work with and will find that the simplest

little details of fountain operation—how things are

done, will interest your trade. Your displays must

make the people want your fountain pr0(lucts and a

little thought and care in making appealing sugges

tions for the warm summer days will work wonders

in your sales records.

SODA DISPENSING IS A REAL MAN'S JOB

T was not so many years ago that the position of

soda dispenser was thought to carry with it very

little responsibility. The retailer might select his

other clerks with the utmost care but he thought

that anyone could draw soda water and as a result

his dispenser was usually the poorest paid and the

least appreciated man in the store, so, as a rule, he

did not remain a dispenser very long .but applied his

talents to other lines where the salary was bigger

and the chances for advancement more certain.

\Vith the passing of time and the wonderful de

velopment that has taken place in the industry, the

status of the dispenser has undergone a complete

change and to—day, the fountain owner realizes that

his dispenser is one of his most valuable employees

and frequently he leaves to him, more than to any

other clerk, the responsibility for the success of his

department.

The dispensing of the drinks and sundaes on the

extensive and elaborate menus to-day is an art—a

real profession, and commands a salary commensu

rate with its importance. The dispenser must have

poise, so he will not become flustered or nervous

during a rush period. He must be patient and digni

fied in order to cater to everyone’s whims, always

pleasant and agreeable without getting “fresh” and

must have the ability to get along with other help.

He must have the accuracy of a prescription clerk,

so all drinks will be uniform, and no expensive ma

terials wasted, he must be enough of a chemist to

mix and blend his different flavors and materials into

delicious drinks and desserts. He must have pride

enough to keep himself and his fountain spick and

span, he must be quick, honest and loyal, and work

for the interest of the business at all times.

It’s no boy's job, is it? It takes a real man to

measure up to all these requirements, and one who

should command the respect of every employer, and

when all retailers come to demand these qualifica

tions in a dispenser and the dispenser to give them

in return for his salary then indeed will the pro

fession of soda dispensing have reached its rightful

plane and high-grade men will be proud of the title

of dispenser. -

FORMULAS FOR MAY

VERMONT CREME SUNDAE

Dilute marshmallow with pure maple syrup, beat

ing until you have a fluffy, creamy mixture. Serve

generously over vanilla or chocolate ice cream and

top with a ladle of pineapple cubes and chopped

maraschino cherries and a sprinkling of dry nut

meats.

MINT RICKEY

. Into a 12 oz. glass draw l oz. mint syrup, V2 oz.

orange syrup and V2 oz. pineapple syrup. Add a

teaspoonful of lemon juice, a big ladle of chopped

ice and fill with coarse stream. Decorate with a

slice of orange and a sprig of fresh mint.

DUTCH SUNDAE

Fill a cone shape disher with vanilla and choco

late ice cream, half and half. Place on a sundae

plate and pour slowly over it a ladle of hot choco

late fudge. Top with whipped cream or fluffy

marshmallow and sprinkle with grated sweet choco

late.

ICED COFFEE

Two ozs. coffee syrup, ladle shaved ice, small

disher vanilla ice cream. Fill glass with cold milk

and stir briskly with a spoon. Top with grated nut

meg and serve with sweet wafers.

MALTED MAPLE

Into a mixing glass draw 1% ozs. maple syrup.

add 2 teaspoonfuls malted milk, l oz. sweet cream

and a ladle of shaved ice. Shake and add milk to

fill glass.

BEST STRAWBERRY SUNDAE

Line a sundae dish with lady fingers. Fill the

center with fresh strawberry ice cream, add a ladle

of crushed pineapple and top with marshmallow and

a big strawberry dipped in powdered sugar.

PINEAPPLE ICE PHOSPHATE

One oz. grape juice, V2 oz. lemon syrup, f/2 oz.

pineapple syrup, ladle shaved ice. Fill glass with

carbonated water and add a disher of pineapple

sherbet.

DECORATION DAY PUNCH

Use any good brand of orangeade syrup and dilute

according to directions. To each gallon of diluted

orangeade add 1 qt. grape juice, 1 qt. raspberry

syrup and if necessary, grenadine syrup to give it

a rich, red color.

juice to make the drink quite tart and place in punch

bowl with a block of ice. Add fresh strawberries

and maraschino cherries cut in quarters, pineapple

cubes and slices of oranges and serve, very cold,

with straws and a spoon.

APRICOT SUNDAE

Over a disher of vanilla ice cream pour a ladleful

of butter scotch syrup. Around the sides arrange

halves of canned apricots and top with a red cherry.

Use fruit acid or strained lemon.
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SPECIAL NOTICE

HIS department was established and is con-

tinued for the sole purpose of helping our sub

scribers in overcoming clifficulties in manufacturing

through suggestions and advice prepared by our

technical editor and printed, as a rule, in the next

ensuing issue following inquiries. VVe cannot sup

ply information by letter nor are we prepared to

furnish new formulas, a feature for which this

department is not conducted.

This explanation is made because we occasionally

receive letters from readers asking for complete

formulas as well as prompt individual responses,

and whom we are obliged to disappoint much as we

regret doing so.

_

Confectioners Journal 1

V Enclosed find check for $3.00 for our subscrip

tion to the Confectioners ]ournal.

I notice in the February number where ]. VV. M.

has trouble with chocolates fermenting and break

ing. We had the same trouble and lost thousands

of pounds. Had letters from San Francisco to

New York, but no one gave us any relief. Was

using slab with wooden frame around it, and finally

removed the frame and found that was the cause

of our chocolates breaking and fermenting. Have

his slabs or beaters absolutely clean and he will have

no more trouble. DENNISON CANDY Co.,

Phoenix, Ariz.

BONBONS OR DIPPING CREAM.

B. & D.: Place into a copper pan thirty pounds

of best A sugar, four quarts of water, one and

one-half teaspoonfuls of acetic acid No. 36 or

what is called white acetic acid, set the pan on

a good fire and stir until the sugar is dissolved,

wash down the sides of the pan, cover with a

clean wooden cover, let boil for five minutes, re

move the cover, place the thermometer into the

pan and cook to two hundred and forty or per

haps to two hundred and forty-two degrees, just

according to your instrument. Pour the batch

on a very clean, wet marble slab and immediately

sprinkle about half a pint of cold water over the

top and let cool. \\/hen cold, two persons should

turn the batch with steel spatulas, until the batch

runs together into a solid mass, then scrape off

the spatulas, also the slab. Knead the scrapings

until soft, stick this under the big lump, cover

the whole with a large, white, double piece of

muslin, or with a clean heavy bag, for thirty

  

minutes, then knead the batch into a smooth

mass, it is then ready to use. Try to use up the

cream in a day or two, as it will make a nicer

gloss on the goods, but when you cannot use it

up while fresh, use it for centers or any other

work. In order to be always sure of your ther

mometer, set a pan with cold water on the fire,

place the thermometer in the water, and when

the water begins to boil the thermometer must

show two hundred and twelve degrees. You can

then easily cook the sugar a little lower or higher

to adjust the difference. \Vhen melting the

cream, place a few pounds of the cream into a

small farina boiler and slowly warm until thin

enough to dip nicely. Vv'ork the cream a little

cool, that means warm it slowly until just hot,

remove from the fire, letting the cream pan set

in the outside water part of the boiler. Color

all dipped goods a very delicate color, for highly

colored bonbons always look cheap.

DIPPING CHOCOLATE

B. VV. W.: For dipping penny goods you may use

a cheap grade of sweet coating and chocolate

liquor of even parts, thin down with any thinner

prepared for this purpose and which you will find

advertised in the journal. You may also pre

pare it yourself, when you have machinery for

such work; in such case you can use cocoa pow

der, fine sugar and hard fat, and let the machine

run until the mixture is very smooth. You can

blend the coating with sugar or chocolate liquor to

suit your trade, but we think that you will do bet

ter by buying the coating ready mixed and then

thin it to suit yourself, because it is very difficult
i to get good results. Chocolate of any kind must

be used lukewarm, because too much heat applied

will turn out streaky goods.

BAR-D CANDY.

The Sp. C. Co.: We are not surprised that your

hard candy does not hold up‘unless wrapped.

Your formula is not even suitable for winter

candy. It is more a formula for taffy of the poor

est kind, especially when you have to cook on an

open fire, and even when you can cook in a vacuum

pan. \Ve have never heard or seen candy made

with more than one-half of corn syrup, and a

small portion of water. You also failed to men

tion what kind of hard candy you generallymake,

for you must know that there are many kinds

of hard candy, not all cooked and treated the



same. We are therefore sorry that we cannot

give you any more information.

TORTONI ICE CREAM

N. D. K. : There are several ways to make this fine

ice cream. No. 1—-Place into a bright copper

pan, one pound and a half of sugar, add gradually

one dozen whole eggs, beat with an egg beater

until nice and light, now add three quarts of

cream, mix well, set on low fire and stir well with

the beater until boiling hot, without, however, let

ting it boil. Strain through a fine sieve into an

earthen or china bowl, set aside to cool, stirring

it up once in a while to prevent it forming a skin.

VVhen ice cold freeze like any other cream. When

well frozen, add one tablespoonful of extract of

nectarine and four ounces of dry, finely crushed

bitter macaroons and a few drops of caramel or

burnt sugar. No. 2—Place into a copper pan

one quart of fresh milk, one quart of cream, add

twelve to fourteen ounces of sugar, nine whole

eggs, the latter beaten up a little, mix all well to

gether with an egg beater, set on low fire and stir

well until nearly boiling, strain, cool and freeze.

You may also cook one vanilla bean, split first in

half, with the cream. When cool and well frozen

add five ounces of dry, finely crushed bitter mac

aroons and meringue finely crushed. Heighten

the color with a few drops of caramel or burnt

sugar.

CHOCOLATE COATING

R. O. Co.: This coating does not in any way differ

from other coating, except in the price. You

failed to mention if you have any machinery, for

you will never be able to mix and finish this coat

ing by just mixing it with a little heat. Place

into a melanger, thirty or forty pounds of cocoa

powder, thirty pounds of extra fine lozenge or

four X sugar as it is also called, warm it up a lit

tle, then add ten pounds or more of hard fat,

such as you will find advertised in the Journal

for the purpose, let the melanger run several

hours, see if the coating is thin enough by try

ing a few pieces and if too thick add more fat.

We are unable to give you the exact quantity as

cocoa powder varies considerably.

TAFFY.

C. ]. C. Co.: We don't know of any remedy for

your trouble unless you cook a little higher in

warm or moist weather. Use only half a pound of

salt and add the flour, when the batch is nearly

down. Place the flour in a pan, mix about one

pound of the butter with the flour, and dip out

enough of the batch to mix with the flour and but

ter to get a smooth paste, mix well through the

batch and finish. Good butter is always best, but

you can easily use cocoanut fat. There are differ

ent grades of this on the market, and by looking at

E. E. A.:

the advertisements in the journal you will find

what you want.

GRAINED SUGAR TOYS IN WATER MOLDS

C. C. K. : When using molds for the first time, after

they have been stored away for a year, they should

be soaked in lukewarm water overnight, and

washed and brushed out clean, else you will al

ways have dirty looking toys; while the beauty of

these goods is their snow-white appearance. Now

when the molds are in good shape you can pro

ceed with the cooking. VVe will give you a for

mula for a small batch, and you can change to

suit yourself. A bonbon pan with a large spout

and a flat bottom is best for this work. Place

into such a pan twelve pounds of best white A.

sugar, add one quart and one pint of water, about

five drops of acetic acid, no more, set on good fire

and stir until the sugar is dissolved, wash down

the sides of the pan and cook to about two hun

dred and forty degrees, lift off the fire and let

rest for a minute or two, then with a small spat

ula grain the sugar a little by rubbing some of

the sugar against the side of the pan, stir this

white sugar carefully into the clear sugar until

it has a milky appearance. Meanwhile have the

mold drained and put in position, fill up the molds,

and when the sugar has formed a crust on top,

break the crust and turn the mold up to allow the

liquid to run out into a pan. Set the mold on an

iron bar only on one side, in order to allow the

air to cool off the figure. After about ten or

fifteen minutes the figure should be solid enough.

Open the mold carefully and lift out the figure,

which you may then run quickly through cold

water, by doing this the figure will show some

gloss, although this is not absolutely necessary.

For large pieces you may cook the syrup two or

three degrees higher. Decorate them to suit your

l£8.St€.

ICING

No. 1. Soak one-half pound of egg

albumen with three pints of water overnight, stir

it up well in the morning, place it into the beater,

add gradually from twelve to fourteen pounds of

fine icing sugar, and beat until white and light.

Put the icing into large pan, and cover with damp

cloth. When the icing is too stiff, add a little

cold water. No. 2. Dissolve two ounces of gran

ulated gelatine in four quarts of hot water. Add

two pounds of bonbon cream and stir until thor

oughly mixed, add eighteen pounds powdered

sugar. Beat all together to a good stiff paste.

Dip squares or bars in this and lay on a wire sieve

to drain a few minutes. Then lay on wax paper

in trays to dry. No. 3. Dissolve half a pound

of gelatine in warm water. When cold, or nearly

cold, beat it up well to a stiff froth. Meanwhile,

cook fifteen pounds of sugar, with about three
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pints of water to two hundred and thirty-eight

degrees, and pour this gradually over the gelatine

in the beater, run the beater at medium speed, and

stop when the icing is nearly cold.

COATING

L. H.: You can coat bars or anything else with

thinly melted bonbon cream, or else use the icing

No. 1 published in this number. Your other

question, “VVhich comes first in the making of

candy; the taste or the looks?" We answer by

saying that appearance comes first. The palate

is tempted through the appearance of the piece,

but the candy must taste as good as it looks.

NUT ROLL CENTRE

Place into a copper pan fifteen pounds

of sugar, two pounds of corn syrup, one pound

of caramel paste, one gallon of cream. Cook this

to two hundred and forty-two degrees, set off,

add one pound of butter, stir it in well, then stir

the batch until it gets cloudy, sprinkle slab with

starch and pour out, let rest about twenty min

utes, fold it up several times until it is nearly cold,

then roll out in club shape about twelve inches

long, lay them on starch in order to keep their

shape. When cold brush them off well, dip in

caramel and roll in whole pecan nuts, mixed

with crushed nuts. The crushed nuts will fill

out empty or bare spaces.

In order to give you a proper an

swer it would be necessary for you to send us a

finished or unfinished sample of your chocolate

tablets. There are three different ways of run

ning up medicated goods, containing chocolate.

We suppose that you are using a power-revolving

pan, as hand work would not do for this purpose.

JAPANESE JELLY

Soak overnight half a pound of

white japanese gelatine in 4 quarts water. Next

day place the gelatine into a small copper pan,

set the pan on low fire and stir constantly till the

gelatine is dissolved; let boil a few minutes, then

strain through a fine sieve, add 12% pounds of

sugar, set on the fire again, and stir and cook

to a good thread; add 7}/§ pounds of corn syrup,

mix well on the fire, but do not let boil; set off

to rest a little while, remove the scum, flavor,

color, and add a pinch of tartaric acid, line a tray

bottom and sides with paper, and pour the jelly

into the tray, set aside until next day. Now

dampen the top with a clean piece of muslin, and

throw fine granulated sugar over the batch, turn

the tray upside down, wet the paper, then pull

off the paper and throw fine sugar over the sheet

also, cut into squares or oblong, roll in sugar,

sift off the surplus sugar, let dry a little, and the

jellies are ready for sale.

BANANAS

S. L.: The banana is not fit for preserving. It

has been tried in different ways, but the result

was always unsatisfactory, for the fruit, by re

peated boiling, either shrinks or turns into mush

and loses all its delicious flavor. Banana has no

body like other fruits, and it is only a waste of

time to try preserving them, unless you \vant to

use it right away; then you may turn out a fair

article by stewing sound bananas for a few min

utes in syrup, drain and coat them at once; but

you will never be able to preserve bananas to keep

any length of time.

CREAM FOR SOFT CENTERS

‘E. E. S.: Cook twenty-five pounds of sugar with

3 quarts water and a small teaspoonful of cream

of tartar to 242 degrees, pour on damp marble,

and when nearly cold turn like any other cream;

cover with a heavy sheet of damp cloth for half

an hour, then knead down like bread dough,

flavor at will. This is for hand-rolled cream.

By adding 1 pound of best table butter, you will

have the celebrated butter creams.

A better result for soft centers is obtained

when the cream is melted and cast in starch. The

centers -will not only keep soft a longer time, but

one can make a large variety of chocolate creams.

Another Method: Place into a copper pan 20

pounds of sugar, 4 pounds of corn syrup, 2

quarts of cream, little water, set on the fire and

cook and stir to 234 degrees, add 6 ounces of

glycerine, cook and stir to 238 to 240 degrees,

pour on damp marble, cool and finish like any

other cream.

French Cream: Place into a copper pan 18

pounds of sugar, 2% quarts of water, l table

spoonful of acetic acid No. 36. Cook on the

fire to Z44 degrees, pour on wet marble, let

cool; beat 1 dozen whites of egg very stiff, pour

eggs over batch while working same, when the

eggs are worked in well, pour over the batch 5

ounces of glycerine, put away, cover well with

cloth.

 

H. RANKIN and VVm. M. Fox have or

o ganized the firm of H. H. Rankin & Co., at

Carthage, N. Y., and will conduct a wholesale con

fectionery and tobacco business. Both men are ex

perienced.

 

HE two-story building at 921 Broad street,

Newark, N. ]., has been leased for a period of

twenty-one years by G. S. Sparks for his nut-candy

shop. which is now located at 889 Broad street.

Possession will be taken when the present lease on

the property expires, about two years hence. After

extensive alterations the new lessor will occupy the

building as a confectionery shop and lunch room.
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Help Wmted—MaIe

WANTED — CANDYMAKER _FOR

first-class retail store; state experience,

wages expected and give references. Ad

dress S 28, care Confectioners Jourrggg

WANTED — CANDYMAKER, MUST

be good on soft lozenges and thoroughly

understand lozenge machine. State sal

ary and where last employed. Address

P 28, care Confectioners Journal. 568

VVANTED -— COMPETENT SALES

manager for small but well established

candy factory in central states. Oppor

 

 

tunity to secure interest in business for

right party. Address E 28, care Confec

tioners Journal. 568

\VANTED--PRACTICAL SUPERIN

tendent to take charge of the maiiufac

turing end of our business. The man who

secures this position must convince us of

his ability to handle the help under him,

as well as secure satisfactory results

along manufacturing and productive lines.

Do not answer this ad unless you are

thoroughly capable. Submit the names of

present and past employers, covering a

period of at least five years. Also advise

us regarding your ideas of compensation.

Address B 28, care Confectioners Jousrnal.

68

WANTED-—-A GOOD, RELIABLE

hard goods candymaker that is capable of

taking charge of factory and producing

quality goods and original pieces. Prefer

one who could invest small amount of

money in order that he might become

directly interested. State age, experience

and salary expected to start with. Good

opportunity for the right man. Address

A 26, care Confectioners Journal. 568

CANDY MAKER VVANTED—EX

perienced with open fire cooking (whole

sale). Exceptional opportunity for first

class workman possessing initiative. Pre

fer one located in or near New York.

State wages and references. Address

Candy Maker, Box 403, City Hall Station,

New York City. 568. 61

WANTED—-FOR NE\V YORK FAC

tory, working foreman for gum, marsh

mallow and nougat department. Must be

experienced on very fine work and able

to manage help. State experience, age

and salary expected. Steady position with

first-class house.- Address D 32, care

Confectioners Journal. " 568

 

Situations Wanted—Male

PRACTICAL CANDY MAKER

wants position, experienced superintend

ent, capable of making any line or grade

of chocolates and candies desired, giving

proper instructions and supervision, so as

to maintain quality, uniformity and pro

'duction. Thoroughly familiar with mod

ern equipment and costs. Address O 28,

care Confectioners Journal. . S68

WANTED—POSITION AS SUPER

intendent or working foreman by all

around candymaker, hard goods prefer

red; 25 years’ experience, 10 years as a

superintendent. Can furnish references.

Geo. VV. Davidson, 408 W. Fourth St.,

Oklahoma City, Okla. 568, 59

 

Situations Wanted—Male

WANTED—POSITION AS SUPER

intendent or working foreman where

ability, integrity and aggressiveness will

be appreciated. Especially good on fruit

centre chocolates, as well as hard goods

and fudges. Western job preferred. Ad

dress N 28, care Confectioners JOtI5K'6I§3.l.

SITUATION WANTED BY PRAC

tical, experienced candymaker on full line

of the highest grade candies; fifteen

years’ experience._ American. Address

J 28, care Confectioners Journal. 568

SITUATION W A N T E D —- FIRST

class all-around candymaker and enrober

man wishes position as working foreman;

middle west preferred. Address H 28,

care Confectioners Journal 568

SITUATION WANTED BY FIRST

class cream and M. M. man; Illinois or

Missouri preferred. Address G 28, care

Confectioners Journal. 568

SALESMANAGER OF MANY

years’ experience, personally acquainted

with jobbers and manufacturers in mid

dle and western territory, wishes connec

tion with large manufacturer. Capable

of producing results. References ex

changed. Address F 28, care Confection

ers Journal. 568

YOUNG MAN, EXPERIENCED IN

chemistry, is desirous of obtaining a place

in the laboratory of a confectionery or

chocolate factory. Address C 28, care

Confectioners Journal. 568

SITUATION WANTED BY CHOCO

late man who knows the game thoroughly.

No bluff. Can roll up sleeves and show

other fellow. Knows French, German

and American machinery; also Swiss

method of making milk chocolate. Can

show and prove facts. Open after July

first. Address E Z6, care Confectioners

Journal. 568

WANTED — POSITION BY ALL

around man on cream, gum and marsh

mallow and jellies, etc.; best references.

Address B 30, care Confectioners Journal.

568

Situations Wanted—MaIe

VVANTED—-POSITION AS \VORK

ing foreman in small modern factory.

Eighteen years’ experience in largest

house making hard candies, cream, gum,

jelly, caramel, nougat, etc.; can handle

help to good advantage. Address J 30,

care Confectioners Journal. 568

SUPERINTENDENT, PRACTICAL

candy maker, desires position; twenty

years’ experience, production end; mod

ern methods and up-to-date ideas in

handling large outputs and with very

broad experience on general lines of

high-class and popular-priced candy; can

handle help to good advantage. Address

K 30, care Confectioners Journal. 568

RETAIL CANDYMAKER VVANTS

position; expert on chocolates, bon bons,

caramels, fudge, marshmallows and hard

satin finish goods. Best references. Ad

dress S 30, care Confectioners Journal.

568

FOREMAN WISHES POSITION—

30 years’ experience. Has practical

knowledge of creams, fine goods, nougat,

high grade and cheap. A. B. gum work,

clear medicated jujubes, real Turkish

paste. Good references from best houses.

Always had charge of floor. Can handle

help and machinery. Only those who need

first-class man need answer. New York

preferred. Address R 30, care Confec

tioners Journal. 568

SITUATION WANTED BY CANDY

and ice cream maker. First class on all

kinds high-grade gloss counter goods, fine

cream centers, bon bons, high-grade gloss

hard candies, French nougats, fudges,

iiougatines. caramels, taffies, and all kinds

American and French ice creams and all

kinds water ices and sherbets. Steady

and reliable. Address E 32, care Confec

tioners Journal. 568

Salesmen Wanted

\/VANTED — POSITION BY ALL

around man on hard goods, nougats,

fudge, etc.; Z2 years’ experience. Address

C 30, care Confectioners Journal. 568

POSITION WANTED BY HARD

goods foreman; 20 years’ experience; re

liable and hustler. Capable taking charge

of small factory. West or middle west

preferred. Address G 30, care Confec

tioners Journal. 568

CHOCOLATE SUPERINTENDENT,

long experienced, desires to make

change; produce best and finest choco

late coating; bar goods; liquors; cocoa;

bean up. Understand perfectly all choco

late machinery; handling help; figuring

costs, etc. Go anywhere. American,

married. Age 42. Address N 30, care

Confectioners Journal. 568

SITUATION WANTED BY FIRST

class candymaker, wholesale or retail; 25

years’ experience. Address M 30, care

Confectioners Journal. 568

SALESMAN

FOR CHOCOLATE COATING

A manufacturer of high grade chocolate

coating is looking for a salesman. These

are the essentials by which he will qualify

for the position: First—experience over

a period of years and wide trade acquaint

ance. Second—a record of successful per

formance. Third—a good reputation for

ability and integrity.

He must be a "coating man.” No one

without coating experience need apply.

His compensation will ‘be a good salary

and participation in the profits.

Application by letter only. Give age,

experience and references.

H. K. McCANN COMPANY

Room 1306

New Yorlr. N. Y.

568, 40

GI Broadway

MINIMUM CHARGE SIM
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Salesmen Wanted

CHOCOLATE COATING SALESMEN

—Two salesmen to sell coatings and liquors

to the manufacturing trade—one for Wis

consin, Minnesota, North and South Da

kota, Nebraska and Iowa—one for In

diana, Illinois, Missouri, Kansas and Colo

rado. One of the largest houses in this

line will consider applications from men

who have had an actual experience in

selling coatings. Applications will be

treated as confidential if desired. Ad

dress U 28, care Confectioners Jou5r6i§al.

SALESMAN WANTED-—SALESMAN

to sell a full line of chocolates in pack

ages, bulk and novelties to retailers and

wholesalers in New York State. A man

living around Kingston or Albany, with

an acquaintance preferred. Drawing ac

count against commission. Address D 28,

care Confectioners Journal. 568

WANTED—CANDY SALESMAN TO

take one-third interest in corporation

manufacturing hand-dipped chocolates.

Allen 8; Andrews, Corning, N. Y. 568, 30

SALESMAN ACQUAINTED WITH

buyers and who can obtain orders for

sales and order books, can make favor

able commission arrangements with lead

ing Chicago concern in this line. Chicago

Sales Book Company, 337 W. Madison

St., Chicago. 565 tf, 24

WANTED - SALESMEN CALLING

on the retail fancy box candy trade in the

following territories: Michigan, Pennsyl

vania and New York, to sell my Martha

Ann Fruit Cake. Only men representing

large well-known candy firms and having

well-established trade and large earning

capacity need apply. My product is the

most expensive and delicious confection

made. Replies confidential. Grace A. Rush,

Hyde Park, Cincinnati, Ohio. 567 tf, ZS

VVANTED—SALES.\/[AN FAMILIAR

with selling of chocolate products to rep

resent an established chocolate company

in Pennsylvania and New York State ter

ritories. Replies confidential. Address

O 26, care Confectioners Journal. 568

ATTENTION— CANDY BROKERS

and Salesmen—VVe want some real live

brokers and salesmen to handle our strict

ly high-grade chocolates, both pail special

ties and fancy boxes. Firm established

 

 

-over fifteen years and with wide reputa

tion. Territories are limited, so write im

mediately if_ interested. Address C 26,

care Confectioners Journal. 568

WANTED—CANDY SALESMEN OR

brokers of the highest type well acquaint

ed with the trade in the Pittsburgh and

Minneapolis territories, to represent on a

brokerage basis an old established inanu

facturer of fine quality popular priced

staple candies. Write fully regarding

your connections and experience. Address

D 30, care Confectioners Journal. 568 _

VVANTED—SALESMEN—\VE HAVE

some territory open for a few good live men.

Strictly commission basis. Only men who

can produce results are worth while. Let

us know what territory you cover. Ad

dress O 30, care Confectioners Journal.

S68

i Salesmen Wanted

SIDE LINES SALESMEN WANTED

on commission basis by Mount Joy Choco

late and Confectionery Company, Mount

Joy, Pa. We offer permanent connection

and excellent opportunity to the right

man selling the finest chocolate coated

almonds made. Write us fully, stating

your experience, present connections, ter

ritory and references. 568, 75

SALESMEN—A WELL KNOWN

reputable house manufacturing primary

and secondary certified food colors, also

an excellent line of flavoring specialties,

essential oils, etc., is anxious to get in

touch with men who have a following

among the manufacturing trade. Address

U 30, care Confectioners Journal. 568

WANTED—SALESMEN TO HAN

 

 

 

idle large line _ of penny suckers and

sticks; commission basis. Address T 30,

care Confectioners Journal. 568
 

OPENING FOR COATING SALES

man with one of the oldest and largest

chocolate manufacturers. Young man

preferred. State experience and income

expected. Replies held in strict confi

dence. Address C 32, care Confectioners

Journal. 553

 

Specialties Wanted

Specialties Wanted

SALESMAN -—- ACE HIGH " PRO

ducer open for general line of confec

tionery to jobbing and wholesale grocery

trade for New England, Ohio and Michi

gan. For more information, address H 30,

care Confectioners Journal. 568

I AM SEEKING ANOTHER HIGH

grade line or specialty for the New York

Metropolitan District. Am qualified to

represent you successfully because (1)

have twelve years’ experience, (2) enjoy

both good-will and prestige of the trade,

(3) know the business ethics of each job

ber. This is a real opportunity for a

manufacturer of quality products to ob

tain honest representation. Replies

strictly confidential. Address L 30, care

Confectioners Journal. 568

EXPERIENCED SALESMAN

wants live candy line for jobbing trade,

Metropolitan Philadelphia. Penny goods

preferred. Address P 30, care Confec

tioners Journal. 568

 

Machinery for Sale

 

OLD LINE SALESMAN CALLING

on the jobbing trade regularly. West Yir

ginia. Maryland, Virginia and Washing

ton, D. C., wants good line penny choco

lates, pail goods and nickel sellers, reg

ular five per cent. commission basis. Ad

dress A 28, care Confectioners Journal.

565, l2 M

IF YOU \iVANT GOOD SALES RE

sults quick, from the best New England

jobbers, write D. A. Stevens, 18 Ogden

street, Providence, R. I.,' former Sales

Manager Massachusetts Chocolate Co.

568,‘ 15

I/VANTED — PAIL SPECIALTIES,

pan work, penny goods, Sc bar lines, candy

novelties, glass novelties. Guaranteed re

sults. The best representation to be had

in Louisiana and Southern Mississippi.

Address G 26, care Confectioners Jggigrgal.

SALESMAN, COVERING GREATER

New York and New England for over ten

years, desires connection with house

manufacturing a complete line of penny

goods. Address D 26, care Confectioners

Journal. 568

\/VANTED—LINE QUALITY PENNY

goods, pail and 5c sellers for states Mary

land, District of Columbia, Virginia and

West Virginia, by salesman with estab

lished trade in above territory. Address

F 30. care Confectioners Journal. 568

SALESMAN COVERING PENNSYL

vania, Eastern Ohio, Baltimore and Wash

ington open for a real line. Well known

to fobbers, department store and fine re

tail trade; l5 years with present line.

Commission or good working basis. Only

firms that expect to pay a real salesman

need address A 32, care Confectioners

Journal. 568

FOR SALE—ONE SUGAR PUL

verizer, Schultz-O'Neill Co.; 1 Cyclone

sugar collector; 1 gas toasting oven, Thos.

Mills & Bros.; 1 caramel cutter; 2 Racine

caramel cutters (White); 2 bench rolling

or reducing machines, Thos. Mills &

Bros.; 1 noiseless blower, 5-inch, Sturte

vant Co.; 1 vacuum pump, Blake &

Knowles; 1 cocoanut grinder, Thos. Mills

& Bros., No. 3; 2 bakers’ gas ovens, 5-in. by

29-in. by 30-in.. Savage Bros.; metal pans;

6 truck racks for above; 2 nougat cutters,

Racine Co.; I double unit sizing machine,

Thos. Mills & Bros.; 108 non-slip pans,

Thos. Mills & Bros.; 1 drop roller (5%-in.

extra rolls), Thos. Mills 8: Bros.; 5 stir

ring and tilting kettles, Chas. Holinberg

Co.; 2 tilting kettles, steam jacketed; l

marshmallow beater, Savage Bros.; 1

coating machine, National Equipment

Co.; 4 enrober racks; 1 bar wrapping nia

chine, Amer. Machinery and Equip.

Corp.; 1 Jap cutter No. l, Thos. Mills &

Bros.; 2 cold water slabs; marble slabs

and tables; copper jacketed kettles, with

and without coils, many sizes; hand cop

per kettles. various sizes. For fuller par

ticulars. address Lane Machine Company,

P. O. Box 1775, Boston, Mass. 568,51

FOR SALE—TWO MILLS NO. 6J sheet steel stoves for coal or coke; in A-1

condition. These have been used only

two months. Emmerling Brothers, 102

Horner street, Jolmstown, Pa. 568-9, 37

FOR SALE-STANDARD SPRING

field coating machine, Kihlgrcn system,

300 lb. steam chocolate melting kettle,

Wood "Simplex" Springfield starch buck,

No.2 Springfield cream depositor, caramel

sizer, caramel cutter, Racine marshmallow

beater, 2 cooling tables, Racine hand

starch printer, 4 cooking furnaces, 2 24

inch copper cooking kettles, tray lifting

truck, 35 starch mould boards with moulds

mounted, crystallizing pans, 4 placque

tray trucks, 400 placque trays, 400 starch

trays, etc. All in first-class condition;

used less than one year. Address I. 28,

care Confectioners Journal. 568
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Machinery for Sale

FOR SALE—ONE NEVV CAREY

horizontal cocoa butter press, purchased

by us from the National Equipment Coni

pany. This press is in first-class condi

tion aiid has never been used, as we have

more presses than we need. The Sanpeco

Chocolate Products Company, Boston,

Mass. 568, 41

MAKE YOUR OWN BOXES—FOR

sale, two wide extension edge Stokes &

Smith box wrapping machines (new) at a

sacrifice. Write us. Glens Falls Paper

Products Company, Glens Falls, N. Y.

568, 39

FOR SALE—ONE MODEL K KISS

wrapping machine and two sample cases,

in fine condition. J. E. Nokes, 522 Fron

heiser street, Johiistown, ‘Pa. 568, 45

FOR SALE—ONE 30-GALLON COP

per steam jacketed kettle; 1 Champion

basket chocolate dipping machine; 1

Greer chocolate cooler and conveyor; 4

chocolate melting and mixing kettles; 1

70-lb. Day marshmallow beater; 1 2%

barrel dough mixer; 1 York batch warm

er. Have a number of other candy ma

chines. Kindly let me know what you are

looking for. John P. Annen, 366 West

Oak Street, Chicago. 568, 23

FOR SALE—-TWO MILLER BRINE

ice cream machines, first-class order; 1

ice crusher (steam); 2 ice cream tub ma

chines (40 quarts); first-class order. Ad

dress L 26, care Confectioners Journal.

568

 

FOR SALE — CHASERS FOR

chocolate work; also 20 in. by 30 in. stone

mill. P. F. Campbell, 55 Laurel street,

Philadelphia, Pa. 568, 19

FOR SALE—-ONE MILLS COCOA

nut ball machine and sizer; 1 power drop

frame; 3 electric chocolate dipping tables,

10-girl capacity each; 1 lot marble and

slate slabs; 1 Fowler & Rockwell No. 4

dough mixer, jacketed; 1 hand power

chocolate wafer press and tins. Address

J 26, care Confectioners Journal. 568

FOR SALE—THIRTY REVOLVING

pans, 38 inches, with steam. Address

H 26, care Confectioners Journal. 568-9

CANDY FACTORY MACHINERY

located in the heart of the southwest for

sale, whole or part: Coating machine,

two pans; chocolate mixer; sucker ma

chine; slabs; nougat cutter. Address

F 26, care Confectioners Journal. 568

FOR SALE——CRETORS DE LUXE

model gas electric peanut and popcorn

machine; 1 C-H electric chocolate warm

er and 1 C-H side pan for same; l Mills

fruit drop frame and 1 set of rollers; 1

Mills Jackson ball cutter; 1 Mills perfect

pecan cracker. All as good as new—

used less than one year. For sale at less

than half cost. Nelson Crews, 408 Main

street, Columbus, Miss. 568-9, 7

FOR SALE—-ONE ROTARY AUTO

matic cone machine, fully equipped with

motor, batter mixer and all machinery

necessary for the manufacture of cones,

capacity 4320 cones per hour. C. C. Lamb,

3000 Kcnsington avenue, Richmond, Va.

568, 1

. feeder;

Machinery for Sale

FOR’ SALE-—MACHINES, ALL IN

good work order: Springfield coating

machine, Kilgren system, automatic

complete refrigerating plant;

horizontal engine; No. 3 all-steel baling

press; copper steam jacket kettles, with

and without power agitators; chocolate

melters; Mogul-Raciiie starch sifters;

dough mixer—\Verner syrup cooler; Em

pire No. l starch cleaner, 38-iii. Holinber

revolving pan; Savage marshmallow

beaters; 36 and 96 water cooling steel

slabs; marble slabs, egg beater—saniple

cases; iron plate heating tables; fancy

braid machine; lump cutting iiiachine

square stick machine; blowers; Saxmayer

bundle tyer; Advance all-nickel silver

gelatine dissolver; addressograph—Inter

national time clock; scales—fudge boards

and rack; starch boards—chocolate dip

ping boards for enrobers; tanks—cream

tubs; transniission—trucks—tools. What

are you interested in? Write us, as we

have a lot of items not listed. Royal

Candy Co., 1017 Clybourn street, Mil

waukee, Wis. 568-9-0,9

FOR SALE—MILLS POWER DROP

frame and rolls; sizers; Mills tilting copper

mixer; buttercup cutting machines; crys

tallizing outfit; starch trays; one 10, one

15, one 100 h. p. steam engine; 15-ton ice

machine. D. Aucrbach & Sons, llth ave

nue, 46-47th streets, New York City.

568, 68

 

Machinery Wanted

VVANTED-—DAYTON OR BALL

cream beater, belt or motor driven; any

size. Address M 28, care Confectioners

Journal. 568

VVANTED—ONE CREAM COOLER

and beater; cream mixing kettle, “steam,"

and marshmallow beater; must be A-1

condition. Allen & Andrews, Manufac

turers of A. & A. Chocolates, Corning,

N. Y. 568, 31

WANTED — GOOD SECOND-HAND

enrober with automatic feeder, preferably

with stringer. State manufacturer’s num

ber on machine. Address P Z6, care Con

fectioncrs Journal. 566tf

WANTED — SAVAGE BROTHERS’

fire mixers. Address M Z6, care Confec

tioners Journal. 568

\'\/ANTED -— TVV O CONGE MA

chiiies. \/Vould prefer jacket heating.

Address B 26, care Confectioners Journal.

568

\-\-'ANTED—200-GALLON GUM KET

tle; 2500 starch boards. Address B 32,

care Confectioners Journal. 568

 

For Sale

FOR SALE—SMALL CANDY FAC

tory, manufacturing chocolate creams,

marshmallow goods, caraniels, chocolate

coated nuts and fruits. Average business

$75,000 per year. Located in Cleveland,

Ohio. Address T 28, care Confectioners

Journal. 568

 

For Sale

FOR SALE—ONE OF THE BEST

retail confectionery and ice cream b_us1

nesses in the State of West Virginia.

Did a business last year of $35,000. Own_er

has other business in Pennsylvania.

Don't answer unless you have the ready

cash. Will stand investigation. Address

A 30, care Confectioners Journal. 568

 

 

FOR SALE-SMALL CANDY FAC

tory located in northwestern Ohio city of

45.000 population. Completely equipped

with latest machinery and tools, in use

less than one year, including Springfield

coating machine. Kihlgren system; steam

chocolate melting kettle, Simplex starch

buck, cream depositor, marshmallow

beater, cooling tables, hand printer, etc.

Building under lease, low rent for four

years. Splendid opportunity. Fine ter

ritory. Address K 28, care Confectioners

Journal. 568

ICE CREAM CONE PLANT FOR

the manufacture of hand-rolled and

pressed cone for sale. Price right.

Onondago Cone Co., Syracuse,

, 2

CANDY KITCHEN FOR SALE—LO

cated in southern college town of 12,000.

Well located, doing good business. One

thousand dollars will handle it. Estab

lished eight years. Must sell on account

of bad health. Nelson Crews, 408 ltfain

street, Columbus, Miss. 568-9,8

FOR SALE—SMALL CANDY PLANT,

full_v equipped, 1 Standard Springfield

coating machine, with 2 300-lb. chocolate

melting kettles, new; C-H dipping pans,

dipping tables, nougat cutter, 5 ft.; ball

beater, 4 stoves with blowers, 2 steel

slabs, marbles, marshmallow beater, spe

cial depositor for cocoanut work. 18-inch

sizer, peanut roaster, pans, batch warm

ers, copper kettles, starch boards, boxes,

bags, foil wrappers, ofiice furniture—for

sale separately or as a going business;

located near New York. Address E 30,

care Confectioners Journal. 568

AN OLD ESTABLISHED JOBBING

business for sale at a bargain; has an

extensive route and a large and profitable

following; will pay at the start $50.00

clear. Ill health the only reason for sell

ing. Will sell the good-will, route and

Ford truck for $500.00 cash, and the pur

chaser may buy all or part of stock in

hand at cost. Further particulars on ap

plication. Can be seen any evening.

Star Candy Company, 456 Hudson street,

Gloucester City, N. J. 568.84

FOR SALE—CONFECTIONERY, DO

iiig a good business, one of the best places

in the best town in the country. For a

quick sale will take $10,000. Other busi

ness the reason for reduction in price.

Curry‘s, 405 E. Douglas A_vc., Wichita,

Kan. 568,82

FOR SALE-—CONFECTIONERY AND

ice cream parlor, one of the best locations

in northwest section of Chicago. Also

good stand for light luncheons. Seven

years established. Ill health reason for

selling. Price $9,000. Address F 32, care

Confectioners Journal. 568

MINIMUM CHARGE $1.00
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BUSINESS

I CENTS A WORD BLACK TYPE 10 CENTS

OPPORTUNITIES
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE MINIMUM CHARGE $l.@

Merchandiae and Nawapapara will not be forwarded to advartiaera unleu accompanied by poatale to cover

 

For Sale

FOR SALE—OLDEST ESTABLISH

ed confectionery and candy kitchen in

thriving city of 18,000; $7,500 will handle.

Address Busy Bee Confectionery, Shaw

nee, Oklahoma. S68, 67

Want to Purchase

VVANTED TO BUY—RETAIL CAN

dy and ice cream business with _shop, o_r

will buy half interest in good paying busi

Agents Wanted

WANTED — BROKERS, JOBBERS,

specialty men to sell best candy of its

kind—make us prove it. Send for sam

ples and details. Address Arctic Ice

Cream Co., Detroit, Mich. Can(g%8I%e8pt.

 

 

WANTED—BROKERS AND COM

mission men, calling on wholesale grocers

and legitimate candy jobbers, to handle

our banquet all cocoanut bon bons. All

states but Iowa open. Our bon bons are

Miscellaneous

FOR SALE—600 POUNDS WAX

paper, white, in rolls 17/§ inches wide, for

caramel or gum wrapping machine; 6

cents pound. Will buy cash registers,

computing scales, anything; give price,

size and particulars. Kaplan, 137 Summer

street, Boston, Mass. 568, 6

Business Chances

HAVE $15,000.00 CASH TO INVEST

in a good established confectionery store,

in a town not larger than 50,000. Inquire

 

ness.

Journal -

Address R 28, care Confectioners

568

JUST because you buy certain stock well in ad

vance for future delivery, don’t let that keep

you from watching the market for good values in

immediate delivery stock.

 

. VERY time you neglect your window to the

extent of leaving it empty for one day, you lose

sales opportunities. You may lose a valuable pro

spective customer just in that way.

 

AVE you been postponing remodeling your

windows and store front for lack of the ready

money? It is probable that it will pay you to borrow

money for that purpose.

 

VERY salesperson in the store should be watch

ing for the opportunity to co-operate with the

window display in interesting visitors in the goods

shown at the time.

 

HEN you see a house advertising something

new in the trade paper, don’t hesitate to in

vestigate and perhaps order a sample. You need

new, salable goods as much as that house needs

customers.

 

WHEN you are buying, give one ear to the

salesman, but keep the other open for the

voices that express the opinions of the prospective

purchasers of such lines of goods.

 

HE merchant who buys with regard for what

his cash and credit are today, instead of think

ing of what he hopes they will be when the bills

come due, will be the one to meet his payments

promptly.

 

T IS a wise clerk who favors the store that gives

him protection by its cash system against pos

sibility of blame for shortage in the receipts.

guaranteed and prices are right.

P 30, care Confectioners Journal.

Address at the Sugar Bowl, Massillon, Ohio.

568 568, 80

M~?§.i_l
.i~

Stafford Mathews has opened his new Chocolate

Shoppe on \Vest Long avenue, Dubois, Pa.

Morse Whiting and Albert Burkle will open a

new confectionery store at Warwood, West Va.

Francis Foley has opened a new confectionery

store on Eleventh street, New Castle, Pa.

Agnes M. Mears has moved her confectionery

business from 276 High street, Holyoke, Mass., to

238 Maple street.

]oseph Gallant will open a new confectionery and

cigar store on Main street, Gloucester, Mass.

Clarence G. and Arthur Dahl have bought the

confectionery business of Charnstron & Larson,

Montivideo, Minn.

The new Butterfly confectionery store has opened

for business at Fourth and Monroe streets, Spring

field, Ill.

Gratton D. Little purchased the Burke confec

tionery business on Fifth street, Eureka, Calif.

Harold F. Gens has opened a new confectionery

store at 173 Essex street, Lawrence, Mass.

]ames ]. Duffy opened his new confectionery

store at Hope and State streets, Bristol, R. I.

A. Calami purchased the confectionery and fruit

business of Antonio Pompey on High street, Clin

ton, Mass.

The Honey Bee Candy Shop will open for busi

ness at Carlinville, Ill.

Frederick W. ]ohnson bought a confectionery

business at Faribault, Minn.

Wm. Maruska and Edwin F. Rynda will open a

confectionery business at New Prague, Minn.

F. O. Edwards has engaged in the confectionery,

etc., business, at Rochester, Minn.

R. E. Wilsey, confectionery, St. james, Minn.,

sold out to F. E. McShane.
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If You Escaped

HANK your prudence and good sense if you

have not been lured, to your loss, through en

trusting your savings to speculative concerns which

have long juggled with other people’s money and

got away with it, but have now, in so many instances,

come to the time of reckoning! Be glad if you have

been satisfied to keep your spare cash in the hands

of real bankers and reputable saving funds!

 

When Candy Helped Exploration

IT is related in the Geographic Magazine, that

the members of the scientific expedition, sent out

in the interest of that publication to explore and

uncover the pre-historic ruins of Arizona, had much

difficulty in getting work out of the Indians until

they hit upon the expedient of rewarding diligence

with candy. A supply of five-cent bags of gum

drops did the trick. A nickel, thus invested, was

good for a day's digging, at top speed, with gratify

ing results in the cause of research.
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A I. siesWill Be

LovingA’ Th’ Laddies

Mony the man has won a fair queen

with a nip or two o’ Honey Scotch.

 

Romance In Advertising

IDELY read American newspapers have

quoted the opinion that there is “romance in

advertising.” uttered to a gathering of English

journalists by Sir Harold V. Mackintosh, head of a

British firm of toffee manufacturers. ~He said:

“Advertising is as necessary to the modern busi

ness as raw material. And the strange thing is no

body pays the advertising bill. The bill of my own

firm during the last thirty years has been something

like half a million pounds for newspaper advertis

ing alone and our total selling costs today are less

than they were twenty-five years. ago. They are

probably less than those of any'of our competitors

who may not spend~a penny in advertising.

, “That is a remarkable thing, but, nevertheless, it

is true. Nobody does pay the advertising bill, if

it is rightly done, for by increasing production and

Mony the candv man has made mony a

friend selling Honey Scotch.

’Cause The Flavor Lingers.

Ten tasty bits, each

in its own wrapper.

Fresh as the moun

tain dew, pure as the

heather—and all for

:1 nickel.

Honey . Scotch has

made good for job

bers everywhere, be

 

cause it is in demand

twelve months out of

the vear and because

it repeats!

Sold bv jobbers from

coast to coast and

from Minneapolis to

New Orleans. Sam

Dles and prices cheer

fully submitted.

J. N. COLLINSCO.

Minneapolis, Minn.

~

lessening overhead expenses and general selling costs

advertising really gets thrown in.

“I find advertising the most interesting part of

my business, and I turn to it when I am ‘fed up’

with other things. If more business advertising

were done, there would be less talk of business dull

ness and of getting out of it at the earliest possible

moment. Advertising makes business a great game

instead of a routine, and no business can succeed

unless it is taken in the spirit of a game."

Sir Harold concluded by saying that every day

he has surprising evidence that the public read ad

vertisements. He mentioned a series of drawings

done for his firm by a well known comic artist. The

artistis pencil had missed a stroke or two and the

consequence was no fewer than forty persons wrote

pointing that a lady in the picture appeared to have

no arm.
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" THEN you use “National” Color Blends in your products, you

never have to be satisfied with pretty near the color you want. For

“National” Blends are made in such a wide range of shades that they meet every

demand of the users of Certified Food Colors. In all, there are 27 distinct shades

—10 different reds, 2 blues, 2 greens, 3 browns, 5 yellows, 2 oranges, and 3 purples.

Moreover, every one of these 27

“National” Blends is standardized

as to shade, brilliancy and strength, thus

insuring uniformity, year after year, in

the appearance of the product in which

it is used.

Each batch of “National” Food

Colors, whether a Primary or a

Blend, is certified to and tested by the

U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau

of Chemistry. And every package sold

is sealed at the factory and stamped

with the Government lot number.

So in “National’ Blends you get

not only the exact shades you desire

and absolute uniformity in those shades,

but you also have the protection of offi

cial certification with its positive assur

ance of purity.

Many difficult color problems sub

mitted to us by users of “National”

Colors, are being constantly solved by

our food color experts. \Ve gladly place

this technical service at your disposal

without cost.

“National” Blends (vmifivd)

most popular in the Candy and Confectionery

Trade

Ceylenc . . . . ..Raspberr_v Red

Rubaline . . . . . ..Currant Red

Sulta . . . . . ..Strawberry Red

Bcnga . . . . . . . . . . ..Fruit Red

Burno . . . . . . . . ..Rcd Orange

Sitro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Lemon

Toki . . . . . . . ..Yc|low Orange

Rosea . . . . . . . . . . ..Rose Pink

Carnata. . . . .Carnation Pink

Solona . . . . . . . ..Dark Yellow

Borderine.American Beauty

Myrtine. . . . Pistachio Green

Celetine . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Blue

Plumna . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Plum

Leading_sup_oIy houses and jobbers sell "National"

Certified Food Colors-—-insist on getting them

  

Be sure to inspect the “National” exhibit, Booth 66-67, at the Confec

’ tionery Exposition, Chicago Coliseum, week of May 22.

National Aniline and Chemical Company, Inc.

P/zi/adr/p/11'o_

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

New York C/zimgo

Boston Hartford

Charlotte

/Wanfreal San /"n1r1rin‘o

Toronlo

Providence
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Two Conditions to Combat

IFE is largely “A survival of the fittest,” or as

one modern philosopher has put it, “A sur

vival of the fightest.” Not that any of us would or

should go about with a. chip on our‘ shoulder, but

rather that we must be able and willing to stand for

principle and to uphold the integrity of the fabric

of our American life.

Business all over the country is feeling the reac-_

tion if not the direct impact of two conditions, either

of which is wrong. The combination of these two

conditions makes an all but insufferable situation

sometimes. We, the American people, are long

suffering, indulgent, good-natured, and very likely

to let matters drift until such a time as a big snow

ball has rolled up and we have something difficult

to handle and of crushing force when met. It takes

a lot to arouse us, but when we get aroused, look

out!

The first of the conditions referred to is a dispo

sition on the part of many to get what does not

belong to them and what they have not honestly

earned. Perhaps high wages and the ease with

which luxuries have been compassed within the last

three or four years, are responsible in a measure,

for this disposition on the part of large numbers.

\/Vhen workers will apply for a position, for

example, and will frankly state that they do not

expect to give their full capacity for service, or to

do any more than they can get away with in retum,

one begins to question where the self-respect of that

individual has gone.

In many instances, charges for trifling services

are made which are out of all proportion to the

value received. Again and again we are compelled

to look such charges in the face, and to question

whether the American conscience is becoming

benumbed.

It seems increasingly evident that this desire to

get more than one is justly entitled to, to run the

knife in up to the hilt, and then to turn it around,

is going to prove the act which in the end will kill

the goose that has laid the golden egg. Already

business is planning curtailments and new plans to

sidestep the unbearable tariffs.

For example, one of the most profitable patrons

of the railroad in times past has been the theatrical

companies which were constantly on the road with

large amounts of scenery and a good many people.

Conditions have forced the rates up so as to make

much of this travel impossible, and it has been

seriously proposed that stock companies resident in

populous centers, shall act the various parts with

local scenery, only the star coming to fill in the lead

ing part. This will mean that the transportation

expenses of one person and without scenery will be

substituted for that of a large number of people.

with perhaps one or more carloads of scenery.

Similar devices and retrenchments are being

worked out in a great many different lines. Perhaps

in the end we will be benefited by the experience

gained, but in the meantime a great many people will ,

suffer during the process of readjustment. '

The second condition to which reference has been

made is the disposition to careless work. Within

the week the writer has received three envelopes

containing letters which said “Check enclosed,” and

in each of these three cases the check was missing;

also within the same time bills for two transactions

have been received, both of which were cash ones

and settled at the time the goods were purchased.

Now there is no question in mind that these five

errors were genuine mistakes, and no charge of

intended dishonesty is lodged against anybody. In

each case, it seems evident that the head of the busi

ness trusted the execution of details to employees

who were not sufficiently interested or accurate to

carry the work out to a successful finish.

Now these five errors were the cause of the loss

of at least two hours and a half of time on the part

of the writer, for five letters had to be written and

the matter taken up and explained, and in one case

several interviews have been given and the matter

cf the cash transaction has not been established

‘clearly yet.

It is reasonable to suppose that a multitude of

other and similar mistakes are being made, and if

this is the case, it begins to be apparent how much

of annoyance and loss the employers of such careless

help are up against.

That is why I say that we must combat the two

conditions of unfair charges and careless service, in

order to bring our business organizations back to

that seriousness of purpose which is the foundation

of permanent prosperity. This is a more vital matter

than may appear on the surface, and it is a condition

upon which there must be united action in order to

establish sound standards and principles.

4: =|= =o= wt -o=

There is at the present time a marked disposition

on the part of many to stand still and to mark time.

This is not wise from a constructive standpoint, for

most business authorities are agreed that we have

touched bottom as far as the depression goes, and

are now coming up slowly but surely.

In this case, and every indication bears out the

belief, there should be a strong, sure hand on the

business wheel. ' It is no time to wabble or to stall

the engine by failure to supply sufficient gas when

the business gears are shifted. There is no need to

start off with a rush or by attempting to leap ahead

in an unwarranted manner, but the wise business

executive will begin to accelerate in order to keep

ahead of the procession, and keeping ahead will be

a matter of constant vigilance, close analysis of

changing conditions, and courage to do the thing

which ought to be done.

This is the time to examine your advertising ap

(Continued on page 145)
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HE argument for putting 1 to 5 pounds of candy into an individual paper box is

the same argument for putting all candy boxes into our fibre shipping containers.

They both save the candy!

Candy manufacturers tell us that fibre boxes made by our Members act, in a freight or

express car, as shock-absorbers against all jolts and jars! In hot weather our corrugated

board box, with its air spaces, acts as an insulator, and keeps out the heat! The candy

rides safe! Moreover, on a score or more angles

-Container Clah-GAze

Saves/
It saves you cash over wood at the start It saves the candy from jolt and jar damage

It saves nine-tenths of your packing-room space It saves freight costs for your customer

(See illustration above) It saves your customer-FOR YOU."

It will pay you to see us this month at our “Space” at the

Candy Exposition in Chicago

Also to call at our office, 608 South Dearborn Street, and hear what our Memb
doing for some big candy manufacturers; also about Container Club Service mbers are

If you don’t come to the “Show,” write uS–we’ll gladly respond

Incl.

Address: &J ©

Dept. T-4, 608 S. Dearborn St., Chicago

ote: The Container Club is an Association of
- */1 -*---

[.'p.' SOLID fibre container, of , ery£ t builders of CoR.
p s-some forty in number—are located from£,'£

o California

Quality Mark

|||||||||||||||
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WANTED 1

DISTRIBUTORS ~

WHO CAN USE LARGE QUANTITIES

OF FIVE-CENT CANDIES.

OLD ESTABLISHED MANUFACTURER

HAS STAPLE LINE TO OFFER.

WILL ALSO MAKE UP A LINE UNDER

YOUR BRAND OR DEVELOP YOUR

IDEAS.

WRITE BOX N 26

CONFECTIONERS JOURNAL
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propriation and to map out a policy which will war

rant a larger volume of business during the fall

and winter. Don’t think about it only—actually do

it!

=i= * * * =i=

A business man who is part of a small organiza

tion, recently remarked that he could not see a very

brilliant future ahead for his firm because of the

lack of teamwork. Each man, proprietor and all,

practically goes his own gait. Rarely are there con

ferences or eamest discussions as to what to do and

how to co-operate to do it.

This gentleman expressed the belief that large

organizations are much more likely to be systematic

and eflicient in matters of this kind than small busi

nesses where the people are in close contact. Such

people take it for granted that conferences to con

sider a given subject are unnecessary. On the other

hand, the small organization has great need of the

correct methods of procedure if it is ever to get out

of the “small class" and into the grown-up group.

How about it? Is your organization as closely

knit as it ought to be? Is there cohesion in its

policy and teamwork in its action? Along this path

way lies success. This is as true where there are

two men in the organization as where there are

twenty or two hundred. In the period through

which we are now passing the demand for such co

hesion, such teamwork, and such united effort is very

urgent. Think about it!

 

News Items

The Flaherty Candy Co., Chicago, increased its

capital stock from $2,400 to $20,000

M. Dillon plans to open a new confectionery store

at VVest Jackson and North Madison Streets, Thoni

asville, Georgia.

Valentine Brothers, the Syracuse, N. Y., con

fectioners, plan to open a third store at 106 North

Salina Street.

“Hole in the VVall” Candy Co., Salt Lake City,

Utah, will open its third retail store at 6 West Sec

ond South Street.

A. D. Albright has openedpa new confectionery

store, his third, at \Valr_iut and Asylum Streets,

Knoxville, Tenn.

John Mirras bought the confectionery business

of Thomas Thompson at Perry, New York.

Mayflower Candy and Nut Co., Columbus, Ohio,

increased its capital stock from $100,000 to $200,

000. ' .

Mary Lincoln Candy Co. has opened a new store

at S10-512 Locust Street, McKeesport, Penna.

Bulgaris & Alexopolis have opened a new candy

store at Blue Hill Avenue and River Street, Boston,

Mass.

Grady H. Forge is the new owner of the"‘Choco

late Shop” on Mena Street, Mena, Arkansas.

  

A BARGAIN

  

A spirit of genuine and sin

cere ‘friendship exists be

tween the users of our coat

ings and ourselves. It is

natural that this should be

so, since friendship. after

all, is based on mutual re

gard and respect.

  

Our friends are our friends

because we serve them

well; our chocolate pleases

their customers and in

creases their business.

  

    

On the other hand, we

naturally give our regard

and respect to the purchas

ers of our goods, because

these purchasers make it

possible for us to keep our

great plant busy making

the type of goods we love

to make, and the only kind

we will make-——that is, thor

oughly well-made pieces,

each in its own class.

  

We can serve you well with

PLAIN SWEETS, BITTER

S W E E T S, VANILLAS,

MILKS or LIQUORS.

INQUIRE ABOUT

OUR NEW

PIECES AND

NEW PRICES

  

PETER, CAILLER, KOHLER

SWISS CHOCOLATES

COMPANY, Inc.

    

.-\\\\§\§\*

2/W/"1'
6

138 HUDSON STREET,

NEW YORK, N. Y.

Factories

‘ Fulton, New York, U. S. A.

Hayes, England Broc, Switzerland ,

London, England Echandens, Switzerland I

Pontarlier, France

Orbe, Switzerland I
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Are Your Candy and ”“"*'“‘~

Confectionery Products

_ Known in Australia

NOVELTIES & SPECIALTIES ARE SOLICITED

IN VIEW OF AGENCY REPRESENTATION

General Lines Not Required

Writ-.e :

SIGNAL New York TRADERS co. Inc. .i..m...,

6 STONE STREET

NEW YORK CITY

Send us samples, prices and literature

for distribution. A good field for the right lines

 

  

WeSpecialize the

making of

CHOCOLATE

MOLDS

Our unexcelled facilities en

able us to aid you in the de

velopment of vour own Special

Designs or difficult shapes.

Our Molds are of Highest Quality

High, lustrous finish

_ Have quick releasing qualitics—

Will not rust

Give speedier production at lower

cost

Give your Chocolate that very

desirable refined appeamiit-t-~

They are ever-LASTING-ly good.

SEND US YOUR

SPECIFICATIONS

  

BEN-MOOREMANUFACTURING Co. {.. _ . " -

Factory—Z20 Essex Street.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

New York City Office

l40 Nassau Street.

  

N. Y. Representatives

of Australian Houses

  

The Honey Bee Candy Shop

will open for business at Carlin

Frederick VI’. Johnson bought

a confectionery business at Fari

bault, Minn.

Wm. Maruska and Edwin F.

Rynda will open a confectionery

business at New Prague, Minn.

F. O. Edwards has engaged in

the confectionery, etc., business,

at Rochester, Minn.

" R. E. \-Vilsey, confectionery,

St. James, Minn., sold out to F.

E. McShane.

The VI/inona Candy Company,

\Vinona, Minn., incorporated;

capital, $50,000.

Nixon Cigar & Candy Com

pany, Dallas, Texas, changed

name to Merchants Cigar Com

pany.

Harry Pastras will open a

candy factory in the \Villiams

Building, Oconto, \/Vis.

Mrs. Henry B. Chipman bought the confectionery

business of Mrs. Agnes M. Gould on High street,

Clinton, Mass.

Jas. R. O'Donnell, Allentown, Penna., has moved

his confectionery business from 342 Ridge avenue

to 336 Ridge avenue.

 

PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS

The tremendous success of the recently invented _ confection

“ESKIMO PIE" has demonstrated the wonderful possibilities of

protective patents and trade-marks for novel confections.

Patents rocured, trade-marks registered. Twenty-two years’

experience. nstructions and terms on request.

ROBB, ROBB & HILL

924 McLlchlen Bldg" 1389 Hanna Bldg"

Washington, D. C. Cleveland, Ohio

Mr. Retailer n

we want Home-made

you to Full-cream

wrapped

CaramelsThese caramels

will speak for themselves

if YOU’LL SEND FOR SAMPLE

R. B. Dunstan Mfg. Co.

Salem, New Jersey

TRY before

you BUY.
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N=E Make Your Own

WALTER BAKER & CO’S.

Liquor Chocolates

|

L

CONFECTIONERS JoURNAL

and Coatings

Are th Standards

of the Trade for

Confectioners' Use

Sweetened and unsweetened;

/ight, medium and dark, what

ever the difference of color

or flavor, all are absolutely

RRa. U. s. Par. off.

The taste and appearance of confections

to work.

pure, smooth and uniform

depends largely upon the coating.

Send for Samples and Prices

WALTER BAKER & CO.,LTD.

DORCHESTER, MASS.Established 1780

57 Highest Awards at the Expositions

of Europe and America

HERE are enough

| 1 people who appreci

H ate something better in ice

H cream to warrant you mak

Hing your own ice creams and

Ice Cream---It Pays

||||||||||||||||||||||||li

Oscar Olson disposed of his

confectionery, soft drink and

restaurant business at Stanley,

Wis.

Harold Gens has opened a

new confectionery store at 173

Essex street, Lawrence, Mass.

Roy Gifford, confectionery,

Bad Axe, Mich., sold out to

Wm. Dormey. -

E. L. Giersdorf, confection

ery, West Point, Neb., sold out

to Fred Albers.

Bulgaris & Alexopolis have

opened a new candy store at

Blue Hill Avenue and River

Street, Boston, Mass.

Grady H. Forge is the new

owner of the “Chocolate Shop”

on Mena Street, Mena, Ar

kansas.

There was a confectioner from

the West,

Who loved a young lady with

ZeSt.

So hard did he press her

To make her say “Yes, sir,”

That he broke three cigars in

his vest.

water ices.

In the New Thirteenth

|
H Edition of RIG BY'S

| RELIABLE CANDY
H TEACHER, an entire sec

# tion is given over to ice

| cream and sherbet formulas

H —they cover everything

from the “staples” to the

fanciest frozen mixtures.

This book with its valuable for

mulas and helpful information

will enable you to cater to an ice

cream trade that means BIG

GER PROFITS. In addition to

the ice cream division there are

many pages devoted to soda dis

pensing and candymaking. In

all 900 formulas are contained in

this book. It is illustrated

throughout; çontains 288 pages;

and has been written by a prac"
- *

tical tradesman of thirty years

experience.

No confectioner can afford to be

without this book, especially

when it costs but $3 a copy-and

contains so many ideas and for

mulas which are worth hundreds

of dollars. Send money order

for three dollars today and get

your copy of this valuable book

by return mail. Attach your re

mittance to the slip below; or if

you prefer further information,

mail only the slip with your

name and address.

RIGby PUBLISHING CO.

908 W. 10th St.'%
Topeka, Kansas &

•- - - - - - - - - - - - - --

Send further information a Cross out

s:££"/:":

*

[.

t

: Remittance attached (applying.
d

: Name ............................

: Address ..........................

i City and State ..................

D.1

OX-HEART
Brand

Chocolates
and Rapid Selling Confections

Send for Price List

OSWEGO CANDY WORKS

OSWEGO, N. Y.
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Lithography

  

VVm. T. Stafford, confectionery, Alpena, Mich,

sold out to Joe. Saro.

G. N. Negus opened a confectionery, tobacco, etc.,

business at 122 VVest Maumee street, Adrian, Mich.

Thibault Bros. opened a confectionery and soft

drink business at Baudette, Minn.

Mrs. Charles \Vright and Miss Gertrude Lyon

bought the Beattie confectionery business at Little

Falls, Minn.

L. J. Henke, Waconia, Minn., is remodeling his

store building and will have a model confectionery

store when completed. .

Mrs. M. A. Unger will open a confectionery busi

ness at Ohiowa, Neb.

"Every Tarts a Plsasant Thought "  

ICE CREAM MOULDS

Manufactured by

FR. KRAUSS' SON

$33 W. 18th Street New York City

24 Pkgs. to Carton

  

  

  

HAVE YOU RECEIVED

SamplemBook of

Floral Papers

with this trade mark on the cover? If not, write today.

BREUKER & KESSLER CO., 709 Arch St., Phila., Pa.

 

Mrs. Katie Ryder will open a confectionery busi

ness at E. Dayton and Ingersoll streets, Madison,

Wis.

Frank J. Jutosh, confectionery, etc., New Hamp

ton, Iowa, sold out to F. A. Stapher.

Wood & Sons, confectionery, Sutherland, Neb.,

sold out to F. M. Young.

Peter Kaiser will open a confectionery business

at Cadott, Wis.

William A. Brannon, Plymouth, \Vis., has dis

posed of his interest in the Mel-O ice cream business

to his partner, Carl Krohn.

E. F. Rex will open a new confectionery store at

Thirteenth and Market streets, “Harrisburg, Pa. '

  

YOU REMEMBER ME

A Peanut and Cocoanut Blend made in

the good old Virginia way from our

Special Formula

40 Cartons to a Case

Write for Samples and Prices

WESTMORELAND CANDY CO., Inc.

Manufacturers

RICHMOND, VA., U. s. A.

  

  

  

Look! Starch Bords

  

l’ - S""°l' “ml Gm‘ Starch Mould Pattems l

V, Sugar Moulds

    

Large vnrioty of latest cutol fruit and

nut cream bus, one and half ouncs

to two ounces. Chocolate Csntsrs,

French Creams and Button‘ Crosms

and pntternl of all kinds oflollywork.

J. FRAUENBERGER & C0.

4909 N. Fsirhill Street PHILADELPHIA

Why not buy your Starch Boards from Us, who manu

facture thcm by the thousands? All sizes, any style. Write us

for prices and testimonials of our many satisfied customers.

i ACME BOX CQMPANY

22d and Loomir. 5'2. Chicago, I
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RUBBER CANDY MOLDS

ADVANTAGES

Elimination of Starch Mussiness

Speedy Production Through Quick Cooling

Close Placement of Cavities

Uniformity of Size

Regularity of Detail

Precise Weight

Ease of Handling

ASK FOR FOLDER WITH FULL DETAILS

Main Office and Works

RUBBER VOORHEES BLOCK

M F3 Z0 to 58 Bostwick Ave.

Jersey City, N. J.

New York Kansas City

30 Reade St. Z045 Main St.

SCALE BOARD BOES
(For Glace Fruits, Nuts and Pastes)

We have supplied Packages to the Confectionery

Trade satisfactorily for twenty-five years.

May we supply you?

J. WESLEY BRINDELL

Suite 613-E, 7 East 42d Street NEW YORK

Double-Triple Ball and Peanut Vendors I

NEW, NOVEL PREMIUM FEATURES

Legitimate Everywhere

Sells more gum in a day than the

ordinary ball gum machine sells in

a month.

Write for our Circular contain

ing full particulars.

BALL GUM

All Flavors and Colors

$20.00 Per Case of 10,000 balls

Special Prices to Jobbers and Operators

WALTER GUM CQMPANY

ZI-23 Dodworth Street BROOKLYN, N. Y.

FI x_and ADVERTISING
Trade-Mark

' FIPAX—The OVER-TEST container—offers an advertising asset that

you cannot afford to overlook. Your trademark, name or other copy printed

on Fipax shipping cartons is an advertising asset of decided value.

Fipax quality plus Fipax advertising cost practically no more than the

ordinary carton. Write at once for prices. They will interest you.

PRINCIPAL SALES OFFICES

NEW YORK BUFFALO

305 Broadway 78 Market Arcade

Phone Worth 5195 Phone Tupper 236$

PITTSBURGH

609 Cham. of Commerce

Phone Grant 8741

CLEVELAND CINCINNATI CHICAGO

542 Engineers’ Bldg. I219 State Avenue I860 Conway Bldg.

Phone Bell Main 5335 Phone West 3537-Y Phone Main I415

fie FIBRE PAQCAGB Detro/Z I)?/c/'1.
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A dozen sturdy basswood slaves, kiln dried, and fongued and

grooved, form the foundation of the MIJNASHA CANDY PAIL

These slaves, gathered in the unyielding grip of the Menuha

patent nunlt hoop, challenge abuse and defy collapse.

A Patented pail ear recently developed. has produced a handle

that positively cannot pull off!

The Mr.-nasha wire seal has not only simplified packing. hut

has practically eliminated the pilfering evil.

Standardize on Menashs pails for your hulk goods

and enjoy the satisfaction of knowing that your

goods will be delivered to your customers in

first clan condition.

MENASHA WOODEN WARE COMPANY

Established I849 Menaslla, Wisconsin

Sales Offices:

New York, Chicago,

Cincinnati, Sl.Louis.

 lnlcreasecl Sales

200 ‘V0
This is the free-will testimonial

from one user of the MODEL ll

DEMPSEY CHOCOLATE DIP

PING AND COOLING APPAR

ATUS during a period of two

months’ operation. You can do

the same. He has the apparatus

in his store and dips chocolates

where the public can see the

process. The dipper is attired in

immaculate linen, wears one of

our “SANI DIPPING GLOVES,”

and is surrounded with an atmos

phere of cleanliness and sanita

tion. The fresh made, glossy

goods give the public the buying

impulse that forces sales. The

results will astonish you. The

moderate price will please you. Back of it all stands our guarantee of satisfaction. The apparatus will

cool chocolates perfectly in any weather, any season, anywhere, any place. Descriptive circulars and full

information will be promptly furnished.

DEMPSEY CHOCOLATE», COOLER CO.

Sales Ofice, Wrigley Building, I A General Offices,
400 North Michigan Avenue C GO’ S 3106 Wentworth Avenue
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After making an lniresrlgation of various types, the Dolly Vard 2n Chocolate Company purchased three International Heaters

and three of another make. Later they com plcted their installation with Iiileriiutioiials

 

 

“Better results at a reduced cost”

‘com-“T',¢’,,,{Ry International Electric Co.

"""i':‘ii'ii°i'i'i"r;'-... Indianapolis, Indiana.

Attention Mr. Young Moore, Vice President.

Gentlemen:

Since September, 1919, when we equipped our en‘ire dip

ping department with your CM-1 heaters, we've never had

- . cne of them out of service for repair.

. .... r... I They are giving excellent service and assist us in reduc

" " " ' ’ ' ing our production costs. And as they enable us to obtain

better results in our dipping department, we consider them a

Distributed by factor in maintaining the Dolly Varden standard of excellence.

H A J h C Very truly yours,

' ,;m‘;m'j‘°,,j,‘_3‘s’" °"‘§ Mi"-°°;v h 1 rm; DOI-LY VARDEN CHOCOLATE co.

‘ ' "° ‘M’ '“ ‘ J. E. Davis,

c'“'l‘q‘le“""‘::::‘°'Nc"‘-f Gray, |;Vlcl..ealn and Superintendent.

HenryJ,W;l1Cu_, Porzl-;)i'd,I(‘)ci:e. . You, too, can maintain or improve the quality of

8:‘;-In N_Y L_DeMmin,Supp,y your product and at the same time add to your profits

The we'_dm'm co‘ SCo. i thru reduced production costs, by using International

c,ev‘e,md oh‘i° “(':'al*’_'="°"°°- Electric Chocolate Heaters.

' Why not write today for our booklet, J-2, giving
Savage Bros.Co. S lh C H - _ _ _

chica8°'lll_ °" §:;,pf;,'C‘:,'_“’“ detailed information? It’s free.

Bess're and Co. L05 Aflielei. CBL Piifqjr \—~4 7""\

Id‘ l'.ld. T ~*-“*3§,;;';;;;g_';,? H. ¢. s.i.......i. C... l~reR~Ario~A\L_\$5§§f, I¢ GWPANY

Atlanta, Ga. Milwaukee, Wisc. MA~\1P\C7U\\(.§ \

T C E TING APPUANCE5Jas. A. Harper Supply Co. “EC m AL H A

Kansas City. Mm INDIANAPOLIS. u.s.A.

“International Electric Heaters Are Better ”
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Starch Trays

DRYING BOARDS

MADE OF WHITEWOOD, THOROUGHLY KILN

DRIED AND FREE FROM ODOR

We also manufacture

LOCKED CORNER BOXES

BOX SHOOKS

—4—ONE WIREBOUND BOXES

Wooden Boxes of Every Description

The AI.BGfeen Co.

103 Park Ave. NEW YORK

SUPREME

MOTOR DRIVEN COMBINATION

ICE CREAM FREEZER AND

ICE BREAKER

Also

Makes

Exquisite

French

Ice

Cream

and
D ' desire water

Overrun

Nickel-Silver can, Cover of Tinned Bronze,

self-sealing.

Dasher of Tinned Bronze.

Breaker can be operated without freezer.

Gears and belt covered as required by law.

Dealers—Investigate our claims before arranging

for 1922.

Write for our proposition, it protects you.

FRANKLIN P. MILLER & SON

East Orange-, N. J.

 

Panay Prize Contest

Here is your opportunity to win one

of three prizes for simply sendirig in

a photograph of an actual Panay Dis

play. We are glad to offer $173.25 in

prizes to secure the most attractive

photos. Read the rules and prizes.

Plan now to enter your photo before

the contest closes.

PANAY SECTIONAL SHOW CASE CO.

GENERAL OFFICE: MILWAUKEI-I,U.S. A.

Eastern Office: Suite 815. Flatiron Building,

New York City. New England Office: 131

State Street, Boston, Mass. Western Office:

313 S. Coronado Street, Los Angeles. Calif.

Chicago Office: 2nd Floor. Wrigley Building

~lZONTM

°9.".'=.$..'l2".'E.l?.Z
EX n_| _n_| 1' ‘

 

~

l§99@_Q Prize for Best Phgtg

Open to all Distributors of PANAY HORIZONTAL SHOW JARS

RULES

All distributors of Panay Jars are eligible.

All photos must be in our hands by June first.

All photos must be 8x10 size.

Name of dealer owning display, and address, and

name of distributor must be written on back

of each.

Any number of photos may be submitted.

All photos to become the property of the Panay

Sectional Show Case Co.

PRIZES

First Prize:—1 Panay Sales Display ouun

Style lllo. 102-—l2 . . . . . ..89.9.00

Second Prize:—l Panay Sales Display Outfit

Style No. l06—6 . . . . . . ..$49.50

Third Pri'ze:—1 Panay Sales Display Outfit

Style l0l—3 .. . ..
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Nougat Cutter

  

  

The improved BELT MOTION

Caramel Cutter . of this machine is a feature worth _ ~

investigating. Now in operation Stalth Punter

in several of the largest com- A very strongly built

Pafli¢S- machineF with several

. . . N e w eatures. C o n
migrated in C9“-Junction ' 44 E Allen Street structed e n t i r e l y of

with power slzmg ma‘ Paramount M3¢l1ll1el'Y Cow Philadelphia - Pa. metal. Can be operated

dunes’ BUILDERS or CONFECTIONER‘! MACHINERY by hand Or Power

  

Very rigidly constructed.

Built in three sizes. An

exceptional unit w h e n

  

  

serviceable for

Confectionery and Drug

Stores

  

Write for Catalog and Prices

BARS, CAKES, FANCY PIECES

1-hechigagowire chaircol Double Molds for Hollow Figures

619 N. La Salle Street PANs""AR“E “"1 SMALL _

CHICAGO ILLINOIS EPPELSHEIMER & CO., 34 Hubert Street, New York City J

 

  

  

POP CORN PROFITS ARE VERY LARGE

CRISPETTES ARE THE BIG MONEY MAKER

Gibbs says: “Sold $50.00 first night!" Erwin's little boy makes $35.00,to $50.00

every Saturday afternoon. Meixner reports $600.00 business in one day. Kellogg

writes: “$700.00 ahead first two weeks-" Master’s letter says: “—sold $40.00 in four

hours.” During March, 1921, Turner was offered $700.00 clear profit above cost of his

investment to sell. There is money—l0ts of mouey—1n

Crispettes. Times make no difference for most _of

these records were made in 192l—were made while

people are crying hard times.

 

 

This is the most rapid machine for

crispettes. Requires minimum labor

—least operating expense. The ma

terial in a batch costs least, the crisp

ettes keep better, are better eating

and sell better than those made by

any other process.

Sell Pop Corn CRISPETTES. It

is the biggest money maker in the

candy line.

I Long Eakins Company

191 High St. Springfield, Ohio
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-*THE C.EHickok.co.sions:

Keep Your Candy Saleable

in Handsome Heekin Cans

Your candy will always be fresh, crisp and saleable if it is

packed in Heekin Cans. For these cans are air-tight. They

keep your goods from getting sticky even in warm or damp

weather.

Heekin Cans are the most attractive containers you can use.

Your label will be beautifully lithographed in any color com

bination on every can you buy. Lithographed, labels are a part

of the cans—they cannot tear off—they will not soil easily.

Heekin Cans are tough—strong! They protect your goods

in shipment and storage.

Tell us your requirements. We will send you complete

information and a free sample can by return mail. Write today.

(H)

T H E H E E K IN CAN CO.

New and Culvert Sts., Cincinnati, Ohio

– :
=-=- - –T=
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No. 7

Syrup

Dispenser

Just enough syrup—

no bother

Good drinks are certain with a No. 7

McKee Dispenser. By turning a thumb

screw you fix the quantity of syrup that

gives the best flavor when mixed. And

that's the quantity the dispenser delivers.

The most inexperienced fountain clerk

can't go wrong—guess-work is eliminated.

McKee No. 7 Dispensers are the most

easily operated and easily cared for fix

tures that ever went on a soda fountain.

Their pump is far superior to any other

type-it operates with the slightest pres

sure; it can be cleaned without taking

apart; there is no friction between the

parts to damage their finish.

Look into the possibilities for better and

easier soda-fountain service that the

McKee line of dispensers offers. They

pave the way for bigger sales.

Write for booklet O

McKEE GLASS COMPANY

JEANNETTE, PENNA.

-

-

The only display jar

that will DRY OUT

sticky candy

—try this famous ARIDOR

test in your own store

Take candy that has become sticky and lumped

together in an ordinary display jar (at left above).

Place it in an ARIDOR Display Jar and screw on

the exclusive patented ARIDOR cap.

In a short time the candy will again be as crisp and

dry as the day it left the factory (at right above).

No other display jar will do this because no other

has the patented cap, containing an absorbent min

eral salt that removes moisture from the contents of

the jar. The patented ARIDOR cap operates in

exactly the opposite manner from the humidor; it

removes moisture where a humidor releases it.

ARIDOR Display Jars will keep your hard candies

absolutely dry, loose and lustrous in the hottest

and dampest weather; they will stop completely

your losses from spoilage. They give splendid

counter or shelf display.

PREVENTHOT-WEATHERSPOILAGE THISSUMMER

-display your, hard candies in ARIDOR. Jars. Low Cost

soon pay for themselves. Recommended by leading candy

manufacturers. Ask your jobber's representative about them

or write today for further information.

< -

---

£*
£)

". 2:#

4ridor Cluster-clear
-

int

glass giving splendid:

THE ARIDOR COMPANY

589 E. ILLINOIS ST. CHICAGO, IL

, ILL.

Aridor upright dispens

ing jar, 5 inch opening.
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A NEW

CHAMPION

THE NEW MODEL NO.

5 COMBINED ICE

BREAKER AND ICE

CREAM MACHINE OF

40 - QUART CAPACITY

IS NOW READY FOR

DELIVERY.

' The Direct Motor Drive with silent chain and

P S the clutch arrangement make it possible to

operate either the ice breaker or the ice cream

machine separately or as one unit. This also

increases the life of the machine.

' ' The heavy cut gears run in oil, thereby eliminat

ing all common wear at this point.

0 The ring oiler interchangeable die cast babbitt

hearings, which is a new feature in this model,

~i can be easily replaced, when necessity requires,

by anyone, thus reducing the overhauling cost

to the minimum. They are carried in stock and

can be supplied immediately at a reasonable

cost.

C 0 This is of the usual CHAMPION design, the bass

being extra heavily casted, assuring absolute

.~ rigidity. The teeth in the ice breaker are

straight shank, diamond-pointed, which cut the

ice without crushing it, thus eliminating snow.

Descriptive circular explaining the advantages

of this and our other models will be sent upon

request. we also manufacture Champion lce

Breakers, motor drive and belt drive, capacity

one to sixty tons per hour, and Champion lce

Cream Machines, 40 quarts (18-Z4-32 quart

apparatus substituted), motor drive and belt

drive.

Allman Gas Engine & Machine Co.

461 CANAL STREET, NEW YORK CITY

Factory—ARLINGTON, N. J.

We ®\M|=~=~ ILNE
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YORK Semi-Enclosed Refrigerating 'Machines

HERE electric current is available at a

reasonable cost, our Semi-Enclosed Ma

chine, with direct motor mounting, makes a

neat, clean and highly economical plant—-no

belts, no engine or steam lines.

These machines are built in sizes from 30 tons

refrigerating capacity upwards—occupy a com

paratively small floor space—utilize, without

waste, all the power developed by the motor.

That’s why the largest users of Refrigerating

Machinery in the Ice Manufacturing, Cold

Storage, Packing, Confectionery, Dairy and

other industries are using these machines

profitably in their business. Complete list of

users will be sent gladly upon request.

The satisfactory performance of YORK Semi

Enclosed Refrigerating Machines, with direct

motor mounting, warrants your investigation.

Write us.

YORK MANUFACTURING COMPANY

(Ice Making and Refrigerating Machinery exclusively)

YORK, PA. '

  

 

FSTABLISHED 1905 ESTABLISHED 1905

B. H. 'HUBBERT

Coppersmith and Contractor

Watch Your Expenses and Profits

Will Take Care of Themselves

Designer and Builder of:

Confectioners Copper Work.

Copper Vacuum Pans.

Copper Steam Jacketed Kettles, plain.

Copper Steam Jacketed Kettles, with

single and double motion mixers.

Copper Revolving Pans, plain and with

steam coils.

Keep Eskimo Pie in Our Zero Brick Cabinet

This cabinet is particularly well adapted to han_dli_ng the

popular new confection. _It_ will keep Eskimo Pie in per

fect condition at the mimmum cost, assuring you the

maximum percentage of profit. If you are in the market for good copper

kettles, get in touch with

B. H. I-IUBBERT

3603 E. Pratt Street

Baltimore, Md.

Write and ask us what a new cabinet

would cost you.

Grand Rapids Cabinet Company

Successors to Chocolate Cooler Co.

50-58 Alabama Ave., N. W. Grand Rapids, Mich.
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W. L. FLEISHER & CO., Inc.

NEW’ YORK CITY

Desigii and Install all

STURTEVANT-FLEISHER

Air (Iontiiiioiiiiitz Systems

CONFECTIONERS JOURNAL

 

A Warehouse

Full of Chocolates

Turned Gray

You probably have heard of the French candy

manufacturer who found that his entire stock

of chocolates——rnanufactured during the winter

months—had turned gray.

This happened in the days when Air Condi

tioning was in an experimental stage and its

value was practically unknown.

The French manufacturer faced a huge loss—

Thc chocolate-eating public. would surely look

with disfavor upon his gray mottled chocolates,

and if he had to pocket a loss of this magni

tude it meant the ruination of his business.

He solved his problem by advertising these

chocolates as a new special chocolate. He

made a. specialty out of his misfortune and

saved his business. In fact. he created a de

mand for this kind of chocolate.

But the chocolate-eating public today knows.

that the cause of chocolates turning gray is

directly traceable to the methods used in manu

facturing and storage-—Many don't know that

the distilling of cocoanut oil from the chocolate

is the cause of their turning gray. but the

public knows that if one manufacturer can put

on the market n smooth. glossy. deep brown

chocolate all the year round other manufac

turers can do it if they have the proper

facilities,

And the proper facilitles—

This is the one place in your manufacturing

problems where the combined facilities of the

B. F‘. Sturtevant Company and W’. L. Fleishcr

& Company can help you as they have helped

so many other Candy manufacturers.

Let us send you a complimentary copy of our

booklet,

“CLIMATE DOCTORS”

It tells the complete story of how we made it

possible for one candy manufacturer to operate

both his eastern and middle western plants 24

hours a day 365 days in the year and turn out

it product of standard quality,

B. F. Sturtevant Company

Hyde Park
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The Safe Economical Shipping

Boxes for Confectioners

ERE are the shipping boxes you have been looking for—the boxes

that spell greater convenience in packing—better protection in

transit—and economy in both packing and freight costs. Sturdy

enough to hold your heaviest shipments. Stout enough to stand up under

the weight of piled up merchandise in transit. Resilient enough to cush

ion and absorb the many blows of rough handling and transportation.

Eliminate many of your present packing troubles by using H & D

Corrugated Fibre Shipping Boxes. Insure the arrival of your goods, in

tact and uninjured, at destination. Promote the good

will of your trade by better packed shipments. You can

do all these things and at the same time save real money

in your shipping department.

H & D Boxes are made in any sizes your particular

products may require. Give us the specifications and let

us send a sample and quote you prices today.

TheHinde & Dauch Paper Company

120 WATER ST. SANDUSKY, OHIO

Canadian Address: Toronto, King St. Subway and Hanna Ave.

  

Acme Coppersmitliing Company, lnc.

COPPER WORK

of AI! Description

HIGH PRESSURE STEAM JACKET Kl.-'.'lTl.FS

Our Specialty

If our work is not absolutely satisfactory

in every respect, we will gladly accept the

return of same and will bear all expenses.

All sorts of repairs, retinning, replacement

of worn or burnt out parts, promptly and

satisfactorily performed.

  

Safety is the corner stone of efficiency.

The more safety the less wor1;y—tIie greater efficiency.

USE ACME JACKET KE'I'l"LES
  

If interested in packages for

hard candies, desire attrac

tiveness, wish to lower pack

ing costs and reduce transpor

tation charges ask for samples

of the—

MONO SERVICE CO. NEWARK. N. J.

1009-1 1 W. Ohio Street

CHICAGO, ILLS.

Trade with the Maker,

and Get Prompt ' haze EielvollzzggDelivery, Low PTICQI J mvemenm_ chnch

Bllt WIIPK ' nalead of tight and

looae pulleys,

unique feature

ACME REVOLVING

§’ANS. Cut gears. Ad

géltlblfi boxes on all

aringa to take up

wear on journals. Pans

are made_ of heavy

copper, nicely ham

mered: steam coil _o!

copper pipe. thus in

snring against rust,

atuflinp bo_x is of a

sp ‘a design and tiie

en e construction ia

c°'\""=9l9"9"Y of the very beat ma

Equlpmont teriala and workman

Our shin

Spoeialty Larger and smaller

sizes build to order.

Prices on application .
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Do you Want to

accomplish these 5 things?

Do you want to save money on many of the wastes of open-fire

—see you in Chicago

(MAY 22 to 27)

Yes, we'll be at the

Exposition of the Na

tional Confectionery

and Associated Indus

tries, to be held in the

Coliseum, Chicago

week of May 22. Be

sure to visit us; we've

an interesting story to

tell you.

your sugar and corn-syrup bills?

Do you want to prevent waste of

costly materials?

Do you want to save time and la

bor in your boiling-room?

Do you want to produce uniformly

better boilings?

Do you want to improve still

further the quality and keeping

-properties of your goods?

-then you'll be interested in

this improved method of sugar

boiling thru the use of the Baker

Automatic Steam Sugar-Cooker.

You’1l be glad to know that this

modern Cooker does away with so

and vacuum cooking.

There’s no chance of syrup

waste, as by boiling over the goose

necks of vacuums-—when you use

the Baker Cooker. Too, the batch

spoilage evil is practically done

away with.

And there's time and labor

saved: the Baker Cooker produces

a steady stream of cooked syrup

ready for the candy men and keeps

them on the job.

Our little booklet “How to in

crease your Profits in the Boiling

Room" tells you interestingly

about the Baker Cooker and this

better method of sugar-boiling.

Write for your copy—it’s free.

Address Desk A5.

 

JOSEPH BAKER SONS & PERKINS CO., Inc., BAKER-PERKINS BUILDING, WHITE PLAINS, N. Y.

The BAKER LINE of Machinery for Chocolate, Cocoa and Candy Manufacturer:
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ASCON4PLIsHED
ON THE HAMPROVE RACINE

AUTOMATIC

SUCPQEp.

NAACHINE

|| Peopgazzowzz.
BPAQVCM CHAMóżoftö%

1. SUCKERS

ANY SIZE OR SHAPE

* \ YOUWANT 3.O.OOO

A- \ SATINFINISHG.0005

* BUTTERCUPS,wAFFLES

- PILLOWS, CHIps,STRAW's

5. HARDGOODS

PEACH STONES, FRUIT

TABLETS, COUGH DRops,

RASPBERRIES ETC.

4. DUMBELLSQualitu

Quantitu

Economu

£719.5%

****

This Machine

Covered by |

Broad Basic

Patents.
For Details and Description with

Complete Information, WRITE

RACINE CONFECTIONERS MACHINERY Co.
RAC I N E - \/\/ls CONJS 1 NJ - U -s -A -

161
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Thomas Mills 8: Bro., Inc.

1301 to 1315 North Eighth St. (Established 1864) Philadelphia, Pa.

  

  

  

....-ll

-lWWn|||1|nmm

  

L

HAND AND POWER ALMOND AND

PEANUT BLANCHING MACHINE

M

  

VERTICAL DOUBLE-ACTION

LARGE POWER DROP FRAME WITH STAND AND ENDLESS BELT CONVEYOR MIXING MACHINE
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Thomas Mills & Br0., Inc.

1301 to 1315 North Eighth St. (Established 1864) Philadelphia, Pa.

FORCED DRAFT CANDY

FURNACE

BALI. MACHINE FOR COCOANUT, CREAM

AND CHICLE

 

 

    

_ll|lIlliiilI!i" A

  

r&

FRUIT mzop FRAME

AND ROLLERS14:.‘

4   

KISS OR LUMP

CUTTING MACHINE

CATALOGUE SENT ON APPLICATION

Confectioners’ Tools and Machinery Ice Cream Manufacturers’ Tools

Bakers’ and Cooks’ Tools
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IDEAL

CARAMEL MACHINES

In response to an ever increasing demand for more

substantial and more eflicient candy machinery we have

brought out the Ideal Machines described below, which

are uuexcelled tor their purposes.

  

ldeal Candy Sizer

The Ideal Candy Sizer is made

with solid base and absolutely rigid.

It is built as a bench or floor ma

chine. It is reversible and adjust

able to any thickness up to two I

inches. It is especially designed to

be used with the Ideal Candy

  

  

Ideal Candy Sizer

  

‘Ideal Candy Cutter

The Ideal Candy Cutter is

absolutely rigid in construc

tion. It is equipped with

thirty seven-inch circular

knives and one full set of col

lars. Knives may be taken

ofl! without removing the

arbor shaft. Well guarded,

cut gears make it practically

noiseless.

 

 

Ideal Candy Cutter

  

Junior Model

Ideal

Caramel Wrapper

  

The Junior Model Ideal

Caramel \\/rapper is design

ed to till the needs ot the

manufacturer whose output

does not warrant the in

stallation of the larger ma

chine. It cuts and wraps in

one operation caramels,

pulled candy or any goods

of equal consistency. It is

the simplest caramel wrap

per built. An unskilled girl

can be trained in a few days

and can pack as many

pieces as six or eight hand _.

packers. The Junior Ideal

will quickly pay for itself in

wages of hand labor saved.

  

Junior_ Ideal Caramel Wrapper

Write today for complete descriptions of Ideal Candy

Machinery and prices.

IDEAL WRAPPING MACHINE CO.
Makers of Ideal Caramel Wrapping Machines

MIDDLETOWN NEW YORK
  

 
 

if i»

The

New Model

Peanut

Blanclier

Tho Standard

Peanut

Blonching Do

viee used by

the loading

Manufacturing

Confectioners

Efficient

Economical

Practical

Equipped with

Automatic

Feed Hopper

Patented

Sept. 25. 1905

Wfite

for Complete

Catalog

Lambert

Machine Co.

Iorsholl. Michigan

 

W. B. Bertels & Son Co., Inc.

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

MANUFACTURERS OF

PLAIN and LITHOGRAPIIED CANS

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

SERVICE
V ~I

WE MAKE CANS THAT

SELL YOUR PRODUCTS

Write for our Prices
 

 



-

:
*

2%

||
2%
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CHO.COLATE PLACED

ON MACHINE AT

THis PO1NT

*

CASING REMOVED |

-

THE GREER

SOLID CHOCOLATE MACHINE

STEELTRAY

USED IN MAchine

COVERING REMoved

TRAY's Guideo BY

MECHANICAL device

(Nor G.Ravity)

douele casinos”

wiTH DEAD AIR

sPACE BETween

HEIGHT NUMBER | Weight Shipping Weight
Floor SPAce Over All OF TRAYS Power --> APPRoxiMATE APPRoxiMATE

5 Ft. x 20 Ft. 3 Ft. 60 to 70 || 1 HP. 5000 5600

The Greer Solid Chocolate Machine is made along the
Same principle as the other Greer machines.

The Greer Solid Chocolate Machine saves 60% floor

Space.

Reduces the area of space that has to be cooled, and

eliminates the expense of cooling the walls of a long

tunnel. The latticed steel trays enable the cold air to

come in direct contact with the mould or cake.

The machine is designed so the cold air can circulate

through it freely, drawing the temperature from the

chocolate as quickly as it can possibly be done, and cannot

be surpassed by other mechanism.

The machine is substantially constructed, being made of

best steel and iron, the chocolate being moved by extra

heavy chain. We guarantee the machine to haul one

ton of chocolate per revolution.

Practically all gears and mechanism are on outside of

machine, which makes it very easy to adjust and more

desirable.

The Greer Solid Chocolate Machine gives approximately

350 square feet of cooling space, total travel of chocolate

approximately 100 feet. All the space required for the

machine is 20 feet in length, 5 feet in width and 3 feet in

height.

Time required for the goods to dry, which is done in one

revolution, depends entirely on the thickness of chocolate

and the temperature in machine. Machine can make a

revolution (100 feet) every fifteen minutes.

The Greer Solid Chocolate Machine is so mechanically

designed that a one horsepower motor operates it with

ease, keeping a continuous flow of empty trays for the

chocolate and brings the chocolate up to the top of

machine where it is easily removed.

The Greer machines are patented. Imitators warned against infringements.

J. W. GREER CO. 119 to 137 Windsor St., Cambridge, 39, Boston, Mass.

CoNFECTIONERs Journal - 165
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FORM 3——STYLE D MOTOR DRIVE FORM 6—STYLE R TWIN PULLER—MOTOR DRIVE

Capacity 60 to 100 lbs. per batch Capacity 15 to 100 lbs. on each alda

'--.¢

REVOLUTION
GREAT revolution has taken place in the pulling of all kinds of candy by Hildreth’s Patented Candy

Pulling Machine. Before the year 1900 all pulled candy was done by hand labor, which was unsanitary

and ‘unsatisfactory. Three-fourths of the candy pulled in the United States to-day is done by Hildreth’s

machines. Note what the machines are domg in the factories all over the country. They are pulling hard boiled

candy which is made into stick candy, broken candy, chips, buttercups and all other hard boiled goods which are

ordinarily pulled by hand. '

Hildreth’s machine will pull hard boiled goods in from two to three minutes. The machine also pulls

molasses candy, either high or low cooked. It will also pull all kinds of chewing candies, high or low cooked,

in about eight minutes. You can increase the batch about 20% in bulk over ordinary hand pulling. Your increase

in penny count goods is about 20%. The machine pulls caramels and caramel mixtures.

You can work up your scrap and pull it on the machine and make good candy, where it is almost impos

sible to do so by hand labor, thereby saving the waste.

The machine pulls chewing gum as well as candy. The machine also pulls shoem.aker’s wax as well as

gangy. dlt also pulls a certain kind of white vamish as well as candy. In fact, it pulls anything that is pulled

y an .

You can use a lower grade of sugar, and make as good goods with the machine as you can with a higher

grade of sugar by hand labor, thereby a saving in profits. With the machine you can pull every batch alike,

making the candy whiter, lighter and uniform, which is of great value to all manufacturers.

The machine is ready to work at all times, day or night, without getting sick, tired, lazy or going on a

strike, which is of great value to all 'manufacturers.

We have machines that pull from 10 to 25 lbs. at each batch, and from that size up to 300 lbs. at one

pulling; so that if any manufacturer has much candy to pull he is losing money every day that he does not have

one of our machines. In fact, it gives him absolute control over his pulling room, as well as saving a lot of

money which would ordinarily be paid out in hand labor.

We do not sell the machines, but lease them by the year.

Write for descriptive catalogue and full particulars.

ADDRESS

H. L. HILDRETH CO.

549-559 Albany Street BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.
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Big Fine Ice Cream Production

for Big Ice Cream Men

Big Ice Cream Manufacturers like a big, heavy ice

cream freezer that turns out a fine, smooth ice cream

in abundance.

The operator enjoys running a big freezer; there

is no strain on either the operator or the freezer.

Automatic cream valve fills its own cream reservoir.

Positive brine control valves enable the operator

to regulate his own swell or overrun.

Any time through the whole heavy season, year in

and year out, the manufacturer has service at hand with

E. T. big, fine Ice Cream production freezers.

“Write for this year’s catalog”

Emery Thompson Machine and Supply Co.

27 1'-75 Rider Ave. (6-s.c--1-I Place. B»-1) New York City

 

W w. w. TURNBULL coma MACHINE comm

Chattanooga, Tennessee 1419 Fort Street

Manufacturers of

TURNBULUS AUTOMATIC WAFER CONE MACHINES

TURNBULL'S AUTOMATIC CAKE CONE MACHINES

TURNBULL'S SWEET CLOVER SUGAR CONES

TURNBULL’S PEERLESS CAKE CONES

  

We have been Manufacturing

Automatic Cake Ice Cream Cone

Machines for fifteen years

  

  

Copper Steam Jacketed Kettles A
 

Copper Candy Kettles

Carried in Stock

1922 LIODEL

GROEN MFG COMPANY» In“ TURNBULL’S Automatic Cake Cone Machine

  

  

  

CO ersmiths WE INSTALL our machines in your factory and teach you

‘ I how to make cones

- , - . No expensive labor necessary in the operation of our Machines

Armltage Ave‘ Chlcago9 Write for prices and information today so we can

serve you in time for next season
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A highly flavored pure Sugar Stick

which caused the invention of the

IMPROVED N. W. YORK BATCH

ROLLER.

This stick will stand any climatic

changes but more especially the hot

summer weather. Old Time Stick is

packed in ten flavors, twelve cartons

to the ease, fifty sticks to the carton.

One trial order of Old Time Penny Stick will give you an

article which will take care of itself after it has been given a fair

This machine will be sent to you on thirty days’ trial. trial_ write us for prices_

Why not give one u trial? Ask us about it.‘

C, C, YORK INDIANAPOLIS CANDY C0.

‘zzs-221 E. Maryland St., Indianapolis, lml., u. s. A. Indianapolis, Ind

 

 

We have been in

Coppersmithing Business

for generations hence

our name

“KOPPERMAN”

Don’t you think we

ought to know how ?

  

Latest Improved Vacuum Pm

JOS. KOPPERMAN & SONS

' Copper Work and Confectioners’ Machinery

307-311 Florist Street Philadelphia, Pa

We manuliactureany kind of

Copper Kettle for steam or

fire or vacuum with or with

out mixers.

: All kinds of sizing, cutting,

~ p ~, q q l coating and cooling machinery
1 “ - /I 1 i

Hand Power Circular Knife Chrnmel Cutter

  

  

We furnish any piece of
. . Sh ' M 'machinery used in a candy factory “rm: om“ cm“,
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IMPROVED SIMPLEX

_ ’. K MOTOR-DRIVEN PLASTIC PRESS

FOR FILLED HARD CANDIES

  

The Simplex Plastic Press has a greater output

capacity than the older type machines; 24-inch Die

Bars; direct motor drive, two speeds, special wire

screen conveyor. Operation economical, simple and

exceptionally accurate—every machine given a prac

tical test before‘shipment.

Now Read—Extraordina'ry Offer 11!

We offer you a Simplex‘ Plastic Press with die bars

(Peanut, Raspberry, Almond, etc.) at a price no more

than you would pay for a continuous cutter or any

motor driven hard candy machine.

Wire or Write Today For Price

and Deliveries

  

Simplex Sizing Machine

Vacuum Candy Machinery Co. F°'I"="““°aP=¢‘*Y

326 W. MADISON STREET

CHICAGO, ILL.
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High Speed—N0 Delays— Greatly Increased Output!

The very high speed of 1500, 3000 or 6000 pieces

per minute is secured by the continuous, practically

self-feeding operation. With a little experience,

100 pounds of soft or hard center goods can be

turned out in ten minutes. One machine takes

care of three sets of spinners, cutting down labor

costs, saving space, and increasing your output

many times.

  

COOLER and

Pl'iC€ conviziroa

Either belt drive or ready for motor to be

mounted. Motor and starter extra, at

current market price. I7. O. B. Chicago.

THE BRACH COOLER AND CONVEYOR is an exceedingly

compact unit, occupying but about one-third of the s ace ordinarily used.

used. lt has the capacity of a straight convey or of 05 feet, if the goods

comes out in a single line, or with web. But if used in connection with

my Buttercup Machine, which cuts the goods offcompletely, allowing them

to spread over the belt, the cutter running five times the s eed of the

conveyor belt, would give a cooling capacity equal to S lineal feet.

WARNING!

On account of the extraordinary

  

_ , _ _ Showing a

opularity of this machine, there is Bracli M90111».

cing made and sold as r_i genuine "m)l,=";" ‘I

Brach machine an imitation cutter °'
. . . Batch Roller

which infringes on my patents. ,,,;,,-,;, 1 ,,,,,

NOTE—each machine bears a serial supply in 6, 7
  

and 8 fool lengthsnumber of which we hold an exact _
at regular prices

record that we may know

towhom every machine

of our make is sold. To

avert trouble make sure

fiouare buying a genuine

rach Continuous But

tercup Machine. Wewill

prosecute all sellers and

users of infringements.

  

  

  

Continuous BUTTERCUP

STRAW and WAFFLE MACHINE

This ls the Only Machine Made That Will Cut a Large Variety

of Pillow Shaped Hard Candy Without Change oi Machinery

Ask Any

of Our 300

or More

Satisfied

Users!

  

DIMENSIONS

Lenll-ll . . . l7Feet

Width . . 14-Inches

Base where motor and

Ian are connected is 30

inohea wide

Heilht . . 32 Inohea

NOTE

Can furnish COOLER and

CONVEYOR separate or

in one compact unit conaect~

ed with motor and starter

t0 in Worm Gear Drive

BUT ERCUP S TRA W

and WAFFLE MACHINE
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MY LATEST_TlieWormGearDrive

The addition of a worm gear drive to my latest model,

which performs the work of four machines, makes it

a model of efllciency.

1. Baby Kisses—Any small

piece 3/s inch long and up

to 3/4 inch wide are cut on

this series of knives.

2. Pillows, Chips, Straws—

3/4 inch long and ‘la to 1'/2

inches wide are cut by

this set of knives.

3. Straws, Chips, Pillows—

1‘/2 inches long and '/s to

13/4 inches wide are cut on p

this series of knives.

4. Waffles —— 3/4 inch long

and up to 3/4 inch m

width are cut and stamped

with this series of knives.

THE GUIDE—indicated by dotted

lines, and illustrated separately,

has two peculiarly shaped knurls

which may be so turned. and

separated as to regulate the batch

to any width from I/3 to 1% inches

as desired. Adjustments are made

by simple thumb screws. An ex

perienced operator can feed the

machine without using the guide.

THE MACHINE MEASURES but 15 x 18 inches “

over-all. Once set up, oiling is the only attention it

requires. The knives will probably need resharpening

about every five years.

THE STAND SUPPLIED with every ma-Chm? 15

strongly made of cast iron, and occupies a 36 x 36‘ll‘lCl‘l

floor space. The motor attaches to the stand 0. the

new worm gear drive machine, being run with a short

belt-a safety protection of importance

SAVES SPACE: The small size and the great ca_oa¢i1'Y

of this machine, which enables several sets of spinners

to use it alternately, saves 75% of your floor_ soace——8

very important item in reducing your Prfldllctlim °°5*5

The BRACH Continuous Buttercup Straw

and Waffle Machine with Stand — Costs

Complete, $850, F.O.B. Chicago; with worm

gear drive $900 ; motor and belt extra.

 

  

THE GUIDE -—the only

part of the entire ma

ghine that is changed.

NOTE: I have a limited number of standard types or

motors for the worm gear drive machines, which I will

supply at current prices to buyers of this model.

EMIL J. BRACH

Confectionery Machinery

215 west Ohio Street
  

  

so YS

FREE TRIAL
(in U. S. Only)

Arrange to have a ma

chine sent you on 30 days’

free trial and prove to

your own satisfaction its

labor-saving, profit-mak

ing qualities.
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The Ball Cream Beater C0.

DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Ball Cream Beater and Cooler and

Dayton Cream Beater and Cooler

  Ball

Beater

Patented

It fl 51*-‘nor BALL ii 1-:

L BEWARE

~ '- a -' of infringement:

on our Patents

THREE THOUSAND IN USE!

BEST IN THE WORLD! WHY NOT HAVE THE BEST?

Every Candy Manufacturer Should Have One!
 

We shall

protect

our Patent:

to the full

extent of the _, ‘law.

Dayton

Beater

Patented

FOR PARTICULARS. SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND REFERENCES
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We manufacture a complete line of Stationary Copper Steam Jacketed Kettles, plain or mixing.

Absolute satisfaction guaranteed. Prompt shipments. Ask your dealer or write us for literature and prices.

HAMILTON COPPER 81. BRASS WORKS, Hamilton, Ohio

You Need These l\/lachines

Wh't ' 1 ,, . - 'pe,.fei€§ 'Z~:,,',',£"€,’,et':e,. Ask any candymaker what he thinks of the Whites Perfect

_. _ _ S’ ' M h'White Caramel Cutter and Sizer and he Wlll mug ac me

tell you that they are the staple and standard

machines all over the world and that he prefers

them above all others.”

Write for Catalogue and Prices

for Belt or Direct Motor Driven

WM. M. BELL

Authorized Agent

The Heirs of JACOB WHITE

6 East Lake Street CHICAGO, ILL.

 

Not only does mechanical refrigeration effect greater

efficiency and cleaner, more sanitary conditions, but

thepquality of the cream is greatly improved, and a

natural increased demand follows.

BRUNSWICK

REFRIGERATION

as exhibited in the dry hardening system shown in

the accompanying photograph is especially efficient in

this respect. It can be counted upon to produce,

economically, in every case, the lo\v temperature

needed.

\Vhether installed for complete dry or wet harden

ing system, Brunswick equipment is celebrated for

low upkeep and long life, and for the excellent quality

of the cream obtained.

BRUNSWICK REFRIGERATING C0.

I07 Jersey Avenue New Brunswick, N. J.

BOSTON, MASS. NEW YORK CITY

I0 State St. 30 Church St.
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HE secret of successful marsh

mallow manufacture lies in the

proper beating of the goods.

No matter how excellent your in

gredients may be, no matter how care

fully the proportions are measured, if

you are not equipped with a properly

constructed and mechanically correct

device for beating and cooling the

goods, your efforts will not be crown

ed with the greatest success.

The Savage Marshmallow Beater

leads for the very simple reason that,

like the entire Savage line, this ma

chine is built by experts,—by men who

know the candy business, who know

the difficulties confronting the manu

Tlie Savage Assures Success

facturer, and have produced the neces

sary mechanical equipment to meet

these difficulties.

The fact that this beater is so

sturdily and carefully built makes

the first cost the only cost. The con

struction is so simple that you are

never troubled with adjustment of the

parts. There are no gears, chains, or

complicated parts to get out of order.

If you are looking for a machine

that will run day in and day out with

out repair or replacement, that is con

structed to produce the greatest quan

tity of the highest grade goods, you

will not be satisfied with anything but

the Savage.

Send for new illustrated circular fully describing this wonderful machine.

Savage Brothers Co.
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"We now have your Savage Marshmal

low Beater installed and same is working

out entirely satisfactorily, and we do not

know how we got along without this

machine as long as we did.

“We would be glad to show this machine

to anyone who might be interested in

purchasing one from you."

Spoehr, Chicago.

"We have several of the Savage Marsh

mallow Beaters in operation in our va

rious plants and in all cases we have

found them consistently giving excellent

results. We have experienced no trouble

whatever with any of the moving arts

of {our equipment and find the mac ines

to e strong and substantial. In short.

we have found that your machine is all

that you claim for it and a little more."

E. ]. Bach & Sons, Chicago.

"We think you have the greatest and

best marshmallow beater on the market

and we have shown our belief in this by

purchasing three. We have found them

so far superior to any other beater on

the market that we have discontinued _us

ing all our other heaters and are using

yours exclusively.“

The Cherry Cheer Co., Inc., Sidney, Ohio.

"We consider the Savage M. Beater a

wonderful machine and are producing

drops that show a saving of one—half to

three-quarters pound on each box over

the beater that we formerly used.

“Considering the amount of power requir

ed and the volume of goods produced,

we are very much pleased with the ma

chine."

A. B. Newhinney Co., Inc.

Terre Haute, Ind.

“The Marshmallow Beater purchased

from gou last sprin has now been in

stalle several mont s.

"We unhesitatingly state that it is the

best machine of its kind we ever used.

“We are highly pleased with the goods

turned out and know (positively that our

product is better an our sales corre

spondingly increased in this line on ac

count or the work of this machine."

Martin Candy Co., Marshlield, Ore.

“The beater is giving us excellent satis

faction, and does the work A-No. l, and

is all you claim for it. We consider it

the best M. M. beater on the market

today. Since we have put it in use W

have taken out two other makes o

heaters."

Brecht Candy Co., Denver, Colo.

"To say that we are satisfied with the

Savage Marshmallow Beater is putting

it mildly. As soon as arrangements for

the enlargement of our factory are com

pleted we shall want more °A your Marsh

mallow Beaters."

General Candy Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

"We are very much pleased with the re

sults we are ettmg with our Special

200-pound Mars mallow Beater.

A Few of Our Pleased Customers:

“At a recent meeting of our directors it

was agreed that in our new home we will

install only our heaters.

“You may s ip us another of the same

type as soon as possible."

Sennefi-Herr Co., Sterling, HI.

"We have been using one of your 150-lb.

Marshmallow Beaters for the past two

years. We have found this to be a very

strong and durable machine: a machine

that will stand up under every test to

which we have put it.

"We have found that this beater will

produce any kind of marshmallow which

we have desired to make.

“In addition to this being a marshmal

low machine. we have found it to be very

satisfactory in mixing nougat.

“We can hi hly recommend this machine

to your tra e.‘

Zion Candy Factory, Zion, III.

“We take much pleasure in testif ing to

the merits of your Marshmallow eater.

From the very outset we wish to em

phasize that your heater is all that it is

represented to be. From an economical

standpoint-as well as eficient produc

tion we do not think that our splendid

beater can be surpassed. e figure that

we are saving money in the mixing of

our batches, further supported by maxi

mum production."

The Paulin Chambers Co., Ltd..

Winnipeg. Canada.

 

Z638-Z646 Gladys Ave., Chicago, lll.
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Automatic Depositing‘Machine

for filling chocolate or wax goods in metal or any other_ composition moulds where a she_ll_ is required. It

fills the moulds, knocks or taps the moulds, turns to drain moulds out, and pumps the drainings back to the

depositor. . _ _

The depositor has a mixing apparatus that stirs the material and acts as a stirrer and to give an equal

 

 

Pricefrom$2200.00

delivery to the pumps for the deposits. Will fill from a few grams into a

small mould of an inch or less to a mould of 14 inches in length of any

weight and capacity, from one to 14 deposits at one time. And in case ~a

mould is not placed into the holder it will automatically not deposit. So

there is no waste of material. You can make 60,000

Hollow Moulds such as Rabbits, Santa Claus Eggs, etc.,

in one day's work. Space required, 18x5 feet. Horse

  

\

  

required.Capacity,2000poundsupwardperday.

Water-chilledsteelrolls,22x52.Price

  

  

\'

_i The Latest BATCH Spinner on the Market

lst. It holds the end of the batch like a human hand while spinning, and it travels along with the batch as

the spinning goes on. _

2nd. It takes a second to raise or lower the table. according to the size and weight of the batch, to give an

equal feed for the spinner, and the front end, where the delivery is made, is adjustable, so it delivers

the required thickness.

3rd. While spinning, the batch is covered to give equal heating surface for the batch all around, or it could

be kept half or whole open if desired.

4th. The batch lays on wire cone, six rolls covered with wire tinned to hold the batch in position. No canvas

or leather to stick to. Clean and easy to work.

Sth. I have a machine on show. Come and look at it and you will appreciate the facts.

Price of this machine within reach of all, and will pay for itself iii a short time.

J. FRIEDMAN

EXPERT—SpeciaIizing for the Candy and Chocolate Industry

214-226 East 22nd St. New York, N. Y.

Complete and largest line of Candy Machinery, Chocolate Machinery, Cocoa Butter and Cocoa Powder Plants, Chocolate

Dipping Machines, Wrapping Machines. Package Making. Filling. Sealing and Labelling Machinery, CHOCOLATE MOULDS,

etc. “LOOKING FOR A CERTAIN MACHINE? Yes, I HAVE IT.“ Established since 1892.

Cable Address-——"]ACKFRIED NEW'YORK" A. B. C. Code-—Sth Edition Used. Telephone: Graniercy 2996

ChocolateDippingMachines-—Continuesautomaticwithorwithoutcoolingattachment.Highglossbelts.Nopaperliners

ChocolateRefiners-5roll.

Concher—4sections.2200pounds’capacity.
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andthe following dealers:

Atlanta, Ga.

Besaire & Co., Inc.

Baltimore, Md.

The August Maag Co.

Geo. H. Wahmann Mfg. Co.

Boston, Mass.

H. A. Johnson Co.

A. A. Knights & Son

Jos. Middleby, Jr., Inc.

Three Millers Co.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Henry & Henry

H. J. Walz Co.

Emil A. Saenger

Cincinnati, Ohio

American China and Glass Co.

Hilker & Bletsch Co.

Cleveland, Ohio

Bruce & West Mfg. Co.

The Weideman Co.

Columbus, Ohio

Central Ohio Supply Co.

Dayton, Ohio

C. S. Ball Candy Co.

Detroit, Mich.

Foersterling Bros. Co.

E. B. Gallagher & Co.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

E. B. Gallagher & Co.

Houston, Texas

Houston Wholesale Conf.

Stove Co.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Bessire & Co., Inc.

Los Angeles, Calif.
Standard Equipment Co.

s:-" California Supply

Louisville, Ky.

Bessire & Co., Inc.

Milwaukee, Wis.

H. C. Schranck Co.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Northwestern Bakers & Con.

fectioners Co.

New Orleans, La.
Chas. Dennery

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Ryrnes & Kiefer

Pemmler & Schenck

Rernard Gloekler Co.
L. Knorr Company

Philadelphia, Pa.

Thos. Mills & Bro., Inc.

illiam Thomson

San Francisco, Calif.

Eng-Skell Company

St. Louis, Mö.
W. E. Beckman & Co.

United Bakers Supply Co.

St. Paul Minn.

The Maas Keefe Company

Toledo, Ohio
E. B. Gallagher & Co.

Youngstown Oht

w. c.2:”

*

Sold by Gas Companies r

\_

~\

VULCAN

CANDY

FURNACES

Bave Helped Many

Candy Makers fo

Success

Only good candy is

called for repeatedly.

And it takes repeat

orders to build up a

successful business.

You know that. And

knowing it, you realize,

of course, the import

ânce of having the

finest equipment ob.

tainable.

Your candy furnaces

should be adaptable—

Providing quick or slow

heats as desired. Con

sider the Vulcan.

The powerful 3-ring,

one - piece b u r n e r

throws out intense

heat which is concen

trated at sides and bot

tom of kettle. It pro

vides any degree of

heat needed.

Top has graduated

rings to take kettles of

Several sizes.

The Vulcan is dura

ble, economical and

will save you much

time and work.

Described in detail

in interesting folder.

Write for copy today.

Wm. M. Grane Co.

18 W. 32nd Street

New York City
Pacific Coast Distributor

Northwest Gas & Electric

Equipment Company

Portland, Ore.

Branch Offices:

Los Angeles, San Francisco,

Seattle.

Steam Jacketed Copper Kettles

STATIONARY AND TILTING

have been a Specialty with us. Our kettles

** **anteed to give satisfaction and We

stand solidly behind every shipment.

The Bucyrus Copper Kettle Works Co.

1874-1922

BUCYRUS : s s

Visit us at Space No. 109 at the

Chicago Convention, May 22-27.

OHIO

The PerkinsAdjustableDryRoom

Saves fifty per cent of yOur Steam.

Gives uniform work at all times Of

the year. Dries much faster. (Saves

space, trays and trucks.) Perfectly

clean. Easy to operate. Simple to

install. Is not expensive. Hundreds

in use.

Write for descriptive Bulletin No.

100, and prices on candy truck.

PERKINS “ONE MAN” TRUCK

Elmer E. Perkins Company

Manufacturers

Offices

Wrigley Building, Chicago

Shops

Bradley, Illinois
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TheMasterKey
__l_.

 

 
  

to a “ Bang-up ”

Candy Business

for the

Summer Season

ls a Copy of

l

l
l Jake Friedman’s

Common Sense

 

 

 

with enlarged supplement

llIllIIIIIllIIIIIllIlllIIIllllIIIIIllllllllllllllllllllllllllh

Send Today for

Copy of Fifth _

Edition Jake

Friedman’s

Common Sense

Candy Teacher

With an Enlarged

Supplement

PRICE

(Express Paid)

$ 1 0.00

 

  

HIS book treats fully upon the Ice Creams, Ices, Sherbets, Punches, the

Crushed Fruits for the Fountain, Pointers for the Fountain man. The Matza

pan Almond Paste work. Pointers on String Rock Candy, Log Cabin Roll,

Marshmallows, both moonshine and Egg. Pan work, its Principle and both

smooth and rough work, Lozenge work. Cream work of all kinds, Hard Gums, Jelly

Gums, Principal formula on A. B. Gum work. Crystallizing Gum work. Almond

Paste work, Cream Almonds, Cordial work, Gum paste work, Cocoanut work, Cin

namon Imperials, Pearled Caraway seeds and Pearled work. Marshmallow Eggs,

Chocolate Coating, Blending, hand coating. Pure Cream caramels and cheap Cara

mels, Icing for caramels and commercial Caramels. Sponge Candy, Nonpareils. New

styles of Nut and Fruit Goods. Goods for all kinds of Party and Banquet work.

Jelly work, A. B. Gum work. Fudges of all kinds and prices, Honeycomb work of

all Kinds. Pop Corn Valuable pointers to the workman, to the Employer. Glace

work, Novelties for Easter, Fourth of July, Valentine's Day, Decoration Day, and all

Holidays. Hand roll cream work. Nougats, Nougatines, Chicle Chewing Gum, its

Principle, Formula, Jelly beans, Jelly pan work. Hard goods all kinds, Bar goods

of all kinds and types, Burnt Almonds and Peanuts, Jordan Almonds, Kisses, Tafiies,

Brittles, Bon Bon work, Fig Work, in fact the Candy work to date and pointers on

Window display and Shop work.

Send Today for Sample Formulas and Full Index Free for the Asking

For Sale by All Supply Houses
\

WM. M. BELL, Publishe

e E. Lake St. CHICAGO, u. s. A.
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‘Write For Your Copy

of the New Norwalk

Refrigeration Bulletin

Just oi? the press, it gives you the

plain facts on an entirely new kind

of refrigeration efficiency.

It illustrates, describes and gives

specifications for the complete Nor

walk Refrigeration line—1/1, ton to

10 ton capacities—and includes the

new Norwalk self-contained, fully

assembled units.

 

Before you make any decision con

cerning mechanical refrigeration, you

owe yourself a knowledge of the

Norwalk advantages in simplicity,

reliability and economy. They insure

the results you want.

Capacities -

14 TON

to

10 TONS

Ammonia Compressor

For Refrigeration

Ask for Bulletin No. 7.

It will be sent to you without charge.

J-.'.‘.{'f "

THE NORWALK IRON WORKS COMPANY

Pioneer Builders of Compressors

SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.
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THE AEEXZT CO.

509-511 W. Lombard Street I BALTIMORE, MD.

SMALL TIN ICE CRE;AM SPOONS!

This new idea about the name in handle is a winner.

Your name in the handle costs you no more than

others you have bought plain. Write for sample.

  

Carry Out Cans—IXXXX Tin

Extra Heavy

  

Write

For Catalogue

Get

Our Prices

 

IXXXX Tin I IXXXX Tin

OUR BRICK MOULDS AND CANS ARE

“ABSOLUTELY U. S. STANDARD GAUGE”

MANUFACTURERS AND HEADQUARTERS FOR

ICE CREAM FREEZERS, TOOLS and SODA FOUNTAIN SUPPLIES

MANUFACTURERS FOR THE JOBBING TRADE

Catalogue of Ice Cream Goods, Also Bakers’ Tools and Utensils Mailed Upon Request
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ESTABLISHED 85 YEARS.

THOMAS BURKHARD, INC.

494 & 496 Flushing Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

  

Plain K-¢N|¢ 4 Tilting Kettle' Vacuum Pan

We all feel elated when we produce something that is a success and we cannot help

but talk about its merits; so with us, we have produced a Copper Jacketed Kettle, a

Vacuum Pan, a Revolving Sugar Coating Pan and Mixing Kettles that have achieved

an enviable reputation. Why? Because we devote all our energy and wits in main

taining their high standard by using the best material and employing only the experi

enced workman.

Why should we consider competition when such equipment poorly constructed is

always a source of danger and expense.

Every Waste Eliminated

Profits now, more than ever before,

depend on economy of operation.

The dollar you spend in manufactur

ing must now return full value in

product, for you can no longer make

the "price cover the cost of wasteful

manufacturing.

Lost motion and wasted effort must

be eliminated, as competition this year

will be keener than ever.

Such economy of operation is already

being achieved by many. Among these

a number found the solution to the

problem through reading our book—

“MAKE BETTER CANDY

FOR LESS MONEY”

We have a free copy waiting to go

to you; your name and address on

a postal will bring it.

IMPROVED APPLIANCE COMPANY

417 Kent Avenue

TABER PUMP COMPANY Baoomm, New Your

299 Elm Street BUFFALO, N. Y.
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OLLUM COOLERS

Tliestandard By which All Others Are Judged

~_

New Perfected

_ COLLUM LINE

Improved Models

CANDY

COOLERS /"

AND E

CUTTERS
(PATENTED)

COLLUM’S “PREMIER” Candy Cooler; P;l§hffof‘§§'tJ;?5

A Record of a Half-Century is behind the great

Success of THE COLLUM LINE"

Scientific : Substantial :

Once Used Never Displaced.

Enduring Construction

Entire Satisfaction.

—'

~
,-.~.. __..._

~ V i

\ 1

L".

I ' 's1‘EA I wnsn

- INLET . INLET

-=47)

' 1.4 _.

rj.

»
36 in. x 72 in.

32 in. x 76 in. 36 in. x 96 in.

COLLUM’S “Z0th CENTURY” Candy Cooler P°ll*l""l sled T°P§

Cast Iron Bottom.

30 in. x 60 in.

34 in. x 64 in.

36 " x 96 “

48 “ x 60 "

48 “ x 120 “

The interior eon

struction of our

Coolers provides n

continual agitation

of the Water-flow,

ensuring the uni

form Cooling of

Surface, and with

the provision for

interior H eat - ex

pan s i on prevents

the formation of

“Air Pockets”, con

sequently overheat

ing never occurs;

no Rubber or other

Packing employed;

nothing to wear

out; a lifetime of

Service.

our PREMIER i.

unquestionably the

BEST of all Cool

ers, whatever the

excellence of others.

Where a Cooler of

less Cost is desired,

our UNIVERSAL

or Z0-CENTURY

would he chosen,

being constructed

on very similar gen

eral principles.

The selection of either

model means more of

the same.

WITH IRON STANDS.

COMPLETE

IF IT WERE POSSIBLE TO BUILD BETTER COOLERS THE COLLUM MFG. CO. WOULD BUILD THEM.

THE COLLUM MFG. CO.
Manufacturers of CONFECTIONERS’ MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT

926 Main Street, Hartford, Conn.
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OLLUM COOLERS

Widely lmitated But Never Equalled

  

 

  

 

  

 

A_ __“_ " Recognized

g __ __'.¢1_-;;-11'-'-‘ -' ‘ 'r~ /’ Throughout the

" " Confectioners’

' J j Trade

”"/T “THEai;EsT"

" Since 1872

,' '4 O I Faultless

- System of

"‘ n ' Inlet, Outlet

and Circulation

:2 1: :2 2: 1: 2232 “ x 76 “ 4s " x 96 " Emclemy

Collum’: 36 “ x 72 “ 48 “ x120 " Economy

New , as “ x 96 “

Changeable S

Cutter.

Ask for Prices

and Description.

‘NW

“UNIVERSAL” Candy Cooler’; P°l§'::f|§:ft°:,,,T"_°p;

THE COLLUM MFG. CO. IS THE ORIGINATOR OF THE INTERIOR CASCADE SPRAYING METHOD.

 

 

 

Complete Uniform, Unvarying Principle of Cooling
L.Stxsl; Top Plates Readily Removed Coolers Easily Cleaned

Marble, A.

Stone,

  

Candy Coolers,

Cream Coolers;

“Special”

Cream Coolers,

(Tilting Type);

Iron Slab Stands:

Steel Slab Bars;

Adjustable

Steel Cutters;

New .

CHANGEABLECutter; " ~ ~

Peach Blossom - H - , -

Cutters; ‘ _ _°“'i‘ E‘ ‘ . " _ , ‘ 34 in. x 64 in.

Buttercup Cutters; _ ,. .,~- " ‘

Smooth Base°““°'s‘ c0u.u1vrs “PREMIER” Cream Cooler; "°"*""‘5‘"' T°P= 48 u

Crlmped Top surrounded with polished steel frame; water-tight. Cast-lron Bottom’

Cutters;

Waffle Cutters;

THE

926 Main Street

Immediate Shipments. For Further Particulars Write

COLLUM MFG. CO.
HARTFORD, CONN. Established 1872
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Air conditioning

Bentz Engineering Corp.

Flcisher Co., W. L.

Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Artificial Flowers and Decorations

Netschert, Frank

Bags—Paper, Glassine, Transparent

Euler & Co., Franz

Hollis 8: Duncan

Jonas, Alfred

Royal & Co., Thos. M.

Select Paper C0.

Baskets and Boxes--Fancy

Michaelis & Sons, M.

Schonwasser Co., S. E.

Tin Decorating Co. of Baltimore

Boxes—Candy

Brindcll, J. Wesley

Deisroth Co., W. H.

Jonas, Alfred

Matthews Bros.

Youse Co., C. J.

Boxes—Filsre Packing

The Container Club.

Fibre Package Co.

Gair Co., Robert

Hinde & Dauch Paper Co.

Menasha Wooden \Vare Co.

Boxes-—Folding and Ice Cream

Gair Co., Robert

Jonas, Alfred

Matthews Bros.

U. S. Printing & Lithograph Co.

Whitney & Co.

Boxes—-Wood Packing

Brindcll, ]. VVesley

Green Co., A. H.

Box Shocks

Brindell, J. Wesley

Butter-—Vegetable

See Cocoanut Butter

Calcium Chloride

Semet Solvay Co.

Candy Cookers

Ios. Baker-Perkins Co.

Friedman, J.

Vacuum Candy Machinery Co.

Candy Coolers

Collum Mfg. Co.

Mills & Br0s., Thos.

Savage Bros. Co.

Candy Cutters

Collum Mfg. Co.

Candy Furnaces-—Gas

Crane Co., Wm. M.

Improved Appliance Co.

Mills 8: Bro., Thos.

Savage Bros. Co.

Candy Pails

Brindell, J. Wesley

Candy Pans and Scoops—Brass

Mills & Bros., Thos.

Troemner, H.

Candy Sticks—See Skewers

Cans—Tin-—Plain and Lithographed

Bertels & Son Co., W. B.

Heekin Can C0.

Carbon

Darco Corporation

Chewing Gum

Beech-Nut Packing Co.

Glenn, I. W.

Walter Gum Co. (ball gum)

Chocolate and Cocoa

Baker & Co., Walter

Croft & Allen Co.

Hershey Choc. Co.

Hollis, W. G.

Klein Chocolate Co.

Knickerbocker Choc. Co.

Lamont, Corliss & Co.

Lowney Co., Walter M.

Massachusetts Choc. Co.

Wilbur & Sons, H. O.

Chocolate Coolers

Dempsey Chocolate Cooler C0.

Friedman, I.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Chocolate Warmers—Electrie

International Electric Co.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Coatings

See Chocolate and Cocoa

Cocoa Beans and Cocoa Butter

Duche & Sons, T. M.

McGorlick, I. E.

Snyder & Wheeler

Von Dannenberg & Pick

Cocoa Press and Pump

Carver. Fred S.

Friedman, I.

Cocoanut and Vegetable Butter

American Cocoanut Butter Co.

India Refining Co.

Nucoa Butter Co.

Simonin Sons, C. F.

Colors—See Flavors and Colors

Confectionery Manufacturers

Advance Canrlv Mfg. Corp.

Ambassador Chocolate Co.

Ambrosia Choc. Co.

American Candy Co.

American Choc. Almond Co.

Arnould & Co., D.

Bacon Co., D.

Beech-Nut Packing Co.

Beich Co., Paul F.

Blome & Son, Geo.

Blue Ribbon Candy Co.

Brandle & Smith Co.

Brunell Co., Geo. I.

Clifiord Bros.

Close Co., Geo.

Collins Co., I. N.

Cracker Jack Co.

Crescent Creole Candy Co.

Croft & Allen C0.

Debevoise, Walter W.

Dockman & Son, I. H.

Dunstan Mfg. Co., R. B.

Elbee Chocolate Co.

Gallanis Bros.

Gardiner-Lucas Co.

Gimbal Bros.

Goldenberg, D.

Hardie Bros.

Hawley & Hoops

Heide, Henry

Heidelberger Confy. Co.

Hershey Choc. Co.

Hildreth Co., H. L.

H0efler’s Centennial Chocolates

Hollis, W. G.

Hooton Choc. Co.

Horton Sweets C0.

Ideal Canrlv Co.

Josselyn, E. H.

. . . - . . - . . . ~ .¢s~»---s‘. ---s OIQQOOQOO00009oeelvoooaoq0IcooO-0-0'0-I-:-:.:-:':.:I:I:v. -2.0-0.0-0.0-O-O-0-0.0-O. .0. I . ‘sqs.15‘1§|,a_a,a,a,a,a_I,I,a,u,a,I,a,I_a,u,lZa,I.I.a,uXa,a,u,u_a_a,|,l,a,a,I,I,a,I,I,I,I,I,a,I,a,l,a,a,a,a.a,I.I.I.I. . a . 0
0 . - » s . . . s - . . . . . . . 0 »

CLASSIFIED DIRECTORY

See Index to Advertisements page 186

Knickerbocker Choc. Co.

Lauer & Suter

Lewis -Bros.

Lo\vney Co., Walter M.

\\". H. Ludcn, Inc.

Mackenzie Co., Robt. F.

Manufacturing Co. of America

Metro Choc. Co.

Michelbach & Sons, E.

Miller Co., Chas. N.

Mueller Licorice Co., Iohn

National Candy Co.

National Licorice Co.

New England Confectionery Co.

Ohio Confection Co.

Oswego Confectionery Co.

Package Confectionery Co.

Paist Co., F. M.

Penn Treaty Confectionery C0.

Pop Corn Products Co.

Quaker City Choc. 8: Confectionery Co.

Revere Preserving Co.

Rigby Co., H. I.

Robertson Candy Co.

Rochester Candy Works

Rochester Marshmallow Co.

Runkel Bros.

Schapira Bros.

Shotwell Mfg. Co.

Slauson & Co., A.

Smith & Peters

Snows Candy Corp.

Stacy Co.. O. T.

Sterling Chocolate Co.

Taylor, W. E.

Virginia Nut Products Co.

Wallace & Co.

Washburn Co., F. B.

Westmorcland Candy Co.

Wilbur & Sons, H. O.

Williamsport Candy Co.

Wunderle. Philip

Ziegler Co., Geo.

Cont.ainers—Disp‘Iay

Gair Co.. Robert

Hamlin-Fleischer Co

Mono Service Co.

Sealright Co. (ice cream)

U. S. Printing & Lithograph Co.

Warren Co., P. R.

Corn Syrup

American Maize-Products Co.

Corn Products Refining Co.

Cream Coolers

Collum Mfg. Co.

Dispensers—Glass

McKee Glass Co.

Rotax Co.

Dragees

French Dragee 8: Specialty Co.

Dry Milk

Dry Milk C0.

Duche & Sons, T. M.

Dry Room

Bentz Engineering Corp.

Perkins Co., Elmer E.

Engineers

Peasc. Inc., F. F.

Exporters

Signal New York Traders C0.

Extracts—See Flavors and Colors

Flavors and Colors -

Atlantic Importing Co.

Blnnke-Flaer Extract & Preserving Co
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Bush 8: Co., W. J.

Cincinnati Extract Works

Coca-Cola Co.

Corrizo Extract Works

Downey, Turnquist & Co.

Foote & Jenks

Fries & Bro.

Fries & Bro., Alex.

Kohnstamm & Co., H.

Lueders & Co., Geo.

Monsanto Chemical Works

National Aniline & Chemical Co.

Ottens Mfg. Co., H. H.

Ryland, H. C.

Sethness Co.

Sparhawk, Chas. V.

Tisco Co.

Todd Co., A. M.

Ungerer & Co.

Widmayer & Jungling

Fly Psper

O. & \V. Thum

Formula Books

Bell, VVm. M.

Burgess Supply Co.

Rigby Pub. C0.

Fruits—Preserved, Glace, Pulps

Blanke-Baer Extract & Preserving Co.

Cincinnati Extract Works

Duche & Sons, T. M.

Georgiades & Co., Christo

Jones Co., C. H.

Keystone Fruit Products Co.

Lyons California Glace Fruit C0.

Michaelis & Sons, M.

Sethness Co.

Gelntine

Crystal Gelatine Co.

Duche & Sons, T. M.

Michaelis & Sons, M.

Milligan & Higgins Gelatine Co.

Sinclair, Harold A.

Glass Dispenser

McKee Glass Co.

Rotax C0.

Gum Arabic and Trngscsnth

Duche 8; Sons, T. M.

Thurston & Braidich

lee Cream Machinery

Allen & Co., J. W.

Allman Gas Engine Co.

Maag Co., Aug.

Miller & Son, Franklin P.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Thompson Machine & Supply C0.

lce Cream Cone Machinery

Turnbull Cone Machine Co.

lce Cream Powder

Ottens Mfg. Co., H. H.

Rippey, Wm. H.

lce Cream Supplies

Allen & Co., J. W.

Allman Gas Engine Co.

Dengler 8: Son, D. S.

Grand Rapids Cabinet Co.

Jones Co., C. H.

Maag Co., Aug.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Ottens _Mfg. Co., H. H.

Schall & C0.

Ingredients

Burgess Supply Co.

Confectioners’ Cream Products Co.

Haug & Co.

India Refining Co.

Jahn Co., W. K.

Nulomoline Co.

Ottens Mfg. Co., H. H.

Senneff-Herr Co.

Sethness Co.

Simonin's Sons, C. F.

White-Stokes Co.

Kettles—Copper Mixing

Acme Coppersmithing Co.

' Bucyrus Copper Kettle Works

Burkhard, Thos.

Friedman, J.

Groen Mfg. Co.

Hamilton Copper & Brass Works

1-lolmberg & Co., Chas.

Hubbert, Bartholt H.

Kopperman & Son, Jos.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Savage Bros. Co.

Labels and Seals

Breuker & Kessler Co.

Dennison Mfg. C0.

Gair Co., Robert

Gamse & Bro., H.

Milwaukee Label & Seal Co.

U. S. Printing & Lithograph Co.

Laboratory Specializing

Friedman. J. '

Schwarz Laboratories, Inc.

Liquors

See Chocolate and Cocoa

Machinery Manufacturers

Allen & Co., J. W.

Baker-Perkins Co.

Ball Cream Beater Co.

Bentz Engineering Corp.

Brach. Emil J.

Burkhard, Thos. J.

Friedman, J.

Greer Co._ J. W.

Hildrcth Co.. H. L.

Holmberg & Co., Chas.

Kopnerman & Sons. Jos.

Lambert Machine C0.

Maag Co., Aug.

McLean Co., John

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Paramount Machinery Co.

Racine Confectioners’ Machinery Co.

Savage Bros. Co.

Vacuum Candy Machinery Co.

Weiscopf, L.

White, Heirs Jacob

York, C. C.

Msrrons

Rafietto, Inc., G. B.

Molds—Metal

Ben Moore Mfg. C0:

Eppelsheimer & C0.

Friedman, J.

Krauss’ Son, Fr.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Molds—Ruhber

Voorhees Rubber Mfg. Co.

Molds—Starch

Frauenberger & Co., J.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Novelties

Brunell Co., Geo. J.

Geiliuss' Son, H. H.

Glavin Co., F. E.

Michaelis & Son, M.

Schall & C0.

Shackman 8: Co., B.

U-Neak Dinner Favors, Inc.

Pail Pockets

Brown & Bailey Co.

Paint

U. S. Gutta Percha Paint C0.

Paper-—Confectioners'

American Lace Paper Co.

Breuker 8: Kessler Co.

Carter, Rice & Co.

Chicago Carton C0.

Dennison Mfg. Co.

Euler & Bro., Franz

Hollis & Duncan

Liebs Co., L. A. (box wrappers and tops)

Milwaukee Lace Paper Co.

Nashua Paper Co.

Royal & Co., Thos. M.

Select Paper Co.

Peanuts

American Peanut Corp.

Peanut Blsncher

Lambert Machine Co.

McLean Co., John

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Popping Corn

Bradshaw Co.

Dickinson Co., Albert

Premiums

Calumet Mfg. C0.

Glavin Co., F .E.

Pump—Confectioners

Taber Pump Co.

Refrigeration

Bentz Engineering Corp. _

Brunswick Refrigerating Co.

Friedman, J.

Norwalk Iron Works Co.

York Mfg. C0.

Ribbons

Kennedy, Robert

Wertheimer Bros.

White & Campbell

Secchnrin

Monsanto Chemical Works

Sample Cases

Knickerbocker Case Co.

Scale Board Boxes

Brindcll. J. \/Vcslcy

Scales

Troemner, H.

Sesls—See Labels and Seals

Shelled Nuts

American Peanut Corp.

Dengler & Son, D. S.

Duche & Sons, T. M.

Iones Co., C. H.

Show Jars

Aridor Co., The

Panay Sectional Show Case Co.

Skewers

Bellefonte Lumber Co.

Setter Bros. Co.

Soda Fountsin Supplies

Dengler 8: Son, D. S.

Maag Co., Aug.

Milwaukee Lace Paper Co.

Senneff-Herr Co.

Sethness Co.

Stone Straw Co.

Special Cream Coolers

Collum Mfg. Co.

Starch Boards

Acme Box Co.

Sugar _

American Sugar Refining Co.

Franklin Sugar Refining Co.

Supplies—Confectioners'. All Kinds

Allen & Co., J. W.

Dengler 8: Son, D. S.

Geilfuss' Son, H. H.

Jones Co., C. H.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Ottens Mfg. Co., H. H.

Schall & Co. _

Sealright Co. (carriers)

Thurston 8: Braidich

U-neak Dinner Favors, Inc.

Tin Foil

Lehmaier, Schwartz 8: C0.

Standard Rolling Mills- Inc.

Toy Balloons

Bakrow & Co., Richard D.

Eagle Rubber Co.

Toycraft Rubber Co.

Vanilla Beans

Thurston & Braidich

Vegetable Butter

See Cocoanut Butter

Vending Machines

Walter Gum Co.

Wrapping Machines

Friedman. J.

ldeal Wrapping Machine Co.

Weiscopf, L.
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IIIIIBX ll] IIIIIBIIISBIIIBIIIS

ACME BOX CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 148

ACME C()PPERS1\'1ITHING CO. . . . . .. 15.‘!

ADVANCE CANDY MFG. CO. . . . . . . .. 82

ALLEN & CO., J. '\V . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 31

ALL.\1AN GAS ENGINE CO. . . . . . . . . .. 156

AMBASSADOR CHOC. CO. . . . . . . . . .. 27

AMBROSIA CHOC. CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -19

AMERICAN CANDY CO. . . . . . . . . . . .. 43

AMERICAN CHOC. ALMOND CO..... 65

AMERICAN COCOANUT BUTTER C(). 34

AMERICAN LACE PAPER 00 . . . . . . .. 11

AMERICAN MAIZE-PROD. 00. . . . . .. 17

A1v1ER10A.\'~ PEA1\'UT 00RP. . . . . . . .. 39

AMERICAN SUGAR. REF. 00. . . . . .. 11

AR11>0R 00.. THE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 155

AR1\'0UL0 & 00.. D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 42

ATLAN'1‘I~C GELATINE 00. . . . . . . . .. 23

ATLANTIC IMPORTING 00. . . . . . . .. '27

BA00.\' 00., D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 24

BAKER 00.. LTD.. WALTER . . . . . . .. 147

BAKER SONS, JOS. & PERKINS 00.. 160

BAKR0W & SONS. R10HAR0 D . . . . .. 65

BALL CREAM BEATER 00.. THE... 172

BEE0H NUT PACKING 00. . . . . . . . .. 52

BEICH 00.. PAUL F. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 84

BELL. WM. M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 178

BELLEFONTE LUMBER 00. . . . . . . .. 41

BEN-MOORE MFG. 00. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 146

BENTZ E.\'GIl\'EERING 00RP. . . . . . .. 189

BERTELS & SON 00.. W. B. . . . . . . . .. 164

BLANKE-BEAR EXT. & PRES. 00... 24

BLOME & S0.\' 00.. GEO . . . . . . . . . . .. 54

BLUE R1BBO.\' CANDY 00. . . . . . . . . .. 19

BRA0H._ EMIL J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..17o-171

BRADSHAW 00. 6. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4

BRANDLE & sM~1TH 00. . . . . . . . . . . .. 64

BREUKER & KESSLER 00. . . . . . . .. 14s

BR1.\'DELL. J. WESLEY . . . . . . . . . . .. 149

BRO0KS BA.\'K NOTE 00. . . . . . . . . . .. 56

BR0W.\' & BAILEY 00. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 85

BRUNELL 00.. GEO. .1.

BRU.\'SW10K RE1~‘RIGERAT'I.NG 00.. 113

BUCYRUS 00PPER KETTLE \V’KS.. 117

BURGESS SUPPLY 00. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 66

BURKI-IARD. INC.. THOMAS . . . . . . .. 181

BUSH & 00.. 1.\'0., W. J‘. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1

0ALUMET MFG. 00. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2

0ARTER. RI0E & 00. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7

0ARvER. FRED S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 187

CHICAGO CARTON 00. . . . . . . . . . . . .. av

CHICAGO WIRE 0HA1R 00. . . . . . . . .. 153

CI.\'CIN.\‘.-\'l‘I EXT'RACT W0RKs s2

0L1EE0R0 BR0S. 00. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 50

0L0SE 00.. GEO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. '20

000A-00LA 00. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..35-36

COLLINS 00.. J. N. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 140

COLLUM MFG. 00. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..182-183

CONF'ECTT()NERS CREAM PROD. 00. '11

CONTAI.-\'ER CLUB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 143

CORN PRODUCTS REF. 00. . . . . . . .. 20

00RR1z0 ExTRA0Ts 00. . . . . . . . . . .. 44

CRACKER JACK 00. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. as

CRANE 00., WILLIAM M. . . . . . . . . .. 171

CRESCENT 0RE0LE CANDY 00. . . .. 2

0R0P'r & ALLEN 00. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1

CRYSTAL GELATINE 00. . . . . . . . . .. 63

DARCO CORPORA'1‘I()N . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12

DEBEVOISE. WALTER W. . . . . . . . . .. 61

nE1SR0TH 00.. W. H. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 17

DE1\~1"PSEY 0H000LATE 000LER 00 150

DENGLER & s0.\'. I.\'~C.. D. S. . . . . . . .. 76

DE.\‘.\'ISO.\’ MFG. 00. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 55

DICKI.\'S().\' 00.. ALBERT . . . . . . . . .. 6s

n00K.\-1A.\r &- SON. JOHN H. . . . . . . . . .. as

D0\\'.\'E1'. T1*R.\'Q1r1ST & 00. . . . . . . .. 19

DRY MILK 00.. THE . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 64

DITCHE & S0.\'S. T. M. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 67

DL‘.\'STA.\' MFG. 00.. R. B. . . . . . . . . .. 116

EAGLE RUBBER 00. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 55

ELBEE 0H000LATE 00. . . . . . . . . . . .. as

EPPELSHEIMER & 00.. 1.\'0 . . . . . . . .. 153

EUL1"-1R & 00., FR.-\.\*Z . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11

EXPOSITIONS CO. ()F AMERICA. . . . 9

FIBRE PA(".I{.-XGE CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 119

FLEISHER & CO.. VV. L. . . . . . . . . . . .. I58

FOOTE & JENKS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1]

FR.\NKI.IN SI,'GAI{ REF. CO. . . . . . .. 2

FR.-\I'I*I.\'BI'IRGER & CO., J . . . . . . . . . . . 1-I8

I<'RE.\'(‘I-I I‘)R.-XGEE & SI~’E("IALTY CO. R1

FRII-II).\I.-\N. J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I76

FRI [CS & BRO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7

FRIES & I’-RO., ALEX. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 50

See Classified Directory page 184

 
 

P.-\(.‘KAGE CONFY. CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

PAIST CO., F. . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '

PANAY SECTIONAL SHOVV CASE CO. 151.

PARAMOUNT MACHINERY CO . . . . . .

l1\'C.. F. F. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

TREATY CON'FY

PERKINS CO., E. E.

P( )1’ CORN

1 53

PEASE,

PENN CO . . . . . . . . ..

PR01)U0TS'00'.IIIIIIII'.'.
PUYALLUP AND SUMNER FRUIT

0R0WI~:RS CAl\'.\'ING 00.

177

QUAKER CITY CI-IOC. & CONFY. CO.

RACINE CONFECT'N'S MACHY. 161

RAFFETTO, INC., G. B

REVERE PRESERVI

RIGBY CO., H. J.

RIGBY PUB. CO.

RIPPEY. VVIH.

ROBB. ROBB 8: HILL

ROBERTSON CANDY CO.

ROCHESTER CANDY NVORKS. THE. .

ROCHESTER MARSI-IMALLOVV CO. . .

ROTAX

CO. .

NG . . . . . . . . .

Q u n o n o | 0 o n 0

CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

ROYAL & CO.. THOS. M . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

RUNKEL BROS.

_ RYLAND.

Q o u u n I u o Q | o u - u 0 I o - n 0

SAVAGE BROS. CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..174-175

SCHALL & CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

SCHAPIRA BROS.

SCHON\VASSER CO.. S E . . . . . . . . . . . .

SCHWARZ LABORATORIES

SEALRIGI-IT CO.

SELECT PAPER CO.

SEMET-SOLVAY CO.

SENNEFF-HERR CO.

SETHNESS CO.

SETTER BROS. CO.

S'H.4¢CKMAN

SHOTVVELL MFG. CO.

0 n u Q o s u Q u Q > n o u u o 0 1

& CO.. B. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

NEVV YORK TRADERS CO..

S’IMONIN’S SONS. C. F.

SINCLAIR, HAROLD A.

SLAUSON & CO.. A.

SMITH & PETERS

SNO\V'S CANDY CORP.

\’\"'HEELER

SOIVIMERS & CO., INC.. E. L.

SPARJHAVVK, CHARLES V.

STACY CO., O. T.

STANDARD ROLLING MILLS

STEIN, HALL & CO.

STERLING CHOCOLATE CO.

STONE STRANV CO.

STURTEVANT

SIGNAL

INC.

SNYDER 'II.'II.'IIIIIII

GAIRS CO., ROB’T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .78-79

GALLANIS BROS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.90

GAMSE & BR().. H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84

GARDINER-LUCAS CO., TH E . . . . . . . . 1

GEILFUSS" SON. H. H. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2

GEORGIADES & CO.. CHRISTO . . . . .. 33

GIMBAL BROS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69

GLAVIN CO., F. E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 68

GLENN, J. VV. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 23

GOLDENBERG, L). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 26

GRAND RAPIDS CABINET CO . . . . . .. 157

GREEN CO., A. H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 152

GREER CO.. J. VV. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 165

GROEN MFG. C(). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 167

HAMLIN-FLEISCH-‘ER CO. . . . . . . . . . . 48

HAMILTON COPPER & BRASS \‘V‘KS. 173

HARDIE BROS. CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 46

I-IAUG & CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 19

HAVVLEY & HOOPS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 63

HEEKIN CAN CO. . . . . . . ._ . . . . . . . . . . . 154

HEIDE. HENRY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47

HEIDELBERGER CNFY. CO. . . . . . . .. 68

HERSHEY CHOC. CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10

HILDRETH CO.. H. L. . . . . . . . . . . . .50. 166

HINDE & DAUCH PAPER CO . . . . . . . . 159

HOEFLER'S CENTENNIAL CHOC.. . . 16

HOLLIS & DUNCAN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 76

HOLLIS. W’. G. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 66

HOLMBERG & CO.. CHAS. . . . . . . . . . .. 187

HOOTON CHOC. CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 74

HORTON SVV'EETS CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8

HUBBERT, B. H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 157

IDEAL CARAMEL CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 48

IDEAL VS-"RAPPING MACH. CO. . . . . . . 164

IMPROVED APPLIANCE CO. . . . . . . . . 181

INDIA REFINING CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 22

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC CO.... 15

JAHN CO., VV. K. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..back (‘over

JONAS, ALFRED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2

JONES CO.. C. H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 83

JOSSELYN, E. H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4

KE.\'1\'EDY. ROBT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4

KE\’S'I‘O.\’E FRUIT PROD. CO . . . . . .. 85

KLEIN CHOCOLATE (IO. . . . . . . . . . . .. 89

KNICKERBOCKER CASE CO. . . . . . .. 42

KZ\-'ICKERB()(_?KER CHOC. CO. . . . . .. 66

KOH.\’STA1\'I1\-I & CO.. H. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 87

K()PPERMA.\' & SONS. JOS. . . . . . . . . .. 168

KRAUSS’ SON. FR. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 148

LAMBERT MACHINE CO . . . . . . . . . . .. 164

LAMONT-CORLISS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 145

LAUER. & SUTER CO . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 14

LEHMAJER. SCHW“-ARTZ & CO. . . . . .. 83

LEW'IS BROTHERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 62

LIEBS CO.. L. A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 73

I.(').\'G, EAKINS CO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 153

LO\\~'.\'E'Y CO., THE \‘\/‘ALTER M... .. 62

LUDEN. INC. W'M. I-I. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 80

LUEDERS CO.. GEO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1

LYONS CALIF. GLACE FRUIT CO... 71

MAAG CO.. THE AUG . . . . . . . . . . . _. . . .. 180

MACKENZIE CO., THE ROBT. F. . . . 49

MANUFACTURING CO. OF AMERICA 12

MAT'I‘HE\VS BROS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. T7

MPGOLRICK. J. E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 74

IVIOKEE GLASS CO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 155

MPLEAN. JOHN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 187

MENASHA \V'O(-)DEN WVARE CO. . . . . 150

MERGENTINE & LAMM . . . . . . . . . . .. 12

I\-IETRO CHOC. CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 17

IHICHAELIS & SONS. M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

1\‘I*ICI-IELBACH. E. & SONS . . . . . . . . . .. 85

MILLER CO.. CHARLES N . . . . . . . . . .. 41

IWILLER. FRANKLIN P. 8: SON . . . . . . 152

MJLLIGAN & HIGGINS . . . . . . . . . . . .. 33

IWILI.-S & EROS, INC.. THOS . . . . H162-163

MILIVALK RE LABEL & SEAL CO. . . 69

Ml'IL\\~'.»\l.'KI1)'E LACE PAPER CO. . . . . 91
MONTO SERAVICI<] CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 159

MONSANTO CHEMICAL \VORKS. . . . 2

MUELLER LICORICE CO. . . . . . . . . . . . 90

NASHITA PAPER CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 63

NA'FIONAL ANILINE 8: CHEIVI. CO. . 14]

NATIONAL CANDY CO. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 32

NATIONAL I.1I(.‘ORICI~} CO. . . . . . . . . . . -15

.\'E'I‘S(‘HERT. FRANK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -I1

NE\\' ENGLANI) C().\'F'Y CO . . . . . . .. 15

NOR\\'ALK IRON’ \\"ORI\'S . . . . . . . . .. 179

\'I'f‘.OA BI.'T'I'ER CO.. THE . . . . . . . . .. 46

NULOMOLINE CO, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 18

OHIO CONFE("'l‘ION CO. . . . . . . . . . . .. T2
OS\\'EGO (‘ANDY C\\'ORI<'S . . . . . . . . .. 147

OTTENS. MI<‘(}. CO., H. H. . . . . . . . . . .. 80

CO., B. F. . . . . . . . . . . ..

TABER PUMP CO.

TANGLEFOOT

TAYLOR VV. - - o ¢ - Q q o I u u Q c o n o u I Q 0 0

THOMPSON MACHINE & SUPPLY CO 167

THURSTON & BRAIDICH

TIN DECORATING CO. OF BALTO. . .

TISCO CO.

TODD CO.. LTD., A.

TOYCRAFT RUBBER CO.

TROEMNER. HENRY

TURNBULL CONE MACHINE CO. . . .

n - n u S n o - u n I n n a I c | Q - n v n u o u 0

UNEAK DINNER FAVORS

UNGERER

UNION EXTRACT \VORK*S

U. S. GUTTA PERCHA PAINT CO. . . .

PRINTING & LITHO. CO . . . . . . . .

& CO.

U. S.

VACUUM CANDY IVIACHINERY CO.. .

VIRGINIA PEANUT PRODUCTS CO. .

VON DANNENBERG & PICK . . . . . . ..

VOORHEES RUBBER MFG. CO . . . . .. 149

VVIALLACE & CO.

VVALTER GUM CO.

VVARREN CO.. P. R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

“IASHBIIRN & CO., F. B. . . . . . . . . . . . .

\VERTHEIMER BROS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

\~VESTMORELAND CANDY CO.

- CAMPBELL

\\'HI'I‘E HEIRS. JACOB

\VHITE-STOKES CO. .

\VHITNEY & CO.

\\'IDMAYER & JUNGING

\\"II.~.BUR & SONS, INC.. H. O. . . . . . . . .

V\"ILI1IA.\"TSPORT CANDY MFG. CO. . .

\\'[YNDERLE. PH.

o o n u o o u Q J 0 n | I n u > n 0 n

wH1TE ........IIIIII

INO'.IIIII'.I'.'.II
fibflr-I-11-I-]

n n n Q | n ~ o n Q n u Q n - Q ¢ 0 Q

YORK. C. C.

YORK MFG. CO.

YOUSE CO.. C. J. - - u S I n o n Q q u - a c \ u Q n n I

ZIEGLER CO.. u n u u u o u ~ o U u - ¢ - u n
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CARVER CARVER

ACCUMULATOR COCOA

SYSTEM PRESSES

OPEl::TlNG

COCOA PRESSES

A MODERN SYSTEM WHICH

GREATLY INCREASES THE

EQUIPMENT ORIGINATED

AND FURNISHED EXCLUS

IVELY BY US FOR OVER

FIVE YEARS.

 

WRITE FOR BULLETIN AC I

  

NOTE THE

HANDLE

Steam Jacket Tilting Kettle

CHAS. HOLMBERG (8). CO.,I439-43 Austin Avenue. Chicago, III.

OUTPUTOF COCOA PRESSES.

Steam Jnclret Mixing Kfllle

  

PATENTED AND PATENTS PENDING

IN

U. S. AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES

NEW FEATURES ELIMINATE

ALL HARD LABOR, AND

GIVE GREAT PRODUCTION

an

WRITE FOR BULLETIN PR I

 

FRED S. CARVER

ENGINEER

s wssr 40th sr. NEW YORK

 

THE McLEAN I I
Peerless, Pref-eminently Popular, Predominantly Powerful,

Peculiarly Progressive, and Practically Perfect

IMPROVED

PEANUT BLANCHER

W

JOHN McLEAN, Lockport, N.Y., U. S. A.

INCOMPARABLE IN EXCELLENCE,

EFFICIENCY, ECONOMY AND OPERATION

Write for new Catalogue

i

A New Cre.m Mel“, Steam Jacket Tillinn Mi!-inn Kettk‘
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“The Chillblast’?
Patented—Patentl Pending

Air Conditioner, Cooler and Dehumidifer

COLD,

D_RY AIR

In one compact unit machine, and in

one operation, the air is not only

washed clean and purified, but it is re

duced to any desired degree of tem

perature with reduced moisture con

tent. This clean, cold, dry air is con

veyed to the room and after complete

circulation is returned to the CHILL

BLAST for reconditioning. The efi

ciency and economy of the operation

must be apparent.

End-to-End View of “The Chillblast," Showing Complete Arrangement With Discharge Duet

pghfefif;§;I;§1L‘§§Td§},§,;§i,*§§§§ ‘§i,‘“{’; Without Modification Can Be Directly

such industries as require air at sub- Connected to Any Existing

normal temperature, or air with reduced , ,

moisture content. The apparatus is a Refflgefatlflg Plaflt

compact, self-contained unit wherein air

is brought into intimate contact with a

film of water passing over refrigerated

coils, thereby greatly increasing the elli

ciency of the cooling surface, not only

cleansing and purifying the air of all for

eign substances, but also maintaining con

stant efliciency by preventing the forma

tion of frost upon the coils.

Constant uniform efliciency of heat

transfer through cooling surface.

No operating expense incident to de

frosting.

Equal temperature obtainable at all

times.

Simplicity of operation by reason of

semi-flooded system and minimum number

of expansion valves.

Air delivered washed free of all en

trained foreign matter.

Complete circulation of air to all parts

of room.

Drying Apparatus—Drying Rooms—Any Size—A1l Metal Construction— Insulated

Accurate Control of Temperature and Air Circulation

Bentz Engineering Corporation

FACTORY: V OFFICES:

378-380 SIXTH AVENUE 90 WEST STREET

NEWARK, N. J. NEW YORK CITY
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You take no risk when

using our goods marked

llllllilll

  

Their quality is guaranteed and the prices are attractive. They contain no

preservatives or deleterious ingredients; are Wholesome, economical and sup

ply the proper butter fat.

The proof of our claim is in the test.

Write for samples of our

HARD PLASTIC SOFT '

Edible Coconut 0il Products
under the trade names

llillalll_.H

  

I

.inimziimillldnllii-H..l;=A

Hard Coconut Oil

melting points 84° to 92°

for chocolate covered ice cream bars,

chocolates, caramels, taffies, nougats, etc.

(various melting points to suit your pur

pose).

  

Plastic Coconut Oil  

for fillers. centers and sandwich work.

Replaces butter better than any other

  

  

H

Edible Coconut Oil

for salted nuts, popcorn, tafiies, slab dressing, cones, etc., or wher

ever a sweet, neutral fat is required.

  

The excellence of our goods is the results of over 45 years’ experience in making and refining

vegetable oils. In the Margarine Trade—the most particular trade to serve—we have estab

lished an International Reputation as making the best Edible Coconut Oil for their products.

C. F. SIMONIN’S SONS
established 1876

Tioga and Belgrade Sts. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

H55IfllilllIllllllllllillllllIllllillllllllllllllillllllllllllllilllllllllIllll|||Il||IIIllllllllIIllllllllllllllllllIIllllllllllllllllllllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll||||||||IllIlllllllllllllllllI|||l||||||l|||||
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Manufacturers and Importers

RICO PRODUCTS
COLORS : | ALBUMEN

Gum Arabic

30 Shades Rico Chips

Dry Pure FOOd
Paste
Liquid GUARANTEED CONFOLA

Certified © Chocolate -

Vegetable Gela ti Il e S Caramel Paste =

Jap. Gelatine =

FLAVORS: XL to 12 X-All Grades for All Purposes Slab Oil #

True Fruit 12 X is the Finest Marshmallow Gelatine COCOA =

Imitation * |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| =
Reinforced Cocoa Butter

Mexola M. M. Topping

Emulsions | RICO NOUGAT CREME Fondant Creme

FLUFFY AND WHITE ALL THE WAY THROUGH Gum Tragacanth

ACIDS: AA—LIGHT-57 GALLON BARREL–200 LBS. NET Cobut

Citric |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Tartaric

THE W. K. JAHN CO.

CHICAGO BROOKLYN

561 E. ILLINOIS ST. BUSH TERMINAL

"ThePledge of Purity.

GALLANIS BROS. CHICAGO.

CHICAGO

Wü." |

A. SLAUSON & CO. -

280-282 Lafayette Street—New York City

Manufacturers of star Mint Lozenges and Candy Specia"

a

-

-

licious

s and catalog"

ILLIN05

Star Mint, Little Gem and Dainty Pearls One Cent Packages

Royal Squares (Fudge) Peanut Pearls

Boston Baked Beans Candy

Samples and Prices on Application

* - 1 - || || || || ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''', * * * * * * *
- - f * - - - - - - - |||||

£||"

Cocoanut wafers Assorted

Frosted Chocolate Cocoanut 5 cent Bar, Filcona 5 cent Bar, Scotch Mint 5

cent Pack"

|||||||"
|

(

The candy that takes—cle"

in name, absolutely P* 111

manufacture, most de

in taste. Jobbers need only

apply for price
-T

Ghocolaies GALLANIS BROTH' Inc.

1929-31-33 S. Halsted Street

|
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June 1922
Established I874 Entered as Second Class Matter at the Post. Offlce in I’hllatlelph.ia nder Act of March 3, 1879

--sum -.

lai

Csnraxmar. MEDAL Awannnn

(“L CROFT&ALLEN co.

LEMON Jlanufactaring Confectioners 9“ ARCH ST" Pm“

Confectioners’ Counter

Sca es and Wei h sCALIFORNIAN CHOCOLATES AND COCOAS g‘

33d and Market Sts. PHILADELPHIA, U. s. A.

/ I

A pure pressing from

ripe Californian fruit.

. QlI*‘!’!!‘\.3\“E!‘;_‘_
‘if’ ,A_ .

W I‘ ‘ I I »_ Fine Br ssS I s N' k I-Plated

w. J. BUSH & 00., Inc. ,, ,1 g Scales, E...§"v$.2gtI§, 5..., ....

of the Finest Finish snd Design

370 SCVEHI-h AVe- Brass Candy Shovels and Scoops

NEW YORK, N. Y. , . _ I V P1 wt-.~ ""°°""'°"(~‘l'I.£f§‘1l’;£’.IZ;""“°"‘“"‘

‘I " "ii 1' "- M ‘ - " \ »--' I ' w-U l3lSWabaahAvenue CHICAGO

The “ j Natural
Gardiner-Lucas f§j'j;._ 1 I ~_ Pineapple Essence

Company, Inc. I »

LOZENGE if I the Nam: Fruit

MAKE R S We make a line of Specialties that should be in our process produces the

from

every iobbing house in the United States: natural taste of the fruit in a

_ . highly concentrated form,

-==-=1 M--=~=f=~=wr=~ of SOO Varieties of Penny Goods Without the use of foreign

Specialties in Licorice Varieties of Goods substances such as Cumarin,

d C f _ Vanillin, etc. _

an on ectlonery 1OO Varieties of Nickel Goods

99 001.1) srnrnar . George Lueders & Co.

BROOKLYN, N. Y. wnmz FOR PRICES 427 Washington St., New York

ESTABLISHED I876A SNYDER & WHEELER

BROKERS

Cocoa Beans and Cocoa Butter

128 Pearl Street NEW YORK

CONNOISSEURS USE

UNGERER’S LEMON 011.
“Our Quality is Always Higher Than Our Price”

UNGERER&CO. 124West19thSt.
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Attractive propositions for

Salesmen, Jobbers, Retailers

P. O. Box No.

Write for information

707

‘ 337-392

New Orleans, La.
 

  

 

  

 

  

ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS

AND LEAVES

  

 

1570 Fulton Street

ALFRED JONAS

Manufacturer of Ice Cream Boxes

— and1

Candy Boxes, Candy Bags

LLBGI OB IIALL OBYBTAIJ

 

ce Paper

p Cases

Bon on Oupl

ICING ROSI-‘.8 AND FLOWERS

Cake Ornaments

Paper Baking Cups

I-I. I-I. GEILFUSS’ SON

PASTRY BAGS AND TUBF5

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

Monsanto Chemical Works

Manufacturers of SAINT l.oUls, USA.

ILLIN-GOUMARIN-SACCHARIN

lllllllII|l|||l||||||Illllllllllllllll||ll|||ll||||||||||I||lIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIE

 

A ‘Repetition is Reputation

 

EAR after year we keep Re

peating “Our Pat. Z4-O

is “Second to None” for tying

Candy Packages.

other grades but will always stand

back of 240—Because

IT IS CONSTRUCTED

WOVEN

DYED

FINISHED

DELIVERED

Tested for sixteen years

and “Made Good”

Let us serve you at any time.

Widths Z~3-5~7-9-12

WHITE 86 CAMPBELL

FOURTH AVE.

Inquiries Solicited

Fourth of’July Novelties and Boxes

WRITE FOR SPECIAL LIST

‘rm 2011 Fancy Candy Boxes Tinted Motto Paper

Candy Tongs Silk Lined Baskets Motto Verses

Birthday Ouadles Costume Mottoes Glace Prints

Candle Holders

Paper Sundae Oops

PHILIP J. GEILFUSS

Ice Cream Moulds

PRICES OI’ REQUEST

1202 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Leaves on Stem

PREMIUMS, NOVELTI ES AN D TOYS

FOR THE MANUFACTURING ,CONFECTIONERY TRADE

Suitable for Penn Pieces, Prize Boxes, Grab Bags, Rin Sticks, etc., etc.

CALUMET MANUFACTURING COMPANY ”'

We make four

  

209 N. I.aSsIle St.

35 E. Zlst Stroel

NEW YORK

 

 

-x

  

Satin”

RIGHT

RIGHT

RIGHT

RIGHT

RIGHT

16

  

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

12 Plltt SCI’

CHICAG

0,...
\

/@~
"|mu\fl>

  

PANORAIIA EGGS

SPECIALTY
  

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII|l|||||||||||||||||||||||||l||||IllI||||||||||||||||||||||||I|||||||ll|l|lllllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllililllIIllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllII||||||l||I|||II||||||||||||||l|I|II|||IIIIIIIIII||||I|||||Il|l|||||l|I
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Classified Directory Page 184
Index to Advertisements Page 186

i
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Everybody will like to “carry-home,” from your foun

tain, bulk ice cream, sodas, sundaes and soft drinks

seamgbts are hm when they know you use Sealright Liquid-Tight Paper

nished in sizes to Conta1ners—-the perfect package for the purpose.

meet your require

"“’"“' Neat, Sanitary, Efficient, Leak-Proof, Easy to Carry, Dependable

Order Thru

Your Jobber

r Sealright Co., Inc., Fulton, N.Y_.
Write Us

For Sample‘ Largest Manufacturers in the World of Cylindrical Liquid-Tight Paper Containers

~:

. _ ,_

X

.

.~ “ 4

Delicious French Chestnuts

Imported Whole Marrons in Vanilla Syrup,

 

The House of

Exclusive Favors

Our complete line is now on display, including an ready for Draining anq ('_‘,]a¢éing_

E PIES Marron Pieces in Vanilla Syrup— for use in

0:IRg_SIIS,I§D K W Ice Creams, Nesselrode and at the Fountain.

LACE PAPERS Try whole Marrons for. Chocolate Dipping.

PAPER CASES, ETC. Europe’s Favorite Confection

No really exclusive shop can afford to be without

DO NOT FAIL TO SEE THE Marrons Glacés

“ELSCO” LINE OF
Marron Sundaes

Nesselrode, Etc.

Jack Horrter Pies P-~"-‘wil

Snapping Mottoes

Crepe Paper Decorations

  

 

 

  

In No. I0 Tins

Net weight 9 lbs.

In No. 5 Tins-—

Net weight 4% lbs.

MARRUNS FUR SIINDAES-—

6, $4 gal. Jars to Case

NFSSELRO SUNDAE Q ,._-._,.,_, '
The right mixture of Mar- ' ' I

rons and fruits blended with

a special Rhum punch fla

vor—ior the fountain.

G. B. RAFFETIO, Inc.

Designed and manufactured by us.

“THEY ARE DIFFERENT”

E. L. Sommers & Co., Inc.
408-10-12 W. 13th St.

NEW YORK CITY
926 BROADWAY NEW YORK

(Between Zllt and 22nd Sta.)
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FIRST MADE IN 1820

T’S far better to be rich in personality

than to be wealthy in money. The

._.. . wisely rich person has all that he

“ . j'g,g,,fi"~i ‘,‘ wants by needing nothing but his self

" VIAVDRID ' .

I TAB ES Those who sell ROBERTSON'S Fruit

“' Tablets can maintain their self-respect,

and incidentally make money also. Made

in 25 difierent marvelous flavors. Six

25c 6-oz. bottles free in each barrel of

18 5-lb. jars, June shipment.

ROBERTSON CANDY" CO.

31 Jay St., Cor. Greenwich

New York

You Ciin Sell

any caramels, you can sell

Daisies

A sample will convince you

Write for it

E. H. Josselyn
714 N. Durham Street Baltimore

  

Established 1905.

Ribbons and

Ribbonzene

_ ROBERT KENNEDY

456 FOURTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

Gro Grain, Satin Gro Grain, Satin Taffetas, Taffeta,

Jacquards, Fancies, in all Silk, and Silk with Cotton Mix

tures, also Ribbonzene.

Dyed special to match any shade, also printed in any

designs.

POPPING Conn

Selected White Rice, also

' JAP hull-less, or Baby rice,

100 and 150 lb. sacl-rs, spot

g stock or field shipments,

mm,,mm M ' sack, ton, or car lots.

PQPPING URN
B';;~5_i:rr°i'" B radshaw C0 .

C0

New York

 

 

Make YOUR Sales Climb Chinese Candy

With the Temperature Baskets  

 

That, Mr. Candy Manufacturer, is

the slogan from Fruit Headquarters

—and wc’re very much at your serv

ice to help you_do it. \-‘Ve suggest

These baskets are

d a i n ty, colorful

novelties that have

an instant appeal.

  

Genuine Chinese

pure silk tassels of

vivid hues, beauti

fully colored imi

Qur new 1922 tation stones and

catalog, illustrat- beads» g eflulne

ing these baskets, brass ¢°i11$ and

W111 be sent you Chinese tokens.

on request. Our P

line is most com

prehensive, and

the prices will in

PINEAPPLE. Hawaiian Pineapple cores.

Pineapple fingers.

CHERRIES. “Whole and Broken” Maraschino

Cherries. Small dipping cher

ries; make excellent centers for

5 and 10 cent bars.

  

Fall and Contract Prices for Deliveries to

Jan. 1, 1923, are now ready on

Pineapple Fritters, Pieces, Fingers and

Cores; Glace Cherries; Cherry Pieces

and Dipping Cherries.

Write us promptly if you wish protection

 

 

  

The Cincinnati “rest y°“' ~ "

Extragl; works S. E. SCHONWASSER COMPANY

W. ST. Market Street San Francisco,y , Cincinnati, ohio '.!:.‘."..?i":%‘..?.:'*:'"°'" §:*:;:s"F%:.‘,:='°°'"

4> rsléilnsni <1‘ Hotel Pennsylvania Wrigley Building

Q5‘ SAT‘S0
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We Offer Complete and Attrac

tive Line in 4th of July,

Hallowe’en, Thanksgiving

and Christmas Novelties

We have a complete assortment in stock of our new

Window Display Bowls, both in Metal and

Wood Combinations

FANCY BOXES, including Hearts made from

Paper, Silk, Satin Tapestry and Brocades, etc.

BASKETS, in the latest Floral and Figure

effects, lined, unlined, hand painted and silk straw

trimmed with ribbons and flowers to match.

Dressed Dolls, in all the latest Fashions, and,

with Electric Light Attachment.

Tin Boxes, oblong, round Paper covered and

hand painted in great variety, both Flowers

and Figure Designs of all of the latest

up-to-date Sensations.

We are sole distributors in the United States and Canada for the

original manufacturer of High Class Satin Hand-painted Plain and

Pillow Top Candy Boxes. We have most attractive and entire new

designs in this line.

If you cannot call, it will psy you to_write us for quotations, samples and particulars before placing your orders.

M. MICHAELIS & SONS 466 and 468 Broadway, N. Y.

BRANCH HOUSE: 229 South Second Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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“NOTHING IS TOO GOOD

AMERICAN CANDY-EATERs:

“Children ought to have as good

candies to eat as grown people"

|

1. COCOANUT GOODS absolutely free of all meal,

cerealin, etc.

2. BUTTER CREAMS absolutely free of all substitutes

used by all imitators:

3. CREAM DRAGEES have been made by us ex

clusively for many years. They are known in most of the better class

of stores throughout the United States as the best-selling and best-keeping

pan work on the market. They are especially suitable for hot weather:

4. MARSHMALLOWS made with The Best Egg:

White and absolutely free of so-called “Gelatine."

5. JUJUBE and GUM GOODS known for"
vears throughout the U.S. for their eating quality- “The Best.”

wam

6. FINE CREAM SPECIALTIES-so" "

them excellent sellers during the summer as well as in other se”

7. OTHER SPECIALTIES—sold for nearly a half

century in most of the better class stores throughout the country.

Conforming to above well-known principles, all our

NOVELTIES

are carefully prepared and calculated to prove, like all our other goods, to be

“THE BEST’’ #.
o JOBBERS and

Most Profitable Goods for | RETAILERS.

SUITABLE for all CLIMATES

We will sell all our goods as low as prevailing circumstan" will permit.

PH. WUNDERLE 118-132 Pegg street, Phil"

–4
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Chocolate Di

PORCELAIN FINISH

CONFECTIONERS JOURNAL

pping Paper
F£ W Grade 31 Grade K. B.

or hand k-
-

Nö'. F: £

| 500 lbs. 250 lbs. 500 lbs. 250 lbs. 500 lbs. 250 lbs.

14c lb. 15c lb. 16c lb. 17c lb. 15c Ib. 16c lb.

100 lbs. Less 100 lbs. Less 100 lbs. Less

16c lb. 20c lb. 18c lb. 20c lb. 17c lb. 21c lb.

Stock Sizes Stock Size Stock Size

10x14 12x12 15%x35 15%x35

12x18

|

- Grade J Grade Y R

For hand work—PLAIN or to For high-grade Enrober Work

be EMBOSSED: —PLAIN or to be EM

: 500 lbs. 250 lbs. BOSSED :

| 18c lb. 19c lb. 500 lbs. 250 lbs.

* 20c lb. 21c lb.

: # #: 100 lbs. Less
! C ID. C 10. 22c Ib. 25c lb.

* Stock Sizes Stock Sizes

: 10x14 12x12 15%x35

10x35 12x18 15x35%

ROLLS: Grade W can be furnished in 24” and 30” widths.

:
- 31 44 44 44 44 15%.” and 31%”.

“ KB “ “ “ “ 15%.” and 31%.”.

“ J “ ” 44 “ 10-12-14-15-30” widths.

“ YR “ “ 44 “ 15-15%-23%-24-24%-30%-31%”.

Average Cost Per Thousand Sheets-500-lb. Lots
Grade W-10x14. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.08 Grade J-10x14. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.60

12x12......... . . . . . . . . . # # - - - - - - - - * * * * * * * #
12x18. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. # 10.80

PLAQUE SIZES-Grade KB-15%x35...................................
....... $13.50

4- 31-15%x35. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14.28

“ YR-15%x35. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17.60

15x35%. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17.60

SPECIAL SIZES MADE TO ORDER-SHEETS OR ROLLS

CHOCOLATEDIPPING PAPER
- OUR PORCELAIN FINISH T->

ives the high finish on the bottom of chocolates so much desired. May be used many times. It will OUT

WEAR any other paper on the market. Stock sizes, 10 x 14, 12 x 12, 12 x 18, 15"/2 x 35, and 15 x 333/4.
ENROBER Papers, sheets and Rolls with and without eyelet; plain or embossed. Odd sizes made to order.
Order your Embossed Dipping Paper as early as possible to avoid delay Samples cheerfully sent on request.

CARTER,RICE & CO. (Corporation), BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

EMBOSSED DIPPING PAPER QUOTATION GIVEN ON REQUEST

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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Heme Swims

[P>RE1vuERs

 

  

and a Full Line of

Licorice and Sugar

Specie/fies

Quaker City Summer Goods

A complete assortment of real sellers made

especially for the warmer season.

Quaker City Ices
(Pure Cocoanut)

Cream Virginia Peanuts

Cream Mint and Wintergreen Wafers _

O-U-Kids

and a large assortment of

GUM AND JELLY PIECES PAN WORK

ICED GOODS WRAPPED CARAMELS

packed an penny or weight goods.

In Demand Everywhere

QUAKER CITY CHOC. & CONF. CO. - Philadelphia, Pa.
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HARRY W. HALE, Pres. ROBT. W. LORD, Treas.

Quality Lord Candy C0.

and Specialty Manufacturers

Service 64 Endicott St.

BOSTON, MASS.

LORD’S JELLY DROPS
Five Pound Boxes I

Count TwoHundrecl Forty

TURKISH PASTE AND OTHER

SUMMER SPECIALTIES

We invite your correspondence

 

 

'l‘here’s More Money in Cracker Jack This Year for

You and Every Dealer

  

T * ‘N ItiAn gyeg; Pggfia

  

Everybody is buying it. Everybody is selling it.

There's more money in Cracker Jack this year than

ever before.

Get your share of the business. Keep your stock

.‘: I \__ .

O up—buy moderately and frequently to keep every

e package fresh. You should turn your whole stock

every week or so.

If you want special display helps, write us at once.

cracker Jack The Gracker Jack ('30.

Eu! of the Rockies

Season Is On‘ °“"="' Maker: of Cracker JacR,An|olu| Marehmallowu and'RELIABLE‘Brand Confectionl

 



InsistUponHavingthe

“GENUINE” ~

SweetMilkChocolate

KISSES

BeSureTheyContaintheIdentification

Tag“HERSHEY’S”'

MadebyHersheyChocolateCb»Hershey,Pa.
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LA CELLOPHANE
(Reg. U. S. Pat. OE.) 

 

“ The peerless package wrapping paper "

  

cXc Lemon cXc Orange

cXc Limes

cXc Pomelo (Grapefruit)

  

    

  

  

LA These Flavor-Concentrates have

ls ap- been used by makers of Quality

plied toa genep Confections for nearly 40 years

ally lmown pl‘0(l- Because
  

uct, but is asso

ciated with a

specifically

known service.

Confections carrying these natural

fruit Flavors win pleased customers
  

1I'<~'‘Q'.

-+¢,(\~°_¢¢.  

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllIIINlllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIlllllllllllllIIlllllllliIIHEHHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIE

Economically.

Write for interesting information.

Foote & Jenks

Expert Flavor Specialists

Jackson, Michigan

Il

  

  

  

FRANZ EULER & Co.

I73 LAFAYETTE STREET

NEW YORK

  
  

%J!llHIIl|IIIIIll!"IIll|!l|IIllIllIiIIIIIIIIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

 
 

have been the Bigger

  

countryls standard Pieces

for over sixty years. Better

Recent increases Prices

and in manuiacturing

capacity now en

alale us to fill all

orders promptly.

  

Quick

Shipments

  

Llll
'0' .Q

F. B. Washburn & Co., Brockton, Mass.

Established I856
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SCHWARZ

LABORATORIES

ConsultantsChemists Biologists

113 Hudson St., New York City

E‘ Specialists in the Chemistry of

Chocolate and Cocoa Products

and in the Problems of the

Confectionery Industry

i Examination of Food Products, Gel/alias,

Flavors, Coloring Matter and Extracts.

TELEPHONE WALKER 5648

 

UNION EXTRACT WORKS

Our 40 years experience has taught us there

is always a buyer for a quality product.

  

Try some of our leaders

Roman Punch Flavor ~. Egg Nog Flavor

Raspberry Fruit Flavor Maple Flavor

Honey Flavor Vanilex

WRITE FOR PRICES

WIDMAYER & JUNGLING

successors to

MERGENTIME & LAMM, 158 Chambers St., N. Y.

  

  

Fast Selling Line of Penny Packages

and every one a sure repeater for

spring and summer.

Lucky Strike Roll Banks

Lucky Strike BoxesJumbo Bags

Our Kiddies

All Packed 100's.

We are also agents for Penny Specs and Flying

Tops.

Send us an order for a sample case of thirty boxes.

THE GEO. J. BRUNELL CO.

18 Park Street

  

Ff/ze fit/antic

Cream W/mt

Actual Size

A 17 years’ test of popularity.

Tin packing, 7 lb. tins—18 tins to case.

Liked by children and grown-ups.

An “all-year-round” seller.

Nationally known.

Trade mark brand.

Ingredients—finest grade— { f,§{‘§;‘§f;;;,,min,_

Cost low for quality. Giving splendid profit to job

mmlm bets and retailers, at same time

°=' wonderful value to consumers.

‘PAMPNO M f turing Co ofAmerica

. TER pm E anu ac .
AF N Philadelphia, U. S. A»

 

  

  

Webster, Mass.

‘The Refiing, Piying,

Deodorizing, Decolorizing

CARBON

HIGI-TLY EFFICIENT -— AMERICAN MADE

Candy manufacturers and bot

tlers are invited to consult with

our experts, who will be pleased

to explain how DARCO effects

great economies in production.

DARCO CORPORATION

(Controlled by Atlas Powder Company)

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE
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you make small package goods you

need our Silent Salesman. It puts the

product where the casual customer can

wait on himself. It attracts his eye. It

makes buying easy. It is more than a con

tainer—for the lid folds back and makes

an inviting counter-card. The Silent Sales

man is stored in small space in your stock

room, because it comes to you flat. It folds

into shape in a jiffy.

Makingadded5 ~

 
 

We make both cartons and these novel,

nickel-getting Silent Salesmen to display

them in. We make them in combination

or singly. We use color to make profits for

you—fine design and the best of workman

ship. Our cartons and Silent Salesmen

cost as little as you like—according to the

colors used. Write today for samples and

prices. We extend a cordial welcome to

large or small orders.

The United States Printing

and Lithograph Company

Color Printing Headquarters

130 BEECH STREET, CINCINNATI
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Cast your Nougatines in starch with

.#/.2%

".. [Z. FONDAX

and greatly increase your output with a great saving of labor and factory

space. With Fondax the process is simple and there is no sacrifice of

lightness or chewing quality. Write us for trial order and directions.

||||||||||||||||||||||||

- © *. o 253 : 36th St.

"#" White-Stokes Company, Inc. :

-]
unliminiuiniiiuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuullllllllllllllllllllllll"

Mr. Dealer--Prepare to increase your sales in 1922

by having in stock plenty of our new, bigger, bef"

PENNY GOODS

We especially call your attention to

5c Lasco Peanut Butter Bar 58

also penny size

Order Now-Samples on Request

The LAUER and SUTER Company, Baltimore."
-"

-

–
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~And 51... ew

NECCO WAFERS

2 oz. Rolls —- 3 oz. Rolls

Two sizes that assure generous profits everywhere

in the United States.

CHASE LOZENGES

Pure sugar and Peppermint, Chocolate, or Wintergreen.

The standard of quality for 75 years. Always a leading

seller. Packed 5 lb. boxes, 30 lb. pails and barrels.

NEW ENGLAND CONFECTIONERY COMPANY .

BOSTON MASS. ACTUAL SIZE
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Old Fa

CENTENNIAL

CHOCOLATES

with the original nut-meat center now come 24 pieces

to the pound.

Double the delight in each box of these delicious chocolates now.
That “bouquet that lingers in pleasant memory” can linger twice

as long over twenty-four pieces instead of twelve—and the blend is

improved; better than ever; just the right amount of rich, crisp,

chocolate coating to carry that choice nugget of exquisite cent"

within it.

Candy lovers everywhere have shown their approval of this

change. Increased sales prove popularity. Live dealers in all Sec

tions are awake to this opportunity.

Our 5c Mint Fudge Bar is going big. Order now!

HOEFLER'S CENTENNIAL CHOCOLATES, Inc.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Astoria, Oregon San Francisco

|

|

EEÉH
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ROTAX COMPANY, Inc. : 135 William Street 111 W. Monroe St.

384 East 133rd St., New York City H NEW YORK CHICAGO

Emil |

Tita De NIAR1a

The Cooler --- Fountainette

Mechanically a MASTERPIECE that represents

the ultimate in Cooler-Dispenser service, an unusual

combination of display and maximum efficiency—the

proper equipment for those who want to INDIVIDU

ALIZE their drinks.

AMAIZ Confectioners’ Thin
Boiling

and Moulding Starches

Write at once for catalog

AMERICAN MAIZE PRODUCTS CO.

--

HE WARREN X-RAY DISPLAY CONTAINER which you see here

and used by so many nationally known manufacturers is only one of

the WARREN products.

The WARREN WINDOW. BOX is equally known and widely used.

The WARREN CARTONS are used by many of the largest confectionery

manufacturers. -

A WARREN X-RAY DISPLAY CONTAINER filled with WARREN

CARTONS makes an ideal combination. -

Write us and let us design a DISPLAY CONTAINER and CARTON for

yOu

Patented Feb. 17, 1920 -

Canadian Pat. Aug. 3, 1920

© • o Great Britain July 16, 1919

EVERETT, MASS.

FOLDING PAPER

BOXES
New York Office–200 Fifth Ave. Phone Gramercy 0232

Pittsburgh Office—802 May Bldg. Phone Smithfield 975

Cleveland Office—1003 Schofield Bldg. Phone Main 3980

WARREN'S X-RAY DISPLAY CONTAINERS

Manufactured in Canada by

THE RUDD PAPER BOX CO.

372 Richmond St. West TORONTO

WARREN'S

X-RAY

DISPLAY CONTAINER
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confections:

EXHIBIT

A NNO UN CEMENT

After continued experimental work

our Service Department desires to

announce to Our Customers that it has

devised means and methods for pre

venting cream centers from bursting

and fermenting.

Correspondence on this subject

from wholesale manufacturing con

fectioners will be highly welcome.

THE NULOMOLINE COMPANY

111 WALL ST. NEW YORK, N.Y.
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Too Economical Is Often Expensive!

Do Not Delav---

HAEHNIENS HARDENER
For All Chocolate Coatings

Write for information and quotations

Manufactured by

L. S. Haehnlen

3817 Wyoming Street, St. Louis, Mo.

Sole
Distributors

Haug & Co., Inc.

295 Broadway,
New York, N.Y.

VAN-MUL.
A HIGHLY CONCENTRATED WANILA

Ma of MEXICAN BEANS £a

Penny Goods

O

*
-: 537 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill.

Will Not Freeze or Cook Out

3 drams (10 cents) Flavors 100 lbs. Candy

}{-oz. (7c) Flavors a 5%-Gal. mix of Ice Cream

_MANY SATIs FIED USERS

can be made into an Extract by adding warm water" pound

makes 2 gallons.

PRICE–PER
POUND

1 pound Containers . . . . . . . . $5.00

5 pound Containers . . . . . . . . 4.50

Special Contract Price ORDER NOW -

True Fruit Extracts

STRAWBERRY APRICOT

RASPBERRY PEACH $7.50 per gallon in

BLACKBERRY GRAPE 6-gallon cases-one

LOGANBERRY
CURRANT ( kind or assorted.

PINEAPPLE CHERRY

Downey-Turnquist & Co.
Manufacturing Chemists

SODA WATER
FLAVORS TRUE EXTRACTS

Hard Candy

M. M., Cream, Cocoanut,

Chocolate Covered, Jelly and Pan

ALSO

Stick, Candy in Barrels and

Pail Specialties

The Blue Ribbon Candy Co.

749-51-53-55 W.
Pratt St.

BALTIMORE,
MD.
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DRIED EGG PRODUCTS

|||||||
|

|

| L. ! | : l, - -

|||||N||||||||||||

With sound fundamental knowledge of trade require

ments, unswerving confidence in their line, boundless

from China enthusiasm in the search for new and improved applica

CEYLON *:::" COCONUT tions thereof, our field forces enjoy the mutual respect

of the patrons as well as the builders of this organization.

MOULDING AND THIN BOILING STARCHES

CONFECTIONERS FLOUR
Equally noticeable is the spirit of co-operation pervad

ing every department—the guarantee of uninterrupted

service to the prospective buyer.

STEIN,HALL&COMPANY
INCORPORATED

MANUFACTURERS AND DIRECT IMPORTERS

61 BROADWAY ~ ExecurrvE or ficts - NEW YORK

Branches:

BOSTON PHILADELPHIA SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO

* * Artificial

S Že ©

##.4 × # # Fruit

# \ 2 I | < | HFH \#| ||NSY!' H Flavors

# 2 volato' S # RASPBERRY

+H: * U. S. M." +EE STRAWBERRY

# J. S. A # f PINEAPPLE

H +E GRAPE

HE Unexcelled for H ETC.,

# o • * @ + AT ATTRACTIVE PRICES

# Cooking Qualities # - -

# #

+++ # H. C. RYLAND
=HE + ESSENTIAL OILS

H Corn Products Refining Co. 3 52 Light Street, New Yo"
# f 17 Battery Place NEW YORK - Chicago Office: 2704 Greenview Ave. |

+++ + - La –-
-

+++- #
-

+HHHHHHHHH **t
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F. F. PEASE, Inc.

Confectionery Engineers

BOSTON, MASS.

We design, build and install Special Ma

chinery and Equipment for Candy Manufac
turerS.

What we have already done would interest

you.

What we are now doing would thrill you

with a new vision of what modern engineering

is doing for the progressive Candy Manufac
turer.

We can help you to lower costs with a better

product.

Your particular difficult mechanical problem
is the one that we are in business to solve.

Lolly Pop Wrapping Machine
Will wrap any machine-made sucker.

Does the work of six hand-wrappers and makes a
better package.

LIGHTNING

PAIL POCKETS
(Patented U.S.A.)

FOR PACKING CANDY IN PAILS

-

Can be
The only set up

Pail Pockets squarely

on the and

market with very

every
-

rapidly

score line

thoroughly Write us for

bent

:1%

Simple to operate—needs only one unskilled at
tendant.

Can be set up in a space three by six feet.

Machine is guaranteed, and our aim is to have satis
fied customers.

Sanitary, clean and attractive product made ready
for the trade.

samples and

prices

BROWN & BAILEY COMPANY

Manufacturers of all kinds of Folding Paper Boxes

FRANKLIN AND WILLOW STREETS,
PHILADELPHIA

erably reduced in price.

& A Valuable

Impression

A pleasing impression upon customers is of value. You

can create one and at the same time save your goods

from damage by spreading sheets of TANGLEF00T in

– your show windows, especially over Sunday.

TANGLEFOOT will then be at work for you and will not

only catch the flies, but attract the atten

tion of people who pass your store to your efforts to keep your
stock clean and fresh. For 1922 TANGLEF00T has been consid

Remember TANGLEF00T catches the germ as well as the fly, and that poisons,

-
traps or powders cannot do it.
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ForPureVegetable Butters

Stick to the ORIGINALS

KOKOReKa

Parasub

KO-Nut

And Be Assured of Quality and Uniformity

KOKOReKa KO-Nut

- - - - - - t neutral nut
is a pure vegetable butter used for thinning choco- is king for salted nuts, a pure Swee -

p g g fat for roasting salted nuts, popcorn, slab dress

late, caramel work, nougats, butter scotch, chews, ing, kisses, chewing candies, ice cream concS

fudges and chocolate covered ice cream bars. and as a filler.

For Ice Cream Bars

KoKoReka Is the choice of the leaders in this profitable new line.

Our Demonstrators Write for Free Booklet

ar - - - - - - new

e practical men with years of experience. At “Science in Confectionery.” Also for "
any time you meet difficulties with your goods, - - - - 44 f Choco
write us. Our demonstrators will£ you, special literature. Uses and:: and

and if desired, will, when in your city, work out late Coating;” “How to Salt eanutS :

your problems in your factory. “Popping Corn with Ko-Nut.'

Free samples of our goods on request

INDIA REFINING CO.

PHILADELPHIA

ORIGINAL Manufacturers of Refined cocoanut oil Products in the United "
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Bring on Your

Hot Weather

You are buying candy now

with an eye to the days when

everything seems to melt and

Tun.

Hot weather candies—made

purposely to stand the heat,

every one a well proven sum

mer seller and packed as you

would like to have them –

await your orders.

Snows make a general line of

dependable candy– all uni

form in quality, size and pack.

Our monthly price list is used

by many as a Standard of the

confectionery business.

All candy buyers should have

one. Send for it.

TVQWS |

CONFECTIONERS JOURNAL

Lead Dollars in Your Purse?

Imitations on Your Shelves?

Twenty-two years of persistent endeavor to deliver

QUALITY in our products has won for us the

reputation for making

Pure Chewing Gum Novelties

that DO sell and DO repeat

Inferior imitations cheaply made are NOT repeat

ing. When booking orders for fall delivery insist

on the best and latest novelties.

They're made by

J. W. GLENN

23

CANDY

C. 1922 CORPORATION

337 East Illinois Street

CHICAGO, ILL.

Original Manufacturer

Pure Chewing Gum Novelties

65 Carroll Street Buffalo, N. Y.

Samples and prices to jobbers only.

*" as as"a

- - -

Manufacturers of Pure Food Gelatines

BUILT on all the LATEST, UP-TO-DATE, LABOR

SAVING LINES to produce ALWAYS a uniform

ARTICLE.

Our RAw STOCK supplied by our OWNERS assures

THIS.

Our Grades are of the HIGHEST QUALITY

OBTAINABLE, clear to the point of TRANSPARENCY,

SWEET, FREE OF ODOR, and GUARANTEED to

comply with all STATE and NATIONAL PURE FOOD

LAW REQUIREMENTS.

ITS USE INSURES GOOD TEXTURE AND A

SMOOTH CREAM.

A TRIAL ORDER will convince you that these are

the best grades of GELATINE in proportion to price that

can be secured.

ATLANTIC GELATINE COMPANY

HILL STREET, WOBURN, MASS.

BRANCHES :

SAN FRANCISCO

suite 240 Hansford Block

268 Market Street

BALTIMORE

1012 Union Trust Bldg.

CHICAGO

Suite 510-11

118 N. La Salle Street

NEW YORK

3415 Woolworth Bldg.
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HEADQUARTERS FOR

Peanut Specialties

All Big Sellers and

Good Money Makers

Send Your Order—For Prompt Shipment

r 100's and 120's | - Choc. Peanut Cluster Bars. 100 to box—46c

Separate or assorted Ever Best . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 to box—55c

ffavors
Cocoanut Toasted Bars...100 to box—55c

Zhe-best-répea/hype?/ra/* -

#. New York Jumbos. . . . . . . 120 to box—60c

we've made the 2/or more Choc. Peanut Chips. . . . . . 120 to box—60c

Zanzwenty-years- - -

- Choc. Peanut Cluster Bars 24 to box—46c

à Just PURE HEALTHFUL GANDY •

- - Virginia Nut Krisps. . . . . . 24 to box—60c

MMANUFACTURED # *\, \! •

\ by @, ### Sugar Toasted Peanuts—Packed in 40-lb.

Möhe.9% ### £or barrels, weighing about 200"

HARRISBURG, A'

Prices Sent Upon Request

Wirginia Peanut Product Co.

79-81. Delevan Street Brooklyn, N.Y.

--~~ PINEAPPLE CUBES

FOR DIPPING

*: 8 FLAvors - 8 Colors
Gal.) C( £" CREME DE MINT GREEN

Glass Jars ORANGE ORANGE

MARASCHINO RED

LEMON LEMON

NATURAL NATURAL

GRAPE PURPLE

RASPBERRY RED

~e?. WIOLET VIOLET

Wonderfully A. - Two Sizes

800-900 Count

1100-1200 Count

Delicious!

* - ". . D

--> ... .

-

".

Cs s:

-**... , --- ****

- -

-

Processed right to cordial when cream

dipped and chocolate covered

(Note illustration)

Order a case–6 cans assorted flavors—Today

Prices and results will more

than please you.

Blanke-Baer Extract & Preserving Co.

3224-34 South Kingshighway St. Louis, Mo.
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$10MER BRAND LOIENCES
£N Clover Mints Clover Mints

Medicated Work a Specialty

Specialties

Cigarettes Chop Sticks Ben Hurs

Diadems Cachous Penny Roll Lozenges

Penny Roll Cachous Floral Dainties Beauties

Milo Cigarettes Chocolate & Printed Wafers 10 for Ic

CLOVER WAFER ROLL 5c.

SMITH & PETERS Philadelphia

I

MATTHEWS BROS.
MAKERS OF

Plain and Fancy CandyBoxes

Cartons and Folding Boxes

OF ALL KINDS

115 HOPKINS PLACE

|- BALTIMORE, MD. -l

And Now

A

Penny Squawker
By the Manufacturers of

“Toyco” Balloons

“TOYCO’”

TIP-TOP Sausage

Squawkers

SO9.
F. O. B. Ashland, Ohio

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

2%–10 Days

To Jobbers Only

How many can we send you NOW7

£5%

#######" |
Send us your orders at once

for prompt attention

The Toycraft Rubber Co.
ASHLAND, OHIO

promoting the sale of your

candy is the necessity of offer

ing it to the discriminating public

in an artistic and quality container.

Y' CHIEF CONCERN in

It is just as important to catch the

eye by means of a distinctive carton

as to please the taste with the good

candy inside. The better the prod

uct the more important it is that a

“correct” package be used.

Our ability to perform through our

various factories focated in Chicago,

Brooklyn and Toronto, Canada,

offers unusual facilities for effec

tively supplying the requirements

of the most exacting manufacturers,

regardless of geographical location.

Give a thought to your boxes

and

THEADSHOUD CO

SALES OFFICE

Aeolian Building,

33 W. 42nd Street,

NEW YORK

FACTORIES

CHICAGO, BROOKLYN. TORONTO,

ILLINOIS NEW YORK CANADA

N.

\, *. - S@ ź * % - *% -- *

S2'SQG3'N %).9)
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MARCONE & COMPANY, Inc.

BROKERS

Patents and Trade Marks

Mason, Fenwick & Lawrence

wssnmeron, n. e.

Counsel {or National Confectioners’ Association

IN

COCOA BEANS and COCOA BUTTER

98 FRONT ST. NEW YORK

Other Ofiices in New York and Chicago

Established Over Sixty Years

    

QUEEN QUALITY

Salted Pll3lllllSamiAllllllllllS

None Better

Lancaster Salted Nut Co.

LANCASTER, PA.

If you are working on an invention or desire to register a

trade mark consult us

  

We have with us four late members of the examining corps

of the United States Patent Ofice

 
 

Notice to the Trade

We take this opportunity of informing the trade that

we have registered at the Patent Office, Washington,

D. C., the name of

Chocolate Peanut Chews

Registered Serial No. 154,588.

“Chocolate Peanut Chews” is a pass-word with the trade. It is one of the

most sensational and staple selling pieces that has been introduced to the

market in years. There is only one “CHOCOLATE PEANUT CI-IEWS.”

2935-37 Frankford Ave., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Keep your trade well supplied with
  

lllllllllllllllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllll

  

lllIllllllllllllllllllllllllll

  

The “Steady Repeater” ofthe Popcorn Industry

Manufactured and Guaranteed by

 

E. The Popcorn Products Co., 1 Desbrosses St.,New York
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Forward! March!

Three Pound ~ Bulk- Box- ~

Delicious Hand Dipped Chocolates

(Glad to sell you Five Pound Boxes if you want them)

24 cents the Pound—72 cents the Box

(Except Special Centers, see Catalogue

Delivered

to

All Points East of Chicago, St. Louis, and New Orleans .

Pro Rata Freight Beyond Those Points

See Here .'

Our 3 pound box otter is little less than a REVOLUTION in the Confectionery Industry of the United States. For

many years all of the better class bulk chocolates have been sold in 5 pound boxes. If times were great, and the pulse

of business beating high, we wouldn’t want to change that. Big Units mean Bigger Sales.

If Ambassador Chocolates were sold only by Marshall Field, of Chicago, John Wanamaker, of New York and Phila

delphia, and the Big Merchants on the Main Streets of the Big Towns, we would not want to change that Unit. But times

are out of joint, and it is up to every manufacturer, jobber and merchant to keep his stocks low, to watch every penny he

invests, to turn his capital over, and the 3 pound box does all that. Just think of it, for every thousand dollars a jobber

invests in bulk candy in 5 pound boxes, he need only carry $600 in 3 pound boxes, and he has the same assortments and

the same facilities for taking care of every customer on his books.

The American public is not buying the great mass of its confectionery wants from the Department Store and the Big

Merchant. Of course that is true. There are no available statistics of the number of small storekeepers of the United

States, but they are placed here, there and everywhere in the back streets of our big Towns, North, East, South and

West. They are found in the New England Villages, and the Kansas Crossroads, and 90% of the candy consumed in the

United States is bought in that class of store. Very few of these stores are prosperous today and their owners are con

fronted with the diificulty of having adequate stock and wide enough assortment to attract and take care of what trade

is going.

We have a thousand jobbers buying our goods, covering the territory between this City of Baltimore, and Far OH

Denver, and everyone of them is dependent for his volume upon the small storekeeper. He sells the big fellow here and

there, now and then, but from Monday morning until Saturday night the orders that come to him by telephone, by mail,

thiiough his salesmen or his own efforts is from the little fellows who, though buying a little, in the aggregate give him

vo ume.

And, so we are putting out a 3 pound bulk box. First, to cut down the amount of stock necessary for each of our

jobbers to keep on their she1ves—cut it down 40%. Secondly, to cut down the investment of the retailer or give him the

opportunity of wider variety and better display for the same money. We haven't done this without deep thought, without

consultation with many jobbers in all parts of the Country. We are right. Write us for samples and full information.

Ambassador Chocolate Company

BALTIMORE IN THE STATE OF MARYLAND
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LUDEN 9 S s":: course,

Packed 120 count and Spearmint Ices

an excellent piece of

candy for summer trade. Q-5 for 1 Cent

Big value and an excellent eating piece of chocolate I'Chocolate p peppe

mint-flavored cream center-packed 24 count to retail at 5c.

Mint-O-Ring Why not order a case at once—and be one of the first to

offer them to your customers?

Spearmint Sold in every State in the Union and well liked.

Leaves Everybody Buys Them.

Marshmallow Naturally you'll think of LUDEN's and will want some of

Penny Specialties them, too.

Last but not least, “by a whole lot”

LUDEN'S MENTHOL COUGH DROPS

WM. H. LUDEN, Inc., - - Reading, Pa.

-

To the

| Manufacturing Confectioner
If putting out a new piece of goods and you wish to use

A New Flavor

A New Color

A Confectioners’ Glaze

Something to Prevent Stickiness Quaker

Something to Keep the Candy Hard Brand

Something to Keep the Candy Soft

WRITE OTTENS-It will be of

mutual benefit

Our Reference—Established 1884

HENRY H. OTTENS MFG. CO., INC.

129-131 S. Front St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Canadian Factory: 3 Jarvis St., Toronto
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correars 1 callow

ZZZ///

Manufactured ey

*-ī. Comp."
STERLIN c. 11.1.

Sure You

C A N
You can get more actual toppings from a gallon of Senneff-Herr Marshmallow than

from any other.

Every Topping Tip Top, Too

JOBBERS can satisfy more customers with Senneff-Herr Marshmallow than with any

other. We make good marshmallow and we make good on our “Satisfied Customer

Guarantee.”

Senneff-Herr Make

TEN BANNER ICE CREAM TOPPINGS

Write for Samples and Prices

Senneff-Herr Company

STERLING - - - - - - - - ILLINOIS
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CHICAGO ~

_ How the folding box opened

a great new market

  

"The cartons and containers make one of

the bestpacks that this Association puts out.”

THE biggest merchandising success in

recent years has been the marketing

of Sunmaid Raisins in five-cent packages.

In the first six months over 6oo mil

lion cartons were sold — and in this

tremendous achievement the folding box

played a big role. The counter display

container was also an important factor

contributing to the success of the enter

prise.

It was vital to have folding boxes

which would be uniform even in such

enormous quantities — cartons which

would be just as attractive and color

ful at the end of a hundred million as

after the first few thousand.

Reliability of supply and promptness

of delivery were also ofprime importance.

That Gair service met all demands is

attested by the following letter from the

California Associated Raisin Company:

"We wish to express our appreciation

of the service which we have received.

It has rmitted us to arrange our pack

ing sc edule with your cartons to the

best possible advantage. The cartons and

containers make one of the best packs

that this Association puts out.”

This is only one of the many con

spicuous successes with which Robert

Gair Company has been associated.

A great part of these folding boxes and

display containers was manufactured

by us.

Backed by years of knowledge and

experience, we offer you expert assis

tance and advice on every phase of your

packing and shipping problems. We can

meet all demands for quantity as well

as quality production of Folding boxes,

Labels, Lithography, Corrugated and

Solid fibre shipping cases.

Send a postal for your copy of our

interesting booklet, "Scientific Selection

of Package Designs.”

ROBERT GAIR COMPANY

350 Madison Avenue, New York

PHILADELPHIA ~ BOSTON BUFFALO

____.~__
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FLA VOR 2

FOR
REAL SAMPLES’?? SURE!!!

concBNTRATED VANILLA

BEAN VANILLA FLAVOR

REINFORCED USE

ALLEVANIL

J.W.ALLEN & CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Confectioners' Machinery, Tools and

Supplies

|- &E

38thness Company.
659 Hobbie Street CHICAGO, ILL.

Manufacturers of

Egg Fondants and Caramel Pastes

Extracts, Fruits and Colors

CREAMS FOR CHOCOLATE

CREAMCENTERS AND NOUGATS

EGG SPONGE NOUGAT KING

KANDY KORE MARVEL WHIP

FULL CREAM CARAMEL PASTE

TRUE FRUIT EXTRACTS ARTIFICIAL EXTRACTS

VANILLA EXTRACTS AND COMPOUNDS DIPPING FRUITs

SODA FOUNTAIN FRUITS MARSHMALLOW TOPPING

W2 GALLON JARS V4 GALLON JARS 1 GALLON CANS HALF BARRELS

BULK KEGS BARRELS

Operating 75,000 Square Feet for Quality and Service

DENVER BRANCH PITTSBURGH BRANCH

Thirteenth and wazee Streets 609 Chamber of Commerce Building
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BUILD BIUFAAUSINEss

)Y(()

C f f

UTT'H'NA||

The Jobber who wants something new—

The Jobberwho wantssomething that sells easily—

The Jobber who wants something the Retailer

will sell quickly—

The Jobber who keeps an up-to-date stock–

Is the Jobber who Builds Better Business with

Mational Candy Co's. Products.

Write us for further information.

NATIONAIL CANDY CO. ING

Executive Offices

208 NORTH BROADWAY ST. LOUIS, MO.

O

OFFEEEUSNEP 'N

* M:

|
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PAPER BOXES OF QUALITY |
713-15 SPRING GARDEN ST

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

CARRIED IN STOCK

No. 4–1 LB. BOX 200 in case

No. 14–1 LB. BOX £:
200 i111 Case ASST. 100 IN CASE

No. 7–1 LB. BOX 200 in case

PRINTED WITH YOUR NAME IN QUANTITIES OF 1000 OR MORE

=#
CHRISTO LG THE ONLY

BRAND RELIABLE GEI A. l "INE

Sterilized and Preserved

Stuffed Glace Natural Fruits * gelatine is guaran

teed to be absolutely Dure

Glace Stuffed Regular Prunes and to Stand the most S

Glace Stuffed Nutted Prunes Vere tests of all pre C

Glace Stuffed Regular Apricots food laws. present

Glace Stuffed Grapefruit Apricots

Glace Stuffed Nutted Apricots Our fifty-four yea

Glace Stuffed Cherries or Regular experience have S rS Of

Glace Pineapple fected Our gelatine . per

Glace Figs and Stuffed Dates will produce inco at it

Glace Grapefruit - "harshmallow an'ble
Turkish Delight— Nutted or Plain tionery Special' nfec

S.

For Particulars Write to Milliga ©

n & Higgins a

Christo Georgiades & Co. £ Gelatine C
148 39th Street - Brooklyn, N. Y. 222-224 Fronts: '' •

"eW YOrl C.

-"
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No Gray-Ashy Chocolates This Summer

Not if you use

ACOCOAT

The Pure Vegetable Butter That stands Up

Acocoat will stand up in any weather. It was perfected for

chocolate work, kisses, caramels, nougats that hold their shape

and retain their satiny gloss however high the temperature.

Acocoat is the result of months of research work—months of

laboratory tests—and has made good in the biggest plants in the

country.

It replaces Cocoa Butter on every count and gives results not

possible with cocoa or any other butter on the market.

Don’t have any “Returned Goods” evil this season. Let Acocoat

insure your products from plant to consumer.

Send today for sample and full directions. we will also send

a sample of Acoset—a hardener. We maintain a fully equipped

laboratory specializing on our vegetable fats and oils. You are

invited to use the services of our chemists and practical confec

£ any of your manufacturing problems up to them.
1

Ameriran Qur'an: #uffer (Juntpang

Makers of ACOMO, ACOMINE and MAROKO

CHICAGO . NEW YORK

127 N. Dearborn St. 297 Fourth Avenue

ompt service, complete warehouse stocks are maintained
To insure pr at the principal distributing centers.

per

 

 

 

 



Yep! Bills now

Successful!!

ILL ran a pretty high-class

store; his sales on box and

package goods were all that

could be expected. Yet he de

pended to a big extent on the

Kiddies and Flapper trade, and

that is where he fell down. It

seemed that the grown-ups just

kept them away from Bill’s store,

and little wonder.

Bill's line of 5 and 10c goods

while arranged attractively

on counters, was otherwise

unprotected. It was easy

picking for the flies, got stale

quickly and was unsanitary

because of repeated handling.

Bill's wisenow—he's switched

his affections. He's getting his

DUNTINENTAL
BRANCHES IN ALL

full share of the pennies,

nickles and dimes from the

Kiddies and Flappers. Every

body is satisfied now.

He's handling his loose can

dies, peanuts, patties and hard

can dies put up in well

printed, dust-proof, sanitary

Glassine Bags. The Kiddies see

what they are getting and their

grown-ups are satisfied because

they know the candy is clean

and fresh.

Bill is a sticker now for Glassine

Bags and crabs the act if a manu

facturer doesn't back him up.

Moral: Pack it in transparent

sanitary Continental Glassine

Bags.

 

 

 



Every bag sells

Bingle Chocolates

NE day the Up and

Comer Sales man for

Bingle Chocolates offered to

supply Bill with embossed £,

confectionery bags. Because

they cost him nothing Bill sus

pected a trick. He accepted [H]

and soon discovered that it

was his trick. the name and fame of Bingle

Chocolates. Also that the in

The town soon became mighty creased sales were making a

friendly to Bingle Chocolates. bulge in the old ledger.

They called them by their first

name when they purchased choc- In fact, it might be said that the

olates either in boxes or bags. manufacturer was in pretty

strong when it came to the mat.

ter of Bill's good will.
Now Bill wasn't blind to the fact

that the embossed confectionery

• ldi -

bags were effectively heralding The manufacturer knew it

was subtle advertising to say

“Bingle Chocolates” every

time one of Bill's customers

made a purchase.

Moral: Let Continental Em.

bossedConfectionery Bagsad.

Vertise your brand.

ë BAG Mills
PRINCIPAL CITIES
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Save I USE solv

DoesYourCandyBox 15%

of aKim & Brine
Candy ? A free circulating a h Ulm Strength

| sh the use of "orm high strength

Or is it just the ordinary, every-day - SO V
b: 1 | I AY

portance of the package. s: :::::::

Low Co MORÉ'
- St • BR

Really Help Your | of Refrigerati'NE

is readily obtainedd' brine

Not all confectioners realize the im- | 75% CALCIUM CHLORIDE

corrode or in cal and absolutely reliable.

is easy and economical to £ refrigeratin'. Sol

First impressions are most important: | :": air-tight steel£: fl:

Those who do not know the merits of - 8 points is in of the Solvay's

delivery of your order. your locality, insuring prompt

Our new booklets, “D

Cold Air” and£
your candy judge it first by the box.

| ti -

For fifty-three years Youse boxes | ##" : ":
have been creating sales by an indi- Send for your copy today.

viduality and a quality which reflect• , - - Semet-Soltempting sweets within. met-Solvay Company

Syracuse, N. Y.

Youse Boxes are both appealing and

practical. And the prices are right.

C. J. Youse Company ..

- (Established 1869) | |=W

HOLLIDAY & SARATOGA STS.,

BALTIMORE, MD.

UGCKY ROLAS

- GIFT AND CANDY

Regal -

| Rolls 1.c. EACH

---|- Have

Cream LUCKY ROLLS

<<£ and Gift and Candy in Every Roll. Packed 120-50 boxes to the case
- | Highly The Kiddies want Lucky Rolls—Keep them in Stock.

Flavored

Jelly *-*. *~~~~* ~ *

Centers || || - ... - - -

--
:
:

BREATHETTES

A Highly Flavored Breath Perfume in Glass T -

Assorted or All Licorice Flavor. Packed 120-50£'

Real Sports

A New Penny Carton

Ask for our

price list
PEANUT STUMPs

Some Penny Piece

-

*
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American PeanutCorporation,
CLEANERS, GRADERS, SHELLERS |

-AND BLANCHERS OF—

Packing Buster, America, Mascot,:£ of shelled and blanched Peanuts,

h, packing Superb, THE DIXIE PEANUT CONUT CO., Inc., Branch,THE BAIN PEA

- - ... Inc., Branch, packi
f Wakefield, and Diamond Brand, and all grades :"Crater, and£ of££le o * - -

* £###urco.Base, ra. *9''OLK STORAGE| THE£ Ton, Sun and Diamond G, and all grades

ing un *

Trophy, Electri
• PANY

c Li ht, Pi ?

and blanched pe: ilots, and

of shelled and blanched peanuts.

ranch, •

all grade: ot'ing
shelled

N9'.VIRGINIA.
MRANY OF TEXAs.

2 THE":# coMPANY,Ä'. TEXAS.

|

.

*m
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lKandex will solve your Caramel A

Problems

What Kandex Does

It produces a caramel that will stand up however hot or

humid the weather—-a caramel that can be cooked at a lower

temperature——making it softer and better to eat-—a caramel

with wonderful body—a caramel that will not “squat” or

leak—but that stays firm, shapely, yet soft at 120° F., and

85% humidity.

Kandex insures 100% Quality, yet in most cases cuts your

cost of manufacture from %; to 2 cents a pound—l pound

of Kandex will replace 4 pounds of sweetened condensed milk.

What Kandex Is

Kandex is an absolutely pure—absolutely healthful product

consisting mostly of protein and fat—just the two ingredi

ents you are looking for when you buy a milk product.

l pound of Kandex contains 4 times as much protein as

1 pound of condensed milk.

How to Prove Kandex

Send for a Sample today and full directions for the use and

proof of what a big manufacturer calls the “wonder product

of the age”-—For Kandex is new. But not untried. It has

made good for more than a year in laboratory tests and in

the plants of the country’s most famous manufacturers.

Who Is Back of Candex

A company that has been supplying the highest grade

manufacturers in the country with the highest grade

products made for more than twenty-five years—

 

1:181:-1-1.: L-I-I-I715

  

For Sample

address Kandex Department

THE NUCOA BUTTER COMPANY

NUCOA BUILDING

Z97 Fourth Avenue New York

 

__ __E____,_-_-_§_Ji
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Fancy Ribbons in Great Variety

In addition to the great variety of stock grades we carry,

both plain and fancy, _wc are prepared to figure upon your

loom orders for especially distinctive ribbons.

If you intend to feature a certain box and are prepared

to order a quantity of a particular distinctive ribbon, which

you wish created for that special .box, we will gladly

co-operate with you. If you will forward a sample of the

box we will offer expert criticism regarding the style of

$~ ribbon best adapted or will carry out your own suggetion.

AT YOUR SERVICE

OwnersamiOperatorsofthe_ WERBRO. RIBBON MFG. CO. The National Confectionery Ribbon House

PATERSON,MNl.J:Is.:—BATH, PA. PA'1‘ER$0N- N- 1- MILLS: BATH PA

Oflice and Salesroom: 17-Z5 East 24th St., NEW YORK

 

No. 18767/10-—PALM PLANT

natural prepared, everlasting, 48' inches

high with l0 leaves, $3.00 each with pot,

$2.50 without pot.

Write for my SPRING CATALOGUE

No. 18-—with illustrations in colors of Arti

ficial Flowers, Plants, Trees, etc., MAIL

ED FREE FOR THE ASKING.

FRANK NETSCHERT

I1 BARCLAY ST. NEW YORK. N. Y.

High Grade

SUCKER STICKS
and Wooden Stick Specialties

BELLEFONTE LUMBER CO.

Bellefonte, Penna.

PROMPT SHIPMENTS SATISFACTORY PRICES

  

Made by the Manufacturers of

MARY JANES

AND t

DEAROS

Two Summer Penny Pieces

MALTED MILK SUCKERS

AND LIMELIGHTS

CHAS. N. MILLER CO.

Organized 1 884
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‘ S ' S Its delicious eating

M°“lded Nut and .-. i i ~ 3 ' I I . " qualities and wonderful

Cream Bars » " '_-'7 »‘ 3' I e f ' . .

'- " food value appeals to

' ' - ~ everybody and every
Tin Foil Wrapped

Knickerbocker

Bars 1 ,

(\§\;l;LP;>:;1t j _ » ‘_ » 7 of 5-lb. bulk chocolate

Choc. OperanutChoc. Peanut Cluster . I i S " " I I ' I L‘ i I 1" ......................

Butter Scomh Net Weight 1}{oz.—24 Bars to Carton——48 Cartons to Case

5 sellers 385 Canal Street samples and

‘Retails for 5 cents De CO., NEW YQRK, |q_ y_ Price‘ Upon Request

  

GUM TRAGACANTI-I

VANILLA BEANS

GUM ARABIC

  

THURSTON 8: BRAIDICH

27 CLIFF ITREEY

NEW YORK

 

 

 

  

I 0

Bigger Better More

Displaying Samples Quickly, Attractively

Convincingly, Fresh and Clean with

KNICKERBOCKER “MADE-RIGHT"

SAMPLE CASES

Paris Exposition

.~ 1900 ~~

The Highest Award

Gold Medal and

Diploma

Was Given

A. M. TODD’S

ESSENTIAL OILS

Crystal White Double Distilled

THE LARGEST ESSENTIAL

OIL WORKS IN THE WORLD

A. M. TODD COMPANY

Main Ollicc

KALAMAZO0, MICII.

  

  

 

 

 

THE LITTLE CASE THAT GETS THE BIG ORDERS

Wood Trays - $5.00

Aluminum Trays - $6.50

F. O. B. Chicago

Write for Catalog "J"

Knickerbocker Case Co.

Manufacturing Wholesalers

Clinton St. at Milwaukee Ave. ,

Chicago, Ill.
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CHOCOLATES

Jl/Iilady Cherries
THE NEWEST THING

Each Individual Chocolate Cherry Foil Wrapped
  

Every Piece

a Sweet Surprise

The quality values in MILADY

Milady Chocolates Chocolates of all varieties is telling
Every Piece a Sweet Surprise

3|.2ilh¢-pound in our greatly increased sales and

Milady Assorted Dipped Nuts fepeating OI‘Cl6I‘$_

Milk Chocolate

M1 d T'*"’°§"’::’:ndN t Many distributors recently have
'8 y 'i.’.°<;h§§Li.a U S come to realize that Milady Choco

$1.50 the pound

lates is a line on which their busi

ness can build. Investigate for your

self—now.

Milady Malted Milk Chocolates

Nougat, Caramel, Butterscotch

and Nut Cream Centers

$1.2; lhz pound

Milady Chocolate Covered,

Milk Dipped Brazil Nuts

31.5001: pound

AMERICAN CANDY COMPANY

Makers of Rex Brand Confections

l\/IIIJVAUKEE, U. S. A.

Territory Available for Quality

Wholesale Distributors
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HINE TIt

Certified Food Colors

Wegetable Colors

Cochineal Colors

GENUINE FRUIT EXTRACTS

ALSO

NON-ALCOHOLIC FLAVORS

Concentrated in Paste Form (For Hard Candies)

Made from the real fruit

Manufactured by

H. KOHNSTAMM & COMPANY

First

Producers

of

Certified

Colors

ETIITIlli"

Vanoleum
(TRADE MARK REGISTERED)

|

Pure as the Heather

Fresh as the mountain

dew, pure as the heather

and all for a nickel. The

hills of Scotland never

produced anything purer

and more fragrant in

flavor.

Ten delicious pieces in

every five-penny pack

... age-each piece wrap

ped separately to pro

tect its wonderful good

116SS.

Honey Scotch Has Made

Honey Scotch repeats be

cause the Flavor lingers.

That's why jobbers from

coast to coast and from

the Gulf to Canada find

it profitable to sell and

re comm end H on ey

Scotch.

Samples and prices cheer

fully submitted upon re

quest.

J. N. Collins Co.

MINNEAPOLIS

Good With Dealers||

The Original Concentrated

Vanilla Flavor

THE SAME AS ALWAYS

Used for over TWENTY
YEARS by leading Con

fectioners, Ice Cream

Manufacturers, Bakers,

Soda Dispen SerS and

Caterers.

EmullSIONS
Lemon, Orange and Maple

Corrizo Extract Co.
*::is W.2% sta, New York " " " |

||||||||Will" |#
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Licorice Root PLANT
Showing Above and

Underground Growth

PAN PIPES
(oUR

LATEST NOVELTY)

Packed 120 to box

Made at both our Brooklyn and Moline Factories

Also
Flexo

Chocolate Bar8
Favorite

Navy and Indian Plug Dulce -

Night Sticks Curved Stem Pipes

Rope Twist Cigars (banded)

- * Buffalo Sticks
Bricks *

Lozenges
Cigarettes * Wafers,

10c bags

Whips *Y & S,
Scudder and

Whistles M & R Stick Licorice

* Shipped from Brooklyn factory only.

NATIONAL
LICORICE

COMPANY
ANTECEDENTS

&stablished 1845

MAIN OFFICE

MOLINE,
ILL. BROOKLYN,

N.Y.
MONTREAL
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re ’/ll

1mm Chocolate Covered Exceptionally Dark Coating:

Rassgfigfii lgzjrts Ne‘:;(]l;q(::gbe1-5 Marshmallow Bar

' wa S
Mafiiiiflnhgggriiiiers Predomglate Peanut Crispy Krunch

  

THIS IS WHY WE ARE OFFERING AS LEADERS THE ABOVE

PENNY GOODS

Packed 120 Net Count—40 bx. to Case

Y%t?i"°“£e5‘é‘¥»E HARD CANDY PENNY GOODS s§’8i%“et§‘t‘t’e'at*é”

Hardie Brothers Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Quotation: on Applicat|'on— To the Jobbing Trade Only

Package

BEST ON ARTH

. * Manufactured Exclusively by

WILLIAMSPORT CANDY MFG. CO., Williamsport, Pa.
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A Distinctive and Complete Line of High Grade

Chocolates E11‘! Confectionery

HENRY HEIDE
Incorporated

 

New York
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Chocolate Wonders

- 240 Count 1-}

Vanilla and Chocolate

Won Their Favor Through Their Flavor

.5

I 3'

fli fl

l Caramels
N

H Fairy Wonders '

240 Count

N Vanilla and Strawberry L:

I As Sweet as Honey—They’ll Bring You

H Money

 

'* Ask To See Our 'New Line of Penny A

CARAMELS y

.They Are Winners ii

Caramels »
Golden Gems 0

240 Count I?

A Molasses Treat H‘

F Caramels

l

  

Caramels ~

 

 

 

vi
A Snow Flake Gems ;

l 240 Count

H Rich in Cream—They’re a Dream

an lit

CaramelsT Think of the Size and Quality

:

‘ll Send for Samples and Price i

1% You'll Be Glad We Coaxed You as jH_.;§~ ’ FOR SAMPLES

1} §§ HAMPDEN GLAZED

4 IDEAL CARAMEL co 1 &" '7 nc' ‘ ll F lj~ HOLYOKE .

‘ JOHNSON CITY, N. Y. _ ~ F F -'

" The Valley of Fair Play H»

 

 
\ II

1|
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YOU
are looking for a line of goods that has stood a test of twenty

years and is back again to the HIGHEST GRADE of PRE

WAR STANDARD.

Past experience proves the REPEATING QUALITY

 

  

In this class is our line of Bar, Penny, Kiss, Case Fudges and
Pail Goods. I

Give these goods a trv for

QUALITY, LOW PRICE and YOUR SATISFACTION

The Blue Bell Brand

Manufactured by

® THEj_ROBERTi F. MACKENZIE COMPANY

 

CLEVELAND, OHIO :1-to

@~____m_%@

Sensational Seller of Several Seasons

Entirely

The Largest Selling 5c Confectionery Specialty Ever Placed on the Market ‘

Made by a special patent process

  

 
  

Every jobber should handle this Delicious Confection as the demand this Coming Season will be

greater than ever. If you have never tried this Delicious Confection write today for sample or send for

trial case, 32 boxes in case; 24 pieces in box. '

We Have'Other BIG-SELLING 5c SPECIALTIES, Too

333-335 Fifth Street .

MILWAUKEE, WIS.‘

  

 

Ambrosia Chocolate Company,
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" . High Grade

Frozen Pudding WW Hand Dipped

A new flavor that will add a

refreshing touch to your

Nougats, Fudges and Creams.“ " - Package and Bulk

This flavor has been adopted by several . _ _

very prominent factories and their re- COfi1pl€t€ LUIG PTICGSorders testify to the merits of it.

/ii "

It is not easy to describe its unusual " Send fOI' QL10t&iiOI'lS

taste. Better let us send you a sample _

so you can try it out. Agents Wanted Everywhere

Write today, on your business station

ery, please. u x MADE BY d

ALEX. FRIES & BRO. .67”

312-14-16 E. 2nd St. Cincinnati, Ohio Clifford Bros, C0,

Established 65 Years. ,

Baltnmore, Md.

AMERICA’S FAVORITE

Hildreth’s Qriginal and Qnly

lac-similo of our new

Triple Sealed Package.

es-.-,#,,.{,,,m, Velvet Candy
rapper l~ ,‘ M

Sealed ll il

Around

\,.\\\\\\\\~\! ‘ 7 ,

In Triple Sealed Packages

GREAT REDUCTION

January 1, 1922

Pre-war prices re-established.

10-20 & 35c packages revived.

Send for revised Price List and

Samples.

The finest seller on the market.

Has been the standard for over

30 years.

For sale by the jobbing trade

everywhere.

H. L. HILDRETH CO.

549 to 559 Albany Street

BOSTON 18, MASS.
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Of special interest to

users of gelatine

A _ ____ ________,1-1-_Z___-4-___j --{-—-~i~ .1} :__-~* - 

  

That quality of product which

has long been associated with

the name Swift & Company

now applies to a complete line

of gelatine.

And it is significant that the

leadership which is granted to

other Swift products is fast

coming to these gelatines

which have been on the mar

ket little more than a year.

The reason, however, is

plain. In these gelatines, as in

the other Swift products, su

perior quality is achieved by

greater care in every detail of

preparation.

Even the air is washed

It is not enough for us to have

an abundant supply of raw

materials from which only the

best need be chosen, or to

have the most modern equip

ment for experienced men to

use in making the finished

product.

Absolute sanitation is the

watchword in every step of

the process. The air, for in

stance, which goes into the

factory where Swift & Com

pany’s Gelatines are made, is

thoroughly washed in pure

spring water.

So it is that we can offer

you gelatines, pure, free from

taste and odor, of good

strength, unusual clarity and

. dependable uniformity.

The prices will interest you.

Quick service from

nearby warehouses

The quickest deliveries are as

sured through our established

system of warehouses in all

parts of the country.

Makers of ice cream, marsh

mallows or icings, particularly

those who recognize the value

of purity and quality in their

products, are invited to write

for samples and quotations on

the different grades.

Or, upon request, one of our

representatives will call. Ad

dress Dept. 2-A

Swift & Company

Chicago
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Come-Back Balls Will Make

“Come-Back" Customers

Place one or two cartons of these new “Eagle Brand” Come-Back

Balls on your counter and watch the demand grow.

“Eagle Brand” Come-Back Balls are superior in quality and

perfect in shape.

Note the nifty pebbled golf ball design.

The same care in selection of material and manufacturing which

have made “Eagle Brand" toy balloons the leaders in their line

is observed in the manufacture of Eagle Play Balls, assuring

superior resiliency and durability.

Children of all ages are fascinated by them.

Packed in convenient cartons for counter display, two dozen

balls to the carton.

Be the first dealer in your district to ofier this sure-fire line.

Sold only through jobbers.

The Eagle Rubber Company

The World’: Largest Manufacturers of Toy Balloons

\ ASHLAND, OHIO

I

NEW YORK OFFICE 35 UNION SQUARE WEST
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# all we send you samples
Our bags attractively designed and printed in colors

with that rich glossy ink you hear about

Our wraps printed all over background without odor

we put the candy flavor in the ink

JOHN M DRIVER COMPANY
C^%rs&@wóczarent9%zer./?odac's

N.E.Cor 55" & HunterAve,
Philadelphia

IrmaII" C

H

|
E.

|
|

B

|
|

O|

|

5
E

*-I-I-II
TIL- L :C

IIIll
I'm'T'TST

"#"CAS"#"E£

£Q£C#A N "...#"f"

TEA BHSC#.H"

“The Hotter the Weather, the Softer and

Nicer They Are”

The hotter the weather, the more need for a

summer confection that stands up, looks appe

tizing, and tempts the sweet tooth. |
Bunte Toasted Cocoanut Tea Biscuits are par

ticularly desirable as a summer seller. The

absolutely pure cocoanut, toasted on both sides (

and the delicate flavor insure repeat sales and a

remarkably rapid turn-over.

Packed in layers, in 20-lb. squat pails. Also in

cartons containing tweny-four 10c packages.

Jobbers and retailers: write for samples and prices.

Established 1876.

BUNTE BROTHERS Chicago

Makers of World Famous Candies, Cough Drops

and Cocoa
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good

That’s why they are quick moving

  

cyan:

M0jN.T l

  

      

_I

Rm! creamy

marshmallow in

delirium: nu! chocolale

Chocolate i

Covered

  

Short Nougat with

plenty of almonds

bars

ACTUAL SIZE

Rich creamy marshmallow

combined with milk caramel

Close’s big chocolate covered bars have proved that they sell

themselves.

These Bars are righl:——extra big-—and good, and the price is

right, Sc.

If you are buying cautiously to make sure you stock only

quick-moving goods in these days, watch the sales records made

by Close’s Chocolate Covered Bars--five kinds, Belmont, Nougat,

Caramallow, Cocoanut, and Peppermint.

Packed 24 bars in a carton. Foil wrapped or unwrapped. Write

' for samples and prices.

CT/ze George Close Company

CAMBRIDGE . MASS



Seals and Sales

IT takes no flight of imagination to sec

how fine Dennison seals are related

to sales. The confectionery trade knows

that fine candies need fine wraps— and

that the wrap is a selling point on first

sales.

The Dennison seal gives just the right

touch to the product. Dennison seals

are first of all quality seals. They are

capably designed and carefully manu

factured. A Dennison seal is a mark of

merit on any product.

Why not see actual samples of these fine

seals, — the Page & Shaw seal, the

Samoset seal, the Schraliit seal, etc. Just

fill out the coupon today and the sample

seals are yours without any obligation.

Your special seal is

our regular service

Illlnllllllmlllllflllullllllnunllluunulmlluvln||||Im|||l||||lI\||

THE m MAKERS

Di-:P'r. C. J. 6. FRAMINQHAM. Mixes.

. ' @oG

iiiiinum

The Real Concession Package

The FOURTH OF JULY

is CHECKERS DAY. The

season is here. Every day‘ is

now a CHECKERS DAY.

CHECKERS, the red, white

and blue checkerboard Pack

age attracts the crowds by its

brilliant display, making it

the B E S T CONCESSION

PACKAGE.

Get this business NOW.

Supply every Concessioner

and Dealer. Prompt shipment.

Order Today

“Write it CHECKERS"

The Shotwell Mfg. Co.

CHICAGO BROOKLYN

Please send me samples and prices of fine seals for

Confectionery [:1 I am also interested in Ice Cream

Tub Tags |:|

 

..
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r"r‘Tl"

Where Confections

always sell faster

The Brooks Display Container brings its

contents into contact with the people who

buy.

Its attractiveness and obvious utility win for

it at once a prominent counter location.

The Brooks Display Container is a patented

selling device. It is strong, steady, simple.

It sets fiat, while displaying its contents at

the best display angle. It has large surfaces

for advertising material.

Let us design a display container

for your product.

BROOKS BANK NOTE CO.
Springfield, Mass.

New York Philadelphia Boston

DISPLAY

B O CONTAINER

Lithographed Folding Boxes—LabeIs—Window Display Advertising
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LIEBERS CODE

-

we ~

 

 

 

  

ESTABLISHED I854

WHOLESALE IMPORTEHS‘AND MANUFACTURERS OF

@@mfi@mi@n@n=s’ Ertiefles. Qrwamefm and Meitfisls

81 Barclay Street NEW YORK

16, 18 and 20 West Broadway

  

 

Manufacturers of

Gumpasteand Patent

Composition

Importers of

Fancy Goods and

Novelties

Cake Qmaments
C Q

and Trimmings

Icing, Roses and Flowers

Gumpute Flowers

Brides and Grooms

Gumpaste and Paper Leaves

Vases and Bouquets

Horse Shoes

Slippers

Marriage Bells

Canopy Ornaments

Lace Papers

Composition Hands

Birthday Candle Holders

Palette Knives

Sabatier's Knives

Ornamenting Tubes

Rubber Bags

Almond Paste

Ornamenting Paper

lce Cream Specialties

lee Cream Moulds—700 Designs

Fixtures for Moulds

Follage for Moulds

Paper Cases

Lace Papers

French Fruits Glace

French Fruit Juices

French Fruit Pulps

French Marrons Entiers

French Marrons Debris

lmported Favors

Mignonettes

Fancy Boxes—l-land Painted

Satin Candy Boxes

Wedding Cake Boxes

Motto Papers, Verses and Cossaqu”

Costume Mottoes, lmported and Domestic

 

 

  

PAPIER MACHE

IMITATIONS \]§_o|;days

Appropriate for all

  
s1u< masons

' and FANCY conns

  

Latest Novelties for

FOURTH OF JULY
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- (2001) ENOUGH -
TO BEA/1; oura NAME

LIKE all commodities of intrin

sic value Zicgler’s Original

Milk Chocolate Stars bear a

name of distinction. The name

Ziegler appears on each stat.

Out Milk Chocolate Stars

have become a staple seller with

the trade. Being a known qual

ity they are enjoying a steady re

peat business.

GEO. ZIEGLER CO.

MILWAUKEE, U. S. A.

  

O ‘

111

flankongh ~

GENUINE

  

  



:
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Now

the Biggest

Selling

Novelty in tle

Candy Trade
80% of all Jobbers have al.

ready repeated on CANDY

KUM-BACK BALLS.

Jobbers in 40 states are now

selling them. Repeating?

Everywhere! By mail, tele

graph and telephone.

Youngsters all over the

country are going ''
over. CANDY KUM-BACK

BALLS. Our factory in

creasing production "

five times.

That's the short story of

this wonderful novelty

SPRING AND SUMMER--THAT IS KUM-BACK BAll TIME

Balls, get your orders placed.

TO THE JOBBER:

| CANDY KUM-BACK BALLS

- are packed in corrugated car

tons—50 balls each. Each car

ton contains two fine litho

- graphed window posters.

The Sykes and Thompson Co.

CLEVELAND, O.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS

Dig in like several thousand other jobbers are doing. The

profits on this big seller are looking right at you.

we are behind on orders now, but our big increase in production

will enable us to catch up very shortly. If you want Kum-Back

Over 1,000,000 Candy Kum-Back Balls sold since Jan. 1922.

||
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The Name on ANUARY last we doubled our equipment and output—

, reduced prices—adopted a freight allowance for customers.

Every Chlp Since January 12th have been oversold.

THERE'S A REASON.

We are again increasing our equipment to produce 50 PER

CENT. MORE CHIPS—making our output three times the

production of last fall.

A full pail of the original “TAYLOR-MADE"

Honey Comb Chocolate Chips FREE for the best

written reason. Come on, you prize-winners.

Made at Battle Creek TAYLOR CANDY CO. W. E. Taylor, Maker

As always the season's most popular pieces

CANDY BOTTLES

sum RAYS MOONSHINES
Three for one cent One cent each

SELL—SATlSFY—REPEAT

Jumbo Wonders Liberty Pans

Cocoanut Rolls. Free Lunch

Cocoanut Bon Bons Assorted Fruits

WALTERW.DEBEVOISE
153-165-167-169-171 Carlton Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Manufacturer of Candies that sell.
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| |
-

|

PNWHEEls lowNEYS

If you are not handling 5c and 10c
| it, ask your Jobber

l

friends about it. | Cream, Solid and Nut Chocolate BE's

Packed in the bullet
- - - -

box. fill every need in any jobler's |

line of bar goods and are *

for the general jobbing trade

throughout the country.

. Penny size, 120 count,

for the young people.

In 5c packages, con

tainers of 24, for the Inquiries and Business Solicited

| grown-ups.

The Walter M. Lowney Company

F. M. PAIST COMPANY 427 Commercial Street

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA. Boston - Massachusetts

– L- =

| TheHouse 0íPeIllycos'
JUNE SPECIALS E

M/M Strawberries Jap Submarine H

E M/M Peaches Jap Watermelon Slices |
# - - FULL LINE OF - - H

Hard Candy Pan Work ||

Solid Chocolates and Chocolate Crea"

ASSOrtment of Cocoanut Pieces

Write for our new Price List

. LEwis BROs.
Lafayette and Monroe Sts.

- NEWARK, N. J.

Éiffil

-
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STAPLE GOODS

 

  

trrmoe MARK

REG U 5 PATQFR

French Mixed Creams Penny Goods Choc. Coated

Union Creams Chocolate Almonds

Old Fashioned Lic. Gum Drops Premium Mixed

Chocolate Creams ‘ Gum Arabic Mixtures

Penny Choc. Candy Goods Marshmallows

Cream Almonds Chocolate Marshmallows

MADE BY

HAWLEY 8» HOOPS

NEW YORK, N. Y.
  

Package or Bulk

  

WAXED PAPER

We create the design, produce the

engraving, make the waxed paper,

print the design upon the paper,

and the result is a NASHUA

WRAPPER.

  

CRYSTAL GELATINE
A_ necessary and satisfactory component of all

high grade confectionery specialties. lt insures

light, fluffy marshmallows without crust. Made

in the largest and best equipped gelatine plant

in America. Free from injurious chemicals or

other impurities. A standard product, most

economical in the long run.

lf you are particular

Specify CR YSTAL GELATINE

Write us today for Samples and Prices

CRYSTAL GELATINE COMPANY

  

The product of experience, organi

zation and responsibility.

  

  

ADDRESS INQUIRIES AND ORDERS

TO NEAREST MILL

121 Beverly Street \ - - Boston, Mass.

New York - Philadelphia - Chicago - St. Louia - San Francisco

Nashua, New Hampshire, or Middletown, Ohio

NASHUA GUMMED & COATED PAPER CO.
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“Satin Finish” HARD CANDY
IS UNQUESTIONABLY THE BEST MANUFACTURED

The Long Reputation of a Quarter -Of Cl Century is Convincing

FILLED CONFECTIONS

C¢>IltBiIIiI‘l8 Fruit and Nut Centers—Packed only in 5-lb. Cans

  Bottled Candies Satin Finish

of . Assortment of

M"s:oEt:%:;:;‘:“" Pew Goods

Dainty and Attractive HARD CANDIES COCOANUT womc

. JELLY oooos GUM GOODS

Hard Candles PANNED oooos WRAPPED eooos

MELLOMINTS—Sell i:¥§§§"¥I§i§E

M---g§;%;°_:;-h~' mum sr. , .

BRANDLE 8 Smnn C0. ~1i;';;m.l, FE’ I’;  

MILK CHOCOLATE and MILK COATINGS
of the highest quality

rich in flavor and having individuality

are made with

~ CREMORA “A”
DRY WHOLE MILK

(Made by Roller Process which retains all the vitamines)

“A” is widely used in the United States and Europe by manu

facturers of'MILK CHOCOLATE and MILK COATINGS who maintain the highest

standard of quality and recognize the importance of using the best ingredients in their

product.

“A” is easier to handle than any other dry

milk. It does not cake in the barrel; gives a finer and more lasting

flavor; requires less cocoa butter. Has excellent keeping qualities.

Packed in BarreIs——l50 lbs. net

Sold Direct By

THE DRY MILK COMPANY

15 PARK ROW NEW YORK
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fobbers Exclusively

RICHARD D. BAKROW & SON

Balloons and Rubber Balls

BAKROW BLDG. LOUISVILLE, KY.

. I V H

MILK CHOCOLATE 1

COATINGS I

SHADES ‘:5-andy - Line " :

__ _- ____ ~ A New All-Star ‘

MEDIUM A A............ 4

ucur ~ 11 ~ ~ E"§';f:‘:““;€..‘;::‘:i‘_§§ 1
High Grade Quality ‘ I .. ?§§iiiy;E:,i§i§;i:.§ii£ *

at Very Low Pl‘lC€8 i expensive balloons. 4

F

¥

Write for samples and quotations.

The Klein Chocolate Co., Inc.

Elizabethtown, Pa., U. S. A.

we own and operate one factory only.

    

. rIII'~~ """"I| M N / Ill"

!!l..|---. »'::slll!l!I|.l|'.|l I f;~1!!!lliih.. M
u-.-n- 43- -0- -0- -0 -- -0- -o--ci- - ..D. .5. .5. .5. :5.\

1| |l ll M All M ll
l ll! 1 ll I

/710/10’

J£Rs£vC/TY-N.J. .

  

I I ‘ I H l l

. \ - -‘Ii I . . - I.‘ . - - '- - .' a u - :- . -.. 0 0 - - -| . -|':il.lfi."Q_._.D.\ TRADE MARl'1""|||| |||-:.'1-_,. N _ .- /ff, |\| In

m""m"""|||lIll| unm

Purest in Quality and Best in Price

WE SPECIALIZE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF

  

Chocolate Coated Almonds Chocolate Coated Peanuts t‘

Chocolate Coated Filberts Chocolate Coated Caramels ;
Ill

Our facilities enable us to quote lower prices than any other house in the country.

Also --i 1

 

ONE CENT CHOCQLATE PEANUT BARS— Packed IOO to 8 box

These Are Excellent Eating Pieces and Big Sellers

FIVE CENT CHOCOLATE PEANUT BARS — Packed 40 to a box I
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Burgess' New System
BURGESS

|-> of Candy Making

PRODUCTS | - 7 and Formula Book!

####### /* BURGESS NEW SYSTEM of

CANDY MAKING and FORMULA

FONDANT book contains many valuable recipes

and suggestions. This book is pub.

BURGESS lished by Burgess Practical Service

SPECIAL Department, which will make a

N O U GAT special effort to suggest a remedy for

any trouble you may have in the

manufacture of candy.

This valuable service is maintained for our

many satisfied customers.

We will gladly

# BURGESS SUPPLY 00, lit.

f": NEW YORK, N.Y.

: Northwestern Representative Pacific Coast*:

requesi. A.Warren Peterson Co. Marston-Greenin:00.

212 South 7th Street] 1271 East 6th Street

Minneapolis, Minn. Los Angeles, Cal

-

SPORTSMANS

“CH000LATE

BRACER"
If you desire a change from

Mild-Sweet Milk Chocolate

^.

-

T as

** If

CHOCOLATES TRY A

... " Sportsman's

Hollis Cocoa “Chocolate-Bracer"

for all purposes & 4 9 99

We offer you the A Man’s Chocola:

Best Cocoa Powder

at the lowest price
Also Mfrs.

of the

FAMOUS

Write for Terms

W. G. HOLLIS

Franklin and Plum Sts. Reading, Pa.

Agents Wanted in Every State
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The wall that bars

competition from your line

The coating is the first thing and the last thing you taste in a

candy. That’s why it is so important to have your coatings of

the finest.

Runkel Coatings, “with that chocolaty taste,” will give your

candies a taste of distinctive goodness that will make people

come back again and again for more.

There is a Runkel Coating for every requirement of the candy

maker.

Runkel’s Book of Chocolate Coatings

We shall be glad to send you, without charge, our book of

chocolate coatings. This is a unique book, for the contents are to

be eaten, not read. It contains actual samples of various Runkel

Coatings for you to test. Find out for yourself how good they

are! Send for your free copy today—before the edition is all

gobbled up! RUNKEL BROTHERS, Inc., 451 VVEST 30"ru STREET,

New YORK.

Runkels Coatings
“with that chocolaty taste”
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The Line Without Resistance

Everybody Wants It

  

DIPPED COCOANUT BON BONS DIPPED DATES

  5 Lb. and 30 Lb. Pails. 5 Lb. and 30 Lb. Pails.

MeGINTY’S—120 and 5 Lb. SWEETHEARTS-120 and s Lb.

DIXIE DAINTIE$—Z4" PURE COCOANUT BLOCKS—l20

B02ZiS;_120 and 5 Lb_ ORANGE" JELLY BARS—l20

5c SNAPPY ROUNDS—Z4 5c FRUIT PATTIES-24

5c cooonur BARS—24 5c CREAM STUFFED DATES—24

Let us send you a Sample Case of these Wonderful Spring and Summer Specialties.

Guaranteed to Sell. V

HEIDELBERGER CONFECTIONERY CO.
Manufacturers of Phillymade Sweets

1610-30 N. MASCHER STREET PHILADELPHIA, PA.
  

Select Brand Quality and Service

Before Placing Your Order on

Glassine Bags i12;: P

Kraft Ba-gs Waxed Paper

GLOBEBRAND
FANCYSI-IENLLED RICE POP Conn

Get Our Quotations

SELECT PAPER CO.

219 East 23d Street

New York City

 
 

uss

Assorted “Novelties

Penny ‘Prizes

and Increase Your Business

  

ALWAYS POPS
CRISP Tsuosn Swear

t2Z6erf:%Tu(inson C"0.

Minneapolis Chicago

RINGS

For Ring Sticks and Bouquets

Prices as Low as $1.00 per Great Crone

Write for Sample;

COSMO MFG. CO., 4543-51 Fulton St., Chicago
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Some Real Business-Getters!

Stufied Dates (in 5-lb. boxes), (with walnuts,

almonds or figs)

Fig Walnuts (5 lbs.)

Date Balls (120 count)

Fig Balls (120 count)

Chocolate Covered Fig Balls (Z4 count)

EXCELLE NCY
Chocolate Coated Penny Dates (120 count)

Chocolate Coated Stufied Dates (5 lb.)

Chocolate Coated Plain Dates (5 lb.)

Chocolate Coated Half Figs (110 count)

Chocolate Coated Whole Figs (5 lb.)

Chocolate Coated Fig Walnuts (5 lbs.)

Chocolate Covered Date Balls (Z4 count)

Our new plant is going at full speed. We manufacture Date and Fig Specialties only

therefore we are enabled to quote low prices.

A Good Suggestion---Chocolate Covered Penny Dates (120 count)

THE BIGGEST VALUE AND TREAT FOR THE KIDDIES. WRITE FOR A SAMPLE ORDER.

We Solicit YouriPatr0nage. May We Have the Pleasure of Serving You?

REVERE PRESERVING CO., Inc.

DATE and FIG SPECIALTIES
BEST IN QUALITY

LOWEST IN PRICE

20 FULTON PLACE

QUOTATIONS TO

WHOLESALERS & JOBBERS

BOSTON 16, MASS.

 

Peerless

Marshmallow Sheet

“ The Candy Maker’s Friend”

Used Extensively by

High-Grade Candy Makers

The only marshmallow sheet that

will produce a perfect product

ACTIVE JOBBERS WANTED

GIMBAL BROTHERS

MANUFACTURERS

First and Folsom Streets SAN FRANCISCO

' '¢BI!e'4:Ye'4 Obi

Gold Embossed g

Confectioners Stock and

Net Weight Seals

Packed 1000 of one kind to

/1 package.

' C W?’ Actual

Size

75

o<‘

Assorted _

Assorted Fruits and Nuts

Assorted Chocolates

Bitter Sweets

Bon Boris

Chocolates

Caramels

Fudge

Chocolate Covered Cherries

Chocolates and Bon BDflS_

Chocolates with Fruit

Milk Chocolates

 

Dipped Nut Meats

Hard Centers

Special Assortment

Fruit Cordial

Wlii ped Cream Cherries
Clhocolate Almonds

PRICE $1.00 PER M.

SM OR OVER 75¢ -'rice in any

PER M. 501: per .

Write tor samples and prices of specially designed sealst

MILWAUKEE LABEL8-SEAL C6.

SUDEQIOQ --- SEAL -—- SERVICE

l6l-l7l MICHIGAN s'r., HILWAUKEE,WlS.

Exclusive Manufacturers of Julian “Goldcralt" Seals.

MM»---->-s->->-.5
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His friends

Photographs taken after

the two panels had been

handled for several days.

We shall be glad to send

asetofpanels-onepainted

with Barreled Sunlight and

the other with a high grade

flat or egg-shell finish paint

—for your own test pur

poses.

Barreled Sunlight—the Rice Process White
is a pure white, lustrous oil paint. Its smooth,

unbroken surface is highly resistant to all forms

of dust and dirt. Even when soiled after years

of service it can be washed clean like tile.

Made by our exclusive process, Barreled Sun

light is guaranteed to remain white longer than
any gloss paint or enamel, domestic or foreign,

applied at the same time under the Same

conditions. -

Flows easily from the brush. Will not clog a

spray as it contains no varnish. Sold in barrels

and in cans. When painting over an unpainted

surface use Barreled Sunlight Undercoat.

send for the two panels and make the *

for Barreled Sunlight yourself. It will reP*

your trouble.

U. S. GUTTA PERCHA PAINT CO.

Factory and main offices

18 DUDLEY ST. PROVIDENCE, R. I.

New York—350 Madison Ave.

Chicago–417 South Dearborn St.

San Francisco-38 O'Farrell St.

unlight

made this test for him

Barreled

It showed why he had to repaint

the walls of his confectionery

plant so often

H# was about to repaint his plant. On his

deskwere two wooden panels—one painted

with flat finish white paint, the other with

Barreled Sunlight.

His friends picked them up and inspected

them.

At the end of several days their fingermarks

had covered the flat finish paint with dirt. The

panel painted with Barreled Sunlight remained

clean white.

This test shows why interiors coated with

flat or egg-shell finish paint require frequent

repainting.

The surface of such paints is not smooth but

actually rough and porous—full of tiny micro

scopic holes which collect dust and dirt. Walls

coated with these paints can never be thor

oughly cleaned. Water simply smudges much

of the dirt still deeper into these pores.

THE RICETROCESS WHITE
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CANDY BOX NMATS, LACES.

LAYER CARDS, DIVIDERS, ETC.

C Lyons' California Glace Fruit Co.'

Manufacturers of

California Glace and

Crystallized Fruits
Highest grade Merchandise, always fresh, made

from the choicest...selected California Fruits. Pre

pared under strictly sanitary conditions.

To supply the demand for our product during the coming season

we have again enlarged our plant and will again considerably

increase our output. Our goods are giving general satisfaction

and wherever once introduced are leading all other makes in

sales. We don't ask a customer to load up on stock, we carry the

Fruits in syrup and only pack them on orders, consequently no

need to take stale or dried-out stuff.

WE SPECIALIZE ON:

Assorted California Glace Fruits

in handsomely decorated wood boxes, 1, 2, 3 or 5 lb.

net weight; no need to repack.

California Golden Glace Apricots
solid pack, 6 or 8 lb. boxes, better goods than the

French for less money.

California Glace Stuffed Prunes

with all the (flavor of the choice Santa Clara Valley

Prunes, in 1 and 34 lb. tins.

California Crystallized Strawberries
finer than the imported, in 1 lb. and 10 oz. fancy cartons

Write for Samples and Prices

| 535-551 Folsom Street, San Francisco,* }

The Inevitable

Choice

Once tried

always used

AMERICAN LACE DAPER CO.

LARGEST PRODUCERS OF CANDY CUPS IN AMERICA

MILWAUKEE WIS.

CHICAGO - NEW YORK

PHILADELPHLA-BOSTON

Supreme Brand

Caramel Creams

Nougat Creams

Welvet Fondant Cream

Have improved the Quality of Candy wherever

used.

INSIST ON SUPREME BRAND.

ASK YOUR JOBBER OR WRITE

US DIRECT FOR SERVICE

Confectioners' Cream Products Co.

ENGLEWOOD, N. J.

JAMES A. GREAVES

Selling Agent

6 Harrison St., New York
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the rate at which Cocoanut Ditties

One Thousand Pounds &l Week £ in one store with this WindoW

Display. Cocoanut Ditties will make money for you too, because£
the consumer. Cocoanut Ditties are guaranteed to keep well in all clima

- and sell well in summer as well as in Winter.

* This cut shows our

10-lb. Tin. Six 10-lb.

Tins to Crate.

Minnis 15-lb. Wood Cases

Q ".*#" 20-lb. Wood Pails

- - ALSO 5-lb. Paper Boxes

PACKED IN 1-lb. Fancy Boxes' #:

1-lb. Litho. Tins --~~~

£
Also made in Chocolate Flavor called

CHOCOLATE CARAMEL DITTIES

and packed in packages as per

above except the 15c packages and

1-lb. Tins.

. -

-
- |

want to it."

|

| " "::"

-

- - te
This cut shows our 25-lb. tin. ** per cra

For Sale by all First Class Jobbers

If your Jobber cannot supply you, advise.'

Insist on the Original and beware of Imitation.

COCOANUT DITTIES always repeat.

Manufactured by

The Ohio Confection Co., cleveland.o."

£i
| ""::"-

-th
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Price

2 A - Storage
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N-5 Good Reasons
why you should consider

IEBSWRAPS

The Highest Development

in a Candy Wrapper

HESE reasons alone should

Warrant your consideration.

The general use of outside

candy box wrappers has proven

their adaptability. We welcome

* 9PPortunity to tell you more

about LIEBSWRAPS.

//EBS R/BBOA/S-44Jor Samples
With bows—Ready to fasten-Made of paper

L. A. Liebs Company
INCORPORATED

-:

312-316 E. 23rd St., New York 9 Clinton St., Newark, N. J.

Candies

for Kiddies

them Best.

The Ever Welcome

Kinds. Made by

the Folks who

Know how to make

Rochester, N. Y.

Rochester Marshmallow Co.

REGAL and SUPERFINE Marshmallows

=}

THE HIGHEST ATTAINMENT. in

| Marshmallow making. Distinctly

|- superior in texture, flavor, package

| and keeping quality.

Well advertised in popular magazines. ||

Quick sellers. 1 lb and 4 lb. boxes.
5 lb. cartons.
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.l. E. McGOLRlCK, Inc.

BROKER IN

\ 1. I. _ a '/ll-0" Jrgi“ ,,~"r‘“_ P: ‘ . (

0000A-BEANS 0060A-BUTTER A A or Established 1855

"rs FRONT srnzzr NEW YORK crrv FRIES & BRO., 92 Reade Street, NewYork

Manufacturers and Distributors of

'{-,*_‘f'\Pg|{‘5"°§§R Quality, Strength, Uniformity

Plain’ Emb°3$¢d and eac rape Strawberry Apricot M p

Honey B

a le

Mounted as. e iriea ple Che anana

io e oo

FOIL of QUALITY "‘"" '"‘"’°
STANDA R0 NG

MIL , IN .

J63 Hudson Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

  

.‘_‘.;________________
. _

82-92 Beaver Street .

129 Pearl Street lN¢w York City

BROKERS IN

All Grades of Cocoa Beans

ocoa Butter and Cocoa Products

  

Chocolate Coatings

Chocolate Liquors

Cocoa Powder

Cocoa Butter

To try l-looton Products and Hooton Service is to

Become a Regular User of Both

Have we heard from you lately .7

HOOTON COCOA CO. HOOTON CHOCOLATE CO.

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
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Only Whitney Makes

 

The $ Sign in Bu$ine$$

Big corporations spend money to make money.

A western railroad spent millions tunneling through a mountain to save

twenty-five miles of distance and avoid a 10% grade. The saving in time

and fuel paid dividends on the investment.

A big cotton mill junked several hundred looms to install a new type of

loom that would weave four or five yards more each per day. And it paid

dividends.

A long list of manufacturers, both large and small, spend money in

advertising to make money by increasing sales.

Spending money in the right way makes money.

For several months Whitney & Co. has pointed out to you how spending

a little more money for Climax Folding, Candy Boxes will make money

for you by increasing your candy sales.

Usually it is the little details that influence customers. A cheap, filmy,

poorly constructed container can cost you enough $ $ $ in trade to make

the cheap box an expensive purchase.

Climax Folding, Candy Boxes will never be made cheaply. They will

always be worthy of carrying your confectionery into your customers’

homes and command the respect of the people who buy from you. ‘

Don’t forget that the public accepts you at your own valuation. How

much is it worth to you to have your customers classify you as THE

store to visit for candy?

‘K01/11t1/1c‘ <S;>@om an
Builders of Boxes that Pa ou a Profit.

LEOMINSTER, MASS.

 

CLIMAX DE LUXE CLIMAX A CLIMAX B

Write our Service Department

for a set of window display cards.
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Manufacturers of Z» 724-732 W. Lake Street

Specialties in Paper for | % Æ4% CHICAGO, ILL.

Confectioners - % -

h

We make a heavy folding Candy Box from white

Chocolate Dividers : - Pail Fillers
Layer Boards factory to users. - | Box Liners

Pail Liners

Circles of All Sizes

Dipping Papers

Bon Bon Cups

Glassine Nut Bags Pail Laces

White Bond-Paper Bags Transparent Bags
Samples and Tissue Excelsior

sTANDARD sizes AND THICKNESSES

READY FOR SHIPMENT

Prices

SPECIAL SIZES MADE TO ORDER

EST. 1862

92nded 9% 9.2%. 5, 9%a, Zae. "

Manufacturers of Collins' Ice Cream Powder and Vanilla Sugar

Shelled Nuts and Confectioners’ Supplies

Highest Grades Best Qualities

CORN SYRUP

ALMONDS COCOANUTS PEANUTS

CHOCOLATES FLAVORS GLACED FRUITS, Etc.

Full Line Fruit Juices, Crushed Fruits, Syrups, Etc., for the Soda Fountain. Write for Prices

102 Chestnut Street A PHILADELPHIA, PA.

INSIST ON ORIGINAL

/ / /

//

* | Fruit and Nut Loaf

| This specialty is a winner and a big

repeater. It is packed full of the

finest varieties of fruits and nuts,

together with the finest grade of

cream and coated with chocolate.

Exact size-weight, 3 oz.

Packed full of

Fruits and Nuts
- lack

Made of Cherries, Pineapple.” ith

-
"Cream, Coated ''

Write for Samples X'...', 'a is is

E. MICHELBACH & SONS, Philadelphia, Pa.

–

|i
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PURE VANILLA EXTRACT

ATLANTIC IMPORTING CO.

617-623 Eleventh Avenue, New York

77

FAVORS AND NOVELTIES FOR THE SPRING TRADE

A vast collection gathered from all over the world. Lowest prices and immediate delivery.

Sand Toys. Floating Sets. Miniature Boats.

-

Snapping Mottoes in enormous variety.
Birthday Cake Candle Holders. Jack Horner Pies.

- -

Dressed China Kewpie Dolls. New designs. $4.50 per dozen.
Dressed Miniature Celluloid Dolls, 50 different styles, Brides, Grooms and other splendid varieties.

$1.50 per dozen.

Catalog Free on Request

B.
SHACKMAN & CO.

906-908 BROADWAY (at 20th Street) NEW YORK CITY

D E L FT

THE WORLD'S BEST FOOD GELATINE

HAROLD A. SINCLAIR, 160 Broadway, NEW YORK

DISTRIBUTORS:
“Price is a relative term—Quality always a concrete fact."

W. G. AHERN |

40 Court St., Boston, Mass.

H. A. JOHNSON CO. A NEW PRICE BUYING BASIS

221 State St., Boston, Mass.

C. E. RIDDLE Among the new standards set by DELFT-aside from Purity and

Emerson Tower, Baltimore, Md. Freedom from Bacteria—is UNIFORMITY.

FRAN:"'Woo'."
With 100 PER CENT. Uniformity, the Buyer has a GUARANTEE

1st N. Market st. against loss and worry. Having this, we can figure the actual usage

BLANKE MFG. & SUPPLY CO. necessary and, at the price for a grade, give the actual cost per unit

214 Washington St., St. Louis, Mo. Batch. This proves that the highest grades are the CHEAPEST.

NOYES BROS. & CUTLER Buyers should forget the first cost and buy the grade, which, at

Park Square, St. Paul, Minn. amount used, figures the CHEAPEST.

LEE-GREEFKENS CO. -

570 Folsom St., San Francisco, Cal. We have scores of the wisest buyers now buying on this new price

CALIFORNIA FOOD PROD- basis. It's a REVELATION to buyers—and it saves money for them.

UCTS CO. |

944 E. Second St., Los Angeles, Cal. For Marshmallows DELFT is Supreme.

W. P. DOWNEY

88 Grey Nun St., Montreal, Can.
Member

- || N. C. A. 4-42 -

STOCKS EVERYWHERE | -

* B A B E * R. UT H - - - PENNY PRIZE BOX

CANDY AND A TOY IN EACH BOX.

A baseball autographed by “Babe”. Ruth given free for the pictures on box.

SAMPLES AND PRICES ON REQUEST.

-

SCHAPIRA BROS, Inc., 598 E. 135th Street, NEW YORK

All our Packages Comply With Anti-Lottery Law–Opened and Examined Before Purchasing.
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All Stamped and Addressed—Ready for Mailing

MASON, AU & MAGENHEIMER CONFM" IC0.

22 - 28 HENRY STR BROOKLYN, N. Y.

-
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Our New Refinery at Baltimore

The opening and operation of

one of the world’s
most modern

sugar refineries at Baltimore,
en

ables us to offer our customers an

even broader and more prompt ser

vice than ever before on all our fifty

grades and varieties of cane sugars.

American Sugar Refining Company

The Most Complete Line of Jugar in the World

ANOTHER METRO HIT!

5 #, PURE POPS #

Ten pleasing flavors.
Packed assorted or straight.

Beautiful mahogany stands and novelty display

pops furnished to dealers.

THE METRO CH0COLATE CO., Inc.

122-124
WASHINGTON AVE. BROOKLYN,

N. Y.

MAKERS OF THE FAMOUS

CHESTERFIELD
CARAMELS
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CHOCOLATE KREAM KRIMPS

A FAST SELLING 5c BAR

Delicious Cocoanut

Cream Coated with

Nut Chocolate.

Send For Samples and Prices

Krick £1 Cassicly

CANDY MANUFACTURERS

Z501 Industrial Avenue ALTOONA, PA.

CUNFEIITIUNERY.

We Manufacture:

STICII CANDY . MARSHMALLCW CIJCDS PENNY CCITITS

LCZENCES ACIITULATEI] CCCDS PAIL SPECIALTIES

PAN WITRK HIGH GRADE CHUCCLATES JAP SPECIALTIES

A. B. CUM WCRII FINE HAND MADE BITNBCNS PACKACE CCIJITS

CREAM BITNBCNS MACHINE DIPPEIT CHCC’S. FRENCH MIXTURES.

 

THE sin. BLCME & sou co. s BALTIMITRE, MD.
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GOOD SINCE 1870 56

WALLACE

GUMMIES

MEET A POPULAR DEMAND

Real old-fashioned Wallace quality Gum Drops

in a summer-selling Sc package. J

Ask your jobber for GUMMIES, or write for

full information.

Wallace & Co.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Package Goods I Bulk Chocolates Bulk Specialties

 

Wilbur’s Welcome

to Atlantic City

While on your vacation this year at

Atlantic City do not fail to visit

WILBUR’S EXHIBIT -

on the Garden Pier.

A complete exhibit of cocoa and chocolate

is on display daily throughout the year.

Make this exhibit your headquarters."

H. 0. WILBUR & SONS, Inc.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Wilbur’: Exhibit on Garden Pier.

Makers of Prize Medal and other celebrated

chocolate coatings and liquors.
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SHELLED

YESTERIDAY PER LE.

#1. Y(s)|T]:

d' E * > . In Col.

*COP Parcel Post

| AN INTRODUCTORY OFFER HELP US
For some time past all our product went to Brokers, Jobbers, Specula- WE'LL

tors. Now you can buy direct any quantity from five to fifty pounds |
at a price lower than the jobber pays for barrel lots. The nuts reach H E L P Y0
you ten days to ten months fresher than if your supply comes through

the old channels—broker to jobber—jobber to you.

i NEW CROP PECANS
All pecans shelled now are from selected stock,

gathered early last fall, scientifically sealed and

stored to retain perfect color and flavor. We fill

orders nightly from stock shelled that day, thus

NOT ICE–

send your order-whether for 5 £",'
pounds-it will receive our prompet atten ust ship

as a merchant will understand why we£

all orders C. O. D., thus eliminating '": delivers

correspondence, account carrying. Thin

uniess west of Rocky Mountains.

-

-- - - - - • -

avoiding all ill effects of cold storage. • -

g g ; Southern Edible Nut£ Tenn : |

Samūn, *Y* E---------- - Memphis, - ...........: * |
N- | | *N DD) Y. EI N | | | REN * - by reel post C. O. P. 58e -

So"ERN. Enroll: ; #:- : per pound—no extras unless west : |
S-a-va-T *> Mountains. of -

N |Z T. CO. : : . understood that if£ : : |
--~ 2D - Úsp. © perior in quality ££: paying all costs hot :

- © returned to you C. O. D- -

Shellers • * ........... :

o . . . . . . . --****

- N - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - * * * * - |
Memphis, Tennessee • Name ........ ------ " -

- : street and No. . . . . . . . . * * * * ***** ....... " |

Black Walnuts—Pecans—Brazils © *:::::::::::::::::: ***** |

: No order ruled for more tha" p | | #.

-AT -- * than 5 pound". **** *:

-

-

***************************

-
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C. H. JONES COMPANY

276 West Broadway,

New York City

OFFERS16. DIPPING ALMONDs, 28 lbs. to case, $10.36. -

17. J%:PAN STYLE ALMoNDs, 2. "bs to case,

airing ALwósi''...'...'Per Ib. 48c

18. LARGE SALTING ALMoNDs, 220 lbs. to bag,

£Per Ib. 42c

28 lbs. to ##########:Per Ib 44c

19. FOUR CROWN VALENCIA ALMoNDs. 28 lbs.

£ion
" * * * * * * . . . . .Per 1b. 42c

20. MARCONA ALMONDs, 28 lbs. to box, $11.76. . . . 42c

32. BORDEAUX STYLE WALNUT HALvEs, 55 lbs.

ri: ,------....... Per Ib. 48c

33. BORDEAUX STYLE WALNUT PIECEs, fine

s

- * • 37c

34. MEDIUM SELECTED PECAN HALVES, so lbs.

# FEANürs':'.'"Per Ib. 68c

50. NO. 2 SPANISH PEANUTS, 120 lbs. to bag, $6.30. Per lb. 5%c

61. CEYLON MACARoon and MEDIUM SHRED

- * "... . . . . . . . . .Per lb. 11c

62. CEYLON THREAD cocoanui. 120 lbs. to

INGERs - "........"P • 14c

72, GLACE PINEAPPLE FINGERs. 6 lbs. to case,

£:Per Ib. 48c

73. LONG NAPLE FILBERTs, 112 lbs. to bag, $26.88. Per lb. 24c

102. 1921 CROP SAIR DATES, 70 lbs. to case, $4.20...Per lb. 6c

104. ": CROP HALLow EE DATEs, 70 lbs. to case,

25

###########'.'Per Ib. 7%c

151. COCoA PowDER, 224 lbs. to case, $4.4s.........Per Ib. 2:

200. STRAwBERRY: ... cold Process, two Parts fruit,

£5,9art sugar. $50 lbs." to barrel, s36.00...'Per lb. 8c

210. HARVARD RAPE JUICE, in * oz., pints and

quarts, '**:::::::::Per Case $5.00

Subject to Prior Sales Shippers Weights

Terms: Net Cash, F. O. B. New York.

Less than 100 lbs. Via Express

Check must *company order where credit has not already

been arranged.

Something New Under the Sun

HAW-A-DRINK
Milk Chocolate Coated

Marshmallow Bar—It's a Mystery

Send for Particulars on the fastest selling

5c Bar on the market

An Advance Brand Product

Makers of Celebrated

Advance Brand

Wild Cherry Drop Packages

Advance Candy Mfg. Corp.
511 to 519 East 72nd St. NEW YORK

*

Project your.
self. Take advantage of
the prices we are now All fruit guaranteed to be

quoting On of choicest quality – pro

• • cessed to cordialize just

Di l/2 Cherries right. Prepared to pre
DD g/ vent leaking, swelling or

Glace Fruits running.

. Contracts made now will ORDER Now

insure deliveries during the

season 1922-23 and YOU'LL PROFIT BY IT!

Dept. C-1

Keystone Fruit Products Co.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

&

ADelicious&n:

Resus.g.

Send for Sample and Price List.

MIKADO CANDY CO., Inc.
WEST NEW YORK, N. J.

Manufacturers of Japanese

*ruit Candies.

i
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STERLING 1c CIGARS
One of Our Whirlwind Selling Products

|N C#993' *:::" |

_C1GARS - -

| - ...
---

-- ---
-

--------------------

---

ERIN chocolare:
it canD- | N.Y. = -

SI _C1GARS- -

| -

£:
-->

-

-->

Made of Pure Chocolate-Very Attractively Packed in Pouches

120 CIGARS TO THE BOX---48 B0XEST0 THECASE

A Few of Our Other Fast Repeaters Are:

1c Milk Chocolate Zoos 1c Peanut Cluster Bars

1c Milk Chocolate Bars - 5c Stimulators

5c Muffins (Foil Wrapped Milk Chocolate Sucker)

sm" and Price. STERLING CHOCOLATE CO., Inc.
*Cheerfully Sent 44 South 9th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

THE FAST

Headquarters for SUMMER GOODS #8

A Few Items Well Known to All Jobbers

1c KORKERS SUCKERS (Wrapped) 1c M. M. CORN

1c DARLING SUCKERS (wrapped) 1c M. M. BANANAS

1c WALDORF SUCKERS c.c.....: 1c M. M. PERCH

1C HANDS SUCKERS 1c M. M. PEARS

5c “SMACKS” SUCKERS (wrapped) lc M. M. PEACHES

3 FOR 1c LIBERTY BELLS (CORDIALS)

Complete and Attractive Line of Hard Candy

AND MANY OTHER POPULAR SPECIALTIES

Have You Heard of Our Deal on Korker and Darling Suckers’

If Not–Write for Circular.

Prices and Samples ELBEE CHOCOLATE CO., Inc.

CHEERFULLY Senten 32-44 South 9th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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bigger bars!

&xTRALARGE.

•

| bigger demand:
• --" rth for a .

extra good! A dime's wo de # b ©

re, we've ma -

eas they we I##CI” sales!nickel! Big and fin Chocolate Bar"

these famous AUERBACH Tak

bigger and fine". -

*-** at any can .

a hint: stop | Step behind the scenes andACH

opular AUERP
of the many pop h whole- read this striking news

wit

to the wrapper -

They're crowded paper ad–No. 1 of a series

we are ready to run im

te, enclos"

££ filling - - -

g - mediately in every city or

town where the trade will

are t co-operate to supply the

| Sold everyw demand which this big

news will awaken.

AUERBA AUERBACH Chocolate Bars

- need no introduction. They
CHOCOLATE BARs sa. 3 were very popular even be.

- New York." fore we made them "Bigger
S. chocolate headquarte" -

p. AUERBACH &* - - and Better Than Ever.”

- Now they are the biggest

nickel's worth on the mar

ket. Will their sales jump

sky high? You answer!

Wholesalers, write "Choco

late Headquarters” at once

for our distinctive plan to

make this campaign help

you. Retailers, get in touch

with your jobber today!

D. AUERBACH & SONS

£'

% - 2% |'ll e Chocolate Headquarters

| R:
MR. RETAILE ty you_*

######ich ".bigger aft

- I -

The£: *

£ IIth Ave., 46th to 47th Sts.

New York U. S. A.
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The John Mueller

Wholesome LICORICE. Specialties

Company

1922_JUNE 1922 And#". Sun Mon Tues |Wed Th Fri | Sat #"

4 8 the

Month #– Name

**

£ ACATION is coming! It's “Good-bye, school,” and “Welcome,

& fun and frolic.” Every little Tad has plenty of time to enjoy

the joy of Mueller's pure, unadulterated favorites—made up in a “family”

so large as to offer a score of tasty delights.

OUR “FAMOUS”XLCR,CIGARETTES,

TWISTERS AND WHOPPERS

are the most popular pieces in the line—

£ . see that your dealers have plenty. And

c: ". book their orders for any of the follow

#. ing deservedly popular specialties:

green

: XLCR Twisters

: Cigarettes Wrist Watch

Whoppers 240 Tubes

Travelers' Companion 120 Tubes

Plug 120 “Famous” Stick

Trio Tubes (120 Count) Busters

Whips Big 4 | The

Train Assortment Chocomels “Famous”

XLCR

Cigars (Banded) Brick Stick.

Lozenges for Manufacturing

t 99

Tang's

HE important young prose

cutor was trying to make

things hot for the burly negro

who had admitted in court that

he was engaged in a craps game

at the time of his arrest.

“Now,” he said, “I want you

to tell the jury just how you

deal craps.”

“Whass dat?” asked the wit

ness, rolling his eyes.

“Address the jury,” thun

dered the attorney, “and tell

them how you deal craps."

“Lemme outa here,” shriek.

ed the darky, wildly. "Fust

thing Ah know dis gemman

heah gwine ask me how to

drink a samwich.”—Houston

Press.

-

ERE is a singular incident

showing how easy it is

to mistranslate an overheard

remark.

Said Mrs. A, one of the

overhearers: “They must have

been to the zoo, because Ihea"

her mention a trained dear.'"

Said Mrs. B: "No, no

They were talking about going

away and she said to him, 'Find

out about the train, dear.'"

Said Mrs. C: “I think "

are both wrong. It see""

me they were discussing mus"

for she said, 'A trained "

very distinctly."
A few minutes later the lady

herself appeared and " told

her of their disagreeme". ,
“Well,” she laughed, “that's

certainly funny. You.'" poor

guessers, all of you. The fact

is, I'd been out to the com"

overnight and I was asking my

husband if it rained " s

evening.”—Boston Transcript

-

SPECIALTIES

are prepared with the finest grade of Spanish licorice

Made “Famous” and kept “Famous” by two generations.

The John Mueller Licorice Co.
WADE AND FREEMAN STS. CINCINNATI, OHIO

& “TYLEASE tell " *
P names of your visitors

said the editor of the Pelu"

Argosy over the£,
#How did you know " s

visitors?" asked the SOCI

eSS. -

": there's son'
clothes out On your line :

morning," replied£
ing editor.—Kans" ity

|-th
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SETTER,

HARD MAPLE SUCKER STICKS
BOTH BLUNT AND POINTED

- Samples

| Large -| - - will

| Stocks . : convince

- *

-

-

-

-

-

-

a . £": - *~ : - you that

Always - £ - - - ** - # . -- - these

OI. - * -"I" * are the

Sticks

Hand you ought |

to use III.

=== SETTER BROS CO =

Cattaraugus, N. Y.

and prices |

New York Cleveland New Orleans Montreal

Boston Chicago San Francisco Toronto

Winnipeg Calgary Vancouver

Żocr:rg/Čaracter

Dress Up Your Candy Boxes

Delicious candy is certain to please when it is discovered peeking out of fresh, clean,

dainty, attractive “Milapaco” Bon Bon Cups. Many colors, many sizes, each perfectly

crimped.

Paper Doilies Glassine, Bar wraps

Paper Sundae Dishes printed
Bon Bon Cups—plain and Dividers

printed Ernbossed Blotter Mats

Box Top Laces—plain and Padolene

embossed Layer Cards

Aluminum Bar Wraps

printed

Pail Laces

Strip Laces and Embossed

Nanne Laces

Silverplated Sundae Dish

olders

When ordering, be sure to specify “Milapaco,”

the original lace paper of character.

Milwaukee Lace Paper Company

Corner Lee and Bolton Sts. Est. 1899 Milwaukee, Wis.
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Q

MOTTO FOR JUNE

June, a month of cheerful days,

Upon the verge of summer’s term.

Now’s your time for fresh displays—

Early birds secure the worm.

 

All of the “Journal’s” subscription agents bear

letters of identification. Do not pay money to any

one who cannot show proper credentials. Agents

have no authority to change subscription price, or

to “club” the “Confectioners Journal” with any

other publication at a cut rate. We will thank any

confectioner to let us know of any agent violating

our instructions.

 

Get the habit of reading the “Journal’s” adver

tisements; there’s profit in it for you.

The Chicago Convention

HE convention of the National Confectioners’

Association which has just closed at Chicago

must have impressed the old timers who were there

in evidence with the many changes of personnel

which have taken place in recent years and with the

power of numbers. The little group of men, repre

sentative of the best that was in and of the confec

tionery industry of thirty-nine years ago who launch

ed the N. C. A., optimistic though they were, did not

—could not have foreseen the eventual business and

numerical magnitude to which the organization has

attained. Originally a gathering of employing con

fectioners only, the annual conventions now bring

together the officials and members of four distinct

associations each interested in promoting the wel

fare of its own department in the big industry of

making, jobbing, selling and retailing confectionery.

A notable detail of the assemblage at the Hotel Drake

was the atmosphere of good—fellowship between

these different groups of workers. A cheery spirit

of co-operation was in the air. The stalwarts,

veterans of by-gone conventions and the young

bloods, just getting fairly into the game, were all

good mixers. Moreover, while there was no evasion

in the proceedings to minimize the difficulties of the

present there wa_s an abundant evidence of faith in

the future of a line of industry, one of the greatest

in America, which has always, through many

varied years, been equal to its problems and stead

fast in the face of adversities.

As in past times, the CONFECTIONERS JOURNAL

devotes much of its space in this issue to a record

of the outcome of the sessions of each of the allied

associations. Our convention pages should have the

close attention of our readers everywhere.

 

Are You Entitled to a Refund?

CIRCULAR of instruction has been issued by

the Secretary-Treasurer of the National Con

fectioners’ Association which advises members of

the form of procedure under which a refund may be

claimed for sums paid to the government in the

form of taxes upon taxes. It is stated that the

treasury is favorable to the consideration of such

claims when properly set forth. The method for

proceeding in this matter is to obtain from your local
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internal revenue collector a copy of form 843 and,

having figured from February 25, 1919, to March

20th of the present year, to submit the claim, if any,

to him.
 

Sweet Chocolate is Candy

WEET Chocolate is candy, according to a de

cision handed down in the U. S. circuit court

of appeals in Boston, on May 18th, in a suit brought

by VValter Baker & Co. against ]ohn F. Malley,

former collector of internal revenue, in which Walter

Baker & Co. sought to recover $35,232 paid in taxes

on chocolate. The opinion reverses that of ]udge

Morton, who in the United States district court re-_

cently upheld the plaintiff's contention that sweet

chocolate is food and not candy. The Baker Coin

pany protested that it was illegally taxed when taxes

were collected on chocolate as candy. Judge Morton

in his opinion held that sweet chocolate contained

both sugar and chocolate, that these came within the

category of food, and that consequently the tax col

lected from the manufacturers was invalid and

should be returned. The decision was appealed by

the Treasury Department.

Judge Anderson, who wrote the circuit court

opinion, states that not only the ingredients which

composed the product must be taken into considera

tion but that the idea Congress had when it imposed

the tax should also be considered.

“The distinction turns not so much on the com

position of the article as on the way or form in

which it is sold and upon the use made of it by pur

chasers,” Judge Anderson states.

 

The Truth and Nothing But the Truth

RODUCERS of all sorts of manufactured goods

are vitally interested in a recent decision by the

highest court in the land in the case of a company

engaged in the production of underwear sold as “all

wool” but which, in fact, was partly of cotton.

Reversing the decision of a lower Federal court the

Supreme Court of the United States has declared

such goods as fraudulent, and this edict must be

taken as applying to other lines of manufactured

goods. In order to safeguard confectioners against

trouble a circular of warning has been broadcasted

to members of the National Confectioners’ Asso

ciation, from the office of Secretary Hughes, ad

vising all concerned to be “exceedingly careful to

see that all their labels conform strictly to the re

quirements of the existing state and national food

laws.”
 

Getting After the Losers

S PRICE-CUTTING below cost illegal? This

question of competitive ethics has been placed

squarely before the Federal Trade Commission by

a committee of the National Jobber Tobacconists.

A clear decision in this matter, which will serve to

eliminate an old and pestiferous evil, will be wel

come in many lines of manufacture and selling. Ex

perience has long since shown that the practice is

contrary to the interests of all legitimate processes of

business and a menace to honest men and concerns.

Joseph E. Davis, a former chairman of the Com

mission, appearing in behalf of the committee men

tioned, asserted that the government has the power

to outlaw those who, for whatever reason, habitually

sell at a loss.
 

A Deficit

“THE money in circulation per capita is said

to be $62.48.”

“Somebody has our $62.”

Our Greatest Want

PROMINENT financier lately told a conven

tion of Savings Bank officials that the main

trouble, at present, is that there are too many able

 

bodied men standing around on street corners wait- -

ing for easy jobs at their own idea of wages and

not enough of them back on the farms where they

came from. The country needs more tillage and

less agitation. more real old-fashioned toil and less

talk.
 

For a Real -“Candy Week”

N DIVERS and sundry cities the inhabitants are

holding special “weeks.” It's a good idea and,

perhaps, after a while, there will not be enough

weeks to go around. \Ve have had “clean up” week,

which we all needed, “building” week, “artist's”

week, “music” week and a lot more of ’em serving

to stir up things and give variety to the passing days.

We ought to have a real honest to goodness “candy"

week, where hustling confectioners have tried it

out. Mainly in the \Vest it has proven all to the

good. \Vhy not grab a week now, before somebody

else gets it? Then make a fuss about it and do the

thing in a way that will make people sit up and take

notice.
 

Acquaintance Begets Good Will

T ONE time it is said that Charles Lamb, the

famous author, in his club was heard denounc

ing some individual in unmeasured terms, when a

friend interceded with the remark that he did not

know that Mr. Lamb knew the man about whom

he was talking. “I do not. If I knew him I most

likely would find him to be a pretty good sort of a

fellow.” This is a truth that is overlooked alto

gether too much and all would profit by its more

general use. Everything is to be gained and noth

ing lost by a sincere and honest effort to keep friend

ships by mutual understandings and they should not

be broken until everything possible is done to pre

vent such a calamity, for enmities are not only a

loss to the individual, but they form poison gas for

a community.
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Put Business Men on Guard

THE one great presents need of the business

American of today is relief from ofiicial tamper

ing with the natural laws of business. We have too

much regulation from uninformed people in tem

porary power. To some extent this condition is the

fault of the business public. Organized trade has

failed to grapple with this old evil. We will not

get and cannot expect to have real commercial ac

tivity throughout the country until men having a

due consideration for the best interests of business

are willing to accept public office and lend the weight

of their knowledge and authority to the shaping of

legislation, national, state and local.

The future of this nation, for better or for worse,

depends upon the replacement of pandering poli

ticians by men of affairs, unselfishly devoting their

talents and energies to the one task of helping, in

stead of hampering, all genuine projects; all enlarge

ments in the field of enterprise and so provide more

employment to the millions of now idle toilers and

thus, by putting money into general circulation, re

store normal prosperity.

Food for _ Thought

N A newspaper interview a wise publicist said:

“American business and industry must be re

established on sound and solid foundations and,

until that is accomplished, other matters of any and

all kinds must be postponed.” Furthermore, he is

quoted in these words, “Every law, to be good and

beneficial must be helpful to all the people and not

merely to a class or group of people.” The speaker

declared himself opposed to all combinations and

“blocs” or whatever they may be termed. “Busi

ness men, everywhere,” he said, “have liquidated.

All labor, except certain sections of railway labor

has liquidated twenty per cent., the farmers have

liquidated eighty per cent., when the government

takes out of the pockets of the people hundreds of

millions of their income it pays out a large pro

portion of this capital for the upkeep of costly de

partments riddled with bureaus and red tape and

honey-combed with extravagance.

“VVhat the business producer of the country needs

at this time is a speedy return of those conditions

of cost under which a hostiof salesmen were able to

penetrate to all sections of the land and to sell goods

at a profit to the manufacturer and the adventage

of the buyer. The ‘great carrying lines do not get

the money once paid for commercial travel. The

once unleashed selling agent is missing from thou

sands of hotels. His field has become local. The

life blood of trafiic has stagnated.

“\/Vithin the very near future,” again quoting

the publicist, ‘-‘the Congress of the United States

must grapple with and enact the weightest and most

far—reaching economic legislation in the history of

the world.”

 

The salvation of healthful and permanently active

business in the future must depend upon the active,

unpartisan, interest of business men in sending prac

tical and broad-gauge men to Washington to have a

part in the remedial legislation thus foreshadowed.
 

Early Summer Tonic Tablets

MORE than thirty years ago Marion Harland

wrote these word tonics and we all need just

such good suggestions today when, more than ever,

it takes hustle and courage to keep things moving.

"For Happiness

Live simply.

r Have something to do.

Keep your conscience clean.

Have faith in yourself and mankind in general.

Look forward and not backward.

For Health

Study yourself and do the things that are proved

good for you.

Exercise your body and mind systematically, but

not too rigorously.

Get plenty of fresh air and good food.

Don't worry.

For Success

Put your whole heart in whatever you do.

Live right in your work.

Have a particular aim in life and stick to it.

Exalt the inherent power to produce and dignify

your work as part of the Great Plan of

Creation.”

A Nugget of Truth

‘ ‘S MALL firms are small because they can’t get

more men worth big salaries. Big firms pay

any price for individuals who can use their brains.

“Every big success in the world is a salesman.

They may not sell things, but they sell ideas. Am

bition and self-confidence are the same thing. If

you have ambition you will have self-confidence, and

if you have self-confidence you will have ambition.

“Success is attained by the man who is able to

give all the necessities and many of the luxuries of

life to his dependents and who will make the world

better for having passed through it. Accumulation

of wealth means nothing.

“All successful men look alike. They are well

rounded both mentally and physically.”

___...,l

TWO well-known financiers were discussing a

banking scandal. “The banker has now gone

to South America, has he not?” asked the first.

“Yes, I believe so,” replied the second.

“To recuperate from an attack of influenza, is it

not?” queried the first. -

His companion laughed grimly. “I’ve heard of

that kind of influenza before,” he said. “It comes

from cold feet due to exposure.”
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Strange But True!

S LONG as a multitude of easy-marks crowd

the palatial offices of fake brokers begging them

to take their savings and have a high old time, money

will be scarce for honest and legitimate enterprises.

-?-<»¢>-i

What is Sweetness?

ITH all the enormous advances made in our

knowledge of the constitution of matter, both

physically and chemically, says the London Lancet,

we are not yet able to supply the complete answer

to such a simple question as why is sugar sweet?

The chemistry of sugar gives, perhaps, a bare hint

in the way of explanation, but sweetness is undoubt

edly a condition where constitution or structure

rather than percentage composition is responsible

for a specific physical property. Doubtless a differ

ence in the relative position of atoms determines a

great difference in physical character. In other

words, the elementary materials are the same, but

they are placed, so to speak, in such a way in dif

ferent bodies having the same composition as to

present manifold shapes. A given structure, for

example, may contain a certain number of bricks

and present an ugly exterior, but the same number

of bricks may be contained in another structure

which may present an artistic and pleasing appear

ance.

Glycerin is sweet, but contains no sugar; saccharin

is five hundred times sweeter than cane sugar, and

is a definite chemical substance without a trace of

sugar in its composition. It is probable, however,

that some analogy exists between the structure of

these bodies—that is to say, in the relative position

of the atoms—which determines the common prop

erty, though in varying degree, of being sweet. It

is, at any rate, remarkable that, according to the

respective formulas assigned to these bodies by

chemists, starting with the body which contains the

least number of carbon atoms-namely, glycerin,

which contains three atoms—the rest of the sub

stances possessing sweetening power contain exact

multiples of this number. Grape sugar contains six

atoms of carbon, cane sugar twelve atoms of carbon,

milk sugar also twelve atoms, malt sugar twelve

atoms again, while that intensely sweet substance,

saccharin, contains six atoms of carbon in its main

group. Possibly this fact is related to the physical

characteristic of sweetness'. It is an interesting mat

ter, this question of the relative positions of the

atoms deciding physical characters; for two different

substances may coincide exactly in composition, one

of which is quite harmless, while the other is a

powerful poison.

-i——<->i

OMFORTABLE stores make comfortable cus

tomers. Comfortable customers make larger

purchases.

Obituary

H. L. HILDRETH

ERBERT L. Hildreth, Boston, Mass., who had

been identified with the manufacture of candy

for many years, and who was universally known as a

builder of candy-pulling machines, died suddenly last

month at his summer home in Raymond, Me., where

he had gone to spend a few days.

‘ Mr. Hildreth was born in North Grafton, March

2, 1858, and as a boy worked on the farm and as a

plumber’s assistant. His father died when he was

quite young, which forced him to turn his attention

to business. He went on the road canvassing for

a picture concern, "Id began his career as a candy

man in Lewiston, Me. After a short time there he

went to Old Orchard, where he opened a candy

kitchen, and he was there until l900, meantime fea

turing the Velvet line of goods, which were put up

in conspicuous yellow boxes, and in time building

the Hotel Velvet, and later the pier at Old Orchard,

which at that time was considered one of the longest

in the world.

Before finally establishing himself in Boston as

the H. L. Hildreth Company, which he was able to

do when he had assembled sufiicient capital, he had

been in business in several other places, among them

Haverhill, Lawrence and Salem. His first place of

business in Boston was at 1083 Washington street.

Then he moved to Batterymarch street, and was in

business at several other places in that immediate

vicinity. Two years ago the H. L. Hildreth Com

pany moved to the South End, building a factory

at 549-559 Albany street.

Mr. Hildreth was a Mason, being a member of

Joseph Webb Lodge, and he also belonged to an Odd

Fellows lodge in Lewiston. He is survived by his

wife, whowas Amanda A. Ladd of Vienna, Me.;

one son, Herbert A. Hildreth; a brother, Ezra Hil

dreth, who lives at Westfield, and a sister, Mrs.

Amanda Golding of Duxbury. Mr. Hildreth’s

home was at 22 Tremlitt street, Dorchester.
 

Gone on Strike .

HAT has become of the boy who used to be

glad to run a mile on an errand and feel well

paid with a dime’s worth of ’lasses candy? That

sort of a job figures now at a half dollar and its

got to be in coin, at that, not to mention car tickets.

Work as a Habit

ORK in spite of yourself, and make a habit of

work, and when the habit of work is formed

it will be transfigured into work, and at last you will

not only abhor idleness, but you will have no happi

ness out of the work which then you are constrained

to do.

 

~

T ISN’T the size of the business that indicates

the size of the net return from it. The net is

what you should consider.



Thirty-ninth Annual Convention
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OTHING, in the previous history of candy con

ventions, was just like the gathering at Chi

cago last month. Few assemblages, even in that

hustling city, short of a national Presidential con

vention, has been attended by more crush, color and

confusion, more of the stir of life in the lobbies

and around the doors of committee rooms, and yet

there was no lack of system. Active members were

registered upon blue cards, associate members and

their representatives upon yellow cards, those of

ladies in attendance were white, guests cards were

in pink. Badges of the same colors were provided

at the registration ofiice. The several groups form

ing the different allied associations gave the con

vention the atmosphere of a four-ring circus. Gut

of all the crowding and confusion hard-working

committee men gradually developed order and as

sembled quorums. There was a serious regard for

the important business which had brought these

busy, urgent manufacturers and dealers from all sec

tions of the country to discuss and settle.

None of the many of those to whom N. C. A.

convention work was new could have departed to

their homes without a larger respect for the magni

tude of the confectionery business in America and

for the mental bigness of the leaders, who have, year

by year, worked to make the several trade associa

tions here met the useful and influential mediums of

progress that they are today.

 

The general entertainment of the visiting dele

gates and guests was entrusted to two committees,

one composed of men and the other entirely of

ladies. The success of the social features of the

week was credited to these two bodies, the members

of which worked unceasingly to see that no one was

neglected, and that every one should have a good

time. The gentlemen with their Chesterfieldian

‘manners and the ladies with their womanly graces

and winning smiles drawing unto themselves the

appreciation of all. A. G. Morse, Chairman, F. B

Amend, E. VV.'Boehm, W. E. Bond, Walter C.

Hughes, \Vm. P. Reed, F. VV. Rueckheim, ]r., A.

H. Shotwell and H. O. Stokes. '

Ladies Committee: Mrs. \Vm. P. Reed, Chair

man; Mrs. F. B. Amend, Mrs. E. VV. Boehm, Mrs.

VV. E. Bond‘, Mrs. \Valter C. Hughes, Mrs. A. G.

Morse, Mrs. F. W. Rueckheim, ]r., Mrs. A. H.

National Confectioners’ Association

Chicago, Ill., May 24-26, ‘1922
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Shotwell, Mrs. Ora H. Snyder and Mrs. H. O.

Stokes.

The President appointed the following commit

tee to nominate officers for the ensuing year: A. S.

Colebrook, Chairman; Paul F. Beich, R. R. Clee

land, Louis Kuhn, and F. D. Seward.

The Resolutions Committee as named by the

President consisted of Chester E. Roberts, Chair

man; A. F. L. Schmidt, Geo. F. Schrafft, Henry

C. Hughes, E. J. Harter, VV. C. Keish, and H. E.

Littlefield.

As usual the annual golf tournament formally

opened convention week, players from all sections

being amongst the contestants. Play, the game

being eighteen holes, started on the afternoon of

the 22nd, the participants making up their own four

somes. Dinner was served at noon at the expense

of the N. C. A.

The first prize for the lowest gross score went

to W. H. VVatt, Vice-president of the Hooton

Chocolate Company, Newark, N. ]., with a score

of 92. He received a gold medal having on it the

emblem of the N. C. A. The next prize went to J.

E. Sharpof the Panay Sectional Show Case Com

pany, Milwaukee,'he having the lowest net score of

80. The prize wasa silver vase. There was also
a second prize forithe next lowest net score which

went to F. P. Warren of the Cracker ]ack Co.,

Chicago, with a score of 81. Chas. VV. Ray of the

Eigelberner Candy Co., Chicago, also had a net

score of 81 but the prize was awarded to Mr. \Var

ren because his gross score was lower than Mr.

Ray’s and also his handicap. There was a_ booby

prize of a very small toy size golf bag and clubs

which was given to L. S. Preston of Penick 8: Ford,

Ltd., Cedar Rapids, Iowa._ He was pushed very hard

for the coveted honors by F. E. Ruhling of the

Cracker ]ack Company, but Mr. Preston won out

by having acquired 139 strokes against Mr. Ruh

ling’s 135. The only two points of interest during

the play that are worth while mentioning are that

]. H. Wilson of the Pan Confection Factory, Chi

cago, might have won the booby prize except that

he made the last nine holes under 50; the first time

in his career. They kidded Mr. \~Vilson on this quite

a bit. Members also rubbed it in on Louis Kuhn
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because he strained his wrist in trying to beat out

V. L. Price. The prizes were awarded at the ban

quet by Mr. Price in an appropriate address.

The committee having the tournament in hand

consisted of F. W. Rueckheim, ]r., Chairman, ably

assisted by A. H. Shotwell and A. G. Morse.

On Tuesday, the 23rd, there were meetings of

the Executive, Nominating and Resolutions Com

mittees. Members of affiliated organizations con

ferred with the officers and members of the Execu

tive Committee. Freight problems were also dis

cussed.

The convention opened at 10 A. M. upon the 24th,

President H. H. Harris in the chair. Edward

Everett Gore, President of the Chicago Associa

tion of Commerce, extended a welcome upon behalf

of the citizens to the visitors.

Following the roll-call and other preliminaries

President Harris delivered his ofiicial address.

ADDRESS OF PRESIDENT

For the past several months we have been occu

pied with retrospective views, and almost invari

ably they have been unpleasant, for during the past

twelve months we have been going through a slo\v

process of readjustment, which necessarily has

been very trying.

The year 1921 was probably the worst for busi

ness generally that has been experienced by most

of us assembled here today. VVe have had to face

a formidable list of receiverships and bankruptcies,

but really no worse than we should have expected,

and the business world has undergone the strain

and great losses remarkably well.

It was necessary to come from a high level of

prices to a much lower level and this was neces

sarily a dangerous and very trying transition, but

we have made the journey and are today wiser, if

not richer, from the experience. W'hile our industry

AMONG THO

has suffered, we have only to look around us to

find other industries that have suffered, and are

still suffering worse than ourselves. Statisticians

tell us, and we are prepared to believe them, that

the worst is over, and we can look forward to the

future with a feeling of optimism.

If we do not enjoy a fairly prosperous business

from now on it will be mainly our fault. There

should be, and I believe there will be, a normal

demand for our product, but there will not be an

abnormal demand, and we should remember this

and govern the output of our factories accordingly.

l/Ve should give more time, thought and attention

tto the appearance, packing and quality of our goods

than ever before.

\Ve should insist on the motto of our association,

“Purity,” being lived up to by every manufacturer

of confections, whether the manufacturer be a

member of our association or not, and should not

only look after the sanitation of our own factories,

but of those in our immediate territory, and if

necessary have laws passed and enforced in our re

spective states making purity and sanitation

obligatory.

\\/hen we can accomplish this we will not be

beset with false articles relative to children being

poisoned by candy, nor will we have bills presented

in our state legislatures prohibiting children from

purchasing candy without a written consent from

their parents or guardians, but to the contrary we

could hope for candy to be recognized as a most

wholesome food and recommended by physicians.

Let the national slogan, “Remember, Everybody

Likes Candy,” be beyond criticism and attacks of

journals and periodicals, and let it follow as a

natural conclusion that everybody likes candy, not

only because of its palatableness, but because of

its purity and food value.

LABOR

Before the war our industry paid lower wages

than many other industries of our importance,
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which had resulted in attracting to our factories

a less desirable class of labor.

During the war period our scale of wages was

materially increased, while in most cases the effi

ciency of the laborers greatly decreased. In almost

every plant in the past twelve months the CHICICHCY

of the labor has been increased and labor conditions

generally have been more satisfactory even than in

pre-war days.

We should continue to insist on efficiency and I

believe, if possible, maintain the present scale of

wages, or certainly not reduce them appreciably,

and in this way we will attract an even higher class

of workmen, which will mean a big stride in our

industry.

NATIONAL ADVERTISING

The question of national advertising has been

under consideration by our association for several

years past in a greater or less degree. Prior to the

meeting in Springfield in 1919 a committee was

appointed to consider the matter and bring a

recommendation to the convention. The committee

met and after considerable discussion recommended

the expenditure of $500,000 per annum for not less

than three years.

Everyone seemed to favor advertising, but thought

it unwise at that time to attempt to raise the

amount suggested. Ever since the Springfield

meeting there has been a desire on the part of many

of our members to start some kind of publicity in

our industry. The matter of a slogan was consid

ered, and at the meeting of the Executive Commit

tee held in Chicago last_ December this plan was

recommended and the slogan selected, and after

much persuasion we finally succeeded in securing

as Chairman of the Publicity Committee Mr. V. L.

Price, which, we felt, assured the success of the

adoption and use of the slogan.

In order to get the display cards prepared and

have the different state organizations and other

afiiliated organizations approve the slogan there

was necessarily some delay, and we thought it

unwise to attempt to launch the movement before

bringing it before the convention and getting your

approval, endorsement and co-operation.

Mr. Price will tell us tomorrow of the work of

his committee, and after he has explained his plans

and outlined the benefits to be derived therefrom,

I am sure we will all get behind him and his com

mittee'and help make this the greatest benefit to

our industry.

EXCISE TAX

During the year your officers and Executive Com

mittee have had many problems to consider. VVhen

we came into office we found Mr. Hubert B. Fuller,

who had been employed by our predecessors, doing

an excellent work on the excise tax. For months

he labored arduously and was ably assisted by

members of the Executive Committee and other

members of our association, prominent among

whom I might mention Mr. Vi/alter P. Sharp, Mr.

T. R. Blakesley, Mr. H. W‘. Hoops, Mr. W. F. Heide,

and also the New England Club and the New York

Manufacturers’ Association. He was also con

stantly in touch with and receiving advice from our

Secretary, Mr. \/V. _C. Hughes. who made frequent

trips to VVashington and rendered valuable assist

ance.

At one time, as you will remember, it seemed

almost certain we would have a tax of 3 per cent.,

or possibly 5 per cent., on the lower price candy,

and 10 per cent. on candies wholesaling for 40

cents and over. Your Executive Committee were

unanimously opposed to a discriminatory tax of

any nature. At this juncture it seemed unwise to

continue the fight to have the tax entirely removed,

but decided to put all their efforts against a dis

criminatory tax and in favor of a uniform tax of

3 per cent., and on November 7th the Senate Com

mittee reported favorably on a uniform 3 per cent.

tax effective January 1st, 1922.

I believe we should plan at an early date to have

this tax entirely removed, as it seems unjust for

our industry to be thus discriminated against. I

am convinced, however, that the most effective

work can be done by our own members, and I

believe there are enough of them who when called

on will give their time cheerfully for the benefit of

our industry.

THOMAS E. LANNEN

We miss at this session one who has attended

every convention since 1906, and one who for the

past fifteen years has been of incalculable benefit

to every member of this association. A man whom

to know was to admire, a strong man, a true

friend, a wise counsellor. There was something

striking in the smoothness, the ease with which

his mind worked. Despite bodily ills which would

not only have daunted, but would have crushed a

less courageous spirit, his mind always responded

to the demands put upon it.

Mentally, he was massive, but alert; he was

broad, but concise; weighty, but analytical. In

spirit he was brave, but modest; positive, but con

siderate; conscientious, but tactful; serene, but

determined. The name of Thomas E. Lannen will

be remembered by us and his influence will con

tinue for years to come.

We were peculiarly fortunate in securing Mr.

Thomas J. Hickey as successor to Mr. Lannen.

He had been associated with Mr. Lannen for thir

teen years and was thoroughly acquainted with the

work of our association and has rendered valuable

service as our General Counsel for the past several

months. ~

CONCLUSION

In conclusion. I wish to thank the members of

the association for their co-operation and especially

those who have discharged so well the duties as

signed them, and have given so cheerfully and un

stintingly of their time.

The trade press has been of great help to our

industry during the past year, and the field for their

usefulness in the future is unlimited, and I bespeak

for our industry their continued co-operation.

You were both kind and wise in the selection of

your Executive Committee, for they have at all

times been enthusiastic, ready and willing to dis

charge every duty and guard the interests of your

association, and it has been a pleasure to be associ

ated and work with them.

Our capable and efficient Secretary, Mr. W. C.

Hughes, has had a very busy and perplexing year.

He has rendered valuable service on tax and tarifi

matters and has shown great wisdom and ability

in the discharge of the duties of his ofiice.

Finally, let me say that I appreciate the honor

conferred on me in electing me as your President

for the past year, and while I realized my ineffi

ciency when elected, I have realized it more keenly

during my term of office as one after another per

plexing condition has arisen, but I have tried to

discharge my duties for the best of the association

as I saw it and without favor or fear of criticism.
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VV. E. Brock, of Chattanooga, here took the floor

and presented to the retiring president and upon

the part of the members a handsome loving cup.

The chair then read the list of members who had

died since the last convention. The report of the

Executive Committee was read by Secretary

NValter C. Hughes, who also presented the treas

urer’s report and announced the appointment of

special committees. A. G. Morse detailed the ar

rangements for entertainment features, including

the annual banquet.

The afternoon session of the 24th was devoted

to the annual report of the secretary, and also the

membership report. The balance of the session

was devoted to an address by Homer J. Buckley,

whose subject, “The Right Selling Approach in

Changed Business Conditions,” has been heard by

many trade bodies.

The forenoon session of Thursday, the 25th, was

devoted to the presentation of a thoughtful and in

teresting paper by V. L. Price on

CO-OPERATIVE ADVERTISING BY THE INDUSTRY

In considering the subject of Co-operative Ad

vertising by the Industry I want you to keep your

mind on four fundamental questions:

(1) What should be the purpose or object of a

Co-operative Advertising Campaign by the

Industry?

(2) What is the best method, both in respect to

tangible results and expense, of carrying out

the objects of the campaign?

(3) In that the expense of the campaign is not

to be paid out of the association's general

funds, but by each individual member con

tributing his proper pro-rata share of the

expense, what is the fairest and surest way

of raising the funds necessary to carry on

the campaign?

(4) W'_ill you be willing to abide by and co-oper

ate with the plans formulated by your Pub

licity Committee when approved by your

Executive Committee?

PURPOSE OF THE CAMPAIGN

The purpose of the campaign should be to in

crease the consumption and sale of candy generally

and not to increase. the sale of some particular

kinds of candy to the detriment of other kinds nor

to simply increase the sale of some particular class

of manufacturers as against others.

If the proposed campaign is for any other pur

pose than the benefit of all, it should not be under

taken by this association, but by a separate or

ganization made up of those it is intended to benefit.

I do not feel that any of us want to undertake a

campaign just for the fun of it or for the pride we

might have in it. VVhat we want to do is through

co-operative advertising to improve general busi

ness conditions within our industry and we all

should know that such improvement can come only

through the increased consumption of candy, thus

bringing the demand nearer to the present capacity

of the industry.

The conditions which now exist within the indus

try primarily are due to over-capacity within the

industry, and we can only safely look to improved

demand for improved conditions.

The foolish and unbusinesslike methods now be

ing employed to stimulate business we will find will

continue so long as the laws of supply and demand

are operating in their present direction.

It seems absolutely conclusive that the only plan

which our members will support financially and co

operate with is one which they believe will increase

the demand for candy.

Co-operative advertising must have as its further

purpose the saving of expense by all contributing

their pro rata to a general fund. We should by co
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operative advertising reduce the cost to each con

tributor as compared with the cost that he would

incur as an individual advertiser. And, in addition,

the expense should be reduced by saving in duplica

tion and waste in the placing and distribution of

advertising.

THE BEST METHOD OF ADVERTISING

It is true that co—operative advertising has paid

other industries and has paid them well, but this

should not govern our decision entirely because

the other industries, at least some of them, have

had a very different problem to deal with than we

have.

Our industry is made up of large and small

manufacturers making various kinds and qualities

of products under a multitude of names and brands.

The business of some of these manufacturers is

national in scope, while that of others is largely

localized. Some are spending large sums of money

in advertising their own products and in establish

ing consumer demand for them under_ their own

names and trade marks, and such as have been

successful in such efforts would naturally hesitate

to contribute to or participate in any plan which

might undo or lessen the benefits of that which

had been accomplished by them individually. We

must recognize individual interests and that they

will and must predominate in the ultimate decision

on this question.

It has been my purpose in considering the plan

to be submitted to you to lay especial emphasis on

the necessity of general benefits to all and not just

to a certain class or group.

\-Vhen our individual business is good it is either

because of a general good demand for candy or

because of our own individual efforts being more

effective than our competitors, thus bringing us a

bigger share of the business available.

I cannot conceive of any co-operative advertising

which will take the place of individual efforts,

therefore it leaves us, in m_v opinion, clearly con

fronted with evolving a plan that will create a

better general demand for candy and will not con

flict with or duplicate individual efforts.

Let us consider the different plans or ideas sug

gested, to see which will have the greatest effect

in increasing the consumption of candy generally.

One plan submitted was based upon advertising

the Purity and Cleanliness of Candy and the Sani

tary conditions under which ‘it is made, packed and

sold. This plan is based upon the assumption that

the consumption of candy is lessened by the doubt

of the consuming public as to its purity and cleanli

ness. Personally, I do not feel that this, to any

measurable extent, is true. The consumption of

candy has been steadily increasing and candy has

been growing in popular demand. Therefore, it

seems to me that we should not assume doubt as

to purity and cleanliness on the part of the public

and base our plans and hopes upon the overcoming

of that doubt resulting in a material increase in the

consumption of candy.

On the contrary, I feel we should assume that the

public has confidence in the purity and cleanliness

of candy. _

And as to assuring purity and sanitary conditions

of manufacture and display we should back up our

government, state and city authorities in enforcing

pure food and sanitary laws and urge the passage

of same where they do not now exist.

Another plan was to establish a uniform trade

mark or hall mark to identify purity and cleanli

ness, and to advertise this mark.

As to this plan, in the first place I question

whether any manufacturer who had an established

reputation under his own trade mark or name

would consent to the placing of a general trade

mark, in use by others, upon his products which

would divide consumer attention between his mar_k

and the general mark and would necessitate his

entering into advertising competition as to estab

lishing the value of the respective marks as related

to consumer demand.

If a uniform identification mark was adopted it

could not be dealt out indiscriminately, but could

only be privileged in use after the careful analysis

of products and inspection of production of those

who were to have the right to use it, and this

analysis and inspection would have to be kept up

continuously throughout the industry, which, in my

judgment, would involve a greater expense than

the advertising itself, and furthermore would be

highly impracticable for many reasons.

Another plan submitted was to advertise the food

value of candy, with the idea of increasing the con

sumption of candy by convincing the public of its

food value.

Candy being a combination of food products is

without doubt a food, but at the same time it is a

food that is indulged in as a luxury or dessert, and

is not eaten as one of the basic foods necessary

to health and the sustaining of life, and to advertise

it as such would be unproductive in results and

furthermore would arouse opposition on the part

of food experts, and cranks, and the general pub

licity gained through such opposition would coun

teract any good effects from the advertising, and

it would be impossible to offset these bad effects

by paid publicity no matter how true it was.

How many of you have individually or know of

any one who has successfully promoted the sale

of candy on the basis of its food value?

Do you advertise your candy as good for health

or as to its food value, or do you exploit its

palatableness?

\Ve must look upon any co-operative advertising

campaign by the industry with the same object in

view as an individual campaign of our own, and if

it holds true that we would not advertise the food

value of our own products as the best means of

increasing their sale, then surely we should not

undertake a campaign for the industry along such

lines.

I have carefully reviewed the advertising copy

used by advertisers in our industry and with but

two exceptions have I found any reference to candy

as a food. The predominating appeal is to the

taste.

W'e must not get away from the fact that the

first, last and constant purpose of an advertising

campaign by our industry must be to increase the

consumption and sale of candy, and any plan which

we feel will not accomplish such a result should not

be adopted.

Another plan was to advertise to the public “EAT

MORE CANDY.” The question which arises from

this direct suggestion is, VVhy eat more candy?

The natural inference would be because it is good

for one’s health. And I am sure none of us believe

people eat candy for their health any more than

they eat anything else for their health, unless they

are on a diet. People eat to live, of course, but

their choice of food is based upon its appeal to their



taste and the appeal candy makes is an appeal to

taste.

A similar suggestion was to advertise “CANDY

IS A FOOD.” Surely there could be no object in

such an appeal except to overcome an assumed

impression on the part o_f the public that candy is

either not a food or is harmful and I don't feel the

consuming public carries any such impression.

The public likes candy because of its palatable

ness and you cannot get away from this fundamen

tal fact. The liking and craving for sweets is

natural and can be depended upon to produce con

sumption if what nature has supplied is catered to

by right combinations that appeal to the eye and

to the taste.

VVe are left, as I see the situation, to the finding

of a way by which we may exploit 'candy in a

manner that will increase the consumption of candy

generally and which will not involve us in too great

an expense, because, after all, we are inexperienced

and have much to learn and let us get that experi

ence as cheaply as possible.

My personal view and which has been approved

by many, but which is not unanimously concurred

in by your Publicity Committee, is that our first

step should be the adoption and introduction of a

slogan.

Other industries, notably the florists and jewel

ers, who have problems quite similar to ours, have

built their whole campaigns around a suggestive

slogan.

“SAY IT \VITH FLO\VERS” is the fiorists and

“GIFTS THAT LAST” the jewelers. Both of

these slogans are directly suggestive of gifts for

others and have been most effective in increasing

the demand for flowers and jewelry.

After all, a slogan is nothing more or less than

a popular phrase carrying the suggestion of pur

chase. It is something to build around. A slogan

in itself may have little value, but used as the cen

tral point in a campaign can be made most elfective.

I would be, except for this reason, willing to

eliminate the slogan entirely.

The real and vital thing in a plan which

is the best for our industry to pursue, is to

help the retailer sell more candy to the consumer.

If the use of a slogan is best for this purpose,

then we should use one. If it does not add value

to the purpose, then we should abolish the slogan.

To bring out my ideas and why I feel the best

method for us to pursue is to help the retailer, let

us analyze some of the most effective methods

being employed by retailers in selling candy to the

consumer.

I will purposely omit in this analysis any refer

ence to individual advertisers who are advertising

their own specific products in newspapers, maga

zines, billboards and street cars, etc., because, as I

stated before, I do not believe any plan of co

operative advertising by the industry can be con

ceived which will replace such individual adver

tising.

If you will take note of the sale of candy by the

retailer to the consumer you will find the following

methods are the most successful:

Display of goods in stores and windows.

Window advertising.

To reach the question of display by a co-opera

tive efiort we must organize a movement to edu

cate the retailer as to the value of display and

methods of display, and with the proposed use and

distribution of advertising for use by retailers, the

opportunity to do this is most excellent, as I shall

try to show you later.

The method which will create the most tangible

and direct sales result is the one which will tie up

with the retailer’s store.

How can we make more people buy candy?

How can we make people buy more candy?
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The answer, aside from individual advertising, is

to use the power of suggestion in the retailer’s

store and window through the medium of display

and advertising. .

What can we do for the retailer to help him sell

more candy? That is the question for us to decide.

I cannot, of course, take time and space to con

sider this whole question; so, to explain my point,

I shall undertake to cover only one phase of it.

The periods in which the most candy is sold are

the holiday periods. Most holiday demands center

around one day. The concentration of purchase on

this one day means that factories are run for

months to supply it. '

Take, for example, the development of the Easter

candy business. Easter candies are bought only

for Easter. They have no sale for any other pur

pose, and yet in what is ordinarily a dull season

for others, candy factories making Easter candies,

from the beginning of the year through Easter, are

kept busy _supplying this one day's demand.

And likewise the Christmas business centers

around Christmas day.

Why, then, is it not possible for us, by means of

co-operative advertising, to create more holiday pe

riods of demand?

We have watched the Easter season grow and

benefit everybody, and its growth was promoted

and made possible by our co-operative effort in

creating attractive Easter candies, window displays,

novelties and advertising. VVe, as an industry,

made the Easter candy business.

The florists have made Mothers’ Day a big day

for flower sales. VVhy isn’t mother sent candy

instead of flowers? Because the florists, through

their co-operative efforts, have suggested the pur

chase of flowers, while we have done nothing to

suggest the purchase of candy.

There are other days equally as useful for creat

ing an extra candy demand if we will only supply

the necessary means of suggestion through co

operative advertising.

St. Valentine's Day, Washington's Birthday, St.

Patrick's Day, July 4th, Hallowe’en and Thanksgiv

ing Day.

These days come at different periods of the year

and therefore can be exploited to build more uni

form demand throughout the year.

The idea of Candy Day was to create a sugges

tion for added candy purchases.

But Candy Day failed in many places because the

purpose of Candy Day was mistaken as meaning a

day when individuals sh'ould get together and indi

vidually advertise themselves. As a result several

full-page advertisements on Candy Day resembled

an effort of the newspaper to run a special page at

a reduced rate and to get all the confectioners in

town to put their ads in it. It was very difficult to

get any particular line on Candy Day and what it

was all about. The big idea was lost—there should

have been no mention of individuals or brands; the

whole effort should have been to emphasize Candy

Day and let each individual get his share of the

general benefit. What has to be done is to sell

Candy Day to the public and when this is done

another day will be added to the Special Demand

Days upon which a new demand for candy will be

created.

Candy Day rightly handled was a big stimulus to

candy sales on that day and the idea. is sound. All

it needs is a. proper conception of what Candy Day

is intended for and a willingness to spend a little

money to exploit Candy Day and not one’s self and

product. -

So far I have tried to bring out this idea, that,

in my-opinion, one of the best ways to stimulate

and increase the general demand for candy is to

create more candy seasons, more special days for

buying candy, and to do this by co-operative adver

tising and by the creation of special goods and

special ideas to fit in with this advertising.

In the beginning we should get the retailer to

co-operate with us and display the advertising

matter we furnish him. This co-operation will be

forthcoming because the retailer will himself bene

fit as a result of his co-operation.

To test out the point of view of the retailer as

to special window displays that would emphasize

the season idea I distributed among 5,000 retailers

such advertising for Easter Day and Mothers’ Day,

and from a check-up of this distribution I have

no doubt as to the plan being productive of in

creased candy sales and being assured of the co

operation of the retailers.

As to the slogan, I am not going to mention any

particular slogan, but any good slogan that is

catchy and original will tie up wonderfully with

any general plan like I have suggested, and in fact

it seems almost necessary to have a slogan in order

to popularize the idea.

The trade press will lend a most effective medium

through which the retailer can be sold the idea and

educated to co-operate with it, with most excellent

results to himself.

Have you any doubt, if manufacturers would cre

ate special “Hallowe’en Candies” and retailers in

large numbers would feature special displays and

sales on Hallowe’en, but that it would greatly in

crease candy sales on that day, and all doing it,

would eventually make Hallowe’en a candy season.

What we need as an industry is some psycho

logical stimulant. There is nothing else I can think

of except, of course, a general improvement in

business conditions. I do believe the consumption

of candy can be increased by this method and I do

not believe it can be increased by any other co

operative plan so far suggested. V _

Before closing I want to mention some experi

ences which I have had as Chairman of your Pub

licity Committee that I feel you should know of,

so as to realize what such a position means.

Every advertising agency in the United States

almost is after the business. All have plans to

submit. Many of these come recommended by

members and groups of members.

The magazines, newspapers, trade press, bill

boards, street cars, etc., all want a look in.

There are sign painters and printers, novelty

makers and a thousand and one other kinds of

advertising material makers who are after some

of the business.

In addition to this, members individually and in

groups have ideas and criticisms.

Also members themselves solicit business for

their friends in the advertising field and will feel

hurt if their friends don't get the business.

Can any committee or any individual withstand

this broadside and get any place with a plan?

My short experience as Chairman of your Pub

licity Committee has taught me a full appreciation

of what the job means and I bespeak for your next

Publicity Committee consideration of the fact that
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to decide anything or accomplish anything worth

while the committee must be allowed to act with

out interference or jealousy of its favors and with

an assurance that your co-operation will be given

them; otherwise you might as well forget all about

any co-operative advertising by the industry and

each go back to your individual knitting.

Note—During his address Mr. Price displayed

various colored sketches showing suggestive and

seasonable uses of a slogan and other ideas that

could be used by the retailer to increase his candy

sales.

The conclusion of Mr. Price’s paper provided

opportunity for an exchange of views upon the

subject by E. B. Hutchins and Chester E. Roberts.

 

The feature of the afternoon session of Thurs

day was an address by Arthur E. Swanson, Ph. D.,

a prominent industrial authority of Chicago. His

subject was “Problems of Management During the

Coming Year.” Mr. Swanson, among other things,

said:

THE PROBLEMS 01-‘ MANAGEMENT IN 1922

In its final analysis, management is largely the

job of visualizing the problems of the future, meet

ing them as they come, and solving them in the

best manner possible. But while management is

continually dealing with .problems, the character

of the problems differs greatly, depending on the

time and the business situation.

To illustrate how the problems of management

vary in emphasis placed on them let us consider

the business period of the year 1919 and the spring

of 1920. At that time most business managers

regarded as their most difiicult problems those of

increasing production, delivery of raw materials

and plant extensions. In the main these were not

the problems that should have been emphasized,

and in some instances the managers were wise

enough to recognize this fact.

..‘g~ '4‘ " _._.
X

During the period from the summer of 1920 to

within a few months ago, the problems of manage

ment centered about liquidation, finances and

selling.

During the period from October, 1921, to the

present time we have been shifting from one kind

of business situation to another. On the whole,

the transition has been remarkable for its rapidity

rather than for any other characteristic.

Addressing ourselves to present conditions the

following facts stand out very prominently:

First.—Interest rates have fallen from a very

high level in 1919 to a comparatively low level at

present. This means that money has become cheap

and easy, a condition which in the past has always

been a forerunner of increased business activity.

Easy money and low interest rates tend to increase

business activity, because they promote borrowing

for production and for consumption, and because

they reduce the cost of production in so far as bor

rowed money is used.

Second.—The international situation has im

proved greatly. Improvement in the international

trade reflected in the rise of the pound sterling, the

franc and some other European currencies means

that there is a gradual restoration coming in the

foreign market for American merchandise.

It is difficult for many American business men

whose market is entirely domestic to appreciate

the importance of the international situation to

them. Such business men, however, are as vitally

affected by the foreign situation as is the business

man whose primary market is in foreign countries.

Third.—-There has been a tendency for wholesale

prices, in particular, to become relatively stabilized.

There will be further adjustments, but most of

them will undoubtedly be more gradual and within

a narrower range. Building prices are still too far

out of line with other prices. S0 are also the price

 

AMONG THO SE PRESENT
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of coal and of railway traffic. These major adjust

ments involving also changes in wages that remain

to be made are an important consideration in our

study of future business trends.

Fourth.—The prices of agricultural products

have been substantially increased. This increase

in the value of farm products has a very immediate

and potential bearing on business activity, because

it determines the purchasing power of about half

of our domestic market.

Fifth.—-Business activity in a large number of

lines is definitely increasing. In the steel industry,

one of the basic industries of the country, there has

been an increase in production from about 33%

capacity to 70%.

Basing our judgment on a survey of the present

situation, we have very good reason for believing

that business activity will continue to increase_ dur

ing the coming year.

The money situation, if taken alone, would tend

to promote a rapid increase in business activity,

and so would the marked increase in prices of

agricultural commodities. The managements in a

large number of industries face the situation of

increasing business, but insufficient in its total to

give capacity production and volume secured at

relatively low prices. Managements accordingly

face the situation of having increased business, but

being forced to accept it under conditions which

may mean small profits if any at all.

There will be two possible courses to pursue.

The one is to push up the prices on the products

produced so that, even though the volume is sub

stantially less than capacity, it will be possible to

operate at a profit.

But to shove these prices up, at the very begin

ning of the increase of business activity, will tend

to give us a set-back unless the result is a great

general increase in the price level previously dis

cussed. The logical action to take, it seems to me,

is to put forth every effort to reduce cost.

Now that we are moving into a new period,

business managers can look ahead with more confi

dence and encouragement, and another type of cost

reduction of a constructive character should be

undertaken.

The steps that a business man should take in his

effort to reduce costs constructively are as follows:

First.—Study of layout. This involves the care

ful study of the flow of work in the plant or in the

store or office with a view to eliminating any un

necessary movement of the material from process

to process. An alert management will not be con

tent with the continuance of such waste. In some

instances the construction of the building necessi

tates the unnecessary travel of material, but even

in cases of this kind ingenuity on the part of the

management will frequently result in ways and

means of re-routing so as to avoid waste in move

ment.

Second.—Standardization of materials. The ad

vantage of this lies only partly in its direct benefits,

such as in the reduction of scrap, in the storage

space, and in investment. Indirect results are far

greater. They come through standardizing the

processing of materials, both through machines and

by individuals.

Q Third.—The study of individual operations with

..a view to simplifying the operation and reducing

the expenditure of energy for each piece of work

to a minimum.

Fourth.—Production planning. All managements

plan to a greater or less extent. The object of

detailed planning is to effect a high degree of cor

relation of the various factors. in business.

Fifth.—Rediiction in variety of product is a

source of economy-in production. In many lines

there are undoubtedly some businesses that cannot

effect any reduction in cost through concentrated

production on a more limited series of styles and

varieties than they are carrying, but inasmuch as

almost all managements have been reluctant to

narrow their lines until they have the great advan

tage of such action proven to them in their costs

leads one to believe that the number of businesses

that can profit by narrowing their lines is greater

than now thought possible.

The importance of cost keeping cannot be over

emphasized at any time. Cost keeping methods

can be devised for any business. They will vary

in form, depending upon the industry, but they will ‘

be alike in principle. This industry is to be con

gratulated on having taken a firm stand in favor

of sound cost-keeping. Costs should serve as a

basis for the determining of prices; as a basis for

comparing costs in different periods for the busi

ness as a whole; as a basis for determining the

productive efiiciency of departments; and for the

purpose of guiding the management in effecting

cost reduction and the elimination of unprofitable

lines. -

_As the reduction of costs during the coming year

will stand_out as the management's greatest prob

lem, the importance of a knowledge of them is

obvious. ~

. At the conclusion of the address the convention

went into executive session, attended only by

honorary and active members. The Nominating

Committee reported at this meeting.

 

The fifth and final session was held Friday fore

noon and was executive. The Nominating Com

mittee made their report and the following officers

for 1922-23 were elected:

President: R. R. Bean, Putnam Factory, Grand

Rapids, Mich.

Vice-presidents: George F. Schrafft, VV. F.

Schrafft & Sons Corp., Boston, Mass.; Jerome F.

Blome, The George Blome & Son Co., Baltimore,

Md..

Secretary and Treasurer:

Chicago, Ill.

Executive Committee: Horace S. Ridley, New

England Confectionery Co., Boston, Mass.; Herman

L. Heide, Henry Heide, Inc., New York, N. Y.;

VV. E. Brock, Brock Candy Co., Chattanooga,

Tenn.; J. A. Cox, Dilling & Company, Indianapolis,

Ind.; Fred V. Wunderle, Philip \Vunderle, Phila

delphia, Pa.; A. B. Sanderson, Kibbe Brothers,

Springfield, Mass.; E. A. Wcgner, The Cracker

Jack Co., Chicago, Ill.; Chester E. Roberts, Im

perial Candy Co., Seattle, Wash.; C. H. Voegele,

The Voegele & Dinning Co., Mansfield, Ohio; A.

F. L. Schmidt, F. D. Seward Factory, St. Louis,

Mo. ; Henry C. Hughes, Hughes Bros. Manufactur

ing Co., Dallas, Texas; J. B. Funke, James B. Funke

Co., La Crosse, Wis.

Walter C. Hughes,
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_ The Resolutions Committee reported the follow

ing:

RESOLUTIONS

Resolved, That a Package Goods Division of the

National Confectioners’ Association be formed, and

that it be under the direct control of the Executive

Committee and that the President of the Association

shall appoint a member of the Executive Committee

who is a manufacturer of package goods to be the

Chairman of the Package Goods Division and that

‘said Chairman shall serve for a period of one year

or until his successor has been appointed.

 

Resolved by the National Confectioners’ Associa

tion, that this organization will lend its support to

and endorse any honorable and upright campaign

that may be approved by the Executive Committee

with the object of bringing about a reduction in the

tariff on almonds and walnuts and on all such other

items as in the judgment of the executives may seem

to be advisable.

 

VVH1~:REAs, Due to the fact that California pro- -

duces between 1 and 2 per cent. of the almonds grown

in the world while the United States consumes 12

per cent. of the world’s output, the California pro

duction not being suflicient to supply three large

manufacturers in the confectionery industry, much

less to fill the needs of the entire industry, the high

tariff on walnuts and almonds, both shelled and un

shelled, will practically necessitate the elimination

of these items in the manufacturing of our industry;

and in addition the nuts grown in California being

unsatisfactory due to their fibrous nature and lack

ing in the flavor of foreign nuts; and

VVHEREAS, the National Confectioners’ Associa

tion representing employment of over two hundred

and fifty thousand people, with an approximate capi

tal investment of three hundred and fifty million dol

_1ars—'—in convention assembled at The Drake Hotel,

Chicago, do hereby protest at the injustice of the

proposed tariflf as affecting their industry, namely:

Almonds in shells . . . . . . . . . .5c a pound

Shelled almonds . . . . . . . . . .15c a pound

Walnuts in the shell . . . . . . . 4c a pound

Shelled walnuts . . . . . . . . . . .12c a pound

THEREFORE BE IT

Resolved, That it is the sense of the Convention

that the following schedule is a just and fair one:

Almonds in shells . . . . . . . .. 4c a pound

Shelled almonds . . . . . . . . .. 6c a pound

\Valnuts in the shell . . . . . . ..3c a pound

Shelled walnuts . . . . . . . . .. 6c a pound

which schedule is recommended for substitution in

place of the rates as at present contemplated; and

be it further

Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be sent

to the Chairman of the Republican National Com

mittee and to each Senator and Representative in

Congress.

New England Manufacturing Confectioners’ Asso
ciation. D‘

Association of Manufacturers of Confectionery and

Chocolate of the State of New York.

Philadelphia Association of Manufacturers of Con-_

fectionery and Chocolate. ‘

Associated Retail Confectioners of the

States.

American Manufacturers” Association of Products

from Corn.

The Central Club.

The Midland Club. L

Flavoring Extract Manufacturers’ Association.

National Manufacturers of Soda Water Flavors.

Manufacturing Confectionefs’ Association of Illi

nois.

Proprietary Association.

The Ohio Confectioners’ Club.

Pennsylvania Confectioners’ Association.

Western Confectioners’ Association.

United

Resolved, That we hereby acknowledge our deep

debt of gratitude and tender our sincerest thanks

to our highly esteemed and greatly respected Presi

dent, H. H. Harris, for his unselfish devotion to

the interests of the Association during the past

twelve months.

 

Resolved, That we tender our sincere thanks and

acknowledge a debt of gratitude to our Vice-presi

dents, Walter P. Sharp and R. R. Bean, and to the

members of the Executive Committee for the per

sonal sacrifices which they have made in behalf of

the Association, and their untiring devotion to the

interests of our members.

 

Resolved, That we tender our sincere thanks to

the members of the Committee on Nominations for

their work at this Convention in behalf of the As

sociation.

 

Resolved, That we gratefully and heartily offer

our sincere thanks and appreciation to the members

of the General Entertainment Committee and to the

members of the Ladies’ Entertainment Committee

for their splendid hospitality and most attractive

entertainment features which have contributed so

much to our enjoyment and to the success of the

Convention, and whose thoughtfulness and consider

ation will not soon be forgotten by all whose good

fortune it has been to attend this Convention.

 

Resolved, That we tender our sincere thanks and

1

1

Resolved, That we express our grateful apprecia- j

tion for the assistance given us by the following

Associations in Legislative and other matters and

our assurance of our desire to continue to co-oper

ate with them in all matters of mutual interest, and

that a copy of this Resolution be forwarded by our

Secretary to each one of the following Associations:

1°53

~'
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‘grateful appreciation to the members of the Golf

Tournament Committee for a most successful and

enjoyable Golf Tournament.

 

Resolved, That we tender our sincere thanks to

the management of the Hotel Drake for the uniform

courtesy and splendid hospitality extended to all who

have attended this Convention.

 

Resolved, That we gratefully acknowledge the un

failing fairness of the Trade Press, and express our

appreciation of their generous efforts to advance the

interests of our members, of their fair-mindedness,

impartiality and accuracy in recounting our activities

and services.

 

Resolved, That we express our hearty apprecia

tion to our Special Officers who have labored in

dustriously and faithfully in our interests during

the past twelve months, and whose work has been

of great value to our members.

 

Resolved, That we express our grateful apprecia

tion to the members of the Committee on Resolu

tions for their unselfish devotion to the interests of

our Association in the careful consideration and

recommendation relative to the various Resolutions

that have received their attention.

 

Resolved, That the National Confectioners’ Asso

ciation meeting in Chicago, Illinois, May 26, 1922,

give its hearty endorsement to th'e Near East Relief,

a chartered organization of the American Govern

ment, pledging our moral and financial support when

possible to this work, and urging our friends to do

likewise.

 

The following Resolutions were submitted by the

Commercial jobbing Confectioners’ Association and

approved by the Convention:

Resolved, That we go on record as being in favor

of a standard package of 120 count for penny goods

and 24 count for bar goods and that we are strongly

opposed to 20 and 30 count bar goods.

Resolved, That the members of the National Con

fectioners’ Association give preference to jobbing

confectioners whose only means of livelihood is the

sale of confectionery; in preference to wholesale

grocers, tobacco jobbers, drug houses and others

who use candy only as a side line in their business.

Resolved, That the members of the National Con

fectioners’ Association go on record as being op

posed to manufacturers who cater to the jobbing

trade; selling goods direct to the consumer, through

clubs, ofiice buildings and factories during the holi

day period.

Resolved, That the National Confectioners’ Asso

ciation make every etfort in their power toward the

improvement of conditions brought about by the

present excessive freight rates which have a ten

dency to retard business in general.

 

The resolutions, after _deli_beration, were adopted.

Other subjects of special interest were discussed,

after which the convention adjourned.

 

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY-TREASURER

Voicing the appreciation of the members of the

association for the unselfish services of the ofiicers

and those composing the Executive Committee in

behalf of the organization and the industry geri

erally, Mr. Hughes, referring to the decrease in

the membership since the last convention, said that

it was due to the long continued business depres

sion and was to be expected. This defection has

been partly offset by the admission of a consider

able number of new members. The present roll of

members and the finances of the association are

very satisfactory.

The services of the Vi/ashington representative

of the National Confectioners’ Association, Mr. W.

Parker jones, in keeping track of national legisla

tion affecting business, especially the confectioners’

interests, was acknowledged.

Trade mark and patent matters are of increasing

importance to our members. The Secretary urges

all members proposing to adopt a trade mark to

first discover through the Trade Mark Counsel of

the association whether a design is already in use

and if same has been registered. The counsel firm

has compiled a great list of unregistered trade

marks. Advices from this official often saves costly

litigation.

Valuable information furnished to the Secretary

by the National Chamber of Commerce was ac

knowledged. It is estimated that in the course of

the year 20,000 letters come to the ofiice of the

Secretary, all of which have due attention. Cir

culars issued to members covered a wide variety

of subjects, all of more or less importance to the

recipients. In response to a movement to increase

the funds of the association twenty-six leading con

cerns in the trade subscribed to one or more con

tributing memberships.

During the year members have paid, in the form '

of excise tax assessments, the sum of $10,496.19,

this sum being used for outlays incidental to

measures taken by the association to protect our

industry against adverse legislation at \/Vashington.

Through prompt action upon the part of the

Secretary’s ofiice a measure proposed by the U. S.

Senate Committee in September last looking to a

taxation of 10 per cent. per pound on all candy

costing above 40 cents and of 3 cents per pound

upon all of lesser cost was finally changed to a flat

rate of 3 cents per pound regardless of cost.

The amount of the excise tax paid during the

year 1921 by this industry showed a shrinkage of

$7,169,849 as compared with that of the preceding

year. The total of the excise tax paid by the con

fectioners in the first three months of the present

year is less by $2,700,000 than that paid in the same

period of 1920. This is partly due to decreased

business and partly to reduced prices.

Considerable space is devoted in the report here

epitomized to pending tariff rates upon imported

essentials of candy production. A new term, the
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“bloc,” has been coined to define groups of legis

lators devoted to the supposed advantage of

classes. Such “blocs” are employing powerful in

fluences to impose excessive tariffs to the detriment

of the candy industry. These proposals are being

watched and guarded against by the representa

tives of the association and the same may be said

of the many questionable adverse measures which

originate constantly in the state legislatures. The

question of a tax upon punch-boards was consid

ered.

The importance of an annual Candy Day, which

is due upon October 8th next, was urged as the

official opening of the busy autumn trade by the

Secretary.

At the convention of 1921 it was advocated that

suggestions should be sent in to the Executive

Committee for an official slogan of the trade. Out

of some two thousand such catch‘ terms sent in

twenty-five of the best were read by the Secretary

at a meeting of the Advertising Committee held

in Chicago on November 21st of last year. A

slogan proposed by Mr. Price was voted the best

and was adopted, subject to final action at the con

vention. -

Concluding matters considered in the report of

Mr. Hughes had to deal with details of the adjust

ment of excise tax refunds and other questions

before the government, all of which will doubtless

be settled in due time.
 

REPORT OF THE GENERAL COUNSEL

The common enemy of the General Counsel, who

is the watchful sentinel of any great industrial in

terest, is the raw and usually prejudiced legislator

who seeks unceasingly to find new targets for his

lance. Such has been the experience of the Gen

eral Counsel of the N. C. A. His business is to

know of and head off measures detrimental to

the interests of those whom he represents, and this

means that he must be aware of what is going on

at forty-eight state capitols. In addition he must

intervene in the countless legal questions related

to individual cases among members of the N. C. A.

He must advise and co-operate with the General

Secretary and be ever watchful of national legisla

tion of interestto the confectionery trade. A case

in point is the pending Haugen package bill. An

other matter, recited at length, in the report of the

General Counsel, relates to proposed changes in

the details of the law regulating the use of alco

hols as employed, in the industrial sense, by the

trade. In this question, through the efforts of

trade delegations led by him, any detrimental

change was averted, no change being made in the

method of taxing non-beverage alcohol or the rate

of tax thereon.

Through representations made at Washington,

also, the Prohibition Department issued a ruling

that Prohibition- Mimeograph N0. 205 does not

apply to manufacturers of extracts for use in the

preparation of other manufactured articles. This

decision was obtained, primarily, in the behalf of

the National Manufacturers of Soda Vl/ater Flavors.

Since his report to the convention of 1921 the

General Counsel has completed a revision of a

number of the permanent legal circulars of the

association, a work of great detail, involving, as

it did, a study of the past and present laws affecting

the confectionery trade in all of the states of the

Union.

More than the usual grist of freak bills have been

hatched, to the bewilderment of the confectioner,

in some of the state legislatures since last summer.

These have been systematically killed ofi wherever

found.

From May 26th, 1921, to the beginning of the

current year the General Counsel rendered opinions

and reports on legislation to the number of 712.

The number of bills received by him was 552. They

originated in 29 states.

 

REPORT OF THE TRAFFIC SECRETARY

A general improvement of service in freightage

is the one advantage to the trade, as reported by the

Trafiic Secretary. The carrying companies have ef

fected, as a rule, prompt deliveries. Hoped for reduc

tions in rates have not been realized. The expense

of delivery continues to be a factor adverse to far

spread business and the uncertainty touching

cheaper rates tends to postponement of a great

deal of business. Trading, for the time being, is

mainly local. Another disturbing influence is seen

in unwise legislation affecting the welfare of the

railroads. Intervention, upon the part of the Traffic

Secretary, at conferences with classification com

mittees and freight rate associations has resulted

in the prevention of threatened advances. Import

ant concessions secured included a special round

trip rate for those attending the conventions at

Chicago in the interest of not only the National

Confectioners’ Association, but also of the several

allied associations.

Leading southern rail lines were authorized by

the Interstate Commerce Commission to carry

shipments of candy at an agreed valuation of 6

cents per pound regardless of its actual value,

claims for losses being based upon that favorable

rating.

Freightage upon sugar continues to be an un

settled matter. The Southeastern Express Company

has reduced the rate upon chewing gum to the sec

ond class, the same as the tariff on candy. Cheaper

transportation has been secured also for Virginia

and Georgia peanuts.

The removal of the Federal transportation tax,

as relates to freight and passenger transit by rail,

has been accomplished at a great saving to business

interests.

The general tendency of freightage costs, as well

as of railroad fares, has been downward in the

direction of pre-war rates.

The value to any great line of industry in being

represented by a competent person before the va

rious groups of ofiicials which have the power to

fix rates of transportation is evidenced by the con

cessions secured or in prospect through the efforts

of our Trafiic Secretary, who attended, within the

fiscal year, not less than twenty-five hearings. In

conclusion of his report the Secretary, referring

to his continuous service to the National Confec

tioners’ Association, covering a period of twelve

years, testified to the constant assistance he has en

joyed from the ofiicers of the association, this har

mony having contributed, always, much to the

advantage of confectionery interests everywhere.

 

THEATRE PARTY

The theatre party given at Cohan's Grand Opera

House on Wednesday evening, Hay 24th, when the
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musical comedy of “The O’Brien Girl” was pre

sented, brought together a large gathering which

afforded the members an opportunity to rest their

weary bones while enjoying a well presented play

filled with tuneful harmony and many laughs.

 

THE BANQUET

The banquet was held Thursday evening in the

ballroom of the Drake Hotel, the guests being

seated at small tables holding ten each. The room

was tastefully decorated and on each table rested

a beautiful vase of flowers. The ladies were given

a “corsage” of sweet peas. The entertainment, the

features of which there were five, was held imme

diately after the banquet was over, and after the

entertainment the chairs and tables were cleared

away, and dancing was enjoyed, the music being

supplied by Benson's Orchestra of Chicago. VVh1le

several of the guests were arranging with the hotel

management for further use of the ballroom, Miss

Charlotte Rodda, daughter of Mr. R. E. Rodda, of

Baltimore, rendered a vocal selection, playing her

own accompaniment, which was thoroughly en

joyed by everyone present. The menu follows:

Tomato Suedoise

Cream of Mushrooms

Olives

Filet of Sole——Doria

Breast of Chicken-Becker

French Peas Potatoes, Duchesse
I Salad, Alma

Toasted Crackers

Celery Salted Nuts

Mousse Nelusko Cakes

Demi Tasse

 

mores’ AUTO RIDE

On Thursday. the 25th, the ladies were taken on

an automobile ride through the parks and around

the city where they were shown the many magnifi

cent and stately residences to the Hotel Moraine in

Highland Park, where a well prepared and tempting

luncheon was served.

In connection with the ladies’ luncheon, Mrs.

V. L. Price, of St. Louis. was introduced by Mrs.

Ora Snyder, of Chicago, Mrs. Price making -a short

speech as ably as could‘ have been made by her

husband, Mr. V. L. Price, President of the National

Candy Company. The souvenirs distributed were

a small electric iron, box of candy and box of Dorin

Face Powder. '

 

The total registrations were: Active, 492; asso

ciate, 294; ladies, 282, and guests, 81, making a

grand total of 1,149.

 

MANUFACTURERS AND RETAILERS CONFER

The committee, consisting of E. K. Rice, T. R.

Blakeslee and William P. Reed, appointed by Presi-_

dent Harris to meet a committee from the National

Association of Retail Confectioners for the purpose

of discussing a basis of joint action on matters of

common interest to the two organizations, reported

as follows:

“A meeting was held with Messrs. Mullane, Price

and Asher, representing the retailers, when the

subject was fully discussed and the desirability of

such contact was made plainly evident. Such con

tact can be secured through the secretary’s offices

of both organizations inasmuch as the Retailers‘

Association is about to establish its secretary's

office in Chicago. It was therefore unanimously

agreed that the committees report back to their '

respective organizations a recommendation that

in all matters of mutual interest the secretaries of

the two organizations confer, and when necessary

bring them to the attention of their respective

Executive Committees. This, in the opinion of

your committee, would bring immediate action on

all vital matters inasmuch as action by the Execu

tive Committee is necessary before committing the

organizations to the support of any desired policy."

 

THE EXPOSITION

THE Second Annual National Confectionery,

Soda Fountain and Accessories Exposition held

in connection with the Convention was as big a suc

cess as was the first Exposition held last year at

Atlantic City. The entire floor of the Coliseum in

Chicago was taken up by exhibitors and the new

decoration as supplied by the Expositions Company

of America set off the exhibits in a'splendor and

beauty that have never before been seen.

In the evening dancing was enjoyed by all those

in the Coliseum, the Exposition proper closing at

ten o‘clock. It was regrettable that the public who

were admitted for a charge of 50c acted the way

they did in taking from the exhibitors’ booth candy,

boxes, bottles of flavors,_and anything that could be

easily removed and was useful. The Tin Decorating

Company, of Baltimore, as well as other candy box

exhibitors were the largest sufferers. It is too bad

that this happened as the exhibitors understood that

proper protection would be given to their exhibits.

The list of the exhibitors follows: Acme Steel

Goods Co., Aluminum Co. of America, American

Cocoanut Butter Co., American Oven & Machine

Co., The American Plastic Products Corp., Ameri

can Sugar Refining Co.,'The Aridor Company, At

lantic Gelatine Co., Franklin Baker Co., ]os. Baker

Sons & Perkins Co., Bear-Stewart Co., Bendix

Paper Co., Blanke-Baer Extract & Preserving Co.,

Emil J. Brach Machinery Co., The Bucyrus Copper

Kettle Works, B. H. Bunn & Company, Bunte

Brothers, California Fruit Growers Exchange,

Candy Craft Shops, Inc., Candy & Ice Cream, The

Candy ]obber, The Clarke Confectionery Co., Clin

ton Corn Syrup Refining Co., A. M. Collins Manu

facturing Co., Confectioners ]ournal, Confectioners’

Mercantile Agency, Inc., The Conley Foil Co., The

Container Club, Continental Paper & Bag Mills,

Cordley & Hayes, Downey, Turnquist 8: Co., T. M.

Duche & Sons, Thomas W. Dunn Co., Eline’s, Inc.,

Essex Gelatine Co., Fairfield Mfg. Co., Fortune

Products Co., Franben-Oliston Co., The Franklin

Sugar Refining Co., The Fries & Fries Co., Gallanis
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Brothers, General Electric Co., Gerrard \Vire Tying

Machine Co., ]. VV. Graf & Co., Grand Rapids Label

Co., Green Circle Products Co., Haug & Co., Inc.,

The Hobart Mfg. Co., Hudson Mfg. Co., Ideal

Cocoa & Chocolate Co., Improved Appliance Co.,

International Confectioner, Inc., VV. K. ]ahn Co.,

The Johnston Tin Foil & Metal Co., Kaltenbach &

Stephens, Kay-White Products, Inc., The Kearns

Gorsuch Bottle Co., H. Kohnstamm & Co., Leh

maier Schwartz & Co., Inc., Listerated Gum Corp.,

The August Maag Co., Menasha \Vooden VVare

Co., Merrell-Soule Sales Corp., Metal Package

Corp., Milwaukee Paper Box Co., Milwaukee Print

ing Co., A. E. Myers & Co., National Aniline &

Chemical Co., Inc., National Art Co., National

Bundle Tyer Co., National Equipment Co., National

Licorice Co., National Seal Co., Inc., The North

western Confectioner, The Nucoa Butter Co., E. &

A. Opler, Inc., Henry H. Ottens Mfg. Co., Panay

Horizontal Show ]ar Co., F. F. Pease Co., Read

Machinery Co., Runkel Brothers, Inc., F. ].

Schleicher Paper Box Co., S. E. Schonwasser Co.,

H. Schultz & Co., Senneff-Herr Co., Sethness Co.,

Harold A. Sinclair, The Smith Scale Co., Snows

Candy Corp., The Soda Fountain, Fannie S. Spitz,

Stadler Photographing Co., Wm. ]. Stange Co.,

Stein-Hall Mfg. Co., Swift & Co., The Candy

Manufacturer Publishing Co., Tin Decorating Co.

of Baltimore, United Chemical 8: Organic Products

Co., United States Gelatine Co., Vacuum Candy

Machinery Co., Voorhees Rubber Mfg. Co., The

Vortex Mfg. Co., Warfield Chocolate Co., L. \Veis

copf, John Werner & Sons, Inc., \Vhite-Stokes Co.,

H. O. \Vilbur & Sons, Williamson Candy Co., Mar

garet S. \Vilson.

 

Several firms had exhibit space in rooms in the

Drake Hotel, these firms being the Snows Candy

Corporation, Keystone Fruit Products Company,

National Equipment Company, Hamlin-Fleischer

Company, Package Machinery Company, The

Cracker ]ack Company, Ideal Cocoa and Chocolate

Company, \Villiamson Candy Company, ]. \V. Greer

Company, American Chicle Company, U. S. Foil

Company, and the Package Paper and Supply Com

pany. Across the street from the hotel, on Michi

gan Boulevard, Savage Brothers Company rented

temporarily a store in which they had displayed

several of their machines.

 

THE \V. C. S. A. HOLDS BRIEF MEETING

The Western Confectionery Salesmen’s Associa

tion met at the Drake Hotel, Chicago, on Monday,

May 22nd, and passed a resolution that none of the

members should solicit orders during the week while

the other three national bodies were holding their

Conventions. This was an act on the part of the

salesmen that was fully appreciated, and which gave

the members a full opportunity for sociability, and

to be the good mixers that they are. The Associa

tion set up in a roon1 on the mezzanine floor a radio

phone which was enjoyed by all guests in the hotel.

The Midland Club, with about 200 members

registered, had an informal meeting, but transacted

no business. The clan merely bunched up so as

to rub elbows the better and to make the other fellow

understand that the other fellow was all to the good.

It’s some club all right, all right!
 

Convention Associated Retail Confec

tioners of the United States

HE Sixth Annual Convention of the Associated

Retail Confectioners of the United States in ac

cordance with previous announcement was held at

the Hotel Drake, Chicago, on May 22nd, 23rd and

24th, and it was a most delightful, happy and suc

cessful gathering. Over 250 registered, 75 ladies

being present, they giving charm to the scenes of

activity. It was truly a representative company of

the wide awake, better retailers from all sections who

love their business and who are striving to place it

on the highest possible plane, and who intend to

make the word “Confectioner” synonymous with all

that’s good and pure. This is an organization that

is oflicered by earnest men who are unceasingly

working for the betterment of the business, and who

are entitled to the personal and monetary support of

every ambitous retailer no matter where located in

this broad Union. No business man in this pro

gressive age can live unto himself unless he wants

to run the chance of being a rank failure. To pros

per nowadays one must mingle with one’s competi

tors and swap ideas, and the way to do so is to be a

working member of one’s trade organization.

The Convention Executive Committee was com

posed of W. D. Blatner, Chairman; \-Villiam M.

Bell, Finance and Advertising; Conrad Spoehr,

Transportation; Frank ]oseph, Housing; Emmet

Boyles, Publicity; Mrs. Ora Snyder, Forrest H.

Clarke, Entertainment. And they did their work

well.

As we were not furnished with an official report

of the Convention the following is a synopsis of the _

“doin’s.” .

The Convention opened on Monday the 22nd,

with President Ellwood B. Chapman, Philadelphia,

in the chair, and Chester A. Asher, Secretary. Ed

ward Gore, President Chicago Association of Com

merce made the address of welcome, this being

followed by reports of the President, Secretary and

appointment of Nominating and other Committees.

The reports of the oflicers gave pleasing evidence that

the Association had expanded substantially and was

in a most flourishing condition.

During other sessions Walter C. Hughes spoke

on “Kitchen Shops” and urged the appointment of

Vigilant Committees to clean out these undesirables.

VV. A. Kralft,_general manager of Buck & Rayner

Stores, Chicago, gave a talk on better window and

store displays. He argued against handling too large

a variety of goods and to concentrate on a smaller.

He also advocated the influencing of “men’s” trade

which he said could be greatly built up.
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Harry \V. Taylor, President United Candy Co.,

Boston, presented his views as to how more candy

can be sold.

Ellwood B. Chapman had for his text the Christ

mas rush.

Harry Vogelman devoted his time to the Master

Salesman.

Wm. D. Blatner, Counsel and Secretary of the

Chicago Retail Confectioners’ Club, and the Na

tional Association’s new Secretary (a wise choice)

told about association work and the good that can

be accomplished through a properly organized body.

V. L. Price read a paper, “The Retailer From the

Manufacturer’s Viewpoint” and in it directed atten

tion to a condition which appears to be an increas

ing menace to the large manufacturers of candies,

who are faced with successful competition by re

tailers who are able to make the goods themselves

in stocking their counters and are thus independent

of the big wholesale producers. This situation

exists to a greater degree probably in the con

fectionery trade than in any other of the great

industries. Mr. Price expressed the opinion that

the salvation of the large manufacturer will

depend, in the future, mainly upon the superior

quality of his products. “At present,” he said,

“manufacturers are having their best business in

bar and penny goods,” syndicate and chain store dis

tributors of candy of their own production, or which

is made, under close figures, for them, dispose of the

goods at popular units, one cent or a nickel, for in

stance, which is more attractive to the customer than

the old lure of cut prices. Manufacturers are ad

vised to take note of this object lesson in retailing.

The old pound idea seems to be in the discard. Hr.

Price indicated the wasteful folly of expenditures by

retailers in costly and elaborate fittings of stores,

which no longer impress the customer but the out

lay upon which is mostly a permanent investment.

The Convention set up a “question box” which

was used by a number of delegates who stuck in it

queries about soda and'luncheonette counters, ice

cream. These questions all had attention during

sessions.

The following ofiicers were elected for 1922-1923 :

President, VV. R. Cowan, Hartford, Conn. First

‘Vice-president, George VV. Bates, Canton, Ohio.

Second Vice-president, C. A. Asher, Philadelphia,

Pa.; Secretary and Treasurer, VVm. D. Blatner,

Chicago, Ill. Directors: Ellwood B. Chapman,

Chairman, Philadelphia; Charles G. Mullane, Cin

cinnati; E. A. G. Intemann, New York City; Preston

MacDiarmid, Detroit; Fred F. Lord, Portland, Me.;

Fred Sanders, Detroit, Mich.

Not all the time was devoted to work and stand

ing around for there was plenty of healthy fun,

diversion and pleasure for all. There was a theatre

party and a special tour of the boulevards and

luncheon at the Edgewater Beach Hotel for the

ladies, and it was a galaxy of sweet femininity that

did one good to gaze upon.

The main social affair, of course, was the banquet,

held on Tuesday evening the 23rd. This took place

in the French Room of The Drake and was a suc

cess throughout. There were sopranos, altos, bassos

and tenors by the dozen and these, accompanied by

the rest, made the walls echo and re-echo with many

a catchy note. A book had been prepared with a

number of parodies upon popular songs, and when

they were sung with Chapman, Thorner, Ora Sny
der, Frawley, Charley Mullane, ]. O. Gilbert, Duffy, A

Hickey, Pa Meakin, Conrad Spoehr, Jansen, Cowan,

Lord and Craig and Son, as the victims a good jolly

laugh went up in which the victims themselves

joined. It was a good Convention; and don’t you

forget it.

 

A pleasant incident of the retailer's convention

was the presentation to Mayor Thompson, of Chi

cago, by Philadelphia members, of a large box, of

keystone design and emblazoned with a liberty bell

in gold and blue, which contained sixteen compart

ments, each of which held a pound of choice candies

made in as many different factories of the Quaker

city. Enclosed in the box, also, was a letter of greet

ing from Mayor ]. Hampton Moore, of Philadel

phia. The address ‘of presentation was made by

\Villiam Wainman.

Candy Trade Failures

During the Convention V. L. Price gave his fellow

members something to think about when he quoted

the following figures from the Confectioners’ Mer

cantile Agency:

Year 1921

LIABILITIES

Average Total

Manufacturers . . . . . . .. $30,000 $5,770,000 -

Jobbers . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8.000 3,408,000

Retailers . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,200 3,744,000

$12,922,000

Number Failures Per cent.

Manufacturers . . . . . . . 2,385 159 6.02

Jobbers . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,390 426 6.05

Retailers . . . . . . . . . . . .-18,300 3,120 6.05

January 1, 1922-—May 13, 1922

LIABILITIES

Average Total

Manufacturers . . . . . . .. $33,000 p $_1,9_80,000 -

Jobbers . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9,000 2,808,000

Retailers . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,500 2,115,000

$6,903,000

Number Failures Per cent.

Manufacturers . . . . . .. 2,126 60 2.09

Jobbers . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5,864 312 5.03

Retailers . . . . . . . . . . ..-14,180 1,410 3.02

Failures so far this year average $1,556,288 per

month. If continued at this rate, by end of

1922. mm will be . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. s1s,s15,45é

43% increase over last year
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CONVENTION

N. J. C. A.
HE National Jobbing Confectioners’ Associa

tion met in Convention in Chicago as announced.

In the absence of the President, Reid D. Painter,

detained home by sickness, R. A. Thompson pre

sided, and Joseph Miller filled his position of Secre

tary.

While there were but very few delegates present,

yet complete harmony prevailed, and the opinion was -

voiced by Secretary Miller that as an Association

of this kind is needed, and as the future for the

organization looked bright every effort should be

made to keep alive present interest and to enhance

it in every possible way. The manager who was

supposed to be the anointed one to lead the jobbers

out of the wilderness and unto the land of milk and

honey did not show up, so no report of his man

agement was made.

The Secretary’s report was as follows:

“We have to date 161 Class A membership in

good standing, consisting of the Southern VVhole

sale Confectioners’ Association, Milwaukee Jobbing

Confectioners’ Club, The Southern Tier Association

of Binghamton, and the Northern Indiana Jobbing

Confectioners’ Association. Class B membership

consists of 26 members, a total membership paid up

and in good standing of 187 members.

“The receipts in dues amounted to $225.00. From

the sale of emblems $6.00. Making a total of cash

turned over to the Treasurer $231.00. Necessary

disbursements ordered amounted to $117.20 leaving

a balance on hand with the treasurer of $113.80.

“Several additional associations throughout the

country have voted affiliation with the National

body, but up to the present time I have been unable

to obtain a list of membership and a remittance of

dues.

“I would recommend that the By-Laws and Con

stitution be amended to a definite policy of a sliding

scale for voting power of associations. An Execu

tive Committee should be elected on the plan of the

National Confectioners’ Association with full power

to act on all matters of importance. The ofiice of

Manager should be abolished, and the ofiice of Secre

tary should be consolidated with that of the Treas

urer, and one person elected to the ofiice of both.

The manager’s duties should be assumed by the

Secretary. By consolidating these three ofiices into

one I believe it will minimize the red tape necessary

to have things done, and will place the Secretary

in a position to act immediately without taking the

matter up with some other ofiice which may have

been working in conflict.

“An important amendment which I believe is es

sential, is the discontinuance of the official organ.

As a National organization we must have the sup

port of all trade journals. If the candy trade jour

nals expect the' support of the candy jobbers of the

United States, who are an essential part of the candy

industry, they must be willing to give their whole

hearted support to the movement of organizing the

candy jobbers of the United States, and I believe

that we can get that support.

“For the office of Secretary a man well known in

the candy industry should be elected. He should

know the jobbing business from A to Z, so that he

can talk candy and jobbing intelligently. The elec

tion of a man for this position who does not under

stand handling of confections wholesale would be

a backward step in the successful working of the

National Jobbing Confectioners’ Association.”

The Secretary’s report was adopted and .spread

upon the minutes. A vote of thanks was given Mr.

Miller for his work in keeping the Association alive,

and also for his labor in preparing arrangements for

the Convention.

A motion was made that the Executive Committee

as provided for by the By-Laws shall consist of the

ofiicers and five other members, these five to be

elected at the regular annual meetings. Carried. A

motion was made that the Secretary cast a vote for

R. A. Thompson, Binghamton, N. Y., for President;

Louis Burnell, Charlotteville, N. C., Vice-president,

and E. R. Hartman, Charleroi, Pa., Secretary and

Treasurer. Carried and the Secretary cast the vote.

A motion was made that the President appoint

four additional Vice-presidents and five members on

the Executive Committee. Carried. Virgil P. Hol

lingsworth was appointed Chairman of the Execu

tive Committee and Joseph Miller was made a mem

ber. The other three members are yet to be selected.

In addition to the above the Constitution and By

Laws were amended, and it was announced that the

Association had accepted the Boston Association

with sixty-nine members and four individuals.

The best work the Convention did was in revis

ing the Association's Constitution and By-Laws

(see below) and in the revision abolishing the office

of Manager; the “charity” clause in the former

By-Laws pledging half of the Association's needed

income to keep a goin’ a “kid” paper as an official

organ, and eliminating the ofiicial organ entirely.

Its dollars to doughnuts that no jobber ever wrote

the dispensed with paragraphs, the presence of which

in the By-Laws was not calculated to help the body.

In the ranks of the jobbers there are many men

of brains, knowing what is wanted to stabilize their

part in the distribution of confectionery, with execu

tive ability, and who if entrusted with the affairs

of the organization can make the body as a whole

function for the good of all.
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The new ofiicers are men of energy, and as they

will be wholly free from the dictates of a “paper”

manager, and are capable of bringing to themselves

the support of the jobbers, they can put the Na

tional Association across if they will but give a

deaf ear to outside ulterior influence. The year

1922-Z3 looks roseate for the organization.

THE CONSTITUTION

ARTICLE I.—NAME

The name of this Association is the National ]ob

bing Confectioners’ Association of the United

States.

ARTIcLE II.——oBJEcT

First—To lawfully promote the common business

interests of its members.

Second—To create and maintain a spirit of har

mony among its members and between its members,

and the other branches of the confectionery industry.

Third—To take united action upon all matters

affecting the welfare of the industry at large.

Fourth—To eliminate abuses, methods and prac

tices inimical to the conduct of good business enter

prises.

Fifth—To encourage modern business methods,

systems and plans in the jobbing confectionery trade.

ARTIcLE III.——MEMBERSHIP

The membership of this Association shall be

limited to individuals, firms or corporations engaged

mainly in conducting the business of wholesale con

fectionery.

ARTICLE Iv.—oFI=IcERs

The ofiicers of this Association shall be a presi

dent, five vice-presidents, a secretary and a treasurer.

ARTICLE V.—-DUES

Dues shall be paid by each Class A and Class B

members as provided in the By-Laws, Article No. I.

ARTICLE VI.-—-FISCAL YEAR

The fiscal year of this Association shall end on

April 30th.

ARTICLE vII.—MEETINGs

The Association shall hold a regular annual meet

ing, the place and date which shall be determined

by the Executive Committee.

Special meetings of the Association may be called

by the President upon written request of the Execu

tive Committee.

ARTICLE vIII.—ELEcTIoNs

The ofiicers of this Association shall be elected

by ballot at the regular annual meeting.

The officers shall be elected for a term of one year

—and until their successors have been duly elected

‘ and qualified.

ARTICLE Ix.—QUoRUM

A quorum shall consist of 25 per cent. of the vot

ing power of the membership represented by dele

gate or proxy—for quorum purposes only.

ARTICLE X.-—AMENDMENTS

The Constitution may be amended at any regular

or special meeting of the Association at which a

quorum is present by two-thirds majority of the

voting power represented.

BY-LAVVS

ARTICLE I.—MEMBERs1IIP——APPLIcATIoNs FOR

MEMBERSHIP

Applications for membership must be made in

writing and forwarded to the Secretary with remit

tance for annual dues, payable to the order of the

Association. The form of application must be ap

proved by the Executive Committee.

ELECTION _0F DELEGATES

The election of delegates in both Class A and

Class B shall be as follows:

Class A—Each membership association shall

select one or more delegates to represent its entire

membership in the affairs of the National Jobbing

Confectioners’ Association, instructing said delegate,

or delegates. from time to time, as may be elected,

and required in the manner in form he shall repre

sent the said membership association interests.

Class B—Each Class B member shall be entitled

to all the privileges as a delegate to any of the regular

or special meetings.

VOTING POWER

Class A delegates shall be entitled to one vote for

every five members in good standing in their local

organization.

Each Class B delegate shall be entitled to one vote.

Each association or club in class A at the time of

their application for membership shall file a certified

copy of the names and addresses of each of their

members in good standing with the Secretary of

the National Jobbing Confectioners’ Association, and

such list shall be duly sworn to before a Notary

Public as being a truthful statement.

Once every year, sixty days prior to annual meet

ing, a corrected copy of said list of members shall

be filed with the Secretary of the Association show

ing all additions and withdrawals, if any, same being

sworn to and attested before a Notary Public.

HOW voTEs SHALL BE CAST

All votes shall be cast by ball0t——or otherwise as

provided by convention.

CERTIFICATES or MEMBERSHIP

Each association or club or individual in both

Class A and B, upon election to membership in the

National Iobbing Confectioners’ Association, shall

be issued a certificate of membership duly certified

and attested to by the President and Secretary.

Each individual member of all associations or

clubs in Class A or B shall, upon the election to mem

bership of his association, club or individual, be

issued a membership card or emblem attesting to

such membership.

ANNUAL DUES

The dues for each association or class A member

(Uontinued on page 140h)

Si
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Without stepping outside of your building you can sell Merchandise,

Systems, Equipment, Material, Business,——or anything which may be of

value to someone else in the Confectionery field, even though outgrown

by you.

You can sell it by inserting a “For Sale” advertisement in the Business

Opportunities Section of Confectioners Journal. These little advertisements

form one of the market places of Confectionery men. Here buyer and

seller meet.

Every dollar you can obtain from such articles is money which makes

the profit ledger happy.

Make mental inventory now of the things you do not need and which

may be very useful to someone else. Then write out a want-ad, telling

plainly what you have to sell. Be specific. Your adv must lead the reader

to feel that what you have is what he wants.

Then mail the copy and remittance to the Business Opportunities

Department, Confectioners Journal, 411 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Remit 5 cents for each word to be set inllight-face type or "10 cents

for each word in black-face type.

You, then, will have started a good salesman to work for you. i

 

Read the Classified ad

vertisements following

the text pages.
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A. E. PHARO

your mind and make it receptive to happy thoughts.THE FOUR MAJOR POINTS

THE merchant prince, who owns several stores

and who is selling several million dollars’ worth

of goods, is talking. He says the four major points

of retail merchandising are : the location of the store,

the personality and skill of the management; the

merchandise carried and its pricing; the courtesy

of the employes to the customers.

You will make much more money, friend dealer,

if you will write these four points on a little slip

and paste it where you will see it every day. And

then THINK about it; think often; and act upon

your thinks. " '

Come! I will make you an offer. If you will do

as I suggest, and if it don't add more than a hun

dred dollars a year to your profits, I will send you

a'dozen large, red New York State apples, each as

large as a watermelon, postage prepaid.

Consider the second point above—the personality

and skill of the management. That means you and

your work. This merchant prince says the skill of

the manager can make a difference of at least twenty

five per cent. in the business of the store. VVhat do

you think of that? Are you skilful enough to make

this difference; and are you continually keeping skil

ful so you are continually adding twenty-five per

cent. to the business of the store? Are you?

Then there is the merchandise. Are you in con

tinual training to be a good buyer? Do you buy by

whim, or fancy, or do you make a rule to only buy

what your customers will buy? And do you, when

buying, repeat every minute the magic phrase, “buy

only quick turnovers”? Why, my dear fellow, the

mere repeating of this phrase will exert such an in

fluence, it will cause you to buy so much more care

fully, that this alone will add over a hundred dollars

a year to your profits. Not counting the fact it

might make you such a good salesman that you per

haps could get a job as buyer in a department store

at a wage of twelve thousand per. _

It is very evident I don’t run the slightest risk of

losing that dozen red apples, but I wish you would

act on my suggestion above and tell me how it works

out.

 

LET US DREAM AWHILE_

RIEND Clerk! Let us take a little journey into

that beautiful land of dreams. Sit down,

please. Close your eyes. Breathe softly. Compose

T-h-a-t-’s right! Now we’re off!

Hello! VVe are in a busy land; not a sleepy one.

A land of business. We are in a candy store—a

clerk. It is wonderfully like the store in the Land

of Wakefulness. But there is something different

—vastly different. Soon we discover the difference

is in us. VVe do the same things, only they are play,

instead of work. VVe actually enjoy them, even

though they could be called drudgery. WVe do them

the very best we can, take pleasure in the doing, hum

happy little songs as we play. How different from

the other land where we had little heart in our tasks,

were not completely happy, saw no future! Time

passes. Our employer commends us. Says we

beautify the store, attract customers, increase his

trade. He advances our wage. Again, again, and

still again. More time passes. He says we have

developed a wonderful efficiency and admits us into

partnership. We play at our work with more pleas

ure than ever. We suggest changes and improve

ments. They are adopted and draw more trade.

\/Ve suggest moving to the fashionable shopping

street into a fine store. It is done, and we sell the

finest goods to prosperous people. The business is

very prosperous. \Ve suggest opening a branch

store on the same street four squares away. Much

discussion ensues, for it is feared it would draw

trade from our present store. But the branch is

opened. It is a great success, and it hurts our main

store nary a cent. Another branch is opened on

another busy street, and success attends it. Our

partner has such confidence in us that he gives us

the management, and our prosperity enables us to

live on the fat of the land. And we tell ourselves it

is a great world if we are lucky and a great life if

we don't weaken. Then we awake.

And if we are real wise—-as wise as we think we

are—we will see that a clerk in a candy store has

opportunities of success, if he will only turn his

work into play and play to the best of his ability.

 

AN IDEA VVORTH ADOPTING

HE _next time you visit a large city do not fail

to take a stroll through one of the five and ten

cent stores. Particularly note their candy depart

ment. You will see large glass receptacles which

hold say a bushel of candy in the mass, each recep

tacle having one kind of candy. Convenient to the

..-._-¢wv_.,...-..-_._.-_.,,..
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hand of the clerk are half a dozen bags of the candy,

wrapped up, and surmounting them is a price card,

reading in large letters, “10 Cents." At the bottom

of the price card are small letters stating that it is

10 cents for one-quarter pound, 10 cents for 5

ounces, and such.

The point is that the purchaser can for 10 cents

buy a bag of candy, some bags containing more and

some less, according to the value of the confection.

Please note that you will not see any pound _boxes,

with price cards of 60 cents, 80 cents or $1.00, like

in the confectionery windows. _

What is the result of this new selling method?

Why, the result is that they sell two or three times

as much candy as they would if sold by the pound.

Everybody likes candy. Everybody wants it, for

the habit of eating candy has become more general

than formerly. If persons have eaten a light lunch

and are a little candy hungry they do not want to

purchase a whole pound of candy when they wish

to eat only a couple of ounces. Therefore a pound

box offers no temptation to them. But if they can

stroll along the counter of some store, make a selec

tion from half a dozen different kinds of candy,
throw down a dime, pick upia bag and walk off

munching its contents, they are prone to do so again

and again, and still again and again.

Why not adopt this suggestion in your store. You

can easily make a few bins in your show window,

each of which will hold, say a peck of loose candy,

one kind in one bin. Then put ten cents’ worth in

a few paper bags, put a price card on the bags, and

a placard in the window inviting the public to come

in and buy a little candy after lunch. It will make

sales. It sure will.

MIRACLE WORKERS

I’M DAFFY on Ideas, though I welcome the idea

of refraining from being daffy on any subject.

But Ideas are such transcendently valuable things

that we can. look with sympathy on any one who is

daffy over them. For an idea—a little, simple, plain

idea that can be wrapped up in half a dozen words,

is often a veritable miracle-worker. Hundreds of

examples could be quoted to show that a simple idea

has often made kings and dethroned them, brought

victory to weak armies, and routed mighty legions.

You can recall a dozen instances where an idea has

caused a little one-room business to grow and ex

pand into a great mercantile establishment, employ

ing thousands of people. You can name instances

where a struggling business, teetering on the preci

pice of failure, has been saved and made prosperous

by the application of a little idea, just as a human

life has often been saved by some simple little

remedy.

A great merchant chained my attention the other

evening in his talk to business men by paying high

tribute to the importance of the subject on which I

a.m daffy. He opened his remarks by saying: “I am

always hunting for new ideas.” Please note that

he is “hunting” for them. He don't sit down and

wait for them to come to him. He don't compel

them to bore through an armor of bone to get into

his thinkery. He puts on his hat, tightens his belt

and goes hunting for ideas. He follows their spoor

over hill and dale; and when he sees an idea he is

off like a shot. He chases it down, captures it, takes

it home, trims off its useless parts, makes it his slave

and sets it to work in his business.

And what is the result? Why, seventeen years

ago he had one dinky little store. Today he has

over two hundred, and last year he sold over fifty

million dollars’ worth of goods. Do you wonder I

am daffy over ideas when they do such work as this

—and do you wonder why I try to make you daffy,

too?
 

History of Electric Light

HUMPHREY Davy produced electric light‘ with

carbon points in 1802. In 1845 ]. W. Starr,

of Cincinnati, filed patent for a “divisible electric

light,” but was so excited by his success that he

died. Jules Duboscq’s electric lamp was exhibited

at Paris exhibition in 1855. Westminster bridge,

London, was illuminated by VVatson’s light in 1858.

A magneto electric light invented by Prof. Holmes

was successfully tried out at South Foreland light-_

house, Dover, England, 1858. In 1859 M. G.

Farmer lighted a parlor in Salem, Mass., with elec

tricity. Gaiety theater, London, was illuminated

with electricity in 1878. A year later Thomas Edi

son produced an improved light. Electric lights

were experimented with in many cities almost simul

taneously and by 1880 Milan, Rome, Paris, Tours

and Marseilles and several other European cities had

adopted them. Between 1882 and 1885 most of

large cities in this country followed suit. Wash

ington had two electric lights in front of a hotel in

1879.
 

A Wise Delay

WELL known corporation executive who in

his younger days was a salesman for the com

pany of which he is now the president, entered the

ofiice of one of his best customers. Upon being

told to wait as the prospective buyer would return

from an appointment with his dentist in a few

minutes the salesman decided to call another time.

“Why not wait,” queried the buyer’s assistant, “I'm

sure you won’t have to wait long.” However, the

salesman came back a few days later and related

his experience to the buyer. “You acted wisely,"

said the latter, “for I was is no mood to place any

orders after my session with the dentist. Now I

am ready to give you a good-sized order.”
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Illustrated Bookkeeping
FINDING THE PROFIT MAKERS

F ANYONE doubts the value of searching for

the real profit makers let him compare the pros

perity of and the rates charged by the gas and elec

tric companies during the past ten years. He will

find that since the war the electric companies have

been selling current at Va relatively lower price than

the gas companies have been selling gas.

Unprofitable

Profit maker
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opinion the principal reason is that for the past

twenty years the electric companies have been search

ing for and supplying the most profitable markets

while the gas companies have merely sold their gas

wherever they could sell it.

In the electric light industry one will find vast

numbers of charts and graphs that have been drawn

to analyze markets and profits. In the gas industry

Bgllt added to C __i. Present '

E D added to C sales by montha.(C)

IlflilllilfllillllllIilllillilllllillll

Ionths of the year. iii}

C represents the actual sales.

 

The confectioner can add a line of goods the sale of which is pictured by curve A, or he

can add a line the sales of which are pictured by curve D. The margin of profit is the same on each line. A, however, will

not prove as profitable as D because when A is added to C we get the curve B, which less nearly approaches a straight line

than C. When D is added to C we get E, which is much more near a straight line than C. The line D then will prove

the real profit maker. When adding new lines to the stock It is well to make pictures of the prospective sales and add these

sales to the present sales. If the final picture shows more uniform sales, then the line is sure to prove profitable. If it

makes the total sales less uniform, then it may prove unprofitable.

Both gas companies and electric companies may

be depending upon coal as their raw material yet the

electric companies seem to be more prosperous than

the gas companies. One reason for this and in my

only a small number if any will be found. The elec

tric industry has been making pictures of markets

and of profits, the gas industry has been taking

things as they come.
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The confectioner who makes no effort to search

out his real profit makers is almost certain to find

it more difiicult to weather business depressions than

the confectioner who has studied his business with

a view to which are his profit makers and which are

not. On the face of it one might think that finding

the profit makers was the easiest thing in the world.

A few pictures made from data collected, however,

soon brings out many factors that otherwise would

not be considered.

Were it possible for a confectioner to confine his
    

2,500

permonth.
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The curve S shows th_e actual sales of a candy store.

could be uniform each month of the year, more profits could be made.

sales more uniform, that line would prove profitable even though it did not show a large margin of ‘profit in itself. By

making a picture of the sales and studying them, it is often possible to find ways of making the sales more uniform.

stock to goods for which there was a steady demand

throughout the period his store is open, a demand

that did not vary from hour to hour, day to day,

week to week, month to month or year to year, he

would be able to make a fortune in a very short time.

His investment in stock would be small, his turnover

large, his clerks would always be busy and the floor

space needed would be very small compared to the

   

Months of the year. it-—}

The line A shows the average.

volume of sales. As a result he could not fail to

make money.

One step in finding the profit makers then is to

do what the electric light companies have been doing.

In other words draw what they call a load curve.

Divide the stock up into different divisions and then

gather data in regard to each division. Another way

is to take a representative item, a certain brand of

candy in each division and find out all about that.

Learn just what the sales are during different

hours, different days, different weeks and months.

  

|||
i!!ll

|||:!
 

 

Sept.

Oct lov Dec.

Then draw a curve to show' just how this varies.

Other things being equal that class of goods showing

the straightest line as a sales curve is going to be

the one that shows the greatest profit because it is

possible to secure a larger volume of‘ sales with a

given expense in overhead and investment in stock.

These curve pictures are the ordinary curve pic

tures that have already been described in previous

It is obvious that if the sales

If a line could be added that would make the
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. not be the same.

articles. Write the time scale along the lower base

line and the sales scale to the left of the left vertical

line. Next locate the dots and connect them to form

the curve.

Of course no single item of stock is going to re

sult in a straight sales line across the sheet. It will

go up and down during different hours of the day

and different seasons of the year. This is the case

with anything that is sold. The curves of all the

different items the confectioner sells, however, will

Some will go up while others go

down and vice versa. The stocks to push are those

composed of those goods the sales curves of which

when added together come most nearly to forming

a straight line.

For the purpose of finding out just what these

are it is often necessary to plot the curves of several

items on the same sheet. First find the data on a

number of different items and then select those which

when added together promise to form a compara

tively straight line or at least will most nearly ap

proach a straight line. Now plot all of the curves

on the same sheet. Then add together the values

of all the dots on each vertical line and use these

as the values to find dots in a new line to be plotted

above. l

After trying different combinations it will be

found that there is one that more nearly approaches

a straight line than any other. After this is found

it is obvious that provided there is no good reason

why this combination should not be made the leaders,

this combination is the one to push and to advertise.

If the relation of sales can be held the same or varied

to make the combined demand make a still straighter

line in the picture then the volume of sales for the

overhead is bound to be greater. It is idle stock and

idle clerks that drive up the cost. If the clerks can

be kept busy every minute of the day and every day

in the year and if the stock can be kept moving

rapidly profits increase.

The faster the stock can be moved the fresher it

also will be and the more trade will be attracted on

this account. Therefore, it is highly important to

know beyond a question of a doubt and not merely

guess what stock or combination of stocks will re

sult in this condition.

The data needed for this investigation can be se

cured in many different ways. One way is from

sales slips upon which the date and time of sale

appears as well as the goods that have been sold.

If such sales slips are made of all sales the minutest

investigation can be made. It is then merely a mat

ter of tabulating these slips and making pictures of

the data that has been tabulated.

If the store is divided into departments and a cash

register is used in each department, then hourly read

ings of the totals shown by the cash register will

give data to work with. Any record of sales that

not only shows the cash received and the goods sold

but the date and time answer the purpose.

It would be a mistake, however, to rely entirely

upon these sales pictures to find the profit makers.

Another class of picture is also needed. Find out

what all the carrying and sales charges are for the

goods represented in the curves that are being drawn.

Charge up against each item everything that can be

charged against it, the full share of rent, light, heat,

clerk hire, money invested in stock, spoilage and

everything else. Consider all these items for the

period represented by the curves that are drawn.

Then make a bar picture of this data.

In this picture the expenses may be represented

by a single bar, by a single bar divided into sections

to show what each item amounts to or by a single

bar representing the whole and other bars represent

ing the individual items of expense. Ordinarily the

picture _will be sufficiently comprehensive if a single

bar showing the total cost is shown. Alongside this

bar draw another showing the total sales. The dif

ference in height between these bars will then repre

sent the profits. '

On this same sheet it is well to show pairs of bars

showing the expenses and the sales in the case of

each item or department represented by the curve

picture upon which a number of curves are drawn.

A comparison of the two will soon indicate those

goods that are certain to show the greatest profits.

There may be a number of different brands or stocks

that show much the same sales curves but do not

show the same difference between volume of sales

and expense. The profit maker is the one which

shows the most satisfactory sales curve and at the

same time the greatest profit.

Group as leader those items that meet the require

ments in both respects and a combination results that

if pushed to the utmost is going to make that store

more than ordinarily prosperous. Frequent search

ers, however, must be made in order to make sure

that some other combination will not show better

profits or that certain changes will not have to be

made to secure the very best results.

It is not necessary, however, to make continuous

records such as these. Profit searching pictures are

merely test pictures that are made up from time to

time to make sure that the sales pressure is being

applied where it will do the most good as far as mak

ing profits is concerned. Such pictures need to be

made only often enough to indicate that the profit

makers are the ones that are being sold.

The first time the confectioner makes such a study

of his stock he is likely to meet with many surprises.

Quite often one finds that certain lines upon which

he thought he was making a goodly profit are not

such great profit makers as he thought. On the

other hand some other goods do show surprisingly

satisfactory results. It is a case of gathering the

data and making the picture if one is to know exactly

what he is doing. If a sales system is adopted that

supplies the data all the time then it is merely a mat

ter of making an analysis and drawing the pictures

at any time things don’t seem to be going just right.
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HAVE A HEART

EE I must be getting old or stale or sick or

something. I sure can't stand what I used to,

and that’s no joke.

You know there’s a brand of customer that if he

don’t want to buy, don’t know how to do anything

but knock your stuff. That’s the only come-back

he’s got when you try to sell him. “Your goods

ain't any good, or your house ain’t any good, or I

don’t like your face,” or something like that.

\Vell, I used to could stand that without turning

a hair, but by gee, I can’t do it any more. Nowadays

I get hot and fire some hot shot back and have a

fierce tongue fight and then I have to go change my

shirt because it’s all sweat up.

Last week I went into a customer's of mine to

try and sell him a line of new nickel goods. Best

line we ever put out, good stuff in a bully big pack

age. We pared the profit awful close so as to make
a big killing with ’em. Q

I went into this guy all set to get his order.

“I wouldn’t touch ’em with a ten-foot pole!” was

the kind little message he threw at me after I done

him the favor to show him'the goods and offer to

let him buy ’em.

“Why not?” I said, “they’ll get every kid’s trade

in 50 miles."

“Don’t want the kids trade!

it’s worth! Never was any money in it!”

By this time I was getting a bit het up.

you I couldn’t stand what I used to.

“Gee I’d be afraid to have my kid come in here

for fear you’d bite him,” I said, “talking that way.”

“Stuff don’t look good anyway,” he went on. “Get

all gummed up first warm day. Wouldn't handle it

for anything. You people are always putting out

some fool thing there ain't any sense in.”

Like getting a birthday card on your birthday,

“You got one less year to live. Goody! Goody!” I

felt fine over it. Ten years ago, or maybe even five,

I’d give him some ladylike little come-back, but as I

say I can’t stand it any more. So I let out and I

told him a few little things. They wasn’t ladylike

at all. I think one thing was I offered to bet him

ten thousand dollars he couldn’t tell what his own

name was at 3 ~o’clock in the morning. That was

cute, too, wasn’t it?

Trouble with me is when I get all het up this way,

the top of my skull, being all naked as it were, gets

a nice bright red and looks terrible. This customer

(that is, he was a customer before I panned him)

after we'd been jawing for a spell stopped all of a

sudden, looked at me and said, “See here, looks to

More bother than

I told

Don’t

Run down to the fire house and

let ’em turn the hose on it.”

me like your head was about to get on fire.

let it blaze in here.

Well that done me up for fair, and filling the store

with loud sobs I took me little sample case and went

out.

That night I went around to set fire to his house,

but I thought better of it and went to bed instead.

I was sore as a boil at myself and sore as a boil at

him. It was a rotten day all the way through, but I

found out the reason that night when I went to bed.

I had one of my socks on inside out. They tell me

that never fails to raise heck with everything.

But now I want to say a word to you boys that’s

meeting salesmen all the time. I want you to feel

for the boys that’s away from home selling goods

on the road with one or more families at home that

they got to get food and drink and roofs for.

Don’t knock ’em. If you could go back just once

to the little hotel room at night and fin_d your carcass

all black and blue from kicks and knocks that you

boys have handed out during the day, if you could

see us crying so hard that by 2 o'clock the room was

afloat and you had to tread water till morning, oh

my good gosh, gents, but you would understand

what I mean.

VVhat I mean is this—if you don’t want to buy

our stuff, don’t buy it, you got a right not to, and

there ain't anybody can take it away from you.

That’s the reason why there ain’t any call to knock

anything—just say you don’t want to buy, that's all

there is to it, and let it go at that.

It ain't necessary to say “why the stufi"s no good,”

or “that’s the rottenest looking package I ever saw,"

or “I never did like your house,” or “you people

must be fools to think we could sell that stufii,” or

“I wouldn’t have such stuff as that on my shelves,”

or "my gosh why will a first-class house send a fat

head like you to represent it,” and so on and so on.

I ain't writing any funny story here. I’ve had all

these things said to me time and time again, and so

has every other road man. My gosh you boys don’t

know what it means! The right kind of a chap when '

he goes out to sell goods, is as absolutely sold on

‘em as he is on his wife. VVhen you keep knocking

’em all the time you’re the same as saying “no I

don’t want you to bring your wife to my house, I

don’t want to meet her for I don’t think she's any

good.” That's just about the way it sounds all

right.

So have a heart, boys, and if you can’t say some

thing pleasing about the poor salesman’s stuff, why

don’t say nothing, will you please?
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The “Mainspring” of Confectionery

EDWARD CONNER, LONDON, ENG.

A KNOWLEDGE of sugar boiling may be con

sidered the backbone or “mainspring” of con

fectionery, and requires much practical knowledge in

consequence of the changes that the syrup undergoes

at different temperatures. At one period, or stage, it

is suitable for making jams, jellies, preserves,

liqueurs; at another it crystallizes; and at another it

makes rock, drops, barley sugar, etc. All these must

be most care fully studied and thoroughly understood,

together with certain technical terms used in the

trade for expressing these stages. Though some

slight difference of term may exist in different coun

tries, counties, towns, or even factories, the principle

in chief remains the same all over the inhabited

world.

Water boils at 212 degrees Fahrenheit, and that

is the most convenient temperature for dissolving

sugar, hence we may start our boiling at the time

when the sugar is all dissolved, and yet no further

change has taken place. The syrup we start with

is made up in the following proportion: 2 lbs. of

refined sugar (sugar cane) to 1 pintgof distilled

water. Sometimes cane sugar may be melted with

out water, but such cases are exceptional, and very

rarely practiced in confectionery, as it requires a

heat of 320 degrees Fahrenheit, not easily obtained

in an ordinary sugar boiling furnace.

' As water boils and is converted into steam at any

degree of temperature above 212 degrees, it stands

to reason that as the temperature rises beyond that,

the evaporation becomes more and more rapid, until

such a height is reached that it may be conjectured

that little or no water is existing in the syrup besides

that which requires the highest temperature to drive

ofi‘—that is, the water that is in chemical combina

tion in the body of the sugar itself. Once free the

sugar from this water, and you have little better

than carbon or burnt sugar remaining. Sugar, with

out added water, melts at 320 degrees Fahrenheit,

any rise of temperature above that liberates the

water of the sugar, and carbonization directly en

sues. This water of the sugar will be better under

stood if we explain that any substance whatever,

that is capable of being crystallized, contains in its

composition a certain amount of water. This is

known to chemists as the water of crystallization.

Dr. Hassall gives the following analysis of crystal

lizable sugar:

Raw Sugar Refined Sugar

Cane-sugar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89.22

 

99.858

Corn syrup . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.69 none

Water . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.84 0.128

Suspended matter . . . . . . . . 0.12 none

Mineral matter . . . . . . . . .. 1.13 0.014

100.00 100.00

From this table it will be seen that the amount

of water is sufiiciently appreciable to prevent the

sugar burning, until it is subjected to a temperature

at which sugar would melt, that being in reality the

period of giving up its water. One degree above

320 degrees Fahrenheit, the melting point, the freed

water evaporates, and the sugar is burned and utterly

destroyed, there remaining only the ash or carbon.

Between these two pointsthen, boiling water (212

degrees) and the melting point of sugar (320 de

grees) are to be found the stages so important for

the confectioner to observe, and which are given in

the following table. It is necessary to mention here

that a thermometer will be found quite as reliable as

the more simple but primitive processes described

below:

212 degrees Fahr. The Soluti0n.—We start with

the temperature at which the sugar will be dis

solved, and continue raising the heat from that de

gree.

215 degrees to 222 degrees Fahr. The Sm0oth.—

At this point the sugar may be used for crystalliz

ing creams, gum goods, and liqueurs.

225 to 230 degrees Fahr. The Thread.—This

stage is subdivided into the little and great thread.

If you dip the finger into the syrup and apply it to

the thumb, the tenacity of the syrup will, on separat

ing the finger and thumb, afford a thread which

shortly breaks, and this is the little thread.

If the thread, from the greater tenacity, and con

sequently greater strength of the syrup, admits of

a greaterextension of the finger and thumb, it is

called the greater thread.

230 degrees to 235 degrees Fahr. The Pearl.

Which is denoted 'by the thread admitting of being

drawn out without breaking, to the utmost separa

tion of the finger and thumb; this makes candied

sugar.

235 degrees to 240 degrees Fahr. The Bl0'w.—

This is obtained by heating to about this tempera

ture, and is ascertained by dipping a skimmer with

holes into the syrup and blowing through them; if

bubbles are perceived, what is termed as the blow is

arrived at.

This stage can hardly be regarded as of any great

importance to confectioners, beyond that of indicat

ing how far the boiling has proceeded.

240 degrees to 245 degrees Fahr. The Feather

implies more numerous bubbles, and then the sur

face will begin to fly off like feather flakes, and the

skimmer is quickly tossed about. The syrup at this

stage is useful for making fondants, rich creams,

creams for chocolates, and for candying fruit.

250 degrees to 255 degrees Fahr. The Ball ad

mits the syrup to be rolled into a ball as follows:

Dip the finger and thumb into water and then the
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tip of the finger into the syrup and into the water

again. In this condition it is useful for making

coconut ice, candies, and most sugar grained sweets.

310 degrees to 315 degrees Fahr. The Crack

denotes that it does not stick to the teeth when bitten,

but cracks as in the case of all kinds of drops, tofiees,

rocks and clear goods. To know when it has ob

tained this degree, dip a teaspoon or skewer into the

sugar and let it drop to the bottom of a pan of cold

water; if the sugar remains hard it has attained to

the degree termed crack.

320 degrees Fahr. The Caramel.—This is the

highest degree at which sugar can be kept on the fire

without burning, or carbonizing, as it is more cor

rectly termed. In this condition it forms a very

elegant covering for sweetmeats, and forms the class

of confection known by that name “Caramel,” as

introduced some thirty-seven years ago into England

from America.

It must be here explained that the degrees of tem

perature given for each stage are approximate only,

and may differ by some portion of a degree or even

as much as one or two; but on an average they will

be found reliable. The foregoing table refers to

syrup made by dissolving sugar in water to the pro

portion of 2 lbs. of sugar to 1 pint of water. At

212 degrees the water without sugar would boil. It

is therefore given off in evaporation, and as the tem

perature rises, the water is given off more and more

rapidly until the caramel stage is reached, when there

is little or no water left. Hence the sugar carbon

izes.

‘A very good and practical authority on sugar

boiling tells us that the syrup employed should

sometimes be clarified, which is done in the follow

ing manner: Dissolve two pounds of loaf sugar in

a pint of water; add to this solution the white of an

egg and beat them well. Put the preserving pan

upon the fire with the solution; stir it with a wooden

spatula, and when it begins to swell and boil up

throw in some cold water or a little oil to “damp”

the boiling; for as it rises suddenly, if it should boil

over, it would catch or take fire, being of a very

inflammable nature. Let it boil up again, then take

it off, and remove carefully the scum that has arisen.

Boil the solution again, throw in a little more cold '

water, remove the scum, and so on three or four

times successively, then steam it. It is considered

to be sufficiently boiled when some taken up in a

spoon pours out like oil; and when a thin skin ap

pears on blowing upon the syrup it is judged to be

completely satura.ted._

The same authority goes on to say: “The prin

cipal thing to be acquainted with is the fact, that

in proportion, as the syrup is longer boiled, its water

will become evaporated, and its consistence will be

thicker. Great care must be taken in the manage

ment of the fire, and that the syrup does not boil

over, and that the boiling is not carried to such an

extent as to burn the sugar.”

Although the foregoing remarks refer to the

manufacture of confectionery on a small scale, they

are equally applicable to the same production on a.

very much larger scale. They give the methodical

process that must be employed to make pure con

fectionery syrup, and may, and no doubt generally

are, modified according to the fun and fancy of the

maker; some operators may be content to use not

only unrefined or raw sugar, but even molasses.

Instead of loaf sugar some have only used brown

sugar, which they have clarified to do as well as re

fined sugar; by mixing with the solution some

powdered charcoal, which is boiled with the sugar.

 

He Plays His Business

AND that’s the story of Charles Axel Smith all

through his business career—one obstacle after

another. In fact, that’s what put him where he is

today.

“Obstacles,” he'says, “are like steps of a ladder.

VVhen you overcome one it shows you are climbing.

A man who has gone through life without over

coming obstacles has probably remained on the

ground where he started.

“I guess it’s my optimism and the enjoyment I

get out of my work," Smith believes. “I've never

made work of my business. With me it’s a game

and I have always found my biggest enjoyment, out

side of my family, at my desk. I can play golf, but

my business is a bigger game to me. I don't mean

that a man should let his business run him, though.

And if you’re in something you don't like, get out.

Old as I am, if I found I didn’t like my work, I'd

get out and into something new that I did like. A

man can’t succeed otherwise. And don’t worry—

it won’t help any. If I had worried much I wouldn’t

be on the top of the ground today.”

Perhaps you are debating with yourself whether

it’s worth while to make the fight, or to lie down

and wait for the obstacle confronting you to walk

away of its own accord. If so, try Smith’s plan and

climb over. He'll tell you an obstacle never appears

so big when you’re over and looking back as it does

when you’re sitting down in front looking at it.

 

Farmers Going Into Ice Cream Making

CORRESPONDENT of the New York

Times reports a campaign launched under the

efforts of the Dairyman’s League Co-operative As

sociation, in the State of New York, to promote the

farm production of ice cream upon a large scale.

It is claimed at the Utica headquarters of the Asso

ciation that nearly 300 store keepers have agreed

to handle the farmers’ output of this commodity
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Comments of

Tokorimo

Shan

Hon. Editor

Confectionate furnal.

HAVE wonnerful new radyio set which are

latest invenshun of distrackshun that some

times works and sometimes doesn’t, genrally failin

dismally when you want to show off before friends.

I have been tole that posserbillities of radyio are

unlimited for the edjercashun of the masses and it

was with desire to improve sadly depreciated mind

that I invest eight dollers and ninety-five cents in

magnifercent outfit. Last night it was nounce that

at eight o'clock perfesser Gushbum would deliver

his impressive lecktureon the subconshus posserbil

ities of the ultermate ego and I was feverish to hear

distingwish man. I set things as directed and I hear

grate man unfold his misterrus message. It go like

this as long as mentality low me to listen in without

fateeg: “The superman ultimately will be the pro

duct of psychic environment, and in the future cen

turies—Oh, sahay ca-han you see, by the daw-hans

early light showers and northerly winds will prevail

over this section and hogs are nine and a half cents

with brisk demand that Ruth be reinstated, April

Showers bring May flowerssss—this is XYZ talking

on 360 meters—Giants defeat Chicago 450 to 500

killed in a railroad accident caused by white mule

exploding two teaspoonfuls of sugar and a cup of

flour after which you set on the stove and stir con

stantly—and now my good little boys and girls I

will tell you the wonderful story of Back to Mother's

Knee, by request, and after all why are we here—

Battling Kid and Knock Em Cold Googan will spar

eight rounds for Charity my friends is the greatest

of human virtues and I appeal to you in the name

of the bucket shops which infest this community are

the Song of the Sea Gull, and on the other hand the

actions of the interstate commerce commission are

responsible for—-the railroad blues-reshfgazz yuf

shulfs, wazzzz. jazzzz, wyrceftshy, wooo of shuyers,

wzzztyg, bzzz, bzz, bzz."

I enjoy it most consolingly and figger that in few

years I shall have the equal of a college edjicashun.

Of course it got little confusin long at the last and

I not quite get the drift of gentleman's remarks, but

if them Russhin or Polish stations had not a butted

in on some wave length doubtless i would have got

complete leckture which was verry enterainin.

I say to frend what I know have install fine com

plete radyio stashun, “What in your opinyun is

greatest thing that are possible with this new in

venshun ?”

He say to me feelingly with warmth of expreshun,

“The greatest thing about radyio is that you can

shut it off when you please and the dam thing can’t

call you up like the telerfone can.”

I understand that the halls of congers are to be

fitted up with sending apperatus and fore long when

we want to listen in at noble speaches it will be pos

serble. I sa_v when congers invades sacredness of

home it are time to enthrone our liberty again.

Some of the fights they have might be entertainin

but as a genral thing it would be purty dull. If they

do this thing I shall throw my set in the alley, human

endurance has its limmits.

Some times I are ashamed of ignorance which i

possess. I allus thought that Cohn & Doyle was a

vawdville team and now I unnerstand that he are

a great brittish writer what wrote bout a detective

call Sheer Luck Homes and that he have come over

to this country to tell us bout departed spirrits. That

is way with them forriners right away as soon as

they land they commence a knockin the amendment

eighteen, I persume because they didn't bring along

enough to last em through the dry spell.

Vi/ell, this Cohn & Doyle he have come this time

not to tell us detecktive stories but to instruck us on

the misteries of the be yond, for he claim to have

hold conversashun with people who have dide. which

are moderately safe statement to make because there

ain’t anybody can prove that he didn't. He say it

pane himto the heart that there are so many fake

mediums are a fleecin the public, but there ain’t

no way to tell the false from the true since the mes

sages are pracktically the same. I ask my frend

what he think of spirichalism and he say, “All men

are entitle to believe what they choose and if Cohn

& Doyle say spirrits talk to him I ain’t a disputin

his word. However, I have heard sevral spirrit

messages and all I can say is that if the dead can

communnycate to us they have never been able to
impart anything beyond the mentaliplane of the

medium and the stuff they tell us grades about as

high as the average eight year old child can think.”

Cohn & Doyle he say that spirichalism are going

to be a great moral force but it are not going to

offer any oppertoonities for finanshal proflit. He

say nobody are a going to make any money out of

it. This are good news to most of the publick, but

it ain’t a goin to make him poplar with the mediums.

If there wasn’t any silver collections a lot of fat

mediums would be scrubbin oflice floors for a livin.

I live in hope that some day Cohn & Doyle will put

Sheer Luck Homes on the trail of Laughing Eyes

the grate Indian control. If he does he is a going to

put a lot of his earnest co-workers in jail.

Personally I think spirichalism is foolish.

Hopin you are the same

Toxonmo SHAN.

P. S. My frend are a grate politkal enthoosist but

i am fraid I am not up to date on much of doings.
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He say to me while back, “Are you not intrested

vitally in this New Beverage fight in Indianny?"

And I say “No. There are so many of these here

soft drinks a comin on the market that I can't keep

track of them.”
 

Annual Convention Pennsylvania

Confectioners’ Association

HE annual Convention of the Pennsylvania

Confectioners’ Association was held in the Penn

Harris Hotel, Harrisburg, Pa., on May lst and 2nd,

and while, for many ‘reasons, the attendance was

not as large as expected, yet some sixty firms out of

a membership of about one hundred twenty were

represented.

As at all these Conventions, enthusiasm and good

fellowship prevailed, and as President Heckerman

remarked: if all the candy dealers could get together

once a year, or a couple of days, without any pro

gram at all, he felt that this “rubbing of elbows,"

this meeting one another from various sections of

the country, talking over problems, and finding out

what good fellows competitors were, that in itself,

would be one of the greatest assets the industry could

have.

Many important subjects were discussed, but it

was decided to pass less Resolutions than general,

and to take some positive action on those that were

passed; and one of these Resolutions was to the

effect that the Executive Committee take action

looking toward the employment of a Field Secretary.

Eighty-nine attended the banquet held on Monday

evening, and more ladies were present at this ban

quet this year than ever before. It was one of the

happiest events of the kind yet held by the Asso

ciation.

Toastmaster A. D. Bacon called on President

Heckerman to return thanks to the Giver of all good

things for His many blessings, an example that

might well be followed by other similar Associations.

Mr. Bacon, in his jovial manner, introduced the

speakers, among whom were Dr. Edward J. Cattell

and john Glossinger, of Philadelphia, whose re

marks, intermingled with humor, not only pleased

and delighted those present, but gave them much to

think about.

Among the Convention speakers were N. S. Rep

pert, purchasing agent for W. H. Luden Co., who

made his first public address; and he certainly did

himself proud on the subject of “Duty and Respon

sibility of Purchasing Agents.” Robert G. Whar

ton, of the A. \Vilhe1m Co., of Reading, showed

the members. in his talk on “Credit Correspond

ence,” the importance of good salesmanship in

credit letters. ]ohn Glossinger, of H. O. Wilbur

& Sons, Inc., Philadelphia, delivered a message on

"What's the Matter with the Candy Business?” that

contained so much of vital interest that the Secre

tary was instructed to have it printed and distributed

to the trade. A. E. Sander, VVm. B. Rosskam, S.

Will Shunkwiler, and the Pennsylvania Food Com

missioner, James Foust, all made instructive ad

dresses. Iverson C. Wells, editor of Candy Fac

tory, talked on “Plans of Merchandising," and L.

W. Roesch, representing the CONFECTIONERS

JOURNAL, addressed the meeting. “Bill" Diven,

Secretary of the Central Club of Ohio, Indiana and

Michigan, presented to the Convention the best pos

sible proof of the advantage of having a Field Secre

tary, and the scope of the work done by him, and its

advantages, and brought home very forcibly to those

present, by illustration after illustration, of things

actually accomplished by the Central Club through

its Secretary.

The following officers were elected for the ensuing

year:

President—A. E. Sander, American Caramel Co.,

Lancaster.

lst Vice-president—Fred V. Wunderle, Smith &

Peters, Philadelphia.

2nd Vice-president—S. Will Shunkwiler, Lewis

town.

3rd Vice-president—Alex. Diehl, York.

Secretary-Treasurer—A. D. Bacon, of The D.

Bacon Co., Harrisburg. ‘

Executive Committee—H. C. Heckerman, Bed

ford; ]ohn L. Messer, Messer Candy Co., Pitts

burgh; LeRoy D. Garrett, Gates Candy Co.,

Philadelphia; Frank B. Putt, Brandle & Smith,’

Philadelphia; R. L. Strohecker, \Vm. H. Luden,

Reading; I. A. Bachman, Bachman Chocolate Co.,

Mt. joy; R. F. Keppel, R. F. Keppel & Bro., Lan

caster; john G. Dieter, Williamsport; H. Baker

Yen, Altoona.

 

A Correction and a Caution

N OUR' April issue under head of “The Retail

Confectioner” there appeared a recipe for what

the author styled “]ets, Commonly Known as

Butter-Creams.” Under date of April 27th the

Martha \Vashington Candies Co., Chicago, through

the Vice-president, Mr. Ernest M. I-Iunt, addressed

us a very courteous letter from which we quote the

following:

“In the first place the formula as given is not

the formula for ‘Jets’ or Butter-Creams as they

are known in the line of Martha Washington

Candies.

“In the second place the word ‘]ets’ as applied

to Confectionery and Candy has been duly

registered by us in the United States Patent

Office as a trade mark and we have the exclu

sive right to said name, etc.”

In view of the above statement of Mr. Hunt the

trade is hereby cautioned not to use the word “Jets”

in connection with any of their candy products.
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JOSEPH NATHAN KANE

INCREASING THE CUSTOMER’S MORALE

EEPING up the morale of the foreign importer

during periods of depression is almost as im

portant as making sales in times of prosperity. The

importer must be made to realize that empty stocks

mean no sales and no profits and that it is best to

keep on conservatively buying in anticipation of

future business. The man whose shelves are empty

cannot expect to sell his wares without displaying

them, while the man who has a small quantity on

hand can make a fair margin of sales.

American confectioners particularly should do

their utmost to keep their foreign customers in good

spirits in order that they may be friendly to them

in time of big business. There are many ways of

keeping in touch with the foreign importer and of

stimulating his interest in your product. It must

be remembered, however, that each country and each

class of people demand certain requirements which

must be met in their own peculiar ways.

One of the best ways of stimulating the sales of

American confectionery in foreign countries is

through the medium of the daily newspaper, while

in many countries the value of the bill-board is

almost as great as that of the best advertising

mediums.

Lantern slides, such as may be found in the cities

of secondary importance, likewise prove to be a

wonderful method of creating interest in American

products and keeping alive the demand, which in

turn causes the importer to order. To stimulate

local advertising, many confectioners have found it

desirable to send the importer electros and mats for

special advertisements covering the insertion of

which the manufacturer may or may not make

special allowances.

With regard to advertising appropriations in

countries where confectionery is handled by import

ers as a side line, it has been found advisable to con

tribute a certain percentage of the advertising ex

penses, allowing the balance to be borne by the

importer. His money at stake, causes him to be

more careful than he otherwise would be. Although

this is not true in every case, it applies to the greatest

percentage.

To continue to keep up the morale, it is always ad

visable to keep in close touch with the importer, to

advise him as to contemplated advertising projects,

and to supply him with detailed instructions for

effective display of the merchandise. Another al

most certain way of increasing sales is to capitalize

on certain local conditions or events. This will keep

the element of timeliness in the product.

Posters, signs, banners, attractive calendars, ani

mated window displays with instructions for their

installation, novelty window dressing ideas, etc.,

sent from time to time, to the importer will keep

up his interest in your product when under ordinary

times and circumstances he will be discontented and

under the influence of the general business depres

sion. It is better to send one display of advertising

matter in times of depression than two when things

are going fine. It seems in many instances that

when a product is in full bloom and sales of same

assume enormous proportions that advertising, valu

able as it is, is not as valuable as when business is

at a slump.

Generous helpings of samples are always appre

ciated and prove to be one of the best means of creat

ing further sales. This is particularly true in coun

tries where samples of American confectionery are

hard to obtain. Surprising as it may seem, there

are many countries which imagine that America

manufactures only the kind of candies which are

displayed there. Naturally this idea is false and

should be quickly corrected. For example, if noth

ing but pastilles have been exported to Costa Rica,

the impression is created that America exports noth

ing but pastilles. Samples of other kinds of candies

frequently sent to the importers will convince them

otherwise and that America can supply them with

practically any grade candy for any purpose.

A complaint often heard from importers in for
eign countries, especially during times of depression, i

is that they are not given the benefit of the reduc

tion in price, if any. Other merchants not knowing

whether or not such a reduction has taken place give

their orders to whomever may be on the ground at

the lower price, despite the fact that same can be

imported direct from the original seller at one much

lower. To overcome this difliculty it has been found

advisable by the majority of confectioners to issue a

loose-leaf catalog. a page devoted to an item. In

this manner the importer can know whenever any

changes have been made in the price and can govern

his purchases accordingly.
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In selecting loose-leaf catalogs, the confectioner

should take great care that he uses one whose ad

vantages are greater than its drawbacks. The ma

jority of loose-leaf catalogs sent to foreign countries

are either of the “Post” or “Ring” type. The

“Ring” type has been found more advantageous in

asmuch as it requires less time and effort to insert

the pages. Its drawback, however, is that the pages

can be torn out or fall out quite readily. Confec

tioners should decide upon using a catalog of this

type and re-inforce the holes with heavy linen rings

which are gummed on both the front and back of

each hole, or else use a strip of cloth with “button

hole-stitched” holes to engage the rings.

Provided the catalog is not too large in size, the

cover can be flexible but when it is larger than 6 x 9,

the cover should usually be stiff. However, this is

optional. Each page should have a number, a key

number, and dealers should be notified, from time to

time, exactly which numbers should be entered in

their sample books. In this manner the dealer can

check his book to see that it is always accurate, its

prices exact, and free from photographs of numbers

no longer manufactured.

A cheap way of keeping the dealer informed of

prices without having to supply him with a new

photograph of the candy at each raising or lowering

of same, is to give him a picture of the candy on a

separate sheet. For example, picture 3 in the deal

er's book may be hard sugar balls, page 3A can be

the price on May 15, 1921; 3B; the price on Sep

tember 1, 1921; 3C the price on February l, 1922,

etc. In this way the dealer will turn to the last page

which is always the current price and destroy the

preceding ones.

Assistance to the dealer in matters like these,

create within him a spirit of friendliness for the

manufacturer which without doubt will be reflected

in the increased amount of the sales.

In times of depression, particularly when import

ers are unable to meet their obligations promptly, is

the time for American manufacturers to adjust their

terms to suit conditions. Principally because of the

hectic state in which foreign trade has been through

in the last few years, importers have been in general

at a loss as to how to conduct their business. Ex

change has hampered them at every turn and selling

prices have, for no explainable or understandable

reason to them, advanced and declined making their

selling prices, in some cases, more than twice that

which they had originally figured upon. This situa

tion, coupled with the general business depression

which has invaded every hamlet in almost every

country of the world, has created great unrest in the

importer’s mind, often forcing him not to meet his

obligations promptly.

Manufacturers should realize that these conditions

exist and should accordingly grant extensions when

in their opinion it is necessary.

It is not advisable, however, to grant an exten

sion of the entire amount for a certain definite time.

If a note for 120 days has not been met, it should

not be renewed for another period of the same time

but should be divided into four equal amounts, the

first one at 30 days and the others at each succeed

ing 30th day or other similar terms.

There are many instances of where importers

have requested extensions of time, not so much be

cause of their inability to pay, but because of their

desire to wait for a more favorable turn of exchange,

speculating on the manufacturer's money. This, of

course, is not just nor fair and the manufacturer

should not under any circumstances, permit it.

Having aided the importer with regard to his

finances, increasing his sales by co-operative adver

tising, there seems to be no reason why a feeling of

co-operation should not exist. Especially in times

such as these when. competition is the keenest and

where nations are under-cutting each other in price

to obtain business, should the American manufac

turer endeavor to keep up the morale of his foreign

clients. By so doing in times of depression he is

laying foundations for a steady increasing business,

the size and magnitude of which will increase to

such an extent that it will surprise him and be beyond

his greatest expectations.

—-——<»~>—i

THE Bureau of Foods of the Pennsylvania De

partment of Agriculture has given a clean bill

of health to the chocolate coated ice-cream bars sold

in Pennsylvania. Since March IO, agents of the

Bureau have collected 90 samples sold in thirty cities

and towns of the State. These samples were sub

mitted to the six chemists of the Bureau for analy

ses. Director ]ames Foust of the Bureau this week

announced that the reports of the chemists showed

that each of the 90 samples was entirely free of

parafiin, cocoanut fat or adulteration of any kind.

Early in the year it was reported that a few dealers

were substituting paraffin in the coating of the ice

cream bars. A crusade instituted by the Bureau of

Foods has resulted in the industry turning out a

product that may be purchased without fear. A

large number of samples of candy were also pur

chased and analyzed and all these were found to be

free of adulteration.

NDERSON PACE, formerly Salesmanager

of the American Wholesale Corporation and

earlier Publicity Manager for Butler Brothers, has

entered the Tindeco organization as Director of Ad

vertising, Sales Promotion, Publicity, Research, and

Mail Order work. His work includes discovering

and developing new leads, helping salesmen turn

prospects into customers, and educational work on

prospects and customers in the interval of calls by

salesmen. Mr. Pace is widely known thruout the

West by many of the large advertising agencies and

manufacturers and is most popular in advertising

circles in the East.
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Increasing Show Window Profits

MAKING SHOW CARDS TALK

HOVV cards bear the same relation to the display

itself that the sub-titles on a motion picture film

bear to the photo—play the film presents. For this

reason it is well for the person who is responsible

for the wording of the message to be placed upon

the card to study the sub-titles on all the films that

he sees.

Sub-titles are used in moving pictures because no

satisfactory way has yet been found to make the

pictures talk. The sub-titles are the talk that is

necessary to make the action of the play perfectly

plain. It will be noted that just as few such titles

are used "as possible and that no more words than

are necessary to convey the meaning are shown.

Show cards are used in the window display be

cause it is not practical to have a salesman outside

the window to explain the display to every passer by.

The card does the talking that is necessary to make

the display result in the maximum sales. There

should be no more words on a card than it is abso

lutely necessary to have.

One or two suggestive words will often talk louder

and more effectively than a much larger number of

words that do not convey the meaning in so concise

a form. Occasionally show cards are written and

used that perform really wonderful results. The

following two examples illustrate such cards.

A small store was overstocked with rain coats.

Every effort made to dispose of them failed of its

purpose. Finally on a rainy day a display was made

in the window so arranged as to show both the in

side and the outside of the coat while a stream of

water was played upon the outside. So far there

was nothing out of the ordinary about the display.

It is very doubtful if it would have sold the coats

but there was a show card used that told a long

story in an impressive manner in a few words. It

was a show card that might be called a talking card

in that it caused the people who saw it to talk.

This is what appeared on that card:

“To one Raincoat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $10.00”

A little space below this line there followed:

“To doctor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5.00

To medicine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.00

To lost time . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.00 '

$17.00”

Still farther down written in larger letters was the

word “VVhich ?” and below this, “As you can see,

these coats are absolutely waterproof. Price,

$10.00.”

It was what this card suggested rather than -what

it said that made its talk so loud and so persuasive.

As the crowds were flocking to a football game

they were faced by a sign that ran something like

this:

“Concrete ! Pneumonia l l Heaven l l !

journey! Buy a mat for 35 cents.”

Hundreds of words would not have told as efifec—

tive a story as did this card. It is reported that the

man who was responsible for this card had no dith

culty at all in disposing of all his mats. The cards

said something. They caused action.

It pays to study the wording of the show card.

]ust the right words are going to increase the sales

beyond the greatest expectations. An ordinary card

will not increase sales to anywhere near this extent.

Delay the

 

  

Show cards can be made to tell a story by themselves.

Cut red cards in the form of firecrackers with a short

piece of paper twine to serve as a fuse and cut another

red card in the form of the shield, and the very shape of

these cards show that the display is a Fourth of July

display. The shape of the cards as well as the words on

them determine what the cards actually say to the passer-by.

If a confectioner could uniformly place upon his

show cards the most effective combination of words

and never use a superfluous word, his window dis

plays would not only increase the profits of his stores

but would cause people to go out of their way in

order to see the windows. As it is, only occasionally

does one run across a show card that seems to be

worded in the right manner.

Most cards are very commonplace, the wording is

trite. There is really nothing about the card to sug

gest a purchase. To be sure the card may urge the

onlooker to purchase. It may mention some of the

good qualities of the goods displayed. It probably

mentions the price. Perhaps it shows that the price

has recently been cut. This may suggest that it will

again be cut shortly and that it will be well for the

customer to postpone buying for a little while longer

if he can possibly get along without the candy. In

other words the suggestion is negative rather than

positive.’
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It is not what the show card actually says that!

counts but the train of thought that is set going in

the mind of the person who looks at the window.

A card may tell a great deal about a package of candy

that is good for a cold, one that clears up a husky

voice, yet not necessarily really suggesting a sale.

Suppose, however, that on this card we write the

words: “Weather forecast: Cold and rainy, fol

lowed by bad colds and husky voices, cleared by

15 cents a package.” If the weather forecast given

in the newspapers really is cold and rainy these words

are at least going to be suggestive.

 

' The right words to place upon individual show

cards, however, can only be found by much thought

and study. The results that have been accomplished

by some cards indicate that the show card is more

productive of sales than any other part of the dis

play provided the card is worded just exactly right.

For this reason it is going to pay to give a whole

lot of attention to the card.

It is not a bad idea to make a collection of the

wording of all the show cards one sees that appeal

to him. Reading through this collection is bound

to suggest something new for the display that is

about to be made in the window.

It is not what is on the card alone, however, that

always makes it effective. Only a great genius can

always find just the right words to use. Any ordi

nary mortal must be contented most of the time if

his show cards are worded just fairly well. Any

person, however, can if he will stop to think, make

his cards in such shapes that they will be a little more

effective at least.

If on St. Valentine's day the show cards in the

window are cut in the form of double hearts pierced

by an arrow, those cards are most certainly going to

attract a little more attention than would just ordi

nary oblong cards. Cards for patriotic holidays may

be cut in the form of shields‘.

Do we want to show price comparisons or the

growth of the business we can cut the show cards

into forms that tell the story. Suppose that we want

to show the increase in volume of sales in the store

of a certain brand of candy, the candy that is being

displayed. We could make a chart on a card or we

can make the cards into a chart. In the latter case

we cut the cards into the form of long rectangles,

each rectangle having the same width but the height

varying in accordance with the increase in sales.

These cards are then displayed in a row, the bottom

of each card being the same distance from the floor

as the other cards or actually resting on the floor if

the others also do. They are arranged of course in

a vertical position and the story of the sales for the

period represented by a card is told on the card. It

may happen that these cards may be placed to ad

vantage right against the window glass.

Whenever the card can be made to tell part of the

story by cutting it in a certain shape it will serve

two purposes at the same time. It will attract atten

tion and will give information without the necessity

of using words.

Using show cards of odd shapes and sizes, how

ever, can be carried too far. It is necessary to stop

on the safe side and not make the cards appear to be

rather far fetched. There must be the very best of

reason for any shape not the regular oblong shape

usually used for cards. Only when a special form

will help tell the story as in the case of the bars just

mentioned or adds atmosphere to the window as on

St. Valentine's day should special forms of cards be

used. Circular and square cards, however, can be

used almost as often as oblong ones. A string of

circular cards slightly overlapping each other across

  

In this display the sizes of the cards as well as the

words on them show how sales have increased. The

height of the cards are in proportion to the sales. In

this way the cards are made to talk louder and more

emphatically than they would if they were all of the same

size. The size and the shape of the show cards have a

great deal to do with the effectiveness of the cards.

the background of a window will attract more atten

tion than square or rectangular shaped cards. Each

of the circular cards may carry a complete message

or merely a word.

Merry Christmas spelled out on star-shaped cards,

each card having but one letter, will mean more than

the same words on one card.- There are innumerable

ways in which cards of more or less odd shapes may

be used. It is only possible to suggest a few here.

To make the show cards talk it is necessary not

only to use the words that will set going in the minds

of the people who look at the display the desired train

of thought but to aid the words by using the most

effective shape for the show card. It is well to bear

in mind that the right kind of show card may sell

goods when everything else fails.
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Vacation and Business

OMETIMES you, as an earnest-minded busi

ness man, feel that the vacation idea has rather

outgrown its original size and purpose, and that

people have come to demand it whether they need

it or not.

Perhaps this is true, but it is also certain that

anyone who has worked earnestly throughout the

year, is much better for a change of scene and ac

tivities. This often constitutes a real rest, and a

number of our most astute men of affairs declare

that the relaxation of the right sort of a vacation,

brings them back zealous and keen for more and

better work, so that the remaining weeks of the year

are bound to produce larger results than if the hum

drum routine went on and on in uninterrupted

fashion.

So all in all, it is a wise business provision on the

part of the principal or principals of any concern,

to plan for a rest and change. Sometimes this rest

and change is taken in the form of week-end trips,

or a day or two now and again, but this really does

not take the place of a longer rest which gives nerves

time to iron out and allows the larger perspective of

life and its affairs to become properly focused.

Many times business men who go on a vacation,

feel that after a day or so, that they are ready to

return, but if you as that business man, have set

your house in order before you left home, it is far

wiser to hold firmly to the vacation idea, and at the

end of a week or two weeks or even a month, if that

time can be spared, you will begin to realize how

very tired you really were, and how much good the

change has done you.

Then you do not need to spend all of your spare

time in amusements. To be sure, a part of the vaca

tion hours should be passed in the open, but all of

us have fads and interests which we enjoy follow

ing once time permits, and vacation is often just

the season in which to do it.

It is rare indeed that we can go in any direction

and not learn something of advantage in our own

particular line. If we are motoring, we can stop

here and there at some town or city boasting a pro

gressive Chamber of Commerce, Booster Club, or

Merchants’ Association, and learn just how they

have solved some problem, or we can visit business

firms in our own line.

It if so happens that we remain over night in’ dif

ferent places, we can make something of a study of

the kind of advertising being done by the merchants

in that place, and perhaps in the morning follow up

some of these in order to see what is back of it all.

One business man who spent two weeks last sum

mer on his holiday, went away irritable, tired, and

quite convinced that he was utterly wasting time

and money, but he yielded to the persuasions of wife

and daughter. He took with him some of his own

advertising literature, and when opportunity pre

sented, he distributed this, sometimes leaving some

of it with a friendly Chamber of Commerce, or drop

ping it into mail boxes as he went along. This was

more of an experiment than anything else, for one

side-line of his business was a product which could

be marketed by mail.

To his surprise and delight, he has reaped results

far beyond his expectations throughout the year,

and has been able to trace substantial amounts of

business from the most unexpected sources.

As this family stopped in different towns and

cities, they made it their business to call upon the

most prominent establishments in their line. While

mother and daughter went shopping or sight-seeing,

the business man would make a call, present his card,

and state frankly that he was traveling through the

city, had been attracted by their advertisement, or

window display, or had heard a traveling man speak

of them, as the case might be; and he was sure to

be the recipient of a most courteous reception, and

often received valuable suggestions on how this or

that shrewd business man handled his own affairs.

He finally went back home, as he said himself,

“As full of brand new ideas of a practical and work

able nature, as an egg is full of meat.” All through

the year, he has been keeping a little note book on

things he wants to look up this vacation time when

he takes his annual rest.

A rest is not necessarily a period of inaction, but

rather a change which brings a different set of

nerves, muscles, and perhaps interests, into play in

such a way as to engage the mind and rest the body.

The right sort of a vacation need not be prohibitively

expensive, neither is it wise to attempt to go on so

cheap a scale that it becomes a toil of a pleasure.

There is a happy medium.

It is not to be forgotten that some of the expen

sive summer hostelries are operated only during the

tourists’ season, and consequently high profits must

be made in order to meet expenses. If one can

afford it and enjoys the experience, it is often ad

vantageous to pay these high prices just for the

sake of meeting prosperous people and seeing how

things are done by others who are conducting a

specialized business in the way of pleasing the public.

A business man well known to the writer, laugh

ingly said the other day:

“It may be something of an extravagance when

wife and I go on our summer toot, to patronize some

of the places we do, but we look on it as our ‘blow

out’ of the year, and we save for it by cutting out

some of the needless and superficial things at home
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which only make work and expense. We enjoy the

chance to sit on a broad, picturesque veranda, over

looking mountains, lakes, or ocean, and to feel that

the telephone and the needless petty details of

our workaday world, are left behind for a time.

“It is part of our rest cure to have things for a

few weeks as those have them who are able to

wander about at their own sweet will most of the

time. And the best part of it is, that when we come

back home, we are better satisfied than ever before,

with the solid, substantial conditions of our every

day life, the reliable friends about us, and the trusty

organization which has been built up through years

of effort.

“Yes, I consider our vacation about the most

profitable part of the year. ]ust how much, I sel

dom realize for months, for I am continually re

calling this, that, and the other which is a pleasure

and a benefit, which I have seen or heard on my

travels, and which I did not realize at the time, I

would ever make use of myself.

“All in all, I would feel it most unfortunate to cut

out my vacation. Knowing this, I am particular

also to plan suitable vacation periods for my help.

I work this out early in the season so each may

know when he or she will go, and can make arrange

ments for it. Oftentimes when I have an employee

who needs a little guidance, I make occasion to talk

with that individual about his vacation, throwing

out suggestions which will start a train of thought

and lead to something worth while.

“For example, last year I was able to mention

casually a certain Summer School of Salesmanship

several times in such a way that a promising young

fellow but one lacking background and initiative,

was finally induced to send for the literature of this

course. He showed it to me as I expected he would,

and I looked it over and made him a little concession

of extra time if he wanted to enjoy the benefits of

this opportunity. The result was that he went to

the school, and become so interested that he has been

studying all the year on his own account. Per

sonally I have benefited far more than I conceded,

by his increased interest and more efficient service.

“Yes, I find that it pays to take an interest also

in the vacation of my employees. I usually make

it a point in some form or other, to ask each one

when he returns, just what he got out of his vaca

tion which will be a permanent help. Sometimes I

am surprised that the people whom I would expect

to be most observant, are the least so; and others

have benefited in a surprising degree, by the rest

and change and contact with people."

Properly managed and articulated, vacations and

business may be made to supplement each other and

to lengthen life and increase profits.

- Communication

BUFFALO, April 27, 1922.

MR. C. McD. HARVEY,

Editor Confectioners Journal.

DEAR MR. HARVEY! I have intended for several

days to write and commend you on your editorial

in the April issue, entitled, “The Spirit that Wins.”

I want you to know, I feel it is a splendid state

ment of conditions that exist and those confronting

the industry at this time. Your points are well

taken, and drive home solid facts to those who will

read and have a proper regard for the troubles of

our industry. They should not only read the ar

ticle, but let its truths sink in; the more they think

of them, the more convinced, I believe, they would

become of the fact that it is up to them to do their

part. No one can do it all; it requires not only team

work but individual work. If there was ever a time

when sane judgment is required, it is now.

So much did I think of this article that I read

it at a dinner of business men the other day; they

all thought very favorably of it. In connection, I

also read part of a letter (see below) received by me

recently, copy of which I enclose. I think it it very

good; it supports to a considerable degree what you

have said in the “Spirit that Wins.” With kindest

regards, I am as ever.

Yours very truly,

ALFRED H. BURT.

“Acting on the impulse of the moment,-—that’s

what starts it.

“]ohn Doe is slashing prices right and left.

is selling petrified gum drops at 65c a box.

sell goods at 15% over his prices.

his competition.”

1\/Iaybe it’s our best salesman speaking. His state

ment carries weight. What shall we do? Let ]ohn

Doe get away with it? Not by a darn sight!

\“If John Doe can sell at 65c we can meet that

price any time and go the sucker one better. We'll

sell at 65c less 5%, if necessary.”

And so the war is on.

‘As with other wars, outsiders are dragged in,

profits drop, we begin passing a discount now and

then, and the first thing we know, we find ourselves

in the same position as warring nations,—financia1ly

unsound.

It’s hard to see a certain portion of our good busi

ness falling to the fellow who cuts prices. It’s hard

to continue along the same lines of business con

servatism.

BuT—those of us who refuse to ACT ON THE

IMPULSE or THE MOMENT, those of us who keep

our heads and persevere along the lines of conserva

tive prices and legitimate profits, will still be doing

business and making money, when creditors are

knocking at the doors of ]ohn Doe and his breed.

“A FAIR PROFIT ALL AROuNn,

WILL KEEP ALL FINANCIALLY Sounn."

He

I can’t

I’ve got to meet
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Legal Points

for the

Retail Merchant

LESLIE CHILDS

MUST MERCHANT PAY CHECK OR NOTE SIGNED BY

HIM WHEN STOLEN BEFORE DELIVERY

T IS well settled in law that before a note or check

can be enforced against the maker by the person

to whom it is made payable it must be delivered. It

follows then that if a merchant makes out and signs

checks or notes, to his creditors, we will say, arid

leaves them in his desk or safe, the persons to whom

they are made payable will have no right of action

upon such paper until it is rightfully put in their

possession.

So far so good. But suppose the merchant signs

a check or note, and leaves it on his desk or in his

safe, intending to deliver it to the proper person

upon the happening perhapsof a certain contingency,

and before this event the note or check is stolen by

the payee, or reaches his hands in some other un

authorizedmanner? And suppose the payee there

upon discounts the paper at a bank or passes it on

to some other innocent person? Will the merchant

then be liable to such innocent person, or may he suc

cessfully set up that the paper was wrongfully placed

in circulation and defeat the action?

This is an interesting question for merchants in

general and has been the cause of a great number of

lawsuits. And it may be stated at the outset that

the courts are not in accord on the question of lia

bility in situations of this kind. Some courts have

held that there must be a lawful delivery before the

maker of a note or check could be held liable upon it.

Others have taken the position that where a com-

pleted note or check, even though it was stolen has

reached the hands of an innocent purchaser the

latter could hold the maker liable.

It would be impossible to go into the subject in

an exhaustive manner in a short article of this kind,

but there is ample space to point out the danger, at

least in some states, of leaving completed notes or

checks in places where they may be taken by un

authorized persons. For example.

In one case a note had been made out but before

delivery had been stolen and passed into the hands

of an innocent person. The latter brought suit upon

same and the maker offered the proof that the note

had been stolen, contending that the holder could

take no rights under it. The court held that the

fact that the note had been stolen could not prevent

the innocent holder from enforcing same, holding

that the fact of its theft constituted no defense.

In another case it appears that a note was executed

for amusement, and that the maker did not intend

that the one to whom it was made payable should

ever have or collect upon it. Thereafter the one to

whom it was made payable stole it and passed it on ,

to an innocent person. The latter brought suit upon

the note and the court held that the maker could not

defeat the action on the ground that the note was

made in fun and had been stolen from him and placed

in circulation. In passing upon this case the court,

in part, said:

“The doctrine is firmly, and, we believe, uniformly

settled, that the innocent holder for value of negoti

able paper, indorsed before its maturity, is protected

under the rules of the common law, although the

instrument may have been stolen or otherwise

wrongfully put into circulation. To favor com

merce, the law makes an exception as to negotiable

paper, and permits the bona fide indorsee to acquire

title even from a person who had none in himself.

* * * ” (Shipley vs. Carroll, 45 Ill. 285.)

The foregoing illustrations of the liability of a

maker of negotiable paper in the hands of an inno

cent purchaser for value have the support of much

authority. On the other hand there is another line

of cases that hold that the maker of negotiable paper

is not liable upon it, even in the hands of an innocent

purchaser, unless there has been a valid delivery by

the maker, providing the latter has not been negli

gent in permitting thevpaper to get into circulation.

It follows that in cases of this kind the outcome

may in a great measure depend upon the state in

which the actions arise, so that it would be imprac

ticable to state a general rule that would apply in

all jurisdictions. Nevertheless the possibilities of

danger to the maker in thus having his paper put

wrongfully in circulation is such that common pru

dence would seem to dictate great care in the han

dling of negotiable paper once it was made out and

completed.

In fact a‘ good rule for the merchant to follow

would be to never complete notes or checks until the

time is ripe for their delivery. Of course this can

not always be followed, and where it cannot, and

negotiable paper is executed for future delivery it

should be guarded with the same care as currency

until it is delivered. Above all completed checks,

notes, or other negotiable paper, should never be

left in places where they may be easily appropriated

without the authority or knowledge of their maker.

___...,__

VEN though you do a credit business it is not

necessary for you to extend unlimited credit

in time or amount. Be a good collector and your

customers will be better pay.

 

HE way to run a one-price store is to sell to all

customers at the same price. The customers

favored with a cut rate will think you may be favor

ing others still more.



NEW INVENTIONS
1,412,996. FRUIT-JUICE EXTRACTOR.

Charles B. Blessing, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to

Blessing Electric and Manufacturing Company, Chi

- Filed April 7,

Serial No. 459,221. 8 Claims.

cago, Ill., a Corporation of Illinois.

1921.

(Cl. 100–

49.)

.7

1. In a fruit juice extractor, a casing formed in

two parts with interlocking flanges to fit together,

and an electric motor with lugs thereon mounted in

the casing, with the lugs secured between the inter

locking flanges, whereby the motor may be supported

by the casing, a top for the casing with the motor

shaft extending vertically through the top and a

juice extracting device on said shaft.

1,413,386. DEVICE FOR REMOVING

COCONUT SHELLS. Joseph Rohr and Harold

Gilbert, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed July 2, 1921. Serial

13 Claims. (Cl 146–14.).No. 482,097.

1. In a coconut shelling machine, the combination

of a conveyer, holders carried by said conveyer,

means for making a continuous cut in the COCOn 11t

shell, and means for separating the divided shell

from the kernel at each side of said cut.

1,412,971. COLLAPSIBLE AND FOLD

ABLE CANDY BASKET. Kotaro Sayo, San

Francisco, Calif. Filed July 5, 1921. Serial No.

482,309. 3 Claims. (CL 229–15.)

1. A foldable, collapsible basket comprising a

relatively stiff center piece, a flexible and bendable

portion surrounding and being supported by the cen

ter piece, said latter portion being capable of being

bent upwardly into different shapes so as to provide

sides for the basket and a plurality of lines of weak

ness formed where the bendable portion joins the

center piece, said lines being of different form to

provide for bending the flexible portion into dif

ferent shapes. -

1,413,369. ICE-CREAM-CONE-MOLDING

MECHANISM. Samuel E. Winder, Chicago, Ill.,

assignor to Novelty Cup & Cone Company, Chicago,

Ill., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed April 1, 1920.

Serial No. 370,606. 2 Claims. (Cl. 53—10.)

f *I'll i | mill
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1. Batter molding mechanism, comprising a lower

plate and an upper plate, said lower plate having a

marginal groove around a portion of its edge, a

flange projecting angularly from a portion of the

edge of the upper plate, and a base, the lower plate

being fixed to said base and the upper plate being

pivoted to said base and positioned thereon so that

said flange will be adjacent to said groove when the

upper plate is turned down adjacent said fixed plate.
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SPECIAL NOTICE

HIS department was established and is con

tinued for the sole purpose of helping our sub

scribers in overcoming difficulties in manufacturing

through suggestions and advice prepared by our

technical editor and printed, as a rule, in the next

ensuing issue following inquiries. Vile cannot sup

ply information by letter nor are we prepared to

furnish new formulas, a feature for which this

department is not conducted.

This explanation is made because we occasionally

receive letters from readers asking for complete

formulas as well as prompt individual responses,

and whom we are obliged to disappoint much as we

regret doing so.

 

CHOCOLATE ICE CREAM

M. D.: We have no idea why you should find ice

in center of packer, unless you are using too much

salt while freezing, as well as packing. You must

bear’ in mind that chocolate ice cream freezes

quicker and easier than any other ice, for the

reason that chocolate itself forms a bigger body

than vanilla and fruit ices. Your trouble may

also lay. in the composition. We will give you

two of the best recipes known for chocolate ice

cream. One is the Philadelphia chocolate ice

cream, the other is the Neapolitan chocolate ice

cream.

PHILADELPHIA CHOCOLATE ICE CREAM

Cook the cream in a large farina boiler, or if

you intend making a larger quantity use a very

bright copper pan, but a tin-lined kettle is best;

cook over a brisk fire, stirring often, till the water

in the outer pan boils; take it off the fire, add the

sugar, vanilla, and stir till the sugar is dissolved.

Use 3 quarts of cream, 1% pounds of sugar, 12

ounces of best chocolate, 1 small teaspoonful of

cinnamon, 1 ounce vanilla sugar, or the seeds of

two vanilla beans. Put the cinnamon into a gill

of boiling water, pour into a strong bottle, shake

well, let it steep in a warm place for half an hour,

and pour off the clear liquid. Grate the chocolate,

and work with the cinnamon water to a

smooth paste, add it to the hot cream, strain

through fine muslin, cool and freeze.

NEAPOLITAN CHOCOLATE ICE CREAM

Two quarts cream, or else 1 quart cream, 1

quart rich milk, vanilla, 12 to 14 ounces sugar,

9 whole eggs; 1 teaspoonful of Ceylon cinnamon,

;ANSWERS5HJ»l
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10 ounces best chocolate. Pour a gill of boiling

water on the cinnamon, cover and let it steep well

in a warm place for half an hour, then pour of the

clear liquid and work it smoothly into the choco

late, and keep it warm. Beat the eggs in a pan

with the sugar until spongy, add the cream and

mix well. Cook the whole in a farina boiler,

over a brisk fire, stirring constantly until it slightly

coats knife blade dipped into it, and does not

run. Be careful not to let it curdle. Take it off

the fire, strain through fine wire sieve into a

porcelain-lined bowl; work into it while hot the

spiced chocolate, cool and freeze. The cinnamon

gives the chocolate a peculiar, fine flavor, but as

it may not be liked by everybody, try first a sam

ple batch, and find out if your patrons like it or

not. In the latter case, omit it entirely. For

50 pounds of ice about 2 quarts of salt will com

plete the process.

  

MOLASSES KISSES

We cannot tell what is the matter with your mo

lasses kisses unless you send a sample, or let us

know the composition. In order to accommodate

you, however, we will give you one of our own

formulas, perhaps you will have better luck.

Place into a copper pan 7 pounds of corn syrup,

S pounds of sugar, 5 quarts good molasses, 2

quarts cream, 1 pound butter, V2 pound of hard

fat, stir and cook to 258 to 260 degrees; before

finishing cooking, mix a ladleful of your batch

with 4 ounces of flour into a smooth paste, add

this paste to the batch and when done pour on

greased marble, fold in the edges as it cools; you

may also add a little oil of lemon, and when cool

enough to handle, pull well on the hook; when

well pulled, put batch on the table in front of

batch-warmer, pull out and cut into kisses, wrap

in wax paper.

HARD CANDY

T. R. R.: You did not mention in your letter

what kind of hard candy you are having trouble

with. You must bear in mind that there is a

great variety of hard candy, not all cooked alike,

but in order to produce good goods, it is essential

that the sugar is cooked as high as possible, for

low-cooked sugar does not keep well. For the

jacket for buttercups, etc., the sugar is cooked

to 325 to 330 degrees, while for stick candy, crisp

chips, etc., it is cooked to 340 degrees, and for
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fruit drops of any description the sugar is cooked

to 345 degrees.

For 25 pounds of sugar, add about 6 pints of

water, 1 teaspoonful of cream of tartar; stir the

sugar on a strong fire until it is dissolved, wash

down the sides of the pan, cover for a few min

utes with a wooden cover, and finish to the proper

degree. Always have a strong fire for cooking

hard candy, because on low fire the sugar will

boil too slow, it will darken the batch and will

kill the body also. All flavors and colors for

hard candy should be worked into the batch on

the marble slab. If you follow the instructions

given above your candy should keep well for a

considerable length of time, except gloss goods,

which will turn dull in a short time. Never pack

hard candy while it is warm, and keep it in a cool

and dry locality, for dampness is poison for this

class of goods.

SALT WATER TAFFY

W. C.: The following formula, which has been

tested many times, and always been found satis

factory, should answer your wishes. Place into

a copper pan 10 pounds of sugar, 12 pounds of

corn syrup, 1 quart of water; set on the fire and

stir till the sugar is dissolved, wash down the

sides of the pan, add 1% pounds of butter and

cook to 255 degrees. Then add 8 ounces glycer

ine, and pour it out on greased marble at once;

when cool enough to handle, flavor, pull well on

the hook, spin out, cut and wrap. Made in thir

teen stripes and colors.

ROCK CANDY

The crystal of rock candy forming on the

sides of the tank can be reduced, but you must

bear in mind that when you do this the crystals

on the strings will be smaller or lighter, too, be

cause the syrup is crystallizing evenly on the

strings as well as on the sides of the tank. Now,

when you have the crystals on the strings too light,

you will have more waste, as the bars will break

very easy. You can use rock candy in place of

sugar, that means you can use, say, about one

third of rock candy and two-thirds of sugar. For

running cream you can use all rock candy, it will

make a smooth cream. Besides this, you can use

rock candy for making rock candy syrup, which

can be sold to druggists and for the soda foun

tain.

The temperature for making rock candy should

not vary during the whole process, about 100 de

grees is necessary to be kept up day and night.

The rock candy does not melt in the syrup; on

the contrary, the longer the syrup is in the tank

the heavier is the candy until it will nearly get

so heavy that there is very little syrup left. It

will not do to hasten the process of crystallization.

Rock candy is generally cooked to 240 degrees,

T. P. B.:

or two degrees lower, according to your instru

ment, which often vary a little from each other.

The sugar should be cooked on a good fire, be

cause when the sugar is cooking too long it will

get a yellowish tint; for good rock candy must

not only be clear, but it should be white also.

Another very important point must be observed

when making rock candy, that is: When the

syrup has been poured into the tank, it should

not be the leastdisturbed. It should be made in

a hot room, where no machinery or any other

shaking may disturb the crystal, even a heavy

truck or wagon which may pass the building can

spoil the formation of the crystals which are soft,

while hot, and would therefore easily drop from

the strings.

WHIPPED CREAM CENTERS

You can make whipped cream centers by add

ing the stifily beaten whites of egg to melted

‘cream at the rate of 8 whites to 25 pounds of

cream.

Another Method: Dissolve 4 ounces of ice

cream powder in 1 pint of hot water. Melt 12

pounds of crea.m fondant at very little heat, put

both in beater and beat until light. Flavor to

taste. VVe would advise you, however, to use

one of the different pastes, which you find adver

tised in the JOURNAL for such purpose. You not

only save time and labor, but your goods will

come out more uniform, no guess work and better

- goods in the end.

PEANUT BRITTLE

Peanut brittle is not a summer candy,

although it may be made in small quantities, kept

in a cool, dry room, and put on the counter as it

is sold. We will give you a formula, which al

ways has given good satisfaction. Place into a

copper pan six pounds of sugar, four pounds of

corn syrup, quarter pint of water, set on the fire,

stir and cook to soft ball, put in seven pounds of

No. 1 Spanish peanuts, and stir until peanuts are

well roasted. Remove from fire. Stir in one

half ounce of bicarbonate of soda, small teaspoon

ful of salt, two ounces hard fat. Pour out on

greased, warm marble, and spread thin. After a

few moments turn the batch over, and then

stretch thin and cut or break. You may, of course,

omit the hard fat but that is what keeps the brittle

far better. j This formula has gained quite a repu

tation, for its fine taste and rich appearance, while

most of the peanut brittle contains more corn

syrup than anything else, and has therefore less

keeping quality.

coaomzr ;'~:A BISCUITS

H. C. Co. : These biscuits are very difficult to make,

in so far as they cannot be baked like any ordinary

cake or biscuit, but they require strong top heat,

otherwise they must stay in the oven too long, in

consequence, they melt down and do not take
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which we have examined carefully, seems to have

color. The biscuits, when properly made, should

acquire a nice brown color on top, while the rest

of the biscuit should stay white; with perhaps a

yellow bottom. A gas oven can be constructed

which browns the top quickly while the biscuit

itself is hardly warm. Do not place the biscuits

too close together, as this will produce too much

moisture. Open, shave and grate twenty-five

fresh coconuts. Now place into a copper pan

ten pounds of sugar, seven pounds of corn syrup,

a short half a pint of water, set on the fire and

cook to a good string, add the coconuts, and stir

on a slow fire to a good ball, when tried in cold

water. Place the batch out on flour dusted marble,

let cool a little. When cool enough to handle, roll

out with the rolling pin, half an inch thick, and

with a smooth round cutter, cut out biscuits, lay

them out on flour dusted or greased baking tins,

and bake at strong top heat. You may add about

half a pound of corn flakes, but it is not absolutely

necessary. A little vanilline crystal added to the

hot batch, will improve the taste.

There is another coconut biscuit made in fine

cake bakeries, perhaps that formula may suit you

better. It follows: Mix four fresh grated coco

nuts with one pound of powdered sugar, one table

spoonful of flour; form balls the size of a walnut,

flatten them down, lay on greased tins and bake.

ITALIAN CREAM SQUARES

We will give you two formulas for these

squares: Place into a copper pan two pounds of

brown and eight pounds of white sugar, three

pounds of corn syrup, two quarts of fresh cream,

set on the fire and stir and cook to 236 degrees,

then stir into this three more pounds of corn

syrup, two pounds of stiff cream fondant and two

pounds of fine macaroon coconuts, pour out on

greased marble, spread smooth, let cool, mark into

squares, glaze the top, let dry, and break into

suitable pieces.
No. 2. Place into a copper pan seventeen

pounds of sugar, eleven pounds of corn syrup,

little water, set on the fire and cook to 258 degrees,

add off fire one gallon condensed milk, then stir

and cook to 238 degrees, now add ten pounds of

cream fondant, flavor, mix well, warm a little on

the fire if the batch should be too thick to pour

out easily. For chocolate cook the batch a little

lower.

STRAWBE
RRY

FLUFF

Your sample called “Strawberry Fluff"

only the name of that flavor, as we could not

detect any flavor at all, and besides this, the sample

was so hard that it took a hammer to find out

what the inside really was. Although this candy

is unknown in this section we will try to accom

modate you with a couple of formulas.

B. C. Co.:

No. 1. - Melt at very slow heat four pounds of

bonbon cream. Dissolve two ounces of ice cream

powder in half a pint of hot water, add this to

the cream, flavor and color a light pink, then beat

until light. Add crushed nuts and either lay out

on paper or else dress into the paper cups with a

fork and spoon.

No. 2 Separate carefully one dozen eggs.

Now place into a copper pan five pounds of sugar,

just enough water to dissolve the sugar, and cook

to 236 degrees. Meanwhile have the egg whites

beaten as stiff as possible, a small pinch of salt

will help to stiffen the eggs. Let your assistant

pour about one pound of the sugar in a fine stream

into the beaten eggs, beating all the time. The

remainder of the sugar is cooked with a spoonful

of corn syrup to 248 degrees and is poured slowly

into the egg batch, stirring continuously. Color,

flavor, add a few crushed nuts. Then with a

fork and spoon shape the kisses. In case the

paste should not stand up enough, add about one

large tablespoonful of powdered starch or fine

sugar. For beating the whites of egg, the bowl

or kettle must be very bright, free from any fat,

or else the eggs will not beat. This work has to be

done rapidly, or else the paste will be too cold and

stiff. It is tedious work and the candy does not

keep long as it turns hard in a short time.

BONBONS

Dipped cream bonbons will not keep

soft a long time, nor do they keep their gloss.

You will readily understand that it is impossible

to keep the dips soft when exposed to the air;

therefore it is the rule in many good retail houses

to bring dipped bonbons in the store and what is

not sold in a few days is taken back to the factory

again, and is crystallized with a low cooked

syrup of about 33% degrees. There are other

fine stores which crystallize all their dipped goods

for the same reason, that the cream hardens too

quick and makes the bonbons unsalable. The

cream for dipping, also called “French Cream,"

is mostly doctored with acetic acid, at the rate of

1 teaspoonful to 20 pounds of best white A sugar,

5 pints of filtered water, and cooked on a strong

fire to 240 to 242 degrees, according to your in

strument; it is poured on a clean, wet marble as

thin as possible, sprinkled on top with a little

cold water, cooled and worked into cream

as usual. The most important point is the melt

ing of the cream, and there is where most of the

dippers, be it girls or men, make the mistake

of heating the cream too much, or neglect to

melt the cream uniformly; that means applying

too much heat, which melts the cream on the

sides of the dipping pot into a thin liquid, which

must be avoided by all means. Never melt a

large quantity of bonbon cream at one time, or
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else one is obliged to heat it over several times,

which hardens the cream much quicker. When

the cream seems too thick, after it has reached

the proper heat, add a little cold water, but use it

sparingly with a spoon. If your bonbons are a

little dull after all the precaution exercised, cook

the next batch a trifle higher.

 

Labeling of Ground Sweet Chocolate

Roar. Scnwaaz, Scnwwnz LABORATORIES, N. Y.

UE to the action of the authorities at various

points, there has existed, for some time, doubt

on the proper labeling of ground sweet chocolate.

Frequent opinions have been expressed that this

product should properly be labeled “ around Sweet

Cocoa” inasmuch as it had the appearance of that

product rather than that of chocolate.

It has always been the contention of these labora

tories that where a product labeled “ground sweet

chocolate” was made from a liquor, with the addi

tion of sugar and with or without the further ad

dition of cocoa butter, such an article was properly

labeled a “Ground Sweet Chocolate.” In order to

substantiate this contention, these laboratories sub

mitted this problem to the Bureau of Chemistry of

the Department of Agriculture, together with

analytical data taken from the actual analyses of a

number of samples.

In reply to our inquiry, The Bureau of Chemistry

advises as follows: “Insofar as the Bureau of

Chemistry is concerned, in the enforcement of the

Federal Food and Drugs Act under the present

standard with a minimum of 45% cocoa butter in

chocolate liquor, no reason is apparent at this time

why the products of the composition: cocoa butter

29.35%, non-fat cocoa solids free from excess of

shell 13.84%, and sugar 56.81%, also cocoa butter

16.75%, non-fat cocoa solids free from excess of

shells 18.24% and cane sugar 65.01%, should not

be labeled as ground or granulated sweet chocolate,

as the case may be.”

From this information, it is evident that a ground

or pulverized product made with liquor, sugar, with

or without the addition of fat is properly ground

sweet chocolate, and that the 60% tolerance for

sugar applicable to sweet cocoa does not prevail in

this instance.

-i<->i——

Success

F YOU have got it in you, give it a chance. Out

in Ohio a Character Analyst has been waking

up the mourners. Perhaps it isn’t worth while or

strictly true, but he says:

“Eighty per cent. of us are $1,200-a-year people.”

“There are fewer $5,000-a-year people, still fewer

$10,000 people and not very many worth $25,000 a

year.

“The more you use from your neck down, the

less you are worth. How much money do you spend A

-from the neck up? What do you read?

“If you don’t work when youare young you will

have to work when you are old, and the best way to

work is with your head. Not many people even

hink that they think that they think.

“Education means nothing unless the man is be

hind it to put it into effect. Of the 4,000 leading

successes of the country, 3,220 never went to col

lege, and more than half of them never finished in

the common schools.”
 

The Business Quiz

Question No. 1—What given classes are barred

from entering into an agreement or a contract

which upon failure to comply with the terms can

be enjoined by due process of law? '

Question No. 2—What is known as the Analysis

of Population and how is it used?

Question No. 3—\Vhat is known as the Negotiable

Instrument Act?

Question No. 4—Do we observe a National Legal

Holiday in the United States and how is same

fixed?

Question No. 5—\»Vhat is known as an “Internal

Audit?”

Question No. 6—What are the “parties” to a Bill

of Exchange?

ANSWERS

Answer No. 1—-The first legal requisite of a con

tract is that it can be enforced by law, thus the

following classes suffer disqualification: (a)

Minors; (b) Lunatics and Idiots; (c) Habitual

Drunkards; (d) Married Women.

Answer No. 2—The Analysis of Population is

used to determine if it is good policy to push goods

which have use in the city (and vice versa) by

a study of the following facts that 33 1/3% of

our population live in cities over 25,000; 24% in

towns under 25,000 and 42% in the rural dis

tricts.

Answer No. 3—The Negotiable Instrument Act

means when a negotiable instrument reaches ma

turity on a Sunday or holiday the instrument is

payable on the next succeeding business day. '

Answer No. 4—There are no National Legal Holi

days in the United States, each state determines

by acts of its own Legislature what days shall be

legal within its borders. .

Answer No. 5—An Internal Audit is a checking sys

tem of accounting to (a) Determine the accuracy

of all records and books; (b) Correctness of

Bookkeeping System; (c) Protection and Preven

tion of fraud from within.

Answer No. 6—The “parties” to a Bill of Exchange

consist of (a) The" Drawer; (b) The Drawee;

(c) The Acceptor; (d) The Payee; (e) The

Holder; (f) The Indorser; (g) The Indorsee. ‘
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SODA
AND

UNCHEONETTE

COUNTER

JACQUES FONTAINE

MAKE use or rm: MATERIALS YOU HAVE AT HAND

O MUCH of the success in the retail merchandis

ing business depends upon the originality and

resourcefulness of the man in charge. We must

keep abreast of the times and supply the demand

for new and up-to-date articles, we must formulate

different sales and advertising plans and with it all,

keep costs and selling prices down and still main

tain a high quality standard, for the time is past

when the public will pay a high price for inferior

merchandise. Money does not come and go as easily

as it did two years ago. People today want their

money’s worth or a little better and it is right that

they should have it.

Retailers who are operating soda fountains are

apt to think that in order to be original and serve

something different and appealing, they must con

coct some elaborate drink or sundae and charge a

fancy price for it. As a matter of fact, a big per

centage of customers prefer plain, simple drinks and

desserts and if you can offer drinks of good quality

that you can sell at 10c or even some at Sc, so much

the better for you will have solved a big part of

your business building problem. “But,” you will

exclaim, “there isn't one thing on my menu I could

sell at 5c.” That may be true but there are drinks—

good drinks on the market that you can sell at 5c

and make a satisfactory profit on them, too, and if

you don’t know about them you are apparently not

reading the ads in your trade journals carefully

enough or keeping in sufficiently close touch with

your jobber and manufacturer of soda water sup

plies. Write and ask them for a list of flavors they

can furnish you for making 5c drinks. Practically

every manufacturer has one or more blended flavors

to which you just add water and in addition, root

beer, orangeade, lime, lemon and cherry drinks, etc.,

which you can purchase with special apparatus for

serving them. These different lines vary in merit,

to be sure, just the same as do syrups and crushed

fruits, but if you buy from reputable manufacturers

you will get reputable goods. The manufacturers

can also tell you exactly how to serve their flavors,

what they will cost you per glass and what your

profit will be and will supply you, without extra

charge, with suitable signs and display cards which

will help to sell the goods if you will use them.

Select, say four or six of these flavors, being sure

in each case to get the best drink of its kind, then

. in cubes for sundaes.

make a special effort to push the sale of these Sc

drinks.

Eggs are plentiful and cheap now and it is very

easy to obtain strictly fresh ones. Instead of rack

ing our brains for ideas for fancy drinks, suppose

we make a special drive on egg and egg and milk

drinks. They are splendid sellers, nourishing and

palatable and few fountains give them the attention

they deserve. You can make several good egg

drinks to sell at 10c and for 15c can offer wonder

fully delicious beverages made with egg, milk and

cream or ice cream and various flavors. Chocolate,

coffee, caramel, maple, vanilla, butterscotch, etc.,

combine splendidly with milk and eggs and rasp

berry, lemon, grape and like flavors make good egg

drinks. I am giving you some recipes for such

drinks with other formulas this month.

While I do not advocate the use of home-made

syrups and flavors as a rule, I think it is a good plan

to use the fresh fruits as they come along for some

thing extra special for there is good advertising ap

peal in drinks and sundaes made from the fresh

fruits. Try stewed rhubarb for sodas and sundaes,

fresh, ripe pineapple ground fine for sodas and cut

Pare the pines, remove the

eyes and wash in cold water, then cut up and add

suflicient sugar to sweeten and let stand for two

or three hours in a cool place. Do not mash straw

berries, but cut in half, or quarter them if very large

and sweeten to taste. Crush fresh currants and

gooseberries and use fresh raspberries whole.

One of the best ways to use fresh fruits, par

ticularly strawberries, raspberries and peaches is in

shortcake and if you will do a little special adver

tising on such items, you’ll sell a lot of them. Pre

pare the fruits as above suggested and let stand in

sugar for a little while. You can use plain cake or

sponge cake and cover with‘ the fruit and whipped

cream if desired, but the best way is to make or buy,

plain baking powder biscuits and heat them in a

steamer or double boiler. When ready to serve,

break a biscuit in two, lightly butter each half and

put the fruit between the halves and on top and

finish with whipped cream.

 

THE SELF—SERVE sow. FOUNTAIN

INCE cafeterias have become so numerous and

so popular in certain localities and with people

to whom a saving of time and money count for

something, the “self-serve” soda fountain has also

come into being and while they are not yet numerous,

comparatively speaking, I know of a number of

cases where the plan has worked out very well.

Of course such a fountain would not succeed

everywhere, neither does the cafeteria replace the

high grade restaurants and hotels, but in a congested

district where people are in a hurry and prefer to

wait on themselves, rather than to pay for service,

the “self-serve” fountain may be very successful.
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The 5c and 10c stores are in many cases using the

“self-serve” plan. In these stores the customer

usually partakes of his drink at the counter as they

cannot spare the space for tables. A still better

plan than this is being used by some department

stores, drug and confectionery stores with which I

am familiar, that do a big soda water business.

These stores have continued their tables and where

possible, added extra tables and counter space. I

visited one such fountain only a day or two ago and

as the “self-serve” idea had been in operation at

this store only about two months, I was much in

terested in the progress they were making.

This fountain is located in a retail bakery and

candy store, among numerous other stores of all

kinds, surrounded by a thickly populated residential

district. In fact it is one of the many busy, neigh

borhood business settlements in a big, mid-western

city. This store has always been well patronized,

not only by people in the immediate vicinity, but

from all over the city, the high quality of the candy,

baked goods and everything sold there, attracting

considerable trade. The owner had never been able

personally to devote much time to this store as he

operates another business and the store was sort of

a side issue with him, being handled almost entirely

by a manager who made a big success of every de

partment but the soda fountain. As is too often the

case, the fountain was always the last thing to re

ceive attention, and while the fountain itself is a

very fine one and all the equipment modern and

up-to-date, the owner was never sufiiciently con

vinced of the possibilities for profit it offered him,

to hire a competent man solely as fountain manager

or to give the fountain department his own, personal

supervision. The help problem was a big one, as

they did not pay enough to obtain the right kind of

help and as a result, things were not always as well

taken care of as they should have been and the

profits did not make a very attractive showing, as

against the expenses. It was simply another case

of a good fountain and good materials going “to

seed” because of lack of proper management.

A few months ago, a first class dispenser was se

cured to take charge of this fountain, a man who

insisted upon absolute cleanliness and quality drinks

and desserts and this spring the “self-serve” plan

was put into operation. This cut down the labor

expense considerably, as it did away entirely with

waitresses, only two inexpensive girls being required

to remove the dirty glasses and dishes and keep the

tables clean. The only extra equipment needed were

a number of large printed menu signs, with prices,

placed back of the fountain and about the room.

The fountain, which occupies one entire side of the

fountain department, was not changed, except that

a railing was placed the whole length of it and cus

tomers required to enter at one end, take a tray

from a convenient rack and order what they desired,

pay the cashier at the other end of the rail and pass

out to the tables to enjoy their drinks. Straws and

paper napkins were placed at frequent intervals

along the counter and customers helped themselves

to them. '

The reduction in the labor expense, enabled this

fountain owner to reduce all sodas and ordinary sun

daes to 10c and the more elaborate drinks and des

serts to l5c and 20c and still use the same high

quality materials as previously. The reduction in

prices and the novelty of the service seemed to ap

peal for sales have increased steadily ever since the

new plan was inaugurated and the owner was more

enthusiastic and more interested in his fountain de

partment when I talked with him recently, than I

have ever before seen him.

It remains to be seen how this will work out in the

long run, but I really believe that is this particular

case, it will be very satisfactory for it fills the popu

lar demand for lower prices, handles the crowds dur

ing rush hours, quickly and with no waiting—in

short, it gives the great majority of the patrons of

this fountain what they want—a good soda, quickly

served and at a price they can afford to pay.

 

A NEW ADVERTISING PLAN

O YOU know the magic word, that if spoken

today, will gain a large and enthusiastic audi

ence anytime and anywhere? It isn't “war,” it isn't

“peace,” it isn't “wealth”-—it is “Radio.” Within

two or three months it seems the country has gone

radio mad and manufacturers of radio apparatus are

working night and day and still cannot begin to

supply the demand. Rich and poor, children and

grown-ups alike are all experimenting with radio

and a demonstration of the wonders of this great

invention, will fill to overflowing, the place where

it is held.

Does this idea suggest anything to you? Have

you ever thought of the possibilities of radio as an

advertising medium for your store and soda foun

tain? Can yo_u think of anything that would attract

more attention, elicit more comment and bring more

people to your store than a radiophone and, after

all, an advertising campaign that will accomplish

these three results is pretty nearly 100% efiicient,

is it not?

You must agree that the time to cash in on this

proposition is right now while the interest in radio

is at its height, for while the radiophone has with

out question come to stay and will be improved and

perfected until it is in general use, it probably will

not be long before we will simply be taking it for

granted, just as we do the numerous other mar

velous inventions that science has given us, and by

that time something new will have come along to

hold the public interest.

Unless you have looked into the matter of radio .

equipment and installation you perhaps consider that

the cost of a really satisfactory outfit would make it
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prohibitive for your use, but this is not the case. I

find that installation can be made at a cost of from

$50.00 to $250.00, and certainly at even the maxi

mum figure this is not an exorbitant sum to spend

for advertising—many a time We have expended

considerably more on a scheme that was not half as

interesting to the public nor as effective in its results.

I have already seen the radio idea carried out by

several fountain owners as well as by retailers in

other lines, restaurants, hotels, etc., and in every

case the results have been wonderfully satisfactory.

FORMULAS

BITTERSWEET MILK SHAKE

Two ozs. bittersweet chocolate syrup, ladle shaved

ice, 1 oz. sweet cream or small ladle ice cream, milk

to fill ten ounce glass. Shake or place under electric

mixer.

MALTED COFFEE WITH EGG

One and one-half ozs. coffee syrup, 2 teaspoons

malted milk, 1 egg, 1 ladle shaved ice. Shake thor

oughly and add milk to fill glass.

CARAMEL EGG MILK SHAKE

Two ozs. caramel syrup, 1 oz. cream or ice cream,

1 ladle shaved ice, 1 egg. Shake and fill glass with

milk.

EGG LEMQNADE

One and one-half ozs. lemon syrup, 1 egg, small

measure lemon sherbet. Shake thoroughly and fill

glass with carbonated water.

FLUFF SUNDAE

Beat \vhites of egg until very light. Allow a level .

tablespoon of powdered sugar to each egg, flavor

with vanilla extract and mix thoroughly. Pour a

ladleful of this mixture over a round disher of choco

late ice cream and top with chocolate syrup and pecan

halves.

MAPLE RUssE

Line a glass sherbet cup with pieces of lady

fingers. Fill the center with maple parfait and top

with walnut sundae and a spoonful of_marshmallow.

NEW MOON

Place a round disher of strawberry ice cream on a

shallow plate. Cut into quarters and between each

quarter lay a piece of sliced peach. Pour a ladleful

of crushed strawberry in the center and top with

marshmallow.

CHOCOLATE CREAM

Coat a disher of chocolate ice cream with marsh

mallow. Sprinkle thickly with shredded, toasted

cocoanut and chopped toasted almonds. Pour a

small ladleful of bittersweet chocolate syrup around

the bottom of the cream. '

ICEBERG SUNDAE

Place a cone of lemon sherbet on a slice of pine

apple. Pour over it a small portion of creme de

menthe syrup and top with marshmallow and a green

cherry.

IoE

CREAM

HERMAN GRATZ

A-S ]UNE the month of weddings is at hand

I will make a few of many suggestions which

would be proper to serve on these occasions. For a

wedding breakfast, in the ice cream line, it is nice

to serve Strawberry Mousse in individual bricks,

also individual baskets, round or oblong, made of

vanilla ice cream and filled with fresh strawberries.

The baskets are turned out of the molds, then set

in an ice cave or freezer, and iced up the same as

ice cream, on shelves covered with wax paper and

sent to the place where the wedding will take place,

and before they are served are put on small plates,

which have been covered with small lace-paper

doylies. This makes a better appearance and keeps

them from sliding off. This also applies to Straw

berry Mousse. The baskets are filled when served,

with fresh strawberries previously stemmed, washed

and drained and sprinkled with a little powdered

sugar. This is very attractive looking and makes

good eating. The Strawberry Mousse is cut in in

dividual bricks. You can also serve Meringue

Glaces. There are individual Ice Cream Meringues

filled with one or two kinds of ice cream or frozen

custard, or whatever the contracting parties favor.

Tie them with white baby ribbon with a bow. There

are also individual ice cream baskets filled with in

dividual small fruits, made of ice cream. These

fruits can be molded in their natural color. The

molds are very small and when these baskets are

filled and trimmed with a few artificial leaves they

make a beautiful showing.‘ It requires only a little

patience. Do not forget the wedding cake in boxes

as every invited guest looks for one. These cakes

are baked in sheets and then cut to fit the boxes.

The cake is generally fruit or pound cake, plain or

ornamented. The boxes are either plain white or

white satin covered and after they are filled are tied

with white satin ribbon, and handed to the guests

as they leave. The boxes can be purchased from

any first-class paper box maker and the ice crearri

molds can be purchased from supply houses. The

baskets run 5 or 6 to the quart; small fruits run

from 16 to 18 to the quart. The Strawberry Mousse

is cut in individual bricks and is put up in 1-quart

bricks and cut 6 to the quart, because the brick is

lined with frozen cherries or strawberries. This

gives an even coat of red on the outside of each

brick.

The people want something extra and do not mind

the price, so it is up to you to mention these goods

to your customers and it is for you to suggest, for
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on occasions of this kind they have so many other

things to attend to that they will readily take your

suggestions. To let the public know that you make

all these things, you must use printers’ ink. Have a

nice folder printed, and get a copy of the blue book

of your city, which contains the addresses of the

wealthy people and send them one of your folders

addressed to the lady by first-class mail (2c stamp)

so that you will be sure it will reach its destination.

It is well to keep posted on all social events and if

you hear of a wedding or any other affair send one

of your folders, or still better, go and see the people

yourself. This will be only necessary in the begin

ning or until you have built up a reputation, then

the people will come to you.

Lining a brick mold with water ice, frozen fruit

or ice cream is done in the following manner. If

you have a hardening room, you set the mold in the

room until thoroughly chilled. If you have not these

facilities you take a double lid brick, cover with

paper the same as you would with ice cream, set

in a bucket with ice and salt in the bottom and also

around it and just enough t-o cover it. When the

brick is chilled remove the top lid carefully, so

that no salt will drop in. Line the sides and bottom

of the brick with a thin coating of water ice or ice

cream about one-half inch thick. When all lined

smooth with a palette knife nice and even, let

it set about 10 minutes in the ice then the brick will

be ready for filling with Mousse, Bisquit or Glace.

All these require a lining. Vt/hen filling see that you

fill all the crevices. Now line the lid with the ice

and press down good and tight. Ice up the same

as ice cream;_let set for 4 hours and they will then

be hard enough to cut and if done as instructed it

will surprise you what a nice job you have accom

plished.

These linings can be of pistachio ice cream, orange

or raspberry ice. In fact any color that will suit.

For instance if you have an order for an afternoon

pink tea all the colors are to be pink; or if it is a

green tea the colors should be green. If the tea is

“green” the lining of the brick should be pistachio

ice cream, or if a yellow tea, line the brick with

orange ice and so on. This is the finer part of ice

cream and is generally made by the fine confectioners

and caterers. Of course there is a great deal more

and this will follow in a later edition of this journal.

ICE OR SEDIMENT IN THE BOTTOM OF ICE CREAM

CANS

This is caused by the ice cream not being properly

frozen when made. The cream should be frozen

to the consistency of a thick batter. If frozen with

a brine machine, with the ice and salt system, freeze

it till it hangs to the dasher. You can open the

machine and if not frozen enough you can start the

machine over again and freeze more until you have

the proper thickness. If the cream is taken off too

soft the unfrozen part will settle to the bottom of the

can and will freeze and that is the cause of the sedi

ment and ice. Again in dishing up ice cream some

use dippers which are very nice, and others use the

spoon (which is a very good and clean way) but

they must always be kept in water ready for use.

When you dish up an order, you of course take the

spoon or cone right out of the water and dip into

the ice cream, the water that clings to the spoon or

cone drops into the ice cream, and freezes and forms

small pieces of ice and by the time the can is half

empty, you have quite a number of these frozen

drops in your ice cream all mixed through. This

can be avoided, by giving the spoon or cone one

hard shake when taken out of the water but do not

shake into the ice cream as some careless people do.

There are other causes which will be explained later.

4TH or JULY

As the 4th of July is approaching, it is well to be

prepared for a rush, but do not overstock as the day

is not what it was some years ago. People formerly

celebrated the 4th at home and naturally consumed

ice cream, but it is different now, owing to the auto

mobile. If the weather is favorable the people take

outings. Should the weather be unfavorable you

will likely do some business.

STRAWBERRY MOUSSE~—-4 QUARTS

Line 4 1-quart bricks with a red ice, set a tin basin

or copper tin-lined kettle in ice and water, and whip

1% whipping cream (25%) good and stiff in this

cold kettle, then put in sieve or strainer to drain.

Chop a pint of fresh red strawberries not too fine,

mix in V2 pound powdered sifted sugar, mix thor

oughly into the whipped cream then fill the lined

bricks as instructed.

FROZEN CHERRIES-—20 QUARTS

15 pounds sugar, 10 quarts water, l gallon can

pitted white or red cherries. If fresh fruit is in

market, then use 3 quarts of red pitted cherries but

never black cherries as they discolor the ice. Mix

cherries and sugar, add the water, the strained juice

of 1 dozen lemons, or citric acid, stir up well, color

with a few drops of red, not too deep, freeze but do

not strain.
 

Radio Orders

ERHAPS it may be of interest to the Ice Cream

Trade in general that ice cream is becoming so

international in character that some of our across

seas customers for machines cannot afford to take

chances with the old-fashioned method of cabling

their orders, and have to resort to the Radio Service

in their efforts to expedite shipments. The Emery

Thompson Machine & Supply Co. recently received

one such order. ‘

This is a very pronounced adaptation of that old

fashioned American political adage of several dec

ades ago, “that American prestige follows the flag."
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The Retail Confectioner

G. H. ROBERTS

ITH the coming of the hot season a great deal

of attention must be given to candy. Bot

toms of chocolates will shrink up due to heat.

Chocolates will also become foggy or mouldy look

ing. This is due to heat, the cocoa butter in the

chocolate coming to the surface. This can be elim

inated on a very hot day by having a tin box made,

say 24 inches long, 12 or 14 inches wide, and 12

inches deep, with cover. Fill this box with ice and

place it in one corner of the showcase. Leave the

extreme end door of the show-case open one-half

inch and you will get good results as this will keep

a ten-foot case cool for twenty-four hours and keep

chocolates in perfect condition.

It is also better to make goods that will stand up

during the months of June, ]uly and August. You

will find the following good eating and good hot

weather sellers.

NORTH POLES

Place in pan 5 lbs. of white sugar, 2 lbs. of brown

sugar, 3 lbs. of corn syrup, % gal. of light cream,

yzvlb. of hard fat. Stir continuously and cook to

230° Fahrenheit. Take off the fire and let set 20

minutes, then add 6 lbs. of confectioners’ XXXX

sugar. Then stir it until it becomes grainy. Cover

the table with waxed paper or heavy oiled paper, then

set up your bars into a square and pour the above

batch in. Be sure to pour before batch get too thick.

In three hours this is cool enough to cut. Cut up in

pieces 1% inches long and V2 inch wide, or about

the size of a nougatine. Then place in pans. Now

take 3 lbs. of fondant and 5 lbs. of marshmallow

and place in double boiler. Place over fire and heat.

Stir occasionally and add 2 tablespoonfuls of water.

When this cream is melted, which takes a very

few minutes, dip the above pieces which you have

cut up and roll into shredded cocoanut. This is a

nice looking piece and good eating and the hot

weather has no effect on it.

TO MAKE TOASTED MARSHMALLOWS

A great many retailers have no means of roasting

cocoanut. You can roast cocoanut in a copper

kettle or a common aluminum pan. Put some

shredded cocoanut in pan, place on a moderate fire,

not too hot, and stir continuously, removing it from

the fire every few minutes for a second or two.

When the cocoanut becomes coffee color, remove

from the fire and spread on paper. After it cools

it will be several shades darker. Then place in a pan

4 lbs. of sugar, V2 lb. of corn syrup, 1 qt. of water.

Let come to a boil, take off fire, drop in a few marsh

mallows, fish them out with a fork, then roll in_the

toasted cocoanut. Let set for ten or fifteen minutes

before packing. When cool they are delicious, as

cocoanut roasted on an open fire is much better than

roasted by steam.

POLAR BEARS

Place in a pan 5 lbs. of white sugar, 1 lb. of brown

sugar, 1 lb. of corn syrup, 3 pints of water. Boil

to 230° Falirenheit. Add one-half pound of butter

and 1 teaspoonful of salt. Drop in marshmallows

and pick out with a fork. Roll in cocoanut and

place in pans.

SALT WATER TAFFY

Place in pan 10 lbs. of corn syrup, 5 lbs. of sugar,

% lb. of hard fat, 1 teaspoonful of salt. Cook to

245° F. Then add V2 lb. butter and cook to 250°

Fahrenheit. Pour on marble and pull on hook.

Flavor with vanilla while pulling. Dust table with g

starch, cut up in small pieces and wrap in waxed

paper.

SALT WATER TAFFY AND ACID FLAVORS

.5 lbs. of sugar, 10 lbs. of corn syrup, V2 lb. of

hard fat, V-, lb. of butter, 1 teaspoonful of salt. Cook

to 250°.

For lemon, color yellow on marble and when batch

is cool, or ready to put on the hook, add 1 oz. pow

dered citric acid and flavor with lemon oil. Dust

table with starch, cut up and wrap in waxed paper.

Orange, strawberry, raspberry and lime are all

made as above, using the desired flavors and colors:

green for lime, red for strawberry and raspberry,

orange color for orange. Orange color can also be

made by combining yellow and red together.

PEPPERMINT KISSES

5 lbs. of white sugar, 7 lbs. of corn syrup, 4 qts.

of good grade of molasses, 1 lb. of hard fat. Cook

to 245°, then add 1 lb. of good butter and 2 oz. of

salt and cook to 250° Fahrenheit. When cool pull

% of the batch on hook, leaving M4 on the marble,

which you may use after the batch is pulled for

stripe. Cut the Mt of the batch which lay on the

marble into four pieces. Place two pieces on each

side of the pulled batch, which will form stripes.

TRUFFLES

Place in pan 5 lbs. of white sugar, 5 lbs. of corn-.

syrup, 2 qts. of light cream, 1 qt. of evaporated milk,

unsweetened, Y2 lb. of hard fat, 2 teaspoonfuls of

salt. Stir continuously and cook to 248° Fahren

heit. Flavor with vanilla. Pour on clean marble,

well oiled. When cool, cut up in small pieces one

inch long, Y2 inch wide. Dip in sweet coating and

roll in chocolate shot. This is a very good seller

and commands a good price.

Cocoa Truffles are made exactly the same way,

with the exception that they are rolled in shredded

cocoanut instead of chocolate shot.

MAPLE PENOUCHE

5 lbs. of white sugar, 4 lbs. of maple sugar, V2 lb.

of corn syrup, and 2 qts. of light cream. Cook to

234°, stirring continuously, then take off fire and

add V2 lb. of butter and 2 teaspoonfuls of salt. Stir

batch until it becomes grainy. Set square up with

bars on wooden table, line with heavy oiled paper.

Then pour batch on and let set four hours. Mark

off into squares and break up.
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PECAN CROQUETTES

Batch N0. 1. Place in pan 10 lbs. of white sugar

and 1 lb. of corn syrup. Wash sides of ‘the pan

down so there is absolutely no grain on the sides.

Cook to 243°. Take off fire and pour on clean

marble slightly sprinkled with water. When almost

cold turn up and work into a fondant. After work

ing this batch three minutes have ready 3 lbs. of

marshmallow or nougat cream, and mix this in,

turning it until it becomes one solid mass. Then

knead as you would common dough and roll in little

balls and set on pans.

Batch No. 2. Take 4 lbs. of white sugar, 4 lbs.

of corn syrup, 1 qt. of light cream, 1 qt. of evapo

rated milk and one teaspoonful of cream of tartar.

Note. Place the cream of tartar in M, glass of

water and add this to the batch after the batch be

gins to boil. Cook batch to 236°. Have ready on

the side some chopped pecans. Take the above little

balls made from Batch No. 1 and dip them into the

above batch. Then roll in pecans. Let stand for a

while until they cool. They are a dainty piece of

goods, nice eating and a great repeater. They can

be made in small balls and sold for $1.00 a pound,

or made to run 12 to the pound and sold for 10 cents

each.
 

Confectionery, Biscuit and Chocolate

Industries of Canada

HE fourth annual Convention of the Confec

tionery, Biscuit and Chocolate Industries of

Canada was held in the Ritz-Carlton Hotel, Mon

treal, May 9th, 10th and 11th.

A special feature in connection with this Conven

tion was an Exhibition given by Associate members,

consisting of supplies of all kinds. The Exhibition

was held in the ball room of the hotel, and was a

complete success, every Exhibit being very tastily

arranged. The Convention expressed itself in no

uncertain way with regard to the value of the As

sociate members, and voiced their appreciation of

the Exhibition.

A. D. Ganong, of Ganong Bros., Ltd., St. Step

hen, N. B., took the chair in the absence of W.

Robertson, the President for the past year, who was

unable to be present.

The first session consisted of a report presented

by the President, whose address was read, also re

ports by the Chairman of the Executive Committee;

the Treasurer, and the Secretary. These reports

were received in turn and adopted.

A luncheon was given at 12.30, at which Mayor

Martin, of Montreal, gave an address. His words

were very much appreciated by every member

present.

At 2 P. M. the Convention re-convened, when

an address was given by G. W. Harris on “Insur

ance.” At 2.30 P. M. a discussion was held on

“Candy Day,” and brief addresses were given by

Geo. W. Matthews, W. H. C. McEachren, Aid. H.

Hunt, and others. A very profitable discussion took

place and it was decided that Candy Day should be

made a permanent event in connection with the in

dustry, and a committee was appointed to carry out

the details.

In the evening, a theatre party was given at the

Princess Theatre—the Convention delegates being

the guests of the Toronto Associate members.

At the morning session, May 10th, officers were

elected as follows:

President-—H. N. Cowan, Cowan Co., Ltd.,

Toronto. '

1st Vice-president—E. Littler, W. M. Lowney

Co., Montreal.

2nd Vice-president—F. McCormick, McCormick

Mfg. Co., London.

Treasurer—Colin Currie, D. S. Perrin Co., Lon

don.

Secretary—C. Bodley, C. Bodley, Ltd.,

Toronto.

The Executive Committee was appointed as fol

lows: Morden Neilson, C. W. Monoghan, Mr.

Pleurdo, F. O’Connor, VV. Robertson, F. W. Bean,

C. E. Edmonds, C. C. Wardrope, T. W. McFarland,

]. H. Tabor, ]as. Ramsay, A. D. Ganong.

Following this, addresses were given by H. M.

Challenger of Toronto on “Factory Organization,”

and Clyde Murray of New York, on “Candy Cost

ing.” These addresses were very profitable, and a

splendid discussion followed. In the afternoon the

delegates were the guests of the Montreal Harbor

Commission on a trip to view the harbor. The

courtesy of the Commission was very much appre

ciated and the day being so favorable, a most enjoy

able time was spent.

The Annual Banquet was held in the evening with

an attendance of nearly 200. The Honorable ]. M.

Robb, Minister of Trade and Commerce, addressed

the meeting. This address was followed by a splen

did program, and a great deal of enthusiasm was in

evidence. It was the most successful of the kind

that has ever been held by the industry, in Canada.

On the closing morning of the Convention, an

address was given by Mr. Bardorf, Supt. of the St.

Lawrence Refining Company, on "Sugar, from soil

to sack.” This was a most interesting address, es

pecially to a Convention of candy men. D. E. Mac

Vannell, editor of Candy gave an address on “The

trade paper as an aid to industry.” The committee

on resolutions also made a report, which was

accepted.

In the afternoon the delegates were entertained by

the W. M. Lowney Company and the St. Lawrence

Refining Co., and a splendid time was spent in these

plants. '

The Convention was exceedingly well attended,

and keen appreciation was given to all those taking

part on the program. Steps are being taken by the
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Executive Committee to introduce a Credit Depart

ment in connection with the Associational work, also

the creation of a retail manufacturers branch of the

membership. In view of the activities of the past

year, there is no doubt that the Associational serv

ice is appreciated by the members, and all look for

ward to a larger membership and greater activities

in the coming year.

THE JOBBER
A COMMENDABLE THING FOR JOBBERS ASSOCIATIONS

HE meetings of any club, society or association

in course of time grow dull, uninspiring and

tiresome unless some fresh people are brought in to

lift the proceedings out of a rut. The Philadelphia

]obbing Confectioners’ Association plans to have

some one prominent in the trade address the as

sembly each regular meeting night, and thus en

deavor to have the meetings so interesting and in

structive that the members cannot afford to be ab

sent. There is much to commend itself in this idea.

More than appears at the first glance. If a number

of jobbers, for instance, thresh out their problems

evening after evening there is danger that they will

see them with an ever-narrowing viewpoint. But if

they will call in the manufacturers, the retailers, the

salesmen .'lI1(l the various executives, from time to

time, they will see these things in their relationship

to the other branches of the trade and will thus ob

tain a perspective which will be helpful. Business

is not simple today. It is exceedingly complex and

tending to grow more so. The problems which face

the business are permanent and can never be wholly

eliminated. They can be minimized, shifted,

changed and exchanged, and the best results are ac

complished by viewing them from all angles and

obtaining the views of the different people interested.

Therefore if candy jobbers hear the ideas, now of

a manufacturer, then of a retailer and later of a

salesman they will obtain rnany ideas of real value.

Vt/ould it not give spice to the meetings to have oc

casional debates on various trade topics? Two

speakers on each side, who go at their verbal com

bat, hammer and tongs, under the stern eye of a

moderator who keeps them within the rules, not only

bring out all the points in the most striking manner,

but put a tang to the proceedings which would fill

up the benches every meeting night.

 

THE ATTITUDE OF THE MANUFACTURER

IN TALKING to a manufacturing confectioner

recently, said a jobber, he frankly stated that the

attitude of the average manufacturer has been one

of too much indifference for the welfare of his dis

tributors. When asked how this unfortunate con

dition of affairs could be obviated he frankly con

fessed that he knew of no remedy which could be

brought promptly to bear, and that in fact he knew

no remedy whatever, except the cultivation of team

work between them, a drawing together in helpful

ness and the development on the part of each of a

sympathetic state of mind for the problems of the

other. Conditions and customs are rapidly chang

ing in every phase of human activity, including busi

ness. The highly developed feeling of personal inde

pendence, which was an individual characteristic

many years ago, still persisted after the personal

independence had disappeared. And a remnant of

that feeling still continues. Interdependence——

rather than independence—is now the order of the

day, and this interdependence is growing with ac

celerating strides. VVe are all slow——very slow—

to recognize this, and slower still to act upon it.

The prosperity of the manufacturer depends en

tirely upon the success of the distributors. It is

manifestly to his interests to have his distributors

prosperous, contented and with as clear field as pos

sible to push and enlarge their business, rather than

have their energies frittered away fighting petty and

unnecessary annoyances, or disentangling avoidable

complications. Such being the case it enhances the

interest of the manufacturers to have a lively con

cern for the welfare of his distributors. Anything

that threatens their welfare, their growth and de

velopment, and their activities also threatens his in

terests in a secondary degree. Anything that lowers

the tone or the usefulness of the jobbers is not a

matter of indifference to the manufacturer.

Of course new men are continually entering the

candy jobbing field, even though it is universally

conceded that the field is decidedly over-crowded;

and as a matter of right and policy the manufac

turers will give jobbing prices and accommodations

to those who are properly entitled to them. But

many of them are new in this field, without knowl

edge of the prices, customs, expenses and con

tingencies pertaining to the jobbing trade; and

many of them are not burdened with over-scruples

regarding the ethics of the business and the implied

responsibility which every jobber owes to ‘his fellows.

The manufacturer would be conserving his own

interests if he should develop a real concern which

would cause him to exercise a discrimination in his

dealings. He could turn down those seeking job

bers’ privileges who are not jobbers, and he could

with others, exercise words of caution against vari

ous practices which are harmful all around. This

without in any degree interfering with the free

rights of trade. Such a change of understanding,

of goodwill, of mutual helpfulness in the minds of
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manufacturers and jobbers will necessarily be of

slow growth, but it is in accordance with the spirit

of the times and all should work for its acceleration.

 

c.-xx ANY one ANSWER THIS?

Dear Editor:

Can you give me a description and the character

istics of “The New Psychology,” as related to whole

sale selling, and particularly to candy? In talking

with a wide-awake jobber recently he was telling

me that he would have to drop one of his salesmen,

because it seemed impossible for him to acquire the

New Psychology.

As near as I know the methods of talk, argument

and wholesale selling have undergone quite a radical

change the last few years. Today the personal equa

tion is growing in importance. The salesman culti

vates in himself a sincere friendship for each of his

customers. He recognizes that his interest and their

interests are identical. He sells such goods, in such

quantities, at such prices and at such times as will

be of the most value to his retail dealers. He works

with them wholeheartedly and unselfishly to advance

their business interests, well knowing he will reap

a harvest of increased orders by so doing and retain

the growing confidence of his customers.

This, in brief, as I understand it, constitutes the

methods of the most successful salesmen today,

which is a far call from the customs heretofore pre

vailing. These are the methods I am instructing my

salesmen to follow, and I can see the wisdom of this

policy in their increasing business.

If there is anything later and better than this

which is traveling under the high-sounding name of

“The New Psychology” I would like to know

exactly what it is, so I can adapt some of its features

in my business if they are an improvement on those

now prevailing.

 

THE VALUE 01-‘ PERSONAL FRIENDSHIP

IN THIS day of the buyers’ market when buyers

are as scarce and coy as pretty girls at an old

maids’ sewing circle, it is entirely in order for a

traveling salesman to play up every little possible

point which will bring him pleasingly to the minds

of his customers and prospects. Everybody is talk

ing about the necessity of selling service as well as

goods, and the advice on how this can be done is

manifold and multiform, and the service stunt is

therefore beginning to suffer keenly from overwork.

Some traveling salesmen in order to deepen favor

able impressions in the cerebrum of retailers are

working along the lines of the personal equation.

In other words they cultivate and strengthen per

sonal friendship. They educate themselves in the

art of pleasing. As they journey from place to place

their eyes are keen and their minds alert to do some

pleasing little act for their various customers. The

souvenir post cards afford them many opportunities

for this, and post cards furnish opportunities for

interesting and profitable studies in human nature.

A salesman who makes it a practice to “get close”

to his various retail customers soon ascertains the

hobbies, the likings and the prejudices of many.

Having these in mind he can go into a stationery

store in any city, run his eye over the scores of cards

on display and select one here which will please a

customer in a certain town, another there which will

cause a smile to another customer, and so on. He

can buy these, write a few words and his signature

on each and mail them to the different people. Sup

pose he should write on one: “This card made me

think of you,” the customer receiving it would be

pleased with the subtle flattery. He would tell him

self that the salesman must havea kind personal

regard for him, since this regard caused the sales

man to remember his hobby, purchase a postal which

was a reminder of it and mail the postal with a little

kindly message. There is not a particle of doubt

but what 1-.1 salesman could turn indifferent acquaint

ances into warm friends by a careful and systematic

policy of this kind. The expense of time and of

money would be slight, and the rewards would be

out of all proportion to the effort made. For we

cannot tell ourselves too frequently that people like

to deal with their friends, and one of the most effec

tive methods of getting orders is to transform people

from acquaintances into friends.

 

TIRESOME, BUT NECESSARY

NE of the ideals of a publisher is to produce a

bright, crisp, snappy, newsy publication, with

plenty of new stuff which will chain the readers to

their chairs ‘until they have read the last line of the

last page. But a stern master points an unrelenting

finger while he commands the publisher to write on

subjects of the heaviest weight rather than the most

interest; and one of the weightiest subjects now be

fore the jobbers of candy has to do with a correct

knowledge of the cost of doing business. This sub

ject has been harped upon, talked about and written

up until it would seem as though it had gotten under

the hide of every single and solitary man-jack candy

jobber in the country. The statement has been

made, iterated, re-iterated times without number

that more than one-third of the business failures of

the country are due to incompetence, and that this

incompetence almost always includes ignorance of

the cost of doing business. Ask the candy jobbers

what is the most harmful and exasperating evil that

confronts them and a great cry will instantly arise

to the high heaven from every throat that it is price

cutting. Ask who are the greatest offenders in this

reprehensible practice, and the reply, also unanimous,

will state that they are the ignorant, the inexpe

rienced, the loosely trained. Manufacturers assert

this, jobbers echo it, and retailer re-echo the accusa

tion when they discuss the subject. VVhat is to be
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done under what all agree is a deplorable state of

affairs? Shall we cease writing, talking and agitat

ing the subject because it has been discussed so long

and so earnestly? Shall we leave it severely alone

because it is tiresome both to the writer and the

reader? Shall we fill the space with something that

is livelier, snappier, newer, more interesting?

That would be one way of treating it, but hardly

the wisest way, for the evil would continue, the

losses would increase, the exasperation would mul

tiply. The welfare of all demands that this cam

paign of education shall continue until every jobber,

or near-jobber, is converted to the practice of keep

ing accurate and continued accounts which will keep

him informed as to the cost of conducting his busi

ness, and how much expense is entailed in every

dollar’s worth of goods he sells. Here is a field

where manufacturers and jobbers can unite upon a

common ground of mutual interest, where both can

work together for the good of each, and where, by

thus working. they will create a feeling of friendly

harmony which would drive out the slight feeling

of suspicion and irritation which exists in the minds

of some jobbers toward manufacturers and which

should be exorcised away.

Let us speak a word of encouragement on the sub

ject. Progress has been made in this work of edu

cating careless and indifferent business men. Every

house that calls itself modern now knows the cost

of doing business, and the increase of such houses

is encouraging. But it is slow work, it will require

time and every effort of every agency should be en

listed in the campaign.

 

EVEN THE FATES LOVE A PLODDER

HERE are two ways of selling goods. One is

by strategy, by brilliancy, by little artifices in

diplomacy, by playing upon the foibles of human

nature. All these are legitimate and successful, but

the ability to do these things seems born in some

people. It comes naturally to them. Those who

lack it seem unable to acquire it, and they are per

force condemned to look on helplessly, with inde

scribable feelings, while they see some rival carry off

the coveted orders as lightly and easily as a lady

picks up her silken kerchief.

But if your salesmen are not of this type you have

it in your power to speak words of encouragement

to them which will hearten them mightily and send

them forth, confident and rejoicing, to gather up

their proper meed of life-giving orders. You can

tell them that there is some subtle power in an

earnest, serious, persevering plodder which is even

superior to wiles of the strategist. There is a sub

stantiability to him which people like, and the longer

they know him the more confidence they have. He

grows on them. Tell your salesmen who lack bril

liance to go forth with stout hearts and serene confi

dence of victory. Tell them to plod, to call on as

many men as many times as possible, and to keep it

up unceasingly. The fates which hold our destinies

in our hands seem to love plodders—men who work

unceasingly and perpetually with confidence, and

with love in their hearts for their work. Such a

salesman as this need envy no man, no matter how

brilliant, for the simple plan of seeing as many men

as possible, as often as possible will bring him in

many paces ahead of the brilliant strategist.

Maple Syrup Plentiful

REPORT from Lowville, N. Y., states that

a firm in that town has bought 6,200 gallons

of Maple Syrup at $1.25 per gallon. It is to be

used in making fine candies. Another dispatch from

Canton, N. Y., upon the western border of the

Adirondacks is published as follows:

“Producers who joined the Maple Producers’ As

sociation have not yet heard what they will receive

per gallon for their syrup as the syrup was shipped

from here to a warehouse in Syracuse where it will

be processed and distributed to purchasers. The

proceeds will then, after the expenses of the asso

ciation have been deducted, be divided among the

producers. About 40,000 gallons was signed for

to the association from this county in large steel

drums which were furnished the farmers. These

were sent from the headquarters to the nearest ship

ping station of the producer, filled by him and re

turned.

“What was formerly a large brewery in Syracuse

was leased by the association to be used as a ware

house. The syrup, it is said, will then be put up in

the form of maple products, such as cream confec

tions, sugar and bottled syrup, and will be under a

copyrighted brand, these to be sold largely to con

sumers.”

 

 

They Surely Do!

OW things do move! Other day we were look

ing over old copy of New York Tribune pub

lished in 1876, the “centennial year.” Article in

that paper boasted about the wonderful progress the

nation had made, with its “vast population of 44,

000,000.” Think of it: the present writer was a

boy in 1876 and went to the centennial; yet in the

46 years since then the population of the United

States has multiplied two and a half times! It was

only a few years ago that the champions of cheap

‘ government complained because we had “a billion

dollar congress,” namely a congress which would

appropriate a billion dollars in two years. And yet

New York City is now a “billion-dollar city,” and

it requires an appropriation of over a billion dollars

each year.-Exchange.

—i<~v>-i

THE right use of your windows will bring in the

new customers you need to take the place of

those you unavoidably lose.

-L? Ls ‘
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Springs, Ark., makers of Fruitora, moved into

their new factory May 1st.
 

ONFECTIONERY Merchandising,

has been incorporated and submerged in

“Candygram Register,” this advice reaching us from

Chas. F. Marcher, Secretary of the Candygram As

sociation.

Chicago,

 

EARL W. Sweeney who represented the Heidel

berger Confectionery Co., Philadelphia, in the

Pennsylvania and Ohio territory is no longer con

nected with the house. ]. M. Boyd and Frank K.

Bower succeeding.

 

ORD Candy Co. is a new corporation located

in Boston, i\Iass., engaged in the manufacture

of confectionery specialties. The company is com

posed of H. W. Hale, President; Robt. W. Lord,

Secretary and Treasurer; O. P. Sanders, Morris

Cushman and Mauritz Norlin, all of whom have

been identified with the confectionery interests of

New England for a long number of years.

HE Continental Paper & Bag Mills of 16-18

East 40th street, New York, have their Brooklyn

factory in full operation, and are now able to

“hustle” through orders for the various products

which the title of the company indicates they manu

facture.

HARLES F. Simes, formerly president of the

Boston Confectionery Co., Cambridge, Mass.,

has joined the sales organization of Runkel Broth

ers, Inc., New York, and will represent the house

in New England, selling coatings, liquors and a gen

eral line of confectionery to the manufacturing

trade. This appointment will permit Mr. Fitzgerald

 

 

to devote more of his time in developing and in- I

creasing business in New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio

and Michigan. In taking the New England terri

tory Mr. Simes carries into his new work a fine

personality that has already brought him a large

acquaintance and a “bunch" of friends who like him

for what he is. If We could throw an old shoe from

Philadelphia to Boston we would fire one at him

for good luck.

ENRY Mosher, with the Kellogg Toasted Corn

Flake Co. for many years, has become con

nected with the Taylor-Made Candy Co. of Battle

Creek, Mich., and will have charge of the Credit

Department beginning May 1st.

 

HE Leaf Bros. Candy Mfg. Co., Inc., have re

moved to 334 Vi/alton avenue, corner of 140th

street, New York City, where they have larger quar

ters and better facilities to handle their trade.

 

HE Helburn Candy Co., Montgomery, Ala., re

cently moved their business from 20 Commerce

street to 129 Commerce street, the change being

made to secure more commodious quarters for their

growing business.

 

TOCKHOLDERS of the Temple Candy Com

pany, Temple, Texas,'in annual session elected

directors for the year as follows: Bennett F. Smith,

O. P. Smith, J. S. McCelvey, L. L. Tally and B. L.

George. O. P. Smith was elected secretary and

assistant manager.

 

ILLIAi\I Timmerman, who has been with the

Bradley-Smith Company, New Haven, Conn.,

has accepted a position with the Klein Chocolate

Company, Inc., Elizabethtown, Pa., and will repre

sent them in their New York City territory. Mr.

Timmerman will succeed Sam Zolotorofe, resigned.

 

AM Zolotorofe, New York representative for

the Klein Chocolate Company, Inc., of Eliza

bethtown, Pa., has resigned his position and will

become affiliated with the Metro Chocolate Company

of New York City. Mr. Zolotorofe has been a

valuable man to the Klein Chocolate Company and

they regret his leaving their employ. Mr. Zolo

torofe, we understand, is to become financially in

terested in the Metro Chocolate Company, and will

be a valuable addition to that organization.

 

R. Meier and Mr. Baarnske, of O. P. Baur Co.,

Denver, Colo., spent the week of May lst in

New York City, visiting the trade and making

purchases.  
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OBE T Richardson, who for a number of

years has covered the Carolinas, Georgia,

Florida and Tennessee for the Hershey Chocolate

Co., recently went to St. Luke’s Home, Phoenix,

Arizona, for his health, expecting to stay one year.

r“Bob,” who is personally known to every confec

tionery jobber in his large territory, writes that he

has gained thirteen pounds and would be glad to

hear from his customers and friends at the above

address.

 

HE Clearfield Candy Co., Philadelphia, Penna.,

has leased the building at 1901-1903 East Clear

field street. The company consists of William B.

Astley and Samuel S. Keeley, both men ‘having been

engaged in the confectionery business.

 

HE Goelitz Confectionery Co., of North Chi

cago, Ill., have started work in their new branch

factory at 1007-1009 Can street, Dallas, Texas.

Armin Goelitz and S. ]. Tolle will be in charge of

the new branch.

 

HARLES I. Meakin, the Cincinnati, Ohio, con

fectioner, recently purchased the large and cen

tral property at No. 610 Vine street.

 

' WEET Brand Company, Providence, R. 1., in

corporated to manufacture food and confec

tions, with capital stock of $25,000, by Lorenzo

Monti, Luigi Cepolla and Domenico Tarre.

 

HOEFFLER’S Incorporated, Berkeley, Califor

nia, filed articles to conduct a general candy

business, with capital stock of $50,000, by O. L.,

R. VV. and L. ]. Hoefiier and Otis P. Dyar.

 

DIFFLY-McGLYNN Candy Co., Montgomery,

Ohio, capital stock, $5,000, incorporated by

P. F. Difiiy, P. H. McGlynn and H. W. Liddon.

 

OMMERCIAL Candy Manufacturing Com

pany, 2953 W. Van Buren street, Chicago, I1l.,

incorporated; capital, $15,000. Incorporators:

Alexander Adream, james Baldi, Victor Baldi, Al

bert F. Baldi.

PREMIER Candy Company, Seattle, \Vash., in

corporated to manufacture confectionery, ‘with

capital stock of $30,000, by VV. G. Koenig, I. _].

Koenig and_E. W. Parks.

 

 

HE Danbury Candy Co., 253 Main street, Dan

bury, Conn., has commenced the manufacturing

of candy which is beingwholesaled throughout Con

necticut and in parts of New York state. The candy

is being manufactured on the second floor of the

company's building on Main street, which was re

cently remodeled for that purpose.

HE Southern Wholesale Confectioners’ Asso

ciation will hold their 1922 Convention at

Wrightsville Beach on ]une 8th and 9th and if the ‘

efforts of the officers and Convention" Committees

prove successful a record-breaking meeting will be

held. Many problems of the utmost importance

to the Southern trade are to come up for discussion

and solution, and members affected by these prob

lems will be on hand to lend their voices and in

fluence in determining “what is best” for the trade

as a body. The affairs of the Convention will be

guided by President john R. Hanby and Secre

tary Sidney S. Wortsman, who are both good

“engineers."

 

HE Orth-Williams Co. has been formed with

plant at 1051 W. Goodale street, Columbus,

Ohio. This company will engage in the manufac

ture of candy. Charles F. Orth and VValter S. W'il-,

liams, organizers of the company, were formerly

with the Purity Candy Co.

 

' EVV Bern Candy Co., New Bern, N. C., in

' corporated with capital stock of $25,000, by

P. S. Sadler, Pearl Sadler and C. VV. Lane.

 

HE Model Candy Co., Beaver Falls, Penna., one

of the oldest wholesale candy houses in that

.vicinity, is now under new management as a result

of a reorganization, by which John VV. Rayl, man

ager of the company since its inception in 1902, re

tires from active business and the active heads of

the concern will be Roy S. \Veagley, president;

Theodore Gilchrist, vice-president, and Eugene S.

Musick, secretary and treasurer.

 

HE New England Confectioners’ Club held

their last dinner gathering for this season at

Young’s Hotel, with good attendance. It was en

tirely informal and during dinner an orchestra

played popular music. Following dinner, at which

the club president, N. E. Covel, presided, Charles

Bird reported regarding arrangements made for the

Boston party of confectioners to attend the annual

convention of the National Confectioners’ Associa

tion. Boston will be well represented. It was an

nounced that H. Clifford Gallagher, for more than

thirty years a member of the Confectioners’ Club,

had been made an honorary member. Mr. Gallagher

- is president of the old-time house of Walter Baker

& Co., Ltd. The club’s next meeting will be in mid

October.

THE St. Louis branch office of Ungerer & Com

pany, New York, in charge of C. L. Iorns,

formerly located in the Pierce Building, was moved

May lst into larger quarters at 826 Clark avenue.

Increased facilities will be available in the new loca

tron.
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T IS reported that Ridley’s, the old~established

New York City confectioner, has purchased a

large block of ground in Long Island City and will

erect a large, four-story candy factory.

 

IBBE Brothers Company, the manufacturing

confectioners of Springfield, Mass., have the

large store, No. 48 Hudson avenue, Albany, New

York, and will use it as a distributing center for that

territory.

 

UTH Cleves Corporation, incorporated to con

duct a confectionery business in New York

City, with capital stock of $70,000, by Ashton F.

Embry, Christine L. Cleves and Ruth L. Cleves.

 

C. Candy Company, Brooklyn, New York, in

0 corporated under the laws of that state to manu

facture and deal in confectionery by Samuel, Abra

ham and Louis Smirnow; capital, $10,000.

 

T IS reported that the Peter Paul Manufactur

ing Co. is to move its candy factory from New

Haven, Conn., to Naugatuck, same state, and will

build a new two-story brick factory at the latter

place.

 

INGER Candy Works, West Hoboken, N. j.,

incorporated by Charles Singer, Joseph S. Sin

ger and Albert H. Bernstein; capital, $125,000.

 

C. Mawhinney has opened an attractive home

0 made candy store, ice cream parlor and

luncheonette under the style of “The Lollypop

Shoppe” in Clear Lake, Iowa.

 

HE Philadelphia Jobbing Confectioners’ Asso

ciation had a very well attended meeting on the

evening of May 18th, at Grand Fraternity Building,

Mr. A. C. Keeley presiding. The Association was

honored on this occasion by the presence of Mr.

Wm. B. Rosskam, of The Quaker City Chocolate

Co., who addressed the members on the topic “Trade

Abuses and How to Remedy Them.” ' A big sub

ject, but Mr. R0sskam’s large and varied experience

in the confectionery business proved him competent

in every way to handle it, for over half hour holding

the closest interest and attention of all present.

State Senator A. F. Daix, ]r., responded to his ad

dress in his usual able manner, interspersed by good

humored allusions to fit the occasion. President A.

C. Keeley also made an address on "Happiness” and

further remarks were made by ]. Martin Miller,

joseph Casani, Christian Pflaum, ]r., Chas.

Schaefer, Al. S. Putzel and ]ohn Pflaum. It was

indeed an interesting and profitable evening for all

who attended. The Association has now existed for

twenty-two years, quite a long life for a trade asso

ciation, and has for its purpose “The betterment of

the confectionery business, to create social and

friendly business relations among its members, to

further the manufacture and sale of pure goods and

to co-operate with the pure food authorities to the

fullest extent.” The officers of the Association are:

A. C. Keeley, President; J. Martin Miller, Vice

president; Chas. Schaefer, Secretary; \V. ]. Haun,

Treasurer.

 

OTH & Company have incorporated at Middle

town, Ohio, and in addition to the manufac

ture of a line of confectionery will job a full line of

paper supplies. The incorporators are john Roth,

_ Curtis Focht, Alvin ]. \Vehr, A. A. Burkhart and

Nellie Fitzgerald. The new firm takes over the

wholesale factory of A. J. \/Vehr, who will have

charge of the manufacturing end of the business.

Mr. Roth and Mr. Burkhart will be of the sales

force, while Miss Fitzgerald has charge of the otfice.

 

AST month Allen & Andrews, of Corning,

N. Y., purchased a three-story brick building

into which they will move their present equipment

and install additional facilities to manufacture. This

firm started their enterprise just two years ago and

believe there is a wonderful future in the candy

business.

 

THE \Valsh Candy Shops, Jamaica Plains, Mass.,

will open another store at Brookline, Mass., serv

ing ice cream as well as their own line of candies.

 

S. May, representing the Blanke-Baer Extract

0 and Preserving Co., St. Louis, Mo., has just

completed a three months’ trip through Canada, to

the western coast.

 

HE citizens of Baltimore gave a banquet to the

officials of the American Sugar Refinery Co.,

Baltimore Branch, on May 5th, at the Southern

Hotel. There was quite a large delegation from the

manufacturing confectioners of Baltimore attending.

The affair was a grand success. The oflicials of the

American Sugar Refinery Co. extended invitations

to the confectioners to inspect their plant on May

17th. Quite a large number of confectioners took

advantage of the invitation and went to the plant.

They proclaimed it to be one of the most complete

of its kind in the country.

 

ICKSON Brothers, Hammond, Ind., operating

two candy stores and restaurants, recently in

corporated as the Consumers Ice Cream and Candy

Co., with capital of $100,000. They are also asso

ciated with a new company which will build a new

hotel, to cost $150,000. ]ames Dickson is treasurer

and Gust Stephens is secretary. Mr. Stephens will

manage the ice cream business. -
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TRIGLOS Brothers, De Kalb, Ill., have equipped

a beautiful confectionery store and ice cream

and soda parlor, said to be one of the finest in that

part of the country. The store is nearly one hun

dred feet wide.

 
RANK ]. Miller has purchased the interest of i

George Richmond in the wholesale confection

ery business at Aurora, Illr, and will conduct the

business in the future under the name of the Rich

mond Candy Co., Inc., at 48 Downer Place.

 

THE National Licorice Company will publish

from time to time in connection with their trade

advertisements, reproductions of a very unique and

interesting group of photographs taken in Asia

Minor and the Caucasus, showing the processes of

digging, curing, cutting, baling, weighing and trans

porting Licorice Root. The root is eventually

brought to this country (the main market) to be

converted into Licorice Paste, which is the principal

ingredient entering into the manufacture of the Na-

tional Licorice Company's commodities.

 

OSEPH Gentilcore, Uniontown, Penna., whose

confectionery and grocery was recently burned,

has bought a t\vo—story brick building on North

Gallatin avenue, and will open a first class confec

tionery and grocery store immediately.

 

ETER and Nick Stavros are now sole owners

of the “Classic” confectionery store at Fifth

and Chillicothe streets, Portsmouth, Ohio, having

bought out their partners, Geo. Korres and Geo.

Leinard.

 

HE Golden Butterfly Candy Company has taken

over and will conduct the business of the Abe

Lincoln Candy Company, at 207 North Liberty

street, Baltimore, Md.

 

HE articles of association of the Vermont Con

fectionery Company of Burlington, Vt., have

been under the conduct of a wholesale and retail

confectionery business, dealing in tobacco and soft

drinks. The company is to issue 202 shares of com

mon and 75 shares of preferred stock, all at a par

value of $100 per share.

 

ASSIF Candy Co., Wheeling, VVest Va., in

corporated under the laws of that state to

manufacture and deal in confectionery, tobacco, etc..

by Louis and Charles Nassif, Anna']ohnson, Ger

trude Ritter and Charles Schuck; capital, $75,000.

 

ASTERN Gum Co., of Monson, Maine, incor

porated to manufacture and deal in chewing

gum, with capital stock of $50,000. Harry Davis is

treasurer of the company.

THE Western Confectioners’ Association will

hold its annual Convention beginning ]uly 15,

1922. The Association has chartered a ship, the

S. S. “Spokane,” which will leave Seattle on the

above date for a twelve-day trip up the coast to

Alaska and return. The meetings and business of

the Convention will be held en route. There are

about two hundred booked for passage, and it is

the desire of the Western Association to increase

this number as much as possible. An invitation is

therefore extended to the confectioners throughout

the country to join the party as it will be a worth

while trip for anyone. Mr. Chester E. Roberts,

President of the Imperial Candy Company, of

Seattle, is President of the Association, and will

be glad to take care of any reservations he may

receive. The trip will last 12 days.

 

THE Twenty-second Anniversary of the Philadel

phia Jobbing Confectioners’ Association was cele

brated by a large dinner-dance at the Bellevue-Strat

ford on Thursday evening, May 25th. The com

mittee in charge consisted of John Pflaum, Chair

man; Louis Weglien, ]r., ]. Martin Miller, Charles

Schaeifer, A. C. Keeley, Sen. A. F. Daix, ]r. About

one hundred and seventy-five attended and speeches

were made by Mr. Richard Weglein, President of

the Philadelphia Council; Iudge Eugene E. Bonni

well, and Senator A. F. Daix, Jr. Souvenirs were

distributed and prizes were given for dancing and

for the winners of a cootie game and other special

features. The evening was a huge success from the

pleasure standpoint and also from the standpoint of

co-operation and good fellowship as the manufac

turers and salesmen were well represented.

 

Coming Meeting N. C. S. A.

HE 23rd Annual Convention of the National

Confectionery Salesmen’s Association will be

held in Boston the week of ]uly 10th, and already

arrangements are under way to make this a most

important and successful gathering. Details of the

meeting will be given out later. Lay your plans to

answer the roll call.

—?<»~>-_

Nixon Cigar & Candy Company, Dallas, Texas,

changed name to Merchants Cigar Company,

Harry Pastras will open a candy factory in the

VVilliams Building, Oconto, Wis.

Oscar Olson disposed of his confectionery, soft

drink and restaurant business at Stanley, \/Vis.

Harold Gens has opened a new confectionery

store at 173 Essex street, Lawrence, Mass.

Roy Gifford, confectionery, Bad Axe, Mich., sold

out to Wm. Dormey.

E. L. Giersdorf, confectionery, VVest Point,

Nebr., sold out to Fred Albers.
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
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Help Wanted—Male

 

LEADING CHICAGO MANUFAC

turer is in need of experienced high-grade

Marshmallow Superintendent. Give de

tailed reply outlining experience, past

record, salary expected and references.

Excellent opening for right man. Address

J 36, care Confectioners Journal. 569

WANTED—EXPERIENCED CREAM

and Marshmallow helper. Write The

Harter Candy Company, Toledo, Ohio.

State experience and give references.

569,41

WANTED—EXPERIENCED CREAM

and Marshmallow man. Write The Harter

Candy Company, Toledo, Ohio. State ex

perience and give references. 569,40

WANTED—WORKING FOREMAN

for factory making hard candies in city

of hundred thousand in southern states-—

old established house. State what you

can do and give references, your age and

wages wanted. Address F 36, care Con

fectioners Journal. S69-0-1

WANTED — EXPERIENCED PAN

Splendid

Address

man in large eastern factory.

opportunity for th_e right man.

C 36, care Confectioners Journal. 569

WANTED—ICE CREAM FACTORY

manager; an exceptional good proposition

will be offered to the man who will be

able to produce results. Address A 36,

care Confectioners Journal. 569

WANTED—A MAN CAPABLE OF

manufacturing extracts suitable for ice

cream and confectionery work. Address

N 34, care Confectioners Journal. 569

WANTED—ALL AROUND CANDY

maker for bar goods specialty house.

Good opportunity for right man. State

past cxpericnce and salary expected.

Hesse Bros., 1530-1546 \Vinder street,

Detroit, Mich. 569, 17

WANTED—BY A GROWING CON

cern, an expert cream and chocolate man

who understands how to handle help, and

to assist with the mfsnagement of the

factory. Only one need lpply who is

willing to invest $2,000 to $3,000 in a

growing and good standing concern in

Chicago. A good paying position for the

right party. References required and

given. Address L 34, care Confectioners

JournoL 569

. WANTED—PAN MAN, ONE VVHO

1s capable of taking charge of pan de

partment. Belmont Candy Company,

Memphis. Tenn. 569, 7

VVANTED-—HARD GOODS MAN EX

pcricnced in operation of continuous

cooker. Steady employment. State age,

experience, reference and salary in first

letter. Address A 34, care Confectioners

Journal. 569

WANTED — HIGH-GRADE WORK

ing superintendent who is able to turn

out fi_ne line goods, chocolates, general

line; increase and improve the business.

Fine opportunity competent man. City

60,000 near Chicago. Address S 38, care

Confectioners Journal. 569

Situations Wanted—Male

FOREMAN WISHES POSITION; 30

years’ experience; has practical knowl

edge of creams, fine goods, nougat, high

grade and cheap A. B. gum work; clear

medicated jujubes, real Turkish paste.

Good references from best houses. Always

had charge of floor. Can handle help and

machinery. Only those who need fir_st

class man need answer. (New York City

preferred.) Address J 38, care Confec

tioners Journal. 569

THOROUGHLY COMPETENT HARD

candy man wants position in the south or

southwest as foreman. Twenty-two years’

experience and highly recommended by

present employers. Address G 38, care

Confectioners Journal. 569

WANTED—POS1TlON BY AN ALL

around candy maker, wholesale or retail.

Z5 years’ expat-ience.. Wire or Wfib

wages, etc., first letter. Address F 33,

care Confectioners Journal. 569

OPEN FOR ENGAGEMENT—EFFI

cient, practical candy maker; twenty

years manufacturing chocolates and can

dies of every description enables me to

give service, experience and knowledge

in making goods of the highest order.

Figure costs; good organizer. Quality

and volume assured. Address E 38, care

Confectioners Journal. 569

\/VANTED—POSITION BY CANDY

superintendent of 20 years’ experience.

Familiar with all candies and modern

equipment. New England preferred. Ad

dress D 38, care Confectioners Jourrgzglg.

SITUATIONWANTED BY A_\VORI_(

ing foreman; 30 years’ experience in

cream, A. B. gum, jellies, marshmallow,

bon bon, nougat, caramels and real

Turkish paste. Address P 36, care Con

fectioners Journal. 569

SITUATION WANTED BY EN

robcr man; 16 years’ experience. Good

references. Can take full charge. Ad

dress O 36, care Confectioners JOLl1'I;%g

YOUNG MAN, EXPERIENCED IN

chemistry, is desirous of obtaining a place

in the laboratory of a confectionery or

chocolate factory. Address L 36, care

 

 

 

 

 

Confectioners Journal. 569

WANTED—-POSITION IN RETAIL

confectionery, both as ice cream and

candy niakcr, by Al practical, experienced

man, middle age and married. Best ref

crence given. Address H 36, care Con

fectioners Journal. 569

SALESMAN—LIVE WIRE, 27, LIFE

time career in the wholesale and manu

facturing business, 10 years’ city and

traveling selling experience, desires to

connect with a manufacturer. Acquainted

with the jobbers in Philadelphia, but ter

ritory no object. Address G 36, care Con

fectioners Journal. 569

BUYER—YOUNG MAN IN CHARGE

of purchasing department desires to con

nect with large manufacturer of pcnny

bulk and fancy package goods. Salary no

object where ability will be rewarded.

Address B 36, care Confectioners Journal.

569

Situations Wanted—Male

POSITION WANTED BY WORKING

foreman. Pan work, jelly, gum, marsh

mallow, cream, centers, etc. Fifteen years’

factory experience. Able to take charge.

Address O 34, care Confectioners Jourraal.

56

SITUATION VVANTED—MANAGER

of retail candy, fountain, tea room, lunch

eonette establishment wants position.

Thoroughly experienced. Will locate any

place. If you can use an eflicient, up-to

date business producer, address Staples,

53 Elin St., Rochester, N. Y. 569,20

POSITION WANTED —- MAN, 28,

university graduate, married, three years’

trading experience in cocoa beans, thor

oughly conversant market conditions,

q_ualities, sources supply, would like posi

tion in purchasing department with candy

manufacturer; good correspondent; no

objection to change in locality. Address

E 34, care Confectioners Journal. 569

SUPERINTENDENT—YOUNG, PRO

gressive man, fifteen years’ practical and

executive experience in candy business,

desires making change, July or August

first. Prefers high grade package line.

Address D 34, care Confectioners Journal.

569

SALESMAN, COVERING EASTERN

Pennsylvania, including Philadelphia and

Southern New Jersey, open for side line,

specialties or novelties. Address O 38,

care Confectioners Journal. 569

SALESMAN VVITH ESTABLISHED

trade, Philadelphia and nearby territory,

open June 15th. Jobbing trade. Salary

or commission. Address P 38, care Con

fectioners Journal. 569

 

 

Situations Wanted—Female

WANTED—POSITION AS FORE

woman in candy factory. Have had several

years’ experience in wrapping and pack

ing department. Best references. Ad

dress T 38, care Confectioners JOLll'l15Ell.

69

Salesmen Wanted

SALESMAN \VANTED—ONE \\"HO

covers Maryland and District of Columbia

only. High grade line of penny special

ties and bar goods. \\/rite at once, giving

experience, also houses you now repre

sent. H. Dorkiii 8: Son Co., Inc., Bridge

port, Conn. 569, 54

WANTED—SALESi\.fEN TO SELL

Perfection Sample Cases to candy and

biscuit houses, on commission. Perfection

Sample Case Company, Bloomington,

Illinois. S69, 49

SALESMAN TO HANDLE LINE TO

jobbers. We are about to inaiiufacture.

Clearfield Candy Co., 1901 E. Clcarfield

street, Philadelphia. - 569,42

\VANTED—ACTIVE SALESMEN TO

sell quality line of stick candy and other

specialties to jobbers; advise territory

and how often covered. Address B 34,

care Confectioners Journal. 569
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salesmen Wanted

WE ARE READY TO CONSIDER

applications from chocolate salesmen to

sell our line of solid chocolates on a com

mission basis, from salesmen who have

had actual experience in selling chocolate,

coatings, liquors and package goods. We

will have an exceptional line of chocolates

ready to market September 1st. State

territory you cover and selling experience.

Apply P. O. Box 36, Hershey, Pa.

569-0, 39

 

SALESMEN WANTED—SUCCESS

ful salesmen familiar with the better class

of retail and jobbing trade to handle a

new line of unusually attractive decorated

folding candy boxes, as side line, commis

sion basis. Furnish references and state

territory you cover. Address M 34, care

Confectioners Journal. 569

CHOCOLATE COATING AND

cocoa salesmen for Indiana, Ohio, Michi

gan and the south wanted by a large

New York house. One with a following

only and experience. Excellent proposi

tion. Address C 34, care Confectioners

Journal. 569

OPENING FOR TWO SALESMEN

on liberal commission basis with one of

the oldest cocoa and chocolate houses

who can sell chocolate coating and pure

cocoa liquor, bulk and private brand

cocoa. Prepared to meet competitive

prices on American and Dutch Process

goods. \Vhen replying state experience

and territoiy covered. Good opportunity

for men of integrity and ability. Address

V 38, care Confectioners Journal. 569

Machinery for Sale

 

Machinery for Sale

FOR SALE—DEMPSEY MODEL_ 3

chocolate cooling and dipping table with

two electric heaters. Never been used.

Empire Candy Company, Macon. Ga.

569, 27

 

 

FOR SALE, AT BARGAIN PRICES-—

Coating machines, moguls, depositors,

Walter dipping machine, Racine sucker

machines, one with long conveyor, one

with short conveyor; power drop frame

5x7, Ball machine, Kiiott kiss wrappers,

Baker automatic cooker, Simplex vacuum

cooker, column cooling tables, 3 roll steel

refiners, melangeurs, twin and triple

mills, hydraulic presses, cracker and fan

ners, roasters, etc., etc. All machinery in

good operating condition. One brand new

Bausnian disk refiner for coatings, one

practically new for liquors. Immediate

shipments. Special Machine Company,

39 Cortlandt Street, New York City.

569, 26

OPPORTUNITY SALE—One Backus

75 h. p. gas engine, guaranteed first-class

condition, ready to operate without re

pairs, equal to new, $850.00, horizontal

type; one vertical 3-cylinder 50 h. p.

Nash gas engine, direct connected to 35

kilowatt light generator, 110 volt, $1500.00

—in very good condition. Chocolate,

candy, etc.. machinery will take in pay

ment. Address P 34, care Confectioners

Journal. 569

FOR SALE—TWO MILLS NO. 6

sheet metal stoves for coal or coke; in A-1

condition. These have been used only

two months. Enimerling Brothers. 102

Horner street, Johnstown,'Pa. 568-9.15

FOR SALE—THIRTY REVOLVING

pans. 38 inches, with steam. Address

G 34, care Confectioners Journal. 568-9

FOR SALE—MACHINES, ALL IN

good working order: Springfield coating

machine, Kilgren system, automatic

feeder; complete refrigerating plant;

horizontal engine; No. 3 all-steel baling

press; copper steam jacket kettles, with

and without power agitators; chocolate

melters; Mogul-Racine starch sifters;

dough mixer—VVerner syrup cooler; Ein

pire No. 1 starch cleaner, 38-in. Holmberg

revolving pan; Savage marshmallow

beaters; 36 and 96 water cooling steel

slabs; marble slabs, egg beater—sample

cases; iron plate heating tables; fancy

braid machine; lump cutting machine

square stick machine; blowers; Saxma_ver

bundle tyer; Advance all-nickel silver

gelatine dissolver; addressograph—Inter

national time clock; scales—-fudge boards

and rack; starch boards—chocolate dip

ping boards for enrobers; tanks—cream

tubs; tra_nsmission—trucks—tools. What

are you interested in? Write us, as we

have a lot of items not listed. Royal

Candy Co., 1017 Clybourn street, Mil

waukee, Wis. 568-9-0, 8

 

Machinery Wanted

FOR SALE—MILLS POVVER DROP

frame and rolls; sizers; Mills tilting copper

mixer; buttercup cutting machines; crys

tallizing outfit; starch trays; one 10, one

15, one 100 h. p. steam engine; 15-ton ice

machine. D. Auerbach & Sons, llth Ave.,

46th-47th Sts., New York City. 569, 64

FOR SALE—TWENTY-FIVE HUN

dred extra heavy crystal pans, made by

August Maag Company. Size at top,

15%x9%. Size at bottom, 13%x7%.

2%-inch_ vertical depth. Made of No. l8

gauge tinned iron with heavy re-enforc

ing rod around the top. Are slightly

rusty, owing to disuse. \Vashing with

sand soap will make them good as new.

Price in lots of 100——25c each; 500—20c

each; 1,000—l5c each. F.O.B. Boston.

W. F. Schratft & Sons Corporation,

Boston, Mass. 569,46

FOR SALE-—~ONE RACINE BON BON

Cup Separator in strictly first-class con

dition. W. F. Schratft & Sons Corpora

tion, Boston, Mass. 569,45

FOR SALE—2 Werner cream beaters,

_7,000 to 10,000 lbs. capacity; 1 \/Verner

cream cooler, 1,000 lbs. capacity; 1 barrel

type Marshmallow beater; 1 fig paste cut

ter; _1 Schutz-O'Neil sugar pulverizer;

1 18-in. sizer and 1 24-in. sizer for cara

mel work; about 1,300 starch trays. Vl/ill

sell at a low price. Address D 36, care

Confectioners Journal. 569

VVANTED—A LEHMANN GERM

separating machine. Address N 38, care

Confectioners Journal. 569

 

Machinery Wanted

\-V A N T E D -— DA_YTON OR BALL

cream beater. Any size._ State condition

fully and your lowest cash price. Ad

dress, Hodge Peanut and Candy Com

pany, Binghamton, N. Y. 569-0, 72

WANTED —- PEANUT BLANCHER.

 

 

Full description and price first letter.‘

Address M 38, care Confectioners Jour

nal. 569

WANTED—One steam jacketed copper

kettle with agitator, between 150 and 200

gallons. Also standard size starch boards

for mogul. Must be in good c0i1dltlOfl

Address H 38, care Confectioners _J0l.15I'61';8I.

~-ii’

WANTED — GOOD SECOND-HAND

enrober with automatic feeder, preferably

with stringer. State manufacturer's num

ber on machine. Address R 38, care Con

fectioners Journal. 569

WANTED —- SECOND-HAND

Springfield cream cooler, 600-lb. capacity.

Also second-hand double-bottomer for

Standard enrober. P. O. box 540, Brant

ford, Ontario. 569, 55

VVANTED TO BUY—TWO SECOND

hand 30-gallon jacketed copper tilting

caramel kettles, with frames and scrapers

 

 

 

complete. Must be in good condition.

State lowest cash price. P. O. Box 36,

Hershey, Pa. 569. 38

 

For Sale

CANDY KITCHEN FOR SALE IN

southern college town of 12,000. Must

he sold on account of sickness of owner.

\/Vill invoice over $1,200. VVill sell place

outright for $600 cash. Address Nelson

Crews, 408 Maine street, Columbu5s6,9l\;(i)ss.

FOR SALE—COMPLETE CONFEC

tioner’s equipment, almost new, including

two large marble slabs, fruit drop rollers

and frame, two kettles, cocoanut grinder,

stove, three cook meters, scale, knives, all

flavors and colors‘ small stock of boxes

and five pound cans, all other small neces

sities for candy making. Price $150.00.

F. Dannenhauer, Jr., 7007 Hazel Avenue,

Bywood, Penna. 569,69

FOR SALE—FIRST CLASS ESTAB

lished wholesale and retail candy busi

ness; doing a business from $25,000 to

$40,000 per year. Located in town of

25,000, in Wisconsin. Business including

three-story building, small warehouse,

stock and machinery. $18,000. Discount

for cash. Address K 36, care Confection

ers Journal. 569

FOR SALE—WELL ESTABLISHED

retail confectionery, light lunches and ice

cream business in a lively city in the west.

Business established over seven years.

Can make terms. Fully equipped and

manufacturing its o\vn candy and ice

cream. Address E 36, care Confectioners

Journal. 569

UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY—CANDY

and soda store for sale in center of best

city in Connecticut. Write P. O. Box

1070, New Haven. 569, 28
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R For Sale

IN SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

—$7500.00, at a sacrifice—Reta1l candy

and ice cream business for sale-—Estab

lished 32 years—A beautiful store and

soda fountain—A fully equipped factory

for making candy and ice cream—A fine

corner location and good lease—This is a

money-maker for the right man and wife

—Last year's sales $30,000.00—Rent $175.00

a month—Owner wants to retire. Address

John Wichman, 3052 16th street, San

Francisco, Calif. 569, 21

FOR SALE—A FULLY EQUIPPED

candy shop together with a small bake

shop and fairly good-sized ice cream shop,

suitable for catering trade. All buildings

have just recently been remodeled and

brought up-to-date. Store has been

newly outfitted with‘ costly furniture and

fixtures, making it one of the finest con

fectionery and ice cream establishments

in the northeast section of Pennsylvania.

The business shows a profit of. from

$15,000 to $20,000 a year, and it will take

about $50,000 to swing the deal. Entering

the manufacturing business is the only

reason for selling. Address U 38, care

Confectioners Journal. 569

 

Specialties Wanted

TO MANUFACTURERS——A G EN T

with London offices open to market new

line of chocolate or candy. Live connec

 

tion. Write T., Box No. 1331, care of

WiIling’s, 33, Knightsbridge, London,

England. 569-0-1, 74

SALESMAN, S I X T E E N YEARS

selling high-grade confectionery to job

bers and large retailers in Pennsylvania,

Maryland, New Jersey, District of Colum

bia, Virginia, West Virginia, desires high

grade line. Address L 38, care Confec

tioners Journal. 569

 

A JAPANESE IMPORTER IN CON

fectionery wants samples and catalogues

with full particulars. Address Naltanislai,

P. O. Box 9, Namba, Asaka, Japan.

569-0-1,67

N. R. Rhodes sold his interest in the confection

ery business at Arapahoe, Nebr., to Clarence L.

Blazier.

Henry Jenkins, George Kinyon and Dan Kinyon

opened an ice cream and confectionery business at

Gothenburg, Nebr.

H. J. Anderson will open a confectionery and

lunch room at Antigo, Wis.

John H, Clemmer, Jr., purchased the retail in

terest in the sweet shop of H. VV. Hunter, at Cresco,

Iowa.

Honlihan Bros., confectionery, New Hampton,

Iowa, sold out to J. S. Thoreson.

Lester Clark purchased the l\/I. L. Marks confec

tionery business at \Vest Branch, Iowa.

Specialties Wanted

REGULAR SALESMAN W A N T S

quality line of penny candy,_ good low

priced line of pail goods and nickel sellers

for Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, West_ V_Ir

ginia; regular five per cent. commission

basis. Address A 38, care Confectioners

Journal. 569-0-1-2

MANUFACTURER'S REPRESENTA

tive—Distributor of cocoa products to

manufacturing confectioners, jobbers, re

tailers will consider additional non-eo_n

flicting line of quality. New York City

and outlying territory. Commission b3.SlS.

Address N 36, care Confectioners Jotgrgéal.

GOOD LINES \VANTED—PACK

ages, bulk, bars, penny goods. N_ew

England and New York States. High

grade salesman who can sure produce re

sults. Address M 36, care Confectioners

Journal. 569

SPECIALTIES WANTED—EXPERl

enced Salesman covering New York State

and Pennsylvania wants live line summer

pail candy specialties, 5c bar lines and

candy novelties for jobbing trade. on com

mission basis. Address Frank B. Alley,

Keuka Park, N. Y. 569, 36

OLD LINE SALESMAN CALLING

on the jobbing trade regularly, West V11‘

ginia, Maryland, Virginia and Washing

ton, D. C., wants good line penny choco

lates, pail goods and nickel sellers, reg

ular five per cent. commission basis. Ad

dress J 34, care Confectioners Journal.

565, 12 M

 

\/V A N T E D—-PAIL SPECIALTIES,

pan work, penny goods, 5c bar lines, candy

novelties. glass novelties. Guaranteed re

sults. The best representation to be had

in Louisiana and Southern Mississippi.

Address F 34, care Confectioners Jpgsrréal.

SPECIALTIES VVANTED BY

Barnes Bros., commission brokers, spe

cializing with wholesale grocers, confec

tioners, and supply houses; also candy

manufacturers. Address 304 \Vesting

house Bldg., Pittsburgh, Penna. 569, 5

For Sale or Rent

FOR SALE OR RENT—FLOOR

space 100x50 to let; completely equipped

for manufacture of high-class gum goods;

including two large drying rooms; Mogul,

steam jacketed copper kettles, I0 to 250

gallons (stirring and open); starch,

starchboards, steaming trays and all other

utensils ertaining to manufacturing (ca

pacity 1 ,000 lbs. weekly). Will make an

Interesting proposition on easy terms to

right party for purchase of entire e‘quip

ment. E. C. Rich, Inc., 29 Ninth Avenue,

New York City. 569,31

Agents Wanted .

REPRESENTATIVES TO _CARRY A

line of 5 cent chocolate bars,-penny

pieces and an up-to-date line of summer

goods for New York City and State, Bal

timore and Washington and Southern

Territory. Address B 38, care Confection

ers Journal. 569

REPRESENTATIVE WANTED FOR

the city of Philadelphia and vicinity to

carry exclusively a line of 5 cent choco

late bars, penny pieces, and a full up-to

date line of summer goods. Address C 38,

care Confectioners Journal. 569

 

 

 

 

Partner Wanted

PARTNER \VANTED—IN CANDY

factory in New York City. Exceptionally

fine plant of a full line of chocolate,

marshmallow, cream and hard candy,

$10,000 and active services required for

one-half interest. Address K 38, care Con

fectioners Journal. 569

 

 

Miscellaneous

BACK NUMBERS OF THE CON

fectioners Journal. Bound volumes from

1875 to 1904 inclusive, with index. In fine

condition. Advertisements mostly elimi

nated. Would be sold at a bargain, $1.50

per volume. A splendid addition to any

trade library for reference. Apply to

“Caterer,” Ofiice No. 544, Canada Cement

Co. Building, Phillips Square, Montreal,

Canada. 569-0, 23

 

 

Merwin & Tonkin, ice cream and confectionery,

Baroda, Mich., sold out to a Mr. De Morrow.

The Purity Candy Company, Battle Creek, Mich.,

increased capital from $20,000 to $35,000.

Louis Grammas, confectionery, Calumet, Mich.,

who recently burned out, has remodeled the build

IICSS.

ing and will install new fixtures and resume busi

A. C. Marple, bakery and confectionery, Eaton

Rapids, Mich., sold out to VV. B. Bivens, Jr.

Bert L. Kitchen and Joe Schensul opened a con

fectionery business at 134 South Burdick street,

Kalamazoo, Mich.

S. P. Jackson, confectionery, Alliance, Neb., sold

out to E. L. Lawrence.
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ship shall be $1.00 per annum for each recorded

member filed by said association or club, with the

Secretary of the National Jobbing Confectioners’

Association.

Class B membership shall be $5.00 per member,

per annum. The said dues shall be payable in ad

vance 60 days prior to annual Convention, of each

year and shall be paid by each affiliated association,

club or individual, and remitted in full to the Secre

tary of the National Jobbing Confectioners’ Asso

ciation. The services of the Association shall be

withheld from all members who have not paid their

annual dues within three months after the date they

are dt1e,"'and all members who have not paid their

annual dues within six months after'the date they

are due—shall be dropped for non-payment of dues.

Any delegate or association, club or individual

member, who shall have been dropped from member

ship in the Association for non-payment of dues,

may be reinstated by the Association if they shall

give a sufficient and reasonable excuse for such non

payment, and when they shall have discharged all

their past'indebtedness to the Association.

RESIGNATION OF MEMBERS

Resignation of members must be made in writing

and forwarded to the Secretary of the Association.

ASSESSMENT

Association, club or individual members may be

assessed by the Association for the purpose of in

creasing the income of the Association, for such

amount as may be necessary from time to time to

meet any general or special expense of the Asso

ciation, provided that such assessment shall not ex

ceed 100 per cent. of the annual dues for fiscal year.

Such assessment shall be based on the pro rata

basis of annual dues and each membership, associa

tion, club or individual shall be assessed propor

tionately upon that basis.

The Association may, if it desires, drop from

membership, any affiliated association, club or in

dividual, which does not pay the assessment so made.

SUSPENSION OF MEMBERS

If any delegate or member body of the Associa

tion shall at any time be found guilty of an act

prejudicial to the character and interest of the Asso

ciation, or contrary to its Constitution and By-Laws,

said member may be suspended or expelled from

membership in the Association, and said member

or Association so suspended or expelled shall not

be reinstated only by majority of vote of those dele

gates present in session in any regular or special

meeting.

ARTICLE II.——-OFFICERS—HOW ELECTED

"All ofiicers of the Association shall be elected from

its membership.

' DUTIES AND POWERS

The President—The President shall preside at

the meetings of the Association and shall perform

the duties usually belonging to the office. He shall

be a member ex-officio of all committees and shall

appoint the chairman of standing committees. In

the absence of the President his duties shall be per

formed by the Vice-president.

The Secretary—The Secretary shall keep a cor

rect record of all meetings, answer all letters relat

ing to Association affairs, and preserve all papers.

He shall keep a correct list of members and their

addresses, and notify members of the Association

of their election.

Treasurer—Treasurer shall be custodian of the

funds of the Association. He shall present all bills

to the Executive Committee, and to pay same when

so directed. He shall keep a correct account in de

tail of all money received and expended, and shall

render his account at the annual meeting.

ARTICLE III.—AMENDMENTS

The By-Laws of this Association may be amended

at any meeting of the Association at which there

is a quorum present, by majority of the voting power

present, after their second reading.

?—<->i

Nickolas Rovegne opened a confectionery busi

ness at Ann Arbor, Mich.

Herbert Justin will open an ice cream and con

fectionery business at Gladwin, Mich.

Joe Hodge bought a confectionery business at

Metamora, Mich.

J. O. Johnson bought a confectionery business at

Braham, Minn.

The “\Vashington” is a new confectionery store

at 439 Central avenue, Jersey City, N. J.

Geo. M. Roland has opened a new confectionery

store at 930 Penn street, Reading, Pa.

M. E. Tracy and Bert Hyzer opened a confec

tionery business at Storm Lake, Iowa.

Jerry Krasadachi will open a confectionery busi

ness at Davenport, Iowa.

IMPORTANT”"

Princess Ma.ry’s Wedding

 

 

 

  

The Wedding Cake tor the Princess was profusely decorated with

SILVER DRAGEES, there being no Tin or foil used because the higher

educated people are more familiar with Silver Dragees than with Tin.

You probably noticed that most of the Wedding Presents were of

SILVER and Gold, including the \Vedding Gown, being of SILVER

Cloth. Managers who cater to the Exclusive trade never use TIN as

a decoration; they only use SILVER DRAGEES. Tin is most eon

spicuously displayed on street vending stands and in the kitchen.

Have you ever noticed how a brilliant Jewelry store window attracts

a crowd with its display of SILVER and GOLD, but no TIN is ever

displayed? $50,000,000 worth of candy sales were lost last year because

the managers forgot how to decorate their windows like a Jewelry

store window. SILVER DRAGEES are Guaranteed strictly under the

National and ALL the STATE Pure FOOD Laws.

FRENCH DRAGEE & SPECIALTY CO.

NEW YORK CITY
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HE very fact that certified food colors are so important to those who

use them, places a commanding obligation upon the food color

manufacturer to supply promptly and fully every requirement of his customers.

The production of “National” Certi

fied Food Colors keeps well abreast

of the growing demand, and, as a safe

guard against possible emergencies, we

endeavor to maintain a sufficient re

serve stock.

When you use “National” colors you

obtain the colors you want, when

you want them.

No other single ingredient you use

is more important; for colors not

only give the attractive, appetizing ap

pearance that adds so much to the sale

ability of your products, but they indi

vidualize your products hardly less defi

nitely than your trade-mark itself.

When you use “National” colors you

receive the unstinted cooperation of

the Technical Staff and Food Color Ex

Leading supply houses and jobbers sell “National”

Certified Food Colors — insist on getting them.

National Aniline and Chemical Compaiiy, Inc.

Charlotte

Montreal

New York

Boston

Chicago

Hartford

on ‘Ztbnz ‘(’07iem

perts of America's largest manufacturer

of Certified Food Colors. This coopera

tion includes assistance in the develop

ment and use of new shades for new

products, and in the solution of all food

color problems that may arise in your

manufacturing operations.

“National” Blends (certified)

most popular in the Candy and Confectionery

Trade

Ceylene. . . . ..Raspberry Red

Rubaline . . . . . ..Currant Red

Sulta . . . . . ..Strawberry Red

Sitro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Lemon

Burno . . . . . . . . ..Red Orange

Toki . . . . . . . ..YelIow Orange,

Rosea . . . . . . . . . . ..Rose Pink

Carnata. . . . .Carnation Pink

Benga . . . . . . . . . . ..Fruit Red

Solona . . . . . . . ..Dark Yellow

Borderine.Anierican Beauty

M_vrt1ne....Pistachio Green

Celetine . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Blue

Plumna . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Plum

Toronto

Providence
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Some Mexican Candies

ERY unlike American candies are the dainty

dulces (sweets) sold in the native shops of

Mexico. Most of them are homemade. The entire

nation has a “sweet tooth,” and the cool, quaint

candy shops thronged with purchasers eating, loung

ing, talking, are to a foreigner the most interesting

sights of a Mexican city, writes Sharlot M. Hall in

The Delineator.

Many of the softer sweets are put up in pretty

wooden boxes called caseos and are used for desserts,

as hard ices are used elsewhere. The less compli

cated of these dainty concoctions might well be in

troduced to home candymakers farther north, for

they quite surpass candied violets and rose petals in

novelty as well as flavoring. Some girl looking for

a means of filling her holiday purse could scarcely

do better than to practice these well-tried recipes and

tempt her candy-loving friends with something

newer and better than French creams and choco

lates. Packed in dainty boxes tied with the Mexi

can colors and labeled with their native names, these

novel sweets should find a ready sale.

PINONATA

This is, perhaps, one of the best Mexican sweets

and in Mexico is always made with the dainty nuts

of the pinon, a species of pine. These nuts are to

be found in most cities, but in case they cannot be

had, a fairly good substitute is found in very coarsely

chopped English walnuts. Indeed, the plebeian

American peanut lends itself very kindly to pinonata

making. Shell pinon nuts—about four teacupfuls—

and place in a large, lightly buttered china or gran

iteware basin. Boil a cupful of brown sugar with a

scant half cupful of water until the syrup will harden

when dropped in cold water. Do not stir while boil

ing, but immediately on taking from the fire stir

briskly a moment and pour over the nuts, stirring

until the syrup cools; each kernel should be lightly

coated with candy, but not allowed to adhere at all

to its fellows. Spread the coated nuts on the waxed

paper until quite dry, then box. These keep for

some time without deteriorating.

PINONATE

This is another delicious pine nut dulce. Have

shelled'two cupfuls of pinon nuts or two cupfuls of

chopped walnuts, this time quite fine. In a granite

basin boil three cupfuls of choice brown sugar—

the fine yellow cane-sugar that has the flavor of

maple——with half a cupful of sweet cream and a

lump of butter the size of an egg. Stir continually

while boiling and test by dropping a bit in a cupful

of cold water. As soon as it can be rolled into a

ball like caramel it is done. Remove from the fire,

all the time stirring briskly, and have an assistant

pour in the nuts and a spoonful of vanilla. The

moment it begins to grow rough pour in deep but

tered dishes to cool. Cut in tiny squares and box.

This may be made soft or hard as desired by more

or less cooking; the soft is wrapped in squares of

waxed paper.

DULCE DE CENTAVOS

This favorite sweet takes its name from the queer

little red and white peppermint wafers, not unlike

copper coins, that are sprinkled over it. Pepper

mint drops make a good substitute. If fresh cocoa

nut is used and the milk is sweet, save it for the

candy. Grate the nut or provide half a pound of

desiccated cocoanut. Put a pint of white sugar to

boil with a scant pint of water or the same of cocoa

nut milk. Do not stir, but test by gently taking up

a drop on the spoon; when it hardens in cold water

it is done. Lift from the fire, put in the cocoanut

and stir briskly until it turns creamy, but not long

enough to have it grain. Have prepared a deep

square dish lightly buttered on the bottom and sides,

and sprinkle with red and white peppermint drops;

pour in the ‘candy, sprinkle red sugar over it and

let cool over night. It may then be turned out and

cut in squares.

A nameless cocoanut dulce which will be found

delicious made by cutting fresh cocoanut into

small squares; these are simmered in very thick white

sugar syrup until clear and then dried otf on plates

in the sun or a gentle oven.

CAJETA DE LECHE

These milk candies are particularly typical of

Mexico, where several cities are famous especially

for their dulces de Ieche. Take six pints of milk,

a pound and a half of brown sugar and a tablespoon

ful of flour. Clarify the sugar by dissolving it in

a cupful of cold water, adding a cupful of water

into which the white of an egg has been thoroughly

beaten. Heat this until a scum appears; remove

from tho fire, skim and repeat until no scum rises,

then add three pints of sweet milk, the flour mixed

smooth in a little milk, and boil, stirring constantly

until the bottom of the saucepan can be seen. Then

add half the remaining milk and repeat the cook

ing until the bottom of the pan can be seen. Add

the rest of the milk and cook once more as before.

To insure _su_ccess, stir constantly and never take the

spoon out of the saucepan until you remove it from

the fire. Then stir briskly until the candy cools and‘

thickens. Pour on a buttered plate, let it become

cold, and it is ready to serve.

LECHE DE PINA

Six pints of sweet milk, yolks of six eggs, six

ounces pounded almonds, a pineapple or a can of

finest canned pineapple. Sweeten,_milk to taste, beat

the yolks and stir into it; strain and put on fire.

When it has boiled add the pounded almonds

(blanched) and let it cook; then stir in the pineapple

previously mashed, boil until thick and remove from

the fire. This should be quite thick, but not thick

(Continuczl on page 144)
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34 Pyramids — fill), 000.000 l ,

EN years ago $8,000,000 worth of fibre shipping boxes were used—last

year some $70,000,000-—which would stack up as 34 Egyptian pyramids, g

each 481 feet high by 756 feet square at the base! 54

This change of $70,000,000 per annum from shipping in wood to shipping in fibre

can mean only one thing- BIG SAVINGS TO SHIPPERS.

I One line which is rapidly discovering this saving is candy. More and more are up-to-date candy

manufacturers shipping _

, 0 0 C i

-m

They find that candy rides in our fibre boxes as on a cushion; that in summer our

corrugated board acts as an insulator and locks out the heat; that soft candy

arrives uncrushed and unrnelted! It is such things as these which satisfy customers.

And customers are not angry when they discover their freight charges are less!

-“ Lend a hand”— to Yourself

Look into the matter. There are other innumerable advantages and savings.

 

 

 

.ll

-2—-5

Our 26 members furnish an exceptional Service. They alone of fibre manufacturers are affiliated with the

great Mellon Institute of Pittsburgh. Any member will design you, free of all cost, a box, tested in l

advance, which will carry your candy in safety. It costs nothing to know. What you learn will likely

save you thousands of dollars! Yes—Container Club Fibre SAVES l I

Address:~

Dept. T4 608 S. Dearborn St., Chicago

  

RUGATED and SOLID fibre containers of very superior quality. Their individ

[°Nore: The Container Club is an Association ofmanufacturcn and builders ofCOR-]

ualp!an!s—some forty in numbcr—-are located from Massachusetts to CaliforniaQuality Mark __|

mnnllnfil 

§~--at '— _' "' " '—@‘_—.g I‘ Q‘ I'a—IQ'lIi'~ _ _i_t_
___J'7_.'_
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enough to mold or cut. It is served in the caseos,

 

CAJETA DE CAMOTE Y PINA

Another excellent soft sweet, and perhaps best of

 

 

directed; strain and return to fire. When boiled to

a smooth, clear, very thick syrup, take off the fire

and add two pounds of sweet potatoes that have been

boiled and mashed through a sieve. Cook again

until perfectly clear, then add a quarter of a pine

apple grated; boil again until clear, and it is ready

to serve as soon as cool. This may be varied by

using a pound and a half of apples stewed very soft;

this is quite as good as the pineapple and easier.

We Specialize the

making of

CHOCOLATE

MOLDS

Our unexcelled facilities en

able us to aid _vou in the de

velopment of _vour own Special

Designs or difiicult shapes.

  

°"'H‘!fL‘§f‘,u';,°mf,f, ",!,‘,f,';°‘j Q"""‘Y- g PASTA D’AI.MENDRA

{;'v“,§°n'_§';*'=r'\‘“{i'="‘"I '1"'~"""- A /\ These typical nut pastes are cut in tiny slices or

°*§:s{§°°“°' P'°°‘"°"°" =' '°“'" / ' blocks for serving. For almond paste take six pints

Gfijsiafiz rCe','.:;=:§“fpp§!*::u§§'_Y of milk, sweeten to taste, add yolks of six eggs pre

Th" °" °"°"‘-'*5T1"°"Y 8°°°‘- viously beaten with a little milk and strained, and

:§:€,FY€A¥$,’,,'; four ounces of blanched almonds pounded in a mor

BEN_M00RE V tar. Boil until thick and add four ouncesof almonds

MANUFACTURING Co 4 " toasted as for salting and pounded. Boil up a min

;.-,c,,,,.,,_m Em, ska,’ ' ' ; ute or two and turn into a deep plate sprinkled with

NewB"§’;':"E'it‘:' gf'fice_ powdered sugar. The next day brown it in a hot

1" Nam“ 5h'=='- oven to a light golden color.

PASTA DE NOGALES

Mix a pound and a half of sugar with two pints

of sweet milk; strain and mix with half a pound of

ground English walnuts. Boil until done; take ofi’

the fire and stir until thick.

  

  

  

t-gt... »

- ‘ ‘SUGAR!§'=t\llul1{4; ,_ _ l
‘\.vve?'°T'°4' /'

N. 6* §UR& ‘Q’ ‘é

Q ‘\ ll’

1R\'S'l‘A I)

Is particularly adaptable in the manufacture of Yellow Jack Molasses

Candy, Peanut Brittle, Caramels, etc., when color isn‘t objectionable.

It cools slightly yellow and require less “doctor” than the strong sugars

and fine granulated. You will appreciate the differential on Confec

tioners A and it will save you time and labor.

The Franklin Sugar Refining Company

PHILADELPHIA

(‘\ “A Franklin Cane Sugar for every use”

R
A

I ti;

U6

2.

_

iriii‘
"ED _ GRANULATKDI

AR . t SUGA R 

or in any prettycases such as are used for hard ices.

all. Clarify a pound and a half of sugar as already
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are

distinct

ive.

Peter Gailler Kohler

Swiss Chocolates C0.

Incorporated

132 Hudson St., New York, N. Y.

Factories :

Fulton, New York, Orbe, Switzerland

U. S. A. Broc, Switzerland

ayes, England Hochcl0rf.S ‘tz I
Eondon, England Pontarlier, l’¥f'&l'leCrCand
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‘ MARSHMALLOW DEAL

To introduce our NEW 3-lb. Package of DAISY

MARSHMALLOWS we will give FREE 6 packages

with each order of 30 3-lb. boxes (or 108 pounds) at

the SPECIAL PRICE OF $22.50. For this SPECIAL

OFFER Money Order or check must accompany all

orders. . -

In

TRUCK by the notice,

“Iron Sinks,” in'a shop

window, a wag went inside-and

said that he was perfectly

sinks.”

The shopkeeper retaliated:

f‘Yes, and time flies, but

wine vaults, sulphur springs,

jam rolls, grass slopes, music

stands, Niagara Falls, moon

light walks, sheep run, Kent

hops and holiday trips, scandal

aware of the fact that “iron _

spreads, standard weights,

India rubber tires, the organ

stops, the world goes round,

trade returns, and ”

But the visitor had bolted.

After collecting his thoughts

he returned and showing his

head at the doorway, shouted:

“Yes, I agree with all of that

perfectly—and marble busts.”

—Irish World.

“I SHALL wear my new

evening dress t0night—

isn’t it a poem?”

“judging from its "short

ness, I should call it an epi

gram.”—Bu-rt’s Box Bullet-in.

DAISY MARSHMALLOWS are the highest pin

nacle of perfection in MARSHMALLOWS—supreme

in quality and flavor. Attractively put up in con

tainers that are easy to sell. In fact, there is no finer

MARSHMALLOW made or sold at any price.

BEST for COOKING, EATING, TOASTING,

or COATING. SAMPLES ON REQUEST

M. A. JACKSON CO., Inc."

BUFFALO, N. Y.

MAKING CANDY smcrs 1901

 

 

 

Easily Installed

No fuss or muss when you install

International Electric Bon Bon

Cream Heaters in your factory.

And to increase the capacity of

your bon bon department with

Internationals is as simple as

adding to a sectional bookcase.

Each International is a com

plete unit in itself.

The International will save

time, produce better bon bons

and cut operating costs to a

I‘1'111‘11I‘l'111I'!'l.

Write today for booklet ] 1 giv

ing detailed information on this

money making equipment.

|WERNATlON~lC QDMPANY

nun/ru:1un:ns

ELECTRICAL HEATING APPLIANCES

  

The above illustration shows how easy it is

to increase the capacity of your bon bon

department with Internationals. You save

expensive installation costs and have the

added advantage that the arrangement can

be changed at any time without trouble or

expense.
INDIANAPOLIS. U.S.A.

“ International Electric Heaters Are Better”
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WALTER BAKER & co's.

Liquor Chocolates

' and Coatings

Are the Standards

of the Trade for

Confectioners’ Use

  

\lj.j.w\‘\tl:l,.\‘\1;.\'|wh.l

Sweetened and unsweetened;

/zg/1!, medium and dark, -what

ever the difference of color

or flavor, all are absolutely

pure, smooth and uniform

to work.
nae. u. s. PT. ore.

Theitaste and appearance of confections

depends largely upon the coating.

Send for Samples and Prices

WALTER BAKER & Co., LTD.

Established 1780 DORCHESTER, MASS.

57 Highest Awards at the Expositions

of Europe and America

" IllElllllllllllllllllllIlllllllllIlllflllfllflllllllfllllfllfllfllllflflllllflllllllllfllflflllflllflfllilflfllflllllllIllIllllllllllllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll .

N ITALIAN who kept a

fruit stand was much an

noyed by possible customers

who made a practice of han

dling the fruit and pinching it,

thereby leaving it softened and

often spoiled. Exasperated be

yond endurance, he finally put

up a sign which read:

If you must pincha da fruit—

pincha da cocoanut!

anmmunmmmnmnnmumnmnimmmiinimmmmnnnmmnnmnmlmmnunnlnmnmummmm-it-

»it»it %munmuninmmnuuiunmuummmmnilunuuumunluniumunmniuiiiunmnmmunu|muuu|muum1|nm|1|u|mnummmm|||u1u|||unmuu|uu|mnnm|umn|uummn|nn|nmnum|ui1||tinimuuummmum

 

ALTER: “Mr. Smith

left his umbrella again.

I do believe he would lose his

head if it were loose.”

Robinson: “I daresay you’re

right. I heard him say only,

yesterday that he was going to

Switzerland for his lungs.”——

London Tit Bits.

“DID that man kiss you

last night?” her mother

 

asked.

“Now, mother,” said the

sweet young thing blushingly,

“do you suppose he came all the

way from the Great Lakes to

hear me sing?”——]onesb0r0

Grocer.

  

Overcome Summer

Candymaking Difficulties

HERE is valuable

help waiting, in the

New Thirteenth Edition of

RIGBY’S RELIABLE.

CANDY TEACHER,

for the confectioner who

experiences trouble in his

goods “going bad” during

the summer months.

Through the author’s

thirty years of experi

ence, he has learned the

secret of successful “hot

weather” candymaking—

keeping hard goods in sale

able condition; chocolates

from streaking, etc. Such

“trouble-reducing” informa

tion, in addition to 900 valu

able formulas, is yours in

RIGBY’S RELIABLE

C A N D Y T E A C H E R

at a cost of but three dol

lars! Contains 288 pages—

sparkling with new and use

Brand

Chocolates

and Rapid Selling Confections

Send for Price Lint

OSWEGO CANDY WORKS

OSWEGO, N. Y.

]~

 

ful information—and it is

written throughout in the

very plainest language. It

is also profusely illustrated.

Many an idea or single recipe

contained in this book may save

you one hundred times the cost

of the volume. Over 17,000 con

fectioners have purchased copies

and hold this book as the “na

tional textbook on candymak

ing." Order your copy today—

“it’s an investment you'll never

regret.” Attach your remittance

to the slip below; or if you pre

fer further information, mail only

the slip with your name and ad

dress.

RIGBY PUBLISHING C0.

908 W. 10th St. _._,

Topeka, Kansas "

  

- ¢ - - ~ - - - - u - nu- '
I‘

i Send further information Cross out

: Send b00k C. O. D. $3 lines not

| Remittance attached applying.

|

: Name ........................... . .

E Address ........................ ..

i City and State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

D-1
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HAVE YOU RECEIVED

  

Lithography

Note Book

The Butterfly Sweet Shop opened at 306 Third

avenue, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

VVm. Sweeney opened a confectionery store at

La Crescent, Minn.

]ohn Brandt bought a confectionery business at

Winona, Minn.

T. D. Zees opened a confectionery business at

Blair, Nebr.

Betty Gates Candy Shoppe opened at 2519 Vliet

street, Milwaukee, Wis.

]ohns0n VVade Company, Hopkinsville, Ky.,

changed name to Cozy Confectionery Company.

SamplemBook of

Floral Papers

with this trade mark on the cover? lf not, write today.

BREUKER & KESSLER CO., 709 Arch St., Phila., Pa.

  

Alfred _\I. Lechnir 8: Henry Lechnir, confection

ery, ice cream. etc., Prairie du Chien, VVis., discon—

tinued partnership. Henry Lechnir continues alone.

Teckmeyer Candy Company, Madison, Wis., filed

an amendment providing for $200,000 common

stock.

“ALLORANGE”

Allorange Confection Company, Redlanda, California.

Announcing a new and unique candied confection. “ALLORANGE" aella

for Sc a packagwifll packages in a display carton. Send in your orders

today by wire or letter. Prices to the Trade on application.

“JUICE AND ALL CANDIED IN THE

HEART OF THE ORANGE BELT"

“AN ORANGE T0 THE BOX.”

ALLORANGE CONFECTION COMPANY, lNC., Redlanda, California.

Citrus Pastas, Fondants, Cake Fillers, Peels and Pectin.

  

YOU REMEMBER ME

A Peanut and Cocoanut Blend made in

the good old, Virginia way from our

24 Pkgs. to Carton

Special Formula

40 Cartons to a Case

Write for Samples and Prices

WESTMORELAND CANDY co., Inc.

"Every Tarts a Plealant Thought "

ICE CREAM Mourns
Manufactured by

FR. KRAUSS’ SON

New York City333 W. 18th Street

Starch and Grain
sugar Moulds Starch Mould Pattems

Manufacturers

RICHMOND, VA., U. S. A.

  

Charles Gaeta, confectionery, W'est Liberty, Iowa,

sold out to Mrs. Addie Romesburg.

Paul R. Parrish and ]essie B. Parrish bought the

Rigby Ice Cream and Confectionery business at

Topeka, Kan.

Moulos Bros. opened a new Kandy Kitchen at

103 \/V. Douglas street, \Vichita, Kan.

  

PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS

Larle variety of lateat culol Fruit and

nut cream hare, one and half ounce

to two ouneea. Chocolate Contera,

French Crearna and Butter Craama

and patterns of all kindaof Jellywork.

J. FRAUENBERGER & C0.

4909 N. Fairhill street aPHlLADl-‘.LPl-IIA

The tremendous success of the recently invented confection

"ESKIMO PIE” has demonstrated the wonderful possibilities of

protective patents and trade-marks for novel confections.

Patents procured, trade-marks registered._ Twenty-two years’

experience. Instructions and terms on request.

ROBB, ROBB & HILL

924 Mel.-achlcn Bldg" 1389 Hanna Bldg.,

Waahington, D. C. Cleveland, Ohio

 

__“W11-
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SCALE BOARD BOES
(For Glace Fruits, Nuts and Pastas)

We have supplied Packages to the Confectionery

Trade satisfactorily for twenty-five years.

May we supply you?

J. WESLEY BRINDELL

Suite 613-F, 7 East 42d Street NEW YORK

  

VOORHEES

RUBBER CANDY MOLDS

ADVANTAGES

Elimination of Starch Mussiness

Speedy Production Through Quick Cooling

Close Placement of Cavities

Uniformity of Size

Regularity of Detail

Precise Weight

Ease of Handling

ASK FOR FOLDER WITH FULL DETAILS

Double-Triple Ball and Peanut Vendors

NEW, NOVEL PREMIUM FEATURES

Legitimate Everywhere

Sells more gum in a day than the

ordinary ball gum machine sells in

a month.

Write for our Circular contain

ing full particulars.

BALL GUM

All Flavors and Colors

$20.00 Per Case of 10,000 balls

Special Prices to Jobbers and Operators

WALTER GUM COMPANY

Z1-Z3 Dodworth Street BROOKLYN, N. Y.

FIPAX
TRADE MARK

- - the OVERTEST CONTAINER

 

 

Main Ofice and Works

RUBBER VOORHEES BLOCK

Z0 to 58 Bostwicl-i Ave.

Jersey City, N. .l.

New Yorlr Kansas City

30 Reade St. 2045 Main St.

  

YRADI Mann

V V’ F: '3

rztrifitihfl

 

 

 

 

T should mean something to

you to know that many of the

largest users of corrugated

shipping cartons have chosen Fipax-—the

OVERTEST container.

Fipax high standard of quality, plus

the additional value of your name or

trademark neatly printed on every case

is a better “buy” for you, too.

  

  

Write for prices and you will find that

Fipax cost no more than ordinary cases.

PRINCIPAL SALES OFFICES

  

NEW YORK BUFFALO PITTSBURGH

305 Broadway 78 Market Arcade 609 Chain. of Commerce

Phone Worth $195 Phone Tupper 2365 Phone Grant 8741

CLEVELAND CINCINNATI CHICAGO

542 Engineers’ Bldg. I219 State Avenue 1860 Conway Bldg.

Phone Bell Main 533$ Phone West 8537-Y Phone Iain 141$

  

7/ie FIBRE
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A dozen nturdy bauwood stavea, kiln dried. and tongued and

grooved, form the foundation of the MENASHA CANDY PAIL

These staves, gathered in the unyielding grip of the Menasha

patent nunk hoop, challenge abuse and defy collapae.

A patented pail ear recently developed. has produced a handle

that poaitively cannot pull off Y

The Menasha wire seal has not only simplified packing. but

has practically eliminated the pilfering evil.

Standardize on Menanha pails for your bulk good:

and enjoy the satisfaction of knowing that your

goods will be delivered to your customers in

first clan condition.

  

MENASHA WOODEN WARE COMPANY

Established I849 Menaaha, Wiacomin

Sale: Officea:

New York, Chicago,

Cincinnati, S!.Loui:.

 
 

 

 
 

W. B. Bertels & Son Co., lnc.

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

New Model ‘

Peanut

Blancher

The Standard

Peanut

Blanching Do-l

vice uaed by

the leading

Manufacturing

Confectioners

Efficient

Economical l

Practical

Equippod with‘

Automatic

Food Hopper

  

MANUFACTURERS OF

PLAIN and LITHOGRAPHED CANS

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

  

  

ii

QUALITY e

  

  

  

Patanted

Sept. 25, I905

Write

for Complete

Catalog

  

WE MAKE CANS THAT   

  

SELL YOUR PRODUCTS V _ Lamb",

Write for our Prices W‘ mlnfiifi
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Here it is——

A Wrapping Machine

for Small Confections and Other Products

 

Wraps in foil, waxed or glassine paper and bands, sealing

the bands and recently adapted to also wrap

“ESKIMO PIE”

and similar shaped pieces in printed foil.

Every machine guaranteed

to fully meet all

claims macle.

 

  

Equipped for magazine or conveyor _feed and delivery

stacker for finished product, as desired.

Operates at speed of 80 to 110 per minute, according to shape and condition of pieces

to be wrapped, and “Eskimo Pie” style at speed of not less than 70 per minute.

 

Qne manufacturer now using more than 10 machines of this type for small pieces and

several other manufacturers using 1 to 4 machines.

References from satisfied users if desired.

Send for photographs and information in detail.

 

Sold by
i Manufactured by

£ . , FERGUSON & HAAS,

' - 515-521 Greenwich St.,

30 Church St., New York City New York City
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For the Confectionery Trade

/ i . o pr
  

Made in all sizes from small, light boxes for

carrying five pounds to heavy cases for

freight shipments.

 

LOCKED CORNER BOXES

BOX SI-IOOKS

STARCH TRAYS

DRYING BOARDS

 

  

curs SALES PENSE Q TWO
 

  

One customer writes: “We

have opened up twelve States

and the goods and package

have been accepted generally,

having met with very little

sales resistance. Our idea is

that the Upressit Cap, on ac

count of its utility, has enabled

us to double our initial sales,

which naturally

Cuts Our Sales

Expense in Two "

  

  

The A. H. Green Co.

New York103 Park Ave.

  

  

Profits Leak Ay—

because of waste space

The top of your counters, show cases or sales tables, is a profit

leak, unless it is put to work efficiently.

The sales display cases, universally conceded to be the fastest,

most attractive, convenient and sanitary, are the PANAY

HORIZONTAL SHOW JARS.

They are attractive, sales-compelling fixtures that give

100% display, keep bulk goods fresh and appetizing, quicken

sales, increase profits, and facilitate handling more customers.

PANAY SECTIONAL SHOW CASE CO.

GENERAL OFFICE: MILWAUKEE. U.S.A.

Eastern Oflice: Suite 815. Flatiron Building,

New York City. New England Ofiicc: 131

State Street. Boston, Mass. Westem Office:

313 S. Coronado Street, Los Angeles, Calif.

Chicago Officc: 2nd Floor, Wrigley Building

c°."".‘I."-.’.!‘,F'.‘?."

_ EXNJBIT

  

 

A "“'

 

  

Leading glass manufacturers

make Upressit finish.

Write for samples and copy

of "Upressit Gossip."

U-PRESS-IT

At Center to Open

At Sides to Close

Upressit Products Corporation

I5-ZI WILBUR AVE. LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.

Write nearest distributor for Free Illustrated Catalog

Aubum Greensboro Muller & Phipps

Auburn Mercantile Co. (léate Citéélandy Co. Elm. E. Peck 8: Co.

Ba] - _ID$ll I Y _ ‘mph;
vir:i';';rT:)are C°_ Sifers CO,I’_1fCCllOI'l Co. Llancy Candy Co,

Loose-\’\ tles 00- Philadel Ill!
Buwar I-a‘""¢"°° los h s ni

F. R. Savage Co. Daly, jam“ w_ -Pmespbur aha

gfillins L C Ila" ‘:n'°§ev' h . Graebing‘Candy Co.

. _ t. awrent 0, an er, angen Clm R .

Bolton g°l‘?jl"M “EphY Cc°- Hziilfizksen-Jacobson

H. A. Johnson Co. L";_l‘u‘:m'a °m' °‘ Refit“

Brook] 1 Guise & Smith, Ltd.
Bard Szyllllargolies E|°an¢l:|"y S Richmond _

Herws. Moms Vl/inchester Moore Co. The Straws Cigar C0

Buflalo Murinettc Salt Lake City

Donovzm-{I335 CQ_ BI. C. Broughton Sweet Candy C0.

gutj" C d C (%4<)eflfm\Vho Grocery Co Gilt-:n8?€Q°

cgjcer an y 0' Mifidllll Alberta Candy Co.

go Mfifldlan Candy C0. Scalmanmi Brag,

Bunte Brothers Mexico city savflmlh

Cleveland J. J. Zahler Kolman Fount. S. Co.

\Vm. Edwards Co. Milwaukee Seattle

Sykes & Thom sonC0.

The \Veidman 0.

R. A. Johnston Co.

American Candy Co.

Imperial Candy Co.

Scranton

Ci;-.¢;i;m;gi Barg 8: Foster Scranton Tobacco Co.

J. Louis Motz Co. Minn°'P°“! Selma

. Buhse Brothers Bemsh 8: MeyerD°"°'* Musko s ' [field
L- 3- 5"=‘“¢Y Husko‘; ‘YI1 Gr. Co oliigit Bros Co
Elilibeih Newark Tacoma I

Joseph Freedman Co. Schwarz & Son Brown & Haley

Erie New Haven Wheeling

Eric Drug Co. Austin Nichols & Co. G. S. Feeny Co.

Green Bay New York Youngstown

Greiling Innes Co. Fish 8: Ginsberg Ilearn-.\liller Co.
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Nougat Cutter

The improved BELT MOTION

  

Caramel Cutter of this machine? a feature worth Starch Printef

Veyy Eigidly c°r_lstructed' tl1o6vvl131I‘g:€terztOlI21I: A vgfy stfqngly built

Built in three sizes. An panies_ machine with several

exceptional unit w h e n
operated in conjunction N e w Features‘ C ° n'

- -- ' 44E.AIl Strt t td t' 1 £
We 1=<>-== me Paramount Machinery Co., r>r......i..1..'t.'.‘..r'i°.. §..§‘.‘:1.° ¢:..“bL';,..¥..:’d
°”"’°s' BUILDERS OF CONFECTIONERY MACHINERY by hand or power

! Starch Boards
- .-.-—.- —- ._.- .. -I La“ ...

 

j Chocolate Molds i

\~\'

s -

.__

\
<" -:

-

\ '_ t -\“\‘

..-~.*' ~ _;g

- _\,.>_'. M ;;
.v~ ,_-~

BARS, CAKES, FANCY PIECES

Double Molds for I-Iollow Figures

PANS—I..ARGE and SMALL

EPPELSI-IEIMER & CO., 34 Hubert Street, New York City

  

    

 

Why not buy your Starch Boards from Us, who manu

facture them by the thousands? All sizes, any style. Write us

for prices and testimonials of our many satisfied customers.

~ ACME BOX COMPANY

22d and Loomiz Sts. Chicago,I

POP CORN PROFITS ARE VERY LARGE

CRISPETTES ARE THE BIG" MONEY MAKER

Gibbs says: "Sold $50.00 first nightl" Erwin’s little boy makes $35.00 to $50.00

every Saturday afternoon. Meixner reports $600.00 business in one day. Kellogg

writes: “$700.00 ahead first two weeks-" Master's letter says: “—sold $40.00 in four

hours." During March, 1921, Turner was offered $700.00 clear profit above cost of his

investment to sell. There is money—lots of money—in

Crispetles. Times make no difference for most of

these records were made in 1921—were made while

people are crying hard times.

  

 

  

This is the most rapid machine for

crispettes. Requires minimum labor

—least operating expense. The ma

terial in a batch costs least, the crisp

ettes keep better, are better eating

and sell better than those made by

any other process.

Sell Pop Com CRISPETTES. It

is the biggest money maker in the

candy line.

Long Eakins Company

191 High St. Springfield, Ohio
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MARS}?
~~-._____'1!’P_B1 THE <.'.r. mcxon co.smusv.v

 

Keep Your Candy saleable

in Handsome Heekin Cans

Your candy will always be fresh, crisp and saleable if it is

packed in Heekin Cans. For these cans are air-tight. They

keep your goods from getting sticky even in warm or damp

weather.

Heekin Cans are the most attractive containers you can use.

Your label will be beautifully lithographed in any color com

bination on every can you buy. Lithographed labels are a part

of the cans—they cannot tear off-they will not soil easily.

Heekin Cans are tough—strong! They protect your goods

in shipment and storage.

Tell us your requirements. We will send you complete

information and a free sample can by return mail. Write today.

®
THE HEEEI1; CAN CO.

New and Culvert Sts., Cincinnati, Ohio

HEEKIN CANS
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| No. 7

| Syrup
| Dispenser

The Dispenser

easiest to clean

and operate

McKee No. 7 Dispensers save a lot

of effort in handling soda fountain

business. They automatically mea

sure out just the amount of syrup

needed—you regulate the quantity

by a thumb-screw. Their pump works

with so little pressure that it can be

operated from any level.

To clean a McKee No. 7 Dispenser

you simply rinse off and run water

through it. It's unnecessary to take

the pump apart. All metal parts

are non-corroding and heavily silver

plated.

Get McKee Dispensers saving

work at your fountain.

Write for Booklet O

McKEE GLASS COMPANY

JEANNETTE, PENNA.

THE OLD WAY THE ARIDOR WAY

The hot weather test

hard candy CANNOT

spoil in an Aridor

In an ordinary display jar, hot weather often re

duces hard candy to a dull, sticky lump cemented

to the sides of the jar.

In an Aridor Display Jar, even in the hottest and

dampest weather, hard candies remain dry, loose

and lustrous as the day they left the factory.

That is because the exclusive Aridor cap (patented)

ABSORBS all moisture before it has a chance to

reach the candy. This cap contains a mineral salt

pad which absorbs moisture in the same way that

a humidor releases it.

It is impossible for candy to become sticky, dull

or lumped together in an Aridor Display Jar—

even in the hottest weather.

You can even put sticky, lumped candy in an

Aridor and in a short time it will again be dry and

crisp. No other display jar can do this.

Eliminate your hot weather spoilage losses this summer.

Get better display, bigger sales from fresh, crisp,

attractive candies displayed in Aridors. Aridors

soon pay for themselves. Recommended and dis

tributed through leading candy manufacturers.

Ask your jobber's representative for further in

formation, or write us today.

Aridor upright dispens

ing jar, 5-inch opening.
Aridor Cluster-clear flint

glass giving splendid display.

THE ARIDOR COMPANY
#89 E. ILLINOIS ST. CHICAGO, ILL.
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Nickel Silver Can. Dasher

and Cover of Tinned

Bronze.

Ice Breaker can be operated

independently.

The Simplicity and the limited

number of parts of the Supreme

Combined Ice Breaker and Ice

Cream ;\Iachine not only insures

long life, ease of operation, and

perfect performance, but enables

us to use the very best material

and workmanship obtainable and

still sell at a reasonable price,

and it fulfils every requirement

of the Ice Cream Maker.

SUPREME

MOTOR DRIVEN COMBINATION

ICE CREAM FREEZER

AND ICE BREAKER

Simple and Dependable.

Strength, Efficiency

and Service in every line.

Next month vve will show

a cut of the slicl-rest little

Motor Driven Ice Cream

Freezer you ever saw, and it

has a pulley just the right

size and right speed to drive

of our Supreme Ice

Just the thing for

the man of small capital.

one

Breakers.

Buy your freezer now and

your breaker later, if you

like. This outfit cannot be

beaten for the money. Not

so desirable as our Supreme

Combined, of course, but a

thoroughly dura

ble, substantial pair, at a low

practical,

price.

FRANKLIN P. MILLER & SON, East Orange, N. J.

Capacity

10,000 Bars

Complete

CUTS 16, 18 OR 20 BARS TO A BRICK

With each SPEEDWAY is included two extra attachments

with which the operator can cut either 16, 18 or 20 Bars

of Ice Cream from each brick. No guesswork about the

UNION SPEEDVVAY. It cuts bars exactly same size,

shape and proportion. No waste.

ONE PERSON CUTS 100 DOZEN PER HOUR

One person and a UNION SPEEDWAY can cut more bars

per day than TWENTY persons cutting by the old hand

method. The SPEEDWAY pays for itself in a few days.

tAs a wage saver and for increasing production, it can't

e beat.

UNION STEEL PRODUCTS CO.

CUTS UNIFOR

M;i*'_"~ ' _W’i>"'_—_‘__- \\*L_‘

The Union

Speed -Way

Ice Cream Cutter

One Person Cuts Bars

At the Rate of 100 Dozen Per Hour

INCREASES PRODUCTION

M SIZE BARS SAVES LABOR

OPERATE ‘AT FULL CAPACITY

Enter the wholesale field and sell Chocolate Coated Ice

Cream Bars by the thousands. There is big mone_v in it.

Or retail Bars in large quantities. You can have maximum

production at minimum expense, if you use a SPEEDWAY.

ORDER A UNION SPEEDWAY TODAY

Go into the business RIGHT. A UNION SPEEDWAY

ICE CREAM CUTTER puts you ahead of the other manu

facturers. The SPEEDWAY is the only one of its kind.

Make BIG MONEY. PRODUCE! Order a SPEEDWAY

at once. 2% discount for cash with order or half cash,

balance C. O. D.

525 to 612 ALBION

Berrien St. Michigan

 

~__~
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YORK Semi-Enclosed Refrigerating Machines

HERE electric current is available at a

reasonable cost, our Semi-Enclosed Ma

chine, with direct motor mounting, makes a

neat, clean and highly economical plant—no

belts, no engine or steam lines.

These machines are built in sizes from 30 tons

refrigerating ca Lacity upwards—occupy a com

paratively smal. floor space-—utilize, without

waste, all the power developed by the motor.

That’s why the largest users of Refrigerating

Machinery in the Ice Manufacturing, Cold

Storage, Packing, Confectionery, Dairy and

other industries are using these machines

profitably in their business. Complete list of

users will be sent gladly upon request.

The satisfactory performance of YORK Semi

Enclosed Refrigerating Machines, with direct

motor mounting, warrants your investigation.

Write us.

YORK MANUFACTURING COMPANY

(Ice Making and Refrigerating Machinery exclusively)

YORK, PA.

  

No Loss Through Shrinkage With a ESTABLISHED 1,05 ESTABUSHED ms

Grand Rapids Ice Cream Cabinet

B . PI . I-1 LIBBERT

Coppersfnith and Contractor

Designer and Builder of:

Confectioners' Copper Work.

Copper Vacuum Pans.

Copper Steam Jacketed Kettles, plain.

Copper Steam Jacketed Kettles, with

single and double motion mixers.

Copper Revolving Pans, plain and with

steam coils.
The high degree of perfection in insulation which is

attained in a Grand Rapids Ice Cream Cabinet is

responsible for the maintenance of a consistently low

temperature. Loss in volume of your product is there

fore eliminated. _

The daily shrinkage in volume caused by an inferior

cabinet may be so small as to almost escape_notice. If you are in the mqylggf fgr 899;] ggppgr

But multiplied by the number of cabinets in service and

then estimated for a year, the figure representing the k¢ttI¢3: get in t°u¢h with

financial loss is surprising.

Of course you are interested in stopping the small leaks

that cut into your profits. We are ready to show you B0 H0 I

conclusively that our cabinets eliminate shrinkage. 3603 E Pratt S t

Gralnd Rapids Cabinet Company Baltimore, Md.

50-58 Alabama Ave., N. W. Grand Rapids, Mich.
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W. L. FLEISHER & CO., Inc.

NEW YORK CITY

Design and Install all

STURTEVANT-FLEISHER

Air Conditioning Systems

' I

Cooling Plant in the

Summer -

Heating Plant in the
5 ||Winter] A '

Complete and Economical Tempera

ture and Humidity Control System

as well as a Complete Ventilat

ing System the Year Around

This is, in a few words, what the

Sturtevant-Fleisher Air Conditioning

System does for the candy factory in

which it is installed.

It is an economical system to

operate, and the results of Ideal

Climatic Conditions are well known

to every candy manufacturer. VVith

a Sturtevant-Fleisher Air Condition

ing Installation goes Guaranteed Ideal

\Vorking V\/eather conditions inside

your plant every hour in the day—

every day in the year, regardless of

weather conditions outside.

A Guarantee of this character, based

on our 60 years’ manufacturing and

engineering experience is a Real

Guarantee.

B. F. Sturtevant Company

Hyde Park
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lnexpensive, Damp and Dust Proof

H & D Boxes for Confectioners

AFEGUARD the quality of your goods in storage and in transit by

packing them in these highly protective water-proofed Hinde & Dauch

Corrugated Fibre Shipping Boxes. They are by far the most economical,

convenient and satisfactory containers you can find for packing your prod

ucts.

H & D Boxes come to you folded flat and require but a minimum of stor

age space until ready to use. Inexpensive and light in weight, they will re

duce your packing room costs and cut transportation rates. Your address

and whatever publicity message you desire may be promi

nently printed on the box Walls, advertising your product

and assuring the return of lost shipments.

-Tell us your requirements and specifications and let

us quote.you prices. A trial order will convince

you of our ability to save you money and serve you

best. l i

The Hinde & Dauch Paper Company

120 WATER sr. ' sannusxv, oruo

Cnnndinn Address :

HE Acme Coppersmithing Company, |n=.l_=l]

COPPER WORK
of All Description

HIGH PRESSURE STEAM JACKET KETTLES

Our Specialty

If our work is not absolutely satisfactory

in every respect, we will gladly accept the

return of same and will bear all expenses.

All sorts of repairs, retinning, replacement

of worn or burnt out parts, promptly and

satisfactorily performed.

Toronto, King St. Subway and Henna Ave.

  

Safety is the corner stone of efficiency.

The more safety the less wor-ry—the greater efficiency.

USE ACME JACKET KETTLES

 

Trade with the

1000-11 w. omo STREET Mm,’ and

CHICAGO, 11.1.s. <‘--~P~m-=*
Delivery,

Low Prices,

Best Work

  

  

for specialties and other confec

tions. A truly efficient package

that sells its contents. Made of

wood-fiber — waterproofed. Un

limited decorative possibilities.

Makes possible an individuality

impossible to obtain otherwise.

Send for convincing samples and

interesting quotations.

Newark, N. J.

Use the Acme

Tilting Mixer,

Draw-off Mixer

Cream Remelter

and

Revolving Pans.

Themachinesare .

made for heavy duty C°"fB°U°neI'Y

and heavily construct-I Equipment '.

Our

ed throughout. Specialty

 

The Acme Tilting Mixer

Built in three sizes—l3. 40 and

60 gallons capacity. Al-o lltllll

U with gas attachment.

Mono Service Co.
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A NEW What you should know

CH about the Duplex Seal

  

  

3 Your choice of standard designs

° or your own special seals having

your trade-mark handsomely

embossed or lithograplied.

Y no means the least of the many important advan

tages of the Duplex Seal is its adaptability to a

practically unlimited variety of color, finish and design.

Increasing the beauty and individuality of the con

tainer. And adding much to its sales appeal.

  

 

Power Saving Th°_D”'°°f M°f°" D"i"° Wm‘ '“°“t 1. Mechanical simplicity and scientific correctriess—as

°h""‘ ""1 fl“ °l"*°l‘ """“3°“‘f"' suring an absolute and permanent air-tight seal.

make it possible to operate either the ice breaker or the Ice 2. Liners to meet chemical and physical requirements

cream machine separately or ns one unit. The only machine

on the market with this feature. This increases the life of

the machine.

of the product.

3. Your choice of standard designs or your own special

seals having your trade-mark handsomely embossed

The heavy. cut gears run in oil, O1’ lithographecl.

thereby ellmlflflllns B" wmmvfl 4. Quick application by means of hand closing tools or

Wear at this point power closing machines, where volume is necessary.

- -1-he ring oil" (no other machine 5. Two parts only. No springs, levers or wires liable to

1~ on the market ha it) ;n,°r_ be broken by the customer.

changeable die cast hahbitt bearings, which is n new feature 6- Opened bY quarter turn of the WTi5t- cl05ed With

in on. model, can be easily replaced, when necessity ro- the Same easy m<>ti0n—a Pvsifive re-Sealing devi¢e

quires, by anyone, thus reducing the overhauling cost to the The Duplex SE81 protects the products Of l'1l1I‘ldl‘6ClS Of

minimum. They are carried in stock and can he supplied manufacturers of food products, toilet specialties, house

immediately at n reasonable cost. hold remedies, candies, etc., against deterioration, evapor

ation or leakage.

Practically all glass manufacturers can supply con

tainers with a perfect Duplex finish to fit Duplex Seals.

-1- * -x

Iriteresting information regarding the glass

This is of the usual CHAMPION

design, the hnse being extra heavily

casted, assuring absolute rigidity. The teeth in the ice

breaker are straight shank, diamond-pointed, which cut the

 

ice without crushing it, thus eliminating snow. package arthartistic Seal designs’ sell liners

Descriptive circular explaining the advantages of this New e§;,al:::c2gZ:;_E:%;i€?d£':

No. 5 Model and our other models will be sent upon request. mgnufacturers. Our new catalogi5 interesting,

We also manufacture Chnmpion lce Breakers, motor drive

and belt drive, capacity one to sixty tons per hour, and CR

Champion lee Cream Machines, 40 quarts (I8-Z4-32 quart e

 

apparatus substituted), motor drive and belt drive.

 

We invite you to consult our engineers, free of charge, APERFECT SEALING a,nE_sEAuNc

regarding any phase of the business. CAP FOR CLASS BOTTLES IKJARS

' ' NATIONAL SEAL COMPANY. /nc..
Gas Englne & Machlne Co. 'Exru1ltvc Q[fin'.r— |4th Avenue and 36th Street.Brookl_y'n,N.Y.

461 CANAL STREET, NEW YQRK (:11-Y Works ~ BRO()KLYN,N.Y - - l’ORTL)\ND.ME.

Fnctory—ARLlNGTON, N. J.

Duplex Seals manufactured and sold in Canada by The

Canadian Bond Grown Co., Ltd, 75 Panel Street, Montreal

(71% (I-IAMPIDN I_l_NE  
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ACCCBAPLISHED
ON THE IMPROVED RACINE

AUTOMATIC

SUCKER. ,

MACHINE

PRODUCED ON7715'/ll/lC'/1/1/V15‘

B1’AQWOYC'li41V6Z" 0}‘R0115‘

I. SUCKERS
V ANY s|z£ ow. su/we

“" * YOU WANT 30,000

.. on MORE DAILY
IN 4'

7 SATIN FINISH cooos
* - / E BUTTERCUPS,WAFFl.ES

- ‘ ~ PlLLOWS,CHlPS,STRAWS

3. HARD GOODS
PEACH STONES. FRUIT

TABLETS. COUCH DROPS,

RASPBERRIES ETC.

4. DUMBELLS

    

 

Quantity

Economy

  

= F9.".‘..‘.£'.'.9""Y

. A rxruaufr

This Machine 1':

Covered by , -3
Broad Basic i.‘ .".Q '

Patents.

For Details and Description with

Complete Information, W/"RITE

RACINE CONFECTIONERS’ MACHINERY CO.

R./\ClI\lE -V\/lSCCDl\lSll\l ' U ‘S -A"

eflg.

- 1
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Thomas Mills 81 Br0., Inc.

1301 to 1315 North E Philadelphia, Pa.ighth St. (Established 1864)

 

BATCH SPINNING MACHINE

 

MIXING MACHINES — LARGE VARIETY

 

 

MOLDS AND BOARDS FOR STARCI-I PRINTER HAND AND POWER ALMOND AND

PEANUT BLANCHINQ MACHINE

 

 

 

K
»

.

I

i 

 

VERTICAL DOUBLE-ACTION

LARGE POWER DROP FRAME WITH STAND AND ENDLESS BELT CONVEYOR MIXING MACHINE
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1301 to 1315 North Eighth St. (Established 1864)

|

BALL MACHINE FOR cocoANUT, CREAM

AND CHICLE

"-' ' ' '

# CLEAR TOY MOULDS

...] s £

- HIFIL

|
I

s|
<>S

Confectioners' Tools and Machinery

Thomas Mills & Bro., Inc.
Philadelphia, Pa.

|

£SS:

CATALOGUE SENT ON APPLICATION

- - t - -

FORCED DRAFT CANDY

FURNACE

>
".
*:

KISS OR LUMP

CUTTING MACHINE

-N

Ice Cream Manufacturers' Tools

Bakers' and Cooks' Tools
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IDEAL CHOCOLATE MELTING KETTLE

CARAMEL MACHINES

In response to an ever increasing demand for more

substantial and more efliicient candy machinery we have

brought out the Ideal Machines described below, which

are unexcelled for their purposes.

  

Wafer6/o5'5

/feepZ1full‘

Ideal Candy Sizer

The Ideal Candy Sizer is made

with solid base and absolutely rigid.

It is built as a bench or floor ma.

chine. It is reversible and adjust

able to any thickness up to two

inches. It is especially designed to

be used with the Ideal Candy

Cutter.

 
 

+6osCock

  

Ideal Candy Slur

Ideal Candy Cutter

The Ideal Candy Cutter is

absolutely rigid in construc

tion. It is equipped with

thirty seven-inch circular

knives and one full set ot col

lars. Knives may be taken

oft without removing the

arbor shaft. Well guarded,

cut gears make it practically

noiseless.

  

I00-lb. Capacity—Water Jacketed

Gas Heated

Belt Drive, $175.00 Motor Driven, $225.00

  

Ideal Candy Cutter

  

Junior Model

Ideal

Caramel Wrapper

  

  

Cream

Beaters

  

The Junior Model Ideal

Caramel \Vrapper is design

ed to fill the needs or the

manufacturer whose output

does not warrant the in

stallation of the larger ma

chine. It cuts and wraps in

one operation caramels,

pulled candy or any goods

or equal consistency. It is

the simplest caramel wrap

per built. An unskilled girl

can be trained in a. few days

and can pack as many

pieces as six or eight hand

packers. The Junior Ideal

will quickly pay for itself in

wages of hand labor saved.

  

3-4-5 Foot Sizes

Belt or Motor Drive

  

  

Worm Gear as

Standard Equip

ment

  

  

Write for New

Reduced Prices

  

All Steel

Candy Coolers

Highly Polished Top

Made In All Sizes

REDUCED PRICES

  

  

Junior Ideal Caramel Wruppor
  

Write today lor complete descriptions of Ideal Candy

lfoclvlnery and prices.

IDEAL WRAPPING MACHINE C0.
Makers of Ideal Caramel Wrapping Machines

MIDDLETOWN NEW YORK

  

Write for complete catalogue

showing other machines manufactured by us

CROLL MFG. CO.

Bridgeport, Conn.
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New Model Machines Help Manufacturers Meet

New Conditions

-

FLOOR 5DACE

| Ex: FEx 2E. Fe.

DISTANCE O-OOD5.

"R-E

11O ft.

THE GREER CHOCOLATE MACHINE

For BARS, BUDS and TEN POUND CAKES

Speed up your production by

utilizing a Greer. This machine

has been built to fill a long felt

demand. It is very similar in

design to the Standard Greer

machine. We have built over this

machine a Bunker Room which is

scientifically insulated. It is piped

for either brine or ammonia re

frigeration as specified at time of

ordering. To operate this machine

up to maximum capacity a three

ton refrigeration machine is re

quired for its cooling. The coils

and a specially designed blower

for air circulation are supplied

and so placed that a uniform

temperature may be maintained

throughout the machine, which

The Greer machines are patented.

2d to 4ornin.

FAN | CONVEYOR, NETWEIGHT

| THE XTHE Tizooo be.

insures the proper setting of choc

olate bar work quickly; the bars

cool and in cooling contract from

the metal moulds, freeing them

selves, thereby eliminating any

damages to moulds by hammer

ing or breaking of chocolate. The

machine is equipped with a con

veyor passing thru a warm tunnel,

returning the empty moulds from

the delivery end back to the De

positor for refilling. The com

plete machine is 5 1-2 ft. wide

and 25 ft. long. It consists of six

layers of latticed steel trays which

form a pliable conveyor, and is

carried from one layer to another,

making a complete circuit of 110

ft., giving 360 sq. ft. of cooling

Space.

Imitators warned against infringements.

J. W.GREER CO., 119 to 137 Windsor St., Cambridge, 39, Boston, Mass.
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FORM 3-—STYLE D MOTOR DRIVE FORM 6—STYLE R TWIN PULLE'R—MOTOR DRIVE

Clplolty 50 to ‘IOO lbs. per bltoh Clplelty 15 to 100 lbs. on each side

  

 

 

REVOLUTION
GREAT revolution has taken place in the pulling of all kinds of candy by Hildreth's Patented Candy

Pulling Machine. Before the year 1900 all pulled candy was done by hand labor, which was unsanitary

and unsatisfactory. Three-fourths of the candy pulled in the United States to-day is done by Hildreth’s

machines. Note what the machines are doing in the factories all over the country. They are pulling hard boiled

candy which is made into stick candy, broken candy, chips, buttercups and all other hard boiled goods which are

ordinarily pulled by hand.

Hildreth’s machine will pull hard boiled goods in from two to three minutes. The machine also pulls

molasses candy, either high or low cooked. It will also pull all kinds of chewing candies, high or low cooked,

in about eight minutes. You can increase the batch about 20% in bulk over ordinary hand pulling. Your increase

in penny count goods is about 20%. The machine pulls cararnels and caramel mixtures.

You can work up your scrap and pull it on the machine and make good candy, where it is almost impos

sible to do so by hand labor, thereby saving the waste.

The machine pulls chewing gum as well as candy. The machine also pulls shoemaker’s wax as well as

gantllly. ilt also pulls a certain kind of white varnish as well as candy. In fact, it pulls anything that is pulled

Y in p

You can use a lower grade of sugar, and make as good goods with the machine as you can with a higher

grade of sugar by hand labor, thereby a saving in profits. With the machine you can pull every batch alike,

making the candy whiter, lighter and uniform, which is of great value to all manufacturers.

The machine is ready to work at all times, day or night, without getting sick, tired, lazy or going on a

strike, which is of great value to all manufacturers.

We have machines that pull from 10 to 25 lbs. at each batch, and from that size up to 300 lbs. at one

pulling; so that if any manufacturer has much candy to pull he is losing money every day that he does not have

one of our machines. In fact, it gives him absolute control over his pulling room, as well as saving a lot of

money which would ordinarily be paid out in hand labor.

We do not sell the machines, but lease them by the year.

Write for descriptive catalogue and full particulars,

ADDRESS

H. L. HILDRETH CO.

549-559 Albany Street BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.‘
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OOD Ice Cream is building the great Ice

Cream industry. The better it is the more

it is desired.

We are working our factory twenty-four

hours a day in answer to calls for good Ice Cream

machinery.

The demand for Emery Thompson standard

is based upon merit. The E. T. develops and

brings out in the pure, rich, wholesome material

used a good, fine, smooth-bodied - finished Ice

Cream.

The Emery Thompson is built for production.

Q p “WRITE Fol: CATALOG”
Ii

Emery Thompson Machine and Supply Co.

27 1-75 Rider Ave. <6-8 <=---I PI-=~, B»-=> New York City

 

'W. W. TURNBULL CONE MACHINE (IOMPANY

Chattanooga, Tenneuee 1419 Fort Street

Manufacturer! of

TURNBULUS AUTOMATIC WAFER CONE MACHINES

TURNBULUS AUTOMATIC CAKE CONE MACHINES

TURNBULL'S SWEET CLOVER SUGAR CONES

TURNBULUS PEERLESS CAKE CONES

  

We have been Manufacturing

Automatic Cake Ice Cream Cone

Machines for fifteen years

  

  

Copper Steam Jacketed Kettles
 

Copper Candy Kettles

Carried in Stock

  

131.’ 2 IVIODEL

GROEN MFG‘ COMPANY’ Inc' TURNBULL’S Automatic Cake Cone Machine

Coppers;-niths WE INSTALL our machines in your factory and teach you

how to make cones

Armilage Ave. 1 Chicag0, No expensive labor necessary in the operation of our Machines

Write for prices and information today so we can

serve you in time for next season
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U- KNO

Old Time

Penny

Stick

A highly flavored pure Sugar Stick

which caused the invention of the

IMPROV
ED

N. W. YORK BATCH

ROLLE
R.

The Improved N.W.YORK

Batch Roller

This stick will stand any climatic

changes but more especially the hot

summer weather. Old Time Stick is

packed in ten flavors, twelve cartons

to the case, fifty sticks to the carton.

One trial order of Old Time Penny Stick will give you an

article which will take care of itself after it has been given a fair

This machine will be sent to you on thirty days’ trial. trial. Write us for prices.

Why not give one a trial? Ask us about it.

C. C. YORK INDIANA
POLIS

CANDY C0.

225-227 E. Maryland St., Indianapoli
s,

Ind., U.S. A. Indianapo
lis,

Ind.

We have been in

Coppersm
ithing

Business

for generati
ons

hence

Our nam
e

“KOPP
ERMAN

”

Don't you think we

ought to know how 7

-

-

__

Revolvin
g
Pan

Latest Improve
d
Vacuum Pan

JOS. KOPPE
RMAN

& SONS

Copper Work and Confectio
ners’

Machiner
y

307-311 Florist Street Philadelp
hia,

Pa.

We manufac
ture

any kind of

Copper Kettle for steam or

fire or vacuum with or with

out mixers.

| " All kinds of sizing, cutting,

| coating and cooling machiner
y

Shearing Motion Cutter

-

- We furnish any piece ofCircular Knife Caramel Cutt - - p o

Hand Power Circu c "machinery used in a candy factory

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



|

-
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IMPROVED SIMPLEX

A MOTOR-DRIVENPLASTIC PRESS
ae FOR FILLED HARD CANDIES

The Simplex Plastic Press has a greater output

capacity than the older type machines; 24-inch Die

Bars; direct motor drive, two speeds, special wire

screen conveyor. Operation economical, simple and

exceptionally accurate—every machine given a prac

tical test before shipment.

Now Read—Extraordinary 0ffer !!!

We offer you a Simplex Plastic Press with die bars

(Peanut, Raspberry, Almond, etc.) at a price no more

than you would pay for a continuous cutter or any

motor driven hard candy machine.

Wire or Write Today For Price

and Deliveries

Vacuum Candy Machinery Co.
326 W. MADISON STREET

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

Simplex Sizing Machine

For Increased Capacity
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R Continuous BUTTERCUP

STRAW and WAFFLE MACHINE

This Is the Only Machine Made That Will Cut -a Large Variety

of Pillow Shaped Hard Candy Without Change of Machinery

High Speed—N0 Delays—Greatly Increased Output!

The very high speed of 1500, 3000 or 6000 pieces e A-"= A"!

per minute is secured by the continuous, practically Of Our 300

ie(:)l(f)-feeding opferatfion. 5 little experience, gr Mgfe

poun s o sot or ar center goods can be -
tumed out in ten minutes. One machine takes Satisfied

care of three sets of spinners, cutting down labor

costs, saving space, and increasing your output

many times.

Users!

 

 

  

. COOLER and 00

Prlce CONVEYOR —

Either belt drive or ready for motor to be

mounted. Molar and starter extra. at

current market price. F. O. B. Chicago.

THE BRACH COOLER AND CONVEYOR is an exceedingly

compact unit, occupying but about one-third of the s ace ordinarily used. L,__'Zf,‘,"'F‘f‘*"_"’,‘;‘§.,_,

used. It has the capacity of a straight convey or of O5 feet, if the goods gidrh - - 141-=~=Im

comes out in a single line, or with web. But if used in connection with g.'..'°..-'§h..i_’.i.in'.ii.'i'.'ii'i:'.iii

my Buttercup Machine, which cuts the goods offcompletely, allowing them ',',‘§i"'° "'_“'j 32 huh‘,

to spread over the belt, the cutter‘ running five times theZgieed of the NOTE

conveyor belt, would ‘give a cooling capacity equal to S lineal feet. can ;,,, - ,, ¢001,ER,,,d

CONVE OR separate or

in one compact unit connect

ed with motor and atnner

to my Worm Gear Dri

BUTTERCUP S T R A

and WAFFLE MACHINE

WARNING!

  

On account of_the extraordinary _g;,,,,,,»,,g,,

popularity of this machine, there is Brash Machine

being made _and sold _as is genuine "$=';,=";/I H

Brach machine an imitation cutter Bmh";M,"

which infringes on my patents. ,,,;,,~,,, 1,,,,,

  

NOTE—each machine bears a serial

number of which we hold an exact

record that we may know

to whom every machine

of our make is sold. To

avert trouble make sure p

ou are buying a genuine as

rach Continuous But

tercup Maehine. Wewill

prosecute all sellers and

users of infringements.

supply in 6, 7

and 8 foot lengths

al regular prices
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MY LATEST—ThEWorm GearDrive

The addition of 1 worm gear drive to my latest model,

which performs the work of four machines, makes it

a model of efflcieney,

1. Baby Kis.ses—-Any small

piece 3/s inch long and up

to 3/4 inch wide are cut on

this series of knives.2. Pillows, Chips, Straws— I’

3/4 inch long and '/s to 1'/2

inches wide are cut by

this set of knives.

3. Straws, Chips, Pillows

1‘/2 inches long and 1/s to

13/4 inches wide are cut on

this series of knives.

4. Waffles — 3/4 inch long

and up to 3/4 inch in

width are cut and stamped

with this series of knives.

THE GUIDE—indicated by dotted

lines, and illustrated separately,

has two peculiarly shaped knurls

which may be so '-turned and

separated as to regulate the batch

to any width from % to 1% inches

as desired. Adjustments are made

by simple thumb screws. An ex

perienced operator can feed the

machine without using the guide_

THE MACHINE MEASURES but 15 x 18 inches

over-alL Once set up, oiling is the only attention it

requires. The knives will probably need resharpening

about every five years.

THE STAND SUPPLIED with ever}! ma°h""? 15

strongly made of cast iron, and occupies a 36 x 36 inch

floor space. The motor attaches to the stand of the

new worm gear drive machine, being run with a short

belt—a safety protection of importance.

SAVES SPACE: The small size and the great capa¢i'fY

of this machine, which enables several sets of spinners

to use it alternately, saves 75% of your fioor_ SP3“-'3

very important item in reducing your D1'°dul3t1°n ¢°St5

The BRACH Continuous Buttercup Straw

and Waffle Machine with Stand — Costs

Complete, $850, F.O.B. Chicago; with worm

gear drive $900; motor and belt extra.

NOTE: [have a limited number of standard types or

motors for the worm gear drive machines, which I will

supply al current price: to buyers of lhis model.

EMIL J. BRACHConfectionery Machinery - ‘iii , A ‘I _

215 West Ohio Street . i ‘E [L iLUt~,¢ 1

Chicago ' . . I ’ .1 " {chill

 

  

THE GUIDE —the only

part of the entire ma

chine that is chan8¢d
  

/./‘_

  

  

AYS

FREE TRIAL

(In U. S. Only)

Arrange to have a ma-‘

chine sent you on 30 days

free trial" and pl'0Ve _t°

your own satisfaction its

labor-saving, profit-mak

ing qualities. q ¢
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The Ball Cream Beater Co.

DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Ball Cream Beater and Cooler and

Dayton Cream Beater and Cooler
  

Ball

Beater

BEWARE _

THREE THOUSAND IN USE!

BEST IN THE WORLD! WHY NOT HAVE THE BEST?

Every Candy Manufacturer Should Have One!
 

We shall

protect

our Patents

to the full

OIIOHQ Of the _\ '.

low.

  

roa rxnrrcurans. sewn FOR CIRCULAR AND REFEAREINCES
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We manufacture a complete line of Stationary Copper Steam Jacketed Kettles, plain or mixing.

Absolute satisfaction guaranteed. Prompt shipments. Ask your dealer or write us for literature and prices.

HAMILTON COPPER 8;. BRASS WORKS, Hamilton; Ohio

  

You Need These 1\/Iachines

White’s Improved . _ _ W11‘; ' P f tPerfect Candy Cutter “Ask any candymaker what he tl'l1l’1kS of the ' es er e‘

White Caramel Cutter and Sizer and he will smug Machine

tell you that they are the staple and standard

machines all over the world and that he prefers

them above all others.”

  

 
 

  

  

Write for Catalogue and Prices

for Belt or Direct Motor Driven

WM. M. BELL

Authorized A ent

The Heirs of JACO WHITE

6 East Lake Street CHICAGO, ILL.

Brunswick Refrigeration

Here is an illustration of a Dry Type Ice Cream Hard

ening Room, showing a typical Brunswick refrigerating

equipment. The efliciency of this installation is self—

evident, while the clean, sanitary condition of the room

speaks louder than words of its merits and advantages.

Every Brunswick installation is specially designed for

your individual requirements and can be counted upon

to produce, economically, in every case, the low tem

perature needed for the dry hardening system.

We also furnish complete wet hardening systems.

Brunswick equipment is noted for its long life.

  

Our Bulletin will give you valuable information.

BRUNSWICK REFRIGERATING CO.

107 Jersey Avenue, New Brunswick, N. J.

BOSTON. MASS. NEW YORK ¢"'Y

1° sate sg_ 30 Church St.
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s Savage Brothers Co.

 

HE secret of successful marsh

mallow manufacture lies in the

proper beating of the goods.

No matter how excellent your in

gredients may be, no matter how care

fully the proportions are measured, if

you are not equipped with a properly

constructed and mechanically correct

device, for beating and cooling the

goods, your efiorts will not be crown

ed with the greatest success.

The Savage Marshmallow Beater

leads, for the very simple reason that,

like the entire Savage line, this ma

chine is built by experts,——by men who

know the candy business, who know

the difficulties confronting the manu

Send for our new illustrated circular fully describing this wonderful machine

The Savage Assures Success

facturer, and have produced the neces

sary mechanical equipment to meet

these difficulties.

The fact that this beater is so

sturdily and _ carefully built makes

the first cost the only cost. The con

struction is so simple, that you are

never troubled with adjustment of the

parts. There are no gears, chains, or

complicated parts to get out of order.

If you are looking for a machine

that will run day in and day out, with

out repair or replacement, that is con

structed to produce the greatest quan

tity of the highest grade goods, you

will not be satisfied with anything but

the Savage.
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SAVAGE-IZING

A Candy Factory

High wages do not hurt business—they help it.

WASTE of labor——two hours’ work that should be one hour’s work, obso

lete methods in manufacturing, poor tools, and consequent unproductive

ness. These are the things that retard the forward movement.

One swallow does not make a Summer, nor does one well-equipped factory,

eflicientlv operated, constitute a whole industry.

lnefficiency is without excuse. To do well what is to be done, should be

the desire of every candy manufacturer. The public has a right to good

service. An industry is entitled to protection, which onlv eflicient methods,

on the part of everv member of that industry can give.

Business is good—now—with those who are doing business right, who are '

producing right and distributing right.

The selling machine is one of the big machines in a candy factory. Pay

good wages for selling, pay the salesman and pay the printer—then high

wages in a candy factory mean only profit to you—when labor is equipped

to do its part, productively.

SAVAGE-IZING a factory means using a sledge and smashing the old

methods to smithereens, it means “scalping and burning”—but, too, it

means the eradication of the primitive.

SAVAGE-IZING a candy factory means civilizing it, and modernizing it.

Z638-Z646 Gladys Ave., Chicago, lll.
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ighglossbelts.Nopaper

  

Automatic Depositing ‘Machined

for filling chocolate or wax goods in metal or any other_ composition moulds where a she_ll_ is required. It

fills the moulds, knocks or taps the moulds, turns to dram moulds out, and pumps the drammgs back to the

depositor.

The depositor has a mixing apparatus that stirs the material and acts as a stirrer and to give an equal

Pricefrom$2200.00

delivery to the pumps for the deposits. Will fill from a few grams into a

small mould of an inch or less to a mould_ of 14 lnchcs in length of any

weight and capacity, from one to l4 deposits at one time. And in case a

mould is not placed into th‘ holder it will automatically not deposit. So

there is rt‘ wa~"te of material. You can make 60,000

Hollow l\lou'd>- such as Rabbits, Santa Claus Eggs, etc.,

- in one da_v‘~ work Space required, 18x5 feet. Horse

\y power, 2.

  
  

thoutcoolingattachment.H

  

withorwi

required.Capacity,2000poundsupwardperday.

Water-chilledsteelrolls,22x52.Price Price........

“\

Th Latest BATCH Spinner on the Market

lst. It holds the end of the batch like a human hand while spinning, and it travels along with the batch as

the spinning goes on.

2nd. It takes a second to raise or lower the tablc, according to the size and weight of the batch, to give an

equal feed for the spinner, and the front end, where the delivery is made, is adjustable, so it delivers

the required thickness.

3rd. While spinning, the batch is covered to give equal heating surface for the batch all around, or it could

be kept half or wholc open if desired.

4th. The batch lays on wire cone, six rolls covered with wire tinned to hold the batch in position. No canvas

or leather to stick to. Clean and easy to work.

5th. I have a machine on show. Come and look at it and you will appreciate the facts.

Price of this machine within reach of all, and will pay for itself in a short time.

J. FRIEDMAN -

EXPERT—SpeciaIizing for the Candy and Chocolate Industry

214-226 East 22nd St. New York, N. Y.

Complete and largest line of Candy Machinery, Chocolate Machinery, Cocoa Butter and Cocoa Powder Plants, Chocolate

Dipping Machines, Wrapping Machines, Package Making, Filling. Sealing and Labelling Machinery, CHOCOLATE MOULDS,

etc. “LOOKING FOR A CERTAIN MACHINE’! Yes, I HAVE IT.” Established since I892.

Cable Addrcss—“]ACKFRIED NEWYORK." A. B. C. Codc—Sth Edition Used. Telephone: Gramercy 2996

ChocolateDippingMachines—Continuesautomatic

‘ChocolateRefiners—5roll.

Concher—4sections.2200pounds’capacity.
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Sold by Ga: Companies

andthe following dealers

aruumi,‘ Ga.

Buulre & Co., Inc.

Balttmore, Md.

'I‘he August Mall C0

Geo. H. Wshinann Mfg. Co.

Boston, Hoes.

H. A. Johnson Co.

A. A. Knijhts & Son

Jon. Mlddleby, Jr., Inc.

Three Miller: Co

Buflalo, N. Y.

Henry & Hen?!

H. . W11: Co.

Em A. Sun!"

Olnohmatl, 0M0

American China and Glass C0

Hllker & Bletsch Co.

Cleveland, OM0

Bruce & West Mfg. Co.

The Weidemnn C0.

Oolumbus, 0M0

Central Ohio Supply Co.

Dayton, 0M0

C. S. Ball Candy Co.

Detroit, lflch.

Foersterling Bros. Co.

E. B. Gallagher & Co.

Grand Rapids, Etch

E. B. Gallfllhor & CO

Houaton, Texas

Houston Wholesale Conf.

Stove Co.

Ind/lmmpolis, Ind.

Benire & Co., Infi

Los Angeles, Calif.

Southern California SHOP‘!

Co.

Louisville, Ky.

Benin I C0-- IM

lfllwtwku, ‘W60.

H. C. Schrsnck Co.

lflnnecwolla, ll‘Ml.

Northvenern Bsluru & Con

fectioners C0

New Orleans, Lo.

Ulu. Dennery

Pittsburgh, PG.

Byrnel Q Kiefer

Demmler & Schenck

Bernard Gloekler Co.

W. L. Knorr CONN"!

PMlodclpMo_ Po.

Thos. llills & Bro., Ine.

William Thomson

Eon Francisco, Coll].

In‘-Skell Company

St. Louts, Mo.

W. E. Beckmsn & Co.

United Baker: Supply Co.

88. Paul, lflmu.

The Hus Keefe Company

Toledo, 0M0

I. B. Gallagher & Co.

Youngstown, 0M0

W. C. Zabel Company

  

L.

VULCAN

CANDY

FURNACES

Have Helped Many

Candy Makers to

Success

Only good candy is

called for repeatedly._

And it takes repeat

orders to build up a

successful business.

You know that. And

knowing it, you realize,

of course, the import

ance of having the

finest equipment ob

tainable.

Your candy furnaces

should be adaptable—

providing quick or slow

heats as desired. Con

sider the Vulcan.

The powerful 3-ring,

one-piece bu r n e r

t h r 0 w s out intense

heat which is concen

trated at sides and bot

tom of kettle. It pro

vides any degree of

heat needed.

Top has graduated

rings to take kettles of

several sizes.

The Vulcan is dura

ble, economical and

will save you much

time and work.

Described in detail

in interesting folder.

Write for copy today.

Wm. M. Crane Co.

18 W. 32nd Street

New York City

Pacific Coast Distributor

Northwest Gas 8: Electric

Equipment Company

Portland, Ore.

Branch Offices:

Los Angeles, San Francisco,

Seattle.
  

Steam Jacketed Copper Kettles

STATIONARY AND TILTING

have long been a specialty with us. Our kettles

are guaranteed to give satisfaction and we stand

solidly behind every shipment.

The Bucyrus Copper Kettle Works Co.

BUCYRUS, OHIO

Manufacturers of Bucyrus Steam Jaclreted Kettles

Bucyrus Mixing Kettles

Bucyrus Open Fire Kettles

 

ThePerkinsAdjustableDryRoom

Saves fifty per cent. of your steam.

Gives uniform work at all times of

the year. Dries much faster. (Saves

space, trays and trucks.) Perfectly

clean. Easy to operate. Simple to

install. Is not expensive. Hundreds

in use.

Write for descriptive Bulletin No.

100, and prices on candy truck.

‘F-"'** V.,.- A V .

 

PERKINS ‘°‘ONE MAN” TRUCK

Elmer E. Perkins Company

Manufacturers

Offices Sh°P‘ _

Wrigley Building, Chicago Bradley, Illinois
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of the candy-making

end of your business

will result in a good

busy summer season

 

Get a copy of ~

 

Jake Friedman’s.
 

Common Sense

Candy Teacher

with enlarged supplement

 

 

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll V

T'{IS book treats fully upon the Ice Creams, Ices, Sherbets, Punches, the

Crushed Fruits for the Fountain, Pointers for the Fountain man. The Matza
Send Today for

ran Almond Paste work. Pointers on String Rock Candy, Log Cabin Roll,

 

° 1. Marshmallows, both moonshine and Egg. Pan work, its Principle and both -
Copy of smooth and rough work, Lozenge work, Cream work of all kinds, Hard Gums, Jelly ll

Edition Jake ii Gums, Principal formula on A. B. Gum work. Crystallizing Gum work. Almond

.,“ Paste work, Cream Almonds, Cordial work, Gum paste work, Cocoanut work, Cin

Friedman's namon Imperials, Pearled Caraway seeds and Pearled work. Marshmallow Eggs,

Chocolate Coating, Blending, hand coating. Pure Cream caramels and cheap Cara
.1

mels, 1cing.for caramels and commercial Caramels. Sponge Candy, Nonpareils. New 4
Common Sense styles of Nut and Fruit Goods. Goods for all kinds of Party and Banquet work. I

Jelly work, A. B. Gum work. Fudges of all kinds and prices Honeycomb work of l

Candy Teacher ‘ all Kinds. Pop Corn Valuable pointers to the workman, to ,the Employer. Glace l

. ' 1 work, Novelties for Easter, Fourth of July, Valentine's Day, Decoration Day, and all I,

wltb an Enlarged Holidays. Hand roll cream work. Nougats, Nougatines, Chicle Chewing Gum, its

; Principle, Formula, Jelly beans, Jelly pan work. Hard goods all kinds, Bar goods i

Supplement of all kinds and types, Burnt Almonds and Peanuts, Jordan Almonds, Kisses, Tallies,

Brittles, Bon Bon work, Fig Work, in fact the Candy work to date and pointers on ,

Window display and Shop work. i.

PRICE Send Today for Sample Formulas and Full Index Free for the Asking

For Sale by All Supply Houses

‘E*P'"* "*“°" WM. M. BELL, Publisher l

$ 1 6 E. Lake St. CHICAGO, U. S. A.

_ _ _ _,____ ___ _ __ ii _€_ .= ____
-7- ——i_—_—- _-- -_ ~_ - ____ _ _ _ ==
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“Selected on Account of Its

Simplicity, Durability and Economy”

  

Norwalk four-cylinder

ammonia compressor

for refrigeration.

WHEN all is said, your reasons for investing

in a mechanical refrigerating plant are these:

You want to avoid bother and be sure of your

results; you want an installation that will give

you long service; you want refrigeration that

will save you money. You are absolutely assured

of satisfaction on these points when you install a

NORVVALK

Refrigerating Plant

Mr. F. C. Marshall, proprietor of Marshal1’s

Pharmacy, Atlanta, Ga., writes as follows con

cerning his Norwalk:

“The Norwalk four-cylinder refrigerating

machine was selected mainly on account C a p 3 c i t i e 5

of its SIMPLICITY, DURABILITY and _

ECONOMY of operation’, ‘A ton to 10 tons—1nclud

ing self-contained, fully

Mr. Marshal1’s reasons for buying are the usual ones a5s°mb1°d “fits in 1/*'t°“»

where a Norwalk is concerned. Norwalk design takes ]’5'*°“ and 1"°" 532°5

all bother and uncertainty out of the operation of the

plant. Norwalk quality insures the durability. Norwalk

experience of half a century in the manufacture of

compressors results in a standard of eliiciency which

gives maximum economy.

Our new Bulletin, No. 7, tells just

lzow tbese attributes are built into

every Norwalk. Write for it today.

THE NORWALK IRON WORKS COMPANY

Pioneer Builders of Compressors

SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.
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THE MAAG CO.
509-511 W. Lombard Street BALTIMORE, MD.

AUGUST

SMALL TIN ICE CREAM SPOONS!

This new idea about the name in handle is a winner.

Your name in the handle costs you no more than

others you have bought plain. Write for sample.

  

Carry Out Cans—lXXXX Tin

Extra Heavy   

Medium and High

Write

For Catalogue

  

‘““"L I Get

Inserted Eottom

’ Our Prices

IXXXX Tin

OUR BRICK MOULDS AND CANS ARE

“ABSOLUTELY U. S. STANDARD GAUGE”

MANUFACTURERS AND HEADQUARTERS FOR

ICE CREAM FREEZERS, TOOLS and SODA FOUNTAIN SUPPLIES

MANUFACTURERS FOR THE JOBBING TRADE

Catalogue of Ice Cream Goods, Also Bakers’ Tools and Utensils Mailed Upon Request
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ESTABLISHED 85 YEARS.

THOMASI BURKHARD, INC.

494 & 496 Flushing Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

  

Plain Kettle I‘ L Vacuum Pan Tilting Kettle

We all feel elated when we produce something that is a success and we cannot help

but talk about its merits; so with us, we have produced a Copper jacketed Kettle, a

Vacuum Pan, a Revolving Sugar Coating Pan and Mixing Kettles that have achieved

an enviable reputation. Why? Because we devote all our energy and wits in main

taining their high standard by using the best material and employing only the experi

enced workman.
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Why should we consider competition when such equipment poorly constructed is

always a source of danger and expense.
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“Inside Information

on the best pump made for handling

hot or cold syrups, chocolate, fondant

creams, etc., is contained in our

catalogue which awaits your request.

-",‘¢~f'Iv~

Making Money

FOR

Candy Makers

  

 

 

Let us tell y0u——h0w to cut your

fuel and labor costs.

  

Let us tell you—how to make

better goods.

 

 

Let us tell you—how to get more

output without increasing your

shop force.

Your name on a postal will bring

you the story—It’s all pin our

booklet:

Make Better Candy for Less

Money

  

I
Send for it today

It is so easy to clean a

TABER PUMP

TABER PUMP COMPANY

290 Elm Street BUFFALO, N. Y.

IMPROVED APPLIANCE COMPANY

417 Kent Avenue Brooklyn, N- Y
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(PATENTED) * " - | || " - - < | - 34 .. 64 in.
*-

* . . .------ *, *.*.
COLLUM'S “P 48 “ x 120 "

REMIER” Candy Cooler: Polished Steel Top, £"
Cast Iron Bottom.

A Record of a Half-Century is behind the great 'ri, ',

struction of our

Success of THE COLLUM LINE £":

of the Water-flow,Scientific • S • rm Cooling

© ubstantial © Endurin e ing th
• o g Construction '.'

Once Used Never Displaced. Entire Satisfaction. #: and :
e provision

interior Heat-a

p a n si on prevents

the formation of

“Air Pockets", con

sequently overheat.

ing never occurs;

no Rubber or other

Packing employed,

nothing to wear

out; a lifetime of

Service.

Our PREMIER is

unquestionably the

BEST of all Cool.

ers, whatever the

excellence of other".

Where a Cooler of

less Cost is desired

our UNIVERSAL

or 20-CENTURY

would be chosen,

being construct"

on very similar gen

- eral principles.

30 in. x 60 in. The selection of:

32 in. x 76 in. model means more

the same.

COLLUM'S “20th CENTURY” Candy Cooler Polished Steel Top; WITH IRON STANDS

Cast Iron Bottom. coMPLETE

If IT were PossiblE To BUILD BETTER coolERs THE colluM MFG. CO. WOULD BUILD THEM

THE COLLUM MFG. CO.
Manufacturers of CONFECTIONERS’ MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT

926 Main Street, Hartford, Conn.

—

OurLET
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OLLUM COOLERS

Widely Imitated But Never Equalled

- Recognized

- Throughout the

Confectioners’

Trade

3.S

“THE BEST"

Since 1872

Faultless

System of

Inlet, Outlet

and Circulation

- 48 in. x 60 in. Speed

- 32 “ x 76 “ 48 “ x 72 “ -

- 36 “ x 72 “ 48 “ x 96 “ Efficiency

Collum's 36 “ x 96 “ 48 “ x 120 “ Economy

Changeable COLLUM'S

Cutter.

: | NEW MODEL “UNIVERSAL” candy cooler, "'"
and Description.

~0 THE COLLUM MFG. CO. IS THE ORIGINATOR OF THE INTERIOR CASCADE SPRAYING METHOD.

Complete Uniform, Unvarying Principle of Cooling
Lines

Steel, Top Plates Readily Removed Coolers Easily Cleaned

Marble,

Stone,

Candy Coolers,

Cream Coolers;

“Special” *- £

| |

Cream Coolers, '#'"

(Tilting Type);

Iron Slab Stands;

Steel Slab Bars:

Adjustable

Steel Cutters;

New -

CHANGEABLE

Cutter; -

Peach Blossom * - *- = .

Cutters; * * - - - " * # in

Buttercup Cutters; - --" : - ; : -

Smooth Base *
- 48 “ x 120 “

Cutters; COLLUM's “PREMIER" Cream Cooler; £
Crimped Edge Top surrounded with polished steel frame; water-tight.

Cutters; -

Waffle Cutters: Immediate Shipments. For Further Particulars Write

THE COLLUM MFG. CO.
926 Main Street HARTFORD, CONN. Established 1872
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See Index to Advertisements page 186

CLASSIFIED DIRECTORY

Air conditioning

Bentz Engineering Corp.

Fleisher Co., W. L.

Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Artificial Flowers and Decorations

Netschert, Frank

Bags—Paper, Glassine, Transparent

Driver Co., ]no. M.

Euler & Co., Franz

Hollis & Duncan

Jonas, Alfred

Select Paper Co.

Baskets and Boxes—Fancy

Michaelis & Sons. M.

Schonwasser Co., S. E.

Tin Decorating Co. of Baltimore

Boxes—Candy

Brindell, J. Wesley

Deisroth Co., W. H.

Jonas, Alfred

Matthews Bros.

Youse Co., C. I.

Boxes—Fihre Packing

The Container Club.

Fibre Package Co.

Gair Co., Robert

Hinde & Dauch Paper Co.

Menasha Wooden Ware Co.

Boxes—Folding and Ice Cream

Brown & Bailey

Gair Co., Robert

Jonas, Alfred

Matthews Bros.

U. S. Printing & Lithograph Co.

Whitney & Co. '

Boxes—Wood Packing

Brindell, I. Wesley

Green Co., A. H.

Box Shocks

Brindell, I. Wesley

Butter~—Vegetahle

See Cocoanut Butter

Calcium Chloride

Semet Solvay Co.

Candy Cookers

Friedman. J.

Vacuum Candy Machinery Co.

Candy Coolers

Collum Mfg. Co.

Mills & Bros., Thos.

Savage Bros. Co.

Candy Cutters

Collum Mfg. Co.

Candy Furnaces—Gas

Crane Co., Wm. M.

Improved Appliance Co.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Savage Bros. Co.

Candy Pails

Brindell, J. Wesley

Candy Pans and Scoops-—Brass

Mills 8: Bros, Thos.

Troemner, H.

Candy Sticks—See Skewers

Cans—Tin—Plain and Lithographed

Bertels & Son Co., W. B.

Heekin Can Co.

Carbon

Darco Corporation

Chewing Gum

Beech-Nut Packing Co.

Glenn, I. W.

Walter Gum Co. (ball gum)

Chocolate and Cocoa

Baker & Co., Walter

Croft & Allen Co.

Hershey Choc. Co.

Hollis, W. G.

Hooton Choc. Co.

Klein Chocolate Co.

Knickerbocker Choc. Co.

Lamont, Corliss & Co.

Lowney Co., Walter M.

Massachusetts Choc. Co.

Runkel Bros.

Wilbur 8: Sons, H. O.

Chocolate Coolers

Dempsey Chocolate Cooler Co.

Friedman, J.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Chocolate Warmers—Electric

International Electric Co.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Coatings

‘ See Chocolate and Cocoa

Cocoa Beans and Cocoa Butter

McGorlick, J’. E.

Snyder 8: Wheeler

Von Dannenberg & Pick

Cocoa Press and Pump

Carver, Fred S.

Friedman, I.

Cocoanut and Vegetable Butter

American Cocoanut Butter Co.

India Refining Co.

Nucoa Butter Co.

Simonin Sons, C. F.

Colors—See Flavors and Colors

Confectionery Manufacturers

Advance Candy Mfg. Corp.

Ambassador Chocolate C0.

Ambrosia Choc. Co.

American Candy Co.

American Choc. Almond Co.

Arnould & Co., D.

Auerbach & Sons, D.

Bacon Co., D.

Beech-Nut Packing Co.

Beich Co., Paul F.

Blome & Son, Geo.

Blue Ribbon Candy Co.

Brandle & Smith Co.

Brunell Co., Geo. I.

Bunte Bros.

Clifford Bros.

Close Co., Geo.

Collins Co., I. N.

Cracker Jack Co.

Crescent Creole Candy Co.

Croft & Allen Co.

Debevoise, Walter W.

Dockman & Son, I. H.

Elbee Chocolate C0.

Gallanis Bros.

Gardiner-Lucas Co.

Gimbal Bros.

Goldenberg, D.

Hardie Bros.

Hawley & Hoops

Heide. Henry

Heidelherger Confy. Co.

Hershey Choc. Co.

Hildreth Co., H. L.

Hoefler’s Centennial Chocolates

Hollis. W. G.

Hooton Choc. Co.

Horton Sweets Co.

Ideal Candy Co.

Josselyn, E. H.

Knickerbocker Choc. Co.

Krick 8: Cassidy

Lauer 8: Suter

Lewis Bros.

Lord Candy Co.

Lowney Co., Walter M.

W. H. Luden,‘ Inc.

Mackenzie Co., Robt. F.

Manufacturing Co. of America

Mason, Au & Magenheimer

Metro Choc. C0.

Michelbach & Sons, E.

Mikado Candy C0.

Miller Co., Chas. N.

Mueller Licorice Co., John

National Candy C0.

National Licorice Co.

New England Confectionery Co.

Ohio Confection Co.

Oswego Confectionery Co.

Paist Co., F. M.

Pop Corn Products Co.

Quaker City Choc. & Confectionery Co.

Revere Preserving Co.

Robertson Candy Co.

Rochester Candy Works

Rochester Marshmallow C0.

Runkel Bros.

Schapira Bros.

Shotwell Mfg. Co.

Slauson & Co., A.

Smith & Peters

Snows Candy Corp.

Stacy Co., O. T.

Sterling Chocolate Co.

Taylor, W. E.

Virginia Nut Products Co.

Wallace & Co.

Washburn Co., F. B.

Westmoreland Candy Co.

W'ilbur & Sons, H. O.

Williamsport Candy Co.

VVunderle, Philip

Ziegler Co., Geo.

Containers—DispIay

Gair Co., Robert

Hamlin-Fleischer Co

Mono Service Co.

Sealright Co. (ice cream)

U. S. Printing & Lithograph Co.

Warren Co., P. R.

Corn Syrup

American Maize-Products Co.

Corn Products Refining Co.

Cream Coolers

Collum Mfg. Co.

Dispensers—Glass

McKee Glass Co.

Rotax Co.

Dragees

French Dragee & Specialty C0.

Dry Milk

Dry Milk C0.

- Dry Room

Bentz Engineering Corp.

Perkins Co., Elmer E.

Engineers

Pease, Inc., F. F.

Extracts—See Flavors and Colors

Flavors and Colors

Atlantic Importing Co.

Blanke-Baer Extract & Preserving C0.
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Bush & Co., W. J.

Cincinnati Extract Works :

Corrizo Extract Works

Downey, Turnquist & Co.

Foote & Jenks

Fries & Bro.

Fries & Bro., Alex.

Kohnstamm & Co., H.

Lueders & Co., Geo.

Monsanto Chemical Works

National Aniline & Chemical Co.

Ottens Mfg. Co., H. H.

Ryland, H. C.

Sethness Co.

Sparhawk, Chas. V.

Tisco Co.

Todd Co., A. M.

Ungerer & Co.

Widmayer & Jungling

Fly Paper

O. & W. Thum

Formula Books

Bell, Wm. M.

Burgess Supply Co.

Rigby Pub. Co.

Fruits-Preserved, Glace, Pulps

Blanke-Baer Extract & Preserving Co.
Cincinnati Extract Works

Georgiades & Co., Christo

Jones Co., C. H.

Keystone Fruit Products Co. *

Lyons California Glace Fruit Co.

Michaelis & Sons, M.

Sethness Co.

Gelatine

Crystal Gelatine Co.

Duche & Sons, T. M.

Michaelis & Sons, M.

Milligan & Higgins Gelatine Co.

Sinclair, Harold A.

Swift & Co.

Glass Dispenser

McKee Glass Co.

Rotax Co.

Gum Arabic and Tragacanth

Thurston & Braidich

Ice Cream Machinery

Allen & Co., J. W.

Allman Gas Engine Co.

Maag Co., Aug.

Miller & Son, Franklin P.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Thompson Machine & Supply Co.—

Ice Cream Cone Machinery

Turnbull Cone Machine Co.

Ice Cream Powder

Ottens Mfg. Co., H. H.

Ice Cream Supplies

Allen & Co., J. W.

Allman Gas Engine Co.

Dengler & Son, D. S.

Grand Rapids Cabinet Co.

Jones Co., C. H.

Maag Co., Aug.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Ottens Mfg. Co., H. H.

Schall & Co.

Ingredients

Burgess Supply Co.

Confectioners' Cream Products Co.

Haug & Co.

India Refining Co.

Jahn Co., W. K.

Nulomoline Co.

Ottens Mfg. Co., H. H.

Senneff-Herr Co.

Sethness Co.

Simonin's Sons, C. F.

White-Stokes Co.

Kettles–Copper Mixing

Acme Coppersmithing Co.

Bucyrus Copper Kettle Works

Burkhard, Thos.

Friedman, J.

Groen Mfg. Co.

Hamilton Copper & Brass Works

Holmberg & Co., Chas.

Hubbert, Bartholt H.

Kopperman & Son, Jos.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Savage Bros. Co.

Labels and Seals

Breuker & Kessler Co.

Dennison Mfg. Co.

Gair Co., Robert

Milwaukee Label & Seal Co.

U. S. Printing & Lithograph Co.

Laboratory Specializing

Friedman, J.

Schwarz Laboratories, Inc.

Liquors

See Chocolate and Cocoa

Machinery Manufacturers

Allen & Co., J. W.

Ball Cream Beater Co.

Bentz Engineering Corp.

Brach, Emil J.

Burkhard. Thos. J.

Croll Mfg. Co.

Friedman, J.

Greer Co., J. W.

Hildreth Co., H. L.

Holmberg & Co., Chas.

Kopperman & Sons, Jos.

Lambert Machine Co.

Maag Co., Aug.

McLean Co., John

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Paramount Machinery Co.

Racine Confectioners' Machinery Co.

Savage Bros. Co.

Vacuum Candy Machinery Co.

Weiscopf, L.

White, Heirs Jacob

York, C. C.

Marrons

Raffetto, Inc., G. B.

Molds–Metal

Ben Moore Mfg. Co.

Eppelsheimer & Co.

Friedman, J.

Krauss’ Son, Fr.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Molds—Rubber

Voorhees Rubber Mfg. Co.

Molds—Starch

Frauenberger & Co., J.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Novelties

Brunell Co., Geo. J.

Cosmo Mfg. Co.

Geilfuss' Son, H. H.

Michaelis & Son, M.

Schall & Co.

Shackman & Co., B.

U-Neak Dinner Favors, Inc.

Pail Pockets

Brown & Bailey Co.

Paint

U. S. Gutta Percha Paint Co.

Paper—Confectioners'

American Lace Paper Co.

Breuker & Kessler Co.

Carter, Rice & Co.

Chicago Carton Co.

Dennison Mfg. Co.

Driver Co., Jno. M.

Euler & Bro., Franz

Hampden Glazed Paper & Card Co.

Hollis & Duncan

Liebs Co., L.A. (box wrappers and tops)

Milwaukee Lace Paper Co.

Nashua Paper Co.

Select Paper Co.

Peanuts

American Peanut Corp.

Peanut Blancher

Lambert Machine Co.

McLean Co., John

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Popping Corn

Bradshaw Co.

Dickinson Co., Albert

Premiums

Calumet Mfg. Co.

Cosmo Mfg. Co.

Pump-Confectioners

Taber Pump Co.

Refrigeration

Bentz Engineering Corp.

Brunswick Refrigerating Co.

Friedman, J.

Norwalk Iron Works Co.

York Mfg. Co.

Ribbons

Kennedy, Robert

Wertheimer Bros.

White & Campbell

Saccharin

Monsanto Chemical Works

Salted Peanuts

Lancaster Salted Nut Co.

Sample Cases

Knickerbocker Case Co.

Scale Board Boxes

Brindell, J. Wesley

Scales

Trocmner, H.

Seals—See Labels and Seals

Shelled Nuts

American Peanut Corp.

Dengler & Son, D. S.

Jones Co., C. H.

Southern Edible Nut Co.

Show Jars

Aridor Co., The -

Panay Sectional Show Case Co.

Skewers

Bellefonte Lumber Co.

Setter Bros. Co.

Soda Fountain Supplies

Dengler & Son, D. S

Maag Co., Aug.

Milwaukee Lace Paper Co.

Senneff-Herr Co.

Sethness Co.

Special Cream Coolers

Collum Mfg. Co.

Starch Boards

Acme Box Co.

Sugar

£erican Sugar Refining Co.

Franklin Sugar Refining £k. ds

Supplies—Confectioners'. All Kin

#: & Co., J. W.

Dengler & Son, D. S.

Geilfuss Son, H. H.

Jones Co., C. H.

Mills & Bro., Thos.

Ottens Mfg. Co., H. H.

Schall & Co. •

Sealright Co. (carriers)

Thurston & Braidich

U-neak Dinner Favors, Inc.

Tin Foil

Lehmaier, Schwartz & Co.

Standard Rolling Mills. Inc.

Tov Balloons

£ & Co., Richard D.

Eagle Rubber Co.

Toycraft Rubber Co.

Vanilla Beans -

Thurston & Braidich

Vegetable Butter

See Cocoanut Butter

Vending Machines

Walter Gum Co.

Wrapping Machines

Friedman, J. -

Ideal Wrapping Machine Co.

Weiscopf, L.
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ACME BOX Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 152

ACME CoPPERsMITHING Co. . . . . .. 159

ADvANCE CANDY MFG. Co. . . . . . . .. as

ALLEN & CO., .I. W . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 31

ALLMAN GAs ENGINE Co. . . . . . . . .. 160

ALLORANGE CONFECTION Co., INC. 14s

AMBAssADoR CHOC. CO. .. . . . . . . .. 21

AMBRosIA CHOC. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 42

AMERICAN CANDY Co. . . . . . . . . . . .. 4s

AMERICAN CI-IOC. ALMOND CO..... es

AM:ER.ICAN COCOANUT BUTTER Co. 24

AMERICAN LACE PAPER CO . . . . . . .. 71

AMERICAN MAIZE-PROD. CO. . . . . .. 17

AMERICAN PEANUT CORP. . . . . . . .. 39

AMERICAN sUGAR REF. Co. . . . . . .. 19

ARIDOR CO.. THE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 155

ARNOULD & CO., D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 42

ATLANTIC GELATINE Co. . . . . . . . .. 23

ATLANTIC IMPORTING Co. . . . . . . .. 11

AUERBACH & SONS. D. . . . . . . . . . . . .. ss

BACON Co., D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 24

BAK-ER CO.. LTD.. WALTER . . . . . . .. 147

BAKROW & SONS, RICHARD D . . . . .. es

BALL CREAM BEATER CO.. 172

BELL. W-M. M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 178

BELLEFONTE LUMBER Co. . . . . . . .. 41

BEN-MOORE MFG. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 144

BENTz ENGINEERING CORP. . . . . .. 188

BERTELS & SON CO.. W. B. . . . . . . .. 150

BLANKE-BEAR EXT. & PREs. C0... 24

BLOME & SON CO.. GEO. . . . . . . . . . .. so

BLUE RIBBON CANDY Co. . . . . . . . . .. 19

BRACH. EMIL J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..17o-171

BRADsHAw Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4

BRANDLE & SMITH Co. . . . . . . . . . . .. 64

BREUKER & KESSLER CO. . . . . . . .. 14a

BRINDELL. J. WESLEY . . . . . . . . . . .. 149

BROOKS BANK NOTE Co. . . . . . . . . . .. ss

BROWN & BAILEY Co. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 21

BRUNELL Co., GEO. J. 12

BRUNsWICI< REFRIGERAT'ING' COII 17:4

BUcYRUs COPPER KE’1"I‘LE W'KS.. 111

BUNTE BRos. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. as

BURGESS SUPPLY Co. . . . . . . . . . . . .. as

BURKHARD, INC., THOMAS . . . . . . .. 1s1

BUSH .2. CO.. INC., W. J. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1

CALUMET MFG. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2

CARTER. RICE&CO..............'.' 7

CARVER. FRED s. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' 187

CHICAGO CARTON Co. 37

CINCINNATI EXTRACT woRI<s 4

CLIFFORD BROS. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. so

CLosE CO.. GEO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 54

coLLINs CO.. J’. N. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 44

g8I<I£_%I~I MFG. co. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..1s2-Isa

-CTIoNERs CRCONTAINER CLUB .P.'1.‘.O.].3'. 11%

COI7:i'¥IIJNJ‘l;2N'1‘AL PAPER & BAG

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. as-as
CORN PRODUCTS REF. Co. . . . . . .. 2

CORRIZO ExTRACTs Co. 42

COSMO MFG. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 68

(C71§.fi(£rKER.IACKCO...........:::'-' 9

- E 00.. WILLIAM M. 177

CREsCENT CREOL ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ‘ "CROFT & ALLEN CE(}).C.A.¥.Il‘.{ CO""' i

CROLL MFG. Co. 164

CRYsTAL GELATINE Co. .....'.'.'.'.'. as

DARCO CORPORATION 12

DEBEvoIsE. WALTER w. I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " 61

DEISROTH CO.. W. H. . . . . . ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " 33

DENGLER & SON, INC. D s' ' ' ' ' ' ' " 76

DENNIsoN MFG. Co. .'...'...'III§'.II' 55

DICKINSON CO.. ALBERT ea

B8pvI<1~IAN & soN. JOHN H.. . 38

NEYI T ‘_ . . . . . . ..DRIVER Co.lJ§{N'3Ui\Ia5.yr. .8? ' ' ' ' ' " ii

DRY MILK Co..THE........'.'.II'.II 64

EAGLE RUBBER Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 52

ELBEE CHOCOLATE Co. . . . . . . . . . .. s4

EPPELSHEIMER & CO. INC 153

EL'LER&C0-.FRANz'.....IIIIIIIIf 11

FIBRE PACKAGE. . ._

FLEIsHER&Co..%9L. IIII'I ' ' ' ' "POoTEs.IENI<s...........I . ' ' ' ' " 11

FRANKLIN sUGAR REF. Co. .IIIIII 144

FRAUENBERGER & CO.. J. . . . . . . . .. 148

FRENCH DRAGEE 8: SPECIALTY CO. 144)

FRIEDMAN. J. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 115

FRIES & BRO. .............IIf.'III.'I 14

FRIES 8: BRO.. ALEX. . . . . . . . . . . . 50

GAIR CO.. ROB’T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 30

GALLANIS BROS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 190

GARDINER-LUCAS CO., THE . . . . . . . . 1

GEILFUSS“ SON, H. H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

GEORGIADES & CO., CHRISTO . . . . .. 33

GIMBAL BROS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69

GLENN. J. W. . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . .. 23

GOLDENBERG. D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ‘. . 26

GRAND RAPIDS CABINEI‘ CO . . . . . .. 157

GREEN CO., A. H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 152

GREER CO.. J. VV. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 165

GROEN MFG. CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 167

HAMILTON COPPER & BRASS W'KS. 173

I-IAMPDEN GLAZED PAPER 8: CARD

    

CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48

HARDIE BROS. CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 46

HAUG & CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 19

HAVVLEY & HOOPS . . 63

HEEKIN CAN CO. . .. 154

I-IEIDE. HENRY . . . . . . . . .. 47

HEIDELBERGER CNFY. CO 68

HERSHEY CHOC. CO. . . . . 10

HILDRETH CO.. H. L . 166

HINDE & DAUCH PA'I>ER'c'O. 159

HoEELER's CENTENNIAL CHOC 16 

  HOLLIS & DUNCAN 76

HOLLIS, IV. G. . . . . . . .. 66

HOLMBERG & CO.. CHA 187

I-IOOTON CI-IOC. CO. 74

HORTON SW’EE'I‘S CO. .. 8

HUBBERT, B. H. . 157

IDEAL CARAMEL CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 48

IDEAL WRAPPING MACH. CO. . . . . .. 164

IMPROVED APPLIANCE CO. . . . . . . . . 181

INDIA REFINING CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 22

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC CO. 146

JACKSON CO., INC., M. A. . . . . 146

JAI-IN CO., VV. K. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..back cover

JONAS, ALFRED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

JONES CO., C. H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 83

JOSSELYN. E. H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4

KENNEDY. ROBT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

KEYSTONE FRUIT PROD. C0. . . . . 83

KLEIN CHOCOLATE CO. . . . . . . . . . .. 65

KNICKERBOCKER CASE C0. . . . . . .. 42

KNICKERBOCKER CHOC. CO. . . . . .. 66

KOHLER. PETER CAILLEH, SWISS

CHOCOLATE CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 145

KOHNSTAMM & CO.. H. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 44

KOPPERMAN & SONS, JOS. . . . . . . . . .. 168

KRAUSS' SON. FR. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 148

KRICK & CASSIDY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 80

LAMBERT MACHINE CO. . . . . . . . . . .. 150

LAMONT. CORLISS & CO. . . . . . . . . .. 146

LANCASTER SALTED NUT CO. . . . . .. 26

LAUER & SUTER CO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 14

LEIVIS BROTHERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 62

LIEBS CO., L. A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 73

LONG, EAKINS CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 153

LORD CANDY CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9

LOIVNEY CO.. THE WALTER M. . . . . 62

LUDEN, INC.. “"281. H. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 28

LUEDERS CO.. GEO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1

LYONS CALIF. GLACE FRUIT CO... 71

MAAG CO.. THE AUG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 180

MACKENZIE CO., THE ROBT. F. . . . 49

MANUFACTURING CO. OF AMERICA 12

MARCONE & CO., INC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26

MASON, FENWICK & LAWRENCE. . . 26

MASON, AU & MAGENHEIMER CON

FECTIONERY MFG. CO. . . . . . . . .. 78

MATTHEWS BROS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25

MCGOLRICK. J. E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 74

MCKEE GLASS CO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 155

MCLEAN, JOHN . . . . . . . . . . . . 187

MENASHA VVOODEN WARE CO... .. 150

MERGENTINE & LAMM . . . . . . . . . . .. 12

METRO CHOC. CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. T9

MICHAEL-IS & SONS, M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

MICHELBACH. E. & SONS . . . . . . . . .. 76

MIKADO CANDY CO., INC. . . . . . . . . .. 83

MILLER CO.. CH RLES N . . . . . . . . . .. 41

MILLER, FRANK IN P. & SON . . . . .. 156

MILLIGAN & HIGGINS . . . . . . . . . . . .. 33

MILLS & BROS. INC., THOS . . . . ..16Z-163

MILVVAUKEE LABEL & SEAL CO... 69

MIIAVAUKEE LACE PAPER CO..... 87

MONO SERVICE CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 159

MONSANTO CHEMICAL WORKS. . . . 2

MUELLER LICORICE CO. . . . . . . . . . .. 86

NASHUA PAPER CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 63

NATIONAL ANILINE & CHEM. CO.. 141

NATIONAL CANDY CO. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 32
NATIONAL LICORIICE CO. . . . . . . . . .. 45

NATIONAL SEAL CO., INC. . . . . . . . .. 160

NETSCHERT, FRANK . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 41

NEWV ENGLAND CONF’Y C0 . . . . . . .. 15

NORVVALK IRON IVORKS . . . . . . . . .. 179

.\'UCOA BUTTER CO., THE . . . . . . . . .. 40

NULOMOLINE CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 18

OHIO CONFECTION CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . 72

OSWEGO CANDY WORKS . . . . . . . . .. 147

O'1'1‘ENS MFG. CO., H. H. . . . . . . . . . . . . 28

PAIST CO., F. M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 62

PANAY SECTIONAL SHOW CASE CO. 152

PARAMOUNT MACHINERY CO . . . . . . 1§3

PEASE, INC., F. F. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... J

PERKINS CO.. E. E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 177

POP CORN PRODUCTS CO. . . . . . . . . .. 26

QUAKER CITY CHOC. 8: CONFY. CO. 8

RACINE CONFECT'N'S MACHY. CO. . 161

RAFFETTO. INC., G. B. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3

REVERE PRESERVING CO. . . . . . . .. 69

RIGBY PUB. CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 147

ROBE. ROBB & HILL . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 148

ROBERTSON CANDY CO. . . . . . . . . . .. 4

ROCHESTER CANDY WORKS. T'HE.'. 73

ROCHESTER MARSHMALLOW CO. . . 73

ROTAX CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11

RUNKEL BRos. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 67

RYLAND, H. C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 20

sAvAGE BROS. CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..174-175
SCHALL & CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. as

sCHAP1RA BRos. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7':

scHoNWAssER CO.. s. E. . . . . . . . . .. 4

SCI-IWARZ LABORATORIES . . . . . . .. 12
SEA.LR.IGI-I'1‘ Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . s

sELECT PAPER Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. as

SEMIET-SOLVAY Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. as

sENNEFF-HERR Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 29
sEI'HNEss OO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. s1

sETTER BRos. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. s7

SHACKMAN & Co., B. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11
sHoTwELL MEG. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. as

SHOUP Co., A. D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 25
SIMONIN'S soNs. C. F. . . . . . . . . . . . .. Igs

SINCLAIR, HAROLD A. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7'1

SLAUSON & CO.. A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 120
SMITH & PETERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2s

  

  

    

  

  

sNOw1s CANDY CORP. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2s

SNYDER & VVHEELER . . . . . . . . . 1

sOMMERs & CO.. INC., E. L §

SOUTHERN EDIBLE NUT Co. 8..

sPARHAWK. cHARLEs w. .. 39

sTACY CO.. O. T. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 57

sTANDARD ROLLING MILLS . '14

sTEIN. HALL & Co. . . . . . . .. 20
sTERLINC. CHOCOLATE CO. s4

sTURTEvANT CO.. B. F.. 158

swIPT & CO. . . . . . . . . . . .. . 51
SYKES & THoMPsoN Co. . . . . . . . . .. so

TABER PUMP Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 181

TANGLEFOOT .. .. .. 21

TAYLOR. W. E. . . . . . . . . . . .. . 61

THOMPSON MACHINE & SUPPLY CO 167

TI-IURSTON & BRAIDICH . 42

TODD CO.. L'I'D.. A. M.... 42

TOYCRAFT RUBBER C0. 25

TROEMNER, HENRY 1

TURNBULL CONE MACI-II. E CO 167

UNGERER & Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

UNION EXTRACT WORKS 12

UNION STEEL PRODUCTS CO. . . . . . . 156

UPREssIT PRODUCTS CORP. . . . . . .. 152

U. s. GU'1'I‘A PERCHA PAINT CO.. . .. 70

U. s. PRINTING & LITHO. CO . . . . . . .. 13

ACUUM CANDY MACHINERY CO... 169

¥rIRGINIA PEANUT PRODUCTS CO 24

VON DANNENBERG & PICK..... 74

VOORHEES RUBBER MFG. CO... 149

WALLACE & Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. s1

WALTER GUM C0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 149

WARREN CO., P. R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 17

wAsH~BURN & Co., F. B. . . . . . . . . . .. 11

WEISCOPF. L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 151

WERTHEIMER BROS. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 41

WESTMORELAND CANDY CO. . . . . .. 14a

VVTHITE & CAMPBELL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

WHITE HEIRS. JACOB . . . . . . . . . . . .. 173

WHITE-sToKEs CO., INC. . . . . . . . . 14

WHITNEY & CO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. '15

WIDMAYER & JUNGING . . . . . . . . . .. 12

WILBUR & sONs, INC., H. 0. . . . . . . .. a1

WILLIAMSPORT CANDY MFG. CO. .. 46

WUNDERLE, PH. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6

YORK. C. C. . . . . . . _ - - - -- 168

YORK MFG. CO. .. .. 167

YOUSE CO.. C. J. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 38

ZIEGLER CO.. GEO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 59

See Classified Directory page 184
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CARVER CARVER

ACCUMULATOR COCOA

SYSTEM PRESSES

oPE;Z‘3m

COCOA PRESSES FILLING SYSTEM,

AUTOMATIC

SEALING DEVICE

AND  

GREATLY INCREASES

THE OUTPUT OF

COCOA PRESSES.

CAKE EJECTORS.

THESE ARE EXCLUSIVE

FEATURES IN OUR

MACHINES, COVERED

BY PATENTS ALLOWED

AND PENDING IN THE

UNITED STATES

AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

  

PRACTICALLY ALL

THE LARGEST

CHOCOLATE FACTORIES

NOW EQUIPPED

WITH OUR SYSTEM.

 

GLAD TO SEND CATALOGUE

  

   

FRED S. CARVER

_ ENGINEER

8 WEST 40th ST. NEW YORK

  

THE MCLEAN

Peerless, Pre-eminently Popular, Predominantly Powerful,

Peculiarly Progressive, and Practically Perfect

IMPROVED

PEANUT BLANCHER
INCOMPARABLE m EXCELLENCE,

~ EFFICIENCY, ECONOMYAND OPERATION '~

Write for new Catalogue

JOHN McLEAN, Lockport, N. Y., U. S.A. 

NOTE THE

Shun Jnclnt Tilting Kettle Steam Jacket Mixing Kettle A New crelm "eh"

CHAS. HOLMBERG ®. CO.,l4-39-45 Austin Avenue. Chicago. "1
Snum Jacket Tillinl Mixlns Kotlle
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“The Chillblast”
Patented—Patents Pending

End-to-End View of “The Chillblast,”

such industries as require

moisture content.

m of water passing over

coils, thereby -

cleansing and

eign substances,

stant efficiency

tion of frost upon the coils.

Constant uniform

frosting.

Equal

times.

of expansion valves.

Air delivered washed free

trained foreign matter.

Complete circulation
of air

of room.

Drying Apparatus—D

378-380 SIXT

The CHILLBLAST is designed to Sup

ply refrigerated or dehumidified air to

normal temperature, or air with reduced

The apparatus is a
$ompact, self-contained unit wherein air

is brought into intimate contact with a

ciency of the cooling surface, not only

purifying the air of all for
but also maintaining con

by preventing the forma

efficiency of heat

transfer through cooling surface.

No. operating expense incident to de

temperature obtainable at all

Simplicity of operation by reason of

semi-flooded system and minimum number

Bentz Engineerin
FACTORY:

NEWARK

Showing Complete Arrangement With Discharge Duct

air at sub

refrigerated

Air Conditioner, Cooler and Dehumidifer

CLEAN,

COLD,

DRY AIR

In one compact unit machine, and in

one operation, the air is not only

washed clean and purified, but it is re

duced to any desired degree of tem

perature with reduced moisture con

tent. This clean, cold, dry air is con

veyed to the room and after complete

circulation is returned to the CHILL

BLAST for reconditioning. The effi

ciency and economy of the operation

must be apparent.

Without Modification Can Be Directly

Connected to Any Existing

Refrigerating Plant

of all en

to all parts

Courtesy of Gorham Chocolate co.

rying Rooms—Any size—All Metal Construction – Insulated

Accurate Control of Temperatur

H AVENUE

, N. J.

e and Air Circulation

g Corporation
OFFICES:

90 WEST STREET

NEW YORK CITY

–

|

|

--

j
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: That’s why there is ONE edible coconut oil that has a reputation as -

::it: * being the BEST. - - -

my far -
Ask the margarine trade—the most particular trade to serve—That is

where we established an International reputation of making the BEST edible

coconut oil. | -

That is why we can give you coconut butters that are SECOND TO .

* D': NONE. The same QUALITY exists in them.

iting THE PROOF OF OUR CLAIM IS IN THE TEST.

WRITE FOR SAMPLES OF OUR

- HARD PLASTIC SOFT

Edible Coconut Oil Products

under the trade names - -

Hard Coconut Oil Plastic Coconut Oil

melting points 84° to 92° -

for chocolate covered ice cream bars, for fillers, centers and sandwich work.

chocolates, caramels, taffies, nougats, etc. Replaces butter better than any other -

#" melting points to suit your pur- product.

pose).

--

- Edible coconut oil

established 1876

Tioga and Belgrade Sts. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

for salted nuts, popcorn, taffies, slab dressing, cones, etc., or wher

ever a sweet, neutral fat is required.

Don't pay more when you can buy a better product for less.

C. F. SIMONIN'S SONS

*ill||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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The W. -K. JAHN CO.

CHICAGO BROOKLYN

561-569 E. ILLINOIS STREET BUSH TERMINAL BLDG. 1o

Manufacturers and Importers

PROFODUCTS

Will Issue a Monthly Price List, Starting June lst

This Should Be of Interest to Every Manufacturing Confectioner, and if You Desire We

Will Send You a Copy Each Month. Write Us Now

You Will Want Our Prices 0n—

RICO CARAMEL PASTE AA, MADE WITHOUT STARCH OR FLOUR

RICO NOUGINE AA—SHORT, LIGHT, FLUFFY, WHITE

(A 57-gallon Barrel Contains About 185 lbs. Net)

RICO C. T. COLORS—BRILLIANT, UNIFORM, LASTING

RICO MARSHMALLOW GELATINES—ALL PURE FOOD

RICO MEXOLA—-VANILLA FLAVOR, REINFORCED

GOKL TESTED WHIPPING ALBUMEN

SAMPLES SENT ON REQUEST
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"ThePledg~y: The candy that takes-clever é

in name, absolutely pure in '

Grea_ manufacture, most delicious

Quah in taste. Jobbers need only

apply for prices and catalogs.

~ ~ Ghocolaies GALLANIS BROTHERS, Inc.
I; O 1929-31-33 S. Halsted Street

Gmms BROS‘ CHM’ ' cmcrxco . -=- n.uuo|s

F-51’!Ellilllllllllllllllllillliliiii§iiiiiiliiililliiiiilllllllllliillliililll;;1llilillllllllllllllllllllllllllllffZ73lllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllll|||l|l||||||l||||l||||llllllll|l|‘

A. SLAUSON & CO.

280-282 Lafayette Street—New York City

Manufacturers of Star Mint Lozenges and Candy Specialties

Star Mint, Little Gem and Dainty Pearls One Cent Packages

Royal Squares (Fudge) Peanut Pearls

Boston Baked Beans Candy Cocoanut Wafers Assorted

Frosted Chocolate Cocoanut 5 Cent Bar, Filcona 5 Cent Bar, Scotch Mint 5 Cent Package

Samples and Prices on Application l
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